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INTRODUCTION
The Upani~ads are philosophical and theological mystical treatises forming the third
division of the Veda; the preceding portions being the Mantras or Hymns, which are largely
prayers, and the Brahmal).as or sacrificial rituals- the utterance, successively, of poet, priest
and philosopher.
There are two great departments of the Veda. The first is called Karma-kaQ.<;l.a, the
department of works, which embraces both Mantras and Brfihmal)as; and is followeq by the
vast majority of persons whose action of religion is laying up of merit by means of
ceremonial prayers and sacrificial rites. The second is called Jfiana-kal)<;l.a, the department
of knowledges-the theosophic portion of the Vedic revelation; and this is embraced by the
Upani~ads, and is intended for the select few who are capable of attaining the true doctrine.
The most important of the Upani~ads belong to what are called A.ral)yakas or forestbooks, which form an appendix to the Brahmal)as; and, treating as they do of the .release of
the soul from metaphsychosis, by means of a recognition of the oneness of its real nature
witi, the great impersonal Self and are so profound that they were required to be read in the
solitude of forests, by persons, who, having performed all the duties of a student and a
house-holder, retired from the world a11d their days passed in the contemplation of the
Deity.
The Upani~ads arc as far removed from the ancient :--oetry of the Veda as the talmud is
from the Old Testament and Sufism is from the Quran. They represent the results of the
first plunge of the human mind into the depths of metaphysical speculation; and investigate
such abstruse problems as the origin of the universe, the nature of the Deity, the nature of
the human soul, and the relation of spirit and matter.
The etymology of the word is doubtful. It probably signifies sitting down near
somebody, in 0rder to listen or meditate and worship (Upa-ni-~ad); so that it would express
the idea of a session or assembly of pupils sitting down at a respectful distance secret
doctrine-a digest of the principles and mysteries contained in the Vedas; and some Indian
philosophers derive the word from the root sad, in the sense of destruction; meaning
thereby that the secret doctrine, fully apprehended, would destroy all passion and
ignorance, and all knowledge derived from the senses merely-all knowledge save that of
the Self.
Now about the number and divisions of the Upani~ads, with the disappearance of many
of the recessions of the Vedas, many Brahmal)as, Aral)yakas and Upani~ads also
disappeared. The fact that the sacred books were not committed to writing in ancient times
is partly responsible for this loss. Further more, among the works surviving, it is difficult to
ascertain the exact number that should be regarded as authentic Upani~ads. A religious
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system is considered validiqJrtdia only when it is supporte4 by Sruti (the Vedas); hence
the founders of religious sects have sometimes written books and called them Upani~ads in
order to give their views scriptural authority. The AlUi)J. Upani~ad, for instance, was
. composed in the sixteenth century, at the time of the Muslim emperor Akbar.
One. hundred and eight Upahi~ads are enumerated in the Muktikopani~ad, which is a
work belonging to the tradition of the Yajurveda. Among these, the Aitaerya Upani~ad and
Kau~itaki Upani~ad belong to the Rgveda; the Chandogya and Kena, to the Samaveda; the
Taittiriya, Mahanaraya1.1a, Katha, Svetasvatara and Maitray~i, to the Kr~1.1a Yajurveda; the
Isa and Brhadar~yaka, to the Sukla Yajurveda; and the MUI.1c;laka, Prasna and Ma1.1c;lukya,
to the Atharvaveda. It may be stated, also, that these Upani~ads belong to differing
recensions of their respective Vedas. Thus, J~r instance, the Mu1.1c;laka Upani~ad belongs to
the Sauna!Ql recension of the Atharvaved&, while the Prasna Upani~ad belongs to the
Pippalada recension. The Brahma Sutras, :wllich is the most authoritative work on the
Vedanta philosophy, has been based ~l'(tn the Aitareya, Taittiriya, Chandogya,
Brhadru-~yaka, Kau~itaki, Katha, Svetasvatih-a, MUI.1c;laka, Prasna and possibly also the
Jahala Upani~ad. Sa.Iikaracarya wrote his celebrated commentaries on the Isa, Kena, Katha,
Prasna,.MUI.l<;laka, MB.l.l<;lukya, Aitareya, Taittiriya, Chandogya, Brhadara1.1yaka and possibly
also the Svetasvatara Upani~ad. These latter are regarded as the major works.
These are probably as old as the sixth century B.C. or anterior to the rise of Buddhism
and the fundamental Upani~ads of the Vedanta philosophy.
The teachings of the Upani~ads, BahmasOtras and the Bhagavad Gita form the basis of
the Vedanta philosophy.
But the Vedanta has different schools of interpretation, represented by the three great
Acaryas,--Sankara, Ramanuja and Madhava; that Sankara being the oldest and most
orthodox and in closest harmony with the ancient patheistic thoughts of I:i:ldia. The
Upani~ads undoubtedly admit of different interpretations. Their authors belonged to
different sections of S()Ciety, some of the mostimportant being ~atriyas or Rajput kings;
and these generations of Vedic theologians had their own favourite sacred texts which they
studied and speculated upon; these speculations coming in course of time to be locked upon
as sacred too. There is unquestionably a certain uniformity of leading conceptions running
throughout the Upani~ads, though with considerable divergence in detail. They were,
however, never meant to form a philosophical system coherent in all its parts, and free from
contradictions. Their authors belonged to different periods of time and do not claim any
Divine inspiration that would preserve a continuous revelation of truth. The Views of one
sage do not ~eem to agree in several important points with another, as to the nature of the
Supreme Being, whether He possesses qualities (sagu1.1a} or is destitute of qualities
(nirgui;ia), though the latter represents, as we shall see, the prevailing thought. They differ
also as to the reality or unreality of the external world; and as to the nature of that soul,
whether it is of minute size and an agent, and therefore finite, or whether it is identical with
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the Supreme and therefore infinite. All this invests these ancient treatises with not a little
difficulty to· those who study them; th0ugh their interest and value are not thereby
diminished.
The Upani~ads undoubtedly represent the highest product of the Indian mind;· and one
of the most imposing and subtle of the systems of unto logy yet known iti the history of
philosophy; and the Vedanta, styled by Sankaracarya 'the string upon which the gems of
the Upani~ads are strung,' is regarded as the finest flower and the ripest fruit of Indian
spirituality. They contain the highest authority on which the various systems of Indian
philosophy rest; and are practically the only portion of Vedic literature which is extensively
studied by orthodox educated Hindus in the present day.
The Vedanta philosophy has also its appreciators in Europe. Not to speak of its
similarity in some respects to Berkeley's Idealism, though essentially different, Professor
Max Muller has represented it in an attractive light; and some German philosophers such as
Schopenhauer and his ardent disciple; Professor Deusse1r of Kiel, confess to much
enthusiasm for this particular wisdom of the East. These two speak of the study of the
Upani~ads as elevating and consoling. It is urged by modem Hindu Vedantists, that the
school of German thought first expressed by Kant,. completed by Schopenhauer and further
elaborated by Deussen, brings the western world nearer and nearer to the Advaita or
monistic position; and the Vedanta is claimed to be the key to all religions, the lamp by
which all can be studied. Professor Deussen says of this system that it is "equal in rank to
Plato and Kant", and is one of the most valuable products of the genius of mankind in its
search for the eternal truth.
This is precisely what one can feel iri studying the Upani~ads. Though a persual of the
literature is a great intellectual treat, there is a strange medley of the sublime and the
common place, of profundities a~d trivialities,· of philosophy and superstition. One can find
there the nature worship of the Vedas, especially of the sun and mention made of 33 gods.
One can find sexual relations even in the Supreme; that the Self divided himself into two
.and so produced husband and wife; and from these were "created evefj'thing that exists in
pairs, down to the ants." One can find details of Vedic sacrifices, ofoblations of curds and
honey and many puerile rites and superstitious ceremonies. One can find human greatness
associated with children and cattle and fame and long life. One ~an find astrology and
strange astronomy, st1ch as the soul leaving the body and passing through the air, coming
first to the sun, and then at a greater distance, ascending to the moor1; and the Hindu. belief
about eclipses-the moon ·escaping from the mouth of. ~u. One can find interesting
evidence of the knowledge and practice of certain arts and sciences, such as melting of iron,
pottery, wheel-making and the chemistry of metals; also that a Divine origi~ is claimed for .
caste; and such bewildering morality as this, that a man who lrnows a certain thing, even if
he commits what seems much evils, consumes it all and becomes pure·
clean. One can
find a full blown and el~borated doctrine of transmigration; and that those \.¥hose conduct
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has been evil, are born again as dog or hog, worm, insect, fish, bird, lion, boar and serpent,
rice and corn, herbs and trees, sesamum and beans.
One can find also much importance attached to protracted bodily stillness and fixity of
lock, to certain modes of breathing and to suppression of breath, to the mental repetition of
strange sets of formulae, and to meditations on the unfathomable mysteries contained in
certain monosyllables, such as the famous Om- the symbol of the Absolute under its
three-fold personalisation. One can find great subtleties of -thought, expressed in such
pregnant. brevity that in very sentence we seem to read a page; a labyrinth of mystic
language, tedious repetitions and puerile conceits; the u,se of fanciful metaphors and
unconnected images, of defective analogies in place of proof, such as arguing from a rope
being mistaken for a serpent to the unreality of the visible universe; or from the man with
diseased eye who sees two moons where there in reality only one, to show that it is only
ignorance (avidya) that takes the world as real; or from the fact that all earthen pots are in
truth only earth, that the whole world is nothing but Brahman. One can find a want of
system and of common sense; a tendency to speculate rather tlwn investigate; and,
therefore, controversies always beginning afresh, the solving of insoluble enigmas, the
attaining unattainable frames of mind.
But all these one passes over, unaccounted for and unexplained, and desire to notice
rather the best features of the Upani~ads, those that lift the hum~n heart from the earthly to
a higher level; the elevated thoughts and noble conceptions; the deep spirituality; the
pathetic guesses at truth and relation to the highest questions that the human mind can
propose to itself. For in the groping after something felt to be needed, in the yearning of
hearts dissatisfied and empty, lies the value of the Upani~ads. In their seeking and searching
after the Infinite, these "$ongs before Sunrise," as they have been styled, must always have
a profound interest for e1Very devout mind. They do not claim as does the Bible to have a
divine message for the world; neither do they contain as do the Vedas any fervid and
beautiful prayers to God; they are rather psychological excursions about God. The Bible
shows God in quest of man, rather than man in quest of God; and when thoughtfully studied
and experienced, will be found to meet .the questions raised by this ancient philosophy and
to supply its only true solution.
What now is the fundamental idea and the highest object of the Upani~ads, as
interpreted by the first great commentator Sarikaracarya, and in part also by
Ramanujacarya? It is this : that behind all the phenomena and mythology of Nature, behind
the Vedic deities, there is the Supreme Soul of the Universe, the Highest Self, the
Paramatman-the Absolute; offering certain paralliels to the Idealism of Plato, or to the
Infinite Being of Spinoza, or to Hegel's Rationality of the Universe, tho?gh more
psychological or spiritual than either of them. And, farther, that behind the veil of the body
and the senses, behind one reason and all psychol1ogical, m'anifestation, beyond the Ego
with al! its accidents and limitations, there is another Atman or subjective Self. This Self
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can only by discovered by a severe moral and intellectual discipline, such as is practised by
the sannyasin or mendicant, ascetic or yogi; a person having his senses and passions under
complete control; and those who wish to know not themselves but their Self have to
penetrate behind the mind and the personality before they can find "the Self of Selves, the
Old Man, the Looker-on." The highest knowledge possible to man begins to dawn when the
individual Self being a mere transitory reflection of the Eternal Self; and the highest aim of
all thought and study is, through this knowledge, to return to the Highest Self and regain
identity with it. "The jar is broken, and the ether that was in it is one with the one and
undivided ether, from which the jar once seemed to severe it." "Here to know is to be; to
know the Atman is to be the Atman; and the reward of this highest knowledgi;: after death.is
freedom from new births, or immortality."
Such was the dream of ancient India, and the loftiest peak of its philosophic thought;
the first attempt at the philosophy of the Absolute instinct with the spirit of speculative
daring; and it undoubtedly shows us the very best that the human mind is capable of
reaching. The Highest Self, the Atman-than which perhaps no happier philosophical
expression has been found for the Universal Principle-was the goal of the endeavour. It
was also the starting point of all phenomenal existence, "the root of the world"-the Sat or
Satya-the only true and real Existence. Whatever else exists-the universe and gods and
men-has but an emanative existence or an illusory existence under the influence of Maya;
the whole creation, visible and invisible, being due to the one Sat or Self; is upheld by it
and will ultimately return to it. As one of the Upani~ads profoundly and beautifully says:"There is one Eternal Thinker, thinking non-eternal thoughts, He, though one, fulfils
the desires of many. The wise who perceive Him within their Self, to them belongs eternal
life, eternal peace." The highest wisdom of Greece, it has been observed, was "to know
ourselves;" the highest wisdom of India is "to know our Self."
Thus we see the transcendental character of Indian thought; the yearning after the
Beyond, the Unseen, the Infinite; the necessity to transcend the limits of all mere empirical
knowledge; to penetrate the mere shell, and grasp the innermost kernel-the last of the
several enclosing envelopes or sheaths, beyond which we cannot pierce. To such a mind,
the finite is meaningless without the Infinite. This material earth has no abiding. Life is a
dream and death a birth and an awakening. India is the land of the Infinite. Its skies are so
deep and blue; its mountains are lofty and inaccessible; its forests are so dense and
bound~ess; its rivers are so broad and long, that it is natural for the Indian to conceive the
Infinite.
And herein lies the peculiar strength of the Vedantist position, which all opponents of a
materialistic or naturalistic philosophy must admire. When attacked, Hinduism has always
kept open a line of retreat upon transcendental fortifications and has not attempted to make
compromise with scientific research. In harmony with what is best in the present
philosophical thought of the West, the Vedantist affirms that the empirical school as
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expounded in recent. years by Spencer, Mill, Huxley and others; leads logically· to
agnosticism, since its sphere of knowledge is limited to the world of sense perception. It is
thorough going in ·its grasp of the physical half of the phenomenal world, but cannot
comprehend the psychical-._ the region of man's religious convictions arid beliefs. It is here
where philosophy steps ihto emancipate the scientific reason. It contrasts phenomenal with
noutnenal realities; it deals primarily with consciousness, or the mental world, maintaining
that it is only of the Ego that a direct knowledge is possible; and the element of permanency
in the material world of perception and in the mental world of self-'.Consciousness, of which
western philosophy has not obtained the clearest vision, is set up as an ultimate fact of
philosophic analysis by the Vedantist, who always inquires into .the ultimate bases of
phenomena and declares that the Eternal cannot be known through the transient.
The Supreme Being is believed, bythe non-dualistic, Vedantist, to be associated'with a
certain power called Maya or Avidya, to which the appearance of the universe is due; and it
is urged by some that it is called Maya or nescience, ignorance or illusion, because the
world and its belongings stand in the way of our reaching to a knowledge of the ultimate
truth-the eternal substratum of the world, the underlying principle of existence. The firs!
step to the knowledge of the Supreme is therecogriition of this permanent element.
And ifwe would get at the truths which lie beyond and behind this world of action and
· th~ play of the senses, we must, according to '·the Vedanta, cultivate self-restraint and
tranquillity, suppress our actions and senses, or at any rate, renounce the desire for the fruit
of one's actions; since it is this fruit or karma that chains one to this world by repeated
births and deaths. The various systems of Yoga philosophy current among Hindus-as
these self restraining exercises are termed-·have for their foundation the national belief in
the necessity for human souls to seek liberation from the bondage of the flesh by realising,
as the Advaitin or non~dualist does, that the eternal-principle of all being the power that
creates, supports and again withdraws into itself, all worlds, is identical with the Atman, the
self or soul in us. These systems of Yoga teach each its own method of attaining the desired
end; but all enjoin the performance of works in a spirit that renounces all attachment to
results.
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latent capacity of men of transcending the finite and his affinity to what is
universal and infinite, is the key to the evolution of religion; and anciep.t India supplies us
with its earliest.form.
At first sight, the personification of the objects and fo~ces of Nature-the sun, the
dawn, the firmament, the winds and storms-such as we find in the Vedic hymns, seems to
present a polytheistic nature-worship: A closer study, however, shows ·us that 'the various
divinities have. not that distinct individuality which marks the mythologies of Greece and
Rome; but that beyond and beneath them all there is an invisible Reality, a Unity, in which
they blend, and_ for which they are only varied expressions : as a passage of.the Rgveda
states :-"That which exists is One; sages call it variously."
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Now what was it that led the mind first of all to deify certain natural objects, and then
to find beneath them all an enduring substance, passing from the worship of the elements
personified to the worship of the power that rules over the elements? It was the sense of the
vanity and unreality and fleeting character of all finite things; "the inadequacy of their
satisfactions, the insecurity of their possessions, the lack of any fixed stay." This feeling
undoubtedly represents the earliest dawn of the religious consciousness, the elementary
form of religious faith, such as we find in ancient India. It is a later stage of thought that
argues from the existence of the world to the notion of a First Cause-all-wise and
omnipotent Creator. To the Indian, the all-embracing sky, the majestic sun, the silent stars,
the everlasting hills, the noble rivers, become to the mind types of permanence and power,
in the midst of a feeble and fleeting life; and these are forthwith deified. There we have the
earliest and rudest form of religious worship.
Gradually, however, as the mind became more reflective and philosophical, these
separate nature-divinities fade away and Nature is regarded as a whole; till, in the
Upani~ads, the religious consciousness attempts to pass beyond Nature, beyond everything,
beyond 'where words cannot go, nor mind,' and to grasp an invisible Essence, which is
neither the heavens nor the earth, but something infinitely greater and more abiding than
all-pure Being the innermost Being both of nature and man.
This philosophical synthesis, this pantheistic idea of God, implicit in the Vedas, explicit
in the Upani~ads, thus early rooted itself in Hindu thought; and out of it has grown all the
moral and social life of the people. Pantheism in some form or another has pervaded the
intellectual history of mankind, and fascinated some of the greatest thinkers of the world.
For there is pantheism and pantheism. European pantheism has commonly made God to be
co-extensive with all material things it has identified the world with God-all things being
parts of the Divine nature, i.e. the finite is the Infinite. Indian mystic pantheism, however, is
very different, and is far more spiritual. It affirms not the deification of the finite world, but
its nothingness : the formula that expresses it is not, the world is God, but the world is
nothing and God is all in all-the One only Infinite Reality.
It was thus, primarily, a true consciousness-the consciousness of the world's
nothingness-that gave rise to this conception, of a Substance beneath the shadows; that
beyond the finite is the Infinite, summed up in the Indian dictum-"There is but one
Being--on Second-" ekam ava advitiyam. It is the answer that the human mind at an early
stage gives to the problem of the One in many; an attempt to give unity to its ideas by the
aid of the logical category of Substance. For, just as behind the various qualities and
changes of a flower there is something we regard as constant and permanent, so beneath all
the surface appearances of things there is one and only one Reality that never changes--one
Being, Brahman. And he who would know Him or It, must tum away from all sense
perception and contemplate Pure Existence.
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At such a stage, when the mind was groping and guessing after truth, metaphors rather
than formal reasoning governed thought; and the deepest reflections of philosophy were
embodied iri sensuous images. The Supreme Being is represented as saying, I am the light
in the sun, the brilliancy in flame, the fragrance in the earth, the goodness of the good, the
beginning, middle and end of all;" but what was meant was that God is the only Being that
really is.
The writers of the Upani~ads seem to have clearly seen the distinction between
dogmatic and rational Theism, the Theism that is based on mere traditional or instinctive
belief, and the higher faith that comes out of insight and deep reflection on the nature of the
world and of the soul. Having seen this distinction, they could not but further see that the
passage from the one of the other was not an easy one. Every one that professed to be a
believer and worshipper of God and felt a curiosity to know God, could not be admitted
into the privileges of a theological student. Notwithstanding his belief and inquisitiveness,
he might not possess the moral and spiritual attainments necessary for a successful student,
His mind might be too restless and too much taken up with things external to be able to fix
itself upon supersensuous realities and if; by mere dint of intellectual concentration, he
succeeded in understanding the nature of the Deity, his heart unless purified and warmed by
devotional exercises, would fail to establish itself in God, and would not thus truly find
him. Our Theologians, therefore, insisted upon their pupils going through a long course of
moral and spiritual exercise before they were admitted as regular students of the science of
God. In the Prasnopani~ad, we find the R~i Pippalada sending away six inquirers after God,
.... .inquirers who are described as worshippers of God, ... sending away even such men,
for another year of disciplinary exercises before undertaking their regular instruction. In the
Chandogya Upani~ad, Satyakama Jabala is turned out to tend his teacher's cattle which not
only tests his theological ardour and teaches him to be dutiful and obedient under the most
trying circumstances, but further brings him into direct contact with Nature and gives him
special opportunities for cultivating habits of solitary reflection so essential to the
knowledge of things divine, so that after his long and rigorous course of apprenticeship, he
is enabled to know God with only a little help from his master. In the Kathopani~ad, Mrtyu
consents to instruct Naciketa in the mysteries of the soul only when, after offering him all
the attractions of his divine palace, including all that men value most, he saw that the young
man was insensible to them, and would not be satisfied by anything else than the
knowledge he sought. The same Upani~ad says:"He who has not given up bad habits, whose mind is not tranquil and used the spiritual
concentration cannot find him (i.e. God) even by knowledge."
Showing that knowledge, which is so essential to the finding of God is not in itself
sufficient to lead to him. We need not multiply instances. The following quotation indicates
briefly how very difficult the R~is considered the passage from the religion of mere belief
to that of philosophical
or spiritual insight to be: "Arise, awake, seek competent instructors
"
'

'·
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and try to know God. The wise say that way is as difficult to be passed ;is the sharp edge of
a razor."
Once admitted into the privileged circle of Theistic inquirers the pupil must have been
made to go through prescribed courses of meditation and reasoning.·· What the lines of
thought were which he followed in his attempt to reach rational or philosophical Theism, it
is scarcely possible for us to discover with any amount of certainty. The instruction
imparted must have been largely, if not exclusively, oral. The art of writing, even if
introduced at all, must have been in its infancy, so that no records, properly so called,
remain of the teachings of those who founded the philosophy of the Upani~ads. The
Upani~ads, however, are not systematic treatises on Philosophy. They contain, like the
Bible and other ancient scriptures, exhortations on ethical and spiritual life, anecdotes,
stories, poetry, psychology anddevout utterances that are as often poetfcal as philosophical.
But notwithstanding their unsystematic character, they contain the· ~lements of system, a
profound and magnificent system of Philosophy. Being the product of various authors and
even of diffet,e!lt ages, they are not free from contradictions even on important matters,
though the philosophical reader, accustomed to tentative expressions of apparently
conflicting but really complementary aspects of the same truth in philosophical literature,
will find fewer contradictions in them than the ordinary reader. Though, however,.a strictly
self-consistent system can no more be gathered from the Upani~ads thap from any body of
"sacred books'' a general current of thought towards certain Philosophical doctrines may
clearly be traced in them. This general current of thought in the writeni of the Upani~ads is
all that we mean by the "philosophy of the Upani~ads". However, though as we have
already observed, we have no proper record of the lines of thought which our old Theistic
thinkers followed in reaching their conclusions, the conclusions themselves, and often the
language in which they are clothed, indicate with sufficient clearness, the method adopted
by them. There are, besides, here and there, passages containing rriore or less luminous
philosophical analysis which throw much light on the logical processes through which the
minds of the R~is moved. Gathering these scattered fragments of light, we shall give a
rough idea of the theistic philosophy of the Upani~ads.
On the subject of the relation of mind and matter, all indications lead us to conclude
that the writers of the Upani~ads were Idealists. To them, as much as to Berkeley and Hegel
and their followers the world is through and through a ment€ll construction. Whether
manifested or unmanifested, it rests in mind. Objects to them, as to the European Idealist,
are essentially related ta-knowledge and can therefore exist only in knowledge. The
Aitareya enumerates the varjous classes of objects, animate and inanimate including even
the highest gods, and sa)'s .. ~.~All is produced by Reason and rests irt reasonm the World
is produced by Reason and rests in Reason and Reason is Brahman. The Katha says, ... "In
him rest all worlds and none are apart from him." The Prasna says, .. , ."As my dear birds
rest on trees, so all rests in the Supreme-Self." These and innumerable other passages of
similar import can be explained only in the light of Idealism. That can the resting of all
things in the Supreme Mind mean but the correlation of subject and object The R~is must
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have seen that objects, with all other qualities; appear to mind, to knowledge, and that they .
can be believed in and thought of only in relation to mind. As the MUJJ<;iaka says, .... ''In
whom, the luminous one, all things rest and shine,'' and elsewhere, . . . ."His, the shining
one, all things shine after, all shine through His light."
Such utterances may seem to some to indicate a Being whose existence is inferred from
the indications of law and order in the world, a Being whose relation to Nature cannot be
explainea by the familiar relation of subject and object, and who, if he is directly
cognisable at all, is so only in supreme moments of mystical insight. But the authors of the
Upani~ads' unlike the natural Theologians of Europe, made little use of the Design
Argument. The Reason in which they saw the world shine is not one of which they had any
need to go in search of by the aid of ingeniously constructed arguments. They found it in
themselves. It is identical with what every one calls his own Reason his own Self. It is that
which is the.· subjects appear and exist for us. Let us hear how the Kenopani~ad
distinguishes subject and object and identifies God with the former (l-4-8).
But by identifying Brahman with the subject or self in each person, do not the
Upahi~ads make him limited and plural? They would indeed do so if by the 'Self they
meant anything that is, in its every nature, individual, particular. But by 'Self the
Upani~ads do not meant any such thing. They mean by it, something that is, in its very
nature, universal, that is common to all thinking individuals, the common basis of all
subjects, animate and inanimate. At each step of analysis, the R~is names a category which
comprehends the lower categories, till he comes to the highest category the Supreme Self;
which transcends not only the sensorium and the intellect, where time and space end, but
also that centre of ,spiritual activity to which, as a substance, intellect itself is referred as a
mode or attribute. By the Supreme person or Self therefore, the Upani~ads mean something
that transcends time, space and quantity, which belongs not only to me, a particular centre
of spiritual activity, but to all such centres. As the same Upani~ad says :-What is here is
there; what is there is here. He who sees plurality in this goes from death to death. This is
made much more clear in the dialogue between Narada and Sanatkumara in the Chandogya
Upani$ad. Sanatkumara enumerates a number of categories, coming to a higher one at each
step as Narada feels dissatisfied with each last, and at last he comes to Pra.I)a, Narada seems
satisfied, as he cannot think of a higher category than life,. with the departure of which
every activity in us ceases. But Sanatkumara leads him to the highest category, where alone
final satisfaction can be obtained, and that is the Infinite (Bhiima). But Narada like all
minds in which the highest enlightenment has not dawned, asks, "Where does the Infinite
abide, 0 Lord"? Just as we ask, "Where is the Self'? or say, "The Self is here," thus making
.. · mara at. first sa.ys, "The Infinite abides in its own
space a higher category th~Self. Sanatku
glory," but as .if in anticipation of Narada's question "Where is that glory"? Sanatkumara
withdraws even this seeming Hmitation of Infinite and says, "It does not abide in its glory."
This lnfinite,,,,which comprehends aU space and so cannot be anywhere in particular, is then
_,,,,/
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identified with the Self, and the infinitude of the Self described in the words-"Verily l
extend from below, l extend from above, I extend from behind, I extend from before, I
ex.tend from the South, I extend from the North. Of a truth I am all this". It is then said that
all the categories or objects enumerated above are products. of the Self.
No demonstration, in the ordinary sense of the term, is offered of this apparently
. starting position that the Self in us-that which makes us knowing, thinking beings, is
infinite and one in all. This may be partly due to the R~is not being perfect masters of the
art of exposition, but it seems also in part, due to the fact that the truth appeared to them too
plain to require any formal demonstration. To us it seems that when one has brought to a
focus all the scattered rays of light, the R~is have thrown on the problem, it strikes one as a
real demonstration, if 'demonstration' is the word for the revelation of a truth which forms
the background of all knowledge, all thinking, all demonstration: In thinking of objects, we
necessarily think of a subject. In krlo~ing and thinking of the limitations of objects, even of
mutually exclusive thinking objects or minds, we necessarily do so from the standpoint of
· subject which transcends all limitations, we do so only by identifying ourselves with a
Universal which, since it is the condition of knowing and thinking limits, cannot itself be
limited. In other words, it is not any individual, any particular centre of spiritual activity as
distinguished from other centres, that knows and thinks limits as such, by the Infinite itself
that does so; and in as much as the Infinite thinks my thoughts for me, I am one with it.
There are also passages which seem to teach the utter annihilation of all that is finite and
objective. Much depends upon how these passages are interpreted. We think, however, that
spiritual experience confirms the interpretation which construes such 'annihilation' into the
real subsumption of the finite into the infinite, the full consciousness on the part of the
finite that in itself it is nothing, the Infinite is all-in-all.

The Search for the Cause of the Universe
The earliest philosophic view with regard to the supreme Being appears to have arisen
out of an attempt to answer the question, whence this universe? Consequently the
Upani~ads abound in rmmerous creation theories, each seeking to trace the universe to some.
First Cause and describing how andwhy this First Cause created the universe. A very early
creation theory .is to be found in Brhadarai;iyaka, which· says. that "In the beginning this
. world was Soul alone in the form of a Puru~a. Looking around, he saw nothing else than
himself., .. He desired a second." 1
·
We rise to a distinctly higher level of Philosophical thought when we pass from
attempts to explain the universe in terms of a magnified person to explanations in terms of
natural phenomena, such as Water, or Food (earth) and again from such obviously visible
I. Br. Upani~ad, V.5. l.
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and particular elements to elements less visible and more universal, such as air, space, nonbeing, being and the Imperishable. Thus with regard to Water as the First Principle, it said
in the Br. Up. "In the beginning this world was just Water. That Water emitted the Real. .. .
and in the Chand. Up., "It is just Water solidified that is this earth.... atmosphere .... sky .. .
Gods and men, beas and birds, grass and trees ... Reverence Water." 1 The reason why
Water was regarded as the source of all things seems to be that life is impossible without
water. As the Chandogya tells us, living beings perish if there is no rain: 2 In a similar
manner, it is argued that Food (earth) is the source of all things, for without Food, creatures
Perish. 3 Crude as these theories are, they make a tremendous advance in philosophical
thought, for here the thinker turns away from the anthropomorphism of an earlier day and
all explanations in terms of gods and goddesses, and seeks to interpret the universe, not in
terms of some creation of his imagination, but in terms of a Principle known to him in
everyday experience.
With Water and Food as the Ultimate Principle, however,. we ~till move in the realm of
the particular and the sensible. Wind or Breath, being invisible and less sharply defined,
tend to lead the mind away from attachment to the sensible-which again could not have
been easy for these pioneer thinkers. The reason for regarding this as Ultimate seems to
have been derived chiefly from the observation that an individual dies when breath ceases,
and also from the fact that it is breath alone which functions untiringly in the individual
while other organs soon become exhausted and require rest. This is true of Air or Wind, the
counterpart in the inorganic world of Breath in the living body, for Air never seems to
require rest, unlike Fire, which soon exhausts itself, and the Sun an, \foon, which daily set
and thus take their rest. 4 Moreover, just as all the other functions of the body disappear in
sleep into breath, and Breath alone remains. The elemental forces of nature such as fire,
water, sun and moon are seen to disappear into Air or Wind, "The Wind verily, is a
snatcher unto itself. Verily, when a fire blows out, it just goes to the wind. When the sun
sets, it just goes to the Wind. When the moon sets, it just goes to the Wind. When Water
dries, it goes up, it just goes to the Wind. For the Wind, truly snatches all here to itself.
Now with reference to oneself Prat;1a, verily, is a snatcher unto itself. When one sleeps,
speech just goes to breath, the eye to breath, the ear to breath; the mind to breath; for the
breath, truly, snatches all here to himself. Verily, there are two snatcher unto themselves. 5
And with regard to the supremacy of Breath among all the vital elements in the body. We
have the dramatic portrayal of rivalry among the five organs of the body, speech, sight,
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hearing, mind and breath, and the victory gained by Breath by its showing that without it
none of the others can function, while without the other organs, it can still function. 1 It is
primarily on the basis of the indispensability of Breath for living beings that it is acclaimed
as Supreme. If so, it is obvious that while the philosopher who regarded breath or Wind as
the ultimate Principle made an advance over those who put forward a sensible element like
water or Food as ultimate, still he did not, any more than they, succeed in rising above
anthropomorphism, if by anthropomorphism we mean the way of thinking which argues
purely on the analogy of what is true in human experience. Whether the ultimately soul is
conceived of as Water, Food, or Breath, it is precisely because these are absolutely essential
to human life.
When, however, we pass to a comparatively universal and omnipresent such as space as
the First Principle, We seem for the first time to pass to the level of abstract thought which
has succeeded in dissociating itself from the sensible and the anthropomorphic. Thus we
have the question asked, "To what does this world go back?" and the answer is, "To space .
.. verily all things here arise out of space. They disappear back into space, for space alone is
greater than these; space is the final goal. 2 From this, the transition to such highly abstract
conceptions such as that of Non-being, Being, or the Imperishable as ultimate was not very
difficult, and we have these three principles put forward as the source of all things. Nonbeing was not mean mere nothingness, but some form of characterless existence. 3 "To be
sure, some people say : "In the beginning this world was just non-being (asat). One only
without a second; from that non-being, Being, (sat) was produced. But verily, my dear
whence could this be? How from non-being could being be produced? On the contrary my
dear, in the beginning this world was just being, one only, without a second. It bethought
itself : Would that I were many? Let me procreate myself; It emitted heat ... that heat be
thought itself... 'would that I were many? Let me procreate myself. It emitted water... that
water be thought itself... Would that I were many? Let me procreate mysel_f. It emitted
food.' 4 Thus we are told that the whole universe, including man is nothing but a product of
these three elements, heat, water and food which have for their animating principle the
primal being. It does not seem likely that this being was conceived as characterised by
consciousness. The thought that is ascribed to this being in the passage above cited must
not, it would seem, be taken literally, for the same word here translated 'thought' is also
used in the case of heat and water as each. of these differentiates itself. Further the very
materialistic account that is given of men and his conscious faculties, as the product of heat,
water and food, the thrice repeated maxim that "The mind consists of food," and the
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striking illustration of this truth in the fact that without food for 15 days Svetaketu is unable
to employ his mind, au· seem to point to the view that consciousness was regarded by this
philosopher as the result of non-conscious processes, and as therefore not ultimate. Then
also the view that in sleep, where there is a total lack of consciousness or in death, where
we are told that mind has passed into breath, and breath into heat one reaches being, seem
to indicate that being was conceived as some primeval unconscious substance___which
underlies all things and which is best represented by the three elements of heat, water, and
food. This being is also described some primeval -stuff out of which everything ·in the
universe, whether conscious soul or unconscious object, is ultimately constituted, Like the
Greek philosopher, Thales, it seems the philosophers of the Upani~ads, tried to discover the
material cause of the universe. And later on one see that they identified the efficient cause
of the universe with. this material cause: This ultimate essence which form the stuff of all
that exists is just the primeval substance out of which everything has come, whether as nonbeing or ,being. Ultimate reality is some abstract potency or essence from which the
universe has sprung and into which it will finally return. In Taitt. Up., Varw;ta, the father of
Bhrgu teaches his son about the cause of the universe. He said : "That from that into which
(at the time of dissolution) they enter, they merge seek to know that- That is Brahman." 1
Bhfgu, the sort of Varui;la realised that food is Brahman; far from food, verily, are these
beings born, by food, when form, do they live; into food (at the time of dissolution) do they
enter~ do they merge. Again he realised Pral)a, mind.and intellect (Vijfiana) as Brahman, for
the same reason. And lastly he ·realised that bliss (ananda) in Brahman; far from bliss,
verily, are these beings, by bliss, when born, do they live into bliss (at the time of
dissolution) do they enter, merge. 2 R~is, discoursing on Brahman as the cause of the
universe ask; "Is Brahman the cause? Whence are we born? By what do we live? Where do
we dwell at the enJ (after death)? Should time, or nature, or necessity, or chance or the
elements be regarded as the cause? Or he who is called the Puru~a, the living self? 3 To
answer above questions the sages say that it is not possible to discover the final cause of the
universe by means of reason based upon sense experience. Therefore, the seers pursued the
path of Yoga 1 and came to the conclusion that the Supreme lord evolved the world with the
help of His own Maya. 4 Here, it seems, the cause of the universe is consciousness one. He
·. is mayin. With· the help of his· own maya the Lord creates the universi. He cari desire, so
He, the Supreme Soul desired, May I be many, may I b,f;:.born. 5 In Aitareya Upani~ads also
we find the similar version : "He bethought Himself; 'Let me now create the world. Then
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He created these worlds .... 1 Taitt. Up. again describes that "From that (Brahman) was
born akasa; from air, fire; from fire, water; from water, earth; from earth, herbs; from herbs,
food; from food, man. 2 So, we can say the worlds are created from Brahman and by
Brahman. It is said that only Brahman is the cause of the universe, the universe comes out
from Brahman andretums back into Brahman again. Now that distinguishes the concept of
Brahman from concepts such as water, Breath, or Space, is that, unlike these concepts,
Brahman as cosmic power came to be thought of primarily as a conscious principle. It thus
im.plied that what underlies the extema.luniverse is one with what exists within one's own
self; may; more, that as conscious principle it is more akin to self than to not self. The seeds
of monistic idealism, which characterises' the teaching of the Upani~ads, as well as much of
the later development of Indian thought, were sown, it would appear, by men like
Yajfiavalkya with their philosophic insight that Brahman the ultimate ground of all things,
is a conscious principle.
The development which we have sp far traced in the view of Supreme Reality .as some
impersonal sensible eleme11t such as water and food to more and m.ore abstract and
universal elements such as breath or ·air, space, non-being, being, the Imperishable, till
finally we reach the view of Brahman as a conscious principle, represents only one among
numerous lines ofthoughtthat.came to.development of this time.
This Brahman is essence of alL All the gods and all the powers hitherto recognised are
subordinate to Him.. The gods Agni and Vayu are unable respectively to bum or to blow
away so much as a piece cf straw without the power given to them by Brahman. 3 The
Upani~ads make itperfectlyclear that nothing does or can exist outside of Brahman. Within
the all-comprehensive self or Brahman; everything will be found to exist; therefore it is
said: "Just as, my dear, by one clod· of clay all that is made of clay is known, the
modification being only a name, arising from speech, while the truth is that all is clay; just
as, my dear by one nagget of gold all that is made of gold is known, the modification being
only a name, arising from speech; while the truth is that all is gold.',4 Existence apart from
Brahman is difficult to conceive, according to the Upani~ads. Brahman as the cause of the
universe, is all pervading. Therefore "All this is Brahman."5 .It is pointed out that Brahman
is shining one in the East, West, South and North, as the Endless or th~ infinite in the earth,
air, sky, and ocean, as the luminous in the fire, sun, moon and lightning and as possessing a
support in breath, eye, ear and mind. This discourse also ends by adding that above all
Brahman is to be known as the conscious Principle in oneself. 6
·
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The.Atman
From the subjective stand point We can say the reality is the Atman. In the Chand.
Upani~ad I the another narrates a story to arrive at the conception of the self-conscious
being from tlie subjective stand point. He brings out ho·N the ultimate reality must not be
mistaken with the bodily consciousness; how it must not be confused with the dream
consciousness; how it transcends even the deep sleep consciousness; how finally it is the
Pure self consciousness, which is beyond all bodily or mental limitations. We are told in the
Chandogya Upani~ad that Indra, among the gods and Virocana among the demons, went to'
Prajapati to know the real nature of Atman. They wanted to know the self which is free
from sin, free from old age, free from .death, free from grief, free from hunger, free from
thirst, whose desires come true and whose thoughts come true that it is which should be
searched out, that it is which one should desire to understand. Prajapati Would not
immediately tell them the final truth. He tried to delude them by saying first that the self
was nothing more than the image that we see in the eye, in water, or in a mirror. Indra and
Virocana want back, Virocana was satisfied with the teaching in Prajapati; and thought that
the self was nothing more than the mere consciousness of body. But Indra was not satisfied
with the first teaching of Prajapati. He went back again to Prajapati to request him once
more to tell him what ultimate reality was. Prajapati tried to confuse him again to examine
his worthiness by saying that dream consciousness was the true self. Third time Indra went
back to Prajapati. Again he confused him (Indra) by saying that deep sleep conscious was
the true self. Finally when Indra went back to Prajapati to learn the real nature of Atman,
Prajapati said : "Verily O Indra, this body is subject to death, but it is at the same time the
vesture of an immortal soul. It is only when the Soul is encased in the body, that it is
cognisant of pleasure and pain. There is neither pleasure nor pain for the soul once relieved
of its body. Just as the wind and the cloud, the lightning and the thunder, are without body
and arise from. heavenly space and appear in their own form, so does this serene being,
namely, the Self, arise from this mortal body, reach the highest light, and then appear in his
own form. This Serene being who appear in his own form is the highest person. 2 The pure
self is immortal and incorporeal. The embodied self is the victim of pleasure and pain. So
long as one is identified with the body, there is no cessation of pleasure and pain. But
neither pleasure nor pain touches one who is not identified with the body. 3
When the self comes to inhabit the ·body, it must be recognised as passing through
certain psychical states. The MaQ9ukya Upani~ad makes the analysis of the four states of
. consciousness. The quarter (pada) of the self is called Vaisvanara, whose sphere of activity
is the waking state, who is conscious of external objects. The second pada is Taijas, sphere
of activity is dream state, who is conscious of internal objects. The third is Prajfia, whose
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sphere is deep sleep in whom all experiences become unified. The Turiya is not that which
is conscious of the outer (objective) world, nor that which is conscious of both, nor that
which that which is a mass of consciousness. It is not simple consciousness nor is it
unconsciousness. It is unperceived, unrelated, incomprehensible, uninferable, and
indescribable. It is the cessation of all phenomena : it is all peace, all bliss, and non-dual.
This is Atman, and this has to be realised. 1
In Prasna Upani~ad, Pippalada describes the self as Puru~a with sixteen parts. 'He said
to Sukesa : That person He from whom these sixteen parts arise is verily here within the
body.' He created Pra1,1a; from Pra1,1a faith, space, air, fire, water, earth, the organs, mind,
food, from food virility, austerity, the Vedic hymns, sacrifice, the worlds; and in the worlds.
He created names. 2
Like Brahman, the Atman was also postulated as the world ground by the Upani~adic
philosophers. Finally these two world grounds, Brahman and Atman, are not different and
separate. 3 We find it directly stated: 'verily, that great unborn Soul, undecaying, undying,
immortal, fearless; is Brahman. 4 As oil (exists) in sesame seeds, butter in milk, water in
river-beds and fire in wood, so the self is realised (as existing) within the self, when a man
looks for it by means of truthfulness and austerity that is the Brahman ... 5 The Upani~adic
Philosophers regard the Atman as identical with Brahman the world ground which is the
Absolute. The Atman is Self-conscious and Brahman is identical with the Atman the Self
consciousness. Professor R.D. Ranade says 'Here we have unmistakably the ontological
argument, namely, that ultimate existence must be identified with Self consciousness. Thus
by a survey of the different approaches to the problem of Reality, namely, the
cosmological, the theological, and the psychological, we see that the Upani~adic
philosophers try to establish Reality on the firm footing of Self-consciousness to them is
eternal verily. God to them is not God, unless He is identical with Self-consciousness.
Existence is not existence if it qoes not mean Self-consciousness. Reality is not reality, if it
does not express throughout its structure the marks of pure Self consciousness. Self
consciousness thus constitutes the ultimate category of existence to the Upani~adic
philosophers. 6
This ultimate reality or Atman is described as Puru~a. We are told that Atman shaped a
Puru~a and drew him forth from the water, and brooded upon him. From the mouth of this
Puru~a came Fire; from his nostrils, Air, from his eyes, the Sun; from his ears, the quarters,
of heaven; from his skin, plants and trees; from his heart, the moon; from his navel, death;
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and from his virile member, water. And in creating man, we are told that the Deity ordered
those various elements in the external world to enter into man, and 'fire became speech and
entered the mouth. Wind became breath and entered the nostrils. The sun became sight and
entered the eyes. The quarters of heaven became hearing and entered the ears. Plants and
trees became hairs, and entered the skin. The moon became mind, and entered the heart.
Death became the out breath (apana) and entered the navel. Water became semen and
entered the virile member. 1 What is not worthy is that both the self and the not-self, which
seem so entirely different from each other, are here regarded as having a mutual
correspondence, since both of them are permeated by the same forces which emanated from
the primeval Puru~a. Further, the old Rgvedic idea2 of cosmic Puru~a, from the parts of
whose body various elements in the universe are regarded as emanating an idea which
occurs frequently in he Upani~ads, as well as later Indian writings-is here assimilated by
the Atman theory. The view that ultimate Reality was Puru~a or presiding genius of the
universe appears thus to have developed side by side with the view that it was Atman. May
more, as evidenced by these early Atman theories, it would appear that the distinction
between Puru~a and Atman was not maintained, the two being freely identified with each
other. Thus the l,Tpani~adic philosophers describe cosmic Puru~a as identical with Atman
and already said that Atman is not different from Brahman.
Kaikeya's instruction of the six Brahmans who come to him each with a different
nation as to what Brahman is, viz., that he is heaven, sun, wind, space, water and earth, is
not only to show that Brahman is all these, but also to deduce from each of these partial
definitions of Brahman, a corresponding attribute in Him. Thus, as heaven, He is the
brightly shining One; as sun, the manifold one; as wind, one who possesses various paths;
as space, one who is expanded; as water, one who is all wealth; as earth, one who is a
support. Here again obviously the philosopher attempts to describe Brahman in terms of
what is most striking and significant in each of these various elements with which He is
identified, and concludes by pointing out that Brahman is the Soul which is within one
self. 3
The progressive instruction of Narada by Sanatkumara,4 where by Narada is led from
lower to higher conceptions of Brahman-from Brahman as name, speech, mind,
conception, thought, meditation, understanding, etc. to Soul (Atman) as the highest-has
for. its characteristic the fact, the each category, which is mentioned as descriptive of
Brahman, is mentioned on the ground that it is important and indispensable and if it is
transcended it is only because there is a still higher category, which is also important and
indispensable, and which has the added merit of subsuming under itself the previous
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categories. Thus an effort is made to describe Brahman in terms of qualities, the most
significant and all-inclusive. In this way, it would seem, philosophers sought to go beyond
the view that Brahman, the ultimate ground of all things, is a conscious principle, and to
describe it in terms suggestive of value and pre-eminence. It is true that they do not tell us
very much about the attributes of Brahman beyond what has been mentioned above.
Nevertheless it is significant that Brahman the all-pervading conscious principle, tended to
be regarded as possessed of value. Brahman is the unity which explains all this diversity,
straightway identified everything i.n the universe with Brahman. To the Upani~adic
philosophers nothing can exist without Brahman. They therefore, proclaim, "Lo, here all is·
Brahman," verily, this whole world is Brahman. Tranquil, let one worship it as that in
which he come forth, as that into which he will be dissolved, as that in which he breathes. 1
Verily, what is called Brahman-that is the same as what the space outside of a person is
verily, what the space outside of a person is-that is the same as what the space within a
person is verily, what the space within a person is-that is the same as what the space here
within the heart is. 2 Verily; this whole world containing all desires, containing all odours,
containing all tastes, encompassing this whole world, the unspeaking, the
unconcerned-this is the Soul of mine within the heart, this is Brahman. 3

The Upani~adic doctrine of the self and some systems of Indian Philosophy
The Vedantic school of Sankara is completely based on the Upani~adic Doctrine of the
Self. Sankara has successfully interpreted the Upani~adic texts in favour of Advaitism.
Ramanuja also has claimed himself to be the real follower of the Upani~adic Doctrine. One
can find the germs of other philosophies too such as Nyaya and Sarilkhya in the Upani~ads.

(i) Dualism of Nyaya
Nyaya is a system of atomistic and spiritualistic pluralism. It recognises the dualism of
matter and spirit. Though Nyaya refers to God as the creator, preserver and destroyer of this
world, but He, as an eternal external reality, is always, limited by the co-eternal atoms and
souls and has to be guided by the law ~f Karma. 4 Nyaya recognises God to be as the
efficient cause of this universe. According to Nyaya philosophy the eternal atoms are the
material cause of this universe. So Nyaya has diverted its philosophical theories from the
original teachings of the Upani~ads. The Upani~ads do not teach such extreme dualism as
one finds in Nyaya system of philosophy. Nyaya accepts the plurality of souls. The finite
souls are completely separated from the Supreme Self, the God. Apart from identity of the
finite souls with the infinite Supreme One, Nyaya does not accept even any kind of unity of
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them with the Supreme. One cannot find this type of extreme dualism and pluralism in the
Upani~ads. The Upani~ads teach us that there is only one reality that is Brahman. Apart
from Brahman there cannot be any separate entity. Everything is dependent on Brahman for
its existence.
It has already stated that according to Nyay£1. God is the creator, preserver and

destroyer of the universe. We can find germs of this creation theory of Nyaya in the
Upani~ads. Even some difference will remain there between the creation theory of the
Upani~ad and that of Nyaya. Because Nyaya has accepted eternal atoms to be as material
cause of the universe. According to the Upani~ads, Brahman the Supreme Self is the
efficient as well as the material cause of the universe. "Having performed austerities, He
created all this whatever there is ....The Satya became all this." 1

(ii) Sarhkhya System
The root ideas of Samkhya are to be found in the Chandogya, Katha and Prasna
Upani~ads. But the Svetasvatara gives us a fuller and more detailed account of Sar:hkhya
philosophy. The Sarilkhya philosophy of the Upani~ads, specially that of the Svetasvatara
Upani~ad was the theistic one: It recognises the god head as the creating principle of the
universe. 2 But the later system of Sar:hkhya philosophy does not recognise the God head for
the same purpose. We find the germs of the Sar:hkhya philosophy in the Kathopani~ad too.
When we are told in that Upani$ad that beyond the mind is Buddhi, beyond the Buddhi is
the Mahat Atman; beyond the Mahat Atman is the Avyakta, beyond the Avyakta is the
Puru~a; and beyond the Puru~a there is nothing else. Again we are told in the Svetasvatara
that there is one unborn Pra1qti....: red, white and black; which gives birth to many creatures
like itself. 3 These are root ideas of the Sar:hkhya philosophy w~foh are clearly found in the
Upani~ads. But even these Upani~ads too do not support th~ atheistic Sar:hkhya and the
plurality ofthe souls. The learned Professor Dr. Radhakrishnan says- "The Upani~ads do
n<;>t support the theory of a plurality of Puru~as ...4 It is already stated that central teaching
of the Upani~ads is the doctrine of one self, the Supreme Self. It is transcendent and as well
as immanent It is. the cause of the. universe. But the latter Samkhya philosophers have
modified this doctrine of one reality and developed their conception of the plurality of
Puru~as. The causality of the world is transfen:ed from Brahman to Pralqti. According to
the Sarilkhya philosophy, Puru~a is beginningless and etemaly unchanging. It is timeless
artd spaceless; mere sentient and entirely passive. Puru~a is devoid of the three ~as. 5 It is
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the eternal seer behind the phenomena of Pralqti and its changes. It is without parts and
attributes, all-pervasive and subtle. Puru~a is pure consciousness.
Sarhkhya adheres uncompromisingly to the doctrine of the plurality of Puru~as. The
monistic philosophers assert that the individual souls are illusory and that only the worldsoul is real. Sarhkhya does not accept this moni·stic theory of the soul. Sarhkhya gives some
arguments for proving the plurality of the Puru~as. 1
The crucial point, that marks the difference between the doctrine of Atman of the
Upani~ads and Sarhk:hya Puru~a, is the doctrine of the plurality of souls. According to the
Upani1?adic doctrine of the Self, individual souls are only temporal and apparent forms of
the cosmic Soul. In the final analysis, individuals are only appearance. 2 The nature of
Puru1?a is the same like that of Brahman of the Upani~ads because Puru1?a is also pure
consciousness the ultimate knower which is the source of all knowledge. It is self luminous
and self-proved, uncaused, eternal and all pervading. Only transfer of the causality to
Pralqti and the plurality of the souls separate the Sarhkhya system from the Atman doctrine
of the Upani1?ads. The three arguments which are given for proving the plurality of the
Puru1?as, actually do not touch the transcendent and pure conscious Puru1?as, and so they do
not prove the plurality of the Puru1?as. The three arguments prove only the plurality of Jivas
who suffer from Janma-mara1,1a and kara1,1a. Therefore Isvarakr1?1,1a says- Puru~a. therefore
is really neither found nor is it liberated nor does it transmigrate. Bondage, liberation and
transmigration belong to Pralqti in its manifold forms. 3 Jiva is not Gu1,1atita. It is related
with the three gu1,1as of Pralqti. So one can say that Jivatva is a product of Pralqti with the
three gu1,1as. Therefore Jivas or in other words Pralqti is suffering from Janana and mara1,1a
and not pure conscious puru1?a, Now it is clear that the Sarhkhya philosophers have created
a confusion between the puru~a. the transcendental pure one and the Jiva; the empirical ego
with the three arguments which are given to prove the plurality of the puru1?a, Actually the
three arguments should be given to prove the plurality of Jivas. Dr. C.D. Sharma correctly
points out in his book "Sarhkhya throughout makes a confusion between the puru~a. the
transcendental subject and the Jiva, the empirical ego, the product of the reflection of
puru1?a in Buddhi or Mahat."4 Acarya Sankara has pointed out that unintelligent Pralqti
cannot be the creator of this universe. Without being conscious Pralqti of Sarhkhya cannot
be the efficient cause of the world. If the Sarhkhya philosophers hold that the universe can
come from unintelligent Pralqti without help of any conscious principle which is called the
efficient cause, then the acceptance of puru~a as pure consciousness will be useless and if
so the Sarhkhya philosophers should shakes hand with those western thinkers who give the
mechanisyc explanations of evolution without accepting any conscious agent for creation.
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(iii) Visi~tadvaitavada
Acarya Ramanuja's philosophy is called qualitative monism. He also claims himself to
be the real interpreter of the Self-doctrine of the Upani~ads. According to Ramanuja, the
Absolute is an organic unity which is qualified by diversity. Ramanuja recognises three
tattvas as ultimately real. These are matter, souls and god. The matter and souls are
absolutely dependent on God. There are substances ii. themselves, but for their dependence
on God, they become His attributes. God is qualified by matter and souls. 1
Ramanuja finds justification for his Visi~tadvaitavada in the Svetasvatara Upani~ad
which tells us that there are three ultimate existences-The Supreme Lord, the eternal
omniscient and imperishable and all-knowing. God, the eternal Jiva of limited knowledge
and power and the unborn Pralqti. There are three tattvas : The enjoyer (Jjva), the objects of
enjoyment, and the Ruler (lsvara). The triad is described by the knowers of Brahman. 2
According to Ramanuja, God is the Soul of souls. God is also the Soul of nature. The
Brhadaral).yaka tells us that God is the Antaryamin of the universe : He who inhabits water,
yet is within water, whom water does not know .. , .. Who controls water from within. He is
yourself, the Inner controller, the Immortal. Who controls fire from within .... who controls
sky from within ..... who controls the air from within ..... who controls heaven from
within.....who controls the sun from within .... who controls all beings from within ....
the Inner controller, the Immortal. ... 3
This doctrine of Antaryamin constitutes the fundamental position in the philosophy of
Ramanuja when he calls God the Soul of nature. 4 God is identified with the Absolute in
Ramanuja's philosophy. God is Brahman and Brahman is a qualified unity. God may be
viewed through to stages-as Karal).a Brahma and a Karya Brahma. Brahman is the
Supreme cause of this universe. Therefore, the world is fully dependent on Brahman.
Though the finite self is real, yet it is not independent. It is dependent on God. The matter
and the soul-both are the attributes of God.
Ramanuja criticises carefully the Advaitic view of the nature of Ultimate Reality. He
examines the Advaitin's view that Brahman or Ultimate Reality in Advaita or one without a
second, that is, a pure one which excludes all differences. His contention is that such a pure
non differenced being cannot be established by an appeal to experience. According to
Ramanuja, Brahman is Savise~a. Brahman cannot be regarded as pure non-differenced
consciousness. Brahman must be regarded as Self or person with excellent attributes. 5 The
Advaitin interprets the text, one only without a second, to mean that Brahman is a pure
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unity devoid of all differences. But Ramanuja asks; if this be true, what .about other
passages which predicate "eternity and other attributes ofBrahman?" When these passages
are also taken into consideration, the text that Brahman is 'one only without a second' will
have to be viewed as teaching, not that Brahman is devoid of qualities, but that He is one,
like whom there is none other. "What the phrase 'Without a second' really aims at
intimating is that Brahman possesses manifold powers, and this it does by denying the
existence of another ruling principle different from Brahman. The clause 'Being only this
was in the beginning, one only'; teaches that Brahman when about to create constitutes the
substantial cause of the world. Here the idea of some further operative cause capable of
giving rise to the effect naturally presents itself to the mind and hence we understand that
the added clause, without a second, is meant to negative such an additional· cause. 1
Ramanuja says that the passages which declare that Brahman is without qualities are meant
to negative the evil qualities depending on Pralqti, and not all qualities as such. 2 Ramanuja
says that the 'Scripture means to teach such way is .that Brahman has many excellent
qualities, but is devoid of all evil qualities. Moreover, he adcjs, the bliss of Brahman may be
said to indicate His excellent. qualities, for in the scriptural section, which speaks of the
relative bliss enjoyed by souls in different worlds, the highest bliss is said to be the bliss of
·Brahman.
According to Rarrianuja's yiew it would seem: 'that the teaching of Scripture is not that
Brahman is a substance void of qualities, nor thought void of attributes, but that he is
highest Self, whose essential attribute is knowledge cbaracteris,t)d by bliss, who is possessed
of an unliniited nµinb~r ofauspicious·qualities but exclµdes all. evil qualities; and. similar to,
or higher than,· whom there is no other.
Regardingthe relationship ofBrahman to the world; RarhaijuJa seeks for such scriptural
texts as relate Brahman to the world without sacrificing either the distinctjve nature of
Brahman or the reality of the world. Jn other words, RamapuJa's teaching, as derived from
authoritative works, in regard to the relation of Brahman to the world,. is this; The world,
consisting of matter and souls is the body of arahman. He is distinct from it and from its
Soul.
Ramanuja believes in Brahma-paril)amavada. According to this theory the entire
universe is a real modification of Brahman. Ramanuja states that the essential nature of the
soul is to be a knowing subject. Sometimes he states that the soul is a part of Brahman.
Ramanuja makes it clear that he means nothing more than that. Souls are attributes or
modes of Brahman. The relation between Brahman and the soul is aprthaksiddhi. This
means that the .relation between God and the soul is inseparable once. In any ·case
Ramanuja qoes not accept identity of the soul with God. Even in the state of release the
souls are not identified with God.
l. Tait. Up. Il.6.
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Now it may be asked-When did Ramanuja obtain this doctrine of qualified monism?
He claims that Scripture teaches it. But our account of the Upani~ads shows that no such
clearly formulated doctrine is to be found in them. Ramanuja himself is aware of this fact.
Further the Upani~adic passages which he cites as teaching his view of the nature of
Brahman are ·so few and uncertain in meaning that we may sure that he did not derive his
doctrine from them. Besides his very eagerness to claim support for his view from scripture
seems to reveal the fact that he obtained his doctrine from other sources. Regarding his
view of the.nature ofBrahman, Ramanuja himself proceeds to show that it is also taught by
the Vi~:t;1.u Pura:t;1.a and the passages which he cites so fully reflect the view which he
advocates throughout the Sri Bha~ya. The passages of the Brhadara:t;1.yaka and the
Svetasvatara do not support directly his view of three tattvas and Visi~tadvaitavada.

(iv) Advaita vedinta
Acarya Sankara has developed Advaitavada from the Upani~adic doctrine. of Atman.
Numerous passages of the Upani~ads can be cited to claim support of Sankara's view of
Advaita. We have already cited passages from Upani~ads to support the doctrine of one
Supreme Self in previous chapters. 'From death to death does he go say the Upani~ads, who
sees difference in this world. Just as by the knowledge of a bump of earth,. everything that
is made of earth comes to be known, all this being merely a world, a modification and a
name, the Ultimate substratum of it all being the earth; that just as by the knowledge of a
piece of iron everything made of iron becomes known .... similarly by the knowledge of
Brahman everything is known, because Brahman is the Ultimate substratum of all. ' 1 Aru:t;1.i
says ' In the beginning my dear, this universe was being alone, one only without a second..
. .being alone that existed in the beginning one only without a second. 2 Yajiiavalkya says 'It
is only when there seems to be aduality that one.... thinks about the other~ but where the
Atman alone is, what and where by may one.... think?'
According to Advaita Vedanta, Brahman is the Ultimate Reality. In ultimate sense
Brahman is devoid of all qualities. It is indeterminate and non-dual. It is Nirvise~a and
transcendent. Brahman is pure consciousness. Brahman associated with maya appears as
qualified or SagU:Q.a or Isvara who is the creator, preserver and destroyer of this universe.
Brahman is the ground of the world which appears through Maya. According to Sankara,
Brahman is the efficient and as well as the material cause of the universe through Maya.
There is no causality in Brahman without Maya. The world is an appearance. But from the
phenomenal point of view, the world is quite real. It is practical reality so long as true
knowledge does not dawn.
According to Advaita view, the self is pure consciousness· and pure being. Jivatva is an
appearance. It is phenomenal reality fromthephenomenal pointofview. Jivas are many but
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actually the plurality of the soul is an imposition. Pure self is only one. Therefore the
· Upani~ad says : tattvamasi, the self is identified with Brahman. In true sense Brahman is an
Absolute. Therefore it· is said that Brahman is everything and everything is Brahman.
Sankara criticises Brahmapari1,1amavada. The world is vivarta of Brahman. Appearance is
Vivarta, Sankara does not declare the world to be an illusion. According to him, the world
is not an illusion. It is Mithya. Mithya means the world is neither real nor unreal, but
Mithya. 1 It appears to be real. The passages of the Upani~ads mostly support Advaita view
of Sankara, Sankara does not say that the world and Jivatva are mere dream. He says that
there is a great difference between Svapna and Jagrat. -2
To e:,cplain the worldly creation according to Advaita view, the Advaitavadins introduce
the concept of Vivarta. In all the creations we find in the world, the effect is produced
through a transformation of the cause into something else. The cause dies in order to give
birth to the effect. In any case in order to account for the emergence of the eff~ct, some
form of alteration in the cause has some how to be admitted. The vivartavada makes a bold
attempt in this line. It tries to show that even in this there are illustrations of an effect being
produce without any change or modification whatsoever is the cause. The rope snake etc.
are the classic examples. The examples have been taken in the wrong way every where and
their true significance has been missed. It is assumed that by these examples the Vedanta
· has sought to explain away the world as mere illusion, where as the examples have quite
another bearing. They only seek to show the unsullied nature of the cause, which is not
touched in any away by the effect imposed upon it. As Sankara says : Not by the fact that a
water snake is taken to be a snake does it become full of poison nor a snake being taken for
a water-snake becomes poisonless. Similarly all the imperfections and limitations in
creation do not touch Brahman at all. The Vivartavada keeps the whole cause unmodified
and yet explains the modification. The Vedanta cites the classic examples of illusion
be.cause on the intellectual plan there is no other analogy through which the unmodified
nature of the cause along with the production of the effect can be illustrated. So Sankara
preserves the real spirit of the self doctrine of the Upani~ads when he develops his nondualistic philosophy from them.

(v) Controversy between Advaita and Visi~tadvaita
The question at issue between the advocates of Advaita on the one hand and
Visi~tadvaita on the other, resolves itself into the problem whether Nature is apparent or
real, whether finite objects, objects in time and space, do really exist or only seem to exist.
The controversy is not to be found in the Upani~ads in an explicit form. It has grown in
times much taier than those when these treatises were composed, and out of attempts to
e1',pound. certain ·.uttera'nces c6n:tained ·in them one way or· the other. After ·devoting a good
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deal of attention to the study of the question, we have come to the conclusion that the
controversy is little more than war or worlds. There is, it seems to_ us, an unsectarian
Vedantism which neither the one nor the other school truly represents, and the truth of
which both, in there different ways, testify to the fact is, there is not a single truth which
one of them accepts and the other rejects and not asingle false doctrine which the one does
not abjure equally ~ith the other. But in doing the one of the other in their acceptances and
rejections, they use quite different terms and phrases, so that what the one seems to assert,
the other seems to deny, and vice versa. What we have said will become clear as we
proceed.
The controversy arises out of the relativity of subject and object, both in its individual
and universal aspects. We have seen how the phenomena of the mind are related to it They
are relative to it, dependent onit; they are many; while it is one; they are: ever-changing
impermanent, while it is unchangeable and permanent. In times of dreamless sleep they are
all but not exis(ent. .. they exist only in a potential form, unified with the causal power of
the mind. The question we have now to ask is, are the phenomena apparent-or real? That
they have some sort of existence, they are not absolutely unreal, admits of no question. The
question is as to the nature of their existence. That they are relative to the mind, dependent
on the mind, is also clear to reflection if not to ordinary common sense. That colour has no
existence independent. of a seeing mind and that sound can exist only in relation to the
power of hearing, may be unintelligible to unreflective people, but canno~ adniit of
moment's doubt to a philosopher. Independent and absolute existence, therefore, can, in no
case, be attributed to phenomena. You may choose to call them real, but you must
remember that, in this case, you use the word "reality" not iri the sense of absolute .
existence, but in a different sense, in the sense of "relative or dependent existence." But the
mind is real in the former sense; it is absolutely real, its existence not depending upon
anything else. So, phenomena are not real in t~e same sense in which the mind is real, and
we may even say that they are not real in the same degree in which the mind is real. If then,
by "reality" one understood only absolute reality, one might say that if the mind is real,
phenomena are unreal, that as they are nothing but the mind, all that_needs to be said about
them is already said in the proposition, "the mind is real" and they do not deserve to be
affirmed in a co-ordinate proposition. Looked at in this way therefore, phenomena are not
real, but only apparent. Even when they seem to _be most real, in our waking hours, their
existence is only relative, dependent, not for themselves but. for another; apparent, therefore
and not real.
Looked at, again, from another stand-point, from the standpoint of their changefulness,
their transitoryness, phenomena will appear to lose a large part of the reality ascribed to
them by common sense. What is red now, becomes white the next moment; what is hard,
may be made soft with no great difficulty; what is human body now with every beauty of
form, colour and proportion, will be reduced to ashes in the course of few hours. Do such
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fitful, evanescent things deserve to be called real? Are they not appearances rather than
realities?
Again, in the hours of dreamless sleep, phenomena seem to lose even that relative,
apparent existence that they possess in our waking hours. It caimot indeed, be said that they
become absolutely non-existent in those hours. Were it so, they would not re-start into their
relative existence and be recognised in their identity in waking hours. But it is evident that
their mode of existence in the former condition is very different from their existence in the
latter. In the former their existence is only potential, causal and not actual and their
differences only implicit, not explicit. Now, how can things that can thus cease to exist for
I
all practical purposes be said to be real? They are only apparent. Phenomenal or apparent
existence-seeming to exist-is the only sort of existence that can be attributed to them.
Now, it will be seen that, the facts remaining exactly the same, a very different
description may be given of them and a very different phraseology used with reference to
them, if one chooses to do so. It may be said, for instance, that though the phenomena of
the mind are not independent of it, they are, in a sense, distinguished frou1 it-distinguished
as modes or modifications from the thing modified. The thing modified and its
modifications are indeed related, but they are not absolutely the same. Phenomena are
many and different, whereas the mind is one. As modifications then, phenomena, with their
plurality and difference, are as real as the mind, the thing modified. Hence their existence is
not merely apparent, it is real. Secondly, as to their transitoriness, their changefulness, it
must be observed that though they change in form, their substance remains unexhausted.
This substance is indeed, nothing but the power of the mind to produce phenomena, to
assume various forms, but this power itself is something real and not apparent. It is also, as
the power of modifying itself in various ways, something distinguishable from the
permanent, unchangeable aspect of the mind, that aspect in which it is the seat of eternal
ideas. Both these expects of them, as distinct from each other, are equally real and nonapparent. In the third place, the state of dreamless sleep, though a state in which phenomena
and their differences remain unmanifested, is, by no means, a state of indifference or
perfect homogeneity. Though unmanifested the objects are there, with all their differences
in fact; otherwise they could not be reproduced in waking life in all their variety and
fullness. In this case also, then, there is no room for saying that identity only is real and
difference only apparent. Reality has to be affirmed of both identity and difference.
We have only to universalise our case and we are face to face with the problem in hand.
Put God in the place of the mind and the objects of Nature, in that of the phenomena of the
mind and we understand the point at issue between the Vivartavada and the Paril).amavada.
Nature is relative to God, dependent on Him; it is only a mode assumed by Him. It is
constantly changing, it is in a perpetual flux. And then, a time comes, at the end of every
cycle, when it loses all its wonderful complexity and is reduced to a causal form in which
the germs of variety are only potential. And even in this casual form it is nothing but the
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power of God to project a variety of appearances in time and space and not an independent
reality. What should we say of such a thing? Is its existence apparent or real? We may
choose one or the other form of expression according as we look at the facts from one or
another stand-point. The facts themselves will remain all the same. Emphasising the
relative and dependent character of Nature, we may say that as it has no absolute existence,
it does not deserve to be called real, it is only apparent. Again, directing our attention
particularly to the fact that Nature, as relative and dependent, as phenomenal, is, by these
very characteristics, distinct from God, the Supreme Reality. We may say that as thus
distinguished, it has a reality as much as the Supreme Reality. Again, as to the homogeneity
to which Nature is reduced at the end of one and the beginning of another period of
creation, we may bring into prominence the fact that the homogeneity is more apparent than .
real. To the Supreme Intellect, to which the past and the future are as real as the present, the
infinite complexity of Nature is present even in its potential condition. To Him, therefore, if
not to finite intelligence, Nature is as real in its potentiality as in its actuality.
The repugnance of the Advaitin to admitting the reality of Nature is due to his firm
faith in the absolute attributes of God, in his infinitude, etemality, unchangeableness,
absolute intelligence and indivisibility. He thinks that the admission of the reality of Nature
amounts to a denial of these attributes. If finite things really exist, do not they form so
many limitations of the Infinite, which, in that ceases to be infinite? Secondly, as the
Eternal is neither born, nor dies, and as He is Infinite. One only without a second, where is
the room for other things coming into and going out of real existence? Again to say that
change is real, is to say that the Absolute Reality changes, that it becomes what it was not
before, which means that it is subject to the law of causation and is therefore no Absolute at
all. Further if, to the Supreme Intellect, everything is equally present, what possible
meaning can be attached to thinks past and future? Then, as to finite intelligence subject to
error and ignorance, where is the room for such a thing in the midst oflnfinite Knowledge?
To say, as the Paril)amavadin says, that God assumes the form of the world, that he Himself
becomes the various objects of the world, animate and inanimate, is to say that the Infinite
One divests Himself of His infinitude, cases to be infinite-a doctrine which is absurd on
the face of it, and which makes all spiritual exercises, all efforts to attain unity with the
Infinite utterly unmeaning. The Vivartavadin therefore concludes that objects in time and
space, including finite intelligence, or to speak more correctly, all things that make
intelligence appear limited, are only appearances and not realities and the power by which
God projects these appearances is like that by which a magician performs his wonderful
feats. It is a most mysterious power, its nature transcending human comprehension. It is, on
the one hand, one with God; it is His power and nothing apart from Him. On the other hand,
as something manifesting itself in innumerable finite objects, in a series of innumerable
changes without beginning and end, it is something distinguishable from the Divine
essence, into which no notion of finitude, mutability and divisibility enters. The
mysteriousness of this power further consists in its apparently making things come to pass
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which are contradictory and therefore impossible. By this power, He who is one and infinite
seems to make Himself many and finite; He who is unchangeable seems to change himself
perpetually he who is absolute knowledge and holiness seems to make himself ignorant and
unholy. Hence our philosophers call this power Maya. It is most expressive term, indicating
the incrustableness of a power whose nature can no more be understood than its existence
denied. The Advaitin do not claim that the postulation of this incomprehensible power
· affords any real explanation of the enigmas of the world; they candidly admit the final
incomprehensibility of things, the mysteriousness of creation and gives this mystery a
name, Maya or Avidya. This term, Avidya when spoken of as the cause of the world, does
not exactly mean ignorance, but rather 'knot-knowledge' i.e., something seemingly
different from knowledge, which constitutes the essence of Divinity. Now God, as
contemplated in Himself in His infinite and immutable essence, apart from Maya, is the
NirguQa Brahman; of whom or which nothing more can be said than that it is Truth,
Intelligence and Bliss, Sat, Cit, Anandam. As contemplated with reference of Maya, as
producing the world of finite objects by this mysterious power, God is Isvara, the Ruler, the
Lord, what western theologians call the. Personal God, the omnisckat and omnipotent
Creator, Preserver and destroyer of the world, the Father, Guide, Instructor and Saviour of
finite souls. The Advaitin do not say that these attributes of God, attributes which are called
'personal; are not true. What they say is that they are relatively true, true, that is, with
reference to that mysterious power by which God seems to produce things different from
· him. These attributes imply a certain difference, a duality between God and the world; and
duality is the result of Maya. As Maya is without beginning and without end, being the
power of the Eternal Being, the SaguQa character of God is also eternal; he is eternally
Isvara Lord, as well as Brahman.
As we said the controversy is little more than a war of words. Notliling is contended for
on one side which is not admitted in some shape or other by the opposite side. An Infinite
Being which is the final explanation and Ultimate Reality of all existence, a creative power
out of which all things come, a start of potential existence in which all differences are
unmanifested, the causal and mundane aspects of the Deity, finite souls distinct from
Infinite and seeking union with the latter, all these appear in both the contending systems.
The difference is not so much of doctrine, if a difference of phraseology is not taken as
such, as of emphasis. Though the same things are recognised in both the systems, they do
not put the same emphasis on all things. The Advaita emphasise the relativity and
evanescence of finite things; the PariQamavadin ask us not to forget the relative and
changeful, these things are manifestations of a real Divine Power. The Advaitin draws
attention to the unity and identity of God amid the apparent difference of natural objects.
The ParitJamavadin points out that difference is not opposed to identity, and is as real as the
latter. The one gives prominence to the truth that the Divine essence is untouched by the
imperfections of the world; the other adds that things, with all their imperfections are
nevertheless full of the Divine presence. The former insists upon our constantly keeping in
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view the ultimate unity of God and man, a unity which alone makes salvation attainable the
latter tells us not to lose sight of out difference with the Infinite, a difference which alone
gives a meaning to our search after salvation. We need not dwell upon the point. This
difference of emphasis pervades the two systems and constitutes their main distinction.

w~ have confide ourselves to the exposition of the philosophical aspect of the question
and have not touched its scriptural aspect. A good deal of energy is spent on either side in
interpreting scriptural texts, in trying to find out, for instance, whether the admission of
duality or difference in a passage is final or only tentative, made merely for the purpose of
enjoining a preliminary spiritual discipline, or as an expression of final truth; whether,
again, an ascertain of unity does or does not exclude a reai diversity of modes; and thirdly,
to what extent and in what respects an illustration drawn from natural objects or from the
practical life of man to explain the relation of God to the world is to be accepted as a
representation of ultimate truth; and so on. However important, from one point of view,
such discussions may be, we have purposely refrained from entering into them, and have
tried only to set forth, in brief, the appeals that the two theories make to reason as distinct
from faith in the scriptures. An elaborate discussion of the question in its scriptural aspects,
with occasional resorts to independent reasoning will be found in Sankara's commentary on
- the 14th aphorism, pada I, chapter II of the Sariraka Mima1nsa. Important statements on the
points at issue between the two schools will be found in the commentary on some of the
other aphorisms of the same pada.

Central Teaching of the Upani~ads
Still a question may arise : what is the real and central teaching of the Upani~ads? The
Isopani~ad answers : "Isa Vasyamidam Sarvam." 1 Everything is inhabited by Isa or
Brahman. "Nehananasti Kincan :" there is no plurality at all. Paul Deuseen desribes; 'In the
conception of unity as it is expressed in the words of Rg. 1. 164. 'Ekam Sad vipra bahudha
vadanti' the poets give many names to that which is one only, the fundamental thought of
the whole teaching of the Upani~ads lay already hidden gem. For this verse, strictly
understood, really asserts that all plurality, consequently all proximity in space, all
succession in time, all relation of cause and effect, all interdependence of subject and
object, rests only upon words (Vadanti) or, as was said later, is "a mere matter of words
(Vtictiranbha,:ia), and that only unity is in the full sense real. 2 The central tbching of the
Upani~ads is that the Atman is the soul reality, that there can be nothing beside it, and
therefore, with the knowledge of the Atman all is known. From this point of view there is
no universe outside of the Atman. But the loftiness of this metaphysical conception forbade
its maintenance in the presence of the empirical consciousness which teaches the existence
l. Tait. Up. II.6.
2. Tait. Up. II.6.
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of a real universe. It was necessary to concede the reality of the universe, and to reconcile
with this the idealistic dogma of the sole reality of the Atman by asserting that the universe
exists, but is in truth nothing but the Atman. 1 The Upani~adic view that Brahman is the sole
reality, does not mean that there are things outside Brahman, which, are illusory. There is
no such thing as unreal; everything is real, since all are moments in the all-comprehensive
reality of Brahman.2 Nothing can exist outside of Brahman: Everything is within the allcomprehensive Self or Brahman. The neti-neti of Yajfiavalkya · also simply signifies the
distinction of the Atman from all this that is here and does not convey any sense of the
excluding everything from it, as is ordinarily supposed. The Brahman of the Upani~ads has
no opposition whatsoever to anything and as such need to exclude anything in order to
maintain its reality or purity. Thus 'neti-neti' does not deny the reality of existence, it
denies all the empirical characterisation of reality. It just signifies that Reality is something
unique and distinct from the empirical. 3 According to R.E. Hurne, the Atman theory and the
Brahman theory became merged together in an absolute pantheislT\ in the Upani~ads. 4 He
calls it intelligent monism; "intelligent monism it may, in general, be called; for, although
very different types of philosophy have been shown to be represented in the Upani~ads,
monism is their most prevalent type and the one which has continued their chief heritage.
Still, even as monism, it is hardly the monism of the west, nor is it the monism that is based
upon science."5
The fundamental thought that runs through the whole body of the Upani~ads is the sole
reality of Brahman, or Atman. Even when the reality of the universe is conceded, the
purpose is to maintain that the manifold world is not different from Brahman. Though
Brahman is immanent. It is at the same time remained transcendent. "It is inside all this and
outside all this." The Rgveda states that Brahman covers the whole universe and yet
transcends it by the measure of ten figures. The Upani~ads declare 'other than the known,
and more than the unknown is that.'
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1. ISAVASYOPANI~AD

$~11c11¼1 QRt1<{_
Recognition of the unity underlying the diversity of the world
The fortieth chapter of Y ajurveda is cailed Isavasyopani~ad. It has been given first place in the
series of Upani~ads. The visible world and life within this gigantic creation presuming as abode of
God and thus, developing conscious to realise omnipresent and almighty features of God, this
Upani~ad has advised living discipline, with peace and satisfaction and further establishing integrity
with no distinction. Its 18 hymns are said of same significance as that of eighteen chapters in Gita.
Instruction given in the first hymn is that the life and world both are God's above, hence, use the
treasure of life abiding the rules. The sage has given a predominate formulae for keeping oneself
scot-free from the pro4d of achievements and wealth by simply raising a 9uestion "whose money is
this?" In second hymn there are formulae of living long life and performing activity without least
bondage or ties. In third hymn, dire consequence arising due to infringement of discipline are
indicated. The fourth, fifth and eighth hymns explain the feature of perfect knowledge (Parabrahman)
and hymn six and seventh highlight the characteristics of the people who realise it. From nineth to
fourteenth, the secret of establishing a balance between learning and ignorance and the creation as
also destruction has been disclosed. Hymn 15 and 16 describes the pray to God for enabling to
understand his feature and the aptitude for realisation of the same. In hymn 17 and 18 the lord of fire
have been solicited for enabling to know the mortal body and leading to aim of life through the best
route.
The perfect knowledge (Parabrahman) expressed as Om is absolute in itself with all respects and
this universe is also absolute in itself like Om. The perfect world has arisen from that absolute
element. The balance resulted on an extraction of perfect from the perfect also remains perfect in
itself. May the pains and pricks either super divine, super material or spiritual be tum in peace.
The opinion of the R~i is excellent when he says the balance or result of extracting perfect from
the perfect is also perfect.

~ '!01'-ii~ill '!Ol~clicl~i&.4~11
~~:~:~:II
Om! The yon is fulness; fulness, this. From fulness, fulness doth proceed. Withdrawing
fulness's fulness off, even fulness then itself remains. )
[Parbrahman expressed as "Ori:J." is absolute from all angles and this creation is also perfect in
itself. This whole (complete) universe has been originated from that perfect element. In case this
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perfection is extracted out from that perfect element, the resultant or the residual part also remains
perfect. May 'the fevers and fatigues of material, metaphysical and celestial be cooled-down.]

~ clt¼f~<;':'. ~~~~I ~ ~ ~ lIT ~: ~ f4;c1;,g:;iq_11 ~II
By the Lord (lsa) enveloped must this all beWhatever moving thing there is in the moving world.
With this renounced, you may enjoy. Covet not the wealth of anyone at all.
[Whatever either inert or alive is seen in this world, that all is covered embedded within God
viz., under jurisdiction of God. Use only the part abandoned (entrusted) by him for you.]

~J~~tl

~

Nt'J'11fctqi:0a-:: ~:,

~~

.i1.;q21Jlsfu; -;:r cfiq ~-:n:11~11

Even while doing deeds here, one may desire to live a hundred years. Thus on younot otherwise than this is it-The deed (karman) adheres not on the man.
[The sages have told such disciplines following which a man can avail long life as also live free
from ties usually created due to Karma.]

arw-rr ".j'ftf ~ ~ ~ aq,t:w~al:l ·"ffi':'.m ~ i i " ~ tj(("qt;'11

~:11~11

Devilish (asurya) are called those worlds, which are covered over with blind darkness
(lamas). Unto them, on deceasing, go whatever folk are slayers of the Self.
[The people violating the discipline are known as Asurya (Dependent to the physical and sensual
power but not following the true discretion). They are surrounded with the immeasuring darkness i.e.
ignorance through out their life.]

~

-q;rm ~ ~ 3il'1cl'1&q4~,

acatcle11S-4HJI@ @0f!Wl~41 ~ffl ~11~11
Unmoving, the One (ekam) is swifter than the mind.
The sense-powers (devas) reached not It, speeding on before.
Past others running, This goes standing.

In It Matarisvan places action.
[The unvariated God is one who is more dynamic than the mind itself. He cannot be chased i.e.
known to deities viz., the senses 1n-espective of stable, he goes ahead running to the dynamic bodies.]

~~ffn1i'1ffu ~

a«f-tl&il a1;-<ln4 ~ ~ fli:lfl.ltfl.l ~:111.i.11

It moves. It moves not. It is far and It is near. It is within all this. It is outside of all this.
[He is at immeasuring distant and at the same time, nearest to all. He too is present within these
all.]

. ~ 'flcl1fuT' ~al-4kq~cllj4~~@1 ~ ~ rnIT ";:r fct~1L-!:iijll~ II
Now, he who on all beings looks as just (eva) in the Self (Atman). And on the Self as in
all beings- He does not shrink away from Him.
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[The knowledge acquired by virtue of reading cannot remove the illusion and the knowledge
well experienced is sine-qua-non for this.]

~ff4"*1cltfut '4-li1l-4k4cll'f-ifa'11Hct:I mi efi1' ~: cfi:. Q,i:fifciq4q~~ct:ll\911
"'
"'
"'
In whom all beings have become just (eva) the Self of the discerner- Then what
delusion (moha), what sorrow (soka) is there of him who perceives the unity!
[At which stage, the man is known to the fact that this Atma tattva is appeared in the nature of all
beings·, where the attachment or grief may stand or arise in this stage of knowing all in one.]

~ Q,Qlll~,l,iqch1~q901qf.11fci,<~ :a.g:qq1qfci.g:'{1

chfci4.ftf41 ~ :

~s~:

~:nt11

He has environed, The bright, the bodiless, the scatheless,
The sinewless, the pure (suddha), unpierced by evil (a-papa-viddha)!
Wise (kavi), intelligent (manl$l), encompassing (paribhu), self-existent (svayambha),
Appropriately he distributed objects (arthas) through the eternal years.

3?.i (fq"; Slfci~tf;a itsfcle.tl!-}Ql*ffil 'ffifl" ~-~~om~~~- «rr:11~ II
They enter into blind darkness, who worship ignorance; and They also enter into
darkness greater than that, as it were, who delight in knowledge.
[The persons who are mere devotee to the evil-learning (A vidya), surround in the gross
ignorance (darkness) and they also same way surround (trapped) with ignorance who are only
devoted to learning (conscience).]

al-4~cll§ferel~l-4~1§<fcieJ~III ~ ~~-q ~ ~ +Rtfaiiilf&Rll~o II
Other, indeed, they say, than knowledge! Other, they say, than non-knowledge! Thus
we have heard from the wise (dhlra) who have explained it to us.
[Knowledge leads to a different path, while Ignorance (Avidya) leads to another different path,
this teaching has been transmitted to us by the ancient sages.]

fcmt

f..11 fct Eli ~ ~ ~I ~ lfaj' 'ffi"fcl"T fcl el~ I!3ct q ~jfi II ~~II

One who knows the knowledge and non-knowledge- this pair conjointly (saha), he
transcends with non-knowledge passing over death and with knowledge wins the immortal.

a?.t (fq";

S1fci~1f.ft ~s-tj,~J119Ql*ffil 'ffifl" ~~~om~~ ~«IT:11~~"

They enter into blind darkness, who worship non-becoming (a-sambhati);
. They enter into darkness greater than that, as it were, who delight in becoming
(sambhuti).
[sambhitti is the origination and asambhitti is non-becoming, perishing.]

al-4~611§: ~I~~~~~ ;Hctfailf..1~11~~11
Other, indeed-they say-than origin (sambhava)! Other-they say-than non-origin
(a-sambhava)! -Thus we have heard from the wise, whC? have explained it to us.
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m-

~ ~ feRm' ~ ~ ~, fcHr~-1 ~
~s13aq~jdll~\{II
Becoming '(sambhati) and destruction (vinasa)-He who knows this pair conjointly
(saha) with destruction passing over death and with becoming wins the immortal.

f%<oqil.J 'Q'rnUT *l&H<.ltf4(%d ~ I mcf '£'hlQl~uj ft~eiqh,1 ~II~~ II
With a vessel wholly of gold the mouth of truth is covered over. 0 Pu~an, do you
uncover or open that for one whose law is the Real to see.

'3_1:1~cfitf ~ ~ SIIGIIQ~ ~ <~4\..fll!e!I
~ 1:ffi' ~ cfi~toi ~ q~(41M

1.IT~~ ~: ms~II ~~ II

0 Pu~an, the sole Seer (ekar$i), 0 Controller (yama), 0 Sun (sarya), 0 son of Prajapati,
spread forth your rays! Gather your splendour (tejas)! What is your-lovable form-that of
you I see. He who is yonder, yonder Person (puru$a)-I myself am he!

etr=g<f.t('fq13aq~~ ~ ~ ' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

~ll~\911

[My] breath (vayu) to the immortal wirid (anila)! This body then ends in ashes! Om!
0 Purpose (kratu),wmember! The deed (krta) remember!
0 Purpose, remember! The deed remember!

~ ~~-~ ~-~ et=g-1tf.t ~ I
=g~l&lfl.i~g(IOlq'1~ ~ ij' ·;Jlr arni ~ll~tll

General prayer of petition and adoration

0 Agni! lead us on an even (a good)way to prosperity (rai), 0 God, you know all the
ways! Keep far away from us crooked~going sin (enas)! we render most ample expression
of adoration to you.

.....-....

~

~ : '3.0~fil«. ..... ~ wf;o: 11

***

·

2. KENOPANl~AD

ch""1IQRt1~
This Upani~ad is within ninth chapter of "Tavalkara Brahmal).a" (Samvediya). This is also called
Tavalkara Upani~ad and Brahmal).opani~ad. It starts with a question "Kene~itaril ...... (By whom this
life is motivated?). The starting word being "Ken" (By whom), this Upani~ad is said Kenopani~ad.
The R~i has made it clear while explaining the nature and glory of all motivator perfect knowledge
(Parabrahman) that the Brahmatattva (Absolute element) is very easy to talk and listen about but it is
most difficult to understand and digest. In the first and second part the peculiarities of that motivating
entity, his realisation and the unavoidable necessities to know him have been described vividly
through colloquy arranged between the teacher and pupil. In the third and fourth part, illustration has
been given from the vanity arising in Gods and the appearance of BrahmI Cetana (conscience) to
suppress that super ego in the form ofYak~a. Subsequently the Brahmatattva (element of knowledge)
has been described for the Gods by Goddess Uma. At the ending shore, the importance of knowing
the secret of Brahmavidya (conscience) alongwith the resources has been elaborated and the manner
of Parabrahman worship and the fruits (result) inherent therein have been explained.

11 ~IIRfQld: II

~ ~1~1t11 qq1w·1f:t ~ ~ : ,ii,iq~ q~filR41fo1 ~ '8cttfo1 ~

a,~,QRt:t~ ~ ~ R<lgit1T
d~l~R

mm~

R<lcfiU~R<lcfi<o1q,@:if:t<1cfi<oi

its~

Fmr "tf' 3QRt:t1i ~ llfi:r ~ ~ llfi:r ~II
~ wrRf: wrRf: wrRf: 11

0 the Supreme Soul! may our all organs healthy and our voice, breathing, eyes, ears,
force and all sensory organs be strong. The Upani~ad (proposed knowledge) is Brahma, we
don't refuse it. This do not abandon us. May our inseparable relation with one another
maintained. Whatever (religion, knowledge etc.) described in Upani~ad, be insert in us, be
incorporate in us. May the three pains be cool.
II~: l:g'Us; II

~ ~ 'Q"ff@"

wra lR:

~

mur: ~:

~

~: I ch~Nai

cllilfilqj ~ ~ : ~

en ~ ~ ~ I I ~II
Query: The real agent in the individual?
By whose motivation, do this mind assess to its subjects? By whose engaged this
breathe does function proper? By whose activation the voice does exercise in people? Who
is that intangible God that engages our eyes and ears in their functions?
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~

ffl tRm lf.ll"

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ mur:1 ~~ ~:

~f41-l-41ffilchlc{~dl ~II~ II

[Answer:]
That which is the hearing of the ear, the thought of the mind,
The voice of speech, as also the breathing of the breath,
And the sight of the eye! Past these escaping, the wise,
On departing from this world, become immortal.
;i- 'ffif

~~

;i-

cOT•lf.0@ -::n-

tr,:r: 1 ;i- fcJm

;i-

fc1,S11-1,in 4~ctc{:jW1141c{.:l!~ci afa:Ra11*,ll

~fclRmc{~I ~ ~ ,fcfqt it +@@1t1t1fa:n:1r~11
There the eye goes not, speech goes not, nor the mind.
We know not, we understand not; How one would teach It.
Other, indeed, is It than the known, And moreover above the unknown.
-:-Thus have we heard of the ancients (purva) who have explained it to us.

~ ~ ~1·~ ~ ~

fcrra ~

4~c{9Ql~<lll~II

That which is unexpressed with speech (vac, voice),
That with which speech is expressedThat indeed know as Brahma,
Not this that people worship as this.
4.:iH~I ' ; I ' ~ ~•11§4.fl lfctl'(I ~ ~ ~ fcrra ~ iiRG!i41~<llll._ II
That which one thinks not with thought (manas, mind),
[or, That which thinks not with a mind,]
That with which they say thought (manas, mind) is thoughtThat indeed know as Brahma,
Not this that people worship as this.
~';I'~~

~fu ~I~~~ 'fcrra ~

4RG!i4l~<l11GII

That which one sees not with sight (cak$US, eye),
[or, That which sees not with an eye]
That with which one sees sights (cak$urhsi)That indeed known as Brahma,
Not this that people worship as this.
~i:01~01
,.

;i- ~"1110
..~

~ ~ w.m1
'3" ., ~ ~ ~

fcrra ~

That which one hears not with hearing (frotra, ear),
[or, That which hears not with an ear,]

~RGqq1~?1111,911
~
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That with which hearing here is heardThat indeed know as Brahma,
Not this that people worship as this.

~ ~ fcTf.g ~ llR~qqrn<l11l 11
"'
That which one breathes (prd"IJ,iti) not with breathing (prd"IJ,a, breath),
lloiltrH

;i-

mfumr ~ mur:

~,

$

[or, That which breathes not with breath,]
That with which breathing (prd"IJ,a) is conducted (pra"IJ,fyate)That indeed known as Brahma,
Not this that people worship as this.
II~: ~:II

The paradox of Its inscrutability

~ ~~~¥~~~~I
~ ~ ~ ~ J 1-i1qif!.!ctct <l" lRI" fc1Ra'{11~11
[.Acarya say] If you think 'I know well,' only very slightly now do you know!- a form
of Brahma!-what thereof is yourself, and what thereof is among the gods! So then it is to
be pondered upon (mfmdmsyam) indeed by you.
[Pupil:] I think.it is known.

~

lRI° ~ ~ -;:r ~ ~ ~,

~~~~

";:r

"'
I think not 'I know well'; Yet I know not 'I know not'!

~ ~ ~11~11

He of us who knows It, knows It; Yet he knows not ' I know not'.

llf!.llqd ~

mt mt~ -;:r ~~:I

~ fcNtHdi fct*1taqfct(i!Hdl'{II~ II

[Acarya]
It is conceived of by him, by whom It is not conceived of.

He by whom It is conceived of, knows It not.
It is not understood by those who [say they] understand It.

It is understood by those who [say they] understand It not.

si@ai'l~fctRd qaq~a~ ~ fcR:<l"1 3lWRT ~

cW-t ~ ~SlFftlll'l{II

When known by an awakening, It is conceived of;
Truly it is immortality one finds.
With the Soul (Atman) one finds power;
With knowledge one finds the immortal.

~

il~Bli;l,;tU ~i'ilqf«i

-;:r

ilRe;1aii;)..qe;e11 fcrafu: I
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~ ~-~@TIU: ~?-llf41~c:fild,'3dl ~111..\11
If one have known [It] here, then there is truth.
If one have known [It] not here, great is the destruction (vina${i).

Discerning [It]in every single being, the wise,
On departing from this world, become immortal.
[He who has attained that perfect knowledge (Parabrahma), has attained the reality, but who
could not realise him in existing life, has sustained considerable loss (loss of precious time); The wise
man therefore realise that supreme entity present in every being and every element and thus, moving
from the route of this world ultimately attains the immortality.]

11~:~:II
Allegory of the Vedic gods' ignorance of Brahma

flJ' & ~ ~ ~ & ~ ~ ~ 31q@<.1.fll
~Sf41c:fitlcli4 qffiqfu II ~II

o

~.fllf41c:fitlc114

Now, Brahma won a victory for the gods. Now, in the victory of this Brahma the gods
were exulting. They bethought'themselves : 'Ours indeedis this victory! Ours indeed is this
greatness! '
. . ~~~~Ml' &.NIHd

~ ~11~11

Now, It understood this of them. It appeared to them. They did not understand It. 'What
wonderful being (yalcya) is this?' they said.
~sfi'~qlcl-ailla~d, Q,dfi;:~H1ffi ~ ~II~ II

They said to Agni (Fire): 'Jatavedas, find out this-what this wonderful being it.'
'So be it.'
~~cliMRlcld,~H11?-IP-1cll 31gq,(-4.tj?-1jci\Stia~a:1 'ell a!t!*-41@11~ 11

He ran unto It.
Unto him It spoke : 'Who are you?' 'Verily, I am Agni,' he said. 'Verily, I am
Jatavedas.'

~~

fin

C114f4-l?-141d,~ ~ ~ ~-~~&.IIM@II'-\ II

Yak~a asked the fire-god- 'In such as you what power is there?'
'Indeed, I might burn everything here, whatever there is here in the earth!'

~ ~

~l!ll~di{~@ I d5Q~<.ll<.I ijcfGf~~ Ml'

mTTc6 ~

',(.I'

rnf 'Q,cl" ~ - ~ad,~lc6

~-~IIGII

It put down a straw before him. 'Burn that!' He went forth at it with all speed. He was
not able to bum it. Thereupon indeed he returned, saying : 'I have not been able to find out
this-what this wonderful being is.'
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~ cll~q~cH::iillcldfo:::tl.fltt; fcfi!ldEJS;ffernr ~11\.911
Then they said to Vayu (Wind) : 'O Vayu, find out this-what this wonderful being is.'
'So be it.'

~'#:ciii*llciG~smfu ~ 3i€\qf41i:il~ci1;:qrnnm err :art;q¼l@lll 11
He ran unto It.
Unto him It spoke : .'Who are you?'
'Verily, I am Vayu,' he said. 'Verily, I am Matarisvan.'

~~ fcn ci14fqi:il41G~ ,aJq1G~ll1l ~ 9MclllM@II~ II
'In such as you what power is- there?'
'Indeed, I might carry off everything here, whatever there is here in the earth.'

~ ~ f¾SiicldGIGM@I d5Q~lllll '8cfsJfcl-l ITT!" ~l~llcbiGl1 ~ ml" T!,cf ~ ~dG~lf.ti
~ ~ffl"ll~o II
It put down a straw before him. 'Cany that off!'

He went at it with all speed. He was not able to cany it off. Thereupon indeed he
returned, saying : 'I have not been able to find out this-what this wonderful being is.'

:at~.;;;q~cj;:qf.icj~dfasJfHitt; ~ I ~ ~~iif41Mil<il II~ ~II
Then they said to Indra : 'Maghavan ('Liberal'), find out this-what this wonderful
being is.'
'So be it.' He ran unto It. It disappeared from him.
~ dM~cllcbl¥} ffi4ljq1;si~11q ~ ~ ~ ~ fcti!ldEJS;Tfimrll ~~ II
In that very space he came upon a woman exceedingly beautiful, Uma, daughter of the
Snowy Mountain (Haimavat) or Brahmavidya in the form ofUma.
To her he said: 'what is this wonderful being?'
II~: l3'Us: II

"'
Knowledge of Brahman, the ground of superiority

m ~ ~ - ~ e r r Q,afa;si~ ~ mft

tcT fctGiilcbH rit@11~11

She said- 'It is Brahman.' 'In that victory of Brahman, verily, exult you.'
Thereupon he knew it was Brahman.

~ ~ ~ :at@a<ifqc1p.11.e;c11..QGi?.:ic11~R.;;;w-1

ttH~fc;l?i Qf91?J«i ~HoiWTI fclGiilcbH

rit@11~11

Therefore, verily, these gods, namely Agni, Vayu and Indra, are above the other gods,
as it were; for these touched It nearest, for these and [especially] he [i.e. Indra] first knew It
was Brahman.
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~ ~sRtaufi:lc11-4,~s11..:a ~-1~Ra · ~ ~ ftl-1&11.1'-(l

fclaJ=aa:iR ~11~ 11

Therefore, verily, Indra is above the other gods, as it were; for he touched It nearest, for
he first knew It was Brahman.
Brahman in cosmic and in individual phenomena

~ ~ tl~dfa~til

&l~MI $~1W¥i1Mq~( $('1!.i~~.cid4ll I~ 11

Of It there is this teaching.
That in the lightning which flashes forth, which makes one blink, and say 'Ah!'-that
'Ah!' refers to divinity.
all?.ll&.11~ tl~ds(i:0~1ci T.f

lf.US~ ~ ~:11~11

Now with regard to oneself.
That which comes, as it were, to the mind, by which one repeatedly remembers-that
conception (sarhkalpa) [is It]!

'o.a

m ~ di;.-1fi:l~q1f~aai ~~~~SN~~~ :ec1130f;a11~ II

Brnhma, the great object of desire
It is called Tad-vana ('It-is-the-desire'). As 'It-is-the-desire' (Tad-vana) It should be
worshipped. For him who knows itthus, all beings together yearn.
[The Brahman as "Tadvana". Acarya Sankara has given its meaning as Tad-Bhajaniyam i.e.
worth to meditate "Vana" is used in purportion to ''Ras" (juice) also. On this premise, it transpires
that the Brahma in radical form is "juicy". The devotee whose motion merges in Atma-tattva, his
intimacy extends so large as all beings are impressed by him.]

aqf:11:4~ ~ qil~'ffil ~ aqf:tf:4t;:lim 'clTcf· 'ff aqf:tq~qqqfo 11\911 ·

'Sir, tell me the mystic doctrine (upani$ad)!'
'The mystic doctrine has been declared to you. Verily, we have told you the mystic
doctrine of Brahma (brahml upani$ad).'

oW o"Crl' ~: q;iffu mam ~:

ijcit¾i'IR.ij('l!.lq1t1a-1'(11l 11

Austerity (tapas), restraint (dama), and work (karman) are the foundation of it [i.e. the
mystic doctrine]. The Vedas are aUits limbs. Truth is its abode.

ii° cIT ~ ~~IQij('l!.I

QlutHq+~

ffl ~ ~ Sl@@a@

Sl@@B@II~ II

He, verily, who knows it [i.e. the mystic doctrine] thus, striking off evil (papman),
becomes established in the most excellent, endless, heavenly world-'- yea, he becomes
established!

****

3. KATHOPANI~AD

&ia1 qf:t t1 ~
This upani~ad is under the school of Katha in Knt:1a Yajurveda. Herein are two chapters and
each chapter contains 3 cantos (Vallis). The famous episode (tale) of the dialogue between Yama and
Naciketa, the son of Vajasrava is described in this upani~ad. Vajasrava was intended to worship
merely the symbolic (not actual) demonstration of the gift by providing the donees' the trivial things.
His son Naciketa, who was well learned to the meaning of gift, intended to motivate his father
performing the custom in true sense, asked him that to whom will be give his son? On retention of his
question, Vajasrava annoyed and he fanatically said that he will be gored to yama, the god of death.
Naciketa as a result of his special efforts, met finally with lord Yama. Yama pleased and asked
him to have three boons. He asks for his father's satisfaction as the very first boon, heavenly pleasure
rendering Agnividya (fire learning) as the second and Atmavidya (self-realisation) as the third boon.
Yama happily sanctioned the first two boons but he wants to allow him not to stress on the third boon
having it impossible. Naciketa stood unvariated. This subject-matter is elaborated in the first chapter
under first vallI: In second and third vallI, lord Yama makes him to understand several aspects
relating to the soul and the supreme soul. In second chapter, the hurdles befalling in way to 5eek God,
their solution and god's existence in the heart has been described. Further, omnipresence of god,
Asvattha (mortality) in garb of the world, yoga-penance, faith on god and emancipation etc. has been
described. Finally, the attainment of Brahma (perfect knowledge) by the grace of Brahma vidya has
been enunciated.

ll~llk1Q1d:II

~ ~ .:i,c1c1a1 ~ ;ft- ~I~~ eh<c11c1~1 ~HtM·Uci8:11e14~ '4T fctfu1:uc1~11
~

-..:)

~

~

~

mfu: mfu: mfu:11

The supreme soul! Wish you please protect both of us (the teacher and disciple)
simultaneously. Nourish us simultaneously. May both of us be powerful simultaneously.
The learning acquired by us be full of splendour and intelligence should there be no place
for inimity and rivalry between us. 0 mighty! may the trio fevers (material, metaphysical
and celestial) be cooled down and undepleting peace attained.
First Valli
prologue : N aciketas devoted to Death
Part -I

~ ~ ~-&, ~ : ~ci~e;zj ~I~~ .:ifil&ial ~

¥

3ITTTll~II
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Now verily, with zeal did Vajasravasa (in the Visvajit sacrifice) give his whole
possession [as a religious gift]. He had a son, Naciketa by name.
a'::~ ~ ~

~TUTTIJ

-1,~q1~ ~;;g1fc1~~1 msip:ra1 I~ 11

Into him, boy as he was, while the sacrificial gifts were being led up, faith (sraddha)
entered. He thought to himself :
4ltll~ctil ~il!li;!OII ~l!!i<li?I f.tfiR~1:1 ar.RJ

;rn:dt MlctiF@t4-I

~

or ~11~11

'Their water drunk, their grass eaten,
Their milk milked, barren!
Joyless (a-nanda) certainly are those worlds
He goes to, who gives such [cows]!'

~~Not oi'f ~ m~1B-1+1,Rt1 ~~a'::~~~

~~1it,Rt11~11

Then he said to his father: 'Papa, to whom will you give me?'- a second time- a third
time.
To him then he said : 'To Death I give you!'

di~..ft'lf~

ffl

di~..fl'ln:t ~ : I ~MtJqB,j ~ ~..q~1© cfiR:bll@II'-\ II

Naciketa in the house of Death
[Naciketa reflects :]
Of many I go as the first. Of many I go as an intermediate. What pray, has Yama
(Death) to be done? That he will do with me today?

¥

~~
Sl@Q~~ ~ I :e¼f~cl ~: ~ :e¼f~cli~l~<l ~:IIGII
Look forward, how [fared] the former ones. Look backward; so [will] the after ones.
Like grain a mortal ripens! Like grain he is born hither (a-jayate) again!
[Aggrieved of the word expressed in a state of temper his father, was again asked by Naciketa"O Dear father! ponder on the behaviour as your father and fore-fathers had made and further look at
the behaviour as being made by other highest enlightened ptesently. The mortal man becomes mature
(attains death having too old) like the harvest in a certain point of time and further regains birth
comensurating with the certain time frame.]

~ : Slfcl~lf4@M~l~Ofl ~ I ~ ~ 6' ~cF01ffi~cfi¥!_11\.9 I I
As fire (Vaisvanara Agni) enters,
A Brahma (brahmcu:za) guest into houses.
They make this the quieting thereof : Fetch water, Vaivasvata!
[The Vaisvanara Agni in garb of Brahmal).a may only enter the houses. The affluent people
entertain them by providing Arghya-padya etc. You should therefore however offer the water for
arghya.]
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~

WJffl ~ ~-B ~ I

Q,d(cl~· SM¼ic-Q?i~m ~(4H~-1.c1<-ira ~ 1Nnl 11
Hope and expectation, intercourse and pleasantness,
Sacrifices and meritorious deeds, sons and cattle, allThis he snatches away from the man of little understanding
In whose home a Brahman remains without eating.

raw <1:fl4a_c1fr«P1~ irs-1~+·t81~@M4q¼:,
~s~ @8J...(.cjf«t

its~ df41&@

,i1.ci<1-<i!oilii:111~ 11

[Death (Yama), returning from a three days' absence and finding that Naciketa has not
received the hospitality which is due to a Brahmal)a, says :I
Since for three nights you has abode in my house
Without eating, 0 Brahma:Q.a a guest to be reverenced,
Reverence be to you, 0 Brahma:Q.a! Well-being (svasti) be to me!
Therefore in return choose three boons!

~11.:atji:fic-Q: ~ im ¼1-i)aq.:g,fol:it

lfTfu wif1
@ldl~li! ~ Q,df.:l~IOli ~ ~ cflJTII ~o II
Naciketa's first wish : return to an appeased father on earth.
(Naciketa said) 0 Yamaraja! With intent appeased, well-minded, with passion
departed, let Gautama my father be again toward me, Death;
That cheerfully he may greet me, when from you dismissed~This of the three as boon
the first I choose!
[My father may love me as before when I am allowed by you to return my home. This is the
firstboon out of the-three you already have committed to sanction.]

_lM!" SHat~fcta1

·wfu:r ~(1e-tfciim,fu14&~12:1

~mil: ~ffe:@r ~,aq.:g@:li

a:~&1c11..1;1fyjg<s11&g'ffiq_11 ~~11

(0 Naciketa) Cheerful as formerly will he be-Auddalaki Aru:Q.i, from me dismissed.
Happily will he sleep during nights, with passion departed, when he has seen you from
the mouth of Death released.

ffl ~ "-1" <q?j" fihii-1if«t "-1" 'ffif ~ "-1" ~ ~ I
~ ffl@li~Hl~INQlfl ¥ni:61@'TI ~

~'h•flifill ~~ II

[Naciketa's second wish : an understanding of the Naciketa's sacrificial fire that leadf:
to heaven]

14
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In the world of heaven, is no fear any more. There you are not. Not from old age does
one fear. Over both having crossed-,--the hunger and the thirst gone beyond sorrow, one
rejoices in the heaven-world.

~ ~ <(.cfH'.[q~fq ~ ~ ~.ijjt{~Hl(l llijjl{_I
<(.cf~iM\€61 ~ ~ 1(ctf(~1~'1 ~ cROTII

n II

Yourself, 0 Death, understand the heavenly fire. Declare it to me who have faith
(sraddhadhana ).
Heaven-world people partake of immortality. This I choose with boon the second.
[O Yamaraja! you are well known to the sole source of heaven, the agnividyii (learning of fire).
·Please, let me know that learning (Agnividyii), known to which the people access to heaven and
enjoy the immortality there. I am curious enough to know and please, explain that learning supposing
that I am asking your grace as the second boon, you already have given the privilege to ask for.]

'ST~~~ 'ti' f.rimr <(.cf~4qf74 ~ : ~ I
~..j4'fM\€fiiffiqv.rl "Sffil'ST ~

(€1fHINltt;d

1gl(41'{11.~~ 11

On request (supra) made by Naciketa, the god of death said- O' Naciketa!
I do declare to you, and to you learn it of meUnderstanding about the heavenly fire, 0 Naciketa!
The attainment of the infinite world, likewise too its establishmentKnow you that as set down in the secret place [of the heart].
[The thing kept within cavity is rare to find about and it needs Herculean endeavour to attain
be.cause of most cryptic nature in itself. The heart (bosom) too is called the cavity. Yama has given
hint that Agnividyii dwells in the heart. A~ the wood inherited with the material fire, the heaven
providing energy vested with the heart.]

Ml€tiiGqf7-1 ~

m ~ ~. (llel"1e1i ~ 'i:ITI

~ 'ilTNd&f4eiGelv.rlffiq";m4 ~ : g.:i)e11g gt!: 11 ~~ I!
He told him of that fire as the beginning of the world, what bricks, and how many, and
how [tuilt].
And he too repeated that, as it was told. Then, pleased with him, Death said again[The Yamaraja theri explained before Naciketii, the Bhuta Agnividyii, a learning which is the
sole cause of the worlds (Lokas). The complete procedure of choosing what kind of and by what
method the bricks or the units was explained. Naciketii repeated the same before Yama whatever was
told to him without any pause. Having satisfied of the understanding power of Naciketii, Yama then
proceeded.]
aq41{11df1~.1q1on ~

cR ~ ~ ,pr: I

ricr ~ ~fcidl(lqfi'-1 :VC1iT '€1q1q~qi~qj ~II~~ II
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Delighting, the great soul (mahatman) said to him:[Death resumes :]
A further boon I give you here today.
By your name indeed shall this fire be [known].
This multifold garland (srnka), too, accept.
[Naciketa means a person who is not attached with the prapafica (worldly mortal thinking). Only
the person so unattached may hold the discipline. The person involved in passions (worldly affairs)
indulge his influence or the powers for the worldly hunger and cannot safe them to amply with the
divine discipline. Naciketa had not involved him within the worldly ambitions or devices of his father
and devoted himself for attaining the higher ideals. This was the sole reason for his access to Yama
and thereby benefited with the divine boons. Yama is the god preferring and maintaining the divine
discipline. He has raised a question in Rgveda 10.135 that on which carrier Naciketa has arrived
here? Keeping himself unattached to the prapaiica (worldly affairs) and all surrendering trend for the
divine discipline is the only basis on which Naciketa could acquire the divine Agnividya. It is
therefore, cogent to say such vidya as Naciketagni (learning that keeps unattached.]

biUliffiefid™I~ ~ blcfii:ftlifH@ >Ji..qq~I
~

~q'-lisii fctR(ql R'ai&NI~ ~IIH14fll.ijq@ II ~\.9 I I

Having kindled a triple Naciketa-fire, having attained union with the three, performing
the triple work, one crosses over birth and death.
By knowing the knower of what is born from Brahman, the god to be praised,
[And] by revering [him], one goes forever to this peace (santi).
[Naciketas vidya (learning) is called the thrice manner learning. The scholars have accepted it
consisting of three manners i.e. access, study and ceremony. The devotee has to establish a
combination of soul sense with these three or the inert, micro and the reason bodies has to be
motivated with this learning. This process can be said the trio-combined. Some school say the triocombination consisting of mother, father and the teacher. Three deeds are considered as creation,
nutrition and destruction or worship to god, co-ordination therewith and the donation in context to
the offering.]

810111¾e,,a~<.1?tafaR(q1

~~

~W¥ ·tlMetid'll

~ l3f9Q1~111<d: 'Sl"llTle]' ~flcfi(@lfl ~ ,(.ql)~lefill~lll
Having kindled a triple Naciketas-fire, having known this triad,
he who knowing thus, builds up the Naciketas-fire.
He, having cast off in advance the bonds of death,
With sorrow overpassed, rejoices in the heaven-world.

~

~sf?..t4fue,,a:

~

t.14~UTI$41

~ mur1

~~~ Zi14HH-<jdi.:l cR 4ffiefidi ~11~~11
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This, 0 Naciketas, is your heavenly fire,
Which you did choose with the second boon.
As you, indeed, will folks proclaim this fire,
The third boon, Naciketas; choose!

~

ira" fclfilfctiffi, ~soo~efi .u4qffllffi ~1

l(dfieJlqijWl&.f@;i4lij cl<IOllqq cl(~ctl4: II~ o II
Naciketas's third wish : knowledge concerning the effect of dying.
(Naciketa said) - This doubt that there is in regard to a man deceased :
'He exists,' say some' 'He exists not,' say others-This would I know, instructed by
you!
·
Of the boons this is boon the third.

~~<SIIN fclfilfctiffi.ld

~ ;r fg

~ 'SR_ 4ffic!hdl ~ 1'T

~fcl~4quj)q !fli: I

l.f1Q:0~1<kl 1'T ~ I I ~ ~II

(Yama said) O' Naciketa!
Even tlie gods had doubt as to this of yore.
For truly, it is not easily to be understood. Subtile is this.matter (dharma).
Anoth'Jr boon, 0 Naciketas, choose!
Press me not! Give up this one for me!

~~(Sllfit fetfilfctiffi.ld

~~~~

cffliT ~ (€11(i•i..ql ;J ~

~- ~fc1~4q1~ I

4T'<IT cl(~~

~~II~~ II

This knowledge preferable to the greatest earthly pleasures.
(Naciketa said) O' god of death!
Even the gods had doubt, indeed, as to this,
And you, 0 Death, say that it is not easily to be understood
And another declarer of it the like of you is not to be obtained.
No other boon the equal of it is there at all.
- ~ : ~Sl4~Sii~Offtcj ii:l(..Q~J'f.lrui~(U4~1

11?i4e1c;14a.:i

~

m ~ ~ ~ 41c1wur~ 11~ ~ 11

Yatna told.:_ Choose centenarian sons and grandsons,
Many cattle, elephants, gold and horses.
Choose a great abode of earth.
And yourself live as many autmnns as you desire.
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~ ~ ~ crt ~ fcri:t

RH~1fcic6i

~I

~ 4ffi€fia@qfil cfil1IT4T ~ ~ 'cfi'ffl1lll~~II
This, if you think an equal boon, choose-wealth and long life!
A great one on earth, 0 Naciketas, be you.
The enjoyer of your desires I make you.

if if cntm ~ qf4Ht€Fi
~'Ulrr:

mm:

4:icll-&iiql-:: ~ : Slllall,(,cl I

~;i-~~~:I

~ : Slfif.lHll,(,cl 4ffi€fi(lt

lRUT ~:11~~11

Whatever desires are hard to get in the mortal worldFor all desires at pleasure make request.
These lovely maidens with chariots, with lyresSuch [maidens], indeed, are not obtainable by menBy these, from me bestowed, be waited on!
0 Naciketas, question me not regarding dying (mara,:za)!

ffl1ef1' ~ liG.a&MBafRli101i
31fq- ~ ~1Fciaq~qc1

~ ~:I

m clli;F@cl ~II~~ 11

(Naciketa said) Ephemeral things! That which is a mortal's, 0 End-maker,
Even the vigour (tejas) of all the powers, they wear away.
Even a whole life is slight indeed.
You be the vehicles (vaha! You be the dance and song!
;i-

fc@;r

acfoih:n

~ (1q?.:11q~ ftjflq~j~ ~ ,

~,ftjtliiin t11c1t{lfti15qfo ~ ~ -q- ~ : '*1' ~11~1.911

Not with wealth is a man to be satisfied.
Shall we take wealth, ifwe have seen you?
Shall we live so long as you shall rule?
- This, in truth, is the boon to be chosen by me.

-:si~tJaiq~aHl!:!~6'-1 ~,J..qfli :~: ~ I
31N9.llli.cjOl{@Sl'flGl4@t{IU 'itfcra clil' "{qo( I~ l

11

When one has come into the presence ofundecaying immortals.
What decaying mortal, here below, that understands,
That mediates upon the pleasures of beauty and delight,
Would delight in a life over-long?
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~f'fi:tf;i~ fctfufcbruf.a ~ ~Ml'-Q(l!c ~~~I
irs~ cl'U \(rAq:-JSlfctID ~ €H41'51ffietidl ~II~~ II
This thing whereon they doubt, 0 Death :
What there is in the great passing on- -t~ll us that !
This boon, that has entered into the hidden.No other than that does Naciketas choose.
[Only the person like Naciketa, full detached to the material pleasure, can reject such
allurements. On the.premise of this very self-loyalty, he becomes entitle to attain the essence of soul.]

Second Valli
The failure of pleasure and of ignorance; the wisdom of the better knowledge

&-<1:a}cns. ~ a,) ~ ~ft:r;fm: I

mrr: ~ &t««t+l4 ~ ,qqftr ~semr ~ irir ~11~11
Yamaraja said Naciketa The better (sreyas) is one thing, and the pleasanter (preyas) quite another.
Both these, of different aim, bind a person.
Of these two, well is it for him who takes the better;
He fails of his aim who ch~oses the pleasanter.

~ ~ A:-JG!.ltlff@'

tjq{l(il fctfct4Rt; SITT:I
~ ~ d\"usf,:r w.:rffl· ~ irir ~ ~ I I ~ 11
Both the better an the pleasanter come to a man.
Going all around the two, the wise man discrimina~es.
The wise man chooses the better, indeed, rather than the pleasanter.
The stupid man, from getting and keeping (yoga-k~ema), chooses the pleasanter.

~ cei' fit~tfil~(S.QI~ cfifqi4fi:ll!lfl~iSlffietifflS~: I
~

W;f fct'1q4lqe11ft'1

~ ~ ~ ~:11~11

You indeed, upon the pleasant and pleasantly appearing desires
Meditating, has let them go, 0 Naciketas.
You are not one who has taken that garland of wealth
In which many men sink down.

~ ~ ~ aWfflT 'lfr· if fem@. ~ I

fctm1cq,fcg4 4ffiE6tt:e ~ ':1' tcrT 'cfilm ~ Hltj44ill~ II
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Widely opposite and asunder are these two :
Ignorance (avidya) and wha.t is known as 'knowledge' (vidya).
I think Naciketas desirous of obtaining knowledge!
Many desires rend you not.

a1Fcim1t.11q.a) ctJq1.u:
e;~q1011: qf<t.1Rt

m

f.fro: ~ q.:eiqH1:1

1!Gf ~ -1"it.1qH1

~:11t..11

Those abiding in the midst of ignorance,
Self-wise, thinking themselves learned,
Running hither and thither, go around deluded,
Like blind men led by one who is himself blind.
;i' ijjQ(l4:

mrnf ffl

31ci ~ f t

lR

Sjqjtj.ij Fcitt¥fl~..f m_1

l@ 1'FTI' ¥: !{..f~~jqlQtjij ll'II~ II

[Heedlessness the cause of rebirth]
The passing-on is not clear to him who is childish,
Heedless, deluded with the delusion of wealth.
Thinking 'This is the world! There is no other!'
Again and again he comes under my control.
-9fi:IOll41N

t1gfiwf ;i- ~ : ~sftf ~ ~ ;i- ~ : 1

aTUFrr cffliT ~s~ ~ ~ ~~1~,j~112:11\911
[The need for a competent teacher of the soul]
He who by many is not obtainable even to hear of,.
He whom many, even when hearing, know notWonde1:ful is the declarer, proficient the obtainer of Him!
Wonderful the knower, proficiently taught!
;i'

.:«Ullcl)Oi im; ~

af..f.-£1STl'ffi

tJfcl~41 ~ ffi.f4qH: I

Tffiml' ..fi@IOTit.il~dcf4q'1SlqlOllt(U~ II

Not, when proclaimed by an inferior man, is He
To be well understood, [thought] being manifoldly considered.
Unless declared by another, there is no going thither;
For He is inconceivably more subtile than what is of subtile measure.

~ oiuf q@(IQ~t.li Sflffil~~i:f ~*11414 1ml

'4i' (Cfqllf: ijf41!J@4dif~ <Elili(:.:rl '4!(4i~Rl4id: 'Si!TII ~ II
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Not by reasoning (tarka) is this thought (mati) to be attained.
Proclaimed by another, indeed, it is for easy understanding, dearest friend (pre${ha)!
This which you has attained! Ah, you are of true steadfastness!
May there be for us a questioner (pra${a) the like of you, 0 Naciketas!
Gll•W4i;'!.'.

~e1iilfifllRi"li ~ ~ : ~ ft igei" ~I

mff ~ •Hfuilhdffl'SP4<Rfll*5a:

SUt-1611.fWi ~ I I ~o II

I know that what is known as treasure is something inconstant.
For truly, that which is steadfast is not obtained by those who are unsteadfast.
Therefore the Naciketas-fire has been built up by me,
And with means which are inconstant I have obtained that Which is constant.

'S1ram ~ 'QW{I
,@)qq6$;,11ti 'S1ram ~ ~ QRI' "1Milhdl:S~:ll~~II

c61qeq1ffi ~ :

0 dear Naciketa! The obtainment of desire, the foundation of the world Uagat),
The endlessness of will, the safe shore of fearlessness,
The greatness of praise, the wide extent, the foundation (having seen),
You, 0 Naciketas, a wise one, has with steadfastness let [these] go!

. <f·~ \(t&q:jS1fcle ~ ~ ~ I
3'&41~~'11fil,1q-1 ·tcf lfcefT QRI'

i;fi~nchl ~II~~ II

Him who is hard to see, entered into the.hidden,
Set in the secret place [of the heart], dwelling in the depth, primevalBy considering him as God, through the Yoga-study ofwhatpertains to self,
The wise man leaves joy and sorrow behind.

Q,d,,(C11 zj qfi,Jt1.1 ·~: ~ ~uiqujqaq114 I

~ ~ ¥.flt;..()4'!.'. & ~ ~'fflf -1ffiefitH~ lr,ir11n II
When a mortal has heard this and fully comprehended, has torn off what is concerned
with the right (dharmya)", and has taken Him as the subtile,
Then he rejoices, for indeed he has obtained what is to be rejoiced in.
!regard Naciketas a dwelling open [for Atman].
~ ~q)t;;qsoe4q)t;.:QSIIWl~dl~dk(I ~ ~

,:roQ1if

4"1N~4f,(.I m11~-g11

(Naciketa said) Apart from the right (dharma) and apart from the unright (a-dharma),
Apart from both what has been done and what has not been done here,
Apart from what has been and what is to be-What you see as that, speak that!
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~ ~. 4i:<IGq1qPt ~fu ~ ~ ~ I
t.1Ri0~1 ~ ~

'ffi\" ~ ~

~cilo..i1fi:t~aq_11~~11

[The mystic syllable 'Om' as an aid] (Yama said)
The word which all the Vedas proclaim, and which is expressed in all austerities.
Desiring which men live the life ofreligious studentship (brahmacarya)That word to you I briefly explain. That is Orh !
Q,cloS;ilc:11~ 1W Q,cloS;ilc:118:R ~I Q,cloS;ilclla_.rt ~ ~ t.1ffi:i0@ m:<:r rn!_l 1~~II
That syllable, truly, indeed, is Brahman! That syllable indeed is the supreme!
Knowing that syllable, truly, indeed, Whatever one desires is his!
Q,clGIMkH'!: ~a?iaGIMai:14 ~ I Q,MIMai:14 ~

~~~l&i ~ I I ~\911

That is the best support. That is the supreme support. Knowing that support, one
becomes happy in the Brahma-world.
";f

f i ~ cfT fcmmnt ~~~I

3Nff ~:msaits7:f ~ 1 ~ ~ ~11~l11
The wise one [i.e. the soul, the atman, the self] is not born, nor dies.
This one has not come from anywhere, has not become anyone.
Unborn, constant, eternal, primeval, this one is not slain when the body is slain.

~ '€1..q.:~,ia ~~~I~°' 1 fcFit1-11ffi ~ ~ 1 ~II~~ II
If the slayer think to slay, If the slain think himself slain,

Both these understand not. This one slays not, nor is slain.
3iO(l(Or\t.11..q€;ffi q1:11t.1Hlf441BI -'i1~1Afu~1 ~€;141'(1
~ : ~ Cllcl~Tlch\ gji~S1:glGl..qfuqH%:W1: II~ o 11
More minute than the minute, greater than the great, is the Soul (Atman) that is set in
the heart of a creature here.
One who is without the active will (a-kratu) beholds Him, and becomes freed from
sorrow-When through the grace (prasada) of the Creator (dhatr) he beholds the greatness
of the Soul (Atman).

arnif;:rr ~ ~ ~ ~ 'Wfu:1 ~ ~ ~ ~ *"~q~@II~ ~II
Sitting, he proceeds a far; Lying, he goes everywhere.
Who else than I (mad) is able to know; The god (deva) who rejoices and rejoices not
(madamada)?
~~1.ffitc14cl~tclclf~a'(I ~ ~ l«erT

mil" 1

~II~~ 11
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Him who is the bodiless among bodies, stable among the unstable, the great, allpervading Soul (A.tman)On recognising Him, the wise man sorrows not
•Uilqlfiil Slcii.1~4

~ ~ ~ ~~~I

~~~~~~q

amqy~cr.r:~11~~11

This Soul (.Atman) is not to be obtained by instruction,
Nor by intellect, nor by much learning.
He is to be obtained only by the one whom he chooses;
To such a one that Soul (Atman) reveals his own person (tanum swim).
41fciUfl 5~fo1lill~ll.ffi 41~q1fga: I 4MFdqH«i

ffl S1;itl~~4qf'dill{I I~~ I I

Not he who has not ceased from bad conduct,
Not he who is not tranquil, not he who is not composed,
Not he who is not of peaceful mind
Can obtain Him by intelligence (prajfla).
The all-comprehending incomprehensible

~ 'Qr ii'~ ilN ,:rc@~:I

i;!~4WNilii4

c6 ~ ~ ~ -«:11~411

He for whom the priesthood (brahman) and the nobility (k$atra)
Both are as food, And death is as a sauceWho really knows where He is?
[The symbolic use of "Brahma" and "K~atra" in this hymn appear as the sub-characteristic of the
supreme soul. Brahma indicates easy discipline of religion or the power of discreti~m while "K~atra"
indicates the power of endeavour of industry. Thus, these expressions prove as the symbol of the
characteristic of the living organism. That element of supreme soul, rolls. up an beings at the material
tone through the instrument of death within it.]

Third Valli
The universal and the individual soul

;rm ~ ~fjid(4 ~ ~ "Sffcrit ,m ,mt,
@lilld~ tijlfet(fl 'ciGRf Qiji14q\ ~ii' 8iuiiffiifidl:ll~II
(Yama said) There are two that drink of righteousness (rta) in the world of good deeds;
Both are entered into the secret place [of the heart], and in the highest upper sphere.
Brahma-knowers speak of them as 'light' and 'shade',
And so do householders who maintain the five sacrificial fires,
and those too who perform the triple Naciketas-fire.
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ll': flg(l-ill4141q~rt ~ ~ I ~ @(11fidi 'tITT 41ffi~d~ ~1~q{g11~ II

This which is the bridge for those who sacrifice,
And which is the highest imperishable Brahma
For those who seek to cross over to the fearless farther shoreThe Naciketas-fire may we master!

~ wr.f ferfoi~ ~ g l ~ g ~ · ~ l R ' : Sl!U'.!'lcf il'll~II
[Parable of the individual soul in a chariot]
O' Naciketa! Know you the soul (atman, self) as riding in a chariot,
The body as the chariot.
Know you the intellect (buddhi) as the chariot-driver,
And the mind (manas) as the reins.

$~1ful t;<4141gfeif4<4i~!J ~ I at1Jlf¥1q.fl~ffi i-Ofh('Qlgfi-11ftio1: I I~ 11
The senses (indriya), they say, are the horses;
The objects of sense, what they range over.
The self combined with senses and mind
Wise men call 'the enjoyer' (bhoktr).

q@lfci*114cfl.lqcf('Q~fh4 1f.rnT ~ I d~~jO(fcj~(flR ~ ~ ffl':11411
He who has not understanding (a-vijfiana},
Whose mind is not constantly held firm-:-:
His senses are uncontrolled,
Like the vicious horses of a chariot-driver.

~ fcl*114cfl.lqcf@ ~ . 1f.rnT ~ I d~~lful ~ ~ ~ ffl'II~ II
He, however, who has understanding,
Whose mind is constantly held firmHis senses are under control,
Like the good horses of a chariot-driver.
<4@1fci*114cfl.lqcf('Qq+~c6: ~ S ~ : I ;r ~ dt<l~q1Gfl@

~mt illfil'li0@11\9 II

He, however, who has not understanding, who is unmindful and ever impure, reaches
not the goal, But goes on to reincarnation (sarhsara).

~· fci*114cfl.lqcl@ ,aq4~: ~~:I~ g dt<l~q1Gfl@ <4tfli"41 ;r ~lllll
He, however, who has understanding, Who is mindful and ever pure, reaches the goal
from which he is born no more.
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fci*11+8HM4'½!

lR:Sl!4'1clli$1,(:I

ms~:

Ql{qjl,ij@ ~ :

"Q'ttf ~II~ II

He, however, who has the understanding of a chariot-driver, A man who reins in his
mind-He reaches the end of his journey. That is the highest place of Vi~l)U.
~ : 1fU

~ ~ ,rt lR: I ~ 1fU ~f~.g,(lfql ~ : II ~o II

Higher than the senses are the objects of sense.
Higher than the objects of sense is the mind (manas);
and higher than the mind is the intellect (buddhi).
Higher than the intellect is the Great Self (Atman).

lf&o: q,1.q&.4'iM&l'ffii~M: lR:1 ~ irtfetiR.iffil cfi1ID m 1fU lffif:ll~~tl
Higher than the Great is the Unmanifest (avyakta).
Higher than the Unrrianifest is the Person.
Higher than the Person there is nothing at all.
That is the goal. That is the highest course.

~ ~ ~ ~ -;r SlcfMl~I ~ {€1!hltll ~ ~ ~:11~':?II
Though He is hidden in all things,
That Soul (Atman, Self) shines not forth,
But he is seen by subtle seers
With superior, subtle intellect.
tti:0&:Ffi·44' Sll*1~tli:0'4!14 amqf;r1 *114qlfqR ~ Rtti:0'\'lt1i:0i0H1 amqf;ru~~ 11

[The Yoga method-of suppression]
An intelligent man should suppress his speech and his mind.
The latter he should suppress in the Understanding-Self (jnana atman ).
The understanding he should suppress in the Great Self[= buddhi, intellect].
That he should suppress in the Tranquil Self (santa atman).

~ ~ 'SIT1Zf ciURdO!ldl ~ ~ 'Rmffi ~ ~ Ql?.l•@<ificj((I cref.a'11~-g11
[Exhortation to the way of liberation from death]
Arise ye! Awake ye! Obtain your boons and understand them!
A sharpened edge of a razor, hard to traverse,
A difficult path is this-poets (kavi) declare!
3i~l<qW~Jq,(c\qq&.4('.j oV.ITSW fifeiqt1,e1c1t1 ~I

~ lf&o: ,rt~ Ffq'f&(' d~f99<91ol9iJ.1~11~~"
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What is soundless, touchless, formless, imperishable, likewise tasteless, constant,
odourless, without beginning, without end, higher than the great, stableBy discerning That, one is liberated from the mouth of death.
4lffi&id9Ql@.li~ l;!f9!fl'ffi~ ,(,Hld4'{_1 ~ ~ ~ ~ gi@Ml&i ~11~~11

[The immortal value of this teaching]
The Naciketas tale, which is narrated by Death, A wise man by teaching and hearing
this, becomes magnified in the Brahma-world.
<t' ~

lRti' ~ ~

w:m:

gl@tj,(,l~I

~lc$61A cfT dGH.feil4 ~ dGH.feil4 ~

~ll~\911

If one recites this supreme secret, in an assembly of Brahmans, or at a time of the

ceremony for the dead, devoutlyThat makes for immortality! -That makes for immortality!
[The couplet "Brahma sansad" refers to the group of persons or professions that meditate for
attainment of knowledge. Similarly "Sraddhakala" refers to the point of time when difference
emerges among such group· of persons. The persons knowledge oriented and obeisanct shvuld be
clearly made known of this fact because this will fructify manifold. In case, the circumstances as
described are not available, this learning confines only to enhance the self-knowledge.]

Fourth Valli
The immortal Soul not to be sought through outward senses
Part -1

'4"Um ~ &li;!OIM4'lf0f41~HI( ~ 4HHkq1_1
~ : Slfll~ll~q144~Gl~'dil~(l;!dtcifqi01._I I ~I I

The Self-existent (svayambhu) pierced the openings [of the senses] outward;
Therefore one looks outward, not within himself (antaratman ).
A certain wise man, while seeking immortality,

Introspectively beheld the Soul (Atman) face to face.

I4R1

'QUil': i:fi Iq Hj4 f.ij ¢!IM 1*<l l;! fl!

~

fcldd fcl 'QWTlll

mu 3Tl;!mci' fcl~tc11 ~qq~~f&;i~ ~ ~11~11

The childish go after outward pleasures ;
They walk into the net of widespread death.
But the wise, knowing immortality,
Seek not the stable among things which are unstable here.
[From hymn 3 to 13, lord Yama has said "This is only". It appears that simultaneous to
explanation, Yama is going to demonstrate that element and while making this fact apparent, he says
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"That secret, learning, element of soul or supreme soul, to which you want to understand, is only
this."]

ir:r ~ w ~

~iiii:{l"*"'l~ITW ~ I ~ feiGtHI@ fci;1:r,r qufi,,~a ·~· "ffi(II~ II

That by which [one discerns] form, taste, smell, sound, and mutual touches · It is with That indeed that one discerns.
What is there le:t over here! This, verily, is That!
~Gfi:d Gtl'ifoii:d ~ ~..fljQ~ti@I ~ ~ ~

m"U ;J" ~11~11

By recognizing as the great and all-pervading Soul (Atman)
That whereby one perceives both the states of sleeping and the waking,
The wise man does not sorrows.
[By the knowledge or sense the man sees the apparent or tangible things while he is awaken and
even slept, the prudent man knowing that omnipresent and great universal· soul, do not fall in gloom
at any of the situation.]

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ '111efqf.ijcfiii(I ~ ~ ;i- ffi1l' fei~1~d ~ "ffi(lll\ 11
[The universal Soul (Atman), identical with the individual and with all creation]
He who kr).ows him, to whom everything is honey,
As the living Soul (Atman) near at hand,
Lord of what has been and of what is to beHe does not shrink away from Him. This, verily, is That!

~: ,pf otml' Gll(1q~:

iclqGtltldl ~~~it~' ~ "ffilll~ II

He who was born of old from austerity (tapas), was born of old from the waters,
Who stands entered into the secret place [of the heart],
Who looked forth through beings-This, verily, is That!
[One who by virtue of his penance sees the brahrila (knowledge) brought in before the
paiicabhiitas (five elements) like water, ether etc. and residing in the cavity of heart in all, knows the
truth. This only is that brahma (knowledge).]
({f

ffl1JR

tj,qcfr£1R{a~c1a1q~fo ~~~it~'~ m(ll\911

She who arises with life (pra~a), Aditi (Infinity), maker of divinity,
Who stands entered into the secret place [of the heart],
Who was born forth through beings-This, verily, is That!

aHo<flf.i~Ji

Gild~i;I

lN" ~ ~ •i~UTIN: I

~ ~ ~ Gil•Jcif:Mfei15q~j6QNU!r:, · ~ "ffi(IIGII
Fire (Agni), the all-knower (jatavedas), hidden away in the two fire-sticks, like the
embryo well borne by pregnant women, worthy to be worshipped day by day, by watchful
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men with oblations- This, verily, is That!
~~S~,(f;f~~,-a-~:

~cffirdl~S~~,

~m{ll~II

Whence the sun rises, And where it goes to restOn Him all the gods are founded; And no one ever goes beyond it.
This, verily, is That!
[The place to the extent the sun rises and sets is enshrined by the divine powers. Nobody may
cross that place. This is thaUtbsolute god.]

~·~~~I~:~. l;!~ql(,il@ cf~

ffl ~ll~o II

Whatever is here, that is there. What is there, that again is here.
He obtains death after death. Who seems to see a difference here.
q.1f~~a_q1ft&i ~ -iHif~ ~I~:~~~ cf~

ffl ~11~~11

By the mind, indeed, is this [realization] to be attained : There is no difference here at all!
He goes from death to death who seems to see a difference here.
[The element of supreme soul may be known only when the mind is true or holy. Nothing in this
world is besides god. But the man who sees difference in this, attains the death from death.]

at~·aq1::1:

~ m.c:r ~ fuaful ~ ~ ';!" mTI" fcl~!Jl.B<l, ~

m{_ll~~II

A Person of the measure of a thumb stands in the midst of one's self (atman),
Lord of what has been and of what is to be.
One does not shrink away from Him. This, verily, is That!
3i~·aq1::1:

~

Zf41@n:cll~qi:fi:I

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ "3 Jg:,

ir,at m{_ll~~II

A Person of the measure of a thumb, like a light without smoke,

·

Lord of what has been and what is to be.
He alone is today, and tomorrow too.
[The supreme soul as little as a thumb is a severe light like without any smoke. It governs all. It
remains unvariated i.e. unchangeable all through. This is perfect knowledge (Parabrahman).]

. ~ ~ ~ ~ fc1gi1c1Rt1 ~ giq1-1~ q~tl~i~clljfclgi1c1Rt11~~11
[The result of seeing multiplicity or else pure unity]
As water rained upon rough ground runs to waste among the hills,
So he who sees qualities (dharma) separately, runs to waste after them.
[As the rain water flows various places coming down from the high mountains where it first
rained, the same way who considers different from the absolute god the different religions and the
communities (or distinct nature as of man, demon and gods), follows then. It means he wanders
through the several worlds of gods and demons and the several species of beings like the scattered
water of the rain down from the mountains.]
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~ ~ ¥J;;gq1fu'4i ~ <qqra1 ~ !i~f(htHa amqr 'qqfu lT@l:fll~'-dl
As pure water poured forth into pure becomes the very same,
So becomes the soul (atman), 0 Gautama, of the seer (muni) who has understanding.
[Yama is taking the example of the pure water while explaining, the essence of the soul. The
pure water changes its features according to the pot in which it is kept. In plants, it becomes their
fluid and in beings it turns into the blood. There is no defects in it. The learned person keeps his
senses detached from the luxuries (material). He therefore, may be integrated with everybody.
Naciketa the term is used for a devotee who possess the power of keeping himself detached from the
material luxuries. Starting from several subjects (material) to the divine powers and the supreme
element of soul, such a man may establish the harmony. Assuming Naciketa, an eligible devotee,
Yama makes him to know this learning.]

Fifth Valli
The real soul of the individual and of the world
~<flcfil~~1s:1<q-.it¼lcbh~a+1:1 ~ ;r ~ ~ fccS'i:ll<l, ~ rn'!_11~11

By ruling over the eleven-gated citadel Of the Unborn, the Un-crooked-minded one,
One sorrows not.
But when liberated [from the body], he is liberated indeed. This, verily, is That!

~~:

¥JR:lt1s.~<~f¾i+1.ita1 ~Rt1G@M~ilo1+11_1

~tlS:{fli:ififl~~lqflG&Jli

~ ~ ~ ;irn ~II~ II

The swan [i.e. the sun] in the clear, the Vasu in the atmosphere,
The priest by the altar, the guest in the house,
In man, in broad space, in the right (rta), in the sky,
Born in water, born in cattle, born in the right, born in rock, is the Right, the Great!

~ SOOl!i..j<.lft.lQl.:i Slft.!Ji¼@I ~ ciiq.fqiftl.:i ~ ~ I I ~ II
Upwards the out-breath (prti1J,a) he leadeth.
The in-breath (apana) inward he casts.
The dwarf who is seated in the middle all the gods (deva) reverence!
31'¼" ~+1qH¼ ~1:fl{W¼ ~ : 1 ~~lfa9'i:llqH¼

~ qfifis11:4Ql, ~ rn'!_11~ 11

When this incorporate one that stands in the body is dissolved, and is released from the
body, what is there left over here? This, verily, is That!
[What remain when this soul of being exited in body moves from a body to another as its usual
dynamic nature after the death? The same that remains thereafter is brahma (the knowledge).]

;r

mur:r ~ 'q"ft.lT ~ ~ 1 ~ 9 ~ <.1f¼~a1~q1~11"" 11

Not by the out-breath (prti1J,a) and the in-breath (apana) do any mortal whatsoever live.
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But by another do men live--even that whereon both these depend.

~(I'~~~~

.(i•Hd.f'l_l

~ 'a' tR1it 'S1T12f amqr ci:rclra '1j@lftt~II

Come! I will proclaim this to you, the hidden, eternal Brahman;
And how, after it reaches death, The soul (atman) fares, 0 Gautama!
<ilt:.q.ti ~ ~,<h&.11~

m: 1 ~,~q.it~:1tj(4f;a (411.jji:fi'i ~11\911

Some go into a womb for the embodiment of a corporeal being. Others go into a
stationary thing according to their deeds (karman) and according to their knowledge.
[The motive as adopted by the soul of the beings as a result of their deeds and the study of
literature (Branch of learning) some obtain several species (yoni) of creatures for holding with the
body and others receive inertia like trees, creeper, mountain etc. immovable species.]

el'~

~ ~ clllli' ~ ~

t:.fifq101:1

$'· 'W6 olW

a~c11~*it1mt11 af+ilffi\i:61:

fjrar: ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~ 'd°q_l Il 11
He who is awake in those that sleep, The Person who fashions desire after desireThat indeed is the Pure. That is Brahma.
That indeed is called the Immortal.
On it all the worlds do rest; And no one soever goes beyond it. This, verily, is That!
[The super man (absolute soul} provides for the consumption of all creatures according to their ·.·
deeds and remains awaken when all retires on their beds. That pure element is called non-perishing
perfect knowledge (Parabrahma). to which nobody may cross or go further than him, All worlds
(lokas) depend on him. This is that brahma (knowledge).]

a1µ'-1<Q~chl ~ ~ ~. ~ Sl@~41 ~ I
Q_i:fiWII.II ~~~ Sl@,(c(i.fl .11~11
[The Yama now explains that like absolute soul (Paramatman) the fire etc. elements also get
universal form through detachment]

As the one fire has entered the world and becomes corresponding in form to every
form, so the one Inner Soul (antaratman) of all things is corresponding-in form to every
form, and yet is outside.

cll~~chl ~ ~.~ ~. Sl@~q} ~ I
Q_4iWII.II ~ ~ ~ Slft_t~ci) .ll~o II

As the one wind has entered the world ~md becomes corresponding in form to every
form, so the one Inner Soul of all things is corresponding in form to every form, and yet i_s .·
outside.
[Though wind enters in various thfogs of this world in one•form,. it still appears to us. in different.·
forms (because of various shapes of different things). In the same way, Paramatman appears in
various forms in the beings even then it is ', one and . alone. This IS . also existed in the outer:
atmosphere.]
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~ w.rf f!&&flcfi4?-I ~ f ~
((cfi-@$!11 ~

;i-

~ht~i:{l~: I

fi;rtzra ~:~ iflW:11~~11

As the sun, the eye of the whole world, is not sullied by the external faults of the eyes.
So the one Inner Soul of all things is not sullied by the evil in the world, being external to
it.

[The indescribable bliss of recognizing the world-soul in one's own soul]

~cmf-~"((cfi~~(f:

~I

(-lqkq~ ifS:jQ~llRt 8ll~F@Qi ~·~ .:ta)Ql'{II~~ II

The Inner Soul (antaratman) of all things, the One Controller, who makes his one form
manifold-The wise who perceive Him as standing in oneself, they, and no others, have
eternal happiness!

fullT ~ ~ ~ ~ fc1~gi1fu ~ I
aqkq:w irs:1q~t.1f.a !!i'H1«1t1i mf.a": ~ 4ITTt11q_11 ~~ 11
Him who is the Constant among the inconstant, the Intelligent among intelligences, the
One among many, who grants desiresThe wise who perceive Him as standing in oneself, they, and no other, have eternal
peace!

a~clR@

ll~s~

m ~ 1 ~ J afaZilHllli ~ 'mfu fcrqrfu crr11~~11

'This is it!' -thus they recognize The highest, indescribable happiness. How, now, shall
I understand 'this'?
Does it shine [of itself] or does it shine in reflection?
[The self-luminous light of the world]

'mra ;i- i:.1'%1Hcti ?rlTf ~ 'llTRt' cm'ITS~:I
ffl ~ "fief ~· ~ ~ fcri:n"rall ~~II
;i-

ml"~
~

~

<

~

The sun shines not there, nor the moon and stars,
These lightnings shine not, much less this (earthly) fire!
After Him, as He shines, do everything shine,
This whole world is illumined with His light.
Sixth Valli
The world-tree rooted in Brahman

ail!4l!~iScllcfi~ll{sl

"((QTS~:

~:I

$

~ ~ \"t~cll~a9"6!.l<ll aRil'~icfil: ~ :

~~~~, ~ml_ll~II
Its root is above, its branches below-This eternal fig-tree!
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That (root) in,deed is the Pure. That is Brahman. That indeed is called the immortal one.
On it all the worlds rest and no one soever goes beyond it. This, verily, is That!
[Same liquid circulates from the roots of the tree, in leaves of the tree. The roots of immortal
tree in garb of the creation (Sr~ti) are above the infinite sky. The liquid circulated therefrom, appears
in varied forms when it reaches to the comIJonents of the creation.]

~

'fcn 'q" s:tllfficl J1llJT ~ Ff:~I ~

cl-il~tid ~ l(af~{~dl~ ~11~11

Whatever there is, this whole world, was created from and moves in Life (prtil:ia).
The great fear, the upraised thunderbolt- they who know That, become immortal.
"'141G¼IP+@Q@ "'14h1Q@ ~ : I ~ 'cl'Tg~ ~~1!1161@ lffltf:11~ II

From fear of Him fire (Agni}do burn.
From fear the sun (Surya) gives forth heat.
From fear both Indra and Wind (Vayu),
And Death (Mrtyu) as fifth, do speed along.

~ ilG~ichG._dfi~ ~ ~1:0{¼ ~ : I m l ' : ~ ~ ~1:0{~1(.j ~11~11
[Degrees of perception of the Soul (Atman)]
If one has been able to perceive [Him] here on earth before the dissolution of the body,
according to that [knowledge] he becomes fitted for embodiment in the world-creations.

~ a1?.11~qf.t ~

m

fclge11ch1

~ 'Qf1cr ~ w:rr

11.giJe11ch

014H1qJlfic1

~~Hlchll~ II
As in a mirror, so is it seen in the body (atman);
As in a dream, so in the world of the fathers;
As if in water, so in the world of the Gandharvas (genii);
As if in light and shade, so in the world of Brahma.
[The pure heart is like a mirror viz. as the clear image of the article exposed to mirror is seen,
the image of Brahma (knowledge) looks clear in the pure heart. The image of Brahma does not look
clear in Pitrloka (parental world). Its reason is that the memory factorrelating to pre-birth keeps their
relation with the relatives of pre-birth. In gandharvaloka too the image of Brahma looks indistinct
like the wares of the water because having involvement in material luxuries, the Brahma does not
appear apparent. But in brahmaloka (abode of knowledge) the image of soul and the supreme soul is
seen all apparent like the shadow and the sun.]

[The gradation up to the supersensible Person]
$~iuii ~~ici~G4H<lq~) 'q" tfq_l fll!l~~giq1.:11.:ii ~
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The separate nature of the senses, And that their arising and setting,
Is of things that come into being apart [from himself],
The wise man recognizes these, and does not sorrows.
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Higher than the senses (indriya) is the mind (manas);
Above the mind·is the true being (sattva).
Over the true being is the Great Self [i.e. buddhi, intellect];
Above the Great is the Unmanifest (avyakta).
[Mind is superior than the sensory organs, wisdom is than the mind, the soul of the beings is than
the wisdom and the undescribable power is superior than the soul of the beings.]

3i&h61tJ 'tR: ~ &IIQi:hlS~ ~ T.fl ~ ~ ~ Gt-g<'3d~ TX lfifflffllt II

Higher than the Unmanifest, however, is the Person (Purui;;a).
All-pervading and without any mark (a-linga) whatever.
Knowing which, a man is liberated and goes to immortality.
~~fmmt'~qqflj~~~~I
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His form (rapa) is not to be beheld. No one soever sees Him with the eye.

He .is framed by the heart, by the thought, by the mind.
They who know That become immoratl.
[The method of Yoga, suppressive of the lower activity]

~ Qi1lcl@el.fi ~ +Rm ~I~~ fciil~@ ffllflg: lRtlT 1Tffi"{ll~o II
When cease the five [Sense-] knowledge, together with the mind (ma.nas),
And the intellect (buddhi) stirs not-that, they say, is the highest course.
[When the five sensory organs including mind are concentrated in the element of soul and the
wisdom too becomes inactive, the stage is called the supreme position of the soul of the beings.]
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This they consider as Yoga -The firm holding back of the senses.
Then one becomes undistracted. Yoga, truly, is the origin and the end.
[The Soul incomprehensible except as existent]
-~~~+Rm 'STqj ~~~I
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Not by speech, not by mind, not by sight can He be apprehended.
How can He be comprehended otherwise than by one's saying 'He is'?
~~1~crlQHCll!4&1:@ii:4i-ilcl.f ~ : I ¢1~1~cllQHCll!4f4 dii:4i,jjcf: SH-tlGkl II~~ II

He can indeed be comprehended by the thought 'He is' (asti) and by [admitting] the
real nature of both [his comprehensibility and his incomprehensibility].
When he has been comprehended by the thought 'He is' His real nature manifests itself.
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[A renunciation of all desires and attachments the condition of immortality]

~ mi Si~iJ.l.fl cnTlIT irsw ~ wraT:t ~ lIBTfslfo) · ~ ~ :gq~:i<lt
When are liberated all the desires that lodge in one's heart,
Then a mortal becomes immortal! Therein he reaches Brahman!
[The assumption of element (tattva bh}iva) is scattered unless the other passion are removed. An
integration of such assumption only leads to realise the god.]

~ ri ~ itG<-i~i; ~ : I ~ lIBnSlfol' W:l~dli:14$.lj~ll,(,!4'{1 I~~ 11
When are cut all, the knots of the heart here on earth, then a mortal becomes immortal!
-

Thus far is the instruction.

Wff ~ ~ ~ 4isil-@lfli ~ : ~ c t i T I
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There are a hundred and one channels of the heart.
One of these passes up to the crown of the head.
Going up by it, one goes to immortality.
The others are for departing in various directions.
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A Person of the measure of a thumb is the inner soul (antaratman), ever seated in the
heart of creatures. Him one should draw out from one's own body like an arrow~shaft out
from a reed, with firmness.
Him one should know as the Pure, the Immortal-Yea, Him one should know as the
Pure, the Immortal.

This teaching, the means of attaining Brahma and immortality

'J~Sfhtii .:il¾etic:1lS?:r ~ fcrn1?tai 41,1fccfit ~ ~ '
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Then Naciketas, having received this knowledge declared by Death, and the entire rule
of Yoga, attained Brahman and became free from passion, free from death.
And so may any other who knows this in regard to the Soul (Atman).
[Thus Naciketa became free from all perplexions and thus, by virtue of purity exonerated from
the cycle of the life and death thereby attained the knowledge (brahmatva). This became through the
learning predicted by the Yama.]

~ ~ 41cfcfg ........ ~ ~ : I I
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4. PRASNOPANI~AD

S1~~1qf:tt1c{_
This upani~ad is brlihmaI,1.a part of the branch of Pippalada to the Atharvaveda. The six questions
asked by the eager disciples from Mahar~i Pippalada and the answers given by him have been made
subject-matter of this upani~ad. In the first question, Kabandhi wished to know about "Pral).a" (the
breathing) and "Rayi". In second question, Bhargava has raised three questions about the basis of
subject (the public). Under the third question, Asvalayma has asked six questions regarding the
origin of Pral).a (breathing). In the fourth question, Gagrya has raised five quests regarding the soul of
the beings (Jivatma) and the supreme soul (Paramatman). Under the fifth question, Satyakama has
wished to know the worship of Orhkara. Sixth question was raised by Sukesa in which curiosity
about the person equipped of sixteen arts has been made. At last, the questions have expressed
gratitude for providing with the appropriate solutions to Mahar~i Pippalada and prayed him.
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0 gods! may we listen benevolent averments through our ears. May we see charming
scenes and having body with sturdy limbs, engage in the interests of god throughout life.
Indradeva (king of gods) be pleased with us, the sun-god do welfare, the Ganiradeva,
competent to remove the hurdles be at our support and lord Jupiter enhance our knowledge
(asti bhava). Let three kind of fevers be cool-down.
First Prasna
Six questioners seek the highest Brahma from a teacher
~ ~ ' c f ~ : ~ fffllcfirq:
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Sukesan Bharadvaja and Saibya Satyakama and Sauryayal)in Gargya and Kausalya,
Asvalayana and Bhargava Vaidarbhi and Kabandhin Katyayana- these, indeed, were
devoted to Brahma, intent upon Brahma, in search of the highest Brahma. Thinking 'He,
verily, will tell it all,' with fuel in hand they approached the honourable Pippalada.
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To them then that seer (ni) said: 'Dwell with me (samvatsyatha) a year (samvatsara)
more, with austerity (tapas); chastity (brahmacarya), and faith (sraddha). Then ask what
questions you wilL Ifwe know, we will tell you all.'
31W ~ cfilttil?.1-t ~ "Q"Sf'Q91 Wlel~dl 6 cTT ~ : "SNIT: SI.JIRI~ ~Ii~ Ii

(After living a year in the cottage of Pippalada) Katyayana Kabandhi asked the sage
Pippalada- 'Sir, whence, verily, are creatures here born?'

~ ~ ~ SI-Jllchllfl ~ SIGIIQ@: ~ ~S~ ~ dQ:@1(€11 ~ fq'!j-1gNl<;tta1 "@£ ~ muJ
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Then Pippalada said to him- 'The Lord of Creation (Prajapati), verily, was desirous of
creatures (offspring, praja). He performed austerity. Having performed austerity, he
produced a pair, matter (rayi,.fem.) and life (pra,:za,·masc.), thinking "These two will make
creatures for me in manifold ways."
[Priil;la is an ekment of sense or the power that gives motion, the Rayi is nature that is able to
hold and provide several forms. In the mo.st modem language, these can be known as life energy and
the matter. A combination or harmony of these two, originates the creation (Sr~!i).]

~,~.mun~~~~~~~ af41.i,r®e1 uir:11411
The sun, verily, is life; matter, indeed, is the moon.
Matter, verily, is everything here, both what is formed and what is formless .. Therefore
material form (marti) indeed is matter.
The sun, identified with the life of creatures.
[The tangible source of breathing circulation is the sun on this earth, Being light giver and
motivator, the sun is in garb of Priii:ia. The moon having lighted and motivated of the light from the
sun is the symbol· of Rayi. All components of micro and macro nature are called Rayi.]
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Now the sun, when it rises, enters the eastern quarter. Thereby it collects the living
beings (pra,:za) of the east in its rays. When it illumines the southern, the western, the
northern, the lower, the upper, the intervening quarters, when it iUumines everythingthereby it collects all living beings in its rays.
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That fire rises as the universal, all-formed life. Tp.is very [doctrine] ha:s been declared
in the verse :-
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That sun is in all forms, basis of all, full of beams, omniscient, loyal to penance and
unique. That sun with its thousands rays, existing in hundreds of forms rises as the Pra!)a
form to all living beings .
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[The year identified with the Lord of Creation; the two paths; of reincarnation and of
non-reincarnation]
The year, verily, is Lord of Creation (Prajapati). This has two paths, the Southern and
the Northern.
Now, those, verily, indeed, who worship, thinking "Sacrifice and merit are our work
(krta)!" They win only the lunar world. They, indeed, return hither again. Therefore those
seers (r~is) who are desirous of offspring go the Southern course. This matter (rayi) verily

it is, that leads to the fathers (pitryti1:ta).
[The term candra is formed of the speech "Cadi" which means "pleasure". Appropriating,
energy with an objective of material pleasure, the men reproducing children are helpful in conducting
the cycle of life and death.]
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But they who seek the Soul (Atman) by austerity, chastity, faith and knoweldge-they
by the Northern course win the sun. That, verily, is the support of life-breaths. That is the
immortal, the fearless. That is the final goal. From that they do not return-as they say (iti).
That is the stopping [of rebirth]. As to that there is this verse (sloka) : [The devotees establish solidarity with the supreme soul by appropriating their energy through
persuasion of the sun, the source of motivating energy, celibacy and obeisance etc. are to be
exercised in this process.]
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They speak of a father, five-footed, twelve-formed,
Rich in moisture, as in the higher half of heaven.
But others here speak of a sage in the lower half,
Set in a seven-wheeled, six-spoked [chariot].
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The month, verily, is the Lord of Creation (Prajapati). Its dark half, indeed, is matter;
its bright half, life. Therefore these seers (r$i) perform sacrifice in the bright half; other
people, in the other half.
[The light enhances in light fortnight. The desirous activity's motive in light fortnight is the
activity of producing the energy. The motive for performance in dark fortnight is the activity of
energy appropriation.]
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Day and night, verily, are the Lord of Creation (Prajapati). Of this, day indeed is life;
the night, matter. Verily, they waste their life who join in sexual enjoyment by day; it is
chastity that they join in sexual enjoyment by night.
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Food, verily, is the Lord of Creation (Prajapati). From this, verily, is semen. From this
creatures here are born. (Food is the direct source of creatures.)
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Now, they who practise this rule of Prajapati produce a pair.
They indeed possess that Brahma-world,
Who possess austerity (tapas) and chastity (brahmacarya),
In whom the truth is established.
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To them belongs you stainless Brahma-world,
In whom there is no crookedness and falsehood, nor trickery (maya).'
Second Prasna
Concerning the several personal powers and their chiefest
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Then the native of Vidarbha country Bhargava asked Pippalada 'Sir, how many powers (deva) support a creature?
How many illumine this [body]?
Which one again is the chiefest of them?'
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Pippalada said to Bhargava- 'Space (akasa), verily, is such a power (deva)-wind, fire,
water, earth, speech, mind, sight, and hearing, too. These, having illumined it, declare :
"We uphold a11d support this trunk (ba,:za)!"
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To them Life (prih:,d~ the life..:breath), the chiefest, said : "Fall not into delusion! I
indeed, dividing myself (atmanam) fivefold, support and sustain this body!"
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They were incredulous. He, from pride, as it were, rises up aloft. Now when he rises up,
then all the others also rise up; and when he settles down, they all settle down with him.
Now, as all the bees rise up .after the king been when he rises up, and all settle down
when he settles down, even so speech, mind, sight and hearing. They, being satisfied, praise
Life (prtUJa, the life-breath).
The Universal Life

~SP.f~q~q ~ ~ ~ qf.jcjj~q cft!:1 ~ ~ ~ : ijGijilli;!d T.f cRl.lll\11
As fire (Agni), he warms. He is the sun (SOrya).
He is the bountiful rain (Parjanya). He is the wind (Vayu).
He is the earth, matter (rayi), God (deva),
.

'

Being (sat) and Non.:.beirtg (asat), and what isimmortal.
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Like the spokes on the hub ofa wheel, Everything is established on Life (pra'IJ,a) : The Rg verses, the Yajus formulas, the Saman chants,
The sacrifice, the nobility (lcyatra), and the priesthood (brahman)!
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As the Lord of Creation (Prajapati), you move in the womb.
It is you yourself that are born again.
To you, 0 life, creatures here bring tribute-You, who dwell with living beings!
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You are the chief bearer [of oblations] to the gods!
You are the first offering to the fathers!
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You are the true practice of the seers, descendants of Atharvan and Arigiras.
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Indra are you, 0 Life, with your brilliance! Rudra are you as a protector!

You move in the atmosphere as the sun (Surya), you Lord of lights!
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When you rain upon them, then these creatures of you, 0 Life,
Are blissful, thinking: "There will be food for all desire!"
sll~@i Sll~i::6ftha1 ~
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A Vratya are you, 0 Life, the only seer, an eater, the real lord of all!
We are the givers of your food! You are the father of the wind (Matarisvan).
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That form of you which abides in speech, which abides in hearing, which abides in
sight, and which is extended in the mind, make propitious! Go not away!
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This whole world is in the control of Life, even what is established in the third heaven!
As a mother her son, do you protect [us]! Grant to us prosperity (srl) and wisdom
(prajiiti) ! '
[The earth is called the first, the space the second and the heaven or tridiva as the third.]

Third Prasna
Six questions concerning a peron's life
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Then Kausalya Asvalayana asked the sage Pippalada [i] 'Whence, sir, is this life (pra"(la) born?
[ii] How does it come into this body?
[iii] And how does it distribute itself (atmtinam), and establish itself?
[iv] Through what does it depart?
[v] How does it relate itself to the external?
[vi] How with reference to the self?'
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The sage Pippalada said him- 'You are asking questions excessively. But you are preeminently a Brahman- methinks (iti). Therefore I tell you.
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[Generally, it is dit1icult to feel the element of PraI).a. Its origin and appropriation is more
difficult but only curious may understand it and the R~i therefore, make clear that subject.]
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[i] The source of a person's life
This life (pra,:ia) is born from the Spirit (Atman, Self).
[ii] Its embodiment
As in the case of a person there is this shadow extended, so it is in this case. By the
action of the mind [in one's previous existence] it comes into this body.
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[iii] Its establisment and distribution in the body as an overlord commands his
overseers, saying : "Superintend such and such villages," even so this life (pra,:ia) controls
the other life-breaths one by one.
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The out-breath (apana) is in the organs of excretion and generation. The life-breath
(pra,:ia) as such (svayam) establishes itself in the eye and ear together with the mouth and
nose. While in the middle is the equalizing breath (samana), for it is this [breath] that
equalizes [in distribution] whatever has been offered as food. From this arise the seven
flames.
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In the hearth, truly, is the self (atman). Here there are those hundred and one channels:
To each one of these belong a hundred smaller channels. To each of these belong seventytwo thousand branching channels (kita). Within them moves the diffused breath (vyana).
al~c:fiql&:{ ~ : ~ ~ ~ ~
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[iv] Its departure
Now, rising upward through one of these [channels], the up-breath (udana) leads in
consequence of good [work] (pu,:iya) to the good world; in consequence of evil (papa), to
the evil world; in consequence of both, to the world of men.
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[v and vi] Its cosmic and personal relations :
The sun, verily, rises externally as life; for it is that which helps the life-breath in the
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eye. The divinity which is in the earth supports a person's out-breath (apana). What is
between [the sun and the earth], namely space (akasa), is the equalizingbreath (samana).
The wind (Vayu) is the diffused breath (vyana).
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Heat (tejas), verily, is the up-breath (udana). Therefore one whose heat has ceased goes
to rebirth, with his senses (indriya) sunk in mind (manas).
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Whatever is one's thinking (citta), therewith he enters into life (prti"!Ja). His life joined
with his heat, together with the self (atman), leads to whatever, world has been fashioned
[in thought].

~ ~ fett;HttOi ~ ·;r ~ ~ ~Sliffi ~ ~ ~:11~~11
The knower who knows life (prti"!Ja) thus-his offspring truly is not lost; he becomes
immortal. As to this there is this verse (sloka) : dN@q14ffi
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The source, the entrance, the location,
The fivefold extension,
And the relation to self (adhyatma) of the life (prti"!Ja) By knowing these one attains immortality! By knowing these one attains immortality!
· Fourth Prasna
Concerning sleep and the ultimate basis of things

31?.1'

t.t ~~414ofl ~ : ~ 1 cq~1c1.?ial"¼-9iti'q cli1f.r ~ ?

cfit-<4Mi. ~ ? cfifil· 'lt"

~: ~ ? cfi~d1)& ~ ? ~ -:gij fist@Mctl 'qcj"(lf@ll ~II
Then Gargya, the grandson of sun raised a question before the sage Pippalada [i] 'Sir, what are they that sleep in a person here? ·
[ii] What are they that remain awake in him?
[iii] Which is the god (deva) that sees the dreams?
[iv] Whose is the happiness?
[v] In whom, pray, are all things established?

~ "« ~ I 1~
'!f':9-titi~4d: 6

qflf.44'!S&i.(41~ ~ : . ':gcff Q.dRit,@-ffiqOs&t ~ I 'ffl:
~ ~ I fl';f ~ ~ ;r · ~ ;r ~ ;r ~ ;r

~I

c\ ~ 1R

~ ;r ~ ~ ~ '1H-G4<l ;r ~ ~ (-c!N(lf~lf.4~11~11
[i] All sense-functions unified in the mind during sleep
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To him then he said: 'O Gargya, as the rays of the setting sun all become dne in an orb
of brilliance and go forth, again and again when it rises, even so, verily, everything here
becomes one in mind (manas), the highest god.'
Therefore in that condition (tarhi) the person hears not, sees not, smells not, tastes not,
touches not, speaks not, takes not, enjoys not, emits not, moves not about. "He sleeps!" they
say.
si,011,-14

~i:IM.g) ~ ,11gqf£0 & err ~s i:rRT &JRTS -iili614QiH1 4s:;1gq('(l1a,ofl4~

SIOl4<1k!.i6cl'114: 'SITOT: 11 ~ ll

[ii] The five life-functions, like sacrificial fires, slumber not

Life's fires, in truth, remain awake in this city.
The out-breath (apana) is the Garhapatya (Householder's) fire. The diffused breath
(vyana) is the Anvaharyapacana (Southern Sacrificial) fire. The in-breath (pra,:ia) is the
Ahavaniya (Oblation) fire, from "being taken" (prw;ayana), since it is taken (pravlyate)
from the Garhapatya fire.
[Herein is expressing the process of offering in garb of the life that perpetuates in body.]

~~: ~1.a1E1i:11c11g111 ~ ~ ~ ~ : 1

lRt & errcr ~llR

$124iHtlEIGl'1: ~ 1l;t

4GtqHq6(6f~ ~ I I~ 11

The equalizing breath (samana) is so called because it "equalizes" (samam nayati) the
two oblations : the in-breathing and the out-breathing (ucchvasa-ni/:zsvasa). The mind,
verily, indeed, is the sacrificer. The fruit of the sacrifice is the up-breath (udana). It leads
the sacrificer to Brahma day by day.

~: m

~
~ ~ iil2qjq~4ra ~ · ~ ~~'~'l-i:14!
~ ~: ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~· ~ ~ ~ .(iili.ail ml 'Wml' ri:
'Wml'I Il\ II

[iii] The universal mind; the beholder of dreams
There, in sleep, that god experiences greatness. Whatever object has been seen; he sees
again; whatever has been heard, he hears again. That which has been severally experienced
in different places and regions, he severally experiences again and again. Both what has
been seen and what has not been seen; both what has been heard and what has not been
heard, both what has been experienced and what has not been experienced, both the real
(sat) and the unreal (a-sat)- he sees all. He sees it, himself being aU .

.-,a- ~ ~ . \ii:ifll~tl ~: ~ Q~4fll~

i:lai:IR4.?@<ft

Q,ifr~<si ffi"I IG II
[iv].The brilliant happiness of dreamless sleep, in the mind's non-action
When he is overcome with brilliance (tejas), then that god sees no dreams; then here in
this body arises this happiness (sukha).
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~ ~ ffl! qzjfu ~ ,l:1Sl@8.fl v:ct ~ -&- ~ 'Ql: amtfR' ,l:1Sl@8<lll\311
[v] The supreme Soul the ultimate basis of the manifold world and of the individual
As birds resort to a tree for a resting-place, even so, 0 friend, it is to the supreme Soul
(.Atman) that everything here resorts:~ ii" ,ffe.lci"lqr,11 ~ ii"
~~ii"

mm <li\q1~1 ii" ~~ c11~q1,11 i:.llcfil~il!ii:fMiq1,11 ii"

ffl i i " ~ ii" wot i i " · ~ i i " ~ n-1r~.rn~

ii"~ ii"~

i:.IIGia~

~ii"~~

fci~Ntfita~

ii"~· ii"
i i " ~ ii"

w~Rla~

ii"~

TRf&i' i i " ~ ii"

~ ~ i:.ll~t1w1~tJ~ ii" ft@ ii" :aaf~a~ fuE11af~a~ i i " ~ fcwml¼a~ i:.l"lll 11
Earth and the elements (matra) of earth, water and the elements of water, heat (tejas)
and the elements of heat, wind and the elements of wind, space and the elements of space,
sight and w~at can be seen, hearing and what can be heard, smell and what can be smelled,
taste and what can be tasted, the skin and what can be touched, speech and what can be
spoken, the hand and what can be taken, the organ of generation and what can be enjoyed,
the anus and what can be excreted, the feet and what can be walked, mind (manas) and
what can be perceived, intellect (buddhi) and what can be conceived, egoism (ahamkara)
and what can be connected with "me", thought (citta) and what can be thought, brilliance
(tejas) and what can be illumined, life-breath (pra,:za) and what can be supported.

~ ~

w wm

i@r

wm

<BRia1 lRIT ~1.g1cfiat fu*1i·ll~q1 ~ : ~

iits~ amtfR'

,l:1Sl@8<lll~ II

Truly, this seer, toucher, hearer, smeller, taster, thinker (mantr), conceiver (boddhr),
doer, the conscious self (vijiianatman), the person- his resort is in the supreme
imperishable Soul (Atman, Self).

~'R Sl@Qel<l ~ ~ ~ -&- o~i@ljq~j{l(qMlfi;d ~ ~ ~ ffi! ~ ~:
~ ~:ll~o II
Verily, 0 friend! He who recognizes that shadowless, bodiless, bloodless, pure
Imperishable, arrives at the Imperishable itself.

'WU ffl'II

He, knowing all, becomes the All. On this there is the verse (sloka) : -

Ri*1Hlf'il ~ ~~ ~: mull ~ ,l:1Sl@akl ~1 ~ ~ ~
BcHlc11fu~~Rt 11 ~ ~II
Ofriend! He who recognizes as the Imperishable
That. whereon the conscious self, with all its powers (deva),
And the life-breaths (pra,:za) and the elements (bhuta) do restHe, knowing all, into the All has entered.

m, ~ ~:
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Fifth Prasna
Concerning the value of meditation on

cflq

'Om'

~ t,{ ~: ~~cfilq: ~ I ~ ~ 6 -a, d?_Jlc(..qjf4~ $ll~OIH1'-ll~Hqfu~l"-lidl cfioti ·
~ ~ ~ 'J't~cti@il~II

Later on Satyakar,ia, son of Si bi asked Pippalada- 'Verily, sir, if some one among men
here should meditate on the syllable Om until the end of his life, which world, verily, does
he win thereby?

~~~I~ ~~cfi1q1 ,rt 'ci1irt ~ ~ W:{icfilH<l¼ifMl~<l~c11~a~~cfiff'W~@II'~ II
Then Pippalada said to him- 'Verily, 0 Satyakama, that which is the syllable Om is
both the higher and the lower Brahma. Therefore with this support, in truth, a knower
reaches one or the other.
~ ~glcfiq131q~1"-11d ~ ~

tj~fc;a001qc1
c,..

~ I ~
~
~4;!l:41 q4&.1(1lcfiqq4~~
~
~

ml" iji:rnf ~~'a~ ~ ~ ~ I I ~ 11

If he meditates on one element [namely a], having been instructed by that alone he
quickly comes into the earth [after death]. The Rg verses lead him to the world of men.
There, united with austerity, chastity and faith, he experiences greatness.
~

-efe: faq1¾01 lRrn" · ~ ms~t ~ «)qH)eh ~ «)qH)cfi ~

~4{1cld<l I I~ I I

Now, if he is united in mind with two elements [namely a + u], he is led by the Yajus
formulas to the intermediate space, to the world of the moon. Having experienced greatness
in the World of the moon, he returns hither again.
<l: 94)af.¾q1¾ortf1-t~<l~clfa:RUT , r t ~ ~

fciRSi4d

~6

ffl" ~ ffl:I

~- Qlc{IC::Hkq'al

-a,~ 'Qlll'f.1T fc1Rgffi: ~ ~ ~~(11cfi ~ Q,d¼l~icl\:.l•W<i{I~{ ~

~~~'qc@:lll.,11

Again, he who meditates on the highest Person (Puru~a) with the three elements of the
syllable Om [namely a+ y +m] is unitedwith brilliance (tejas) in the sun. As a snake is
freed from its skin, evenso, verily, is he freed from sin (papman). He is led by the Sa.man
chants to the world of Brahma. He beholds the Person that dwells in the body and that is
higher than the highest living complex. As to this there are these two verses (sloka) :-

raffl mm

l;!~q~: ~ ~-<-11.:llHihl 3Hfcl$1~fihl:I

~ ~ ~RlcfSl~fihl~

;i-

~

~: 11 G11

The three elements are deadly when employed (mutually intertwined and·comprising
the death) ; One after the other, separately.
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In actions external, internal, or intermediate when they are properly employed, the
knower trembles not.

~~ ~~I
a¥i1c61)~c114a~.:i,~Rt fctat..?.1i'ii01.:aq-:1<q1;1aqw:f ,rt itRt-11\911

With the Rg verses, to this world; with the Saman chants, to the intermediate space;
With the Yajus formulas, to that which sages (kavi) recognize;
With the syllable Om in truth as a support, the knower reaches That
Which is peaceful, unaging, immortal, fearless and supreme!'
Sixth. Prasna
Concerning the Person with sixteen parts

t.f

•

~

~:

chht~I ~ q19q~d st~-lq~i:@dl
tfls~lcfic-i ~ ! ~ ~? ~ ~qj(qgci ~ .~ i!Elijf~qq~fM ~
~I
31?i

ell ~ qfh(lf4@

its

'Q'Sl'i:01 WlclH;(Oil-1i<q:

a

~ d.(4tli$ilijtRl~d ~ 1 ~ ~ zy:uq;fi.1 ~ 1 ~ ~

~ ~ ~:? ~ll ~II
Then Sukesan Bharadvaja asked him [i.e. Pippalada] : 'Sir, Hiral).yanabha, a prince of
the Kosalas, came to me and asked this question : "Bharadvaja, do you know the Person
with the sixteen parts?" I said to the youth : "I know him not. If I had known him, would I
not have told you? Verily, he dries up even to the roots, who speaks untruth. Therefore it is
not proper that I should speak untruth." In silence he mounted his chariot and departed. I
ask it of you: "Where is that Person?"

~~~I~:

:vTm ffl ·~ ~ i!W-l~dl:

qls~icfiMI: "Sl'W~'"(11@11~11

To him he then said: 'Even here within the body, 0 friend, is that Person in whom they
say the sixteen parts arise.

~ ~ I c6W-li$1ij!J661-d "366Rf citfctf41M cfiW-1.ql ~ Sl@Bl<41¥i1@11~ II
He [i.e. the Person] thought to himself: "In whose departure shall I be departing? In
whose resting firm, verily, shall I be resting firm?"

~ st101q~Gjd SIIOll~.gi ~ cli~pi!!T@(IQ:

~Mci,K.4

-q;n'Si$1qi$11ii\4 "d'qf lt,rr: c64Mlc61

~~~~11~11
He created life (prtr,:za); from life, faith (sraddha), space (kha), wind light, water earth,
sense-faculty (indriya), mind, food; from food, virility, austerity, sacred sayings (mantra),
sacrifice, the worlds; and in the worlds, name [i.e. the individual].

~ Sll'41~ ~ fuml" 'ffTm" ~ ~ ~
~ I ((clqf.11<4 qfi~igfiq1: Efls~lcfiHI: 9Mli!Oli: ~ SIIGQI~ ~ fuml" ~ ~
~ . ";flf: fll;e:qHI: fl!J~li!Oii:
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~ ~ ~ ~ l!,1:ITScfiRl'S1FIT <qq'@I ~ ~ : I It., I I
As these flowing rivers that tend towards the ocean, on reaching the ocean, disappear,
their name and form (nama-rupa) are destroyed, and it is called simply "the ocean"---even
so of this spectator these sixteen parts that tend toward the Person, on reaching the Person,
disappear, their name and form are destroyed, and it is called simply "the Person". That one
continued without parts, immortal! As to that there is this verse : -

aro' ~ ~ ~ llff4~Rtmai:1 ti°~~~~ lIT cIT ~:

qfos*·-11

~mu1

Whereon the parts rest firm; Like the spokes on the hub of a wheelHim I know as the Person to the !mown! So let death disturb you not!'
<1l-ijlell~<1iel~i:4i6tl<1~< ~ ~ -;mr: q{q¥,j@ll\.911

Pippalada said to them- 'Thus far, in truth, I know that supreme Brahman. There is
naught higher than It.'
~ aq+.rll~@i ~

-:r: frrar

~Sf'-llcfjqfcii!Jllll: ,rt

lITT

<1Hllffl@ I ;n:f: Q{qSl{fq~ ;n:f:

q4_qSl{fQ<R:r: 11l 11

They praised him and said: 'You truly are our father- you who lead us across to the
shore beyond ignorance.'

ll~IIRtQld:11'.

~ ~ ~ : ~OJ~l4 ..... II

~~~~ ...... ~ ~ I I

***

.

.

5. MUNDAKOPANISAD
.

This Upani~ad is related with Saunkiya branch of the Atharvaveda. There are three Mui:i<;laka's in
it and every Mui:i<;laka contains two parts. The connotation of the term 'Mui:i<;laka' is the knowledge
that rectifies the mind conceiving of thoughts thereby releasing from ignorance. The R~i Arigira has
made Saunaka to understand the Para and Apara learnin. .g (vidya). In the first part of the first
Mui:i<;laka, the para and apara learning has been described as the colloquy of R~i just after the
tradition of the Brahmavidya. Herein the realisation of Brahman through Paravidya and the origin of
world by the supreme god has been described. In the second part the Apara vidya, the offering and its
fruits, detachment from the luxuries and the teacher loyal to the Brahma and the eligible disciple has
been told as sine-qua-non for conjointly for the realisation of knowledge. In second Mui:i<;laka, the
origin of world through the knowledge in garb of the splinter of the fire and its drowning has been
described. The significance of the feature of Brahma and the attainment of Brahma has been
described as the bow in garb of Orhkara and an arrow of the soul can hit the target of the supreme
soul. In the third Mui:i<,iaka, realisation of knowledge by the purification of heart and the position of
expert in knowledge or realisation as also significance has been described by giving example that the
body in garb of tree and two birds in garb of the supreme soul.

11 ~II k1 qIcS: 11

~ ~

cf>Uifu: ~OJ<i.liq ~~~:I
roa,~-~gc11~fHk1 1R:tat¥1q ~ ~:11

~ -;i- ~ c[aa~: ~ ' ; ! " : ~ ~ : I ~ ~ a1fh!4fit: ~ ~
~~ft.1@~811~ II ~ ffiRf: ffiRf: ffiRf:11

First Mu1.1~aka
Preparation for the knowledge of Brahman
Part - 1
The line of tradition of this knowledge from Brahma himself

~ ~~

w:m: ~ ~ cfifil ~ TOml

~ qti;)fcltli ~Jfci©ISl@81q2'cllll ~89311'4 ~II ~I I
Brahma arose as the first ,of the gods-The maker of all, the protector of the world.
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He told the knowledge of Brahma (brahma-vidya), the foundation of all knowledge, to
Atharva[n], his eldest son.

~ <IT ~ <il@l\i.lcll fil 9(1c41ill{%~ <;J@fcitlll{I

~ ·~mt;,l::iil4 +k<Qi':41614 ~ ~s~ Q<lc4<1q__11~ 11
What Brahma taught to Atharvan, even that knowledge of Brar.man, Atharvan told in
ancient time to Angira.
He told it to Bharadvaja Satyavaha; Bharadvaja to Angiras-bot~ the higher and the
lower [knowledge].

~ ~ ~ q61~11M1S~ fctfuc45Q,(.1"1: ~ I

~

ffl" ~~~~II~ II

Saunaka, verily, indeed, a great householder, approached Angiras according to rule, and
asked: 'Through understanding of what, pray, does all this world become understood, sir?'
[This is Saunaka's quest for the clue to an understanding of the world]

~ ~ ~I

i fcm c1Ra&1 wra ~ '(-tf 4t{@fcl<i cref.a" 1R °c)a.1q<1 "qi I~ 11

[Two kinds of knowledge ! the traditions of religion and the knoweldge of the eternal]
To him then he said ! 'There are two knowledges to be known-as indeed the knowers
of Brahma are wont to say: a higher (para) and also a lower (apara).
'ffilTQ11

~

~ : ,(.llqcl<IS~:

ffi8:1T

~ o!.iicfi<Oi

Hmt

~ -i41@lif~@I aw

-qu ~ ~a.HqfullRl~lll\11

Of these, the lower is the Rgveda, the Yajurveda, the Samaveda, the Atharvaveda,
Pronunciation (sik$ii), Ritual (kalpa), Grammar (vyakaraJJ,a), Definition (nirukta),
Metrics (chandas), and Astrology (jyoli$a).
Now, the higher is that whereby that Imperishable (ak$ara) is apprehended.
4'1G}~4q!jj~qlf1,jqq1Jtqil~:~ clG4ifutQI~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 4~dl!IR

qn_q~l!Rl &:11~11
That which is invisible, ungraspable, without family, without caste (a-varJJ,a)Without sight or hearing is It, without hand or foot,
Eternal, all-pervading, omnipresent, exceedingly subtile;
That is the imperishable, which the wise perceive as the source of beings.
1;(\i.flOl..jlN: ~ ~ ' c f ~ lJMo!.iili"'lli!!14: ~ I

~

-mr:

9Ml~~IR1q1f.t

oma:~ ~11\.911

As a spider emits and draws in [its thread],
As herbs arise on the earth,
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As the hairs of the head and body from a living person,
So from the Imperishable arises everything here.
oQ"ffl

"'i:.ITTra ~ rn'ITS~I

3hlldi10fl lR: ~

Mlcfil: .~ ~ I l l II

By austerity (tapas) Brahma becomes built up.
From that, food is produced; From food- life-breath, mind, truth, the worlds,
immortality too in works.
7.:1': ~ : 4dclfcltH4 ~ ~ : I a¼1~a;;:~ ; r m ~ "'et ~ I I ~ 11

He who is all-knowing, all-wise, Whose austerity consists of knowledgeFrom Him are produced the Brahma here, [Namely] name and form, and food.
[The perfect knowledge has nobody. The penance made through it therefore, cannot be
understood on the basis of material trends in vogue. Whatever motion he does in the position of
ceaseless peace and inaccessible stage by virtue of resolution is his penance.]

Part - 2
All the ceremonies of religion scrupulously to be practised
a~aR-t?-i ~

c6lffiUT ~

,!.ji..e!Q~"!.i~1f.l ~ •

4aa1f:t1 a1.:ei1i.H1?.1 ~ *1~efi1q1

~ er: ~ : 'tl~aw ~11 ~11
This is the truth : - The works which the sages (kavi) saw in the sacred sayings
(mantra, i.e. Vedic hymns).

Are manifoldly spread forth in the triad [of the Vedas].
Follow them (ticaratha) constantly, ye lovers of truth (sa(vaktima)!
This is your path to the world of good deeds.

~ C'IHl,!.jfl ~:~ ~ I
~:Sl@Qle;~~.;g,!.jl ~II~ II

When the flame flickers, after the oblation fire has been kindled,
Then, between the two portions of melted butter, his oblations
One should throw-an offering made with faith (sraddha).
,!.jWIR'·Hfl~qe;0q4)01q14;-tqi:11~q1wq-11~,!.jo1qffiMc1wtd "'ttl
at§aq~.lf.l~c1qfufg1-11 §aq14;-tfiqi~w RlefiiKMf-@11 ~ 11

If one's Agnihotra sacrifice is not followed by the sacrifice of the new moon and of the
full moon, by the four-months sacrifice, by the harvest sacrifice, if it is unattended by
guests, or not offered at all, or without the ceremony to all the gods, or not according to
rule, it destroys his seven worlds.
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~ ~ ~ q.f);;ic11 ~ =eH1ffia1 m ~ ~~9c101i1
"'
''"''
*$fMf*4l ~ ~ ~ A~1llqH1 ~

mr ~:11~11

The Black (kall), and the Terrible, and the Swift-as-Thought, The Very-red, and the
Very-smoky-coloured,
The Scintillating, and the All-formed, divine one,
Are the seven so-called flickering tongues [of flame].

11M ~ 'Q1;;iq1'-l.~ lll!llctilM ill§d41 ijjiGGili1_1
d'$1ll~a1: ~ ~ ~ ~

imroirsfuctm: 11 ~ 11

If one performs sacrifices when these are shining,

Offering the oblations at the proper time, too,
These (flames) as rays of the sun lead him
To where is resident the one lord (pati) of the gods.

Q,WeflRt

aq1§all: ~ :

~ ~ ~'

~ ~s~ ~ er:

~:

~ ¢1~Wllcfi: II GII

Saying to him "Come! Come!" the splendid offerings
Carry the sacrificer with the rays of the sun,
Addressing pleasant speech, praising, and saying :
"This is· your meritorious (pu}Jya) Brahma-world, gained by good works."

~ ~ ~ ~ aie1G~flffiqc1< ~ qjq'I

Q,t1~~1 ~s~ 1!Gf zit<113aj ij'

94~c11RI ~111.911

Unsafe boats, however, are these sacrificial forms,
The eighteen, (16 Rtvija, Yajamana and wife of Yajamana) in which is expressed the
lower work.
The fools who approve that as the better,
Go again to old age and death. (It means the sacrificial forms are ineffective against
rebirth).
~fcielilllq.a~ c1Jq141:
(jj'ij,-<.jqj..jj: QRllf;a

m mu:

qfusau:i-<.1qH1:1

1!GT ~ 11llqH1 ~ : 11 l

Those abiding in the midst of ignorance,
Self-wise, thinking themselves learned,
Hard smitten, go around deluded,
Like blind men led by one who is himself blind.

II
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alfcii!llcii ~ c1JqH1 ~~~~:I

cj(':fifqoi) ~ Sl~Gclf;a U111*1 ..llg<I: ~ I I ~ 11
Manifoldly living in ignorance, they think to themselves, childishly : "We have
accomplished our aim!"
Since doers of deeds (karmin) do not understand, because of passion (raga),
Therefore, when their worlds are exhausted, they sink down wretched.
~ q.:cjqj..jj ~ -il.:cj'&}((I ~ ~ : I

~ ~ ~ ~S~ mc:6

mm cTT 'fcmf.oll ~o II

Thinking sacrifice and merit is the chiefost thing,
Naught better do they know-deluded!
Having had enjoyment on the top of the heaven won by good works,
They re-enter this world, or a lower.
o'Q':

~ ir f]1Qclfl.fll{O~ ~~~~:I

14a1)01 ~ ~ : w.:11Rf ~ : ~ ~ (tl&lclkqlll ~~II
They who practise austerity (tapas) and faith (sraddha) in the forest.
The peaceful (santa) knowers who live on alms,
Depart passionless (viraja) through the door of the sun,
To where is that immortal Person (Puru~a), even the imperishable Spi:.-it (Atman).

~ Mlc61-&ii:rR.kii'1116,JOTI f.t&Gq1c1,~i@li#i11: ~ I
11ff!*IHI~ ~ 1;i:ic11M 11i0R-tfq(1.11fu1: ~ ~6lRa'{11 ~~ 11

[This knowledge of Brahman to be sought properly from a qualified teacher]
Having scrutinized the worlds that are built up by work, a Brahman
Should arrive at indifference. The [word] that was not made is not [won] by what is
done.
For the sake of this knowledge let him go, fuel in hand,
To a spiritual teacher (guru) who is learned in the scriptures and established on
Brahman.

~ ~ fc@jQfl~lci ~ S1~11.:aR.iftici ~1q1Rl111<.11

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 'ffi' 'ffiqffl ~6,lfcii!lll{tl ~~ II
Such a knowing [teacher] unto one who has approached properly,
Whose thought is tranquilized, who has reached peace,
Teaches in its very truth that knowledge of Brahma
Whereby one knows the Imperishable, the Person, the True.
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Second Mm,c;Iaka
The Doctrine of Brahma-Atman
Part - 1
The Imperishable, the source and the goal of all beings
d~dRfrli ~ 'tlt()fll(Qlcii:filfrHgif~jirl: ~ : ~

mcm: ~ : ffi mm:

~ mt ~ 7:l'Rfll ~ II
This is the truth : As, from a well-blazing fire, sparks by the thousand issue forth of like form, so from
the Imperishable, my friend, beings manifold are produced, and thither also go.

~~: ~ : ~ ~ : i

3UllUTt~: ~~:

lf{:11~11

Heavenly (divya), formless (a-murtta) is the Person (Puru~a).
He is without and within, unborn, breathless (a-pra,:ia), mindless (a-manas), pure
(subhra), higher than the high Imperishable.

Q_d¼ISll.Q~

muIT l:R:

ft;fR.QIPll 'i.l"I ~ cil9~UQ:

,ffe;rcfl" ~~II~ II

From Him is produced breath (pra,:ia), mind (manas), and all the senses (indriya), space
(kha), wind, light, water and earth, the supporter of all.
[PraJJ.a, mind and all sensory organs arise from this eternal Brahman. This is the source of the
human person and of the cosmic elements.]
atfi'.f~~l

~Tfft ~~14f ~: ffl

~ : "SITl1IT ~ ~ ~

cilfi'i:4~di~ ~ : I

,ffe;rcfl" mtr ~ 1 1 ~ 1 1

The macrocosmic PersonFire is His head; His eyes, the moon-and sun;
The regions of space, His voice, the revealed Vedas;
Wind, His breath (pra,:ia), His heart, the whole world. Out of His feet,
The earth. Truly, He is the Inner Soul (Atman) of all.
d¼l~fi'-1: ~ ~ ~ : *flqj(Q~.:c:j ~ : gfil&..114{1

~m: ~ ((Jffldl.Qi ~: ~: 9-Eituajsi1a1:11~11
From Him [proceeds] fire, whose fuel is the sun; From the moon (Soma), rain; herbs,
on the earth.
The male pours seed in the female. Many creatures are produced from the Person
(Puru~a).

~fif ~~~~~I
.Q~qH?:J ~ : m1TI" ~ "Qc@" ~~:II GII

d¼I¥!: mlf

~
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From him the Rg verses, the Saman Chant, the sacrificial formulas (vajus), the
initiation rite (dfk$a).
And all the sacrifices, ceremonies and sacrificial gifts (dak$hJa),
The year too, and the sarcificer (Yajamana), the worlds (Lokas)
Where the moon (Soma) shines brightly, and were the sun. (Thus he is the source of all
religious rites)

~ ~ ~ ~ : ~ ~ : ' W e l l ~ful
SIIOIIQI~ c;(l~4ct1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~111911
From Him, too, gods are manifoldly produced.
The celestials (Sadhyas ), men, cattle, birds,
The in-breath and the out-breath (pra,:zapanau), rice and barley, austerity (tapas),
Faith (sraddha), truth, chastity, and the law (vidhi).

w

mull: ~ dtl.flffiflMtf: . - :

w ~: I

W ~ ~ ~ ~ m u l l ~~1~141 ~ : WWII~ II

From Him come forth the seven life-breaths (pra,:za),
The seven flames, their fuel, the seven oblations,
These seven worlds, wherein do move
The life-breaths that dwell in the secret place [of the heart] placed seven and seven.
[According to Acarya Sankara the even Pral).a (two eyes, two ears, two nostrils, a tongue.]

a«f: ~~ ~St4k¥-1~'*1 ~ : ,(.lcf,(((.Ql:1

~

",(.l"c(1'

~ WOO ffl ~~f,@!!J~ ~.HHlfql II~ II

From Him, the seas ,and the mountains all.
From Him roll rivers of every kind.
And from Him all herbs, the essence, too,
Whereby that Inner Soul (antaratman) dwells in beings.

~~

ffl cfilt -alfl' ~ Q<l'3d'{I

~ ~ 'f;rmt ~ msfci@li~f.el fclfc1H111~ ~II ~o II
The Person (Puru~a) himself is everything here :
Work (karman) and austerity (tapas) and Brahman, beyond death.
He who knows That, set in the secret place [of the heart]He here on earth, my friend, rends asunder the knot of ignorance.
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Part- 2
The all-inclusive Brahman

atlfef:tjf.tftd 1g1i:1<i11q qgN«q~a~qft.tq:_1 Q,'1101101il1filq~
4~d51Ft$!1 «««a<O~ lit fci~Ftie.iims S1'Jfi4i'{_II ~II
Manifest, [yet] hidden; called 'Moving-in-secret';
The great abode! Therein is placed that which moves and breaths and winks.
What that is, know as Being (sad) and Non-being (a-sad),
As the object of desire, higher than understanding,
As what is the best of creatures!

4«Ni qm«uJ~.s llJ' T-1' 4Rii'Mlc6• ~ H1Fcti-1u1
~ · ~ '«' SIIOl«f!; ~ lR: d~d~f!i ~ ~ fcrfoill ~ 11
That which is flaming, which is subtler than the subtle,
On which the worlds are set, and their inhabitants-

That is the imperishable Brahma. It is life (pra~a), and It is speech and mind. That is
the real. It is immortal.
It is [a mark] to be penetrated. Penetrate It, my friend!

[A target to be penetrated by meditation on 'Ori:t']

!i3fj@(C(1qf.tqc¼ ~ m· igQ1«1f.tw1d ~ .
~ da;le4fid'1

U' ~ ~ ~ fcrfoa11 ~ II

Taking as a bow the great weapon of the Upani~ad,
One should put upon it an arrow sharpened by meditation.
Stretching it with a thought directed to the essence of That,
Penetrate that Imperishable as the mark, my friend.

'SIU1crl' 81J:

WU~~ ~I~~ ~j,(cj'if..qq}

~ll'gll

The mystic syllable Om (pra"IJ,ava) is the bow. The arrow is the soul (atman). Brahma is
said to be the mark (lalcyya). By the undistracted man is It to be penetrated. One should
come to be in It, as the arrow [in the mark]. The immortal Soul, the one warp of the world
and of the individual.

~K44~: ,fferciT ~ lR: ~~~:I
~ ~ a:tlffll-1q.:q1 crri:11 fci!jil$/.ll~fff~q °¾:II~ II
He on whom the sky, the earth, and th.e atmosphere are, woven, and the mind, together
with all the life-breaths (pra"IJ,a),
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Him alone know as the one Soul (Atman). Other words dismiss. He is the bridge to
immortality.

am~~•
anrn~ci

7.:BI" ~ :

~ ~s~ ~ s:11t1qH: 1

~ amirr.t ~ er: irrmr ~ : ~ 1 1 ~ 11
Where the channels are brought together
Like the spokes in the hub of a wheelTherein he moves about, Becoming manifold.
Om! thus speaking meditate upon the Soul (Atman).
Hail to you! go to the bank beyond darkness.

~: ~ : ftclfeieJ~l:f ~

cgfcr ~ ~ ~ ani:..cm:q1 ~ : I

~ : s1101~1ih4a1 siRtmJis~ ~ +if:iei1+.11
af~l4..f qfh~t.1f.:a m{l" 3iH-G:@iqq~d ~ I I \911
He who is all-knowing, all-wise, whose is this greatness on the earth- He is in the
divine Brahma city and in the heaven established! The Soul (Atman)!
Consisting of mind, leader of the life-breaths and of the body,
He is established on food, controlling the heart.
By this knowledge the wise perceive; The blissful Immortal that gleams forth.

firmr. tM4~RIW@e.i.fi ftci+i~l41: I ~ ~ ~ aw:i~e i:mcRll l

11

When He is seen- both the higher and the lower, the knot of the heart is loosened, all
doubts are cut off, and one's deeds (karman) cease.
tt;{Oq~

1R ~ ~ ~ Rl:i:6~1'(1 ~ art@l:fi

art@©e.lt;lf4-lfqt{I ~:II~ II

In the highest golden sheath is Brahma, without stain, without parts. Brilliant is It, the
light of lights-That which knowers of the Soul (Atman) do know!

;r ror ~

mfu ;r i:i@mh 4'tIT ~ mRr ~s~:1

m ~~~mm~ fcmmt-11 ~o II
The sun shines not there, nor the moon and stars;
These lightnings shine not, much less this [earthly] fire!
After Him, as He shines, do everything shine.
This whole world is illumined with His light.

islt_tlclc;q~d 3<©1Ml ~ I ~ ~ ~ ~ fcmfi:re: ~ I I ~~II
Brahman, indeed, is this immortal. Brahma before, Brahma behind, to right and to left.
Stretched forth below and above,
Brahma, indeed, is this whole world, this widest extent.
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Third Mm.t~aka
(The Way to Brahman) .

Part-1
Recognition of the Great Companion, the supreme salvation

1J ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ QR.Ei,(.cl.:itlfl I

~ : fifawt

,(.clijJ:f44~·h141 ~ I I ~II

Two birds, fast bound companions,
Clasp close the self-same tree.
Of these two, the one eats sweet fruit;
The other looks on without eating.

'ij'qR ~ ~ f.rq-qrs~ ~ ~ : I
~ ~ Q~(.jfc.1..qi.tl~lq(-4 qfijq14f4i@ i:1ld~Tlcfi: 11 ~ II

On the self-same tree a person, sunken, Grieves for his impotence, deluded; When he
sees the other, the Lord (isa), contented,
And his greatness, he becomes freed from sorrow.

~ ~ : ~ ~cfiii:101 cfidhi:i,~i ~ ¢iiji4IR'{_I
m1;r fual10(.jQIQ ~ ~ : ~ ijiUI~~@ II~ II

When a seer sees the brilliant Maker, Lord, Person, the Brahma-source, Then, being a
knower, shaking off good an evil,
Stainless, he attains supreme identity (samya) [with Him].
'Sl11JTI'.

iJtf ti: ~ fu:Jti4Fcli[i,4.fc@' 41@i:11~1

8tlf'4Sbls am=q-mf: fs6(.jii:114Ei Oijifuc;i ~:II~ II
Truly, it is Life (pra,:za) that shines forth in all things!
Understanding this, one becomes a knower There is no superior speaker.
Having delight in the Soul (Atman), having pleasure in the Soul, doing the rites,
~ ~<(<1Qiji

ar.d':'1Jm

iJtf amqy ijRi•*1144

Oijif.f®I

'Rfc.l'lll

'*'1@441 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ I I ~ II

This Soul (Atman) is obtainable by truth, by austerity (tapas),
By proper knowledge (jfiana), by the student's life of chastity (brahmacarya) constantly
[practised].
Within the body, consisting of light, pure is He
Whom the ascetics (yati), with imperfections done away, behold.
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~~~~~fcrnm~:I

~.11Sfiq~1:1<.0 @.I lflcfil q I c:r;r M(.IRH4

1:Rl:r ~ I I GII

Truth alone conquers, not untruth.
By truth is laid out the path leading to the gods (devayana)
By which the sages whose desire is satisfied ascend
To where is the highest repository of truth.
~~ q~qffi+/.1,(a\Q ~ ~ fcrqrfu-1

i~I~~ d@;ijlf;ach 'cl" Q~tlfficl~i:I ~ 1ijltll¥{11 \911
Vast, heavenly, of unthinkable form, And more minute than the minute, it shines forth.

It is farther than the far, yet here near at hand,
Set down in the secret place [of the heart], even here among those who behold [It].

~ ~ ~ ';flftr crRfT .fl~'cf~~Qfll ~ cJTI
*1l.fS1+11~.f fcl~.aflfcl~o¾J ~ ~ ~ 19.11?.lql.f: 11 l II

Not by sight is It grasped, not even by speech,
Not by any other sense-organs (deva), austerity, or work.
By the peace of knowledge (jflana-prasada), one's nature purifiedIn that way, however, by meditating, one does behold Him who is without parts.

~s~ ~

c1Ra¼1 t1f+i.l.;i101: ~ tjfclcl~11
"SfT1JWffl . ~ ~ t!Mkl~~ ~ 3l"Rmll ~ II
That subtile Soul (Atman) is to be known by thought (cetas)
Wherein the senses (prava) fivefoldly have entered.
The whole of men's thinking is interwoven with the senses.
When that is purified, the Soul (Atman) shines forth.

~ ~ ~ lRm "tjfcrmfu fc1~.aflfcl: ~ ~ cnTtJF{I
~ ~ ~ ~ of~ cfilqi~fl-ll~kq~ @]'4~"@cfilq: II ~o II
Whatever world a man of purified nature makes clear in mind, And whatever desires he
desires for himself- That world he wins, those desires too.
Therefore he who is desirous of welfare should praise the knower of the Soul (Atman).
[An important mystery herein is revealed. The man who wishes for the worldly pleasures and
exerts all possible in the direction, feels pleasure of collecting them considering it an achievement.
The man of sacrosanct heart receives that pleasure merely when he resolute. The former persons who
seek their pleasure in collection of material luxuries therefore, should follow the metaphysician
considering him the supreme soul.]
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Part - 2
Desires as the cause of rebirth

~ c1aa('(IVi ~

m-q

W fem f;Jmt mRf ~ I

~ ~ tt)clilql(.d ~Sfiqa~Rtc1Jf.a

mu: II ~II

He knows that Supreme Brahma-abode,
Founded on which the whole world shines radiantly.
They who, being without desire, worship the Person (Puru~a)
And are wise, pass beyond the seed (sukra) [ of rebirth] here.
~ : ~ ~ : ~ ~ ITTT ITTTI
Qi!.llRclilq,()..l ifidkq.:i¼! ~ ~ S1fcl~1i!.lf-<l efillTI": II~ II

He who in fancy forms desires,
Because of his desires is born [again] here and there.
But of him whose desire is satisfied, who is a perfected soul (krtatman ),
For him all desires here on earth vanish away.
The Soul (Atman) known only by revelation to His own elect
.:i14qjfqj Slcl'q4.:i ~""'" ~""'"

~ -wr.r1

~ ~ ~ ~l'RH<l~Q

~ ~ ~II~ II

3ffi'm

This Soul (Atman) is not to be obtained by instruction,
Nor by intellect, nor by much learning.
He is to be obtained only by the one whom He chooses;
To such a one that Soul (Atman) reveals His own person (taniim svam).
[The methods attaining material knowledge are not the methods for attaining the metaphysics.
The material knowledge is like the matter, attainable through the manual or metal labour.
Metaphysics is sensitive (related to super-conscious) and it reveals its nature ipso-facto when the
devotee is found eligible] .

.:i14q1f'tl iili:-itf\4.:i ~ -.:i-

"q"

Q,~'6Qia4a{! ~ fcu1i«1~Q

siq1~h1Qffl ciilllfM,jif"lq_i
3ffi'q"f

~ ~11~11

This Soul (Atman) is not to be obtained by one destitute of fortitude,
Nor through heedlessness, nor through a false notion of austerity (tapas).
But he who strives by these means, provided he lmowsInto his Brahma-abode this Soul (Atman) enters .
•
,.!,,
..::................
'..,,......,."TT'Tn"
<{.lSlllll4~tl4i ~Hi;!RI: ifidkqi'11 qia~IJII: JmRIT:I

{!" ffl ';go@; m12J

mu gmlf'tH: ;gJqc11fu~,f~·1II '-\ II
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Attaining Him, the seers (r#) who are satisfied with knowledge,
Who are perfected souls (krtatman), from passion free (vita-raga), tranquilAttaining Him who is the universally omnipresent, those wise,
Devout souls (yuktatman) into the All itself do enter.

~~l~f¼~l+tlR~: tj.:£11.a<rl~iield~: ¥}4H~I: I
~ Oij]HISFi~ Q(l~SfilH ~ : qf<gaif.d 'efcf11 ~ 11
They who have ascertained the meaning of the Vedanta-knowledge.
Ascetics (yati) with natures purified through the application of renunciation (samnyasayoga)They in the Brahma-worlds at the end of time are all liberated beyond death.
l@T:

~= ~ B f ~ 'efcf Sl@~eldi'tll

~ f¼~14q4iJ

amqt

"tRS~ ~ ~11\911

Gone are the fifteen parts according to their station,
Even all the sense-organs (deva) in their corresponding divinities!
One's deeds (karman), and the self that consist of understanding (vijnana-maya
atman)-All become unified in the supreme Imperishable.
[In Prasnopani~ad 6.4, the fifteen arts have been described as five elements including ether etc.,
cereal, semen, sensory organs, mind, obeisance, penance, hymns, deeds, loka and the name. If
someone wants to dedicate himself in knowledge, he should firstly abandon the ego relating to his
arts achievements (expertise) and let them surrender to the God. Only then the soul of living
organism can be dedicated to that supreme soul.]

~ ';fel': ~,e:q141: ~S~ 1fiURf ~ ~ I
~

l¼eJ~iq,(ciqlfagfh:

1R'RQt

~Mg~ra ~ I I G II

As the flowing rivers in the ocean, disappear, quitting name and form,
So the knower, being liberated from name and form, Goes unto the Heavenly Person,
higher than the high.
'ij'

~i

-a-~~~ .. cqqfu -11~116ll¼1iA cqqfu,

~ . ~ "QllJIR

1~1!4f.e.i~ ~SWIT <qq@II ~ II

He, verily, who knows that supreme Brahman, becomes very Brahman. In his family no
one ignorant of Brahman arises.
He crosses over sorrow. He crosses over sin (papman). Liberated from the knots of the
heart, he becomes immortal. ·
d~dte'IS~bti~lel~:

~ Oij)Rs,:

m ~ ~ ~= 1
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~hHi:i&ai @€;lfcii!li ~ fhtl¢1d fctfucl~¾j

~ I I ~o II

[The rewards and the requisite conditions of this knowledge of Brahma]
This very [doctrine] has been declared in the verse : They who do the rites, who are learned in the Vedas, who are intent on Brahma,
They who, possessing faith (sraddhayan), make oblation of themselves, even of the one
seerTo them indeed one may declare this knowledge of Brahma,
When, however, the MuI_l<;laka-vow has been performed by them according to rule.'

a~arufll~fiHffi·-l1:

9nc11i1 ~ai;~1oi¢1("11s~1

;m: Q-llhiil¼~ ;m: q,(q,1tfQ~: 11 ~ ~11

This is the truth. The seer (r$i) Angiras declared it in ancient time. One who has not
performed the vow does not read this.
Adoration to the highest seers!
Adoration to the highest seers!

11 QIIRlQld: 11
II~ ~ ~ : ........ ~
11~ ~usc61QRQffiq1m11
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'QTIRf: II
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l-llO~~IQRti~
11~11f.dq1a:11

~ ~
.

cnUffil: J.JuJ~W-1

~ ........ I

~ ';f" ~ ~ci&:~211: ..... l@' lJTRf: 11

This upani~ad is a part of the subject-matter in Atharvaveda. In this upani~ad, it has been
presumed that the whole universe is addressed under the syllable Om. It has been considered as best
symbol to the absolute soul and a knowledge pertaining to this very syllable. The syllable Om has
been described with all the application it bears within and the echos it governs. This upani~ad is
distinct as compared with the verbosity of the older upani~ad. As opposed to the most of the upani~ad
of the Atharvaveda, the Mal).9ukyopni~ad makes a more enthusiastic impression because it
distinguishes onlr 3 ·and not 3 and a half moras in the word Om. This upani~ad furnishes the proof
for this thesis ofpr~viding with the supremacy to the syllable Om.

It says the word is Brahma, Brahma is Atman, the .Atman is the sound Om because its moras
correspond the four quarters or feet i.e. the four stages of Atman. These four stages are- the waking,
Vaisvanara· in which the Atman perceives outward? The dream state, Taijas in which the Atman
perceives inward, 3-the deep sleep, Prajfi.a i.e. the BriihmaI).a for the time being, 4-this fourth is the
extinction of the word expanse not affected unconsciously as in the third state but with consensus; At
the first state, the A corresponds of Om; the 2nd, the U; the 3rd the M and the 4th, without an
element.

The mystic symbolism of the word

~-mt
M.G!flit;I<

'Om'

af41qamg.11-1~ '4-lci?.Fci&..1re:Rt .«<i'flit;H --~, ~i*.ll.-llffilcfitM1<itd

~II~ 11

Om! This syll&.ble is this whole world.

Its further explanation is : The past, the present, the future-everything is just the word Om.
And whatever else that transcends threefold time- that, too, is just the word

Om.

[What has been described by the above hymn is a scope of syllable Om that embeds within it all
the visible as also invisible objects of this universe. It envisages that this universe as also the
knowledge that identity with it as also the cycle oftime classified in present, past and future are also
the part and parcel of the syllable Om. All elements as found in this universe are also the form of this
significant syllable.]
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~~d;{f#,lllfqkql ~

ms~ ~ I I ~ II

For tn:ily, eVerything here is Brahma; this seif (atman) is Brahma. This same self has
four fourths.
[It has been conveyed that knowledge ,is supreme because all kinds of presumptions,
assumptions, as also the perceptions get their worthwhen the knowledge get in touch with the soul
and the soul govern the body. The location, the property as also the effects of all the four feet of the
knowledge and the soul have been described inthe successive hymns.]

.:ilPIRd~l;i't ~:-sm:

WTJ Q,i:hl-1Fc1~1Rt!:!@: ~ : ~:

'ITIG:11~11

The waking state (jagarita-sthana), outwardly cognitive, having seven limbs, having
nineteen mouths, enjoying the gross (sthala-bhuj), the Common-to-all-men (vaifvanara), is
the firstfourth.
[The first feet of the knowledge and the soul in consonance with its effects has been described in
the above hymn. Assuming the first feet as conducting all the affairs of this universe, it has been told
that as the director should always keep himself alert and well aware of his affairs, conversant with the
outer knowledge and well intelligent with all the 7 premier issues (These have been described as 7
lokas or the 7 rays), he should have 19 kinds of styles to give way to the expressions regarding the
affairs and should take the cognizance of the consequential effects or the results in the other words
show that these consequences may be leaden with the contextual fruits which may be distributed
among all units engaged and assigned with the specific partof the issues as a whole. The Vaisvanara
or the director of this universe has been presumed ever awaken i.e. intelligent with exterior objects of
this universe and a shining personi:!,lity bearing· 7 kinds of intelligence or the crystallized knowledge
of all pros and cons conducted in this universe. Vaisvanara or the director of this universe has 19
mouths i.e. manner of expressions consisting of 10 sensory organs, 5 praQas (breathing) and the 4
kinds of the feelings in the heart. He is responsible for the results obtained under his direction from
the universe and the objects dwelling in it.]

~cHaRts~:-sm: ~ .

Q,i:61-1fc1.\lr@!:!@: ~ ~ ~ :

'ITIG: 1nrn

The dreaming state (svapna-sthana), inwardly cognitive, having seven limbs, having
nineteen mouths, enjoying the exquisite (pravivikta-bhuj), the Brilliant (taijasa), is the
second fourth.
[The base to stand for this 2nd foot has been told this mortal world yet it has inner eyes or
intuiticn by virtue of which this foot is competent enough· to know everything regarding the word
which has no visible shape and form. The objects of luxuries that it enjoys with are also in micro
form which cannot be seen by the mortal living organisms. It has been told that always illuminating
this hymn conveys that the knowledge has the 2nd foot which has no bearing with the mortal world.
However, it has been presumed that its base also stands the earth or this ever-perishing world.]

'WIT. ;r ~ c6Tll ~ ;r ~ · m ~· d~9H'(I
Q;cl 1+:a,q41 ~ ilffi !I (9 : SI 1*1 *<Jffi l4 : '1TIG: II~ II
'l4;i'

~9H~i4 ~ : Sl*1H~.1'1

If one asleep desires no desire whatsoever, sees no dream whatscever, that is deep sleep·
(SU$Upta).
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The deep-sleep state (suiupta-sthtina), unified (eki-bhuta), just (eva) a cognition-mass
(prajfiana-ghana), consisting of bliss (ananda-maya), enjoying bliss (ananda-bhuj), whose
mouth is thought (cetas-), the Cognitional (prajfia), is the third fourth.
[The knowledge .as it is equipped. with excellent powers, its holder or the possessor could
however be intelligent extraordinarily. However, he could have no choice of interest.to think about or
enjoy the worldly luxuries. As everyone knows that the dreams are. merely representative of the
thoughts as well as passions never fulfilled in the daylight, it is but natural that the learned person as
he accepts the objects by their facts and not by imagination. When the power to analyse the facts is
with an intelligent man, his mind will never be so looming in the trench of imagination and there
would be no place for dreams at night. Again the learned person however sleepy, never losses his
power of concentration because of well checked on his senses. As the rrien lives under the
illuminating sun, it is natural that he will always be happy least caring for the worldly feelings or the
calculations of the events and incidence. Such illuminating face fellow is the 3rd foot of knowledge
or in other words, an ascetic who has passed the 3 standards of the knowledge or the fact.]

~ ~ ~ ~ ~S.flliiUlq. 'tllf.r: ~ Jl\fcUG!.i~

'fu ~ll~dl

This is the lord of all (sarvesvara). This is the all-knowing (sarva-jfia). This is the inner
controller (antar-yamin). This is the source (yoni) of all, for this is the origin and the end
(prabhavapyayau) of beings.
[The knowledge herein has been described above all. It has been told that it is the cause of
creation, nutrition as also the disruption, The movable as well as the immovable objects, visible or
invisible whatever their .form, all get their origination from the knowleqge. It is the beginning the
extension as I also the conclusion of· everything that comprises of or compounded this world as a
whole. The chuse and effect theory widely accepted by the scientists embedded in the ever extended
scope of knowledge.]

-:rRJ:'Sijf

~:'Siji'

'Sijf ~ I 3t11!!*5liciijl4q!flii.lq&ia:rurqfi.4.f4q&.1q~~liflcfiltqSl{(lll*1I~ SIQiJNWi ~ Wlciq~ ~ ~ ~ 3mm ~ ~ : 11\S II
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Not inwardly cognitive (antal:,,-prajfia), not outwardly cognitive (bahi$-prajfia), not
both-wise cognitive (ubhayatal:,,-prajfia), not a cognition-mass (prajfiana-ghana), not
cognitive (prajfia), not non-cognitive (a-prajfia), unseen (a-dr$fa), with which there can be
no dealing (a-vyavaharya), ungraspable (a-grahya), haying no distinctive mark (a-la/cym;a),
non-thinkable (a-cintya), that cannot be designated·, (a-vyapadesya), the essence of the
assurance of which is the state of being one with the Serf (ektitmya-pratyaya-sara), the
cessation of development (prapaficosama), tranquil (santa)~. benign (siva), without a second
(a-dvaita)-[such] they think is the fourth. He is the Self (Atman). He should be discerned.
[The fourth foot of the knowledge or B;ahma has been explained here in its entirity. As the
hymn itself convey the idea, the fourth step if it is accessed by the ascetic, the characteristics as
appear in his persona1ia are that he becomes scot-free from knowing about anything. This is the
reason why this fourth foot of knowledge has been explained as unaware· of internal or external
happening. It is, indeed, appeared in the ascetic that he has no meaning for having any option
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because his mental powers at that stage merge into one and there is no scope for the other. At this
stage, the senses by which intelligence and ignorance are defined, loss their identity in toto. He
becomes such an idol to which neither fine sensory organs i.e. eyes, ears, mouth, nose and skin nor
the five functionary organs i.e. mouth, belly, anus, hands and feet can motivate or divide anyway or
in any form whatsoever. At this stage of penance, activities of any kinds have no meaning, the
criterion cannot measure this stage as also it is the stage where no limit for thinking can be prescribed
and nothing can be said in appreciation to this stage. There are only experiences that this subject
(ascetic) only feels but cannot describe as to what has been felt by him. Naturally, with so many
characteristics this subject could have no cognizance whatsoever taken by the common mass of this
material world and such a subject enjoying the fourth foot of the knowledge will attain the peace,
welfare and at this stage, there will be no chaos or the common circumstances. As we see, this
upani~ad i.e. Mai:i<,lukyopani~ad has described this systematic and ascendant stages for the ascetics
and the knowledge in itself has been described as the supreme lord, supreme soul as also bearer of
the recognition of thl power itself. The worldly feelings and pains are only for those who reside here
but the knowledge having its peculiar essence makes the subject scot-free from the mortal senses.
Lastly, the hymn expects that this fourth foot ofknowledge is only worth-knowing because the rest
are otherwise than knowledge is ever perishing.]

ms<.1q1rq1&U.l:Htfl;j;I-OSful:mt 't(reJ lITTIT lITTrM ~

~ tJcfiTI: ~lllll
This is the Self with regard to the word Om, with regard to its elements. The elements
(matra) are the fourths; the fourths, the elements : the letter a, the letter u, the letter m.
3lqiR

[In this hymn, the morns of the knowledge or the soul appeared in their multi-meanings. Three
morns i.e. a, u, mare rested with the syllable Orn. This word in itself is three-dimensional. According
to the theory of relativity, there are three dimensions- 1. The Time, 2. The Voiurne and 3. The Mars
respectively. The first dimension i.e. Time also bears three morns i.e. the past, the present and the
future. The 2nd dimension i.e. Volume also bears 3 other dimensions like the length, the width and
the height in itself. In internal property of a man, we also see that there are mainly three kinds of
priorities i.e. Sat (cool-temperament), Raja (ambitious temperament) and Tama (aggressive
temperament). What this description envisages is that this knowledge or in other words, the Brahma
has been revealed in three morns. There are a number of other facts found in 3 species, some of them
are- The study is also consisting of reading, writing and learning, the age of human peing has also 3
dimensions- childhood, the youth and the old, the necessity as per the well-settled theorem by
Economics is also comprised of 3 dimensions i.e. passion for anything, Assessment of the material
requirements and the third promptness in use of the material to satisfy the passion.]

~t1Ra-l¾1-:n ~sc611:: ~ q1311ih1fu:qfc11t;J ~ ~
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The waking state, the Common-to-all-men, is the letter a, the first element, from apti
('obtaining') or from adimatva ('being first').
He obtains, verily, indeed, all desires, he becomes first- he who knows this.
[As this first foot of knowledge i.e. Vaisvanara has been described in the opening lines of this
upani~ad, this hymn again highlights the reasons for having it the first foot of the knowledge. It
clarifies that the Vaisvanara stage of the ascetic is well-aware of the material senses and thus it is just
beginning therefore, described as the first stage or the first foot of the anus. The ascetic who arrives
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at Vaisvanara actually possesses the skills and expertise in the field or what he does his efforts. In
material achievements, this part of knowledge makes a man to get on the outstanding success in his
life and guarantees a topmost place wherever are to which he wants to achieve. Thus, this stage have
been full of material sciences is benevolent and most advantageous for the material achievement.
However, the scope is only confmed to the particular ambition and the goal as well.]

(-cil4($41·H~Gt~ ~ ~ q1:ifl&bE1l$i.l!l(€1iW&blf@ l -a- *1Htjaffi ~ . i,jq@" -.iw.:rrs
cjlij)fcl~;i i,jq@" cf~ ~II ~o II

The sleeping state, the Brilliant, is the letter u, the second element, from utkar$a
('exaltation') or from ubhayatva ('intermediateness').
He exalts, verily, indeed, the continuity of knowledge; and he becomes equal (samana);
no one ignorant of Brahma is born in the family of him who knows this.
[This upani~adherein describes the position of a man who makes himself able to stand on the
2nd steer of the knowledge. It explains that it is the middle stage of a man where the two words (The
material and the metaphysical) are well-known to and the acquirer of the 2nd foot have excellent
power of imagination. When this is the position, it is but certain that the man could have balanced
ideas and he could establish an equal parameters for the both senses i.e . .material senses and the
metaphysical senses. In other words, we may say that he will be the best known person to how one
should pass his worldly life. Thus, his life will act like a balance where one side is the wait of dignity
and the other side, the worldly affairs and achievements as well. This is the reason for telling this
stage as Tejas. All kinds of school of thoughts assemble to such a mind and the accumulated stream
like Brahmaputra of Assam ultimately merges into the ocean of knowledge. What it conveys nothing
than telling that such a man reaps the highest achievements in his worldly life and again destines to
higher position in heavenly abode also.]

,a!IH($4H: "5ITTf)' qi:fiFl«lffi!II -qr,rr Md(4idcil fiFnfu l err ~ Hifq41Retf i,jq@"
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The deep-sleep state, the Cognitional, is the letter m, .the third element, from miti
('erecting') or from apiti ('immerging').
He, verily, indeed, erects (minoti) this whole world, and he becomes its immerging-he
who knows this.
[The 3rd foot of knowledge is hereby explained and it has been told that his foot is not less than
the extreme power of the eliminator to which Lord Siva possesses. The man learned to Prajfia is wellaware of the causative entity of the consciousness. At this stage, only an exclusively consciousness is
seen activated everywhere. The man arriving at this stage becomes so able as to feel this whole
universe within him, however, in its micro-form i.e. in seed form. His consciousness assumes that the
senses of the word comprising all movable, immovitble, tangible, intangible, visible as also invisible
entities of this world are not at all different than him and these all are vested within him, however, in
their minuscule form.]
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The fourth is without an element, with which there can be no dealing, the cessation of
development, benign, without a second.
Thus Om is the Self (Atman) indeed.
He who knows this, with his -self enters the Self-- yea, he who knows this!
[This hymn makes it crystal clear that this is the last and the fourth stage of the knowledge. The
worldly attachments and temptations have nothing to do when a man is assessed to such highest
position. Hence, it is natural that he could be free from all kinds of activities because activities also
have their tangible form and they are much or less related to the worldly achievements. For an
instance, someone reads the book. The verb 'reading' is an activity till the reader has not digested the
ideas inherent to the concerned book. As and when he arise at the stage when everything is digested
therefrom and the nut-shell is entered 'into the conscious, nobody may see him further doing that
activity. So the activity as we have told here is tangible i.e. the book is also framed on the materia\
object i.e. paper, the machines used for printing are also objects, therefore, activity is always
tangible, however, at the ultimate stage, when there is no material objects are required, it will be said
the inactive stage, however, most active at that stage. The same is with the 4th foot of the knowledge.
The ascetic who have crossed the 3 precedent stages, will certainly be so extra-ordinary or
exceptional in regard to knowledge that he need not any base that may be purported to the worldly
objects thereby revealing him that he is performing any kind of activity. Such a man, indeed, will be
learned by soul (Atma-Jiiani) it is, therefore, most easy for him to insert his so~! into the perfect
knowledge (Brahma). Further, having arrived at this stage there would remain no illusions in his
mind thereby no dual thoughts or two sorts of assumptions for a single thing will be seen in his
personality. What this mean is that everything will be apparent before him and there will remain no
illusions for conjecture and surmise.]
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7. TAITTIRIYOPANI~AD

This very upani~ad is a part of the subject-matter of the Taittiriyaral).yaka to the branch of
Taittiriya in Kf~l).ayajurveda. Out of the total 10 chapters in Aral).yaka, only 7th, 8th and 9th chapters
have been recognised as upani~ad. In these 3 chapters of Aral).yaka, there are 3 vallis i.e., Sik~a vallI,
Brahmanand-vallI and Bhrgu vallI respectively. Just at the outset of Sik~a vallI, the 5 broad codes
namely Adhiloka, Adhijyoti~, Adhivijiia and Adhyatma (metaphysics) have been described and the
. consequences of listening to and following them have also been elaborately given. So far as penance
( W'l:f.'IT) is concerned, the syllable Om and Bhul)., Sval)., Mahal). etc. recitals are described as most
significant. Finally in this upani~ad .some formulae regarding study and teaching with modesty and
the culture have been described and an importance of practical behaviour concomitant to ideal
thoughts has also been highlighted.
In the 2nd vallI i.e. Brahmananda valli an importance to realise the supreme lord in the cavity of
heart has been. thoroughly explained and various complexions of the supreme lord like pertaining to
the food, breathing (Pral).a), mind, conscious and the pleasure have been broadly described. While
discussing the scope of pleasure it has been taken from the material pleasure with sequel
developments and the gradual superior forms of it have been described comprising the pleasure of
knowledge (Brahmananda) in toto. The stages of a person who are having to realise the divine
pleasure have been also being the subject-matter of this upani~ad.
Now on the 3rd vallI i.e. Bhrgu val!I taking place in the heart of Bhrgu for realising the
knowledge has been satisfied by his father Varul).a. He made him to know the element of knowledge
and instructed him to realise himself by the way of penance and perpetual exercises. In pursuance
with the instructions given by the father Bhrgu had realised in the thought of knowledge in a sequel
before the breathing, the mind, the conscious as well as the pleasure. It means that while pondering
over the exercises- physical, mental as well as spiritual, he could make him having to realise the
scope of knowledge gradually from the material objects to the. inner and material feelings. When
Bhrgu was well equipped with the realisation to the extent of his father's instiuctions, Lord Varul).a
then made him to understand the appropriate use of the food-stuffs including cereals and educated
him to the manner of due appropriation of all kinds of food-stuffs. This upani~ad finally describes the
stage of devotee, well realised to the supreme lord thereby duly reformed in behaviour and their
feelings as well as expressions completely based on the theorem of equality.
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First Valli- Sik~a Valli
(Chapter concerning Instruction)
First Anuvaka
Propitious unto us, Mitra! Propitious, Varuoa! Propitious unto us let Aryaman be!
Propitious unto us, Indra! Brhaspati ! Propitious unto us, Vi~JJ.U, the Wide-strider! Adoration
to Brahma! Adorntion to you, Viiyu!
You, indeed, are the perceptible Brahma. Of you, indeed, the perceptible Brahma, will I
speak. I will speak of the right (rta). I will speak of the true. Let that favour me! Let that
Favour the speaker! Let it fayour me! Let is favour the speaker!
Om! Peace! Peace! Peace!
[The air had been told as an apparent knowledge because the flow of the breathing air circulates
with the wind only. The knowledge is so degenetic that it covers all in itself and this knowledge is
circulating in the form of life with all the living organism. According to this fact, an element of the
supreme soul is always felt as the breathing air and the wind that blows throughout the universe.
Perhaps, this was the reason why the scent has degenerated the air as apparent knowledge or the
. ·Brahman.]
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Second Anuvaka
Lesson Pronunciation
Om! We wm expound Pronunciation; the sound (var~a); the accent (svara); the
quantity (matra); the force (bala); the articulation (sama); the combination (santana). Thus
has been declared the lesson on Pronunciation.
[The sound or letters i.e. a, i etc. the vowels i.e. a, e, i, O'; u or Udatya, Anudatya and Svarik etc.
in Veda, the matrii small and big etc., the breathing power consumed while pronunciation of the
letters is made (Bala), the method of pronunciation in balanced sound (Sama) and the process of
joining the words (Santana). The abpve experiment pertains a Vedic experiment on education. The
hymn envisages that without knowledge of letter or sound, expression, the accentuation, the
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balancing and the adding, one cannot be educated. What it means is that the education is consist of all
these components within it.]
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Third Anuvaka
The mystic significance of combinations

Glory (yasas) be with us two!
Pre-eminence in sacred knowledge (brahma-varcasa) be with us two.
Now next, we will expound the mystic meaning (upani$ad) of co.mbination (sarhhitti) in
five heads:
with regard to the world; with regar_d to the luminaries; with regard to knowledge; with
regard to progeny; with regard to oneself.
Now, with regard to the world.
The earth is the prior form; the heaven, the ·1atter form. Space is their conjunction;
wind, the connection. Thus with regard to the world.
Now, with regard to the luminaries.
Fire is the prior form; the sun, the latter form. Water is their conjunction; lightning, the
connection. Thus with regard to the luminaries.
Now, with regard to knowledge.
The teacher is the prior form; the pupil, the latter form. Knowledge is their conjunction;
instruction, the connection. Thus with regard to knowledge.
Now, with regard to progeny.
The mother is the prior form; the father, the latter form. Progeny is their conjunction;
procreation, the connection. Thus with regard to progeny.
3t$!11&1kq4ll ~ ~: '3_cl-@iQ4ll 3WU 6j6'1{-@iQ'{I ~ "tj°fu; I
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Now, with regard to oneself.
The lower jaw 'is the prior form; the upper jaw, the latter form. Speech is their
conjunction; the tongue, the connection. Thus with regard to oneself.
These are the great combinations. He who knows these combinations, thus expounded,
becomes conjoined with offspring; with cattle, with pre-eminence in sacred knowledge,
with food, ,with the heavenly world.
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Fourth Anuvaka
A teacher's prayer ·
,

.

He who is pre-eminent among the Vedic hymns (chandas), who is the all-formed
(visva-rupa ).

Who has sprung into being from immortality above the Vedic hymns- .
Let this Indra deliver ('Vspr) me with intelligence!
0 God (deva), I would become possessor of immortality!
M~y my body be very vigorous!
May my tongue be exceeding sweet!
May I hear abundantly with my ears!
You are the sheath of Brahma,
With intelligence covered over!
Guard for me what I have heard!
[it is Prosperity] who brings, extends
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And long makes her ownMy garments and
cows,
.
.

..

And food and drink always.
Therefore bring me prosperity (srl)
In wool, along with cattle!
Hail!
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May students of sacred knowledge (brahmacarin) come unto me! Hail!
May students of sacred knowledge come apart unto me! Hail!
May students of sacred knowledge come forth unto me! Hail!
May students of sacred knowledge subdue themselves! Hail!
May students of sacred knowledge tranquillise themselves! Hail!

ffl ~s~ ~ 1 ~ ~s~ ~ 1 ~ ccrr <qTf sifcl~uf.l ~ 1 -« irr ~ ~
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May I become glorious among men! Hail!
May I be better than the very rich! Hail!
Into you yourself, 0 Gracious Lord (bhaga), may I enter! Hail!
Do you yourself, 0 Gracious Lord, enter into me! Hail!
In such a one, a thousand-fold ramified-0 Gracious Lord, in you I atn cleansed! Hail!
As waters ruri downward, as months into the year, so, 0 Establisher (dhtitr), may
students of sacred knowledge run unto me from all sides! Hail!
You are a refuge! Shine upon me! Come unto me!
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Fifth Anuvika
The fourfold mystic Utterances

Bhar! Bhuvas! Suvar! Verily, these are the three Utterances (vyahrti). And beside these,
too, Mahacamasya made known as fourth, namely Mahas (Grea~ness)! That is Brahma.
.That is the body{atman); other divinities are.the limbs.
Bhar, verily, is this world; Bhuvas, the atmosphere; Suvar, yonder world;
Mahas, the sun. Verily, all worlds are made greater (mahiyante) by the sun.
Bhar, verily, is Agni (Fire); Bhuvas, Vayu (Wind); Suvar, A.ditya (Sun); Mahas, the
moon,- Verily, all lights are made greater by the moon.
Bhur, verily, is the Rg verses; Bhuvas, the Saman chants; Suvar, the Yajus formulas;
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Mahas, sacred knowledge (brahman). Verily, all the Vedas are made greater by sacred
knowledge.
Bhar, verily, is the in-breath (prra:ia); Bhuvas, the out-breath (apana); Suvar, the
diffused breath (vyana); Mahas, food (anna). Verily, all the vital breaths (pra1:ta) are made
greater by food.

Verily, these four are fourfold. The Utterances are four ~nd four. He who knows these,
knows Brahma; to him all the gods bring strength.
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Sixth Anuvaka
A departing person's attainment with the four Utterances

This space that is within the heart- therein is the person, consisting of mind "(manomaya), immortal, resplendent. That which hangs down between the palates like a nipplethat is Indra's place of exist.
Piercing the head at the point where is the edge of the hair, with the word Bhar he
stands upon Agni (Fire); with the word Bhuvas, upon Vayu (Wind);
With the word Suvar, upon Aditya (the Sun); with the word Mahas, upon Brahma. He
obtains self-rule (sva-rajya). He obtains the lord of the mind, lord of the voice, lord of the
eye, lord of the ear, lord of the understanding-this and more he becomes, even Brahma,
whose body is space (akasa-sarira), whose soul is the real (satyatman), whose pleasureground is the breathing spirit, whose mind is bliss (mana-ananda), abounding in tranquillity
(santi-samrddha), immortal. Thus, 0 Pracinayogya (Man of the Ancient Yoga), worship.
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Seventh Anuvaka
The fivef'oldness of the world and of the individual
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Earth,

atmosphere,

heaven,

quarters

intermediate

of heaven,

quarters;

fire,

wind,

sun,

moon,

stars;

water,

plants,

trees,

space,

one's body.

Thus with regard to material existence (adhi-bhuta).
Now with regard to oneself (adhy-atma).

Pnll).a

Vyana

Apana

Udana

Samana

breath,

breath,

breath,

breath,

breath;

sight,

hearing,

mind,

speech,

touch;

skin,

flesh,

muscle,

bone,

marrow.

Having analyzed in this manner, a seer has said : 'Fivefold, verily, is this whole world.
With the fivefold, indeed, one wins the fivefold.'
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Eighth Anuvaka
Glorification of the sacred word

'Om'

Om is brahman. Om is the whole world. Om-that is compliance. As also, verily, it is
well known-upon the words 'O! Call forth!' they call forth.

With 'Om' they sing the Sa.man chants.
With 'Om! Som!' they recite the Invocations of Praise (sastra).
With 'Om ' the Adhvaryu priest utters the Response.
With 'Om' the Brahman priest (Brahma) utters the Introductory Eulogy (pra+....fstu).
With 'Om' one assents to the Agni-oblation (agnihotra).
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'0th', says a Brahman (Brahma"l)a) about to recite, 'may I get the sacred word
(brahma)!' He does get the sacred word.
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Ninth Anuvaka

Study of the sacred word the most important of all duties
The right (rta), and also study and teaching.
The true (satya),
and also study and teaching.
.

>

Austerity (tapas), and also study and teaching.
Self-control (dama), and also study and teaching.
Tranquility (sama), and also study and tea:ching.
The [sacrificial] fires, and also study and teaching.
The Agnihotra sacrifice, and also study and teaching.
Guests, and also study and teaching.
Humanity (manu$a), and also study and teaching.
Offspring, and also study and teaching,
Begetting, and also study and teaching.
Procreation, and also study and teaching.
'The true!'-says Satyavacas ('Truthful') Rathitara.
'Austerity! '-says Taponitya {'Devoted-to-austerity') Paurusi~ti.
'Just study and teaching!'- says Naka ('Painless') Maudgalya, 'for that is
austerity-for that is austerity.'
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Tenth Anuvaka
The excellence .of Veda-knowledge- a meditation

I am the mover of the tree! My fame is like a mountain's peak!
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Exaltedly pure, like the excellent nectar in the sun,
I am a shining treasure, wise, immortal, indestructible!
This is Trisanku's recitation on Veda-knowledge.
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Eleventh Anuvaka
Practical precepts to a student

Having taught the Veda, a teacher further instructs a pupil:~
Speak the truth. Practise virtue (dharma). Neglect not study [of the Vedas].
Having brought an acceptable gift to the teacher, cut not off the line of progeny.
One should not be negligent of truth. One should not be negligent of virtue.
One should not be negligent of welfare. One should not be negligent of prosperity.
One should not be negligent of study and teaching.
2. One should not be negligent of duties to the goes and to the fathers.
Be one to whom a mother is as a god.
Be one to whom a father is as a god.
Be one to whom a teacher is as a god.
Be one to whom a guest is as a god.
Those acts which are in-eproachable should be practised, and no others.
Those things which among us are god deeds should be revered by you,
3. and no others.
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Whatever Brahmans (Brahmm:,a) are superior to us, for them refreshment should be
procured by you with a seat.
One should give with faith (sraddha).
One should not give without faith.
One should not give with plenty (srl).
One should give with modesty.
One should give with fear.
One should give with sympathy (sam-vid).
Now, if you should have doubt concerning an act, or doubt concerning conduct,
4. if ther.e should be there Brahmans competent to judge, apt, devoted, not harsh, lovers
of virtue (dharma)-as they may behave themselves in such a case, so should you behave
yourself in such a case.
Now, with regard to [people] spoken against, if there should be there Brahmal).as
competent to judge, apt, devoted, not harsh, lovers of virtue-as they may behave
themselves with regard to such, so should you behave yourself with regard to such.
[This is the teaching. This is the admonition. This is the mystic doctrine of the Veda (vedaupani$ad). This is the instruction. Thus should one worship. Thus, ind0ed, should one worship. In

this hymn, we see that the teacher is making an enquiry of the knowledge acquired by his pupil on
successful completion of their studies unto Vedas and preaching them the modas-operandi as also
modas-bevandi according to which they have to transmit their knowledge in their behavioural world.
I
In fact, the knowledge only shines when it is brought out while one is activating in his respective
fields. The study or the knowledge that remains confined to the books is worthless if it cannot bring
any specific change in the personality of the concerned man. This is the reason why the respective
teacher preaching his pupil herein some salient features which they have to follow on their return to
material world. He is teaching the salient part of character popularly known as discipline but he
doesn't draw any limit that the knowledge is only but he had taught them. He inspires them getting
their concerneds with most learned person if they deem any confusion or doubt on the aspect they
could study while in acquaintance with their teacher. The noun "Brahmin" is only used for that
person who is well-illuminating by virtue of knowledge and has no attachment, ego etc. as the other
persons of the society are expected. The man who have converted all the aspects of knowledge in his
practical life is only eligible to provide with the right advice unbiased and free from attachment as
also offear.]
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Twelfth Anuvaka
Invocation, adoration and acknowledgement

Propitious unto us, Propitious, Varul)a! Propitious unto us, let Aryaman be! Propitious
unto us, Indra! Brhaspati! Propitious unto us, Vi~l)U, the Wide-strider!
Adoration to Brahma! Adoration to you, Vayu!
You, indeed, are the perceptible Brahma. Of you, indeed, the perceptible Brahma, have
I spoken. I have spoken of the right. I have spoken of the true. That has favoured me. That
has favoured the speaker. It has favoured me. It has favoured the speaker.
Om! Peace! Peace! Peace!
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2. Brahmanandavalli
Pray for the peace :

May the supreme soul protect both of us (the teacher and the pupil). May it provide us
nutrition altogether. May both of us do exertion together. Be our study blessed with
splendour. May we get rid of the mutual envy and malaphides with one another. May the
peace remove all the trio suffering i.e. physical, mental and spiritual.
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First Anuvaka
The all-comprehensive Brahma of the world and of the individual; knowledge thereof
the supreme success

Om! He who knows Brahma, attains the highest! For which this [verse] has been
declared:-

He who knows Brahma as the real (satya), as knowledge (jfitina), as the infinite
(ananta),
Set down in the secret lace [of the heart] and in the highest heaven (parame vvoman ),
He obtains all desires, along with the intelligent (vipascit) Brahma.
From this Soul (Atman), verily, space (akaia) arose; from space, wind (vtiyu); from
wind, fire; from fire, water; from water, the earth; from the earth, herbs; from herbs, food;
from food, semen; from semen, the person (puru~a).
[The person consisting of food]
This, verily, is the per"'on that consists of the essence of food. This, indeed, is his head;
this, the right side; this, the left side; this, the body (titman); this, the lower part, the
foundation.
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As to that there is also this verse :[The above hymn classifies the systematic consumption process of the perfect knowledge when
it gets the touch of a body. A scientific process in respect of creation of the living organism indeed
has been described here fantastically. The modem sciences also accept that in the origin of this nature
ether was the first dement and the air, the fire, the water and the earth has got their birth
systematically as a chain reaction.]
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II ~ltilS~:11
In succeeding hymns the origin of 5 elements from the god as also the 5 kinds of elements
incorporated in the human body have been described. It has been made crystal clear that the size of
all these 5 elements inserted into the human body is proportionate to the body. These 5 elements have
been described by taking a bird suitable for the comparison while discussing on division of a human
· body as the head, the trunk and the tail. The head of mankind has been compared with the head of a
bird, the two arms with his right and left wing and the feet with the tail of the bird.
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Second Anuvaka
Food the supporting, yet consuming, substance of all life; a phase of Brahman

From food, verily, creatures are produced, Whatsoever [creatures] dwell on the earth.
Moreover by food, in truth, they live. Moreover into it also they finally pass.
For truly, food is the chief of beings; Therefore it is called a panacea. Verily, they
obtain all food who worship Brahma as food,
For truly, food is the chief of beings; Therefore it is called a panacea.
From food created things are born. By food, when born, do they grow up.
It both is eaten and eats things. Because of that it is called food.

The person consisting of breath Verily, other than and within that one that consists of
the essence of food is the self that consists of breath. By that this is filled. This, verily, has
the form of a person. According to that one's personal form is this one with the form of a
person. The in-breath (prta:za) is its head; the diffused breath (vyana), the right wing; the
out-breath (apana), the left wing; space, the body (atman); the earth, the lower part, the
foundation.
As to that there is also this verse :-
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[In these hymns, the supremacy of cereals in human life has been described. These emphasize on
the vitality of the cereals and say that cereals are only cause of the origin of body. Cereals provide
nutrition and ultimately these also become the cause of death. It has been expected herein that the
mankind should pay the special care to the cereals and may never spoil it because it is the supreme
among all elements. Further, it has been made clear that the soul not withstanding live in body, it
never be affected either by the positive or the negative virtue~ of the body. In other words, there is a
sheer distinction between the soul and the body. The form of the Prat).a has been assumed as a
person.]
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Third Anuvaka

Breath, the life of all living beings; a phase of Brahma

The gods do breathe along with breath (prar,za), as also men and beasts.
For truly, breath is the life (ayus) of beings therefore, it is called the Life-of-all
(sarvayu~a).

To a full life (sarvam ayus) go they who worship Brahma as breath.
For truly, breath is the life of beings;
Therefore it is called the Life-of-all.
This, indeed, is its bodily self (sarira-atman ), as of the former.
The person consisting of mind
Verily, other than and within that one that consists of breath is a self that consists of
mind (mano-maya). By that this is filled. This, verily, has the form of a person. According
to that one's personal form is this one with the form of a person. The Yajurveda is its head;
the Rgveda, the right side; the Samaveda, the left side; teaching, the body (atman); the
Hymns of the Atharvans and Arigirasas, the lower part, the foundation.
As to that there is also this verse : [In these hymns, the breathing (Prat).a) has been appreciated describing that it is the life of all
beings and the inner soul of the body made of cereals. Another body within the same living body has
been assumed and named as the body of the mind. This another body i.€. the body of mind has
features of a man and all the 4 Vedas have been told the different organs of this body. We see here
that how beautifully these hymns have drawn a distinction between two kinds of bodies - 1. the body
made of cereal and 2. the body of mind.
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The pupil unguided by the brain and particularly those who don't apply their mind while
performirtg any activity are devoid of the bcidy of mind. They have only a single body which is made
of cereals and their. activities are only confined to earning money and their food' without applying
their discretion, they perform their activities which have merely nexus with their pitty irtterests while
the body of mind is acquired only through a prolong penance on devoting oneself irt the study of
Vedas .or the knowledge in itself.]
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Fourth Anuvaka
Inexpressible, fearless bliss; a phase of Brahman
Wherefrom words turn back, together with the mind, not having attained-.·
The bliss of Brahma he who knows; Fears not at any time at all.
This, indeed, is its bodily self (sarrra-atman), as of the former.
The person consisting of understanding

of

Verily, other than and within that one that consists
Itiind is a self that consists of
understanding (vijfiana-maya ). By that this is filled. This, verily, has the form .of a person.
According to that one's personal form is this orie with the form of a person. Faith (sraddha)
is its head; the right (rta), the right sid(:; the true (satya), the left side; contemplation
(yoga), the body (atman); might (mahas), the lower part, the.foundation.
As to that there is also this verse : [A third body has been also assumed alongwith the firsttwo already described irt the precedent
hymn. Ith.as been told that this body of conscious dwells irt the body ofmind, its feature has been
also told the same as the, body of mind and the parts of body have been described distinctly. Thus we
see that gradually the structurization of the body is availing varied shapes. The body of conscious as
implies from its name .is the purified soul carefully cleaned and with regular practice made able to
bear some specific properties like obeisance, the sense of right ~d wrong, the truth while speaking,
the art of meditation and the etiquette and its entirity. Thus, the macro or apparent feature of the body
is going to see its micro features.]
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Fifth Anuvaka
Understanding, all-directing; a saving and satisfying phase of Brahma
Understanding directs the sacrifice;
And deeds also it directs.
This understanding that all the gods do worship as Brahman, as chief.
If one knows Brahman as understanding, and if he is not heedless thereto, He leaves his
sins (papman) in the body and attains all desires.
This, indeed, is its bodily self, as of the former.
Verily, other than and within that one that consists of understanding is a self that
consists of bliss (ananda-maya). By that this is filled. That one, verily, has the form of a
person. According to that one's personal form is this one with the form of a person. Pleasure
(priya) is its head; delight (moda), the right side; great delight (pra-moda), the left side;
bliss (ananda), the body (atman); Brahma, the lower part, the foundation.
As to that there is also this verse : [Again in this fifth lesson another body has been also invented. This body is assumed as the
body providing with pleasure. It has been told that this body of pleasure is inserted within the body of
conscious. Having its direct nexus with the pleasure the deity, the enjoyment, the meriments etc. has
been described as the parts of this body. It has now become clear that there are 4 kinds of micro
bodies within the common body fed on the cereals. The body described herein is the last because
human life or even life of all beings long for the pleasure, They indeed enjoy the real pleasure i.e.
eternal.]
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Sixth AnuVaka
Assimilation either to the original or to the derivative Brahma which one knows
Non-existent (a-sat) himself does one become, If he knows that Brahma is non-existent.
ffone knows that Brahma exists, Such a one people thereby know as existent.
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This; indeed, is its bodily self, as of the former,
Query : Who reaches the Brahma-word of bliss?
Now next, the appurtenant questions(anu~prcisna) ·: Does any one who knows µot,
On deceasing, go to yo:nder world?
Qrisitthat anyone who knows,
On deceasing attains yonder world?
All plurality and antitheses of existepce developed from an original and still immanent
unity
He desired : 'Would that I were many! Let me procreate myself!' He performed
austerity. Having performed austerity he created this whole world, whatever there is here.
Having created it into it, indeed, he entered. Having entered it, he became both the actual
(sat) and the yon (tya), both the defined (nirukta) and the undefined, both the based and the
non-based, both the conscious (vijfiana) and the unconscious, both the real (satya) and the
false (anrta). As the real, he became whatever there is here. That is what they call the real.
As to that there is also this verse : [Itis beautifully explained here that whatever be learned persons observed unbiased is certainly
true. The questfrin raises here is that to whom we can say the learned person? Whether the invader,
the torcherer, the terrorist and evil doers can be. said learned person? Certainly not because here is
always found a sheer difference between activities, the routine, the behaviour etc. of a learned person
and the shrewd one. Whose mind is involved in performing great deeds will certainly ponder upon
the philanthropy and his acts will definitely benevolent however much or less in proportion to his
caliber and capacity both. When this is the position, the statements or the advises given by them will
certainly be for the welfare of mankind. How a learned person develops his career to realize the truth
has been compared here with the systematic efforts of the Qoditself. As the God wished to appear in
countless features and with a view to fill this necessity, the almighty did penance, the learned person
also involved themselves in sheer e?(.ertioi1.However, as the God has many features and the pupil
have different faiths on him, a learned person has also different identities in the public. Everyone
observes him in the light of his activities i.e. a thief will certainly imagine him as thief while a
businessman as b~sinessman, while the man about whom are different identities is the Ri;;i person
always unavariated in his nature and the deeds ptirformedby him.]
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Seventh Anuvaka
The original self-developing non-existence, the essence of existence and the sole basis
of fear less bliss

In the beginning, verily, this [world] was non-existent.
Therefrom, verily, Being (sat) was produced.
That made itself (svayam akuruta) a Soul (Atman}
Therefore it is called the well-done (su-krta).
Verily, what that well done is~that, verily, is the essence (rasa) [of existence]. For
truly, on getting the essence, one becomes blissfuL For who indeed would breathe, who
would live, if there were not this bliss in space! For truly, this (essence) cause bliss. For
truly, when one finds fearlessness as a foundation in that which is invisible, bodiless (anatmya), undefined, non-based, then he has reached fearlessness. When, however, one makes
a cavity, an interval therein, then he comes to have fear. But that indeed is the fear of one
who thinks of himself as a knower.
As to that there is also this verse : [It has been told in these hymns that prior to become an apparent deed the human mind gets the
information and merge it with his perceptions and only thereafter the concerned activity is
performed. The nature or Prakrti in its micro sense reveals the mental world of mankind. The Indian
Jurisprudence also accepts the fact that prior to determining the gravity of crime, it is essential to
measure or investigate the proportionate guilty of the concerned accuse. What is intangible is the
premier thing that gives birth to the tangible objects, however, while intangible form the process goes
on and the thought is organized which result is the deed which can be observed later. By virtue of the
preaching, through these hymns it has been told that however, intangible but one should reform to it
so that its result, the tangible one is appreciated by the concerned society that observes it.]
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Eighth Anuvaka

All cosmic activity through fear of the Supreme·
Through fear of Him the Wind (Vayu) doth blow.
Through fear of Him the Sun (Surya) doth rise.
Through fear of Him both Agni (Fire) and Indra
And Death (Mrtyu) as fifth do speed along.
The gradation of blisses up to the bliss of Brahma
This is a consideration (mimamsa) of bliss.
Let there be a youth, a good (sadhu) youth, well read, very quick, very firm, very
strong. Let this whole earth be full of wealth for him. That is one human bliss.
({,

A hundred human blisses are one bliss of the human Gandharvas (genii)-also of a man
who is versed in the scriptures (srotriya) and who is not smitten with desire.
A hundred blisses of the human Gandharvas are one bliss of the divine
Gandharvas-also of a man who is versed in the scriptures and who is not smitten with
desire.
A hundred blisses. of the divine Gandharvas are one bliss of the fathers in their long
enduring world-also fo a man who is versed in.the scriptures and who is not smitten with
desire.
A hundred blisses of the fathers in their long enduring world are one bliss of the gods
who are b<.'rn so by birth (ajana-ja)-also of a man who is versed in the scriptures and who
is not smitten with desire.
A hundred blisses of the gods who are born so by birth are one bliss of the gods who
are gods by work (karma-deva), who go to the gods by work-also of a man who is versed
in the scriptures and who is not smitten with desire.
A hundred blisses of the gods who are gods by work are one bliss of the gods-also of
a man who is versed in the scriptures and who is not smitten with desire.
A hundred blisses of the gods are one bliss of Indra-also of a man who js versed in the
scriptures and who is not smitten with desire.

A hundred blisses oflndra are one bliss of Brhaspati-also of a man who is versed in
the scriptures and who is not smitten with desire.
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A hundred blisses ofBthaspatiare one bliss of PraJapati-also of a mah who is versed
in the scriptures and who is not smitten with desire.
A hundred blisses of Prajapati are one bliss of Brahma-·also of a man who i~ versed in
the scriptures and who is not smitten with desire.
The knower of the unity of the human person with the personality in the world reaches
the self consisting of bliss
Both he who is here in a person and he who is yonder in the sun-he is one.
He who knows this, on departing from this world, proceeds on to that self which
consists of food, proceeds on to that self which consists of breath, proceeds on to that self
which consists of mind, proceeds on to that self which consists of understanding, proceeds
on to that s.elfwhich consists of bliss.
As to that there is also this verse : [It is worth mentioned here that the attainment of pleasure is not merely possible when. one has
suffice estate fllld the property. He needs a supreme personality by all the four comers. In succeeding
hymns, this pleasure is classified in degrees or duly categorized. The R~i has envisaged repeatedly
that this pleasure can only availed to a person who is emiched of knowledge and get rid of t,he
passions or any kind of temptations. He says that the ignorant, wanders hither and thither by
fascinating in the minor feelings of pleasure, therefore, he can't access to the supreme pleasure
throughout his life. As the ailing tongue can't feel the taste in the respective fusion,. the mind hung on
the passions in the same way can't feel the taste of supreme pleasure. What is intended through these
hymns is a message to human beings that they shouldn't be indulged with the. material pleasures
because all such kinds of gaieties are momentaty and only stand in the way to search for the supreme
pleasure. One should therefore protect him from indulging in the materialpleasure which have no
longer existence than the bubble of the water.]
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Ninth Anuviika
The knower of the bliss of Brahma is saved from all fear and from all moral selfreproach

Wherefrom words tum back,
Togethetwith the mind, nothaving attainedThe bliss of Brahman h~ who knows,
Fears. not from anything at all.
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Such a one, verily, the thought dose not torment : 'Why have l not done the good .
(s_adhu)? Why have I done the evil (papa)?' He who knows this, deliv~rs (spr,:i.ute) himself··
(atmanam) from these two [thoughts]. For truly, from both of these he delivers himself:-.c.h~
who knows this!
Such is the mystic doctrine (upani$ad)!
[The supremacy of knowledge is again stretched upon and it has beep. said very clearly that the
knowledge is like a beam of light that makes the man to know where are the dark places or lhe
loopholes in his personality. Thus having reckoned with the nature of deeds either good or evil, he
brooms out the great deeds instead of the evils. When the deeds are performed so benevolent why
world he lament later on when the consequences are .turned upon or the crop of deeds will be ripen.
Again a learned person have no attachment with the great deeds because he· knows that if a slight
attachment takes place, it could expect praise from the person or the class of pupil for whom he had
done well. In £Ilse, this expectation is not fulfilled, either anger or disgust will take place in his heart.
On. the other hand, if he receives warm appreciation from the public, an ego will certainly insert into
his ·personality thereby· making him ·eg~istic. This is·. the: reason a leamed person is never attached ··
with the greit deeds performed by him and acts. on th() principle that to do ancLforget.J ·
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. Bhrguvalli
Bhrgu's progressive learning through austerity of five phases of Brahma
First Anuvaka

Bhrgu Varur:ii, verily, approached his father Varul)a and said: 'Declare Brahma, sir!'
To him he taught that as food, as breath, as sight, as hearing, as mind, as speech.
Then he said to him : 'That, verily, whence beings here are born, that by which when
born they live, that into which on deceasing they enter-that be desirous of understanding.
That is Brahma.'
He performed austerity. Having performed austerity,
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Lesson -2

He understood that Brahma is food. For truly, indeed, beings here are born from food,
when born they live by food, on deceasing they enter into food.
Having understood that, he again approached his father Varul)a and said : 'Declare
Brahma, sir!'
Then he said to him : 'Desire to understand Brahma by austerity. Brahma is austerity
(tapas).'
He performed austerity. Having performed austerity.
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. Lesson-3
. He understood that Brahma is breath (prtt,:,.a). For truly, indeed, beings here are born
from breath, when born they live by breath, on deceasing they enter into breath .
. . Having understood that, he again approached his father Vanm,.a, and said : 'Declare
Brahma, sir!'
Then he said to him : 'Desire to understand Brahma by austerity Brahma is austerity!'
He performed austerity. Having performed austerity.
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Lesson-4
He understood that Brahma is mind (manas). Fqr truly, indeed, beings here are born
from mind, when born they live by mind, on deceasing they enter into mind.
Having understood that, he again approached his father Varw:ia, and said : 'Pronounce
Brahman, sir!'
Then he said to him : 'Desire to understand Brahman by austerity. Brahman is
austerity.'
He performed austerity. Having performed austerity,
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Lesson-5
He understood that Brahma is understanding (vijfiana). For truly, indeed, beings here
are. born from understanding, when born they· live by understanding, on deceasing they
enter into understanding.
·
Having understood that, he again approached his father Vanm,.a and. said : 'Declare
Brahma, sir!'
Then he said to him : 'Desire to understand Brahma by austerity. Brahma is austerity.'
He performed austerity. Having performed austerity,
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Lesson- 6
He understood that Brahma is bliss (ananda). For truly, indeed, beings here are born
from bliss, when born they live by bliss, on deceasing they enter into bliss.
This is the knowledge of Bhrgu Varurl)i, established in the highest heaven. He who
knows this, becomes established. He becomes an eater of food, possessing food. He
becomes great in offspring, in cattle, in the splendour of sacred knowledge, great in fame.
[The R~i has expressed here very clearly that the art of learning knowledge or Brahmavidya is
not subordinate to any man in particular but it resides at the unending sky. The curious devotee like
R~i Bhrgu may accessed it by virtue of enhan~ing his experience through the penance and thus as a
result of bringing gradual reforms until the ultimate mystery of knowledge is disclosed before him.]
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Lesson - 7
One should not blame food. That is the rule.
Breath (praf!a), verily, is food. The body is an eater of food. The body is established on
breath; breath is established on the body. So food is established on food.
He who knows that food which is established on food, becomes established. He
becomes an eater of food, possessing food. He becomes great in offspring, in cattle, in the
splendour of sacred knowledge, great in fame.
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Lesson-8
One should not despise food. That is the rule.
Water, verily, is food. Light is an eater of food. Light is established on water; water is
established on light. So food is established on food.
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He who knows that food which is founded on food, becomes established. He becomes
an eater of food, possessing food. He becomes great in offspring, in cattle, in the splendour
of sacred knowledge, great in fame.
[The splendour or the brilliance can be felt easily in waterwhenJhe lustre of the pearl or any
radiant thing precedes, it is said thatits water has receded or its shining has faded.]
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Lesson - 9
One should make for himself much food. That is the rule.
The. earth, verily, is food. Space is an eater of food. Space is established on the earth;
the earth is established on space. So food is established on food.
He who knows that food which is established on food, becomes established. He
becomes an eater of food, possessing food. He becomes great in offspring, in cattle, in the
splendour of sacred knowledge; great in fame.
A giver of food is prospered accordingly.
[The earth in the sky can be seen apparently but to know the location of sky in the earth it is
necessary to reckon with the atomic structure; We see that as per science, the centre part ofan atom is
nucleus and the electrons revolve around it. The space emit the revolving electrons and the nucleus is
equal to the space between the earth and the sun. This space between the two .particles of the atom is
sky. Thus, in every solid matter there is suffice sky in it.]· ·
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Lesson- to
(1) One should not refuse anyone at one's dwelling. That is the rule.

Therefore in any way whatsoever one should obtain much food. Of such a one people
say: 'Food has succeeded (aradhi) for him!'
This food, verily, being prepared (raddha) [for the suppliant] at the beginning, for him
food is prepared atthe beginning.
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This food, verily, being prepared in the middle, for him food is prepared in the middle.
This food, verily, being prepared at the end, for him food is prepared at the end- (2) for
him who knows this.
Manifestations of Brahma as food
As preservation tk$ema) in speech, acquisition and preservation (yoga-/cyema) in the in..
breath and the off-breath (pra,:,a-apana), work in the hands, motion mthe feet, evacuation
in the anus; these are the human recognitions'[ofBrahnia as food].
Now the divine : satisfaction in rain, strength in lightning,
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· Splendour ih cattle, light in the stars, procreation, immortality, and bliss in the
generative organ, the all in space.
The worshiper thereof appropriates the object of his worship
_One should worship It as a foundation; one [then]becomes possessed of a foundation.
One should Worship It as greatness; one becomes great.
One should worship It as mind (manas); one becomes possessed of mindfulness .
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One should w0rship It as adoration; desires make adoration to one.
One should worship It as magic formula (brahma); one become~ possessed.of magic
formula.
.

.

'

One should worship It as 'the dying around the magic fqmiula; (bralima7Ja/J, parimara);
around one die his hateful rivals, and those who are his unfriendly. foes. -.
The knower of the unity of the human person with the universal Being attains
· unhampered desire
Both he who is here_in a person and he who is yonder in the sun-.·he is one.
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He .who knows this, on departing from this world, proceeding on to that self which
consists of food, proceeding on to that self which consists of breath, proceeding on to that
self which consists of mind, proceeding on to that self which consists of understanding,
proceeding on to that self which consists of bliss, goes up and down these worlds, eating what he desires, assuming what form he desires. He sits singing this chant (saman) : -
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A mystical rapture of the knower of the universal unity
Oh, wonderful! Oh, wonderful! Oh, wonderful!
3i~q~q~q~q~q.:.iq_1
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I am food! I am food! I am food!
I am a food-eater! I am a food-eater! I am a food-eater!
I am a fame-maker (sloka-krt)! I am a fame-maker! I am a fame-maker!
I am the first-born of the world-order (rta),
Earlier than the gods, in the navel of immortality!
Who gives me away, he indeed has aided me!
I, who am food, eat the eater of food!
I have overcome the whole world!
He who knows this, has a brilliantly shining light.
Such is the mystic doctrine (upani$ad)!

***

8. AITAREYOPANISAD

The 4th, 5th and 6th chapter in 2nd Aral).yaka of the Vedic Aitareya Ara~yaka, since contain the
art of learning knowledge or Brahma Vidya; these chapters have been recognised as Aitareyopaniimd.
There are 3 parts in the 1st chapter while one each in the 2nd and the 3rd chapter. In l st part of the
l st chapter, the subject-matter covers the resolution of the supreme soul or Paramatman as regards to
create the world as Sr~ti, and the structurisation of the Lokapalas or the protector of the creation have
been described. The de genetic man from Hira~yagarbha and reproduction of all gods has· been
elaborately explained from his genetic organs. In its 2nd part, the subject-matter covers the creation
of human body as a dwelling place for the gods and the food for satisfying his hunger. In the 3rd
part, an illustration regarding the food taking by the breathing (Prai;ia) and an entrance of the supreme
soul from the Murdha (palate) have been given. The curiosity taking birth in the man so reproduced
and his achievement by virtue of realising the element of supreme soul has also been described. In
2nd chapter, a process of learning life cycle by the R~i Vamadeva has been explained. The entrance
of the breathing (Jiva) in mother's boom, his first birth there in the process of coming out and the 2nd
birth as also taking birth in various bodies after death has been called his 3rd birth. In the 3rd chapter,
a question ha~ been raised about the god worth adoration and thus the supreme soul has been proved
as the only adorable god. It has been explained that the salvation is only possible after death and
when the supreme soul is attained.
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Pray for Peace

0 Supreme soul! Establish yourself in my tongue and the mind. Please come and lead
my expressions. 0 supreme soul! Be appear before me. Make me to realise the Vedas.
Don't make me so deviated that I could forget the knowledge which has been acquired
before and by listening to. Make me able to keep myself busy throughout the day and night
in my existing tendency of perseverance (my industry on study may continue). I shall
always speak the truth and what is right may the knowledge (Brahma) protect me. He also
protect the speaker (the teacher). Let all the 3 fevers be cool down.
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Chapter-1
Part -1
[In this Upani~ad, The creation of the four worlds, of the cosmic person, and of cosmic powers
by the primeval Self and the de genetic life cycle inter-alia to the emancipation have been elaborated.]
amqr cIT
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Verily, this world in the beginning was Atman (Self, Soul), one only,-no other
winking thing whatever. Then the supreme soul had made up his mind that I should create
the world (Lokas).
[In this hymn, The term "Mi~at" is used in the sense of eye-winking which is the visible attitude
taking place with the least effort. The sense of this phrase, therefore, appropriate to be taken that
there was nothing in existence and if anyone, that was inert. The first effort has been made in the
garb ofresolution by the knowledge (Brahma).]
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He created these (four) worlds : water (ambhas), light-rays (marlci), death (mara), and
the waters (ap). Yon is the water, above the heaven; the heaven is its support. The light-rays
are the atmosphere; death, the earth; what is underneath, the waters.
[The name and location of the worlds are herein worth-considering. The earth is called Mara or
the mortal world. The space is Marici which the world fully lighted by the beams of light. The
meaning of Marici is purported to the Kalpa-tree (a tree fulfilling all desires). According to it, this
world is the killer of evils, the micro-organism or the dark. The modem science also confirms such
an acute killing flow existed in the space. The term Ambha is consisting of Am, the breathing and
"Bhal)." i.e. nutriatar. Beyond the world of the sun, it provides maintenance to the micro-breathings
invisibly and the world of the sun is established as its apparent feature. A number of learned persons
have accepted that the world of Apab is existed below the earth but such an opinion doesn't likely to
be true.
The A.pal). in reality has been envisaged by Rgveda as the fundamental activating flow of the
creation. A.pal). is the fundamental matter of the creation. This too is Hira1.1yagarbha to which Veda
has told that it is the base of the earth and the world of the sun. The water is also called A.pal) but in
case, such meaning is adopted the real connotation of the hymn cannot be arrived at. The Apab,
therefore, to be accepted commensurate with the assumption as made by Veda because it will only be
appropriate to understand the hymn. It has been addressed in the plural form of feminine gender as
Tab. In the womb of this element i.e. Apa!). the resolution of Brahma turns into universal form while
matured in this seed like formation of the resolution. This properly have been eating of the mother, it
is appropriate to say the Apa!). as Devi-A.pal) or Tal).-Apal).. In this upani~ad too, the productive use of
Apal:i in succeeding hymns can be seen repeatedly.]

~ ~ 3" ~ HlcfiQIHl?J ~ '$ffil ms~~~ ~ 1 1 ~ 1 1
He bethought himself : 'Here now are worlds. Let me now create world-guardians
(Loka-palas).' Right (eva) from the waters he drew forth and shaped ('Vmurcch) a person (in
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the form of Hiral)yagarbha).
[The term "Man" (Puru~a) is applied for a person competent to do creative industry. The
knowledge (Brahma) had given a stature to the degenetic man from that fundamr:ntal flow i.e. A.pal},
it means the power of degenetic structurization was awaken. The R~i has said it extraction as the
water. The meaning of the term Adbhyaf:i is the water but its application here in is Apa/:l i.e. a flow
competent to create the universe.]
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Upon him (puru~a) he (Atman) brooded (abhi +"1tap). When he had been brooded
upon, his mouth was separated out, egg-like; from the mouth, speech (vac); from speech,
Agni (Fire).
Nostrils were separated out; from the nostrils, breath (pra,;a); from breath, Vayu
(Wind).
Eyes were separated out; from the eyes, sight (cak~us); from sight, Aditya (the Sun).
Ears were separated out; from the ears, hearing (srotra); from hearing, the quarters of
heaven.
Skin was separated out; from the skin, hairs; from the hairs, plants an trees.
A heart was separated out; from the heart, mind (manas); from mind, the moon.
A navel was separated out; from the navel, the out-breath (apana); from the out-breath,
death (mrtyu).
A virile member was separated out; from the virile member, semen; from the semen,
water (ap).
[It hac been said herein that the Apa/:l was originated again from the semen while at a place, it
was told the first and foremost element which had originated the degenetic man itself. It is really a
very scientific as also a vivid statement. A.pal} is the fundamental flow and the main causative in the
function of creating the world. In the semen too there inherits the seed for reproducing this world or
it is the 2nd power of A.pal} that maintains the function subsequent to the creation made by it. The
semen is, therefore, the micro-form of the A.pal} and competent enough to carry on the creation as
was firstly made by the A.pal). The R~i has after a long course of observation found it true in the same
element of A.pal} the sensitivity again used to accept the new form or the complexion.]
"<; ~:"

Part -2
The ingredience of the cosmic powers in the human person
'ffi' l@T ~ ~ 31ful..q~fl!Ol~ si1qa4.-aq~Hl~INQl.gj'*4jq.qcffffq_l 'ffi' Q,.fq~chli~a4 -;r:
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These divinities, having been created, fell headlong in this great restless sea. He visited
it with hunger and thirst.
They [i.e. the divinities] said to him : 'Find out for us an abode wherein we may be
established and may eat food.'

~ ~11q1,Ut1tll ~ .~ ';fl'St4qHfqfu1 ~ssaqi.f(ltll ~ ~ ';fl'S(lqHf~@II~ II
He led up a bull to them. They said: 'Verily, this is not sufficient for us.'
He led up a horse to them. They said: 'Verily, this is not sufficient for us.'
~:
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He led up a person to them. They said: 'Oh! Well done!'-Verily, a person is a thing
well done.
He said to them : 'Enter into your respective abodes.'

~ ~ S1ifcl¥IAJ~: 'Sll1lTt ~ ~ ~ cfiOTf s11Fct¥1m1:11i4i:Hwa4l ~ ~ ~ ~ · lAI' ~
~ ~ Sl1fct¥1~i4I W ~ fffi.:t Sl1fct¥HJ I~ 11
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Fire became breath and entered the nostrils. The sun became sight, and entered the
eyes. The quarters of heaven became hearing, and entered the ears. Plants and trees became
hairs and entered the skin. The moon became mind, and entered the heart. Death became
the out-breath (apana), and entered the navel. Waters became semen, and entered the virile
member.
[It is worth to keep in mind that the gods as 11).ey got their birth from the organs of degenetic
man, established themselves in the same, regions (organs) of the man.]

aq¥1.f1t11filq1?t at(t11q1e11~S1siti ...li\Rt 1 ~ 3iici1~a1~e1 .'cit ~e1a1~1"J:1sit1'21a1~ ~
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'J:lc@": Ill\ 11

Hunger and thirst said to him [i.e. Atman] : 'For us two also find out [an abode].'
Unto the two he said: 'I assign you two a part among these divinities. I make you two
partakers among them.' Therefore to· whatever divinity an oblation is made, hunger and
thirst become partakers in it.
[The ~i makes it clear that there is no independent place for the hunger and the thirst. They are
aided with .the divine powers spreaded in distinct organs and parts of the human body. The
conclusions arrived at through the research made by the physiologists also accepts this truth. The
hunger and thirst is existed within the every cell of boqy unless the stock of food and water depleted
in the belly, the thirst and hunger is not felt at all. When the man is suffering from ailment, this
hunger and thirst is satiated by the food and water issued through the drops. This makes it clear that
the hunger and food is added with every living cell of the body.]
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Part-3
The creation of food of fleeting material form and the inability of various personal
functions to obtain it

~ ~ g fflTU ~

: Wffl' ~II ~II

He bethought hiinself : 'Here now are worlds and world-guardians. Let me create food
for. them.'
·

mslfts'Q.@tR(~s~ 'l_RfNt1~a1 ~ ~ m '.{RfNt1<4a1ii ½mt11~11
He brooded upon the waters. From them, when they had been brooded upon, a material
form (marti) was produced. Verily, that material form which was produced-verily, that is
food.
[It is worth taking into consideration that the flow of Ap too in this new creation was boiled or
matured.by this supreme sbul.]

d~·H~e Q(lsf!INl€1iij( ~ ~ ~ I ·~ <4~i[l'i:41S!4~&.4C::N&.Uiii:'4
~c11wqS1C(4(1 r~H

Having been created, irsougbt to flee away.
He sought to seize it with speech. He was not able to grasp it with speech. If indeed he
had grasped it with. speech, merely with uttering food one w.ould have been satisfied.
a&1u\.:i1M~~ aw1~1cR1&1vM ~ 1 ~ (IJ....&1u\.:i1dt4a:fitsi104 ~c11wqS1C(4(1 t'g 11

He sought tci grasp it with breath. He was not able to grasp it with breath. If indeed he
had grasped ·it with breath, merely with breathing toward food one would hav!,! been
satisfied.
· ~ aw1~1iHlt1~ ~I·"« (IJ:4ilft!q1!4~t4( ~ ~c11wqSIC(4(11~11

He sought to grasp it with sight. He was not able to grasp it with sight. If indeed he had
graspeditwith sight, merely with seeing food one would have been satisfied.
aaj)~OlfNI~~ d~i~1eH1aj)~o1 ~ I ij (IJ..:iiif\~Olli4~&.4,tcll ~c11wqSIC(4f(I IG 11

He sought to grasp it with hearing. He was not able to grasp it with hearing. If indeed
he had grasped it with hearing, merely with hearing food one would have been satisfied.
ditl'i:41Nlf;!~ dwl~lcfilitl'i:41 ~ I ~ (IJ:..jiti'i:41!4~&.4~&1 ~c11wqSIC(.<.1(1ll.911

He sought to grasp it with the skin. He was not able to grasp it with the skin. If indeed
.· he had graspecfitwith the' skin, merelywith touching food one would have been satisfied.
d4l..jijjNf~~ dw·l~lcFfl..q..jijj ~ I ~ (IJ..:i,tii'i:4134~&.4~&1 ~c11wqSIC(4(11G II

He sought to grasp it with the mind. He was not able to grasp it with the mind. If indeed
he had grasped it withthe mind, merely with thinking on food one would been satisfied.
afi0~~-11Nt~~h1w1~1i:RIR0~ ... ~ 1 ~ (IJ:.:i.R@~~ ... ,!4~l4ffl."i!'*' ~c11wqsit(4(11~ 11
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He sought to grasp it with the virile member. He was not able to grasp it with the virile
member. If indeed he had grasped it with the virile mem11er, merely with emitt(ng food one
would have been satisfied.
dG41~..fiN1fJ&«l dGii:P4t(I. ~S~ ~
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He sought to grasp it with the out-breath (apana- the digestive breath). He consumed it.
This grasper of food is what wind (vayu) is. This one living on food (aiznayu), verily, is
what wind is.
[According to Acarya Sankara the meaning of breathing is as the cavity of mouth. In
Vacastatyan too, the. breathing in, has been told the holder of breathing. In Ayurveda, the digestion,
discharge of excreta etc., activities are accepted possible only by the breathing in or by Apana. This
wind, therefore, is the holder of the food. Enhancing the age through this food, this wind is called as
the food year (Annayu).]

The entrance of the Self into the body

~

~ "Sl1mr ~I ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~
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He [i.e. Atman] bethought himself: 'How now could this thing exist without me?'
He bethought himself: 'With which should I enter?'
He bethought himself: 'If with speech there is uttered, if with breath (pra,:ia) there is
breathed, if with sight there is seen, if with hearing th!;!re is heard, if with the skin there is
touched, if with the mind there is thought, if with the out-breath (apana) there is breathed
out, if with the virile member there is emitted, thellwho am I?'

~ ~ ~ fc!Gllfd41 . . Im "S1Ttll.@"I
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So, cleaving asunder this very hair-part (siman), by that door he entered. This is the
door named 'the cleft' (vidrti). That is the delighting (nandana).
He has three dwelling-places, three conditions of sleep. This is a dwelling-place. This is
a dwelling-place. This is a dwelling-place.
[The phrase "This very place is" has been repeated 3 times.. It is. a well-settled therein of space
that to make anything most confirmed, it is repeated 3 times. This is the reason for reiterating the
place in the above hymn. What the statement wants to confirm is that this body is· the abode of that
supreme soul. Another proportion may also be in existence, there are 3 automatic systems in the body
that are under control of the supreme soul. These blends found in human body are- .1. raticular
activating system jn .the mind, pacemaker in the heart and the digestion as •also the cyck of
reproduction i.e. the naval blend. The body, the mind and the supreme ether in the 3 places are
residing and the apparent, micro and the causative forms or the creation, nutrition and the changes
may be called 3 dreams of that supreme soul.]
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" ~ ~ f&>Mt!l-<i c11c1(&qf&Rt1
" ~ ~ ~ aaqqq~tff&GqG:tifq{'lj~ II~~ II
Having been born, he looked around on beings (bhata), [thinking] : 'Of what here
would one desire to speak as another?' He saw this very person as veriest (tatama) Brahma.
'I have seen It (idam adarsa), said he (iti).
d,(,4,IIRG~. 41flc:,~ & ~ "4Tll ~ fl.fjfq'1.I
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Therefore his name is Idam-dra ('It-seeing'). Idam-dra, verily, is his name. Him who is
Idam-dra they call 'Indra' cryptically, for the gods are fond of the cryptic (parok,$a-priya)
as it were-for the gods are fond of the cryptic, as it were.

Chapter..; 2
Part -1
A selr s three successive births
This Jiva (the living body) very first enshrines in the human body like an womb. The
semen as found in the body of a man is the splendour arising from all the organs of this
body. The man provides maintenance to the splendour inherent in him and then discharging
it into ovary or the female male it creates the womb. This is the first birth of this Jiva
(living body).

~ & err a1t.1q1[&Jt ~ ,:rcrRt-1 +.1~~a«1~a~~:S~: ~aqkq.:ctc11€it14 ~
~ ra"l1i" f,(.l:ifc4~45Ht4@ ~ ffl" ~11~11
In a person (puru$a), verily, this one becomes at first an embryo (garbha). That which
is semen (retas), is the vigour (tejas) come together from all the limbs. In the self, indeed,
one bears a self. When he pours this in a woman, then he begets it. This is one's first birth.

ml_~ ~ ~ W : r f ~'d21T d,(,4,11~4i ~~I
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It comes into self-becoming (atma-bhaya) with the woman, just as a limb of her own.
Therefore it injures her not. She nourishes this self of his that has come to her.
[This combination or the eventuality is the same as between the degenetic man and the nature
itself at the time of first creation of the earth.]

~ ~ ~sirs~, "
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She, being a nourisher, should be nourished. The woman bears him as an embryo. In
the beginning, indeed, he nourishes the child [and] from birth onward. While he nourishes
the child from birth onward, he thus nourishes his own self, for the continuation of these
worlds; for thus are these worlds continued. This is one's second birth.
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This self of one is put in one's place for pious deeds (pw:iya karrnan ). Then this other
self of one, having done his work (krta-krtya), having reached his age, deceases. So,
deceasing h_ence indeed, he is born again. This is one's third birth.

tt§ffi~fqun- .~
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As to this it has been said by a seer (Vamadeva)- Being yet in embryo, I knew well All
the births of these gods!. A hundred iron citadels confined me,
And yet, a hawk (syena) with swiftl}ess, forth l flew!
In embryo indeed thus lying (sayana), Vamadeva spoke in this wise.
This very issue has been described by the R~i as under ,. "I have duly understood the
mystery of gods in the stage of womb. I was tight and thrown in the iron made cases. These
cases were in 100 numbers. I have now realised the knowledge of element and now I have
came out-like an eagle and I have penetrated all those cases." Thus sleeping in the womb
. the R~i Vamadeva have revealed this fact.

~ 'Q_ct ~ · aaiu11gfit1_
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So he, knowing this, having ascended aloft from this separation from the body (sarirabheda), obtained all desires in the heavenly world (svarga-loka), and became
immortal-yea, became [immortal]!
.
'

Chapter~ 3
Part-1
The pantheistic Self

c61's4q1Jtffi cl4!J41fi.i~
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(Question :] Who is this one?
[An~wer :] We worship him as the Self (Atman).
[Question:] Which one i~ the Self?
[Answer :] [He] whereby one sees, or whereby one hears, or whereby one smells
odours, or whereby one articulates speech, or whereby one discriminates the sweet and the
unsweet;
.· .· ~ ~ · ~ I tj~u;1q1~14 ~ ~ ·~
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That which is lJ.eart (hrdaya) and mind (manas)-that is, consciousness (sarhjiiana),
perception (ajiiana), discrimination (vijiiana), intelligence (prajiiana), wisdom (medhas),
insight (dNti), steadfastness (dhrti), thought (mati), thoughtfulness (mani$d), impulse (juti),
memory (smrti), conception (sarhkalpa), purpose (kratu), life (asu), desire (kama), will
(vasa).
All these, indeed are appellations of intelligence (prajiiana).
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He is Brahman; he is Indra; he is Prajapati; [he is] all these gods : and these five gross
elements (maha-bhutani), namely earth (prthivf), wind (vayu), space (akasa), water (apas),
light (jyotlrh$i); these things and those which are mingled of the fine (k$udra), as it were;
origins (bija) of one sort and another : those born from an egg (a,:zif,a-ja), and those born
from a womb (jaru-ja), and those born from sweat (sveda-ja), and those born from a sprout
(udbhij-ja); horses, cows, persons, elephants; whatever breathing thing there is
here-whether moving or flying and what is stationary.
All this is gui'ded by intelligence, is based on intelligence. The world is guided by
intelligence. The basis is intelligence. Brahma is intelligence.

~ ~ si~4kq41t1-1,mtc61!ibli'41gf&.i1_
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So he [i.e. Vamadeva], having ascended aloft from this world with that intelligent Self
(Atman), obtained all desires in heavenly world and became immortal-yea, became
[immortal]!
Thus (iti)! Om!

elTf lRfu si@l'aa1
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9. CHANDOGYA~UPANISAD

@i<lH,llQRtlc(
The part of Chandogya Brahm~a under the Talavkiira branch of Samaveda has been accepted as
upani~ad with this very name Chandogyopa.ni~ad. There are 10 chapters in the above ChandogyaBrahm~a out of which only 8 chapters have been incorporated in this upani~ad. This is one of the
Upani~ad which has the prolix subject-matter.
As its name indicates, Chandab is the basis of this upani~ad. The connotation of Chandab is not
confined orily to sort of literary composition of the verse but it impose a meaning also. The
meaning of the term Chanda].i is a thing thatcovers other things. The poet uses the literary rhym.e for
breasting with the spirit of the path with whom he has come in such with the letters, sentences, the
vowels· covering that path or· the spirit· are the part and parcel uf that hymns used theri:in. Similarly,
the :R~i sees emanation as revelation of the ultimate reading of this creation through different sources
and covered by various factors of the nature. Hence he has depicted·them. all as the rhyming as same
asUdgitha.

a

· Iri the 1st chapter, the Orilkiira arid an essence of :Rk, Sama etc; has been explained by inserting
ari illustration of a battle fought between the gods and the demons. The rhyme of Orilkiira has not
been confined to only the ·breathing and the letters but the secrets of joining it with the vibrations of
m.ain breathing has been explained very. cleady. Thereafter the metaphysical and celestjal ways of
worship for Orilkiira have been made to understand and its various forms have been defined. In 2nd
chapter, a number of ways ofadoration have been described by joining the Sama with the etiquette
and the modesty. In the 3rd chapter, the Sun is addressed as the honey to the gods and various sorts
ofnectats from its different directions has been described for attainment thereof. An inventory of the
eligible person for this Madhuvidya ( art of honey) has been made artd the universal form.s of GayatrI
has beeri pi'oved as also an inspection to worship the Sun knowing it as Brahm.a has been given. In
the 4th chapter, a story of educating Satyakama Jabala by an ox, the fire, the flamingo and the
donkey has been elaborated in a sequence and the reference of education· by
various fires has
been illustrated. The 5th chapterrelateS: to th.e art of breathing (Pr!iJ;la vidyii); In a colloquy between
Svetaketu and Pravah~a the process of turning the 5th offering into person related by Apatattva and
.a colloquy betw~en Asvapati imd the saints on various natures of the breathing has been discussed. In
the 6th chapter, various forms of the god and the soul have been made clear by referring to number
of instances and referenced. In: the 7th. chapter,sthe adoration of Brahma iri its various forms has been
explained. In.'·,the. 8th chapter
by,inserting
the plot.of Indra and
Virocana
an importance.
of acquiring
.
. .
.
.
.
.
.
· . . ·. . ,' : ..
eligibility by. the way of penance. for interviewing with as i:ealizing to the element of soul .as element
of knowledge have been depicted: Lastly the tradition of self-knowledge arid its results have been
discussed.
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First Chapter
Part-1
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Om! One should reverence the Udgitha (Loud Chant) as this syllable, for one sings the
loud chant (ud +.../ gt) [beginning] with 'Om'. He performs Samagana by receiving this very
syllable of Om. Such a worship is explained herein.

~ ~ ,ffi.rcn' W: ~
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The essence of all living organisms is the earth. The essence of the earth is water. The
essence of water is plants. The essence of plants is a person (puru~a). The essence of a
person is speech. The essence of speech is the Rg ('hymn'), The essence of the Rg is the
Saman ('chant'). The essence of the Saman is the Udgitha ('loud singing').

~~~

TI@"q': 'Q"(q': '4'mirrSA" <l . : 11 ~ 11

This is the quintessence of the essences, the highest, the supreme, the eighth- namely
the Udgitha.
[This takes the VIIIth place among the earth etc. essences. A particular significance is of getting
8th place by echo of Om. This whole creation is distributed in 7 of each class, like 7 lokas, 7 Ragas, 7
colours, 7 expressions etc. The VIIIth place comes after 7 and thus the beginning of next seven. All
essences are embedded in the echo of Oril and all appear out from them. In a cryptic meaning, the
VIIIth place seems depicting the same perceptions within it.]
·
'i:fiij'lf:l'

i:fiaqi:fitaqtcfiijq~jq cncllf: cncllf •

~ ~ ffl'I I~ 11

'Which one is the Rg? Which one is the Saman? Which one is the Udgitha?' Thus has
there been considered.

cii~ci~ '5111lT: ijilflN~di;8;1(!fsQ'4<@&1

Q,dHl'!i4 ~ ~ ~ ~ mlf ~II.\ II

The Rg is speech. The Saman is breath (pra~a). The Udgitha is this syllable 'Om'.
Verily, this is a pair- namely speech and breath, and also the Rg and Saman.
[The breathing too is Sam.a. Sam.agana is not only an art of the speech by the vibration of the
breathing and should not be adhered to. If no attentive waves get their motion in the breathing, it
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cannot be tantamounted as Sama of the Sama. In the common singing too this fact functions for
making it influencive as otherwise.]

a~aP-4~4infqJiaf~h,~ ~~ ~ ~

¥

ijq1,1"t0a ~ ~ a1c1.Jl-4-@.I

~11~11

This pair is joined together in this syllable 'Om'. Verily, when a pair come together,
verily, the two procure each the other's desire.

aT1lmraT { ~ cliJlfFll <qqfu ~ ~ ~ 1 1 \ 9 1 1
A procurer of desires, verily, indeed, becomes he who, knowing this thus, reverences
the Udgitha as this syllable.

d§JQ,dGj~18:R ~ Fch'i:.1ij~Hk41f~Jlc1 ~ ~ 'Q,cr ij'3f~Gj~I ijq~Wdi 6 ~ cliJlfFlt
,:rcmr~~~lllll

Verily, this syllable is assent; for whenever one assents to anything he says simply

'Om'. This, indeed, is fulfilment- that is, assent is. A fulfiller of desires, verily, indeed,
becomes he who, knowing this thus, reverences the Udgitha as this syllable.
[This universe is created by virtue of the resolution made by the Brahma. His permission for the
creation of this universe is the cardinal cause behind the universe as created. Whatever the source or
the purpose for which permission is given by the Brahma, that element certainly comes into
existence, therefore the permission of Brahma too is prosperity. This statement of the R~i is very vital
and vivid.]

m

w:fi" fcm1" clffif artfilf4AAlcl4R-i)fi:1fu~r:: ijf41f~fgs{i4Jid"'Acll&H¼IQffica -q"fuqt

m11~11

This threefold knowledge proceeds with it: saying 'Om' one called forth; saying 'Om'
one recites; saying 'Om', one sings aloud, to the honour of that syllable, with its greatness,
with its essence.

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~I

~ fcm1" mferm ~ $
~~QRt4G1 ~ ci"14clft( ~ {sl~d:/'Acli8:H¼IQ&..m:§!.114 'qc(Rfll ~o II
';fRf

~ ~

He who knows this thus and he who knows not, both perform with it. Diverse, however,
are knowledge and ignorance. What, indeed, one performs with knowledge, with faith
(sraddha) with mystic doctrine (upani 1rnd)- that, indeed, becomes the more effective.
Such is the further explanation of this syllable.
II~ ~ : "{sl1]5: II
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Part-2
The Udgitha identified with breath
~cllff(I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Sll-i!IQfcm.kf.a ~ 3s(\$!1ql-ilG<~~.:iF1FiNfcl&.11q ~II ~II

Verily, when the gods (Devas) and the demons (Asuras) both descendants of Prajapati,
contended with each other, the gods took unto themselves the Udgitha, thinking : 'With this
we shall overcome them!'
[The supreme soul has been said the father of creation or the master or even the ruler. The god
and demon, the matter and anti-matter, the creative and destructive flow, the genuine motivation and
the cunning motivation all have been originated from him therefore he is the matter of them all.
In case, all these merge into one, the retrospective stage of the inactive creation may again come
into existence. These both aspects therefore are engaged in their prescribed functions. A man can
fructify any of the flow through his resolution. The worship of syllable Om is provided for keeping
one save from the germinating effect.]

~ ~ .:ilf~cl-4 S11013s(\$!13q1~iilf'6~1 m~:

"QTURT

fclfc1~«H::q1f!'1i~ - ~

wfu

~

~~'Ql't1f.1T~'fq;g:ll':?11
Then they worshipped the Udgitha (the syllable Om) as the breath in the ·nose. The
devils afflicted that with evil. Th~refore with it one smells both the sweet-smelling and the
ill-smelling, for it is afflicted with evil.
31$!1"

~ clli.l!:js(\$!1~Ql~iilbh)i

'ffi;'.~: 1lfllRT

fclfc1ia~f41fliti'w.t 'cl"Gfu ~ ~ ~

lfTllRT ~ 'fcr.IDI I~ 11

Then the gods worshipped the Udgitha (the echo of 01il) as speech. The devils afflicted
that with evil. Therefore with it one speaks both the true and the false, for it is afflicted with
evil.

~ ~

i.11€;~-tttl ~

~- 11~
fi(JTI$!1qq1~iiibfi)1
~

'Ql'ORT

d4HHI:
~ fc1fc1ei~f41fl-tl~
~
~

~ ~

~dfi!.4'!_11~ 11

The gods then worshipped the Udgitha as the eye. The devils afflicted that with evil.
Therefore with it one sees both the slightly and the unsightly, for it is afflicted with evil.

~ ~134~c;._JTI$!1~q1~iilf%)1
~ ~ 'Ql'ORT ~dfa.)1'!_11~ II
31$!1"

a.g,~u:

lfTllRT fc1fclia~f4t*i11~

~ ~

Then they reverenced the Udgitha as the ear, but the demons vitiated it too. Therefore
with it one hears both what should be listened to and what should not be listened to, for it is
afflicted with evil.

~ ~ lR 3s(\$!13q1~iilf%)1 d41~{1:I lfTllRT Fc1Fc1ia~f41*i-1i~ ,(ii:fi~4fl ,(ii:h~.:ntl
ill,(ii:6~114 ~ lfTllRT ~dfa.ll'{IIG.11
The gods then worshipped the Udgitha as the mind. The demons afflicted that with evil.
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Therefore with it one imagines both what should be imagined and what should not be
imagined, for it is afflicted with evil.
[The sage has here explained that the echo of Om may be worshipped by the breathings coherent
to the sensory organs but even a little omission may viciates it owing to a slight lift even to the flow
given to the evils.

It has been explained in successive hymns that the complexes created by the demons become
known as rescinded when the syllable Om is worshipped through the cardinal breathing.]
3w.f

'i ~ ~ ~ : SIIOl~!li(ll4!!41sEii~f~)1 ~~ ~ ~~~~v:u~q1-1q1&01~RO

~mfll\911

.

.

.

.

Then they reverenced the Udgitha as that which is the breath in the mouth. When the
devils struck that, they fell to pieces, as one would fall to pieces in striking against a solid
stone.

~ cct'.l1~q14q1{slo1~R:11 ~mr
~ "« ~s~qi@Jf:IIGII

~tel' -«

~~ ~ Q,cifciR 'QTtj" ~

As a lump of clay would fall to pieces in striking against a solid stohe, so falls to pieces
he who wishe~ evilto one who knows this, and he, too, who· injures him. Such a one is a
solid stone.
·
·

~ ~ ~ - ~ fcl.,jji•1k+.14~dQIU:U~ -~-- cce;~.fl@.cc~at@ fl~fi.(11_ SliOIHcl@I - ~ .
Q,611.fidl~fcttcotsfi(ij@ ,c{lld,'1;i~cll.fid ~ll~ II
With this [breath] one discerns neither the sweet~smeUing nor the ill-smelling, for it is
free from evil. Whatever one eats with this, whatever one drinks with this, he protects the
otheryital br;eaJ4s, ;\ndJ1ot findingthis [~reatl.1 in_ th~ n1outh], one finally deceases; one
finally.leave~ hi; ni.outh open. . .
.
. .
.
[When the cardinal breathing of the body engages in worship the Udgitha (the echo of Om), it
awakes his' hig;li quali11f8-'~while digesting
f6od. The'rrtaintenance of thifbreathings ·as' locafoct in
bodily' brgails through
food, the arising qualities save him from the attacks made by the
deficiencies. The succeeding hymn explains the catdinai breathing.] --·

the

th1

Q,i:114f·<tj ~s~· ~: 11 ~on
Atigira too had worshipped the syllable Ofa a.s the Udgitha. People thinK'thaf it is
indefd J\,tigir~s, be«ause it is tlle essence (rasa) of the. limbs (anga )7 for that reas9n. ·

·· ·-·-~~ aro1?.tgq:r~1:aS6

v:a5

'

·~ ~ijdJ8W@;i(IP.4!!41sEiif.lS6 ~- ~·GJ8W@·-~ ~ ~m:crr ~<11@':ll~~II
,;Brhaspati 'reverenced this as the Udgitha; People think that it is indeed· Brhaspaif,
bedausS :speecli·is'great{vfhdtt)'and'it'is ·t)le lord (pati) thereof.:... for. that reason.

~,,~1t:~j~ ~-~~~:~;~r:~~jJ~~.l, ~~,1~\~J;~§;~.:r1!~!«~~11i~~f~,.,~~'~1, co:iJf'~JJ,,S

A½,~~e:'a·I~J~WBf~E!fl\,~ ~~!!NF :U~~itfi~IJ~~H!?1e{\!1iil~1M1~F1,~t li1}11f)f ~Hc•~¥.~~~?i\·~)b&RJU~~X;1i~v
g<;\~Wlff~ftfVlm,mJ~5i WRM\hJ,qJia}rr,X9r,t~~!if~~~~ltr dfd)i
c)fU or
;;;riJ
.n
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~

ifc6T ~

&

o'!:

fctGi'dcbHI

~ & ~M~il<U·il!!s(kll ~ ~ ~ :

i:fijqj.fitll"-1@11~~ II

Baka, the son of D~lbhya knew it. He became Udgatri priest of the people of Naimi~a.
He used to sing to them their desires.
·
[The devotee of Udgitha (the syllable Om) who has acquired expertise may fill his breathing
with the waves in accordance with the resolution while engaged in the offering etc. functions and
thus competent enough to spread the same spirits in the whole atmosphere.]

·ammrr -g

t

~ ~ c:r ~ ~ $64&.m:q'{, 1~-g 11

An effective singer of desires, verily, indeed, becomes he who, knowing this thus,
reverences the syllable as the Udgitha.
Thus with reference to the self.
II~~: ~II

Part-3
Various identifications of the Udgitha and of its syllables

al$!Ufilac1a

c:f ~

o1ffif

agih>.1gQHfh11EJ.ql ~ ~ ~ ~~ ,q;qqqg*IQ6-dl

& t ·~ o1ml' cqq'@ c:f ~ -are:11 ~I I
Now we will discuss on the worship of the celestial glory. Him who glows yonder [i.e.
the sun] one should reverence as an Udgitha. Verily, on rising (ud-yan), he sings aloud (udgayati) for creatures. On rising, he dispels darkness and fear. He, verily, who knows this
becomes a dispeller of fear and darkness.

~· a ~ ~
Q,dfliqq1

"dlUJITSilq:JwTISm

1:.11ro?.1gQH-t1dll~ II

ffl $(1lqq1:a~ ~ ~ .S16!4H<:H ~ m:itm
.

.

This [breath in the mouth] and that[ sun] are alike. This is warm. That is warm. People
designate this as sound (svara) that as sound (svara) and as the reflecting (pratyasvara).
Therefore, verily, one should reverence this and that as an Udgitha.
81?.r ~ 64Hflcfl«!?.1gQl«ld ~

mfirrfu ~ mOTI'

ilGQIR@ 'ID'S'Q'RTS$!1'

c:r:

SIIOII.QHt.fl:

• : ~ '64Rt it &rR: m ~ d~IGSll0i~4Ql4.ql'dqfqo41g(@ll~II
The Udgitha (the syllable Om) should be worshipped in gai"bff the breathing known as
the Vyana. When one breathes in- that is the- in-breath (pra;,:za)'. 'When one breathes outthat is the out-breath (apana). The junction of the in-breath and the out-breath is the
diffused breath. Speech is the diffused breath. Therefore one utters speech without in
breathing, without out-breathing.
[The activities of breathing in and breathing out in the element of breathing are automatic. In
Vyana, the employment of the breathing by resolution takes place in the particular direction.
Motivating th_e breathing to the higher ideals by resolution while worshipping is called Udgitha (the
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syllable Orh). This activity is performed by restricting the functions of breathing in and breathing out.
This issue has been further made clear in the successive hymns.]

~ c:l'T'cRf ~ af41GSIIOl~4QH~:aqfi:1&11€;<@ ~ ~

m

af41GSIIOl~4Qi+:t::iiq ,w;rfu

~ ~ :arol?.l~f41GS11Ui~-IQH?jc(~li~@ll~II

The Rk is speech. Therefore one utters the Rk without in-breathing, without outbreathing. The Sa.man is the Rk. Therefore one sings the Sa.man without in-breathing,
without out-breathing. The Udgitha is the Sa.man. Therefore one chants the Udgitha without
in-breathing, without out-breathing.

am ~1.:.::i-41f:t

ci,~fof;a ~ ~1!111~4.e:i4q1Jt: mot ~ ~ 3-11"-l44S1101~-1q1-1~~

cti-OJla¼ ~ffi&IT4?icflrol?.l~Qlftlallt..._ II
Apart from it, the otherwise function require strength, like the kindling of fire by
friction, the running of a race, the bending of a stiff bow- one performs them without inbreathing, without out-breathing. For this reason one should reverence the diffused breath
as an Udgitha.
3-11?.1'

{slt:~)Uli.fl&,H1Ugq1f11\'1tro1?.1 ~ 'Sl1'UT Q,clldlicrl-1

li.flrn ~

tyRrnRr c11nflc11~1

~

FR ~ras?t

~ ~ I I G.11

But one should also reverence the syllables of the Udgitha- ud, gl, tha. Ud is breath, for
through breath one arises (ut-ti,s.thati); gl is speech, for people designate speeches as words
(giras); tha is food, for upon food this whole world is established (sthita).
[While worshipping Udgitha, the breathing i::1 the bodily organs in garb of the food, the
breathing (Vyana) in actions and cardinal breathing providing with the upward motion are worthworshipping. The worship of Udgitha harmonizing the close of holder, exhibitor and the promoter
breathings in various forms in the nature has been explained in the successive hymns.]

drtcflG.fiRl¼T llt: ,ffe.rcit 1?.1q1f¾R-t l{cita1glmr'.:i*l?.1-::~ l{cttEl~cR'l tfl,fit~Gzy.1
~ it cff€IT ~SW:IT~ 'qcfffi if l{di~ci tciiiljro$?n ~rnogqlf:f ~ ~11\.911

~s~

Ud is heaven; gl is atmosphere; tha is the earth. ud is the sun; gl is wind; tha is fire. Ud
is Samaveda; gl is Yajurveda; tha is Rgveda. Speech yields milk- that is, the milk of speech
itself- for him, he becomes rich in food, an eater of food, who knows and reverences these
syllables ofthe Udgitha thus : ud, gl, tha.
[In the successive hymns, it has been made clear that the devotee to Udgitha must keep his
devotion in an absolute form for the desired success. The penance of spirit or devotion for the person.
who resides Sama or the pray requires self-meditation which has been clearly discussed in the
successive hymns.]
3-11?.1'

{slc-cli~i\: +1~f.g:M+1<011'11f9Qlft1a ~ ~1i.:i1~tt44:41-tkfh'-flQ!41~1._11t 11

Now then, the fulfilment of wishes- One would reverence the following as places of
refuge. One should take refuge inthe Sama,n with which he mcty be about!() singaStotra,
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One should take refuge in the Rk in which it was contained, in the R~i, who was the
poet, in the divinity unto whom he may be about to sing a Stotra.

ir.f ~

~16!.1"*41i1i:04:{ ~qgi1a~4 ~ ~jG!.jqjOi: ~W)q!iqgi1a1_11 ~o II

One should take refuge in the meter with which he may be about to sing a Stotra. One
should take refuge in the hymn-form with which he may be about to sing a Stotra for
himself.

~ ~ R~19qgi1a1_11~~11
One should take refuge in the quarter of heaven toward which he may be about to sing a
Stotra. ,
~lfqHq·fh1

~ ~ ~ &1i<hlS1q.Jls~ 6" ~ ~

cfi11l:

.(.li34ila ~ :

~ciift@ ~ : ~ciift@II ~~ II
Finally, one should go unto himself and sing a Stotra, meditating carefully upon his
desire. Truly the prospect is that the desire will be fulfilled for him, desiring which he may
sing a Stotra-yea, desiring which he may sing a Stotra!
ii~~: ~:II

Part-4

'Om', superior to the three Vedas, the immortal refuge

~f..(€fa«~Hf!«l1?19Q1.f:l1dlffi@

~«1~@ awtq&11&1Hq_11 ~11

'Om'! One should reverence the Udgitha as this syllable for one sings the loud chant
[beginning]- with 'Om'.

This very Udgitha is hereby explained.

~

½~

13('lflfai'R.lawcft·

fcrm

~~

~<i01«~~~RHi:.01«~~0i:04:{.(.li

04:{@:l'{I I~ 11

Verily, the gods, when they were afraid of death, took refuge in the threefold
knowledge [i.e. the three Vedas]. They covered (acchadayan) themselves with meters.
Because they covered themselves with these, therefore the meters are called chandas.
[The gods have been told immortal then how they frightened of death? The gods as referred
herein are purported to the divine powers enshrined into body.
In Svetasvatara upa~i~ad, it has been described that the gods arising from the various organs of
the de genetic man entered into the parts and the organs of the human body. As the man is mortal, the
go~s entered into his limbs and organs and therefore feel the fea: of death.]

~ IDT 13f9dl!li

qfflj9~&i qf{q~~~ci qdq~~i:ifu mfi=i ~ I ft' J fctTCttlfEli ~:

~ : ~ Sllfcl~l'lll~ II

w=rr
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Death saw them there, in the Rk, in the Saman, in the Y ajus, just as one might see a fish
!n water. When they found this out, they arose out of the Rk, out of the Saman, out of the
Yajus, and took refuge in sound.

~ m Slii4q1l..flfcflMJic11Rt~:i:Jlc1~ ~ ~ ~

m- ~1:i:i:H'tG~aq~

ao1fc1~e1 ·

~311FfT~~ll~II

While reciting Rea, he sounds out 'On1'; similarly a Saman; similarly a Yajus. This
sound· is that syllable. It is immortal fearless. By taking refuge in it the god became
immortal, fearless.
[The gods unless give up observing, their entity in the essences of the ever mortal sensory
organs etc. could not free from the fear of death even'ifthey comply with the discipline prescribed by
the Veda as and when they get entrance into the pleasure of supreme essence in garb of the Brahma
as Om, they attain immortality.]

~

er

~ ~ sio~Jla~c11a:~ ~q~aq~ sifc1~1Rt ao1fct~e1 ~ ~ctl*i1G~ffi

,:rcrra 114 II
He who pronounces the syllable, knowing it thus, takes refuge in that syllable, in the
immortal, fearless sound. Since the gods became immortal by taking refuge in it, therefore
he becomes immortal.

Part-5
The Udgitha identified with the sun and with breath

~ ~· er • : ~

'Sl'Ol"cn"

er:

'SIUlcf:

~

•

~ m~ •

~

'SIUlcf &l'fqfu

~ ~{~@11~11
In fact, what is Udgitha is the Pral)ava (Orn) too and what is Pral)ava if Udgitha too,
And so, veriiy, the Udgitha is yonder sun, and it is Ori1, for it is continually sounding 'Ori1'.
[The modem science accepts that the Sun with its solar family is also dynamic. The revival of
the breathing by the Sun has already been called Udgitha in recedent hymns of this very upani~ad at
1.31.]

~ ~ at1-11..qq ~s'fflfu ~ i:611:t"lafch: 9~9c11~ ~~~ qe11c1Je11~dt~cfl
~ ~ "'lfci&.4~16!,1Mac1aq__11 ~ II
'I sang praise unto it alone; therefore you,are my only [son],' said Kau$itaki to his son.
'Reflect upon its [various] rays. Verily, you will have many [sons]'.
This is a description on the divinities.
[In proportionate to the resolution made by the devotee, the power of breathing is appropriated.
As per this fact, the above hymn envisages that one or a number of Suns can be obtained by way of
focussing the brain at Sun.]
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Now with reference to the self. One should reverence the Udgitha as that which is the
breath in the mouth, for it is continually sound 'Om'.

~ Q,cil~*ll~Hfftti a+41..qq ~smfu
~ ! lf ~ I I~ II

~

9349c11i1

c6lt11afc6:

ffl1lT1':'.~

'I sang praise unto it alone; therefore you are my only [son],' spol<;e Kau~itaki unto his
son. 'Sing praise unto the breaths as a multitude. Verily, you will have many [sons].'
3M ~ c:i- ~ : ~ 'Sl'OTcfT c:i-:

'SfOTq:

~

~ i'i~i:l~·IIJ:c11fil ~~s(laqjijql~{(lli:ifj

•

ijql~«1'@11~ II

Now then, the Udgitha is Om; Om is the Udgitha. With this thought, verily, from the
seat of a Hotr priest one puts in order again the Udgitha which has been falsely
chanted-yea, puts it in order again.
[In case, the person engaged for performing the offering is not competent to use the hymns
accurately and thereby if the vibration is not thrilling right, the learned person by virtue of reciting
the Orh energises the cardinal breathing and the deficiency thereby sat aright.]
I I~ 'Q'§q': ~ : 11

Part-6
The cosmic and personal interrelations of the Udgitha

$i!ftlcf~tf?.:i:

mq

cl~cl~cl,()..11~&1~

"ffll.1'

~':'.

"ffll.1'

lITTffi

~

ijlfi'-l{q-@f,(.Hq 11 ~I I

The Rk is this [earth]; the Saman is fire. This Saman rests upon that Rk. Therefore, the
Saman is sung as resting upon the Rk- sci is this [earth]; ama is fire. That makes scima.
[The Sama, viz., Udgitha has been said the circulation of breathing when the breathing is
circulated the element of earth (wood etc.) jointly make the fire. Similarly, the circulation of
breathing in the space forms the wind and the circulation of breathing by ether forms the Sun.]
~ : 'ffllT

a~a~a¼~&I~ "ffll.1'1 clf41ipi-1!!4tZ'!: "ffll.1'

tis~m

m

i:llg{q-@('(-iiqll~ II

The atmosphere is Rk and the wind is Sama. This Saman rests upon that Rk. Therefore
the Saman is sung as resting upon the Rk. sci is the atmosphere; ama is the wind. That make
scima.

"filtcflTTTG~:

"ffll.1'

a~a~o¼l~&l~G'!:

"ffll.1'1

~

"ffll.1'

ti

m

ij1RfJlsq@R-i1t111:} 11

The Rk is heaven; the Saman is the sun. This Saman rests upon that Rk. Therefore the
Saman is sung as resting upon the Rk. sci is heaven; ama is the sun. That makes s·cima.
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~SIIO~cj~ ~ : mlf a~a~aWll;!i'A~G~ mlfl df4li;;i'A~G~ mlf
~ &q@t,(.uq

mm

ft

~

m

The ~ is the lunar mansions; the Saman is the moon. This Saman rests upon that ~.
Therefore the Saman is sung as resting upon the ~. sa is the lunar mansions; ama is the
moon. That makes stima.

~ ll~<iGIRf4w ~ m: ~ : ~ 'IR: ~ m=mtr a~a~aw1l;!TA~?A~ mtJ
dfi.lli;;i'A~~ mlf ftll~ II

Now, the Rk is the white shining of the sun; the Saman is the dark, the ultra-black. This
Saman rests upon that ~. Therefore the Saman is sung as resting upon the ~.

~ ll~dGIRf4w ~ m:
~~

fi;:,:o;q~q,affi (UllSIWI

mr ~ ~ 'IR: ~ aGq@6(.l(q(~ ~s.:auR~ ~ :

3-IISIOl{sllffi& ~ ~ : 11 ~II

Now, sa is the white shining of the sun; ama is the dark, the ultra-black. That makes
sama.
Now, that golden person who is seen within the sun has a golden beard and golden hair.
He is exceedingly brilliant all, even to the fingernail tip.

~ ~ ~ !jOs{lcfiqcjqfa:rurr

awtfc:;@

;ntT

~ ~

~:

~ ~ ~ ~

!

~ : ~ ~ ~ m!:111.9 II

His eyes are even as a Kapyasa (the buttocks of an ape) lotus-flower. His name is High
(ud). He is raised high above all evils. Verily, he who knows this rises high above all evils.

~ ~ mlf ~ ~ af41$«l~@f41~q1~1~aw ~
Mli:bi«IQi ~ ~cicfilq14j ~f4fu~cla'f_lll II

Tf@l

~ ~

ii'

i:.llgamqu~1

His songs (ge,~,:zau) are the~ and the Saman. Therefore [they are called] the Udgitha.
Therefore also the Udgatr priest [is so called], for he is the singer (gatr) of this [High (ud)].
He is the lord of the worlds which are beyond yonder sun, and also of the gods' desires.Thus with reference to the divinities.
II~ l:{1:e: lsOs: II

Part-7

~ cil~cii.:fi mul: mlf a~a~aWll;!i'A~ mlf ,,rmr.r.r",m:ra~
,.,.'t--.-c,_--.. mlf
"'

f:'\,

,,

fi

cl1ll"ci'

m

'SllUllS q @ ffi Iq II ~ II
Now with reference to the self.The ~ is speech; the Saman is breath. This Saman rests upon that ~. Therefore the
Saman is sung as resting upon the Rk. sa is speech; ama is breath. That makes sama.

~)c1,,1fq1

mlf

~.S q @ M Iq II ~ .II

a~a~aWll;!TA~

mlf

~

mlf

fi ~
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The Rk is the eye; the Saman is the soul (atman). This Saman rests upon that Rk.
Therefore the Saman is sung as resting upon the Rk. sa is the eyes; ama is the soul. That
makes sama.
~~flci:{4-1:

~ d~d~l"F@-lll;!i/.1~ ~ ~

~

~ m

ft

lRTSq<@Rflqll~ II

The Rk is the ear; the Saman is the mind. This Saman rests upon that Rk. Therefore the
Saman is sung as resting upon the Rk. sa is the ear; ama is the mind; That makes sama.

~ ~ : ~ cqr: ~ ~ lR: WJ)i' oRillf a~a~a¼ll;!ill9ic&~ df'ilitill&f&~
~ ~ , ~ ~ : ~ m:
~ ~ lR: WJ)i' aa_q0Rt1q 11~ 11

m:r

Now, the Rk is the bright shining of the eye; the Saman is the dark, the ultra-black. This
Saman rests upon that Ric Therefore the Saman is sung as resting upon the Rlc sa is the
bright shining of the eye; ama is the dark, the ultra-black. That makes sama.

m:r

~ ~ ~s~ ~ ~
~ oRillf ~ ai!l~©J~ a~a¼ ~ ~
~ ~ tllcl96!.I ~ -a1' l\1D'IT ~ 'ffilllflll.., II
Now, this person who is seen within the eye is the hymn (rk), is the chant saman), is the
recitation (uktha), is the sacrificial formula (vajus), is the prayer (brahman).
The form of this one is the same as the form of that [Person seen in the sun]. The songs
of the former are the songs of this. The name of the one is the name of the other.

~

,t¢ it :f)af'.lli;cllffl

M\cbl~tii ~ qjG!.lcfilqHi ~ ~ ~ ei1Ullt1i 'lltl.Jid ~ ~

~ !H~Hil:IIGII
He is lord of the worlds which are under this one, and also of men's desires. So those
who sing on the lute sing of him. Therefore they are winners of wealth.

~ ~ ~

fcigJ,-alq

~ ~ lJF.ITTI"

'IDS~

~ ~

it

0q1ga:m<Hiffl

Mli:6101~ ~clcfilql<@l~l l\911

Now, he who sings the Saman, knowing it thus, sings of both; through the former he
wins ~he worlds which are beyond the former, and also the gods' desires.
311!11~~61

it i)af'.IIC::cll'*fl

Mli:6101~ qjG!.lcfiiql~ ~ ~cifci~s(ldl ~11 l i I

Through the latter he wins the worlds which are under the latter, and also men's desires.
Therefore an Udgitr priest who knows this may say :

c6 ~

cfi1qq1,11t11-11~tl ~ cfilq'IH~e ~ ~ fcig:14::uq lJF.ITTI" ~

-.rm:Jrall~ II

'What desire may I win for you by singing?' For truly he is lord of the winning of
desires by singing, who, knowing this, sings the Saman-yea, sings the Saman!
11~~:~:II
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Part-8
The Udgitha identified with the ultimate, i.e. space

w.rr ~ ~ ~= ~= ~11M1c1f<.l?:1fctia1+.i-11 ~= sic116on ~ctf!!"iRRt.
il~;ro~ ~ ~= ~ 6.Jiro~ ~ ~ ~11~11

a

There were three men proficient in the Udgitha : Silaka Salavatya, Caikitayana,
Dalbhya and PravahaI).a, Jaivali. These said : 'We are proficient in the Udgitha. Come! Let
us have a discussion on the Udgitha! '.

· ~ 6 fl!iqfclfcl,tt: ~ 6 Slcfl60TI ~cffM;cf(ii 'ql(cf·4tlcf~ cfG'ctT ~ilt)Oit1lcf~<1lcflii-::

it&t I4Tffi II~ II
'So be it,' said they, and sat down together on appropriate place. Then PravahaI).a
Jaivali said : 'Do you two, sirs, speak first. While there are two Brahma1,1as speaking, I will
listen to their word.'

~ 6 ~ : ~11Mlcff<.l?:1fcbctl+.i4 ~ ~·~ ~-€01'11@ ~ ~11~11
Then Silaka Salavatya said to Caikitayana Dalbhya : 'Come! Let me question you.'
'Question', saidhe.
cfil

mi:rr ,,ran.Rt

~ ~ ~ ~ cfiT

,,ran.Rt

Jn1JT ~. ~ 'Sll1JR<f cfiT

'l@R.f<.1$1N@ iic11iil$1W cfiT 'l@R.f<.IIQ ~ ~11~11

'To what does the Saman go back?' 'To sound,' said he.
'To what does sound go back?' 'To breath,' .said he.
'To what does breath go back?' 'To food,' said he.
'To what does food go back?' 'To ":'ater,' said he.

'Mlc6 ~ g)c11ii1!i&1 ~ cfiT ,,ran.Rt -:r m Ml<:fiqfo-1~RRt ~
ffl ~ ~ ~ : ~~'fu ~ I I ~ II
a:rq;- cfiT ,,RtRf<.1,(-f~,

"What is the essence of this water?" 'Yonder world,' he said.
"What is the essence of yonder world?"
He said- 'One should not lead beyond the heavenly world,' 'We establish the Saman
upon the heavenly world, for the Saman is praised as heaven'.

~11M1c1f<.l?:1Rba1cc-i ~!icfliilSl@fud ~ fcnFr ff ~ ~ cc~all
1t11~ amRt&1JiRt ~ ff fclqffi&1a1ra ~ ff fclqr1Rra11~11
~ 6 fim;:ien:

Then Silaka Salavatya said to Caikitayana Dalbhya; 'Verily, indeed, your Saman, 0
Dalbhya, is unsupported. If some one now were to say "Your head will fall off," your head
would fall off.' .
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iHiliJfld;a:•1c1Jl ~a_,.,.",Rt ~ · i}c11;s11g&.1 Mli:6,(.4 cnr ,,RtRc,q<.i ~ ~ if\cili:41,@.i
~ cnr ,,ranra ~ ~ M1i:6qra-1~RRt ~ ~ cr4 . ~ ~,(¾,q4,q:
Sl@8Hr::~fl mil'fu1 I l.9 II
'Come! Let learn this from you, sir.' 'Learn,' said he (Dalbhya).
'To what does yonder world go back?' 'To this world,' said he.
'To what does this world go back?' 'One should not lead beyond .the world-support,'
said he.
'We establish the Saman upon the world as a support, for the Saman is praised as a "
support.'
'd'::

w sic11ijon

~c1f&Hiclli4H1c1~ ~ ~

~11(>'11c1c,q

m-q- ll~ara

t'-1•-'!m

~ fciqra&.1~,Rt

~· ~ fciqflf&@ iJ-klh~fld;a:•lciffl ~d.i'11@ ~ ~ l l t II
Then Pravaha1;1a Jaivali said to him : 'Verily, indeed, your Sa.man, 0 Salavatya, comes
to an end. If some one now were to say "Your head will fall off," your head would fall off.'
'Come! Let me learn this from you, sir.'
'Learn,' said he.

11~~:~:,i
Part-9

~ Mli:6,(.4 cnT •i@R.t,qli:6WI .~. ~ ~ i ell ~ 'qdl..eiic6i~ll~cl <QgNeJ.fl
~ ~ ll.f<.lli:li·IWI ~ '*-lll!Hli:61~1: q,(lljOi'{ll~II
Silaka aaid-:- 'What is the essence of this world?' He said~ "space," 'Verily, all things
here arise out· of space. They disappear back into space, for space alone is greater than
these; space is the final goal.
·~ l1_tf

troi:l-0413@1i1: ~ ~s;r.a: troc1fli!ll ~ cqerra q-0c1u4«1

w('ltc:fil~ll@ -q ~

fciat.Q{lcl(l~I'!: ijgs(lt>.1gQt<@I I~ II
This is the most highest and excellent Udgitha. This is endless. The most excellent is
his, the most excellent worlds does he win, who, knowing it thus, reverences the most
excellent Udgitha.
'd':: ~dq@l!.j.c(j ~ aa:<~11fos(W.lli!ficRcncili4 · ~

.·'Q;t SN1P~1grol!i ~~ Q:OclU<O

tut ,@icid_Mffi!Sh ~ '¥1Fci&.t Rt II~ II
dl!.llgfutfft'1st; ~ ~ ~

(f

izytirct

&ugliitffilss ~ ~ ~ ~ ~11~11

FcitljQI<@ QUclUll ~ ijl,(.41Mffil~~ ~ ,:ierfu
..

When Atidhanvan Saunaka told this Udgitha to Udara-sat:1<.lilya, he also said : "As far as
they shall know this Udgitha among your offspring, so far will they have the rntost excellent
life in this world, and likewise a world in yonder world." He who knows and ireverence sit
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thus has the most excellent life in this world, and likewise a world in yonder world-yea, a
world in yonder world.'
I I ~ ~ : '{gl]s:11

Part-10
The divinities connected with the three parts of the Chant

qz~1ga~. ~~tx:Ufti:P-41

~ \ll14tflqf,@g i:.11%1401 . ~ 'SllJ'OTc6 '3elmll~II

The land of the state of Kuru spoiled owing to sudden fall of the hailstorms, there lived
in the lbhya village of a Elephant-man a very poor man, U~asti Cakraya)J.a, with his wife
Atiki.

~ ~ ~~1tt1qg1«41 ~ m~1

;rars~ ~ cfa:I' ~ ir ~ aqf.tfi;at ~11~11

He begged of the Elephant-man, while he was eating Kulma~a grains. The latter said to
him: 'I have no others than these which are set before me' ..

~ti"~~~~ &-dljQ14N~R@t£

½ti"~ ~,RRt ~ I I ~ II

U~asti said- "Give me some of them". He gave them to him and said : 'Well, here is
water'.
'Verily,.that would be formeto.drinkleavings!' said he.
U~asti replied- "l could be accused of drinking stole water ifl have it"
;i-

~s«.gR0:e1 .~ ;i- err *-fflfu6c,11fqqy ;i- <s11«filRt

~ 'f.6Tlll" lf

a«q14fqfu11~11

'Are not these[beans] also leavings?'
'Verily, I could not live, ifl did not eat those,' said he. 'The drinking of water is at my
will.'

~ J <s11R(151t@¥1ttie:lf4141 ~ ~ .~ ~ ~ dl-51@iJtt) ~Ill\ II
Having eaten, U~asti gave the remainder to his wife. She had already begged enoughto
eat. She took these and put them away.

~ J 'Sffif: tiNl&i4 '3cllTJ ~ itldlst.~ ~ ~ e44qj,tj~~ ~ ~ 1U
i j ~ I ~ 4oi\a@ 11 ~ 11

On the next morning, having got up from the bed, U~asti said to his wife- 'Oh, if we
could get some food, we might get a little money! The king over there is going to have a
sacrifice performed for himself. He might, choose me to perform all the priestly offices.'

~ Gtiillclii:.I ~ ~ ~ 'Q",q ~~fqj ~ dHsllR(15119 ~ fuaaq414111.911
His wife said to him : 'Here, my lord, are the beans.' He ate them and went off to that
sacrifice, which had already been begun.
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dSfli(%j4F@ISI ,@l~q1011:j1f1Qfctat~1 ~ & Sl@dl(!icllf.Wl 11
There he approached the Udgatr priests as they were about to chant the hymns of praise
in the place of the singing. Then he said to the Prastota priest :
Sl,(,(,ld41 ~ Sl01ciq-cil4ftl 'dT "a<t;fciil.Ml,(,(11~f,(.I ~ ~ fuqfu~~i@II~ II
'Prastota priest, if you shall sing the Prastava (Introductory Praise) without knowing the
divinity which i: connected with the Prastava, your head will faH off.'
I

Q,citlclls(ldl<!icllf.Os(ld4l ~clffis(\l?lq-cil4ftl 'dT "a<t;fci!l.l:js(l¼fo ·~ ~ fclqfu~~I@ 11 ~o 11
Similarly also he said to the Udgatri priest : 'Udgatrl priest, if you shall chant the
Udgitha (Loud Chant) without knowing the divinity which is connected with the Udgitha,
your head will fall off.'

~ siRtt1ahgc11i1 sirat;J4i ~ siRtt11<q-c114ft1
fclq@~d\@ ~ & ,(-jqiU1l~WTiq1.gif.lf;Ji)II ~~II

m :ae;fua1.:sira

t;n:~rn

~ ~

Similarly also he said to the Pratiharta priest : 'O Pratiharta priest, if you shall take up
the Prntihara (Response) without knowing the divinity which is connected with the
Pratihara, your head will fall off.' Then they ceased and quietly seated themselves.
[Such precautions were given by the saints who were expert in the functionslike offerings to the
half-learned persons with a view to by the depth of their knowledge. Having, this a terrifying
ultimatum, the half-learned Brahmal).a, the clients etc. used to refrain from the work handled that time
by them.]

Part-11

am~~~ ~ eIT ~ fc1fcl~t11ofh=gt1f~<M f.llS6t4Ui ~ ~11 ~11
Then the institutor of the sacrifice said to him : 'Verily, I want to know about you, sir.
"I am U~asti Cakraya!).a," said he.

~ ~ ~ efT ~ : .gfh1~~: ~ wre@T efT 3it;qfciielP-4H?,IN: 11 ~II
Then he [i.e. the institutor) said : 'Verily, I have been searching around for you, sir, for
all these priestly offices. Verily, not finding you, sir, I have chosen others.

~~ -q- .g~uRci~n:Rt ~ ~ 'Q?-f .gqfu~e1: ~ ~ ~ e;E1101c1..qq
c:m~~&~~ll~II
But do you, sir, perform all the priestly offices for me.'
'So be it,' said he (iti). 'Butin this matter (tarhi) let these indeed, being permitted, sing
the Stotra; but you should give me as much money as you would give them.'
Yajamanasaid- 'So be it,'

am ~.

si@ruq.g.g1e; si@a4i ~ si01c1q-c114+t1

fc1qfu~~1@ ltT WlclHctif.l(Cfidql

m ~11-g11

m ~e;fcla1.:si&1~f.g

~ .~
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Then the Prastotri priest approached him and said : 'You sir, said unto me : "Prastotri
priest, if you shall sing the Prastava without knowing the divinity which is connected with
the Prastava, your head will fall off." Which is that divinity?

mur ~ ~ w.rffiJ1'
Slo@iclq:.Cll<ltll

ij 'ell

ffl' il«fcl&}~l&IQTI

~ ~ st101qc11fi:itjfcl~1Rt ~ ~ ~

~ .~ c:4Q@6lltlv.flfh,{4 ~II~ II

'Breath (prarJa),' said he. 'Verily, indeed, all being here enter [into life] with breath
and depart [from life] with breath. This is the divinity connected with the Prastava. If you
had sung the Prastava without knowing it, your head would have fallen off, after your had
been told so by me.'

m ~ .. groJlq~~1«\«1a<11

~c1dls(l$!1q-c11<1tt1

ffl'

-a«fcla13«1,t.qf~ · ~ ·~· fclq@6lj(1"1ffi lfT

'*'4•1cil.fcrli:4('$dqr m ~11~ 11
Then the Udgatri priest approached him and said; 'You sir; said tmto me : "U'clgatri
priest, if yo:u shaU chant the Udgitha without knowing the divinity which is connected wi.th
the Udgitha, your head will fall off." Which is that divinity?'

~ .~· ~ . ~ ij 'ell ~ 'f!dl-<llre,f4g~: ~ l'fP.IRr ~· ~cj(1js(l$!jq.q[<ltll ffl'
-a«fcla19«•11wi ~··~ &.1Q@6lltt2t,fh,@.r ~111911
'The Sun,' said he. 'Verily, indeed, all beings here sing (gayanti) of the sun when he is
up (uccais); This is the divinity conn~cted with the Udgitha. If you had chanted the Udgitha
without knowing it, your head would have fallen off, after you had been told so by me.'

m t.t

st@ijfil4Q~1« st@ijacn ~ st@ijHq-c11<1tt1

ffl'

-a«fcla1-M@ijR6llr~ .~ -~

fclQ@6ll(1"1@ lJT Wlcll.fcfli:4('$dql 'ffl ~IIG U
Then the Pratihartr priest approached him and said : 'You, sir, said unto me : "Pratihartr .
priest, if you shall take up the Pratihara without knowing the divinity which is connected
with the Pratihara, your head will fall off." Which is that divinity?'

aTilm@ ~ ~ ij 'ell ~ <i!dl-<l~Clcl Sl@ij(qjOIIR ~ ~ ~
Sl@ij1<q-c1iqt11

ffl'

-a«fc@-Mf4ijU&fl ~ ~ c:4Q@6llttv.flfh,{4 ~ ~v.flfh,{4 ~II~ 11

He said 'Food,' 'Verily, indeed, all beings here live by taking up to themselves
(pratiharama'fJa) food. This is the divinity connected with the Pratihara. If you had taken up
the Pratihara without knowing it, your head would have fallen off, after you had been told
so by me.'

ll~ ((c:61«~1: ~ : I I
Part-12
In this part, the 'Sauva' Udgltha is described. According to the reference books, the term 'Sauva'
is the abbreviated form of the 'Sauvana'. 'Sauvana' is meant for anything related to the 1t1otion
(Svii.na). This is a trimming illustration. The term 'Svana' is formed of the 'Sun root'. According to
'Sun' to go, the term Svii.na is meant for dynamically. The proportion to this illustration seems clear
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by assuming the meaning of 'Sauva' as relating to the breathing. According to the story, the sons of
the R~i have gone to the far natural place for perseverance. They introduced their with the purified
breatliing or the wind full of oxygen. Other 'Svanas' (the breathing defected of the sens9ry organs)
refer to their hunger and submit to them singing Udgitha for attainment of food. In the precedent
parts of this upani~ad, it has been already said that the penance ofUdgitha performed by the purified
breathing is only fructified. The group of breathings spreaded all through in the nature sing Udgitha
under the leading of the purified breathing. The illustration or the context described herein obtains
clarity.

31?.ffil': •

ast121~4 ilc6I' ~~err~:

~,84,4!J&.icjN111~11

Now next, the 'Sauva' Udgitha, connected with Dogs is describedSo Baka Dalbhya or Glava Maitreya-went forth for Veda-study.

~ -ffl ~ : ~

m.~ ;aqijq?.Jl~:i:ii ';fl' ~ijc:jj.fl'li4(Cf~l4141q err ~11~11

A white dog appeared before him. Around this one other dogs gathered and said : 'Do
you sir, obtain food for us by singing; Verily, we are hungry.'
dl-ijlell~~ci lJT Slld'6Q.Qii\4ifl@ Ooi iflclrr ~ 1cffiw1T err~: Sl@Qliil4if.lq,ii(II~ II

Then he said to them: 'In the morning you may assemble unto me here at this spot'. So
Baka Dalbhya-or Glava Maitreya-awaited.

fl' w ~.

at{gtlfc1q1~..f

<@114q1011:

~ram: .Qct:81~e1

q,~-Q~....a

w .Qgqfc1~4

~:mm
Then, even as [priests] here, when they are about to ·chant with the Bahi~pavamana
hymn, glide hand in hand, so did they glide on. Then they sat down together and performed
the preliminary vocalizing (hinkara).
[The hymn of 'Bahi~pavan1ana' is recited in the morning not at the later but by moving in a
batch around the altar. The aim of such movement is for attaining the best cereal for the offering on
fire. Here to the tendencies coherent with the breathing i.e. the hunger and the thirst etc. do pray for
the food so that they may survive. In the succeeding hymn this very psalms has been described. It has
been called 'Trita': It has been made to the three gods.]

alt~lreJ~lU~ftlirr~ lU~ ~

cf'6UT:

SIGIIQ@:

ma@T~ ~~~-~~ s"iffim

-gu~-gu~fqra-11411
'Om! Let us eat. Om! Let us drink. Om! May the god Varu:r;ia, Prajapati and Savita bring
food here! 0 Lord of food, bring food here! yea, bring it here! Om!'.
11~1JW': ~ : I I

Part-13
The mystical meaning of certain sounds in the Chant
The penance known as 'Stobha' which relates to the 'Siima' is described in this part. The vowels
are recited like the classical music but the words depicting particular meanings are not used herein.
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The spirit attached with the vowels in that very process has been elaborated here.

~

qlq

m- t;l3cfil-O ~ ~ 3ik'lt;cfil-OSf?.j .flcfil(: II~ II

Verily, the sound ha-u is the world, [for this interjectional trill occurs in the Rathantara
Saman, which is identified with the earth'.
The sound ha-l is wind, [for this interjectional trill occurs in the Vamadevya Saman,
which has for its subject the origin of wind and water].
The sound atha is the moon, [for on food (anna) everything is established (sthita), and
the moon consists of food].
The sound iha is oneself, [for oneself is here (iha)].
The sound l is Agni, [for all Samans sacred to Agni end with the sound f].

~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ail~f~cfiH: SNM@fWcfiH: mur: ~s~ <tT
cllf?cl(l~II~ II

The sound 11 is the sun, [for people sing of the sun when it is up (u-rdhvam)].
The sound e is the Invocation, [for people call with 'Come! (e-hi)'].
The sound au-ho-i is the Visvaveda gods, [for this interjectional trill occurs in the
Saman to the Visvaeva gods].
The sound hili is Prajapati, [for Prajapati is undefined, an the sound hin also is
indistinct].
svara (sound) is breath, [for that is the source of sound].
ya is food, [for everything here moves (yati) through the help of food].
vac is Viraj, [for this interjectional trill occurs in the Saman to Viraj].

atFHiffi~t.OW: ~ :

ffl' ~:11~11

The sound hum, the variable thirteenth interjectional till, is the Undefined.

~s~ ~ .

it cnit

~S$16il4-4c{l <qqfu ~ ~ (-114..fl!!QRtl~ ~c{lqfZtq~ ~

~11~11

Speech yields milk-that is, the milk of speech itself-for him, he becomes rich in
food, an eater of food, who knows thus this mystic meaning (upan(wd) of the
Samans-yea, who knows the mystic meaning!

Second Chapter
Part-1
The Meditation of the Whole Saman

~

.(4q,@,(4

ffi'J
~
~
dfgl'IR.llil"~
d~Bitl@II ~II
~ ml:f ~ ~
...:,
...:,
...:,
~~ ~
...:,

Om! Assuredly, the reverence of the Saman entire (samasta) is good (sadhu).
Assuredly, anything that is good, people call saman (abundance); anything that is not good,
a-saman (deficiency).
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[The root cause of the recital of Sama is clarified here. Recital of Sama is purported to the best
recital performed for the benevolent purpose. The recital of Sama on the basis of elocution of singing
but With the selfish interest as also with greed cannot be tantamounted to the recital of Sama. The ·
benevolent spirits full of appearing only are desired for the recital Sama. The R~i has made it clear in
the 4th and the last hymn under this part.]

d5dl141§:

:a1Ji4!1q1,11~ra

m~44!1Q141i~~q

de;lg<:aiCl4!1Q141i~~ijl!!44!1Ql'll~~q

'dG1g : II ~ II
So also people say : 'He approached him with stiman (kindliness)'; that is, they say :
'He approached him with good manner (stidhu).'- 'He approached him with no stiman';
that is, they say : 'He approached him with no good manner.'
aw.r1di141g: .mif

11" ~ ~ cqqfu ~ ~ de;lg<:a1q ~ ~ t4~iijl!! 'qq~iji~

~ 'd'Glg:11~11
So also, further, people say : 'Oh! We have stiman (goods)!' if it is something good·
(stidhu); that is, they say : 'Oh! Good!' 'Oh! We have no sama11!' if it is not good; that is,
they say: 'Oh! No good!'

~ ~ \¼g:1;.g1~ ijltlfgQi~S~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 3TI" ~ '1'&§~'64 ~ ~:11~11
He who, knowing this, reverence the Saman the best among all,- truly the prospect is
that good qualities will come unto him and attend him.
"ij"

Part-2
Some analogies to the fivefold Chant
In this very upani~ad, it h;;,~ been made clear in the precedent hymns that Udgitha too is the
'Saman', and the spirit of 'Saman' is purported to the gentle and bonafied spirits. The breathings are
motivated and inclined to perform the particular purpose in Udgitha; The ceretum are the orders of
motivating the breathings for the greatest deeds is continued in various forms throughout the tangible
as also intangible nature. In recital of the hymns pertaining to the offerings, five divisions or the
devotion of 'Sama', have been told. The R~i has highlighted various forms of 'Sama' in the degenetic
offering of nature as also its divisions from 1st t9 7th part. It has been said that the devotee able to
accustom himself with the application of Sama by the breathings in course of a number of natural
activities can obtain a power to control that cycle in toto.

~ ~:a11.f1Ql4:ild

~ ffiq;msfr.r:

~s~

~:

S1@t;1u

efif.igj4fit&.1~l I~ 11

In the worlds one should reverence a fivefold Saman (Chant). The earth is a Hirikara
(Preliminary Vocalizing). Fire is a Prastava (Introductory Praise). The atmosphere is an
Udgitha (Loud Chant). The sun is a Pratihara (Response). The sky is a Nidhana
(Conclusion).
Thus in their ascending order.
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a1211~*'! ehf'Ji:61< ~ : ~s~sfr.l: ~ :

·iffercft ~11~ 11

Now in their reverse order.
The·sky is a Hinkara. The sun is a Prastava. The atmosphere is an Udgitha. Fire is a
Pratihara. The earth is a Nidhana,
[The 'Hirilk:fu'a' and 'Nidhana' is recital of Satn!!ll are an indicator of the beginning and the end
respectively. When the breathing is.motivated targeting the upper worlds from the earth, the situation
availed is as described in hymn number one. However, when the 'Sama' is recited from the upper
worlds by targeting the earth, the situating becomes as described in the hymn number 2.]

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ fcit1iF41S1>9 qi1fciij~ijiiTIQ1;i11~ 11
The worlds, both in their>ascending order and in their reverse order, serve him who,
knowing this thus~ reverences a fivefold Saman in the worlds.
Part-3

W' ~ . ijj'flQl~lff ~ .cflffl .·~ ~. ~ ~ ~ cl1ifu ~ ~ fcffffi@
\.d.jcl@ ~ ~ : II ~II
In a rain-storm one should reverence a fivefold Sa.man.
The preceding wind is a Hinka:ra. A cloud is formed-··. that is a Prastava.
is an Udgitha,. It lightens, it thunders~that is a Pratihara. ·

::S(.;!~I@ ~

It rains-that

cl1ifu. ~. ~
ij ~ ~ fcit;.l~l!!l Qi,Mij~ijl'flQl;ill~ II
.
.

It lifts-that is a Nidhana. It ra1ns for him, indeed, he causes it to rain, who, knowing
this thus, reverences a fivefold Sa.man in a rainstorm.

Part-4

:gc1i,(,clq) ~ij1'flq1,m~ ~·· t.1ct4~c1~ .~ ~ ~ ~ ~

~ailircn: ~ :

en: mv:r: ~

~~: ~~11~11

In all waters one should reverence a fivefold Sa.man.
When a cloud gathers-that is a Hirikara, When it rains-that is a Prastava. Those
[waters] which flows to the east-they are an Udgitha. Those. which flow to the west-they
are a Pratihara. The ocean is a Nidhana..
;i-

~ ~ ~ ~ Mtll~cll,(,clq) ~ijiittQl;iU~ II

He perishes not in water, he becomes rich in water, who, knowing this thus, reverence a
fivefold Saman in all waters.
Part-5

~ . Qi,fc(ij~ ijj'fl·Qlffld

cRf.dT

~

muf:

~

f.l!r:ri{II ~ II
In the seasons one should reverence a fivefold Sa.man.

eNf . :

~l(dl@i;i<l ~
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The spring is a Hirikara. The summer is a Prastava. The rainy season is an Udgitha. The
autumn is a Pratihara. The winter is a Nidhana.

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ fei;fjg!j ~ijilflQl~ll~H
The seasons serve him, he becomes rich in seasons, who, knowing this thus, reverences
a fivefold Sa.man in the seasons.
Part-6

'tl'ffl"

QiJfei@r!(ijjl{IQl«ldiGII ~Sq?.:(; ~ TIT'cr. ~SSST: ~ : ~ ~ I I ~u

In animals one should reverence a fivefold Sa.man.
Goats are a Hirikara. Sheep are a Prastava. Cows are an Udgitha. Horses are a Pratihara.

,:rcrRr ~ ,mcr: Ql(Jqj.lqcj@ ~ ~ feial..q:;>J~ ~ ijJJ.OQl~ll~II
Animals come into his possession, he becomes rich in animals, who, knowing this thus,
reverences a fivefold Sa.man in animals.
Part-7

~ ~ q{lcj(lq: .a11-1,q1wa

·murr ffienm ~ =

~ S1rai,J1?1- ·lf.TI"

~ Q(lcl-0(41~fumrrf;r11~11
· In the vital breaths (pra,:za) one should reverence the most excellent fivefold Sa.man.
Breath is a Hirikara; Speech is a Prn:stava. The eye is an Udgitha. The 'ear is a Pratihara,
The mind is a Nidhana. Verily, these are the most excellent

Q(lcl-Ocfl ~
ijii.fNF@ ~

cqqra

Q{lcl-0(4«1 & Mli:fii~H.ffo ~. ·~ · felal.:stlUl!j ~ Q{lcf,Oq:

g QiJfelSl~II~ II

The most excellent becomes his, he wins the most excellent worlds, who, knowing this
thus, reverences the most excellent fivefold Sa.man in the vital breaths.-So much for the
fivefold.
Part-8
-Some analogies to the sevenfold Chant
a1'.f ijfifctSl(-4
· ~ "ij"

ffl'

~~liflQl«\d ~ .

cffi.lT.

~ · ' , a ' . ~ ~ 'ij'

~

~:11~11

Now for the sevenfold. In speech one should reverence a. sevenfold Sa.man. Whatsoever
. of speech is hum-that is a Hin:kara (Preliminary Vocalizing). Whatsoever is pra-that is a
Prastava (Introductory Praise). Whatsoever is a--,--'-,that is an Adi (Beginning).
~

"ij"

~ qdlffi@

"ij"

Sl@i,Jl{I ~ "ij" ~ , . ~ dttiSl-1'{11~ II

· . Whatsoever is ud-.that is an Udgitl;la (Loud Chant);
Whatsoever is prati---::-that is a Pratihara (Response).
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Whatsoever is upa-that is an Upadrava (Approach to the End).
Whatsoever is ni-that is a Nidhana (Conclusion).

~SW~ 1:IT crR.n' WS~clH~i<l

~ ~ ~ fcl~fcllM ~*llirlQl~II~ II

Speech yields milk-that is,, the milk of speech itself-for him, be becomes rich in
food, an eater of food, who knowing this thus, reverences a sevenfold Saman in speech.
Part-9

~ ¾il&i:l!jtll~fll~ ~ *lltt'IQH-1111 ~ ~ mll'

lit 'Sr@ lit "S@ffil' . . ~

mll'II ~II

-

Now, verily, one should reverence yonder sun as a sevenfold Saman. It is always the
same (sama); therefore it is a Saman. It is the same with everyone, since people think: 'It
faces me! It faces me!' Therefore it is a Saman.
af?i.lRilq1R
"WcITS-cil4*11-@fl.liff

~

ffi~JRt

'l!dl-<.1-cii4*1H1@

fc@l*1f4

~ ~ ~:II~ II

One should know that all beings here are connected with it.
When it is before sunrise-that is a Hirikara (Preliminary Vocalizing). Animals are
connected with this [part] of it. Therefore they perform preliminary vocalizing. Truly, they
are partakers in the Hirikara of that Saman.
~ 4dl$!1'-11RJI 'B" Sl-@lcl-@c:;fl.l ~~

3t-cil4*11,@f'llff

Sl'½!@cfijqj: ~*llcfilqi:

~ ~ ~ : 11 ~ 11
Now, when it is just after sunrise-that is a Prastava (Introductory Praise). Men are
connected with this [part] of it. Therefore they are desirous of praise (prastuti), desirous of
laudation. Truly, they are partakers in the Prastava of that Saman.

~ 4ffijf,q~Ml41~ 'B" ~i~,@i::;f4 ~f4.cjl4*11R df'li'11-<.l~~S~Oll-<.lli::;141<"tl4
~ ~ ~:ll'g.11
Now, when it is the cow gathering-time- that is an A.di (Beginning). The birds are
connected with this [part] of it. Therefore they support (adaya) themselves without support
(an-aramba,:za) in the atmosphue and fly around. Truly, they are partakers in the Adi of
that Saman.

~ cr~SI@ 1t1!4M ~ :aro$!1,@i::;f4 ~ 3t-cii4,ii,@,(.qjff Wfftrr: ~
~~:11~11

Now, when it is just at midday- that is an Udgitha (Loud Chant). The gods are
connected with this [part] of it. Therefore they are the best of Prajapati's offspring. Truly,
they are partakers in the Udgitha of that Saman.
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3M ~ ·qe.4f¾-1tdil~IQ<ltf;IR-I

Sl@t;l(0GW

Ti,:rr

31:.i:llqfll0Wi'il ~ · -1iclQEI~

~~.'ffll=f:IIGII

Now, when it is past midday and before [the latter part ofJ the aftemoon-,--,-that is a
Pratihara (Response). Fetuses are connected with this [part] of it. Theref0re they are taken
· [or, held] up (pratihrta) and do not drop down. Truly, theyare partakers in the Pratihara of
that Saman.
3M

~qq(l@ldil~t0q~,ftj

,:iQ~0G¼l(Uql

~.q-lqf110Wi'il

~ ~ ~

-~'ffll=f:11\911

Now, when it is past afternoon and before sunet-that is an Upadrava (Approach to the
end). Wild beasts are connected with this [part] of it. Therefore when they see a man, they
approach (upadravanti) a hiding place as their hold, Truly, they are partakers in the
Upadrava of that Saman.

•

(1&11.1q10fri'a ~ ~ firaus:.i:1,qfl10w,it1m~ra ~ .·~

mq ~

~@=4gq,Rfq~ ~ *11inq1011l 11
Now, when it is just after sunset--,-that is the Nidhana (Conclusion). The Pitrs are
· connected with this [part] of it. Therefore people lay aside (ni + "4dha) the manes. Truly,
they are partakers in the Nidhana of that Saman.
Part-10

~ {g@::llt1,F9f'4aqffi13~ ~min91:ma 'W,fiR .~ ·~· Jml'Tcr ~ ~ ~ I I ~II
Thereafter, one should meditate upon the seven-fold Saman. Now then, one should
reverence the Saman, measured (sammita) in itself, as leading beyond death. Hinkara has
three syllables. Prastava has three syllables. That is the same (sama).
a11RR@

~ ~ ~ ~ 'ffif Wii ~ I I ~ II

The term 'Adi' is formed ,.:vith 2 letters and 'Pratihara' is formed with 4 letters. A single
letterifremoved from 'Pratihara' and added with the 'Adi', both words become equaL

~~~~~~=·~~~~,1~11
The word Udgitha consists of three letters and 'Updrava' consists of four letters. To the
extent of 3 letters these are equal and a single letter remains. This residual letter is called
'A~ara'. It also consists of 3 letters, therefore, it also is equal.

f.lt1-1ftt@ ~rt

aR-tqqc1 -

'fftR. l

ell

v:aif;r ~ ~ m r n

Nidhana has three syllables. That is the same, too. These are twenty~two syllables.
~~1~,R~q11-1t~cfifct~~

ell

~HHcitR~

~VR

Q(ijtR~t81q@

'ffilTc6

afifl)cfi'{l 1~ 11
With the twenty-one one obtains the sun. Verily, the sun is' the twenty-first from here.
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With the twenty-two one wins what is beyond the sun. That is heaven (nakam). That is the
sorrowless.

~ t;,Rf4¼ ~ ~ t;1w1Rf4'31~151cn

<qqfu ~ ~ fcu11.:m=qtjf4aqffi~f9 ~

ijiiflQI~ HliflQl~II~ II

He obtains the victory of the sun, indeed, a victory higher than the victory of the sun in
his, who, knowing this thus, reverences the sevenfold Saman, measured in itself, as leading
beyond death-yea, who reverences the Saman!
Part-11

lR1' ~ ~ : .m;t ~ : 'SfTUTr f.t!l.:iqas=,,~si

~ ~11~11

Now the peculiar worship relating to Gayatra is described. The mind is 'Hirhkara',
Speech is a Prastava. The eye is an Udgitha. The ear is a Pratihara. The breath is a Nidhana.
This is.the Gayatra Saman as woven upon the vital breaths (pral')a).
'ij"

~ Q,c1qaro~si ~

lmi'

~

'SnUft

~ ijJq1g)Rt '*"''111c1Rt qt;,~'31~, ~.

qg1/4)f4T ·qg1q41: ¼h1{~d'{l 1~II

He who knows thus this Gayatra Saman as woven upon the vital breaths becomes
possessor of vital breaths, reaches a full length of life, lives long, becomes great in
offspring and in cattle, great in fame. One should be great-minded. That is his rule.
Part-12

~ "« ~ ~ ~ 'ij" ~ ~ 'ij" ~SWffi ,:rcrRf 'ij" ~ ,:N~li'4@
~ ~ ~ · . dffl!i4qd1,V-l.a<q,,{j ~ I I ~II
The fire emerging out as a result of rubbing is 'Hirhkara', Smoke is produced-that is a
Prastava. It blazes~that is an Udgitha. Coals are formed-that is a Pratihara. It become
extinct-that is a Nidhana. It becomes completely extinct-that is a Nidhana. This is the
Rathantara S~man a:s woven upon fire.
'ij"

~ Q,ciqd~V-1.a<q,4, lf@' ~ ~ij]ciJ¼itl({I ~ ij4q1~~Rt '*"''1!1ci@ qg,~'31~1

~ qg1/4)f4t

";r

stf4&._,sp..jqjiliq~ RBl~fl{~d'{II~ II

One who knows thus this Rathantara Saman as woven upon fire becomes an eater of
food, eminent in sacred knowledge, reaches a full length of life, lives long, becomes great
in offspring and in cattle, great in fame. One should not take a sip and spit toward fire. That
is his rule.
Part-13 '

~ ~ 'ij" ffllcf: ~ ~ 'ira 'ij" • : 'S(@'
clffiwl" ~ ~ 1fR ~ dffl!i4qdt;_iq'a_&j
~ I I ~I I

,aqq~~~

'ij"

¥

-m ~ 'ira

'ij" ~ :

Now the worship of Vamadevya Sama in the form of couple is described. One
summons-that is a Hinkara. He makes request-.;_that is a Prastava. Together with the
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woman he lies down-that is an Udgitha. He lies upon the woman-that is a Pratihara. He
comes to the end-that is a Nidhana. He comes to the ,finish--that is a Nidhana.
[The sage has said the couple life and the cycle of reproduction by way of it as under the
Vamadevya Sama. A few pupil alleged to this context as being trivial but it is worth consideration
that he is explaining a number of ways for the worship of Saman in the cycle of Sama, the flow of
breathing according to the flow of nature. When this is the position, how the genetic signs conducted
by the couples can be abandoned. The sage observed here a particular Sama'(a Supreme penance of
the development through the breathing). Thus there is no scope for futility in this context of
discussion on the knowledge as also the scientific matter.]

¥

~ ~ Q,c1?ia,1q~c4
~ ~ ~ ~.uf..q~·Udf'i1l(.j<l ;gaiii,~)Ri ~''J'l1ci@
q61¥il(.ji ~ q61/4li:41 ;r cfi1" ~ ;r qf4:~fli{c;ld'l_l 1"< 11
He who knows thus this Vamadevya Saman as woven upon copulation comes to
copulation, procreates himself from every copulation, reaches a full length of life, lives
long, becomes great in offspring and in cattle, great in fame. One should never abstain from
any woman. That is his rule.
Part-14

at1f%c61< ~ :

rnrcir

q&.1R,.:i ~ s ~ : Si@61-0S~ (.jfsie11?iai{~6c;IR~ ~11~11

The rising sun is a Hili.kara. The risen sun is a Prastava. Mid-day is an Udgitha.
Afternoon is a Pratihara. When it is set-that is a Nidhana.
This degentic Sama is established in the Sun.

~ ~ Q,ci?i11i{i!J6c;IR~ ~ ~ ij:,jf@.l~l({I

ffi"

,(.jc(qj~)Ri ~'\J'llcl@ q&l-51Zi'f(.jj

~ q61.chli:41 ~ ;r R~fli{c;ld'{I I"< 11
He who knows thus this Brhad Saman as woven upon the sun becomes a brilliant eater
of food, reaches a full length of life, lives long, becomes great in offspring and in cattle,,
great in fame. One should not find fault with it when it is hot. That is his rule.
Part-15

armful"

tj~ct.fl ~

3i{'J@\I@ 11f~eH?i11~.(clQ

ffi"c6TU ltm ~

m

~

rnrcir cl1ifu ~ ~

fctt1111'a ~.\(.j@ ~ ~

~ I I ~II

Mists come. together-that is a Hinkara. A cloud is formed-that is a Prastava. It
rains--that is an Udgitha. It lightens and thunders-that is a Pratihara. It holds up-that is a
Nidhana. This is the Vin1pa Saman as woven upon cloud (parjanya).

~ ~ Q,c1?i11~.(clq

m

~ ~ ~~ ~~ Q~j.:icl'64 ;gaiq,~)Ri

~,:ilc1ra

q6FSiZi141 ~ 4€;1.chli:41 ~ ;r R;:e:fli{c;ld'l_ll"< II

He who knows thus this Vsir-Opa Saman as woven upon rain acquires cattle both of
various form (vi-rflpa) and of beautiful form (su-nipa), reaches a full length of life, lives
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long, becomes great in children and in cattle, great in faP-ie. One should not find fault with
it when it rains. That is his rule.

Part-16

~ ~ mu:r: · ~ cfln' • : ~msiffit1<1 ~ . fZiei-1t1alu.Jt1;1g~ lmfClll ~i',
Spring is, a Hinkara. Summer is a Prastava. The rainy season is an Udgitha. Autumn is a
Pratihara. Winter is a Nidhana. This is the Vairaja Saman as woven upon the seasons .

Q,cltldl<Ntl;!:g~ "ST@ ~· fct<Nt@ · ~ ~ ~4Yi7g{ki'. '*-fi4'31lcl@
qg1~w-11 ~ qg1.cblfti{~ R<it(~d'{II Ru
·· ·
·
· · ·
·
. "ij° "(f'

He who knows thus this Vairaja Sa.man as wc>Ven upon the seasons shines like a king
(virajatz) with offspring, cattle and emiherice in sacred knowledge, reaches· a· foll length of
life, lives long, becomes great in offsprii:igan.d cattle, great ii.). fame. One should not find
·
·
·
fault with the seasons. That is his rule. · ..·

Part-17

,ffercfl"

fir.6ms~ mlcll ·Ji~wei) . mt: ."SffillR: .~

ffl:IIW

.·

a

f:tei-1t1a1: q1cFe1~ · ~

·:,

.

-

.

The earth is a Hinkara. The atmosphere is Prastava. The sky is an Udgitha. The
regions of the compass are a Pratihara. The oc.ean is a Nidhana, Th¢s{rare the verses of the
Sakvari Saman aswovenupon theworlds.
·
·
·

~ ~ <qcffif w:iq1~\@ •. W!JJOcl@ qg1~.Jt<U
~ qgi:ctilfc4i ~ · . R;a:,i(iJd'(IIRII
"ij" tf ~ :

~lcfelJf ~

M

He who knows thus these verses of the Sakvari Saman as wovep:. upon the worlds
becomes possessor of a world, reaches a full iength of life, lives long, becomes great in
offspring and in cattle, great in fame. One should not find fault with the worlds. Thatis his
rule.

Part-18

am ~ S ~ : .mTcll .Tflcr ~SJST:

~!

~ ~-4~~1)~t<4: ~ lffill:11~11

The goat is Himkara, Sheep are a Prastava,. the cows.·. are qclgftha, the horses are
Pratihara and the man is Nidharia; These aie the verses of: Jhe Ifovafrsaman as woven upon
animals.
"ij" t:1' ~ : ~ !

:q"l!! }.Tl~l ~ ~ ~ifin~)@ G4iNl(et@

~
.

.
.
..
He who knows thus these vefse; of the Revati Sa.man as wov.en up6rran.imals becomes

.qt11*6\t<4t •

R~fl~~d'{llR u

9tl~.Ji<U

possessor of animals, reaches. a full forigtb of lifei lives lo,ng, bec.orrj:es gte1:1t iti offspring
anc.l i'n cattle, great in fame. OneshouldJ1otfindfaull~ith .{tni'nials.-:Tha{is hi~ rule.. .
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Part-19
~ mcfil(,@;1®4:<1,cn ~ ;gqro~r~
~

-srramu trail f.tei-t?rnt1~,4~,4qw·1:1 -sm=rq,,~,,
'
~

Hair is a Hitikara. Skin is a Prastava. Flesh is an Udgitha. Bone is a Pratihara. Marrow
is a Nidhana. This is the Yajfiayajfiiya Saman as woven upon the members of the body.

*

~ ~ Q,cl?ia£1~14~14qW·~ ffl ~ ffl'
fci[i:0@ ;g;=rq1p:Rt ~'P\Jllcl@ q{ll-51::il41
~ q~14\i::41 ~ ~ .fl}llil41flc;._cJdl{ ~ .fl~-1141RRt "cl'Tll~II
He who I<-..11ows thus this Yajfiayajfiiya Saman as woven upon the members of the body
becomes possessor of the members of his body, does not become defective in any member
of the body, reaches a full length of life, live long, becomes great in offspring and in cattle,
great in fame. One should not eat of marrow for a year. That is his rule. Rather, one should
not eat of marrow at all.
Part-20

atr'.:iij'c61<l ~ : ~ ~ ~

~mfur ~~ f.tei-t?ia~J::it;:j ~

'ITTol(II ~ II
The fire is himkara, the wind is Prastava, the sun is Udgitha, the planet is Pratihara and
the moon is Nidhana. This is the Rajana Saman as woven upon the divinities.

~ ~ Q,c1i=la~J::il;:j ~ m'{f ~~a1.g1qc1 ~ ;gM1cfia1~ ~ ~ ~
;gJq1$,Rt '*-0'\Jllcl@ q{ll-51::il41 ~ q{ll.cfili:'41 ~181011~ R~flc;._cJdl{II~ II
He who knows thus this Rajana Saman as woven upon the divinities goes to the same
world, to equality and to complete union (sayujya) with those very divinities, reaches a full
length of life, lives long, becomes great in offspring and in cattle, great in fame. One should
not find fault with the Brahmal).as. That is his rule.
Part-21
The Saman itself based on the world~all

~ fcrm ffic61Hbl4 #f ~: ~ rnrerrsR'.:ic1ig<1Ri::4: ~ ~ ~ ~fu
~ : ~ ~ : ~ ~ : Nd(4:<'lf?i81.fctafmq ;gJft.Hnaq:_11 ~II
The Three-fold science is a Hitikara. The three worlds here are a Prastava. Agni, Vayu
and Aditya are an Udgitha. Stars, birds and light-rays are a Pratihara. Serpents, Gandharvas
and the Fathers are a Nidhana. This is the Saman as woven upon the world-all.
~·~ Q,cictdR:llq ;gJf+'H1ld ~ ~ ~ ffi'll~II
He who knows thus this Saman as woven upon the world-all become the world-all
itself.
~~:I

~~il'furil'fur~;r~:

q:,:q~c;fwll~II
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On this line there is this verse :- Whatever triple things are fivefold~ Than these things
there is nothing better, higher.

.·~. ~ ~·. ~· ~. fwl' cilfMq~ ~ I

~&qf4jfgQIWd ~ d(i;l~H(ll~II

Who knows this fact, he knows the world~all; All regions of the compass bring him
tribute. One should reverence the thought 'lam the world-all!' That is his rule. That is his
rule!
Part- 22
Seven different modes.of singing the chant,·characteristic of different.gods
~ · ~ ·~ Q~i&IMfll4~*1i(ll?.l1SFrnni: SIGIIQ<lf.hi+h: ~ ·~···~
4Mcifc;-iXW. ~i;W<l<Q'-cli.d, ci*1UIW di41cii~cflq:g~a cITTiUi' ~ ~ I I ~II

cf'R.lf: ~

'l prefer the high~soundinganimal~like forni of the Saman'~such is the Udgitha
belonging to Agni. The indistinct forni belongs to Prajapati; the distinct, to Soma; the soft
and smooth, to Vayu; the smooth and strong, to lndra; the heron~like, to. Brhaspati; the illsounding to Varul).a: One may practise all these, but one should avoid that belonging to
Varul).a.
~ . ~ 3Wllt.ii'11flll41i~Mgii ~ · 3ffl11T . ~ ~ :
431q1:.mu~q1<i14 awu'l!1.ft€lla1f.t

ffl

~

·tr.tm Wl<hlsiqa: ~II~ 11

'Let me obtain immortality for the gods by singing'-thus should one obtain with his
singing. 'Let me obtain. oblation for the fathers by singing, hope for men, grass and water
for cattle, a heavenly world for the sacrificer, food for myself (atman )' ~ne should sing
the Stotra carefully, meditating these things in mind.

'efcf ~·

$:..XWkqH:

~mot

ffl'S~

-«cf ~ :
~•(ell

'SITTf

'efcf

SIGIIQfl<l<iiH:

~

~~<l<iiH:@

~

~ ~lllll

All vowels are embodiments (atman) of Indra. all spirants are embodiments of
Prajapati. AU [other].consonants are embodiments. ofMrtyu (Death).
If one should reproach a person on his vowels, let him say to that one : 'I have been a
suppliant to Indra for protection. He will answer you.'

~ ait144161.1qQIM'q"ff SIGIIQ@~mot
w¥f'!q,M'q'ff ~mot

ms~~

ms~

(ell~

~

(ell

~ .. ~ ~

~11~11

So, if one should reproach him on his spirants, let him say to that one : 'I have been a
suppliant to Prajapati for protection. He will thrash you.'
So, if oneshould reproach him on his [other] consonants, let him say to that one : 'I
have been a suppliant to Mrtyu (Death) for protection. He will bum you up.'
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'Wt
c@iall:

~ ~.:ffi' cltHci.ffi ~ ~ ~ c;i:;l"ll@ W:f :a;auonsmm ~ ~
ShillQ~{lflll-i qfh.~c;i"ll@ ' W t ~ ~ ~ ~flliUflll-i qf1e;{IUTI@il411

All the vowels should be pronounced strong and sonant, with the thought : 'To Indra let
me give strength.' All the spirants should be pronounced well open, without being slurred
over, without being elided, with the thought : 'To Prajapati let me entrust myself.' All the
[other] consonants should be pronounced slowly, without being merged together, with the
thought: 'From Mrtyu (Death) let me withdraw myself (atman).'
Part - 23
Different modes of religious life

~

~•h-cti-l!.11

~s~

c;HM@.

sr1?.1q+<1q

~

~

~&1~1~i~,4~w;11«l

gmms~:ijqifliHq1f.114~AscHHc;~4lci 'QJ1' 90~~'16fi1 ~ ~~s~a(€1qfaT1 ~11

There are three branches of duty. Sacrifice, study of the Vedas, alms-giving-that is the
first. Austerity, indeed, is the second. A student of sacred knowledge (brahmacarin)
dwelling in the house of a teacher, settling himself permanently in the house of a teacher, is
the third. All these become possessors of meritorious worlds. He who stands firm in
Brahma attains immortality.
The syllable 'Om', the a<:me of the cosmogony

~s~

fcrm

;gsr1(;jc1111q'RtaQi1Wt ~ ~

tjSll(;jcl:ij ~ : ~ I I ~ II

Prajapati brooded upon the worlds. From them, when they had been brooded upon,
issued forth the threefold knowledge. He brooded upon this. From it, when it had been
brooded upon, issued forth these syllables : bhar, bhuval;, svar.

~s~ ~cnR: tjsrl(;jcli1El$!.ll ~ ~

i:ralTR'

tjgoo11~c1tfl6fi1)01 ~

~ tjgUOTicfiH ~ ij&tflcfiH ~~II~ II
He brooded upon them. From them, when they had been brooded upon, issued forth the
syllable Om. As all leaves are held together by a spike, so all speech is held together by
Om. Verily, Om is the world-all. Verily, Om is this world-all.
Part - 24
Earth, atmosphere, and sky the reward for performers of the morning, noon and
evening oblations.
~&icllk;-0

cfef.a" ~
"SITTT:
"'

~ ~ q1wf-G;i~ ijq.jqlfc;~Hi

'q"

~

'q"

a:crRi"

gffi~iji::l.j'{II ~II

The expounders of sacred knowledge (brahmavadin) say : 'Since to the Vasus belongs
the morning Soma-libation, to the Rudras the mid-day Soma-libation, to the Adityas and
the Visvadevas the third Soma-libation.
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men ~

"ij"

~ ;r fc:ie.11~ ~ fcisJ~41((11'~ II

Where, then (tarhi), is the sacrificer's world?'
If one knows not, how can he perform [the sacrifice with success]? So let him who
knows perform.

~ SlhH:jcllcb¼'iQlcfi,(Oll~f.l~..j 111tQft.f@.0«("9~.sl 3qfcl~4

"ij"

~~II~ II

Before the commencement of the morning litany he sits down behind the Garhapatya
fire, facing the north and sings forth the Saman to the Vasus :~~cfis,HqQlcll~'OJ~ ~~

(CfT

~'U ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

an ~ ~ ~ ~ (ff ~ 3TT ~ ~ H~

~11~11

, 0 the god of fire! 'Open the door to Your world, And let us see You, For the obtaining
of Your sovereignty! '
:w.l" ~ '..j'lTI"S~

9fucnta:m

~ ~

it

(.j::ifqH,4

fcR:'q

-&- (.j::jfqi..jflj

men

l@'ITT='tll ~ II

So he offers the oblation and says : 'Adoratim to Agni, earth-inhabiting, worldinhabiting! Find a world for me, the sacrificer! Verily, that is the sacrificer's world! I will
go.

~

~=

QHk11~1~t1:

~sq::if·~ qf<f.if'-legcRcr1Rt0@ ~

crncr: mo:

~

tjS14'€0RIIIG II

Thither, I, the sacrificer, after life. Hail! Thrust back the bar!' Thus having spoken, he
rises. At the same time the Vasus bestow upon him the morning Soma-libation.
[The Vasus are the gods providing the accommodation (residence). For the sake of attaining
prosperous and happy life under the blessing of god in this world Vasus are prayed.]

~ lflatf.e;.:ifll ,(.jcj..j,(41Qjcfi,(Oll~f.l~..jj111~14WIG(°9<SI 3qfcl~4

"ij"

~~11\911

Before the commencement of the mid-day Soma-libation he sits down behind the
Agnidhriya fire, facing the north, and sings forth the Saman to the Rudras :~~cfis,HqlQlcll

~'OJ~~ ~

(CfT

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ an ~ ~ ~ ~ (ff ~ an ~ ~ ~~~

~IIGII

0 wind! 'Open the door to Your world, And let us see You, For the obtaining of Wide
sovereignty!'
:w.l" ~ '..j1TI"

crPfcrs~~

~ ~

it

4::ifql•H4

fcR:'q -&'

4::ifqi.ffll

'fficn

l@'ITT='tl I~ 11

So he offers the libation and says : 'Adoration to Vayu, atmosphere-inhabiting, worldinhabiting! Find a world for me, the sacrificer! Verily, that is the sacrificer's world! I will
go.
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[At the Ilnd Stage ofli(e when the liability of couple life has been completed, the devotee should
pass his life in Vanaprastha (Half seclusion from the domestic liabilities). The Rudras are the gods
who destroy the deficiencies. By worshipping Rudra, the devotee should endeavour for rectifying the
·
deficiencies from his individual as also the social life.]

313£ ~ : 4{~1({1~1:1: ~ s - 4RQf4ifgcRcnh'IB@ ~ ~ qfl!Zlk4~ ~ '
ij SI qi@RI II ~ o· 11

·. Thither, I, the sacrificer, after life. Hail! Thrust back the bar!' Thus having spoken he.
rises. At the same tirrie the Rudras bestow upon him the mid-day Soma-libation.
·

~

Q(liq(-ISl4fcn41i:6(DU&IQ~41$<iHl~w'l«~liJI

34@¥(4

~·· ~ · . ·. ~· · ~

~11.•~·~II

Before the commencement of the third. Soma-libation he sits down behind the
Ahavaniya fire, facing the north and sings forth the Sarnan to the Adityas and the
Visvadevas :·. ffl~i:6fil(qqji;jj~ui l~ ~·· (Cff ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

i ·~

an ~l ·~· ~. ~ ~

3fi'.

~ ~ ~t~ ~II~~ II
0 sun god! 'Open the door to Your world, And let us see You, For the obtai~ing of
Chief sovereignty!'·.
. .

.

anf&Eifql!I ~ . ffl~ i:6il<qq1S11

l

'iff ~

an l~ ~l~ ~11~t11

.

~uf •~ ~·· ·~ (CfT .·~ mi::rr. ~ ~ l~ ~ i .~ an ~ ~· ~
·

·

Thus the [Saman] toJhe Adityas. Now the [Sam.an] to the Visvadevas :'Open the door to Yqur world, And let .us see You, For the obtaining of Full
sovereignty!'
awi. ~ · :pr. aoRt<ti45 · ~ · ~ . ~ · ~ · . ·~ ·~·· q-liqf4fq
~11~~11

. So he offers the oblations and says : 'Adoration t© the Adity,as and to the Visvadevas, .
sky-inhabiting, world-inhabiting! Find a world for me, the sacrificer! ·

.· ~ t

q-liqH~ ffl l(dF(UISI ~ : Q(~lc{lgt1: ~SQ~d4«YN~Ml?J@II~~ II '
Verily, that is the sacrificer's world! I will go thither, I, the sacri-ficer, after life. Hair! .
Thrust back the bar!' Thus having spoken, he rises.

~ · auREiliu

m T.f. ~S11~(11q~~ fiS1qiU¥1t1 ·~. t ~ imrt· ~·· er ~. ·~ cf ~ . ·

~ll~~JI

At the same time·. the Adityas and the Visvadev'as bestow upon ·him the third Somalibation. Verily, he knovvs the fullness o{ the sacrifice. who knows this- yea, who knows
this.!
[At the last stage. of life, the devotee should bring into ptactice the knowledge and the
inspirationjn accordance with the dictum of "this whole woad is like our family" by virtue of the
penance offered to the:Sun-godand the Visvadevas.J

I
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Third Chapter
Part -1

The sun as the honey extracted from all the Vedas

am!' err~~~~

~ws~ ~: ~:11~11

Verily, yonder sun is the honey of the gods. The cross-beam for it is the sky. The honey
comb is the atmosphere. The brood are the.particles of light. Verily, these Rg verses.

~ it 'SlllJT (~w.,MI ~ ~ l:1~41s'il:I

;irf.f

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ffl ~

~err'QJU'~:ll~H

The eastern rays of that sun are its eastern honey-cells. The bees are the Rg verses, The
flower is the Rg-veda. The drops of nectar fluid [ arose as follows].

~~ <Q:;>i:@GI ~ . qj't:fq •.:U@.r!:WS~ll~II
Brooded upon that Rgveda; from it,. wheri it had been brooded upon, there was
produced as its essence splendour, brightness, power, vigor, and food.

~S~ '(\1tl<l~c%,lf«_64¼ m~~U~ll

.

It flowed forth. It repaired to the sun. Verily, that is what that red appearance of the sun

lS.

Part- 2
aM
~

itsw ~ .

<:;>q<QMt · ~

~ q~.:i,wi ~~ ~ . ~ ~ . ~ m

arrcf: II ~II

So its southern rays are its southern honey-cells. The bees are the Yajus formulas~ The
flower is the Yajurveda. The drops of nectar fluid [arose as follows].

mf;r

err

~

~lira

~~

<Q:;>t:@'11

~

i::rl't:fqiilltl'!:'(l'ITS~II~ II

Certainly, these Yajus formulas brooded upon that Yajurveda; from it, when it had been
brooded upon, there was produced as its essence splendour, brightness, power; vigor and
food.

~s~

'(titl~MIR64¼

~

~11~11

,

.

It flowed. forth. Jt repaired to the sun. Certainly\· thatis ,what that white. appeaf'ance of
the·sun is.
Parf;.; 3. •
a1?.f its~ ~ (:;>q~MI . · ~ ~•. li~41s'il: (·Hql;tic:I. ~ : ~ · · 11,q' ~ oT
..~ . 3lm': 11 ~I l

· The western rays of the Sun are now its western honey~celli The bees are. the Bani.an·
chants; Theflowe.r is the Samaveda. The dropsofnectar fluid[arose as follows].
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mf.r

crr

~

:e1q1.ila~

~~

t1~i«l>J1

~

ci1ifq$j1EJ~

WS>J1lc@'ll~ II

Indeed,. those Saman chants brooded upon that Samaveda; from it, when it had been
brooded upon, there was produced as its essence splendour, brightness, power, vigor and
food.

~s~ Q.dt1~m~1n;fl!fQ ,rt ~~11~11
It flowed forth. It repaired to the sun. Certainly, that is what that dark appearance of the

sun is.
Part - 4

~ ~S¼IG-ffl (~qil{-<ll l(ctlwtc;"\wi lt!!-ti$$IIS~ctiijp:e ~ ~ $RtgH19uoi ~
~

m

aTflt:IIW

So its northern rays are its northern honey-cells. The bees are the [Hymns J of the
Atharvans and Arigirasas. The flower is Legend and Ancient Lore (itihasa-pura,:,a). The
drops of nectar fluid [arose as follows].
~

clT

'QJl'S~cltf'.jif·(ij

l(dU;@g1.g9(lUiq~~

tl~l«l::it

~

ei)4qj$jjEJ~WS>J1lc@'II ~ 11

Verily, those [Hymns] of the Atharvans and Ari.girasas brooded upon that Legend and
Ancient Lore; from it, when it had been brooded upon,. there was produced as its essence
splendour, brightness, power, vigor and food.

~S~ l(dEl~dGik;fllfQ , r t ~ ~II~ II
It flowed forth. It repaired to the sun. Verily, that is what that exceedingly dark
appearance of the sun is.
Part - 5

~ ~s~ (~qil{-<ll l(cti¼l&.n q!!-tlSill ~ l(ctl~~II ~ ~ ~ m ~
aTfltll ~II
Then, its upward rays are the upper honey-cells. The bees are the Hidden Teachings
[i.e. the Upani~ads]. The flower is Brahma. The drops of nectar fluid [arose as follows].
~ crr 'QJ1' ~ ~ ~~ tl~i«l'11 ~ q')4qj$jjEJ~WS>J1lc@'II ~ 11

Verily, those Hidden Teachings brooded upon that Brahma; from it, when it had been
brooded upon, there was produced as its essence splendour, brightness, power, vigour and
food.
[The material science assumes the activation of the particles in the matter as the cause for the
activation of the Sun etc. The R~i opines that the apparent process of the Sun etc. is because a
resolution of the senses or an order is acting behind it. The computer is seen doing all the functions
but the computer scientist only knows that the cause for activation of the computer is absolutely the
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command given to it. Similarly, the R~i assumes that any secret command is in existence behind all
_the functions of this world.]

~s~ Q,deJ~a~1~R.1¼ ~

~A ~11~11

It flowed forth. Itrepaired to the sun. Verily, that is what seems to tremble in the
middle of the sun.

~ cfT ~ ~ nu ~ ~ :,:.1:u:@1:11qfl vu.@1Pt cfT 11,a1-41;1aH1q1;1aTf.r ~
~1;1ai:@1:11qa1-41;1a1Pt 11~ 11

Verily, these are the essences of the essences, for the Vedas are essences and these are
their essences. Verily, these are the nectars of the nectars, for the Vedas are nectars and
these are their nectars.
[From the first to the 5th part, the essences located at the east, south, west and north parts as also
at the upper portion of the Sun have been described. According to the saint, the visible colours of the
Sun are also coherent with certain micro flow of the senses. The red and white divisions of the Sun
are easy to understand. What are the dark and gross dark? These may be that division of the ::::un to
which the material scientists say eclipse of the Sun. The establishment of particular flows in the
eastern etc. divisions of the Sun have been des.cribed in above 5 parts. In the srn::cessive 5 parts i.e.
from 6 to IO the similar arising of the nectar flows from those very parts of the sun and its impact has
been described.]

Part - 6
The knower of the cosmic significance of the sacred scriptures advances to the worldsun, Brahma
aeJ&~qq1;1d ~ 3q::iflc1.f4P+·H ~ ~ 'SI' ~ ~ ~ Ncfl.Jia~c111;1d

w

~11~11

The Vasus live upon that which is the first nectar [i.e. the Rgveda] through Agni as
their mouth. Verily, the gods neither eat nor drink. They are satisfied merely with seeing
that nectar.

-a-~ ·~.;q-qfinAfct~1~aw1i411eJf.a11~ 11
These enter that [red] form of the sun and come forth from that form.

~ 'lf Q,t1~c1q1;1d ~ cl-l3_•1fqai:6) '4!ti:IIP4~cl !i@~a~c111;1d ~ gtzr@" ~ 'lf ~
~-l-ifc1~1~aw1iq15~@11~ 11

·

One who knows thus that nectar becomes one of the Vasus themselves and through
Agni as his mouth is satisfied merely with seeing that nectar. He enters that very form and
comes forth from that form.
[As per the opinion of the R~I, only the Vasu established among the devotees can only know the
essence of nectar flo';n by the Vasus. In the successive parts a discussion has been made about the
Rudras. As per Upani~ad, the parts of gods as establish in degenetic are also within the man. Hence,
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they establish their contact with the homologous flows. As the various apparatus fixed on the space
crafts at the far distance in the sky are either activated or made inert by issuing special frequency
signals suited to them, the special circuits within a man becomes active or dormant by the divine
flows coming from the space.]

~ ;q1c1i:;1Rfll: SH<.ls~a1 ~IG«ii:ia1 ci*j:·uilic1 oiciGIMQfll-::fcm:i'*-i "Qifur11~ 11
Till the Sun arises from the east and sets in the west, so long will he compass the
overlordship and the chief sovereignty (svarajya) of the Vasus.
[From the 6th to the 10th part of this Upani~ad various directions have been described in the
process of sun-rising and its setting. A majority of scholars have endeavour to explain them by
assuming as the direction of the sun for these directions but such endeavour do not satisfy the
discretion. These directions indeed are not the directions of the earth. As it has been clearly
mentioned in the precedent part that the establishment of the special divine flows has been made in
the particular parts (the east etc.) of the Sun. What has been discussed herein pertains to the special
nectar flows from those parts of the Sun. It should be purported to the rising of the Sun in the east
that till the east part of the Sun is visible and the west part is invisible (because of setting), the impact
of Vasus and the nectar flow coherent to them remains on the atmosphere as also on the devotee. In
the succ~ssive parts, the rising and setting of the other south, west etc. p'.trts of the sun should be
taken with the same proportion.]

Part - 7

~ ,Q~111<.1q~d ~ 3q:Jlc1.Jl'1,0I ~

;i-

~ ~ ~

;i-

fq~.Jla~cii~d

W

~11~11

Now, the Rudras live upon what is the second nectar [i.e. the Yajurveda] through Indra
as their mouth. Verily, the gods neither eat nor drink. They are satisfied merely with seeing
that nectar.

~ ~ ~fifc1~1.Jlaµi1i_q1~tiklll~ II
By seeing this (nectar) they mediate (inert) and encourage also.

~ "ll" ((a~c1q~d ~ c1:q,11i:i~c61 '1('cli\?.:i~c1 !}@~a~c11~d ~ ~ ~ "ll" ~
~tjfel~1Jlaµi1i_q1s~@I I~ 11

He who knows thus that nectar becomes one of the Rudras themselves and through
Indra as his mouth is satisfied merely with seeing that nectar. He enters that very form and
comes forth from that form.

~

lliciGIRfll:

9<«11s~a1

~tG«i?ta,

~

~cthHi:11S~

fi1,10tiqcj

dtciGl~Qfll'::~1(1'*-i "Qifur1 I~ 11

As long as the sun shall rise in the east and set in the west, twice so long will it rise in
the south and set in the north, and just that long will he compass the overlordship and the
chief sovereignty of the Rudras.
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Part- 8

· ~ t1iJ111t1q1;1d aa:1re:fi!.l1 :aq-i121f.t1 . ~ . ~

;i-

~ ~1 ~

;i-

flfat.Jia~2111;1d ~

WZIRlll~II
That which is the third nectar, upon that the Adityas live [i.e; the Sarhaveda] through
Varul).a as their. mouth. Verily, the gods neither eat nor drink. They are satisfied merely
.with seeing that nectar.
'd" ~ ~·q1~'fiH:ifci~1.Jid¼li_Ql$@lRtlt·~ II

They feel comfort in this form and get encouragement too.

~ •<f l(d&<N~d ~d.lfa:fi!.114iq~chl .WCfl ci~IIl~ci g@~d&cli~d . ~ ~ ~ <f ~
~tjfcl~1~d¼li_Ql!i&Rm~ 11

·

·

·

·

.. He who knows. thus that nectar becomes one of the Adityas themselves and through·
\/arul).a as his mouth is satisfied merely with seeing that nectar. He enters that very form
and comes forth from that form. ·
~.

t.llcld.ll'a:fi!.I:

·~

~

:aa:JHtuns~

9<:@ld,:@qa1ssre:fi!.il41qcj

dlcld.lfilQfi!.l~(,cllU-Ri Wfdlll~ 11

So long as the sun shall rise in the south and set in the north, twice so long will it rise in
the west and set in the east, and just that long will he· compass the overlordship and the
chief sovereignty of the .Adityas.
Part - 9
aM t.1ifgt!Sql;!d · ~ :aq\Jl1c1f.a ~ ~

WZIRlll~II
.

;i-

~ ~ ~

;i-

fclat.Jia&c11l;!d ~

.

Now, the Maru~s live upon what is. the fourth nectar [i.e. the Athravaveda] through
Soma as their mouth. Verily, the gods neither eat nor drink. They are satisfied merely with
seeing that nectar.·
.'(1"

~ ~tjfcl~1.Jid¼l1;Q1$t1Rtll~ II

These enter that [exceedingly dark] form and come foi:th from that form.

~ <f l(d~clql;!d ·~ qM1q~i:61 WCfT ~ g@~d~clil;!d ~ ~ ~ <f ~
~tjfci~l~d¼li_Qi$~klll~ Ii

He who know;s thus that nectar becomes one of the Maruts themselves and through
Soma as his mouth is satisfied merely with seeing that nectar. He enters that very form and
comes forth from that form.

~

t11S4e;1re:fi!.I:

9<:@15~a1 9<:@ld.:@qa1

a1c1a:1filqfi!.i-::(,cl1<1ai m11~11

fi1:@fci5*1<d

~ ~s~

q~,ti~
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As long as the sun shall rise in the west and set in the cast, twice so long will it rise in
the north and set in the south, and just that long will he compass the overlordship and the
chief sovereignty of the Maruts.
Part -10

~ ~.HQ-*lqq~d dMl!llll 3Q~lciR1 ~ ~ ~

½~

~ ~ N~~a~cli~d ~

~11~11

The fifth nectar circulating and vibrating at the middle of the sun becomes the cause of
birth for the 'Sadhya' gods under the lead of Brahma. Tbese gods satiates only by seeing
this nectar because they neither eat it nor drink it.
'd' ~ ~q1:l"f~H:ifcl~l~d¼l1,.Q1$tlf;a 11 ~ 11

These enter that form [which seems to tremble in the middle of the sun] and come forth
from that form.

~ ~ Q,d~clq~d ~ fll&!Hlfl~cbl ~ ~ !36i~d~cli~d ~ ~ ~ ~
~fifct~l~d*411,.Qlii~@ I I~ II

He who knows thus that nectar becomes one of the Sadhyas themselves and through
Brahma as his mouth is satisfied merely with seeing that nectar. He enters that very form
and comes forth from that form.

~

liiciGifafll:

~

~·

~s~

faw1c1~sJ9~a1c1il1w?iai

m&1H1?ic1

diciGIMQ\"ll~fcilU-*l i:rifur1 I~ 11

As long as the sun shall rise in the north and set in the south, twice so long will it rise in
the zenith and set in the nadir, and just that long will he compass the overlordship and the
chief sovereignty of the Sadhyas.
Part -11

~mi~$-~ -1IWfl~cfiM ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:11~11
Henceforth, after having risen in the zenith, it will no more rise nor set It will stand
alone in the middle. On this point there is this verse :-

~ ½mr ~ R*fl'i:I -1'if¾li1li ~ 1 ~c11e1-11~~ ~ lfT

fcmfuf{f ~t:1«1@11~ 11

In 'yonder sphere it has not set, Nor even has it risen up; and by the truth of this, ye
gods, of Brahma let me not be robbed.
[The sun as described herein is absolutely different than the apparent sun i.e. it is selfilluminating and omnipresent element. This has been broadly explained at 8.6.1-2 of this very
Upani~ad.]

~ wm awn~~ R*1l'i:I@ fl<tiftcil ~ <+rcffu ~ ~

~~1qf.i1:1~

~11~ 11

Verily, it neither rises nor sets for him, it is ever more day for him, who knows thus this
mystic doctrine (upani,rnd) of Brahma.
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aJ:aJ(dl SNIIQd<.I ~ SNfiQ@q..j~ ~: ~,@J:d§(l<:"ii:hl<.11'601ll ~ ~ fi@r
'iW~ll'gll

-

Brahma expounded this to Prajapati; Prajapati, to Manu; Manu, to his descendants. To
Uddalaka Arul)i, as being the eldest son, his father decalred this Brahman.
- ~ -cfl'cl awta1<.1 ~

firar 9ld' S1(iQli:SIOt1&4t<.1

c11.as11f.a~ Ill\ 11

~ i:h~i:.l.:i <.i@ll4.f¥.lt $q1qf~: qfbJitai ~ ·1l'1TI a;m1~a~c1 _·

mn ~ $tild~ct mn

~ ~IIGII
Verily, a father may teach this Brahma to his eldest son or to a worthy pupil,
[but] to no one else at _all. Even if one should offer him this [earth] that is encompassed
by water and filled with treasure, [he should say] : 'This, truly, is more than that! This,
truly, is more than that!'
Part~ 12
The Gayatri meter as a symbol of all

~ "ciT ~~ "W:f ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ crT1cfT ~ "Wf ~-lITTmf i f ~ ifli~II
Verily, the Gayatri meter is everything here that has come to be, whatsoever there is
here. Verily, the Gayatri is speech. Verily, speech both sings of (gtiyati) and protects
(trayate) everything here that has come to be.

~ ~ m ,11<.1St14 "clTcf m ~ gMat.(41~ ~

"W:f ~

S1@faa,1a1qc1 .:i1@~T1<.1ij11~11

Verily, what this Gayatri is-that is the same as what this earth is; for on it everything
here that has come to be is established.. It does not extend beyond it.
~ ~

m .gMcft4

cf1'cl

m

<.1re,a;qf¼.g~~ ·~1.(\(qf¼-t}q ·JTllJTl:

S1@faa1 ~

-tl@~<.1.a11~ II

Verily, what this earth is-that is the same as what the body in man here is; for in it
these vital breaths are established. They do not extend beyond it.

ot •

~1{hf~~ cf1'cl amRa;qf¼ita: ~ ~a;<.1qf¼"ti,?i 'SITOlT: S1@faa1 ~

..ji@~<.1.a I 1-g 11

Verily, what the body in man is~that is the same as what the heart within man here is;
for on it these vital breaths are established. They do not extend beyond it.

~ i:.ig8.ict;I

q&fci~i

~ d~d(ii:U'kliffi'{II~ II

. This Gayatri is the four-footed and sixfold. With reference to it a Rg verse states:
· [A majority of scholars have attempted to match the meaning of this hymn with the great hymn
of Gayatri.]
[It is worth taking into notice that in this hymn , GayatrI form is not confined only in a hymn but·
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in the number of hymns. Hence, instead of matching it with the GayatrI hymn, it should be matched
with the Pral).avidya of GayatrI. The same is revealed in the Vedic hymns. Four Vedas are its 4 feet.
This GayatrI is enriched of 6 properties'of 6 kinds at flowing from 6 directions i.e. the east, the west,
the south, the north,up .and down]

<11clH¼ ~

o<1T ~~ ~: I ~SW ~

~ · biQIG*4i~d ~ I I ~ 11

His greatness is of such extent, Yet Puru~a is greater still. All beings are one-fourth of
him; Three-fourths the immortal in the sky.

~

a~"ffi~ 'clTcl' am.set~ 9MIGii:61~TI ii"~~~ 9MIGii:61~1:ll\911
~'cllcl'~ m s ~ : ~ ~ ii" cl'
amnm:lllli

ms~

~ 'clTcl' ~ mst1q~~Gti ~ii:61~FW~<1?C!OlqSlclfd '!Oltqsic1ffi-11~ ~~~~~II~ II
Indeed, which is that Brahman-that is the same as what the space outside of a person
is. Verily, what the space outside of a person is that is the same as what the space within a
person is. Verily, what the space within a person is that is the same as what the space here
within the heart is. That is the Full, the Non-active. Full non-active prosperity he obtains
who knows this.
Part -13
The five doorkeepers of the heavenly world

ms~

~ ij err ~ ~ 'QiJ ~c1,aqt1; ~.

Sll(iN: ~ SIIOl:@ii.l~: ~.

~lf'~~:@~\"l*',fflS~l.@Jfirffj41~1<1 dGH&l~lc{l .·cqqfu ~·~.~II ~II
Verily, ir.deed, this heart here has five openings for the gods. As for its eastern
opening~that is the Pral).a breath, that is the eye, that is the su·n. One should reverence that
as glow and asfood. He becomes glowing and ari eater of food who knows this.

~

msw ~: ~: ·~ &114:@:aj)w~ ~ :a..,_q,:@~<14':n ~ ~q,../.1~1~1

.~.~~~,1~11

Now, as for its southern opening-that is the Vyana breath, that is the ear, that is the
moon. One should reverence that as prosperity and splendour. He becomes prosperous and
splendid who knows this.

~

msw ~.~:

'fflSQR~

m ~ msl?4:@~<1~~cjf.f,(.jq~,@JMffjQl~1<1

~~clf.f¼i$llc{l

cqqfu~ ~ ~11~11
Now, as· for its western opening____.::__that is the Apana breath, that is speech, that is fire.
One should reverence that as eminence in sacred knowledge and as food. He becomes
eminent in sacred knowledge and an eater offood who knows this.
~

ms~

~:

~

i:lilfitq,~fi:rn,~ ~ ~. ~11-g11

.(.lqH:@4H;

~

QZif/4:@~a(i::h)fd~

~
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Now, as for its ~orthern opening.....:_that is the:Samana breath, that is mind,,that is the
rain-god (Parjanya). One should reverence that as /ame and beauty. He becomes famous
and beauteous who knows this.

31?.r

irs~:

Wf! ,'-« ~: -« ~: , -«

q€J~pqe1fu 'll' ~ ~II~ II

,

311cfil~Hd&d({l;s:af ~~Ql~lfflGf~
,
,

Now as for its upper opening___:_that is the Udana breath; that is wind, that is space. One
should reverence that as vigour and greatness. He becomes vigorous and great who knows
this.

~ 'ell ~ 'lffl i&lgMI: ~ MlcfiW
ill(Ql~«IW , ~
i[l(Ql~«II~ II

c:TIU ,~

Sl@QeJa,

WT: -« 'll' , ~ ~

cfl6'9M14cifiW MlcfiW

~ ,,~ 'll' ~ 'lffl cfl6'gMl..(.cl'lW ,Mli:fiW
,

,

Verily, these same are five Brahman-men, doorkeepers of the heavenly world. Who
knows these thus as five Brahman-men, as doorkeepers of the heavenly world; in his family
a hero is born. He reaches the heavenly world who knows these thus as five Brahman-men,
doorkeepers of the heavenly world.
The ultimate eJdsts within oneself;

31W ~: m ~ ¥fl@iff121a fcrlmr: "9U! rio: ', 9Blcl:ftl"'l*'"~ MletiM~
a.aR&'l~i$1.ij: , ~ Wt@"~1:11
..
.

.

~':t,~n ,, ,

',

'ei1cf

Now, the light which shines higher than this heaven, on the backs of all, on the backs of
everything, the highest worl4s, than which there are no higher-,verily, that is the same
, as this light which is here within a person.

in

There is this seeing

oifr- ,'

·il~a«R4@u, ' mw~;;nfui1q14
' ' ' .q«~Rell'~Rcl ~ atlJaJOTI@ d&d(iir!

T.f

~

¥Jkl4~d<€601leiN•Jt#,I' ,f.H«Nei
¥l ~~Qlffld ~ : ~ cqqra ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

fciGfl•Ukl

~IIGII

When one perceives bytouch this heart'here in the body. There is this:hearing of itwhen one closes his ears and hears as it were a sound,
it were a noise, as of a fire
blazing. One should reverence that flight as something that has been seen and heard. He
becomes one beautiful to see, one heard of in renown, who knows this~yea, who knows
this!

as

Part-14,
The individual soulidentical with the infinite Brahman

''Wf',~,,~ d¾Mtf.tfo,V!Rf 3q.1~ld1 , 3 M ~ · ~ : ~ ~ ,ttg<Rif#lleti ~
,rcf@"~:''~~,"«~'~11~11

,
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'Verily, this whole world is Brahma. Tranquil let one worship. It as that from which he
came forth, as that into which he will be dissolved, as that in which he breathes.
Now, verily, a person consists of purpose (kratu-maya). According to the purpose
which a person has in this world, thus does he become on departing hence. So let him form
for himself a purpose.

~ Sltul~i:0:0 ~ : ijfllfii:h~ ~lchl~llfql :aJcfiqf ij&cfilq: ~ :

'Wh-«:

~SclicR.Hlc;(:11~ II
He who consists of mind, whose body is life (pralJa) whose form is light, whose
conception is truth, whose sout (atman) is space, containing all works, containing ,all
desires, containing all odours, containing all tastes, encompassing this whole world, the
unspeaking, the unconcerned-

~

'q'

3-11~qj..ij~c;~soft,i.ji..g1ijcll

~ ij({Qli;J

~,/.jjqjcfi@

~,/.jjqjcfi(IO§Mlt;.I

~

'q'

311fql..ij$c;t1 '*41,/.fl~MoQI '*-ll,/.fH..ij™:li\JGll,/.jlf;:c;c11 ~ ~ : I I ~ II
This Soul of mine within the heart is smaller than a grain of rice, or a barley-corn, or a
mustard-seed, or a grain of millet, or the kernel of a grain of millet; this Soul of mine
within the heart is greater than the earth, greater than the atmosphere, greater than the sky,
greater than these worlds.
ij&cfiqf *1cic61q: ~ :

~

o~afi:ia:

'Wh-«:
~

~SclicRFtlc;( ~ -q- 3tlfql..ij~c;,/.f ~

¼1c;.s:1

-;:i-

fctR:ifc6Ri1«1,Rt -~

~

~11fu:sR4:

~llfusR4: I I~ 11

Containing all works, containing all desires, containing all odours, containing all tastes,
encompassing this whole world, the unspeaking, the unconcerned-this is the Soul of mine
within the heart, this is Brahma. Into him I shall enter on departing hence.
1°:1:rrff;-l:8ne

wou]cJ:l,, believe

this, he would have no more doubt. Thus used Sal)c;lilya to

,,x,,:v-=yerf
6:,;;.,,diAy<>;h:'.Ti'
~~,- ~,,... )! . q"'::'~. t
H,1~J,,_,
,j

Part -15
'!·'1:!rr¥nir&r\s,e,~s, ~}~~asure-chest and refuge

~ r i1~:r~f~Fj&nto;Jb~,;~r~ ~ . tliH-41~<

~\~~li~Xti~:~!~%~iJfl~hl)Jl

~ ~ ~

W

1 11" 11 J
Jif:~,,f
The chest whose space is atmosphere, With earth for bottom, never decays. Its corners
are the poles of heaven. Its upper openin~ \~~Jky. This chest is one containing wealth.
Within it everything here rests.
"'"' ''"' ,.
i
. ,., .,. -1!,,,.,,U ,,.4\, ,·,_,., ., ..i,,_!_H!"" 1·,,,'I ,I\,,.-,,.., l ,,,,'' ",,\\, ,, , 1•·,--

is

15
~ mm fu~tWi4W\f'~Mi'~'~Wrr'
<1~fWfir'~~~Ji'· 1~Mrr~tq'\~~, omr c11,i.jJffi:
'l'f"l""" /;~"-"~(:; S"~'""""'"""
tlfflRi"''"h'<"{N"'" ~""""~ "~:;c;;,>;:;~,,"~'""'F'
-ij"'"~ Q~wirukl)"IR~ri"> Jra 1~~,,~,l:"~31~~~ ~,, , ' 1'1m~iM·~~ ~·l'ffl~if a'~ '~1%~~
;1;115f~) ~7R
·6~h5J4) rsyt:' :l;w~ rfh:sir
°1;-C,"'t'"".- ~::..<;,..,,,.,,.;f'i<_:::;.,,;.,,~=.,,,,,,;:::,

-.:i

~11~11

¾""""""'"'

-.:i

W''"*'"

<;>

;:,.,,

,;,,.,,,;;'..;:,,,,,,,,,,

;).,,;:::,
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Its eastern quarter is named Sacrificial Ladle fjuha). Its southern quarter is named
Overpowering. Its western quarter is named Queen (rajfii). Its northern quarter is named
Wealthy. The wind is the child of these quarters o(heaven. He who knows this wind thus as
the child of the quarters of heaven mourns not for a son.
'I here know this wind thus as the child of the quarters of heaven. Let me not mourn for
a son.'

Q

~ 'Sl1rn'S~S~S~ muT 'Sl1rn'S~S~S~ ~: 'Sl1rn'S~S~Sy.:,T 'gel':

'Sl1rn'Sy.:,TSy.:,TSy.:,T ~: 'Sl1rn'Sy.:,TSy.:,TSy.:,TI I~ 11
'I take refuge in the imperishable chest with this one, with this one, with this one.'
'I take refuge in breath (pral)a) with this one, with this one, with this one.'
'I take refuge in bhar with this one, with this one, with this one.'
'I take refuge in bhuvas with this one,.with this one, with this one.'
'I take refuge i.n svar with this one, with this one, with this one.'

~ ~ mtJt "Sllffl ~ 'SIT1JTI' err ~ W;T Wi° ~ ~ -aircr cldllQffiill~ II
When I said, 'I take refuge in breath'-breath, verily, is everything here that has come
to be, whatsoever there is. So it was in this I took refuge.
3M ~ ~: "Sllffl ~ ~ 'Sl1rn'S~

'Sl1rn' ~ 'Sl1rn' ~

clc~cflf.11(11~ 11

So when I said, 'I take refuge in bhar', what I said was : 'I take refuge in earth; I takl
refuge in atmosphere; I take refuge in sky.'
3M~~:

wm· ~ 'Sl1rn' ~ 'Sl1rn' 3Tiizy:r wm ~

cli:;i:flf.l'{IIG II

So when I said, 'I take refuge in bhuvas', )Vhat I said was : 'I take refuge in Agni (Fire);
I take refuge in Vayu (Wind); I take refuge111 Aditya (Sun).'
aM

~ ~ wm $~··~~ 'Sl1rn' ~ 'Sl1rn' ~ wm ~ ~

ac;i:flf.l4lli1Sl(1;:

I

,,

(,';j

Lastly, when I said, 'I take refuge in svar,' what I said was : 'I take refuge in the
Rgveda; I take refuge in the Yajurveda; I take refuge in the Samaveda'. That was what I
said.
Part - 16
A person's entire life symbolically a Soma-sacrifice

~·f

Verily, a person is a sacrifice. His [first] twenty-four years are the morning S~malibation, for the Gayatri meter has twenty-four syllables and the morning Soma-libat18th'§'
offered with a Gayatri hymn. The Vasus are connected with this part of the sacrifice.
Verily, the vital breaths (pral)a) are the Vasus, for they cause everything here to coiltirttie(
('1vas).
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(j fl~t1~<1qfo lFifu§QdQfe. 1~1&1011

cmer· ~ ~ m: ~- i:r,&Qf.a.;I'!:

lfrW· muTAt cRf'T .- -~ Pc1M1cm~fgJ:c1 mr

Q,~· ~ ,

:gc14q3:g.a~Rt

,:rcrnr11~ 11_

If any 1ickness should overtake him in this period of life,·let him say : 'Ye vital breaths,
ye Vasus, let this morning libation of mine continue over to the mi!i-day libation. Let not
me, the sacrifice, be broken off in the midst of the vitai breaths, of the Vasus.' He arises
from it; he becomes free from sickness.

•tcnf<~1a1iifo1 tt.t1,&1k-1~ ~ · . ~ ~
~ ~ ~ at.cllqtll: lIT01T cTTcl' ~ ~-~ ~ (lc{f.iRIII~ 11.
il?.r

~

firgq:_ ~

q1&1k-1~

.

Now the [next] forty-four years are the mid-day libation, for the Tri~tubh meter has
forty-four syllables and the mid-day libation is offered with a Tri~fubh hymn. The Rudras
are connected with this part of the sacrifice. Verily; the vital breaths are the Rudras, for [on
departing] they cause everything here to lament ('..Jrud).

~ ~ ~ W=R (J(1fq:gc1.-q 3:g.a3ara.
Q,~•lcil 6 ffl'H~II

(j fl~tt~.c1ilf~ WifilsqttQfe t~1&1011 ~-

lfrW ~ ~ _. ~ fci~'1CQl~fgJ:ci mf

If any sickness should overtake him in this period of life, let hirr,i say: 'Ye vital breaths,
ye Rudras, let this mid-day libation of mine continue over to the third libation. Let not me,
the sacrifice, be broken off in the midst of the vital breaths, of the Rudras.' He arises from
it; he becomes free from sickness.
·31?.f q1;qe1~tct,fi:'!:~1aliifo1 g(11q:ac1-1qe1~tc11fh~ 'll1'@T- ~ g(11q:gc14 tte:w,Rtq,

~<llqtll: lIT01T c11e.11Rtql ~ ~ :aciq1<~e,a11~11
Now, the [next] forty-eight years are the third libation, for the Jagati meter has fortyeight syllables and the third libation is offered with a Jagafi hymn. The A.dityas are
connected with this part of the sacrifice. Verily, the vital breaths are the Adityas, for· [on
departing] they take everything to themselves (adadate).
(j fl~dwq.clqf~ fc:tifu5YdQfe (~ldllOII ~ - ~- -~ gfflq~cj4q1q<3:a.a3a@

SIIOll-tiqjRtqHI . . ~ fciMltm~fgJ:ci mf Q,~··~

ts.-· 'qcffifj I~ I (

lfrW

.

If any sickness should overtake him in this period oflife, let him say: 'Ye vital breaths,
ye Adityas, let this third libation of mine continue to a full length of life. Let not me, the
sacrifice, be broken off in the midst of the vital breaths, of the Adityas'. He arises from it;
he becomes free from sickness.
l@oi·~

½ttfiiii.1416

qfge,1:g ~ : -:g- fc6 ir i(dSYMfij ~S~ ~ ~G!lli.t1@·-:g- 6' ~

ciQ~ldqJlc1&6 ~ ~ ~ <J 'Q;ci ~11\91 L

.

Verily, it was this that Mahidasa Aitareya knew when he used to say: 'Here, why do
you afflict me with this sickness-me, who am not going to die with it?' He lived a
hundred and sixteen years. He lives to a hundred and sixteen years who knows this.
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Part - 17
~ ii«WIWll:I@ qttqqjij@ ~ ~ ffl 3R<r ~:11~11

When one hungers artd thirsts
Consecration Ceremony (dik,,wi).
a1W

and does

not enjoy himself-that js . a Preparatory

ii«~·u@ qttqq@ ~ ?f§Qija)ra 11 ~ 11

When one eats and drinks and enjoys himself-then he joins the Upasada ceremonies.
a1W iiciij@ ~ ~ ~ ~d~l~)i:i ~II~ II

When one laughs and eats and practises sexual intercourse -theri he jo~ris in the chant
and Recitation (stuta-sastra).
aR

m

«Mq1Jc1qfg~m ijfc.ii:ii:4:.CN@ m aR<r ~:11~11 .

Austerity, alms-giving, uprightness, harmlessness, truthfulness- these are one's gifts
for the priests.
ff{-1:U«lg:

«l&.lfc.l«I~@ !1-l:sNl«:.Cq'i:11,(,£1 d4i(Ujqi:jF@..jii:iiF': II'-\ II

Therefore they say : 'He will procreate (so~yati)! He has procreated (aso~!a)! ' - that is
his rebirth (punar-utpadana). Death is an ablution after the ceremony.

aJ:a4t< ~ : ~ · ~c1c6\9S1141cRclli:ili41NQl:Q ~ ~ ~ irs.?f~~,ii,qaaf.4
Sl@Qtldl~dqec:i~aqf~ ~fi,,aq~,Rt ~ 1 ~ ,:rc@: II~ 11
When Ohora Angirasa explained this to Krl?r:ia, the son of Devaki, he also
explained~that he.had become free from desite-'In the final hour one should take ·refuge
in these thr.ee thoughts : "You are the Indestructible; you are the Unshaken; you are the
very es&ence of Hfe(pra~a)." Onthis point there are these two Rg verses:~

anRo1aec:i m:1 a&.ii.?fqijwf1: ~ : ~ : ~~: ~

m

~ ~ i4q,,.:q

*fl@'6tf qfqra ;jqlo@ *I qfq@ 11 \911 ··.
Proceeding from primeaval seed, [The early morning light they see, That gleameth
higher than the heaven], From out of darkens· all around, We, gazing on the higher
light-Yea, gazing on the higher light-To Surya, god among the gods, We have
attained.,:_the highest light! -Yea,the highest light!

Part-18
The fourfold Brahman in the individual and in the world

.·-q-;r) 4i~~QIWdfc.l&.mqqeuliiac1aq1c61~n ~ iti:lfc.l&.m-4

i4,mac1~ T.fU~II

One should reverence the mind as Brahman.- Thus with reference to the self.
Now with reference to the divinities. One should reverence space as Brahman.
This is the twofold instruction with reference to the self and with reference to the
divinities.
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a~di*.l~Wl;{WI ~ 'tfl'G:

mur: ~ :

'tfl'G:

J3ffit 'tfl'G

$6!.1Wkqq~1fuacmqfi'~: ~ ~ :

"CflG ~ : ~ fw": "CflG ~ \.lcl6!.1!!4kii =ac11fuac1d ~II~ II
That Brahma has four quarters. One quarter is speech, One quarter is breath. One
quarter is the eye. One quarter is the ear. Thus with reference to the self.
Nbw with reference to the divinities. One quarter is Agni (Fire). One quarter is Vayu
(Wind). One quarter is Aditya (the Sun). One quarter is the quarters of heaven.

This is .the twofold instruction with reference to the self and with reference to the
divinities.

qftfcf ~ : 'tfl'G:1

gi~ciJf!.:i ~~~II~ II

msfr.r.rr '*fl@l'H

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

.

Speech, truly, is a fourth part of Brahma. It shines and glows with Agni as its light. He
shines and glows with fame, with splendour and with eminence in sacred knowledge who
knows this.
muT

v:cr ~:~:I~~ W!@til

~~~~~~~~~~

,~c1Jf1.:i ~ ~ ~11'611
Breath, truly, is a fourth part of Brahma. It shines and glows with Vayu a sits light. He
shines and glows with fame; with splendour and with eminence in sacred knowledge who
knows this.

~~: 'tfl'G:I ~~Wl@til ~~~~~~~~~~
,~c1Jf1.:i ~ "Q;ct ~Ill\ II
The eye, truly, is a fourth part of Brahma. It shines and glows with Aditya as its light.
He shines and glows with fame, with splendour and with eminence in sacred knowledge
who knows this.

~ ~ : 'tfl'G:I ~ ~W!@til ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

,~c1Jf1.:i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~IIG II
The ear, truly, is a fourth part of Brahma. It shines and glows with the quarters of
heaven as its light.. He shines and glows with fame, with splendour and with eminence in
sacred knowledge who knows this--yea, who knows this!

Part -19
The cosmic egg
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A description is found that the Sun is Brahman. A number of explanations are given on
it. In the beginning this world was merely non-being. It was existent. It developed. It turned
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into an egg. It lay for the period of a year. It was split asunder. One of the two eggshellparts became silver, one gold.

am,:'3fa~ mt ~ 4~c1Ji~ m a,~51<19 ~ ffl' ~ ~ ~ 'qt giq44<@1 ~
4i,H-d4f!«~ ~ ~:II~ II

.

.

That which was of silver is this earth, That which was of gold is the sky. What was the
outer membrane is the mountains. What was the inner membrane is cloud and mist. What
were the veins are the rivers. What was the fluid within is the ocean.
3M llit~l4d mHllcllffi.fll~ -3f14q14. ~ · dcf(i1cf\:Si.i:;kil!H( ~ :er. ~ :er

ri T.f

i:hjqj,@,{,qiitWl«4 }1'@' Slf#.4144 }1'@' ~ dcf(i1cf\Si@Bf.fi ~ T.f ~ ri ~ c61lff:ll~II
Now, what was born therefrom is yonder sun. When it was born, shouts and hurrahs, all
beings and all desiresrose up toward it. Therefore at its rising and at its every return shouts
and hurrahs, all beings and all desires rise up toward it.

~ ~ ~ fcuu.:i1Rft.i
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.

He who, knowing it thus, reverences the sun as Brahma-the prospect is that pleasant
shouts will come unto him and delight him-yea, delight him!
Fourth Chapter
Part -

i.

Conversational instructions; The story of Janasruti and Raikva :·wind and breath as
snatchers-unto themselves.

::itl4¥J@g eil;11401: .15141~<fl iil§«l41 iil§QlcR.4 3Tm ~ 6 ~ 3Ucl(-1$41..qlQ4iiai ~ l!;cl'
'q'Sffe.l.ffi@I I~ll

Om! Now there was Janasruti, the great-grandson [of Janasruta], a pious dispenser, a
liberal giver, a preparer of much food. He had rest-houses built everywhere with the
thought, 'Everywhere people will be eating of my food.'
aN -g
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Now then, orie time swans flew past in the night, and one swan spoke to another thus:
'Hey! Ho! Short-sight! Short-sight! The light of Janasruti, the great-grandson [of
Janasruta], has spread like the sky. Do not touch it, lest it bum you up!'
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To it the other one then replied: 'Come! Who is that man of whom you speak as if he
were Raikva, the man with the cart?' 'Pray, how is it with Raikva, the man with the cart?'
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'As the lower thro,vvs of dice all go to the highest throw to the winner, so whatever good
thing creatures· do, all goes "to him. I say· the same thing of whoever knows what he knows.'
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Now Janasruti, the great-grandson [of Janasruta}, overheard this. Then when he rose he
said to the attendant: 'Lo! You speak [ofme] as if I were Raikva, the man with the cart!' ·
'Pray, how is it with Raikva, the man with the cart?'
1.l?l1' fidl4fuNtdl411!1)41: :g4.Jceiq4~ ~ MNftfl@ ~ ~: ~ ~ - - - ~ '4m

~~

qaa~ l@'ll~II
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'As the lower throws of dice all go to the highest throw, to the winner, so to this man,
whatever good thing creatures do, all goes to him. I say the same thing of whoever knows
what he knows.'

~ '4'SfR 01g.01(<.11.slqou a~4q:alfu11\911
Then the attendant, having sought, came back, saying, 'I did not find hirri.'

~, ~'tl1f.el&.1 .ufc1«fti@ >1~414

(I'!:

Then he said to hirri : 'Oh! Where one searches for a BrahmaI}.a, there seek for hin;i.'

WStF@li@chi!(<.I ,m:n.t .chqq101gtflqfu~~I
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He approa,;:hed a manwho was scratching the itch underneath a cart and said to him:
'Pray, sir, are you Raikva, the man with the cart?' 'Oh! I am , indeed,' he acknowledged.
Then the attendantwent back, and said: 'lhave found hirri.'

Part-2
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Then Janasruti, the great-grandson [of Janasruta], tooksix hundred cows and a g~ld
necklace and a chariot drawn by a she..:mule, and went hack to him. He said to him :
_

\ri,q1f.t
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'Raikva, here are six hundred cows and here is a gold necklace, and here is a chariot
drawn by a she~mule. Now, sir, teach me that divinity-the divinity which you reverence.'

~ , lR: >1~e41i:.11g ~ ~- ~- ~ •nfil<f~ra ~ - - ~ Gtl.fi8@: ~sueio1: , _
"'1cTI' ~ - ~ ~ Sl@1aS6flll~II
And to him then the other replied : 'Oh! Necklace and carriage along with the cows be
yours, o sodra!'
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And then again Janasruti; the great-grandson [of Janasruta'], taking a thousand cows
and a gold necklace and a chariot drawn by a she~mule, and his daughter too, went unto
him.

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ "f.relirs~ ¢
<q11cl': wit@II ~ II
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Then he spoke unto him : 'Raikva, here are a thousand cows and here is a gold
necklace, and here is a chariot drawn by a she-mule, and here is a wife, and here is the
village in which you dwell. Pray, sir, do you teach me.'
m,.:rT ij
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Then, lifting up her face towards himself, he [i.e. Raikva] said : 'He has brought these
[cows] along!- Siidra, merely with this face you would cause me to speak.'.
So those are called the Raikvapart)a [villages], among the people of the Mahavr~as,
where at his offer he lived.
Then he said to him:Part - 3

c11gc1ic1 "tjq1Tf ~ err
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'The Wind (Vayu), verily, is a snatcher-unto itself. Verily, when a fire blows out, it just
goes to the Wind. When the sun sets, it just goes to the Wind. When the moon sets, it just
goes to the Wind.
~ 3i:\9,14RI c11g?ic11fQ~f;q c11~~a1..gc11.aj~(-ffi $fllMac1aq_11 ~ 11
When water dries, goes up, it just goes to the Wind. For the Wind, truly, snatches all
here to itself. Thus with reference to the divinities.
at?.11&11::4 "S1TOTt
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Now with reference to oneself. Breath (pra,:za), verily, is a snatcher-unto itself. When
one sleeps, speech just goes to breath; the eye, to breath; the ear, to breath; the mind, to
breath; for the breath, truly, snatches all here to itself.
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Verily, these are two snatchers-unto themselves : the Wind among the gods, breath
among the vital breaths.
311?.i'
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Now, once upon a time when Saunaka Kapeya and Abhipratarir:i Kak~aseni were being
served with food, a student of sacred knowledge begged of them. They did not give to him.
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Then he said : "One God (deva) has swallowed up four mighty beings (mahatman).
Who is that world's protector, 0 Kapeya? Him mortal men perceive not, though abiding. In
manifolded forms, AbhipratariQ. Verily, this food has not been offered to whom it belongs."
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Then Saunaka Kapeya, considering this, replied- "The· Self (atman) ·-of gods, of
creatures, Procreator, with golden teeth Devourer, truly Wise One-.His mightiness they
sayjs truly mighty; He eats what is not food and is not eaten. Thus, verily, 0 student of
~acred knowledge, do we reverence it. Give ye him alms."

~ ·~ 6 ~ cfT ·~ ~ ~ ~ ijd«t&jid d~H~c4i~ ~ ~ ·~.
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Then they gave to him.
These five and the other five make ten and that is the highest throw in dice. Therefore
in all regions ten, the highest throw, is food.That is Viraj and an eater of food. Through it
this whole world came to light. The whole world comes to lignt for him, he becomes an
eater of food, who knows this ,--,-y~a, who know~ this.'
Part-4

Satyakima instructed concerning four quarters of Brahma
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Once upon a time Satyakama Jabala addressed his mother Jabala : 'O Mother! I desire
to live the life of a student of sacred knowledge. Of what family, pray, am I?'

m i.:igi:41'€1 .:i1g?ta« ora lis(l,1@:tqfu ~ ~ . qRil1f<ofl ~ ~ «lijfldil ~
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Then she said to him : 'I do not know this, my dear-of what family you are. In my
youth, when I went about a great deal serving as a maid, I got you. So I do not know of
what family you are. However, I am Jabala by name; you are Satyakama by name. So you
may speak of yourself as· Satyakama Jabala.'

~
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Then he went to Haridrumata Gautama and said : 'I will live the life of a student of
sacred knowledge.· I will become a pupil of yours, sir.'
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To him he then said: 'Of what family, pray, are you, my dear?'
Then he, said : 'I do not know this, sir, of what family I am. I asked my mother. She
answered me : "In my youth, when I went about a great deal serving as a maid, I got you.
So I do not know this, of what family you are. However, I am Jabala by name; you are
Satyakama by name." So I am Satyakama Jabala, sir.'

~ ~ ~de;c;11&1on Fctc1wqJra ~ mR116uq 'cclT ~ -::r flf41e;•11 ~ d!!Q>11./.I
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The Gautama said- A non-BrahmaI).a (a-Brahmm;a) would not be able to explain thus.
Bring the fuel, my dear. I will receive you as a pupil. You have not deviated from the truth.'
After having received him as a pupil, he separated out four hundred lean, weak cows
and said : 'Follow these, my dear.'
As he was driving them on, he said: 'I may not return without a thousand.' So he lived
away a number of years. When they came to be a thousand,
Part - 5
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The bull spoke to him, saying : 'Satyakama!' 'Sir!' he replied.
'We have reached a thousand, my dear. Br1ng us to the teacher's house.
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And let me tell you a quarter of Brahma.' 'Tell me, sir.' To him it then said : 'One
sixteenth is the east. One sixteenth is the west. One sixteenth is the south. One sixteenth is
the north. This, verily, my dear, is the quarter of Brahma, consisting of four sixteenths,
named the Shining.

er ~ ~~ '4're: ~: sti:61~1c11RfgQI~ sti:61~1c1HMRilai
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He who, knowing it thus, reverences a quarter of Brahma, consisting of four sixteenths,
as the Shining, becomes shining in this world. Then he wins shining worlds who, knowing
ifthus, reverences a quarter of Brahma, consisting of four sixteenths, as the Shining.
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Part - 6
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Fire wilUell you a quarter.' He then, when it was the marrow, drove the cows on.·
Where they came at evening, there he built a fire, penned in the cows, laid on fuet and sat
down to ·.the west
of the .fire, facing the east.
·.. . .
. r
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The fire god addressedSa:tyakarria, he replied - "Yes Lord!"
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The ·fire god said to him- "O gentle young chap! Should I tell ycm the 2nd foot of
Brahman?" He replied- "O Lord! Tell me immediately." Then the fire god said-, 'One
sixteenth is ·the .earth. One sixteenth is the atmosphere. One sixteenth: is the sky. One
sixteenth is the ocean. This, verily, my dear, is the quarter of Brahma, consisting of four
.·.·.
.
sixteenths, named the Endless.
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He who; knowing it thus, reverences a quarter of Brahma, consisting of four sixtee_nths, ·
as the Enc,iless, becomes endless iQ this world; Then he wins endless wqdds who, knowinR
it thus, reverences a quartet of Brahina; c~hsisting offour sixteenths, aithe Endless ....·
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A swan will tell you a quarter;' He then~ when it was the marrow; dtO'.Ve the cows on .. ·
Where they cari:le at evening, there he built fire, penned in the COWS; laid on the fuel, and
sat down to the vx-est ofthe fire, facing the .east ·
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to fiiin, saying: 'Satyakama!; ··si;!' h~replied.
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'Let me tell you, ~y dear, a quarter of Brahma'. 'Tell me, sir.' To him it thensaid :
'()ne sixteenthis_fire. One sixteenth is the sun. One si:xteenthis the moon. One.sixteenth is
'iighthing. ThiS; verily, my dear1 is th~ '.quarter qf Brahma, consisting of. four sixteenths,·
. muried the Luminous.
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' , He who, knowing it thus, reverences a quarter of Brahma, consisting of four sixteenths,
as the Luminous, becomes luminous in this world. Then he wins luminous worlds who,
knowing it thus, reverences a quarter of Brahma, consisting of four sixteenths, as the
Luminous.
Part - 8
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A diver-bird will tell you a quarter.' He then, when it was the morrow, drove the cows
on. Where they came at evening, t.here he built a fire, penned in the cows, laid on fuel, and
sat down to the west of the fire, facing the east.
( f ' ~ , ( , l ( i l c f i i q ~ ~Wfcf~i~ll~II
A diver-bird flew down to him, and spoke to him, saying : 'Satyakama! He repiied "Yes Lord!"
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Madgu then said to him- "O dear! I will tell you the 4th foot of Brahman?" Satyakama
replied- "O Lord! Tell me immediately." Then he said to him: 'One sixteenth is breath.
One sixteenth is the eye. One sixteenth is the ear. One sixteenth is mind. This, verily, my
dear, is the quarter of Brahma, consisting of four sixteenths, named Possessing-a-support.
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He who, knowing it thus, reverences a quarter of Brahma, consisting of four sixteenths,
as Possessing-a-support, comes to possess a support in this world. Then he wins worlds
possessing a support who, knowing it thus, reverence a quarter of Brahma, consisting of
four sixteenths, as Possessing-a-support.'
Part - 9
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Then he reached the teacher's house. The teacher spoke to him, saying : 'Satyakama!'
'Sir!' he replied.
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'Verily, my dear, you shine like a Brahma-knower. Who, pray, has instructed you?'
'Others than men,' he acknowledge. 'But do you yourself please speak to me; for I have
heard from those who are like you, sir, that the knowledge which has been learned from a
teacher best helps one t0 attain his end.'
To him he then declared it. In it then nothing whatsoever was omitted-yea, nothing
was omitted.
Part-10
Brahma as life, joy and the void
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Now, verily, Upakosala Kamalayana dwelt with Satyakama Jabala as a student of
sacred knowledge. For twelve years he tended his fires. Then, although accustomed to
allow other pupils to return home, him he did not allow to return.
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His wife said to him : 'The student of sacred knowledge has performed his penance. He
has tended the fires well. Let not 'the fires anticipate you in teaching him. Teach him
yourself.' But he went off on a journey without having told him.
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Then, on account of sickness, he [i.e. Upakosala] took to not eating. The teacher's wife
said to him : 'Student of sacred knowledge, eat. Why, pray, do you not eat?'
Then he said : 'Many and various are the desires here in this man. I am filled up with
sickness. I will not eat.'
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So then the fires said among themselves : 'The student of sacred knowledge has
performed his penance. He has tended us well. Come! Let us teach him.' Then they said to
him:
"Sll1l'IT 'cjlW
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'Brahma is life (pr<i1Ja). Brahma is joy. Brahma is the void.'
Then he said : 'I understand that Brahma is life. But joy and void I do not understand.'
They said: 'Joy (ka)-verily, that is the same as the Void (kha). The Void-verily, that
is the same as Joy.' And then they explained to him life and space.
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Part-11

~

t.l

rn~q<i(ISj~l~ll*1

Q,cil&*"fl@ll~II

9fu&1fi"4{'$1qlRR-I ~ ~

'Q,l1' ~ ~ ~

ms~ ~

w

So then the householder's (Garhapatya) fire instructe.d him : 'Earth, fire, food, sun [are
forms ofme. But] the Person who is seen in the sun-I am he; I am he indeed!'

~ ~ ~ fcialj410S~ 414rfaR-li ~ :e&q1~)fu ,s,!fP'-Jlici@ -il¼icl{~MI:

~ '31f ~ 'ff ~S~.JJ ~S~.JJ ~ ~ fe@j41011~ II
[Chorus of the fires:] 'He who knows and reverences this fire thus, repels evil-doing
from himself, becomes possessor of a world, reaches a full length of life, lives long. His
descendants do not become destroyed. Both in this world and in the yonder we serve him
who knows and reverences this fire thus.'
Part - 12

~ ~-1q.qi&l44~.f1Sj~1~11*1141 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 'Q,l1' ~:.;_qfo ~ ~
Q,cii&q¼i@ll~II

ms~~

So then the southern sacrificial (Anvaharyapacana) fire instructed him : 'Water, the
quarters of heaven, the stars, the moon [are forms of me. But] the Person who is seen in the
moon-I am he; I am he indeed!'

~ ~ ~ fe@j410S~ 4l4rfaR-li ~ .gc1q1~)fu ~1 1\Jtici@ -il¼lcl<9MI:

~ '31f ~ 'ff

~s~.JJ ~sF.JJ ~ ~

fc1a1jq1011~ 11

[Chorus of the fires:] 'He who knows and reverences this fire thus, repels evil-doing
from himself, becomes possessor of a world, reaches a full length of life, lives long. His
descendants do not become destroyed. Both in this world and in the yonder we serve him
who knows and reverences this fire thus.'
Part -13

~ ~"1qi&ci-ti41Sj~1~11*1 'S1lUT ~ Elifer~Rfu ~ 'Q,l1' ~ ~ ~

ms~ ~

Q,cii&q¼i@II ~II
So then the eastern (Ahavaniya) fire instructed him : 'Breath, space, sky, lightning [are
forms of me. But] the Person who is seen in the lightning-I am he; I am he indeed! '

~ & ~ fc@:j410S~ 414rfaR-li ~ .g4q19)fu ~fl'-Jlici@ -il¼lcl<9Mi:

~ '31f ~ 'ff ~S~.JJ ~S~.JJ ~ ~ fclalj41011~11
[Chorus of the fires:] 'He who knows and reverences this fire thus, repels evil-doing
from himself, becomes possessor of a world, reaches a full length of life, lives long. His
descendants do not become destroyed. Both in this world and in the yonder we serve him
who knows and reverences this fire thus.'
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Part -14
The soul and its way to Brahman

~

it,aMi:filflAl:fl

m

~s+qfaeJfrqfc:u11

illf.114½!

~

TJra

clfhtc4i;s:j~jjq

t!l<41ill4:@qii:U~S~cll({IQi:61ftH ~ ~II ~II

Those fires said to Upakosala- "O Upakosala! Dear one! you have this knowledge of
ourselves and the knowledge of the Soul (Atman). But the teacher will tell you the way."
Then the teacher returned. The teacher spoke to him, saying : 'Upakosala!'
,:prcr ~ ~ ~

~~fcl« ~

m ~ ~ ~ c6'r 3' tc11:1~1~11?1Ri c6'r 3' q1:1w1141~

$fflt!IQcl ~ ~ t.:titiit~II at.:lllit~II $nit!P1i.:t~ ~

J mtcr fc6H' ~Scflilf;i@11~ II

'Sir!' he then replied.' 'Your face, my dear, shines like a Brahma-knower's. Who, pray,
has instructed you?'
'Who, pray, would instruct me, sir?'-Here he denied it, as it were. 'These! They are of
this appearance now, but they were of a different appearance!' Here he alluded to the fires.
'What, pray, my dear, did they indeed tell you?'

~ ~ ~ Hli:61.cilcl fc6H' mtcr ~S~ g' ~ ~ ~ ~ti:h(QHl~I? aITTT '..j'
WHE4~ Q,clf\~fctfu "QTcj' e6tf '..j' WHE4d ~ ~ 'q' WlcllR@ ~ ~ I I ~ II
'This,' he acknowledged. 'Verily, my dear, they did indeed tell you the worlds. But I
will tell you something. As water adheres not to the leaf of a lotus-flower, so evil action
adheres not to him who knows this.'
'Tell me, sir'. To him he then said :
Part -15
t.f

'Q,l:fTS~

~ ~

~. atRltfu ita11~a«13aqw.i?\a~~RI de.ie.114~,,ftfQJi«ch m

~~~~11~11
'That Person who is seen in the eye-He is the Self (Atman),' said he. 'That is the
immortal, the fearless. That is Brahma. So even if they pour clarified butter or water on
that, it goes away to the edges.

~ ~ ~ ~

ft

~ ~ ftctio~4 ~ <f ~

~11~11

They call this "Loveliness-uniter" (samyadvama), for all lovely things (vama) come
together (samyanti) unto it. All lovely things come together unto him who knows this.

~ a ~ c11q1f{l:f

ft ~ ~ '..j(Jffi ~ 'cllmf:r '..j(Jffi <f ~ ~II~ II

And this is also ''Goods-bringer" (vamanf), for it brings ('Vnf) all gods (vama). He
brings all goods who knows this.
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~ ~ ~ ~,q.fl)t1 ~ ~ ~

mfu ~ ~ mfu 1.f ~ ~11-g11

And this one is also "Light-bringer" (bhamani), for it shines (-Vbha) in all worlds. He
shines in all worlds who knows this.

~ ~ ~c1Rl.t@ai

~ ~ "cl' 41f+:it1?ic11fi:m"lc1.+4f+:it11s~ at1'{4q101q&r-

q,'!4q1014a:i1m1;q~a_(~.fu ~,@j..qj{l\cf: ~ ,ijclR-f(la,IRf4qjRf41i:i.1~,ij ~;.xqm ~
~Slfl:rcr: Ill\ II

Now, whether they perform the cremation obsequies in the case of such a person or not,
they [i.e. the dead] pass over into a flame; from a flame, into the day; from the day, into the
half-month of the waxing moon; from the half-month of the waxing moon; into the six
months during which the sun moves northwards; from the months, into the year; from the
year, into the sun; from the sun, into the moon; from the moon, into lightning. Then there is
a Person (puru~a) who is non-human (a-manava).
"ij"

Q,41-iijl ~1*-l~tl ~ ~ ~ Sl@QE]qj..jj ~ q14c1q1c1J ~ ~ I I ~ II

He leads them on to Brahman. This is the way to the gods, the way to Brahm&n. They
who proceed by it return not to the human condition here-yea, they return not!'

Part -16
The Brihma,a priest properly silent at the sacrifice

~

ij

½ ~ ifscf

ircffl ~ ij ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~~- ~ - dfl.ll~tl ~

4~ :@f4 lRH ~ "€1' c@::ir11 ~ II

.

Verily, he who purifies here is a sacrifice. Truly, when he moves, he purifies this whole
world. Since. when he moves (yan) he purifies this whole world, therefore indeed he is a
sacrifice (yajiia).
· His two paths are mind and speech.
a+.flF4dd lffi=!T m ~ ~

'c(1T.1T

iia1&1g;roa1.....:ia<1~

"ij"

4,.'jq1~'a S11a<3c11<ti ~

QR.Sll.fl4141 ~ o!lcicla,@ II'~ II

a1.....:ia(1qc1 ~ m ~
R6!1~clqf4 ~

~s.......ro

"ij"

ft'ixrnr ~ ~ 4;jjqj.f1SjR6!1@

"ij"

4~i:hQl(~%1$1.ll ~ ~ c1Jq1.:n

'ffil·'Qltm:r~rcmnr~ II

Of these the Brahma]).a priest (brahma) forms one with his mind; the Hotri, the
Adhvaryu and the Udagtri priests, the other with speech.
In case, after the morning litany has commenced, the BrahmaQ.a priest interrupts before
the concluding verse, he forms only one path. The other becomes discontinued.
As a one-legged man walking or a chariot proceeding with one wheel, suffers injury, so
his sacrifice suffers injury. The institutor of the sacrifice suffers injury after the sacrifice
which suffers injury. He becomes worse off by having sacrificed.
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31W 4snq1ijiij si1a<3c1166 ':{

-gu

qfuu-04141 flJT &1c1c1«f9~ ~

crt.rr ~~¥if.a ':{

fti@.S~i I~ 11

But in case, after the morning litany has commenced, the BrahmaQa priest does not
interrupt before the concluding verse, they form both paths; the oilier does not become
discontinued.

~ 4'1.flit4Ql(¢1Gt...($41 ~ fhii,'kd 'c@lJR: siffiffia~c1q~ ~: siffiffiaffi ~ siffiffia.a
q(jjqj.flS3Slkl@s@ ~ ~ ~11411
As a two-legged man walking, or a chariot proceeding with both wheels, is well
supported, so his sacrifice is well supported. The institute of the sacrifice is well supported
after the sacrifice which is well supported. He becomes better off by having sacrificed.

Part-17
How the Brihmai;ta priest rectifies mistakes in the sacrificial ritual

SIGIIQ@Hlc61..qdQtltii (iG!jqj.jj.jj~ (ijl.sll~t;«~ ~ cjj~q.afl:a:11«1R~ ~ : 11 ~I I

Prajapati brooded upon the worlds. As they were being brooded upon, he extracted their
essences: fire from the earth, wind from the atmosphere, the sun from the sky.

~

l(dlf~Jl

~

ali4M'fll,Qi

dGQqj.jj.jj~

(iji.sil~t;«•~ifi.Jt

cii41i{~fif

ijjql..qlfu_f4H(I I~ I I

Upon these three deities he brooded. As they were being brooded upon, he extracted
their essences : ·from the fir~, the Rg verses; from the wind, the Yajus formulas; the Saman
chants, from the sun.

~ ~ ~ Fcit11q14aqtt~HdG!lqi..14 <,Ql.sil~ii"-Rf'd•i4t ~ ~ : ~ :
~:11~11

Upon this threefold knowledge he brooded. As it was being brooded upon, he extracted
its es~ences : bhar from the Rg verses, bhuvas from the Yajus formulas, svar from the
Saman chants.

ae.1~'ffil ~ : ~ ~ ~§411i-alt1c1 M,~.if.lY cftiju1f.lY ~ ~
~!11@11~11

So if there should come an injury in connection with the Rg verses, one should make an
oblation in the householder's (Garhapatya) fire with the words 'bhar! Hail!' So by the
essence of the Rg verses themselvef, by the power of the Rg verses, he mends the injury to
the Rg verses of the sacrifice.
31W ~ ~
~ ~!11@11411

foll~: ~ ~ ~§4ie.l~tilflci ~ ~ ci\iur ~ ~
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Moreover, if there should come an injury in connection with the Yajus formulas, one
should make an oblation in the southern (Dak~il)a) fire with the words 'bhuvas! Hail!' So
by the essence of the Yajus formulas themselves, by the power of the Yajus formulas, he
mends the injury to the Yajus formulas of the sacrifice.

~ ~ 'ffll@T R&IM: ~l~?.llt;cl-11~ '~.Ui~lfQICilflcl ~ mi:rt ~ mqt ~
~ tj~l@II~ II
Moreover, if there should come an injury in connection with the Saman chants, one
should make an oblation in the eastern (Ahavaniya) fire with the words 'svar! Hail!' So by
the essence of the Saman chants thems.elves, by the power of the Saman chants, he mends
the injury to the Saman chants of the sacrifice.
<flm~

~ ~1~c1af.:i ~~~~mm~~~~~

riurf 111911
~ Ml€6i-1iq1Bi ~cltli'11qfe41,{,;l&.II

fcttm:n' ~ ~ ~

°tj~I@

i:ltisJt'liffi '&

'SfT

'Q;tf ~ ~~eif.:IJ~I <qe(@'II~ II
So, as one would mend gold with borax-salt, silver with gold, tin with silver, lead with
tin, brass with lead, wood with brass or with leather, even so with the power of those
worlds, of those divinities, of that triple knowledge one mends the injury to the saerifice.
Verily, that sacrifice is healed in which there is a Brahµ1al)a priest who knows this.
'Q;tf

'ij 'SfT

d~cfSlclOTI ~ ~~eifetJ~I ,qc1Jleifet~~ & 'SfT ~ ,~101qJ lTm ~ «<I' ~

tltls(i:0@ Ii~ II
Verily, that sacrifice is inclined to the north in which there is a Brahmal)a priest who
knows this. Verily, there is this song on the Brahmal)a priest who knows this : Whichever way he turns himself,
In that same way goes.

lfRclT ~ ,iiWcl~~Jteifet.g ~ ~ ~ ~ ~sfi:m:Tfu
tt~i&eifet~qc1 ~

¥ffiJ -11~eifet~ -11~eifeiG'{li ~o Ii

The silent Brahmal)a (because he has taken vow of silent, called 'Manava') priest alone
protects the sacrificers like a dog.
Verily, the Brahmal)a priest who knows this guards the sacrifice, the institutor of the
sacrifice and all the priests. Therefore one should make as his Brahman priest one who
knows this, not one who does not know this- yea, not one who does not know this.
Fifth Chapter
On breath, the soul and the Universal Soul
Part-1

<tr'&~~~~~~~ & ~ml <qe(@''STTUTicl'Tcl~ m.111~11
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Orii! Verily, he who knows the chiefest and,.best, becomes the chiefest and best. Breath,

indeed, is the chiefest and best.

m6 ! qft:m ~ cmtm 6 "fcrRT ~ crrrcTlcT. ct:ftffl: I I~ 11

m6 ! ~ ~ -srra 6 RtafllM~ ~i~~ ~rcncr 'Sf@'STI, ~,,

m6 !

~~

W.:~ ciilm:

~~~

ffl crrcr W«lll~II

Verily, he who knows the most excellent, becomes the most excellent of his own
[people]. Speech, verily, is the most excellent.
Verily, he who knows the firm basis, has a firm basis both in this world and in the
yonder. The eye, verily, is a firm basis.
Verily, he who knows attainment~ for him wishes are attained both human and divine.
The ear verily, is attainment.

m6 err 3lr:«R" 1:ti::;ltld4~ 6 "fcrRT ~ lR1" & err 3tltlct4'{11l\ II
Verily, he who knows the abode, becomes an abode of his own [people]. The mind,
verily, is the abode.

~

wmurr ~ w:rfu ~s~ -w:rr~ ~<.1Hfl.l1@11G.11

Now, the Vital Breaths (pra"(la) disputed among themselves on self-superiority, saying
[in turn] : 'I am superior!' 'I am superior!'

~· 6 murr: SI-JtlQ@ fila<q~~'4~1c14) '4":

m-

m-

~ a1-iic11=q t1M.c1 ~ ~

Qlr:IBct<fqc1 ~ ~ cf:
~11\911
Those Vital Breaths went to Father Prajapati, and said : 'Sir! Which of us is the most
superior?'
He said to them : 'That one of you after whose going off the body appears as if it were
the very worst off-- he is the most superior of you.'

m 6 c1,~likbfi1q m ~ ~ q4~1c11=q · ®q~1i:6aa q~')fclafi:i@ "tlm cfwTT ~ :
~

muRf:

~

muR ~Tl:ll ~ :

~ ~ q4f)c1fqffi sifc.21~1 6 ~lllll

Speech went off. Having remained away a year, it came around again and said : 'How
have you been able to live without me?' Hearing this the speech again entered into body.

~?\'€€1::filq dfficjc',(4{ ~ Q4~1cll'q i:fi21q~li:6dtl q~,rc.~fi:i@ ~ ~ : muRf:

muR" ~ cfTi.fT ~ :

~ ~ q4f)c1fq@ ~ 6 ~:II~ II

The Eye went off. Having remained away a year, it came around again and said : 'How
have you been able to live without me?'
'As the blind, not seeing, but breathing with the breath, speaking with speech, hearing
with the ear, thinking with the mind. Thus,' Hearing this the Eye entered in.
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~ 61tebh1q aajc1Ri~ ~ Q4?.flcfltj i:M/.lq~1c6aa q~,fci~fqRt ~ ~ ~ :
m:uRT:

'SllUR ~ cfftlT ~ T I I T ~

q4~c1fqffi ~ ij ~ I I ~o II

The Ear went off. Having remained away a year, it came around again, and said: 'How
have you been able to live without me?'
'As the deaf, not hearing, but breathing with the breath, speaking with speech, seeing
with the eye, thinking with the mind. Thus.' The Ear entered in.

~·lFff 6''ii:bti1q aajc1ffi~ ~ Q4f41c11tj i:M!.iq~1c6aa qgnfctgfqffi ~ ~ a:n:r.m:
'SllUR ~ cfftlT ~ ~ : ~¾thc1fl-l@ ~ ij tR:11~~11

m:uRT:

The Mind went off. Having remained away a year, it came around again, and said :
'How have you been able to live without me?'
'As simpletons, mindless, but breathing with the breath, speaking with speech, seeing
with the eye, hearing with the ear. Thus.' The Mind entered in.

mur afu%M1:1;:;g

:aw;r "6

e11?.11~~ll:

Q(ci1~1~1i"( tjful~~c1fqa:u"(

'Sl11lTFl

,(.jqf{gc:.11~

&'fM,(.jtlR-fl~'4,1c1~fu ~ -::r: ~sfu l.!16h111fU811 ~~ 11

Now when the Breath was about to go off- as a fine horse might tear out the pegs of
his foot-tethers all together, thus did it tear out the other Breaths all together. They all came
to it and said : 'Sir! Remain. You are the most superior of us. Do not go off.'
3w;r

cll~cfii:l ~ cffuirswr ~ aafoms~

t,t

t,t ~ ~ ~IBl:HM ~

ao1Rta1-1:11Rt 11 ~~ 11

Then Speech said unto that one : 'If I am the most excellent, so are you the most
excellent.' Then the Eye said unto that one : 'Ifl am a firm basis, so are you a firm basis.'
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:aw;r ~-l:!'1, ~rngc11tj
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~
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·

~

ae;1lla.:iq(.tj@I I~~ I I

Then the Ear said unto the one : 'If I am attainment, so are you attainment.' Then the
Mind said unto that one ; 'If I am an abode, so are you an abode.'
-::r

~

eTRn

-::r

~w -::r ~ -::r ~*t1ft11tja:ra mun $~c11tj&:@' mun w~a,r:t ~

~11~~11

Verily, they do not call them 'Speeches', nor 'Eyes', nor 'Ears', nor 'Minds'. They call
them 'Breaths' (pr<lJJ,a), for the vital breath is all these.
Part -2
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((cifctR Fcfitj4Hi;4 ~11~11

It said. 'What will be my food?'

61~.@a1
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'Whatever there is here, even to dogs and birds,' they said. So this, verily, is t!1e food
(anna) of breath (ana). Verily, breath is its evident name. Verily, in the case of one who
knows this, there is nothing whatever that is not food.
[The food is required for the living organism only till the breathing is in them. This requirement
is ceased when the breathing leaves the body, therefore, all kinds of foods are only for the breathing]

~ ~

-..ifci&.1e11R-11q ~ ~ij*<lf4itJJ l(aa:fi>1&.1.a: 9<*<l1~1qfo21iuf~:
qp:e;~@ ~ ~ 'clTI1T 'qcjfli..jJ.ft ~ 'qcffifl I~ I I

fen it 'clTI1T

It said: 'What will be my garment?' 'Water', they said.

Therefore, verily, when people are about to eat, they enswathe it [i.e. the breath] with
water both before and after. It is accustomed to receive a garment; it becomes not naked .
tt~RtR-16611-n

'll1<r11ct1

1TI'~

~~1~qt11~1wc11'tl

~t11£1tt~tx:fi1~

~

t~l$i'l1~{~cliM,5€9H.sO: ~ : QHl~il-11@11~ II

When Satyakama Jabala told this to Gosruti Vaiyagrapadya, he also said : 'Even if one
should tell this to a dried-up stump, branches would be produced on it and leaves would
spring forth.'
The 'mixed potion' incantation for the attainment of greatness
[In the hymn number I and 3 extra-ordinary advantage to the person knowing the process of
breathing and that of listening has been described. During that period to know meant capacity to
conduct the process of that breathing and to hear meant to digest that process of breathing perhaps
was prevailed. In the same circumstance getting nutrition from the food and revival of the dry stump
can be possible.]

~ ~ qt;f~Jjf4-1qa_q1c11(41~i ~'RefT q~oiql.(41~

mIT

~ 1-P'i a_f81q~{l,6Qq~

~ ~ fcll~fliJ..jicil*l.(4 ~ ~ fiq1oqc14~1._fl~II
Now, if one should wish to come to something great, let him on the night of a new
moon perform the Preparatory Consecration Ceremony (Dik~a) and on the night of the full
moon mix a mixed potion of all sorts of herbs with sour, milk and honey.
'Hail to the chiefest and best!' with these words he should offer a libation of melted
butter in the fire and pour the residue into the potion.

~ ~ . fiq1oqc1.:i~o1raa1tt fcll~fllJ.:i1c1H~-1(4 ~ ~
tjqiaqc14~ajq~ fcll~fliJ..jlcll*l.(4 ~ ~ tjqiaqc14~c:_i~i:HI~ fcll~fliJ..j(cll~ ~ ~
ctf,Elal~

fcl1~R-1J.:i1c11*1(4

tjqiaqc1.:i~q_l I~ 11

'Hail to the most excellent!' with these words he should offer a libation of melted
butter in the fire and pour the residue into the potion.
'Hail to the firm basis!' with these words he should offer a libation of melted butter in
the fire and pour the residue into the potion.
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'Hail to the abode!' with these words he should offer a libation of melted butter in the
fire and pour the residue into the potion.
~ S1@~141~~41 q~qll!Ucl '11Qfllq} ,11q1wq1 fw ~ (.tsif4i«~ ~
~ llT ~ ~ Us=Qql~Q&;i 41q4~gqS1«~ (,tc5iq(.tl'11@116i II '

fw ~:

m <1'111~4@:

Then, creeping back [from the fire], and taking the potion in his hollowed hands, he
mutters: 'You are He (ama) by name, for this whole world is at home (ama) in you, for you
are pre-eminent and supreme (sre1~Jha), king and overlord. Let him bring me to preeminence and supremacy (srai1~Jhya), kingship and overlordship! Let me be all this!'
~ @('€it14f.lt '4't0 at1f.11qffi dfijfclg4oflqg $fllli11qffi ~ ~ 'q\;jj..jfiifll1t.11qffi ~

(.tchuaqf4iflllf.liqffi

gt ~ @ilqiiffi

~ ~11\911

Verily, then with this Rg verse he takes a sip at each hemstitch: 'The food which is god
Savitr's,' (Tatsaviturvroimahe)-here he take a sip- 'That for ourselves do we prefer,'
(Vayam devasya Bhojanam)-here he takes a sip-'The best, the all-refreshing food;'
(Sre~fham Sarvadhatamam)-here he takes a sip-'The Giver's strength may we attain!'
(Turam Bhagasya Dhimahi)-here he takes a sip.
f.tfui'*-1 ~'tj' ~ ell Q,jjl«i~ :afcl~1Rt ~ ell

~fu:sA

ell c11f.i4q)s~:

~~~

q~~fij~J:~~11~11

After having cleansed the drinking-vessel or goblet, he lies down to. the west of the fire
either on a skin or on the bare ground with voice restrained and self-possessed. If he should
see a woman, he may know that the rite is successful.

~ ~ : 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ 1 ~ ITT!' '111.fl4rttRti~Gtf.t«~
t1Rti~S1R«~T..j ~II~ 11

As to this there is the following verse :If during rites done for a wish; One sees a woman in his dream, Success he there may
recognize; In this appearance of his dream,

- In this appearance of his dream.
Part-3
The course of the soul in its reincarnations

saa2hggltiol4: 4,jjie-ii'1r~(.tN@?i414 ~, sic11gon ~c1f~tic11i:1 ~q1<13 ~1f1,1qIB1afll3
,:prcf
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Once upon a time 'Svetaketu', the son of AruQ.i visited in the court of the king of
Paficiila. PraviihaQ.a, the son of Jaivala asked him in the assembly- 'Young man, has your
father instructed you?' He replied- "Yes Lord!"
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'Do you know unto what creatures go' Svetaketu replied- 'No, sir.'
'Do you know how they' return again?' He replied- 'No, sir.'
'Do you know the parting of the two ways, one leading to the gods and one leading to
the fathers?' He replied- 'No, sir.'
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PravahaI).a again asked- 'Do you know how [it is that] yonder world is not filled up?'
Svetaketu replied- 'No, sir.'
'Do you know how in the fifth oblation water comes to have a human voice?'
He replied- 'No, indeed, sir.'
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'Now, pray, how did you say of yourself that you had been instructed? Indeed, how
could one who would not know these things speak of himself as having been instructed?'
Distressed, he then went to his father's place. Then he said to him : 'Verily, indeed,
without having instructed me, your, sir, said : "I have instructed you."
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Svetaketu said to his father- Five questions a fellow of the princely class (rajanya- ·
bandhu) has asked me. I was not able to explain even one of them.'
Then he [i.e. the father] said : 'As you have told them to me here, I do not know even
one of them. If I had known them, how would I not have told them to you?'
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Then Gautama went to the king's place. To him, when he arrived, he [i.e. the king' had
proper attention shown. Then on the morrow he went up to the audience-hall. Then he [i.e.
the king] said to him : 'Honoured Gautama, you may choose for yourself a boon of human
wealth.'

Then he said : 'Human wealth be yours, 0 king! The word which you said in the
presence of the young man, even that do you speak to me.'
Then he became troubled.
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'Wait a while,' he commanded him. Then he said : 'As to whatyou have told me, 0
Gautama, this knowledge has never yet come to Brahma:Q.as before you; and therefore in all
the worlds has the rule belonged to the K~atriya only.' Then he said to him:Part - 4
The 1st question asked by Praviihal).a to Svetaketu was that- "How the Apa}.t becomes personal
in the 5th Ahuti?" The answer of this question has been given in this part. Along with the solution of
this question, a way of solution of other questions is automatically disclosed. T.he Veda has said this
creation as full of offering. The R~i explains various stages of the cycle of creation by appreciating
the' physical offering. The Soma by virtue of 1st Ahuti in the world of Sun, the raining by virtue of
Ilnd Ahuti in the space, the food by virtue of Illrd Ahuti on the earth, the semen by the 4th Ahuti in
the man and the personal living organisms originates when 5th Ahuti in the female is given. The
question was how the Apa}.t becomes indicating to a man. The 1st Ahuti has been said being of the
obeisance.
The obeisance and the Apal.i are the synonyms. The Veda considers Apa}.t as the radical active
matter of the creation brought in by virtue of the penance of Brahma. By the connotation this cycle
discloses all the secret stages from the Briihmal).a consent to its appearance as the senses of the living
organism.
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'Yonder world, verily, 0 Gautama, is a sacrificial fire. In this case the sun is the fuel;
the light-rays, the smoke; the day, the flame; the moon, the coals, the stars, the sparks.

aRiiilaRii~,-1~1 ~ : ~ ~ ~
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In this fire the gods offer faith (sraddha). From this oblation arises King Soma.
[In the 1st stage of the offering of creation by offering the obeisance or the element of Apa}.t, the
Soma, viz., the fundamental flow of nutrition is originated.]

Part - 5
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The rain-cloud, verily, 0 Gautama, is a sacrificial fire. In this case wind is the fuel;
mist, the smoke; lightning, the flame; the thunderbolt, the coals; hailstones, the sparks.

aRiiilaRii~,~ ~ : ~ ~ ~ ~ a11 8ttci•h ffl@'11~11
In this divine fire, the gods jointly perform the offering for the king Soma and this
particular offering makes the rain to appear.
[The clouds are the production capacity of that world, at the 2nd_ stage of offering the rain is
originated by Soma.]
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The earth, verily, 0 Gautama, is a sacrificial fire. In this case the year is the fuel; space,
the smoke; night, the flame; the quarters of heaven, the coals; the intermediate quarters of
heaven, the sparks.

dU4~of?4~,.:i') ~ cftf ~~~~II~ II
In this fire the gods offer rain. From this oblation arises food.
[In the 3rd stage ofthe offering, the life element is converted into the food.]

Part- 7
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Man, verily, 0 Gautama, is a sacrificial fire. In this case speech is the fuel; breath, the
smoke; the tongue, the flame; the eyes, the coals; the ear, the sparks.

oU4~dU4~'-t' ~ 3ffl' ~ ~ ~ rff: ~ I I ~ II
In this fire the gods offer food. From this oblation arises semen.
[After the offering of this 4th stage, the intangible life element is appeared in the form of semen,
an element (Apa!).) in the semen.]
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Woman, verily, 0 Gautama, is a sacrificial fire. In this case the sexual organ is the fuel;
when one invites, the smoke; the vulva, the flame; when one inserts, the coals; the sexual
pleasure, the sparks.
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In this fire the gods offer semen. From this oblation arises the foetus.
[On maturing this 5th offering the Apa!). (the radical life) element as offered in the 1st time
develops in the form of the living organism and a person established in the body.)
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Thus indeed in the fifth oblation water ~omes to have a human voice.
After he has lain within for ten months, or for however long it is, as a foetus covered
with membrane, then he is born.
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(Apal:i herein is purported to the basic and active flow of the creation offered with obeisance in
the 1st offering. It remains in the womb till the period of 9 or 10 months or until the whole feature is
not developed and having relaxed within womb upto such period, this man gets birth.)
[The 5th question asked on disclosure of the secret regarding the fire-learning (Agnividya) avails
herein the clear answer. Subsequently, the other questions relating to the motion of the children born
in the manly form are answered.]
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When born, he lives for as long as is his length of life. When deceased, they carry him
hence to the appointed place for the fire from whence indeed he came, from whence he
arose.
Part - 10
In this part, 5 questions asked about the fire-learning (Agni vidya) have been answered -
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So those who know this, and those too who worship in a forest with the thought that
"Faith is austerity," pass into the flame; from the flame, into the day; from the day, into the
Pak~a (half-circle of the month) of the waxing moon; from the half-month of the waxing
moon, into the six months during which the sun moves northward (Uttarayal).a);
I
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From those months, into the year; from the year, into the sun; from the sun, into the
moon; from the moon, into the lightning. There is a Person (puru .rn) who is non-human (amanava). He leads them on to Brahman. This is the way leading to the gods (Devayana).
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But those who in the village reverence a belief in sacrifice, merit, and alms givingthey pass into the smoke; from the smoke, into the night; from the night, into the latter half
of the month; from the latter half of the month, into the six months during which the sun
moves southward-these do not reach the year; from those months, into the world of the
fathers; from the world of the fathers, into space; from space, into the moon. That is king
Soma. That is the food of the gods. The gods eat that.
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Afterhaving remained in it as long as there is a residue [of their good works], then by
that course by which they came they return again, just as they came, into space; from space,
into wind. After having become wind, one becomes smoke. After having become smoke, he
becomes mist.
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After having become mist, he becomes cloud. After having become cloud, he rains
down. They are born here as rice and barley, as herbs and trees, as sesame plants and beans.
Thence, verily, indeed, it is difficult to emerge; for only if some one or other eats him as
food and emits him as semen, does he develop further.
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Accordingly, those who are of pleasant conduct here- the prospect is, indeed, that they
will enter a· pleasant womb, either the womb of a ~rahma.J)a, or the womb of stinking
conduct here-the prospect is, indeed, that they will enter a stinking womb, either the
womb of a dog, or the womb of a swine, or the womb of an outcast (ca,:u;laia).
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But on neither of these ways are the small, continually returning creatures, [those of
whom it is said:] "Be born and die"- theirs is a third state.
Thereby [it comes about that] yonder world is not filled up. Therefore one should seek
to guard himself. As to this there is the following verse:-
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The plunderer of gold, the liquor-drinker,
The invader of a teacher's bed, the Brahman-killer
These four sink downward in the scale,
And, fifth, he who consorts with them.
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But he who knows these five fires thus, is not stained with evil, even though consorting
with those people. He becomes pure, clean, possessor of a pure world, who knows thisyea, he who knows this!'
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Part -11
The Universal Soul
/
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Pracinasala Aupamanyava (the son of Upamanyu), Satyayajiia Paulu~i (the son of
Pulu~a), Indradyumna Bhalaveya (the son of Bhallavi), Jana Sarkarak~ya, and Bu<;lila
Asvatarasvi-these great householders, greatly learned in sacred lore (srotriya), having
come together, pondered: 'Who is our Atman (Soul)? What is Brahman?'
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Then they agreed among themselves: 'Verily, sirs, Uddalaka Arm;ti here studies exactly
this Universal (vaisvanara) Atman (Soul). Come, let us go unto him.'
Then unto him they went. ·
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Then he agreed with himself: 'These great householders, greatly learned in sacred lore,
will question me. I may not be able to answer them everything. Come! Let me direct them
to another.'
..,..,...,.,.~r-:rTl"I'.
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Arul).i, then told them- 'Verily, sirs, Asvapati Kaikeya studies just this Universal
Atman (Soul). Come! Let us go unto him.'
Then unto him they went.
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Then to them severally, when they arrived, he had proper attentions shown. He was
indeed a man who, on rising, could say :
'Within my realm there is no thief, no miser, nor a drinking man,
None altarless, none ignorant,
No man unchaste, no wife unchaste.'
'Verily, sirs, I am about to have a sacrifice performed. As large a gift as I shall give to
each priest, so large a gift will I give to you, sirs. Remain, my sirs.'
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Then they said : With whatever subject a person is concerned, of that indeed he should
speak. You know just this Universal Atman (Soul). Him indeed do you tell to us·.'
dl~ell~
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Then he said to them : 'On the morrow will I make reply.' Then with fuel in their hands
in the morning they returned. Then, without having first received them as pupils, he spoke
to them as follows :
Part-12
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The king Asvapati asked Aupamanyava, the son of Upamanyu- "O Aupamanyava,
whom do you reverence as the Atman (Soul)?' Pracinasala answered- 'The heaven indeed,
sir, 0 King,' 'The Universal Atman (Soul) is, verily, that brightly shining one (sutejas)
which you reverence as the Atman (Soul). Therefore Soma is s~en pressed out (suta) and
continually pressed out in your family.
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King Asvapati again said- You eat food; you see what is pleasing. He eats food; he sees
what is pleasing. There is eminence in sacred knowledge in the family of him who
reverences the Universal Atman (Soul) thus. That, however, is only the head of the Atman
(Soul),' said he. 'Your head would have fallen off, if you had not come unto me.'
Part-13
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Then he said to Satyayajfia Paulu~i : 'Pracinayogya! Whom do you reverence as the
Atman (Soul)?' He said- 'The sun indeed, sir, 0 King!
'The Universal Atman (Soul) is, verily, that manifold one which you reverence as the
Atman (Soul). Therefore much of all sorts is seen in your family.
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A chariot drawn by a she-mule rolled up [before your door], a female slave, a gold
necklace. You eat food; you see what is pleasing. He eats food; he sees what is pleasing.
There is eminence in sacred knowledge in the family of him who reverences that Universal
Atman (Soul) thus. That, however, is only the eye of the Atman (Soul),' said he. King
Asvapati again said- 'You wo~have become blind, if you had not come unto me.'
l(dtlc:lqj(1,jj-i ½saH<gQt~ •
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Part -14
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Then said to Indradyumna Bhallaveya : 'Vaiyaghrapadya! Whom do you reverence as
the Atman (Soul)?'
'The wind indeed, sir, 0 King,' said he.
'The Universal Atman (Soul) is, verily, that which possesses various paths, which you
reverence as the Atman (Soul). Therefore offerings come unto you in various ways; rows of
chariots follow you in various ways.
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The king told that "You eat food; you see what is pleasing. He eats food; he sees what
is pleasing". There is eminence in sacred knowledge in the family of him who reverences
that Universal Atman (Soul) thus.
That, however, is only the breath of the Atman (Soul),' said he. 'Your breath would
have departed, if you had not come unto me.'
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Then he said to Jana: 'Sarkarak~ya! Whom do you reverence as the Atman (Soul)?'
'Space indeed, sir, 0 King,' said he.
'The Universal (Vaisvanara) Atman (Soul) is, verily, that expanded one, which you
reverence as the Atman (Soul). Therefore, you are expanded with offspring and wealth.
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You eat food; you see what is pleasing. He eats food; he sees what is pleasing. There is
eminence in sacred knowledge in the family of him who reverences that Universal Atman
(Soul) thus.
That, however, is only the body· (sarhdeha) of the Atman (Soul),' said he. 'Your body
would have fallen to pieces, if you had not come unto me.'
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The king Asvapati again asked Bm;lila Asvatarasvi : 'Vaiyaghrapadya! Whom do you
reverence as the Atman (Soul)?'
Water indeed, sir, 0 King,' said he.
'The Universal Atman (Soul) is, verily, that wealth, which you reverence as the Atman
(Soul). Therefore you are wealthy and thriving.
~ ~ fileiq't'QiJ ~ .
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. . You eat food; you see what is pleasing. He eats food; he sees what is pleasing. There is
eminence in sacred knowledge in· the family of him who reverences that Universal Atman
(Soul) thus.
That, however, in only the bladder of the Atman (Soµl),' said he. 'Your bladder would
have burst, if you had not come unto me.'
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Then the king Asvapati asked Uddalaka, the son of AruQa - 'O Gautama! Whom do you
reverence as the Atman (Soul)?' He said- 'The earth indeed, sir, 0 King!'
'The Universal Atman (Soul) is, verily, that support, which you reverence as the Atman
(Soul). Therefore you are supported with offspring and cattle.
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You eat food; you see what is pleasing. He eats food; he sees what is pleasing. There is
eminence in sacred knowledge in the family of him who reverences that Universal Atman
(Soul) thus.
That, however, is only the feet of the Atman (Soul),' said he. 'Your feet would have
withered away, if you had not come unto me.'
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1Then he said to them : 'Verily, indeed, you here eat food, knowing this Universal
Atman (Soul) as if something separate. He, however, who reverences this Universal Atman
(Soul) that is of the measure of the span-thus, [yet] is to be measured by thinking of
'oneself-he eats food in all worlds, in all beings, in all sr 1ves.
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~ '6 err Q.dWifl.l'11 ~ ~ ~ : mur: g21•c1fl.lt(i,jl ~ ~
cqfufo:1 ~: gM~cl. ~ 'Q,q ~fu:Mfq,f4 cqffiifa:ti '11~4~ 1Rl'S.cjlgl4Q'i:.H
a:uwq1gc1-11ti: 11 ~ 11

The brightly shining [heaven] is indeed the head of that Universal Atman (Soul). The
manifold [sun] is his eye. That which possesses various paths [i.e. the wind] is his breath.
The extended [space] is his body. Wealth [i.e. water] is indeed his bladder. The support [i.e.
the earth] is indeed his feet. The sacrificial area is indeed his breast. The sacrificial grass is
his hair. The Garhapatya fire is his heart. The Anvaharyapacana fire is his mind. The
Ahavaniya fire is his mouth.
[Virat, the son of a sage was worshipped every limb of the· Vaisvanara, the element of the soul
may be realised by the worship of the soul located in a paiticular limb but it cannot be confined to
that stage cinly. In case, an omission is committed as to confine that gigantic soul in any particular
limb, it may damage that particular limb in order to maintain its incessant flow. This was the reason
why king Asvapati expressed the possibility of the damage to the particular organs of the sons of the
saints.]

Part -19
The mystical Agnihotra sacrifice to the Universal Soul in one's own self

~ Sil!lqq1,1i0i14l4\ti-::~ 'tit ~21q1q1gffi ~futiliii '!{gllldllOllti ~ SIIUl,R;!l4@11 ~II
Therefore the first food which one may come to, should be offered. The first oblation
which he would offer he should offer with "Hail to the Pral).a breath!" The Pral).a breath is
satisfied.

mu\" ~

~ ~ giir~lkW-1,R;!l4€i!IU;~ ~ EA41,R;!l4@

refer

~ ~

dWl~i;!ffi 'SNl1.ff · ~ ~ iJiijicl'i:.lfl~@il~ II

-

The Pral).a breath being satisfied, the eye is satisfied. The· eye being satisfied, the sun is
satisfied. The sun being satisfied, the heaven is satisfied. The heaven being satisfied,
whatever the heaven and the sun rule over is satisfied. Along with the satisfaction thereof,
he is satisfied with offspring, with cattle, with food, with the glow of health, and with
eminence in sacred knowledge.
Part- 20
3121' 'tit~ ~§tih1i ~§llUfilHlti ~ &IH«,14@11~11

Then the second oblation which he )Would offer he should offer with "Hail to the Vyana
breath~" The Vyana breath is .satisfied.

m

~
cJ'ZITTr ~ ~ f.1*41«!14@ f.1*4f~ ~ R;~i«!14RI ~ i;!14"(11~
~ ~ ~ ~ dWl=}i;!ftt ~ 'SNl1.fT ~ ~
iJiijlcl'i:.lfl~@II~ II

&rR
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The Vyana breath being satisfied, the ear is satisfied. The ear being satisfied, the moon
is satisfied. The moon being satisfied, the quarters of heaven are satisfied. The quarters of
heaven being satisfied, whatever the moon and the quarters of heaven rule over is satisfied.
Along with the satisfaction thereof, he is satisfied with offspring, with cattle, with food,
with the glow of health, and with eminence in sacred knowledge.
Part - 21

m

~ ~ ~§<.lt11i ~§~litilHl<.1 ~1~<"4QH«f~@ll~II

Then the third offering which he would offer he should offer with "Hail to the Apana
breath!" The Apana breath is satisfied.

a1'Q'R ~ cii~c;!~@ ffl c;!~*llqft.:i«i~<"4~ ...~ ~ ~ <!~*Ii ~ ~
~ d¼ljc;!M ~ ~ ~ ~ Qt;Jci:Jfl~@I I'~ II
The· Apana breath being satisfied, speech is satisfied. Speech being satisfied; fire is
satisfied. Fire being satisfied, the earth is satisfied. The earth being satisfied, whatever the
earth and fire rule over is satisfied; Along with the satisfaction thereof, he is satisfied with
offspring, with cattle, with food, with the glow of health, and with eminence in sacred
knowledge.
Part - 22

m ~ . ~§<.!1'1i

~§<.llitilHl<.1 ~ <,1qH«f~@ll~II

Then the fourth offering which he would offer he should offer with "Hail to the Samana
breath!" The Samana breath is satisfied,

~ ~ q:i«i~Rt lRfu ~ fei~=g~Rt ~ <!~*Ii ~ ~
~ d<-41:}c;!ftt ~ ~ ~ · ~ Qt;Jci:Jfl~@II~ II
The Samana breath being satisfied, the mind is satisfied. The mind being satisfied, the
rain-god (Parjanya) is satisfied. The rain-god being satisfied, lightning is satisfied.
Lightning being satisfied, whatever the rain-god and lightning rule over is satisfied. Along
with the satisfaction thereof, he is satisfied with offspring with cattle, with food, with the
glow of health, and with eminence in sacred knowledge.
Part-23

m

~ '1ffli:iT ~§<.!1'1i ~§<.llitilHl<.I ~l~fg~H«f~@ll~II

Then the fifth offering which he would offer he should offer with "Hail. to the Udana
breath!" The Udana breath is satisfied.

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ell~«!~@

emit

c;!~<"4ic:fMl«f ~<"41efil¥1 ~

~ - a<-41:J<!M ~ ~ ~ ~ @t;1c1:J?i~Rt11~11
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On satiation of Udana, the skin satiates, after the skin the wind satiates, Wind being
satisfied, space is satisfied. Space being satisfied, whatever wind and space rule over is
satisfied. Along with the satisfaction thereof, he is satisfied with offspring, with cattle, with
food, with the glow of health, and with eminence in sacred knowledge.
Part - 24
"« cl' $Gqfc1aHn'4~3t . ~ ll~lfi-HH41ij] ~ ~§llhtl/:iffii:+lllq_ll ~II

If one offers the Agnihotra (fire) sacrifice without knowing this-that would be just as
if he were to remove the live coals and pour the offering on ashes.

aw cl' ~ fciaHft-1~34 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ "!<l~ fl&tclh"qtl ~

wmfl 1~ 11

But if one offers the Agnihotra sacrifice knowing it thus, his offering is made in all
worlds, in all beings, in all selves.

aeJ~qjcfil~Mqt;fi ~ Sli~~cl~~ ~ 'Q11Jl'R: ~ cl' ~ fciaHft-1~34

p, I'~ 11

So, as the top of a reed laid on a fire would be burned up, even so are burned up all the
evils of him who offers the Agnihotra sacrifice knowing it thus.

~

~cifcieieiRI

i.1Us1M141~tl

S1lli0GkqfZi ~

~PJRt

~fll1RRt ~

~!ll~ll

•

~ ~ lffiR q4q1f!fl 1 ~~ ~ai;.s-1ft-1~~~q1f!a $R.1n'-1il~~q1f!a ~114.11

And therefore, if one who knows this should offer the leavings even to an outcast
(cm:u;iala), it would be offered in his Universal Atman (Soul). As to this there is the

following verse:'As hungry children sit around; About their mother here in life,
Even so all beings sit around; The Agnihotra sacrifice.'

Sixth Chapter
Part -1
The instruction of Svetaketu by Uddalaka concerning the key to all knowledge

~alhMl<Eilflll 3:m:T m&" RIJ\c11i.1 ~ cm ~6li.14'!_1
~6lili~Rc1 ~11~11

;i-

~

«lutFl4~~'1-t1s~

Om! Now, there was Svetaketu, the grandson of Aru1,1a, To him his father said : 'Live
the life of a student of sacred knowledge (Brahmacarya Asrama). Verily, my dear,from our
family there is no one unlearned (in the Vedas (an-ucya), a Brahma1,1a by connection
(brahma-bandhu), as it were.'
[Brahmabandhu is the man who doesn't behave like Brahmins but associated to them. By using
:f~!trm the R~i wants fo convey that all persons in his clan are well-known to the Brahma.]
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"fl' ~ alC::~lcl~ ~ ~~: ~ ~ 3ii£4HqH1 ~ ~ ~~

fikltcllf.4 ~ ~ ~ ~ 3iif.4Hl.H-11 ~S~ d41~~14Sll~:II~ II

~wt ~ci~4d

qaqfci*'1d fci*'iafilfu 1 ~ 3:

'qlfcf:

"fl' ~

~11 ~ 11

He then, having become a pupil at the age of twelve, having studied all the Vedas,
returned at the age of twenty-four, conceited, thinking himself a great scholar and arrogent.
Then his father said to him: 'O Svetaketu, my dear, since now you are conceited, think
yourself learned, and are proud, did you also ask for that teaching whereby what has not
been heard of becomes heard of, what has not been thought of becomes thought of, what
has not been understood becomes understood?'
'What is that teaching, Sir?'

~

~1iach.:i qfi¾og4 "fl'cT ~ ~f!llt;:lill{l!q'TJT fcrcml' ~ qRtchtilci

~11~11

"Just as, my dear, through a clod of clay everything made of clay may be known-the
modification is merely a verbal distinction, a name; the reality is just "clay"-

~

wi=ach.:i (11~4FoH, "fl'cT

~ ~¼@ill(~

fcrcml'

~

(1,~fi:ltilc1

~11~11

Just as, my dear, through a single ingot of gold all that is made of gold may be
known- the modification is merely a verbal distinction, a name; the reality is just "gold"-

~

~~

4@R~.fi~4

~8Jllll'8f4tilcl ~

"fl'cT

<:tilflJihHl

~¼@ill(~

fcrcml'

~

ffl "fl'~ ~ I I ~ II

My dear, Just as by one nail-scissors everything made of iron may be known- the
modification is merely a verbal distinction, a name; the reality is just "iron"-so, my dear,
is that teaching.'

';I'½~ w1c1.fl«1 l{aa:c1~~~-fap.1aa:c1~6!.ji_ ~ ir ~ ~@lc1?ia;tcflW51@ om
miitfu ~11\911
'Verily, those honoured men did not know this; for, if they had known it, why would
they not have told me? But do you, sir, tell me it.'
'So be it, my dear,' said he.
Part - 2

~ -l-ii'4C::4!l 3il-l-i1~<:titlci1f~');s::j ~ 3ilgHi~clc:_q!l ~l~1~<:titlciif@1ti of41c:_,@:
~11~11

Uddalaka told Svetaketu- 'In the beginning, my dear, this world was just Being (sat),
one only, without a second. To be sure, some people say- "In the beginning this world was
just Non-being (a-sat), one only, without a second; from that Non-being Being was
produced."
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f.41~@

~

cfili..lqfia:

fl¾ti~d@ I

~

~tUli;'-l!I

:£si l~1~cfitlciifa(11li'{II ~ II

But verily, my dear, whence could this be?' said he. 'How from Non-being could Being
be produced? On the contrary, my dear, in the beginning this world was just Being, one
only, without a second.
~lo

~ ~

Sl>Sll~~ffi ~Slfffifl

cR:m ~ ~ cfT

~;ti 4_.<l>SI fl

m

~lo

~

Sl>SII~~@ ~Slfffifl dWlel34

~ «&I I41 ~ I I ~ II

It bethought itself : "Would that I were many! Let me procreate myself!" It emitted
heat. That heat bethought itself: "Would that I were many! Let me procreate myself," It
emitted water. Therefore whenever a person grieves or perspires from the heat, then water
[i.e. either tears or perspiration] is produced.

m a:rr:r ~'Rf ~ : "f41lf si-si1~q61ffi m a1~q~;si.:a I a:w1ti;r cR:m 'cl1ifu ~ ~0t1$i
<qcifli~ ~ ~W~ie.i ~11~11
That water bethought itself: "Would that I were many! Let me procreate myself," It
emitted food. Therefore whenever it rains, then there is abundant food. So food for eatin.~ is
produced just from water.
[The R~i already have explained in the precedent Chapter 5 that the 1st offering was made in the
world of Sun in course of the creation of earth. The truth gave birth to splendour as the world of earth
is known as the world of Sun. This very splendour as a result of resolution for the creativn is called
as the Hira!_lyagarbha by the Veda. As a result of dividing that splendour, the element of Ap (water)
was originated. The Veda has assumed it as the radically activated flow of the creation. This can be
said as the water from the world of sun. By resolution of this flow of water (Ap) sub-atomic particles
were formed which can he said as the earth element of the world of sun. In the next stage, the
splendour is called as the sun etc. By virtue of the conflict in the element of water the splendour
originated the atomic particles and the water in the space. By virtue of the water and the micro
particles the element of earth was formed by the crystallised and stable particles. The R~i observes
the _process of the both stages. In his statement, both the forms i.e. micro and macro, visible and
invisible of the splendour, water and the earth are blended. The meaning of his statement can be
understood when this very assumption is made.]

Part -3

w.rt ~ ~ 'SO'Utrcl' ~ '4tcf,~i/.lius::ii

-J11cc-si~f?:wtfi:1Rt11~11
(Thereafter Uddalaka clarified his statement further while making Svetaketu to
understand the course of creation) Now, of these beings here there are just three origins :
[there are beings] born from an egg i.e. AI).c;laja, born from a living thing i.e. Jarayuja, born
from a sprout i.e. Udbhijja.

-w.t ~ g.a1gfllqlf«1~,

am

~
\J11~41~w-11jS1fct!illl ~ &.11cfi<c11onRt11~ 11
That divinity [i.e. Being] bethought itself: "Come! Let me enter these three divinities
[i.e. heat, water, and food]with this living Soul (atman), and separate out name and form.
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ol'm" ~

bl~ct'l&ii:fii i:fi(cllUTI@ ~ ~clfl41f*°f.fl ~

aFRcT ~1~-1h:WU:jS1fcl~ll

~

sq li:fi{li'(I I~ 11

Let me make each one of them threefold." That divinity entered into these three
divinities with this living Soul and separated out name and form.

ol'm" ~

bl~ct?t%i:til4i:fi{ltJ\J.11 ~ ~ «lal4lf*°f,,11 ~clctlrol~rel~~%i:til ~ ~

fci(ifl-0@@ II~ 11
It made each of them threefold. Now, verily, my dear, understand from me how each of
these three divinities becomes threefold.
Part - 4

~ ~~ fl(if./:t-@1,_4 ll~cR-i ~ ~ cte;-$1f!.IIQP1ii:;3~(fi'-t(6i ~ fcrcr;m

~

ffl

,(ciQIOTIJicl ~11~11

Whatever red form fire has, is the form of heat; whatever white, the form of water;
whatever dark, the form of food. The fire-hood has gone from fire : the modification is
merely a verbal distinction, a name. The reality is just "the three forms:"

l!e;IR~f!.I ~~ ij(ijfl,@1,_4 ll~cR-i ~ ~ cte;-$1f!.IIQl311e;l•hfi'-t(6i. ~

fcrcr;m ~ ffl (CiQ1of1Jic1 ~t{_II~ II
Whatever red form the sun has, is the form of heat; whatever white, the form of water;
whatever dark, the form of food. 'fhe sunhood has gone from the sun : the modification is
merely a verbal distinction, a name. The reality is just "the three forms."

lli:ii:1*1«1 ~~ fl(if./:t-@1,_4 ll~cR-i ~ ~ \"le;-$1f!.IIQl'IW~<f1-1(6i. ~

fcrcr;m ~ ffl

WtlOTIJicl ~11~11

Whatever red form the moon has, is the form of heat; whatever white, the form of
water; whatever dark, the form of food. The moonhood has gone from the moon : the
modification is merely a verbal distinction, a name. The reality is just "the three forms."

llffl.~ffi · ~

fcrcr;m ~

m

;lcitf

<l(iffl-@1,_4 ll~cR-i ~ ~ cte;-$1f!.IIQiJiie; 3~<fi'-t(6i ~

~.q1of1Jic1 ~,11~11

Whatever red form the lightning has, is the form of heat; whatever white, the form of
water; whatever dark, the form of food. The lightninghood has gone from the lightning : the
modification is merely a verbal distinction, a name. The reality is just "the three forms."

~ W ½ ~~"fl" 3llg:
~ e;I ti f1:6!.lf11@ ~ ~;cy: 11 lt, II

¥

~mffi ~ ~ ~S"ti" ~~ct44ct4fcl~H1-

Verily, it was just this that the great householders, greatly learned in sacred lore, knew
when they said of old : "No one now will bring up to us what has not been heard of, what
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has not been thought of, what has not been understood." For from these [three forms] they
knew [everything].

~ ~ <l'11·l+@i_qf4-!Rt af~1t1~45 ¥Jc:R1filc11~Rfllq1~*'qfilRt af~li1~45
~001f4-1c11~Rfll~fil *'qf4-1Rt afa1:;if.l~: 11 ~ 11
They knew that whatever appeared red was the form of heat. They knew that whatever
appeared white was the form of water. They knew that whatever appeared dark was the
form of food.

t.1fi;jl1afilc11~R~a1(.11?ic1 ~ ~ ~ afa1:;iii~&rr 3 ~

muiqlf~;rt ~:

~ "STTlZf bl~ful~~Jicfil <qqfu ~ fci'11H1@@11\911
They knew that whatever appeared un-understood is a combination of just these
divinities.
Verily, my dear, understand from me how each of these three divinities, upon reaching
man, becomes threefold.

Part.,. 5

ai~4fis1d

~

Fciilt.1<l

oW

't.l":

~

!!ll~-1:<l~flti

<qqfu

m 4s.;qq,@..q1~-tj'

't.lTSWIB-@..q..j: II ~I I
Food, when eaten, becomes divided into three parts. That which is its coarsest
constituent becomes the feces; that which is medium, the flesh; that which is finest, the
mind.

~=

41t11f¾a1 Fciilt.1.fl 'd'mt 't.l": ~ !!Ii~,@~~ <qqfu 't.11' 4Et.14-l:<lffilftld

msium:

~

'SITOT: 11 ~ 11

Water, when drunk, become divided into three parts. That which is its coarsest
constituent, becomes the urine; that which is medium, the blood; that which is finest, the
breath (pra,:za).

~sfil@"

~ fclilt.1<l oW 't.l": ~ !'.11~-@i:;W!i <qqfu 't.11'

~=

~ ~

msium:

'ffl

~11~11
Heat, when eaten, becomes divided into three parts. That which is its coarsest
constituent, becomes bone; that which is medium, the marrow; that which is finest, the
voice.
~ ~ ~

'4'..j' ~ :

SIIOl~(#\4i!.ti

crrfrrfu

~ l!;cl' tfT 'ii'lcllMff lQt.lIB:1@ ~

~~11~11

Uddalaka again said- For, my dear, the mind consists of food; the breath consists of
water; the voice consists of heat.'
'Do you, sir, cause me to understand even more.' He said- 'So be it, my dear.'
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Part - 6 ··

~= mt<l 'tf~qj.f,(<.l.msffm:rr ~ ~ :

fl!J~q@ ~11~11

Uddalaka, the father of Svetaketu again said- 'Of coagulated milk, my dear, when
churned, .that which is the finest essence all moves upward; it becomes butter.

~ ~ +t1kll~¼l~llqH,(<.I msffm:rr ~ ~ : fl!J~q@ ~

wmfll~ 11

Even so, verily, my dear, of food, when eaten, that which is the finest essence all moves
upward; it becomes the mind.

~

mt<l cftt1qHHi ·msffm:rr ~ ~ :

fl!J~q@ ~ "Sf11JIT wmfll~ 11

Of water, my dear, when drunk, that which is the finest essence all moves upward; it
becomes the breath.
~ : «1'41~llqi.f,(<.I msffm:rr ~ ~ : fl!J~q@ ~ cfTl'W:ITTfll'~ II

Of heat, my dear, when eaten, that which is the finest essence all moves upward; it
becomes the voice.

~~

mt<l

lR ~ : SIIOl+a"llq~')

cnfiTfu ~

l!;cf llT Wlci1Hl*11Qllkcl@ ~

~~ll'-\II

For, my dear, the mind consists of food; the breath consists of water; the voice consists
of heat.'
'Do you, sir, cause me to understand even more.' He said-· 'So be it, my dear.'
Part - 7
Q1$~li:fiM: "ijTQj" ~: Q:lJ(!,~llijlR

mm:

m:

fq~141qlj:

murr ";j' fq1iffit

fcti:®Md

~11~11

'A person, my dear, consists of sixteen parts. For fifteen days do not eat; drink water at
will. Breath; which consists of water, will not be cut off from one who drinks water.'

~ ~ q:1Ja,~11ij1f.t ~ ~4!JQfifila, ~ ~
;i- ½llT ~ 'm ~II~ II

m~: mt<1 ~fir ft1q111Rt ~ ~

Then for fifteen days he did not eat. So then he approached him, saying, 'What shall I
say, sir?'
'The Rg verses, my dear, the Yajus formulas, the Saman chants.'
Then he said: 'Verily, they do not come to me, sir.'
'd'!: ~ ~

~mt<l

~

mt<l

t41$~114i

~S'¼ltt;d~chlSWR: {gtfldq131: qfU~112: ~
i:fiMHl'li:61

i:fiMl@~IJ21

¼h1aaffi

mnsfir

;i-

~(!,l~lj'qclW~IHll!I

~

ff

fc1*1i¼«l@II~ II

To him he then said: 'Just as., my dear, a single coal of the size of a fire-fly may be left
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over from a great kindled fire, but with it the fire would not thereafter bum much-so, my
dear, of your sixteen parts a single sixteenth part may be left over, but with it you do not
now apprehend the Vedas. Now eat, then you will understand from me.

~ · ~ ~4!iQ<!:Fl-lle, m6 ~ ~ ~6 ~11~11
Then he ate. So then he approached him. Then whatsoever he asked him, he answered
everything.

m~ ~ ffl

--S'Rllffld~cfiq§i+l ,(sltJjdqf~ qfU~il!! ~ ~ci)~q,1:tqj~(l( Slhi61M~-tt4

"ffi'ITSN ~ ~ill\ II

Arm).i said to him- 'Just as, my dear, one may, be covering it with straw, make a single
coal of the size of a fire-fly that has been left over from a great kindled fire blaze up, and
with it the fire would thereafter bum much-

~m

~

q1s~11"1i

~"f%' m

chMHl!lchi

chMl@Wl!!!l"!fl-ll~-ilQ,l:tq([%dl

lR ~ : si101«1~1w,4,

errfiTfu ~

Sll-$::ll~1flaara

fcl;j,f;iiiFcrRt fcl;j,f;ilifcrRt11G11

So, my dear, of your sixteen parts a single sixteenth part has been left over. After
having been covered with food it has blazed up. With it you now apprehend the Vedas; for,
my dear, the mind consists of food, the breath consists of water, the voice consists of heat.'
Then he understood from him-yea, he understood.
Part - 8
Concerning sleep, hunger and thirst, and dying
3~1Mi:hl ~ : ~ 9,1~cllil ,(,clc.:tH=i

m ~ ~ cqqfu ,(,clq4,a'l

it ffl fcr:siHi61@ ll~d~M: ~
cqqfu af4,~4':'.~N~,f41ill¼RI" ~~ cqqfu11 ~11

;iilt

~

Then Uddalaka Arul).i, said to his son Svetaketu- Understand from me, my dear, the
condition of sleep. When a person here sleeps (svapiti), as it is called, then, my dear, he has
reached Being, he has gone to his own (svamapita). Therefore they say of him "he sleeps";
for he has gone to his own.

~ ~ ~ : ~ ~ ~ ~ Q@~l..li,lllld4qMcii:ciT ~ ~ ~
ffl ~ ~ ~ Q@~i..li,lllld4qMciEci1 ~ SIIOl<fl-144':'. "f%' ffl lR ~II~ II
As a bird fastened with a string, after flying in this direction and in that without finding
an abode elsewhere, rests down just upon its fastening--even so, my dear, the mind, after
flying in this direction and I that without finding an abode elsewhere, rests down just upon
breath; for the mind, my dear, has breath as its fastening.
::s1~H1fclq1i1
lTRTllTS~: ~
\1 fct &.I ffi@ II ~ II
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m

lf,W:f
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Arm:ii said- "Odear! Understand from me, my dear, hunger (asana) and thirst. When a
person here is hungry (asisi,rnti), as it is called, just water is leading off (nayanti) that
which has been eaten (',las'). So, as they speak of "a leader-of-cows"(go-naya), "a leader-ofhorses" (asva-naya), "a leader-of-men" (puru.ya-naya), so they speak of water as "a leaderof-food" (asa-naya, hunger).
On this point, my dear, understand that this [body] is a sprout which has sprung up. It
will not be without a root.

~
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What else could its root be than food? Even so, my dear, with food for a sprout, look
for water as the root. With water, my dear, as a sprout, look for heat as the root. With heat,
my dear, as a sprout, look for Being as the root. All creatures here, my dear, have Being as
their root, have Being as their home, have Being as their support.
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Now, when a person here is thirsty, as it is called, just heat is leading off that which has
been drunk. So, as they speak of "a leader-of-cows" (go-naya), "a leader-of-horses" (asvanaya); "a leader-of-men" (puru,~a-naya), so one speaks of heat as "a leader-of-water" (udanaya, thir~t).
On this point, 1:p.y dear, understand that this [body] is a sprout which has sprung up. It
will not pe without a root.
[The physiology of the modem age has already accepted the fact that the water carries the food
to the every cell of the body and the water is carried by the bio-electricity in course of the process of
metabolism. The R~i is explaining the same process by his own way.]
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Where else could its root be than in water? With water, my dear, as a sprout, look for
heat as the root. With heat, my dear, as a sprout, look for being as the root. All creatures
here, my dear, have Being as their root, have being as their abode, have Being as their
support.
But how, verily, my dear, each of these three divinities, upon reaching man, becomes
threefold, has previously been said.
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When a person here is deceasing, my dear, his voice goes into his mind; his mind, into
his breath; his breath, into heat; the heat, into the highest divinity.
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That wb,ich is-the-finest essence- this whole world has that as its soul. That is Reality
(satya). Th~t is}..tmafr(Soul). That are you, Svetaketu.'
'Do your,sir,. cause me to understand even more.' He said'- 'So be it, my dear.'
Part- 9
The unitary World~~oul, the immanent reality of all things and of man
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Uddalaka again said to Svetaketu- 'As the bees, my dear, prepare honey by collecting
the essences of different trees and reducing the essence to a unity, as they are not able to
discriminate "I am the essence of this tree," "I am the essence of that tree"--even so,
indeed, my dear, all creatures here, though they reach Being, know not "We have reached
Being."
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Whatever they are in this world, whether tiger, the lion, the owl, the pig, the insects and
the flies, wiper or the mosquitoes etc. get their birth as a chain reaction frequently in this
world as a whole .
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That which is the finest essence-this whole world has that as its soul. That is Reality.
-That is Atman (Soul). That are you, Svetaketu."
'Do you, sir, cause me to understand even more.' He said- 'So be it, my dear.'
Part -10

~: m ;m: 9n~msi1,~: ~ 'tOOkSldiJ.1-@I: :e9~JM9i#:qcl1N~f~ ~ ~ ~ ffi"
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Uddalaka again explained- "O dear! 'These rivers flow, the eastern toward the east, the
western toward the west (always move through their appropriate route). They go just from
the ocean to the ocean. They become the ocean itself. As there they know not "I am this
one," "I am that one"-
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Even so, indeed, my dear, all creatures here, though they have come forth from Being,
know not "We have come forth from Being." Whatever they are in this wodd, tier, or lion,
or wolf, or boar, or worm, or fly, or gnat, or mosquito, that they become.
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Arur:ii said- "O Svetaketu! That which is the finest essence-this whole world has that
as its soul. That is Reality. That is Atman (Soul). That are you, Svetaketu.'
'Do you, sir, cause me to understand even more.' 'So be it, my dear,' said he.
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0 my dear! 'Of this great tree, if some one should strike· at the root, it would bleed, but
still live. If some one should strike at its middle, it would bleed, but still live. If some one
should strike at its top, it would bleed, but still live. Being pervaded by Atman (Soul), it
continues to stand, eagerly drinking in moisture and rejoicing.
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If the life leaves one branch of it, then it dries up. It leaves a second; then that dries up.
It leaves a third; then that dries up. It leaves the whole; the whole dries up. Even so, indeed,
my dear, understand,' said he.
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'Verily, indeed, when life has left it, this body dies. The life does not die.
That which is the finest essence-this whole world has that as its soul. That is Reality.
That is Atman (Soul). That are you, Svetaketu.'
'Do you, sir, cause me to understand even more.' 'So be it, my dear', said he.
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'Bring hither a fig from there.' 'Here it is, sir'.
'Divide it.' 'It is divided, sir.'
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'What do you.Bee there?' 'These rather (iva) fine seeds, sir.'
'Of these, please (anga), divide one.' 'It is divided, sir.'
'What do you see there?' 'Nothing at all, sir'.
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.Then Uddalaka said- "Odear! 'Verily, that finest essence which you do not perceiveverily, my dear, from that finest essence this great Nyagrodha (sacred fig) tree thus .arises.
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He said- 0 Svetaketu! Believe me, my dear,' 'that which is the finest essence-this
whole world has that as its soul. That is Reality. That is Atman (Soul). That are you,
Svetaketu.'
~

~

'Do you, sir, cause me to understand even more.' Uddalaka said- 'So be it, my dear.'
Part -13
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Uddalaka again explained to his son Svetaketu- "O dear! 'Place this salt in the water.
In the morning come unto me.' Then he did so.
Then he said to him : 'That salt you placed in the water last evening-please bring it
hither.'
Then he grasped for it, but did not find it, as it was completely dissolved.
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'Please take a sip of it from this end,' said he. 'How is it?'- 'Salt'.
'Take a sip from the middle,' said he. 'How is it?'- 'Salt'.
'Take a sip from that end,' said he. 'How is it?'- 'Salt'.
'Set it aside. Then come unto me.'
He did so, saying, 'It is always the same.'
Then he said to him: 'Verily, indeed, my dear, you do not perceive Being here. Verily,
indeed, it is here.
"
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Al"UI)i told- "O dear! That which is the finest essence-this whole world has that as its
soul. That is Reality. That is Atman (Soul). That are you, Svetaketu.'
'Do you sir, cause me to understand even more.'
'So be it, my dear,' said he.

Part -14
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Uddalaka again explained- 'Odear! just as, one might lead away from the Gandharas a
person with his eyes bandaged, and then abandon him in an uninhabited place; as there he
might be blown forth either to the east, to the north, or to the south, since he had been led
off with his eyes bandaged and deserted with his eyes bandaged;
·
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As, if one released his bandage and told him, "In that direction are the Gandharas; go in
that direction!" he would, if he were a sensible man, by asking [his way] from village to
village, and being informed, arrive home at the Gandharas--even so here on earth one who
has a teacher knows : "I shall remain here only so long as I shall not be released [from the
bonds of ignorance]. Then I shall arrive home."
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"O dear! That which is the finest essence-this whole world has that as its soul. That is
Reality. Thatis Atman (Soul). That are you, Svetaketu.'
'Do you, sir, cause me to understand even more!' 'So be it, my dear,' said he.
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"O dear! 'Also, around a [deathly] sick person his kinsmen gather, and ask, "Do you
know me?" "Do you know me?" So long as his voice does not go into his mind, his mind
into his breath, his breath into heat, the heat into the highest divinity-so long he knows.
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Then when his voice goes into his mind, his mind into his breath, his breath into heat,
the heat into the highest divinity -then he knows not.
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"O dear! That which is the finest essence-this whole world has that as. its soul. That is
Reality. That is Atman (Soul). That are you, Svetaketu.
'Do you, sir, cause me to understand even more.'
'So be it, my dear,' said he.
Part-16
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'Ahd also, my dear, they lead up a man seized by the hand, and c.all : "He has stolen!
He has committed a theft! Heat the axe for him!" If he i_s the doer thereof, thereupon he
makes himself (atmanam) untrue. Speaking untruth, covering himself with untruth, he
seizes hold of the heated ax and is burned. Then he is slain.
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But if he is not the doer thereof, thereupon he makes .himself. true. Speaking truth,
covering himself with truth, he seizes hold of the heated ax and is not burned. Then he. is
released.
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As in this case he would not be burned [because of the truth], so this whole world has
that [truth] as its soul. That is Reality. That is Atman (Soul). That are you, Svetaketu.'
Then he understood it from him-yea, he understood.

Seventh Cha.,ter
Part -1
The instruction of Narada by Sanatkumara
Progressive worship of Brahman up to the Universal Soul
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Om! 'Teach me, sir,!'-with these words Narada came to Sanatkumara.
To him he then said : 'Come to me with what you know. Then I will tell you still
further.'
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Then he (Narada) said to him- 'O Lord!, I know the Rgveda, the Yajurveda, the
Samaveda, the Atharvaveda as the fourth, Legend and Ancient Lore (itihasa-purttFJa) as the
fifth, the Veda of the Vedas [i.e. Grammar], Propitiation of the Manes, mathematics,
Augury (daiva), Chronology, Logic, Polity, the Science of the Gods (deva-vidya), the
Science of Sacred Knowledge (brahma-vidya), Demonology (bhuta-vidya), the Science of
Rulership (k..rntra-vidya), Astrology (nak~atra-vidya), the Science of Snake-charming, and
the Fine Arts (sarpa-devajana-vidya). This, sir, I know.
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"O Lord! Such a one am I, sir, knowing the sacred sayings (mantra-vid), but not
knowing the Soul (Atman). It has been heard by me from those who are like you, sir, that
he who knows the So.ul (Atman) crosses over sorrow. Such a sorrowing one am I, sir, Do
you sir, cause me,who am such a one, to cross over to the other side of sorrow.'
To him he then said : 'Verily, whatever you have here learned, verily, that is mere
name (naman).
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Verily, a Name are the Rgveda, the Yajurveda, the Samaveda, the Atharvaveda as the
fourth, Legend and Ancient Lore (itihasa-pura,:za) as the fifth, the Veda of the Vedas [i.e.
Grammar], Propitiation of the Manes, Mathematics, Augury (daiva), Chronology, Logic,
Polity, the Science of the Gods (deva-vidya), the Science of Sacred Knowledge (brahmavidya), Demonology (bhiita.,~dya), the Science of Rulership (k,rntra-vidya), Astrology
(nak,rntra-vidya)~ .the Sci~rtce:.of Snake-charming, and the Fine Arts (sarpa-devajanavidya). This is riere Name. Reverence Name.
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He who reverences Name as Brahma-as far as Name goes, so far he has unlimited
freedom, he who reverences Name as Brahma.'
'Is there, sir, more than Name?'
'There is, assuredly, more than Name.'
'Do you, sir,1¢11 me it.'
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(Sanatkumara said) 'Speech (vac), assuredly, is more than Name. Speech, verily, makes
knows the Rgveda, the Yajurveda, the Samaveda, the Atharva-vedas the fourth, Legend and
Ancient Lore as the fifth, the Veda-of the Vedas [i.e. Grammar], Propitiation of the Manes,
Mathematics, Augury, Chronology, Logic, Polity, the Science of the Gods, the Science of
Sacred Knowledge, Demonology, the Science of Rulership, Astrology, the Science of
Snake-charming,' and' the Fine Arts, as well as heaven and earth, wind and space, water and
heat, gods and men, beasts and birds, grass and trees, animals together with worms, flies,
and ants, right and wrong, true and false, good and bad, pleasant and unpleas?.nt. Verily, if
there were no speech, neither right nor wrong would be known, neither true nor false,
neither good nor bad, neither pleasant nor unpleasant. Speech, indeed, makes all this
known. Reverence Speech.
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He who reverences Speech as Brahman-as far as Speech goes, so far he has unlimited
'
freedom, he who reverences Speech as Brahman.'
.

'Is there, sir, more than Speech?'
'There is, assuredly, more than Speech.'
'Do you, sir, tell me it.'
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Sanatkumara says'Mind (manas), assuredly, is more than Speech. Verily, as the closed hand compasses
two acorns, or tw'?. kola-berries, or two dice~nuts (belleric myrobalam), so Mind compasses
both Speech and Name. When through Mind one has in mind ''I wish to learn the sacred
sayings (mantra)," then he learns them; "I wish to perform sacred works (karma)," then he
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performs them; "I would desire sons and cattle," then he desired them; "I would desire this
world. and the yonder," then he desires them. Truly the self (atman) is Mind. Tmly, the
world (lqka) is Mind. Tmly, Brahman is Mind.
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· He who reverences Mind as Brahma-as far as Mind goes, so far he has unlimited .
freedom, he who reverences Mind as Brahma.'
'Is there, sir, more than Mind?'
'There is, assuredly, more than Mind'.
'Do you, sir, tell me it.'
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(Sanatkumara said) 'Conception (sathkalpa), assuredly, is more than Mind. Verily,
when one forms a Conception, then he has in Mind, then he utters Speech, and he utters it
in Name. The sacred sayings (mantra) are included in Name and sacred works in the sacred
sayings.
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(0 Narada!) Verily, these have Conception as their union-point, have Conception as
their soul, are established on Conception. Heaven and earth were formed through
Concept.ion. Wind and space were formed through Conception. Water and heat were
formed through Conception. Through their having been formed, rain becomes formed .
.Through, rain having been formed, food becomes formed. Through food having been
formed, living creatures (prtU;a) become formed. Through living creatures having been
formed, sacred sayings (mantra) become formed. Through sacred sayings having been
formed, sacred works (karma) become [per]formed. Through sacred works having been
[per]formed, the world becomes formed. Through the world having been formed,
everything becomes formed. Such is Conception. Reverence Conception.
'ij'

'i!.i':
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0~~41~
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'ij'

stRtmJls&.111.1qHH&.11!1qH1SNf.a~Rt i!.ilci?-l-ii:fic!i4fcl T@

~

mm:er

~

w:r:
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i!.il!lli:filq~j{l 'qcf@" 'i!.i': ~
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(0 Narada!) He who reverences Conception as Brahma-he, verily, attains the
Conception-worlds; himself being enduring, the enduring worlds; himself established, the
established worlds; himself unwavering, the unwavering worlds As far as Conception goes,
so far he has unlimited freedom, he who reverences Conception as Brahma.'
'Is there, sir, more than Conception?'
'There is, assuredly, more than Conception.'
'Do you sir, tell me it.'
Part - 5

ffi

cJTq

,(,icfie;ql"<!.11 ~ ~ ~Sl!f q+~fGll!f cii'i:.1'-i1~4@ ~ 41'-11~4@ ~ 1f.m ~

~ ~ cfilfflUTI I~ 11
(0 Narada!) 'Thought (citta), assuredly, is more than Conception. Verily, when one
thinks, then he forms a conception, then he has in Mind, then he utters Speech, and he utters
it in Name. The sacred sayings (mantra) are included in Name and sacred works in the
sacred sayings.

m

mf;r i err ~ Rl~i:61<.1-11f.i MfftNIR
S1@faa1f.i atl-41t1t1fil ~sfc1Gfui11 ~
414q½1Ji~4q1§4G4 ~ <fID' ~ Fci;J~ieiqfufi: w1fu,fGl$!.1 4tJe;qfcifu+1c114fcmf 'fftl-4T ~
~~~til'li:6144 ffifiqlNI ffi ~ ffif19Qlm@II~ II

P

(0 Narada!) Verily, these things have Thought as their union-point, have Thought as
their soul, are established on Thought. Therefore, even if one who knows much is without
Thought, people say of him : "He is not anybody, whatever he knows! Verily, if he did
know, he would not be so without Thought!" On the other hand, if one who knows little
possesses Thought, people are desirous of listening to him. Truly, indeed, Thought is the
union-point, Thought is the soul (atman), Thought is the supp011 of these things. Reverence
Thought.
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<lffi ~t1lfgQi*<l ~ ~ ~ ~ gcr:
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~sm- ~ Wlcll'ilctlRcl@II~ II

0 Narada! He who reverences Thought as Brahma-he, verily, attains the Thoughtworlds; himself being enduring, the enduring worlds; himself being established, the
established worlds; himself being unwavering, the unwavering worlds. As far as Thought
goes, so far he has unlimited freedom, he who reverences Thought as Brahma.'
'Is there, sir, more than Thought?'
'There is, assuredly, more than Thought.'
'Do you, sir, tell me it.'
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Part - 6

~

m

l'At4e11c1 ~ l'At4dlc11.flfo~:t l'A14e11c1 m&114~1c11cn l'Al(l~1c1
8414~1c1 ~clqj'41«1¼1tl ~ qj'410li ~ Sll'dclf;:a b!.IHIQIGl~W ~ ~ ~ ifs~:
~ : ~ aqc11fc::,+@s~ if
!!41.:tlQIGl~W ~ ~ ~ 84H5q1mRt11~11
q(q

f¾=a,"'-41

m

(0 Narada!) 'Meditation (dhyana), assuredly, is more than Thought. The earth
meditates, as it were (iva). The atmosphere meditates, as it were. The heaven meditates, as
it were. Water meditates, as it were. Mountains meditate, as it were. Gods and men
meditate, as it were. Therefore whoever among men here attain greatness-they have, as it
were, a part of the reward of meditation. Now, those who are small are quarrellers, talebearers, slanderers. But those who are superior-they have, as it were; a part of the reward
of Meditation. Reverence Meditation.

~ 7".IT ~ ~~fgQI,@ 41clo@H*4 ~ ~ (ll!llcfilq:€41:0 1rcITTf 7".IT ~ ~~fgQl-@Sfut°

ffl' l'AHl".!.i ~ l'AHlillcl ~ S - ~ 'l-Plcll'ilctlR€1@11":? II
(0 Narada!) He who reverences Meditation as Brahma-as far as Meditation goes, so
far he has unlimited freedom, he who reverences Meditation as Brahma.'
'Is there, sir, more than Meditation?'
'There is, assuredly, more than Meditation'.
'Do you, sir, tell me it.'
Part - 7

~ crrcr l'AHl"'-i!fl fc1~14.:t err ~ fct'J!HI@ ~ft1qc1Gq11!1<hi 'i:l~~fqffi~1ft2uoi

~ ~ ~

·~ um tct ~

~ flQ~cl'Jl.:tfcttti

~fu

fu:ct. 'if

c11chlc11cR1i:tcfi1.!.i-1 ~c1fc1tti ~~fcttti ~ ~

~ 'if

etr1 ~ 'f.fT1W ~

'if gOlcl.:tfl.le113ijiQGl'41chllQdjffil41fHcfi

ri

~~ ~~ ~~

~ 'if ~ ~ 'if ~ ~ 'if

~ 'i:llttG.!.i~ ~ 'if m ~ 'if ct1cfiqg 'if fct~,4~c1 fct'J!H1Rt rc1~HsQ1mRt11~u
(0 Narada!) 'Understanding (vijfiana), assuredly, is more than Meditation. Verily, by
Understanding one understands the Rgveda, the Yajurveda, the Samaveda, the Atharvaveda
as the fourth, Legend and Ancient Lore (itihasa-puraJJ,a) as the fifth, the Veda of the Vedas
[i.e. Grammar], Propitiation of the Manes, Mathematics, Augury (daiva), Chronology,
Logic, Polity, the Science of the Gods (deva-vidya), the Science of Sacred Knowledge
(brahma-vidya), Demonology (bhata-vidya), the Science of Rulership (k$etra-vidya),
Astrology (nak,rntra-vidya), the Science of Snake-charming, and the Fine Arts (sarpadevajana-vidya), as well as heaven and earth, wind and space, water and heat, gods and
men, beasts and birds, grass and trees, animals together with worms, flies, and ants, right
and wrong, true and false, good and bad, pleasant and unpleasant, food and drink, this
world and the yonder-all this one understands just with Understanding. Reverence
Understanding.·
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cJltfl~QI-@ fct*1Hclffi ~ ~ Mlcfii3qiHclffiSNf(.14ii@ 4iclf«#lH.(.4 1'@' 'ffiITT<f .•.

it

411.llcfiiqi:II-O 'qcfffi

~ cJltfl~Ql-@S'R<'f ~ fct*'Hlc(ll ~· fci*'HUilci .~Sm' ~

'i.lilcll.cJlci1~klli~ II

He who reverences Understanding as Brahma-he, verily, .attains the worlds of
Understanding (vijfit1na) and of Knowledge (jfiana). As far as tJ11derstantlillKgoes, so far he
has unlimited freedom, he who reverences Understanding as Brahma,.' ··
'Is there, sir, more than Understanding?'
'There is, assuredly, more than Understanding.'
'Do you, sir, tell me it.'

Part-8

'iR'i'

fct*1Hlc(41S'N ij

qfq

ffl

fct*'Hcldillciil ii1Mc1141cfi4-Qlla I ~ ~ ~ "'lcl~l?.O«.lldl
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~ i,jqfu ~ 1rcrnr1 'iqffl ~ ~ ~ iilA-11.flf¾:t 'iqffl JtafA-1
'iqffl ,mc15 ~ft.:r i:f <;101c:1-1wa4: JB14«1.:£11ciilzqafi·N~1w:ii

ircrar ~ ~c:1q3~1
'iqffl

Hlcfif~ara

iilM!¾41Mklll~II

(0 Narada!) 'Strength (bala), assuredly, is more than Understanding. Indeed, one man
of Strength causes a hundred men of Understanding to tremble. When one· is becoming
strong, he becomes a rising man. Rising, he becomes an attendant. Attending, he becomes
attached as a pupil. Attached as a pupil, he becomes a seer, he becomes a hearer, he
becomes a thinker, he becomes a perceiver, he becomes a doer, he becomes an
understander. By Strength, verily, the earth stands; by Strength, the atmosphere; by.
Strength, the sky; by Strength, the mountains; by Strength, gods and men; by Strength,
beasts and birds, grass and trees, animals together with worms, flies, and ants. By Strength
the world stands. Reverence Strength.

~

it 'iR'i'

cJitfl~QI-@ 41c:l{dlM.(.4 1'@' 'ffiITT<f 411.llcfilq~,(l i,jqfu
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~sg o:q" Wlc:11.cJlcii~kl 11 ~ 11

He who reverences Strength as Brahma-as far as Strength goes; so far he has
unlimited freedom, he who reverences Strength as Brahma.'
'Is there, sir, more than Strength?'
\

'There is, assuredly, more than Strength.'
'Do you, sir, tell me it.'

Part- 9
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'Food (anna), assuredly, is more than Strength. Therefore, if one should not eat for ten
days, even though he might live, yet verily he becomes a non-seer, a non-hearer, a nonthinker, a non-perceiver, a non-doer, a non-understander. But on the entrance of food he
becomes a seer, he becomes a hearer, he becomes a thinker, he becomes a perceiver, he
becomes a doer, he becomes an understander. Reverence Food.

ms~ gif?lf9Q1~sm ½~ Mlcti14Hcii:1lS'Mfoo@@ lllciGiS!f!.I Tffi "ffiUf!.I" lll/.llcfilq:1:.11-0
ffi" ms~ git_?lf9Ql~S'ful ' f f l S ~ $\'ll-$ilalci ~S~ ~ ~llcll~qjlfcl@II~ II
~

He who reverences Food as Brahma-he, verily, attains the worlds of Food and Drink.
As far as food goes, so far he has unlimited freedom, he who reverences Food as Brahma.'
'Is there, sir, more than Food?' 'There is, assuredly, more than Food.'
'Do you, sir, tell me it.'
Part -10

3Tm

ciiciliSll"llf!.l*<lf41gic;, ~

ffi"
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(0 Narada!) 'Water (apas), verily, is more than Food. Therefore, when there is not a
good rain, living creatures (pra,:,a) sicken with the thought, "Food will become scarce." But
when there is a good rain, living creatures become happy with the thought, "Food will
become abundant." It is just Water solidified that is this earth, that is the atmosphere, that is
the sky, that is gods and m.::n, beasts and birds, grass and trees, animals together with
worms, flies and ants; all these are just Water solidified. Reverence Water.

~ ms-crt git_?lf9Ql*<l 3lTt:IT@ Bcil4ilqi-::~ lllcic{Qi Tffi "ffiUf!.I" lll/.llcfilq't.!l{I cqcrfu1
ms-crt git_?lf9Q1~sfuf ~S~ ~ $\'lloA'ill crTcl' ~S~ ~ Wlcil~qjlfcl@II~ II

He who reverences W,,ter (apas) as Brahma obtains (apnoti) all his desires and
becomes satisfied. As far as Water goes, so far he has unlimited freedom, he who
reverences Water as Brahma.'
'Is there, sir, more th,m Water?' 'There is, assuredly, more than Water.'
'Do you sir, tell me it.'
Part - 11

~ c11c11oA'ill ~ v,aa,~'WJt;11cti1~1qfi:rai:mr aa:1sA~nil@ f;raqfu c1ffi&.1@ m ~ ~

~ ~ a:~H¾fcl121rq: ~~fin~~ af41a:1sfcldla<l 0.:ill@
c1illti.i@.m ~ ~ ~ ~ a:~f4fcllll.llQ: ~ ~ 3q1mfu11~11
'Heat (tejas), verily, is more than Water. That, verily, seizes hold of the wind, and heats
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the ether (akasa). Then people say : "It is hot! It is burning hot! Surely it will rain!" Heat
indeed first indicates this, and then lets out water. So, with lightnings darting up and across
the sky, thunders roll. Therefore people say : "It lightens! It thunders! Surely it will rain!"
Heat indeed first indicates this, and then lets out water. Reverence Heat.

~ ~ O~~QI~ ~ ~ ·~ d;jj~\"11 ~SQt!Mq%f4Nf~~ffi 416if\WH\
T@ ~ ~14ti:61q;::11-0 ~ ~ o~~Qt~sfur w1e1~;jj«I ,p:t' ~ ~ crrcr ~su-

o,:q- 't-t•l61H;tei1Q:iffi II~ II
He who reverences Heat as Brahma-he, verily, being glowing, attains glowing,
shining worlds freed from darkness. As far as Heat goes, so far he has unlimited Freedom,
he who reverences Heat as Brahma.'
'Is there, sir, more than Heat?' 'There is, assuredly, more than Heat.'
'Do you, sir, tell me it.'
Part-12
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'Space (akasa), .assuredly, is more than Heat. In Space, verily, are both sun and moon .
lightning stars and fire. Through Space one calls out; through Space one hears; through
Space one answers. In Space one enjoys himself; in Space one does not enjoy himself. In
Space one is born; unto Space one is born. Reverence Space.

~ "4" ~ ,~~QI~ 3Ui:61~16iffi ~ ~ Mli:6Bli:61~16iffiStjqfQlf6'1146iffiSNfo~ffi
.416i~li:6M-l:4 T@ ~ 4141i:61q~f(I ~ "4" ~ O~~Qt~sfur ,:prq 3ili:61~11<ii14
$f41i:6Mii;Jel ~SU"~ Wlell.:OeilQ:iffi11~ II

(0 Narada!) He who reverences Space as Brahma-he, verily, attains spacious,
gleaming, unconfined, wide-extending worlds. As far as Space goes, so far he has unlimited
fre.edom, he who reverences Space as Brahma.'
'Is there, sir, more than Space?' 'There is, assuredly, more than Space.'
'Do you, sir, tell me it.'
Part -13
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0 Narada! 'Memory (smara), verily, is more than Space. Therefore, even if many not
possessing Memory should be assembled, indeed they would not hear any one at all, they
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would not think, they would not understand. But assuredly, if they should remember, then
they would hear, then they would think, then they would understand. Through Memory,
assuredly, one discerns his children; through Memory, his cattle. Reverence Memory.
~ ~: ~ glt?if4QI~ lllclct4Hll T@ ~ ~~lcfilq'qj(I ~ ~: ~ git?if4Ql~S'fuf
~

<qlfq;

f4~1,('ll ~ f4{1t}Jcl ~S~

~

o;q' Wlcll.glctlRci@II~ II

He who reverence Memory as Brahma-as far as Memory goes, so far he has unlimited
freedom, he who reverence memory as Brahma.'
'Is there, sir, more than Memory?' 'There is, assuredly, more than Memory.'
'Do you, sir, tell me it.'
Part - 14
3lfflf cTTef f4~1,('llWl¥!41 ~ ~ q-'34H~<l q;qffiJr ~ ~~ ~~ ~ i:r
H)cfiqg ~ 3M119QIM@ll~II

0 Narada! 'Hope (Ma), assuredly, is more than Memory. When kindled by Hope,
verily, Memory learns the sacred sayings (mantra); [kindled by Hope] one performs sacred
works (karma), longs for sons and cattle, for this world and the yonder. Reverence Hope.

~ ~ 3TI'ffl gl~f9Ql(<l 311~141W ~ 'cfillIT: flq4$.l.fi!.11-tl€11 ~IWIWltfl ~ lliclGl~ii41
T@ ~ 4~1cfi,q'q1(1 ~ ~ 3TI'ffl git?if9q,~sm <qTfq amrmn ~ $f41~1141 cTTef
~S~ o;q' ~ glctl~@II~ II
He who reverences Hope as Brahma-through Hope all his desires prosper, his wishes
are not unavailing. As far as Hope goes, so far he has unlimited freedom, he who
reverences Hope as Brahma.'
'Is there, sir, more than Hope?'
'There is, assuredly, more than Hope.'
'Do you, sir, tell me it.'
Part -15

mun 'ell amrmTI' ~41-4$/ll 'ell m l ~ fjqfqai l(ctqfi:i:t-t mun~ ~ mur: mur.l'
'li1fu muT: IDUT ~ mum:I' ~ I mun ~ ft@T mun 1Tiffi 'Sl1UTI' '9'@'T muT: ~ muT
3lRml': mun ~:11~11
(0 Narada!) 'Life ((pra,:za, breath), verily, is more than Hope. Just as, verily, the spokes
are fastened in the hub, so on this vital breath everything is fastened. Life (pra,:za) goes on
with vital breath (pra,:za). Vital breath (pra,:za) gives life (pra,:za); it gives [life] to a living
creature (pra,:za). One's father is vital breath; one's mother, vital breath; one's brother, vital
breath; one's sister, vital breath; one's teacher (acarya), vital breath; a Brahman is vital
breath.
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If one answers harshly, as it were (iva), a father, or a mother, or a brother, or a sister, or
a teacher, or a Brahman, people say to him : "Shame on you! Verily, you are a slayer of
your father! Verily, you are a slayer of your mother! Verily, you are a slayer of your
brother! Verily, you are a slayer of your sister! Verily, you are a slayer of your teacher!
Verily, you are a slayer of a Brahman!"

~ tltlal-ilj66H1SIIOll3tA-1 ~ ~ e_ij~~ ... '{!: NgijiW@ "1' q1gqf.(ij@ "1'
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ii6JOie;IW@li~ 11

But if, when the vital breath has departed from them, one should even shove them with
a poker and burn up every bit of them, people would not say to him : "You are a slayer of
· your father," nor "You are a slayer of your mother," nor "You are a slayer of your brother,"
nor "You are a slayer of,your sister," nor "You are a slayer of your teacher," nor "You are a
slayer of a Brahman."
"SfT1lTt lf)adlR ~

~ qf ~ ~ Q~tl~ei 1vcl'R' ~ i¾'111'1~@c:llc{\
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For indeed, vital breath (prar:,a) is all these things. Verily, he who sees this, thinks this,
understands this, becomes a superior speaker. Even if people should say to him "You are a
superior speaker," he should say "I am a superior speaker." He should not deny it.
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(0 Narada!) But he, verily, speaks superiorly who speaks superiorly with Truth
(satya).'
'Then I, sir, would speak superiorly with Truth.'
'But one must desire to understand the Truth.'
'Sir, I desire to understand the Truth.'

Part -17

¼ fu'111'1ittl?.I ~ ere:fu" -1ifu'11H•( ~ ere:fu"
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(Sanatkumara said "O Narada!'') 'Verily, when one understands, then he speaks the
Truth. ·One who does not understand, does not speak the Truth. Only he who understands
speaks the Truth. But one must desire to understand Understanding (vjfiana).'
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'Sir, I desire to understand Understanding.'

Part -18

~ ~ ~s~ fclGtHI@ ~ fclGtHI@ ~ fclGtHI@ qffi@lel fc1Nt~llf~acx1Rt1

lfra'

ffl" fclN1*1itl ~II ~II
'Verily, when one thinks, then he understands. Without thinking one does not
un~erstand. Only after having thought does one understand. But ·one must desire· to
understand Thought (mati).'

.

'Sir, I desire to understand Thought.'

~ ~ ~!:1!116!11i.1 ·q-~
fe1M*11.Q ~II ~II

Part -19
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'Verily, when one has Faith, then he thinks. One who has not Faith does not think. Only
he who has Faith thinks. But one must desire to understand Faith (sraddha).'
Sir, I desire to understand Faith.'

Part-20
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'Verily, when one grows forth, then he has faith. One who does not grow forth does not
have Faith. Only he who grows forth (ni}:z + 'Vstha) has Faith. But one must desire to
understand the Growing Forth (ni}:z +-,,/1~1ha).'
'Sir, I desire to understand the Growing Forth.'

Part - 21
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'Verily, when one is active, then he grows forth. Without being active one does not
grow forth. Only by activity does one grow forth. But one must desire to understand
Activity (krti).'
'Sir, I desire to understand Activity.'

Part- 22
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'Verily, when one gets Pleasure for himself, then he is active. Without getting Pleasure
one is not active. Only by getting Pleasure is one active. But one must desire to understand
'
Pleasure (sukha).'
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'Sir, I desire to understand Pleasure.'
Part - 23
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'Verily, a Plenum is the same as Pleasure. There is no Pleasure in the small. Only a
Plenum is Pleasure. But one must desire to understand the Plenum (bhuman).'
'Sir, I desire to understand the Plenum'.
Part - 24
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m~

'T1'f

ae:1;1aq2t ~ ~ 'fl'

'qT(q:

c:6WHl@faa ~I ~ ~ ~ cfT -;r

qfu'-11@11~11

'Where one sees nothing else, hears nothing else, understands nothing else--that is a
Plenum. But where one sees something else- that is the small. Verily, the Plenum is the
same as the immortal; but the small is the same as the mortal.'
'That Plenum, sir-on what is it established?'
'On its own greatness-unless, not on greatness at all.

1TI~

qfuqi'lll'i:t&'@' €;f*<'ffu{o4 ~ &iSIIOllllld4Hi@ ~ . ~ ~ctil-ti@

?ic11'i:t1...!.!1 f!l.<!.IM-5i@faa ~11 ~ 11
Here on earth people call cows and horses, elephants and gold, slaves and wives, fields
and abodes "greatness". I do not speak thus; I do not speak thus, said he; 'for [in that case]
one thing is established upon another.
Part - 25
'fl' Q,cll81-@lffi 3Qf<f!!lffi ~ 9(-@iffi ~ : 'fl' ~ : 'fl' ~flclf~i'll$!.lli:11S€;i;Hl~~I

Q,cfit;?lct181«1li!_(:!JQfo:!li!_ij ~ ~(,@li!_ij GIB:Tll'@TS(:!J-d(ctlS~ flclft:1@11 ~II

(0 Narada!) That [Plenum], indeed, is below. It is above. It is to the west. It is to the
east. It is to the south. It is to the north. It, indeed, is this whole world.
Now next, the instruction with regard to the Ego (aha,ttkara-desa).
I, indeed, am below. I am above. Arn to the west. I am to the east. I am to the south. I
am to the north. I, indeed, am this whole world.

~ a:tkql~~I

Q,ctk&cti81«1ii!_klflQfh!!li!_kq1 ~ 9<.rali!_kql GIB:TUffi 3-lkitltHd

~-:.: ftcTM@1 'fl' m 'Q,'{f Q~ll;ici

ir,:crr.r

~ fct::ilH~kq<@<kqS!ils a:i1tqft:11?:f1' 3tkq1+c;: 'fl'

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ c:filq'i:tlU ~ I
~ ~ Hlch&:.lcfi (q+,H{l ~II~ 11
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Now next, the instruction wit~ regard to the soul (atmtidesa).
The Soul (Atman), indeed, is below. The Soul is above. The Soul is to the west. The
Soul is to the east. The Soul is to the south. The Soul is to the north. The Soul, indeed, is
this whole world.

tt

Verily, he who sees this, who thinks this, who understands this, who has pleasure in the
Soul, who. has delight in
Sou~, who has int_er~ourse with th~ Soul, who has bliss in the
Soul-he 1s autonomous (sva-rtiJ); he has unhm1ted freedom m all worlds. But they who
know otherwise than this are heteronomous (anya-rtijan); they have perishable worlds; in
all worlds they have no freedom.
Part - 26

m:c:r ~
al1'qjffi

crr ~ ~ ~ q.c1H~ci fcNtHa m : mur m

amqi'f<@Zil m
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anfcril1c1Rtn"'l1c11c1kq111s-siqkqdl~Ml4k4111fcl*'H4k4dl

u11.iqff1-rnfkl+1q1f411: ~ 3lRl-@l" +R ~ c11•1kqdl .f14k4dl lf.?IT m : i:fi4TO<!.lk4i'f

~ ;gJf~@ll~II
Sanatkumara said- Verily, for him who sees this, who thinks this, who understands
this, Vital Breath (prti,:za) arises from the Soul (Atman); Hope, from the Soul; Memory,
from the Soul; Space (tikaia), from the Soul; Heat, fro~ the Soul; Water, from the Soul;
Appearance and Disappearance, from the Soul; Food, from the Soul; Strength, from the
Soul; Understanding, from the Soul; Meditation, from the Soul; Thought, from the Soul;
Conception, from the Soul; Mind, from the Soul; Speech, from the Soul; Name, from the
Soul; sacred sayings (mantra), from the Soul; sacred works (karman), from the Soul;
indeed this whole world, from the Soul.

~ ~ -;r ~

wg ~ -;r "illt -:no"~:~ wh ~ ~: ~

;gJq1Gf1Rt
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. ~I -;g- ~ <qqfu ~ <qqfu ~ ~ ".f"clm ~ ~ : ~ :

".Vffi ~ eyr ~
;g~.(;11fu1 ~ ~~l@<l~H~Jl ijfcl~f~: ijfcl~Ji ~ ~ : ~@Mt,q ;gJ!l¾l.fi ~
~Ri'fcfilll<!.11<!.I otl~ ~ ~ ij.f~41Hi'f~
~"ffill~II

~~ram~

As to this there is the following verse : The seer sees not death, nor sickness, nor any distress.
The seer sees only the All, obtains the All entirely.
That [Soul] is onefold, is threefold, fivefold, sevenfold, and also ninefold;
Again, declared elevenfold, hundred-and-eleven-fold, And also twenty-thousand-fold.
In pure nourishment (tihtira-suddhi) there is a pure nature (sattva-suddhi). In a pure
nature the traditional doctrine (smrti) becomes firmly fixed. In acquiring the traditional
doctrine there is release from all knots [of the heart]. To such a one who has his stains
wiped away the blessed Sanatkumara shows the further shore of darkness. People call him
Skanda -yea, they call him Skanda.'
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Eigth Chapter
Concerning the nature of the soul
Part -1
The universal real Soul, within the heart and in the world

~. ~fc{Gqw:l-<;1@l~il
fciN1*1ifod&1f'-l@I I ~I I

ffl 90:sf14i.

~ ~SM~"\"l(lcfii~l0M ..,!H~"\"10G~l!al ~

0ml [The teacher should say:] 'Now,what is here in this city of Brahma, is an abode, a
small lotus-flower. Within that is a small space. What is within that, should be searched
out; that, assuredly, is what one should desire to understand.'

~ ~i~4fc{Gqw:1-<;1@]!j)

ffl 9ugfl4i

~ ~SM~"\"l(lcfii~I:

·fcn

~

fcrmr

~G~l!al

~ fcifut*1if,(.ld&lfqfu ~ ~II~ II

If they [i.e. the pupils] should say to him : 'This abode, the small lotus-flower that is
here in this city of Brahma, and the small space within that-what is there which should be
searched out, which assuredly one should desire to understand?'
~1c11.e11

a1~q1cfi1~101c11~ii1,s~ 3Tl'cfi1W. ~ ~ e.11c119fucfr ~

~ ~
~~l'q~q,a1~iit
d<!_f'w..,aq1f%afq@11~ II

~

~'allfi1~1f~

~

~

,aq1f%a

mi

He should say : 'As far, verily, as this world-space (ayam akasa) extends, so far
extends the space within the heart. Within it, indeed, are contained both heaven and earth,
both fire and wind, both sun and moon, lightning and the stars, both what one possesses
here and what one does not possess; everything here is contained within it.'

~ ~;.:~<w:i~ ~ ~ ,aq1f%a~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 'cfiTm ~aa::sG1<1q1Gf1Rt
~W cIT fcn "mITS@ftillx:ld ~I I~ 11
.
If they should say to him : 'If within this city of Brahma is, contained everything here,
all beings as well as all desires, when old age overtakes it or it perishes, what is left over
therefrom?'

~ (~1~1~ ,JHaa~14@

';t'

c:1~ ... 1~ ~ Q_dc":afcl iil@l!{(qfw.cfi1q1: :gq1f%a1 'Q_q'

~lfqlQ~dQIU:U ~ fci~~fcr~TIChl fcifutf.l@Sfim:a': :a~cfilq: ,a~tjcfi(,,CO ~ ~ 'S1'1IT
al.eilfci~IRI ~l?.llj~ll:a4 ~ ~ . 1lcif.d' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ d'lciiQ-itlclRllit., II
He should say : 'That does not grow old with one's old age; it is not slain with one's
· murder. That is the real city of Brahma. In it desires are contained. That is the Soul
(Atman), free from evil, ageless, deathless, sorrowless, hungerless, thirstless, whose desire
is the Real, whose conception is the Real.

,
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For, just as here on earth human beings follow along in subjection to command; of
whatever object they are desirous, whether a realm or a part of a field, upon that they live
dependent-

~ chCJNldl ~ : ~ t(cl?\cil4SI QOtlNl(11 ~ :
¢1G1.Jlar~~ ~

~ffl'::

a:fr:m ~ $~k4H444fclel
"' "'
"'
~ Hlchtqcbl4iHU . ~ ~ $ijkq14q:1fc1e1 cJ.j!.Jla1~

~ ~ffl':: ~ ~ c614+.11<1 <qqfu11~u1
As hereon earth the world which is won by work (karma-jita loka) becomes destroyed,
even so there the world which is won by merit (pw:,.ya-jit loka) becomes destroyed.
Those who go hence without here having found the Soul (Atman) and those real desires
(satya ktima)-for them in all the worlds there is no freedom. But those who go hence
having found here the Soul and those real desires-for them in all worlds there is freedom.
Part - 2

~ ~ Ni;!Mtchc61¥{1 ~ tjc6M1~c11¼

ft«n::

.g~Rfaf.:a ~· Ni;!Mtch.:i ~ ~11 ~11

If he becomes desirous of the world of fathers, merely out of his conception (sarhkalpa)
fathers arise. Possessed of that world of fathers, he is happy.

~ ~ 41i;!Hlcbc611tl <qqfu tjcbMl~cll¼ '4To1::

.g9Rfaf'*I ~ qfgHlch.:i ~

~11~11
So, .if he becomes desirous of the world of mothers, merely out of his conception
mothers arise. Possessed of that world of mothers, he is happy.

~ ~ \lli;!Mlchchll-il ~ tjcfiMl~cil¼ '91'i'R: .g9Rf13f;a ~ \lli;!Mlch-i ~
~11~11
So, if he becomes desirous of the world of brothers, merely out of his conception
brothers arise. Possessed of that world of brothers, he is happy.

~ ~ 4:-c!~Hlcbcbl'-tt ~ tjc6M1~c11¼ m : .g9Rfaf~ ~ 4:-c1~Jtc1,.:i ~

~mm
So, if he becomes desirous of the world of sisters, merely out of his conception sisters
arise. Possessed of that world of sisters, he is happy.

~ ~ .gf{§!Mlcbchl¥fl ~ tjcfiMl~c:11¼ ~ : .g~fuaf.:a ~ .gf@C'flch..j ~
~lllt,11
.
So, if he becomes desirous of the world of friends, merely out of his conception friends
arise. Possessed of that world of friends, he is happy.
~ ~ ~l.!!141C't!Hlcbc61'-tl <qqfu {icfiMl~cll-(4 tT.l!lql~ :a9Rfaf'*I ~qlC't!Mlch-i ~
~IIGII
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So, if he becomes desirous of the world of perfume and garlands, merely out-of his
conception perfume and garlands arise. Possessed of that world of perfume and garlands, he
is happy.
~ llel~QHe11cficfil41 'Qcrra (icfi~l~cll¼ fi9h1Bdfd4l~QHM\cfi4 ~ ~11\911

So, if he becomes desirous of the world of food and drink, merely out of his conception
food and drink arise. Possessed of that world of food and drink, he is happy.

~ ~ lTidcltfu:SIMlcficfil41 'Qcrra. tjcfi~l~cll¼ lTidcltfu:¾ ~9M8f-<l ,flac1tfu:S1Mlch4 ~
~lllll

So, if he becomes desirous of the world of song and music, merely out of his
conception song and music arise. Possessed of that world of song and music, he is happy.

~ ~ ¼1Mlcficfil41 'Qqfu tjcfi~l~cll¼

furn:

~!:lMBf-<l ~ ¼1Mlch4 ~

~11~11

So, if he becomes desirous of the world of women, merely out of his conception women
Possessed of that world of women, he is happy.

~ ~ 'Qcrra ~ cnrtj' ~

ms"¼'

tjcfi~l~cl ~sRiaf-<l ~.~ ~11~11

Of whatever object he becomes desirous, whatever desire he desire, merely out of his
conception it arises. Possessed of it, he is happy.
Part - 3

o ~ ~:
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~

~~11~11

These same are real desires (satya kama) with a covering of what is false. Although
they are real, there is a covering that is false.
For truly, whoever of one's [fellows] departs hence, one does not get him [back] to look
at here.

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i:l" ~ 4ill~re_+;0~
~

anr<ePT'&9'*1

~"wt~ TRcrf ~S?f ~ ~ ; cnn:IT
fu<u4Rlu r:tf½aq~ aqgqfi tjtH.fll ";t" fc1.e:1)c1i\c1q1: W:IT: ~T

~ <ti@e11iSfi

";t"

fct.i:!.'*l~'a.:i ~ ~ : 11 ~ 11

But those of one's [fellows] who are alive there, and those who have departed, and
whatever else one desires but does not get-all this one finds by going in there [i.e. in the
Soul]; for there, truly, are those real desires of his which have a covering of what is false.
So, just as those who do not know the spot might go over a hid treasure of gold again
and again, but not find it, even so all creatures here go day by day to that Brahma-world
(brahma-loka) [in deep sleep], but do not find it; for truly they are carried astray by what is
false.
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a~a~c1

'R"mfi~ ~El.QM@ afl.ll(~c;.Qqt;(t;cit Q_cifcff(-ci'i R1ctii:t@11~ 11

Verily, this Soul (Atman) is in the heart. The etymological explanation (nirukta)
thereof is this: This one is in the heart (hrdy ayam); therefore it is the heart (hrdayam). Day
by day, verily, he who knows this goes to the heavenly world (svarga loka).

aw

cf ~ tjsi.g1~sfl.l1-c0<l<1Rt9te11.Q ,rt '*f!@MBQ© ~ <(c\Qo11fi!f.t1£1©a ~

amirn

t?tc1,~M'Jaq<Jt.Qtta;;:~Rt oW ~ e r r ~ ~ ;im .gfllfqffimrn
Now, that serene one who, rising up out of this body, reaches the highest light and
appears with his own form-he is the Soul (Atman),' said he [i.e. the teacher']. 'That is the
immortal, the fearless. That is Brahma.'
Verily, the name of that Brahma is the Real (satyam).

mf.r

~ err ~ ~ .g~').Qf~Rt a©?,(.l't1c;4Jaql!f

cffu a;qf4q\i.l

~ ~ ~

~ ~ dfl.lh!Jqt;(t;cil Q_cifcff(-ci'l Rlctitl@ Ill\ II

Verily, these are the three syllables : sat-ti-yam. The sat (Being)-that is the immmial.
The ti-that is the mortal. Now the yam-with that one holds the two together. Because
with it one holds (-Vyam) the two together, therefore it is yam. Day by day, verily, he who
knows this goes to the heavenly world.
Part - 4

aw cf am:m ~ it~fflPJ@)t(i
~ ;r ~ ~
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it~q~u~ ~ ;r ~ ;r ~ ~ ;r

~sm ~SQt!flQIUII ~ 9~M\cfi:ll~II

Now, the Soul (Atman) is the bridge [or dam], the separation for keeping these worlds
apart. Over that bridge [or dam] there cross neither day, nor night, nor old age, nor death,
nor sorrow, nor well-doing, nor evil-doing.

of4TID' ~ ~ ~ : ,(.l~..j.!!tl <qqra fcr.a: .g~fctJi ~cifgQdl4l 4:i~j4dl4l <qqra
of4TID' ~ ~ ffii'cilN ..j,+;q~)c11filf.tfll©<l ~ ~ 9~('1,lct,: II~ II
All evils tum back therefrom, for that Brahma-world is freed from evil. Therefore,
verily, upon crossing that bridge, if one is blind, he becomes no longer blind; if he is sick,
he becomes no longer sick. Therefore, verily, upon crossing that bridge, the night appears
even as the day, for that Brahma-world is ever illumined.
oeJ' ~ 9~Mlcfi

9~il®lljfci-C::R1 <ltlltta1:1 9~Rlcfi~tll~ ~ ~ cfilqill(I

<qqralt~ II
But only they who find that Brahma-world through the chaste life of a student of sacred
knowledge (brahmacarya)-only they possess that Brahma-world. In all worlds they
possess unlimited freedom.
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Part - 5
The true way to the Brahma-loka

wi ~ ~ cjlij)f.44!1€1 d~ijlf.4401 ~ ?.IT ~ ~ ~S$]f (4Rll!f4-l~li4~
c;lijif.44!1€1 d~ijlf.4401 ftl~21c'iHqjfci~ II ~II

Now, what people call 'sacrifice' (vajiia) is really the chaste life of a student of sacred
knowledge (brahmacarya), for only through the chaste life of a student of sacred
knowledge does he who is a knower (yajiiatr) find that [world).
Now, what people call 'what has been sacrificed' (i 1v!a) is really the chaste life of a
student of sacred knowledge, for only after having searched (('>.tvti) with the chaste life of a
student of sacred knowledge does one find the Soul (Atman).
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(4ffif.U(401N~li4&@"

cjlij)f.44qct

d~ij)f.4401

tcr.

~

3Uc'i..je;IIOi

~S$]f

(4..¥i~.:ifii~ti4&ra c;iijii44!1ct a~ijii4®t etlctH"u.:iq:Jfcla ~11 ~ 11

Now, what people call 'the protracted sacrifice' (satrayaQa) is really the chaste life of a
student of sacred knowledge, for only through the chaste life of a student of sacred
knowledge does one find the protection (trtiQa) of the real (sat) Soul (Atman).
Now, what people call 'silent asceticism' (mauna) is really the chaste life of a student
of sacred knowledge, for only in finding the Soul through the chaste life of a student of
sacred knowledge does one [really] think (manute).

wi (4d,..jl~li:fil(4..jN~li4&@" c;lijli44!1cl ~ ~

'..j" ' ~

~ c;lijli44011jFci-GdS$]f

(4d,(0(41f.4..jfo~ti4&@ c;lijif.44!1€1 ~ ij ~ ~ c;iijiMISh c;!ffi(4Wtfodl
~ : .(.ijqijct+@d,Q(INtdl

'Rfcf

aa<qcf1(4~

1!hror: ~. ffi<Uq(4'(11~ II

Now, what people call 'a course of fasting' (an-asakayana) is really the chaste life of a
student of sacred knowledge, for the Soul (Atman) which one finds through the chaste life
of a student of sacred knowledge perishes not (na-nasyati).
Now, what people call 'betaking oneself to hermit life in the forest' (araQytiyana) is
really the chaste life of a student of sacred knowledge. Verily, the two seas in the Brahmaworld, in the third ·heaven from here, are Ara and !yya. There is the lake Airammadiya
(' Affording Refreshment and Ecstasy'); there, the fig-tree Somasavana ('the Somac.
yielding')' there, Brahma's citadel, Aparajita ('the Unconquered'), the golden hali of the
Lord (prabhu).
fflI

ttaa1c1< ~ mt ~ c;1ijiMISh c;1ijii4®1tjfci-Gf.a aq1t\aq c;1ij1Mlcii~qt~,~ ~

i:filqf.41<1 ~II~ II

But only they who find those two seas, Ara and 'N'ya, in the Brahma-world through the
chaste life of a student of sacred knowledge--only they possess that Brahma-world. In all
the worlds they possess unlimited freedom.
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Part - 6
Passing out from the heart through the sun to immortality

~ ~ ~ ~ 41$'$l«'ll: NffM¼INl"'ff,(.{U'3f.ij ~ci+lfi!I ~ ~

MlftRtfiifll*t~,

err~: ~~~~-;fu;i'~fra~~:11~11
Now, as for these channels of the heart-they arise from the finest essence, which is
reddish brown, white, blue, yellow, and red : so it is said. Verily, yonder sun is reddish
brown; it is white; it is blue; it is yellow; it is red.
[In this very Upani1:,ad in the first to fifth part of the chapter three, different colours, aspects as
also the nectar flows associated there to have been described. That description is relevant here. It is
clear that this 'Aditya' is different than the sun and something analogous to omnipresent selfluminating element of soul.]
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3Timf

~

~ ill9641GIRflllcSlalti~

mtft

'li:0~,q ~ 4c1?i~a1 a11Rfllw ~ ~ ~ 'ii:0.Jtq

QT~~

W I T ~ ~ : ~ ~s9ra:hi11R~ wrr:11~11

Now, as a great extending highway goes to two villages, this one and the yonder, even
so these rays of the sun go to two worlds, this one and the yonder. They extend from yonder
sun, and creep into these channels. They extend from these channels, and creep into yonder
sun.

a©~a~a: ~ : ~ : ~ ";t" fci;j1Hlflll~ oGT ~
~ ~ 'fu oGl ~ ~ I I ~ II .

vm- ~ 'ffif ~

'QTtqT

Now, when one is thus sound asleep, composed, serene, he knows no dream; then he
has crept into these channels; so no evil touches him, for then he has reached the Bright
Power (tejas).
~ t1~aG6*f("iq14 ';fl'ITT ~ ~

amfRT ati§;j1l4tfo 1ft

~ ~

-«

t1ictG¼li0U<t~:,1661~, ~ a1?:4wtH1Rt11~11
Now, when one thus becomes reduced to weakness, those sitting around say: 'Do you
know me?' 'Do you know me?' As long as he has not departed from this body, he knows
them.

~ ti~aG¼ii:0<1<1!;661qfti~~ei ~

-« &lfi:mf
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~ 'li:0~a~ ~ MlctiiiJ< ~ ~ f.roosfci!;tW{li~ 11
But when he thus departs from this body, then he ascends upward with these very rays
of the sun. With the thought of Orii, verily, he passes up. As quickly as one could direct his
mind to it, he comes to the sun. That, verily, indeed, is the world-door, an entrance for
knowers, a stopping for non-knowers.

~ ~ : I wf ~
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An hymn is quoted in this context. There are a hundred and one channels of the heart.
One of these passes up to the crown of the he~d.
Going up by it, one goes to immortality.
The others are for departing in various directions.
Part-7
The progressive instruction of Indra by Prajapati concerning the real self

~ au~qlQ€!dQIUII ~ fci~?gfct~Tli:61 fciwt1:ff(.f1SfQim:r: ijR.icfilq: ijR.izjcfi<'-ll:
'(.I"

Fciwt*1if":ld~:

'(.I"

~~ HlcfiHIGTI@ ~~ cfi1q1.;qwqfrq14q:fciii

ms~:

fciG1Hk11Rt &

SIGIIQ@;eliil 11 ~I I

(Now, we describe the illustrations pertaining to Indra and Virocana while making
clarity on the nature of soul.) Prajapati Brahma said- 'The Self {Atman), which is free from
evil, ageless, deathless, sorrowless, hungerless, thirstless, whose desire is the Real, whose
conception is the Real-He should be searched out, Him one should desire to understand.
He obtains all worlds and all desires who has found out and who understands that Self.'

~ ~cllfl(I alj~~fu) ~ ~ aq1~14qf¾i:0ll.i1 <.4q1~14qf¾G!.I ~~ MlcfiHIGfl@
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m €!1zjfci~141~e1

ijfqfQ1on

SIGII Q@ijcfil~lq IZijiq~: II~ II

Then both the gods and the devils (df?va-asura) heard it. Then they said: 'Come! Let us
search out that Self, the Self by searching out whom one obtains all worlds and all desires! '
Then Indra from among the gods went forth unto him, and Virocana from among the
devils. Then, without communicating with each other, the two came into the presence of
Prajapati, fuel in hand.
·
·

& · ~ crqffiJr "@i'1!11,t1~~1 & Si'111Q@;ellil fcfif~i:0.fllclcUWf~@I 'ffi ~
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~ dftii:0.flleleilWN@II~ II
Then for thirty-two years the two lived the chaste life of a student of sacred knowledge
( brahmacarya).

Then Prajapati said to the two : 'Desiring what have you been living?'
Then the two said : "The Self (Atman), which is free from evil, ageless, deathless,
sorrowless, hungerless, thirstless, whose desire is the Real, whose conception is the
Real-He should· be searched out, Him one should desire to understand. He obtains all
worlds and all desires who has found out and who understands that Self." Such do people
declare to be your words, sir. We have been living desiring Him.'
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Then Prajapati said to the two : 'That Person who is seen in the eye-He is the Self
(Atman) of whom I spoke. That is the immortal, the fearless. That is Brahma.'
'But this one, sir, who is observed in water and in a mirror-which one is he?'
'The same one, indeed, is observed in all these,' said he.
Part - 8
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Prajapati told to them- 'Look at yourself in a pan of water. Anything that you do not
understand of the Self, tell me.'
Then the two looked in a pan of water.
Then Prajapati said to the two : 'What do you see?'
Then the two said : 'We see everything liere, sir, a ·self corresponding exactly, even to
the hair and fingernails!'
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Prajapati again said to them- 'Make yourselves well-ornamented, well-dressed,
adorned, and look in a pan of water.'
Then the two made themselves well-ornamented, well-dressed, adorned, and looked in
a pan of water.
Then Prajapati said to the two: 'What do you see?'
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Then the two said : 'Just as we ourselves are here, sir, wen-ornamented, well-dressed,
adorned-so there, sir, well-ornamented, well-dressed, adorned.'
'That is the Self,' said he. 'That is the immortal, the fearless. That is Brahma.'
Then with tranquil heart (fanta-hrdaya) the two went forth.
[They could i10t understand the secret behind the statement of Prajapati and returned back.]
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Then Prajapati glanced after them, and said : 'They go without having comprehended,
without having found the Self (Atman). Whosoever shall have such a doctrine (upan(rnd),
be they gods or be they devils, they shall perish.'
Then with tranquil heart Virocana came to the devils. To them he then declared this
doctrine (upani.yad) : 'Oneself (atman) is to be made happy here on earth. Oneself is to be
waited upon. He who makes his own self (atman) happy here on earth, who waits upon
himself-he obtains both worlds, both this world and the yonder.'
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Therefore even now here on ea~th they say of one who is not a giver, who is not a
believer (a-sraddadhana), who is not a sacrificer, 'Oh! Devilish (asura)!' for such is the
doctrine (upan(rnd) of the devils. They adorn the body (sarira) of one deceased with what
they have begged, with dress, with ornament, as they call it, for they think that thereby they
will win yonder world.
Part - 9
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But then Indra, even before reaching the gods, saw this danger : 'Just as, indeed, that
one [i.e. the bodily self] is well-ornamented when this body (sarira) is well-ornamented,
well-dressed when this is well-dressed, adorned with this is adorned, even so that one is
blind when this is blind, lame when this is lame, maimed when this is maimed. It perishes
immediately upon the perishing of this body. I see nothing enjoyable in this.'
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He came back again with fuel in hand. Then Prajapati said to him : 'Desiring what, 0
Maghavan ('Munificent One'), have you come back again, since you along with Virocana
went forth with tranquil heart?'
Then he said : 'Just as, indeed, that one [i.e. the bodily self] is Well-ornamented when
this body is well-ornamented, well-dressed when this is well-dressed, adorned when this is
adorned even so it is blind when this is blind, lame when this is lame, maimed when this is
maimed. It perishes immediately upon the perishing of this body. I see nothing enjoyable in
this.'
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'He is even so, 0 Maghavan,' said he. 'However, I will explain this further to you. Live
with me thirty-two years more.'
Then he lived with him thirty-two years more.
To him [i.e. to Indra] he [i.e. Prajapati] then said : Part - 10
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'He who moves about happy in a dream-he is the Self (Atman),' said he. 'That is the
immortal, the fearless. That is Brahman.'
Then with tranquil heart he [i.e. Indra] went forth.
Then, even before reaching the gods, he saw this danger : 'Now, even if this body is
blind, that one [i.e. the Self, Atman] is not blind. If this is lame, he is not lame. Indeed, he
does not suffer defect through defect of his.
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He is not slain with one's murder. He is not lame with one's lameness. Nevertheless, as
it were (iva), they kill him; as it were, they unclothe him; as it were, he comes to experience
what is unpleasant; as it were, he even weeps. I see nothing enjoyable in this.'
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Indra again returned to Prajapati with the offering fuel in his hands. Then Prajapati said
to him: 'Desiring what, 0 Maghavan, have you come back again, since you went forth with
tranquil heart?'
Then he said : 'Now, sir, even if this body is blind, that one [i.e. the Self] is not blind. If
this is lame, he is not lame. Indeed, he does not suffer defect through defect of this.
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He is not slain with one's murder. He is not lame with one's lameness. Nevertheless, as
it were, they kill him; as it were, they unclothe him; as it were, he comes to experience
what is unpleasant; as it were, he even weeps. I see nothing enjoyable in this.'
'He is even so, 0 Maghavan,' said he. 'However, I will explain this further to you. Live
with me thirty-two years more.'
Then he lived with him thirty-two years more.
To him [i.e. to Indra] he [i.e. Prajapati] then said:-
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'Now, when one is sound asleep, composed, serene, and knows no dream-that is the
Self (Atman),' said he. 'That is the immortal, the fearless. That is Brahma.'
Then with tranquil heart he went forth.
Then, even before reaching the gods, he saw this danger: 'Assuredly, indeed, this one
does not exactly know himself (atnuinam) with the thought "I am he," nor indeed the things
here. He becomes one who has gone to destruction. I see nothing enjoyable in this.'
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Fuel in hand, back again he came. Then Prajapati said to him : 'Desiring what, 0
Maghavan, have you come back again, since you went forth with tranquil heart?'
Then he [i.e. Indra] said: 'Assuredly, this [self] does not exactly know himself with the
thought "I am he," nor indeed the things here. He becomes one who has gone to destruction.
I see nothing enjoyable in this.'
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'He is even so, 0 Maghavan,' said he. 'However, I will explain this further to you, and
there is nothing else besides this. Live with me five years more.'
Then he lives with him five years more. That makes one hundred and one years. Thus it
is that people say, 'Verily, for one hundred and one years Maghavan lived the chaste life of
a student of sacred knowledge (brahmacarya) with Prajapati.'
To him [i.e. to Indra] he [i.e. Prajapati] then said:-
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Part -12
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'O Maghavan, verily, this body (sarlra) is mortal. It has been appropriated by Death
(Mrcyu). [But] it is the standing ground of that deathless, bodiless Self (Atman). Verily, he
who is incorporate has been appropriated by pleasure and pain. Verily, there is no freedom
from pleasure and pain for one while he is incorporate. Verily, while one is bodiless,
pleasure and pain do not touch him.
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The wind is bodiless. Clouds, lightning, thunder-these are bodiless. Now as these,
when they arise from yonder space and reach the highest light, appear each with its own
form.
Even so that serene one (samprasada), when he rises up from this body (sarlra) and
reaches the highest light, appears with his own form. Such a one is the supreme person
(uttama puru 1sa). There such a one goes around laughing, sporting, having enjoyment with
women or chariots or friends, not remembering the appendage of this body. As a draftanimal is yoked in a wagon, even so this spirit (pra,:za) is yoked in this body.
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Now, when the eye is directed thus toward space, that is the seeing person (cak.yu 1sa
puru1sa); the eye is [the instrument] for seeing. Now, he who knows "Let me smell
this"-that is the Self (Atman); the nose is [the instrument] for smelling. Now, he who
knows "Let me utter this"-that is the Self; the voice is [the instrument] for utterance. Now,
he who knows "Let me hear this"......:._that is the Self; the ear is [the instrument] for hearing.
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Now, he who knows "Let me think this"-that is the Self; the .mind (manas) is his
divine eye (daiva cakt~u). He, verily, with that divine eye the mind, sees, desires here, and
experiences enjoyment.
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Verily, those gods who are in the Brahma-world reverence that Self. Therefore all
worlds and all desires have been appropriated by them. He obtains all worlds and all desires
who has found out and who understands that Self (Atman).'
Thus spoke Prajapati-yea, thus spoke Prajapati!
Part -13
A paean of the perfected soul
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. From the dark I go to the varicoloured. From the varicoloured I go to the dark. Shaking
off evil, as a horse his hairs; shaking off the body (sarira), as the moon release itself from
the mouth of Rahu; I, a perfected soul (krtatman), pass into the uncreated Brahmaworld-yea, into it I pass!
Part ;.14
The exultation and prayer of a glorious learner
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Indeed, what is called space (akasa) is the accomplisher of name and form. That within
which they are, is Brahma. That is the immortal. That is the Self (Atman, Soul).
I go to Prajapati's abode and assembly-hall.
I am the glory of the Brahmans (brahma,:zas), the glory of the princes (rajan), the glory
of the people (vis').
I have attained unto glory.
May I, who am the glory of the glories, not go to hoary and toothless, year to toothless
and hoary and drivelling [old age]!
Yea, may I not go to drivelling [old age]!
Part-15
Final words to the departing pupil
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Lord Brahma describe this knowledge of soul before Prajapati. Prajapati to Manu and
Manu preached this supreme knowledge to human beings (praja). He who according to rule
has learned the Veda from the family of a teacher, in time left over from doing work for the
teacher; he who, after having come back again, in a home of his own continues Veda-study
in a clean place and produces [sons and pupils]; he who has concentrated all his senses
upon the Soul (Atman); he who is harmless (ahimsant) towards all things elsewhere than at
holy places (tirtha)-he, indeed, who lives thus throughout his length of life, reaches the
Brahma-world and does not return hither again-yea, he does not return hither again!
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This upani$ad is the subject-matter of 'Satapatha Brahmal).a' of 'VajasaneyI Brahmal).a' to the
Kiil).va branch of the Sukla Yajurveda. The term 'Brhat' is meant by the large and 'Aral).yaka' is
meant by the forest therefore this upani$ad having been written in the forest is called
'Brhadiiral).yaka'. There are six chapters and several Brahmins in every chapter ofit.
In the first chapter, there are six Brahmins: In the first Brahmal).a (relating to horse-offering), the
creative offering has been revealed by giving sheer importance to a gigantic horse and in the second
Brahmal).a, the origin of Sr$li (creation) after the great devastation is described. In the third
Brahmal).a, the significance of breathings and its kinds have been made clear by referring to the
context of the gods and demons. In the fourth Brahmal).a, the Brahma is considered as of universal
form and the evolution of four V arl).as (the Brahmal).a, K$atriya, the Vaisya and the Siidra) by him are
described. In the sixth Brahmal).a, origin of various cereals and an importance of the mind, the speech
and the breathing has been described. Simultaneously, the significance of the name, the complexions
and the act has also been described. In the first Brahmal).a of the second chapter the Brahma and the
element of soul has been clearly described by the colloquy between the boosting Gagrya Balaki and
the learned king Ajatasatru. In t~e second and the third Brahmins cif the second chapter, the worship
of breathing and two forms of Brahma (tangible and intangible) have been described. In the fourth
Brahmal).a a colloquy between Yajfiavalkya and MaitreyI is given. This colloquy is about the same in
the fifth Brahmal).a under the fourth chapter of this upani$ad. In the fifth and sixth Brahmal).a the
Madhuvidya and its tradition has been described. Under the nineth Brahmal).a of the third chapter, a
questionaire submitted before the renowned R$i Yajfiavalkya by a section of the experts in
metaphysics in an offer~ng performed by the king Janaka. The R$i GiirgI has raised questions twice.
At the outset the R$i Yajfiavalkya restricted him by warning that he will lost his head if more
questions are before raised him. Secondly, he raised two questions by the permission of the council
and having received the answers pronounce before the audience that nobody may conquer him but
the R$i Sakalya, Vidagdha did not put his ears on the warning therefore he lost his head owing to
more questions raised. In the fourth chapter, two colloquies have been referred. Out of them one is
between the saint Yajfiavalkya and Janaka while the other is between Yajfiavalkya and MaitreyI.
Finally, the tradition of the conclusion has been followed. In the fifth chapter, the varied forms of
worship to the Brahma as also the worship of the intellectual man (Manomaya Puru$a) and the
speech has been elaborated. The manner of worship in its varied form to be offered for the food and
breathing coincides to the upward motion after the death has been made ex-faci clear to understand.
In the worship of GayatrI the fourth foot namely, 'Darsata' is mentioned alongwith the three feet
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worth reciting. In the sixth chapter, the supremacy of breathing, the learning of five kinds fire
(Paficagni Vidya), Manth Vidya and the genetic science have been thoroughly described. Lastly, a
succinct note covering all the topics in this upani~ad has been given.
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[In the first Brahmm;ia, a gigantic horse for the offering has been described. It has been said that
the limbs and the organs of such a horse are spreaded all over the three worlds. This is an explanation
by using the figure of speech. The term 'horse' is the indicator of power and the motion. This world
is always dynamic. This power making it dynamic has been called the horse. The term 'horse'
denotes anything that moves very fast. This horse (described herein) is for the purpose of offering.
This word is synonymous to the offering (Yajna), Therefore, the circulation of power that conducts
this world as a whole is definitely worth-offering. This word should be applied strictly while
describing the matter regarding the divine offering. The root Medha has three meanings- the
wisdom, the infringement or violation and the harmony or co-ordination. The gigantic process of
offering cannot be said violative or infringing process, therefore, this meaning is not worth to accept
here. Instead of it, it can be said undoubtedly worth entertaining by the wit or worth influencing by
the wisdom. Such a meaning is really worth to accept. It is necessary to keep this flow of power
adhered to or add with it.]

This horse for the purpose of offering or the flow of world-wide power has its head the
dawn, the sun is its eyes, the wind is its breathing, the fire of Vaisvanara is its opened
mouth and the Sarhvatsara (period of one year) is its soul. The world of sun is the back
po1tion of that horse, the space is his belly, the earth is the place under his hoofs, the
directions are his collateral parts of the body, the directions in the angles are the ribs, the
seasons are his other limbs, the month and the Pak~a (period of 15 days) are his joints, the
day and night are his two feet, the group of planets are his bones and the ether is his flesh.
The little objects of this universe are his undigested grains of food, the rivers are the group
of his nerves, the group of mountains are his liver and the flesh forming the heart. The flora
world is his hair, the sun at the moon is his upper part of body from the navel, the setting
sun is the lower part of his body. Similarly, When he yawns, then it lightens. When he
shakes himself, then it thunders. When he urinates, then it rains. Voice, indeed, is his. voice.
[The figure of speech, however, are not real in themselves but they are able to explain
thoroughly the reality. Hence, the use of figure of speech for providing with the description or part of
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the body including the head of that horse are most appropriate. The space has been said the belly of
the horse, therefore the undigested grains of food should not be deemed the common grain of food
but the sub-particles existing in the space particularly which are immature and in the process of
converting in the matter.]
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Verily, the day arose for the horse as the sacrificial vessel which stands before. Its place
is the eastern sea. Verily, the night arose for him as the sacrificial vessel which stands
behind. Its place is the western sea. Verily, these two arose on both sides of the horse as the
two sacrificial vessels. Becoming a steed (haya), he carries the gods; a stallion, the
Gandharvas; a courser, the demons; a horse, men. The sea, indeed, is his relative. The sea is
his place.
[The Haya, Vaji, Arva, Asva all these words are synonyms and refers to the meaning speedy but
in view of the· connotation there is lying some distinction among them. Haya is the word meant by
one who goes ahead by abandoning. As the medicines known as Vajikara.J).a increase the power of
cohesion, therefore, the term Vaji is linked with Yoga. Similarly, Arva means caprice and aggressive
as also the horse has been said vociferous (Mahasano ). The origin place and intimate friend of horse
is the s~a. This is not an ordinary sea but a sea in which the causative nature (the element of Apa]:i)
swings on it, by the impact of the waves of this sea the world is created and destroyed. This sea is the
gigantic and activated Vyoma. Veda too has said it 'Samudro An:iava]:i' etc.]
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Initially, nothing was existed in this world, everything was covered under the claw of
death. This world was covered by the hunger and the hunger is the death (As the god
merges the world with it, it too is called the death). Then he made up his mind (manas) :
'Would that I had a self!' So he went on (acarat) praising (arcan). From him, while he was
praising water was produced. 'Verily, while I was praising, I had pleasure (ka) ! ' thought he.
This, indeed, is the arka-nature of what pertains to brightness (arkya). Verily, there is
pleasure for him who knows thus that arka-nature of what pertains to brightness.
[The sentence that everything was covered in the claw of death and hunger is a trimmed dictum.
The death is the stage of inactiveness and the stage of great devastation. The desire of god as to
merging this whole world within him can be said the hunger. As a result of this desire of merging the
world or a hunger, the stage of great devastation arises. When that Brahma again wished to create this
world, the cycle of creation again started revolving. The word 'Arka' is derived from the root 'Arca'.
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It is considered as saying something regarding god. Hence, it is all appropriate to have leisure or the
grace of divine with the man who knows the mystery pertaining to the god.]
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Tbe water, verily, was brightness. That which was the froth of the water became
solidified. That became the earth.
On it he [i.e. death] tortured himself (,/tram). When he had tortured himself and
practised austerity, his heat (tejas) and essence (rasa) turned into fire.
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He divided himself (atmanam) threefold : [fire (agni) one third], the sun (aditya) one
third, wind (vayu) one third. He also is Life (prti!Ja) divided threefold.
The eastern direction is his head. Yonder one and yonder one are the fore quarters.
Likewise the western direction is his tail. Yonder one and yonder one are the hind quarters.
South and north are the flanks. The sky is the back. The atmosphere is the belly. This
[earth] is the chest. He stands firm in the waters. He who knows this, stands firm wherever
he goes.
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He desired : 'Would that a second self of me were produced!' He--death, hunger-by
mind copulated with speech (vac). That which was the semen (retas), became the year
(Samvatsara). Previous to that there was no year. He bore him for a time as long as a year.
After that long time he brought him forth. When he was born, Death opened his mouth on
him. He cried 'bhafl !' That, indeed, became speech.
[The events referred to above is personified. It has been referred that as a result of combination
between the mind that the speech, the dynamic splendour i.e. knowledge appeared. As a result of
condensation or crystallization that was become the Sarhvatsara i.e. a reservoir of the knowledge
formed as a result of the combination between the mind and the speech. Should that knowledge not
elapsed by the flux of time, he used the term 'Bhal}' which means an experiment with the decent
breathing viz., extension of the sensitive and learned living-organism. This fact has been proved in
the successive hymns.]
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He bethought himself: 'Verily, if I shall intend against him, I shall make the less food
for myself.' With that speech, with that self he brought forth this whole world, whatsoever
exists here: the Hymns (rk) [i.e. the Rgveda], the Formulas (yajus) [i.e. the Yajurveda], the
chants (stiman) [i.e. the Samaveda], meters, sacrifices, men, cattle.
Whatever he brought forth, that he began to eat. Verily, he eats (,/ad) everything : that
is the aditi-nature of Aditi (the Infinite). He who knows thus the aditi-nature of Aditi,
becomes an eater of everything here; everything becomes food for him.
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He desired : 'Let me sacrifice further with a greater sacrifice (yajna)!' He tortured
himself. He practised austerity. When he had tortured himself and practised austerity, glory
and vigour went forth. The glory and vigour, verily, are the vital breaths. So when the vital
breaths departed, his body began to swell. His mind, indeed, was in his body (sar'ira).
[On the premises of the scientific research as made in the modem era, they accept the fact that
the breathing process was extended with the big bang theory (a grand explosion and this apparent
world was spreaded as a reason of that grand explosion). The matter at the earlier stage was
excessively <lensed. Since it was extended, the world worth considering as the genesis of offering was
evolved.]
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He desired : 'Would that this [body] of mine were fit for sacrifice! Would that by it I
had a self (atmanvin)!' Thereupon it became a horse (asva), because it swelled (asvat). 'It
has become fit for sacrifice (medhya)!' thought he. Therefore the horse-sacrifice is called
Asva-medha. He, verily, knows the Asva-medha, who knows it thus.
He kept him [i.e. the horse] in mind without confining him. After a year he sacrificed
him for himself. [Other] animals he delivered over to the divinities. Therefore men sacrifice
the victim which is consecrated to Prajapati as though offered unto all the gods.
Verily, that [sun] which gives forth heat is the Asva-medha. The year is its embodiment
(atman).
This [earthly] fire is the arka. The worlds are its embodiments These are two, the arka
sacrificial fire and the Asva-medha sacrifice. Yet again they are one divinity, even Death.
He [who knows this] wards off repeated death (punarmrzvu ), death obtains him not, death
becomes his body (atman), he becomes one of these deities.
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This part of Udgitha Vidya (learning of the syllable Om) has been elaborated in the
second part of the first chapter in Chandogya upani~ad also. Thus, only slight changes can
be seen in this subject-matter in Brhadarar:iyakopani~ad.
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The superiority of breath among the bodily functions

The gods (deva) and the devils (asura) were the twofold offspring of Prajapati. Of these
the gods were the younger, the devils the older. They were strnggling with each other for
these worlds.
The gods said : 'Come, let us overcome the devils at the sacrifice with the Udgitha.
were ofthe sons ofPrajapati.
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Having decided this, the gods urged the god of the speech (proudly of style) for reciting
Udgitha. The god of speech accepted their request and recited the syllable Om on behalf of
them. Whatever pleasure there is in speech, that it sang for the gods, whatever good one
speaks, that for itself.
· Owing to this the demons were known to the fact that the gods may attack on them by
means of recital of Om. Hence, they approached to the god of speech and vitiated him. The
vicious application or use of speech indeed is the evil.
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Then they [i.e. the gods] said to the In-breath (prctl:ia) 'Sing for us the Udgitha.'
'So be it,' said the In-breath, and sang for them. Whatever pleasure there is in the inbreath, that it sang for the gods; whatever god one breathes in, that for itself.
They [i.e. the devils] knew: 'Verily, by this singer they will overcome us.' They tushed
upon it and pierced it with evil. That evil was the improper thing that one breathes in. This,
truly, was that evil.
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Theil they [i.e. the gods] said. to the Eye : 'Sing for us the Udgitha.'
'So be it,' said the Eye, and sang for them. Whatever pleasure there is in the eye, that it
sang for the gods; whatever good one sees; that for itself.
They [i.e. the devils] knew: 'Verily, by this singer they will overcome us.' They rushed
upon it and pierced it with evil. That evil. was the improper thing that one sees. This, truly,
was that evil.
·
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Then they [i.e. the gods] said to the Ear: 'Sing for us the Udgitha.'
'So be it,' said the Ear, and sang for them. Whatever pleasure there is in the ear, that it
sang for the gods; whatever good one hears, that for itself.
They [i.e. the devils] knew: 'Verily, by this singer they will overcome us.' They rushed
upon it and pierced it with evil. That evil was the improper thing that one hears. This, truly,
was that evil.
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Subsequently, the gods prayed for reciting Udgitha through the mind. The mind has
accepted this offer and started the recital of Udgitha. Whatever pleasure there is in the
mind, that it sang for the gods; whatever good one imagines, that for itself.
They [i.e. the devils] knew : 'Verily, by this. singer they will overcome us.' They rushed
upon him and pierced h:m with evil. That evil was the .improp~r thing that one imagines.
·. This, truly, was that evil. Hence, the gods when indulged iito the evils penetrated by the
evil which was inflicted by the demons on them.
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Then they [i.e. the gods] said to this Breath in the mouth: 'Sing for us the Udgitha'.
'So be it,' said this Breath, and sang for them.
They [i.e. the devils] knew: 'Verily, by this singer they will overcome us.' They rushed
upon him and desired to pierce him with evil. As a clod of earth would be scattered by
striking on a stone, even so they were scattered in all directions and perished. Therefore the
gods increased, the demons became inferior. He increases with himself, a hateful enemy
becomes inferior f01: him who knows this. _
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Then they said, 'What, pray, has become of him who stuck to us thus?' 'This one here
(ayam) is within the mouth (asya)!' He is called Ayasya Angirasa, for he is the essence
(rasa) of the limbs (anga).
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This breathing god is also known as Dura (distant) by name because the death stands
far away from him. The man who knows this mystery (the death stands far away), always is
protected from the death.
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Verily, that divinity having struck off the evil of these divinities; even death, made this
go to where is the end of the. quarters of heaven. There is ser down their evils. Therefore
one should not go to [foreign] people, one should not go to the end [of the earth], lest he
· fall in with evil; with death.
.
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· Verily, that divinity by striking off the evil, the death, of those divinities carried them
beyond death. (It conveys that the man obtainsthe nectar like emancipation by abandoning
the evils).
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Verily, it carried Speech over as the first. When that was freed from death, it became
fire. This fire, when it has crossed beyond death, shines forth.
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The god of breathing then provided the smelling power with the immortality. That
smelling power turned into the wind form as soon as it crossed the death (evils). That very
wind is blowing ceaselessly after being and free from the clutches of the death.
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Subsequently, he took the eyes beyond the death. Absolving from the ties of the death,
the eyes turned into form of the Sun. That very eyes now luminates as the Sun having free
from the clutches of the death.
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Jhe breathing then enabled the ears to cross the death. They turned in the form of
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directions after liberty. Thus, the ears were acquitted from the ties of death and became the
directions.
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Likewise it carried the Mind across. When that was freed from death, it became the
moon. That moon, when it has crossed beyond death, shines.
Thus, verily, that divinity carries beyond death him who knows this.
~Si$11EJq!Jll<.1Elf.a fctii.lli$lqEJ<lS~ ~ ~ Sl@@a@II ~\911

Then it [i.e. breath] sang out food for itself, for whatever food is eaten is eaten by it.
Hereon one is established.
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Those gods said : 'Of such extent, verily, is this universe as food. You have sung it into
your own possession. Give us an after-share in this food.'
'As such, verily, do you enter into me.'
'So be it.' They entered into him from all sides. Therefore whatever food one eats by
this breath, these are satisfied by it. Thus, verily, his people come to him, he becomes the
supporter of his people, their chief, foremost leader, an eater of food, an overlord-he who
knows this. And whoever among his people desires to be the equal of him who has this
knowledge suffices not for his dependents. But whoever follows after him and whoever,
following after him, desire to support his dependents, he truly suffices for his dependents.
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He is Ayasya Arigirasa, for he is the essence (rasa) of the limbs (anga). Verily, breath
is the essence of the limbs, for verily breath is the essence of the limbs. Therefore from
whatever limb the breath departs, that indeed dries up, for it is verily the essence of the
limbs.
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And it is also Brhaspati. The BrhatI is speech. He is her lord (pati) and is therefore
Brhaspati.
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And it is also Brahma!.J.aspati. Prayer (brahman), verily, is speech. He is her lord (pati)
and is therefore Brahmar:i.aspati.
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[A glorification of the Chant as breath]

This breathing too is Sama because this speech is 'Sa' and the breathing is 'Arna' and a
combination of 'Sa' and' Arna' makes the word saman.
Or because it is equal (sama) to a gnat, equal to a fly, equal to an elephant, equal to
these three worlds, equal to this universe, therefore, indeed, it is the Samaveda. He obtains
intimate union with the Sa.man, he wins its world who knows thus that Saman.
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His breathing too is called Udgitha. The breath verily is up (ut), for by breath this
whole world is upheld (ut-tabdha). Song (glthu), verily, is speech; ut and gltha-that is
Udgitha.
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As also Brahmadatta C_aikitaneya, while partaking of King [Soma], said: 'Let this king
cause this man's head to fall off, if Ayasya Ailgirasa sang the Udgitha with any other means
than that, for,' said he, 'only with speech and with breath did he sing the Udgitha.'
[If the revelation made by mouth and the speech is without vibration of the breathing, it is
redundant and only pomp and show. By reason of not being the ever felt conduction of the breathing
in the worlds paiTOtly pronunciated, they become worth nothing. The combination of breathing as
also of the speech is sina-cua-non in the lifelong meditation or penance.]
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He who knows the property of that Saman has that property. Its property, truly, is tone.
Therefore let him who is about to perform the duties of a Rtvij priest desire a good tone in
his voice. Being possessed of such a voice, let him perform the duties of the Rtvij priest.
Therefore people desire to see at the sacrifice one who has a good tone, as being one who
has a possession. He has a possession who knows thus the property of the Saman.
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He who knows the gold of that Saman comes to have gold. The tone (svara), verily, is
its gold. He comes to have gold who knows thus that gold of the Saman.
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He who knows the support of that Saman is indeed supported. Voice, verily, is its
support, for when supported on voice the breath sings. But some say it is supported on food.
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[Prayers to accompany an intelligent performance of the Chant]

Now next, the praying of the purificatory formulas (pavamana ).
The Prastota priest (Praiser), verily begins to praise with the Chant (saman). When he
begins to praise, then let [the sacrificer] mutter the following : 'From the unreal (asat) lead me to the real (sat)! From darkness lead me to light! From
death lead me to immortality!'
When he says 'From the unreal lead me. to the real,' the unreal, verily, is death, the real
is immortality. 'From death lead me to immortality. Make me immortal' that is what he
says.
'From darkness lead me to light' the darkness, verily, is death, the light is immortality.
'From death lea.d me to immortality. Make me immortal' that is what he says.
'From death lead me to immortality' there is nothing there that seems obscure.
Now whatever other verses there are of a hymn of praise (stotra), in them one may win
food for himself by singing. And, therefore, in them he should choose a boon, whatever
desire he may desire. That Udgatri priest who knows this- whatever desire he desires,
either for himself or. for the sacrificer, that he obtains by singing. This, indeed, is worldconquering. There isno prospect of his being without a world who knows thus this Saman.
'
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[The creation ofthe manifold world from the unitary Soul]

In the beginning this world was Soul (Atman) along in the form of a Person. Looking
around, he saw nothing else than himself. He said first : 'I am.' Then arose the name 'I'.
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Therefore even today, when one is addressed, he says first just 'It is I' and then speaks
whatever name he has. Since before (purva) all this world he burned UJJ ("Vu1v) all evils,
therefore he is a person (pur-u 1~-a). He who knows this, verily, bums up him who desires to
be ahead of him.
[In the above hymns, Pur is meant very first and ·u~a· means competent to burn. Therefore,
Puru~a is meant for burning the deficiencies as also the e~ils very first and when these are sprouting.
What is conveyed as a lesson to the people is that one is only able to be addressed as Puru~a, who
burns the evils sprouting in his mind.]
msfarih1f41~i:6ii:lil ~ ~ ~ ~""ic/;-4~1f~ ~~no~~
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He was afraid. Therefore one who is alone is afraid. This one then thought to himself :
'Since there is nothing else than myself; of what am I afraid?' Thereupon, verily, his fear
departed, for of what should he have been afraid? Assuredly it is from a second that fear
arises.
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Verily, he had no delight. Therefore one alone has no delight. He desired a second. He
was, indeed, as large as a woman and a man closely embraced. He caused that self to fall
(-Ypat) into two pieces. Therefrom arose a husband (pati) and a wife (patni). Therefore thi~
[is true] : 'Oneself (sva) is like a half-fragment,' as Yajfiavalkya used to say. Therefore this
space is filled by a wife. He copulated with her. Therefrom human beings were produced.
[The presumption of lord Siva's being Nafesvara (half male and half female) has been made
very clear in the above hymns. At the first is the genesis of man and the nature was not taken place
like the birth of a baby from the womb. Contrary to it, this process of genesis started like the opening
of two parts by the purse or oyster on being nature. By the same process the man and the nature from
the Brahma, Siva and Sakti from Mahadeva, Brahma and Savitri from Prajapati were originated.]
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And she then bethought herself : 'How now does he copulate with me after he has
produced rrie just from himself? Come, let me hide myself.' She became a cow. He became
a bull. With her he did indeed copulate. Then cattle were born. She became a mare, he a
stallion. She became a female ass, he a male ass; with her he copulated, of a truth. Then
were born solid-hoofed animals. She became a she-goat, he a he-goat; she a ewe, he a ram.
With her he did verily copulate.· Therefrom were born goats and sheep. T.hus, indeed, he
created all, whatever pairs there are, even down to the ants.
·
·
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[The R~i reveals here very clearly that the presumption according to the evolution theory is not
correct. It is worth to mention that according to this theory, it has been presumed that all the creatures
got their birth gradually from amoeba to the various species of living-organisms. At the first stage
and by its resolution, the nature casted into different forms according to the necessity, the man also
forms accordingly by the power of resolution. The second stage of the reproduction process in the
world was then commenced.]
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After originating all these, that man came to know that 'I, indeed, am this creation.
Verily, he who has this knowledge comes to be in that creation of his.
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Then he rubbed thus. From his mouth as the fire-hole (voni) and from his hands he
created fire (agni). Both these [i.e. the hands and the mouth] are hairless on the inside, for
the fire-hole (yoni) is hairless on the inside.
This that people say, 'Worship this god! Worship that god!' one god after another-this
is his creation indeed! And he himself is all the gods.
Now, whatever is moist, that he created from semen, and that is Soma. This whole
world, verily, is just food and the eater of food.
That was Brahma's super-creation : namely, that he created the gods, his superiors;
likewise that, being mortal, he created the immortals. Therefore was it a super-creation.
Verily, he who knows this comes to be in that super-creation of his.
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Verily, at that time the world was undifferentiated. It became differentiated just by
name and form, as the saying is : 'He has such a name, such a form.' Even today this world
is differentiated just by name and form, as the saying is : 'He has such a name, such a
form.'
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He entered in here, even to the fingernail-tips, as a razor would be hidden in a razorcase, or fire in a fire-holder. Him they see not, for [as seen] he is incomplete. When
breathing, he becomes breath (pral)a) by name; when speaking, voice; when seeing, the
eye; when hearing, the ear; when thinking, the mind : these are merely the names of his
acts. Whoever worships one or another of these-he knows not; for he is incomplete with
one or another of these. One should worship with the thought that he is just one's self
(atman), for therein all these become one. That same thing, namely, this self, is the trace
(padanlya) of this All, for by it one knows this All. Just as, verily, one might find by a
footprint (pada), thus. He finds fame and praise who knows this.
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That self is dearer than a son, is dearer than wealth, is dearer than all else, since this self
is nearer.
If of one who speaks of anything else than the self as dear, one should say, ' He will
lose what he holds dear,' he would indeed be likely to do so. One should reverence the self
alone as dear. He who reverences the self alone as dear-what he hold dear, verily, is not
perishable.

ai;IJl4M.lfciElt ~ 'i-tfci&.t.JI ~~~-II~ II
Some curious Brahmal).as have raised a question: 'Since men think that by the
knowledge of Brahma they become the All, what, pray, was it that Brahma knew whereby
he became the All?'
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Verily, in the beginning this world was Brahma.
It knew only itself (atmanam); 'I am Brahma!' Therefore it became the All. Whoever

of the gods became awakened to this, he indeed became it; likewise in the case of seers
(r$i), likewise in the case of men. Seeing this, indeed, the seer Vamadeva began :I was Manu and the sun (Surya)!
This is so now also. Whoever thus knows 'I am Brahma!' becomes this All; even the
gods have not power to prevent his becoming thus, for he becomes their self (atman ).
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So whoever worships another divinity [than his SelfJ, thinking 'He is one and I
another', he knows not. He is like a sacrificial animal for the gods. Verily, indeed, as many
animals would be of service to a man, even so each single person is of service to the gods.
If even one animal is taken away, it is not pleasant. What, then, if many? Therefore it is not
pleasing to those [gods] that men should know this.
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Verily, in the beginning this world was Brahma, one only. Being one, he was not
developed. He created still further a superior form, the K$atrahood, even those who are
K$atras (rulers) among the gods : Indra, Varul).a, Soma, Rudra, Parjanya, Yama, Mrtyu,
Isana. Therefore there is nothing higher than K$atra. Therefore at the Rajasuya ceremony
the Brahman sits below the K$atriya. Upon K$atrahood alone does he confer this honour.
This same thing, namely Brahmanhood (brahma), is the source of K$atrahood. Therefore,
even if the king attains supremacy, he rests finally upon Brahmanhood as his own source.
So whoever injures hjm [i.e. a Brahman] attacks his own source. He fares worse in
proportion as he injures one who is better.
[Initially, all persons knowing Brahma were like the life of Brahmal).a with the enhancement of
society, men were required for providing the defence. The persons providing defence (K.1:,atriya) were
selected and appointed out from those Brahma knowing persons. In context to the word providing
defence those only were given the most importance.]
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He was not yet developed. He created the Vis (the commonalty), those kinds of gods
that are mentioned in numbers : the Vasus, the Rudras, the Adityas, the Visvedevas, the
Maruts.
[The society was developed with more paces and to satisfy the emerging needs the Vaisya Van).a
was developed from that very society particularly to tackle with the issues like production, exchange,
distribution etc.]
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He was not yet developed. He created the Sudra caste (van:,a), P11$an. Verily, this
[earth] is P11$an, for she nourishes ('Jpu.y) everything that is.
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He was not yet developed. He created still further a better form, Law (dharma). This is
the power (k,mtr,a) of the K~atriya class (k,mtra), viz. Law. Therefore there is nothing
higher than Law. So a weak man controls a strong man by Law, just as if by a king. Verily,
that which is Law is truth. Therefore they say of a man who speaks the truth, 'he speaks the
Law', or of a man who speaks the Law, 'He speaks the truth.' Verily, both these are the
same thing.
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So that Brahma [appeared as] K~atra, Vis and Sudra. So among the gods Brahma
appeared by means of Agni, among men as a Brahman, as a K~atriya by means of the
[divine] K~atriya, as a Vaisya by means of the [divine] Vaisya, as a Sudra by means of the
[divine] Sudra. Therefore people desire a place among the gods in Agni, among men in a
Brahman, for by these two forms [pre-eminently] Brahma appeared.
Now whoever departs from this world [i.e. the world of the Atman] without having
recognized it as his own, to him it is of no service, because it is unknown, as the unrecited
Vedas or any other undone deed [do not help a man].
Verily, even if one performs a great and holy work, but without knowing this, that work
of his merely perishes in the end. One should worship the Self alone as this world does not
perish, for out of that very Self he creates whatsoever he desires.
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Now this Self, verily, is a world of all created things. Insofar as a man makes offerings
and sacrifices, he becomes the world of the gods. Insofar as he learns [the Vedas], he
becomes the world of the seers (r$i). Insofar as he offers libations to the fathers and desires
offspring, he becomes the world of the fathers. Insofar as he gives lodging and food to men,
he becomes the world of men. Insofar as he finds grass and water for animals, he becomes
the world of animals. Insofar as beasts and birds, even to the ants, find a living in his
houses, he becomes their world .. Verily, as one would desire security for his own world, so
all creatures wish security for him who has this knowledge. This fact, verily, is known
when it is thought one.
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In the beginning this world was just the Self (Atman), one only. He wished : 'Would
that I had a wife; then I would procreate. Would that I had wealth; then I would offer
sa~rifice.' So. great, indeed, is desire. Not even if one desired, would he get more than that.
Therefore even today when one is lonely one wishes : 'Would that I had a wife, then I
would procreate. Would that I had wealth, then I would offer sacrifice;' So far as he does
not obtain any one of these, he thinks that he is, assuredly, incomplete. Now his
completeness is as follows : his mind truly is his self (atman); his voice is his wife; his
brel;!.th is his offspring;.his eye is his worldly wealth, for with his eye he finds; his ear is his
heavenly [wealth], for with his ear he hears it; his body (atman), indeed, is his work, for
with his body he performs work.
The sacrifice is fivefold. The sacrificial animal is fivefold. A person is fivefold. This
whole world; whatever there is, is fivefold. He obtains this whole world who knows this.
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[The threefold production of the world by Prajapati as food for himself]

When the Father produced by intellect and austerity seven kinds of food, one of his
[foods] was common to all, of two he let the gods partake, three he made for himself, one
he bestowed upon the animals.
On this [food] everything depends, both what breaths and what does not. How is it that
these do not perish? When they are being eaten all the time?
He who knows this imperishableness- he eats food with his mouth (pratika), he goes
to the gods, he lives on strength. Thus the verses.
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'When the Father produced by intellect and austerity seven kinds of food' truly by
intellect and austerity the Father did produce them.
'One of his [foods] was common to all.' That of his which is common to all is the food
that is eaten here. He who worships that, is not turned from evil, for it is mixed [i.e.
common, not selected]. 'Of two he let the gods partake.' They are the huta [fire-sacrifice)
and the prahuta (offering). For this reason one sacrifices and offers to the gods. People also
say that these two are the new-moon and the full-moon sacrifices. Therefore one should not
offer sacrifice [merely] to secure a wish.
'One he bestowed upon the animals' that is milk, for at first both men and animals live
upon milk. Therefore they either make a new-born babe lick butter or put it to the breast.
Likewise they call a new-born calf 'one that does not eat grass.'
'On this [food] everything depends, both what breathes and what does not' for upon
milk everything depends, both what breathes and what does not. This that people say, 'By
offering milk for a year one escapes repeated death (punarmrtyu)' one should know that
this is not so, since on the very day that he makes the offering he who knows escapes
repeated death, for he offers all his food to the gods.
'How is it that these do not perish when they are being eaten all the time?' Verily, the
Person is imperishableness, for he produces this food again and again.
'He who knows this imperishableness' verily, a person is imperishableness, for by
continuous meditation he produces this food as his work. Should he not do this, all the food
would perish.
'He eats food with his mouth (pratika).' The pratlka is the mouth. So he eats food with
his mouth.
'He goes to the gods, he lives on strength' this is praise.
[One should not take the apparent meaning of the milk from the above said statement revealing
that a respiring and non-respiring all living-organisms are depended on the milk. It should be
purported as the nourishing flow. Similarly, the sensitivity tied with the worldly bondage may be
purported as animal fastened with a rope.]

lR1' crrri mut a1.<t.1kq4s~;a, ..?.rnq.:11 ~
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~S';f $t!ldfgcf 'SITOT

lRtq"q: ~ : I I ~ II
'Three he made for himself.' Mind, speech, breath - these he made for himself.
People say: 'My mind was elsewhere; I did not see. My mind was elsewhere; I did not
hear. It is with the mind, truly, that one sees. It is with the mind that one hears. Desire,
imagination, doubt, faith, lack of faith, steadfastness, lack of steadfastness, shame,
meditation, fear-all this is truly mind. Therefore even if one is touched on his back, he
discerns it with the mind.
Whatever sound there is, it is just speech. Verily, it comes to an end [as human speech];
verily, it does not [as the heavenly voice].
The in-breath, the out~breath, the diffused breath, the up-breath, the middle-breath- all
this is just breath. Indeed, the self (atman) consists of speech, mind and breath.
[As the gods exisied in the body and the nature are satiated and provided with power by the
'Huta' and 'Prahuta', the Brahma as existed in the body and the sensitivity of the Brahma prevailing
in the nature can be m!lde powerful and satiated by the mind, speech and the breathing. The use of
these three elements should be made for knowledge and no way for the enjoyments of any kinds. The
man who does this can only be said a Brahm!ll}.a loyal to the knowledge or a celibate man.]

'Sl'4T ~ 't(o ~ i::li~cll4 ~

lRTS~: '5111JTISm ~:11~11

These same (mind, speech and the breathing as described herein) are the three worlds.
this [terrestrial] world is Speech. The middle [atmospheric] worldis Mind. That [celestial]
world is Breath.

'Sl'4T:~ 't(o ~ i::li~i::1'4({1 lRT ~ : 'SITOT: ~:11~11
Thesb same are the three Vedas. The Rgveda is Speech. The Yajurveda is Mind. The
Samaveda is Breath.

~: firau ~ ··"QJ{ ~ cflircr ~ lR': ft«R: '5ll1lTI ~ : II "II
The same are the gods, Manes and men. The gods are Speech. The Manes are Mind.
Men are Breath.

ftraT lffiff •

~ lR' ~ mT 'cl1i@T 'SITOT: 'SN'llll \911

These same are father, mother and offspring. The father is Mind. The mother is Speech.
The offspring is Breath.

~ fciN'1*1H4qfci*1idCtd ~ ~ fc6T.f ~ i::llil~iq

crrfitr

~

cTJlR

di,_<i::lii::l@ll l II

These are Vijfiata (duly known), Vijijfiasya (what is to be known) and Avijfiata (what is
unknown). The known (knowledge) is speech, the power of speech too is known. This
speech too protects the concerned living-organism by virtue of knowledge.
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~ fc1Nt~IW q+~Hd$,ci lRl' ~ fctNt~IW lR 'Q;i' d"~lcl@II ~ 11
Whatever· is to be known is a form of Mind, for mind is to be known. Mind, having
become this, helps him.
4Mi:ilfct~ld 'Sll1JR<f ~ MOTt tilfcl~ld: "Sl1TJ'T 'Q;i' d"~lcl@II ~o II
What is unknown is a form of Breath, for Breath is unknown. Breath, having become
this, helps him.

ffl 'cllT.I':

~

mR' '1'41(1')~qq4qfi'+@EiiciJlci

clhfiicl(11 ~ dlclH4qfi'4:11 ~~II

Of this Speech the earth is the body. Its light-form is this [terrestrial] fire. As far as
Speech extends, so far extends the earth, so far this fire.

~ - lRffl '1ft: ffiR'
~ ~ 'ffif: MOTts~
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The world of sun is the body of mind and the sun is its (of mind) luminating form. As
far as Mind extends, so far extends the sky, so far you sun. These two [the fire and the sun]
entered sexual union. Therefrom was born Breath. He is Indra. He is without a rival. Verily,
a second person is a rivaL He who knows this has no rivaL
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The water is the body of that breathing, the moon is its luminating form, the quantum
of water and the moon is equal to the quantum of breathing; All these are equal and endless.
Verily he who worships them as finite wins a finite world. Likewise he who worships them
as infinite wins an infinite world.
.
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That above described Sarilvatsara too is Prajapati. He is composed of sixteen parts. The
nights are his fifteen parts and the sixteenth part is Dhruva (steadfast). He is increased and
diminished by his nights alone. Having, on the new-moon night, entered with that sixteenth
part into everything here that has breath, he is born thence on the following morning [as the
new moon]. Therefore on that night one should not 0;1t off the breath of any breathing
thing, not even of a lizard, in honour of that divinity.
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~ ~ ~ fo*!~c11 T.f ~s11 T.f ~ ~ 4G4qfrq1
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Verily, the person here who knows this, is himself that Prajapati with the sixteen parts
who is the year (Sarhvatsara). The fifteen parts are his wealth. The sixteenth part is his self
(atman). In wealth alone [not in self] is one increased and diminished.
That which is the self (atman) is a hub; wealth, a felly. Therefore even if one is
overcome by the loss of everything, provided he himself lives, people say merely : 'He has
come off with the loss of a felly!'

~~

cntrUTT cntrUTT

~ q:j&1Mli:6: fcigMli:iil {ciMli:6 ~ ms'4 q:j&1Mli:6: ~ ~ ~
Ni;!Mlchl ~ {ciM1i:iil {ciMli:iil ½Mli:6HI~ ~a«iµilfs:e.1i ~·f!f.~rn ~~ 11

qJq

Now, there are of a truth three worlds-the world of men, the world of the fathers, and
the world of the gods. This world of men is to be obtained by a son only, by no other
means; the world of the fathers, by sacrifice; the world of the gods, by knowledge. The
world of the gods is verily the best of worlds. Therefore they praise knowledge.
3Wmf: ijSiffi4Gi ~&1..q../.l<lS?.f ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

~ ~ ~: llfl!h~lg ~
~s-g- • ~ ~ fcfi'r.Ui'ffi ~ ~ ~~~cfidli it ½~ T.f ll~F@41~ . . ~ $~cfidl it
½ ~ 'T.f Mli:61:&lt.m . - 'ffico $~i:6~mc1sJ ~ f!Jqa..q1 ~~ fb14fqJls'lj.:i~fufu ~
9,1q:1&1e Mli:P-lql§«l,(l.11{4q:j~llfl@ ~ 4~i:4fctGµiifmi:616lf4iftrin:cr mut: ~ 9,1qifc1~1Rt, ~
~ fchR:icWJtt.llcl,d ~ d,(l.11{4~ fl4,(l.lHSSl1 ;rttr ~ ~~cilcliMffil&i Sl@@Bf4~.jqij ~:

'ffico
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Now, the process known by this name is described. When the father is about to move
out from this world or considers himself a guide to his son, he says to him ·'You are Brahman (holy knowledge). You are sacrifice. You are the world.' The son
replies: 'I am holy knowledge. I am sacrifice. I am the world'. Verily, whatever has been
learned [from the Vedas], the sum of all this is expressed by the word 'knowledge'
(brahman). Verily, whatever sacrifices have been made, the sum of them all is expressed by
the word 'sacrifice'. Whatever worlds there are, they are all comprehended under the word
'world'. So great, verily, isthis all.
'Being thus the all, let him assist me from this world,' thus [the father considers].
Therefore they call 'world-procuring' a son who has been instructed. Therefore they
instruct him. When one who has this knowledge departs from this world, he enters into his
son with these vital breaths [i.e. faculties : Speech, Mind and Breath]. Whatever wrong has
been done by him, his son frees him from it all. Therefore he is called a son (putra). By his
son a father stands firm in this world. Then into him [who has made over to his son his
mortal breaths] enter those divine immortal breaths.

~ ~~

t<n cll~llfcl~I@ m ½t<n cfTTW.lT ~ ~ dfl?_cl@II ~Gil
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From the earth and from the fire the divine _Speech enters him. Verily, that is the divine
Speech whereby whatever one says comes to be. _

~ t«:f lR ~tlfci~I@ ~
.

tci' .lRI' ~4H.:@lcl ~ ~- ~ I I ~~ II
.

.

Out of the sky and out of the sun the divine Mind enters him. Verily, that is the divine
Mind whereby one becomes blissful and sorrows not
Out of the water and out of the moon the divine Breath enters him. Verily, that is the
divine Breath which, whether moving or not moving, is not perturbed, nor injured.
He who knows this becomes the Self ofall beings. As is that divinity (i.e. Prajapati], so
is he. As all beings favour that divinity, so to hirri who knows this all beings show favour.
Whatever sufferings creatures endure, these remain with them. Only ~ood goes to him.
Evil, verily, doesnot go to the gods.
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Prajapati created the acti;e futlctions (karma). They, when they had been created,
strove with one another. 'I am going to ·speak,' the voice began. 'lam going to see,' said to
· eye. ~1 am going to hear,' said the ear. So spake the other functions,. each according to his
function. Death, appearing as weariness, laid hold and took possession of theni; and, taking
possession ofthem, Death checked them. Therefore the voice become weary, the eye
becomes weary, the ear becomes weary. But Death did not take po.ssession of him who was
the middle breath. They sought to know him. They said: 'Verily;he is the best of :us, since
whether moving_ or not moving, he is not perturbed, nor perishes. Come, let us all become a
form of him.' Of him, indeed, t}J.ey became a form. Therefore they are named 'vital breaths'
after him, In whatever famil)' there is a man who has this knowledge, they call that family
after him. Whoever strives with one who knows this, dries up and finally dies; So much
with reference to the .self.
cf

atP.lllilac1d *lff.t&.11¥4cllt;f~&fi'.:n~~ dt(41U10N(il1Rflfl \lleEIIUlt;f;iRt ~ l Q_qq-41 tc@1'
t1~1ac1a~ 'ij' ffl' ~ 'qallf: "SiT1JT Q,c1t1a1<-1i ~ c11~p~'f,:4f.a ~ -~ -~- ~:
~tU4~Ndl tc@1' ~ : 11 ~~II
Now with reference to the divinities.
'Verily, I am going to blaze,' began the Fire. 'I am going to-give forth heat,' said the
Sun. 'I am going to ·shine,' said the Moon. So said the other divinities; each according to his
di~ine natur_ e. As Br~at~ ~?lds th-e central po~ir~o~ _among .t_he v_. ital br~ath_s [or
ct~ons ], so
Wmd among these d1vm1t1es; for the other drtm1t1es have ~eir dechne, but not Wmd. The
f u -n -
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Wind is that divinity which never goes to rest.
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There is this verse on the subject : From whom the sun rises and in whom it sets- in truth, from Breath it rises, and in
Breath it sets-him the gods made law (dharma); He only today and tomorrow will be.
Verily, what those [functions] undertook of old, even that they accomplish today.
Therefore one should practise but one activity. He should breathe in and breathe out,
wishing, 'May not the evil one, Death, get me.' And the observance which he practises he
should desire to fulfil to the end. Thereby he wins complete union with that divinity [i.e.
Breath] and residence in the same world.
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rt err ~ ~ cfil{ ~ ';JTqi' c11ft1~a~1:115~qJi fu
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Whatever is existing in this universe is a commune of the three things i.e. the name,
form, and work.
Of these, as regards names, that which is called Speech is their hymn of praise (uktha ),
for from it arise (ut-thti) all names. It is their Sa.man (chant), for it is the same (sama) as all
names. It is their prayer (brahman), for it supports ('Vbhar) all names.
WI ~ ~R~d~t:ll!J~q(1"'.)l

ijqqa~t:11
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Now of forms. That which is calle.d the Eye is their hymn of praise (uktha), for from it
arise (ut-thti.) all forms. It is their Saman (chant), for it is the same (sama) as all forms. It is
their prayer (brahman), for it supports ('Vbhar) all forms.
WI i:fiqo11qkfl~d~Ql!j1*1qffi

fu -wmuT · i:fiqfo~\%a~d~QI'!:
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~ mi' ri° err aT1Ff ~ ~ ~ SIIOIW~: II~ II
Now of works. That which is called the Body (titman) is their hymn of praise (uktha),
for from it arise (ut~thti) all actions. It is their Saman (chant), for it is the same (sama) as all
works. It is their prayer (brahman), for it supports ('Vbhar) all works.
Although it is that triad, this Soul (Atman) is one. Although it is one, it is that triad.
That is the Immortal veiled by the real (satya). Life (prti,:ta, 'breath') [a designation of the
Atman], verily, is the Immortal. Name and form ar~ the real. By them this.Life is veiled.
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Girgya and Ajitasatru's progressive definition of Brahma as the world-source,
entered in sleep
<tfltll~ifcfi8li,f.ll::rt lTf1'(l ·31T'« ~ "i:llilNikl~li ~ ~ ~ ji:IIOTI@ ~ "i:llill'likl~I~:

<Q8'61'HH4i

clTfu ~ ~ ~. ~ ~ ~ ~li:1"\11@11 ~II

Drptabalaki was a learned Gargya. He said to Ajatasatru, [king] of Benares : 'I will tell
you about Brahma.' Ajatasatru said : 'We will give a thousand [cows] for such a speech.
Verily, people will run hither, crying, "A Janaka! A Janaka!"

~ ~ l1Fm ~ 1J.c11.g1c11re:JI ~ Q.dt1c11g 9~1q1,(.; ~ ~ "c11i11si11a~1~q1
~t1R¥iajc1fa:a1 3l'@ffl: ~ ~ ~ ~ err ~)agq1.g ~ ~ ~ Q.dt1c19q~sfum:
•
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Balaki Gargya then said : 'The Person who is yonder in the sun-him indeed, I worship
as Brahma!'
Ajatasatru said: 'Talk not to me about him! I worship him as the pre-eminent, the head
and king of all beings. He who worships him as such becomes per-eminent, the head and
king of all beings.'

~ ~ 11Fm ~ 'l(elTffl ~ ~ l(dtli:lii; jijllQiij ~ ~ "i:llill'likl~l~q1
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Gargya said : 'The Person who is yonder in the moon-him, indeed, I worship as
Brahma!'
Ajatasatru said : 'Talk not to me a~out him! I worship him as the great, white-robed
king Soma. He who worships him as such, for him soma is pressed out and continually
pressed out day by day. His food does not fail.'

~ ~ 11Fm ~ 'l(elTffl ~ ~ Q.at1c11g @~1q1.g ~ ~ "c11i11si1k1~1~q1
~aR¥iajc1fa:a1,(.fl:jj*611@ err a1gt1a9q1.g ~ ~ ~ Q.dt1c19q1,(.fl ~ ~ oqqfu ~:jjM.fl ~
v,m 'qqffil I ~ II
Gargya said : 'The Person who is yonder in lightning -him, indeed, I worship as
Brahma!'
Ajatasatru s~id : 'Talk not to me about him! I worship him, verily, as the Brilliant. He
who worships him as such becomes brilliant indeed. His offspring becomes brilliant.'
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Gargya said : 'The Person who is here in space-him indeed, I worship as Brahma!'
Ajatasatru said: 'Talk notto me about him! I worship him, verily, as the Full, the nonactive. He who worships him as such is filled with offspring and cattle. His offspring goes
not forth from this earth.'

~ ~ ~ ~ 'Q,cmt
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Gargya said : 'The Person who is here in wind-him, indeed, I worship as Brahma!'
Ajatasatru said: 'Talk not to me about him! Verily, I worship him as Indra, the terrible
(vaiku1:,,1ha), and the unconquered army. He who worships him as such becomes indeed
triumphant, unconquerable, and a conqueror of adversaries.'

~ ~ ~ ~ Q,c11e1q~-1~, ~ Q,a?ic11g @ijllQl:a ~ ·~ 61cili:II.Jtld~1~q1 ~aRit4ic1re:a,
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Gargya said : 'The Person who is here in fire-him, indeed, I worship as Brahma!'
Ajatasatru said : 'Talk not to me about him! I worship him, verily, as the Vanquisher.
He who worships him as such becomes a vanquisher indeed. His offspring become
vanquishers.'
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Gargya said : 'The Person who is here in water - him, indeed, I worship as Brahma!'
Ajatasatru said : 'Talk not to me about him! I worship him, verily, as the Counterpart
[of phenomenal objects]. His counterpart comes to him [in his children], not that which is
not his counterpart. His counterpart is born from him.'

~ ~ ~ ~ Q,cil(.jqii::.¥f ~
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Gargya said : 'The Person who is here in a mirror-him, indeed, I worship as Brahma!'
Ajatasatru said : 'Talk not to me about him! I worship him, verily, as the Shining One.
He who worships him as such becomes shining indeed. His offspring shine. He outshines
all those with whom he goes.'
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Gargya said : 'The sound here which ·follows after one as · he goes~him, indeed, I
worship as Brahma!'
Ajatasatru said : 'Talk not to me about him! I worship him, verily, as Life (asu). To
him who worships him as such there comes a full length of life (ayu) in this world. Breath
(pra~a) leaves him not before the time.'
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Gargya said : 'The Person who is here in the quarters of heaven-him, indeed, I
worship as Brahma!'
Ajatasatru said : 'Talk not to me about him! l worship him, verily, as the Inseparable
Companion. He who worships him as such has a compani0n. His comp~y is not separated
from him.'
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Gargya said : 'The 'Person here who consists of shadow -him, indeed, I worship as
Brahma!'
: Ajatasatru said : 'Talk·not to me about him! I worship him, verily, as Death. To him
who worships him as Such there comes a full length of life in this world. Death does not
come to him before the time.'

l(c11tiq1fflf.t ~ l(ttttc11g i~Qt,e ~· ':g' ~c11i11\111a:v1aqi
~af?i.--Etc1Ra1 at,ffl:an@ cfT :isit1ttagq1:e ~ ·'« ~·. l(att~gqHa :isikq..ci,g \ic1flt1fflAa.:n mw.
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~

·

lNtT 'lq@' ',Q' l t1Wnq1:g ~ : II r~ 11

Gargya said: 'The Person here who is in the body (atman)-him, indeed, I worship as
Brahma!'
Ajatasatru said : 'Talk not to me about him! I worship him, verily; as the Embodied
One (atmanvin). He who worships· him as such becomes embodied indeed. His offspring
becomes embodied.' Gargya became silent ·
':g' ..

t?ic11i11\11ld,\il3~dlcl\~ $~dici;il@ ~ · ~ ~

':g'

~

~.

~

(C(1'

imiffir11 ~~It
Ajatasatru said : 'Is thatall?' Gargya said: 'That is all.' Ajatasatru said : 'With that
much [only]· it is not known.'· Gargya said : 'Let me come to you as a pupil.'
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.

~ 'a' 1fflURT 'Qti' .llif.li:61( ~ ~ M ~~ II

.

Ajatasatru said : 'Verily, it is contrary to the· course of things that a Brahman should
come to a K~atriya, thinking "He will te~l me '.Brahma." However, I shall cause you to .know
him.clearly.'
·
He took him by the hand and rose. The two went up to a man who was asleep. They
addressed him with these words : 'You great, white-robed king Soma!' He did not rise. He
[i.e. Ajatasatru] woke him by rubbing him with his hand. That one arose.

~ ~cilf.llGIH1$11~4h Q_d~HIS~ 'Q_tf fct*'i..fq,!,j; ~ : ~ ~ Q_Ml'IIR@ ~ ~ ':!'
if.I- lfTTit: II ~ ~ II
Ajatasatru said : 'When tqis man fell asleep thus, where then was the person who
consists of intelligence (vijfiana)? When did he thus come back?' And this also Gargya did
not know.

~ ef}cllf.llGIIMl~4~tt Q_d~HIS~ 'Q_tf fct*'i..fq,!,j: 9M~~tti 'Sl'T1lTRi' fcl*'l~..f fc1*'Hqlc%lll 'll'
~s~ 3iic61$11~f~30a mf;r ~ tJ&il~l!.I ~df9'6tl:
~ dc{~Jg,d 'Q_cr 'SJTOTt 'qq@'
1Ji@r
~ ~ lf..f":11 ~\911
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'cl1l!..

Ajatasatru said: 'When this man has fallen asleep thus, then the person who consists of
intelligence, having by his intelligence taken to himself the intelligence of these senses
(prti"JJ,a), rests in that place which is the space within the heart. When that person restrains
the senses, that person is said to be asleep. Then the breath is restrained. The voice is
restrained. The eye is restrained. The ear is restrained. The mind is restrained.

~ ll~dMG4lllf.l(@ ~ ~ Mll~i;<lci qgi(1-311

~cj~ijcj

qg1~llij]Oi 3dcflillcli:i Fl'li:0@ ~

~ qgw'4! GIHQ<%1-{ ~ ~ ~ lll!.llcfiltt qf<c1fffic1?tat1 Q_ddllOII-{ ~ ~ wilt
lll!.llcfiltt Qf'<cifulll ~l 11
When he goes to sleep, these worlds are his. Then he becomes a great king, as it were.
Then he becomes a great Brahman, as it were. He enters the high and the low, as it were. As
a great king, taking with him his people, moves around in his own country as he please,
even so here this one, taking with him his senses, moves around in his own body (sarira) as
he pleases.
~ ~ ~ · ~ ·~ ;r

@tc%lltf9.flaaqfiisiRta.a

'ffiR:f:
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«lijfi@ijg{;l1fu1

~ ~ ~ 'ell qgiu~1 ell qg1411ijjull

cil@&nqi..f-G¼ l'Rcll. $114\~ci!latl ~ I I ~~ II

Now when one falls sound asleep (su.5upta), when one knows nothing whatsoever,
having crept out through the seventy-two thousand channels called hita, which lead from
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the heart to the pericardium, one rests in the pericardium, Verily, as a youth or a great king
or a great Brahman might rest when he has reached the summit of bliss, so this one now
rests.'

~ l!v.no1-11ril@½!-11:idh:1l!Jlr.t: ~ fcl~fHff·I ~il{~c1?ic11¼1a,1i:q-1: ~ man: ~
~ : ~ ~ : ~ ~ ~il{f;a aWJqt:t1:1ru~fil *i~ft1Rt man ~ ~ ~
~ll~oll

As a spider might come out with his thread, as small sparks come forth from the fire,
even so from this Soul come forth ,ill ~:' 2 1. energies (prcu:za), ail wor1ds, all gods, all beings.
The mystic meaning (upani,md) thereof 1s 'the Real of the real (saryasya satya). Vital
energies, verily, are the real. He is th,::ir Real.'

The embodim~nt of Bre3th in a person

m~ ~ ~ ~

~Sl~~l~H'!: ~ ~ ~

m:r ~ ~

'91i;!ciql..Jci'601.@~ crrcr

mtT~fs~ l1&111: SIIOl@~a,ircneu.:ifit~ > f ' ~ '51TUT: ~ ~II ~II
Verily, he who knows the new-born infant with his housing, his covering, his post, and
his rope, keeps off seven hostile relatives.
Verily, this infant is Breath (pra,:za) in the middle. Its housing is this [body]. Its
covering is this [head]. Its post is breath (pra,:za). Its rope is food.

olffiT:

~lW-1' 3Q@!3~ (fffl ~ 318:B_

318:li;,IIQ@IN:

~ ~ cfi-11Rcfil

dllire,?.i'l

~1{%41
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~ WS~Sl?:f ~

a.:itfr44i¾i:R4 ~s~ ~

'[Mo!.H:llll'iil dlW{lll ~ ~ 'll" ~~II~ II

Seven imperishable beings stand near to serve him. Thus there are these red streaks in
the eye. By them Rudra is united with him. Then there is the water in the eye. By it
Parjanya is united with him. There is the pupil of the eye. By it the sun is united with him.
By the black of the eye, Agni; by the white of the eye, Indra; by the lower eyelash, Ean;h is
united with him; by the upper eyelash, Heaven. He who knows this-his food does not fail.

~ ~ 'qqRfl ~ ~ f;rimt ~ I d¼l*ld ~ : W
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~ man err~: SIIOll4dc;I~ c1Pm4"l ~ tjfcta,14@ c11i&1J!i!41 ~ ~II~ II
In connection herewith there is this verse : There is a cup with its mouth below and its bottom up. In it is placed every form of
glory. On its rim sit seven seers. Voice as an eight is united with prayer (brahman).
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'There is a cup having its mouth below and its bottom up' this is the head, for that is a
cup having its mouth below and its bottom up. 'In it is placed every form of glory' breaths,
verily, are the 'every form of glory' placed in it; thus he says breaths (prtifta). 'On its rim
sit seven seers'- verily, the breaths are the seers. Thus he says breaths, 'Voice as an eight
is united with prayer' for voice as an eight is united with prayer.

~ ~ Tffil'lTI"S~ ~ ~ fu°salfit,t;jjq~~-11 ~ ~S~
;jjq~fi'.:iRq1c1c1

c1foai:fi~i'.IQlcii'.l?ic1
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~

c11~c118tc1i:q1

ij]~qEJ'?is~

½

-11~aE1afoiRRt fli:1Wh11 ~ ftc1qw1~ ~ er ~ "cl°GII ~ 11
These two [sense-organs] here [i.e. the ears] are Gotama and Bharadvaja. This is
Gotama and this is Bharadvaja. These two here [i.e. the eyes] are Visvamitra and
Jamadagni. This is Visvamitra. This is Jamadagni. These two here [i.e. the nostrils] are
Vasi~tha and Kasyapa. This is Vasi~tha. This. is Kasyapa. The voice is Atri, for by the voice
food is eaten ('1ad). Verily, eating (at-ti) is the same as the name Atri. He who knows this
becomes the eater of everything; everything becomes his food.

~ il8)01'{
The two forms of Brahman

t crrcr ~ ~ lFf ~ ~ lTf4 ~ ~ fu:«t ~ ~ "flif ~II ~II
There are, assuredly, two forms of Brahma : the formed (miirta) and the formless, the
mortal and the immortal, the stationary and the moving, the actual (sat) and the yon (tya).

d~di_d ~ l r n a;:q..qqdhl\i.ldfidRh1~dW '!d~dW qf4~aw f,(¾d~dW
"flo 11,ll~ er 11,ll ~

-mTI' ~ W:11~11

This is the formed [Brahma]- whatever is different from the wind and the atmosphere.
This is mortal; this is stationary; this is actual. The essence of this formed, mortal,
stationary, actual [Brahma] is yonder [sun] which gives forth heat, for that is the essence of
the actual.

~ ~~ ~d~l;!dfidEl~d*i'.!'1~ctWl'!d~dWll;!d~dW
11,ll ~ffq;:qo:gA ~~i:f@W ~ W $R.1Mac1aq__11 ~ 11

t@' ~ · ~

rflT er

Now the formless [Brahman] is the wind and the atmosphere. This is immortal, this is
moving, this is the yon. The essence of this unformed, immortal, moving, yonder [Brahma]
is the Person in that sun-disk, for he is the essence of the yon. Thus with reference to the
divinities.

~kqfq~qcj

'Wf

(.l~..c.f~IUII~

~ji'.jq.~i{kq~li:61~1

'!J~aw qf4~aw ma~aw ·-mr 11,ll rflT
Now, with reference to the self.

~: Wff w:11~11

Q_a;:qf4qahl\i.ld?ictRM~aw
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Just that is the formed [Brahma] which is different from breath (pr<il)a) and from the
space which is within the self (atman). This is mortal, this is stationary, this is actual. The
essence of this formed, mortal, stationary, actual [Brahma] is the eye, for it is the essence of
the actual.

~ 'SlllJm ~1t1q~:i:1<¾$ili:fil~1 Q,ae;ya?iati~a"Rl a~af!.l11t.J~af!.l1ya~af!.I ~ ~

~

W 'tlTS(f ~ ~ W:lll\11

Now the formless [Brahma] is the breath and the space which is within the self. This is
immortal, this is moving, this is the yon. The essence of this unformed, immortal, moving,
yonder [Brahma] is this Person who is in the right eye, for he is the essence of the yonder.
of!.I' ~ ~ ~ elm q1ijiN14

c1Tm'

elm QIO(cllfclcb tl~"Xtflq\ ~\ltiU,iffi®T

9os.flcb e1m +i~fa~fl~ +i~fa~flcl "ij m ~ ~ ~ 'Q,ci' ~e;1211a · ~
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~Rifi.11~@ 4~-4~{q-@l?.j ~ ~ +i~fq@ .muTf ~ ~ ~~II~ II

The form of this Person is like a saffron-coloured robe, like white wool, like the [red]
Indragopa beetle, like a flame of fire, like the [white] lotus-flower, like a sudden flash of
lightning. Verily, like a sudden lightning-flash is the glory of him who knows this.
Hence, now, there is the teaching 'Not thus! not so!' (neti, neti), for there is nothing
higher than this, that he is thus. Now the designation for him is 'the Real of the real.'
Verily, breathing creatures are the real. He is their Real.

The conversation of Yajfiavalkya and Maitreyi concerning the pantheistic Soul
~~ei"i@

~ tli~cl@:R.I

3tllf!.l-cll

3RSijqf41MHld;M

~· ~S-::rtll

i:fil~ltl-4Hi

i:fi{cliOTI@II ~II

Yajfiavalkya said to his wife Maitreyi- 'lo, verily, I am about to go forth from this
state. Behold! let me make a final settlement for you and that Katyayani.'
m ~
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~
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Maitreyi replied- "O Lord! Whether I will access to the immortal position if the whole
earth with the prosperity would be under my ownership?" Yajfiavalkya said- 'No, As the
life of the rich, even so would your life be. Of immortality, however, there is no hope
through wealth.'

m ~ ffl' ~ ~ 'f!.ll ~ ~ ¢? $

\Meli.cit;

$ ll' ~ I i ~ Ii

Then said Maitreyi : 'What should I do with that through which I rriay not be immortal?
What you know, sir- that, indeed, tell me!'
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Then Yajfiavalkya said- "O Maitreyi! : 'Ah (bata)! Lo (are), dear (priya) as you are to
us, dear is what you say! Come, sit down. I will explain to you. But while I am expounding,
do you seek to ponder thereon.'
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The R~i Yajfiavalkya said- 'Lo, verily, not for love of the husband is a husband dear,
but for love of the Soul (Atman) a husband is dear.
Lo, verily, not for love of the wife is a wife dear, but for love of the Soul a wife is dear.
Lo, verily, not for love of the sons are sons dear, but for love of the Soul sons are dear.
Lo, verily, not for love of the wealth is wealth dear, but for love of the Soul wealth is
dear.
Lo, verily, not for love of Brahmanhood (brahma) is Brahmanhood dear, but for love of
the Soul Brahmanhood is dear.
Lo, verily, not for love of K~atrahood (k1rntra) is K~atrahood dear, but for love of the.
Soul K~atrahood is dear.
Lo, verily, not for love of the worlds are the worlds dear, but for love of the Soul the
worlds &re dear.
Lo, verily, not for love of the gods are the gods dear, but for love of the Soul the gods
are dear.
Lo, verily, not for love of the beings (bhuta) are beings dear, but for love of the Soul
beings are dear.
Lo, verily, not for love of all is all dear, but for love of the Soul all is dear.
Lo, verily, it is the Soul (Atman) that should be seen, that should be hearkened to, that
should be thought on, that should be pondered on, 0 Maitreyi. Lo, verily, with the seeing
of, with the hearkening to, with the thinking of, and with the understanding of the Soul, this
world-all is known.
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The man who considers that the BrahmaJJ.a or the knowledge exists not in soul but in
another thing, is abandoned by the BrahmaJJ.a or the knowledge. Similarly; the power or the
K~atriya abandons the man who observes it otherwise than the soul. The world abandons
the man who looks it otherwise than the soul. The gods abandon such a man who looks
them otherwise than the soul and all living-beings abandon such a man who looks them
otherwise than in the soul. Thus, the knowledge, the power, the world, the gods and all
living-organism are the soul and nothing else than the soul itself.

~ '4?.l'T ~~~;qq1,H4
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ili{ill@~.i-@itj41c(:ii;oll4 · ~ ~ ~~i41tlldW cfT ~.
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It is as, when a drum is being beaten, one would not be able to grasp the external
sounds, but by grasping the drum or the beater of the drum the sound is grasped.
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It is-as, when a conch-shell is being blown, one would ·not be able to grasp the
external sounds, but by grasping the conch-shell or the blower of the conch-shell the sound
is grasped.
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It is-as, when a lute is being played, one would not be able to grasp the external
sounds, but by grasping the lute or the player of the lute the sound is grasped.
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It is-as, from a fire laid with damp fuel, clouds of smoke separately issue forth, so, lo,
verily, from this great Being (bhata) has been breathed forth that which is Rgveda,
Yajurveda, Samaveda, [Hymns] of the Atharvans and Arigirases, Legend (itihasa), Ancient
Lore (pura~a), Sciences (vidya), Mystic Doctrines (upanit.ad), Verses (sloka), Aphorisms
(sutra), Explanations (anuvyakhyana) and Commentaries (vyakhyana). From it, indeed, are
all these breathed forth.

~ '4?.l'T .ac:1i.a1qq1~ ~ l(c614.f'lc:I~ ~ ~ i:cl~i:614.f'lc:I~ . . . .~ ~
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It is-as of all waters the uniting-point is the sea, so of all touches the uniting-point is
the skin, so of all tastes the uniting~point is the tongue, so of all smells the uniting-point is
the nostrils, so of all forms the uniting-point is the eye, so of all sounds the uniting-point is
the ear, so of all intentions (samkalpa) the uniting-point is the mind (manas), so of all
knowledges the uniting-point is the mind (manas), so of all knowledges the uniting-point is
the heart, so of all acts (karma) the uniting-point is the hands, so of all pleasures (ananda)
the uniting-point is the generative organ, so of all evacuations the uniting-point is the anus,
so of all journeys the uniting-point is the feet, so of all the Vedas the uniting-point is
speech.
'ij'
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It is-as a lump of salt cast in water would dissolve right into the water; there would
not be [any] of it to seize forth, as it were (iva), but wherever one may take, it is salty
indeed-so, lo, verily, this great Being (bhiita), infinite, limitless, is just a mass of
knowledge (vijfiana-ghana).

Arising out of these elements (bhiita), into them also one vanishes away. After death
there is no consciousness (na pretya samjfia 'sti). Thus, lo, say I.' Thus spake Yajfiavalkya.
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Then spake Maitreyi : 'Herein, indeed, you have bewildered me, sir "After death there is no consciousness"!'

in saying (iti) :

Then spake Yajfiavalkya: Lo, verily, I speak not bewilderement (moha). Sufficient, lo,
verily, is this for understanding.

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ¢ ~ ~ ¢ ~ ~ ~ sprnfu ~
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For where there is a duality (dvaita), as it were (iva), there one sees another; there one
smells another; there one hears another; there one speaks to another; there one thinks of
another; there one understands another. Where, verily, everything has become just one's
own self, then whereby and whom would one smell? then whereby and whom would one
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see? then whereby and whom would one hear? then whereby and to whom would one
speak? then whereby and on whom would one think? then whereby and whom would one
understand? Whereby would one understand him by whom one understands this All? Lo,
whereby would one understand the understander?'

'tm'H

cr,ll~Oil{_

The co-relativity of all things cosmic and personal, and the absoluteness of the
immanent Soul

~ ,ffercft ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~1t1qf!..ii ~ fl'll'lw-11s~:
~ ~ ~(l(\~,@'J{\qqls~: ~Sffl ~ ertS(.jqji;·qGql;!aMe ~ W:fllll ~II
This earth is honey for all creatures, and all creatures are honey for this earth. This
shining, immortal Person who is in this earth, and with reference to oneself, this shining,
immortal Person who is in the body-he, indeed, is just this Soul (Atman), this Immortal,
this Brahma, this All.
[Honey is tasty and an excellent nutrient. The earth is interesting and nourishing all the livingorganisms and the living-organisms are interesting and nutrients for the earth itself, therefore both of
them are called honey to each other. This consortium or the consistency is a skill and phenomenon of
the creator. Similarly, the other factors of the nature has been also described with such a harmony
established between them.]
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These waters are honey for all things, and all things are honey for these waters. This
shining, immortal Person who is in these waters and with reference to oneself, this shining,
Immortal Person who is made of semen-he is just this Soul, this immortal, this Brahma,
this All.

~ : ~ ~ ~ : ~ ~ ~ ~1(.jqf+qiSlt'ii <l'lllw-1"1s~: ~
~1(.jq&11~tj cll*·(.j:@'Jf\w-11S~: ~Sffl ~ ms(.jqkqGql;!aMe ~ W:fllll ~ 11
This fire is honey for all things, and all things are honey for this fire. This shining,
Immortal Person who is in this fire, and with reference to oneself, this shining, immortal
Person who is made of speech-he is just this Soul, this Immortal, this Brahma, this All.
~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ : ~ ~ ~ ~1(.jqf+q;q14~, fl'Jflq4ls~:

~ ~ SIIUl:@::iflq~IS~: ~Sffl ~ m'S(.jqiJIGql;!afite ~ W:fllll 'g II
This wind is honey for all things, and all things are honey for this wind. This shining,
immortal Person who is in this wind, and with reference to oneself, this shining, immortal
Person who is breath-he is just this 'Soul, this Immortal, this Brahma, this All.
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~
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<l::iflq4ls~: ~ <ffli<.1qe.:mtj ~t1,ra(iflq41s~:

~siiircr

~ ms<-1%:·?ie;ql;!afit~

~ ~11~11
This sun is honey for all things, and. all .things are honey for this sun. This shining,
immortal Person who is in this sun, and, with reference to oneself, this shining, immortal
Person who is in the eye-he is just this Soul, this Immortal, this Brahma, this All.

~ mt: . - ~ ~ fzym ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ <l::iflq~')s~:
~ ~ ffl: ~ S ~ : ~ S · ~ '4l"S<.1qkqe;ql;!af4-1~ ~
~11~11

These quarters of heaven are honey for all things, and all things are honey for these
quarters of heaven. This shining, immortal Person who is in these quarters of heaven, and
with reference to oneself, this shining, immortal Person who is in the ear and in the
echo-he is just this Soul, this Immortal, this Brahma, this All.

w:t ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ {!(iflq41s~:
~ <ffij(jq&11~q qj..j,a,ra(iflqqls~: ~Sffl ~ ms<.1q1~e;ql;!dN~ ~ ~ I I \911

This moon is honey for all things, and all things are honey for this moon. This shining,
immortal Person who is in this moon, and with reference to oneself, this shining, immortal
person consisting of mind-he is just this Soul, this Immortal, this Brahma, this All.

~

fcl~~chii ~ ~
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~ ~ ~ <ffll<.lqf4i ~ <l(iflq4ls~:

~ <ffiit.iq&.m·tj ~Zij,a,@(iflq~jS~: ~ S · ~ '4l"S<.lqkqe;ql;!df4-I~ ~ ~ I i l 11

This lightning is honey for all things, and all things are honey for this lightning. This
shining, immortal Person who is in this lightning, and with reference to oneself, this
shining, immortal Person who exists as heat-he is just this Soul, this Immortal, this
Brahma, this All.

~s•

~ 4:d'1Ritj: ~ ~ ~ 4:d'1RiMI: ~ ~ ~ <ffii(jqi°fq..(kt..j~M}

~ ~
ms<.1q1~e;ql;!df4-I~ ~ ~II~ II
{!(iflq4!s~:

~=

4\cH*<l\Jllq4ls~:

~

This thunder is honey for all things, and all things are honey for this thunder. This
shining, immortal Person who is in thunder and with reference to oneself, this shining,
immortal Person who is in sound and in tone-he is just this Soul, this Immortal, this
Brahman, this All.

alt.iqic:fMI:

~

~

<l'3flq4ls~:

·~

~

ltl!.cl¼lc61~1¼

~

tteJ1c61~1,ra(ifl
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~
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This space is honey for all things, and all things are honey for this space. This shining, ·
immortal Person who is in this space, and with reference to oneself, this shining, immortal
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Person who is in the space in the heart-he is just this Soul, this Immortal, this Brahma,
this All.

~ ~ ~ 'lf{tf.r ~ ~1£1qffi4.gii'f <l:Jiq4)s~:
~ !!.l14~:Jiq4)s~: ~s~ ~ ~·s£1q1J!Gq13aft-l{ ~ ~11 ~~11

at<i ~: •

~m

This Law (dharma) is honey for all things, and all things are honey for this Law. This
shining, immortal Person who is in this Law, and with reference to oneself, this shining,
immortal Person who exists as virtuousness-he is just this Soul, this Immortal, this
Brahma, this All.

~ ~ •
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~1t1qffl4..g~ <l~'iq,...,s~:
~ ~ tllf4~:Jiq,...'js~: ~s~ ~ msll%:·'1Gq13afq{ ~ ~II~~ 11
This Truth is honey for all things, and all things are honey for this Truth. This shining,
immortal Person who is in this Truth, and with reference to oneself, this shining, immortal
Person who exists as truthfulness-he is just this Soul, this Immortal, this Brahma, this All.

~~ •
'9~: ~

~ ~ q1:1t:1¼ ~ ~ ~ ~1t1qffl4;:q1:1'?t <l:Jiq;q)s~:
~: <l:Jiq,...,s~: ~S~ ~ ms£1qhi\Gq13afii{ ~ ~ I I r~ II

This mankind (manu 1sa) is honey for all things and all things are honey for this
mankind. This shining, immortal Person who is in this mankind, and with reference to
oneself, this shining, immortal Person who exists as a human being-he is just this Soul,
this Immortal, this Brahma, this All.

atllq1fil1 •

~ ll&:1f+-rn-q.:i: ~

'lf{tf.r

~ ~1t1qffl4-$j1filf.l <l.:Jlq4)s~:

~ ~lllqlfill f!Jiq<!.iiS~: ~s~ ~ mst1q1J!Gq13aft-l{ ~ ~ I I ~~II
This Soul (Atman) is honey for all things, and all things are honey for this Soul. This
shining, immortal Person who is in this Soul, and with reference to oneself, this shining,
if'lmortal Person who exists as Soul-he is just this Soul, this Immortal, this Brahma, this
All.

~ err atllq1fi11 - . ~aH1qfc;qffi: •
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ wu: mi
t1qf4a1 l(ctt1c11ffi4-$ilfilR ~ 'lf{tf.r mi tcn": mi ~: mi murr: ~ 'l(d' amqr.f:
tjqfqai: II ~l\ 11

Verily, this Soul is the overlord of all things, the king of all things. As all the spokes are
held together in the hub and felly of a wheel, just so in this Soul all things, all gods, all
worlds, all breathing things, all these selves are held together.

~
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This, verily, is the honey which Dadhyafic Atharval)a declared unto the two Asvins.
Seeing this, the seer spoke : -
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'That mighty deed of yours, 0 you two heroes, [which you did] for gain,
I mak~ known, as thunder [makes known the coming] rain,
Even the honey which Dadhyafic Atharval).a ~o you did declare by the head of a horse.'

~ cl- ~ c;'54(,s111.14ons~ d&d1N: q~+.4i$16fli:l~111.14011+.41~ ~s~f.VR:
si~<+.4d'(I
siani:11a1+.4,fclnl +.4~1c1fQ ~ 'cf'Tfimr11 ~1.911

~err~

This Madhu Vidya was provided by Atharval).a Dadhyafic to Asvini Kumaras.
Seeing this, the seer spoke : 'Upon Dadhyafic Atharval).a you Asvins did substitute a horse's head. He, keeping true,
declared to you the honey of Tva~ta, which is your secret, 0 you mighty ones.'

~ -a- ~ ~'54('511/.lcfOTIS~ d&d1N: Q~+.4i$1ctli:lq_l ~ ~ : ~ ~ :
~: ~ ~ ~ ~: ~· anfcl~1~Rt1 ~ m w.t ~: ~
~R~1(11 fu

13!

fcfii:l.fl41~d~II ~lU
This, verily, is the honey which Dadhyafic Atharval).a declared unto the two Asvins.
Seeing this, the seer spoke : 'Citadels with two feet he did make. Citadels with four feet he did make.
Into the citadels he, having become a birdInto the citadels (puras) the Person (puru,rn) entered.'
This, verily, is the person (puru .rn) dwelling in all cities (purisaya). There is nothing by
which he is not covered, nothing by Which he is not hide.

~ -a- ~ . ~&:111.1Juns~ a&11N: q~~~ani:liQ-::~ sira~cn ~ ~ ~
~ I · ~ lWm'l: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ cl- ~S~ cl- W i:I'
4:iij*41ful ~ i:IH-dlR 'cl' d&dt;:,~19..Jq4q{q4;:a{qqlijiq+.4q1ffll ~~II~~ II
This, verily, is the honey which Dadhyafic Atharval).a declared unto the two Asvins.
Seeing this, the seer spoke:- He became corresponding in form to every form.
This is to be looked upon as a form of him. Indra by his magic powers (maya) goes
about in many forms yoked are his ten~hundred steeds.'
He [i.e. the Soul, Atman], verily, is the steeds. He, verily, is tens and thousands, many
and endless. This Brahma is without an earlier and without a later, without an inside and
without an outs_ide. This Soul is Brahma, the all-perceiving. Such is the instruction.

lffl

~161011{

The teachers of this doctrine
3ll/.l" ~~ ci~raq,ai) .fiqc14,saqc14: ~raq1&.u~~raq,ai) .fiqc14,saqc14:
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Now the clan-tree of this Madhu Khal).<;ia is described. Pauti Masya received this
teaching from Gaupavana. Similarly, Gaupavana from Pauti Masya and Pauti Masya from
Gaupavana obtained the learning. This trend ran on as Gaupavana from Kausika, Kausika
from Kaul).<;iinya, Kaul).<;iinya from Sal).<;iilya, Sal).<;iilya from Kausika, Kausika from
Gautama, Gautama from Agnivesya, Agnivesya from Sal).c,iilya and Anabhimlata from
Gautama, Gautama from Saitava and from Pracinayogya, Saitava and Pracinayogya from
Parasarya, Parasarya from Bharadvaja, Bharadvaja from Bharadvaja . and Gautama,
Gautama from Bharadvaja, Bharadvaja from Parasarya, Parasarya from Baijavapayana,
Baijavapayana from Kausikayani, Kausikayani from Ghrtakausika, Ghrtakausika from
Parasaryayal).a, Parasaryayal).a from Parasarya, Parasarya from Jatukarl).ya, Jatukarl).ya from
Asurayal).a and Yaskamuni, Asurayal).a from Trival).i, Trival).i from Aupajandhani,
Aupajandhani from Asuri, Asuri from Bharadvaja, Bharadvaja from Atreya, Atreya from
Mal).ti, Mal).ti from Gautama, Gautama from Vatsya, Vatsya from Sal).<;iilya, Sal).<;iilya from
Kaisorya kapya, Kaisorya kapya from Kumara Harita, Kumara Harita from Galava, Galava
from VidarbhI Kaul).c,iinya, VidarbhI Kaul).<;iinya from Vatsanapat Babhrava, Vatsanapat
Babhrava from Panthasaubhara, Panthasaubhara from Ayasya Angirasa, Ayasya Angirasa
from Abhiiti Tva~tra, Abhuti Tvastra from Visvarupa Tva~tra, Visvarupa Tva~tra from
Asvinikumaras, Asvinikumaras from Dadhyai'i Atharval).a, Dadhyai'i Atharval).a from
Atharvadaiva, Atharvadaiva from Mrtyu Pradhvati.sana, Mrtyu Pradhvati.sana from
Pradhvati.sana, Pradhvati.sana from Ekar~i, Ekarsi from Vipracitti, Vipracitti from Vya~ti,
Vyasti from Sanaru, Sanaru from Sanatana, Sanata11a fron;i Sanaga, Sanaga from
Parame~thi and Parame~thi received this divine knowledge from Lord Brahma. Lord
Brahma was the first man who self acquired this knowledge. Lord Brahma is therefore
saluted.
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[In this Brahma)J.a, a tradition of the sages who had obtained the knowledge are described. Some
R~i have mutually acquired the knowledge and some have mutually obtained the .knowledge more
than once. It appears that the saints have mutually disclosed their feelings they obtained regarding the
supreme almighty and thus both were benefited. It is also possible that they would have felt the
metaphysical senses more than one time.]
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Janaka, the king of Vaideha, sacrificed with a sacrifice at which many presents were
distributed. Brahmal)as of the Kurupaficalas were gathered together there. In this Janaka of
Vaideha there arose· a desire to know which of these Brahmal)as was the most learned in
scripture. He enclosed a thousand cows. To the horns of each ten padas [of gold] were
bound.
ai~cilil ~ ~

mcrr ~:
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He .said to them : 'Venerable Brahmal)as, let him of you who is the best Brahmal)a
drive away these cows.'
Those Brahmal)as burst not.
Then Yaji'iavalkya said to his pupil : 'Sarnasravas, tny dear, drive them away.' He drove
them away. The Brahmal)as were angry. 'How can he declare himself to be the best
Brahrnal)a among us?'
He replied : 'We give honour to the best Brahmal)a. But we are really desirous of
having those cows.'
Thereupon Asvala, the Hota-priest, began to question him.
41~cl~@ ~ ~~
~bt1Ri5i'lf1fi-1-11 .cTTilT

'flcT

~fg41fl~

'flcT ~ ~

~~mm~~ ms~:~

4'lf4Ht ~f4t{lffi4@9illfl ~

mm~~: :g1Rt9fui:11~11

'Yajfiavalkya', said he, 'since everything here is overtaken by death, since everything is
overcome by death, whereby is a sacrificer liberated beyond the reach of death?'
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'By the Rota-priest, by fire, by speech. Veril)'., speech is the Hotri of sacrifice. That
which is this speech is this fire, is the Hotri. This is release (mukti), this is complete
release.'
itl~cl~@
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q;jjqj.(IS~(i,i4F(lmqffig~a

~
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'Yajfiavalkya,' said he, 'since everything here is overtaken by day and night, since
everything is overcome by day and night, wh~reby is a sacrificer liberated beyond day and
night?'
'By the Adhvaryu-priest, by the eye, by the sun. Verily, the eye is the Adhvaryu of
sacrifice; That which is this eye is yonder sun, is the Adhvaryu. This is release, this is
complete release.'
itl~cl~@ ~ ~ -~ ~ - ~ ~ ~
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Asvala again asked - "O Yajfiavalkya! 'since everything here is overtaken by the
waxing and waning moon, by what means does a sacrificer obtain release from the waxing
and waning moon?"
'By the Udgata-priest, by the wind, by breath. Verily, breath is the Udgatr of the
sacrifice. That which is this breath is wind, is the Udgatr. This is release, this is complete
release.'
4i~cl~@ ~ - itR_a:q41fo~1q-1i(utOif'icl clHl:ibqUj ~ :
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Asvala asked - "O Yajfiavalkya! 'since this atmosphere does not afford a [foot] hold, as
it were, by what means of ascent does a sacrificer ascend to the heavenly world?
'Dy the Brahman-priest, by the mind, by the moon. Verily, the mind is the Brahman of
the sacrifice. That which is this mind is yonder moon, is the Brahman. This is release, this
is complete release.' Thus [concerning] liberation.
lll~cl~@ ~ cli@M(ljqeJ~6i"dMM-4~ cfiRtll\'11@ ~ cfidql.(.dif,@ti4 . ~

'9USjcllcf41
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Asvala asked - 'O Yajfiavalkya! how many Rg verses •.vill the Hotri make use of today
in this sacrifice?' 'Three.' 'Which are those three?'
'The introductory verse, the accompanying verse, and the benediction as the third.'
'What does one win by these?' 'Whatever there is here that has breath.'
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£11*1/:I~@ ~ cfiflP-14Ell&:1'3d+4~*1 3il§\"11~ffi@ firer ~ cfid41~1f©¥1 ~ m
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'Yajfiavalkya,' said he, 'how many oblations will the Adhvaryu pour out today in this
sacrifice?' 'Three'. 'Which are those three?'
'Those which when offered flame up, those which when offered flow over, those which
when offered sink down.'
'What does one win by these?'
'By those which when offered flame up, one wins the world of the gods, for the world
of the gods gleams, as it were. By those which when offered flow over (ati-nedante), one
wins the world of the fathers, for the world of the fathers is over (ati), as it were. By those
which when offered sink down (adhiserate) one wins the world of men, for the world of
men as below (adhas), as it were.'
£11*1cl~@ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ c6oltT ~ lR
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Asvala asked- 'with how many divinities does the Brahman protect the sacrifice on the
right today?'
'With one.' ·
'Which is that one?'
'The mind. Verily, endless is the mind. Endless are the All-gods. An endless world he
wins thereby.'
·
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Asvala asked- "O Yajfiavalkya! 'how many hymns of praise will the Udgatri chant
today in this sacrifice?' 'Three'.
'Which are those three?'
'The introductory hymn, the accompanying hymn, and the benediction hymn as the
third.'
'Which are those three with reference to the self?'
'The introductory hymn is the in-breath (pra!Ja). The accompanying hymn is the outbreath (apana). The benediction hymn is the diffused breath (vyana).'
'What does one win by these?'
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'One wins the earth-world by the introductory hymn, the atmosphere-world by the
accompanying hymn, the sky-world by the benediction hymn.'
Thereupon the Hotri-priest Asvala held his peace.
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The fettered soul, and its fate at death
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Then Jaratkarava Artabhaga questioned him. 'Yajfiavalkya,' said he, 'how many
apprehenders are there? How many over-apprehenders (atigraha- one who takes or seizes
to an extraordinary extent or organ of apprehension which are eight in number)?
'Eight apprehenders. Eight over-apprehenders.'
'Those eight apprehenders and eight over- apprehenders-which are they?'
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'Breath (prtifla), veirly, is an apprehender. It is seized by the out-breath (apana) as an
over-apprehender, for by the out-breath one smells an odour.
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Speech, verily, is an apprehender. It is seized by name as an over-apprehender, for by
speech one speaks names.
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The tongue, verily, is an apprehender. It is seized by taste as an over-apprehender, for
by the tongue one knows tastes.
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The eye, verily, is an apprehender. It is seized by appearance as an over-apprehender,
for by the eye one sees.
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The ear, verily, is an apprehender. It is seized by sound as an over-apprehender, for by
the ear one hears sounds.
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The mind, verily, is an apprehendet. It is seized by desire as an over-apprehender, for
by the mind one desires.
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The hands, verily, are an apprehender. It is seized by action as an over-apprehender, for
by the hands one performs action.
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The skin, verily, is an apprehender. It is seized by touch as ah over-apprehender, for by
the skin one is made to know touches.'
·
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Artabhaga Jaratkarava asked - "O Yajfiavalkya! 'since everything here is food for
death, who, pray, is that divinity for whom death is food?'
'Death, verily, is a fire. It is the food of water (apas). He wards off (apa-jayati)
repeated death [who knows this].'
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Artabhaga again asked - "O Yajfiavalkya! 'when a man dies, do the breaths go out of
him, orno?'
'No,' said Yajij.avalkya. 'They are gathered together right there. He swells up. He is
inflated. The dead man lies inflated.'
lll*'cl~@ · ~ ~ ~ · ~ ~ '.f '1l$IC11@ -1i?ift.l-1-d
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'Yajfiavalkya,' said he, 'when a man dies, what does not leave him?'
'The name. Endless, verily, is the name. Endless are the All-gods. An endless world he
wins thereby.'
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Artabhaga asked again - "O Yajfiavalkya! 'Yajfiavalkya,' said he, 'when the voice of a
dead man goes into fire, his breath into wind, his eye into the sun, his mind into the moon,
his hearing into the quartes of heaven; his body into the earth, his soul (atman) into space,
the hairs of his head into plants, the hairs of his body into trees, and his blood and semen
are placed in water, what then becomes of this person (puru{w)?'
'Artabhaga, my dear, take my hand. We two only will know of this. This is not for us
two [to speak of] in public.'
The t\yo went away and deliberated. What they said was karma (action). What they
praised was karma. Verily, one becomes good by good action, bad by bad action.
'

J

Thereupon Jaratkarava Artabhaga held his peace.
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[It becomes clear now that the conversations among the saints were arranged to seek out proper
solutions of the curiosity as also with a view to approach to the truth. In course of the discussions,
they only use to pronounce the facts definitely known and the facts requiring consultation amid the
scholars were used to be discussed among them with more clarity and without concealing anything.]
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Then Bhujyu Lahyayani questioned him. 'Yajfiavalkya,' said he, 'we were travelling
around as wanderers among the Madras. As such we came to the house of Pataficala Kapya.
He had a daughter who was possessed by a Gandharva. _We asked him: "Who are you?" He
said : "I am Sudhanvan, a descendant of Aligiras." When we were asking him about the
ends of the earth, we said to him : "What has become of the Parik~itas? What has become
of the Parik~itas?" I now ask you, Yajfiavalkya. What has become of the Parik~itas?'
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He said : 'That one doubtless said, "They have, in truth, gone whither the offerers of
the horse-sacrifice go."'
'Where, pray, do the offerers of the horse-sacrifice go?'
'This inhabited world, of a truth, is as broad as thirty-two days [i.e. days' journeys] of
the sun-god's chariot. The earth, which is twice as wide, surrounds it on all sides. The
ocean, which is twice as wide, surrounds the earth on all sides. Then there is an interspace
as broad as the edge of a razor or the wing of a mosquito. Indra, taking the form of a bird,
delivered them [i.e. the Pari~itas] to wind. Wind, placing them in himself, led them where
the offerers of the horse-sacrifice were. Somewhat thus he [i.e. Sudhanvan] praised Wind.
Therefore Wind alone is individuality (vya 1v!i). Wind is totality (sama,qi). He who knows
this wards off repeated death.'
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The theoretical unknowability of the immanent Brahma
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Then U~asta Cakrayal).a questioned him. 'Yajfiavalkya said he, 'explain to me him, who
is.the Brahma present and not beyond our ken, him who is the Soul in all things.'
'He is your soul (atman), which is in all things.'
'Which one, 0 Yajfiavalkya, is in all things?'
'He who breathes in with your breathing in (pra,:za) is the Soul of yours, which is in all
things. He who breathes out with your breathing out (apana) is the Soul of yours, which is
in all things. He who breathes about with your breathing about (vyana) is the Soul of yours,
which is in all things. He who breathes up with your breathing up (udana) is the Soul of
yours, which is in all things. He is your soul, which is in all things.'
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U~asta Cakrayal).a said : 'This has been explained to me just as one might say, "This is
a cow. This is a horse." Explain to me him who is just the Brahma present and not beyond
our ken, him who is the Soul in all things.'
'He is your soul, which is in all things.'
'Which one, 0 Yajfiavalkya, is in all things?'
'You could not see the seer of seeing. You could not hear the hearer of hearing. You
could not think the thinker of thinking. You could not understand the understander of
understanding. He is your soul, which is in all things. Ought else than Him [or, than this] is
wretched.'
U~asta kept a silence because he was then satisfied by the answers.
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The practical way of knowing Brahma-by renunciation
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Now Kahola Kausitakeya questioned him. 'Yajiiavalkya,' said he, 'explain to me him
who is just the Brahma present and not beyond our ken, him who is the Soul in all things.'
'He is your soul, which is in all things.'
,.1

'Which one, 0 Yajiiavalkya, is in all things?'
'He who passed beyond hunger and thirst; beyond sorrow and delusion, beyond old age
and death-'-BrahmaQ.as who know such a Soul overcome desire for sons, desire for wealth,
desire for worlds, and live the life of mendicants. For desire for sons is desire for wealth,
and desire for wealth is desire for worlds, for both these are merely desires. Therefore let a
BrahmaQ.a become disgusted with learning and desire to live as a child. When he has
become disgusted both with the state of childhood and with learning, then he becomes an
ascetic (muni). When he has become disgusted both with the non-ascetic state and with the
ascetic state, then he becomes a Brahman.
'By what means would he become a Brahman?'
'By that means by which he does become such a one. Aught else than this Soul (Atman)
is wretched.'
Satisfied with the answers Kau~itakeya Kahola kept silence.

lffl' ~11~01'(
The regresses to Brahma, the ultimate world-ground
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Then Gargi Vacaknavi questioned him. 'Yajfiavalkya,' said she, 'since all this world is
woven, warp and woof, on water, on what, pray, is the water woven, warp and woof?'
'On wind, 0 Gargi.'
'On what then, pray, is the wind woven, warp and woof?'
'On the atmosphere-worlds, 0 Gargi.'
'On what then, pray, are the atmosphere-worlds woven, warp and woof?'
'On the worlds of the Gandharvas, 0 Gargi?'
'On what then, pray, are the worlds of the Gandharvas woven, warp and woof?'
'On the worlds of the Gandharvas, OGargi.'
'On what then, pray, are the world of the Gandharvas woven, warp and woof?'
'On the worlds of the sun, 0 Gargi.'
'On what then, pray, are the worlds of the sun woven, warp and woof?'
'On the worlds of the moon, 0 Gargi.'
'On what then, pray, are the worlds of the moon woven, warp and woof?'
'On the world of the stars, 0 Gargi.'
'On what then, pray, are the worlds of the stars woven, warp and woof?'
'On the worlds of the gods, 0 Gargi.'
'On what then, pray, are the worlds of the gods woven, warp and woof?'
'On the worlds of Indra, 0 Gargi.'
'On what then, pray, are the worlds oflndra woven, warp and woof?'
'On the worlds of Prajapati, 0 Gargi.'
'On what then, pray, are the worlds of Prajapati woven, warp and woof?'
'On the worlds of Brahma, 0 Gargi.'
'On what then, pray, are the worlds of Brahma woven, warp and woof?'
Yajfiavalkya said : 'Gargi, do not question too much, lest your head fall off. In truth,
you are questioning too much about a divinity about which further questions cannot be
asked. Gargi, do not over-question.'
•,'

Thereupon Gargi Vacaknavi held her peace.
[The matter which is undescribably if attempted to prove by the mere logic, it is called the
excess enquiry. The learned person who deliberately and to satisfy his ego abuses his mind in such
futile context, the metaphysics (the eternal nature) may punish him.]
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Wind, the string holding the world together; the immortal immanent Soul, the Inner
Controller
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Then Uddalaka Arul).i questioned him. 'Yajfiavalkya,' said he, 'we were dwelling
among the Madras in the house of Pataficala Kapya, studying the sacrifice. He had a wife
possessed by a spirit (gandharva). We asked him : "Who are you?" He said : "I am
Kabandha Atharval).a." He said to Pataficala Kapya and to us students of the sacrifice : "Do
you know, 0 Kapya, that thread by which this world and the other world and all things are
tied together?" Pataficala Kapya said : "I do not know it, sir." He said to Pataficala Kapya
and to us students of the sacrifice : "Pray do you know, 0 Kapya that Inner Controller who
from within controls this world and the other world and all things?" Pataficala Kapya said :
"I do not know him, sir." He said to Pataficala Kapya and to us students of the sacrifice :
"Verily, Kapya, he who knows that thread and the so-called Inner Controller knows
Brahma, he knows the worlds, he knows the gods, he knows the Vedas, he knows created
things, he knows the Soul, he knows everything." Thus he [i.e. the spirit] explained it to
them. And I know it. If you, 0 Yajfiavalkya, drive away the Brahma-cows without knowing
that thread and the Inner Controller, your head will fall off.'
'Verily, I know that thread and the Inner Controller, 0 Gautama.'
'Any one might say "I know, I know." Do you tell what you know.'
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He [i.e. Yajfiavalkya] said : 'Wind, verily, 0 Gautama, is that thread. By wind, verily,
0 Gautama, as by a thread, this world and the other world and all things are tied together.
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Therefore, verily, 0 Gautama, they say of a deceased person, "His limbs become unstrung,"
for by wind, 0 Gautama, as by a thread, they are strung together.'
'Quite so, 0 Yajfiavalkya. Declare the Inner Controller.'
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'He who, dwelling in the earth, yet is other than the earth, whom the earth does not
know, whose body the earth is, who controls the earth from within-He is your Soul, the
Inner Controller, the Immortal.
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He who, dwelling in the waters, yet is other than the waters, whom the waters do not
know, whose body the waters are, who controls the waters from within-He is your Soul,
the Inner Controller, the Immortal.
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He who, dwelling in the fire, yet is other than the fire, whom the fire does not know,
whose body the fire is, who controls the fire from within---,-He is your Soul, the Inner
Controller, the Immortal.
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He who, dwelling in the atmosphere, yet is other .than the atmosphere, whom the .
atmosphere does not know, whose body the atmosphere is, who controls the atmosphere
from within-He is your Soul, the Inner Controller, the Immortal.
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He who, dwelling in the wind, yet is other than the wind, whom the wind does not
know, whose body the wind is, who controls the wind from within-·He is your Soul, the
Inner Controller, the Immortal.
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He who, dwelling in the sky, yet is other than the sky, whom the sky does not know,
whose body the sky is, who controls the sky from within-He is your Soul, ·the Inner
Controller, the Immortal.
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He who, dwelling in the sun,yet is other than the sun, whom the sun does not know,
whose body the sun is, who controls the sun from within-'He is your Soul, the Inner
Controller, the Immortal.
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He who, dwelling in the quarters of heaven, yet is other than the quarters of heaven,
whom the quarters of heaven do not know, whose body the quarters of heaven are, who
controls the quarters of heaven from within-He is your Soul, the Inner Controller, the
Immortal.
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He who, dwelling in the moon and stars, yet is other than the moon and the stars, whom
the moon and stars do not know, whose body the moon and stars are, who controls the
moon and stars from within~He is your Soul, the Inner Controller, the Immortal.
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He who, dwelling in space, yet is other than space, whom space does not know, whose
body space is, who controls space from within-He is your Soul, the,~nner Controller, the
Immortal.
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He who, dwelling in the darkness, yet is other than the darkness, whom the darkness
does not know, whose body the darkness is, who controls the darkness from within-He is
your Soul, the Inner Controller, the Immortal.
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He who, dwelling the light, yet is other than the light, whom the light does not know,
whose body the light is, who controls the light from within-He is· your Soul, the Inner
Controller, the ImmortaL
Thus far with reference to the divinities; Now with reference to material existence
(adhi-bhata).
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He who, dwelling in all things, yet is other than all things, whom all things do not
know, whose body all things are, who controls all things from within-He is your Soul, the
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Inner Controller, the Immortal.
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He who, dwelling in breath, yet is other than breath, whom the breath does not know,
whose body the breath is, who controls the breath from within-He is your Soul, the Inner
Controller, the Immortal.
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He who, dwelling in speech, yet is other than speech, whom the speech does not know,
whose body the speech is, who controls the speech from within-He is your Soul the Inner
Controller, t9-e Immortal.
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He who, dwelling in the eye, yet is other than the eye, whom the eye does not know,
whose body the eye is, who controls the eye from within-He is your Soul, the Inner
Controller, the Immortal.
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He who, dwelling in the ear, yet is other than the ear, whom the ear does not know,
whose body the ear is, who rccmtrols the ear from within-He is your Soul, the Inner
Controller, the Immortal.
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He who, dwelling in the mind, yet is other than the mind, whom the mind does not
knm1, whose body the mind is, who controls the mind from within-He is your Soul, the
Inner Controller, the Immortal.
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He who, dwelling in the skin, yet is other than the skin, whom the skin does not know,
whose body the skin is, who controls the skin from within -He is your Soul, the Inner
Controller, the Immortal.
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He who, dwelling in the understanding, yet is other than the understanding, whom the
understanding does not know, whose body the understanding is, who controls the
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understanding from within-He is your Soul, the Inner Controller, the Immortal.
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He who; dwelling in the sern~m, yet is other than the semen, whom the semen does not
know, whose body the semen is, who controls the sernenfromwithin-He is your Soul, the
Inner Controller, the Immortal.
He is unseen Seer, the unheard Hearer, the unthought Thinker, the understood
Understander. Other than He there is no seer. Other than He there is no hearer. Other than
He there is no thinker. Other than He there is no understander. He is your Soul, the Inner
Controller, the Immortal.
Thereupon Uddalaka AruI,1.i held his peace.
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The ultimate warp of the world-the unqualified Imperishable
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Then [Gargi] Vacaknavi said : 'Venerable BrahmaI,1.as, lo, I will ask him [i.e.·
Yajfiavalkya] two questions. If he will answer rne these, not one of you will surpass him in
discussions about Brahma.'
Ask, Gargi.
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She said : 'As a noble youth of the Ka.sis or of the Vaidehas might rise up against you,
having strung his unstrung bow and taken two foe-piercing arrows in his hand, even so, 0
Yajfiavalkya, have I risen up against you with two questions. Answer. me these.'
Yajfiavalkya said : 'Ask, Gargi.'
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She said : 'That, 0 Yajfiavalkya, which is above the sky, that which is beneath the
earth, that which is between these two, sky and earth, that which people call the past and
. the present and the future-across what is that woven, warp and woof?'
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Yajfiavalkya replied- 'That, 0 Gargi, which is above the sky, that which is beneath the
earth, that which is between these two, sky and earth, that which people call the past and
the present and the future-across space is that woven, warp and woof.'
m ~ ~s~ ll 1*1cl~ ~ lf ~
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She said : 'Adoration to you, Yajfiavalkya, in that you have solved this question for me.
Prepare yourself for the other.'
'Ask, GargL'
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She said : 'That, 0 Yajfiavalkya, which is above the sky, that which is beneath the
earth, that which is between these two, sky and earth, that which people call the past and
the present and the future-across what is that woven, warp and woof?'
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The R~i Yajfiavalkya replied- "O GargI, which is above the sky, that which is beneath
the earth, that which is between these two, sky and earth, that which people call the past
and the present and the future-across space alone is that woven, warp and woof?"
'Across what then, pray, is space woven, warp and woof.'
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He said: 'That, 0 Gargi, Brahmai:rns call the Imperishable (ak,wra). It is not coarse, not
fine, not short, not long, not glowing [like fire], not adhesive [like water], without shadow
and without darkness, without air and without space, without stickiness, . (intangible),
· odourless, tasteless, without eye, without ear, without voice, without wind, without energy,
without breath, without mouth, (without personal or family name, unaging, undying,
without fear, immortal, stainless, not uncovered, not covered), without measure, without
inside and without outside.
It consumes nothing soever. No one soever consumes it.
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Verily, 0 Gargi, at the command of that Imoerishable the sun and the moon stand anart.
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Verily, 0 GargI, at the command of that imperishable the earth and the sky stand apart.
Verily, 0 GargI, at the command of that Imperishable the moments, the hours, the days, the
nights, the fortnights, the months, the seasons, and the years stand apart. Verily, 0 GargI, at
the command of that Imperishable some rivers flow from the snowy mountains to the east,
others to the west, in whatever direction each flows. Verily, 0 GargI, at the command of .
that Imperishable men praise those who give, the gods are desirous of a sacrificer, and the
fathers [are desirous] of the Manes-sacrifice.
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The R~i Yajfiavalkya said- "Verily, 0 GargI, if one performs sacrifices and worship
and undergoes austerity in this world for many thousands of years, but without knowing
that imperishable, limited indeed is that [work] of his. Verily, 0 GargI, he who departs
from this world without knowing that Imperishable is pitiable. But, 0 GargI, he who
departs from this world knowing that Imperishable is a Brahman."
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Yajfiavalkya said- "Verily, 0 GargI, thatlmperishable is the unseen Seer, the unheard
Hearer, the unthought Thinker, the ununderstood Understander. Other than It there is
naught that sees. Other than It there is naught that hears. Other than lt there is naught that
thinks. Other than It there is naught that understands. Across this Imperishable, 0 GargI, is
space woven, warp and woof."
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She said: 'Venerable Brahma:t).as, you may think it a great thing if you escape from this
man with [merely] making a bow. Not one of you will surpass him in discussions about
Brahma.'
Thereupon [GargI] VacaknavI held her peace.
[GargI was most learned lady in respect of Brahma. Hence, all saints gathered there were agreed
to her statement but only 'Sakalya Vidagdha' did not accede to it, owing to his egoistic nature. It has
been elaborated in the successive Brahmai;tas. It is sufficient to indicate here that he had to suffer
from his obnoxious behaviour.]
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Regresses of the numerous gods to the unitary Brahma
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Then Vidagdha Sakalya questioned him. 'How many gods are there, Yajfiavalkya?'
He answered in accord with the following Nivid (invocationary formula) : 'As many as
are mentioned in the Nivid of the Hymn to All the Gods, namely, three hundred and three
and three thousand and three 3+300+3+3000 (=3306).'
'Yes,' said he,
'Yes,' said he,
'Yes,' said he,
'Yes,' said he,
'Yes,' said he,
'Yes,' said he,
'Yes,' said he,
three?'

'but just how many gods are there, Yaj:fiavalkya?' 'Thirty-three.'
'but just how many gods are there, Yajfiavalkya?' 'Six'.
'but just how many gods are there, Yajfiavalkya?' 'Three'.
'but just how many gods are there, Yajfiavalkya?' 'Two'.
'but just how many gods are there, Yaj:fiavalkya?' 'One and a half.'
'but just how many gods are there, Yajfiavalkya?' 'One'.
'which are those three hundred and three, and those three thousand and
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He [i.e. Yaj:fiavalkya] said : 'Those are only their powers (mahiman). There are just
thirty-three gods.'
'Which are those thirty-three?'
'Eight Vasus, eleven Rudras, twelve A.dityas. Those are thirty-one. Indra and Prajapati
make thirty-three.'
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Sakalya asked- 'Which are the Vasus?'
'Fire, earth, wind, atmosphere, sun, sky, moon and stars. These are Vasus, for upon
them this excellent (vasu) world is set, (for they give a dwelling (vasayante) to the world).
Therefore, they are called Vasus.'
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Sakalya asked again- "Who are these 'Rudras'?" Yajfiavalkya said- 'These ten breaths
in a person, and the self as the eleventh. When they go out from this mortal body, they
make us lament. So, because they make us lament ('Yrud), therefore they are Rudras.'
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'Which are the Adityas?'
'Verily, the twelve months of the year. These are Adityas, for they go carrying along
this whole world. Since they go (yanti) carrying along (a-da) this whole world, therefore
they are called Adityas.'
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'Which is Indra? Which is Prajapati?'
'The thunder, verily, is Indra. The sacrifice is Prajapati.'
'Which is the thunder?'" 'The thunderbolt.'
'Which is the sacrifice?' 'The sacrificial animals.'
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Sakalya again asked -"Which are six gods?" Yajfiavalkya replied - "These are the earth,
the fire, the air, the space, the world of sun (Dan) and the Sun. These are everything.
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Sa~~lya asked again - "Who are those three gods?" Yajfiavalkya replied - "Three
world~ are the three gods and all gods reside in them" Sakalya again asked - "Who are
those two gods?" The R~i replied - ''The food and the breathing are those two gods."
Sakalya again asked - "Who are the one and half god?" Yajfiavalkya replied - "This everblowing wind is one and half god?"
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Then Sakalya asked : 'Since he who purifies is just like one, how then is he one and a
half?'
'Because in him this whole world did prosper (adhyardhnot). Therefore he is one and a
half(adhyardha).'
'Which is the one god?' 'Breath,' said he. 'They call him Brahma, the Yon (tya).'
Eight different Persons and their corresponding divinities
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Sakalya said : 'Verily, he who knows that Person whose abode is the earth, whose
world is fire, whose light is mind, who is the last source of every soul-:he, verily, would be
a knower, 0 Yajfiavalkya.'
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(Yajfiavalkya said) 'Verily, I know that Person, the last source of every souVof whom
you speak. This very person who_ is i_n the body is He. Tell me, Sakalya, who is his.god?' ·
· 'The Immortal,' said he.
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, [Sakalya said:] 'Verily, he who knows that Person whose abode is desire, whose world
is the heart, whose light is mind, who is the last source of every soul-he, verily, would be
a knower, 0 Yajfiavalkya.'
[Yajfiavalkya said:] 'Verily, I know that Person, the last source of every soul, of whom
you speak. This very person who is made of desire is He. Tell me, Sakalya, who is his god?'
'Women,' said he.
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[Sakalya said:] 'Verily, he who knows that Person whose abod~ is forms (rupa), whose
world is the eye, whose light is mind, who is the last source of every soul-he, ·verily,
would be a knower, 0 Yajfiavalkya.'
'Verily, I know that Person, the last source of every soul, of whom you speak. That
very person who is in the sun is He. Tell me, Sakalya, who is his god?'
'Truth,' said he.
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[Sakalya said:] 'Verily, he who knows that Person whose abode is space (aka.fa), whose
World is the ear, whose light is mind, who is the last source of every soul-he, verily,
would be a knower, 0 Yajfiavalkya.'
·
'Verily, I know that Person, the last source of every soul, of whom you speak. This
person who is in hearing anq who is in the echo is He. TeH me, Sakalya, who is his god?'
'The quarters of heaven,' said he.
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[Sakalya said:] 'Verily, he who knows that Person whose abode is darkness (tamas),
whose world is the heart, whose light is mind, who is the last source of every soul-he,
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verily, would be a knower, O Yajfiavalkya.'

'Verily, I know that Person, the last source of every soul, of whom you speak. This
verypersgn who is made of shadow is He. Tell me, Sakalya, who is his god?'
'Death,' said he.
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[Sakalya said:] 'Verily, he who knows that Person whose abode is forms (rupa), whose
world i!l, the eye, whose light is mind, who is the last source of every soul-he, verily,
would~ a knower, 0 Yajfiavalkya.'
Ve.riJy, I know that Person, the last source of every soul, of whom you speak. This very
person who is in the mirror is He. Tell me, Sakalya, who is his god? He said- 'Life (asu),'
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[Sakalya said:] 'Verily, he who knows.that Person whose abode is water, whose world
is the heart, whose light. is mind; who is the last source of every soul-he, verily, would be
a knower, 0 YajfiavaJkya.'
'Verily, I know that Person, the last source of every soul, of whom you speak. This
very person who is in the waters is He. Tell.me, Sakalya, who is his god?'
Yajfiavalkya re.plied- "His god is Varm.1a."
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Sakalya said - "One who knows the person who is shelterer to all living-organisms
becomes oml'liscient. His body is the semen, heart is the world and the mind is the flame."
Yajfiavalkya said - "I am well-introduced with that man to whom you say shelterer of all
living-organisms. He is the man in the garb of sun. 0 Sakalya! Ask some more questions."
Sakalya asked again - "Who is the god of him?" Yajfiavalkya answered - "He is Prajapati."
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Yajfiavalkya said to Sakalya - "(;) Sakalya! These BrahmaQas definitely have made you
a long used for lifting the conflaggerated piece of fuel up."
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Sakalya said - "O Yajfiavalkya! Whether you presume yourself as identified _with the
Brahma while condemning the Brahmal)as from Kuni and Paficala states by alleging to
them." Yajfiavalkya replied - "I know about gods and· the directions including their abode."
Sakalya told- "If you know about the· gods and the directions where these are existing.
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Please, tell that at the east directions who is the god existed with you?" Yajfiavalkya
replied - "I am with the sun there." Sakalya again asked - "In whom that sun is existed?"
Yajfiavalkya replied - "In the eye." Sakalya asked· - "Where the eyes are ·existed?" The l,l~i
replied -"It is in the complexion becaus.e the man looks at the complexion only by the
eyes." Sakalya asked - "Where the complexion is existed?" Yajfiavalkya ·replied - "It is in
the heart because the man recognises the complexions only by his heart." Sakalya accepted
this truth.
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Sakalya asked - "Who is the god with you in the south?" Yajfiavalkya replied - "I am
with the god of death." Sakalya again asked - "Where the god of death is existed?" The l,l~i
replied - "It is existed in the obeisance." He again ask the location of obeisance on which
the l,l~i replied - "It is in the heart because a man is known to the obeisance by the heart."
Sakalya said - "O Yajfiavalkya! It is true."
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Sakalya further asked - "Who is the god with you in the west?" Yajfiavalkya replied "It is Varul).a." Sakalya asked - "Where the Varul).a is existed?" The R~i replied - "It is in
the water." Again when asked the location of the water, the R~i replied that it is in the
semen. Sakalya then asked - "Where the semen is existed?" Yajfiavalkya replied - "It is in
the heart and this is the reason the pupil address the sun analogous to the nature of his
father that it is as if born from the heart of his father or framed by the father's heart."
Sakalya said - "This too is true."
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Sakalya asked Yajfiavalkya - "Who is the god with you in the North?" Yajfiavalkya
replied - "It is Soma." Sakalya asked - "Where it is existed?" The R~i replied it is in the
consecration. Then Sakalya asked - "Where the consecration is existed?" The R~i replied "It is in the heart because a man can only become familiar to the truth by heart therefore the
truth is existed in the heart." Then Sakalya said - "O Yajfiavalkya said! It is also true."
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Sakalya asked Yajfiavalkya - "Who is the god with you in the Dhruva direction?"
Yajfiavalkya replied - "It is fire." A question again raised - "Where the fire is existed?"
Yajfiavalkya replied - "It is in the power of speech." It was again asked that where the
· power ofspeech is existed.Yajfiavalkya replied - "It is in the heart." Sakalya again asked "Then tell me where heart is located?"
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Yajfiavalkya replied - "O Preta! When you take the heart separate then the body, it
would have certainly eaten by the dogs or pierced into pieces by the attack of the birds. (As
the birds use their beak to make a hole. in the dead bodies and for extracting out the soft
flesh therefrom. These birds are including vulture, the crow, the eagle etc.?
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Sakalya again asked - "Where the body and the soul are existed?" Yajfiavalkya replied "It is in the-body." Sakalya again asked - "Where the breathings are existed?" The R~i
replied - "It is in the Apana (breathing in)." He again asked - "Where the Apana is existed?"
the R~i replied - "It is in Vyana." He again asked - "Where the Vyana is existed?" The R~i

replied - "It is in Udana." He again inquired - "Where Udana is existed?" Yajfiavalkya
replied - "It is in Samana." Yajfiavalkya: further said - "This soul is called Neti-Neti
(endless). It is meant something not entertainable and immortal. It is without company,
unmanaged and unpen~trated. There are eight bodies, eight gods and eight men. He has
contravened the designated deeds by joining together these persons in his heart by turning
into individual form. The knowable person by Upani~ad is the topic of my curiosity. In
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case, you could not provide me with clear description, your head will be fell down. As
Sakalya was unknown to that man therefore he was beheaded and his skeleton too was
picked up considering something, valuable by the thieves.
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Yajfiavalkya said - "O revered Brahmal).as! Anyone among you or conjointly you all
may ask questions to me. In case, you are not willing to raise any question; I myself should
ask questions from the curious persons either. in a sequence or common questions from all.
However, nobody could dare to ask any of the 'luestions from Yajfiavalkya.
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Yajfiavalkya asked the successive questions through these hymns from the Brahmal).as "The man and the vegetables including trees possess the same properties. As the trees have
green leaves, the man has hair. in the body and the bark of the tree is analogous to the. skin
in the human body. The blood is the essence as the blood oozes from the skin of man, the
essence (gum) emanates from the bark oLthe tree. The tree emanates the essence when any
of its parts are injured and the blood oozes from the human body when it is injured. The
fh:sh of human l:>ody is P.ari-meteria to the endodermis of the tree, the nerve system of
human body is analogous to the hard fibre of the tree. The tree fibre is stable like the nerves
of man. Analogous to the bones existed within the human nerves, the tree also have Kinata
inside the fibre. The marrow existing in the human body is like _the seed of the tree.
Notwithst~nding
so uniformity the tree is competent to sprout from the root in case its trunk
.,·
is cut down but the man cannot be renewed in the same body after death. Don't say that the
man is· originated by the semen because it also arises in the living man and not in the dead
person.
Again the tree gets. rebirth through its seed and sprouts again if it is fell down. In
.
case, the tree is uprooted, its revival is impossible. Similarly, the man cannot revive if he is
cut down by the death. A man cannot revive because he already have taken birth. Who will
give· birth him afterthe death? (The Brahmal).as did not answer this question therefore the
Veda say about it that) The Brahma is in garb of science and the pleasure. He too is the
supreme position of the donor. That Brahma also is the perfect shelter of a man loyal to
Brahma and introduced with the Brahma.
,.

.
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King Janaka instructed by Yajfiavalkya : six partial definitions of Brahma
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Janaka, [king] of Vaideha, was seated. Yajfiavalkya came up. To him he said :
'Yajfiavalkya, for what purpose have you come? Because y0u desire cattle or subtle
disputatons?' He said- 'Indeed, for both, your Majesty,'
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Yajfiavalkya said - "O king! I have come here to listen everything whatever has been
told by anybody regarding Brahman." Janaka replied - "Sailini Jitvan has presumed
Brahman as the power of speech.
Yajfiavalkya replied- 'As a man might say that he had a mother, that he had a father,
that he had a teacher, so did that Sailini say "Brahma, verily, is speech." For he might have
thought (iti), "What can one have who cannot speak?" But did he tell you Its seat and
support?'
Janaka told- 'He did not tell me.'
Yajfiavalkya further said - 'Forsooth, your Majesty, that is a one-legged [Brahma].'
'Verily, Yajfiavalkya, do you here tell us.'
'Its seat is just speech; Its support, space (akasa). One should worship It as intelligence
(prajna).'

'What is Its quality of intelligence, Yajfiavalkya?'
'Just speech, your Majesty,' said he. 'Verily, by speech, your Majesty, a friend is
recognized. By speech alone, your Majesty, the Rgveda, the Yajurveda, the Samaveda, the
[Hymns] of the Atharvans and Arigirases, Legends (itihasa), Ancient Lore (pura,:za),
Sciences (vidya), Mystic Doctrines (upani,rnd), Verses (sloka), Aphorisms (sutra),
Explanations (anuvyakhyana), Commentaries (vyakhyana), what is offered in sacrifice and
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as oblation, food and drink, this world and the other, and all beings are known. The highest
Brahma,·your Majesty, is in truth speech. Speech does not desert him who, knowing this,
worships it as such. All things run unto him. He, having become a god, goes even to the
gods.'
'I will give you a thousand cows with a bull as large as an elephant,' said Janaka, [king]
ofVaideha.
Yajfiavalkya replied : 'My father thought that without having instructed one should not
accept.'
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'Let us hear what anybody may have told you,' [continued Yajfiavalkya].
Udanka Saulbayana told me: "Brahma, verily, is the breath of life (prth:za)."
'As a man might say that he had a mother, that he had a father, that he had a teacher, so
did that Saulbayana say, "Brahma is the breath of life." For he might have thought, "What
can one have who is without the breath of life?" But did he tell you Its seat and support?'
'He did not tell me.'
'Forsooth, your Majesty, that is a one-legged [Brahma],'
'Verily, Yajfiavalkya, do you here tell us.'
'Its seat is just the breath of life; Its support, space. One should worship It as the dear
(priya).'
'What is Its dearness, Yajfiavalkya?'
'The breath of life itself, your Majesty,' said he. 'Verily, out of love for the breath of
life, your Majesty, one has sacrifice offered for him for whom one should not offer
sacrifice, one accepts from him from whom one should not accept. Out of love of just the
breath of life, your Majesty, there arises fear of being killed wherever one goes. The highest
Brahma, your Majesty, is in truth the breath of life. The breath of life leaves not him who,
knowing this, worships it as such. All things run unto him. He, having become a god, goes
even to the gods.
'I wiU,give you a thousand cows with a bull as large as an elephant,' said Janaka, [king]
ofVaideha.
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Yajfiavalkya replied : 'My father thought that without having instructed one should not
accept.'
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Then Yajfiavalkya again said to king Janaka- 'Let us hear what anybody may have told
you,'
'Barku Var~l)a told me : "Brahma, verily, is sight."
'As a man might say that he had a mother, that he had a father, that he had a teacher, so
did that Var~l)a say, "Brahma is sight (cak1ni)." For he mighty have thought, "what can one
have who cannot see?" But did he tell you Its seat and support?'
'He did not tell me.' (Janaka said)
'Forsooth, your Majesty, that is a one-legged [Brahma].'
'Verily, Yajfiavalkya, do you here tell us.'
'Its seat is just sight; Its support, space. One should worship It as the true (satya).'
'What is Its truthfulness, Yajfiavalkya?'
'Sight alone, your Majesty,' said he. 'Verily, your Majesty, when they say to a man
who sees with his eyes, "Have you seen?" and he says, ''I have seen," that is the truth.
Verily, your Majesty, the highest Brahma is sight. Sight leaves not him who, knowing this
worships it as such. All things run unto him. He, becbming a god, goes to the gods.'
'I will give you a thousand cows with a bull as large as an elephant,' said Janaka, [king] .
ofVaideha.
Yajfiavalkya replied : 'My father thought that without having instructed one should not
accept.'
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Yajfiavalkya told king Janaka- 'Let us hear what anybody may have told you,',
Janaka saici:;: 'Gardabhivipita Bharadvaja told me : "Brahma, verily, is hearing."
Yajfiavalkya said- 'As a man might say that he had a mother, that he had a father, that
·he had a teacher, so did that Bharadvaja say, "Brahma is hearing." For _he might have
thought, "What can one have who cannot hear?" But did he tell you Its seat and support?
:tl,

King Japaka replied- "No Sir! He did not tell anytl:iing about it."
'Forsooth, your Majesty, that is a one-legged [Brahma].'
'Verily, Yajfiavalkya, do you here tell U!,i. ..'
,

'

'Its seat is just hearing; Its support, space. One should worship It as the endless
(ananta).'
'What is Its endlessness, Yajfiavalkya?'
'Just the quarters of heaven, your Majesty,' said he. 'Therefore, verily, your Majesty, to
whatever quarter one goes, he does not come to the end of it, for the quarters -of heaven are
endless. Verily, your Majesty, the quarters of heaven are hearing. Verily, your Majesty, the
highest Brahma is hearing. Hearing does not desert him who, knowing this, worships it as
such. All things run unto him. He, becoming a god, goes to the gods.'
'I will give you athousand C()WS with a bull as large as an elephant,' said Janaka, [king]
ofVaideha.
Yajfiavalkya replied : 'My father thought that without havihg instructed one should not
accept.'
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'Let us hear what anybody may have told you,' [continued Yajfiavalkya].
'Satyak~ma Jabala told me: "Brahma, verily, is mind."'
'As a man might say that he had a mother, that he had a father, that he had a teacher, so
did that Jabala say, "Brahma is mind." For he might have thought, "What can one have who
is without a mind?" But did he tell you Its seat and support?'
'He did not tell me.'
'Forsooth, your Majesty, that is a one-legged [Brahma].'
'Verily, Yajfiavalkya, do you here tell us.'
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'Its seat is just the mind; Its support, space. One should worship It as the blissful
(ananda).' ·,

'Whatis Its blissfulness, Yajfiavalkya?'
'Just the mind, your Majesty,' said he. 'Verily, your Majesty, by the mind one betakes
himself to a woman. A son like himself is born of her. He is bliss. Verily, your majesty, the
highest Brahma is mind. Min<l does not desert him who, knowing this, worships it as such.
All things run unto him. He, becoming a god,. goe~ to the gods.'
'I will give you a thousand cows with a·bull as large a'S an elephant,' said Janaka, [king]
ofVaideha.
Yajfiavalkya replied : 'My father thought that without having instructed one should not
accept.'
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'Let us hear what anybody may have told you,'[continued Yajfiavalkya].
'Vidagdha Sakalya told me : "Brahma, verily, is the heart." '
'As a man mighty say that he had a mother, that he had a father, that he had a teacher,
so did that Sakalya say, "Brahma is the heart." For he might have thought, "What can one
have who is without a heart?" But did he not tell you Its seat and support?'
'He did not tell me.'
'Forsooth, your Majesty, that is a one-legged [Brahma].'
'Verily, Yajfiavalkya, do you here tell us.'
'Its seat is just the heart; Its support, space. One should worship It as the steadfast
(sthiti).'

'What is Its steadfastness, Yajfiavalkya?'
'Just the heart, your Majesty,' said he. 'Verily, your Majesty, the heart is the seat of all
things. Verily, your Majesty, the heart is the support (prati,.f!hti) of all things, for on the
heart alone, your Majesty, all things are established (prat(f!hita). Verily, your Majesty, the
highest Brahma is the heart. The heart does not leave him who, knowing this, worships it as
such. All things run unto him. He, becoming a god, goes to the gods.'
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'I will give you a thousand cows with a bull as large as an elephant,' said Janaka, [king]
ofVaideha.
Yajfiavalkya replied : 'My father thought that without having instructed one should not
accept.'

~ 0161011(
Concernbi"g the soul, its bodily and universal relations
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Janaka [king] of Vaideha, descending from his cushion and approaching, said :
'Adoration to you, Yajfiava~kya. Do you instruct me.'
He [i.e. Yajfiavalkya], said : 'Verily, as a king about to go on a great journey would
prepare a chariot or a ship, even so you have. a soul (atman) prepared with these mystic
doctrines (upan(md). So, being at the head of a troop, and wealthy, learned in the Vedas,
and instructed in mystic doctrines, where, when released hence, will you go?'
'That I know not, noble sir-where I shall go.'
'Then truly I shall tell you that-where you will go.
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'Jell me, noble sir.'
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Yajfiavalkya said - 'Indha (i.e. the Kindler) by name is this person here in the right eye.
Him, verily, who is that Indha people call "Indra" cryptically, for the gods are fond of the
cryptic, as it were, and dislike the evident.
[The divine powers are the micro flow of the breathings and this can be felt directly. The eyes or
the ears directly seen as bearer of the power to see and listen but the power inherent" to see and listen
are divine and these are in their indirect form. To clear this statement, it is plausible to mention that
the deaf and the blind also have the exterior eye~ and the ears both but due to lack of the divine
power these are unable to see and hear. This is reason the gods prefer not exterior but the in.terior or
the indirect.]
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Now that which has the form of a person in the left eye is hi~ wife, Viraj. Their
meeting-place [literally, their common praise, or concord) is the space in the heart. Their
food is the red lump in the heart. Their covering is the net-like work in the heart. The path
that they go is that channel which goes upward from the heart. Like a hair divided a
thousandfold, so are the channels called hita, which are established within the heart.
Through these fJows that which flows on [i.e. the food). Therefore that [soul which is
composed of Indha and Viraj2 is, as it were, an eater of finer food than is this bodily self.
[This statement of the sage referring to the right and left eye as the husband and wife is really a
cryptic statement. The modem science could only receive a captive knowledge or minuscule
knowledge in this· context. The powers inherent to both eyes are addressed as the man but they are
compliment to one another like a husband and the wife. By the same reason, one can be said as the
half part of the other.]\
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The eastern breaths are his eastern quarter. The southern breaths are his southern
quarter. The western breaths are his western quarter. The northern breaths are his northern
quarter. The upper breaths are his upper quarter [i.e. the zenith]. The lower breaths are his
lower quarter [i.e. the nadir]. All the breaths are all his quarters.
But the soul (Atman) is not this, it is not that (neti, neti). It is unseizable, for it cannot
be seized. It is indestructible, for it cannot be destroyed. It is unattached, for it does not
attach itself. It is unbound. It does not tremble. It is not injured.
'Verily, Janaka, you have reached fearlessness.' Thus spoke Yajfiavalkya.
Janaka [king] of Vaideha, said : 'May fearlessness come unto you, noble Sir, you who
make us to know fearlessness.' Adoration to you! Here are the Vaidehas, here am I [as your
servants].
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The light of man is the soul
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Yajfiavalkya came to Janaka [king] of Vaideha. He thought to himself: 'I will not talk.'
But [once] when Janaka, [king] ofVaideha, and Yajfiavalkya were discussing together
at an Agnihotra, Yajfiavalkya granted the former a boon. He chose asking whatever
question he wished. He granted it to him. So [now] the king, [speaking] first, asked him:
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'Yajfiavalkya, what light does a person here have?'
'He has the light of the sun, 0 king,' he said, 'for with the sun, indeed, as his light one
sits, moves around, does his work, and returns.'
Janaka said- "Yes, it is quite right."
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But when the sun has set, Yajfiavalkya, 'what light does a person here have?'
'The moon, indeed, is his light,' said he, 'for with the moon indeed, as his light one sits,
moves around, does his work, and returns.'
'Quite so, Yajfiavalkya.
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But when the sun has set, and the moon has set, what light does a person here have?'
'Fire, indeed, is his light,' said he, 'for with fire, indeed, as his light one sits, moves
around, does his work, and returns.'
'Quite so, Yajfiavalkya.
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But when the sun has set, Yajfiavalkya, and the moon has set, and the fire has gone out,
what light does a person here have?'
'Speech, indeed, is his light,' said he, '.for with speech, indeed, as his light one sits,
moves around, does his work, and returns. Therefore, verily, 0 king, where one does not
discern even his own hands, when a voice is raised, then one goes stra,ght towards it.'
'Quite so, Yajfiavalkya.
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Janaka again asked- But when the sun has set,'Yajfiavalkya, and the moon has set, and
the fire has gone out, and speech is hushed, what light does a person here have?'
'The soul (atman), indeed, is his light,' said he, 'for with the soul, indeed, as his light
one sits, moves around, does his work, and returns.'
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King Janaka again asked- 'Which (katama) is the soul?'
'The person here who among the senses is made of knowledge, who is the light in the
heart. He, remaining the same, goes along both worlds, appearing to think, appearing to
move about, for upon becoming asleep he transcends this world and the forms of death.'
~ e l l ~ ~ .Jt14qH: · ~1-0<qfi:l:eqe1qH: ~ : m ~ ~ a661q1. fiJ4q101:
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Verily, this person, by being born and obtaining a body, is joined with evils. When he
departs, on'. dying, he leaves evils behind .
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Verily, there are Just two conditions of this person: the condition of being in this world
and the condition of being in the other world.· There is an intermediate third condition,
namely, that of being in sleep. By standing in this intermediate condition one sees both
those conditions, namely being in this world and being in the other world. Now whatever
the approach is to the condition of being in the other world, by making that approach one
sees the evils [of this world] and the joys [of yonder world].
When one goes to sleep, he takes along the material (matra) of this all-containing
world, himself tears it apart, himself builds it up, and dreams by his own brightness, by his
own light. Then this person becomes self-illuminated.
·
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There are no chariots there, no spans, no roads. But he projects from himself chariots,
spans, roads. There are no .blisses there, no pleasures, no delight~. But he projects from
himself blisses, pleasures, delights. There are no tanks there, no lotus-pools, no streams.
But he projects from himself tanks, lotus-pools, streams. For he is a creator.
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On this point there are the following verses : Striking down in sleep what is bodily, sleepless he looks down upon the sleeping
[senses].
Having taken to himself light, there returns to his place the golden person, the one spirit
(hamsa).
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Guarding his low nest with the breath, the Immortal goes forth out of the nest.
He goes wherever he pleases-the immortal, the golden person, the one spirit (harhsa).
~GIH1 ~lclilit1+.1q1.n ~ ~: ~ · ~ I ~ . ~ : ~
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In the state of sleep going aloft and alow, a god, lie makes many forms for himselfNow, as it were, enjoying pleasure with women,
Now, as it were, laughing, and even beholding fearful sights.
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People see his pleasure-ground; Him no one sees at all.
"Therefore one should not wake him suddenly," they say. Hard is the curing for a man
to whom He does not return.
Now some people say : "That ic;; just his waking state, for whatever things he sees when
awake, those too he sees when asleep." [This is not so, for] there [i.e. in sleep] the person is
self-illuminated.
[Janaka said:] 'I will give you, noble sir, a thousand [cows]. Declare what is higher than
this, for my release [from reincarnation].'
[According to a certain group of people, this stage of dreaming too is the stage of awakening
because whatever the man observes in dreams, the same he too observes in the stage of awakening
and at this stage, this man becomes self-illuminating. King .Tanaka said- "I provide y6u with one
thousand currencies (Mudra). 0 Lord! Let me know what is emancipation.'.']
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'Having had enjoyment in this state of deep sleep, having travelled around and seen
good and bad, he hastens again, according to the entrance and place of origin, back to sleep.
Whatever he sees there [i.e. in the state of deep sleep], he is not followed by it, for this
person is without attachments.'
[Janaka said:] 'Quite so, Yajfiavalkya. I will give you, noble sir, a thousand [cows].
Declare what is higher than this, for my release.'
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Having had enjoyment in this state of sleep, having travelled around and seen good and
bad, he hastens again, accordihg to the entrance and place of .origin, back to the state of
waking; Whatever he sees there [i.e. in dreaming sleep], he is n9t followed by it, for this
person is without attachments,'
[Ja,naka said:] 'Quite so. Yajfiavalkya. I will give you, noble sir, a thousand [cows].
Declare what is higher than this, for my release.'
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'Having had enjoyment in this state of waking, having travelled around and seen good
and evil, he hastens again, according to the entrance and place of origin, back to dreaming
sleep.
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As a great fish goes along both banks of a river, both the hither and the further, just so
this person goes along both these conditions, the condition of sleeping and the condition of
waking.
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· As a falcon, or an eagle, having flown around here in space, becomes weary, folds its
wings, and is borne down to its nest, just so this person hastens to that state where, asleep,
.
I
he desires no desire and sees no dream.
·
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Verily, a person has those channels called hita; as a hair subdivided a thousandfold, so
minute are they, full of white, blue, yellow, green, and red. Now when people seem to be
killing him, when they seem to be overpowering him, when an elephant seems to be tearing
him to pieces, when he seems to be falling into a hole-in these circumstances he is
imagining through ignorance the very fear which he sees when awake. When, imagining
that he is a god, that he is a king, he thinks "I am this world-all", that is his highest world.
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This, verily, is that form of his which is beyond desires, free from evil, without fear. As
a man, when in the embrace of a beloved wife, knows nothing within or without, so this
person, when in the embrace of the intelligent Soul, knows nothing within or without.
Verily, that is his [true] form in which his desire is satisfied, in which the Soul is his desire,
in which he is without desire and without sorrow.
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There a father becomes not a father; a mother, not a mother; the worlds, not the worlds;
the gods, not the gods; the Vedas, not the Vedas; a thief, not a thie( There the destroyer of
an embryo become not the destroyer of an embryo; a Cat;19ala [the son of a Sudra father and
a Brahman mother] is not a Cat;19ala; a Paulkasa [the son of a Siidra father and a K~atriya
mother] is not a Paulkasa; a me11dicant is not a mendicant; an ascetic is not an asce,tic::He is
not followed by good, he is not followed by evil, for then he has passed beyond all sorrows
of the heart.
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Verily, while he does not there see [with the eyes], he is verily seeing, though he does
not see (what is [usually] to be seen); for there is no cessation of the seeing of a seer,
because of his imperishability [as a seer]. It is not, however, a second thing, other than
himself and separate, that he may see.
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Verily, while he does not there smell, he is verily smelling, though he does not smell
(what is [usually] to be smelled); for there is no cessation of the smelling of a smeller,
because of his imperishability [as a smeller]. It is not, however, a second thing, other than
himself and separate, that he may smell.
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Verily, while he does not there taste, he is verily tasting, though he does not taste (what
is [usually] to be tasted); for there is no cessation of the tasting of a taster, because of his
imperishability [as a taster]. It is not, however, a second thing, other than himself and
separate, that he may taste.
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Verily, while he does not there speak, he is verily speaking, though he does not speak
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(what is [usually) to be spoken); forthere is no cess~tion of the speaking of a speaker,
because of his imperishability [as a speaker]. It is not, however, a second thing, other than
himself and separate, to which he may speak.
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Verily, while he does not there hear, he is verily hearing, though he does not hear (what
is [usually] to be heard); for there is no cessation of the hearing of a hearer, because of his
imperishability [as a hearer]. It is not, however, a second. thing, other than himself and
separate, which he may hear.
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Verily, while he does not there think, he is verily thinking, though he does not think
(what is [usually] to be thought); for there is no cessation of the thinking of a thinker,
because of his imperishability [as a thinker]. It is not, however, a second thing, other than
himself and separate, of which he may thi~.
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Verily, while he does not there touch, he is verily touching, though he does not touch
(what is [usually] to be touched); for there is no cessation of the touching of a toucher, .
because of his imperishability [as a toucher]. It is not, however, a second thing, other than
himselfimd separate, which he may touch.
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Verily, while he does not there know, he is verily knowing, though he does not know
(what is [usually] to be known); for there is no cessation of the knowing of a .knower,
because of his imperishability [as a knower]. It is not, however, a second thing, other than
himself and separate, which he may know.
(The above are the dor1ll,ant stages and we will now describe the stages of awak~n.)
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Verily, where there seems to be another, there the one might see the other; the one
might smell the other; the one might taste the other; the one might speak to the other; the
one might hear the other; th~'<:me might think of the other; the one might touch. the other;
the one might know the othel\,,,
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An ocean, a seer alone without duality, becomes he whose world is Brahma, 0 King!thus Yajfiavalkya instructed him. 'This is a man's highest path. This is his ,.highest
achievement. This is his highest world. This is his highest bliss. On a part of just this bliss
other creatures have their living.'
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If one is fortunate among men and wealthy, lord over others, best provided with all
human enjoyments-that is the highest. bliss of men. Now a hundredfold the bliss of men is
one bliss of those who have won the fathers' world. Now a hundredfold the bliss of those
who have won the fathers' world is one bliss in the Gandharva-world. A hundredfold the
bliss in the Gandharva-world is one bliss of the gods who gain their divinity by meritorious
works. A hundredfold the bliss .of the gods by works is one bliss of the gods by birth and of
him who is learned in the Vedas, who is without crookedness, and who is free from desire.
A hundredfold the bliss of the gods by birth is one bliss in the Prajapati-world and of him
who is learned in the Vedas, who is without crookedness, and who is free from desire. A
hundredfold the bliss in the Prajapati-world is one bliss in the Brahma-world and of him
who is learned in the Vedas, who is without crookedness, and who is free from desire. This
truly is the highest world. This is the Brahma-world, 0 king. Thus spoke Yajfiavalkya.
[Janaka said:] 'I will give you, noble sir, a thousand [cows]. Speak further than this, for
my release.'
Then Yajfiavalkya feared, thinking : 'This intelligent king has driven me out of every
corner.'
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[He said:] 'Having had enjoyment in this state of sleep, having travelled around and
seen good and bad, he hastens again, according to the entrance and pl_ace. of origin, back to
the state of waking.
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[The soul at death]
As a heavily loaded cart goes creaking, just so this bodily self, mounted by the
intelligent Self, goes groaning when one is breathing one's last .
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When he comes to weakness-whether he come to weakness through old age or
through disease-this person frees himself from these limbs, just as a mango, or a fig, or a
berry releases itself from its bond; and he hastens again, according to the entrance and place
of origin, back to life.

~ {IZifHl-HllHi!-}!U:~:"id£1140./.llS~:Q!~{lclBia: Sl@ch(',Q~Siqqjiqffw.m1i1i@dl~ci~
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As noblemen, policemen, chariot-drivers, village-heads wait with food, drink, and
lodgings for a king who is coming, and cry : "Here he comes! Here he comes!" so indeed
do all things wait for him who has this knowledge and cry : "Here is Brahma coming! Here
is Brahma coming!"
~ mfR Slftlt,UB-d!-}£11: ~ : "idJ1iqO<(lSfirnq1ll~ciq~qi:11fqHq.acfiR~ ~ "StTUJT
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As noblemen, policemen, chariot-drivers, village-heads gather around a king who is
about to depart, just so do all the breaths gather around the soul at the end, when one is
breathing one's last.
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When this self comes to weakness and to confusedness of mind, as it were, then the
breaths gather around him. He takes to himself those particles of energy and descends into
the heart. When the person in the eye turns away, back [to the sun], then one becomes nonknowing of forms.
~ ;r Q;lllcttR-11§)~ ;r Nl~dlR-ll§~cfil,qqra ;r ~ ~ ;r
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"He is becoming one," they say; "he does not see." "He is becoming one," they say; "he
does not smell." "He is becoming one," they say; "he does not taste." "He is becoming
one," they say; "he does not speak." "He is becoming one," they say; "he does not hear."
"He is becoming one," they say; "he does not think." "He is becoming one," they say; "he
·· does not touch." "He is becoming one," they say; "he does not know." The point of his heart
becomes lighted up. By that light the self departs, either by the eye, or by the head, or by
other bodily parts. After him, as he goes out, the life (praJJa) goes out. After the life, as it
goes out, all the breaths (pra1J,a) go out. He becomes one with intelligence. What has
intelligence departs with him. His knowledge and his works and his former intelligence [i.e.
instinct] lay hold of him.
~
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[The soul of the unreleased after death]
Now as a caterpillar, when it has come to the end of a blade of grass, in taking the next
step draws itself together towards it, just so this soul in taking the next step strikes down
this body, dispels its ignorance, and draws itself together [for making the transition].
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As a goldsmith, taking a piece of gold, reduces it to another.newer and more beautiful
form, just so this soul, striking down this body and dispelling its ignorance, makes for itself
another newer and more beautiful form like that either of the fathers, or of the Gandharvas,
or of the gods, or of Prajapati, or of Brahma, or of other beings.
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Verily, this soul is Brahma, made of knowledge, of mind, of breath, of seeing, of
hearing, of earth, of water, of wind, of space, of energy and of non-energy, of desire and of
non-desire, of anger and of non-anger, of virtuousness and of non-virtuousness. It is made
of everything. This is what is meant by the saying "made of this, made of that."
According as one acts, according as one conducts himself, so does he become. The doer
of good becomes good. The doer of evil becomes evil. One becomes virtuous by virtuous
action, bad by bad action.
But people say : "A person is made [not of acts, but] of desires only." [In reply to this I
say:] As is his desire, such is his resolve; as is his resolve, such the action he performs;
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what action (karma) he performs, that he procures for himself.
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On this point there is this verse : Where one's mind is attached-the inner self goes thereto with action, being attached to
it alone. Obtaining the end of his action, whatever he does in this world, he comes again
from that world to this world of action.
-So the man who desires.
Now the man who does not desire. He who is without desire, who is freed from desire,
whose desire is satisfied, whose desire is the Soul-his breaths do not depart. Being very
Brahma, he goes to Brahma.
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On this point there is this verse : When are liberated an the desires that lodge in one's heart, then a mortal becomes
immortal! Therein he reaches Brahma!
As the slough of a snake lies on an ant-hill, dead, cast off, even so lies this body. But
this incorporeal, immortal·Life (prli'!Ja) is Brahma indeed, is light indeed.
'I win give you, noble sir, a thousand [cows],' said Janaka, [king] ofVaideha.
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[Yajfiavalkya continued:] 'On this point there are these verses:The ancient narrow path that stretches far away has been touched by me, has been
found by me. By it the wise, the knowers of Brahma, go up hence to the heavenly world,
released.
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On it, they say, is white and blue and yellow and green and red. That was the path by
Brahma found by it goes the knower of Brahma, the doer of righ,t (pw:,.ya krt), and every
shining one.
af.Q' q"q": Slfci~IRI ~sfclt11gq1;gf\l "ffiIT ~ ~ fl" 'dlIT ·'4" "3 ~«IT: II ~o II
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They enter into blind darkness who worship ignorance;
Into darkhess greater than that, as it were, they that delight in knowledge.

~ -::irq- ~ ~ ~ oi:mTS~:I

or.:m ~ m s ~ ~:II ~~II

Joyless are those worlds called, covered with blind darkness.
To them after death go those people that have not knowledge, that are not awakened.

~ ~fa;jjHi41t;4qfti')ffi ~ : I fcbfiti:0.i:6¼ ~ ~lfl<q~p:i::icRc(II n II
If a person knew the Soul (Atman), with the thought "I am he!"
With what desire, for love of what would he cling unto the body?
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He who has found and has awakened to the Soul that has entered. this conglomerate
abode- He is the maker of everything, for he is the creator of all the world is his : indeed,
he is the world itself.
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Verily, while we are here we may know this. If you have known it not, great is the
destruction. Those who know this become immortal, but others go only to sorrow.
4aaqjq~,Qi;elkq1g ~c1q-a,1~rn
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If one perceives Him as the Soul, as God (deva), clearly, as the Lord of what has been
and of what is to be--one does not shrink away from Him .
./.l+'llt;cllctticlct-1-0S'ITTM: QRcld<l I
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That before which the year revolves with its days-that the gods revere as the light of
lights, as life immortal.
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On whom the five peoples and space are established-Him alone I, the knowing, I, the
immortal, believe to be the Soul, the immortal Brahman.
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They who know the breathing of the breath, the seeing of the eye, the hearing of the
ear, (the food of food), the thinking of the mind-They have recognized the ancient,
primeval Brahma.
q;:i~cllj~J~al ~ '1Hlf~ ~ I
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By the mind alone is It to be perceived. There is no earth no diversity.
He gets death after death, who perceives here seeming diversity.
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As a unity only is It to be looked upon this indemonstrable, enduring Being, spotless,
.
beyond space, the unborn Soul, gr~at, e,nduring.
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By knowing Him only, a wise Brahmai:ia should get for himself intelligence.

a

He should not meditate upon many words, for that is weariness of speech.
[Words are merely an indicative and this Brahma is felt only by the direct experience, therefore
it is advised that one should try to avoid from the redundant jungle of please.and submissions.]
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Verily, he is the great, unborn Soul, who is this [person] consisting of knowledge
among the senses. In the space within the heart lies the ruler of all, the lord of all, the king
of alL He does not become greater by good action nor inferior by. bad action. He is the lord
of all, the overlord of beings, the protector of beings. he is the separating dam for keeping
these worlds apart.
Such a one the Brahmai:ias desire to know by repetition of the Vedas, by sacrifices, by
offerings, by penance, by fasting. On knowing him, in truth, one becomes an ascetic (muni).
Desiring him only as their home, mendicants wander forth.
Verily, because they know this, the ancients desires not offspring, saying : "What shall
we do with offspring, we whose is this Soul, this world?" They, verily, rising above the
desire for sons and· the desire for wealth and the desire for worlds, lived the life of a
mendicant. For the desire for sons is the desire for wealth, and the desire for wealth is the
desire for worlds; for both these are desires.
That Soul (Atman) is not this, it is not that (neti, neti). It is unseizable, for it cannot be
seized.. It is indestructible, for it cannot be destroyed. It is unattached, for it does not attach
itself. It is unbound. It does not tremble. It is not injured.
Him [who knows this] these two do not overcome-neither the thought "Hence I did
wrong," nor the thought "Hence I did right." Verily, he overcomes them both. What he has
·
done and what he has not done do not affect him.
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This very [doctrine] has been declared in the verse : -

This· eternal greatness of a Brahman is not increased by deeds (karman), nor
diminished.
One should be familiar with it. By knowing it, one is not stained by evil action.
Therefore, having this knowledge, having become calm, subdued, quiet, patiently
enduring and collected one sees the Soul just in the soul. One sees everything as the Soul.
Evil does not overcome him; he overcomes all evil. Evil does not bum him; he bums all
evil. Free from evil, free from impurity, free from doubt, he becomes a BrahmaI.J,a.
This is the Brahma-world, 0 king, said Yajfiavalkya.
[Janaka said:]- I will give you, noble sir, the Vaidehas and myself also to be your slave.
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[Yajfiavalkya continued:] 'This is that great, unborn Soul, who eats the food [which
people eat], the giver of good. He finds good who knows this.
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Ver:ily, that great, unborn Soul, undecaying, undying, immortal, fearless, is Brahma.
Verily, Brahma is fearless. He who knows this becomes the fearless Brahma.'

~ ~l@Olit_
The conversation of Yajiiavalkya and Maitreyi concerning the pantheistic Soul
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It is renowned that the sage Yajfiavalkya had two wives. The name of one was Maitreyi
and other was Katyayani. Out of them Maitreyi was a dicourser on sacred knowledge
(brahma-vadinl); Katyayani had just (eva) a woman's knowledge in that matter (tarhi).
Now they, Yajfiavalkya was about to commence another mode of life.
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'Maitreyi!' Said Yajfiavalkya, 'lo, verily, I am about to wander forth from this state.
Behold! Let me make a final settlement for you and that Katyayani.
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MaitreyI replied- 'If now, sir, this whole earth filled with wealth were mine, would I
now thereby be immortal.'
'No, no!' said Yajfiavalkya. 'As the life of the rich, even so would your life be. Of
immortality, however, there is no hope through wealth.'
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Then Maitreyi said: 'What should I do with that through which I may not be immortal?
What you know, sir-that, indeed, explain to me.'
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Yajfiavalkya replied - "O MaitreyI! You always are darling of my heart and your instant
statement too is enhancing my joy. Behold, then, lady, I will explain it to you. But, while I
am expounding, do you seek to ponder thereon."
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'Lo, verily, not for love of the husband is a husband dear, but for love of the Soul
(Atman) a husband is dear.
Lo, verily, not for love of the wife is a wife dear, but for love of the Soul a wife is dear.
Lo, verily, not for love of the sons are sons dear, but for love of the Soul sons are dear.
Lo, verily, not for love of the sons are sons dear, but for love of the Soul sons are dear.
Lo, verily, not for love of the wealth is wealth dear, but for love of the Soul wealth is
dear.
Lo, verily, not for love of the cattle are cattle dear, but for love of the Soul cattle are
dear.
Lo, verily, not for love of Brahmanhood is Brahmanhood dear, but for love of the Soul
Brahmanhood is dear.
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, Lo, verily,' not for love ·of K~atrahood is. K~atrahood dear, but for love of the Soul
K~atrahood is·dear.
Lo, verily, pot for love of the worlds are the worlds dear, but for love of the Soul the
worlds are dear.
Lo, verily, not for love of the gods are the gods dear, but for love of the Soul the gods
z·i, · · ':;
are dear.
Lo, verily, not for love of the Vedas are the Vedas dear, but for love ofthe'·soul the
Vedas are dear.
·.,,.,..
Lo; verily, not for love of the beings (bhuta) are beings dear, but for love o:fthe Soul
beings are dear.
Lo, verily, not for love of all is all dear, but for love of the Soul all is dear.
Lo, verily, it is the Soul (Atman) that should be seen, that should be hearkened to, that
should be thought on, that should be pondered on, 0 Maitreyi.
Lo, verily, in the Soul's being seen, hearkened to, thought on, understood, this worldall is known.

~ ti"

que;1ens.:ci,mq.n ~ ~- ~

"a"

Q<1e;1ms.:ci,11t1-F1: a_:i;t ~ Mle6F@

.S,41,llf'i.fl ~'1e6l~d; ~ .S,4,lkq.fl ~cll~d; ~ ~S,4,llf'i.fl ~d;l~d;

~ 'ff ~S-41,ii<'i.fl ~ ~ ~ ' f f Q(ld;IWS,4,llf'i4: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~- ;qe;;qqjfqlil 1.911
Bra:hmanhood deserts him who knows Brahmanhood in aught else than the Soul.
~atrahood deserts him who knows K~atrahood in aught else than the Soul. The gods desert
him who knows the gods in aught else than the Soul. The Vedas desert him who knows the
Vedas in aught else than the Soul. Beings desert him who knows beings in aught else than
the. Soul. Everything deserts him who knows everything in aught else than the Soul. This
Brahmanhood, this K~atrahood, these worlds, these gods,, these Vedas, all these beings,
everything here is what this Soul is.
[The actual advantage of the knowledge, power, world, gods and Vedas etc. ceases when these
are not considered as the soul. In case, their exterior complexion remains, there will be no advantages
at all.]

~ ~ ~ ~ d:ll@jl@<l@itj"-li:(~6011"-4 ~ ~ clT ~
~:lltll

It is-as, when a drum is being beaten, one would not be able to grasp the external ·
sounds, but by grasping the drum or the beater of the drum the sound is grasped.
-~ ~ ~ s:.,11;qqj4,{4 ~ d:ll@jl@<l:.Uitj"-11(~6011"-4 ~ -

g~

~·~,{4 clT ~

~:II~ II
It is-as, when a conch-shell is being .blown, one would not be able to grasp the

external sounds, but by grasping the conch-shell or t~e blower of the conch-shell the sound
is grasped.
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~ ~

cftuntr

cl(EJq(.ua ~ a:tlij)l:50<130cfj,qiil_~6011,q

cftuntr g

~ qjOl(cllC::W cTT

~ lJt@:11 ~OIi
It is-as, when a lute is being played, one would not be able to grasp the external
sounds, but by grasping the lute or the player of the lute the sound is grasped.

~ ,q$!1~l'~~141fuaw ~$!1,~q1 ~ cTT
~ : f((q~t{\S$!1cilfw·HI ~@61fl: ~ fcrm
&.41,(g.lHl-111t~

8aq1fts1d

ws'W'

~

3QRl:IC:::

~·

~:

f.r:JBfoa?iaEJ1'~(U
"t.,l(O,q:j&.4({¥.II-IIR

q1Rlaq4 'cl' ~ : '4"t~ ~ : ~ 'cl' "!dl·~H.a~a,f.l ~

f.r:~foa1f.t11 ~~II
It is-as, from a fire laid with damp fuel, clouds of smoke separately issue forth, so, lo,
verily, from this great being (bhuta) has been breathed forth that which is Rgveda,
Yajurveda, Samaveda [Hymns] of the Atharvans and Arigirases, Legend (itiha 1rn), Ancient
Lore (pura,:za), Sciences (vidya), Mystic Doctrines (upani..rnd), Verses (sloka), Aphorisms
(siUra), Explanations (anuvyakhyana), Commentaries (vyakhyana), sacrifice, oblation,
food, drink, this world and the other, and all beings. From it, indeed, have all these been
breathed forth.
·
~ ~ flcl1*4(qq(~ ~ l(i:fi(,q.jqq~ ~ ~ c:cl~i:fi(,q.jqq~ ~ ~ ~

q:ci;,,q-1qc1~ ~ ' ~ Ni~i:fi(,q4qc1~ ~ ~ ~)i:fi1,q4qc1~ ~ ~
~,lqi:fi1,q4qc1~ ~ tji:fi~Hi lR l(i:fil,q4qc1~

'fl'clTm' ~

ttc:.c!?ti:61,q4qc1~ . ~ ~

6«1l~i:fit,q4qc1~ f!ift:41q1+c:.HtSQ~ l(i:fit,q-1?tc1~ ~ fctf!t(lOti 41$i:6t,q-1qc1~ ~
QIC::l~i:fit,q-1qc1~ ~ ~ cll~c6t,q-14lll ~~ II
It is-as the uniting place of all waters is the sea, likewise the uniting-place of all
touches is the skin, likewise the uniting-place of all tastes is the tongue; likewise the uniting
place of all odours is the nose; likewise the uniting-place of all forms is the eye; likewise
the uniting-place of all sounds is the ear; likewise the uniting-place of all intentions is the
mind; likewise the uniting-place of all knowledges is the heart; likewise the uniting-place
of all actions is the hands; likewise the uniting-place of all pleasures is the generative
organ; likewise the uniting-place of all evacuations is the anus; likewise the uniting-place
of all journeys is the feet; likewise the uniting-place of all Vedas is speech.

~=

~ ~ ~.l4cl~.f1S',.f.d"US~: ~ ~ ~ cTT WS~S',.f.d"US~:
S1*1H~-1 ~ ~ : fl!J~e.11,q a1+~c11:1fcl-1~,qfu ~ ~ tj*1H-{11flt) ~q1'-t1@ ~
,q(*1lcl@.:P.I: II

n II

It is-as is a mass of salt, without inside, without outside, entirely a mass of taste, even
so, verily, is this Soul, without inside, without outside, entriely a mass of knowledge.

Arising out of these elements, into them also one vanishes away. After death there is no
consciousness (sarhjiia). Thus, lo, say I.' Thus spoke Yajfiavalkya. ·
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m ~ Mw~ct m ~'lclF:i:rt~(.qq(l:flf44-$( err
~ci10.d¼-1i~TI err WS~S:tR@fu~qlll ~~II

~ fctsi1Hi41@ ~ ~ ~

err ms~

Then said Maitreyi : 'Herein, indeed, you have caused me, sir, to arrive at the extreme
of bewilderment. Verily, I understand It [i.e. this Atman] not.'
Then said he : 'Lo, verily, I speak not bewilderment. Imperishable, lo, verily, is this
Soul, and of indestructible quality.

~.fu ~ ~ ~ ¢

~ ~ ¢ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ¢ ll¥ ~ ~ ~ ~ ¢ fci;jj(-ll@ ~
~ ~ cii 4~~11&.i-1 cii Nl~fl&h-1 ~ Hi~fl&h-1 ~ ~ ~uj4i-1&h-1
cii ~ ~ ~~¥111&.i-1 cii fci"11Hl41il~G~ ~ fci"11Hi@ ({ ~ fci"1114141ffi ~ ~
~Sl]Wf ~ fu ~S~ °;Jfu ~S~ ~ fu ~sft:@r ~ ~ ~ ~ fc1~1aHm
~ fcisJ1H141fc::fg'ffilj~ll*-t-llfo ~~aldicle;) (?J&ct~M:ilf~@ ~ 41~cl~I ~II~~ II
For where there is a duality, as it were, there one sees another; there one smells
another; there one tastes another; there one speaks another; there one hears another; there
one thinks of another; there one touches another; there one understands another. But where
everything has become just one's own self, then whereby and whom would one see? then
whereby and whom would one smell? then whereby and whom would one taste? then
whereby and to whom would one speak? then whereby and whom would one hear? then
whereby and of whom would one think? then whereby and whom would one touch? then
whereby and whom would one understand? whereby would· one understand him by means
of whom one understands this All?
That Soul (Atman) is not this, it is not that (neti, neti). It is uns~izable, for it cannot be
seized; indestructible, for it cannot be destroyed; unattached, for it does not attach itself; is
unbound, does not tremble, is not injured.
Lo, whereby would one understand the understander? Thus you have the instruction
told to you, Maitreyi. Such, lo, indeed, is immortality.' After speaking thus, Yajfiavalkya
departed.

lffi'

¢11~01'(_

The teachers of this doctrine

~ ~~: (41@q(tl((~

~@q(f41

'~Qcl-11«)qc1-1:

qJ@q(tl(l~1@q(t4(

'~Qcl-11«)qc1-1:

cbltt11cti1tch1fi>1cti: c6lfui!H:i1tch1i1ng-4: ~11fus('l(li:0ifus('l(: cbltt>icfil:d ,~aq1:d ll@ll:11 ~11
auR'-1cl~41Gifi-1c1~~1
qHI ~14i4 all(Q Hi ~1414 an
lTI%4f.e:-114-1H-ll&1f;a:-114-l:

'll'4Ts~Jttn
'II '4140 II st:1'414 01

'll'4i~:i,Jf

d~IC'icfil4-l 1MIC'icfil4-0

«lctiU4UIIR-i1cti(i4Ui:

cbltt>icfil4~: cbltt>icfil4R: 11 ~ 11
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flac11~ac1:
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tjac61R,1ch1<t_fJdciilRi1cti: q1:i:1 w.ih:101 IN Iuw.iif.101: qw ~14it<4H1~1qf

·GI l[c6u4fat1[cfiud

a11~<14011~ 41~1~1~<140,~c1m~c1fu1~qG114~q\jj'ti'.f.t<,f1)<1~R,qha1G11.a(1<a1G1 a11~t11~1~ifl
q1o'e;q1fue,Tfoq1roam ,~aiuroam cflMliiJM: ~11fu-s&illi:0lfu:S&il: &~n4Tti:61Gl.ll~ffl4:
!iql<t;IRdl~qj(t;iR(11

chlHcfls(IHcfi

fcre.,icti,fu:s-41fa~cfi~1fu:s41.

qif1Zf;

cf«=f-1Qldl

iO\lcf ls,«-1-1 qi&,IVci: ~: ~ : .~Sil Fl41~14i-l,(,f l~ill~3u4i·(,(,f~d ,@:f il!l~l'!@@Ufl
'fcM~Ql'iclll!lff;.lf.1,(6.Q,@:f i e ) S ~

~

3ul4duii(&.i(e114tiufl

ac11~li..lcflaci1

1Fill:

~,(,f'1i~fg :~~:~,(,f-1idl&r::~ Q_cfi,iiq)cfifm'aiSIM'dreiStfufu&ie&ifu: ~ : ~ :
,(,f-1id-1ict·Hld-1: ,(,f-1'11«-i-1 41: q(qfi!H: ~ ~ ~ ~ .'Qllll ;rq-:u~li
Now the lineage (of the chapter dedicated to Yiljfiavalkya) is described. Pautima~ya had
acquired this knowledge from Gaupavana, Gaupavana from Pautima~ya, Pautima~ya from
Gaupavana, Gaupavana from Kausika, Kausika from KauQ.c;linya, KauQ.<;linya from SiiQ.<;lilya,
SiiQ.c;lilya from Kau.sika and Gau,tama, Gautama from Agnivesya, Agnivesya from Gagrya,
Gargavansi from GargavarisI, GargayaQa from Gautama, Gautama from Saitava, Saitava
- from ParasaryayaQa, Parasaryayal)a from son of Gagrya, son of Gagrya from
Uddalakayana, Uddalakayana from Jabalayana, Jabalayana from Madhyandinayana,
Madhyandinayana from Saukarayal)a, Saukariiyal)a from Ka~ayaQ.a, Ka~ayaQ.a from
Sayakayana, Sayakayana from Kausikayani, Kausikayani from Grt:akausika, Grt:akausika
from ParasaryayaJJ.a, ParasaryayaQ.a from Parasarya, Parasarya from Jatukarl)ya, Jatukamya
from- AsurayaQ.a and Yaska, Asurayal)a .from Traival)i, TraivaQ.i from Aupajanghani,
Aupajanghani from Asuri; Asuri from Bharadvaja, Bharadvaja from Atreya, Atreya from
MaQ.ti, MiiJJ.ti fr..1m Gautama, Gautama from Gautama, Gautama from Vatsya, Vatsya from
SaQ.<;lilya, SaJJ.<;lilya from Kaisorya Kapya, Kaisorya Kapya from Kumaraharita,
Kumaraharita from Galava, Galava from Vidarbhi KauJJ.<;iinya, Vidarbhi KaUJJ.<;linya from
Vatsanapata Vabhrata, Vatsanapata Vabhrata from Panthasaubhara, Panthasaubhara from
Ayasya Arigira, Ayasya Angira from Abhuti Tvastra, Abhuti Tvastra from Visvarupa
Tvastra: Visvarupa Tvastra from AsvinI Kumaras, Asvidvaya from Dadhyanatharval)a,
Dadhyariathrval).a from Atharvadaiva, Atharvadaiva from Mrt:yu Pradhval'lsana, Mrtyu
Pradhval'lsana from Pradhvarisana, Pradhval'lsana from Ekar~i, Ekar~i from . Vipracitti,
Vipracitti from Vya~ti, Vya~ti from Sanaru, Sanaru from Sanatana, Sanatana from Sanaga,
Sanaga from Parame~thi and Parame~thi from the Brahma. Brahma is the Self-existent
(svayam-bhit). Adoration to Brahma!
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WJlr @16J01'l
The inexhaustible Brahman

~ ~ : ~ 1J_Oili:43:0l9¢a1a I ~ '3:0\q1a:1t1 1J_Oltlc11c1&1&.1a II ~·· ~ ~ ~ ~·

~

crrgt ~ 6 ~ ch~<ai1t1onsil mn <t ~ Fcitici'a~-1 t1~J~aaiq_11 ~11

Om! The,yon is fulness;· fulness, this. From fulness, fulness does proceed. Withdrawing.
fulness's fulness off, even fulness then itself remains.
Om! 'Brahma is the ether (kha)-the ether primeval, the ether that blows.' Thus, verily,
was the son of Kauravyayani wont to say.

This is the knowledge (veda) the Brahmal).as know. Thereby I know (veda) what is to
be known.

~91~01'l
The three cardinal virtues
"Sl"tl': SINIIQ~I: SI\Jli Qt1il

fTraft

,rcnf.rra ~ . ~ -e: ~

iil61~4~cll ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

&1*11foe1 ~ ~ elf*',fotiqffi ?i~a:Ta.it1ra

;r

:a;~ijcflg

";fl"

a11&i~fora

~ &1*1if~effi11 ~II
The threefold offspring of Prajapati-gods, men, and devils (asura)-dwelt with their
father Prajapati as students of sacred knowledge (brahmacarya).
Having lived the life of a student of sacred knowledge, the gods said: 'Speak to us, sir.'
To them then he spoke this syllable, 'Da'. Did you understand?' 'We did understand', said
they. 'You said to us, "Restrain. yourselves ~damyata)." 'Yes (Om)!' said he. 'You did
understand.'

~.t-f ~·~ -;n- ~c11R@ ~ ~ -e: ~ &1*11fue1

~ ~ &1*11fotiq@

ifl~~Q\ffi ;r au&i~f::ira ~ &1*1if~efou ~ It
So then the men said to him : 'Speak to·us, sir.' To them then he spoke this syllable,
'Da'. 'Did you understand?' 'y.fe did understand,' said they, 'You said to us, "give (datta)."
'Yes (Om)!' said he. 'You did understand.'

~ ~;iq~u

~ij~,g -;n- ~c11f.iffi ~. ~ c: ~ &1*11f~e1 -~

ifl~~t1eifiiRi ;r a11&ifQ)fqra ~ ai*'ir~era a~a~a1:11
~ ~ c!.~ei:lf4i@ d~df.iltl~ ~ GR'. c!,tllfif@ II ~ II

tcn

c11i13c1a.ra

~ &1*11fotiqffi

«i.il¼~~ -e: -e:

~

So then the devils said to him : 'Speak to us, sir.' To them then he spoke this syllable,
'Da'. 'did you understand?' 'We did understand/· said they. 'You said to us, "Be
compassionate (dayadhvam)." 'Yes (Ori!)!' said he. 'You did understand.'
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This same thing does the divine voice here, thunder, repeat : Dal Dal Dal that is,
restrain yourselves, give, be compassionate. One should practise this same triad : selfrestraint, giving, compassion.
[All the three sons of Prajapati have adopted the self-suitable meaning of the single letter 'Da'.
Prajapati satisfied by it. How it became possible? Its answer is that it could be possible on the basis of
the pure heart as a result of following celibacy. Otherwise the audience cannot entertain the vibration
of truth owing to the defects in their physique inspite of a complete sentence is told. The sage
inspires that we should follow these three instructions of Prajapati even today. The second question
arising now is that we are man so why should we follow all the three instructions given to the gods,
men and the demons? Its answer is that by virtue of celibacy (they behave with knowledge), it
becomes apparent that when the divine element arises in the heart, one should resort to the
oppression of the ego that motivates a man to suffer from superiority complex. Similarly, when the
manly desires arise, one should give donation to avoid from selfishness and finally when the demon's
desire arise, one should resort to the kindness to avoid from the cruelty.]

~ qll~OI'(
Brahma as the heart

~ Sl'111Q@4(l!J~t..lqa~~~kl-lcl ~Mt..1fq@ ~ $~c:fiq~~<.ff.4µ) ~ ~ el'

~ ~ G $~c:bqa:R ~~~µ) ~~el'~~~ WT~ el'~ ~II ~II
This heart is Prajapati, Brahma and everything. This heart consist of three letters i.e. the
VaTI).as or non-perishing properties.
hr is one syllable. Both his own people and others bring (-.Jhr) offerings unto him who
knows this.

da is one syllable. Both his own people and others give (-.Jda) unto him who knows this.

yam is one syllable. To the heavenly world goes (eti [Pl. yanti]) he who knows this.
[A heart possesses three kinds of attitudes. It motivates to gain what is not with it but necessary,
to give the thing far . better uses already available and always ready to go ahead to achieve the aim.
These three attitudes of a heart conjointly provides the pleasure and the better contribution to this
world and that world as also these provide him with the high position of the truth.]

•

m

qll~Ol'l_

~ ~ ~ ~
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ."rirfu
$~cl:elcl:etl ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ "rirfu ~ Wcf ~II ~II

~(11qif41c:6•{

m

\

This, verily, is That. This, indeed, was That, even the Real. He who knows that
wonderful being (yakJa) as the first born-namely, that Brahma is thP, Real-conquers
these worlds. Would he be conquered who knows thus that great spirit as the firstborn-namely, that Brahma is tbe Real? [No!] for indeed, Brahma is the Real.
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'.J'he Real, etymologically and cosmologically explained
31N ((~«qs1 ~ 31N:

ijfllq~Gt-6 ~ ~ ~ SIGIIQ@ SIGIIQ@'c{cll~"ffl ~ :

ijfllflcOQlijij ~ ijfllfi:I@ ~ $~.<fiq~ (11~cliq~ ~fi:l~cliq~ S1$!.ll{htfl ~ - ~

~S;pi' ~ : ~

QR.•J61d':: ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ I I ~II

In the beginning this world was just Water. That Water emitted the Real-Brahma
[being] the Real; Brahma, Prajapati; Prajapati, the gods. Those gods reverenced the Real
(satyam ). That is trisyllabic : sa-ti-:-yam-sa is one syllable, ti is one syllable, yam is one
syllable. The first and last syllables are truth (satyam). In the middle is falsehood (anrtam).
This falsehood is embraced on both sides by truth; it partakes of the nature of truth itself.
Falsehood dose not injure him who knows this.
[This perishing matter or the world is originated by the truth and finally it merges with the truth
also. The man known to this fact inspite of making contemporary use of perishing matter, doesn't
destroy by involving the same and the sage wants to convey the same.]

deJit~fllq~~

~

~

~s~.gM<@IE!dlci.:ci\-4~-Sl@fe~

~

'(('f

((d~..qosA

~ S ~.si@fed:

~<{166fi:l&.1.sqc1ffi ~~t1&d..qos<-i ~ ~ ~ : S1fll1~Rt 11 ~ 11

Yonder sun is the same as that Real. The Person who is there in that orb and the Person
who is here in the right eye-these two depend the one upon the other. Through his rays ..
that one depends upon this one; through his vital breaths this one upon that. When one is
about to decease, he sees that orb quite clear [i.e. free from rays]; those rays come to him
no more.

t

~ '(('f ((d~..qosA !)M<@f£1 ,ffera fm '((cfi':: fm ((cfi'ld«a:R 'gq '$fu ill{ it ill{ ~
~~mm Im 1 ~ ~ awiqf.tq«gn:Rt ~ 'QT1llR ~~ .T.f ~ l;ct ~11 ~ 11
The head of the person who is there in that orb is Bhar-there is one head, this is one
syllable. Bhuvar is the arms-there are two arms, these are two syllables. Svar is the
feet-there are two feet, these are two syllables (su-ar). The mystic name (upani~ad)
thereof is 'Day' (ahan). He slays ('Vhan) evil, he leaves it behind ('Yhd), who knows this. ·

crrs<t ~s~.gM<@e£1 'iJfffii' fm '((cfi':: fm ((cfi'ld«~ cgcr '$@ ill{ it ill{ I~~
~ mm IM I~~ dWIQRq«gf~Rt ~ 'QT1llR ~ T.f ~ 't;ct ~11~11
The head of the person who is here in the right eye is Bhar-there is one head, this is
one syllable.· Bhuvar is the arms-there are two arms, these are two syllables. Svar is the
feet-there are two feet, these are two syllables (su-ar). The mystic name (upani{iad)
thereof is 'I' (aham). He slays (...Jhan) evil, he leaves it behind (.../ha), who knows this ..
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q-11q~1st:t ~ m: 4-fflH-<lM-SHt~G~ ~ ~ ~ m ~ ~ 4-1J(ii~1H:
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[The individual person, monastically explained]
This person (puru,rn) here in the heart is made of mind, is of the nature of light, is like a
little grain of rice, is a grain of barley. This very one is ruler of everything, is lord of
everything, governs this whole universe, whatsoever there is.

-mni°

gl~Olt!_

[Brahma as lightning, etymologically explained]

fc1~t;,itl~l§fciGHlfa~fat1~4

1ITllRf ~ ~ ~ fcteJt;,itl@ fcttl~ ~II ~II

Brahman is lightning (vidyut), they say, because of unloosing (vidana). Lightning
unlooses (vidyati) him from evil who knows this, that Brahma is lightning-for Brahma is
indeed lightning.

~ c;ll~OP{

cl'fc1' ~j~41Bid

~ : ~ : *611~Hcfil(I clQ~cfil(I ~ : *61~1cfi1Hd~I ~ ~ ~

3Q'l11ctf'*I *611~1ctil< ~ c1q~cfi1< ~ ~ ~ : ~lctil<

fQana~,: mur

~

lRf

~:II ~II

One should reverence Speech as a milch-cow (Kamadhenu). She has four udders : the
Svaha (Ii;wocation), the Va . rnf (Presentation), the Hanta (Salutation), the Svadha
(Benediction). The gods subsist upon her two udders, the Svaha and the Va,rn.t; men, upon
the Hanta; the fathers, upon the Svadha. The breath is her bull; the mind, her calf.

';[q"q' c;ll~OI'{
~

ms~:

~ ~~Gq-sj ~ (fRGt.W<l

~~~~m

offl mq) 1lcl'@ {lq{CfiOllclN~{I

~11~11

This is the universal fire (Vaisvanara) which is here within a person, by means of which
the food that is eaten is cooked. It is the noise thereof that one hears on covering the ears
thus. When one is about to depart, one hears not this sound.

~ c;ll~OI'{
The course of Brahma after death

~ ~ ~sfi:11m1cfi1~Rt ~ c11sq1 11i::0Rt ~ ~ o;i' Fctn11:11'a ~ 4:l'.1€1,t,~ lY ~ ~
~ 3TI?n'ra ~ a11R~q111ii.§@ ~ ~ o;i' fctNhf\<l ~ (14~\H~ lY ~ ~ ~ 3TI?n'ra ~
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MleMPl~fcl~TicfiqQtj drf4-<tfl@ ~ : 'WIT: II ~II
Verily, when a person (puru 1rn) departs from this world he goes to the wind. It opens
out there for him like the hole of a chariot-wheel. Through it he mounts higher.
He goes to the sun. It opens out there for him like the hole of a drum. Through it he
mounts higher. He goes to the moon. It opens out for him there like the hole of a kettledrum. Through it he mounts higher. He goes to the world that is without heat, without cold.
Therein he dwells eternal years.

Q.cfilc:_~j
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~
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Verily, that is the supreme austerity which a sick man suffers. The supreme world,
assuredly, he wins who knows this.
Verily, that is the supreme austerity when they carry a dead man into the wilderness.
The supreme world, assuredly, he wins who knows this.
Verily, that is the supreme austerity when they lay a dead man on the fire. The supreme
world, assuredly, he wins who knows this.

~ (jii8JUI'(

3ffl' ~~~cfi ~ ~ ~ err ~ snom=s11on ~~~cfi ~ ~ ~ -&' "SlTOT
;rrns~ ij ~ ~ ~ ~ irorat J,~a~.g ~ ~ : NITT ~Rcl~~ci ~ mq
~ f&itlcll~I ~ ~titfqfu ~ "ij ~ imuRT ltT ~ c6@14~'n:~ ~ im@l
Ji~(11@ ~ ~ -~a5c11i1 ~-&' fcr 3rir ~ "fl'clTfaT ~ ~ ~ murr-&' t m11l'
~ "fl'clTfaT ~ ~ "fl'clTfaT 6 cTT. ~ mf.o' "fl'clffirr ~~~~~II ~II
[Brahma as food, life and renunciation]
'Brahma is food' Thus some say. This is not so. Verily, food becomes putrid without
life (pra,:ia).
'Brahma is life'-thus some say. This is not so. Verily, life dries up without food.
Rather, only by entering into a unity do these deities reach the highest state.
Now it was in this connection that Pratrda said to his father :
'What good, pray, could I do to one who knows this? What evil could I do to him?'
He then said, with [a wave of] his hand : 'No, Pratrda. Who reaches the highest state
[merely] by entering into a unity with these two?' ·
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And he also spoke to him th~s: 'vi'-verily, vi is food, for all beings here enter ('/vis)
into food; and 'ram'-verily, ram is life, for all beings here delight ("'1ram) in life. Verily,
indeed, all beings enter into him, all beings delight in him who knows this.
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The Uktha : Verily, the Uktha is life (prcilJa), for it is life that causes everything here to
rise up (11t-tha). From him there rises up an Uktha-knowing son, he wins co-union and costatus with the Uktha, who knows this.

~= murr -& .·~= ·mtrr ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
~ : ~ *1Mif.fidi ~ e r ~ ~U ~ 11
The Yajus: Verily, the Yajus is life (pralJa), for in life are all beings here united ("'1yuj).
United, indeed, are all beings for his supremacy, he wins co-union and co-status with the
Yajus, who knows this.
mlf

murr -&·mll mtrr ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

~ ~ : ~ *1M"i&idi ~ er ~ ~II~ II
The Saman : Verily, the Sa.man is life (prci!Ja), for in life are all beings here combined
(samyafici). Combined, indeed, are all beings here serving him for his supremacy, he wins
co-union and co-status with the Sa.man, who knows this.
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TheK~atra : Verily, rule is life (prcilJa), for verily, rule is life. Life protects dtra) one
from hurting (k1rn1Jitos). He attains a rule that needs no protection (a-tra), he wins co-union
and co-status with the K~atra, who knows this.

ifj~~j gi(~Ofl{
[In this Brahmal).a, the essence of GayatrI and its significance has been described]

d)fo-4~1c1a:~ W clT ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
~ orcr.g ~ ms'*41 ~~~II ~II

~f~<~futt

The sage while explaining the importance of the first food of Gayatri, says- bhu-mir
(earth), an-ta-ri-k..rn (interspace), dy-aur (sky)--eight syllables. Of eight syllables, verily, is
one line of the GayatrL And that [series], indeed, is that [line] of it. As much as there is in
the three worlds, so much indeed does he win who knows thus that line of it.

m~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t.11c1(1,(j ~

~ ~fi:r *114141?-rn1c1a.rnu.rn1a:m w
fcmr mct'.g ~ ms'*41 ~~~II ~II
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Rcal;l (verses), ya-jurh.ti (sacrificial formulas), sa-ma-ni (chants)-eight syllables. Of
eight syllables, verily, is one line of the GayatrI. And that [series], indeed, is that [line] of it.
As much as is this threefold knowledge, so much indeed does he win who knows thus that
line of it.

m

murrsirr.rr ccfR $~e1c1a:~ ~ cJT 'Q.cfi ~ ~ ~ ~ ~,c1R~
ol"Q ~ 1:ITS~ ~ ~ ~GIIUl¼I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 3qgqf< ~ ~ fw;rr ~
~ 1:ITS~ ~ ~ ~II~ II
Pra-JJa (in-breath), ap-a-na (out-breath), vy-a-na (diffused breath)---eight syllables. Of

eight syllables, verily, is one line of the Gayatri. And that [series], indeed, is that [line] of it.
As much breathing as there is here, so much indeed does he win who knows thus that line
of it.
That is its fourth, the slightly, foot, namely the one above-the-darksome who glows
yonder. This fourth is the same as the Turiy&. It is called the 'slightly (darsatam) foot,'
because it has come into sight (dadrse), as it were. And he is called 'above-the-darksome'
(paro-rajas), because he glows yonder far above everything darksome. Thus he glows with
luster and glory who knows thus that foot of it.
[The fourth foot of GayatrI too consist of eight letters. Its reference can be seen in 'Visvamitra
Kalpa' and the appreciating of ancient 'Sandhya' (sacrificial pray). It has been said in 'Upani~ad' that
only three feet of GayatrI are worth reciting while the fourth foot i.e. the 'Darsata' is worth feeling. It
is classified as Prorajasi-Asau-Adahom i.e. beyond the worldly matter or light everything here is the
Brahma in garb of the syllable Om. When the vibration of the breathing establish integrity with the
three feet, the devotee automatically starts feeling the fourth foot. This is the reason it is called
'Darsata'.]

~ i11~~af+4~~ ~ ~ Q(IN1fu siffirna1 a®~Ji "Slfufwt ~ ~ •
~
~ _ffl41tifuGHI.
fc1c1<;qH1~~ia1q6qG¥lq6q~ ~ ~ (<.IIG6qG¥lf"1@ m:m ~
~.g:1S1.41q ~ ~ ~ "Slfufwt "Sl1lJIT ~ ~ 'ffiSIT01' "Slfufwt ff(41i;lgil1M~ (-1~1~'111~ ~ ~
i11~~s!,11rtj si@rna1 m WIT ~ m mUTT ½ t1~10&1011~m ~ m a+q11(1~,., ;rn:r '(-1'
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This Gayatri is based upon that fourth, slightly foot, the one above-the-darksome. That
is based upon truth (satya). Verily, truth is sight, for verily, truth is sight. Therefore if now
two should come disputing, saying 'I have seen!' 'I have heard!' we should trust the one
who would say 'I have seen'.
Verily, that truth is based on strength (bala). Verily, strength is life (pra,:ia). It is based
on life. Therefore they say, 'Strength is more powerful than truth.'
Thus is that Gayatri based with regard to the Self (adhyatmam). It protects the houseservants. Verily, the house-servants are the vital breaths (pra,:ia). So it protects the vital
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breaths. Because it protects ("Vtra) the house-servants (gaya), therefore it is called Gayatri.
That Savitri stanza which one repeats is just this. For whomever one repeats it, it protects
his vital breaths.

~~

<-Hfct,i1q:tgi.iq.c11sc1i11:1g~aa.1~q:1t:q ~ -;:i- om gii!T('ll4,i1?ic1
~.11fct,i1q:1t:41t1R€! err al~eifctaf@c1 sira1J@'i1@ -;:i- tei- a$(J4,a, ~ ~ "SITT1"11t..11
Some recite this Savitri stanza as Anu~tubha meter, saying : 'The speech is Anu~tubha
meter. We recite the speech accordingly.' One should not do so. One should recite the
Savitri stanza as Gayatri meter. Verily, even if one who knows thus receives very much,
that is not at all in comparison)with one single line of the Gayatri.
[The Upani~ad accepts as 'Guru Mantra' (hymns taught by the teacher) to the GayatrI hymn with
its three feet consisting of 'GayatrI Cha1,19avala' eight alphabets. It, therefore, makes clear that it is
not appropriate to provide as 'Guru Mantra' or applied the sam~ way the GayatrI hymn with its
fourth foot or with other rhymes.]

~ ~ ~¼"ie+ncfii~Oll"@1J~h,11M\S~ Q,i'HSl\!flt qa_qi'?}illi:!,\!I ilici(llti 'SfeIT

4~1c1eira1J~i11~,s~ Q,aef~,ti qa_q,'?!4,a_14 41c1R~
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If one should receive these three worlds full, he would receive that first line of it [i.e.
the Gayatri]. If one should receive as much as is this three fold knowledge, he would
receive that second line of it. If one should receive as much as there is breathing here, he
would receive that third line of it. But that fourth (turlya), slightly foot, the one above-thedarksome, who glows yonder, is not obtainable by anyone whatsoever. When, pra:y, would
one receive so much!
[The sub-place of GiiyatrI has been given here. Sub-place is meant by psalms recited by going
near. Commonly, this hymn is recited by the proximate feeling with the great power of GiiyatrI. At
the higher position, when the breathing of devotee are cleaned to the extent, they attain the direct
touch of this power, the stage of sub-place then automatically is formed.]

~ ~ 11iij,Qf4cfiQc{\ firq-{\' · ~ ~~tQtlQi:!_f,(,I ~

QllH1~s~ m si,qRfu 'ti' fa&.11a,.g1c1t& ·ciifqT
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The veneration of it : 'O Gayatri, you are one-footed, two-foott;d, three-footed, fourfooted. You are without a foot, because you do not go afoot. You are without a foot,
because you do not go afoot. Adoration to your fourth, slightly foot, the one above-thedarksome! Let not so-and-so obtain such-and-such!' namely, the one whom one hates. Or,
'So-and-so- let not his wish propser!' Indeed, that wish is not prospered for him in regard
to whom one venerates thus. Or, 'Let me obtain such-and-such!'
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On this point, verily, Janaka, [king] of Vaideha, spoke as follows to BU<jila
Asvatarasvi: 'Ho! Now if you spoke of yourself thus as a knower of the GayatrI, how then
have you come to be an elephant and are carrying?'
'Because, great king, I did not know its mouth,' said he.
Its mouth is fire. Verily, indeed, even if they lay very much on a fire, it bums it all.
Even so one who knows this, although he commits very much evil, consumes it all and
becomes clean and pure, ageless·and immortal.

QJJ«~i
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A dying person's prayer
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With a golden vessel the Real's face is covered over. That do you, 0 Pii~an, uncover for
one whose law is the Real(satya-dharma) to see.
0 Nourisher (Pu 1rnn), the sole Seer, 0 Controller (Yama), 0 Sun, offspring of Prajapati,
spread forth your rays! Gather your brilliance! What is your fairest form-that of you I see.
He who is yonder, yonder Person (puru~a)-I myself am he!
[My] breath (vayu) to the immortal wind (anilam amrtam)! This body then ends in
ashes! Orn!
0 Purpose (kratu), remember! The deed (krta) remember! 0 Purpose, remember! The
deed remember!
0 Agni, by a goodly path to prosperity (rai) lead us, You god who knows all the ways!
Keep far from us crooked-going sin (enas)! most ample expression of adoration to you
would be render.
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The characteristic excellence of six bodily functions, and the value of the knowledge
thereof

if, -ar ~ ~ m·~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ci:rcmr "S1l1JTI ½~ ~ ~ ~ ~
~~~~~~~11~11
Om! Verily, he who knows the chiefest and best, becomes the chiefest and best of his
own [people].
Breath (praJJa), verily, is chiefest and best. He who knows this becomes the chiefest
and best of his own [people] and even of those of whom he wishes so to become.

if i -ar cJfuID ~ cm:rn:
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~~~~~~
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Verily, he who knows the most excellent becomes the most excellent of his own
[people].
Speech, verily, is the most excellent. He who knows this becomes the most excellent of
his own [people] and even of those of whom he wishes so to become.

if w-ar _ . ~ siRtRtaRt ~ siRtRtaRt .~ •

_. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ siRtRtaRt
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Verily, he who knows the firm basis (prati-..v.tha) has a firm basis (verb prathv!ha) on
even ground, has a firm basis on rough ground.
The Eye, verily, is a firm basis, for with the eye both on even ground and on rough
ground one has a firm basis. He has a firm basis on even ground, he has a firm basis on
rough ground, who knows this.

if w-ar ~ ~ m~ 'Q'W ct cfiTtj" ~ m -ar ~14aj)¾ ittt ~ ~ ~ :
m~ 'Q'W ct cfiTtj" ~ ~ ~ ~ll'lS'II
Verily, he who knows attainment-for him, indeed, is attained what wish he wishes.
The Ear, verily, is attainment, for in the ear all these Vedas are attained. The wish that
he wishes is attained for him who knows this.
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Verily, he who knows the abode becomes the abode of his own [people], an abode of
folk.
The Mind, verily, is an abode. He becomes an abode of his own [people], an abode of
folk, who knows this.
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~II~ II

Verily, he who knows procreation (prajati) procreates himself with progeny and cattle.
Semen, verily, is procreation. He procreates himself with progeny and cattle, who
knows this.

~~mun~~ fclc1~q1.:i1 ~ ;s:i~!i*<ioID~:
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These vital Breaths (pr{tJJa), disputing among themselves on self-superiority, went to
Brahma. Then they said: 'Which of us is the most excellent?'
Then he said : 'The one of you after whose going off this body is thought to be worse
off, he is the most excellent of you.'
cll~alihfilq m ~ Sll61.1Pff4lcilf.l i:&/.14~1cfid ~ ~,fctgft-1@ ~ ~~4\!llcfiMI ~
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Speech went off. Having remained away a year, it came back and said : 'How have you
been able to live without me?'
They said : 'As the dumb, not speaking with speech, but breathing with breath, seeing
with the eye, hearing with the ear, knowing with the mind, procreating with semen. Thus
have we lived.' Speech entered in.
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Then the eyes departed for a year out from the body. On its return, it said- "How did
you live without me." They said: 'As the blind, not seeing with the eye, but breathing with
breath, speaking with speech, hearing with the ear, knowing with the mind, procreating
with semen. Thus have we lived.' The eye entered in.
~ i)ilSfilq dfficl~( STI61.1Pklflciif.l f.61!jq~jcfid ~ ::ilfclgfqfu ~ ~~®I ~
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Then the ears departed after the eyes. They also lived out from the body for a year
asked on their return to other sensory organs- "How all of you did live without me?" The
sensory organs replied- 'As the deaf, not hearing with the ear, but breathing with breath,
speaking with speech, seeing with the eye, knowing with the mind, procreating with semen.
Thus have we lived.' The ear entered in.
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The Mind went off. Having remained away a year, it came back and said: 'How have
you been able to live without me?'
They said : 'As the stupid, not knowing with the mind, but breathing with breath,
speaking with speech, seeing with the eye, hearing with the ear, procreating with semen.
Thus have we lived.' The mind entered in.
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After the mind, the semen also departed out from the body. It also did returned after a
year and asked the others on return- "How did you live in my absence?" The sensory
organs replied- "As the impotent person inspite of crippled in reproducing the children
lives on breathing, speech, eyes, ears and the mind, we also lived the same." Hearing this
the semen again took its place in the body.
3M & 'SITU'f 366Nl4"4\?.II qt;i~t;~: ~ : Q(Cli~l~i'!iaj~~~cj~ ~tjq1.:si1011-ct-ic1c1t ~ ~
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Then Breath was about to go off. As a large fine horse of the Indus-land might pull up
the pegs of his foot-tethers together, thus indeed did it pull up those vital breaths together.
They said: 'Sir, go no off! Verily, we shall not be able to live without you!'
'If such I am, make me an offering'. 'So be it.'
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Speech said : 'Verily, wherein I am the most excellent, therein are you the most
excellent.'
The eye said- 'Verily, wherein I am a firm basis, therein are you a firm basis,'
The ear said- 'Verily, wherein I am attainment, therein are you attainment,'
The mind said- 'Verily, wherein I am an abode, therein are you an abode,'
The semen said- 'Verily, wherein I am procreation, therein are you procreation,'
'If such I am, what is my food? what is my dwelling?'
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'Whatever there is here, even to gods, worms, crawling and flying insects-that is your
food. Water isyour dwelling.'
Verily, what is not. food is not eaten;
knows that [i.e. water] as the food (anna)
versed in sacred learning (srotriya), when
eaten, they take a sip. So, indeed, they
(anagna).

what is not food is not taken by him who thus
of breath (ana). Those who know this, who are
they are about to eat, take a sip; after they have
think they make that breath (ana) not naked
*

~ ij;litl]Ui'{
The .course of the soul in its incarnations
~ err ~ : QiftMF1i qf<qa_q1'11~M · ~ amf111lf ~ ~ qfo:11<~q1oi
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Svetaketu, son of Arw;ii visited at the conference of Paficalas and appeared before
'Pravahai:ia', the son of Jaivala who was enjoying the services of his servants; Looking at
'Pravahai:ia', Svetaketu addressed him with the words- "O young man! He replied- "Wl:iat
do you want (Bho)?" Pravahai:ia raised a question.:.... 'Have you been instructed by your
father?' Svetaketu replied- "Yes!".
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'Know you how people here, on deceasing, separate in different directions?'
'No,' said he.
'Know you how they come back again to this world?' 'No,' said he.
'Know you why yonder world is not filled up with the many who continually thus go
hence?' 'No,' said he.
'Know you in which oblation that is offered the water becomes the voice of a person,
rises up, and speaks?' 'No', said he.
'Know you the access of the path leading to the gods, or of the one leading to the
fathers? By doing what, people go to the path of the gods or of the fathers? For we have
heard the word of the seer : Two paths, I've heard-.the one that lea1s_ to/athers, and one that leads to gods-belong
to mortals.
·..
By these two, every moving thing here travels, that is between the Father and the
Mother.'
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'Not a single one of them do I know,' said he.
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Then he addressed him with an invitation to remain. Not respecting the invitation to
remain, the boy ran off. He went to his father. He said to him: 'Verily, aforetime you have
spoken of me, sir, as having been instructed!'
'How now, wise one?'
'Five questions a fellow of the princely class· (rajanya-bandhu) has asked me. Not a
single one of them do I know.'
·
'What are they?'
'These'-and he repeated the topics.
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He said : 'You should know me, my dear, as such, that whatsoever I myself know, I
have told all to you. But, come! Let us go there and take up studentship.'
'Go yourself, sir.'
So Gautama went forth to where [the place] of Pravahal),a Jaibali was.
He brought him a seat, and had water brought; so he made him a respectful welcome.
Then he said to him : 'A boon we offer to the honourable Gautama!'
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The father of Svetaketu replied- 'The boon acceptable to me is this :-.:.Pray tell me the
word which you spoke in the presence of the young man.'
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King Pravahal),a said- "O Gautama! that is among divine boons. Mention [one] of
human boons.'
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Then he said: 'It is well known that I have a full share of gold, of cows and horses, of
females ·slaves, of rugs, of apparel. Be not ungenerous toward me, Sir, in regard to that
which is the abundant, the infinite, the unlimited.'
'Then, verily, 0 Gautama, you should seek in the usual manner'.'
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'I come to you, sir, as a pupil!' With [this] word, verily, indeed, men aforetime came as
pupils. So with the acknowledgement of coming as a pupil he remained.
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The king said- "O Gautama! 'As truly as this knowledge has never heretofore dwelt
with any Brahman (brahmm;a) whatsoever, so truly may not you and your grandfathers
injure us. But I will tell it to you, for who is able to refuse you when you speak thus!' He
continued (iti).
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'Yonder world, verily, is a sacrificial fire, 0 Gautama. The sun, in truth, is its fuel; the
light-rays, the smoke; the day, the flame; the quarters of heaven, the coals; the intermediate
quarters, the sparks. In this fire the gods offer faith (sraddha). From this oblation King
Soma arises.
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A rain-cloud, verily, is a sacrificial fire, 0 Gautama. The year, in truth, is its fuel; the
thunder-clouds, the smoke; the lightning, the flame; the thunder-bolts, the coals; the hailstones, the sparks. In this fire the gods offer King Soma. From this oblation rain arises.
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This world, verily, is a sacrificial fire, 0 Gautama. The earth, in truth, is its fuel; fire,
the smoke; night, the flame; the moon, the coals; the stars, the sparks. In this fire the gods
offer rain. From this oblation food arises.
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Man (puru,sa), verily, is a sacrificial fire, 0 Gautama. The open mouth, verily, is its
fuel; breath (pra,:Ia), the smoke; speech, the flame; the eye, the coals; the ear, the sparks. In
this fire the gods offer food. From this oblation semen arises.
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Woman, verily, is a sacrificial fire, 0 Gautama. The sexual organ, in truth, is its fuel;
the hairs, the smoke; the vulva, the flame; when on inserts, the coals; the feelings of
pleasure, the sparks. In this oblation the gods offer semen. From this oblation a person
(purutra) arises. He lives as long as he lives. Then when he dies, they carry him to the fire.
His fire, in truth, becomes the fire, fuel, the fuel; smoke, the smoke; flame, the flame; coals,
the coals; sparks, the sparks. In this fire the gods offer a person (puru 1m). From this obaltion
the man arises, having the colour of light.
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Those who know this, and those too who in the forest truly worship (upasate) faith
(sraddha), pass into the flame [of the cremation-fire]; from, the flame, into the day; from
the day, into the half month of the waxing moon; from the half month of the waxing moon,
into the six months during which the sun moves northward; from these months, into the
world of the gods (deva-loka); from the world of the gods, into the sun; from the sun, into
the lightning-fire. A Person (puru.ya) consisting of mind (manasa) goes to those regions of
lightning and conducts them to the Brahma-worlds. In those Brahma-worlds they dwell for
long extents. Of these there is no return.
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But they who by sacrificial offering, charity, and austerity conquer the worlds, pass into
the smoke [of the cremation-fire]; from the smoke, into the night; from the night, into the
half month of the waning moon; from the half month of the waning moon, into the six
months during which the sun moves southward; from those months, into the world of the
fathers; from the world of the fathers, into the moon. Reaching the moon, they become
food. There the gods-as they say to King Soma, "Increase! Decrease!"- even so feed
upon them there. When that passes away from them, then they pass forth into this space;
from space, into air; from air, into rain; from rain, into the earth. On reaching the earth they
become food. Again they are offered in the fire of man. Then they are born in the fire of
woman. Rising up into the world, they cycle round again thus.
But those who know not these two ways, become crawling and flying insects and
whatever there is here that bites.'
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Incantation and ceremony for the attainment of a great wish
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Whoever may wish, 'I would attain something great!' in the northern course of the sun,
on an auspicious day of the half month of the waxing moon, having performed the Upasad
ceremony for. twelve days, having collected in a disll of the wood of the sacred fig-tree
(udumbara), or in a cup, all sorts of herbs including fruits, having swept around, having
smeared around, having built up a fire, having strewn it around, having prepared the melted
butter according to rule, having compounded the mixed potion under a male star, he makes
an oblation, saying : 'However many gods in you, All-knower, adversely slay desires of a person,
To them participation I here offer! Let them, pleased, please me with all desires! Hail!
Whoever lays herself adverse, and says, "I the deposer am!"
To you, 0 such appeasing one, with stream of ghee I sacrifice. Hail!'
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'To the chiefest, hail! To the best, hail!' he makes an oblation it,1 the fire, and pours off
the remainder in the mixed potion. A Hail to breath (pral')a).
'To the most excellent, hail!' he makes an oblation in the fire and pours off the
remainder in the mixed potion. A Hail to speech!
'To the firm basis, hail!' - he makes an oblation in the fire and pours off the remainder
in the mixed potion. A Hail to the eye!
'To attainment, hail!' he makes an oblation in the fire and pours off the remainder in
the mixed potion. A Hail to the ear!
'To the abode, hail! '-he makes an oblation in the fire and pours off the remainder in
the mixed potion. A Hail to the mind!
'To procreation, hail!' ~he makes an oblation in the fire and pours off the remainder in
the mixed potion .. A Hail to the semen!
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Thus he makes an oblation in the fire and pours off the remainder in the mixed potion.
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'To Agni (fire), hail!'-he makes an oblation in the fire and pours off the remainder in
the mixed potion.
'To Soma, hail!,- -he make an oblation in the fire and pours off the remainder in the
mixed potion.
'O E.arth (bhar), hail!' -he makes an oblation in the fire and pours off the remainder in
the mixed potion.
'O Atmosphere (bhuvas), hail!' -he makes an oblation in the· fire and pours off the
remainder in the mixed potion.
'O Sky (svar), hail!' -he makes an oblation in the fire and pours off the remainder in
the mixed potion.
'O Earth, Atmosphere, and Sky, hail!' -he makes an oblation in the fire and pours off
the remainder in the mixed potion.
'To the Brahmanhood, hail!' -he makes an oblation in the fire and pours off the
remainder in the mixed potion.
'To the K~atrahood, hail!' -he makes an oblation in the fire and pours off the
remainder in the mixed potion.
'To the past, hail!' -he makes an oblation in the fire and pours off the remainder in the
mixed potion.
'To the future, hail!' -he makes an oblation in the fire and pours off the remainder in
the mixed potion.
'To everything, hail!' -he makes an oblation in the fire and pours off the remainder in
the mixed potion.
'To the All, hail!' -he makes an oblation in the fire and pours off the remainder in the
mixed potion·.
'To Prajapati, hail!' ~he makes an oblation in the fire and pours off the remainder in
the mixed potion.
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Then he touches it, saying : 'You are the moving. You are the glowing. You are the
full. You are· the steadfast. You are the sole resort. You are the sound hin. You are the Loud
Chant (udgrtha). You are the chanting. You are that which is proclaimed. You are that
which is proclaimed in the antiphon. You are the flaming in the moist. You are the
pervading. You are surpassing. You are food. You are light. You are destruction: You are
the despoiler.'
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Then he raises it, saying : 'You think. Think of your greatness! He is, indeed, king and
ruler and overlord. Let the king and ruler make me overlord.'
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Then he takes a sip, saying : 'On this choice [glory] of Savita-this sweetness, winds for pious manThis sweetness, too, the streams pour forth. Sweet-filled for us let be the herbs!
· To Earth (bhar), hail!
· [On this choice] glory of the god let us meditate.' Sweet be the night and morning
glows! Sweet be the atmosphere of earth!
And sweet the Heaven-father (dyaus pita) be to us! To Atmosphere (bhuvas), hail!
And may he himself inspire our thoughts! The tree be full of sweet for us! And let the
sun be full of sweet! Sweet-filled the cows become for us! To the Sky (svar), hail!'
He repeats all the Savitri Hymn and all the 'Sweet-verses,' and says : 'May I indeed
become this world-all! 0 Earth (bhur) and Atmosphere (bhuvas) and Sky (svar)! Hail!'
Finally; having taken a sip, having washed his hands, he lies down behind the fire, head
eastward, In the morning he worships the sun, and says.: 'Of the quarters of heaven you are
the one lotus-flower! May I of men become the one lotus-flower!'
Then he goes back the same way that he came, and seated behind the fire, mutters the
Line of Tradition (varhsa).
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.Thi~, indeed, did Uddalaka AruQ.i tell to his pupil Vajasaneya Yajfiavalkya, and say :
'Even if one should pour this on a dry stump, branches would be produced and leaves
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would spring forth.'
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This, indeed, did Vajasaneya Yajfiavalkya tell to his pupil Madhuka Paingya, and say :
'Even if one should pour this on a dry stump, branches would be produced and leaves
would spring forth.
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This, indeed, did Madhuka Paingya tell to his pupil Cula Bhagavitti, and say : 'Even if
one should pout this on a dry stump, branches would be produced and leaves would spring
forth.'
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This, indeed, did Cula Bhagavitti tell to his pupil Janaki AyasthCn)a, and say : 'Even if
one should pour this on a dry stump, branches would be produced and leaves would spring
forth.'
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This, indeed, did Janaki Ayasthul)a tell to his pupil Satyakama Jabala, and say : 'Even
if one should pour this on a dry stump, branches would be produced and leaves would
spring forth.'
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This, indeed, did Satyakama Jabala tell to his pupils, and say: 'Even if one should pour
this on a dry stump, branches would be produced and leaves would spring forth.'
One should not tell this to one who is not a son or to one who is not a pupil.
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Fourfold is the wood of the sacred fig-tree [in the ceremony] : the spoon (sruva) is of
the wood of the sacred fig-tree; the cup is of the wood of the sacred fig-tree; the fuel is of
the wood of the sacred fig-tree; the two mixing-sticks are of the wood of the sacred fig-tree.
There are ten cultivated grains [used] : rice and barley, sesamum and beans, millet and
panic, and wheat, and lentils, and pulse, and vetches. These, when they have been ground,
one sprinkles with curdled milk, honey, and ghee; and one makes an oblation oi' melted
butter.
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In this Brahmal)a, the reproduction process, the basis of the world of living-organisms,
is highlighted. According to the R~i, this whole universe is like offering or full of offerings,
therefore the reproduction process that always maintains the dynamicity of the cycle of this
universe is also a part and parcel of the offerings which should be properly administered.
This part therefore is worth understanding and practising by taking in consideration the
reproduction process also a kind of offering.
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[Incantations and ceremonies for procreation]
Vetily, of created things here earth is the essence; of earth, water; of water, plants; of
plants, flowers; of flowers, fruits; of fruits, man (puru 1sa); of man, semen.
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Prajapati ('Lord of creatures') bethought himself: 'Come, let me provide him a firm
basis!' So he created wonian. When he had created her, he revered her below. Therefore
one should revere woman below. He stretched out for himself that stone which projects.
With that he impregnated her:
The R~i while describing the components of the reproduction offering giving birth to
the divine man says~
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Her lap is a sacrificial altar; her hairs, the sacrificial grass; her skin, the soma-press.
The two labia of the vulva are the fire in the middle. Verily, indeed, as great as in the world
of him who sacrifices with the Vajapeya ('Strength-libation') sacrifice, so great is the world
of him who practises sexual intercourse, knowing this; he turns.the good deeds of women to
himself. But he who practises sexual intercourse without knowing this-women turn his
good deeds unto themselves.
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[The person who engages him in cohesion abiding by the prescribed rules in order to fulfill the
necessity of reproduction after having a knowledge of this reproduction offering, usually attains the
fruit of such offering but the man not able to control his lust if engages him in the cohesion, the rules
are infringed and he thus losses the fruit of his deed.]
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This, verily, indeed, it was that Uddalaka ArutJ.i knew when he said :-.
This, verily, indeed, it was that Kumaraharita knew when he said : 'Many mortal men,
Brahmal)as by descent, go forth from this world, impotent. and devoid of merit, namely
those who practise sexual intercourse without knowing this.'
[If] even this much semen is spilled, whether of one asleep or of one awake,
then he should touch it, or [without touching] repeat:'What semen has ofniine to earth been spit now,
Whatever to herb has flowed, whatever to waterThis very semen I reclaim! Again to me let vigor come! Again, my strength; again, my
glow! Again the altars and the fire be found in their accustomed place!'
Having spoken thus, he should take it with ring-finger and thumb, and rub it on
between his breasts or his eye-brows.
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Now, if one should see himself in water, he should recite over it the formula : 'In me be
vigor, power, beauty, wealth, merit!'
This, verily, indeed, is loveliness among women: when she has removed the clothes of
her impurity. Therefore when she has removed the clothes of her impurity and is beautiful,
one should approach and invite her.
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If she should not grant him his desire, he should bribe her. If she still does not grant
him his desire, he should hit her with a stick or with his hand, and overcome her, saying :
'With power, with glory I take away your glory!' Thus she becomes inglorious.
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If she should yield to him, he says : 'With power, with glory
they two become glorious.
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give you glory!' Thus
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The woman whom one may desire with the thought, 'May she enjoy love with me!'
after inserting the member in her, joining mouth with mouth, and stoking her lap, he should
mutter:-
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'You that from every limb are come, that from the heart are generate,
You are the essence of the limbs! Distract this woman here in me, as if by poisoned
arr~w pierced!'
~ 41fih@il
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Now, the woman whom one may desire with the thought, 'may she not conceive
offspring!' -after inserting th~ member in her and joining mouth with mouth, he should
first inhale, then exhale, and say : 'With power, with semen, I reclaim the semen from you!'
Thus she comes to be without seed.
~ 41Mi0$ttd@ cH4iit'1J f.nw;t ~ ~· tjei1t11fusi1041q1.:t:u('«~o1 ~ ~
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Now, the woman whom one may desire with the thought, 'May she conceive!' -after
inserting the member in her and joining mouth with mouth, he should first exhale, then
inhale, and say : 'With power, with semen, I deposit semen in you!' Thus she becomes
pregnant.
[In the above hymns, first breathing and then breathing~in is suggested for non-conceiving and
first breathing-in and then breathing is suggested for conceiving. It seems that the teachers perhaps
would have made their pupils to exercise the same during ancient period.]
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Now, if one's wife have a paramour, and she hates him, let him put fire in an
unannealed vessel, spread out a row of reed arrows in inverse order, and therein sacrifice in
inverse order those reed arrows, their heads smeared with ghee, saying : 'You have made a libation in my fire! I take away your in-breath and out-breath
(pra,:iapanau )-you, so-and-so!
You have made a libation in my fire! I take away your sons and cattle-you, so-and-so!
You have made a libation in my fire! I take away your sacrifices and meritorious
deeds-you,so-and-so!
You have made a libation in my fire! I take away your hope and expectation-you, soand-so!'
Verily, he whom a Brahmal}.a who knows this curses-he departs from this world
impotent and devoid of merit. Therefore one should not desire dalliance with the spouse of
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a person learned in sacred lore (srotriya) who knows this, for indeed he who knows this
becomes superior.
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Now, when the monthly sickness comes upon anyone's wife, for three days she should
not drink from a metal cup, nor put on fresh clothes. Neither a low-caste man nor a lowcaste woman should touch her. At the end of the three nights she should bathe and should
have rice threshed.
[The woman should avoid from excess heat and cold as also labour in course of menstruation so
that the physical energy could properly clear the menstrual t1ow. Balanced diet and movements
should also be followed. On·'. expiry of three days,· she may start her common routine.]
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In case one wishes, 'that a white son be born to me! that he be able to repeat a Veda!
that he attain the full length of life!' -theyJwo should have rice cooked with milk and
should eat it prepared with ghee, They two are likely to beget [him].
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Now, in case one wishes, 'That a tawny son with reddish-brown eyes be born to me!
that he be able to recite two Vedas! that he attain the full length of life!' they two should
have rice cooked with sour milk and should eat it prepared with ghee. They two are likely
to beget [him].
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Now, in case one wishes, 'That aswarthy son with red eyes be born to me! that he be
able to repeat three Vedas! that he attain the full length of life!' -they two should have
rice boiled with water and should eat it prepared with ghee. They two are likely to beget
[him].
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Now, in case one wishes, 'That a learned (pa~<!,ita) daughter be born to me! that she
attain the full length of life!' -they two should have rice boiled with sesame and should
eat it prepared with ghee. They two are likely to beget [her].
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Now, in case one wishes, 'That a son, learned, famed, a frequenter of councilassemblies, a speaker of discourse desired to be heard, be born to me! that he be able to
repeat all the Vedas! that he attain the full length of life!' -·they two should have rice
boiled with meat and should eat it prepared with ghee. They two are likely to beget (him],
with meat, either veal or beef.
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Now, toward morning, having prepared m~lted butter in the manner of the Sthalipaka,
he takes of the Sthalipaka and makes a libation, saying : 'To Agni, hail! To Anumati, hail!
To the god Savitri ('Erilivener,' the Sun), 'whose is true procreation (satya-prasava), hail!'
Having made the libation, he takes and eats. Having eaten, he offers to the other [i.e. to
her]. Having washed his hands, he fills a vessel with water ahd therewith sprinkles her
thrice, saying : ' Arise from hence, Visvavasu!
Some other choicer maiden seek!
This wife together with her lord-'

~sii)gqf?ii m ~ m (qqf4iils~ ij1q1gqf?ii · ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ·
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Then he comes to her and says : 'This man (ama) am I; that woman (sa), you! That woman, you; this man am I! I am
the Sainan; you, the Rg! I am the heaven; you, the earth!
Come, let us two together clasp! together let us semen mix, a male, a son for to
procure!'
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Then he spreads apart her thighs, saying : 'Spread yourselves apart, heaven and earth!'
Inserting the member in her and joining mouth with mouth, he strokes her three times as the
hair lies, saying : ' Let Vi~l)U make the womb prepared!
Let Tva~tri shape the various forms!
Prajapati-let him pour in!
Let Dhatri place the germ for you!
0 Sinivali, give the germ;.
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0 give the germ, you broad-tressed dame!
Let the Twin Gods implace you germThe Asvins, crowned with lotus-wreaths!
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With twain attrition-sticks of gold the Asvfo Twins twirl forth a flame;
This such a germ we beg for you, in the tenth month to be brought forth.
As earth contains.the
germ of Fire (agni),
as heaven. is pregnant with the Storm (indra),
I
.
As of the points of Wind (va.vu) is germ, even so a germ I place in you, So-and-so!'
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When she is about to bring forth, he sprinkles her with water, saying : 'Like as the wind does agitate a lotus-pond on every side, so also let your fetus stir.
Let it come with its chorion.
This fold oflndra's has been made with barricade enclosed around.
0 Indra, cause him to come forth-the after-birth along with babe!'
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When [the son] is born, he [i.e. the father] builds up a fire, places him on his lap,
mingles ghee and coagulated milk in a metal dish, and makes an oblation, ladling out of the
mingled ghee and coagulated milk, and saying :_:
'In this son may I be increased, and have a thousand in mine house!
May nothing rob his retinue of offspring or of animals! Hail!
This vital powers (prd1J,a) which arejn me, my mind, I offer in you. Hail!
What in this rite I overdid, or what I have here scanty madeLet Agni, wise, the Prosperer, make fit and good our sacrifice! Hail!'
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Then he draws down to the child's right ear and says 'Speech! Speech!' three times.
Then he mingles coagulated milk, honey, and ghee and feeds [his son] out of a gold [spoon]
which is not placed within [with mouth], saying : 'I place in you Bhar! I place in you
Bhuvas! I place in your Svar! Bhar, Bhuvas, Svar - everything I place in you!'
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Then he gives him a name, saying : 'You are Veda.' So this becomes his secret name .
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Then he presents him to the mother and offers the breast, saying : 'Your breast which is unfailing and refreshing,
Wealth-'bearer, treasure-finder, rich bestower,
With ~hich you nourish all things esteemedGive it here, 0 Sarasvati, to suck from.'
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Then he addresses the child's mother:'You are Ila, of the lineage of Mitra and Varul)a!

0 heroine! She has borne a hero!
Continue to be such a woman abounding in heroesShe who has made us abound in a hero!'
Of such a son, verily, they say: 'Ah; you have gone beyond your father! Ah, you have
. gone beyond your grandfather!'
Ah, he reaches the highest pinnacle of splendour, glory and sacred knowledge who is
born as the son of a Brahman who knows this!
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The tradition of teachers in the Vijasaneyi school
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Now the progeny of the saints well-known to Brahma is described. The son of
Pautima~i obtained education from the son of Katyayani, the son of Katyayani from the son
of Gautami, the son of Gautami from the son of Bharadvaji, the son of Bharadvaji from the
son of Parasari, the son of Parasari from Aupasvasti, the son of Aupasvasti from the son of
Parasari; the son of Parasari from the son of Katyayani, the son of Katyayani from the son
of Kausiki, the .son of Kausiki from the son of A.Iambi and the son of Vaiyaghrapadi, the
son ofVaiyaghrapadi from the son of Kanvi and the son of Kapi. The son of Kapi from the
son of Atreyi, the son of Atreyi from the son of Gautami, the son of Gautami from the son
of Bharadvaji, the son of Bharadvaji from the son of Parasari, the son of Parasari from the
son of Vatsi, the son of Vatsi from the son of Parasari, the son of Parasari from the son of
VarkaflllJ.i, the son of VarkaflllJ.i from the son of Artabhagi, the son of ArtabhagI from the
son of Saurigi, the son of Saurigi from the son of Sanlqti, the son of Saniqti from the son of
Aiambayani, the son of Aiambayani from the son of A.Iambi, the son of.A.Iambi .from the
son of Jayanti, the son of Jayanti from the son of MaQc,ltikayani, the son of MaQc,ltikayani
from the son of MaQc,ltiki, the son of MaQc,liiki from the son of SaQc,lili, the son of SaQc,lili
from the son of Rathitari, the son of Rathitari from the son of Bhaiuki, the son of Bhaiuki
from the two sons of the Krauftciki, the two sons of Krauficiki from the son of Vaidabhrti,
the son of Vaidabhrti from the son of Karsakeyi, the son of Karsakeyi from Pracinayogi,
Pracinayogi from the son of Safijivi, the son of Safijivi from the son of Asurivasi Pra~Qi, the
son of Pra~I,li from Asuraya:Q.a and the AsurayaQa obtained the education from the Asuri.
Thereafter Asuri obtained education from Yajfiavaikya, Yajfiavaikya from Uddaiaka,
Uddaiaka from Aru:Q.a, A.ru:Q.a from Upavesi, Upavesi from Kusri, Kusri from Vajasravas,
Vajasravas from Jihvavan Badhyoga, Jihvavan Badhyoga from Asita Var~aga:Q.a, Asita
Var~aga:Q.a from Harita Kasyapa, Harita Kasyapa from Silpa Kasyapa, Silpa Kasyapa from
Naidhruvi Kasyapa, Naidhruvi Kasyapa from Vak, Vak from Ari:J.bhiQi and Ambhi:Q.i
obtained education from Aditya. The hymns of Sukla Yajurveda conferred by Aditya too
are propagated by Vajasaneya Yajfiavaikya.
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Only a clan is existed till Sanjivi. Thereafter the son of Sanjivi obtained knowledge
from MiiIJ.Qflkayani, MaQ<;iflkayani from. MaQ<;iavya, MaIJ.gavya from Kautsa, Kautsa from
Mahitthi, Mahitthi from Vamakak~iiyaQa, Vamak~ayaQa from SiiIJ.gilya, SaQ<;iilya from
Vatsya, Vatsya from Kusri; Kusri from Yajfiavacas Rajastambayana, Yajfiavacas
Rajastambayana from Turakava~eya, Turakava~eya from Prajapati and Prajapati obtained
knowledge from the .Brahma. Brahma is the Self-existent (svayam-bhu). Adoration to
Brahma!
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11. SVETASVATARA-UPANI~AD

~
This Upani~ad falls under the branch of Kr~1,1a Yajurveda. There are six chapters in it. The
ground reason for the genesis of this world has been asked in its first chapter. It h~s been described
here that in case, the position looms in dark even if a long discussion made, the creation on the basis
of perception through meditation is a cycle and a particular flow respectively. The root element, the
necessity to know the element of supreme soul, its significance and the nature of living-organism, the
nature and the god as also the supreme soul, -the enjoyer and the enjoyable etc. divisions has been
clearly discussed. Finally a penance by reciting Om has been suggested. It has been said that the Om
like the oil makes apparent the element of supreme soul residing in the region of heart. The second
chapter pertains to the 'Dhyana Yoga' (meditation) and the 'Sadhana' (penance). The significance of
meditation has been made properly worth understanding. Its method and procedure, Pra1,1ayama
(breathing control), the place, etc., rules and the symptoms_ of progress also made visible in this
chapter. Salutation is conveyed to the supreme element by explaining command on the five elements
through penance under 'Yoga' and the measures making apparent the element of Brahma from the
element of soul. In the third an~ fourth chapter, the topics like the gcnesis of the world, the
omnipresence of this supreme entity of soul competent to generate, to maintain. and to destroy and the
significance of reckoning with this has been described. He has been told the greatest, beyond
comparison and the minutest, competent to do everything, without the sensory organs still residing in
the castle holding the nine doors. To explain easily the position of living soul and the supreme soul,
an example of tl1e two words on the same branch has been referred. An impetus is given to know the
illusions and their creator and the significance of his knowledge has been elaborated. Finally the
creator of illusion has been prayed for emancipation.
In the chapter fifth and the sixth, the eccentricity of the learning, ignorance and the administrator
of them i.e. the supreme soul has been to_ld and suggestions have been forwarded to follow the
knowledge embedded_ in upani~ad whose contemplation's lead to this supreme soul. Again the
various movements of the living soul according to the deeds performed, uncountable species (Y oni),
they obtain has been described alongwith the measures for exonerating from them. The cause for
universe has been described the supreme element of soul instead of the inert nature (Pralqti). The
omnipresence and omnipotence of the supreme soul has been proved clearly by suggesting to resort
the meditation, worship and the yoga related to knowledge. Finally, an instruction has been given
with effect that this learning (Vidya) should be given orily to its eligible person who can follow with
letter and spirit.
·
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Chapter-1
Conjectures concerning the First Cause
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ijSi@BI: I

31filff:i:Sttl: ~ 'ff©dl!l ~ iil81fci<{l &lcl~l'(ll~II
Discourses or Brahman (brahma-v<idin) say:What is the cause? Brahmari? Whence are we born?
Whereby do we live? And on what are we established?
Overruled by whom; in pains and pleasures,
Do we live our various conditions, 0 you theologians (brahmavid)?

~= ~lei\ Rll@4cti01 ··~ 'llWr: ~·~~I
~ ~ '::f ~ ! ~ : ~ : 11~·11
Time(kcila), or inherent nature (sva~bhava), or necessity (niyati), or chance (yadrcchti),
Or the elements (bhilta), or a [female] womb (yoni), or a [male] person (puru.ya) are to
be considered [as the cause];
Not a combination of these,because of the existence of the soul (atman).
The soul certainly is impotent over the cause of pleasure and pain.

~ 9.41"1~.(Pii~pldl 31Q~ll<cltffl~lffii ~!]~f.i•£iAl'(I
cf: <61<011Pt

Plf$Mtf:t 'd1f:r cfilMkqgffi1~filRta~c6: 11~ 11

Those who followed after meditation (dhyana) and abstraction (yoga)
Saw the self-power (titma-sakti) of God (deva) hidden in his own qualities (gu~a).
He is the One who rules over all these causes, from 'time' to 'the soul'.
[The recognition of Brahman cannot be possible on mere discussion but it is the sensitivity of the
soul under the meditation that penetrates the cover of properties and it only enables .to realise the
supreme eleinent. J

dflcfi~fir ~

ffl~~li,ij ~

fct~l@Sl('ll(IN: I

am;: ~~*'~cfiQl~i ~ f@ffi:t~cfiq\t;'(ll~II
We understand him [as a wheel] with one felly, with a triple tire,
With sixteen end-parts, fifty spokes, twenty counter-spokes,
· With six sets of eights, whose one rope is manifold,
Which has three different paths, whose one illusion (moha) has two conditioning
causes.
[The complete pattern of arrangement to this universe has been described in the from ofa wheel,
the nemi is meant for the periphery (the Prakrti) that fastens the wheel and three circles are meant for
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the three properties i.e. Satva, Rajas and Tamas. Sixteen arts are the joint of the periphery from the
beginning to the end.. These have been described in the fourth and fifth hymn under the sixth question
as contemplated in the 'Prasnopani~ad'. The fifty columns (Arc) are the contradiction, powerlessness,
satiation etc. fifty prefixes. Similarly, the attitudes of heart (feeling) has been classified into fifty
forms and the twenty other auxiliary columns are the ten sensory organs, five subjects and five
breathings. It is not clear that which has been said 'A~taka' in the .wheel. Further, each out of these
six have eight kinds which are the nature, the marrow (Dhatu) in the body, axioms, spirits, divine
species and the specific merits. The three routes are performing great deeds, committing crimes and
acquiring knowledge while two objectives are the good deeds and the evils respectively. All these are
revolving around the nucleus of attachment.]

Q;j:eflffi'! Q:i411~c:lcF,li Q;jSUOTif4 Q\i~4illR~~l'(I
Q\ilcldf ~:<si,tl~'li Q\iM~i Q\iQctfq~')q:11~ 11
We understand him as a river of five streams from five sources, impetuous and
crooked, whose waves are the five vital breaths, whose original source is fivefold
perception {buddhi),
With five whirlpools, an impetuous flood of fivefold ·misery, divided into five
distresses, with five branches.

ijclN11~ ijchi~

~ d~~«I ~ ~ I

~14' llf¥.1T.l ·itftnt· "q 'f«e1T ~ IH-dd ~ 4I'3M:I 'I@ II GII
In this which vital all things, which appears in aHlhings, the GreatIn this Brahma-wheel the soul (harhsa) flutters about,
Thinking that itself (atmanam) and the Actuator are different.
When favoured by Him, it attains immortality. ,;

aroa?iaN<4 9 ~ affi:le;i~ '§S1@a1~ "qi
~ ~ij]fct~ fclfc{tci i ~ ~ 'ffiQ'U ~tR!i'ffi•: 11\911
This has been sung as the supreme Brahma.

In it there is a triad. It is the firm support, the Imperishable.
By knowing what is therein; Brahma-knowers become merged in Brahma, intent
thereon, liberated from the womb [i.e. from rebirth].

~

"q

oQ'ffiloQ'ffi ~ ~ : I

~~~~~ ij;§q1~:lltll
That which is joined together as perishable and imperishable,
As manifest and unnianifest- the Lord (isa, Potentate) supports it all.
Now; without the Lord the soul (atman) is bound, because of being an enjoyer;
Byknown God (deva) one ;s released from all fette~s.
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Wcfil ~ I

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ iii@?li'iq_ll~ II
There are two unborn ones : the knowing [Lord] and the unknowing [individual soul],
the Omnipotent and the impotent.
She [i.e. nature, Pralqti], too, is unborn, who is connected with the e11joyer and objects
of enjoyment.
Now, the soul (atman) is infinite, universal, inactive.
When one finds out this triad, that is Brahman.

8:rt Sl~H4~i'II~ ~:

8:Hlf4Filct1~lfl ·~~:I

~Hle.ll'l1-ih1fcl1-llcll"~~'cll.fl ffl41t.llR~Rt: II ~o II

What is perishable, is Primary Matter (pradhana}. What is immortal and imperishable,
is Hara(the 'Bearer,' the soul).
Over both the perishable and the soul the One God (deva) rules.
By meditation upon Him, by union with Him, and by entering into His being.
More and more, there is finally cessation from every illusion (maya-nivrtti).

~ ~ ijcfQl~IIQ~(R:

zj,,h:

cWl~'Jf.tj~~Sl~ifol: I

~ ~ ~ ~ am:rcfil'4': 11 ~~II
By knowing God (deva), one becomes free from all bonds, with distresses destroyed,
there is cessation of birth and death.
By meditating upon Him there is a third stage at the dissolution of the body, even
universal lordship; being absolute (kevala), his desire is satisfied.

~ Rftl?lc1k4tj~

-;:rnf:

'4't c\Raai ~ ~ 1

fi mn.i' ffldrt ~ t«qT ~ 'Sl1'ili ~ iii@?ldq_ll~~II
, ~ ~ t .. Etemal should be known as present in the self (atmasamstha). Truly there is
nothing higher than that to be known.
When one recognizes the enjoyer, the object of enjoyment and the universal Actuator,
all has been said. This is the three fold Brahman.

~ 41R'li'I¼ ~ ~ ~ ~
"fr

fMfi"11~1:I

w:i- l(ci•l!.H<.flR'J~«HO~ ~~~II~~ II

[Made manifest like latent fire, by the exercise of meditation]
As the material form (murti) of fire when latent in its source [i.e. the fire-wood]
Is not perceived-and yet there is no envanishment of its subtile form (linga)But may be caught again by means of the drill in its source,
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So, verily, both [the universal and the individual Brahma] are [to be found] in the body
by the use of Orn.

,8:;l~~q{fut ~ 'SrU1ct ~1,wdu1q_1 &IHR'11i.14i"Rit-l:titci q~~8PJ%<6cf((l 1~~II
By making one's own body the lower friction-stick and the syllable Om the upper
friction-stick,
By practising the friction of meditation (dhyana), one may see the God (deva) who is.
hidden, as it were.

~

fwt ~ -,afquq;

~~klfe::l{OTI~

mfr.:r: I

Q,cfqj(1-jkqf:t ~ S W . ~ oQ'ffl ifS:jQ~4@11~l\ II

As oil in sesame seeds, as butter in cream, as water in river-beds, and as fire in the
friction-sticks, so is the Soul (Atman) apprehended in one's own soul, if one looks for Him
with true austerity (tapas) .

.asi&11f44qkq14

a:m:

.affiRct1fchtq_1 atkqfct~ta411!& ait:itQRl:IN{ ait:11 qf:t1:1N:cfi.1Rt 11 ~G 11

The Soul (Atman), which pervades all things as butter is contained in cream,
which is rooted in self-knowledge and austerity-This is Brahman, the highest mystic
doctrine (upani,rnd)!
This is Brahman, the highest mystic doctrine!
Chapter - 2
Invocation to the god of inspiration for inspiration and self-control

~ : ffl'

q4«f,-cji4

WcraT fmf: I 3f1.l~@f.li·.HUI

~ ~ i i ~II

God Savi tr (the Inspirer), first controlling mind and thought for truth,
discerned the light of Agni (Fire) and brought it out of the earth.
~ t r . m l ' ~ ~ ~ : ~I ,ac1rfu14 ~11~11

With mind controlled, we are in the inspiration of the god Savitr, for heaven and
strength.

~cil~ct4ffi ~ ~ I
c(l~W41Rt: i:fiRG!.fct: 'efcraT St~clt@ <l"F(II~ II
9i:Rcil4 tr.ml'

With mind having controlled the powers that unto bright heaven through thought do go,
May Savi tr inspire them, that they may make a mighty light!

~ lR ~· ~

m fcm1' fcrStw ·~ Wmr:1

~ ~ ctg-ufct~i:fi ~~ ~ : ~:11~11
They are the sages among the great wise sages who control their mind and control their
thrnwhts.
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The One who knows the rules has arranged the priesLly functions.
Mighty is the chorus-pr'aise of the god Savi tr.

~ cJt ~ 1&f ~ ~.·.~ . ~:I

~m ~~ an~ emnRR&41R ~:11t._11

I join your ancient prayer (brahma-pilrvyam) with adorations! My verses go forth like
suns upon their course.
All the sons of the immortal listen, even those who ascended to heavenly stations!
[Owing to excessive attachment with the defects of the mind and the wit, the persons of this
universe move on beggary of the mind and in ego. This procedure of salutation is an exercise of
support for the desired aim. When _the mind and the wit of the devotee are sacred and enjoined with
the great aim, his· dynamicity and the power both are extended. How can the mind be cooled down
and make sacred, this process has been made clear in the successive hymns.]

~~1

mm- ~,11RtRi4~ mr ~ ir.:r:11G11

[Spiritual significance of the sacrificial worship]
Where the fire is being kindled, where the wind is applied thereto, where the Soma
overflows, there is inspiration (manas) born.

~~~~RI

mrmf.:t'~urcm~ a~ll\911

With Savitr as the inspirer one should delight in the ancient prayer (brahma-pilrvyam).
If there you make your source, the former [work] besmears you not.

~~~

mrt ij~R~1fu1 ·lR'ffl ijR,Eil!.41
~8fl§q4 mrof fcla1.filaif~ ~ \i~lcl~IRII~ II

[Rules and results of Yoga]
Holding his body steady with the three [upper parts] erect, and causing the sense with
the mind to enter into the heart,
A wise man with the Brahma-boat should cross over all the fear-bringing streams.
[All kinds of passions are originated from the heart. In case, these ambitions are inserted in the
heart, the pleasure of all senses can be perceived within heart and a man needn't to wander to and
fro.]

Slt01Mt4isil~ .~ ~ : 8:TIUl' 'Si1UT •llf~cfi+.rliij*'tidl

~~

fclaHt.fl l!m~ctlSMi'i:11~ II

Having repressed his breathings here in the body, and having his movements checked,
one should breathe through his nostrils with diminished breath.
Like that chariot yoked with vicious horses, his mind the wise man should restrain
undistractedly.
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~- ~ ~lcfi{lclfe;jcilicfilfciclNf<l ~ : I

q.flji:§:~ ~~~ ~ Sl<fNti:fq_ll~oll
In a clean level spot, free from pebbles, fire and gravel, by the sound of water and other
propinquities favourable to thought, not offensive to the eye in a hidden retreat protected
from the wind, one should practise Yoga .

..., i! 1:W q lcfil•WIIR~ Hi <sl @l(tf fcl tfrWiIBcfi~I
~TI 11 '{1
~·
~

~ ~ !{: ~ ~ij]Ot.lMSQffiicfiUTOI itit11~~11
Fog, smoke, sun, fire, wind, fire-flies, lightning, a crystal, a moon-These are the
preliminary appearances, which produce the mainfestation of Brahma in Yoga.

<fP11tJI ~ I
~ <fP 11f?4 *i ~ I I ~ ~ II

~W-41G.lfl:sflS~ *!~fie@ Qi11~qcfi

~ ~ "U1TI" ~ ~ ~ ~ :

· When the fivefold quality of Yoga has been produced, arising from earth, water, fire,
air and space,
No sickness, no old age, no death has he who has obtained a body made out of the fire
of Yoga.
[On attaining this stage, he neither suffers from ailment nor the old age as also he seldom meet to
the premature death. The word 'Prthvyapyatejo' as used in this hymn is the application of Sanskrit
elocution, otherwise the word 'Prthvyaptejo' more suitable in place ofit.]

~gfciq1-0H-1qJtet1q(i::j c101si~,~

~n.ftsci r.r1

~: ~ 1iS19:(\1:1q{,tj ~FISicffer WllIT "ci"GRl"II n 11
Lightness, healthiness, ste~diness, clearness of countenance and ple.asantness of voice,
sweetness of odour, and scanty excretionsThese, they say, are the first stage in the progress of Yoga .

•

~ l3i;4\QWIH ~ ~ tt~!!IH1'{1

fl§.frl-HI~ ~ ~ ~ : ~

cqqrn qtMTicfi:11~~11

Even as a mirror stained by dust shines brilliantly when it has been cleansed, so the
embodied one, on seeing the nature of the Soul (Atman), becomes unitary, his end attained,
from sorrow freed.

tlc!J~tt'tcl1 ~ ~tPtt*5i ({\qtqq4i! ~:

~ wt ~&a~Fcl¥J4 ~ tci" ~

~I
wJq1~:11~~11

When with the nature of the self, as with a lamp, a practiser of Yoga beholds here· the
n~ture of Brahman, unborn, steadfast, from every nature free- by knowing God (deva) one
is released from all fetters!
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1f-IT & '1fffi:

~ '3 1N a:Rr: I

~· & ~: ~ S J ~ ~ & '1fffi: ~ '3 lJ'q' a:Rr: I
~ ~ '1fffi: ~ .JIR~q101: Slt4(.Jl•tlf~B@

(f&ffi9<s1: 11 ~~ 11

That God faces all the quarters of heaven.
Aforetime was he born, and he it is within the womb.
He has been born forth. He will be born.
He stands opposite creatures, having his face in all directions.

it tcirsr.ft its~ it m ~c14qlfc1c1~11
~ ~ i t c14W@~ ~ ~ W ";Jtf:ll~\911
The God who is in fire, who is in water, who has entered into the whole world, who is
in plants, who is in trees-to that God be adoration!- yea, be adoration!

Chapter-3
The One God identified with Rudra

~ ~ .JIIC'lcli"11~kl ~ : (fcli~ti:61.fl~kl ~ : I

~~~mrct"t:I'~ 1J:afas<1;1<l1w

~11~11

The One spreader of the net, who rules with his ruling powers, who rules all the worlds
with his ruling powers,
The one who alone stands in their arising and in their continued existence-they who
know That, become immortal.

~ i%' ~ ;i- faJltilti ~ $qi~ti:fil-OW1 ~ : I
Slt4(.Jt4if«1B@ tjtli:614Hli:61PI . ~ fcmr ~ TITQT: II~ 11
For truly, Rudra (the Terrible) is the One-they stand not for a second-who rules all
the worlds with his ruling powers.
He stands opposite creatures. He, the Protector, after creating all being, merges them
together at the end of time.

~~~~I
~ 81tlfu 'tj° ~ ,Jf'4tj~·~:11~11
Having an eye on every side and a face on every side, having an arm on every side and
a foot on every side,
The One God forges together with hands, with wings, creating the heaven and the earth.

it ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: I
ij;{Otill'q .Jl4tilql(f ~ ~

'4T ~ ~ ~ll'gll
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He who is the source a: id origin of the gods, the rulers of all, Rudra, the great seer,
Who of old created the Golden Germ (Hirat).yagarbha)- may he endow us with clear
intellect!

~~~

fflclT df(\:fHISQIQcfilWHil

~ ·Hdjcll ~ fi1R~H1IM'i:Ucfi~TI~ II~ II

[Prayers from the Scriptures unto Rudra for favour]
The form of your, 0 Rudra, which is kindly (siva), unterrifying, revealing no evilWith that most benign form to us appear, 0 dweller among the mountains!

~ fi1R~H1 ~ ~ ,

fuqtFTfurot~m~m:

~~,1~11

0 dweller among the mountains, the arrow which you hold in your hand to throw make
kindly (siva), 0 mountain-protector! do not injure man or beast!
mf: ,rt

iW , r t ~ ~ fu6r:t ~ ~ I

~ qf<~fam<1.il~i ci' ~swrr ~11\911
Higher than this is Brahma. The Supreme, the Great, Hidden in all things, body by
body,
The One embracer of the universe- by knowing Him as Lord (isa) men become
immortal.

~~tt;?td ~ qt;1,aqtffi:~c1ol oim:

oiler fctR(€1t@l;!f9?t@

',fP:f:

~I

~ fcfffits~11411

I know this mighty Person (Puru~a) of the colour of the sun, beyond darkness.
Only by knowing Him does one pass over death. There is no other path for going there.

4¼1N<

4tQ(qfut

fctil¾e.1w1~1onJI

~ ~sful ~1

~~~AA°@l!J~i:6~~~1'1f~~ll~II

Than whom there is naught else higher, than whom there is naught smaller, naught
greater,
The One stands like a tree established in heaven. By Him, the Person, this whole world
is filled.

'ffill' 45fl(d<

d~,(c-;qq.11q:1-1q_1

~ Q,dfii5<1;!fll~ 'J.lci~~~ 5:lsl?tciiN4Rlll~o II
That which is beyond this world, is without form and without ill.
They who know That, become immortal; But others go only to sorrow.

-Aafa.:i11>1n!.tlc1: ~ : , ~c1o1.wn

~ ~ a¼1f(.lci•m: mcr:11~~11
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Who is the face, the head, the neck of all. Who dwells in the heart of all things, He is
All-pervading and bountiful (maghavan); Therefore omnipresent, and kindly (siva).

~ !ffl': ij~~q 'Sl'c@'cn:I ~RQMif'iqi s11m41~11-11 wtRHi:4<-1:11~~11
A mighty lord (prabhu) is the Person (Puru~a), the instigator of the highest being
(sattva) unto the purest attainment He is the ruler, a light and imperishable.

~&.-1aq1,1: ~s~ ~ ~

m-· tjf.lfcl12:1

lcJ ~ ~ 1.f Q,ctf~{~dl:@ ~II~~ II
A Person of the measure of a thumb is the inner soul (antaratman), Ever seated in the
heart of creatures. He is framed by the heart, by the thought, by the>mind. They who know
That, become immortal.
[In 'Bhagavadgita', the size of living soul has also contemplated as small as the thumb in the
heart of all living-organisms. According to physiology, it is the same as the pacemaker is existed in
the heart. The scientists also accept this fact that the root vibrations of the heart are arisen from that
space maker.]

tltF61Wlql !ffl': ~ : tl'1f,;IQH(t

'ti' ~ ~ ~S€4@B~~ll~'Ml{II ~'l$ II

That Puru .rn has a thousand heads, a thousand eyes, a thousand feet;
He surrounds the earth on all sides, ~nd stands ten fingers breadth beyond.

!ffl' ~ . ~ ~ ·'<.lir ~ t 3di~ctfci:{4~1i,-0

<.1a;~-11@<\'1Rtu ~411

Puru$a is in truth this All, what has been and what yet shall be;

Lord too, of immortality which waxes greater still by food.
[The second line is ,variously explained. The meaning ofthe words seems to be: he is lord of
immortality or the immortal world of the Gods, which grows greater by food, that is, by the sacrifical
offerings of m:en. According to SayaJ.).a, he is the lord .or distributer. of immortality because he
becomes the visible world in order that living beings may obtain the fruits of their actions· and gain
mok$a or final liberation from thefr bonds; 'heis also the lord of immortality; for he mounts beyond
(his own condition) for the food (ofliving beings).']

"W:ra:

q1fu1q1~ ~S~Wi-09&1{1

"W:ra:

~foqffi}ei, ijcfql<a€4 'Rllmfll ~G II

It has a hand and foot on eyery side, on every side an eye and head and face,
It has an ear everywhere in the world. It stands encompassing all.
tisfR41011~ tisfR4fcic«Ntdl{I

~·~ ~ ffllJt

ffl,11~1311

Seeming to possess the quality (gw:ia) of all the senses, it is devoid of all the senses!
The lord (prabhu ), the ruler of all, the greatshelter of all-

~~~

~m AM,4~ qfu:, crm·~ Mlcfi<-4 ~,c:1<<-4 ~ ~11~G11

Though in the nine-gated city embodied, back and forth to the external hovers the soul
(hamsa),
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The Controller of the whole world, both the stationary and the moving.
3iQlft>IQ(c{l ~ ~ Q~ljR,l'q~: ~ S<JOTIR.li:601: I

~ 'Sffir ~ ~ ~ dWif*<l ~ dqi§UN ~ ~II~~ 11
Without foot or hand, he is swift and a seizer!
He sees without eye; he hears without ear!
He knows whatever is to be known; him there is none who knows!
Men call him the Great primeval Person.

3iOTI(OTilll..q(!ffi qi\lll41i"'il ~ ~SW ~ : I

~ ~ . ctlct~i:hl ~: Sl~Hi~l..qffiq14'fi~l'{II~ o II
More minute than the minute, greater than the great,
Is the Soul (Atman) that is set in the heart of a creature here.
One beholds Him as being without the active will, and becomes freed from sorrowWhen through the grace (prasada) of the Creator, he sees the Lord (lsa) and his
greatness.

~Glt!tlctqGt( ~ ijci)l:'q14 ~ ~ I
Gj..qfc1<11!.i ~ ~·@@cll[«.fl~ ~ . ~ I I ~ ~II
I know this undecaying, primeval
Soul of all, present in everything through immanence,
Of whose exemption from birth they speakForthe expounders of Brahma (brahma-vadin) speak of Him as eternal.

Chapter-4
The One God of the manifold world
'lj'

~scron ~ ~1Rhti'i.11ao1i-14cfi1Mffictlm ~ I

fcr~~~.~~:

'ij''-1T~~~ll~II

The One who, himself without colour, by the manifold application of his power (saktiyoga) distributes many colours in his hidden purpose,
And into whom, its end and its beginning, the whole world dissolves-He is God
(deva)! May He endow us with clear intellect!

d~c11fi'.rn1G1f«R.1*<i&:l~*<i!i ~ : 1 ~ ~ ~

MIQ*<f&GtiQ@: 11 ~ 11

That surely is Agni (fire), That is Aditya (the sun). That is Vayu (the wind), and That is
the moon. That surely is the pure. That is Brahma. That is the waters. That is Prajapati
(Lord of Creation).
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~ · ~ .«r efT ~ I

~ 'ffl1JTI ~ cta'fu ~ ;jf@l ,qqm ~JEJdlg&:11~ 11 ·
You are the female, you are the male. You are the youth· and the maiden too.
You totter as an old man with a staff. Being born, you become facing in every
direction.

';ffi'T:

,rait ~ Hlf8di~~fus(\i ~ : ~ : I

at-1,Rq'if.i ~~"' ~ ~ ~ ~ fcmr, j'g 11
You are the dark-blue bird and the green [parrot] with red eyes,
You are pregnant with lightning as cloud. You are the seasons and the seas.
Having no beginning, you do abide with immanence, wherefrom all beings are born.
[Some scholars had derivated the meaning for the terms 'Nilal) Patangal:)' and 'Harital;l.
Lohitak~al)' as the blue colour bee and the parrot which have green complexion and red eyes but the
wide factors of nature has been described in this hymn as also in the successive hymns and the
meaning as an insect and the words are not consistent herein. As the sun has a meaning as. Patanga
and the sky is blue, therefore the meaning as sun, the green colour as vegetation and the red-eyed as
the planet or fire is more appropriate.]

[The universal and the individual soul]

~'1il'lcfii Mlf8d¥)cWlcfiWll lljt: 'SNIT: .";!'1iq1-1f ml': I

ml itci1' ~1:1q1onsffe '11$1~-ti ~ s ~ : Ill\ fl
With the one unborn feinale, red, white and black, who produces many creatures which
are alike in form.
There lies the one unborn male taking his delight. Another unborn male leaves her with
whom he has had his delight.

tr~~~~~ qf{q;p:j;ijjflj

~ : fq,m;t. ;p:jjfifcl-l:,j~-4iSNii.lic6Wl@II~ II
Two birds, of pretty wings, closely-knit friends, clasp close the self-same tree.
Of these two, the one eats sweet fruit; The other looks on without eating.
[Here, two birds indicate the living soul and the supreme soul, they resort to a single tree (body)
and always live jointly arid amicably. The one bird (the living soul) con~umes the fruits of that tree
(fruit of deed) but theI other bird (the supreme soul) does not consumes the fruit and only observes
them.]
·

~~~~S~~~:I
~ ~ q~~fll-<4¥i1~lqfcf qfijq1-1N@ cnd~Tlcfi: I1\911
On the self-same tree a person, sunken, grieves for his impotence, deluded;
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When he sees the other, the lord (isa), contented, and his greatness, he becomes freed
from sorrow.

· lThe ig~orant soul in the illusioD of'a numifold "universe)

~.3la.R. ~>&.OQ-<.i@l~efl ~~~:I
. ~ . ~ ~ &iH&i@-q $iifas0 ~ ~11t11
· That syllable of the sacred hymn (re, l_lgveda) whereon, in highest heaven,
All the gods are seated-.
Of what avail is the sacred hymn (re; Rgveda) to him who knows not That?
They, indeed, who know That, are here assembled.
[One· who have. no realisation. of that knowledge can do nothing as a result of their study on
Veaas while the persons who have realised that supreme soul always are existed blissfully in him.]

~~:~~~~im.·~~I
.··atµif.itlttl

lflffl" fcc~c:1'1di1~~ ~ ijR~4:II~ If

Sacred poetry (ehandas), the sacrifices, the ceremonies, the ordinances,
The past, the future;· and what the Vedas declareThis whole world the illusion-maker (mtiyin) projects out of this. [Brahmaf
:>'

And in itby ill:usio11 (maya) the otheris confined.

lflm' g" ~ fclell.+IIW4 'a' ~ I d*41c:14c:I\~~ - ~ · ~ l l ~ o l l
Now, one should knowthat Nature (Prak:rti) i~ illusion (maya),
And that the Mighty Lord (mahesvara)is the illusion-maker (mayin).
This WQole world is pervaded,

·With beings that are parts of Him.

l1) lltR ilrz.q~ffiaJ.cb\ 4Rif f;c~ -« T.J fer·~ ~,
ain~114
~ ~c1i(lsii Ri11aiqi ~11Rtt1&.1.a?ira11~~11
.
.
The One who rules over every single source,
In whom this whole worid comes together and dissolves,
The Lord (isana), the blessing-giver, God (deva) adorableBy revering Him one goes for ever to this peace (santi).
[This whole universe merges in him at the time of great devastation (Pralaya) and again
.originated in multiform at the time of creation.]
.

~ ~ · ~·~~~:I

ft<U4if<q ~ Glftfqt4 ~~~~~II~~ II
He who is the source and origin of the gods,
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The ruler of all, Rudra (the Terrible), the great seer,
Who beheld the Golden Germ (Hirar.iyagarbha) when he was bornMay He endowus with clear intellect!

cIT ~ciHlq~ql

4f?4&ni:61 ~ : I

~#fsw~~:~~·~~,,~~11

Who is the overlord of the gods, on \vhomthe worlds do rest,
Who is lord of biped and quadruped hereTo what god will we give reverence with oblations? .

~ i:fifMM~ · ~ ~ 61!21(q;\i:fi~Qq_l
~ . qf{~fadl( . ~ .fuci' ~11f;aq?-4.ijtl@ll~~II
More minute than the minute, in the midst of confusion the· Creator of all, of manifold
forms,
The. One embracer of the universe-by knowing Him as kindly (siva) one attains 9eace
forever.
~~~~1Tlffl~:~~:I
4w:l~ffij ~ ~

oircf ~ l3~Ql~lif"w.:tfu11~t.,II

He indeed is the protector of the world in time,
The overlord of all, hidden in all things,
With whom the seersof Brahma and the divinities arejoinedih unicm.
· By knowing Him thus, one cuts the cords of death.

Wffi'rt qogfiicll@1~ ~ fuci' ~ ~ I
~ qf{~fadl< ~

tci° ~ (.lc[Qlq\: II~~ 11

By knowing as kindly (siva) Him who is hidqen in all things,
Exceedingly fine, like the cream that is finer than butter,
The One embracer of the universeBy knowing God (deva) one is released from all fetters.

~~~~~~~

tjf.tfcte: I

~ ~ i:r-mrs~ ~ Q,af~<43a1fi:I ~11 ~1911
That God, the All-worker, the Great Soul (mahatman),
Ever seated in the heart of creatures,
Is framed by the heart, by the thought, by the mindThey who know That, become immortal.
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[This creator of universe and ever-luminating supreme soul is duly existed in the heart of all
people. The devotee who realises it by establishing meditation through their heart, wit and mind,
always attain immortality.]

"w:rT ~ ufiR' "ffir i:l(:gf?0c1 ~ ~ : I
ac=:gfct~cft otl ~ 'f.l" df'.lioi~dl ~11 ~l 11

~S~

~
When there is no darkness, then there is no day or night,
Nor being, nor non-being, only the Kindly One (siva) alone.
That is the Imperishable. 'That [is the] choice [splendour] of Savi tr (the Sun).'
And from that was primeval Intelligence (prajiia) created.
[Only a single benevolent god Siva is remained when the darkness of ignorance is decayed.
There is no distinction remain between a day and a night and neither truth nor fallacy is existed. He is
always immortal, worshipped by the sun-god and the perception has been emanated from him.]

•~~~~~I

~~m-qr ~ ~ ' ; J l l f ~:11~'{11
Not above, not across, nor in the middle has one grasped Him.
There is no likeness of Him whose name is Great Glory (mahad yasas).

~ ~ immf ~QCl*4 ~~~~I
~~1Fml1.f~~~~ll~oll

His form is not to be beheld. No one soever sees Him with the eye.
They who thus know Him with heart and mind as abiding in the heart, become
immortal.
[Nobody in this universe can see that supreme soul with his material eyes and no complexion of
this supreme soul stays before the eyesight. The devotee who realises this supreme soul existing in
their heart by virtue of an innocent mind and spiritual feeling, attains the immortality.]

3Nffif ~

cfif""~

Sl@Qti<ll

~ 1.ffi ~·~~'CIT~ ~ I I ~ ~II
With the thought 'He is eternal!' A certain one in fear approaches.
0 Rudra, that face of your which is propitious-with that do you protect me ever!
[You are liberated from the cycle of the birth and the death. If someone who fears of death like
me, shelters to you and request for protection through your benevolent complexion (the right mouth),
you should honour his request.]

llT ~ ~ llT ':{ ~ llT ';rr ~ lll ';rr ~

'Urol: I

~ ;rl' ~ ~s~')~fc1a:H1: BGff.frcll ~II~~ II
Injure us not in child or grandchild, nor in life!
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Injure us not in cattle! Injure us not in horses!
Slay not our strong men in anger, 0 Rudra!
With oblations ever we call upon you.
Chapter- 5
Brahma, the One God of the manifold world

l ~ ~ ~ fut11fc1~ ~ ~ 1fe1
8:rt ~ ~ g fcrm fcitllfci~

~ ~ "fflS';(;f: II ~II

In the imperishable, infinite, supreme Brahma are two things;
For therein are knowledge and ignorance placed hidden.
Now ignorance is a thing perishable, but knowledge is a thing immortal.
And He who rules the ignorance and the knowledge is another,

eIT· mR Jif:tqfufua~i:61 fcrsmf:r ~ ~ W:11: I
~~~~~:;jjf~q,4~~11~11
[Even] the One who rules over every single source, all forms and all sources;
Who bears in his thoughts, and beholds when born, that red (kapila) seer who was
engendered in the beginning.

~~•

fci~cl-4M~

fit;<~ti ~: I

~: ~ Qd~*<ll?ffi: ~c1ifuqt4 ~ ~11~11
That God spreads out each single net [of illusion] manifoldy, and draws it together here
in the world.
Thus again, having created his Yatis, the Lord (lsa), the Great Soul (mahatman),
exercises universal overlordship.

W:11 ieyr ~ ~
~

-« ~ w1c11-<:1)0Ji

~[,,i(cll-(1

Jif:t4;c1iuc1Hfu@a~cti: 11~ 11

As the illumining sun shines upon All regions, above, below, and across, So that One
God, glorious, adorable,
Rules over whatever creatures are born from a womb.
~~

1f€ITTf ~ : ~ ~c1i..qn:011q~tJ: I
~J?iafaJSqfufua~ ~~ :ec1if.cif:t41'11~e.1: ,,~ 11

The source of all, who develops his own nature,
Who brings to maturity whatever can be ripened, and who distributes all qualities
(gu,:za)- over this whole world rules the One.
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a1e;1~qf.tq~ ~ ~ ~ ~~i!flf.tq_1
it ip.i ~ ~ af~~ ~ 3flFIT -st ~:11~11
That which is hidden in the secret of the Vedas, even the Mystic Doctrines
(upani1sad)- Brahma knows That as the source of the sacred word (brahman).
The gods and seers of old who knew That, they, [coming to be] of Is nature, verily,
have become immortal.

1011.c1i!fl

cf: Qie-tc'.6&:fc'.h(li ~ ~,.., ~ ,

~ fcP~H"1QH,;t101R,;te1ffli SIIOIIMQ: ~

(,elc'.fii:JN: 11\911

Whoever has qualities (gw:za, distinctions) is the doer of deeds that bring recompense;
and of such action surely he experiences the consequence.
Undergoing all forms, characterized by the three Qualities, treading the three paths, the
individual self roams about according to its deeds (karman ).

<fctg~~Q: ijcfi~lijcfii((-lqf.clJ\ cf: I
~41Ul4iffl1014 ½c:r. atl(l!lq1Sf1S12JQ'USN ~: 11 l

atHaq,sn

II

He is of the measure of a thumb, of sun-like appearance, when coupled with conception
(samkalpa) and egoism (ahamktira).
But with only the qualities of intellect and of self, the lower [self] appears of the size of
the point of an awl.

~ mm cFifc-<HH4

'qi

mlTl' ~: .~ ~ :

~ i:114;+!.llcl ~ t i ~ II

This living [self] is to be known as a part of the hundredth part of the point of a hair
Subdivided a hundredfold; and yet it partakes of infinity.
[The form of living-organism should be deemed so micro as a hair firstly divided in hundred
parts and the resultant part again divided into hundred parts and thus one fraction or the part is equal
to the form of that living-organism. However, such a minutest part extended in multiform which
cannot be counted.]

tc:r ~ ";J ~ ";J ~ ~ : I

cltli.0U(q1e;+1 ~ ~ ~ ~ I I ~o II

Not female, nor yet male is it; nor yet is this neuter.
Whatever body he take to himself, with that he becomes connected.

iji:6~4 W~i4ctfi!'fl~!li(-li~~ 1!$.1 ifflfct~f.g-ii;q I
cfiqij•ll:..!4jStitlOi ~ ~ ~QIO(!NfijSIQEld II~ ~II
By the delusions (moha) of imagination, touch and sight, and by eating, drinking, and
impregnation there is a birth and development of the self (atman ).
According to his deeds (karman) the embodied one successively assumes forms in
various conditions.
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*\~IR ~~½ct~~

fel!JUl4onra,

f:fi?.4i!)Jt<it'i!)Ul?Y ~ <-tlfltl~g<Q-OSN ~: 11 r~ 11
Coarse and fine, many in number, the embodied one chooses forms according to his
own qualities.
[Each] subsequent cause of his union with them is seen to be because of the quality of
his acts and of himself.

ar.nR c:6f~("1f(.I ~ · ~ ~li!l<q~cfi<@IQ'{I
~ qfi~fiHtl< ~ a:ci' ~ ;gsiq1it: II?.~ 11
[Liberation through knowledge of the One God]
Him who is without beginning and without end, in the midst of confusion, the Creator
of all, of manifold form,
The One embracer of the universe~by knowing God (deva) one is released from· ,all
fetters.
\41cl!IIEf.iq-11:SI@ ~ ffic:llll cfi&ll,l,i 1lc:6.f:

a:ci' if.~ ~§~j'{II ?,'1$ II

Him who is to be apprehended in existence, who is called 'incorporeal,' the maker of
existence (bhtiva) and non-existence, the kindly one (siva),
God (deva), the maker of the creation and its parts-they who know Him, have left the
body behind.

Chapter- 6
The One God, Creator and Lord, in and over the world

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ qfi!)Et.1q1.u:1

~ ~ °J

m

~ ~ @iji~S6ii_11?,11

Some sages discourse of inherent nature (sva-bhtiva); others likewise, of time. Deluded
men!
It is the greatness of God in the world by which this Brahma-wheel is caused to
revolve.
(Some say the natur~ of mankind a cause of the cycle of birth, Others say the time its cause but
all these very far from the reality. Actually, it is the magnificence of that supreme soul by which this
cycle-of creation is rotated in this world,]

~ Rfqfli~ ~ ~ ~: c:61("1c:6i~, ~

:gsifcrn:1

' ~ cnti ~ ij 9\i.&llt4d,3(1SR("1-0lliR ~II":? 11
He by whom this whole world is constantly enveloped is intelligent, the author of time,
possessor of qualities (gw:zin), omniscient.
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Rules over by Him, [his] work (karman) revolves-this which is regarded as earth,
water, fire, air and space!

~.· ~ fetAet~ '!~:@~<4 ~ ~ ~ I
· ~ iJ'Rlt ~ ~ ,acil((l!]u~?JJ ~:II~ 11
He creates this work, and rests again. Having entered into union (yoga) with principle
(tattva) after principle, with one, with two, with three, or with eight, with time, too, and the
subtile qualities of a self-

arm,.:r cfimiur 9011RJa1f.t ~ <(.leliRJf.tqiGf~El: I
~ ~dcfii\\11:tl: ~ ~ ~ 'fficffil'S~:11~11
He begins with works which are connected with qualities (gw;a), and distributes all
existences (bhava).
In the absence of these [qualities] there is a disappearance of the work that has been
done. [Yet] in the destruction of the work he continues essentially other [than it].
[The devotee who initiates the actions covered by the three properties (GUI}.a) and dedicates the
motivations as also the resuitant deeds to the supreme· soul, becomes ·unaffected to those deeds and
thus the deeds perfom,ed in the previous life also are decayed.]

~ : ~ ijifl~IRM'tl~g: .4Umlchl~H~cht-OSN ~:I

<i' fct¥.l*'ci ~ tci° ,(,clffi'tl~!)Qi<4 whl.11l\ II
The beginning, the efficient cause of combin·ations, He is to be seen as beyond the three
times (ktila), without parts (a-kala) too!
Worship Him as the manifold, the origin of all being, the adorable God who abides in
·
one's own thoughts, the primeval.
[That primitive person, the supreme soul have been observed as a cause for combination of the
nature with the living-organisms. He is beyond the three times (past, present and future) and sixteen
kalas.]

~ ~c61~1~Rtf4: TfUS~ <H:ql&Q-il: qf<e1AAs~1
~ . ~ ~ ~lt€il((l~q9d ~ I I ~ II
Higher and other than the world-tree, time, and all forms out of him, from whom this
expanse proceeds.
The bringer of right (dharma), the remover of evil (papa), the lord of prosperity-know
Him as in one's own self (atma-stha), as the immortal abode of all.
[That supreme soul is beyorid and different than the elements motiyatiilg to live in illusion, in
worldly cycle, under time (Kala) and in a specific feature.]

~ ffl ~ .ct.~ ffl T.l' ~ I
'lffii" i«fRi ffl q.,::m1fae;1q tci° '!lci~~il-tlsi.1'{11\911
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Him who is the supreme Mighty Lord (mahesvara) of fords, the supreme Divinity of
divinities,
The supreme Ruler of rulers, paramount, Him let us know as the adorable God, the
Lord (lsa) of the world.
';!"m<!'~~~fuera-;i-~~I

~ ~ *1HqMf'6t.1I ~Ill II
No action or organ of his is found; there is not seen his equal, nor a superior.
'tfm<f

~1Rfifcrfu~c1

His high power (sakti) is revealed to be various indeed; and innate is the working of his
intelligence and strength.
-;i-

m<f ~ ~

~

c6roJt ch:i:011~q1MQ)

-;i-

~ ~ ~ m<f ~ I

-;i-:em,.:r

~\l\ilRm

-;i-

'6ffilq:11~11

Of Him there is no ruler in the world, nor lord; nor is there any mark (liliga) of Him.
He is the Cause (kara1J,a), lord of the lords of sense-organs. Of Him there is no
progenitor, nor lord.
t.1~014.Jlif

~ ~: ~: ~:I

~ ~: '8;jql~OTI@ ~ '.JT ~ ~@lcllt.i'{ll~o II
The one God who covers himself, like a spider, with threads produced from Primary
Matter (pradhana), according to his own nature (svabhavatas)-may He grant us entrance
in Brahman!

~

~: ~ lJG:

ijcfclll41 ~ I

~ l : ~ : ma:frmn-~'f.r1um11~~11
The one god, hidden i11 all things, all-pervading, the Inner Soul of all things,
The overseer of deeds (karman), in all things abiding, the witness, the sole thinker,
devoid of qualities (nir-gu1J,a),
. [That alone god resides within. all, he is witness to all and further he is sensitive, sacred and
beyond the physical properties i.e. Sattva, Rajas and Tamas.]

~ ~ f.tf%t.1101i q(.:11?ich

iNt ~ ~: cn{l'ra1

aq1~w irs:14~t.1R1 !!ll<I-Wl4i ~ ~ ~a1.q1'l11 ~~ 11
The one controller of the inactive many, who makes the one seed manifoldThe wise who perceive Him as standing in one's self-they, and no others, have eternal
happiness.
[The unique supreme soul, administrafor of all who converts a single seat of all inactive livingorganisms into varied forms, is seen only by the bold persons by virtue of their perception in the
cavity of heart. They only attains ever-lasting pleasure, l}O body else.]
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~~~~

if

fc1~~I@ ~ I

d(€61(Ui fli&P-1i~1tfiMa.i ~ ~ ~ fli.fQI~: 11 ~~II

Him who is the constant among the inconstant, the intelligent among intelligences,
The One among many, who grants desires,
That Cause, attainable by discrimination and abstraction (sa,nkhya-yoga)By knowing God, one is released from all fetters!
[The devotee who knows that causative supreme soul by virtue of the perception through
'Samkhya' and 'Yoga' (Jfiana Yoga and Karma Yoga), he is liberated from all ties.]

;r I D ! ' ~ ~ ;r il-w,tt<ch ~ ~ - mRT ~ S ~ : I
'dircr~~~qym~fcrmfu-11~~11

The sun shines not there, nor the moon and stars; these lightnings shine not, much less
this [earthly] fire!
After Him, as He shines, do everything shine. This whole world is illumined with his
light.

~

~m ~c14WIW ~ ~ ~ : ~ tjf:.fcU~:I

'direr fciR€cl l@l;!fg'I@ ~ :

~ fcrmrs~11 ~ 4 11

The one soul (humsa) in the midst of this ~orld-this indeed is the fire which has
entered into the ocean.
Only by knowing Him does one pass over death. There is no other path for going there.
[The scientists also accept the fact that the water is originated by the fire and the fire is
embedded with the water in the form of 'Vac;iavanala' (sea-fire). For example H2 + 0 2 +Heat= Water
is the form1Ja as per science.]

~ ~Jldfci~kw.flR~: cblWlil('li ~ flf.ffciti: 1

~::1*1Q@4111~1: *1fll<'fl~M@tj~~g: 11 ~~ 11
He who is the maker of all, the all-knower, self-sourced, intelligent, the author of time,
possessor of qualities, omniscient, is the ruler of Primary Matter (pradhana) and of the
spirit (k1fetra-jiia), the lord of qualities (gu,:za), the cause of reincarnation (samsara) and of
liberation (mok,rn ), of continuance and of bondage.

~~~

~ #fs'W'

{~,.a~) '*1':

~ ~cl4(41(4 lITflll

m 'fl~'lcl ~ ~~fcfoa ~ I I ~1.911

Consisting of That, immortal, existing as the Lord, intelligent, omnipresent, the
guardian of this world, is He who constantly rule this world. There is no other cause found
for the ruling.
[He is the supreme soul in the universal form or illuminator of all. He is ·:he standing regulator to
this whole universe because no body else is competent to take over the affairs of this universe.]
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-a-~ sifaon@ ~ I

~ ~ ~cl%:·q~f4Slcfil~i ~ ~l{Ojqg WOOII ~l 11
To Him who of old creates Brahma, and who, verily, delivers to him the VedasTo that God, who is lighted by his own intellect, do I, being desirous of liberation,
resort as a shelter-

~~

VfRJ

fucm

R<~41-(1

~~

'¾' ~'~~4MclHM'{II~~ II

To Him who is without parts, without activity, tranquil (santa), irreproachable,
spotless,
The highest bridge of immortality, like a fire with fuel burned.
~ ~4c1~1c61:;si

~E!Rlii..if-<l

l'.fl4'clT: 1 ~ ~c1qfct*11i1

5:@wi.J\

cqfclii..1@11 ~ o 11

When men shall roll up space as it were a piece of leather,
Then will there be an end of evil apart from knowing God!
[The above hymn conveys the sense that the miseries will ab~olutely destroy when realisation
with the supreme element is made.]
(N:

"Sl\tlcll~clSl;gl~lii.1 J&i' ~ ~S~ ~ I

~ : ffl ,w.r,t "SllclRf 'i-lV-l'JN'i-1-fi~!'!'(II~ ~II
By the efficacy of his austerity and by the grace of God (deva-prasada) the wise
Svetasvatara in proper manner declared Brahman to the ascetics of the most advanced stage
as the supreme means of purification-this which is well-pleasing to the compa,,ny of seers.

~ ~ ~ 9ui:fiefel siJIRaq_1 .:i1si~1kt1il cJo&t .:i19S1tiltfistii..llil m F= 11 ~ ~ 11
The supreme mystery in the Veda's end (Vedanta), which has been declared in former
time,
Should not be given to one not tranquil, nor again to one who is not a son or a pupil.

~ ~ ~ cqR£4$!.II ~~~I
~ ~ ~ : Sli:61:i'i.fl ~ : Sli:61~1.fl ~ ~11~~11
To one who- has the highest devotion (bhakti) for God, and for his spiritual teacher
(guru) even as for God,

To him these matters which have been declared become manifest [if he be] a great soul
(mahatman)Yea, become manifest [ifhe be] a great soul!

~ ~ '1lcicl~ .... ........~ mf.fr:11
'11~ aailqf.t1:1feqm111

***

12. BRAHMABIND0PANI~AD

@~~~qf:.qtt .

lRT ~ ~ ffl' ~ ill~4ficl il'I

~ cfi1qtjcfi~ ~ cfilqfc1c1Nttt'{_II ~II

The Manas (mind) is twofold, one is pure and the other is impure. The mind in which
the desires come frequently is an impure and which is free from all desires is called pure.
lR' ~ qj&.IIOli

c6rolT ~ : I ~

fclt:p.jjij'ffi

~ f.tfcit:1<.i ~II~ II

The mind is the main cause of bondage and emancipation to us. When this engrossed in
the worldly issues is the c,mse for bondage and when devoid of all passions and desires it is
cause of emancipation.

ll'ITT f.tfcitfcj ¼I¼ lR'ffl !JRtiR&.i<l I a«rr f.tfciq<.j ~ lR': ffl ~ I I ~ II
f.tnafelqtt1ijf{· fiR-64 lRT ~, ~ ~ oey 'ffiQ'{q' 1fGllll ~ 11
Indeed, by the objectless Manas (mind) one can attain final emancipation. Hence, it is
suggested to the ascetic desirous of emancipation should keep him mind away from all
worldly affairs. It is the ultimate state where there is no place for worldly attachments. One
locks up his mind in the heart and thus turns into state of deep attention, then he attains the
highest position.

tncre:cl' R{l;;g&i ttlcl4R mt 8:P-illl

Q_i1~14 ii' ~ ii'

anus~ ~~fcl~<: 11 ~ 11

Therefore, one should restrain his mind until it emerges in the heart. This state of the
mind is the knowledge and emancipation. Nothing else it whatever may be, that all is only
adding a prolix to a volume.

~ ~ ~ illM.f4qfi:.l.f4 fi:.l.f4qcj il'I ~Qtafclf.tg=ai iW ~ ~II~

u

It is not thinkable and not unthinkable. It is thinkable and unthinkable together. One
attains Brahman when there remains no difference regarding what to think and what is not
worthy to think. Free from partisanship, one can attain Brahman.

fflUf tjl!(~Ef)atq~:t

~lcl~N<'(I ~ il~ 'qlF.11' ~ ~111911

One should perceive Yoga with Pral)ava (Om) and as a subsequent step, he should
meditate wordlessly on highest Brahman. Through meditation without word, the attainment
of that great one is not mere and non-being.

~ ~ iW Rfcfcfi~ R(?½14'(1 ac;:_cfU#ll~fq@ ~ nT ~ RII t. II
That Brahman is devoid of part, changeless and spotless (pure). When a man considers
that "I am Brahman" he definitely becomes Brahman himself.
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f.tfeicfi("Qq-1~ ~ 3gtal!l.flc1Nld'!_I ~!,itl'~q-tif~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:II'{ II
That Brahman is changeless, unending, devoid of cause, incomparable, limitless and
without beginning. Realising thus a wise attains the liberation.

'-t' f.roo '-t'

f.4iNM4 ~ '-t' T-1' ~ : I '-t' ~ '-t' ~ ~ Q(qlladlU ~o 11

There is no devastation, no origin, no bondage and none aspirant. There is no desire for
emancipation and no liberation. That is the highest reality.

- ~ - ~ ~ Gli!k~clGt,a!jffi!JI <¾l-tSl4e4ffldW ~ '-t' ~ I I ~~II
One should consider Atman as one, in the three stages i.e., awaking, dream and deep
sleep. The person who has jumped beyond these three stages does not born again.

~ ~ 'ffi° ~ ~ ~ e4clf<¾d:I ~ ~ ½c:r ~ G\Hil~clt(II ~~II
There is only one being-soul which dwells in (the heart of) every creature. It appears in
oneform and yet multiform as the reflection of the moon looks differently in pond.

E.jetj~aq1cfil¥i C'll4qj~ ~ ~I

tral' -~ '-tlc1im di;,W11crl ~ : II ~~ II

The space is filled in a pitcher but when the pitcher is destroyed in pieces, truly the jar
alone breaks, not the space. Thus Jiva is like the pitcher. [A man can die but the soul
seldom dies as it is immortal].
E.1eclfafcit11cfil,(

fi:mlJFt r,:r: r,:r: I ~ '-t' T-1' \:fRTra ~ \:fRTra T-1' ~ : II r~ II

The distinct forms of living-organisms are like a pitcher and it ceaselessly cracks and
destroy. They all are unaware when this departs, but still he is aware eternally.
[This inert body doesn't know the Brahman residing within heart but that supreme soul a witness
to all, knows always the pros and cons of the bodies. It is an everlasting fact that the soul doesn't
destroy while the body is all mortal.]

¥iili::{qi41~ffi 41cl'tlieih1a@ ~ I

m ~ ~cfi(C(qcfitleiijQ¥~@11 ~l\ II

Upto the time this living-soul is covered by the illusion having existence in the form of
name and complexion, then the soul resides in the heart-lotus duly tied therewith. But when
the darkness grows clear, he sees oneness all alone.

~ 'Q'"{ 'qlW ~ ~ I dtt;.i;.1-t~ &ll~tlc{li@i@lf.ftql~'-t': II ~Si II
The words 'Brahman' is the syllable of the Orn sound. When, this fades off, what
remains, the learned person desirous of peace should meditate upon eternal one.

1 fciir ~Ra&1 9 ¥1<41$1 'Q'"{ T-1' ~1

¥1<41$1fo(f:ilnmr: 'Q'"{ 41$11~•1i0Rt 11 ~\911

Two sciences are to be considered, one is Sabdabrahman and another is Parabrahman.
One who is expe:rt in the knowledge of Sabdabrahman (i.e. the knowledge of Vedas) attains
to the highest Brahman.

~:.e.tqiiQeq ~ ;itl-tfcl;itl-tdfcid: I QHIHf~cl !11-411?.0 ~:alc(~:.e.tq¥!t4d: II ~t II
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An intelligent for searching true knowledge through the study of scriptures and after
attaining the real knowledge, throws off the mass of bookish stuff, like a man who is
wishing corn strives away all husk.
•lcllq4c6cl0114i zj)H41tllc6cllJJdll 8;TI{ci(1.j~~fl ~

fM4f"1½! 1TctT w:rfll ~~ II

The cows may be of different colours but the colour of their milk is the same. In the
same way, the Self-knowledge is like the milk and its characteristic like cows.
[The learned person observes like the milk of cows of the discretion of people who bears a
number of communal marks of symbols. No difference in the knowledge arises merely by the
discrepancy of the symbols.]
~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ " c l " ~ · fct*'H'(I

mffi lf,$!.lf¾d&.i

lr.mT ~ I I ~ o II

As the clarified butter is hidden in the milk, the conscious always exists in all beings.
As the milk is churned out to obtain the ghrt, everyone should churn it out in himself with
mind as the churning rod with a motto to obtain the conscious Brahman. One should live in
perfect meditation.

~ ijqle;I~ .Ji4.)s:fi:;c1<( "Q"tq_l ~ ~ ~ d<(iiiijllijM@ ~ I I ~ ~II
Subsequently, one should perceive fire by friction using the eyes of knowledge, which
is partless, stainless, most peaceful and it is realized by himself "I am that Brahman".
~ "cl" ~ ciBfe!N,

Bcilj!llijc6~4 ae;fR.I~ ~ : ae;fR.I~ · ~

~II~~ II
That which is abode of all creatures and to which all creatures are abode, which holds
in itall mercily, I am that Vastideva, that Vasudeva (supreme and universal soul).

~ ~ 41clcl~ ............. ~ ~ : I I
11 ~ i;i 61 fai-14 RtfrB q Ifil II
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13. KAIVALYOPANI~AD
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Once upon a time, Asvalayana went to Lord Parame~!i (Brahma) and addressed Him
thus: "O illustrious one! instruct me into Brahmavidya (Divine wisdom), which is the most
excellent, which is ever enjoyed by the wise, which is mystic, and by which the learned,
after having soon freed themselves from all sins, reach Puru,sa, the Supreme of the
supreme."

~

"ij"

~ fQa1q~~ ~Rbw1+ti),11a:~&!11 ~ 11
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~ 9~M\&i~ Q(l;ai;filM ~ : qft:!f6!.if.ft ~II~ II
To him the Grandfather (thus) replied: "Know (It) through Sraddha (faith), Bhakti
(devotion), Dhyana (meditation), and Yoga. Persons attain salvation not through Karma,
progeny or wealth but through renunciation alone. Ascetics of pure mind through (the
realisation of) the meaning well-ascertained by Vedanta-Vijfiana and through SarhnyasaYoga enter into That which is above Svarga (heaven) and is in the cave (of the heart). They
all attain Paramatman in the Brahman's-world and are (finally) emancipated.
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"Being seated in a pleasant posture in an unfrequented place with a pure mind, and with
his neck, head, and body erect, having given up the duties of the (four) orders of life,
having subjugated all the organs, having saluted his preceptor with devotion, Meditating the
pure, dustless or without Rajas heart-lotus and having contemplated in its (heart's) centre
Paramesvara who is always with His consort Uma, who is pure and free from sorrow, who
is unthinkable and invisible, who is of endless forms, who is of the riature of happiness,
who is very quiescent, who is of the form of emancipation, who is the source of Maya, who
has no beginning, middle or end, who is One, who is All-Pervading, who is Cidananda
(Consciousness-Bliss), who is formless, who is wonderful, who is the Lord (of all), who has
three eyes, who has a blue neck, (Nilakar:i.fha},-and who is serenity (itself)- the Muni
attains Paramatma, the womb of all elements, the All Witness, and above Tamas.
He only is Brahma. He only is Siva. He only is Indra. He only is the indestructible. He
only is the Supreme. He only is the Self-Shining. He only is Vi~r:i.u. He only is Prar:i.a. He
only is Time. He only is Agni (fire). He only is the moon. He only is all things that exist or
will hereafter exist. He only is eternal. Having known Him, one crosses death. There is no
other path to salvation. He only attains Parabrahman who sees in himself all elements and
himself in all elements. There is no other means. Having constituted his body an Arar:i.i (the
lower attritional piece of wood) and prar:i.ava (0th), the upper Arar:i.i, a wise man bums
Ajfiana by the churning of meditation.

~ ~ q1lJ1qn:ml%akq1 ~1.fhq1(-V.114
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It is only He (Paramatma) who, deluded by Maya, assumes a body with the internal
organs and does everything. It is only He who in the waking state is gratified with women,
food, drink, and other diverse enjoyments. In the dream too, the Jiva enjoys pleasures and
sorrow in the several worlds which are created by His Maya. In the deep sleep when all
illusion vanished, He, replace with darkness (Tamas), attains the state of happiness. Then
through the force of the Karmas of previous births, the Jiva again wakes up and goes to
sleep. All the diversified objects (of the universe) emanate from the Jiva, who sports in the
three bodies (gross, subtle and casual). The three bodies are finally absorbed in Him who is
the source of all, who is Bliss, and who is Absolute Wisdom. From Him, arise PraI).a.
Manas, all the organs of sense and action Akasa, Vayu, Agni, water and earth supporting
all. Parabrahman, which is of all forms, which is the Supreme Abode of this universe,
which is the most subtle of the subtle and which is eternal, is only yourself. You are only
That. One who knows himself to be that Parabrahman that shines as the universe in the
waking, dreaming, dreamless and other states, will be relieved from all bondage. I am that
Sadasiva, (or the eternal happiness) who is other than the enjoyer, the enjoyed, and the
enjoyment in the three seats (or bodies), and who is witness and cinmatra. All emanate
from me alone. All exist in Me alone. All merge into Me alone. I am that non-dual
Brahman. I am the atom of atoms; so am I the biggest (of all). I am this diversified
universe. I am the oldest of all. I am Puru~a. I am Isa (the Lord). I am of the form of Jyotis
(light) and of the form of happiness. I have neither hands nor feet. I have power
unthinkable. I see without eyes, I hear without ears. I am omniscient. I have one kind of
form only. None is able to know Me fully. I am alwa>'s of the form of Cit. I am the One that
should be known through all the Vedas. I am the Guru who revealed the Vedanta. I am only
He who knows the true meaning of Vedanta. I have no sins or virtues. I have no destruction.
I have no birth, body, organs of sense or action, or Buddhi. To me there is no earth water or
fire. There is no Vayu; there is no Akasa. He who thinks Paramatman as being in the cave
(of the heart), as having no form, as being secondless, as being the witness of all and as
being neither Sat nor Asat, attains the pure form of supreme Atman.
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One who recites this Satarudriya, becomes as pure as Agni (fire). He becomes purified
by wind, purified by Atman. He becomes purified from the sins of drinking alcohol. He
becomes purified from the sins of murder of a Brahmal).a. He becomes purified from the
sins of theft of gold. He becomes purified from the sins of commission (of those that ought
not to be done) and the sins of omission (of those that ought to be done). Therefore he goes
into the Avimukta. Rising above the Asramas, one should recite (this Upani~ad) always or
even once (in a day).
By the virtues of this, he acquires the knowledge that destroys the ocean of Samsara.
Therefore having known Him, he attains the Kaivalya State (reward of final
emancipation)- yea, he attains the Kaivalya State.

~ ~ .:tlclcl~.-........................~
II~ ~cl~QRtk(-lqlHIII
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14. JABALOPANISAD

This Upani~ad is related to the tradition of Sukla Yajurveda. There are six parts in it. In the first
part, a colloquy between Lord Brhaspati and Yajfiavalkya regarding Pr~a-vidya (learning) has been
given. The R~i Yajfiavalkya has explained the place of breathing, abode of Brahman and the only
place for offering i.e., Avimukta (Brahmarandhra-KasI). Lord Rudra provides with emancipation to
the living soul by preaching Taraka Brahma to the man at his hermit Atri and Yajfiavalkya has been
introduced in the second part in which th_e region of Avimukta has been told at the middle of the
eyebrows on the basis of the knowledge acquired as a result of its worship. A man can preach the
knowledge of soul to other. A way to attain the element of an immortality has .been described in the
third part by the R~i Yajfiavalkya. The mea!i~e so described is a Japa of Satarudra. The devotee can
conquer his death by virtue of this Japa. The R~i Yajfiavalkya in reply to the question raised
regarding seclusion by the king Janaka has told its system, the procedure and the activities to be
performed in the fourth part. In the fifth part, the hermit, Atri has obtained a guideline regarding the
sacrificial thread (Yajfiopavlta), the garments, the M~<;lana, the alms etc. of a recluse. A conclusion
has been arrived to the effect that a recluse should keep himself away from the distortions of worldly
issues by his mind and speech both. In the sixth part, a commentory on the activities performed by
the renowned recluse like Sarilvartaka, Arui:i.i, Svetaketu, Durvasll., Ribhu etc. has been made and
fmally the characteristics of a naked Paramaharilsa (great scholar) has been explained.
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Brhaspati said to Yajfiavalkya'- "After Kuru~etra; what is the region of sacrifice of
gods and the abode of Brahman for all beings? Yajfiavalkya replied- "A\limukta (Kasi) is
the true Kuru~etra (the region of breathing). This very region has been called the
sacrificial place of gods and it too is the abode of Brahman for all beings. Hence, the person
moving at any place should consider it. This is Kuruk~etra, the sacrificial place of gods and
Brahman-seat of all creatures. For here, when the vital breaths depart out of a person, Rudra
preach regarding formula of Taraka Brahma, to the living soul by virtue of which he attains
the immortality and becomes liberated. One should not leave Avimukta [which is not
left]!"- "It is so, 0 Yajfiavalkya."
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Then Atri asked Yajfiavalkya : "This infinite, not manifest Atman, how can I know
him?" Yajfiavalkya replied- "He is to be worshipped in A vimukta. That endless and
unmanifested soul resides in A vimukta."
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Where is situated that AVi.mukta place? In reply to this R~i Yajfiavalkya said- "It is
enshrined in the middle ofthe Varal)a and Nasi'' (Atri asked further) "what is Varal)a and
what the Nasi?" Yajfiavalkya replied- "The thing that eliminates (varayati) the defect or
evils committed by the organs of body is called Varal)a and which that dispels the sins
committed by all senses is called Nasi". (Atri further asked) Where is its location? Then
Yajfiavalkya replied "Its location is at the adjunction of the eyebrow and nose. For that is
the meeting place of heaven (dyuloka) and the highest region. Therefore, one who knows
Brahman, adores this connecting place as the union-time (Sandhya). Hence, that Avimukta
is only adorable. The person who has duly acquired knowledge of a result of hi$ worship to
A vimukta is only competent to preach regarding soul to others.
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The celibate disciples then asked to Yajfiavalkya- "By what recitation one can attain
the immortality, tell us?" Then Yajfiavalkya replied- "Immortality is attained only by
recitation of Satarudriya (Vaj. Sarilhita xvi)." One who occurs there, is conceived as many
epithes of immortal. He becomes immortal.
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Then Janaka, the king of Vaideha, approached Yajfiavalkya and said : "Explain to me,
0 exalted sir, the renunciation (Samnyasa)!" R~i Yajfiavalkya replied- "One should first
observe the rules of celibacy. On its successful completion, he should become a
householder, then he should become a Vanaprasthin (forest-resident). After that, he should
finally accept the life of reclusion. However, a direct entry into reclusion may be made after
Brahmacarya, Grhastha or Vanaprastha.
And even otherwise, whether he may have observed a vow or not, whether he has taken
the final ablution or not, whether he has caused the household fires to extinguish or whether
he is (already) without fire, from that day on, on which he renounces, he should wander as a
pilgrim.
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On occasion of entrance into reclusion, a few people perform a Prajapatya sacrifice; if
one does not do that, he should offer a sacrifice to Agni alone, for Agni is the PraQa; so
thereby one offers to the PraJ:J.a. As a next step, he should offer the Traidhatavlya sacrifice;
thereby the three Dhatus (elements), namely Sattva, Rajas and Tamas are worshipped.
By reciting the hymn-Ayam te yoni ... etc. (Atharva. 3.20,1) one should inhale the fire.
0 fire! This breathing is a common cause because you are originated through this
breathing. 0 fire! You burn th~ breathing and you attain to the light and growth. Please
ensure our growth. Indeed, this Pral).a is the vagina of fire (producer of fire). "Go to that
Pral.).a, Svaha" thus he says. (He offers oblation by reciting these hymns).
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One [the priest] may also bring the fire from a village and make him [the Sarimyasin]
inhale the fire as d~scribed. If he cannot get fire, he should make an offering in water, for
water is all godheads. And after performing the sacrifice with the words "Orh, I offer to all
godheads, svaha." After performing thus, he should take out of it and the wholesome
sacrificial food should be eaten along with clarified butter. One should make a conception
that the hymn for emancipation is Orh consisting of three letters i.e., ( 3l ~ 'fl) Lord
Yajfiavalkya pronounced that this very is Brahma and it is only adorable.
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Then Atri asked Yajfiavalkya- "I am curious to know the type ·of Brahmal)a which has
not put on the sacrificial th1ead (Yajfiopavita)." Yajfiavalkya replied- "This Atman is only
sacrificial thread to him, that he feeds himself and that he rinses the mouth (Prasana and
Acamana) with water. That is the sacrificial precept of the Parivrajakas.
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The recluse at the time when he is on the way of a warrior, in the stage of hunger, while
entering into the water of a river like Ganga etc., while entering into the fire and at the time
of Mahaprasthana should put one colourless garments, with shaven head, without
belongings, pure, free from deceipt, living on begging, becomes fit for Brahmanhood. In
case, he is too ill, and wish to observe reclusion, then the subjects of worldly enjoyments
should be abandoned by mind and the speech. This path is propounded by Brahman
(Vedas). The recluse being well-known to Brahman, it is necessary for him to observe these
rules. Thus Yajfiavalkya said.
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The great recluse like Sarhvartaka, AfUl)i, Svetaketu, Durvasas, Rbhu, Nidagha,
Ja<,labharata, Dattatreya and Raivataka etc. were without any visible sign or the symbol of
reclusion. Their behaviour was invisible. They were behaving like mad, but were not mad.
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The recluse of the above stage should immerse the three staves, Kamal)galu, drinking
bowl, water-flasks, water-filter, a braid of hair and sacrificial thread etc. into water by
reciting the hymn "Bhii}:i Svaha" and seek the Atman.
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The recluse always remains naked as he was born, free from pairs of opposites
(dvandva), without. belonging, firmly devoted to the way of true knowledge, the Brahman,
and pure-minded. He is a liberated, but in order to survive, he is begging alms at prescribed
hours, with the belly a~ his utensil. He don't fall fo the trap of worry whether he gets
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anything or not. He lives without taking care for an appropriate residence in the deserted .
place, temples, huts, in the hold of the snakes, under a tree, in the residence of pot-maker, at
the place of offering, at the bank of river, in mountains, trenches or in caves and near the
streams. He always engrosses himself in concentration to. the great deeds and uplifts his
soul from the state where discrimination of good and bad deeds reside. Who becomes free
from body by means of renunciation, he is called Paramaharhsa when be breathes his last.
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-Gautama addressed Sanatkumara thus : "O Lord, You are the knower of all dharmas
and are well versed in all Sastras, please tell me the means by which I may obtain a
knowledge ofBrahma~vidya. Sanatkumara replied thus:
"Hear, 0 Gautama, that Tattva as expounded by Parvati after inquiring into all dharmas
and ascertaining Siva's opinion. This treatise on the nature of Harhsa which gives the fruit
of bliss and salvation and which is like a treasure to the yogin, is (a) very mystic (science)
and should not be revealed (to the public).
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"Now we shall explain the true nature of Harhsa and Paramaharhsa for the benefit of a
brahmacarin (a seeker after Brahman or celibate), who has his desires under control, is
devoted to his Guru and always contemplates (as) Harhsa, and realises thus : It (Harhsa) is
permeating all bodies. like· fire (or heat) in all kinds of wood or oil in all kinds of gingelly
seeds. Having known (It) thus, one does qot meet with death.
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"Having contracted the anus (with the heels pressed against it), having raised the vayu
(breath) from (Muladhara cakra), having made circuit thrice round Svadhisthana, having
gone to Mal)ipuraka, having crossed Anahata, having controlled Pral)a in Visuddhi and then
h'aving reached Ajfiya, one contemplates in Brahmarandhra (in the head), and having
meditated there always 'I am of three matras', cognises (his Self) and becomes .formless.
The Sisl)a (penis) has two sides (left and right from head to foot). This is that Paramaharhsa
(Supreme Harhsa or Higher Self) having the resplendence of crores of suns and by whom
all this world is pervaded.
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"It (this Harilsa which has buddhi as vehicle) has eight-fold vrtti. (When it is) in the
eastern petal, there is the inclination (in a person} to virtuous actions; in the south-eastern.
petal, there arise sleep, laziness, etc.; in the southern, there ~s the inclination to cruelty; in
the south-western, there is the inclination to sins; in the western, there is the inclination to
sensual sport; in the north-western, there arises the desire of walking, and others; in the
northern, there arises the desire of lust; in the north~eastern, there arises the desire of
amassing money; in. the middle . (or .the interpaces between the petals), there is the
indifference to material pleasures. In the filament (of the lotus), there arises the waking
state; in the pericarp, there arises the svapna (dreaming state); in tl;te bija (seed of pericarp),
there arises the su~upti (dreamless sleeping state); when leaving the lotus, there is the turiya
(fourth state). When Harilsa is absorbed in Nada (spiritual sound), the state beyond the
fourth is reached. Nada (which is at the end of sound and beyond speech and mind) is like a
pure crystal extending from (Mula) Adhara to Brahmarandhra. It is that which is spoken of
as Brahma Paramatma.
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[Here the performance of Ajapa GayatrI is given.]

"Now Harilsa is the R~i; the metre is Avyakta GayatrI; Paramaharilsa is the devata (or
presiding deity) 'Ham' is the bija; 'Sa' is the saktI' So'ham is the kilaka. Thus these are six.
There are 21,600 Harilsas (or breaths) in a day and night. (Salutation to) Surya, Soma,
Nirafijana (the· stainless) and Nirabhasa (the universeless), Ajapa-mantra. (May) the
bodiless and subtle one guide (or illuminate my understanding). Vau~a! to Agni-Soma.
Then Ati.ganyasas and Kara-nyasas occur (or should be performed after the mantras as they
are performed before the mantras) in the heart and other (seats). Having done so, one
. should contemplate upon Harilsa as the Atman in his heart. Agni and Soma are its wings
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· (right and left sides); Om.kara is its head; Ukara and bindu ·are the ·three eyes and face
rspectively; Rudra andRudraI)I (orRudra's wife)are thefoetkaIJ,thata (or the realisation o_f
the oneness of jivatrna or Ha:msa, the lower self with Paramatma or_·Paramahamsa, the
Higher Self} is done' in twp ways, (samprajfiata and asamprajfiata);_ After that, UnmanI is
·
·
the end oftheAjapaJMantra).
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Having thus reflected upon manas by means of this (Harhsa), one hears Nada after the
uttering of this Japa (mantra) a crore of times~ It (Nada) is (begun to heard as) of ten kinds.
The fi~t is ciIJ,i (like the sound of that word); the second is ciIJ,I-ciIJ,i; the third is the sound·
-. of bell; the fourthis that of conch; the fifth is that oftantri (lute); the sixth is that sound of
tala (cymbals); the seventh is that offlut~; the etghth is that of ~heri (drum); the ninth is
that of mrdaliga (double drum); and the tenth is that of clouds (viz;, thunder). lie may
experie~ce the tenth without theJirst nine sounds (through the initiation of~ Guru). In the
first st~ge, his· body becomes CiIJ,I- ciIJ,l; in the second,there is the (bhafijana) breaking (Of
affectii:lg) in the body; in the thir~;there is the (bhedana) piercing; in the fourth; _the head __
sha~es; in the fifth, the palate produces saliva; in the sixth, nectar is attained; in the seventh,
.-· the'knowledge ofthe hidden (things fo the world) arises; in the eighth, Paravak is heard; in
the'ninth, the body.becomes invisible and the pure divine eye is developed; in thet~nth, he
· ··-attains Pa.rabrahman in the presence of (i>r -with) Atillan which is B-rahman. After that, when
_inanas-is destroyed, when it-:which_is-tll.e source ofsalikalpa arid v1kalpa disappears,·owing
to the destruction bf these two, and wheri virtues and sins are burnt away' then he' shines as
Sadasiva of tbe nature of Sakti pervading everywhere, being effulgence in its very essence,
the immaculate,·the e,temal, the stainless anq the most quiescent Oti1. thus is the teaching
ofthe Vedas/' ·
·
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This Upani~ad. is related to the tradition of Silmaveda, It is also. called as. Ahu).ikop~i~ad. Lord
Brahma had explained some aphorism for acquiring perfection Jn recluse and thus satisfy the .
curiosity of the sage A.rw,1,i regarding tenouhce. 'The c_elihate, couple and the su<;cessive Asrrup
(Vanaprastha) are authorised or held entitle to ellter into reclusi<;m. Th~ vital framework of
renunciation to the symbol of offering, Sacrificial thread etc. rituals of,the recluse;'The recluse
doesn't abandon the offering and becomes himself the offering itself/Cll~'doesn't abartd~ri tbe
sacrificial thread but his_ life itself becomes the sacrificial thread; .He d<\es~'t ·abandoll. the. hymns but
.his speech itself kept the ·form of hymn. Owing to hold these important; aphorisw/'he ii calh:d. as
SannyiisI i.e, the person or rituals in course of enteriniinlife;ofrech.ise,.
has beerr also ¢llumerated. ·.
.
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Nlay my all organs ~d parts Qf the body avail ,g~owth. May the speech, the breathing,
· · the ~yes; the ears, the power arid all sensory organs pbtain due growth. All lJpani~ads are
Brahman. May the Brahma is notabandon~d by me arid the Brahma on its part should not
abandon me. I further repeadhat the Brahtr1an' sh011lcln't abandon. me; Thus, 'the l'eligion .as··
propounded by Upani~ad should be obtain_ed to us viz., who are engrossed with Brahma. .
May the trio-Jevers cooled dowri and may we attain peace; ·
' · ·
·
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Aru1J.i, the son of Arul}.a appeared before Lord Brahma in the abode of jrtthma. ·»e pra:y
to Prajapati.th.athe should suggest someversatile ways to him'.He_asked'~O Lord! How,can
I abandon all activities?" Lord Brahma said to him ''O Saint! Qne should abandon to put .
-sacrificial thread, organise the of(ering,.keepingthe braid,the perseverance,.o.ne$·son, near·
'and dears, ·sanguine, relative~. !Uld . the- W,hole J3ra.htria~<j~ comp~i5.ing,t~i. al)ode .of ·BhO,.·
Bhuva1;t, Sva}J., Mahal;i, Jana}J.; Tapa}J.-, Satyal;i and Atala; Tafatal, Yitala, Sµ!ala, Rasatala,
Mahatala and Pata.la. He shmild only keep with hik-astick, a single qlQ~jcrriover.the body
and once-nicker. (K.aupina). All other things ·besides these should-be.~ba,ncloi;.ed.
.
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,Either ·he is celibate, couple orin the stage after couple life, sh.ould impdse all divine
fires on his digestive power (Jathatagni). He should enshrine Gayatri .in the fire of his
speech, the sacrificial thread on the earth or it should ~e .flown with the water. The celibate
residing in. a hermittage should wreck all attachments with his family members. He should"
. abandon the vessels (pots) and the seat (Kusa) as also the stick and the materiaffire too. It
was suggested by Lord Brahma to A.ruJJ.i. He added furtherthathe should behave as a man
witho11t hymn. He sho_uldn 't desire. to reside in the. heavens. He should take the food like
medicine and take bath daily thrice in a day .. .t\t the tirnl of his' pray' he should do research.
on the supreme soul, a perfect knowledge in the state of medit~tion, concomittantly, he····
should go over the AraJJ.yaka and churn the topic in hi~ mind. He should read t.Jpani~ads
·
·
·
·
· ·.· · ·
~gain ~d again.
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The desirous ofrech1Sion should give up putting sa~rificial thread with the presurripti~n
that,, he himself
is the
thread that enables
the Brahma
to ·.know;
The
scholai
known
.
.,.. sacrificial
.
·. .
.
.
.
.
to this should then repeat three times ''Maya Sannyastam" viz., Ilfave adopted the life of a
recluse; lhave left everything, I have left everything. He should then
on the nicker and •
a bamboo stick duly spelled with hymns with the letter and the spirit thatthis whole world\
i; residing within him'. Let the:creatures violent and non-violent enjoyfearlessness. Further,
addressing to the.bamboo stick, he should say that the stick is his fri(mdartd it win protect
his splendour. He should further say that the stick is his friend and it is the thunderbolt .of
Lord Indra enabling him to kill the· dem~n Vrtra. OthunderboltJ Make· us .to enjoy pleasure
and destroy the evil thaf rriay 11tand as hurdle in the way ofteclusion:. He should take the .
food considering it as medicine i.e. be cautious atthe time of eating aridtake a lesser diet.
0 AruQi! one should rigidly maintain celibacy, non-violence; check on desires and the truth
after attaining to· the life of a reduse.
'

put

Q .Son! Protectvery carefully and with the ~e1;t attempts, the discipline prescribed for
·the life-of a recluse.·.
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Lord Brahma further added that the sacrosanct recluse, known to Brahma; should only
take seat on the earth and should never use cot etc. for sleeping. He should keep a wooden
jug . or an earthern pot with him. The recluse should abandon entirely the vices like
sensuality, anger, happiness, gloom, fury, greed, attachment, ego, envy, desire, critical
approach for others, excess affliction and the proud etc. He should live at a single place
upto four month of the rainy season. Besides it, the rest of eight months should be passed
by moving alone or atleast he should stay at a place for two months.
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If a scholar known to all rules and by laws of the life in renounce should abandon his
parents, sun, fire, sacrificial thread, activities, wife and all that which is existed in the form
of material objects or articles either prior or after the ceremony of Upanayana. The person
entering into life of a recluse should use. his hands at the pot or his. stomach as the vessel
while visiting at the villages for alms. He should first recite the syllabl~ 'Om' thrice and
then enter ip. the village. It has been contemplated by this Upani~ad and the person known
to it is truly a scholar. The person is a gallant and the great who abandons the sacrifictal
thread and accepts a stick of Palasa, Bela, Pipal (holy fig tree) and Gulara (sycamore) etc.
Such ascetics always watch the supreme abode of Lord Vi~l)u, existed everywht:re with its
gigantic splendour like the Smi' in the sky. The devotees free from attachment and
engrossed with ceaseless meditation give m~re light to that supreme abode when he
accesses there. This posit!on is called the supreme abode of Lord Vi~l)U. Thus, it is a
discipline to be followed for emancipation, a discipline prescribed by the Veda and this is
the Upani~ad.
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Orn. The body is composed of the five (elements); it exists in the five (objects of sense,
etc.);- it has six supports : it is associated with the six gui;i.as; it has seven dhatus (essential
ingredients) and three malas (impurities); it has three yonis (wombs) and is formed of four
kinds of food.
Why is the body said to be composed of five? Because there are five elements in this
body (viz.,), prthivI, apas, agni, vayu and akasa? In this body of five elements, What is the
prthivI elements? What apas ? What agni? What vayu? and What akasa? PrthivI is said to
be that which is hard; apas is said to be that which is liquid; agni is said to be that which is
hot; vayu is that which moves; akasa is that which is full of holes (or tubes). Of these,
prthivI is seen in supporting (objects), apas in cohesion, tejas (or agni) is making forms
visible, vayu in moving, akasa chiefly in avaka~a (viz., giving space). (Then what are the
five objects of sense, etc.?) The ear exists in sound, the skin in touch, the eye in forms, the
tongue in taste, and the nose in odour. (Then) the mouth (exists) in speech, the hand in
lifting, the feet in walking, the anus in excreting, and the genitals in enjoying. (Then
through buddhi, one knows and determines; through manas, ·he thinks and fancies; through
citta, he recollects; through aharhkara, he feels the idea of 'I'. Thus these perform their
respective functions.
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Which are the six supports? There are six kinds of rasas (essence or tastes)- sweet,
sour, saltish, bitter, astringent, and pungent. The body depends upon them while they
depend upon the body.
There are six changes of state (viz.,), the body exists, is born, grows, matures, decay,
and dies. And there are also six cakras (wheels) depending on the dhamani (nerves), (viz.,),
muladhara, svadhi~thana, ma:tJ.ipurraka, anahata, visuddhi, and ajfia. Also the gu:tJ.as are
six- kama (passion) and others and sama (mental restraint) and others; there being
properly- association (with the former) and devotion (to the latter); Then there are seven
kinds of sounds, (viz.,). ~adja (sa), r~abha (ri), gandhara (ga), madhyama (ma) paficama
(pa), daivata (da), and ni~ada (ni), which are stated to be seven agreeable and disagreeable
ones; and there are seven kinds of dhatus having seven colours, (viz.,) sukla (white), rakta
(red), kr~:tJ.a (dark-blue or indigo), dhumara (blue), pita (yellow), kapila (orange~red), and
pandara (yellowish white).
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In whomsoever these substances arise and increase, the i;asa (essence) is the cause of
the one following and so on (as stated below). (These rasas are six in number; from the
rasas (probably chyme) arises blood : from blood, flesh; from flesh, fat; from fat, bones;
.from bones, marrow; and from marrow, sukla (the male seminal fluid). From the union of
sukla and SO:tJ.ita (the female vital energy), occurs garbha (conception in the womb). Being
stationed in the heart, it is led. In the heart of persons, (there is) an internal agni; in the seat
of agni, there is bile; in the seat of bile, there is vayu; in the seat of vayu, is hrdaya (heart or
Atma).
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Through having connection at the rtu (seasons) fit for raising issues, it (the embryo
formed in the womb) is like water in the first night; in seven nights, it is like a bubble; at
the end of half a months, it becomes a ball. At the end of a month, it is hardened; in two
months, the head is formed; in three months, the region about the feet;. and in fourth month,
the region about the stomach and the loin and also ankle is formed, in the fifth month, the
back (or spinal} bone; in the sixth, the face, the nose, eyes, ang ears; in the seventh, it
becomes united with Jiva (Atma); in the eighth month, it becomes full (of all organs); inthe
ninth, it becomes fatty. ,Sukla. belongs to men and sol).ita to women. Each (by itself) is
neutral (of is powerless). (But in their combination) a son is born when the father's seed
preponderates. A daughter is born when the mother's seed preponderates. Should both be
equal, a eunuch is born: Sinc.e females have more of passion, on account of their deriving .
·more pleasure (than male from sexualunion), a greater numbet of females are born. Action
corresponds to mental state (of the actor). Hence the child (born) takes after (the thought
of) the parents; From parents with minds full of anxieties (at the time of union) are born the
,blind, the fame, the hunchback, the dwarf, and th,e limbless. (From impregnation) during the
eclipses of the sun and the moon, children. are born with defective limbs. Increase or
decrease, similarities or dissimilarities of bodies arise (in children) through the influence of
time, place, action, dravya (substance), and enjoyment. From a well-conducted intercourse
(or union), the child.being born with the form ·of the father possesses, his qualities,just as
the image· in a glass reflects truly the original. When sukla bursts into two ,through the
interaction (or blowing against one another) of the vayu of both gukla anct 801).ita,then twins
(of the same sex) are born. lnthe same manner when theretas (the seminal fluids), viz.,
(sukla and sol).ita) of both the parents burst into two, then mixed progeny (male and female)
is the result. Among mankind, five embryos (only can be formed at a pregnancy in the
womb), A womb with one embryo is common. There are some with two. Those with three
are only to be found (as rarely) as one in a thousand. Where there is a frequent pouring (of
seminal fluidinto the W()mb),a greater11umber oflimbs is prnduced {in the child). When
the pouring (within the woinb} is only once, then the child becomes dried up (or
contracted). By pouring (within) more than once, couples are (sometimes) born .
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Then (viz., in the ninth month), this (in the body) made of five elements and able to
sense odour, taste, etc., through tejas (spiritual fire), etc., which is also made up of the five
elements- this cognizes the indestructible omkara through its deep wisdom and
contemplation. It cognizes as the one letter (Om).
Then there arise in the, body the eight pra)_qtis and the sixteen vikaras (changes).
Through the food and drink of the mother transmitted through her nadis, the chid obtains
pral).a. In the ninth month, it is full of all attributes.
It then remembers its previous births, finds out what has been done and what has not
been done, and discriminates between actions, right and wrong. (Then it thinks thus:)
"Many thousands of wombs have been seen by me, many ki11ds of food have been tasted
(by me}, and many breasts have been sucked (by me). All parts of the world have been my
place of birth, as also iny burning~ground in the past. In eighty-four lakhs of wombs, have I
been born. I have often born and have often died. I have been subject to the cycle of rebirths very often. I have had birth and death, again birth and death, and again birth (and so
on); There is much suffering while living in the womb. Delusion and sorrow attended every
birth. In youth ate sorrow, grief, dependence on others, ignorance, the non-performance of
what is beneficial laziness, and the performance o'f what is unfavourable. Iri adult age, (the
sources of sorrow are} attachment to sensual objects and groaning under the three kinds of
pain. In old age anxiety, disease, fear of death, desires, love of seif, passion, anger, and
non-independence- all these produce very great suffering. This birth .is a sea of sorrow and
is unbearable. I have not attained the dharma of nivrtti, (viz., the means of overcoming the
cycle of re-birth) nor have I acquired the means of yoga and jfiana. Alas ! I am sunk in the
ocean of sorrow and find no remedy for it. Fie on ajfiana ! fie on ajfiana ! fie on the troubles
caused by passion and anger; fie on the fetters of sari1sara (the mundane existence) ! I shall
attain wisdom from a Guru. ff I get myself freed from the womb, then I shall practise
samkyha yoga which is the cause of the extinction of all evil and the bestower of the fruit of
emancipation. If I get myself freed from the womb, I shall seek refuge of Mahesvara (the
great Lord) who is cause of the extinction of aU evil and bestower of the (four) ends of life.
If I get myself freed from the· womb; then I shall seek refuge in that· Lord of the world who
is the cidatma of all sakti and the cause of all causes. If I get myself freed from the womb,
then I shall seek refuge in that supreme Lord Bharga)J (Siva or light) who is pasupati (the
lord of pasus or souls), Rudra, Mahadeva (the great Deva) and the Guru ofthe world. If I
get ·myself freed from the bondage of the wo~b, I shall .perform great penances. If I get
myself freed from the passage of the womb, I shaU worship Vi~I).U in my heart who is the
bestower of nectar, who is bliss, who. Narayal).a, and who never decays. I am. I10W
confined in my mother's womb; and were I freed from its bonds, I shalFplease the divine .
Vasude.va without div~rting my mind. I am burnt through actions, good and bad; committed ·
by me alone before for the sake of others, while those who enjoyed the fruits'thereof have
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disappeared. Through non-belief (unspirituality), I formely gave up all fears (of sin) and
committed sins. I now reap their fruits. I shall becme a believer hereafter."
Thus does the Jiva (Atma) within the (mother's womb) contemplate again and again the
many kinds of miseries (it had undergone), and remembering,always the miseries of the
cycle or re-births, becomes disgusted {with the material enjoyments of the world), often
fainting in the innermost centre (viz., heart) of all creatures of (the idea of) his avidyii,
desire, the karma. Thenthis being,"who had entered, many hundreds of female wombs of
. beings .(in the previous births), cornes the mouth of the womb wishing to obtainfelease.
Here being pressed by the yantra (neck of the uterus), it suffers much trouble. Moreover it
is much affected by parsOti (delivery) vayu and.ceases to remember anything of the past; it
also ceases to see far and to be the cognizer the teal. Coming into contact with the earth,
ifbecomeS tiercy~eyecf and d~based. The evail of the eye after it, if rubbed'.with (or cleaned
by) water vanishes; and with Jt, vanishes memory of birth and death, good and bad actions
a11d their affinities. Thenhow does he understand vayu, bile, and sle~ma (phleg~)? '\\Then
they are in their proper state, they produce health :' with their disturbance, diseases are
generated. It should be .known that one becomes capable of knowing through a proper
quantity of bile; through having a· little more or a little less of it, he comes .or know more.
When the bile.is changed (otherwise), he becomes changed and acts lik a 111ad man. And
that bile i~ •agrii.. Agni 'influenced by karma, is kindled by vayu, ·the source (or Seat} of virtue
and vice, fuel is kindled within (by fire) from without (by the wind).

to

of

And of how 1nany kinds is agni? It has three bodies, three {seeds or. progeny), ,th,ree
puraS. (cities); three dhatus, .and three kinds· of Clgni threefold, Qf these ,three~ Vdisvanara. is
bodiless .. And that agni becomes. (or is subdiyided irito) Jnana~i. (Wi:sdorn-fire),
Darsantigni {eye'.'fire), and KO$!hag,i((digesHve fire). Of th~se Jiianagntpertains to the.
mind; Dars,magni pertains of the sense~; and Ko 1~_thagnt pertains to daily cooks (of
disgests) equally :whatever is eaten, drunk, licked, or sucked through pra~a and apana.
Darsanagni is (in) the eye itself and is the cause of the vijfiana andenables one to see all
objects of form. It has three seats, The (spiritual) eye itself being the (primary) seat, and the
eyeballs being the·. accessory seats .. Paksinagntjs in the .heart, Garhapatya is ·in. the .belly,
and·in the face is Aliavanfya; (Iil thes'e sacrific~s with the three agnis), the Puru1va is himself
the sacrificer; buddhi becomes his wife; santo~a(contentment) becomes the dik,va (v~w)
taken;, the: mind and tlie organs of the senses become the sacrificial vessels; the
karmendriyas (organs of action)are the·sacrificial instruments .. In this sacrifice•ofthe body,
the several devas who become the ftvijas(sacrificial priests) perform their parts following·
the master of the sacrifice, ·(viz., the true individuality), wherever he g~es .. In .this
(sacrifice), the body is the sacrificial place, the skull of the head is the fire-pit, the hairs are
the kusa grass; the mouth is the antarvedi (raised platform in sacrifice); kama (or passion)· is
the clarified butter; the period of life is the period of sacrifice; nada (sound) produced in
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(heart) is the samaveda (recited during the sacrifice; vaikharf in the yajus (or yajurveda
hymns); para, pasyanti, and madhyama are the rks (or rgveda hymns); cruel worlds are the
atharvas (atharvaveda hymns) and khilas (supplementary texts of each veda); true; words
are the vyahrtis. Life, strength, and bile are the pasus (sacrificial creatures) and death. is
avabhrta (the bath which concludes the sacrifice). In this sacrifice, the (three) fires blaze up
and then according to (the desires of) the worldly, the devas bless him. All who are living
(in this world) are the sacrificers: There is none living who does not perform yajiia
(sacrifice). This body is (created) for yajiia, and arises out of yajiia and changes according
to yajiia. If this yajiia is continued in a direction changed (from the right course, or is
abused), then it leads to an ocean of misery.
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In this body, there are sixteen side-teeth, having each a membrane (as its root) and
fifteen openjngs. It (the body) is measured by ninety-six digits, there are in it fourteen nadis
seats and 108 joints. There are seventy-two tubes seats with seventy-two nadis between
, them, of which thre.e are important, viz., ic.ia, pingala; and su~umna, the fourth is puritati,
and jivata the fifth. Above Jivata is bile and near bile is puritati. Above the navel, two digits
to the left of it, is seated the source of bile.
The food taken in is divided into three parts- urine, freces, and sara (the essence of
chyme). The urine dividing itself into two, spreads to the left below the navel. The freces is
in the right side and is of seven kinds. The sara is of five kinds and spread itself over the
body. Hence the semen and blood are produced from food and drink. In this body, vayu
which is moving as pral)a is the Sutratma. Through it, one inspires and expires and moves
(his limbs). Without it, no limb of the body will be animated. Through vayu, the current of
blood is driven into the nadis from the cakra (plexus) of the heart, and those which can be
touched (on the body) are easily discernible. The juicy essences ( of food) which arise out of
digestion enter the womb which is suspended in the stomach of the mother and coming near
the.child's head nourishes the child's pral)a through the su~umna (on the head or pineal
gland). Su~um?a is the Brahma-nae.ii. Pral)a and others are found there. It (pra1;1a) descends
lower a.nd lower as the time of birth approaches and settles in the heart when the child is
born, Through yoga, it should be brought. from the midle of the eyebrows to the end of
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su~umna (viz., the pineal gland), when he becomes the cognizerof the Reallike the child in
thewotnb. In the body of this nature, Atman is latent and deathless, and the witness and
Puru~a, It lives in this body, being enveloped (by II)aya). JltaQ.i (or thejiva havingprai;ta)
has abhimana (identification with the body)
a~count of avidya. Ajfi~a whichsurrounds .·
it is seed; the antal_lkaraQ.a (internal organ) is the sprout and the body is the tree. In this tree
(of body), there are eight crores
of hairs, eighty
hundreds of joints, nine hundreds of
.
.
tendons, eight palams of heart, twelve palams of tongue, one.prastha (or two. palams) of
bile; one adhaka of phlegm, one kudupa (or 1/4. prastha) of sukla and two prasthas of
marrow.Oneshouid consider everything as evanescent, likethechildin.the womb(with its
pfai.,.a. etc.,) stationed in the su~umna (of the head): Then he becomes freed and gets on
more body. If not, an ignorant man becom~s subject to the 6yde of re-births, etc., is
exposed like a worm to the drink of urine and fa::.ces;· and undergoes in this body the:>
sufferings ofheU. Therefore knowing all this; one should be averse worldly objects; 'I'hus
· ends the inok~a..:sastra ofPippa}ada-thus ends the mok~a-sastra of Pippalada;
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Orh. Then -Narayai:ia; _the supreme ·Purui;;a · desired- "I shall create offspring." From ·
Narayai:ia emanates praIJ.a, -manas, the several organs of sense and action, akasa, vayu, agni;
apas and prthivi that supp~rts alL From NarayaI).a emanates Brahma. From Narayai:ia
emanates Rudra: From Narayai:ia emanates Indra. From NarayaIJ.a emanates Prajapati (the
divine progenitor). From Narayai:ia emanates the twelve adityas, rudras; vasus, and all the
chanQas (Vedas); From NarayaI).a only do (all these)proceed. Through Narayai:ia do (they)
.prosper. In Narayai:ia (they) are absorbed. The Rgveda teaches this.
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_Then NarayaI}.a is eternal. Brahma is NarayaI}.li, S1va is Naraya1;1a, fodra is NarayaI}.a; -Kala· (Time) is NarayaQa, Dik (space) is· Narayal)a; the intefI11:~diate_ quarters"also• are
NarayaI).a;Jhat which is above is NarayaQa, that which is below)s Narayai).a, thatwhich is
in and out is NarayaIJ.a, that whole universe which that existed and will exist is NarayaI).a.
- -Narayai:iais the only one that is stainless, sinless, changeless, and unnameable; and that is pure .and di vine. There IS no secohcL' whoever-knows Hirri thlls, becomes Vi~l)uj:Iimself.
,The Yajurveda teaches this. "
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One_ should utter "Om'' first, then ;,namal)" and then "'NarayaQ.a.'' ''Oril''. (is} a single
syllable; "Nairial);' contains two syllables : NarayaI).aye contains five syllables. this is the
sentence ,known as the A$taki;;ara of NarayaQ.a; Whoever studies this Ai;;taki;;ara of NarayaI).a
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and recites it constantly, attains full life and supremacy over men, enjoys the pleasures of
royalty and becomes the master of all souls. He attains Mok~a; yea, he attains mok~a. The
Samaveda tea~hes this.
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The Yagin having pronounced {the name of) Him who is complete bliss, who is
Brahma-puru~a and who is of the nature of Pral.).ava (Om)- combination of A, U, and Mis released from the bondage of birth and mundane existence. He who practises the mantra
"Oril-Namo-Narayal.).aye" reaches Vaikul.).tha (the abode of Vi~l.J.U). It is this lotus (heart). It
is replete with vijfiana : It has the brilliancy of lightning. The &on of Devaki is Brahmar:iya
Madhusudana is Brahmal.).ya. Narayal.).a who pervades all elements, who is one only, who is
the cause Puru~a and who is causeless, is known as Parabrahman. The Atharval.).a Upani~ac;l
teaches this.
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Whoever recites (this Upani~ad) in the morning destroys the sins committed the night
(before). Whoever recites it in the evening destroys the sins committed during the day.
Whoever recites morning and evening becomes free from sins, however sinful he may be.
Whoever recites (it) in the noon facing the sun is freed from all the five great sins as well as
from the minor ones. He derives the good effects of the recitation of all the Vedas.
Whoever knows thus attains Sayujya of Narayal).a (viz., is ab.sorbed in the essence of
Narayal).a). He attains Sayujya of Narayal).a.
II~ ..jl(ltlOTIQRt:lfQ41fllll

***

19. PARAMAHAMSOPANI~AD

." R
. This Upani~ad is related to Sukla Yajurveda. There are only four hymns in it. The great hermit
Narada has asked Lord Brahma regarding the position of Paramahamsa and the guidelines of this
route. In reply to which Lord Brahma has enumerated broadly the nature of Paramahamsa, his
outwards perceiving, the cardinal consecration, his behaviour etc. The man doing reverse to it has
been stated as an enigma to the name of recluse and suffering from the dire consequences of the grass
hell ofRaurava. ·The Paramahamsa should not retain the gold etc. wealth with him and if he does; it
leads him to a position analogous to self suicide, murder of Brahma and Cal).c,iala. Paramaharhsa is an
ascetic free from desires, vicissitudes, affection and envies and he is much above than the mean
feelings of good and bad. He is celibate, engrossed in the soul and in the form of perfect pleasure and
knowledge. He has a well-check on the temptations and senses. Their very is the supreme position of
life.
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Once the hermit Narada went to Lord Brahma and asked- "The Paramahari1sa among
'the yogis live at what position and what is their modus operandi and doctrines?" Lord
Brahma replied- "The modus operandi of Paramahamsa is most scarce in this world and
hardly a few persons are Paramahamsa. Only one or two recluse are found Paramaharnsa
and they live with all sacrosanct spirit. According to the scholars. Paramahamsa of this
nature are the man of Vedas. The mind of such great person always enshrines with me and I
myself abandons his sons, wife, relatives, near and dears, braid sacrificial thread, the
perseverance etc. all activities and holds mere copying, a stick and few garments mere
sufficient to protect the body for the interest of entire world. However,, merely doing this is
not the prime consecration of Paramahamsa." Narada asked again- "Then tell me. What is
the main consecration?"
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Main consecration of a Paramahamsa is that he should not hold stick, braid, sacrificial
thread. and the garments. Apart from it he should be without the feeling of hot and cold,
insult and respect as also the vicissitudes of worldly life i.e. six kinds of brain vagaries. He
observes his ·body as a corpse and abandons the :criticism, proud, malice, ego, vanity, desire,
envy, gaiety, sorrow, sensuality, anger, greed, affection, pleasure, impurity etc. He is
always in the form of conscious and never expects or tempts for any worldly things. He
deeins that he is exclusively undeviated pleasure and of sound mind. He treats it as his
supreme abode and the braid as also sacrificial thread. He observes the soul and supreme
soul equally: It is his Sandhya or worship that he goes beyond the discrimination which is
observed by common people between the soul and supreme soul.
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That Paramahamsa exists in its unduel Parabrahma form often giving up all desires. He
bears a stick of knowledge, therefore, called EkadaIJ.{,iI svamI, but the person who is
fulfilled with hopes holding a wooden stick, ignorant, void of the spirit for renunciation,
lmowledge, detachment, control etc. properties and who has destroyed the profession of
yogl by living on the alms, certainly is plucked down in a gross hellish stage. Paramahariisa
is the person who understands the difference between an evil, does recluse and is the
supreme saint.
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He becomes a beggar voluntarily without putting ears on condemnation or praise, the
reverence, respect, the spirit to offer has nothing the remain as summation surrendering,
hymn the concentration, worship and the visible or invisible. He has· no spirit to
discriminate between the narrow thinking of- "it is mine and that is yours" and devoid of
the universal spirit. He is a man without home but a most strong, mind. He doesn't involve
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himself in the collection of the gold etc. as also the money, viz., he never runs after money.
He doesn't thinkany discrimination between an attractive and unattractive thing. Nothing is
a hindrance for him viz., he can attain whatever he desire. In case, on attainment of
supreme soul and detached form the worldly issues, his lure for the gold or money throws
him to commit heinous crime like to murder a Brahma, such a beggar does self suicide.
Such person living on alms should not either see, touch, becomes anxious in the state of
sorrow and remains uncaused for the feeling of pleasure. He becomes unattached even to
the good or bad leaving all kinds of attachments .to the extent that he neither has any
· exhilaration and his all sense organs are perfectly cooled down. He carries himself in the
orbit Where he only engrosses himself in thinking on the element of soul. He always thinks
himself the perfect pleasure, the full conscious Brahma and by the power of summoning .
such a pleasure, he feels himself always in gaiety.
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20. BRAHMOPANI~AD
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The Puru~a has four seats- navel, heart,.neck, and head. There Brahman with the four
feet specially shines. Those feet are jagrata, svapna, su~upti, and turya. Irt Jegrata, he is
Brahma, in svapna Vi~Qu, in su~upti Rudra, and in turya the supreme Ak~ara. He is Aditya,
Vi~JJU, Isvara, Puru~a, Jiva, Agani, the resplendent. The Para-brahman shines in the midst
of these. He is without manas, ear, hands, feet, and light.
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There the worlds are no worlds, Devas no Devas, Vedas no Vedas, sacrifices no
sacrifices, mother no mother, father no father, daughter~in:-la~ no daughter-in-law, cat;i9-ala
no caQ9-ala, paulkasa no paulkasa, sramat;ia no srama)Ja, hermits no hermits; so one only
Brahman shines as different. In the Hrc;layakasa (akMa in the heart)in the Cidakas, that is
Brahman. It is extermely subtle. The Hr<;layakasa can be known. This moves in it. In
Brahman, everthing is strung. Those who thus know the Lord, know everything. In him the
Devas, the worlds; the Pitrs and the R~is do not ruk. He who has awakened knows
everything,
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All the Dev.as are in the heart; in the heart are aJl the pra)Ja : in the heart are pra)Ja, jyoti
and thatthree~plied holy thread. In the heartin caitanya, it (praJJa) is. Put on the yajfiopavita
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(holy thread), the supreme, the holy, which came into existence along with the Prajapati,
which gives long life and which is. very excellent; let this give you strength and tejas. The
wise man having shaved his head Completely, should throw away the extern.al thread. He
should wear, as the holy thread, the supreme and indestructible Brahman. It is called sutra,
because sucanat (indicating) {that the Atman is in the heart). Sutra means the supreme
abode. He who knows that sutra is a vipra (Brahmai:;ia), he has crossed the ocean of the
Vedas. On that sutra (thread), everything is strung, like the beads on the thread.
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The yogin, well versed in yoga and having a clear perception of Truth, should wear the
thread. Praciising the noble yoga, the wise man should abandor. the external thread. He who.
wears the sutra, as Brahman; he is an intelligent being. By wearing the sotra, he is not
polluted, They whose si1tra; is within, whose yaj:fiopavita is jfiana~ they only know the
sutra, and, they only wear the yajfiopavita in this world, Those whose tuft of hair is jfiana,
who are firmly grounded in jfiarn,i and whose yajfiopavita is jfiana, consider jfiana only as
supreme.· Jfiaria is holy and excellent. He whose sikha (tuft of hair) is jfiana like the sikhI
(flame of agni)-he, the wise one; only wears a true sikha; others wear a mere tuft of haiL
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Those brahmai:ias and others who perform the .ceremonies prescribed in the Vedas~
they wear this thread only as a symbol of their ceremonies. Those who know the Vedas say
that he only is a true brahmai:ia who wears the sikha of jfiana and whose yajfiopavita is the
same Ufiana). This yajfiopavita (Yajfia means Vi~i:iu or sacrifice and Upavita is that :which
surrounds; hence that which surrounds Vi$i:iu) is supreme and is the supreme refuge. He
who wears that really knows- h~ only wears the sutra, he is Yajfia (Vi~I)U) arid he. only
·
· knows Yajfia (Vi~Q.u}. ·
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One God hidden in all things, pervades all things and the Inner Life of all things. He
awards the fruits of karma, he lives in all things, he sees all things without any extraneous
help, he is the soul of all. There is nothing like him and he is without any gm:ias (being
secondless). He is the great wise one. He is the one doer among the many actionless
objects. He is always making one thing appear as several (by maya). Those wise men who
see him in buddhi, they only obtain eternal peace. Having made Atman, as the upper arai;ti
(attritional piece of wood) and Prai;tava, the lower arai;ti, by constant practice of dhyana, one
should see the concealed deity. As the oil in the sesamum seed, as the ghee in the curds, as
the water in the rivers, and as the fire in the arai;ti, so they who practise turth and austerities
see Him in the buddhi. As the spider throws out and draws into itself the threads, so the Jiva
goes and returns during the jagrata and the svapna states. The heart is in the. form of a
closed lotus-flower, with its head-hanging down; it has a hole in the top. Know it to be the
great abode of all. Know that during jagrata it (Jiva) dwells in the eye, and during svapna in
the throat; duririg su~upti, it is in the heart and during turya in the head. (Because buddhi
unites) the Paratyagatma with the Paramatma, the worship of sandhya (union) arose. So we
should perform sandhyavandana (rites). The sandhyavandana performed by dhyana requires
no water. It gives no trouble to the body or the speech. Knowing That which unites all
things in the sandhya of the one-staffed sannyasins, knowing That from which speech and
mind turn back without being able to obtain it and That which. is the bliss of Jiva, the wise
one is freed. The secret of Brahmavidya is to reveal the real nature of the Atma, that is allpervading, that is like ghee in the milk, that is the source of atmavidya and tapas and to
show that everything is in essence one.
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The wis.e having studied the Sastras and reflected on them again.and again and having
come to know Brahman, should abandon them all like a firebrand. Having ascended the car
of Om with Vi~l).U (the Higher Self) as the charioteer, one wishing to go to the seat of
Brahmaloka intent on the worship of Rudra, should go in the chariot so long as he can go.
Then abandoning the car, he reaches the place of the Lord of the car. Having given up
matras, linga, and pada, he attains the subtle pada (seat or word) without vowel:: or
consonants by means of the lette~ M without the svara (accent). That is called pratyahara .·
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when one merely thinks of the five objects of sense, such as sound, etc., as also the very
unsteady mind as the reins of Atman. Pratyaharn (subjugation of the senses), dhyana
(contemplationJ,.,prat)ayama (control of breath), dharat)a (concentration), tarka and samadhi
are said to be the six parts of yoga. Just as the impurities of mountain-minerals are burnt by
the blower, so the stains committed by the organs are burned by checking prat)a. Through
pr"iil).ayama should be burnt the stains; through dharal).a, the sins; through prq.tyahara, the
(bad) association; and through dhyana, the godless qualities. Having destroyed the sins, one
should think of Rucira (the shining). Rucira (cessation),· expiration and inspiradon__:._ these
three are pral).ayama of (recaka, puraka and kumbhaka) expiration, inspiration and cessation
of breath. That is called (one) pral).ayama when one repeats with a prolonged (or elongated)
breath three times the Gayatri with its vyahrutis and Prat)ava (before it) along with the siras
(the head) joining after it. Raising up the vayu from the akasa (region, viz., the heart) and
making the body void (of vayu) and empty and uniting (the soul) to the state of void, is .
called recaka (expiration). That is called pi1raka (inspiration) when one takes in vayu, as a
man would take water into his mouth through the lotus~stalk. That is called kumbhaka
(cessation of breath) when there is no expiration or inspiration and the body is' motionless,
remaining still in one state. Then he sees forms like the blind, hears sounds like .the deaf
and sees the body like wood. This is the characteristic of one that has attained much
quiescence. That is called dharat)a when the wise man regards the mind as sankalpa and
merging sankalpa into Atma, contemplates upon his Atman (alone). That is called taraka
when one makes inference which does not conflict with the Vedas. That is called samadhi
in which one, on attaining it, thinks (all) equal.
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Seating himself on the ground on a seat of kusa grass which is pleasant and devoid of
all evils, having protected himself mentally (from all evil influences), uttering rathamat)~ala; assuming either padma, svastika, or bhadra posture or any other which can be
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practised easily, facing the north and closing the nostril with the thumb, one should inspire
through the other nostril and retain breath inside and preserve the Agni (fire). Then he
should think of the sound (Orn) alone. Orn, the one letter is Brahman; Orn should not be
breathed out. Through this divine mantra (Orn), it should be done many times to get rid
himself of impurity. Then as said before, the mantra-knowing wise should regularly
meditate, beginning with the navel upwards in the gross, the primary (or less) gross and
subtle (states). The greatly wise should give up all (sight) seeing across, up or down, and
should practise yoga always being motionless and without tremor. The union as stated
(done) by remaining without tremor in the hollow stalk (viz., Susumna} alone is clhara!).a.
The yoga with the ordained duration of twelve matras is called (dharar:ia). That which never
decays is Aksara (Orn) which is without ghosa (third, fourth, and fifth letters from K),
consonant, vowel, palatal, ,guttural, nasal, letter R and sibilants. Pra!).a travels through (or
goes by) that path through which this Aksara (Orn) goes. Therefore it should be practised
daily, in order to pass along that (course). It is through the opening {or hole) of the heart,
through the opening of vayu (probably navel), through the opening of the head and through
the opening of moksa. They call it bila (cave), susira (hole), or ma!).<;lala (wheel).
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A yogin should always avoid fear, anger, laziness, too much sleep or waking and too
much food or fasting. If the above rule be well and strictly practised each day, spiritual
wisdom will arise of itself in three months without doubt. In four months, he sees the devas;
in five months, he knows (or becomes) Brahmanistha; and truely in six months he attains
kaivalya at will. There is no doubt.
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That which is of the earth is of five matras (oi: it takes five matras to pronounce
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Parthiva-Prat).ava) That which is of water of four matras; of agni, three matras; of vayu,
two; and of akasa, one. But he should think of that which is with no matras. Having united
Atman with manas, one should contemplate upon Atman by means of atma. Pral).a is thirty
digits long. Such is the position (or range) of pral).as. This is called Pral).a which is the seat
of the external prar,:ias. The breaths by day and night are numbered as 1, 13, 180. (Of the
priiI).as) the first (viz.,) Pral).a is pervading the heart; Apana, the anus; samana, the navel;
Udana, the throat; and Vyana, all parts of the body. Then come the colours of the five
pral).as in order. Pral).a is said to be of the colour of a blood-red gem or coral); Apana which
is in the middle is of the colour of Indra-gopa (in insect of white or red colour); Samana is
between the colour of pure milk and crystal (or oily and shining), between both (Pral).a and
Apana: Udana is apal).dura (pale white); and Vyana resembles the colour of light. That man
is never reborn wherever he may die, whose breath goes out of the head after piercing
through this mar,:ic;lala (of the pineal gland). That man is never. reborn.
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22. ATHARVASIRA UP ANI~AD

a1~crR>1< aqf:11:4~
This Upani~ad is related to the tradition of Atharvaveda. In the first three KaI).c;likas, a description
of the realisation to the entity of supreme Soul in the form of Rudra by the gods as also the hymns
recited for, his pleasure; are given. He has been stated as the primitive cause, the past future and the
present, the male and female, the perishable, the immortal, the confident, the secret; he too is the
power that adorns the inert and sensitive world with peculiarities. He has been stated beyond Orh, the
letter 'A' 'U' and 'M'. Describing Lord Rudra as PraI).ava his peculiarities, the power and importance
of his worship has been described in fourth KaI).c;lika. In the Sixth KaI).c;lika the Origin of Sattva,
Rajas, Tamas etc. properties and the basic activated element 'Apa})' and the evolvement of it has
been described. The importance of reciting this Upani~ad has been described in the Seventh Ka!).c;lika.
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0 God! May we listen to the benevolent speech (words) from our ear and see the
benevolent scenes always. 0 god! May we live full life praying you ceaselessly with
healthy body. So that we can perform the great deeds. May .Lord Indra, the king of gods and
great illustrious; do our welfare. May the omniscient god Pu~a do our welfare.
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The god once visited at the heavenly abode and asked Lord Rudra "Who are you?"
Lord Rudra answered- I am one. I am past, present and future also. There is nothing except
me. The god residing in the heart of all living organisms and inserted in all directions too is
I myself. I am eternal and non-eternal, visible and invisible, Brahmal)a and non-Brahmal)a.
I am eastern and western, southern and northern, I am below and above ,(Chand. 7,25,1), I
am the quarters and the sub-quarters. I am masculine and neuter and feminine. I am
Gayatri, Savitri and Sarasvati. Tri~tubh, the Jagati and the Anu~tubh. I am the fire in all
forms viz., Garhapatya, Daksil)agni and .Ahavaniya. I am the cow and the she-buffalo. I am
Re, Yajus and Sa.man and I am the Atharvangiras.' I amthe eldest, the noblest and the best.
I am the water and the fire, I am hidden in the fire-sticks. I am the imperishable and the
perishable. I am the lotus flower and I am the Soma-filter. I am the powerful, I am within
and without, I am 'the light [born] in the East'. I am all, I am the unending. He who knows
me, becomes all at the same time. He knows the gods and all the Vedas and the Vedarigas.
And I am also that, I who with my power satisfy the Brahmal)a by the Brahmal)as, the cow
with the cows, the Brahmal)as with the Brahmal)ahood, the sacrificial food with the
sacrificial food, the life with the life, the truth with the truth, the law with the law." Then
the gods asked Rudra, the gods looked at Rudra, the gods thought over Rudra, the gods
started praying him with their arms lifted up.
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0 Lord Rudra! you are in the form of Brahm~, we salute you OLord Rudra! You are in
the form of Lord Vi~Q.U and we salute you."O Lord Rudra! You are saluted in the form of
Skanda. You are saluted in the form oflndra, the fire, the wind and the sun. 0 Lord Rudra!
You are in the form of eight stars and sub-stars, you are saluted in these forms too. You are
further saluted in the· form of Bhul,J., Bhuval,J., Sval,J., Mahal,J.. Rudra is this exalted one and
the earth, to him the salutation, Rudra is this exalted one and the mid-region, to him the
salutation, Rudra is this exalted one and the heaven, to him the salutation, Rudra is this
exalted one and the water, to him the salutation, Rudra is this exalted one and the fire, to
him the salutation, Rudra is this exalted one and the Kala, to him the salutation,· Rudra is
this exalted one and the Yama, to him the salutation, the salutation!
Rudra is this exalted one and the Mrtyu, to him the salutation, the salutation! Rudra is
th,is exalted one and the immortal, to him the salutation, the salutation! Rudra is this exalted
one and the ether, to him the salutation, the salutation! Rudra is this exalted one and the all,
to him the salutation, the salutation! Rudra is this exalted one and the gross, to him the
salutation, the salutation! Rudra is this exalted one and the fine, to him the salutation, the
salutation! Rudra is this exalted one and the white, to him the salutation, the salutation!
Rudra is this exalted one and the black, to him the salutation, the salutation! Rudra is this
exalted one and the whole, to him the salutation, the salutation! Rudra is this exalted one
and the true, to him the salutation, the salutation! Rudrais this exalted one and the universe,
to him the salutation, the salutation!
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Lord Rudra! Bhur is your beginning, bhuvar your middle, svar your head. You are in
universal form and an exclusive BrahmaQ.a. You are one, twofold, threefold. You are
growth, you are peace, you are prosperity. What is offered in sacrifice and what not offered ·,
in sacrifice, given and not given, all and non-aU, whole and non-whole, done and undon,e,
the highest of the highest (parama-param, that is how it is to be split), the highest goal, you
are it. We have drunk Soma, have become immortal. We have entered into.the light, found
out the gods! What could the hostility harm us now, What, 0 immortal, the malice of man!
(See Rg. 8, 48, 3),
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0 God! You are subtle soul (Puru~a) appeared earlier than the Sun and moon. You are
modest man (Puru~a). The whole world is that syllable [Orn], which swallows what is
Prajapati-like, what is soma-like, the subtle soul, the seizable by its unseizable, the
existence by its existence, the Soma-like by its Soma-like, the subtle by its subtle, the windlike by its wind-like. To it as the g;eatest swallower, the salutation, the salutation!
All deities are in the heart and the vital breaths. You are beyond the three moras i.e. A.
U and M and resides in the heart of all living organisms. Its head is in the North, feet are in
the South. He who is to the North, is the sound Orn, as the sound Orn he is the holy call, as
the holy call, he is all-pervading, as all-pervading he is infinite, as infinite he is the
protecting (taram ), as the protecting he is the pure, as the pure he is the subtle, as the subtle
he is the lightning-like, as the lightning-like he is the highest Brahmal)a, as the highest
Brahmal)a he is the one, as the one he is Rudra, as Rudra he is the ruler; as the ruler he is
the exalted Mahesvara.
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But why is he called the sound Om? Because, being uttered he makes the vital breaths
go upwards on high, therefore he is caUed the sound Om. It is recited for conveying salute
to Rg, Yajul)., Sama, Atharva and the Brahmar.ias, hence, it is called Pral).ava. Why is it said
omnipresent? Because, being uttered, he pervades and permeates that quiet one (Kath.3,13),
sewn lengthwise and crosswise (Brh.3,6), as a lump of sesame-dough with oil, therefore he
is called all-pervading. It is called unending (Ananta) because ending is not perceived
irrespective of the recital made upward, downward and slantly.
But why is he called the Taram (protecting)? Because, being uttered, he rescues from
the dire fear of conception, birth, illness, old age, death and from the transmigration of the
soul and protects, therefore, it is called the protecting.
But why is he called the pure (su-klam )? Because, being uttered, he makes noise
(klandate) and makes one tired (klamayati), therefore he is called the pure.
But why is he called the subtle? Because, being uttered, he takes possession of the body
in a subtle form and tinges all the limbs, therefore he is called the subtle.
But why is he called lightning-like? Because, being uttered, he illumines it in the great
unmanifest darkness, therefore he is called lightning-like.
But why is he called the highest Brahman? Because he is the highest of the highest, the
highest goal, the strong and strengthens by the strong [magic power] (brhatya brmhayati),
therefore he is called the highest Brahman. But why is he called the one? He who, the
devou!er of all vital powers (pra,:zah ), by the act of devouring them, as· being more eternal
unites them and again spreads them apart, so that some hasten to their master and some
others hasten to their master and some others hasten to their master and yet others [as the
natural powers corresponding to the Pral).as] hasten to the South, the West, the North and
the East, who is the meeting place of all here, and has become one by uniting, moves along
[as tl,e vital breath] of the creatures, therefore he is called that one.
But why is he called Rudra? Because his essence (ru-pam) is grasped instantly (drutam) only by the seers (r-,si), not by other devotees, therefore he is called Ru-dra.
But why is he called the ruler? Because it is he,
Who rules over all the gods,
With his regal and procreative powers (cf. Svet. 3, 1),
To you, 0 here, we cry out,
Like cows, which go for milking,
To the lord of what moves, to the heaven-seer,
To the lord, 0 Indra, of what stays(Rg. 7,32,22),
therefore he is called the ruler.
But why is he called the exalted Mahesvara? Because he permits the devotees (bhakta)
in the participation of perception and is gracious towards them; because he withdraws the .
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speech [of the Veda] in himself and again allows it to flow out (Brh. 2,4,10); because,
giving up all forms, he raises himself and is elevated through the perception of the Atman
and the mastery of the Yoga, therefore he is called the exalted M!hesvara.
This is the knowledge of Rudra.
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The one god in all the world-spaces, born of old and in mother's womb. He was born,
he will be born, He is in men and omnipresent. One Rudra there is, [don't worship] him as
second! Who with his regal powers rule over the world; He dwells in the creatures and
gathers them in him at the end, when he, the guardian, devours all creatures.
Who, as one, presides over every womb, through whom the whole universe spreads out;
Who knows him as ruler, as God, liberal giver, praise-worthy. He enters into that peace
forever.

Shunning the world, the root of the casual net, wisely sun-enderihg to Rudra all
acquisition, [they] acknowledged Rudra as the unity, as the eternal, the senior in
refreshment and energy, the creature, as the one who cuts their bonds of death.
Thus it happens that, by means of that [sacred sound], when he pehetrates into the soul,
[the Isvara] grants peace, the relea_se of creatures (pasu) from their bonds (pasa) by the
three-and-half mora [of 0111].
The first mora [of Om = a + u + m] has BrahmaI).a as its deity and is red in colour/he
who meditates on it continuously, goes to the abode of BrahmaI).a.
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· The ~econd mora has Vi~IJ.U as its deity and is black irt colour; he who meditates on it
continuqusly, goes to the abode ofVi~JJU.
The third mora has Isana as its deity and is brown in colour; he who meditates onit
continuously, goes to the abode of Isana as its deity and is browri in colour; he who
meditates on it continuously, goes to the abode oflsana.
But the three-and-half moras has all these as its deities, is unmanifest, goes out into the
.· wide, is pure and resembles a mountain-crystal in colour; he who meditates on it
continuously, goes to the abode of the bliss.
Therefore one should revere this! The silent ones (ascetics) proclaim it worldlessly,
because there is no grasping of it.
That is the rrescribed way to the North, by which the gods go (Chand. 5,10,1), and the
fathers and the R~is to the highest of the highest, to the supreme goal.
Minute like hair's tip, in the midst of heart, omnipresent, the God, golden dear,
The wise who sees him as dwelling in himself, he alone attains peace, and none else.
[Leaving]· anger to him, greed and worldly desires, shunning the world, the root of tlie
casual net wisely surrendering to Rudra an acquisition, they acknowledged Rudra as the
unity; for Rudra is the controller through eternal, old refreshment-and~energy and
austerities. What is called fire is ashes, and what wind, is ashes; and what water, is ashes;
and what earth, is ashes; and what ether, is ashes; and the whole universe is ashes, and the
mind and these eyes! Because this is the vow of the Pasupata, viz. that he covers his limbs
with ashes, therefore this is the Pasupata form of prayer, so that the creation be freed from
his bonds.
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Salutation to that Rudra, who is in fire, in water, who has .entered plants and creepers,
who has become all these creatures. To this·Rudra, salutation, as Agni! To Rudra, whoi~ in
· · ·fire, in water, who has· entered plants and creepers, who ha.s become an these creatures, to
·this Rudra,. salutation, salutation!
·
.
. '

.

.

Rudra who is in water, Rudra in plants, Rudra in trees, Rudra by whom the world is
held on high, by whom is ~upported the earth in a two-fold or three'..fold as supporter, and
the snakes wl:lo dwell
in the atmosphere, to this Rudra, salutation, salutation!
.
.

[Rudra as Prai;ia in the human head :]
When Atharvan sewedtogether his heac! and the heart in him; he stimulated him over
· the brain, as purifier;. from the head down. This head belongs to Atharvan,
A cask stuffed with gods. This head· is guarded by Pra:I).a, Eood and Manas in union.
There are nine heavens, guarded by divine community, Nine atmospheres, and nine of these
earths; He.who se·e:n lengthwise and crosswise in all; From him nothing exists apart.

is

Nothiqg is eartierthan him, nothing later, Nothing what had.beenor was going to be;
·. With a thoµsa~d feet and only one head. He pervades the world and makes it roll.
· From the t'.temal, ·time ·is born, From time he is called the pervader, .from· the pervader
.. · is the exalted Rudra.' When Rudra lies down in the manner of a .serpent's coil; then the ·
creatures are withdrawn within. When he breathes out, there. originates darkness; from
darkness the water; when h~ stirs in the water with a finger; what is s~irred becomes cold in.
the cold and, when it is stirred, it becomes foam; out of the foam origip.ates the (universe-')
egg, out of the egg. Brahmat;ta, out of Brahmat;ta · the wind, out of the Wind the sound Om, .
, . out,of the sound Om Savitri, out of Savitri Gayatri, out of GayatrI the worlds. . . ·
. .· They praise.Tapas and truth when they pour out.the sweet drink,·'who does not forget
(liberation)'. · Irideed; this ·is the highest' Tfl.pas, is water, light, essence, the Immortal;
.
.
.Brahmat;ta. . •
· . Bhur, bhuva/:z, svar! Otil! Salutationl .·
. ·... .
·
. ..
·
;·
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The Brahmal).a who studies this Athar~asiras, one who js n~t an authority on s~riptures
becomes an authority' on scriptures, an uninitiat-ed becomes initiated; he is purified by fire,
. purified by wind, purifit;ci by Soma,, purified by truth; he is known by ~11 th~ gods, i~
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meditated upon by all the Vedas, becomes one who has bathed in all 'the holy bathing
places, and all sacrifices are performed by him. Sixty thousand Gayatri stanzas are muttered
by him, a hundred thousand [stanzas] of the Itihasa-PuriitJ.as and of the Rudra hymns are
muttered by him, ten thousand Prar;iavas are muttered by him:· He purifies the assembly as
far as his sight reaches (acak;stt .sal:,,) he purifies up to the seventh generation (ancestors and
descendants) : thus has the exalted one promised.
He who mutters the Atharvasiras once, becomes pure, purified, fit for activity?-he
who mutters it a second time, attains supremacy over the host ofthe supreme god; he who
mutters it a third time, enters into a similar existence.
·
Om! The truth! Om! The truth! Om! The truth!
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It is well known, that such actions as rubbing, etc., produce purity,in, substances like, mirrors,
etc., capable ofreflecting light; and similarly the sound, of actions, commencing with the Agnihotra
· and ending with the Asvamedha, produces purity in the understanding, capable as it is of reflecting
the divine light; it is also understood from a passage of the sruti tnat sacrifice, charity and penance
are the means of the desire to know. And again, since heaven, etc., which are the fruits ofactions, are
a kind of happiness, and this is a synonym for the serenity of the understanding,
therefore even those
'
persons who are devoted to ceremonial actions, allow that actions to produce purity in the
understanding: Hence the Siu ti, having declared the· system of works· at great length, now takes the
· occasion to declare the knowledge of Brahma. Here foHows the Kau~Itaki Brahmru;ia Upani~ad in
four chapters, commencing with the words "Once on a ti1,11e Citrii, the son of Gargya,'' and ending
with ''who knows thus." In the first c:hapter, it declares the knowlec:lge of Brahma's couch, with the
northern and southern.paths; in the second the knowledge of priiI;ta, and certain external' and internal
actions of him who knows it for the attainment of various blessings; and in the third and fourth the
knowledge of soul. Although this latter p(')rtion, commencing "Pratardana" verily, ought properly to
be read first, yet· even the purifieq understanding, not knowing the· true nature of Brahma, would feel
fear before the unconditioned Biahma even though. it really causes no fear, just as even a virtuous
lad; whose father had left his home on a distant journey while he was yet unborn, might well be.
afraid at the first sight of him; Hence to remove his fear and to lead him to the northern path, the
Sruti first describes the conditioned Brahma sitting in the world of Bralmia like a king in tliis world.
In the first chapter, 'therefore, by the pass~ge, "he comes to the couch of unmeasured splendour; this
is Prm:ia," it is declared that Priil}.a is the couch of Brahma. At the mention thereof there arises in the
hearers a desire to know, is this Priil}.a only breath, or is it endowed with various supernatural
powers? To satisfy this desire,
the worship·. of priil}.a is commenced in the· second chapter; and
.
. afterwards, having thus made a.good opportunity; the sruti proceeds to .declare the knowledge
.Brahma. And since here, too, even The conditioned knowledge of Brahma was only attained from the
mouth of the teacher by such great saints, end~ed with humility, as (Gaut~a, Svetaketu and. others,
hence the. conditioned or the unconditioned knowledge of Brahma can be alone attained by modern
stµdep.ts who are: likewise endued with humility. With this object in view, the following narrative
opens the Upani~ad.
'
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Once on a time Citra, the son of Gargya, being about to offer a sacrifice, chose Aru1.1i as
his priest. He sent his son S\;etaketu instead, "Go you and offer the sacrifice." When he
came, Citra asked him; "You are the son of Gautama, is there any secret place in the world
where you caa set me or is there one of two roads, which leads to a world where you can set
me?" He answered, "Lknow it not; well, let me ask my father." He went to his father and
asked him, "thus and thus did he ask me, how should I make reply?" He answered,. "I' also
know if no_t. We will go to his house and read the Veda there and gain this knowledgefrom
him; Sinee others give to us (he too will not deny us). Come, we will both set out." So he
went, as a pupil) with fuel in his hand, to Citra, the son of Gargya, saying, "Let me come
into your' preseil.ee::' He answered, 'Oh Gautama, you are worthy to receive divine wisdom,
in that you has not beeri too proud, come, I will make you to know all.'
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He said "All who depart from this world, go to the moon. In the bright fortnight the
moon is gladdened by their spirits; but in the dark fortnight it sends them forth into new
births. Verily the moon i.s the door of Svarga. Him who rejects it, it sends on beyond; but
whoso rejects it not, him it rains down upon this world; and here is he born either as a
worm or a grasshopper or a fish or a bird or a lion or a boar or a serpent or a tiger or a man
or some other creature, according to his deeds and his knowledge. Him, when he comes, the
Guru asks, "Who are you?" Let him thus make answer; "Seed was collected from the wise
season-ordaining moon, the ruler of the bright and dark fortnights, the home ,.of the,
ancestors, itself produced from the daily oblations, that seed, even me, the deities placed in
a man, by that man they placed it in a woman, from her I was born, in mortal birth, .of
twelve months, of thirteen months, identical with the year, I was united to a father of twelve
and thirteen months, to know the knowledge that is truth and to know the knowledge, that is
against the truth; uphold, then, 0 gods, the due times of my life that I may win immortality.
By my words of truth, by my toils and sufferings, I am time, I am dependent on time."
"Who are you?" "I am yourself." Then he lets him proceed beyond.
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He having r~ached the divine road, goes to the world of Agni; then to the world of
Vayu, then to the world of Varm,ia, then to .the world of Indra, then to the world Of
Prajapati, then to the world of Brahma. Verily in that world of Brahma are the Lake of
enemies; the sacrifice-destroying moments; the Age.:less river; the Ilya tree; the Salajya
cicy; the impregnable Palace; Indra and Prajapati the door keepers; Brahma's hall Vibhu; his
throne Vicak~aQa; his couch of unmea~ured. splend,our; and his wife (nature), the ca~se of
the mind. and her reflection, the cause of the eye, who weave the worlds like flowers and the .
Apsarasas, the mothers of all, the undecaying ·and the str~anis that roll on: to· the knowledge
of Brahma. Onward the knower advances,. Bi-ahmtf cries to his attendants, -"Run and meet
him with the glory dti~to m¢; he has gained the age~less river, he shall never grow old."
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Five: hundred Apsarasas go to meet him, one hundred with fruits in their hands, one

in

hundred with perfumes in__.their hands, one hundred with garlands
their hands, one
hundred with gatments in their hands, one hundred with pounded aromatics in their hands;
they adorn him with the adornment ofBrahma; He; adorned with the adornment of Brahma,
. ·knowing· Brahma, advances toward Brahma t':Verywhere. ·He comes to the lake -of enemies,
he crosses it by his mind. When they who know only the present, come thereto,. they are
drowned. He comes to· the sacrifice~destroying. moments,. they fly from him. : .He comes to .
the age-:less river, he crnsses it by his mind, then he shakes off his good and bad deeds [as a
· · horse shakes his mane.] ms !:lear kindred obtain his good deeds,his enemies obtain his bad
deeds. Jusf as one driving swiftly in a chatiot _looks down on the two wheels revolving, so
too he looks down on day and night, on good deeds and bad deeds and oh all the pairs; li~.
free from good <ieeds, free.from bad deeds, knowing Brahma, advances toward B~ahma.
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He Cornes to the Ilya tree, the odour of Brahma reaches him; he comes to the Salajya
city, the flavour of Brahma reaches him; he comes to the impregnable Palace, the splendour
of Brahma reaches him; he comes to the door-keepers Indra and Prajapati; they fly from
him; he comes to the hall Vibhu, the glory of Brahma reaches him; he comes to his throne .
Vicak~a:i;i.a, the Samas Brhad and Rathantara are its eastern feet, the Samas Syaita and
Naudhasa its western feet, the Samas Vairupa and Vairaja its edges north and south, the
Samas Sakvara arid Raivata its edges east and west; his throne is knowledge; by knowledge
he sees it all. He comes to the couch of unmeasured splendour; this is Prar;ia. Past and future
are its two eastern feet, prosperity and earth its two western; the Sam~s Bnadra and
Yajfiayajfi.Iya are the short bars east and west, at the head and fo0t; the Samas Brhad and
Rathantara the long bars north and south at the sides; the Res and Samas are the cornices .
east and west, the Yaju~ verses the comic.es south and north; the moon-beams the cushion,
theUdgitha thecoverlet, prosperity.thepiUow. Thereon sits Brahma. He, knowing the truth,
first mounts .thereon with one foot. Brahma asks him, "Who. are you?" Let him then thus
answer:
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"I am time, I am what is in time; I am born from the womb of space, from the (selfmanifesting) light of Brahma; the· seed of the year, the splendour of the past and the· cause,
the soul of all that is sensible and insensible and of the five elements. You are soul. What
you are, that am I." Brahma says to him, "Who am I?" Let him answer, ''You are the
Truth." "What is the truth?" "What is other than the gods (who preside over the senses) and
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the vital airs, that is being (sat); what is;frr.e'gods and the vital airs, that is that (tya); all this '
is called by t~e word sattya, the Truth; sticnis all this (universe); all this are you." Thus he
speaks to hin:LThis is also said by a verse of the Veda.
"Tlie Yajur his belly, the Sama his head, the Rk his form, this is to be recognised as the
indestructible Brahma, the great R~i identified with Brahma."
Brahma says to him, "How did you obtain my male names?" "By the breath." "Hpw
neuter names?" "By the mind." :·How female names?" "By the voice." "How.smeHs?" "By
the breath." "How forms?" "By the eye." "How sounds?" "By the ear." "How theJ1avours
of food?" "By the tongue." "How actions?" "By the hands." "How joy and sorrow?" "By the
body." "How pleasure, dalliance, offspring?" "By the organ of generation'." ''.How·
journeyings?" "By the feet.'' "How thoughts, that which is to be known, and desiredT' "By
intuition alone." Then Brahrna says to him, 'The waters (and the other elements) are mine,
therefore this world is yours.' Whatever victory belongs to Brahma, whatever extended
power, that victory he wins, that extended power he obtains, who knows thus, who knows
thus. (7.)
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'Pral).a is Brahma,' thus said Kau~itaki. Of this pral).a identical with Brahma, the mind is
the messenger, the eye the'guard, the ear the door-keeper, the speech the tire-woman. He
who knows mind as the messenger of pral).a·which is Brahma, becomes himself possessed
of the :messenger; he who lmows the eye as the guard becomes himself possessed of the
guard; he who lmows the ear as the door-keeper becomes himself possessed of the doorkeeper; he who knows the speech as the tire-woman becomes himself possessed of the tirewoman. To him, this pral).a, identical with Brahma, all these deities bring offerings, though
he asks not; thus to him (the worshipper), though he asks not, all creatures bring offerings.
Whoso thus knows, his is the secretvow, 'he will never beg.'·· Just as when one, having
begged in a village and received nothing, sits down (saying), 'I will not eat hence even if
they give it,' then the others forthwith invite him who had before rejected him. This is the
character of him who asks not, but the alms-givers invite him (saying) 'Let us give to you.'
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'Pr8.l)a is Brahma,' thus said Paingya. In this pral.J.a, identical with Brahma, after the
speech, the eye envelopes; after the eye, the ear envelopes; after the ear, the mind
envelopes; afte,i; the mind, praJ.J.a envelopes. To this praJ.J.a, identical with Brahma, all these
deities bring offerings, though he asks not; thus to hirri (the worshipper), though he asks
not, all creatures bring offerings. Whoso thus knows, his is the secret vow 'he will never
beg;' Just as when one, having begged in a village and received nothing, sits down, (saying)
'I will not eat hence, even if they give it;' then the others invite him who had before
rejected him. This is the character of him who asks not, but the alms-givers jnvite him
(saying) 'Let us give to you.'
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Next follows the:( attainment of some special wealth. If a man meditates on some special
wealth; then, on a full moon or a new moon or a pure fortnight or an auspicious
constellation on one of these holy seasons, having· placed the fire, swept the sacrifidal
floor, strewn the sacred grass, sprinkled the holy water, kneeling on the right knee, let him
offer the oblations of ghee with the sruva, (saying) 'The deity named speech is the obtainer;
may it obtain this for me from that man; svaha ·unto it, the deity named praJ.J.a is the
obtainer, i;nay it obtain this for me from that i:nan; svaha unto it; the deity named the eye is
the obtainer, tnay it 0btain this for me from that man; svaha unto it; the deity named the ear
is the obtainer, may it obt~in this for me from that tnan; svaha unto it, the deity named mind
is the obtainer, may. it obtain _ this for me from that man; svaha unto it; the deity nari1ed
knowledge (prajfia) is the obtainer, may it obtain this for me from that man; svaha unto it'
Then, having inhaled the smell of the smoke and having anointed his limbs with the ghee,
let hirn1go forth, restraining his speech and declare his request to that man or send to him a_
messertger. Of a truth he obtains it. _
·-
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Next comes the divine desire (Daivah Smaral,J.). If (the worshipper) desires to be
beloved by any man or woman or by any men or women, .then in the name of these same
deities, on a sacred day, let him offer the oblations of ghee in this (aforementioned)
manner, (saying) 'I here offer your speech in myself, svaha; I here offer your prat)a in
myself, svaha; I here offer your eye in myself, svaha; I here offer your ear in myself, svaha;
Lhere offer your mind in myself, svaha; l here offer your knowledge in myself, svaha.'
Then having. inhaled the smell of the smoke. and· anointed his limbs with the ghee, let him
go forth {towards that person), restraining his speech; let him seekto touch him or else let
him stand addressing him by his breath, Of a truth he becomes beloved, they remember him
even. in· absence.
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Next comes the self~subjection of Pratardana; they call if 'the inner Agnihotra.' As long
as a man speaks, so long he cannot breathe, then he offers the breath in the speech; as long
as a man breathes, so long he cannot speak, then he offers the speech in the breath. These ·
are the two never-ending immortal oblations; waking and sleeping, he continually offers
them. ·All other oblations have an end and possess the nature of works. The ancients,
knowing this true sacrifice, did not use to offer the Agnihotra.
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'Uktha is Brahma,' thus said Su~kabhpigara. Lethim worship it as the R}<:; all beings
adore him for his excellence. Let him worship it as the Yajur; all beings are joined (yuj) to
him for his excellence. Let him worship it as the Sa.ma; all beings bow (sannam) to him for
his excellence. Let him worship it as beauty, let him worship it as glory, let him worship it
as splendour. Just as this (bow) is among weapons, the most beautiful, the most glorious,
the most splendid, so he who knows thus is, among all beings, the most beautiful, the most
glorious, the most splendid. This same prat)a, connected with the sacrificial bricks, endued
with the character of works and of a truth himself, does the adhvaryu purify. In it he weaves
· what has the character of the Yajur, in the Yajur the hotri weaves what has the character of
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the l_Uc, in the l_U( the udgatri weaves what has the character of the Sama. He this adhvaryu
(pra1;ui) is the soul of the three Vedas, he of a truth is the soul oflndra who knows thus.
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Next come the three forms of worship of the aH-:-conquering Kau~itaki. The allconquering Kau~itaki adores the rising sun, having put on the sacrificial thread and brought
water and thrice sprinkled the sacred cup (saying) "You are the scatterer, scatter away my
sin.'' In this· way he· adores the sun at high noon, 'You are the utter scatterer, utterly scatter
away my sin.' In this. way he adores the setting sun, 'You are. the complete scatterer,
cotnpletely>s~att~r away my sin.'. Whatever sin he has committed by day or by night, he
completely scatters it away,.· So ·he· who knows thus, in this y.1ay adores the sun, and
y.1hatevet sin he commits by dayorby night he completely scatters away. ·
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N~xt, month
rriOnth,on the day after th~ rt~~ mbon, l~t hirtl: in this same Way adore
' .the moon when seenJo the west of the sun or let him throw towards it two young blades of
·. grass (saying,) 'Thatfair~proportioned heart ofmirie placed on the moon in. the sky,. I hold
myself as the knower.thereof; may I never weep for evil concerning my children.' His
children die not befor¢ him. Such is the worship for one who. has children l:>om to him. Next.
is the worship for him who has no children. (Let him say) 'Increase, 0 Soma, may vigour
. come to you; 'May the milky juices flow round you, may the sacrificial offerings;' 'That
.beam (named. Su~Umna) which the adityas gladden~· Having muttered these .three rks, let
him tum his right artn round (saying), 'Gladden not by our breath or children or cattle, him
who hates us and whom we hate; gladden us. by his breath, his c;hildren and his cattle. Thus
!tum the turning oflndra, I.turn the turning of the sun;'
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Next on the day of the full moon let him in this same way adore the moon when it is
seen in front of him, (saying), 'You are Soma, the brilliant, the wise, the five-mouthed, the
lord of creatures. The Brahman is one mouth of your, with that mouth you eat kings, with
that mouth make me to eat food, The king is one mouth of your, with that mouth you eat
common men, with that mouth make me to eat food. The hawk is ohe mouth of your, with
that mouth you eat birds, with that mouth make me to eat food. The fire is one mouth of
your, with that mouth you eat this world, with that mouth make me to eat food. The fifth
mouth is in you yourself, with that mouth you eat all beings, with that mouth, make me to
eat food. Destroy not our life or children or cattle; whoso hate us and whoso we ·hate,
destroy his life, his children, his cattle. Thus do I turn the turning of the deities, I turn the
turning of the sun.' He, thus saying, turns his right arm round.
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Next wishing to lie with his wife, let him touch her heart (saying) "As joy is placedin
your heart, the lord of progeny, 0 fair one, so, 0 mistress of immortality, may you never
have sorrow concerning your children." Her children die not before her. ' ·
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Next, when returning after an absence from home, let a man smell his son's head
(saying), 'You arise from me, limb by limb, above all are you born from my heart; you are
verily my soul, my son; live you a hundred years;' he then gives his name. 'Be you a stone,
be you an axe, be you as widely scattered gold; you are verily called splendour, my son;
live you a hundrnd years;' thus (saying) he calls him by his name. Then he embraces him,
(saying), 'As Prajapati embraced his creatures for their weal, so I here embrace you.: Then
he whispers in his right ear, 'O Maghavan, 0 on-rusher, give to this one.' 'O Indra, bestow
the best riches,.' thus (saying), he whispers in his left ear. 'Cut not off my line (of posterity),
vex not yourself, live you the hundred years of life; I smell your head calling you by your
name,' thus (saying) let him thrice smell his head. 'I greet you with the lowing sound of tbe
cows,' thus (saying) let him thrice make a lowing sound (hing) over his head.
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Next pra1,1a is called the death of the deities, (Daivaf:i parimaral:i). This Brahma shines
forth when the fire blazes, it dies. when it blazes not; the splendour of the fire goes to the
sun, the pra1,1a goes to the wind. This Brahma shines forth when the sun is seen, it dies when
it is not seen; the sun's splendour goes to the moon, the pra1,1a to the wind. This Brahma
shines forth when the moon is seen, it dies when it is not seen; its splendour goes to the
lightning, the pra1,1a to the wind. This Brahma shines forth when the lightning flashes, it.
dies when it flashes not forth; its splendour goes to the quarters of space, the pra1,1a to the
wind. All these deities having entered into the wind only and having died in the· wind, die
not, therefore they rise
again. Such is the topic of the deities, now follows th,at of the soul.
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This Brahma shines forth when it speaks by the speech, it dies when it speaks not; its
splendour goes to the eye, the pra1,1a to pra1,1a. This Brahma shines forth when it sees by the
eye, it dies when it sees not; its splendour goes to the ear, the pra1,1a to ptat)a. This Brahma
shines forth when it hears by the ear, it dies when it hears not; its splendour goes to the
mind, the prat)a to prat)a. This Brahma shines forth when it thinks by the mind, it dies when
it thinks not; its splendour goes to prat)a, the pra1,1a to prat)a. All these deities, having, thus
entered into prat)a only and having died in prat)a, die not; therefore they rise again.
Therefore if both mountain ranges, the Southern· and the Northern, should dose in on him
who knows thus, threatening to destroy him, they would harm him not. Then those who
hate him and those whom he himself hates, die round him on every side.
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Next comes the accepting the pre-eminence (of pral).a). These deities, contending each
for his own pre'-eminence, went· out from this body. It lay breathing not, dry, a very. log of
wood. Then speech en.tered into it; it spoke by speech, still it lay. Then the sight entered
into it, it spoke by speech, it saw by sight, still it fay. Then the hearing entered into it; it
spoke by speech, it saw by sight, it heard by :hearing, still it lay. Then the mind entered into
it; it spoke by speech, it saw by sight, it heard by hearing, it thought by mind, still it lay.
Then pral).a entered into it, it rose up from its place. All these deities, having recognised the
'pre-eminence to be in pral).a,having honoured pral).a as alone the soul of knowledge, went
out from this body with all these. Then they went to heaven lost in the wind, identified with
the ether. So too he who knows thus, havin,g recognised the pre-eminence to be in pral).a;
haying honoure.d pral).a as alone the soul of knowledge, goes out from this body with all
these (five vital airs). He goes to heaven, lost in the wind, identified with ether; he goes to
that, wherein .those deities abide. With the immortality of the deities, did he become
immortal who kn.ows thus.
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Next follows the father's tradition to the son. Thus do they in truth relate it. The father,
when aboutto die, calls his son. Having spread the house with new grass and duly laid the
fire and placed a vessel of water with a pot of rice, clothed with an unworn garment, the ·
. father lies (awaiting him). The son having come approaches him from above, having
touched all his organs with his own organs; or else let the father perform the tradition with
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hi.s son seated in front of him. Then he delivers the qrgans over. "Let me place my speech
· in you," said the father; •t take your speech· in me," said the son: "Let me place my breath
in you," said. thefathet, "I take your breath in me," said the son; "Let me place my sight in
you," said the father; "I take your sight in me," said the s911. ''Let me place my hearing in
you," said the father; "I take your hearing in me," said the son. "Let me place my flayours
of food in yout S~id the father; "Ltakeyour flavours of food in me,'' said the son. "Letme
place my actions in you,'' said the father; "It1;1.ke your actions in me,'' said the son. "Let me
place my pleas1:1re·and pain in you;'',said the father; ·"I take your pleasure and pain ih_me,"
said the son. "Let
place my enjoyment, dalliance and offspring in you,'' said the father;·
"l take your enjoyment, dalliance and offspring in me,'' said the son. "Let me place my
·. walkinginyou," said the father; "ltal<:e youfwalkirig in me,".said the son. "Let.~e.place
my mind in you?, said the father; ''ltake your mind in met said the son. "Let me place my ..
knowledge in you,''. said the father; ''Hake your knowledge in me;" said the son. Or. if the
father be unable to speak much, let him say at ·once, "Let me place my vital airs in you,"
and let the. son say, "I take youryital :airs in ·me.'' Then the son goes out, having walked
round his father,· keeping his right ·side· tQwatds him and the·. father .cries after him. "May
'.glory, holitiess and honour attend you.;' .Then the son· looks :back over his left ·shoulder,
holding his'h~d or the end of his garment before his face, (sayin'g) "Obtain you the svarga
worlds and your desires." Should the father afterwards recover let him dwell in the
- ·. authority <>f his son.(as a guest) or let him become a wandering ascetic. Jfhe dies, thu,s let
them _cause the son duly to receiv~ the tradition, .as the tradition is to be given.
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· Pratarda:na verily,, the &on of OaiV6dasa, werit to the foyed mansion of In4fa, by (the ·
. sacrifice of) battle and by marily yalo~;Jndt~ saidto him, ''Oh' Pratardana, choose a boom"
Pratardana answered; "Choost;i you for me what you think best for man:."•Indta.saidto.him, ..
· "The superi~r chooses no(for the .inferior; choose· you for yourself/' Pra:tardana said, "Let
· not the inferior (choose).''Indra swervednot.fromthe tnith,·forJndra·istruth; Iricfra said to
him, "Verily know me; this I think the best for man, that he should know me. I slew the
. three-headed son of Tv'a~tr; I, gave to the wolves the devotees the Arunmukhas; violati~g
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many a treaty i slew the hosts of Prahlada, (I slew) the sons of Puloman in the sky aqd the
Kalakhafijas on the earth and not one hair of my head was harmed. Whoso knows me, by no
deed so ever is his future bliss harmed, not by theft, not by a Brahmal)a's murder, nor by a
mother's murder, nor by a father's murder; nor, if he wishes to co.mmit sin, departs the
bloom fromhis face."
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Indra said, "I am praI)a. Worship me as identical with knowledge, as life, as immortal;
life is praIJ.a, pral)a is life. While pral)a abides in this body, so long does life abide. By praI)a
a man obtains in this world immortality; by knowledge he obtains true resolve. He who
worships me as life and immortal, reaches his full life in this world and in heaven obtains
immortality and becomes indestructible." (Pratardana said) "Therefore say some, the prii1}.as
become one, for none at the same time can make known a name by the speech, a form by
the eye~ a sound by the ear, a thoughtby the mind; the prii1}.as, having.become one, make
known an these one by one. Thus when speech speaks, all· the pra1,1as speak after it; when
the eye sees, all the pra1,1as see after it; when the ear hears, all the prii1}.as hear after it; when
the mind thinks, all the prii1}.as think after it; when the breath breathes, all the pra1,1as breathe
after it," Indra answered, "Thus indeed it is, but the highest weal belongs only to the
prii1}.as."
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One lives bereft of speech, for we see the dumb; one lives bereft of sight, for we see the
blind; one lives bereft of hearing, for we see the deaf; one lives bereft of mind, for we see
infants; one lives bereft of arms and bereft of legs, for we see it thus. Hence verily praI).a is
identical with knowledge {prajfia). Having assumed this body it raises it up, therefore let
men worship this as Uktha; it is thus that we find everything in praI).a. What praI).a is, that is
knowledge; what knowledge is, that is praI).a. This is the only true vision of praI).a, this its
true knowledge. When a man is so asleep that he sees no dream so ever, then he becomes
absorbed in this prai:ia. Then the speech enters into it with all names, the eye enters into it
with all forms, the hearing enters into it with all sounds, the mind enters into it with all
thoughts. When the man awakes, as from blazing fire sparks go forth in all directions, so
from this soul all the prai:ias go forth to their several stations; from the praI).as go forth the
devas, from. the devas the worlds. This Prai:ia is alone identical with knowledge, having
assumed this body it raises it up, therefore let him worship this as the true Uktha. Thus do
we find all in Prai:ia. What Prar;ia is, that is knowledge, (Prajfia} what knowledge is, that is
PriiI).a. This is the final proof thereof, this its true understanding. When yonder man, sick,
about to die and very feeble, falls into fainting, his friends (standing around) say, 'His mind
has departed, he hears not, he sees not, he speaks not with his speech, he thinks not;' then
he becomes absorbed in this priiI).a, then the speech enters it with all names, the eye enters it
with all forms, the hearing enters it with all sounds, the mind enters it with all thoughts.
When he departs from this body, he departs with all these.
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All names, which are verily speech, are left in him, by speech he ·obtains all names; all
odours, which are verily priil).a, are left in him, by praI).a he obtains all odours; all forms,
which are verily the eye, are left in him, by the eye he obtains all forms; all sounds, which
are verily the ear, are left in him, by the ear he obtains all sounds; all thoughts, which are
verily the mind, are left in him·, by the mind he obtains all thoughts. Together they two
dwell in this body, together they two depart from it. Now will we explain how in this same
knowledge (Prajfia) all beings are also absorbed.
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Speech verily milked one portion thereof; its object, the name, was placed outside as a
rudimentary element; the vital air verily milked a portion thereof; its object, the smell, was
placed outside as a rudimentary element; the eye verily milked a portion thereof; its object,
the form, was placed outside as a rudimentary element; the ear verily milked a portion
thereof; its object, the sound, was placed outside as a rudimentary element; the tongue
verily milked a portion thereof; its object, the taste of food, was placed outside as a
rudimentary element; the two hands verily milked a portion thereof; their object, action,
was placed outside as a rudimentary element; the body verily milked a portion thereof; its .
objects, pleasure and pain, were placed outside as a rudimentary element; the organ of
generation verily milked a portion thereof; its objects, enjoyment, dalliance and offspring
were placed outside as a rudimentary element; the feet verily milked a portion thereof; their
objects, walkings, were placed outside as a rudimentary element; the mind verily milked a
portion thereof; its objects, thought and desires, were placed outside as a rudimentary
element.
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Having mounted by Prajfia on spee~h, he finds by speech all names; having mounted by
Prajfia on the vital air, he finds by the vital air all odours; having mounted by Prajfia on the
eye, he finds by the eye all forms; having mounted by Prajfia on the ear, he finds by the ear
all sounds; having mounted by Prajfia on the tongue, he finds by the tongue all flavours of
food; having mounted by Praji'ia on the hands, he finds by the hands, all actions; having
mounted by Praji'ia on the body, he finds by the body pleasure and pain; having mounted by
Prajfia on the organ of generation, he finds by the organ of generation enjoyment, dalliance
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and offspring; having mounted by Prajfia on the feet, he finds by the feet all walkings;
having mounted by Prajfia on the mind, he finds by the mind all thoughts.
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Verily, bereft of prajfia, the speech can make known no name so ever, 'My mind,' it
says, 'was elsewhere, I perceived not that name.' Verily, bereft of prajfia, the vital air can
make known no odour so ever, 'My mind,' it says, 'was elsewhere, I perceived not that
odour.' Verily, bereft of prajiia, the eye can make known no form so ever, 'My mind,' it
says, 'was elsewhere, I perceived not that form.' Verily, bereft of prajfia, the ear can make
known no sound so ever, 'My mind,' it says, 'was elsewhere, I perceived not that sound.'
Verily, bereft of prajfia, the tongue can make known no flavour of food so ever, 'My_mind,'
it says, 'was elsewhere, I perceived not that flavour.' Verily, bereft of prajfia, the hands can
make known no action so ever, 'Our mind,' they say, 'was elsewhere, we perceived not that
action.' Verily, bereft of prajfia, the body can make known no pleasure, no pain so ever,
'My mind,' it says, 'w~s elsewhere, I perceived not that pleasure nor that pain.' Verily
bereft of prajfia, the organ of generation can make known no enj~yment nor dalliance nor
offspring so ever, 'My mind,' it says, 'was elsewhere, I perceived not that enjoyment nor
dalliance nor offspring.' Verily, bereft of prajfia, the feet can make known no walking so
ever, 'Our mind,' they say, 'was elsewhere, we perceived not that walking.' Verily, bereft
of prajfia, no thought can be completed, nor any thing known which should be known.
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Let not a man wish to know the speech, let him know the speaker; let not a man wish to
know. the smell, let him know the smeller; let not a man wish to know the form, let him
know the seer; let not a man wish to know the sound, let him know the hearer; let not a man
wish to know the flavour of food, let him know the, knower; let not a man wish to know the
action, let him know the agent;. let not a man wish to know the pleasure and pain, let him
know the knower of the pleasure and pain; let not a man wish to know enjoyment, dalliance
nor offspring, let him know the knower of the enjoyment, dalliance and offspring; let not a
man wish to know the walking, let him know the walker; let not a man wish to know the
mind, let him know the thinker. Verily these ten rudimentary elements depend on prajfia
and the ten rudiments of prajfia depend on the elements. Were there no rudimentary
elements, there-would be no rudiments of prajfia; were there no rudiments of prajfia, there
would be no rudimentary elements; from ·either alone no form would be accomplished.
There is no division of this union; just as the circumference of a wheel is placed upon the
spokes and the spokes upon the nave, so the rudimentary elements are placed upon the rudi~
ments of prajfia and the rudiments of prajfia are placed upon pral)a. This Pral)a is verily
prajfia; it is joy, it is eternally young and immortal; it is not increased by good deeds, it is
not decreased by bad deeds. Verily him it causes to do good deeds, whom it desires to uplift
from these worlds; while him it causes to do bad deeds whom it desires to sink down. This
is the guardian of the world, this the king of the world, this the lord of the world, this is my
soul. Thus let a man know, thus let a man know.
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Now Gargya, the son of Balaka R~i, was renowned as a reader of the Veda. He
wartdered ·about and so journeyed among the Usinaras, the Matsyas, the Kurus, the
Paficalas, the Ka~is and the Videhas. He came to Ajatsatru, the king of the Kasi and said,
"Let ine tell you Brahma." Ajatasatru said to him, "I give you one thousand cows for these
words of your, Many are the persons who run hither (foolishly) crying, 'Janaka, Janaka. "' ·
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~Eltle19Ql~S'@ID: . - ~ ~ cqqrau~ II
The son of Balaka said, "I adore him who is the spirit in the sun." Ajatasatru said,
"Speak not proudly, speak not proudly of this; I adore him as the vast one, clothed in white
raiment, all-excelling, the head of all beings; whoso thus adores him, excels all and
becomes the head of all beings."
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The son of Balaka said, "I adore him who is the spirit in the moon." Ajatasatru said,
"Speak not proudly, speak not proudly of this; I adore him as the soul of food; whoso thus
adores him, becomes the soul of food."
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The son of Balaka said, "I adore him who is the spirit in the lightning." Ajatasatru said,
"Speak not proudly, speak not proudly of this; I adore him as the soul of truth; whoso thus
adores him, becomes the soul of truth."
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The son of Balaka said, "I adore him who is the spirit in the thunder-cloud." Ajata~atru .
said, "Speak not proudly, Speak noi ~roudly of this; I adore him as the soul of sound;
whoso thus adores him, becomes the soul of sound."
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The son of Balaka said, "Ladore him who is the spirit in the wind." Ajatasatru said,
"Speak not proudly, speak not proudly of this; I adore him as Indra, whom none can stay,
whose hosts are unconquerable; whoso thus adores him, becomes a conqueror,
unconquerable by others and himself conquering others."
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The son of Balaka said, "I adore him who is the spirit in the ether." Ajatasatru said,
"Speak not proudly, speak not proudly of this; I adore him as the full and actionless
Brahma; who so thus adores him, is filled with progeny, cattle, fame, holiness and svarga,
and accomplishes his full life in this world."
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The son of Balaka said, "l adore him who is the spirit in the fire." Ajatasatru said,
"Speak not proudly, speak not proudly of this; I adore him as the irresistible; whoso. thus
adores him, becomes irresistible among others."
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The son of Balaka said, "I adore him who is the spirit in the waters." Ajatasatru said,
"Speak not proudly, speak not proudly of this; I adore him as the soul of light; whoso thus
adores him, becomes the soul of light." Thus far the adoration depending on the deities,
now that which depends on the soul.
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The son of Balaka said, "I adore him who is' the spirit in the mirror." Ajatasatru said,
"Speak not proudly, speak not proudly of this; I adore him as the reflection; whoso thus
adores him, is born truly reflected in his children, not falsely reflected."
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The son of Balaka said, "I adore him who is the spirit in the shadow." Ajatasatru said,
"Speak not proudly, speak not proudly of this.; I adore him as the double and inseparable;
whoso thus adores him, obtains (offspring)from the double and himself becomes doubled."
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The son of Balaka said, "I adore him who is the spirit in the echo." Ajatasatru said,
"Speak not proudly, speak not proudly of this; I adore him as the life; whoso thus adores
him, faints not before his time."
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The son of Balaka said, "I adore him who is the spirit in sound." Ajatasatru said,
"Speak not proudly, speak not proudly of this; I adore him as death; whoso thus adores him,
dies not before his time."
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The son of Balaka said, ''I adore him who as that sleeping spirit, goes forth by sleep."·
Ajatasatru said, "Speak not proudly; speak not proudly of this; I adore him as king Yama·; ,
whoso thus adores him, to him all this(world) is subdued for his weal."
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The son of Balaka said, "L1;1dore him who is the spirit in the, body." AjAtasatru said,
"Speak not proudly, speak not proudly of this; I adore him as Prajapati; whoso thus· adores
him, is multiplied in children, cattle, glory, holiness, heaven; and accomplish~s his. full ·
life."
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Th~ son of Balaka said, "I adore him who is the spirit in the right eye." Ajatasatru said,
"Speak not proudly, speak not proudly of this; I adore him as the soul of speech, the soul of
fire, the soul of-splendour; whoso thus adores him, becomes the soul of all these."
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The son of B~laka said, "I adore him who is the spirit in the left eye." Ajatasatru said:, .
. "Speak not proudly; speak notproudly of this; l adore him as the _soul of truth, the soul of
the lightning; the soul of ltght; whoso thus adores him, becomes the soul of all these."
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Then verily the son of Balaka became silent. Ajatasatru said to him, "Thus far only
(reaches your knowledge,) 0 son of Balaka?" "Thus far only," he replied. Ajatasatru said,
"Speak not proudly without cause, (saying) 'Let me tell you Brahrna.' 0 son of Balaka, He
who is the maker of these spirits, whose "".;Ork is all this. He verily is the Being to be
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known." Then truly the son of Balaka came up to him with fuel in his hand, saying, "Let me
attend you (as my guru)." Ajatasatru said to him, "This I consider contrary to nature that a
K~atriya should instruct a Brahma1,1.a. Come, I will tell you all I know."
Then having taken him by the hand, he set forth. They came to a man asleep. Ajatasatru
called him, (saying) "Oh you vast one, clothed in white raiment, king Soma." The man still
lay asleep. Then he pushed him with his staff and he at once rose up. Ajatasatru said to the
son of Balaka, "Where, 0 son of Balaka, lay this spirit asleep, where was all this done,
whence came he thus back?" Then the son of Balaka knew not what to reply.
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Ajatasatru said to him, "This is where, 0 son of Balaka, this spirit lay asleep, where all
this was done and whence he thus came back. The vessels of the heart named Hita,
proceeding from the heart, surround the great membrane (round the heart); thin as a hair
divided into a thousand parts and filled with the minute essence of various colours, of
white, of black, of yellow and of red. When the sleeping man sees no dreams so ever, he
abides in these."
Then is he absorbed in that Pra1,1.a. Then the speech enters into it with all names, the
sight enters with all forms, the hearing enters with all sounds, the mind enters with all
thoughts. When he awakes, as from blazing fire sparks go forth in all directions, so from
this Soul all the pra1,1.as go forth to their several stations, from the pra1,1.as go forth the devas,
from the devas the worlds. This is the true Pra1,1.a, identical with Prajfia; entering this body
and soul, it penetrates to the nails and hairs of the skin.
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Just as a razor placed in a razor case or fire in the home of fire, thus this Soul, itself
Prajfia, enters this body and soul to the hairs and nails. The inferior souls follow this Soul
as the household the householder. As the householder feeds with his household and as the
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household feed on the householder, so this Soul, itself Prajfia, feeds with those souls and
thus those souls feed on this Soul. As long as Indra knew not this Soul, so long the Asuras
overcame him. When he knew it, then having conquered and slain the Asuras, he attained
the pre-eminence of all gods and all beings, he attained sovereignty and empire. Thus too is
it with him who have this knowledge, having destroyed all sins and he· attain the pre~
eminence of all beings and sovereignty and empire, who knows thus, who knows thus.
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This upani$ad is. related to the tradition (>f Atharvaveda. 'J'hetangible (Sanse~a) and intangible
(Nirakiira) Brahma has been enunciated
the m~ans of questionnaire .. between .the gods and
Prajapati ·in this upani~ad. The subject-matter of thi~ upani~a1 has been divided· in five sub-parts.
These five. sub-parts are also renowned with the name of upani~ad too. The supreme soul
(Paramatman) has been revealed assupfetneindtrstrious person{Nrsimha}.. It has been.said that this
creation (Sr~ti) has been developed as a. result of the penance made by the supreme person. The
involvement of cr,eation can.be said as the penance ma1.e by him previously. The upa11.i~ad explaining
the series of the development of creation (Sr~!i) has been· stated· 'POrvatapinI'. The contents of first
upani~ad is- The desire of Prajapati just at the root of creation, observance of the Anu~tubha hymn,
this whole creation embedded within Anulitubha hymn, four feet (Pada) of the king hymn
(Mantraraja), Qie questions relating to saints, god, rhytne etc., the fruits of reciting Anu~tubha hymn,
meditation on Sama in the form of Loka (people), Veda, Brahma etc., the magnificence of the king
hymn and the significance of this learning. The contents embedded with the second upani~ad are
crossing the world by observance to Narsimha Mantraraja, the merger of the Sama's feet with the feet
of Pral).ava, Anu~tupatii of Sama, Pancafigata of Sama, the Nyasa (summoning process o(gods on
several organs of body) procedure of 'Om, Nyasa by every foot of Mantraraja, the importance and
use of the violent, gallant etc. padas. In the third upani~ad, the curiosity for the power seed of
mantrarajaand power as also seed (key) has been described.
The contents in the fourth upani~ad are preaching ofAnga mantra, the Brahma in the form of
Pral).ava (Om), the description of four feet of Pral).ava, the form of SavitrI, GayatrI hymn, hymn of
Yajurlak~mI, Nrsimha GayatrI hymn etc. The subject matter of the fifth upani~ad is the curiosity gods
for Mahacakra, description of six, eighth, twelfth, thirty second splints bearing discus, observance of
organs, observance of Mahacakra, magnificence of penetrating Mahacakra, fruit of reading
Mantrariija, the s11premacy of reciting the king hymn and the description of attainment of Brahma
(knowledge) by the devotee reciting the king-hymn. Thus, the intangible Brahma has been related
with the tangible Brahma i.e. lord Nrsimha.
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The 1st Upani~ad
It has been said that Prajapati Brahma was appeared on the lotus petals standing amid

the immeasurable quantum of the water when only water was spreaded everywhere and
there was nothing like creation(Sr~!i). The Prajapati lord Brahma then resolved for creating
the world. It is a dictum popularly known and used that"the speech and activities are lead
by the resolutions made by a man." The saints have said in this prospect~ In course of
creating this universe what originated in the mind of the primitive man was the sensuality.
The scholars doing self-analysis in a regular manner consider the sensuality or lust as
bondage of the inner-soul or conscience. The scholars consider that the sensuality arises in
the mind engrossed in causative or functional nature (Pralqti). This basic active element
(A.pal)) had become the root cause for the creation of this. universe .. The people known to
this mystery, receive everything to which they desire.
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Lord Brahma sat on penance for the objective of the creation of the world. As a result
of that penance, this Narasirhha king-hymn appended withthe Anu~fup rhyme has been
introduced· in the conscience. He created this tangible world of virtue of the king hymn.
This tangible or apparent world is by this very reasorr called embedded in the king-hymn
i.e. Anu~!Ubha. All living-organisms have been.originatedby this hymr:i of Anu~!up, They
receive the power of existence of reason of Artll~!UP and they entered into Anu~fup after
their death also. This profession or concept of Anu~fupis the speech too. The people attain
to their birth and death by' this speech (hymn). Anu~tup definitely is the best among all
other rhymes.
[Anu~fup has been stated as the cause for origin, developmentand the destruction. There are four
feet in the rhyme of Anu~tU:p. One me::i.ning,ofthe rhyme specific structurisation of the poetry but
the second meaning is too wide i.e. , 1at covers. As the Anu~tup is revealed in the four feet, the
different streams of creation (Sr~ti) are further revealed in four feet each as:... four Vedas, four kinds
of living-organism (perspiratory, ovarian, wombic and aquatic), four kind of conscience, four Vamas
and four Asramas etc. In the successive hymns seyeral species of creation in the four numbers has
been stated. This is the reason the creation has been stated as embedding with the rhyme Anu1?tUp.]
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It should be considered that the earth consisting of the seven islands, the mountain and

the ocean have been originated from the first foot of this king-hymn in garb of Sama. This
space enjoyed by the Yak~a, Gandharva and the fairies (dancing damsel in heaven), has
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been originated from the second foot of that Sama; Further; it should be deemed that the
world of sun.· surrounded by Vasu, Rudra. and the Sun· has been originated from· the· third .
foot of that Sama ... ·Similarly, the intangible, free from the pollution of illusion (Maya),.
sacrosanct and supreme ether in garb of Brahma should be considered as origiri ·from the
fourth foot. By knowing.this fact, the creatures attain to immortality.
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The four feet of this king-hymn are- 1,lk, Yajul;i, Sama and Atharva i.e. four Vedas
including all sub.,.parts (Aiigas) and branches,
How meditation on king hymn should be made? Wh.ois the god of it? What are the
organs? What is the Gat).a and rhyme of gods and who are the sage to this ki11g-hymn?
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The renowned Prajapati Brahma said- "The person who knows the feature of this king"
. hymn as eight letters Gayatri hymn processed (enthroned) by Sri seed (key), definitely
becomes prosperous with knowledge and the wealth both. The Prat).ava (Om) is recited at
the beginning of Vedic hymns. The person considering Prai;tava as a part to this very Sama
becomes victorious in an the three worlds. The scholar who knows the Mahalak~mi hymn
consisting of twenty four letters in the form of¥ajul:i, attains to.fame, knowledge, long-life ·
and prosperity. This.Sama should b~ known with its all parts because the person known to
three parts attains to immortality.
.
.

ms~

~ J1JTci' · ~ OO~!~J4 ~ I alffi~,~ '(=(11J Gli'114i@n ~
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The scholars do not want preaching Prat).ava Gayatri and Mahalak~mi hymn in the form
of Yajuh to the female and sudras because those are not entitle to have knowledge of this
most sacrosanct hymn. They should know the Sama containing the thirty two letters as the
case tlle hymns of GayatrI Prat).ava and
person known to it, attains to immortality.
Mahal~mi hymn in the form ofYajurveda is learnt by the females and sudras even having
unauthorised or forbidden, they do not receive any fruit for such perseverance and suffer
from adversities after their death; The Acaryas should also take precautions because those
wiH also suffer from doer consequences if they preach these hymns to above said
unauthorised persons.

In

[A specific purpose intervenes herein behind considering the females and sudras as unauthorised.
The world female is used for a woman who is engaged every time in taking foolishly and futile,
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frequently conceived and busy with providing maintenance and protection to the babies. How does
the most holy procedure can be followed by such female? Similarly, the word sudra is used for a man
who suffers from agony every moment. As the recital of hymns etc. requires cool and tender
temperament, the person suffering from such melancholia will not concentrate his mind. Hence, the
purpose cannot be achieved. These are the reasons, the female and sudra are barred from learning and
doing attempts of perseverance of the same. The persons not falling under this definition are however
fully entitled to this purpose.]
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Prajapati Brahma again started saying- One should know all gods, fires, creatures,
breathings, sensory organs, animals, food (cereals), nectar, Samrat, Svarat and Virat. Rk,
Yajul:i, Sama and Atharvaveda, the sun and the Hiral).yamaya person existed in the orbit of
sun should be known as the second foot. All medicines and the moon, kind of stars are to be
considered as the third foot and lord Vi~l).u, Brahma, Siva, Indra and immortal supreme soul
should be considered as the fourth foot. Theperson knowing four feet this way, attains to
the immortality.

~

g21qw1m ~. fact\4w1m · ffe ~1114w1m wg ~~viw,m mtr GtF1141m Zil'FITTI'
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The foot "ugram" in king-hymn Anu~tubha is the beginning part of the first foot. The
foot "jvalam" is the initial part of the second foot. The starting part of third food is "Nrsin"
and the initial part to fourth foot is "Mrtyu ". These fowJeets are the forms of Sama. The
person known to this fact attains immortality. This Sama is desired to give someone other,
it can be given only to the obedient son or the disciple whose conduct is duly proved. To
preach this to un-entitled is strictly prohibited. ·
~(1~10lcl~ll~4

~

~Pl~4
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Prajapati continued further t4at the Nrsirilha fon:n of lord that rests in K~irasagara is the
form worth doing meditation for yogis. The person kn.own to Sama this way, attains to the
immortality.
[The fact as to attainment ofnectar (Amrta} as a result of meditation on Nrsimha god retiring on
K~irasagara (ocean of milk) is fully reasonable. K~irasagara is meant by an eatable (entertainable)
matter that gives immortality. It can also be said as the flow of the element of creation (Sr~!i) earlier
thanthe time when the matter was created. Herein Nrsimha (the inbuer of splendour in the living soul
of the men) is in sleeping posture i.e. the most mighty divine power within him is in dormance.
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Meditation on such divine element and imbibing the same, definitely make the devotee to attain
immortality.]

cfli.

!,1$>.lq¼ii!li8:ll.f.Q (j ~ fa(11i/.l¼li!llell.f.Q ~ ij(11i/.1Wli!ll!!ll.f.Q ~. i:411/lWii!ll!!IT.fi!l m-q
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d*41R~
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The foot "Vira" should be deemed the last part to the first holy of the first foot in the
king hymn Anu~fubha. The foot "Tan Sa" should be considered as the last part of the first
half of the second foot to this Sama. The foot "Hambhi" should be considered the last part
to the first half of the fourth foot to this Sama. The person who knows that all this is Sama,
attains to the immortality. The person who develops his knowledge to this fact by duly
receiving it from Acarya, attains emancipation in this very body and further becomes a
cause for providing others with emancipation. Irrespective of the devotee knowing it
involved in the worldly attachments, starts thinking to have emancipation's. The person
reciting this hymn of Sama gets direct perception of lord Nrsimha in his existing life. No
other way so easy particularly in this Kaliyuga is available. The person who knows this
Sama with all its organs (Angas), attains to the emancipation.
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Lord Nrsimha in garb of Rta and the truth are omni-initutive and omnipresent god. He
is of black and grey complexion. His stature is a fine blend of the man and the lion. The
eyes of lord Nrsimha are most dreadful and fierce. He gazes on the objects straightly
(iirdhvareta). He is benevolent to all. Having blue throat and reddi.sh complexion upside,
the devot~es worship him by reciting his name as Nilalohita. Lord Nrsimha too is Umapati,
Pasupati, Pinakadharin (holder of the bow named Pinaka) and most luminating (holder of
light) lord Mahesvara. Lord Nrsimha too is the ruler of all learning's and the living
organisms. Lord Nrsimha too is the master of lord Brahma, the supreme god of Brahma
(knowledge) and the connotation (embodiment) of Yajurveda. He should be considered
Sama. The person who knows this fact, attains to immortality.
[The form of Nrsirhha and his power has been revealed herein. It is full of mystery. Lord .
Nrsimha has been stated as Rta and the truth, which are the primitive factors ofthe creation (world) ..
Rtaril ca satyaril;; ..... Suryacandramasau dhata yatha piirvamakalpayai ..... (Rg.l 0.190.1-3) etc. hymns
describe that these factors hand made the creature possible. Three names of Nrsirilha asKr~l}.apingala, Nilalohita and Dyutiman has been described herein. These all reveal the seriatim form
for the revelation of the matter. The first form is of Kr~l}.apingala- Blackish brown. It reveals
unclarity, the second form is of Nilalohita (Bluish red) which reveals some lesser unclarity and the
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third form is of luminating (full of light) which is of full clarity. The hint as having creation of the
matter in the same order has been given her~]

· ~ gl!lq,.~w!h41ti era)· f~1liH11dw1ti .lfUt ij(11./.IH't1dw1ti -:rqr ,:1~~1"*11dw1ti ·mif
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The foot "Maha" is the beginning part of the last half to the first foot of king hymn
Anu~tubha. The foot "Rvato" is th0 starting part of the last half of second foot to the king
hymn Anu~tubha and the foot "Nama" is the initial part to the last half of the fourth foot.
The person who knows that this all is Sama, attains to immortality. Sama too is the supreme
Brahma in garb of Saccidananda. Knowing this fact properly, we attains to immortality in
this very life. The person who knows this Sama with all its parts, attains · to the
emancipation.
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The Prajapati is creator to this earth, has created this whole universe by reciting the
hymns of Sama. This.is the reason, he has been said as creator of universe. This world has
been created by him. The persons known to this very mystery attain to the abode of Brahma
and merge with the same. This Sama, therefore, should be understood with all its
auxiliaries. The person so known, attains to the immortality.
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The last foot to the first foot of king hymn Anu~tubha is Vi~l).U. The last word of second
foot is 'Mukham', the last word to third foqt is 'Bhadram' and the last word to fourth foot
is 'Myaham'. The person known to Sama this way attains to salvation. The above said
elements of worship etc. are only known to lord Brahma. The king hymn Anu~tubha is in
the form of the souls of living organisms and its sinus is in Brahma. The person knowing
this, attains to the immortality. Lord Nrsirhha provides the persqns of good conduct with all
kinds of pleasure and prosperity as desired by him. Lord Nrsimha preaches his devotee
Taraka hymn, the embodiment of perfect knowledge irrespective of the place of his death.
Having known to the hymn, he attains to the emancipation after having obtained the
immortal complexion.
df41R~ fjjqqewj ~ df41R~ ~ Sl\l(IQ@fdf41R~ ~ YZJtlQ@4 ~ ~
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TheJapa (silent recital) of Sama in garb of Taraka hymn should therefore, made always
because the power of Prajapati Brahma is inherited to the hymn of Sama. The person
known to this, is the real. devotee. As this hymn reckons with the elementof supreme god
(Paramesvara), it is called Mahopani~ad. The person sitting on the penance known as .
Purascara)J.a duly observing the procedure told herein, obtains the fruit definitely and
becomes Mahavi~JJ.U~

II ff;.<1l~l 4Hqc;._II
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cRRfll ~II
Second Upani~ad
Once in ancient time, all gods went to Prajapati Brahma haVing afraid of the world,
vices and the death. Prajapati Brahma preached them the king hymn Anu~tubha of lord
Nrsimha. They conquered the death and crossed the ocean of world by making them to
avoid from all vices. The person threatened of the death, vices· and the ocean of this
material world, should therefore; shelter to the king-hymn Anu~tubha. The person resorting
to king-hymn conquers death, compounds the vices and thus, easily crosses this worldly
ocean.
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The inseparable .part to king-hymn is Pratja~a (Om). Its first mora is 'A'. Its abode is
the earth, ga)J.a are A~tavasu, the Veda is Rgveda, god is Brahma, rhyme is Gayatri and fire .
is Garhapatya. All. t.hese are embedded with the first mora of Pra)J.ava (Om). This first mora
too is the first foot of Sama, 'U' is the second mora. The abode of this second mora is
space, the god is Vi~:tJ.u, Gu:tJ.a is the eleven Rudras, its Veda is Yajuiveda consisting of all
Yajuh, hymns, rhyme fa Tri~tup and the fire is Dak~iQagnL This is the second foot of the
klng hymn Sama. The inseparable part of king hymn Sama is th~ 'M\ Its abode is 'the
abode of sun', Veda is Samaveda, God is Rudra, GUJJ.a are the twelve suns, rhyme is Jagati
and the fire is A.havaniya. This all is within the third mora. The third foot of Sama is this
third mora. The sound creating half.-:mora which is heard last while reciting· Pra)J.ava has the
abode of Soma, the perfect knowledge, (Parabrahrnan) expressed as·. ~Om' is its god, its
Veda is Atharvaveda, ·its fire is Sampravartaka, Ga]J.a are forty nine Maruts and rhyme. is
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Virat and its R~i is Brahma. This most luminating mora is in garb of Brahma (knowledge).
This fourth mora to Pral)ava too is the fourth foot.
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This Anu~tup hymn contains thirty two letters in aggregate. Its firstfoot contains eight
letters and the rest of feet i.e. three feet also contain eight letters each. This Anu~tup hymn
is the nucleus of the whole world. It is the cause of creation and destruction too.
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This Anu~tup hymn contains five organs (Ariga). The fifth Pral)ava alongwith four feet
too is its one of organs. This hymn is concluded wish Pral)ava (Om). Five parts in human
body have also been stated. These are the heart, head, braid, arms and the skulL All parts
(organs) of Pral)ava should therefore, be added with recital of Hrdayaya Namal.)., Sirase
Svaha, Sikhaya Va~at, Kavacaya Hum, Astraya phat. The first part of the body should be
touched while reciting the first part of the hymn, second with the second, third with third
and thus, systematically fifth part of the body should be touched while reciting the fifth part
of the hymn. As all worlds are related mutually, the above parts too are mutually related.
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This 'Om' is the whole world. One shou~d therefore, does Nyasa by adding 'Om'
syllable before and f:'.fter each letter of this Anu~t,up hymn. The scholars known to Brahma,
suggest for doing Ariganyasa with each other.
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The first foot to this Anu~tup is 'Ugram' and it is the first place of hymn. The person
known to this fact attains to immortality. 'Virama' is at the second place in the hymn,
'Mahavi~l)U is the third, 'Jvalaritam is fourth, Sarvatomukham is fifth, Nrsimham is sixth,
Bhi~al)am is seventh, Bhadraw is the eighth, Mrtyumrtyum is ninth, Namami is the tenth
andAham is eleventh. The person known to these places, attains to the immortality.
[According to the hints given here, the Anu~tubha hymn will be as- 'Om ugram viram
mahavi~I).um jvalantam sarvatomukham, Nrsimham bhI~aI).am bhadram mrtyumrtyum namamyaham]
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This is Anu$!Up Vrtti consisting of eleven feet. Creation of this whole world has been
made by it and it to becomes the cause for destruction. One should consider it as the
magnificence of Anu$tup. The person knowing this, attains to immortality.
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Prajapati lord Brahma was once asked by the gods- Why the adjective 'violent' has
been used for lord Nrsirhha? Prajapati replied- Lord Nrsirhha does upliftment of all world,
gods, all living organisms and all souls incessantly and in a regular manner by virtue of his
. magnificence. He creates, provides maintenance and he too does the destruction's. He
..merges this whole universe with him. He does grace on the world and persue others to do
the same. Hence, he is called violent (ugra). It has been stated in Rgveda that one should
pray the god which is prayed by the Vedas (Srutis). The supreme soul is enshrined as a
young chap in the cavity of heart. That lord is not fierce for his devotees even in the form of
a lion. He does grace on all by accessing to them. He is called violent because he does
welfare of devotees and kills the shrewd. 0 lord Nrsirhha! We pray you. Please, do our
welfare. May your grand army not attack on us and go somewhere other place .. Owing to
these reasons, lord Nrsirhha has been called as violent.
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The gods had again asked- 0 lord! Why has the adjective 'VIram' been given to
Nrsirhha? Brahma told- He plays various ways with all worlds, souls, gods and the living
beings by virtue of his magnificence, enjoys the plays so played, create all continuously,
destroy them and provides them stabili'ty.
(It has been said in Reas of Rgveda that) lord Nrsirhha does immediate grace on his
devotees. He is warrior and dutious. He becomes Adhvaryu in stone form and thus, cooperate in processing the Soma. He too wish summoning to gods. This is the reason, he is
addressed as 'VIram'.
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(The gods asked- Lord! Please tell us that why lord Nrsirhha) is addressed with the
name of Mahavi~l)um, (Prajapati replied)~ Lord Ntsimha is uniformly pt'esent everywhere
with his magnificence, As the fat is found in the piect't()f flesh, he is present in enti{eho.dy
will all organs. This world having embedded within him, merges with him at the time of
great devastation (Mahapralaya). (His magnificence has been described in Rgveda). Lord
Nrsirhha exists with sixteen arts (leatnirtg or kalas)in several flames. He is survivingthe
subject, adorable. for.them, equally present everywhere and provides maintenance to the
subject. Nobody can be compared with lord Ntsirhha i.e. he is unique.
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(The gods again asked) Why the adjective 'Jvalantam' is used for lord Nrsirhha?
(Brahma told)-Lord Nrsirhha is self-luminating and enHghtens,to all living-organisms, all
gods andthe souls with his magnificence. (It has been contemplated in Rgveda while
describing the magnificence of lord Nrsirhha that) he spreads light like lord Sun (Savita)
and always present as renowned for production in garb of fertility (Prasavita). He is self
luminated and gives light to others too. He does penance and make others to do penance.
He is illustrious himself and provides other the opportunity to become illustrious. He does
welfare for allandmake others t~ perform allbenevolent deeds.
awi cfi¼1~'6!.l<l miffig@f'4@1 +.1¼1Mqfi;:i=t1. *1c1jf:llc6144c1i~~144c11-1kq~:~.
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(Gods again asked- 0 Prajapati!) Why the adjective 'Sarvatomukham' has been used
for lord Nrsirhha? (Lord Brahma said)- he exists everywhere equally in all places, moves to
all places, observes all from all directions, hears to and entertains to all souls, livingorganisms, all gods and all worlds with his magnificence inspite of having beyond to the
sensory organs. (It has also been stated in Rgveda that) the god who was one in himself at
the beginning of world, appeared in garb of this world. That god is the creator, nourisher
and destroyer of this world. Such 'Sarvatomukha' (present and observe everywhere) god is
saluted. This is the reason for saying him 'Sarvatomukha'.
3M cfi¼i$'6!.l<l if,i,n;f.:i@I i!.l¼ifld/ltti ~ ".tr cm:@tf: ~ ~ cm:@tf: ~ I
a¼1,;Jm'1 ~

Gl'ifaad

'6iT ~ ~ 'q'cj'@'j !,iafuwj:fi' ~ ~ '.f cqJ'q':

~ ~ : 1 i!.IWH,~ ~ ~ ~ fcpgr, a¼,$'6!.la ifogfqfu II r~ 11
(The gods again asked) 'Why the adjective 'Nrsirhharh' has been given?" (Lord
Brahma said)- The man is the most chivalrous and the best among all living-organisms.
The lord by this reason has been stated holding the characteristic of a man and lion both.
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This form of lord is·· immortal, benevolent and unending for the world. The devotees pray
for acquiring several kind of power. He is not dreadful to his devotees even in the form of a
lion. Lord Nrsirhha moves everywhere on earth and mountains. He is present in multiforms.
He is inherentto the speech of priests too. The three worlds are measured in his three steps.
These are the reasons for calling him 'Nrsirhham'.

~ c6f41~?t '4il:IO(M@I ~f41~1:1Ui ~ ~ ~ ~

~ Q~l~.fl

fflc6T:

~

~: · ~ ~

m ~: ~ ';1" ~ , ~s~: irc@" ~ ~:1 ~s~

~fgS41cf@ 1ffill ~,df415i:£1?t m1:101fqfu II ~~ II
(The gods asked) 0 god! Please tell us that why the word 'horrible' has been used for
the god i.n this hymn. (Prajapati replied that) all worlds, gods and living-organisms start
fleeing to and fro in a tense of fear metely by a single sight at this horrible form of lord.
Howeyer, lonl. himself seldom afraid of anybody. (Vedas say) owing to fear of this lord, the
wind god blows and lord sun gives light to the earth. Lord fire and Indra too perform their
respective duties owing to fear of him and the fifth god, the god of death too does his duty
actively. This is the reason for calling lordas 'horrible'.

~ c6f415i:£1?t. ~ I ~f41M~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~ : ~ :
~ : cfi~IUl:l·~ ~:~~~~:I f~h~·¾}ecfl~~

~ ~ : I "ff~t5i:£1?t.~II ~l\11
(The gods asked- 0 lord! Please tell us that) why lord Nrsirhha has been addressed as
'Bhadram'? (Prajapati said that) Lord is Bhadra i.e. benevolent to all. He himself acquires
fame and makes 9thers also to acquire the fame. He establishes his high image and inspire
others too for the same. (It has been said in Veda) 0 gods! You support the clients. May we
listen to the benevolent speech (words) from our ear and see the benevolent scenes always.
0 god! May we live full life praying you c~aselessly with healthy body so that we can
perform the great deeds. Thisis the reason for calling lord as benevolent (Bhadram).

~ c6f415i:£1?t ~fg~fgfqfu1 ~f4ff+ctqfu4-1t ~ ~ ~ ~fgqq~aj ~ i:rw.mr1 ~
:amqey ~ ~ fcm ~··mrq ~ ~:I ~ 01~i~d if ~fg~fg: ~ ~ ~

Ml ctt*il~?t

~fg~fgf~@II ~G II

(The gods raised a question further that O god!) why the foot 'Mrtyumrtyum' has been
come in this king-hymn? (Prajapati said) the gods on being prayed by devotees, drives their
death and premature death too with his magnificence. (It has been said in Veda) we offer
morsels (Ahutis) to that supreme soul, full of truth, mind and pleasure (Saccidananda) that
gives us physical and metaphysical power, immortal pleasure. When living in shelter and
physical or material pains, when not prayed is attained as return and all gods performing
great deeds follows to whose best preaching. On this very basis he is said Mrtyu-Mrtyum.
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~ c6*4-lli;ii£1a 4q141fo1 ~ "ri ~ -::mRr ~ . @fflcllre;.otTI V ~. jfflUIWffiq.,j
c1«~~it1 '-lff'i™~ ~ .ficir ~· ~ &rc6mt ~ 1 d*4-11!iif4a · 4q1¥i,ra 11 ~\911
(The gods asked that) why the foot 'Namami' has come in thisAnu~tubha? (Prajapati
said) all gods, the persons known to Brahma and desirous of emancipation do worship of
lord Nrsimha. ·He therefore, is adorable. (Lord reva says) salute is conveyed to the lord
prayed by Brahma, shelter to Brahma and Vedas and who is made l~ta (aim or destination)
by the gods like Indra, Varu:Q.a, Mitra and Aryama etc. This is the reason for appean1nce.of
the word 'Namami' in this king-hymn.

~ i:6*4-ll~as~fimn ~ ~ ~ w;f ~ . ~ ;mi:r: I '(IT " q t . ~ "{{ '
e:c1q1c11: an~qijqijq«;aqf<u ~ ffl ~ iciOi'*fl(II: I ~ 'q:ci' ~ i q~QRl:lt(II ~~ II .
(The gods again asked) 0 god!,Why the foot 'Aham' inserted in this hymn? (Brahma
said) The Veda says;_ "I have horn even prior to the everlasting (Sanatana) Yajfia oi Sr~ti
(creation). I am also the place of nectaris origin. I also am the cereals. I give all flames and
powers; The eligible things offered to rrie ensures welfare of all. The persons who alone
consume the cereals are gobbled by me." The people known to this fact, are ·the true
devotees. This is the preaching of this great upani~ad (the great knowledge acquired
through experience .or perception).

Hgffi~I qf:tq~II
~l

t

!1'1ii4@qtenn3gqec1 q ••,HIGIW 41<fo~ect

ffl ~ -it ~ wrcr ~11 ~

The Third Upani~ad
Once the gods asked lord Brahma- 0 God! Please, have a grace for telling the power
and the seed (key) to the Anu~tubha hymn .of lord Nrsirilha.
"{{ ~ !,IGll4@qi'-II 'c1T ~ 41<f~tfl ~ ~ ~ ~ · ~ ~ I

fcmm ~ ~ m
-:a-~.~ Wl'-lq~~II ~11.

ttµi1;q1(11tldi ~

ms•

·~ "« 1flllfR ~ .-«···~·~··~···mm ~
.

Prajapati said.,,,. This world has been created by the illusion (Maya), the everlasting
power of lord Nrsirilha. This illusion of lord therefore, is the power of the king-hymn. The
man get rid of the evils on having known to this illusion, conquers the death and attains to
immortality. He crosses the ocean of world and obtains all kinds of prosperity.
4i')qjij,fl ifflcllre;41 ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ 'ijcf
~· ~ ~ . ~ W!(lqjql?-f4Jdtai

':q'

1flllfR G~?-f'Jdtai -:a- 1ftiJ@

~ ~ ~ ~

~ · ':q'

~11~11

The Brahma knowing persons consider that if the illusory power of lord of Nrsirilha is
slight, prolong or under current (plut)? If it is momentary or slight, the evils of the devotee
ar~ effacedas soon as he is known ofHlusion and he attains to immortality. If the devotee is
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known in depth, he attains to the immortality after having great prosperity with him. If he
knows as under current (plut), the devotee so known to illusion attains to immortality.

a~a~ft:lorlit
<ufq..;;~~~e:1§:

~-"B" ~

mfcrm ~~t11f~

-qi"fu ~

ritit ~:

m

~iflqM1qf~chi Tft ~ ~

+Ha;q1f4-lt;1gti mot V"4it11 ~ 11

The R:;;i says- 0 the novel with the point (bindu) in garb of illusion power! I am shelter
to the power of learning (vidya sakti) that enables knowing the Brahma, Indrasena, Sa:;;thI
Sakti (Skanda Sakti), Brahmasakti (SarasvatI), Sivasakti (Ambika), Srisakti (goddess
Lakl;,mi) of lord for attaining to long life with useful means as the fruit for simple and
attentive endeavour made in order to cross the ocean of world. Please, protect me with all
powers.

~

err

Q,d~\"li.11q1cfi1~1: ~ ~ ~

~ ::iJcl~i&il~i !,lll~fi:ttjfc1~1f~ dfqli!_l&il~i

err

~ 'idi-41c61~11~c1 ~ ~1c61~11~c1

ffl fcmn:[_11 l\ II

The ether is the shelter to all living-beings. All commune of creatures is originated by
the ether. The creatures live. after taking birth from ether and merge with the ether too.
Hence, the key to creation of the living-organisms is the ether.

d~t14ft:lonffi ~ - ~: ~Rltia~i{.ft~ijoIDdl ~Ktlc!.@M~(IOjijq_l
ij@)qijc!.diJII 1ITTfT ~ ~ ~ ffll ~ "Q,ci' · ~ q~QRQ~li GII

~tla<ij~,.

The saints have stated in this prospect that the self-luminating lord exists in the
supreme abodeo He too is Vasu residing in the space. He comes to homes as Atithi
(unexpected and alien persons visit at home). He also is the honoured fire at the alter for
offering.and the clients giving morsel Ahuti) too. The ether is his residence. He appears on
earth, the heaven and the best abode of the truth also. He appears on earth, water, mountain
and great deeds in garb of the greatest and supreme truth. The aforesaid fruit is availed by
such knowledge. This and this is said in this very Mahopanil;,ad.

lli:ltlWQR~~II
~ ~ ~ !,1'111Q@qici~ljg~ MIU::iiW ,mfo€;WifjW?liWl ~
Fourth Upani~ad

cqTfq

~II ~

The gods again asked the Prajapati Brahma- "O God! Please:, tell the imbibed hymns
(inseparable) of the king-hymn Anu:;;fubha."
"B" ~ !,l\l1IQ@: _ .

mfum ~

~fo€;Jll~;11fifrllfj·IR ~'Hllli#J( ~

ms~

'q'

~11~11

Lord. Brahma then said- The syllable Om (Praoava) Savitri (GayatrI), Yajurlak:;,mi and
Nrsirhha GayatrI should be known imbibed to the ki11g-hymn. The person attains to
immortality including the physical prosperity who knows them.
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d¼I Q&ll~l.j ~ .... c1<\~:fc164fu@ :eci'fichH ~ 4"6:.11-<.lfotchlMidld

itldi:lc;ie;l(4qkql ~

ms~ ~ I I ~ II

Om is everlasting. This apparent world is condi:cted under the magnificence of Om.
The past, future and present is related to this syllable. Whatever is beyond the three times
(Kalas) that too is 'Om'. Lord Nrsimha in the form of supreme soul too is Brahma. Lord
Nrsimha in the form of all souls has four feet.

~=

'JiPIRd¼il.fl iii%':~:~ Q,<:61..ffct~l@!f©: ~~:
lfre::11~11
The lord Vaisvanara whose abode.is the awaking state and this whole apparent world
embedded within that state, who makes the subject of knowledge in exterior world, the
seven worlds including Bhii]J., Bhuva]J. etc. are whose parts of body, who have nineteen
mouths comprising five sensory organs, five functionary organs, five breathings and four
consciences, who is the enjoyer (Bhakta) of this physical world, whose body is this whole
universe and having intuitive person existing within it who is addressed as Vaisvanara; is
the first foot of supreme and perfect soul lord Nrsimha.
[The seven organs are purported to the abode of sun, the sun, the wind, ether, water, earth and
the summoning (Ahavaniya) fire respectively. The nineteen mouths are purported to five sensory
organs, five functionary of executive organs, five breathings and the four consciences.]
,(.el 14 ¼11:ns-;a-: ~:

~ Q,ciil..f fci ~I@~ GI : !,I fcl fciffi'ffdi'Ji W~:~: II ~ II

The person luminating Hiral).yagarbha whose residence is the state of dreaming and the
micro world embedded within it, whose knowledge is spreaded in internal and micro-world
with its entirity, who has seven parts of body, nineteen mouths, who exists in micro world,
enjoy and provides maintenance to it is the second foot of lord Nrsimha.

~ ~ ~ ~ clil1=i ~ ~ ~.m ~ Mft98'{1 ,a9fl¼IH "((chl"-Wf: !,1*11..ff.l..f
((i:IH,-i;w-11 ~ ilal~©: !,11*1«!~i4: lfre::I 'Q,tl ~~ 'Q,tl ~ l!ltl'S~4laltl irf;r; ~
~clll4~~

'fu ~ I I GII

The state of dormance is said when the sleeping man neither wish anything nor seen
any dream. Whose abode is state of dormance and the state of devastation (Pralaya) of the
world so seemed, who exists in a single form, whose complexion is the perfect science,
who is in humour and whose face shine with divine glory, who ehjoys the pleasure arisen to
his complexion, such conscious person is the third foot of Nrsimha. He is the supreme soul,
omniscient, omni-intuitive, cause for the world, origin, nutrition and the destruction
(Pralaya) of all.

~=n

~

~=n

n •

~
~ !,l*1Hf.1..fqtieq&1c1t11.Q1.nul'#]qM~Rl~q&1q~~4~chkRl!,1~4:e1< !,iQtflQW-i ~ ft>1c1q~
~ ~ 3mm ~ ~:11\911
The element unique, always silent, unknown, either formidable or micro, who is
unknown to both formations, to whom nothing either as learned or stupid can be said, who
is not the concentrated form of even perceiving, who is not seen, cannot be gripped, cannot

ili%':w

¥
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be btotlgh,t in practical application and who is intangible, beyond conceiving or judging and
undescribable, who cah be felt only in the form of soul entity and who is benevolent as also
free from the worldly ties of malice is the fourth foot oflord Nrsirilha. It has been stated by
the scholars. He is soul (supreme soul) and worth knowing.
81?.f

mFcm' ~

~ .·Vfffil' ~·~ "&fnt t;!n>IR@ I~~~

. ~·.mfar,.~ ijlfeJSl~l@i~~ ~ c l ~ : ~ f w - T T ~ I I G I I

'i®1' ~

·.· . No\¥;'the SavitrI hymn ·is told- This .hymn has been stated ·as added to the Gayatri
rhyme in the form of Yajur mantra. This world is covered by it. The hymn Ghroil) Surya])
adity~/}hvo'1etters are in Ghroil), three are in Snryal) (Surya]) having functions of
surround.Ing) arid threea.rein Adityal). Thus, this Savitri hymn containing' eight letters is
adQrii~~;_wi.th Srl·(prosperity). The person known to hymn this' way always adorned with
L~mi (the wealth). . · · · ·

_ ~ - . ~ ~ ~ 6Qlq;qfw;e:s11 3Tfir Pcm ~: 1 ~
cl ~Fas~ ~ ijtjjij\"I ~11 ~ 11/

~ ~ ciil'<f4@ .

It has been stated in Reas that the Reas of J,lgveda are e.nshrined in the everlasting
Brahma in the form of self-luminating ether. The devotees known to this fact reside where
all gods reside. The devotees not known to the self-luminating supreme soul, cannot
achieve any fruit for reciting the Veda. The worshippers who knows that Brahma
ac~ordingly, reside in the supreme abode with all pleasure.

~ ij cfT

Q,cH~.rf.li ~ ~ ~ Wl:fl'S~sfuf cl: mfcrsi' ~ I I ~ 0 II

The devotee known to the Savitri hymn does not require to recite the hymns of ],lg,
Yajul) and Samaveda.

~

~:

~:

.·c61(1c6UTI.

ffi1T ~ :

!,ii4lc;~lc(

~

~

~ ~fc:Y~i&-1~ ~ I I ~~II
May the goddess Mahalak~mi inspire us for performing the great deeds who is the
goddess full of the prosperity, wealth to the world of earth, wealth of Bhuval) and the Sval)
worlds as well and whose name is Kalakan:i.I, the GayatrI of Mahalak~mL It contains twenty
four letters.

lTP-OIT cfT ~ 'ijcT . ~ finT;r ~~~~~~~II~~
This apparent or visible world definitely is in the form of GayatrL The devotee who is
known to this Mahalak~mi in the form of Yajurveda and in gigantic forn1 also he attains to
the great prosperity.

~ ~ru~I~ ~ 61'41-1©1~ ~ I ~: ~ : !,l~ic;~lc( ~ ~ ~fo~,11~,i')' a:srRi' ~
f;re:R~cl~~~ll~~II

We know god Nrsirilha by virtue of kind guidance and grace of our teacher and the
scripture. We hold that supreme soul having nails like thunderbolt in our heart. May that
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lord Nrsirhha inspire us processing on the path of welfare. This Nrsirhha Gayatri too is the
cause for the gods and the Vedas. The person known to this fact, attains to the god.

m

~ ~ ~ !Nuqfuq1e1i$1$!1 ~ : ~ ~:

~

«:1,~,4 · ~

om

~

\Melf~@I I r~ 11
Prajapati Brahma asked the gods- 0 Prajapati! Please, tell us the hymns that please lord
Nrsirhha.

~ ~ !NilQ@: 3':J ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ "'l~lell-4?8 "QT ~ : «:!~~ ~ ~ ;n:r: II ~II
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¼jel@ci'(II ~'-\ II
Prajapati replied (having heard this}- Out of thirty two letters irt king-hymn Anu~tubha,
every letter originate a hymn and one should do worship with these hymns.
[Prajapati herein has revealed (discussed) thirty two hymns in the form of praying lord Nrsirhha.
Lord Nrsirhha has been stated introduced with Anu~tup. He has been accepted as the fundamental
element of the origin and development of the creation (Sr~ti). Pray to the lord Nrsirhha has been
made by assuming the thirty two factors as the base thereto. It is all pertinent to pray lord Nrsirhha by
reciting thirty· two hymns of Anu~tup rhyme containing· thirty two letters and to attain the fruit of
imbibing his thirty two. streams of power.]

offl' ~:

m ~ «:11~14 ~ m

T.f· ~ ~ ~ ~ qg\qf.tq((II ~~ II

it~4~Af4. tci' •

~

tci' ~ ms•

Lord is pleased by following this procedure for worship and makes himself apparent for
the devotees. The person who prays by reciting these hymns daily, observes his gigantic
form as a result of seeing him through his divine sight graced by lord. He thus attains to the
immortality. The person known to this fact definitely attains to the fruit (supra}; It has been
pronounced by this Mahopani~ad.
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II Q&.lliiQRtt(II

~ '6

½ !,Fi11qfuq~crn1jgW

~,r!ctilfqcfi ~

~enftH

q,,;Hl:Jl¼ ,mfo~¼

~ ~ ~ .rt' ~ wrcr ~

aqR~if;a11 ~11

Fifth Upani~ad
Once the gods most humbly asked lord Brahma- "O lord! Please tell us about the
discus (cakra) namely, gigantic discus (Mahacakra) of the king hymn Anu~tubha. This
Mahacakra fulfils all desires and ensures emancipation- it has been stated by Yogis.
[It is all appropriate to say Mahacakra of the supreme person (Parama Puru$a), which has been
made in garb of the cycle of management for conducting the tangible and intangible creation (Sr$ti)
in a disciplined manner. Several forms of discus (cakras) has been described in Nrsirhha
Satcakropani$ad.]

~ ~ !NIIQ@: ~rt err l(i:lftl<!.~4 ~ afl-t,~s< cqqra ~ ~ cqqra ~

~ ~ : ~ 'tfcl'ra +l&l" ~ ~ e r r ~SU: !J@fflffi ~ ~ ~
~ lITTIT mTfu i1f4HU~~I a:tf%&f~d 'qqffill ~ 11

'tfcl'ra

Brahma replied (having heard the question raised)- The Mahacakra is named
Sudarsana and it contains six letters. The six seasons are like six sticks in it. These sticks
are fixed in its navel (Nucleus). The whole discus is surrounded by the Nemi of illusion
(Maya).

311?.11$!1.fJ.H!Q~ ~ ~

½~ ~ ~ cqqra a:if%qy~~,

~

cqqra ~ ~

½~T~ll~II

Subsequently, a discus containing eight Aras (sticks) known as Eight petal cakra
(A~tadala cakra) is formed. It contains eight letters. There are eight letters in a foot of
Gayatri. Hence, the Aras of this discus establish an uniform relation with the eight letters of
Gayatri. This too has been covered by illusion (Maya) from outside. This illusion is
pervaded in each and every field.

~ ~ t;J<!,~IQ~ ~

cqqra

~TU

½~

~ ~

'tfcl'ra

a:tf%4t~~I ~

'qqffill ~ II

Then the discus containing twelve letters (Dvadasak~ari cakra) is formed and it is
compared with the rhyme Jagati. Its one foot contains twelve letters. This cakra too is
extraneously covered by illusion (Maya).

~ tfls~11< tfls~,q~ ~
~ d:I {%&fed 'qcITTf II l\ II

cqqra

tfls~lctiMI

½ ~:

~ ~ ~ ~ ~

cqqra

Then sixteen petal discus (So\iasara cakra) is formed. These sixteen petals (kalas) are in
the form of sixteen kalas of lord Nrsirhha. The lord is enriched with sixteen kalas, hence,
this discus should be considered as an apparent god. This discus too is extraneously covered
by illusion (Maya).
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a1Bi~1c;< a1Bi~1t<tsi ~ ~ ~ err ~ ~ cqqfu iqfe!qh,1;q1

~ cq'q'@II ~U I

Then the discus containing thirty two petals is formed same way as thirty two aras
(sticks). This rhyme Anu~tup contains thirty two letters. An Ara (stick or pallet) should be
presumed in each letter. It too is extraneously covered by illusion (Maya).

aro:rr Q,d~iq;s, cqqfu ~ err ~s~: 1lSlcn' Q,dfficitt:

qfhfi1qffi - ~ t 'Q'SffiUTll 1911

It (discus) is duly fastened with Aras (pallets). The Aras (pallets) of this discus are
Vedas, its leaves are rhymes and this discus revolves all around by the leaves in garb of
rhymes.

Q,d~~¥i4 qg1i1S6 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,mfogqcfi1~ ~ l:l?JI ~ ~
~ \.lcif412~ Q~ti:41218:R .:i1<1;qoj cqqfu ~ ~ ~ ~ cqqfu1 fils¥1~ ~
q1<;1c61e.t1: ;gfat,sc61: l.flffl ~ 'qcJRfl ;JfsM~ -~ a1Bi¥1~a:rt q,,,w:s; .:i1<fogq1~~ cqqfu,
o1r Q,d~c;¥i4 ',f(1f ~ qg1i1S6 ;g1cic61fi:t&i ~a1<~&_.q4 ~ ;g1qq4 @i#lq;qq~aq4 ,:rcmr,
~ S<Wl@_ijcj 3m:@ ~ ~ ~ : ~ ~ @i#lfu'"]q~ ~
i_~tii..,;q~ ~ : 11 l U
This Sudarsana named 'Mahacakra' is renowned owing to its thirty two petals. One
should do Nyasa (summoning god on several parts of body) of single letter Taraka hymn
'Orh' relating to lord Nrsinha at the navel place amids it. This Taraka hymn contains single
letter. Nyasa of Sudarsana hymn containing six letters i.e. 'Sahastrara hum phat' in six
petals of discus should be made. In the eight petals of discus, the eight letter NarayaIJ.a
hymn (i.e. Om Namo NarayaJJ.a) resides. Hence, one should do Nyasa presuming the same.
Vasudeva hymn containing twelve letters (Om Namo Bhagavate Vasudevaya) should be
enshrined in the twelve petals of the discus. Nyasa of sixteen letters including the vowel at
beginning and point (Bindu) of the label of letters (VaflJ,a mala) should be made in sixteen
petals. The king-hymn Anu~tubha containing thirty two letters in thirty two petals should be
duly summoned through Nyasa. This Sudarsana named Mahacakra fulfils the projections
proposed, it is the gateway to emancipation, it is in the form of Bk, Yajul}., Samaveda and it
is apparent perfect knowledge (Parabrahma) and full of immortality. A~tavasu is in its east,
eleven Rudra in the south, twelve suns in the west and similarly Visvedeva is in the north.
Lord Brahma, Vi~IJ.U and Mahesvara in navel and the sun and moon are in the collateral
parts.
[The procedure to construct the Sudarsana Mahlicakra as described herein also has a sketch form
(Yantra) duly make. Under the ceremony (ritual), the hymn, Tantra and Yantra is· also described,
special use or importance has been explained for holding these yantras.]
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The Rea of Veda says-All Vedas are situated in everlasting (Lord Nrsirhha) who is in
the form of supreme ether. All gods too are located in them. The person who does not know
the supreme-god (lord Nrsirhha and his·Mahacakra Sudarsana) cannot gain anything even if
he is well learnt to Rgveda etc. The devotee known to lord Nrsirhha and his discus, attains
to the supreme position.

-d~dffi~~4
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If any _child or young-chap is known to the Mahacakra Sudarsana, he becomes teacher
to all :by attaining greatness. He becomes preacher to all hymns. The worship and offering
of this yantra is made by the king-hymn Anu~tubha. This yantra named Sudarsarta has been
stated a:s relieving from the fear of monsters and crossing the mortality (death). One should
hold this yantra ,preached by teacher (Guru) on the throat, arm or braid. ff the earth
containing seven islands is given to teacher in the form of fees (dak~i1.1a), it too falls short.
One should therefore, donate the land to the extent his capacity allows.

~ ij ~ !IGUQ@_qiciilljg,:rw q~(Ni~ •ll<foij~ ~ ;rr ~ cq1Jq ~II ~~H
The gods asked Prajapati- 0 lord! What is the fruit of king-hymnAnu~tubha? Kindly,
tell us the same.
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Prajapati said-The person reciting and making Japa of this hymn becomes like the gold
heated on the fire. He is made pure by the sun, moon and wind too. Becoming holy made
by the observance of truth, he is made holy_ by the world, Brahma, Vi~1.1u and Rudra
including all gods. He is made holy by all of them,
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The person doing Japa in a regular manner, this king-hymn Anu~tubha for lord
Nrsirhha, attains victory in the death. He get rid of evils. He avoids from killing Brahma,
womb (Bhr01.1a) and Vira (Brother). He is liberated from all kind of slaughtering or murder.
He crosses the ocean of world. He makes others too to cross the same.
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- The person doing regular Japa of this king hym11 Anµ~t11bha in 9rder_ to please lord
Nrsirhha, Catl resist the motion of the fire, wind, sun, moon and the flow. of the. water too.
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He can fascinate or shine the gods. He can resist the motion of all planets and can fascinate
even the poison too.
1.1'

l@' ~ ..jj{f.g€;q1::U~,tj' f.tfiqq~')<l
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The person doing regular Japa (silent recital) of this king-hymn Anu~tubha can
summon Gods, Yak~as, Nagas, stars and all people easily by virtue of creating an
attractions. He can attract all.
1.1'
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The person doing regular Japa on this king-hymn Anu~tubha conquers the earth,
Bhuval,i, Sval,i, Mahal,i, Janab., Tapab. and the world (abode) of truth. He establishes his
victory on all worlds.
1.1'
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The person doing regular Japa of this king-hymn for the pleasure of lord Nrsirilha,
attains to the fruit of all offerings like Agni~toma Yajfia, Ukthya Yajfia, $0(,iasI Yajfia,
Vajapeya Yajfia, Atiratra Yajfia, Aptoryama Yajfia and Asvamedha Yajfia automatically
and without arranging them. He naturally do Yajfia from all Kratus.
1.1'
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The person doing regular Japa of Anu~tubha hymn, attains to the fruit of perseverance
to Rg, Yajul)., Sama and Atharvaveda. He attains the fruit of perseverance made on the
Arigirasa part of Veda. He attains the fruit of perseverance on Pural)a, tales, NarasarisI and
Pral)ava. The person doing Japa automatically does the perseverance of all.
~j4.fld~idqcfiqcfi.flQ.fl<l4
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A single person holding sacrificial thread (yajfiopavHa) is equal to the one hundred
boys without that thread. One Vanaprastha (Asrama after Grhastha) is equal to one hundred
persons living couple life (Grhastha). One rec.lu1,e (SarhyasI) is equal to such one hundred
persons living with Vanaprastha Asrama. One person doing 1apa of doing perseverance on
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one Atharvasiras and Atharvasikhas of Rudra, such one hundred persons doing
perseverance of Atharviisiras are equal to the person doing Japa of one Nrsirhha hymn.
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The devotees (ascetic) to this king-hymn pertaining to lord Narasirhha attains to that
supreme abode where the wind does not access, the sun rays cannot go, moon cannot light,
stars do not twinkle, fire does not blaze, the death does not enter, a place without any
sorrow, always pleasing, supreme pleasure giver, full of peace, everlasting, supreme
benevolent, prayed by Brahma etc. gods, supreme aim of yogis and supreme position
accessing to where, they are liberated from all worldly ties.

~ - ~ : ffl ~ '00 ~ ~ : I re:cfrsr ~ I afa1,11«1 fclq../.lcr\
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The Rea of }.lgveda has also stated- as lord Sun located in the ether can be easily seen
by naked eyes, the scholars in the similar fashion, see and acquire, the supreme place
(supreme position of divinity) of lord Vi~I).U through their eyes of knowledge. Ever curious
learned priests, illumine that supreme position of lord Vi~I).U (viz. reveal it for the public in
conimon). The person known to this fact, attains to that divine position (destination). It has
been pronounced by this Mahopani~ad.
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25. KALAGNIRUDROP ANI~AD

cfilM ,fi'~ '6~ QR Qct_
This upani~ad falls under the tradition of Kr~IJ.a Yajurveda. A special method of holding ash
(Bhasma DhiiraIJ.a) as a mean of knowledge of Brahma has been described in it. The questions and
answers as taken place between Sanatkumiira and Kalagnirudra has been describe'd in this upani~ad.
The R~i of this upani~ad hymn Kaliignirudra etc. has been elaborated very first in it. Subsequently,
the method of holding TripuI).<;la has been asked. Thus, method of TripuI).<;la called as Sambhara vrata,
the measurement (length etc.) of the TripuI).<;la line and the power god of three lines has been
propounded. Hastily, it has been said while propounding the magnificent fruits of upani~ad, learning
and the study of this scripture that the person going over attentively turns in to the form of Siva.

ll~IIRIQld: 11
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The R~i of this Kalagnirudropani~ad is Smiwartaka fire (Agni), Chanda is anu~tup and
Devata is Srikalagni Rudra. It is offering for the pleasure of Kalagnirudra.
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Once upon a time god Kalagnirudra was asked by Sanatkumara- "Teach me, 0 exalted
sir, the truth in respect to the rule of the Tripm:ic;lram (a sect-mark consisting of three
streaks) and what material, which place? What is the measurement (size) of it? How many
lines are erected? What is the hymn pertaining to it? What power does it hold? Which
divinity, which formula, which powers and which reward there are."
-a- ~ Wlcll/41Mtfi'+6~: ~ dc{P~ci ~ *lefl--illalfu:4~c;l&Jq4: qf<~Jit.llfi'.:iR@ ~

c11gR@ ~ --ilc-tfqfu ~~MM@~~~ qH~ii:6 ~ ~ ltT ~
q~1;afqfu ~ ~ bl~1gt1M@ ~l{IMMilcl~:~ r;.~,g~W-4kl~M~IMiMf•(·~1'Q@i,(;tl

~: ~ ~a'li:01~ ~ ~ ~ 'qqfu d+'1i't1ffiq1m.:!fi?fl ~ I I ~ II
Hearing this, god Kalagnirudra said to Sanatkumara describing in detail that the matter
of tripm:ic;la is the ash of Agnihotra (the offering). This ash should be held with recital of
"sadyojata" etc. five hymns of Brahmal).a. It should be dually worshipped by the hymns
pertaining to Agniriti bhasma, Vayuriti bhasma, Khamiti bhasma, Jalamiti bhasma,
Sthalamiti bhasma (five element etc. Atharvasiras 5). That ash should be picked up on tip
of a finger, take out with the formula ma nas toke (Rg. 1, 114, 8) and [after consecrating]
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with the formula tryambakam yajamahe (Rg. 7,59,12) should apply it as three lines across
on the head, forehead, breast and shoulders under the three tryayu.,rn-formulas, tryambakaformulas and trisakti-formulas.
The persons learnt to Vedas has described this "Sambhu-vow". The desirous people for
emancipation should hold it specially who do not want to move through the cycle of rebirth.
~ fl-l~ql{; ~ Sll.liOiqflj bigO~e.jl{Olflill~II

Having heard this, Sanatkumara further asked the measurement (length etc.) of the
three lines to be drawn in the "tripul)<;ira.
[Lord Kalagnirudra replied] three lines should be drawn from the middle point of both
brows to the next end of forehead from where the head starts.
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The first line is in the forms of garhapatya Agni, the a-sound, the Rajas, the terrestrial
world, the external Atman, the acting power, the I_lgveda, the morning pressing [of the
Soma], and Mahesvara is its divinity.

~ · ~ ~ m zja:1011ft+6c6H: fl'iclq-<ln:a:1q.~1{1tq1 ili:01~1Mi4~4c{l qiumH W:R
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Its second line is in the forms of Dak~il)agni, the 'u-sound' the Sattvam, the
atmosphere, the inner Atman, the willing power, the Yajurveda, the midday pressing [of the
Soma] and Sadasiva is its divinity.
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The third line is in the forms of Ahavaniya fire, the m-sound, the Tamas, the heaven,
the highest Atman, the perceiving power, the Samaveda, the evening pressing [of the Soma]
. and Mahadeva is its divinity.
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Therefore, he makes the Tripul)<;iram from the ashes. He who knows this, whether ,1e be
a Brahmal)a-student, a house-holder, a forest-resident or an ascetic, he is thereby purified of
all the great sins and minor sins. Thereby all the gods are meditated upon by him, he is
known by all the gods, becomes one who has bathed in all the holy bathing places, one who
has all the time muttered the Rudra-prayer. And after enjoying all the pleasures he enters,
giving up the body, into union with Siva and does not return-and does not return."
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The person who recites it here, he also attains to a similar position. "Om" is only the
truth. This upa,ni~ad describes the same.
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26. MAITREYYUPANI~AD
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First Prapafhaka

The ascetic king Brhadratha, being offeted
(Atman)

a boon,

choose knowledge of the Soul
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A King named· Brhadratha, after having established· his son in the kingdom, thinking
• that this body is non-eternal, reached the state of indifference towards the world (vairagya),
and went forth into the forest There he stood, performing extreme austerity, keeping his
arms erect, looking up at the sun.
.
. .
.

.· At the end of a thousand [days] there came into the presenc'e of the &scettt, the
honourable knower of the Soul (Atman), Sakayanya, like. a smokeless· fire, .burning as it
were with glow. 'Arise! Arise! Choose a boon!' said he to the king.
He did obeisance to him and said: 'Sir, I am no knower of the Soul (Atman). You are
one who knows its true nature, we have heard. So, do you tell us.'
'Such things used to occur! Very difficult [to answer] is this question! Aik~vaka,
choose other desires!' said Sakayanya.
With his head touching that one's feet, the king uttered this speech ~-

m
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"What is the use of these to me or any other? Oceans dry up, Mountains sink down. The
positions of Dhruva (the Polar Star) and of trees change. Earth is drowned. The Suras
(angels) run away, leaving their (respective) places. (While such is the case), I am He in
reality. Therefore of what avail to me is the gratification of desires since one who clings to
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the gratification of desires is found to return again and again to this Samsara (mundane
existence). You are able to extricate me (out of this Samsara). I amdrowned like afrogin a
dry well. You are my refuge.
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"O Lord! this body was the result of sexual intercourse. It is without wisdom; it is hell
(itself). It came out through the urinary orifice. It is linked together by bones. It is coated
over with flesh. It is bound by skin. It is replete with faeces, urine, Vayu (air), bile, phlegm,
marrow, fat, serum and many other impurities. 0 Lord ! to me in such a foul body (as this),
You are my refuge."
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Thereupon Lord Sakayanya was pleased and addressed the King thus: "O Maharaja,
Brhadratha, the flag of the Ik~vaku race, you are an AtmajfianI. You are one that has done
his duty. You are famous by the name of Marut." At which the King asked: "O Lord ! in
what way, can you describe Atma?" To which he replied thus: "Sound, touch, and others
which seem to be Artha (wealth),,ilt,e in fact Anartha (evil). The Bhutatma (the lower Self)
clinging to these never remembe;s the Supreme Seat. Through Tapas, Sattva (quality) is
acquired; through Sattva, a (pure) mind is acquired; and through mind, (Parama) Atma, (the
higher Self) is reached. Through attaining Atma, one gets liberation. Just as fire without
fuel is absorbed into its own womb, so Citta (thought) through the destruction of its
modifications is absorbed into its own womb (source). To a mind that has attained
quiescence and truth, and which is not affected by sense-objects, the events that occur to it
through the bondage of Karma are merely unreal. It is Citta alone that is Sarilsara. It should
be cleansed with effort. Whatever his Citta (Thinks), of that nature he becomes. This is an
archaic mystery. With the purifying of Citta, one makes both good and bad Karmas to
perish. One whose mind is thus cleansed attains the indestructible Bliss (through his own
Self). Just as Citta becomes united with an object that comes across it, so why should not
one (be released) from bondage, when one is united with Brahman. One should meditate in
the middle of the lotus of the heart, Paramesvara (the highest Lord) who is the witness to
the play of Buddhi, who is the .object of supreme love, who is beyond the reach of mind and
speech, who hri.s no beginning or end, who is Sat alone being of the nature of light only,
who is beyond meditation, who can neither be given up nor grasped (by the mind), who is
without equal or superior, who is the permanent, whp is of unshaken depth, who is without
light or darkness, who is all-pervading, changeless and vehicleless, and who is wisdom of
· the nature of Mok~a (salvation). I am He-'- that Paramatma who is the eternal, the pure, the
liberated, of the nature of wisdom, the true, the subtle, the all-pervading, the secondless, the
ocean of bliss, and one that is superior to Pratyagatma (the lower Self). There is no doubt
abouht How will calamity (or bondage) approach me who am depending upon my own
bliss in my heart, who have put to shame the ghost of desires, who look upon this universe
as (but) a jugglery and who am not associated with anything. The ignorant with their
observance of the castes and orders of life obtain their fruits according to their Karmas.
Men who have given up all duties of castes, etc., rest content in the bliss on their own Self.
The distinctions of caste and orders of life have divisions among them, have beginning and
end, and are very painful. Therefore having given up all identification with sons and as well
as body, one should dwell in that endless and most supreme Bliss."
Second Prapathaka
· Sakayanya's instruction concerning the Soul (Atman)
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Then Lord Maitreya went to Kailasa and having reached it asked Him thus: "O Lord !
Please initiate me into the mysteries. of the highest Tattva." To which Mahadeva replied:
"The body is said to be a temple. The Jiva in it is Siva alone. Having given up all the costoff offerings of Ajfiana, one should worship Him with So'ham (I am He). The cognition of
everything as non-different from oneself of Jfiana (wisdom). Abstracting the mind from
sensual objects is Dhyana (meditation). Purifying the mind of its impurities is Snana
(bathing). 'The subjugation of the Indriyas (sensual organs) is Sauca (purification). One
should drink the nectar of Brahman and beg food for maintaining the body. Having one
(though) alone, he should live at a solitaiy place without a second. The wise man should
observe thus: then he obtains Absolution.
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"This body is subject to birth and death. It is of the nature of the secretion of the father
and mother. It is impure, being the seat of happiness and misery. (Therefore) bathing is
prescribed for touching it. It is bound by the Dhatus (skin, blood, etc.), is liable to severe
diseases, is a house of sins, is impermanent and is of changing appearance and size.
(Therefore) bathing is prescribed for touching it. Foul matter is naturally oozing out always
from the nine holes. It (body) contains bad odour and foul excrement. (Therefore) bathing
is prescribed for touching it. It is connected (or tainted) with the child-birth impurity of the
mother and is born with it. It is also tainted with death impurity. (Therefore) bathing is
prescribed for touching it. (The conception of) "I and mine" is the odour arising from the
besmeared dung and urine. The release from it is spoken of as the perfect purification. The
(external) purification by means of water and earth is on account of the worldly concerns.
The destruction of the threefold affinities (of Sastras, world and body) generates the purity
for cleansing Citta. That is called the (real) purification which is done by means of the earth
and water of Jfiana (wisdom) and Vairagyct (indifforence to objects).
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"The conception of Advaita (non-dualism) should be taken in as the Bhik~a (almsfood); (but) the conception of Dvaita (dualism) should not be taken in. To a Sannyasi
(ascetic), Bhi~a is ordained as dictated by the Sastra and the Guru. After becoming a
SannyasI, a learned man should himself abandon his native place and live at a distance, like
a thief released from prison. When a person gives up AhariJ.kara (I-am-ness) the son,
· wealth, the brother, delusion, the house, and desire, the wife, there is no doubt that he is an
emancipated person. Delusion, the mother is dead. Wisdom, the son is born. In this manner
while two kinds of pollution have occurred, how shall we (the ascetics) observe the
Sandhyas (conjunction periods)? The Cit (consciousness) of the sun is ever shining in the
resplendent Akasa of the heart. He neither sets nor rises; while so, how shall we perform
the Sandhyas? Ekanta (solitude) is that state of one without second as determined by the
words of a Guru. Monasteries or forests are not solitudes. Emancipation is only for those
who do not doubt. To those who doubt, there is no salvation even after many births.
Therefore one should attain faith. (Mere) apandoning of the Karmas or of the Mantras
uttered at the initiation of a Sannyasi (ascetic) will not constitute Sannyasa. The union of
Jiva (-Atma) (the lower self) and Parama (-Atma) (the higher Self) at the two Sandhis
(morning @d evening) is termed Sannyasa. Whoever has a nausea for ·all IsaI)a (desires)
and the rest as for vomited food, and is devoid of all affection for the body, is qualified for
Sannyasa. At the moment when indifference towards au. objects arises in the mind, a
learned person may take up Sannyasa. Otherwise, he is falleh person. Whoever becomes a
Sannyasl on account of wealth,. food, clothes and fame, becomes fallen in both (as a
Sannyasi and as a householder);
(then) he is; not worthy of salvation.
. .
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·"The thought of (contemplation upon) Tattvas is the transcendental one; that of the
Sastras, the middling, and that of Mantras, the lowest. The delusion of pilgrimages is the
lowest of the lowest. Like one,_ who, having seen in water the reflection of _fruits in the
branches of trees, tastes and enjoys them, the ignorant without self-congnition are in vain
overjoyed with (as if they reached) Brahman. That.ascetic is an emancipated person who·
does not abandon the internal alms-taking (viz., the meditation upon the non-dual),
generating Vairagya as well as faith the wife, and wisdom the son. Those men (termed)
great througlJ_ wealth, age, and knowledge, are only servants to those_ that are great through:
their wisdom as also to their disciples. Those whose minds are deluded by Maya, however
learned they may be, do not attain Me, the all-fuUAtma, and roam about like crows, simply
for the purpose of filling up their belly, well burnt up (by hunger, etc.). For one that longs
- after salvation, the worship of images made of stone, metals, gem, or earth, is productive of
rebirth and enjoyment. Therefore the ascetic should perform his .own heart".'worship alone,
and relinquish external worship in order that he may not be born again. Then like a vessel
full to its brim in an ocean, he is fuV within and full without. Like a vessel void in the ether;
he is void within and void without. Do not become (or differentiate between) the Atman
that knows or the Atman that is known. Do become of the form of that which remains, after_
having given up all, thoughts. Relinquishing with their Vasanas the seer, the seen and the
visual, worship Atman alone, the resplendent supreme presence. That is the real supreme
State wherein all Sankalpas (thoughts) are at rest, which resembles the state ofa stone, and
which is neither waking nor sleeping."
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"I am "I" (the Self). I am also another (the not-Self). I am Brahman. I am the Source (of
all things). I am also the Guru of all worlds. I am of all the worlds. I am He. I am Myself
alone. I am Siddha. I am the Pure. I am the Supreme. I am. I am always He. I am the
Eternal. 1 am stainless, I am Vijfiana. I am the Excellent. I am Soma. I am the AIL I am
without honour or dishonour. I am without Gu:Q.as (qualities). I am Siva (the auspicious). I
am neither dual or non-dual. I am without the dualities (of heat or cold, etc.) I am He. I am
neither existence nor non-existence. I am without language. I am the Shining. I am the
Glory of void and non-void. I am the good and the bad. I am Happiness. I am without grief.
I am Caitanya. I am equal (in all). I am the like and the hon-like. I am the eternal, the pure,
and the ever felicitous. I am without all and without not all. I am Sattvika. I am always
existing. I am without the number one. I am without the number two. I am without the
difference of Sat and Asat. I am without Sankalpa. I am without the difference of
manyness. I am the form of immeasurable Bliss. I am one that exist not. I am the one that is
not another. I am without body, etc. I am with asylum. I am without .asylum. I am without
support. I am without bondage or emancipation. I am pure Brahma. I am He. I am without
Citta, etc. I am the supreme and the Supreme of the supreme. I am ever of the form of
deliberation and yet am I without deliberation. I am He. I am of the nature of the Akara and
Ukara as also of Makara. I am the earliest. The contemplator and contemplator I am
without. I am One that cannot be contemplated upon.
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· Am He. I have full form in all. I have the characteristics of Saccidananda. I am of the
form of places of pilgrimages. I am the higher Self and Siva. I am neither the thing defined
nor non-defined. I am the non-absorbed Essence. I am not the measurer, the measure or the
measured. I am Siva. I am not the universe. I am the Seer of all. I am without the eyes, etc.
I am the full grown. I am the Wise. I am the quiescent. I am the Destroyer. I am without
any sensual organs. I am the doer of all actions. I am One that is content with all Vedantas
(either books or Atmik Wisdom). I am the easily attainable. I have the name of one that is
pleased as well as one that is not. I am the fruits of all silence. I am always of the form of
Cinmatra (Absolute consciousness). I am always Sat {Be-ness) and Cit (Consciousness). I
am one that has not anything in the least. I am not one that has not anything in the least. I
am without the heart-knot (Granthir I am the Being in the middle of the lotus. I am without
the six changes. I am without the six sheaths and without the six enemies. I am within the
within. I am without place and time. I am of the form of happiness having the quarters as
My garment. I am the emancipated One. Without bondage. I am without the "no". I am of
the form of the partless. I am the partless. I have Citta, though released from the universe. I
am without the universe. I am of the form of all light. I am the Light (Jyotis) in Cinmatra
(Absolute Consciousness). I am free from the three periods (of time past, present, and
future). I am without desires. I am without body. I am One that has no body. I am Gw;i.aless.
I am alone. I am without emancipation. I am the emancipated One. I am· ever without
emancipation. I am without truth or untruth. I am always One that is not different from Sat
(Be-ness). I have no place to travel. I have no going, etc. I am always of the same form. I
am the Quiescent. I am Puru~ottama (the Lord of Souls). There is no doubt that he who has
realised himself thus is Myself. Whoever hears (this) once becomes himself Brahman, yea,
he becomes himself Brahman. Thus is the Upani~a,;L"
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Then he (Raikva) asked: "What was at first" to which (He the Lord) replied:
"There was neither Sat nor asat nor sat-asat. From it, tamas (darkness) was evolved.
From tamas came bhutadi; from bhutadi c:ame akasa, from akasa, vayu; from vayu, agni
(fire); from agni a.pas (water); and from a.pas, prthivl (earth). Then it became ah egg; After
remaining so for one divine year, it split into two and became earth below, the akasa above
and in the midst, the infinite Puru~a of a divine form of myriads of heads, eyes, feet and
hands. Prior to the bhutas (elements), he had evolved Mrtyu (time or death) of three letters,
three heads, and three feet, and having a KhaIJ.c.ia-parasu (broken axe). To him, Brahma (the
Puru~a) spoke. He entered Brahma himself and evolved mentally .the seven sons and these
sons as well as the seven Prajapatis (progenitors). Brahmal).as were born from His mouth,
· K~atriyas from His hands; Vaisyas from His thighs, and from the feet were born the Sudras.
The moon was born from His manas (mind), the sun from His eyes, vfiyu from (His) ears
and pral).as from (His) heart. thus all things were born."
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"From apana came Ni~adas, Yak~as, Rak~asas and Gandharvas. From (His) bones,
arose the mountains. From His hairs arose the herbs and the trees. From His forehead,
Rudra was born through His anger, the breath of this great Being became the Rgveda,
Yajurveda, Samveda, Atharvaveda, Sik~a (the science of the proper pronunciation and
articulation of sounds), Kalpa (the science of methodology), Vyakarai;ta (grammar), Nirukta
(glossarial explanation of absolute and other terms in Vedas), Chandas (prosody or vedic.
metre), Jyoti~a (astrology), Nyaya (logic), Mimamsa (including rituals and vedanta),
Dharmasastras, commentaries, glosses and all' beings. This Atman (or the Self of Puru~a) is
Hirai;tyajyotis (or golden or effulgent Light) into which all the universe is absorbed. He
divided Atman (his Self) into two moieties; out of one moiety; the woman was created; and
out of the other man. Having become a Deva, he created the Devas. Having become a R~i,
He created the R~is; also He created Yak~as, Ra~asas, Gandharvas, wild and domestic
beasts and others such as cows, bulls, mares and horses, she-asses and asses and
Visvambhara (the Supporter) and Visvambhara (the earth). Becoming Vaisvanara (fire) at
the end (of creation), He burnt up all objects, then (in dissolution). Prthivi was absorbed in
apas, apas in agni, agni in vayu, vayu in akasa, akasa in indriyas (organs), indriyas into
tanmatras (rudimentary properties), tanmatras into bhutadi, bhiitadi into mahat, mahat into
avyakta, avyakta into ak~ara (the indestructible), ak~ara into tamas (darkness) and tamas
becomes one with the supreme Lord. And then there is neither Sat nor asat, nor Sat~asat.
This is the teaching of Nirva.Qa and this is the teaching of the Vedas. Yea, this is the
teaching of the Vedas."
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"As first, there was Asat, unborn, non-existent, unsupported, soundless, touchless,
formless, tasteless, odourless and decayless. The undaunted man never grieves, as he knows
Atman to be great, all-pervading and unborn, It (Atma) is pra1.ialess, mouthless, earless,
tongueless, manas-less, tejas-less, eyeless, nameless, gotraless (or clanless), headless,
handless, feetless, non-unctuous, bloodless, non-measurable, neither long nor short, neither
gross nor atomic, neither great nor small, endless, indescribable, non-returnable, nonluminious, not hidden, having neither inside nor outside, neither eating anything nor being
eaten by others. Some one (out of many) attains to this (Atma) by the six means of satya
(truth), dana (charity), tapas (religious austerities), non-injury to any creature, celibacy and
complete indifference to worldy objects; and there are no other means. Whoever feels
happy with the thought 'I know that', that learned person, pral)a will never get out of his
body at the moment of death, but will become absorbed in Brahman; and being absorbed in
Brahman, he attains the state of Brahman Itself as he who knows this."
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"In the middle of the heart is a red fleshy mass in which is the dahara-lotus. Like the
lotus, it opens into many (petals). There are ten openings in the heart. The ( different kihds
of) prai:ias are located there. Whenever the (Atma) is united with pral).a, he sees cities with
rivers and other variegated things; when united with vyana, he sees Devas and R~is; when
unitedwith apana, he sees Yak~as, Rak~asas and Gandharvas; when united with Udana, he
perceives the celestiai world, Devas, Skanda (Kartikeya or the six-faced Mars), and Jayanta
(Indra's son); when united with Samana, he sees the celestial world and the treasures (of
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Kubera); when un_ited with Rambha (a nadi hereafter given out), he sees whatever is seen or
not seen, heard or not heard, eaten or not eaten, asat or sat and all else.
"There are ten nac;lis; in each of these are seventy-one. And these become 72,000
branch nac;lis. When Atman sleeps therein, it produces sound; but when Atman sleeps in the
second kosa (or sheath) then it sees this world and the higher as also knows all the sounds.
This is spoken of as samprasada (deep sleep rest). Then pral)a protects the body. The nac;lis
are full of blood, of the colours green, blue, yellow, red, and white. Now this dahara-lotus
has many petals like a lilly. Like a hair divided into 1,000 parts, the nac;lis called hita are.
The divine Atman sleeps in the akasa of the heart, in the supreme kosa (or anandamaya
sheath); sleeping there, it has no desires, no dreams, no deva-worlds, no yajfias or
sacrificer, no mother or father, no relative, no kinsman, no thief, or no Brahman-slayer. Its
body is tejas (resplendent effulgence) and of the nature of nectar (or the immortal). It is as
if in sport, a water-lotus. When he returns again to the waking state by the same way (he
quitted or went in before to the heart), he is Samrat. Thus says he."
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"That which joins one place (or centre) with another is the na<;lis which bind them. The
eye is adhyatma (pertaining to the body); the visible objects are adhibhuta (pertaining to the
elements and the sun is adhidaivata (spiritual). The na<;iis form their bond (or connect
them). He who moves in the eye, in the visible, in the sun, in the na<;lis, in pra:t;ta, in vijfiana,
in ananda, in the akasa of the heart, and within all else- That is Atman. It is that which
should be worshipped. It is without old age, death, fear, sorrow, or end.
"The ear is adhyatma, the audible adhibhuta, and dik (the quarters) is adhidaivata. The
nac,lis bind them. He who moves in the ear, in the audible, in the quarters, in the na<;iis, in
pra:t;ta, in vijfiana, in ananda, in the akasa of the heart, and within all else- That is Atman.
It is that which should be worshipped. It is without old age, death, fear, sorrow, or end.
"The nose is adhyatma, the odoriferous adhibhuta, and the earth is adhidaivata. The
nac,lis bind them. He who moves in the nose, the odoriferous, the earth, the na<;lis, pra:t;ta,
vijfiana, ananda, the akasa of the heart, and within all else- That is Atman. It is that which
should be worshipped. It is without old age, death, fear, sorrow, or end.
"The tongue is adhyatma : the tastable adhibhuta, and Varu:t;ta is adhidaivata. The na<;lis
bind them. He who moves in the tongue, the tastable, Varu:t;ta, the nac;1Is, pra:t;ta, vijfiana,
ananda, tha akasa of the heart, and within all else- That is Atman. It is that which should
be worshipped. It is Without old age, death, fear, sorrow, or end.
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"The skin is adhyiitma, the tangiferous adhibhuta, and the vayu is adhidaivata. The
nac;lis bind them. He who moves in the skin; the tangiferous, the viiyu, the nac;lis, prii!).a,
vijfiiina, iinanda, the iikiisa of the heart, and within all else- That is Atman. It is that which
should be worshipped. It is without old age, death, fear, sorrow, or end.
"Yak (speech) is adhyiitma, that which is acted upon by vak is adhibhiita, and Agni is
Adhidaivata. The nac;lis bind them. He who moves in viik, that which is acted upon by viik,
Agni, the nac;lis, prii!).a, vijfiana, the iikiisa of the heart, and within all else- That is Atman.
It is that which should be worshipped. It is without old age, death, fear, sorrow, or end.
"The hand is adhyiitma, that which can be handled is adhibhiita, and Indra is
adhidaivata. The na<;lis bind them. He who moves in the hand, that which can be handled by
it, Indra, the niic;lis, prii!).a, vijfiana, ananda, the iikiisa of the heart, and within all else- That
is Atman. It is that which should be worshipped. It is without old age, death, fear, sorrow,
or end.
"The feet is adhyiitma, that which is walked upon is adhibhiita, and Vi~I).U (or Upendra)
is adhidaivata. The nagis bind them. He who moves in the feet, that which is walked upon,
Vi~I).U, the nac;lis, prii!).a, vijfiana, ananda, the akasa of the heart, and within all else- That is
Atman. It is that which should by worshipped. It is without old age, death, fear, sorrow, or
end.
"The anus is adhyatma, the excreta is adhibhuta, and Mrtyu is adhidaivata. The nac;1Is
bind them. He who moves the anus, the excreta, Mrtyu, the niic;lis, prii!).a, viji'iana, ananda,
the akasa of the heart, and within all else- That is Atman. It is that which should be
worshipped. It is without old age, death, fear, sorrow, or end.
"The genitals is adhyiitma, the secretion is adhibhiita, and Prajapati is adhidaivata. The
niic;lis bind them. He who moves in the genitals, secretion Prajapati, the nac;lis, prii!).a,
vijfiana, ananda, the akasa of the heart, and within all else- That is Atman. It is that which
should be worshipped. It is without old age, death, fear, sorrow, or end.
"Manas is adhyiitma, the thinkable is adhibhuta, and the moon is adhidaivata. The nac;lis
bind them. He who moves in the manas, the thinkable, the moon, the nac;lis, pra!).a, vijfiana,
ananda, the akasa of the heart, and within all else- That is Atman. It is that which should
be worshipped. It is without old age, death, fear, sorrow, or end.
"Buddhi is adhyatma, the certainly knowable is adhibhiita, and Brahma is adhidaivata.
The nac;lis bind them. He who moves in buddhi, the certainly knowable, Brahma, the nac;lis,
pra!).a, vijfiana, ananda, the akasa of the heart, and within all else- That is Atman. It is that
which should be worshipped. It is without old age, death, fear, sorrow, or end.
"Aharhkiira is adhyatma, that which is acted upon by aharhkiira is adhibhiita, and Rudra
is adidaivata. The nii<;lis bind them. He wh,o moves in aharhkiira, that which is acted upon by
aharhkiira, Rudra, the nac;1Is, prai:i.a, vijfian~, ananda, the iikasa of the heart, and within all
else- That is Atman. It is that which should be worshipped. It is without old age, death,
fear, sorrow, or end.
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"Citta is adhyatma, that which is acted upon by citta (producing fluctuation of thought)
. is adhibhiita, and ~etrajfia is adhidaivata. The nadis bind them. He who moves in citta, that
which is acted upon by citta, K~etrajfia, na9is, pran.a, vijfiana, ananda, the akasa of the
heart, and within all else- That is Atman. It is that which should be worshipped. It is
without old age, death, fear, sorrow, or end.
"He is the knower of all, the Lord of all, the ruler of all, the one latent in all, the one
worshipped for the happiness of all, but Himself not worshipping (or seeking) any
happiness, the one worshipped by all, the Vedas and other books and to which all this is
food, but who does not become the food of another; moreover, the one who, as the eye, is
the ordainer of all, the one who as annamaya is Bhutatma; the one who is pran.amaya is
Indriyatma, the one as manomaya is Sarikalpatma, the one who as vijfianamaya is Kalatma,
the one who as anandamaya is Layatma, is one and not dual. How can it be said to be
mortal? How can it be said that there is not immortality in It? It is neither internal prajfia
nor external prajfia nor both, nor Prajfiaghana; It is neither prajfia nor not-prajfia, it is
neither known nor is it to know anything. Thus is the exposition of Nirvan.a; and thus is the
exposition of the Vedas; yea, thus is the exposition of the Vedas."
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"At first there was not anything in the least. These creatures were born through no root,
no support but the Divine Deva, the one Narayan.a. The eye and the visible are Naraya:pa;
the ear and the audible are Narayan.a; the tongue and the 'tastable' are Narayan.a.; the nose
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and the 'smellable' are NarayaJ)a; the skin and the tangible are Naraya1_1.a; manas and that
which is acted upon by it are Naraya1_1.a; buddhi and that which is acted upon by it are
Naraya1_1.a; ahamkara and that which is acted upon by it are Naraya1_1.a; citta and that which is
acted upon by it are Naraya1_1.a; vak and that which is spoken are Naraya1_1.a; the hand and
that which is lifted are Naraya1_1.a; the leg and that which is walked upon are NarayaJ)a; the
anus and the excreted are Naraya1_1.a; the genitals and the enjoyment of pleasure are
Naraya1_1.a. The originator and the ordainer as also the agent and the causer of changes, are
the Divine Deva Naraya1_1.a only. Adityas, Rudras, Maruts, Vasus, Asvins, the RI<:, Yaju~,
and Sama, Mantras, Agni, clarified butter and oblation- all these are Naraya1_1.a. The origin
and the combination are the Divine Deva NarayaQa only. Mother, father, brother, residence,
asylum, friends and dependents are NarayaQa only. The divine na9is known as Viraja,
Sudarsana,
Jita, Saumya, Mogha, Kumara, . Amrta, Satya, Samadhyama, Nasira, Sisira,
.
Sura, Surya, and Bhasvati (fourteen na9is in all), that which thunders, sings and rains, viz.,
Varu1_1.a, Aryama (sun), Candramas (moon) Kala (part), Kavi (Sukra), the creator Brahma
and Prajapati, Indra, Kala (or time) of days, half-days, Kalpa, the upper, and the
directions- all these are NarayaQa. That which was and will be is this Puru~a only. Like
the eye (which sees without any obstacle) the thing spread in the akasa, the wise ever see
this supreme seat of Vi~QU. BrahmaQas who are ever spiritually-awake, praise in diverse
ways and illuminate the suprme abode of Vi~Qu, thus is the. exposition to the attaining of
Nirval).a; thus is the teaching of the Vedas; yea, this· is the teaching of the Vedas.
.
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"Within the body, is the one eternal Aja (unborn), located in the cave (of the heart).
Earth is His body. Though He moves in the earth, earth does not know Him. Waters are His
body. Though He moves in the waters, waters do not know Him. Tejas is His body. Though
He moves in tejas;- tejas does not know Him. Vayu is His body. Though He moves in vayu,
vayu does not know Him. Akasa is His body. Though He moves in akasa, akasa does not
know Him. Manas is His body. Though He moves in manas, manas" does not know Him.
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Buddhi is his body. Though He moves in buddhi, buddhi does not know Him. Aharilkara is
His body. Though He moves in aharilkara, ahamkara does not know Hirn. Citta is His body.
Though He moves in citta, citta does not know Him. Avyakta is His body. Though He
moves in Avyakta, Avyakta does not know Him. Alq;ara is His body. Though He moves in
Ak~ara, ak~ara does not know Him. Mrzyu (death) is His body. Though He moves in. Mp:yu,
Mrtyu ,does not know Him. Such an one is the Atman within all creatures, the remover of
all sins and the Divine Deva, the one Naraya)J.a.
"This knowledge was imparted (by Naraya)J.a) to Apantaratama who in turn imparted it
to Brahma. Brahma imparted it to Ghora-Angiras. He imparted it to Raikva. who in turn
imparted it to Rama. Rama imparted it to all creatures. This is the teaching of Nirva)J.a; this
is the teaching of the Vedas; yea, this is the teaching of the Vedas."
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"The Atman of all which is immaculate, is located within the cave in the body. Atman
which lives in the midst of the body filled with fat, flesh and phlegm in a seat very closely
shut up with shining many-coloured walls resembling a Gandharva city and with the
(subtle) essence going out of it (to other parts of the b()dy), which seat may be likened to a
plantain flower and is ever agitated like a water-bubble- this Atman is of an unthinkable
form, the Divine Deva, associateless and pure, has tejas as its body, is of all forms, the Lord
of all, the unthinkable and the bodiless, placed within the cave, immortal, shining, and bliss
itself. He is a wise person who cognizes Atman thus, and not one who does not do so."

11-;rcrq-: ~ : II

a.~ ~ ~: ~ w1c1.cfift"l.:e&s~ ~,i0~1Rt1 ~

~ ~)c11~Rt
'4' at1R?.1t1c110-'tl'RI'

",(,I'

~ ~12&1i:ic11~Rt. en- ~12&1?ic110?i?.11ffi;?.1t1c11~Rt
fct<tG!itlcil~@ '41' fct<IGll'lcil0'1@ !,IIOl'lcil~@ '4': !,IIOl'lcii0'1@
fct~Htlci10'1?.114:.e;tlcii~@
'4'
~14:.e;tlcii0'1@
g-04'1cii~@
€ii!.l;!dqi-14q~Jlcfiq4;af.taifG1'lcii~«l@ ~ I I ~H

fct~H'lcii~@

'41'

4,(,g-04tlcii0tl@

Once Raikva questioned Him (Lord) thus : "O Lord, in whom does everything
disappear (or merge)?" He replied thus : "That which (or he who) disappears in the eye
becomes the eye only; that which disappears in the visible becomes the visible only; that
which disappears in the sun becomes sun only; that which disappears in Virat becomes
Virat only; that which disappears in pra)J.a becomes pra)J.a only; that which disappears in
vijflana becomes vijflana only; that which disappears in ananda becomes ananda only; that
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which disappears in turya becomes turya only- (all these) attain that which is deathless,
fearless, sorrowless, endless, and seedless."

oo,1qc411£1Rt 1.f: oo,1qc410qrn ooa~qct11£1rn 1.f: ooa~qc410qrn R~1qct11£1ra cir
R~1qct10qRt ,ae;~i.:oqct11£1Rt 1.f: ,ae;~.:11qct10flc+.1Qi..fflct11£1Rt cirsqi..fqc110?iRt fc1*1Hfic111£1Rt
cir fci*11..fficli0'1@ dct;~dqi,j~qwti:fiq..j.('j-Riifl,jjfjcjjl£j(1j@ ~ I I ~ II
Then He continued : "That which disappears in the ear becomes ear itself; that which
disappears in the audible becomes the audible only; that which disappears in ·dik (space)
becomes dik only; that which disappears in sudarsana (discus) becomes sudarsana only :
that which disappears in apana becomes apana only; that which disappears in vijiiana
becomes vijiiana only; that which disappears in ananda becomes ananda only; that which
disappears in turya becomes turya only- (all these) attain that which is deathless, fearless,
sorrowless, endless, and seedless.''

.:itijlflclll£i@ cir .:itijlflcil0fl@ t.tld~flcillll@ cir t.lld~flcU0fi@ gfv.ici1flci1Lll@ 1.f:
gfv.icflqc110q@ Nldlflclll£i@ cir Nldlflcll0q@ ~Hflclll£i@ cir ~Hflcll0fl@ fci*1Hflclll£i@
~ ................ ~11~11
Then He continued : "That which disappears in the nose becomes nose only; that which
disappears in the odoriferous becomes odoriferous only; that which disappears in pp:hivi
becomes pp:hivi only; that which disappears in jitam (victory) becomes victory only; that
which disappears in vyana becomes vyana only; that which disappears in vijiiana becomes
vijiiana only; that which disappears in bliss becomes bliss only; that which disappears in
turya becomes turya only- (all these) attain that which is deathless, fearless, sorrowless,
endless, and seedless."

Nt@t?ic111£1@ it Rit@1?ic110qra <ijWt1~?ic111£1@ cir <ijWt1~?ic110?iRt c1M1?ic111£1@ cir
cl~Olflcll0fl@ ~utlflclll£i@ 1.f: ,{i~1utlflcll0flfgct;Hflcll~@ 1.f 3ct;Hflcll0fl@ fct*1Hflcillll@
- ~...................

~,,~,,

Then He continued : "That which disappears in the mouth becomes the mouth only;
that which disappears in the taste becomes the taste only; that which disappears in VaruI).a
becomes VaruI).a only; that which disappears in Saumya (moon or Mercury) becomes
saumya only; that which disappears in udana becomes udana only; that which disappears in
vijiiana becomes vijiiana only; that which disappears in bliss becomes bliss only; that which
disappears in turya becomes turya only- (all these) attain that which is deathless, fearless,
.
sorrowless, endless, and seedless."

tf.i'tjqc(11£1@ ~@i:t?ic110?iRt w~f~a~?ic111£1Rt 1.f: w~1wa~?ic11~ c11g?ic111£1Rt cir
c11g?ic11w?ira in~1?ic111£1Rt cir in~1?ic110?ira .ijqH?ic111£1Rt 1.f: ijqH?ic110?ira fci#IH?ic111£1Rt
~ .............. ~lll\11
,
Then He continued : "That which disappears in the skin becomes the skin only; that
which disappears in touch becomes touch only; that which disappears in vayu becomes
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vayu only; that which disappears in cloud becomes cloud only; that which disappears in
samana becomes samana only; that which disappears in vijfiana becomes vijfiana only; that
which disappears in bliss becomes bliss only; that which disappears in turya becomes turya
only- (all these) attain that which is deathless, fearless, sorrowless, endless, and seedless."

cii~i:ic11«z1@ m c11~i:ic11~qfu ci'i'ti&.1i:ic11«z1@
msft.:ii:ic11~qfu ~q1<1i:ic11«z1Rt ti': ~q1<1i:ic11~qfu
fcl~11;:iqc11«z1@ ~ ................ -~II~ II

m

ci'i'fi&.l~cil~qi:ij-ft..jqcjjl4@
~ m ~

Then He continued : "That which disappears in vak becomes vak only; that which
disappears in speech becomes speech only; that which disappears in Agni becomes agni
only; that which disappears in Kumara becomes kumara only; that which disappears in
hostility becomes hostility itself; that which disappears in viffiana become vijfiana only;
that which disappears in bliss becomes bliss only; that which disappears in turya becomes
turya only- (all these) attain that which is deathless, fearless, sorrowless, endless, and
seedless."
~~qc111Z1@
~~qc11~i:ii:i!IC::ld&.1i:ic111Z1@ ti' aua:1aaii:iam::ai:i-e11~c11«z1Rt ti'

m

$~ci1~i:ii:ii~dli=lci11Z1@

ms ~a1i:ic1 ,~qfu

9@.li:ici 114@

m 9@.li:ici1~qfu

fcl*'Hi:lciil4@

'iit.1Ff. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ I I \911
Then He continued : "That which disappears in the hand beco1:3-es the hand only; that
which disappears in that which is lifted by the hand becomes that which is lifted by the
hand; that which disappears in Indra becomes Indra only; that which disappears in the
nectar becomes nectar only; that which disappears in mukhya becomes mukhya only; that
which disappears in vijfiana becomes vijfiana only; that which disappears in bliss becomes
bliss only; that which disappears in turya becomes turya only- (all these) attain, that
which is deathless, fearless, sorrowless, endless and seedless."
q1e_i:ic11«z1Rt ti': q1a_i:ic11~qfu 'l-<l&.li=lciil4@ m 'lo<laii:ic11~?iRt fciWJllclll4@ it
fclWJl!cll~ll@ :ei:illllciliZI@ ti': :ei:iilllcil~lli:ii-<llllqqc11«z1@ i!'So<llltqqc11~t@ fct*'HllciliZI@

oa: ............... ~ l l l l l
Then He continued : "That which disappears in the leg becomes the leg only; that
which disappears in that which is walked upon becomes that which is walked upon; that
which disappears in Vi~I).U becomes Vi~I).U only; that which disappears in satya becomes
satya only; that which disappears in the suppression of the breath and voice becomes the
suppression of the breath and voice; that which disappears in vijfiana becomes vijfiana only;
that which disappears in bliss becomes bliss only; that which disappears in turya becomes
turya only- (all these) attain that which is deathless, fearless, sorrowless, endless, and
seedless."
Ql~llclliZI@ ti': Ql~llcll~ll@ fcl.gJf~d&.lllclll4@ m fcrnJf¼aai-?ic11~?iRt ~f9llc11'4@

m ¥3~?ic41~?iRt

l1Wq,qc41«z1Rt

fcl*1Hi=ic4IIZI@ oa: ..........

mlW-jq1_qc41~?ira

~ I I ~ II

wq:wi.:i?ic41«z1Rt

ti':

~:wi.:i?ic4i:@i:iRt
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Then He continued : "That which disappears in the anus becomes the anus only; that
which disappears in that which is excreted becomes that which is excreted; that which
disappears in Mrtyu becomes Mrtyu only; that which disappears in spirituous liquor
becomes spiritous liquor only; that which disappears in hurricane becomes hurricane only;
that which disappears in vijfiana becomes vijfiana only; that wich disappears in bliss
becomes bliss only; that which disappears in turya becomes turya only- (all these) attain
that which is deathless, fearless, sorrowless, endless, and seedless."

3Q~tlclll4@
er 3Q~tlc110tlf~.u+:a;f~asqqc11ll1@ er atH.a;n:iasqq-c110qfu
!NIIQ@tlclllll@ er: !NIIQ@tlcll0!1@ 41«l<ltlclllll@
41«l<ltlcll0!1@ ~fq{tlclllll@ er:
~fq{tlc110!1@ fct~H'lclllll@ ~ ........ ~ I I ~o II
Then He continued : "That which disappears in the genitals becomes the genitals only;
that which disappears in that which is enjoyed becomes that which is enjoyed; that which
disappears in that which is Prajapati becomes Prajapati only; that which disappears in
nasiram becomes nasiram only; that which disappears in kurmira becomes kurmira only;
that which disappears in vijfiana becomes vijfiana only; that which disappears in bliss
becomes bliss only; that which disappears in turya becomes turya only- (all these) attain
that which is deathless, fearless, sorrowless, endless, and seedless."
·

m

m

m q;asqqc110?ifu

Q_clllll@
lR' Q_cll0'1@ q;asqqc1114fu
~,{tlc110'1@ Wl~tlclllll@ er: w1~?ic110?iRt ~~4'1clll4@
~ ............. ~11~~11
lR'

er:

i:PX'lc:Hl4@
~~4'1cll0!1@ fct~Htlclllll@

Then He continued : "That which disappears in manas becomes manas itself; that
which disappears in the thinkable becomes thinkable itself; that which disappears in the
moon becomes the moon itself; that which disappears in sisu becomes sisu itself; that
which disappears in syena becomes syena itself; that which disappears in vijnana becomes
vijiitina only; that which disappears in ananda becomes ananda itself; that which
disappears in turya becomes turya itself- (all these) attain that which is deathless, fearless,
sorrowless, endless, and seedless."

m

m

m

~r~?ic11ll1ra
~r~c1,0?ira ai\.gsq?ic11lllra.
ai\.gsqqc110?ifo ~€P101?ic11ll1ra
~€PIOl'lcll0'1@ (!~ltlclllll@ er: (!~ltlcll0'1@ rjiOOl'lclllll@ er: rjiOOl!lc:110!1@ fcl~Htlclllll@

~ ............. ~11~~11
Then He continued : "That which disappears in buddhi becomes buddhi itself; that
which disappears in the. certainly knowable becomes the certainly knowable itself; that
which disappears in Brahma becomes Brahma himself; that which disappears in Kr~IJ.a
becomes Kr~IJ.a himself; that which disappears in Surya becomes Surya itself; that which
disappears in vijfiana becomes vijfiana itself; that which disappears in ananda becomes
ananda itself; that which disappears in turya becomes turya itself- (all these) attain that
which is deathless, fearless, sorrowless, endless, and seedless."
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34l$c:6HtlciilLI@ ~Sl$c:6Htlcii'-"dtl~t$c:6d&.4tlciilLI@ ~Sl$c:6d&.4tlc(l'-"dtl@ ;~c:111£1@ ~
;~cli'-"dtl~~flltlclilLI@ ~S~fllflcll'-"dtl@ ~dtlc:111£1@ ~: ~dtlcli'-"dtl@ fc1 *114 qcl IILi@
~ ............. ~11n11
Then He continued : "That which disappears in aharhkara becomes aharhkara itself; that
which disappears in that which is acted upon by aharhkara becomes that itself; that which
disappears in Rudra becomes Rudra himself; that which disappears in asura becomes asura
itself; that which disappears in sveta becomes sveta itself; that which disappears in vijiiana
'
becomes vijiiana itself; that which disappears in ananda becomes ananda itself; that which
disappears in turya becomes turya itself- (all these) attain that which is deathless, fearless,
sorrowless, endless, and seedless."
.

,!,-,

.

fi1-t1?ic111£1Rt ~'tlt1c11'-"dt1@ :aa!¾a&1?ic111£1Rt ~a!¾a&1?ic11'-"dt1@ · ~,1*1?ic:t11£1Rt ~:
~si~?tc11«1?tRt ~t:@t«lflc:111£1@
"41<@1~1?tc11'-"d?t@ ,w,?tc:111£1@ ~ ,w1?ic11'-"dfl@ fci*1Hflc111£1@
~ fci*1Hflcll,@fl~H:«flciilLI@
~ 34H:«flcii,@fl@
gft<.1flciilLI@
<.l'½)O<.lflcli,@fl@
d~4;1dqi(qqw)c:fiq-1,ij R<itl.JtflclllLI@ ~ ................ ~ I I ~~II

m-

Then He continued : "That which disappears in citta becomes citta itself; that which
disappears in that which is acted upon by citta becoming that itself; that which disappears
in K~etrajiia becomes K~etrajfia itself; that which disappears in bhasvati becomes bhasvati
itself; that which disappears in naga becomes naga itself; that which disappears in vijiiana
becomes vijiiana itself; that which disappears in ananda becomes ananda itself; that which
disappears in turya becomes turya itself- (all these) attain that which is deathless, fearless,
sorrowless, endless, and seedless."

er~ mmt. ~ f.tffl. ~ ~ i(q@" ~·~~Till@"~~~~~~~ mm·~
· ~ ~ ~ (.li:lC::$-1iS<.1q1~~1f.48:@'li ~l\ 11
~c1q1(1,j1 Sicif.4-1~1a-11fcl ~ ~ ~ .~ ~WJ.~141~a-1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~.~

~ ~1~-1i.1$1~-1i~<i(1,ji4!iQH\Rt Slclf.4~-t Sl~i(.l<.11 cg«-11~-1 olm ~ : ~¥Jcih-ns~
~ A
'c:.RI' aqu1f~Rt~: (.lqr~Ji -qtc11(1,j.i'ic1kq1:.i ~ .gcf(.41(1,ji iiqfu ~ ~
~II~~ II
"He who knows
this as seedless in this manner becomes
himself seedless. He is neither
.
.
born, nor dies, nor is deluded nor split, nor burnt, nor cut-yea, he does not feel angry, and
hence he is said to be Atma, capable of burning all. Such an Atman is neither attained by a
hundred sayings, nor by (the reading of) many scriptures, nor by mere intelligence, nor by
hearing from others, nor by understanding, nor by Vedas, nor by scriptures, nor by severe
tapas, nor sarhkhya, nor yoga, nor observances of the orders of the life, nor by any other
means (than the following). Devoted Brahmar:ias who repeat the Vedas according to rules
and who worship Him with praise attain Him. He who is quiescent, self-controlled,
indifferent to worldly objects and resigned, having centred his mind on Atman sees Atman
and becomes one with the Atman of all, as also he who knows this. "
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II~: l3'Us:II

~

t-1' ~:

~ wtc:1.cfif~..ga :agfufaat 'Jlc:i.ffi@ n:11aMH1Ehfitl@ ~
cfif~iHUdMMlcfil
~ '4!Hi<lhffi:lfu ~ I ~
'!lc:IHrEhf&:1@ ~ I ~ amfW ~ ~c:IHJSfipqfu ~ I c6f~9ic:IHrc6i. arraw:
~ q8HJEhffi:I@ ~ I c6f~.it8('1lcfil
~ '11.flHIShM@ ~ I ~
Gi:O~icfil
~ aiilHIEfiftq@ ~ I c6f~~41Hl.c61
~ (k4MlefiM@
~ I c6f~..gf4~'1c6i
~ !,IGIIQ@~1efifG:;1@ ~ I c6f~;;g;si1qfuH1c6i
~ @ij!Hlefiffi:I@ ~ I c6f~-1iij!Hlc6i
wf~icfil ~ ~ ~

amrw·

amrw

amrru .~·

arraw:

amrm

amrm

amnu

arraw: ~ .

~~~~11~11
l(cifldl"( Hlc6Hltqf.t gfufua1~e;,~c1 ~ \icle11tt1a8ic1fo113~1HHf~fu
~i;lj~ilij..f *{11 ~ II

~e;13~1tij..fM@

Then Raikva asked Him : "O Lord, where do all things rest? He replied : "In the worlds
ofRasatala (or nether worlds)."
"In what are these (Rasatala world) woveri warp and woof?" He replied : "In the worlds
ofBhmi."
"In what are these (worlds of Bhul)) woven warp and woof?" he replied : "In the worlds
of Bhuval);"
"In what are these (Bhuval) worlds) woven warp and woof?" "In the worlds of Suva])."

"In what are these (Suva]) worlds) woven warp and woof?" In the worlds of Mahal)."
"In what are these (Mahal) worlds) woven warp and woof.?" "In the Janaloka."
"In what are these (Jana worlds) woven warp and woof?" "In the Tapoloka."
"In what are these (Tapolokas) woven warp and woof?" "In the Satya Loka."
"In what are these (Satya worlds) woven warp and woof." "In the Prajapati lok."
"In what are these (Prajapati worlds) woven warp and.woof?" In the Brahmaloka."
"In what are these (Brahma worlds) woven warp and woof." "In the Sarvaloka."
"In what are these (Sarva lokas) woven warp and woof.". "In Atma-,- which is
Brahman, like beads (in a rosary) warp-wise and woof-wise."
Then he said : "All these rest in Atma, and he who knows this, becomes Atman itself.
Thus is the exposition of Nirvfu;la. Thus is the exposition of the Vedas; yea, thus is the
exposition of the Vedas." .
II Q,ciilc(~I: l3'Us: II

~

t-i' ~:

~ ~S°<t fci~HQ..f :ai%1q..g ~ cfid(&Jc:I ~H9RJ--i41QS61q~')fu
~ ~· ~ I fti;~W ~ ~ qjijfqog ~f(.tj~~< ~o:si\cfi ~gc;Mcli4c6m fctcfif~d ~
~ ~ : ijg,:w ~ c:bl~1~f~ii1~ ~ (q1<t1i:01s~ mr '('l{1' ~ ~
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~ •P.ff!.l(ql

QIQfi:tf0l!I lfrflH@ ~ ~ ~ fi:Rfu ~ ~
~Tific6Ql<1 fir.lfu ~Tific6Ql<1 ~ ,fferciT fir.lfu ,fferciT ~S"QT ~ ~ ~ fir.lfu ~
~ ~ fir.lfu ~ N'ii:llc61~i ~HRUc61~i ~ lRt ftRfu lRt ~ ~ fir.lfu ~
~ ~ fu;ifu ~ N'ii:llciqffi fiH'Rl&lffi ~ ~ r t ~ W1 fu;ifu
,it
~ ~ QHtll~ fl~lfl~ fiGflfu~afiilc:11011-j~llfl.:ifq@ c1Glj~llfl4fil@ clGlj~llfl4lQI ~II
Again Raikva asked Him : "O Lord ! what is the seat of Atman which is replete with

ffl

W¥

vijfiana? and how does it leave the body and pervade the universe?" To this He replied :
"There is a mass ofred flesh in the middle of the heart. In it, there is a lotus called dahara.
It buds forth in many petals like a water-lilly. In the middle of it is an ocean (samudra). In
its midst a koka (bird). In it there are four na<;lis. They are rama, arama, Iccha and
punarbhava. Of these, rama leads a man of virtue to a happy world. Arama leads one of sins
into the world of sins. (Passing) through Iccha (Na<;li), one gets whatever he remembers.
Through Punarbhava, he splits opon the sheaths after splitting open the sheaths, he splits
open the skull of the head; then he splits open prthvI; then a.pas; then tejas; then vayu; then
akasa. Then he splits open manas; then bhutadi; then mahat; then avyakta; then ak~ara; then
he splits open mrtyu and mrtyu becomes one with the supreme God. Beyond this, there is
neither Sat nor asat, nor Sat-asat. Thus ,is the exposition of Nirvar:ia; and thus is the
exposition of the Vedas; yea, thus is the exposition of Vedas."

I I ~ : '@ls: II
~ 4Hil!0116_1 ~~q1,1d 1«;i

j8)M\cb

qgl.i::icld&i

¥:

Q(;jqire_~

¥:

1«;i ~

¥:

1«;i

'qffe«t

11aq~ql!1filaq.i::lcWJt:rn~ .ctcR "lllmfll ~II
"Anna (food) came from Narayar:ia. It was first cooked in· Brahmaloka in the Maha-

Zi11Mfc6Mfi:R1,$i

samvartaka fire. Again it was cooked in the sun; again it was cooked in kravyadi (lit., the
fire that bums raw flesh, etc.); again it was cooked in jalakila (the flaming kila); then it
became pure and not stale (or fresh). One should eat whatever has fallen to his share and
without begging; one should never beg any (food)."

11 '34~~~1: '@ls: II

~ · Rta1il;JMfi::l~s~ f.n.crm
"RT(l:R' !,i'Jf1Q@'6cili.l ~ ~ ~

&ctml'

q1fos~.:i f.t<c1fui:61<a41QM~ ~c1H1gffi
~S~ ~ .gq1~~ 3Uf'ii:61q

3Hfli:61Jfl Rltfi14't \J(!Oli:61~l ~ fu%' "W' ~ ~ ffla:HM~ ~ ~ fc1re:tc11 ~
ftMfu ~ . ~ Rta1ilf+.@s1q1..flsftr ~ ~ ~ i:6t.Q«INMMci Rta1ilf+.0ttq1..flsfif ~
~ ~ i:6t.Qdli:61~1fqc1 Rta1ilf+.0s1qH')sfq ;i- ~ ~ ~ ~ Rtaiil~f!fls ~11 ~11
"The wise man should conduct himself like a lad, with the nature of a child; without
company, blameless, silent and wise and without exercising any authority. This description
of Kaivalya is stated by Prajapati. Having found with certitude the supreme seat, one should
dwell under a tree with tom cloths, unaccompanied, single and engaged in sani.adhi. He
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should be longing after the attaining of Atman having attained this object, he is desireless,
his desires have decayed. He fears none, though he finds the cause of death in such as
elephants, lions, gadflies, mosquitoes, ichneuma, serpents, Yak~as, Rak~asas and
Gandharvas. He will stand like a tree. Though cut down, he will neither get angry nor
tremble. He will stand (or remain) like a lotus. 1hough pierced, he will neither get angry
nor tremble. He will stand like akasa; though struck, he will neither get angry nor tremble.
He will stand by Satya (truth), since Atman is Satya.
fl&tUqq ~

,fferciT ~

fl&i:ilqq {fll•t1q141 ~ fl&Qlqq ~ ~ ~ fl&i:ilqq

~ c11g~c;ei fl&i:ii?ici ~16:;Ftlqlcfil~i ~ flcli:ii?ici Ji(ll•tlq&hti ~ flcltUqq ~
~f9.~c;4 ~

m: ~ ~ Q{«tl~ fl~,fl~

flc;flfe:~afuc11011:1~11ft4fi.Tfu c11;1:i~t1fl4fit@

cli;ij~llfl4'{11 ~ II

"Prthivi is the heart (or centre) of all odours; apas is the heart of all tastes; tejas is the
heart of all forms; vayu is the heart of all touch; akasa is the heart of all sounds; avyakta is
the heart of gitas (or sounds); mrtyu is the heart of all Sattvas; and mrtyu becomes one with
the Supreme. And beyond Him, there is neither Sat nor asat, nor Sat-asat. Thus is the
exposition of Nirval).a; thus is the exposition of the Vedas; yea, thus is the exposition of the
Vedas."
II~: ~:II

"'

~ qj~q1Q)s~ 3TI'Ql' ~ '-""ll@{~IC:: ~'1rac11~ cll~{~lc{I cll~cll~q1cfil~TISfflG
~ cll~f'-lf~I04~1i;l-1lf;.µ11fu1 ~ lf.US~

lf.U ~

~

'Q1:

~

~

~fg{~lc{I

~f.g{~ii;I ~f~1~qo!.j,tiq~1c;w,!.l'ffi

~

~

Q{«il~

fl~lfl~

flc;flre,~dfuclTOllj~llfl4fqffi cli;lj~llfl4fit@ cli;ij~llfl4'{11 ~II

"Prthivi is the food, and apas is the eater; apas is the food and jyotis (or fire) is the
eater; jyotis is the food, and vayu is the eater; vayu is the food, and akasa is the eater; and
akasa is the food and the indriyas (organs) are the eaters; indriyas are the food and manas is
the eater; manas is the food, and buddhi is the eater; buddhi is the food, and avyakta is the
eater; avyakta is the food, and ak~ara is the eater; ak~ara is the food, and mrtyu is the eater;
and mrtyu becomes one with the Supreme. Beyond Him, there is neither Sat and asat, nor
Sat-asat. Thus is the exposition of Nirval).a, and thus is the exposition of the Vedas; yea,
thus is the exposition of the Vedas."
11 Q:5€11;~1: '{gUs: 11
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fci~Hl:14 :a&i1q;:e ~ ctid<AJci ~ ~ ~ 'fl'
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QHdhl

~hli~hl

61c:/;lj~II.Q.i'{II ~II

Again Raikva aksed : "O Lord, when this Vijfiana-ghana goes out (of the body or the
universe), what does it bum and how?" To which He replied: When it goes away, it burns
priiQa, apana, vyana, udana, samana, vairambha, mukhya, antaryama, prabhafijana, kumara,
syena, lq~1,1a, sveta and naga. Then it bums prthivi, apas, tejas, vayu, and akasa; then it
bums the waking, the dreaming, the dreamless sleeping and the fourth states as well as the
maharlokas and worlds higher; then it bums the lokaloka (the highest world forming a limit
to the other worlds). Then it bums dharma and adharama. Then it bums that which is
beyon~, is sunless, limitless, and worldless. Then it bums mahat; it bums avyakta; it burns
~ara; it bums mrcyu; and mrtyu becomes one with the great Lord. Beyond Him, there is
neither Sat and asat, nor Sat-asat. Thus is the exposition of Nirva1,1a, and thus is the
exposition of the Vedas; yea, thus is the exposition of the Vedas."
I I ~ : ~:II
~dll~q1,jj9if11Qf.tthll!,l~ll-dl<t
.ilQR~ld~~w\~1<4 ~ ~

lq

.zyr&IT
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!,lchii~II ~ ~
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.il~l~l<t

\IMi... l ~

;i1tjc1«H<lsrlftidl<t

~ ~I ~ ~

~ : !,ii:fiM.fi ~ $i{ldh1clio113~11:g;ifqffi 61c:/;lj~II.Q;ifqffi 61i;lj~II.Q.i'{II ~II
"This Saubala-Bija, Brahma-Upani~ad should neither be given out nor taught to one
who has not controlled his passions, who has no sons, who has not gone to a Guru, and
having become his disciple has not resided with him for a year, and whose family and
conduct are not lmown. These doctrines should be taught to him who has supreme devotion
to the Lord and as much to his Guru, Then these truths shine in his great soul. Thus is the
exposition ofNirva1,1a; thus is the exposition of the Vedas; yea, thus is the exposition of the
Vadas."

~ ~:

·····················

~ vrrf.o:11

28. K~URIKOPANI~AD

Pgf°<Chl qf:11:1~
This Upani~ad is related to K.r~l).a Yajurveda. There are twenty-five hymns in it. This Upani$ad is
competent like a knife or the cutter to cut the factor imposing hurdles for, or bounds in the way of the
knowledge of element. The eight parts of Yoga i.e., Yama, Niyama, Asana, Pral).ayama, Pratyahara,
Dharal).ii, Dhyana and Samadhi and their nexus with accomplishment with the purpose or the aim or
its result is also specifically discussed herein. It has been stated in this Upani~ad that as the spider
creates network or a nest for him by knitting the saliva extracted from its mouth, the breathing should
enter in the same way into all sensitive zones in the body by exercising a number of Yogasanas
including control on breathing. Subsequently, by developing upward the element of breathing is
circulated out from the spinal nerve existed in the heart lotus. Thus adding other seventy two
thousand nerves; the perfect knowledge can be accessed to through the process of penetration of all
these nerves. On arrival of that supreme place, the living-organism becomes competent to cut all
kinds of ties. At that stage, it merges with the supreme element by burning all ties of deeds, the same
way of a lamp that merges with it the entire quantum of oil and cotton lace in the supreme flame.
Thus, the living-organisms so liberated, no mere ties with the worldly chords. This all as stated above
is an essence of this Upani$ad.

11 ~llki QId: 11

~ ~

..jjqci~ .................

:~fu WR!':11

~ ~ ~ 4Plfo~I zj VJlll" ;i- ~ 41~1~'1if4 fi'II ~II
I will describe here cutting concentration for attaining to the accomplishment on Yoga.
One who attains it as a Y ogin, is liberated from the cycle of rebirth.
[The man enjoys the pleasure of liberty if the presumption suggested above is duly made. This is
the reason it is called as a knife that cut the ties. The worldly people are tied to the worldly relations
particularly owing to compulsions of the worldly passions. When the Yogis arrive at the state of
knitting assumption through adopting perpetual exercise cif Yama, Niyama, Asana, Pral).ayama and
Pratyahara, the man is engrossed in the activity to exercise the entity of soul and entity of the
supreme soul and also the affairs transacted between them. As a result of their assumption, all the
worldly ties are shattered.
The Priil).ayama, a preparatory exercise to be able for framing assumption has been described in
the hymn number 2 to 5.]
~Gcti-clllafct~d ~ ~ ~ I

Fr:~ ~~fql~lef

ib1Ht4q61f~ff: II~ II

~S~ ~ lRT ~~~I 41:illti.lG~i~"t~-1 ~ ~ : ~:II~ II
1£(~~c(qkq14 ~ ~ ~I

3(1!-PsJc:6W-11ci fctiR.l~<.i~'littl'{_II ~ II
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The main contents of the Veda, as pronounced by the self-born Brahma and the spirit
embedded within the meaning of element, one should take an appropriate posture in a silent
place, the same way as the tortoise shrinks his all organs within him. The devotee in the
same way put a check on desolution or the disorganisation of the spirits arising in the mind
and heart enploying the twelve moras under reciting Orhkara gradually. The whole body
one fills with breath (exercising the Paraka). At this stage, all the routes, of the breathing
are to be restricted and the chest, mouth, the waist and the neck duly in erect position and
the heart region should also be advanced.
The breathing circulated through the body should be established in· all the cells of
cardinal organs through kumbhaka. At the time .when the breathing is duly circulated, it
should be exhaled· very steadily by adopting the process of recaka.
[There are three moras in the syllable of Om. The twelve i:noras are purported that the time
consumed while easily pronunciating the syllable Om four times, should also be fixed for the
exercise of Kumbhaka and recaka.]

f~(q1s11~ ~ ~ · ijq1fija: I

i

g ~ ~~~~:II~ II

i ~~~~~:I ·i:Ulfl<l~<14 T.JTSr ~ ijql.1$1~111\911
Having a formidable exercise on Pra~ayama, by ·adopting the above ·procedure, the
devotee should most cautiously make an assumption notion that the breathing has duly
entered as a result of thrice time each frequency of Prai:i.ayama adopted, twice time each in
the ankles including the thumb, two calves, three to the right and three to the left. Then in
the knees and thighs two times each and thrice time each in anus and penis. He should
thereafter assume the breathing in the navel region.·.
[The lower portion of the waist region, connected with the discus like Muladhara and
Svadhi~t}lana are very first zones where one has to establish his assumption. Then gradually, the flow
of breathing is imagined in the zone of navel, heart, throat and the mind and wisdom on upside it,
respectively. How this assumption or notion is to be made formidable and strong, its description has
· been made in the successive hymns.)

oSf ~ ~ g ~ I aluj(ffiltf f@w ij>Wli<@l\lfcr("li{ij<11: II~ II
The nerve of Brahma namely Su~umna artery is covered by many arteries including
I<;ta; Pin.gala etc. These are in most micro form and found in red, yellow, black, and copper
colour.
· ~ 'i.l" ~ 'i.l" ~

':1lif

ijqj.1$1~((1 'ffil": tj,aj(~ijllOlli.'"41'i{lcl' ~II~ II

The nerve most subtle, thin and white should be resorted to. Then, like the spider
moves through the fibres created by its saliva, the yogi should circulate the breathing within
that cluster of nerves.
[It is pertinent to state here that the spider creates most micro fibre through its mouth and it
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moves to the desired direction,. hanging on this fibre. The fibre so created by nerve get their
origination from the breathing. The power of breathing is made dynamic in the physical system by
these means too.]

'ffirr ~ e#C.iii4d4 ~ I m gos(\i:fi ~ ~ 'R11'mtll ~o 11
df~'tCII cliOdl-4141@

ffl ~

'f(ii:;;qd:I ~

lR ~ ~

91'4Rq(ii'(II ~~II

It is the region of heart most spacious caUedas the Dahara or Pui:i<;larika in Vedanta
adjacent to that navel. That region is always laminated like a reddish lotus. Then in the
seriation there comes the breathing in the throat carrying sensitivity to all the nerves .. Then,
there comes the place of mind and the secret beyond· it, the· pious and the place of acute
wisdom.

q1c::wiqf< ~ ~ ;rrq- fu-d~q_1 q.nai'<o1

~ q\ 41q1f¥1~ ~ : 11

r~ 11

~ . ~ 'SITffi'. qq:.ij-e·i3tli-d.f'{I d.g$11.fq(iiq\~.f ~ I I ~~ II

a;cnqur g tj~lli4

qqs1101feti.r\i4-1'{I ~ ~ : II ~~ II

Thus the sensitive regions existing upside the feet are worth concentration with their
names and shape. The region known as Indravajra (Indra's thunderbolt) adjacent to the legs
should be penetrated by developing an acute mind through the perpetual practise on yoga.
Untill through power of meditation, through Yoga and concentration he cuts them off.
Shifting himself, he cuts off the breath and joints through Yoga repeated four times without
hesitation.
ffil': cfiOdi-d) 'q\"1ft' ~ ..flmtjf.44'{1 ~ -1im~id

'ffim' ~ lffl mull ~l\ 11

· ~ g 1R ~ feroilT @ijimOTII

~~~~~~II~~ 11
The yogi should subsequently circulate tne breathing in the cluster of nerves existing
within the throat of yogi. There are one hundred one nerves which are regarded as best in
that cluster. The Parasakti or the metaphy~ical power is existed in the middle of thetn. The
Su~umna engrosses in the supreme element and the Viraja nerve is in the form of Brahman.
The I<;la nerve is located at the right while the Pili.gala is at the south direction.

ftq)qul c('{

m

~~~~I aHUtkHt6(Siiful

ffl ~ ~ I I ~\911

The person who knows the best-place existed in middle of the both nerves i.e. I<;la and
Pili.gala becomes competent to know the vedas i.e., the eternal knowledge. The strength of
micro nerves has been stated seventy two thousand in total. These have been stated Taitila.
.
~

'''""

"

4l 41Rq(iil!.jf<UI ~)011.f(iici'a-EII II ~G II
f@~~,i\~id ~: 'g\tJcufc:.6 ~ I ::itidl9arnq1(fl~®I ~ ~ fm;rq_11 ~~ u

fiRra' @41.fq\~.f

~~~chi '.f' -mra1

All nerves can be split by the concetration through Yoga. However, Su~umna is the
only nerve which cannot be penetrated. With the lightning-sharp razor of Yogic power,
shining like the fire, the wise one, here on earth itself should split the hundred nerves, like a
pillow is perfumed with jasmine flowers.
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Thus, the yogi ought to know the different nerves holding the respective spirits either
good or evil. The yogi obtains the everlasting supreme Brahman (knowledge) by liberating
himself from the cycle of rebirth.

d4lfclNtaN:hl¼! f.r:~ ~~1q1f~a:1 f.r:B{f~fcflfPl#l ~ : ~ : ~ : I I ~ ~II
The person who has conquered his heart by virtue of the strong penance should do an
exercise on Yoga that educates the advantage of living in solitude freed from all worldly
inclination and expectation.

'QWt ~ ~

tm" r:.ra~it:

@~ati?i<l1 f0~q1~1~l?l,

~= ~ m

~11 ~ ~ 11

As the Svana (bird) independently flies in the sky after piercing into pieces the nets
within which it is captured; the knower of yoga similarly crosses the worldly ocean by
liberating himself from all worldly ties under the grace of perceptual practise of yoga,

~ Rcltolc6R)i

g eyq) ~~~I

{1\/.j'f

"BcTffiJT r.filTifTJT ~~~~II~~ II

As the cotton lace used in the lamp merges in the supreme light at the time of
extinction, the master in'yoga merges with the supreme element of soul and thus burns into
ashes all his deeds in the blazing fire of yoga.
!AIOll<.ilqt!~ia_:u'r,l q1-;41eu)u1 <.il'lfcl<ll

~U'<.i14~f.A2;:J ~ ti' g ~ ~ I I ~~II

The razor made sharp by friction perpetually made through the exercise of PraI).ayama
reciting Om on the stone of detachment, the yogi cuts off all the worldly ties and thus he is
never trapped in the worldly network.

~ ijqjCfl@ '<.iW c61q1&9i:4fl I B&QUttfc:IR9'ffifW-iql ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I

$fg4Rli<lll ~~II
Having liberated from the desires, the yogi becomes blank of the passions and only
then he attain to the immortality and further ties are cut away with by such yogi. This is the
mystery of this K~urikopani~ad.

11 '$fu Pdfic61 qr:. ti~ qn:rn 1
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29. SARVASAROPANI~AD

+1cr+11()qf:lt1~
ll~IIRiQld:11

~ ~ -ilclcl~ ........ ~ mR[:11
[In the text, all the questions are given first and then the answers follow. But the following
arrangement is adopted to facilitate reference.]

~ ~: ~ lfl'a:T: cfiT fcmr cfiTS'fclirral
~~*-ISIIOl*~q41qc4fci*1Hqc41+~*-li:6l~II: ~ I cfrnT 'ilcf:
~ I Slfll'lkql ~ irfu ~11~11

(iti!IMGl,a~rngUti ~ ~ I
~ : ~: ~ ¥00S~

What is Bandha (bondage)?
Atman [the Self] falsely superimposing the body and others which are non-Self upon
Himself, and identifying Himself with them- this identification forms the bondage of the
Self.

~s~ ~t;1cn-11%-i1~.11Riq-<.1fl«1sfum;r

amq-;rr ~:

af~~Rtio~:11~11

What is Mok1rn [emancipation]?
The freedom from the [identification] is Mok..rn.
'i!4T ~ €61(1!4@

m alfcrm1 '«l'SNltl'.fl' ~ 'Rc@fl' m fcmr11~ II

What is Avidya (Nescience)?
That which cause this identification- that indeed is Avidya.

3i1Ri.itl~~·€6<th: 9~~<,Rfllm:1'Jm~: ~1<1cnP:it11!4H·VtM•-<-l~QM~ d(;lfq.fl
(itl'i(Ui'{I clf!HMl<!;-if%~~~~~1€fi(u~,: ~ s f q clHHlq"-4j3@<ict\-<.i~QM'4ra ~ : ~ I
i.ig~~1€fi<OflQ(q1fa¥1t1fci*1H•""'c1'e.1<!,1 ~1<1cn~1qM~ ~ : ~ 1 ~ n
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ '[U'4' ~cl-<.!Nfgillflll~II
What is Vidya (knowledge)?
lf,f

That whic;;h removes this identification is Vidya.
What are (meant by) the states of Jagrata [the waking], Svapna [the dreaming], Su~upti
[the dreamless sleeping] and Turiya [the fourth]?
Jagrata is that [state] during which Atman enjoys the gross objects of senses as sound,
etc., through the 14 organs as Manas, etc., having the sun and the rest as their presiding
deities.
Svapna is that [state] during which Atman experiences, through the 14 organs
associated with the Vasanas (affinities], of the waking condition, sound and other objects
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which are of the form of the Vasanas created for the time being, even in the absence of [the
gross] sound and the others. Atman experiences Su~upti when it does not experience sound
and other objects of sense from the cessation of the functions of the 14 organs, there being
no special enjoying consciousness on account of the absence of these organs.
Turiya is that state during which Atman is a witness to the existence of the abovementioned three states, though it is in itself without (their) existence and non-existence and
during which it is one uninterrupted Caitanya (consciousness) alone. And that Caitanya is
that which is connected with the three states, which is without the three states, and which is
pure.

•S~:
~.

~ $fgdl<ll SIIOllre:,:ig~~lcllg~ ~il*~i:hl¥1 ~ ~
~
$f!idla I
Q,a~~•~·(:ht'tt>
lf.f'-:st1Rilg~~1cti<<il<1t't1
~1<1Rfcitt~.Qcfi~l<{i,i!iqf~i;I c6U'@' ~ ~ : ~ ~ I Q,d~~.si~~hhfi d{~ldfcr~q~
~ ,:JR@' ~ fci~14q~: ~ $fgdl<ll Q,d~~lilgl!!<-i ~ ~cfil(Oll~i.\ clCchNlcfil~IMcl
~~~ dc;i+<q~: ~ $fgdl<llll\ll
atelcfil~foli i:hl~ll'1i

~=

What are the Annamaya, Pra.I).amaya, Manomaya, Vijfianamaya and Anandamaya
Kosas (sheaths)?
Annamaya sheath is the aggregate of the materials formed by food. When the ten
Vayus (vital airs), PrfuJ,as and others, flow through the Annamaya sheath, then it is called
the Pra.I).amaya sheath. When Atman connected with the above two sheaths· performs the
functions of hearing, etc., through the 14 organs of Manas and others, then it is called
Manomaya Sheath.
When in the (AntalJ,-KaraI).a) internal organs connected with the above three sheaths,
there arise the modifications of contemplation, meditation, etc., about the peculiarities of
the sheaths, then it is called Vijfianamaya sheath.
When the self-cause Jfiana is in its self-bliss like the banyan tree in its seed, though
associated with these four sheaths caused by Ajfiana, then it is called Anandamaya sheath.
Atman which is associated with the upadhi [vehicle] of these sheaths is figuratively called
Kosa.

~:<Si~~ .w;rrs~: cliffl ~ ~ $l!!fc1qi1 ~ : ~<S1gf;jl<f.tefciqi1 ~ : ~ : 1
~l<W~i~QHM,Q'f: ~ : ~ : I gu~QIQcfiqi:fEil.fl ~ SIIH~l.fl(:a<:r1'1qsmw1.fl<:a<n•IMcl
~ ~· ~ di{)Qf@d.:ilc:i $fgdl<lll~ II

~ ~ .~f€11fc$ go~1f~ Qi!c:l•lfoli l!Hff'qdfrl-j~HICid
Fcr.:i~~(((jtqijfil~~ f.t(((~..j
&1('1.f)q1f!l40ffti1r~1i1< ·ttct.~f.e.lRfgdla 11 \911
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What is meant by Karta (actor), Jiva, Paficavarga (the five groups], K~etrajfia (the .lord
of the place), Sak~i [the witness], Kutastha and antaryamin (the latentguide)?
Karta (the actor) is the one who possesses the body and the internal organs through
their respective desires proceeding from the idea of pleasure and pain. The idea of pleasure
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is that modification of the 111ind known as love. The idea of pain is that modification of the
mind know as hate. The cause of pleasure and pain are sound, touch, form, taste and odour.
Jiva is that Adhyasi [deluded one] that thinks that this body, which is obtained through
the effects of good and badKarmas, is one not so obtained.
Paficavarga (the five groups) are {1) Manas, viz., Manas, Buddhi, Citta l:lnd Ahamkara
(creating uncertainly, certitude, flitting thought and egoism), (2) Pral.).a, ie., PraIJ.a. Apana,
Vyana, Samana and Udana, (3) Sattva, i.e., Sattva, Rajas, and Tamas, .(4)· th.e [five]
elements: e:arth, water, fire, Vayu and Akasa and (5) Dharma and its opposite Adharma.
The original Avidya which has the characteristics of the above 5 groups, which does
not perish without Atma:-Jfiana, which appears eternal through the presence of Atman and
which is the vehicle for [the manifestation of] Atma, is the seed of the Unga [subtle] body.
It is also called Hrdaya~granthi [the heart-knot].
ITT!' (4dii:fil~l<l ~ ~ ~ $fgii.4<l II G II

The Caitanya [consciousness] which is reflected and shines in it is K~etrajfia.

*''l'J*'l4~-1(4141q(fci\.ltcl@(l\.llcl*'lctl 4:el(4qlfc1,qtc1@-0\.licld~d: 4:el~'*-lf@: ~Tifgii.4d II~ II
Sak~i [the witness] is that conscious one that is aware of the . appearance and
disappearance [of the three states] of the knower, the knowledge and the known, who is
himself without [or not affected by] this appearance and disappearance, and who is selfradiant.

i~1Rf4tilf&ii:fi1Qt1.ft ijJsufu1~f.gtc1c1&1ea41qffl~: ;gc1si1fu1~f.g~ ~ 'dGl ~
$fgii.4d II ~ o 11
Kutastha is he who is found without exception in the Buddhi of all creatures from
Brahma down to ants, and who is shining as Atman and dwells as witness to the Buddhi of
all creatures.

~ ~ qfu1J1at ~ ~~1x:1:1f!!a~-1 ~ ~ amm
di;l.ft4hnfgii.4<l 11 ~~II
Antaryamin is the Atman that shines as the Ordainer, being within all bodies like the
thread [on which] beads [are strung] and serving to know the cause of the several
differences of Kutastha an.d others associated with him.

~ *'14q-1.ftq1~ ijcffq1fufclf:ig-di i:fili:fi9~l1©41fil~fija,ac1oh.Hc1fi;jiHfu..q1,14:qcqrcm:qr
~ ~ 'dGT 6:iqG1~:S1f4Jllfflf9ii.4<ll
Who is Pratyagatma?
lie is of the nature of truth, wisdom, eternity and bliss. He has no vehicles of body. He
is abstract wisdom itself, like a mass (?f pure gold that is devoid of the changes of bracelet,
crown, etc, He is of the nature of mere consciousness. He is that which shines as Caitanya
and Brahman. When He is subject to the vehicle of Avidya and is the meaning of the word
"Tvam" ('Thou' in "Tattvamasi"), then He is Pratyagatma.
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~ ~1-1q-1-d ~I (.lf!tqfeHIWII a:tfeHIWt

~~lc61HcH~Rfi.i:itt:t fc:14~~('(.l ~ fq-t~~Rt
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~ -&a.ii q+a fi:i ~iic.i'a 1 ~ ';fllf ~<s.-ila-<.1 ¼ ,&;Cfls qfifi:i a H~(.l
c1 fi>, I!! ~¼JI ¼ ¥,q~
$fgiic.l<l II ~ ~ II
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And what is Satya (the true)?
It is the Sat (Be-ness) which is the aim pointed out by the Vedas. It is that which cannot
be said to be Asat (non-Be-ness). It is that which is not affected by the three periods of
time. It is that which continues to exist during the three period~ of time. It is one without a
second. It has not the differences of similarity or dissimilarity; or it is that which is the
source of all ideas. It is that which does not perish even though space, time, matter, cause,
etc., perish.

And what is Jfiana (wisdom)?
It is self-light. It is that which illuminates all. It is that Absolute Consciousness which
is without any obscuration. It is that Consciousness which has no beginning or end, which
is perpetual and which is the witness to all modifications and their opposites.

And what is Ananta (the eternal)?
It is that which is without origin and destruction. It is that which is not subject to the six
changes (viz., birth, growth, manhood, decay, old age and death). It is free from all
Upadhis. It is that Consciousness which, being all full and without destruction, permeates
the created universe composed of Avyakta and others, like the earth in the modifications of
clay, the gold in the modifications of gold and thread in the modifications of thread.
And what is Ananda (bliss)?
It is the seat of all sentient beings, like the ocean of the water, is eternal, pure, partless
and non-dual, and is the sole essence of Cidananda (consciousness-bliss).
((d~~f.4~1!!,Q ~ ~ ~~ic61Hct¼}Rf.:i+1&::t&1f'w€rm ~ : Q(q'jfq~iic.l<lll ~~ II

Who is Paramatma?
It is He who is associated with truth, wisdom, eternity, bliss, omniscience, etc., who is
subject to the vehicle of Maya and who is the meaning of the word "Tat" (or 'That' in
"Tattvamasi").
&;iQi::,ll!ll~QIMc6ifli:Qi::,il!ll~QIMc6ile,1lkHa:101q1cfil~ictci8:lt

~

41 €fl ~iic.l<l 11 ~ -g II

What is Brahman?
Brahman is that which is free from all vehicles, which is the Absolute Consciousness
devoid of particularities, which is Sat (Be-ness), which is without a second, which is bliss
<>nrl u,hi"h ;., Mi'ivi'i-lP"" Tt ;._ clifforPnt from charndPri<stics of that exnressed hv the word
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"Tvam" (Thou) subject to Upadhis (vehicles), or the characteristics of 'That' expressed by
the word "Tat" subject to Upadhis. It is itself differenceless and is seen as the Seat of
everything. It is the pure, the numeral, the true and the indestructible.
"q'((IT

;nlf

at-11R<~c:lt11

msS1q101e1~1:co11 ~

fclc61«fi;a1 R,(a\G!.iq1urr et11a:c~o1~1-41
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~ ~ ~ ~~qfili:61

m q1~t=gi'Aa 1 ~
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~ T.f e-tc1gf..aHffcfic6Hlfi:ld.fq6!,lf.jcf'i:1-11~i ~ ~ ~ I I ~l\ II .

;nt ~ · ~ ~{¾1fo1 ~ ~I ~ ~ lR':

amuTt ~ : ~ 94i.lli{l•d
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$51igc61Hd~c:I T.fl

~ . , , ~ . . ~S~ ~ ~ : I
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m8;TI' ~ ~ : I I ~~-~~II

~'ijcf~d.l~~ei ;nt ~ &ti4c:lid1K-li\Q'{I
~ ;nt ;nlf ;nt ~ ~ ~ efua:H:e,-li\Q'{II ~ o 11

;nt ~ Gt"411i!f9 ~ ~. ;nt mur: ~fNq1?l ~ -q-1 ·
;nt ~: ~Tic6'thi~ ~ -q- ;nt qi<1T ~ ~ -q- $fgQRttt(II ~ ~II
What is Maya ?
The root of this not-Atman is Maya. She appears in Brahman like clouds, etc., in the
sky. She has no beginning but has an end. She is subject to proof and not-proof. She neither
is; nor is not; noris she a.combination of both (Sat and Asat). Her seat is indescribable. She
has the varieties of differences as extolled by the wise. It is she that truly is not. Her nature
is Aji'iana. She appears as Miilaprakft;i, Gm;ia-Samya (a state where the three Gm;ias are
found in equilibrium), Avidya (Nescience) and other forms, transforming herself into the
form of the universe. Thus does a knower of Brahman cognize her.
Of how many,kinds are substances?
There are three kinds, Sat (Bee-ness), Asat (not-Be-ness) and Mithya (Illusion).
Sat alone is Brahman. Asat is that which is not. Mithya is the illusory ascription to
Brahman of the universe that is not.
What is fit to be known is Brahman, the Atman alone.
Brahma-Ji'iana is the rooting out of all~ bodies and such like- that are not Self, and
the merging in Brahma,n, the Sat. The universe of Akasa and others including Jiva is not.Atman.·

11~ ecie1<1qf.iq~qn:u 11
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Orn. I Shall relate i~ the form ofa catechism whatever should be known for the iemoval
. of all miseries that befall on these ignorant c~eatures (men). .

.

.

·What. .is Brahman?
Who. is. Ysvara?
Who. is Jiva? What
is
is Paramatma?
.
.
·.
..
. Prakrti?
.
.
. . Who
.
.Who is.Brahma? Who is Visnu? Who is Rudra? Who is Indra? Who is Yama? Who is
Surya?
is Candra? Who' ~re Devas? Who are Rak~~sas ? Who ~re Pisacas? Who are
Manu~yas? Who are Women? Who are Pastis, etc.? What is Sthilyara? Who ate Brahm;ll}as
and others? What.is Jati(caste)? What is Karma? What is Akartna? Whatis Jfiana? Wha.t is
Ajiiana? Wpat is Sukha? What is Duljkha? What is Svarga? What is Naraka? What is
Bandha? What is Mok5a? Who is Upasya? Who is Vidvart? Wh.o is Mµ<;lha? What is Asura?
. Wha.t is Tapas? What is Paramapada? What is Grahya? What is Agrahya? Who Js
Sanny&si?: Thus are the questions.
·
,

Who

.~. .. ~ . . · 1.1g«gc:6H9M6Qfl>fficUi!ciic61~1~-1
,gi_qu11osc6l¥1-1 .· cli4$1Hl~(;;q({41 ·
.. 1u:gqHqf&sft4qfutM'\q1re;FciPl1'ffi
a~c:6l"l~1SRgqiijfiJdq-11e1-1~ . ·. ~·.
.met ~
f.tao1fin~lre;i:ilfZ1qf.te1ie.i. ~ T~I tm· .·~. i.fl. ffl'cf ~~IMi ~ M\4>i~gl
·. ·. Slfci¥4Ht4iM~'1 1311<¼,-1i ~41M4R4.gteii<¼,¥.R: IJ~ II
.
What is Brahman?

It is the· Caitanya t}:iat appears, through the aspects of Karma and Jftaria, as this va.st ·
mundane egg composed ofMahat' Aharhkara and the five elements, earth, water, fire, Vayu
and Akasa-. that is secondless- that is devoid of all Upadhis. [vehicles], that is full of all ·
Saktis [potencies], that is withoutbeginning and end; that is described as pure, beneficial,
pea<;eful, and Gui:ia-less and that is indescribable.
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Who is Isvara? and what are His characteristics? Brahman itself, having through His
Sakti caUedPralqti (matter) created the worlds and being latent in them, becomes the ruler ·
of Buddhi and Indriyas (organs of sense and action) as well as Brahma (the creator) and
others, Hence he is named Isvara .
. .~

·~ · ~

@ijlfciw1ci1~1i~~1i(l.:ii · .:i1q¥.Qs,HI

~s~

wsw1&11:ec1~11;\c1: 1

.ms~sftf~:lllt,11·

Who is Jiva?
Isvara Himself, subject to the false superimposition upon Himself [or the idea] "I am
.the gross" through the [assumption of the] names and forms of Brahma, Vi~IJ.U, Rudra,
Indra, and others is Jivas. ·Though one, he appears as many Jivas, through the force of the
different Karmans originating in the bodies .

. Slifj@fi:@. ~ ~ : ·ijcfii~U~l..flfciM:;i.:ifilfa qfo1:1.:41q~~f;g_~q1 @iji~i@i)cl ~:II~ 11
What is Pralqti (matter)?
Ifis nothing else but the Sakti [potency] of Brahman which is of the nature of Buddhi
that is able to produce the. many motley worlds by virtue of t;he mere presence of Brahman.
4(q1J.l@·~ ~ : Q(d(~I{. Q(qlf'illl\91.1

What is Paramatma? The supreme Atman or·soul.
It is Brahman alone that is Paramatma as it (the former} is far superiorto bodies and
others.
'ij'

~

'ij'

fcrlJJ:

'ij' ~ : 'ij' ~ : 'ij' ~ : 'ij'

~ ~ fQ~11il1-R1 q:1141¼1: ~

'tJ1aiG(H<tMici( ~ @iij)OIIG<.i: Ill II

That Brahman is Brahma, Vi~(l.u, Rudra and Indra, Yama, Sun and Moon, Devas,
Asuras, Pisacas, men, women, beasts, etc., the fixed ones, Brahmal).as and others. Here.
there is no manyness in the least degree: all this is verily Brahman.

'ij'cf ~ · ~ ~ -1"11f(.d ~11~11
.:ill@f1:@ ~I '-i' ~ '-i' ~ '-i' ~ '-i' il1fu;R: I
';f'

.:ill@(lf'i.:O .:ill@i:4cl'11($1c6f~dl II~ o II

. . . ~ 86<.1q1«tl;:a: cfiqTO<.jij c6<\1.i1f4Wlf'iRSd<.II ~ ~ cnltl arcfilffir ~
~ ~ '31411re,c6i(Oi Rf4~MMc6<.llil<;lftdcrtGl..fire,~ ~
<.if1Gc6411 ~ ~- ~·~.11
It cannot refer to the skin, the blood, the flesh or the bone. There is no caste for Atma;
caste is only conventional.

What is Karma?·
Karma is that action alone which is performed by the organs and ascribed to Atma; as
''I do" (viz., agency being attributed to Atma).
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What is Akarma [or non-Karma]?
Akarma is the performance, without any desire for the fruits, of the daily and
occasional rites, sacrifices, vows, austerities, gifts and other actions that are associated with
the egoism of the actor and the enjoyer, and that are productive of bondage, rebirth, etc.
~Hfi:tRt · ~Rf:.!lij,Q(1,lci.Qj,Q.j¾eiOiq.j.jFifey;.m,1~4e]({_cpc{~t.f(,cl,(ci.Q
f.4i!Qf.llre;qe;1ti.ifi:te11fclc61:t fcichn:~ ~ fcRr Fctifu~1~,Rt
What is Jfiana?

,Qel14Hw.i

~

ma:~ ~II~~ II

is

It is the realisation by direct cognition of the fact that in this changing universe there
nothing but Caitanya [the one life] that is Consciousness, that is of the form of the seer and
the seen, pervading all things, that is the same in all, and that is not subject to changes like
pot, cloth, etc. This realisation is brought about by means of the subjugation of the body
and the senses, the serving of a good Guru (teacher), the hearing of the exposition of
Vedanta doctrines and constant meditation thereon.

al~Hf'i@
T;£
~
~IRtR:elifa('lt~
,Qell~,(,\d
~
~c1Rt4l··H¾1e1<,0i19Me101iw:r.. ~q1M.:iH1~\.le;c6f~d ~Hq~H'{11 r~ 11

What is Ajfiana?
It is the illusory attribution, like the snake in the rope, of many Atmas (souls) through
the diverse Upadhis [or vehicles] of the angels, beasts, men, the fixed ones, females, males,
castes and orders of life, bondage and emancipation, etc., to Brahman that is secondless,
all-permeating and of the nature of all.

~<gfi:tffi

T;£

,QMd;H-G~*'q ~l(EIH-G,lci.41 ~

5:fflirnr ~'11~,lci.Ql

fu!mr: ¼<:r ~ I I ~411

fclq(4ijcfi~ 1l,cf 5:'(gl{_II ~~ II

ffl ~ 'ii' :gaj:gii: m:1 ~ ~ T;f 31:gfl.i:g1(fcit1(4Gi.jijwl ~ ~:ll~\911
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T;f

31'1ielfciellell,Q.j(4i Gi'raTSijfqfc11ffi;tjcfi(r(fl ~ : 11 ~G 11

fllc;1q1g:ei1d;<d;l<IQfcl•Jij<lq~Sjqqa1tj:gmc1<01:g;t~'l ~ : 11 ~~ 11
What is Sukha (happiness)?
It is a state of being of the nature of bliss, having cognized through experience the
Reality of Saccidananda [or that which is be-ness, consciousness and bliss].
What is1)ulJ.kha (pains)?
It is the mere Sankalpa [or the thinking] of the objects of mundane existence [or of notSelf].
What is Svarga(heaven)?

It is the association with Sat [either good men or Brahman which is Sat, the true].
What is Naraka(hell)?
It is association with that which brings about this mundane existence which is Asat [~e
false].
·
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a4fo(q(eJ~ra4T~llffl4tjc:fiwt ~:II~ ~ 11
~clqj&.1l~QHHlc:filqtjc:fiW1 ~ : 1n ~ II
4q(eJli!lfi:Jl~1*1c:6WI ~:II~~ II
~qgj'{c:fi'f*1c:6WI ~ : 11 ~~I I
amnw:i*4~14kq!}a1*4c:6wt ~ : 11 ~'"' 11
~Plt,ilMCfli:_14fclfilfc1gi14~('1tjc:fiW1 ~II~ GII
ShciMl.fla:n~m-ii:fiwt ~ : 11 ~ \911
*1c:fi@-lq1sitj<qcj) ~:II~ l 11

What is Bandha [bondage]?
Such Sankalpas [thoughts] as "I was born," etc., arising from the affinities of
beginningless aj:fiana form bondage.
The thought obscuration [or mental ignorance] of the mundane existence of "mine" in
such as father, mother, brother, wife, child, house, gardens, lands, etc., are bondages.
The thought of I-ness as actor, etc., are bondage.
The thought of the development in oneself of the eight siddhis (higher psychical
powers) as A)J.ima and others is bondage.
The thought of propitiating the angels, men, etc., is bondage.
The thought of going through the eight means of Yoga practice, Yama, etc., is bondage.
The thought of performing the duties of one's own caste and orde1 s of life is bondage.
The thought that command, fear and doubt are the attributes of [or pertain to] Atman is
bondage.
The thought of knowing the rules of performing sacrifices, vows, austerity and gift is
bondage. Even the mere thought of desire for Mok~a (emancipation) is bondage. By the
very act of thought, bondage is caused.

~ ~ ·~ Rf<.IIRf<.lci¼!fcl~me:Rf<.l*4:e1<~@5:@fo1:1~.gq-@~ qqa1a:t.lQ~ ~:11~ ~ 11
What is Mok~a [emancipation]?
Mok~a is the (state of) the annihilation, through the discrimination of the eternal from
the non-eternal, of all thoughts of bondage, like those of "mine" in objects of pleasure and
pain, lands, etc., in this transitory mundane existence.

~ ~ ~ :g~~IU(~~d:£icilij]SIIQcbl 16'641.(411~ 0 II
Who is Upasya [or fit to be worshipped]?
That Guru {or spiritual instructor) who enables (the disciple) to attain to Brahman, the
Consciousness that is in all bodies.
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Who is'Si~ya (the disciple)?._

9f the. universe -

The disciple .is that brah~an -alone that remains after the c6nsciousness·
has been ·lost (in him}through Briihmic wisdom.
·

-

·

Fcia,fAra ~: ~c1i-ij<,~@ajfct1qfcif«1'(u~3 J1 ··
Who is Vidvan{the iearned)?
It is he who· has ~ognizedthe trt1~ forrn:{or reality) Of his ow~. cohsciqusness that is --- _
.. ..
- latent in all. : .

~-~.T.f:e6ij~,~~cli_1N1211(&il ~:11~ l••'·
Who 1s.MnQha[th~ ignorant]? •

'

•I

• '

•

• , ''

'

He who has the egoisti~ conception 6f the body, caste; order~ oflife/actor, enjoy~r and:, others. · ·
· ·
·
·
·
·
·· · :
·- ·0

311~<il4Rt ., T.f-_' j~~w~1~ ..~~lc{l41~¥J-~qilq'1~i' J.i<:~i4'11QIR4ij1'11re;lt4Rt{l~i4
' f.ll~!l(ltl~~~

'edl4~Rt-
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#q'

WhansAsura [the dem~niadalJ? ·: ---is the Tapas [austerftyJpractis~d PY dne· fnflicting trouble on the Atman within,· - ·
through Japa _(6r inaudible-,muhering of.Maritras];·-abstine11cfo' :from food, Agriih<>tra [the
performance oftheworShip offire], etc., attepdedwith cruel desire, hatred,pain, hypo.¢riSythe. rest 'for the purp()Se _: acqufriri.g 'the powers bf Vi~(ni, 'Brahma, Rud~a: Indra and '
others.
·
·. -_- _ '· ·· · · _ · ·· - - - · · · ·- - --· ..-. ·,- '- -, ·· ·
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What is Tipis?

-:

isthe

Tapa:s
act of burning~ through the fire of direct cognition or" the knowledg~ that Brahman is the tru.th and th~ universe, a myth~ the seed of the deep-rooted desire t~: attain
the powe~--of Brabmil; et~;
- _ - . .
-- -
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~n~Gilie,

-

si,~wi,ti-ff:
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7 Whatilsl>aramapada
(tne. supreme. abo<leJ? ,
'
.
.
.
.

'

.

.

.

It is tii{se~t pfth¥ etem~l and emancipi;ited brahman which is far- superior to Prru).as _-

(the vital airs),,t~f9;gal1S of sense and act,ipris~ the_intemal organs (dfthought), the Gun.as'
and others, whi~b, fs ofthe 'iiattire of Saccidan~nd~ and which is the witness to all. · . - --, -

· !llii]fQ@ "Tf ~~;~1&1~~qfl,u«~·~~f¾-4,~~&q'~1i~ \911 WliatJs Grdhya' [o'rfitto be tak~µ in]?:
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·
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'.th~hiiality ofAbsolute Co~sci()USnes~ ;hich is not conditioned by space, time or

Only
substance'.
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What is Agrahya?
The thought that this universe is truth- this universe which is different from one's Self
and which being subject to Maya (or illusion) forms the object of ( cognition of) Buddhi and
the organs.
fi.:lllflifo .~ riB1q_1;qi1:~'*4

ftnhu R(~chl(I ~ •

~l<Ol!JQ'IRI fft'clqf*f

~

~&IIWi

.~. ~ ..~ ~. 4i•ilf~ f~il4~1ft;qt;lc:41cP.41~1j'tlel~Hiit_ ~@c11t;qµnffi Flf~
f.lfcic6~.gq1fgfi1 ~ ~ '.g- fi-4t<-tl '.g- ~: ~ ~ : '.g- 'i!.i11TI" '.g- q(q~.g: ms~: '.g· ~ ~Ill~ 11
Who is the Sannyasi [ascetic]?

·A Sannyasi is an ascetic who having given up all the. duties of caste and orders of life,
good and bad actions, etc., being freed from [the conception of] "I" and "mine" and having
taken his refuge in Brahman alone, roams at large practising Nirvikalpa Samadhi and being
firmly convinced of "I am Brahman" through the realisation of the meaning of such sacred
(Vedic) sentences as "Thou are That'; "All this is verily.Brahman" and "Here there. is no
rnanyness in the least'\ He only is an emancipated persort, He only is fit to be adored. He
only is a Y ogin. He only a Paraniaharnsa. He only is an A vadhuta. He only is a Brahman.

· ~ R<IMUOQf:iq~

"i!.ITSSlra 1&j!lt;q:

ms~ 1:reITTr '.g- ell~'!(ll 1:reITTf

';f

'.g-9-1<1e1Ja ":f

ii-·g1be1Ja ~·~ $~QR14tl1t~o11

Whoever studies the Niralamba-Upani~ad becomes, through the grace of Guru, pure
like fire. He becomes pure. like Vayu (air). He does not return. He is not born again: may he
is notborn again.

~ '3_0\ti~: '3_0Tfli~ ... ~~:II .
. IIR(IM4fiQRl4c( wm:fl I
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31. SUKARAHASYOPANI~AD
:ijtli:cgw,qf:tt:t(
~ ~ .=tlclclg .... ~ lfJRf:11
This Upani~ad is under the Kr~i;ia Yajurveda. Lord Siva has preached the ~i Sukadeva in
pursuance with, the request made by the great hermit Vyiisa in this Upani~ad. The i,l~i Sukadeva
brought forward his curiosity to know with classification of the Brahma in six parts before Lord Siva
in which four gigantic sentences- (i) 'Orh Prajfianam Brahma', (ii) Orh Aham Brahmiismi, (iii) Orh
Tattvamasi and (iv) Om Ayamiitma Brahma were asked. In its third part, these four sentences have.
been explained broadly and with splitting up the feet joined to make a sentence. In the last part of it,
it has been described that the R~i Sukadeva was known to integration of his sensitivity with all living
and dead mattfil"s of this universe by virtue of attaining this knowledge.

aNffiit <gwtqf.tq~

c!ii@.lifcUq:11~11
Now, the Rahasyopani~ad is described.

~ ~ ~ SlfolQf4 ~ <8WIQRl:f<{ ~ I I ~ 11
Once the great hermits in heaven worshipped lord Brahma and after formal salutation,
they requested him to preach on Rahasyopani~ad.

~ : atflf.tiil:1 sifo1qf4 firei" miai' ~dl§f~6c:11i111~·u
Lord Brahma replied that in ancient times, the great ~i Vedavyasa had classified all
Vedas. He once went to lord Siva and offered his keen obeisance to him with the following
requests.

ms~-!U '&O"m' qg1aG11:

JMISl«c!ilij '3i::llil'- - ~ qg1S11~ Ql~liU«iiiiJd I

~ lllf ~ Sl«.Q,(,qil(cfiqfo1 I I~ 11

jij(IQ~~JcfiiMIS~M«l:il ijgqf~d: I ,jij(IQ~~.: ~

'qc@ll]'

'Jl41G<l II~ 11'

Saint Vedavyasa requested that "O the king .of gods! Supreme Lord! Remover of all
hurdles occurring due to worldly bounds! 0 a great resolution maker! Now the time has
come to preach my son Sukadeva, the hymns of Gayatri and the syllable Om in the
ceremony of study on Veda. 0 the teacher of this universe! Please accept my invitation to
preach him all these hymns.

~ '3i::llil'-qtflqR@ ~ ~ WWI ~ ~ A<t«ldlf.fil~i ~ ~ I I ~ II
Lord Siva said- "O great saint! Your son will renounce everything and will· attain the
light withiI?, him which will detach him from the pleasure of this material world if I preach
him the knowledge of everlasting Brahma."

~ S1«&1m '3i::l1il' ~ ~ e l l ~-igQ444cfiqfo11 ~ lllf ~ ~ (€1dHU«d:ll\911
Sri Vedavyasa requested- "Whatever be its result but I humbly request you to preach
him the knowledge of Brahma in this opportuned time when a ceremony is hasted."
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f&ni' 'q,:f ~ lllJERI ijq SH-m~tjq,i\

~ ~ l { l l l 11

"O lord of this universe! I wish my son be learnt to all knowledge and could be able to
obtain the emancipation through the four ways i.e. co-ordination, proximation, integration
and absolute merge under your kind grace."

~ &IF(-lcli.14 ije(~c:l~tjijR I ~ fura: ~: mlir R&.11.g~ ~II~ 11
Lord Siva accepted to the pray of Saint Vedavyasa and visited to the assembly of the
saints with goddess Uma with an intention to preach his son. Thus, he merrily enshrined on
a divine seat.
ifidififll: .liji:Md::4 .gq1,1fl1 ~ I ~ ~ 'SfUrci' ~ ~4f<fll~ctl~cll{II ~o II
The R~i Sukadeva was thus fructified in company of lord Siva while attending his
preaching with keen devotion. Having obtained the consecration of Prat).ava (Om), he
further prayed to lord Siva.

~~~c11R~c1 ~ ij@i!,14~~~1 3ql(qo1 ~ •

chfiOIIR~ll~~II

The R~i Sukadeva requested- "O the prime adorable god! 0 omnipresent! 0 endower
with real pleasure! 0 the husband of goddess Uma! Have mercy on me because you are the
treasure of kindness for all living-organisms.

~ ~ sio1c1Httid

'lfnll

afclqw1Rc11~14i S1*11c{14i

'fcrittra: 11 ~~ 11

~g_fiii01M ~ q:g~f'IR (jl>.11::fiql{I cf'iti&.IIR <~WIR if>Q(IIEJ . .g1;1fi,1c111 ~~ 11

"You have preached me all about the syllable Om and the perfect Brahma beyond it but
I am curious to listen systematically about the element of gigantic sentences like
'Tattvamr.si', 'Prajfianam Brahma' etc. duly classified in six parts. 0 God of welfare!
Kindly disclose the secret hidden within these gigantic sentences .
.gn.g1;1fi,1c1 ~ -

~ ~ qij1Sil*1 ~ ~ 'T\"I ~ g ~ ~ ~ ~11~'611
Lord Siva replied- "O most learned Sukadeva! You definitely are possessor of
outstanding knowledge. You have asked about the practical form of the cryptic mysteries."
<~OOQRqi$11Cil .gq:g'flf~tfliJQ<ll ~ fci*114q1¾01 m-8:T: ~~:II~~ II

"I, therefore, describe this cryptic subject of Rahasyopani~ad duly classifying it in six
parts. On attaining this specific knowledge,. no scope for the doubt is left for availing
salvation."

alfi-ijl41R cll~IR 1fi·JfqR¥1€94: I .gq:sfi·l"9QR¥l;:qijlcfl~IR ~ : II ~G II
It is an appropriate fact to say that a teacher should not teach the sentences without
classifying them in parts and all gigantic sentences should be explained with their six parts.
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· rhyme of 'Gayatrl', Paramaharilsa is the god; 'Ham' is the root hymn; 'Sal)' is the power
and 'Bo'harh Kilaka; 'Viniyoga' (keep att~ntioh) ismacle. by me for recitatof the gigantic
sentence with a. view
please the god 'Parartiahamsa'. For 'Kara~~yasa' (summation o( .·
hymn power to the hands) the Brahma is truth, fµll ofknm.vledge and limttless. Salutation is
made to him. The touch of thumb endows .with the everlasting pleasure, it is saluted and a
.· tciuch'should .be made to. the index finger .. The Brahma is always source of pleasure it is
. .saluted (touch to the little finger); Brahma is· one and unique it· is saluted (touch the palm
and the back part of the palm); The Brahma· is truth, fullofknowledgeand infinite- it is
.saluted {touch the heart {chest)). The Brahllla is the source of everlasting pleasure it is
saluted {touch the head). Brahma is always pleasing it is saluted (touch· the braid) .. The
Brahma is all extended ifis saluted (touch left and the right shoulders). The administrator ·
. of the wide-extended is Brahllla, itis saluted (touch both eyes): To{Brahma is one and
· Uiiiqueit is sahited (move the right hand over the head and then clap cm the left hand). Om
(the perfect Brabma.}is. embedded Within BhOll (the earth), Bhuvali (the· space}arid Svali
{the world of sun)' it is saluted (a pr.ovisir,w cjf safety froIIl au directions}
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.. (outstancµng knowledge,isl3rahma); The second sentence i~ ;Om Aham Brahmasmi' (I am
the Brahma).·The third.is· ''Om Tattvamasi' (you are that Brahma) and the fourth.sentence is
· ·'Om Ayaniatma Brahma' (this soul is. Brahma). Out ofthese sentences, the 'Tattvamasi;
·lays ·down the .integration··· or inspiration• from the .· Brahma.. ·The ·. devotee thinking and··
•. consideriiig upon this sentence, rec_eive the fruit qfsalvation (physical} offord Siva;· .
. [I~ the ,successive hynins, the fo9t 'Tat'. as ~secl' wiih 'Om Tattvamasi' is give~ with its
.. meditation through six pa,ts a,lon,gwith meditation induding 'DigbandJf {safety from aU directions)
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(The. Nyasa should be .made .•as) By touching the thumb, if ·recited· th~t we .salute. fo
'Tat Pu~a ', by touching the index finger- salut~ to 'Isana', by touching the middle finger
salute to 'Aghora', by touching the ring finge~-:- salute to ~Sadyojata' (that automatically
takes birth), by touching the little finger""' salute to Vamadeva should be recited. Thereafter
both palms should touch one another, face andback both sides with a-recital that salute to·
Isana,. Aghora, Sadyojataand Vamadeva. Similarly, the Nyasa (common to gods to
' enshrine on· limbs of the body). fotthe heart etc. limbs should be made with,. a recital we
salute to Om (the supreme soul), 'Bh~; (the earth), 'Bhuval).' (the space) and, :'Svab' (the
world of sun). Similarly, a defensive provision from
directions should be made.

all

9:fRi{-

~ ~· ~i'1ilUll«ffitt·~.~-!J'ffiql4&.14 ':qi
~·-.~ (,(ffl«M~(c\Q l!i.U!l~ci ~ 'QI\JlqM'{ll~~II
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(Now one should meditate with the recital of) We should bring in our attention that god
of a great splendour who is knowledge in himself, worth to know and who is beyond access
of the knowledge itself. He is in the form of wit, most sacred, liberate and immortal. He
only is worth meditation in the form of truth, knowledge and the real pleasure.
[In the successive hymns, the detail regarding meditation on the gigantic sentence 'Om
Tattvamasi' including its spell in six organs of the body particularly of the foot 'Tvam' and defensive
provision for all directions has been described.]

i:ciq~qij1q~,(4 fclWJSliN:I '11~'110~:I q(qkql ~ I ~ ~ I ~ ~ l "tjl; cbli:-lcfil{I
lfq'

~ ~ l¼R<-11•1: I cffa~cU~. ~ ;rq: I tjcfi((OII~ ~ ~ I Sl~'-11~

~

~I

3lR'6.gJ~

c41~~c4ficfiqo1si~i.:i1f:i;~:

~

glll

cfi(0Mcfi(ga1"Rrt ~1

~

c41~~c41~

cfiRIBcfil~

t:c;~1R-<.11-1:1: 1 ~ :

~I

~c4(lfqRt

~:11~411

Herein the R~i to the foot 'Tvam' of the great hymn is lord Vi~Q.U, the rhyme is
'Gayatri', the god is the supreme soul, the seed (nuclei) is 'Aeri1', the power is 'Kliri1',
'Kilaka' is 'Saul)'. The 'Viniyoga' (meditation of 'Japa' (silent recital) is for the salvation.
The hands are spelled as salutation to Vasudeva (touch the thumb), salutation to
'Sarikar~aQ.a' (touch the index finger), salutation to 'Pradyumna' (touch the middle finger),
salutation to 'Anirudha' (touch the ring finger), salutation to Vasudeva (touch the little
finger) and salutation to 'Vasudeva', 'Sari.kar~aQ.a', 'Pradyunma' and 'Anirudha' (touch the
palm up and, down side). Similarly, spell to heart etc. organs is made. The recital for
defence of all directions is 'Bhur Bhuval) Sval) Om'.

&IRl[_~ ~ .f:l&?il(slUsfci~ijl{I ~i'liiji:fiF(~~I( 'J'lli:41@ ~~~II~ GII
We meditate on the foot 'Tvam' (under 'Tattvamasi') in the form of all livingorganisms, spiritually considering you as the breathing essence in all living-organisms and
you are integral part in the form of diversity and you control our impulses as our ego both.
[In the successive hymn, the foot 'Asi' in the great hymn of 'Om Tattvamasi' has been described
with the six way meditation and defensive provision for all directions.]
31f,(-lqc;qij1q~,(4 1f.:r

',i"iN": I ~ ~ : I ~ ~ I 3i&.htiiRdtt-i11!_1 ~ : ~ : I

Q(@·q1 i:hli:-lcfil{I 'J'ltc4~t_acR.11?.f ~ fciR(fPI: I gt>.bfiif$l0jcfile! ~ ;rq; I 3ld@Ojcfil~

~ ~ I ~if$lujcfil~ ~ ~ I c41~if$l~cfil~ ~ glll 3llcfil~lif$lujcfil~
cfif.r~ ~ I ljM&.ll<l'30c41«:llcfii~lif$Jujei,~: cfi(di:-lcfi(gl31~ ~I--~ ~ ~ :
~ : ~c4{\fq@ ~ : 11~1.911

The R~i to 'Asi' word of the great hymn is the mind, the rhyme is 'Gayatri', the god is
'Ardhanarisvara', the seed (nuclei) is the undescribable etc. the power is 'Nrsimha' and
Kilaka is the supreme soul. For the unity of 'Jiva Brahma', the following meditation in
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~ Japa •, is

pr~scribed- salutation to the double molecular earth (touch the thumb), salutation
to the double molecular water (touch the index finger), salutation to the double molecular
fire (touch the middle finger), salutation to the double molecular wind (touch the ring
finger), salutation to the double molecular ether (touch the little finger), and salutation to
the double mole~ular of earth, water, fire, wind and ether (touch the palm up and down
side). Similarly, the manner to spell the heart etc. organs is prescribed. For defence of all
directions, the recitals is 'Bhur Bhuval;t Sval;t .... Om'.
9.l'Rl{-

- ~ ~ i:lli:fcll'1f (41i:i«f-@ lR:mfu': I ~ met ~ ,J.a:i1~«f~q~ ~II~ GIi

The person becomes able to integrate the elemen! (the five elements merge in an
integral Brahma on death) who gets concentration on this gigantic sentence which is meant
by the living-organisms too is Brahma and ponders over its word 'Asi' always.
~ qg1i:1li:fclq$fi'l~ffilRII~ ~ II

Thus the six way classification of gigantic sentences has been made.

~ ~ i:lli:fcll?.l~Hlcfii: ~II~ o 11
Now the hymns enabling to understand the meaning of these sentences in
'Rahasyopani~ad' is explained.

~.,~.$

~ JiJOflffl~ ~ ot.llcfi-0@ ~.
fctGtHI@ ddl~H~c{\Rd'{,11~ ~II
The sensitivity enabling the living-organisms to see, to hear, to smell, to express and to
taste is called perception.

ilgg~~~~! ~ ~a-4qch ~ :

~~~II~~ II

The Brahma of perception vested with the four headed Brahma, lord Indra, all gods, the
man, the horse, the cow etc. animals and all other living-organisms is also vested with me.

'1ffi'1!UT: Q(l<"ilwt~ fcteJIMcfilRfull ~:

~ ~ ~<il8fq<f\4a11~ ~ II

Ours body is entitled to acquire the perfect learning of Brahma; The wit of supreme
soul as existed in the form of witness, is called ego when it is our burst.

~: iruf: Q(lf'ilSI 0$1¥1<'1 crfimr:1 81¼1~i:fclQ(lq~f~-t ~ '4-ti:IIR1$'l_U~~II
The supreme soul as perfectly and automatically established has been described herein
with the application of the word 'Brahma'. The word 'Asmi' indicates the unity established
_between the Brahma and the living-organisms. _Thus the meaning purported to is 'I myself
is the Brahma.'

.Qii,q(E;qfcti:l~aq:_1 ~: ~<1~-1112H.q diclcRcl aR('l,+ia 11~ '-' 11
-il~Rimnd ~ (i'JQ~Rd'{_I ~ ~ s ~ ~ l l ~ G I I
l(qitti:11fi:a1ii

The Brahma is the same existed even today as it was before the creation, an absolute,
without any name and -the complexion, single and real and unique. _That Brahma is
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described in the foot of 'Tattvamasi'J.e. 'Tat'. The element of soul, beyond the body and
the senses as existed within the disciple listening to the preachings from his teacher. has
been described here by thefoot 'Tvam'. The connotation of the feet 'Tat' and 'Tvam; of the
foot' Asi' should be perceived as an integration of the B_ra.hilia and the element of soul.

(-clstc61¥M~tc1*"fqt=9RfiJI

tffill.i ~iic6mfc@;g1.a sfr£111iJ.ra w11~\911

The elementauto-h1111inated beyond the apparent body under 'Ayamatma Brahma' (the
.. Brahma within this soul) has been led down by the foot 'Ayam'. From ego to the body has
been considered as 'Pratyagatma' (the physical soul).

<i¥4q1;:i·<4 ~ '1!41d~ici4l~a I CihMl<.:t ~ (4Sfc6i~il<14(i-;Qc6¥(11~ t II
· The ·element embedded with this whole apparent' world is described with the word .
'Brahma'. That Brahma is dwelling in the heart of all living~beings in the garb of their soul.
a1 ... ,~4e<fct~ctir..,:,qg lJ1t

(4Gf 1

,rn T@)s~, . .

(4(i\Qi4S~ ~il*h~u4(w:1,cf4Qa: ·~:11~~ 11
I ~as wandering ha condition analogous asjrt dreamit1g because·of dorfuantpower.of
discretion in the ego revealing wtirld of 'My', 'mine' wh~re self.:.satisfaction wa.s the main
cause in ~e material objects. My son of the soul has now been arisen by the blissful.
preaching of my teache; on the feet of gre.at sentences and ram now able to kiiow. what is
reality (these are the feelings ofR~i Sukadeva). .
. ..
··. · , .
.·

.cf1Tlf . ·. ~ Fititta~(OTiciii:iH4 ·~ .·. ~ ·.~. ~@q,fof;:~1R<N •. ~..·.~· '«:l
. ~ dN«ift4'tdiflidq@~ g (-IN!ffl@i..j-<;@61 ~ ~ ~d~\sp:i ~ ire:i(ll~ 0 II
.
.

. .. · In order to kriow the meaning of great senten:ces, one should follow the expression and
the aim both. As per the expression, the material senses too are· the subjectof the foot
· 'Tvam' but the all sensitive. supreme soulisits ·inte11ded meaning who is beyond these
physical sense~. Similarly, the expression tiffoot 'Tat' is the supreme soul who is sovereign·
and cause for all ac:tjons.: Its intended meaning is the Brnhma in garb oftrue pleasure. By
.. theintended meaning of both above feet; the foot ·• Asi' herein lays down the integrity of the
. living soul and the Brahmai (It is necessary to understand the expressive meaning and the
. intended meaning eich hymn and the gigantic sentence}. . < '. ' .
..· .·.·.
'

of

~ ~ · ~ ~ffiQitt'. ttltt4No<~~ .~fil«l'1.e;(i\Q¥(1 a'¥44cif.l~~<J: ~W,6t~l T.f
~~~ms~-ffl:ll~W .· .
. . . ..
.

. .·•

By tqe twodef!igrifitions i.e. cause and effect, the di~tinction between 'Tvam' ahd 'Tat'
. feet' h~s bhen made. These both are an absol~te real pl~asure .if the desighatio0 is not add~d
... ~ith them. Iri the m~terial world,' this and that ,words are frequently used in eyery place and
the time. If these words aredeleted, an absolute Brahma remains. For example, ifwe say
this is Devadatta and again thatis Deyadatta; We see in both these sentences that Devadatta
is a person who is addressed by this .and that.
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:hi~Ql~<ai ~ : cfil(OflQl~-OltR: I cfil4cfil<Oldi ~ '3_0ldflsilScifisl&.ia 11-g ~ II

1

This living soul bears the designation of the effect and the god, the designation of
cause. The Brahma is purified form of knowledge and only remains if these cause and
effect designations are deleted .
.SW:f1Ji'

9 '!fU:

¥

lR=i d~-t~<'{I R~ HHf~~dq_ 9.cidfl'-1.fQ cfil(Ol'{_ll"g~ II

A disciple can acquire the perfect knowledge only when he listens to from his teacher,
ponders over the same in depth and then brings into action whatever he has perceived.

34-<4fctaNH#iH*:l~ai ~ ~1 ~8JfqaiQH;iil4 i81Sllffic6< ~11-g-g 11
The knowledge acquired if pertains. to other learning's is definitely perishable but the
knowledge of Brahma learning (Vidya) makes a person able to attain Brahma if it is duly
acquired.
qg1c11cR-11~qfc{~Mqs*·1f.t ~ : 1 ~ ~ c11cR-11f.t ~ ~ ~11-gt.._ 11

The lord Brahma has pronounced that a teacher should not merely explain the gigantJc
sentences to his disciples but their feet, the six forms of summoning various gods etc.
should also be taught.

~~Q_cf!Jcf<€11 ~ <eJWIQRq~cfil ~ N,llj'11~-t ~ ~ij]cfik{..flll'gG II

Lord Siva said to the R~i Sukadeva- "O Sukadeva! Your father Vedavyasa is welllearnt to Brahma. I have explained this 'Rahasyopani~ad' to you only when he requested for
the same."

'ffilT @~Qk{Jii ~ ~ I '11ti:f"!i'ffi: ~ 9.lii!Nif(4@

fcle;fi6'.lf,a11-g\911

"The preaching of the real pleasure 'Brahma' is existed in it and it can be obtained only
by virtue of a deep penance. You will obtain emancipation from the cycle of birth and death
as a result of your perseverance on that Brahma."

in-~~: 5

~~~:I

'ij",fQ'

SiiJi@c-11-t¼·(f: lR: ~ ~ffl:ll'glll

The syllable Om as pronounciated just at the beginning of Vedas and as enshrined in
the Vedanta as also who is beyond the nature even while it is absolutely merged with it.
This is Mahesvara.
..
~ : fis,~~@ \JlllfH-i~di

T@: I

~ SINIQ~~i f(4'ffil~l:IQR!4i;: 11-g ~ II

Having heard the preaching from lord Siva, the R~i Sukadeva was engrossed in the
universal god. Then he stood from his seat, saluted to lord Siva and moved to the forest for
penance by renouncing everything which he had.
Q{QijlQ4l<i~~ CRcffilcf ~ OGTI ~ aq1e1'1cR-i iJiWl~Ql~-11

'!JR: Ill.._ o II

The R~i Vedavyasa was aggrieved and start lamenting when Sukadeva had teft for the
forest but R~i Sukadeva was unknown to the feelings of his father because he was
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engrossed in the pleasure of swimming in the ocean of perfect knowledge (Brahma).
3i:Ji;Niill'!lW;i

!3:iifci~Jlqtiili:lc I

S1@~5~d;I ~ ;jj~if(.\!llcf(;jjft·ql·: 114 ~II

The R~i Vedavyasa started calling him and bean to follow him with the sheer sorrow of.
bereavement. All the living and dead objects of the whole universe responded his call full
of sorrow.

~ :«&iHl&ii(

m-

~=

(ij,{4lqf.iqe;q~a

:«6£1cl~1tfd: I ~

!}i:lj!li;H(I

•= m-

Q(f.l~!iQWcfl'{ll4 ~ II

,a4q1qfclf.i~ffi: ~H&c1~q~ja

~H&c1~q~jd

$fgQR'4<(114 ~ 11

Having heard the response from all worldly objects and having confirmed with the fact
that his son was merged within the whole world, the R~i Vedavyasa (the son of Satyavati)
attained the perfect knowledge (Brahma) with his son. The devotee who attains to this
philosophy of element attached with this 'Rahasyopani~ad' by the grace of his teacher,
attains high position of emancipation and exonerated from all evils committed. This is the
mysterious knowledge of this Upani~ad.
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I now proceed to declare the Vajrasuci- the weapon that is the destroyer of
ignorance- which condemns the ignorant and praises the man of divine vision.

~ ~ ~ c1011~qi

crut.rt· ~ ~ ~ ~ clGcii:Hlj~q
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mfi:rcn~11~,,
There are four castes- the brahmai:ia, the k~atriyc1., the vaisya, and the sudra. Even the
smrtis declare in accordance with the words of the vedas that the brahmai:ia alone is the
most important of them.
[Then this remains to be examined- what is meant by the brah,na'(la? Is it ajiva? Is it a body? Is
it a class? Is it Jfiana? Is it karma? Or is it a doer of dharma.]
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~ ~ ~ ffll ale11dHl~ldl~cfi~~Hi \Jllcl~cfi~Q~lq_ CJ:cfi¼IN
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ITT!'

To begin with : is Jiva is the brahmai:ia? No. since the jiva is the same in the many past
and future bodies (of all persons), and since the jiva is the same in all of the many bodies
obtained through the force of karma, therefore jiva is not the brahmal)a.
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Then is the body the brahmal)a? No. Since the body, as it is made up of the five
elements, is the same for all people down to cal)Q.alas, etc., since old age and death, dhrama
and adharma are found to be common to them all, since there is no absolute distinction that
the brahmai:ias are white-coloured, the k~atriyas red, the vaisyas yellow, and the sudras
dark, and since in burning the corpse of his father, etc., the stain of the murder of a
brahmal)a, etc., will accrue to the son, etc., therefore the body is not the brahmal)a.

ofw.
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Then is a class the brahmaI,1.a? No. Since many great R~is have sprung from other castes
and orders of creation- R~yaspiga was born of deer; Kausika, of Kusa grass; Jambuka of a
jackal; Valmiki of valmika (an ant-hill); Vyasa of a fisherman's daughter; Gautama, of the
posteriors of a hare; Vasi~tha of Orvasi; and Agastya of a water-pot; thus have we heard. Of
these, many R~is outside the caste even have stood first among the teachers of divine
Wisdom; therefore a class is not the brahmaga.

mw ~ 1Tiji1J1' ~ ilmr1 ~bl'41d.41S'N q(q1'1Ja.M.fls~ ~= ~, ~ ~ 1Tiji1J1'
~11 l\ II

Is jfiana the brahma)Ja? No. Since there were many ~atriyas and others well versed in
the cognition of divine Truth, therefore jfiana is not tlie brahma)Ja.

'ffiW c6'1f
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Then is karma the brabmaI,1.a? No. Since the prarabdha, saficita, and agami karmas are
the same for all beings, and since all people perform their actions as impelled by karma,
· therefore karma is not the brahma)Ja.
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Then is a doer of dharma (virtuous actions) the brahma)Ja? No. Since there are many
k~atriyas, etc., who ate givers of gold, therefore a doer of virtuous actions is not the
brahmaQ.a.
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Who indeed then is brahmai:ia? Whoever he may be, he who had directly realised his
Atman and who i~ directly cognizant, like the myrobalan in his palm, of his Atman that is
without a second, that is devoid of class and actions, that is free from the faults of the six
stains and the six changes, that is of the nature of truth, knowledge, bliss, and eternity, that
is without any change in itself; that is the substratum of all the kalpas, that exists
penetrating all things, that pervades everything ·.,vithin and without as akasa, that is of natl.le
of undivided bliss, that cannot be. reasoned about and that is known only by direct
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cognition. He who by the reason of having obtained his wishes is devoid of the faults of
thirst after worldly objects and passions, who is the possessor of the qualifications
beginning with sama, who is free from emotion, malice, thirst after worldly objects, desire,
delusion, etc., whose mind is untouched by pride, egoism, etc., who possesses all these
qualities and means- he only is the brahmal).a.
Such is. the opinion of the vedas, the smrtis, the itihasa and the pural).as. Otherwise one
cannot obtain the status of a brahmal).a. One should meditate of his Atman as Saccidananda,
and the non-dual Brahman, Yea, one should meditate on his Atman as the Saccidananda
Brahman.

~ allllll~½t ............. ~

***
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33. TEJO-BINDU UPANI~AD
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Param-Dhyana (the supreme meditation) should be upon tejobindu, which is the Atman
of the universe, which is seated in the heart, which is of the size of an atom, which pertains
to Siva, which is quiescent and which is gross and subtle, as also above these qualities. That
alone should be the dhyana of the Munis as well as the men, which is full of pains, which is
difficult to meditate on, which is difficult to perceive, which is the emancipated one, which
is decayless and which is difficult to attain. One whose food is moderate, whose anger has
· been controlled, who has given up all love for society, who has subdued his passions, who
has overcome all pairs (heat and cold etc.), who has given up his egoism, who does not
bless anyone nor take anything from others, and also who goes where they naturally ought
not to go, and naturally would not go where they like to go- such persons also obtain three
in the face. Harhsa is said to have three seats.
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Therefore know it is the greatest of mysteries, without sleep and without support. It is
very subtle, of the form of Soma, and is the supreme seat of Vi~QU. That seat has three
faces, three guQ.as and three dhatus, and is formless, motionless, changeless, sizeless, and
supportless. That seat is without upadhi, and is above the reach of speech and min<l. It is
Svabhava (self or nature) reachable only by bhava (being). The indestructible seat is
associateless, without bliss, beyond mind, difficult to perceive, emancipated and
changeless. It should be meditated upon as the liberated, the eternal, the permanent and the
jndestructible. It is Brahman, is adhyatma (or the deity presiding as Atma) and is the
highest seat of Vi~I).u. It is inconceivable, of the nature of Cidatma and above the akasa, is
void and nQn-void, and beyond the void, and is abiding in the heart. There is (in It) neither
meditation nor meditator, nor the meditated, nor the non-meditated. It is.not the universe. It
is the highest. It is neither supreme nor above the supreme. It is inconceivable, unknowable,
non-truth and not the highest. It is realised by the Munis, but the Devas do not know the
supreme One. Avarice, delusion, fear, pride, passion, anger, sin, heat, cold, hunger, thirst,
thought and fancy- (all these do not exist in It). (In It) there is no pride of (belonging to)
the Brahmal).a caste, nor is there the collection of the knot of salvation. (In It) there is no
fear, no happiness, no pains, neither fame nor disgrace. That which is without these states is
the supreme Brahman.
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Yama (forbearance), niyama (religious observance), tyaga (renunciation), mauna
(silence) according to time and place, asana (posture), mulabandha, seeing aHbodies as
equal, the position of the eye, pral).a-sarilyamana (control of breath), pratyahara
(subjugation of the senses), dharal).a, atma-dhyana and samadhi-these are spoken of as the
parts (of yoga) in order. That is called yama in which one controls all his organs (of sense
and actions) through the vijfi.ana that all is Brahman; this should be practised often and
· often. Niyama, in which there is the supreme bliss enjoyed through ·the flowing (or
inclination) of the mind towards things of the same (spiritual) kind, (viz., Brahman) and the
abandoning of things differing from one another is practi~ed by the sages as a rule. In tyaga
(renunciation), one abandons the manifestations (or objects) of the universe through the
cognition of Atman that is Sat and Cit. This is practised by the great and is the giver of
immediate salvation.
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Mauna (the silence), in which, without reaching That, speech returns aiong with mind,
is fit to be attained by the Y ogins and should be ever worshipped by the ignorant even.
How is it possible to speak of :'That", from which speech returns? How should it be
described as the universe as there. is no word to describe it? It is "That" which is (really)
called silence, and which is naturally understood (as such). There is silence in children, but
with words (latent); whereas the knowers ofBrahmanhave it (silence) but without words.
That should be known as "the lonely seat" in which there is no man in the beginning;
middle, or end, and through which all this (universe) is fully pervaded. The illusion of
Brahma and all other beings takes place within one twinkling (of His eye). That should be
known as asana (posture), in which one has with ease and without fatigue (uninterrupted)
meditation of Brahman; that is described by the word kala (time), that is endless bliss and
that is secondless. Everything else is the destroyer of happiness. That is called siddhasana
(siddha-posture) in which the siddhas (psychical personages) have succeeded in realising
the endless One as the support of the universe containing all the elements, etc. That is
called the mulabandha, which is the Mula (root) of all words; and through which the root
Citta is (bandha) bound. It should be always practised by the Rajayogins. .
.
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One after having known the equality of the atigas (or parts of yoga) point to one and the
same Brahman, should be absorbed in that equal (or uniform) Brahman; if not, there is not
that equality (attained). Then like a dry tree, there is straightness (or uniformity
throughout). Making one's vision full of spiritual wisdom, one should look upon the world
as full of Brahman. That vision is very noble. It is (generally) aimed at the tip of the nose;
but it should be directed towards that seat (of Brahman) wherein the cessation of seer, the
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seen, and sight will take place, and not towards the tip of the nose. That is called pral)ayama
(the control of breath), in which there is the control of the modifications (of mind) through
the cognition of Brahman in all the states of citta, and others. The checking of (the
conception of the reality of) the universe, is said to be expiration. The conception of "I am
Brahman" is inspiration.
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The holding on (long) to this conception without agitation is cessation of breath. Such
is the practice of the enlightened; The ignorant close their nose. That should be known as
pratyahara, through which one sees Atman (even) in the objects of sense, and pleases citta
through manas. It should be practised often arid often. Through seeing Brahman w.herever
the mind goes, the dharal)a of mind is obtained. Dharal)a is thought of highly by wise. By
dharal)a is meant that state where one indulges in the good thought, "I am Brahman alone,"
and is without any support. This dhyana is the giver of supreme bliss. Being first in a state
of changelessness, and then forgetting (even) that state owing to the cognition of the (tru.e)
nature of Brahman-:- this is called samadhi.
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. This kind of bliss should be practised (or enjoyed) by a wise person till his cognition
itself united in a moment with the state of pratyak (Atman). Then this King of Yogins
becomes a Siddha, and 1s without any aid (outside himself). Then he will attain a state,
inexpressible and unthinkable.
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When samadhi is practised, the following obstacles arise with great force- absence of
right inquiry, laziness, inclination to enjoyment, absorption (in material object), tamas,
distraction, impatience, sweat, and absent-mindedness. All these obstacles should be
overcome by curiosity into Brahman. Through bhavavrttis (worldly thoughts) one gets into
them. Through Sunya-vrttis (void or empty thoughts), one gets into them. But through the
vrttis of Brahman, one gets fullness. Therefore one should develop fullness through this
means (of Brahman).
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He who abandons this vrtti of Brahman, which is very purifying and supreme- that
man lives in vain like a beast. But he who understands this vrtti (of Brahman), and having
understood it makes advances in its, becomes a good and blessed person, deserving to be
worshipped by the three worlds. Those who are greatly developed through the ripening (of
their past karmas) attain the state of Brahman : others are simply reciters of words. Those
who are clever in arguments about Brahman, .but are without the action pertaining to
Brahman, and who are greatly attached to the world- those certainly are born again and
again (in this world) through their ajfiana; (the former) never remain, even for half a
moment- without the vrtti of Brahman, like Brahma and others, Sanaka, Suka and others.
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When a cause is subject to changes, it (as an effect) must also have its cause. When the
cause ceases to exist in truth, the effect perishes through right discrimination. Then that
substance (or principle) which is beyond the scope of words, remains pure. After that, vrtti
jfiana arises in their purfied mind; through meditation with transcendental energy, there
arises a firm certitude. After redudng the visible into the invisible state, one should see
everything as Brahman. The wise should every stay in bliss with their understanding full of
essence of cit. Thus ends the first chapter of Tejobindu.
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~ I I ~G 11

al(slOsc:fiHrl iil1(<s10!c:fi((,I: mMI al(slO!c:fiHrl ~ al(slO!c:fi(ij ~II~~ II
at<slO!cfi(ij (1'*4q(slo!c:6((,II: 'SNIT: I al<slU!c:fi(ij dl(q(slo!c:6Hrl '11lf: II~ o II
al(slO!c:fi(ij @iQj..fq(slO!c:fi(ij ~ I al<slO!c:fi(ij !UiiJq(slO!cfi(ij ~II~ ~II
at(slO!c:fi(~I ~ at<slO!c:6(«1:. '11lf: I al(slO!c:fi(ij ~4Jq(slO!c:fi((,I ! ~II~~ 11

Then the kumara asked Siva : "Please explain to me the nature of Cinmatra, that is the
partless non-dual essence." The great Siva replied : "The partless non-dual essence is the
visible. It is the world, it is the existence, it is the Self, it is mantra, it is action, it is spiritual
wisdom, it is water. It is the earth, it is akasa, it is the books, it is the three Vedas, it is the
Brah~an, it is the religious vow, it is Jiva, it is Aja (the unborn), it is Brahma, it is Vi~Q.U, it
is Rudra; it is I, it Atma, it is the Guru. It is the aim, it is sacrifice, it is the body, it is
manas, it is citta, it is happiness, it is vi<iya; it is the undifferentiated, it is the eternal, it is
the supreme, it is everything. 0 six-faced one, different form It there is nothing. None, none
but It; It is I. It is gross, it is subtle, it is knowable, it is thou; it is the mysterious; it is the
knower; it is existence, it is mother, it is father, it is brother, it is husband, it is SOtra
(Atma), it is Virat. It is the body, it is the head, it is the internal, it is the external, it is full,
it is nectar, it is gotra (clan), it is grha (the house), it is the preservable, it is the moon, it is
the stars, it is the sun, it is the holy seat. It is forgiveness, it is patience, it is the guQ.as, it is
the witness. It is a friend, it is a relative, it is an ally, it is the king, town, kingdom and
subjects. It is Orn, japa, meditation, the seat, the one worthy to be taken (in), the heart, the
, Jyotis, Svarga (heaven) and Self."
al<slO!c:fi(ij ~ fu;q,,ifqffi ~ I fil;q1,1qc4 fu;qJ,lq(slo!cbHi'tRt{,11~~11
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fu;qlltlcl ~II~ l\ 11
c@1'

~ T.f fu;qll'{ll~GII

. ~ ~ cll~(p..jjijil: ~: Wfcf:I llktliME1;4 fc6Mf.il ~ fu;q1,1qc1 ~ll~\911
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f¾;:q1:,11i$1tf«i ~ ~ ~ f¾;:q1¾c1 fu1 3HslO~i:6Hi ~. fu;:q1:,1ti$1 fu fcrmr11~ ~II
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"All the partless and non~dual essence should be regarded as Cinmatra. Cinmatra alone
is the Absolute Consciousness; and this partless non-dual essence alone is the (real)
essence. All having consciousness alone except those having changes, are cinmatra. All this
is Cinmatra. He is Cinmatra; the state of Atman is known as Cinmatra and the partless nondual essence. The whole world is cinmatra. Our state and my state are cinmatra. Akasa,
earth, water, vayu, agni, Brahma, Vi~IJU, Siva and all else that exist or do not, are Cinmatra.
That which is the partless non-dual essence is Cinmatra. All the past, present, and future are
Cinmatra. Substance and time are Cinmatra. Knowledge and the knowable are Cinmatra,
the knower is Cinmatra. Everything is Cinmatra. Every speech is Cinmatra. Whatever else
is Cinmatra. Asat and Sat are Cinmatra. The beginning and end are Cinmatra; that which is
in the beginning and end is Cinmatra ever. The Guru and the disciple are Cinmatra. If the
seer and the seen are Cinmatra, then they are always Cinmaya. All things wondrous are
Cinmatra. The (gross) body is Cinmatra. The (gross) body is Cinmatra, as also the subtle
and causal bodies. There is nothing beyond Cinmatra. I and thou are Cinmatra. Form and
non-form are Cinmatra. Virtue and vice are Cinmatra. The body is a symbol of Cinmatra.
Sankalpa, knowing, mantra, and others, the gods invoked in mantras, the gods presiding
over the eight quarters, the phenomenal and the supreme Brahman are nothing but
Cinmatra. There is nothing without Cinmatra. Maya is nothing without Cinmatra. Puja
(worship) is nothing without Cinmatra, Mediation, truth, sheaths and others, the (eight)
vasus, silence, non-silence, and indiffo·ence to objects- are nothing without Cinmatra.
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Everything is from Cinmatra. Whatever is seen and however seen-- it is Cinmatra so far.
Whatever exists and however distant, is Cinmatra. Whatever elements exist, whatever is
perceived, and whatever is Vedanta- all these are Cinmatra. Without Cinmatra, there is no
motion, no mok~a and no goal aimed at. Everything is cinmatra. Brahman that is the
partless non-dual essence is known to be nothing but Cinmatra. You, 0 Lord, are the
partless non-dual essence (stated) in the books, in me, in You, and in the ruler. He who thus
perceives 'I' as of one homogeneity (pervading everywhere) will at once be emancipated
through this spiritual wisdom. He is his own Guru with this profound spiritual wisdom.
Thus ends the second chapter of Tejobindu.
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3il~H~{-cl.(cl41S"& +l?-IH~IS~ ~ I 3ikql(lq{-cl.(cl41S1~ ij]€;qkql +ia:IMci:11~ II

a1kqS1cfil~l~41Sfu:1- WIM.f41('ll WTS~I ~s~ Wlcfil~l+'ii~TIS~II ~o II
R?-1¥Jcafila:H~+ii11q1Jls~: 1 R?-1~cafc1¥J~+ifila:H~qfU1€!'l'' ~ ~11
Then Kumara addressed his father (again) : "Please explain to me the realisation of
Atman. "To which the great Siva said : "I am of the nature of the Parabrahman. I am the
supreme bliss. I am solely of the nature of divine wisdom. I am the sole supreme, the sole
quiescence, the sole Cinmaya, the sole unconditioned, the sole permanent and the sole
Sattva. I am the 'I' that has given up 'I'. I am one that is without anything. I am full of
Cidakasa. I am the sole fourth one. I am the sole one above the fourth (state of turya). I am
the nature of (pure) consciousness. I am ever of the nature of bliss-consciousness. I am of
the nature of the non-dual. I am ever of a pure nature, solely of the nature of divine
wisdom, of the nature of happiness, without fancies, desires or diseases, of the nature of
bliss, without changes or differentiations, and of the nature of the eternal one essence and
Cinmatra. My real nature is indescribable, of endless bliss, the bliss above Sat and Cit and
the interior of the interior. I am beyond reach of manas and speech. I am of the nature of
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Atmic bliss, true bliss and one who plays with (my) Atman. I am Atman and Sadasiva. My
nature is Atmic spiritual effulgence. I am the essence of the jyotis of Atman. I am without
beginning, middle or end. I am like the sky. I am solely Sat, Ananda, and Cit which is
unconditioned and pure. I am the Saccidananda that is eternal, enlightened and pure. I am
ever of the nature of the eternal Se~a (serpent-time). I am ever beyond all. My nature is
beyonJ form. My form is supreme akasa. My nature is of the bliss of earth. I am ever
without speech. My nature is the all-seat (foundation of all). I am ever replete with
consciousness, without the attachment of body, without thought, without the modifications
of citta, the sole essence of Cidatman, beyond the visibility of all and of the form of vision.
My nature is ever full. I am ever fully contented, the all, and Brnhman, and the very
consciousness; I am 'I'. My nature is of the earth. I am the great Atman and the supreme of
the supreme; I appear sometimes as different from myself; sometimes as possessing a body,
sometimes as a pupil and sometimes as the basis of the word&. I am beyond the three
periods of time, am worshipped by the Vedas, am determined by the sciences and am fixed
in the citta. There is nothing left out by me, neither the earth nor any other objects here.
Know that there is nothing which is out of myself. I am Brahma, a Siddha, the eternally
pure, non-dual one, Brahman, without old age or death. I shine by myself; I am my own
Atma, my own goal, enjoy myself, play in myself, have my own spiritual effulgence, am
my own greatness, and am used to play in my own Atma, look on my own Atman and am
in myself happily seated. I have my own Atman as the residue, stay in my own
consciousness, and play happily in the kingdom of my own Atma, Sitting on the real throne
ofmy own Atman. I think of nothing else but my own Atma, I am Cid-rupa alone, Brahman
alone, Saccidananda, the secondless, the one replete with bliss and the sole brahman and
ever without anything, have the bliss of my own Atma, the unconditioned bliss, and am
always Atma-Akasa. I alone am in the heart like Cidaditya (the consciousness-sun). I am
content in my own Atma, have no form, or no decay, am without the number one, have the
nature of an unconditioned and emancipated one and I am subtler than akasa; I am without
the existence of beginning or end, of the nature of the all-illuminating, the bliss greater than
the great, of the sole nature of Sat, of the nature of pure mok~a, of the nature of truth and
bliss, full of spiritual wisdom and bliss, of the nature of wisdom alone, and of the nature of
Saccidananda. All this is Brahman alone. There is none other than Brahman and that is 'I'.
Rfl4¥lt:f~,(6.Q1S~ ~cfl(1)(11S~ ~I ,(6.Qlffid~,(6.4IS~ Q(qicfil~lfel~t;: II~~ II
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"I am Brahman that is Sat, and bliss, and the ancient. The word 'thou' and the word
'that' are not different from me. I am of the nature of consciousness. I am alone the great
. Siva. I am beyond the nature of existence. I am of the nature of happiness. As there is
nothing that can witness me, I am without the state of witness. Being purely of the nature of
Brahman, I am the eternal Atman. I alone am the Adise~a (the primeval Se~a). I alone am
the Se~a. I am without name and form, of the nature of bliss, of the nature of being
unperceivable by the senses, and of the nature of all beings; I have neither bondage nor
salvation. I am of the form of eternal bliss. I am the primeval consciousness alone, the
partless ~nd non-dual essence, beyond reach of speech and mind, of the nature of bliss
everywhere, of the .nature of fullness everywhere, of the nature of earthly bliss, of the
nature of contentment everywhere, the supreme nectary essence, and the one and
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secondless Sat (viz.,), Brahman. There is no doubt of it. I am of the nature of all-void. I am
the one that is given out by the Vedas. I am of the nature of the emancipated and
emancipation, of Nirva(lic bliss, of truth and wisdom, of Sat alone and bliss, of the one
beyond the fourth, of one without fancy.
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I am always with the nature of Aja (the unborn). I am without passion or faults. I am
the pure, the enlightened, the eternal, the all-pervading and of the nature of the significance
of Om, of the spotless, and of Cit. I am neither existing nor non-existing. I am not of the
nature of anything. I am of the nature of the actionless. I am without parts. I have no
semblance, no manas, no sense, no buddhi, no change, none of the three bodies, neither the
waking, dreaming, or dreamless sleeping states. I am neither of the nature of the three pains
nor of the three desires. I have neither srava7Ja nor manana in cidatma in order to attain
salvation. There is nothing like ,me or unlike me. There is nothing within me. I have none of
the three bodies.
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"The nature of manas is unreal, the nature of buddhi is unreal, the nature of aham (the
'I') is unreal; but I am the unconditioned, the permanent and the unborn. The three bodies
are unreal, the three periods of time are unreal, the three gu(las are unreal, but I am of the
nature of the real and the pure. That which is heard is unreal, all the Vedas are unreal, the
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Sastras are unreal;, but I~alUth{R.eal arid ofthe nature of cit. The Miirtis (Brahrna, Vi~1.1u
and Rudra having limitation) are unreal, all the creation is unreal, all the tattvas are unreal,
but know thatI am the great Sa~§iya. the ~aster and the discipie are unreal, the mantra of
the Guru is uiireal, t~at \.Vhich i~ seen is unreal, but know me to oe Real. Whatever is
thought of is unseal., wha.teyer iS 1~wfu1 is unreal, whatever is beneficial, is unreal, but know
me to be, the R.eaL Know' th:e Puru~a (ego) to be unreal, know the enjoyments to be unreal,
know things seen and he~rd are urireal as also the one woven warp-wise and woof-wise,
viz., this unive;se; cause ~.d non~cause are unreal, things lost or obtained are unreal. Pains
and happiness are unreal; all and non~all are unreal, gain and loss are unreal, victory and
defeat are unreal. All the sound, all the touch, all the forms, all the taste, all the smell, and
an ajfiana are unreal. Everthing ts always unreal:- the ·mundane existence· is unreal- all
the gu1.1as are unreal. I am of the nature of Sat.
.(clj(Ciq.:;i ~ q~~~j(Ciq..;j ~ 1 1 4 'UI

.aTW iil~Jlfwq..)is-q '{~4Qlci fci-11¥1~((1 aTW iil&IIWf lRO'S(!q.:qq~ kHl~l~flllG o II

.aTW iil&IIM lP-ITS~ ~ kHl,~l~c(I aTW iil&lif?:q lRO'S~ -jj..qq1cj fcHl~l~c(IIG ~II
~ iil&IIM

lPirs~ ~fgQl~i 'fcH1~1~11 ~ 0&11ff4 lP-ITS~ ~:~ RH,~l~c(IIG ~ 11
~ iil&IIM lPirs~ ~ . fcH,~l~fli ~ iil~IM lPirs~ ~=~ fc1-11~1~c(IIG ~ 11
' ~ iil&IIM lPirs~ ~w;:&11~ fcH,~1~11 ~ iil&lfM lPirsc:r R:htiff.l!i fcHl~l~c(IIG ~11
~ iil&liff4 ll/4l's~ *l&&li~lkHl~l~c(I ~ iil&IIM lRO'S~ ;g<f~nch fct-11~-.~c(IIG 411
alt iil&llff4 lPirs~ ~ 1 ·~ iil&IIM lPirs~ i)gi~,ffii fct-1,~l~c(IIG G11
~ iil&IIM lPirs~ R:ht~fu fcHl~l~c(I ~ iil&IIM lf/41'S~ ficb(-Qlc{\R:Hl~l~c(IIG \911
~ 0&1,ff4 lRTTS~ ilR:c{lq fct-11~1~11 ~ 0&11i'w lPirs(f ~ fct-1w,~111~ G 11
~. iil&ilffq lRTTS~ lRO'S(!qkq,*114 fct-1M~c(I ~. iil&IIM ·lP,ITS(!qj(CiHlcfi-ll4Sld,: I I~~ 11
· ~ 0&11ff4 lPirs4qsiacf!l~<s1S1a,: 11 ~ iil&IIM lPirs4q-jjq;~ Si4i:@@ll\9 o 11

~ iil&li~ ~s4q-11(Ci1~<q~-1: 1 ~ iilltllM crars4qHN1<s1fil~111\9 ~11
~ @&11ff4 1Pirs4q-11(Ci1&-11~u~)11 ~ iil&IIM ~s~ -«"cti«i1.ioa:ifll6Q@ll\9 ~ 11
~ iil&IIM 'lPirs~ -~ Sl4i:@@I *ltte61R:q€;1q.:;i -jj..qilre~ldSld.'(11\9 ~ 11 ·

mn ~ -

;g<fq-?11..(-fg~*I ~ 1ra ~ ·
';ffif. e~€;qoc:1fci11\9~1·,
"One should cognize his own Atman alone. One should always practise the mantra of
his Atman alone tne mantra (Aham~brahmasmi) 'I am brabman' removes all the sins of
sight,·destroys all other mantras, destroys all.the sins of body and birth, the noose of Yama,
the pains of duality, the thought of difference, the pains of thought, the disease of buddhi,
the bon4age of Citta, all diseases, all griefs and passions instantaneously, the power of
anger, the modifications of citta, · sarikalpa, crqres of sins, all actions and the ajfiana of
Atman. The mantra 'I am brahman' gives indescribable bliss, gives the state of ajada (the
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non-inertness or the undecaying) and kills the demoJ.1 ofnon~Atman. The thunderbolt 'I am
Brahman' clears all the hill of not-Atman. The wheel 'I am Brahman' .destroys the asurasof
not-Atman. The mantras 'I am Brahman' will relieve. all (persons). The mantra 'lam
Brahman' gives spiritual wisdom and bliss. There are seven crores of great mantras and
there are viratas (vows} of (or yielding) hundred crores of births. Having given up all other
mantras, one should ever practise this mantra. He obtains at once salvation, and there is 11ot
even a particle of doubt about it. Thus ends the third chapter of the Tejobindu Upani~ad."

11~.s~:11

~: ffiJITT' ~ '111cl~'mfc1~g!fm41: w.ifuq:it~Rt:l~ ~ i n : mcr:1
Rlc;kql~ Q,tkqi~ *Sg ~ : I am:qq1¾01 tifutaru i\cl~'fu '3'&@ll ~I I
~ s ' t !ij;;g~a-4q<(.44gl{1 ¢1~1gf'-I@ ~ : ~ '31,cr~'d'i ~11~11
3U4~f.i4,(6.C0Sfut Q,(14-G~>ilS~I ~ ~g1R;ch ;nfia" ~

rimf' ~: I

q.,:q14.:c;qorf 7:1': ~ \lllci;:q'fu ~II~ 11
"'.
"'

~ ~ijlre,ch '4Trnl' ~ rimf' f.lw.i: I q.,:q14.:c;'!orf 'cf: ~ "111ci~'fu ~ I It{ 11.
~ Q(Jf,(6.Qkql ~cf,lkqlci¥1Qi:6:I ~~: qfiqo1~:ll~II
"'
.
"'
!ij;;g~a-4:@;Ql('ql ~ci~1;,Fctc1Ma:1 R~H.:c;: Sl~i$11('ql ®-4fu,+11fctc1Ma:11G11

m,

fin fuc;futf;1~11. 7:1': ~ \lllci~'fu ~ I -::r it
-::r it ~f.g.tTgi:fir(l -::r ~~1{11\911
'::fit~: i:hGlffidl '::fit SliOllc;ti: ~ I '::f .it~ '::fit cfillTI' '4' itm: 'Q'US~lllll
'::fit fc1,fure_e cnfq- ';!' it· fc1,fu~ffiW!Jlq_l '::fit·~ '::fit~ '::fit~ it lR': II~ II
:4' it ffl '::fit~ '::fit~ '::fit ~:I '::fit~ i t ~ '::fit i:fil,(OlqOcj{tlll~o II
'::fit dU~fqfu 7:1': ~ \lllci;:q'fu ~I~~ '::f if fc1,fuc;li ~'::fit ~11~~11
1 it ~ '::f it ~ '::f it ~ '::f it lITTI': I 1 it ~ '::f it ~ 1 it zy:i' '::f it ~ I Ir~ II
1 it~ '::fit W:11' 1 it~ '::fit 'Q'c;l(I '::fit~ '::f tt ~ ";:r it 'c1TcP.t '::fit '.(fcr:11~~ II
'::fit~ '::f ti" 'QTQ' '::fit cfip;f '::fit ~ I '::fit 'ilcr ~~'::fit fchffi¾lll;;j~l{ll~t{II
'::fit ma:TI' '::fit~ '::fit~ '::fit fcifu:1 '::f itsf.och '::f ll' ~'::fit itm '::fit ~:II~~ II
~

~

~~

~

fumJr

it lf ~ it ~ · '::f lf ~ '::f ~ : I '::f it ~ '::f it
it ~ '::f ~ : II ~G II
'::fit ~-::r it ~-::r i t ~ it fum(1 '::fit~ it 1ffii '::fit ~-::r it 'qq;ll~\911

i-f

'::fit ~-::r it ~-::r it &fR' '::fit ~:I '::fit~ 1 it ~-::r it QUJTT '::fit \Tm:ll~lll
'4' it

fi:Bt '4' it 'ffl".J it mm-::r it~:, -::r it¥ '::fit~ it ~-::r it ~=11~~ 11

1 it cj'ijio!.4q~ ell q it .WdoQqoc1fq I ';:J' it 11.+lo!.i¼rQal -::r

it '41doQqocjfq II~ 0 11

'::f it 1-ft'fuo!.i¼iQdl '::f it +4do!.i4Ucifql '4' it mTIT '::f it 'Um '::f it ~ '::f it ~: I
-::rit~-::ritm-::rit~-::rit~I
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it ~: ~ m ';I' it . . ';I' it ~ I I ~ ~ II
i ir zycr ';I' it ~ ';I' it ~ it a:r:r: I ~s,rcmn m ';I' it ~ ';I' it ~II~ ~ II
-;r i t ~ ;r it +rRi' ;i- it qR:_c1Gqoc1fcl1 ;i- it lt'rn" ;r it "«fi ·;r ir i«n ;r it ~11~~11
~ it ·.mar. ;r 'ttS~ ;r it tcl~~l~flfli:fi'(I ;r lt' ff ;r -q- ~ ;r it ~ ;r it ~II~~ 11
~ it .ffllU ';I' t{ · ~ ~ TflllT ';I' it ~ I ;r it ~ it ffl ;r it ~ ;r it
';I'

~u~~n

•-:r it ~· ;r it ~ ;r it ~ ;r it

it ~ it ~ ;r it ~II~
\911
'
. ;r it WITT ;r it ~ ;r it ~ ;r it ~ I ;r it ~ ;r it ~ ;r it (Cf· ~ ;r it ~II~ l 11
;r it ~ ;r it ~ ;r lf 41c1-1qoc1fq I ~ 41~1(4!.lg 41~1(4!.lg ~ ~ : 11 ~ ~ 11
~ ~ ~ 'fl" '-lllci~"ffi ~ I ~ fu~cll6 'Q"U ~ ;r ~ : II~ o II
.

:@14?ic1

m ~:

@kq1+~

m

@4?ic1

m

;p.f; I

;r it ~ ;r

00:1 @4?ic1

~

.m q~~Mkqu~ ~ ~11~ ~11

~ \lllcl~"ffi ~ , @4?i~i:6ci,ilsit @4?ic1

-srg: "f'Ff:,

fclfcl~ ffl ~ 'ft" '-lllci~"ffi ~II~~ II
The Kumara asked the great Lord : "Please explain to me the nature of Jivanmukti
(embodied salvation) and videhamukti (disembodied salvation)." To which the great Siva
replied : "I am cidatma. I am Para-Atman. I am the Nirgm,1a, r,eater than the great. One
who will simply stay in Atman is called a Jivanmukta. He who realises : 'I am beyond the
three bodies, I am the pure consciousness and I am Brahman', is said to be a Jivanmukta.
He is said to be a Jivanmukta, who realises : "I am of the nature of the blissful and of the
supreme bliss and I have neither body nor any other thing except the certitude "I am
Brahman" Only. He is said to be aJivanmukta who has not at an got the 'l' in myself, but
who stays in cinmatra {absolute consciousness) alone, whose interi.or is consciousness
alone, who is only of the nature of Cinmatrn, wllose Atman is of the nature of the all-full,
who has Atman left over in all, who is devoted to bliss, who is undifferentiated, who is allfull of the nature of consciousness, whose Atman is of thenature of pure consciousness,
who has given up all affinities (for objects), who has unconditioned bliss, whose Atman is
tranquil, who has got no other thought (then Itself), and who is devoid of the thought of the
existence of anything. He is said to be a Jivarinmkta who realises : 'I have. no citta, no
buddhi, no aharilkara, no sense, no body at any time, 110 praI).as; 110 Maya, no passion and no
anger, I am the great, I have nothing of these objects or of the world, and l have no sin, no
characteristics, :10 eye, no manas, no ear, no nose, no tongue, no hand, no waking, no
dreaming, or causal state in the least or the fourth state.' He is said to be a Jivanmukta, who
realises : 'All this is not mine, I have no time, no space, no object. no thought, .no snana
(bathing), no sandhyas Uunction-period ceremonies), no deity, no place, no sacred places,
no worship, no spiritual wisdom, no seat, no relative, no birth, no speech, no wealth, no
virtue, no vice, no duty, no auspiciousness, no Jiva, not even the three worlds, no salvation,
no duality, no Vedas, no mandatory rules, no proximity, no distance, no kIJowledge, no
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secrecy, no··Guru, ,no disdple,. no···di~inution, .
e~cess, . ·rto.]3r:~h~i;,hb•vi·~bri,~,~o··Rucfra,
no moon; no earth: no water, ho vayu,' no a.kasa; no agni, rio' clan,: 110 -la~yai(tibje<,t aim~<l;.' · .,
at)~ no mundane· e,xistence, no meditator, .no .object of meditatioil/no tnanas, no'.cold,.1,1p )•.' .
heat,. no thirst, no hunger, Il0 friend, no
no illusion; no vict.9ry/no past, prel:!ent, Qt
.future, no quarters,. riothip.g to be said or heard in the least, iiothiil:g to:he gone{Qr attain;ed)
to, nothing to be contemplated enjoyed or remembered,' no enjoymen,t, no desire, rio yoga, no absorption, no gan;tility,, no quietude; no bondage, no 'lov.e, ciojoy, ;no ii:istantjoy, llo
hugeness, no smaUne,ss, .µeither length nor shortness, neithe~ in~rease 11or decrease,· neither
adhyaropa(illusory attriqution) no(apavada (Withdraw} ofth~ Conception) nO'oneness, n~
manyness,.no.blindness, ·no. dullness, noskuil;.no flesh, ho~lood,
lymph; nQ skin,·no·•.
marrow, no bone, no.skin, none o:fthe seven dhafos, no whiteness, rio re:chiess; rio'blueriess; .· .,
no heat, no g~in, neither importance nor non-importan,ce, no delµsion, no perseverallce, ho ..·
mystery, no r,ace, 11CJt)1ingto be aba1_1poned or received, nothing to be laughed at, 110 policy, ·
. no. religious vow, no fault, no bewailments, no happiness, neither knower hor. kn,owledge
-nor thekrtowable, no,Self,_rtothing b_elo11ging to yoµ or fo me;neitheryou norI, arid neither
old age nor youth nor manhood;. but lam. cert;aihly I3rahman, "l an):tertainly Brahman. I am
Cit, I am Cit. 1' He iS,said tobe a Jivanrnukta whe> cbgniz¢s: 'l' alll Bra~rtiart·aiorte; Iam Cit
alone, T am the supreme'. No doubt need be entertained about this :. 'Iarn Haiilsaitself, I·
remain of my own will, lean see myself through myself,' I reign/happy 'in -the,kingdoni of
Atman and enjoy in myselfthe b}iss of
own Atma'. He is a]ivanmu.ktawho is himself,
the foremost arid the one undaunted persori who is himself the'lptd a:11d-rests in his own,'
Self.
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~ : . SIW.ij;c'il qliJIH-G4ti: ~ I (-cli@~Ql

lf$ttMI -~-f}"di~ 11:11~~11

~ ijq~1~1 !(Jollc'if<Cti!~~a:t Q,c1i~Nfo~-·-~kqq151efi:11~-gu_
~ ill'Jdlc'ili; (-cl~qlc'ili!**-1:1 ~ t-tf~Mk"ili;~ll~l\11
3ti'1"Glc'ilTirm~·~.
ilt~clNid·:I ~-f+.4~clli;flci
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&.,.q1~u,c:(qfut&l~6t ~-V;cf: ~:11~1.911 · .·

a.

''He is
Viclehamukta who has become . Brahman,' ;h~s~ .,{tman has . attained .
quiescence, who is of the natur.e of Brahmic bliss, who is happy, wl:l.Q is of a pure nature,
and who is a ;gre~t mauni (observer of silence). He is videha~uk(~ who remains in·.
Cinmatra alone without(even) thinking thus: 'lam all Atma, the Atma\hat is equal (or the .
same} in all; th:e pure, without one, the non-dual, the all, the. self only, thehirtliless and the
deathless:--- Iatrt myself the undecaying Atman that is the object aimed_ at, the sporting, the .
silent, the blissful, the beloved and the bondless salvation- I am Brahman alone~ I am
Cit alone'. He is a Videhamukta who ha~irig abandoned the thought : 'I alone am the
Brahman' is filled with bliss ..
.
.

~~·.Qfoq"*'f~.~~, ~~·~.'{(cr··~·~ll~l.911.

ij&q~,Rt 41@@ ~ ~ RrB'@'I ~ qliJIIM ·ffMl@ 4i1Mi:;I-Gfll~i:fi:ll~~II
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awnqc( f~HdWn'
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~om11d:

w.m=qT ~ : I ~ . ~ ~11~~11
fclifu~ q df41rui
fcliffit;.IN
q fcrmt1 ~ tci' ~ 'fflS1.i cfilMl~q, cfilM€\.:icti:II~~ 11
.
.
q~qlf'il

~!..!.llf'tl ~ ~ Q k q f ~ fc1~ci6l'1c6:1 ~ ~ci61'1kql ~ qllclMd,:11~~ II
. ~ -Sist\.:iifl.ll ~41:l(q~~kqcfi:I ~cltj&;~t\%41 ft.l;q1S{ts'Pftfu ~ll~~II

~ *'Hfci~i;:I ~ftlqf~~~Qlffli.·..jl../.lk&iffiWl'l?;lQ'l_ll~l\ 11
~ . ~ ffifu ~G!ilif(,jlltl~ W:ffirl ~. ~d-<.1q134tjfo.g: .~ ~d-<.1ft1t-Qf411~~ II
~ : Q(qfffllij

He is .~ Videhamukta who having given up the certainty of the existence of nonexistence of all objects, is pure Cidananda (the consciousness bliss), who having abandoned
(the thought): 'I am Brahman' (or) 'I am not Brahman' does not mingle his Atman with
anything, anywere or al any time, who is ever silent with the silence of Satya, who does
nothing, who hasgone beyond gunas,.whose Atman has become the All, the great, and the
purifier of the elements, who does not cognize the change of time, matter, place, himself or
other differences, who does not see (the difference of) 'I', 'thou', 'this' or 'that', who being
of the nature of time is yet without it, whose Atma is void, subtle and universal, but yet
without (them), whose Atman is divine and yet without Devas, whose Atman is measurable
and yet without measure, whose Atman is without inertness and within every one, whose
· Atman devoid of any s~nkalpa, who thinks always : 'I am Cinmatra, I am simply
Paramatman, I am only of the nature of spiritual wisdom, I am only of the nature of Sat, I
am afraid of nothing iri this world,' and who is without the conception of Devas, Vedas and
sciences, '.All this is consciousness, etc.,' and regards all as void.
.

'

~~it~.~~~:, ~a-<.1q1~ 'tjftr.g: ·~1rqwq: ~©1~.:i:11~\911
aiqfif&§~~Qkql a!Oj~MIRciMd:I ~ : Q(H~ ~ ~ ~ ~:ll~lll

.:i1q~qfcl11..jiffll Q(tjfct~©lttlcfi: I g-OlQi(11<(t\Qiffll ~ : I I ~ ~ II
'!.fl'llffll 4l'l~f6kiH ~ : I 10111olfc1€l.:i1rq1 ~!illcfiiMFciclMd: Ill\ o II

~ fc6ffik&iffii$1 ~ I ~ SIQ~q14 q cJi~lcfil<q41€; qlll\ ~II

~¼~ ~4~@: ~~~ ~4(@:I clli:llq'fliHH~ cll&._4-t.fltfli:I(; ~lll\~11

~m~~~~:I
He is a Videhamukta who has realised himself to be Caitanya alone, who is remaining
at ease in the pleasure-garden of ow11 Atma, whose Atman is of an illimitable nature, who is
without the conception of the small and the great, and who is the fourth. of the fourth state
and the supreme bliss. He is a Videhamukta whose Atman is nameless and formless, who is
the great spiritual wisdom of the nature of bliss, and of the nature of the state beyond turya,
who is neither auspicious not inauspicious, who has yoga· as his Atma, whose Atman is
associated with yoga, who is free from bondage or freedom, without guna or non-guna,
without space, time, etc., without the witnessable and the witness, without the small or the
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great, and without the cogn ·:ion of the universe or even the cognition of the nature of
Brahman, but who finds his spiritual efflugence in his own nature, who finds bliss in
himself, whose bliss is beyond the scope of words and mind, and whose thought is beyond
and beyond.

Rlflilij((:11(:11 m ~ : 1 1 l \ ~ 1 1
«ci~Rtfct~.11,:·q1 ~ ~ ~ ~: I
afi4.:q,1A fct~~Rt ~~¼<01c1Nia:114~11

~ ~ ilsl~i::;I «J«qP:ia: I
He is said to be Videhamukta who has gone beyond (or mastered quite) the
modifications of citta, who illumines such modifications, and whose Atman is without any
modifications at all. In that case, he is neither embodied nor disembodied. If such a thought
in entertained (even), for a moment, then he is surrounded (in thought) by all.
Q~<<ili!tllij)l~I Q(qH~fu,&-1: 114 411
~<ili!tllijll~I «cl~i::;Hi~TliH: I ~ffil~d(Bl,(.cllc{l ~ffil~d(«i+-H: 11'-:\ G11
~ffil~d(«IHffil ~ffil~d(«: "ffllll ~ffii~dt~
~ffil~a<il

llT.IT ~ffiH~fti1c11:J-1:lll\\911

Wlf ~ : I ~ffil+i::;WlciH~

~ffiH~(BSl<q:lll.,lll

~ffiH~Q{ Wl@<Jl&)H~R(-<l<: I i;lffil-l~(«l-siie:J i;lffiH~~~l-€4cfi: Ill\~ II

i;l&)H~(«i~Gl i;l&)H~cfifu,&-1: I i;i&)H~Hilt;J~ i;i&)H~Hh1{: 1IG o II

<;1&JH~~gf61

i;iffiH~kqf:t fu:@:1 am=q~qf4-1~ «Jq1~.:ns~ ~IIG ~II

«i:fqkq1~qkq1fi4 Q(qkql Q(kqcfi; I
He is a Videhamukta whose external Atman invisible to others is the supreme bliss
aiming at the highest vedanta, who dtinks the juice of the nectar of Brahman, who has the
nectar of Brahman as medicine, who is devoted to the juice of the nectar of Brahman, who
is immersed in that juice, who has the beneficent worship of the Brahmic bliss, who is not
satiated with the juice of the nectar or Brahman, who realises Brahmic bliss, who cognized
the Siva bliss in Brahmic bliss, who has the effulgence of the essence of Brahmic bliss, who
has become one with it, who lives in the household of Brahmic bliss, has mounted the car
of Brahmic bliss, who has an imponderable Cit being one with it, who is supporting (all),
being full of it, who associated with me having it, who says in Atman having that bliss and
who thinks : 'All this is of the nature of Atma, there is nothing else beside Atma, all is
Atma, I am Atma, the great Atma, the supreme Atma, and Atman of the form of bliss.'
Rflll+~f~el~Qkq( ~ ~ ~ ~:IIG ~II

'{01~41

.

q~Hl~i ~ ~ : I «cil.ft4if4-f~Qkql f:ti:h.,11~q1 R(kqcfi:IIG ~II

f:tfcicti1Hc1~qkq1 ~.g:1~1. ~11.ft~Qcfi: 1 ~1H11~1t.ft,(.cl~q1~1 ~cfi1~~fctc1Nia: 1IG ~ 11

'311cii~Q(qiJI@ fu.fti«cl,(.clefNfd: I £lfhl9'ffi,(.cl~q1~t £lfhl£lfhfctciwta: II Gl\ II
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~ ~il¼ciNii:1:1 IDillo-1?:i,(ciQkql IDilIDil¼ciNii:1:IIG GII
flcilfl(hc1,(ciq1tq, f1c11f1c1l¼c1Riia:, ina:sima:,(ciq1fq, t.t1a:1RFc1f:tc1Riia: IIG \,911
flclficfi(',(jil.:11~q1 ~·~ l!",cl' 'fl":1 Rti:fiMkql RGMkql ~ !fMkqcfi:IIGlll
atH.:a:1Rfc1i111i:*4134'3dkql'3dli:*4cfi: I cfi1MS'4t:H-cl,liQ1i:*4I cfi1MS'4t.!l¼c1Nid: 1IG ~ 11
atfGIMli:*41 ij]'lllkql qj.fjfql qHclNid: I Rfl1Slf48:i.(i41i:*41 ~ : 11\.9 o II

~ ~~ijl1'ici~S1<q: 1 l¼t11f¼g11R?it.1kq1 l¼t111¼t11Rc1Riia: 111.9 ~11
RflllRflli¼~.:r,i:*41 $iji!JS4fclc1Riia: 1 ~1q1Rllc::_cfi~!~k41 ~1~c11Rc1Riia: 11\.9 ~ 11
¼J_M~ijfcti111i:*41 ~~ijl¼c1Riia: 1 i:fi1<011Rfcl~.u~q1 gflll1Rfc1c1Riia: 111.9 ~ 11
at~c6\~11¼c11.:ikq1 si101c6Ml¼c1Riia: 1 ~:i:6l~lfc1i1.:ikq1 fc1~H1Rl¼c1Riia: 111.9~ 11
. 34H.:a,c6l~iil..fqf 4iii:6l~il¼ciMd: I Rfclcfi(',(j'icj,(i4kq1 flfctcfi(',(lfclclMd: 11\.9 l._ I I
ii~llijl¼oM\.:iti:*41 ~li!Gfct.efc:tclMi:1: I ~ ffqj~~!~kql ~ : 11\.9 GII
Sl~H6li~(fl41i:*41 aig9~IM61Mi:1:I i:l'teiq4ii1tRt\.:ikq1 ~:11\.9\.911

~cfil{cil'€£1611kq1 fl4ct1£lli¼clMi:1: I ~61WIS4l1611kq1 3la:TUfql Rla,ii:*4cfi: 11\.9 l II
~li:*4~l11R~.:ikqf l1RetiRl~a:q1fqcfi: I . ~ ~ ~ ~ 'fl": 11\.9 ~ II
~kqHqi:i ~~~~I 'icjqli:*414

QR: 'icjqji;-qf:t m T.R1 atk41.:i?ic1 ~ ~ ~ "-'clf94Rllc;:_11
He who thinks : 'My nature is full, I am the great Atma, I am the all-contented and the
permanent Atman. I am the Atman pervading the heart of all, which is stained by anything,
but which has no Atma; l am the Atman whose nature is changeless, I am the quiescent
Atma; and I am the many Atma' He who does not think this is Jivatma and that is
Paramatma, whose Atman is of the nature of the emancipated and the non-emancipated, but
without emancipation or bondage, whose Atman is of the nature of the dual and the nondual one, but. without duality and non-duality; whose Atman is of the nature of All and the
non-All, but without them; whose Atman is of the nature of the happiness arising from
objects obtained and enjoyed, but without it; and who is devoid of any satikalpa- such a
man is a videhamukta. He whose Atman is partless, stainless, enlightened, Puru~a, without
bliss, etc., of the nature of nectar, of the nature of the three periods of time, but without
them; whose Atman is entire and non-measurable, being subject to proof though without
proof; whose Atman is the eternal and the witness, but without etemality and witness;
whose Atman is nature of the secondless, who is the self-shining one without a second,
whose Atman cannot be measured by vidya and avidya but without them; whose Atman is
without conditionedness or unconditionedness, who is without this or the higher worlds,
whose Atman is without the six things beginning with sama, who is without the
qualifications of the aspirant after salvation, whose Atman is without gross, subtle, causal,
and the fourth bodies, and without the anna, pral)a, manas, and vijfiana sheaths; whose
Atman is of the nature of ananda (bliss) sheath, but without five sheaths; whose Atman is
'icjqkqf:t
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the nature of nirvikalpa, is devoid· of sru:ikalpa, without the characteristics of the visible or
the audible, ~nd of the nature of void, owing to unceasing .Samadhi, who is without
beginning, samadhi, who is without beginning, middle, or end; whose Atman is devoid of
the word J>rajfiana, whojs without the idea 'I am Brahman,' whose Atman is devoid (~'f the
thought) of 'thou.art', who is without the thought.of 'tll.isc is Atma', whose Atman.is devoid
of that which is described by Om,' who is above the teach of any speech or the three states,
and is the indestructible and the ddatma, whose Atman is notthe. one which can be known
,by Atman and whose Atman has neither light nor darkness. Such a personage is a
Videhamukta. Look only upon Atma; know It as your own. Enjoy your Atman yourself, ari.~l
stay in peace. 0 .six-faced one, be content in your own At1na, he wandering in your own
Atma, and be enjoying your own Atman. Then you will attain\Tidehamukti.'' ·

I~~ ~S&m{:ll

f;re:tm ;n,:r c\ ~: ~ ~ ~'lci:aqfrql41fflfciacfiq:j(~@f ~~~:I
The Sage named Nidagha addressed the venerable ~bhu : "O Lord please explainto me
the discrimination of Atman from non-Atman." The Sage replied thus :

ij&ciiJ\Sciiill~ ij&ffi-dl~fil~;: I. ijcf6!iHOlcfil41ffll cfilt:lcfil(Olc(Nid::H ~II '
ijcf ijcfi@:f .f.fi;d: ij4.:m;q4:
I ijcfc(NidM..q1,1: ijcil+«q4: i.rtfr1 ~ II

wrcr:

~~ Sicfil~liffll 41i!.14~q4ifflcfi: I ~ : .«cia!HfciclNid :I l~ II
ij&41i!.cfi~l\'11ct .~ 3Uffli&q&.f4: I ~jfflj,,jffqfci~cfilR~c::feiciNid: 11~1 I
~11:a1~11:a1R&l41ffll 41a:1:a*lf@~qcfi: I q&iciicf4Mffl{-O @~H41~@{.(d: 11411
di:@iie;cf.f4@:i~tae;tfl.n cilcf41\4ciNid:I ~ it 4H~l-d*U@<i:i ~:H~U ..,

3HslO!c6Hll cii&fll4~S<-'il@ciNid:I ~ 41a:1~~ITTci ~:111911 . ..

amqfu. ~tae;tfl.:n '4' ~kfl~liie;l\4ciNid:I (.!Mi!.14~ijl.f1 '4' Q,~ciiflil ~:llG II

~ f.t¾q~t4<41

it ~a,cii~.f.'li4d:I ~ fifif¾affi4if~ fififua::a;

~.~ll~ll .•... ·

~·ft.rw ffi err 41~cilffll ';f ~ : 1 a~ vmt err~· err ~:ll~QU

~,11

41q~q1Rcb '41fur ~ e r r ~ err, '(.ifflS'(.iffl f~@ciifll ~ '41fur ~ 1 1
~ err~ 'ciTftr "ijl:f amqy .;r ~ : 1 ~ ctT'&i" ·'c('f€jcfj err J}l'c('tll
~ crr1 ~~ 11
!J;R,1&11~ err ~ciMtcfil: ,a:i:1,a:,:1: 1 ~ l!ltfql!lii crr ~ . cil¥!4qoc(fq u n 11 ·· · •·.
~ cfil~qcfi1(4 cff ~ : ~ ';f fg1 ~ qi,iqq~ err fctEllfcim ';f rcl"E@ll~~II

m

~~a:~-1~~('.j cff ~ ch~lfflcfi'(I. ar,:rnqfu ~ cff e;.l41~@.-:ff4TSN cffl I ~l\ 11
.

ar,:rnqfu ::it'lii.lN •

w

41-lffl@ ~ I ijcl.Q"cfi&Q~fli(f:4ifQ&chi4Fclci'3i41c(ll~G 11 ·

~ i@qi,i(f:4iill@.141~@ ~ I ~&Sittfclt)4(ql~IMS14fclci:.if4H(I I ~1911
::i\ciS14!JOll'IHcil'tilQSl4fctciJ4ic(I · MlcfiS14fctij14(f:4ifQcfql~@ ~ll(.!41€(11 ~G 11
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1.J~-tlf~ ~lcii,4il"'licii1i-0Jilre;cfi'{I ~;n:ful :?Jh:l-tlful ~ '-tlf«r ~ ;i- 'fill~oll
~iltdiWL;nmt ~~lt41R .fl@lfql

ij~(C!qf~ ilf¾ifue;ij&.i

'it'fi ~ 1

·~~ ';!" ;i- ~ ;i- ~ I I ~ ~II

~~\l~Ni~~ ··~. aR:t4Rtn~~H

~~fcrf.a~,~~fcff.aaN41?;441Q~c(U~~II

~.~ l118:@TI troJi ~.~· . ~ 'qRR 'efll~·'gll
(i;lfq~fq 'H~·tdlg ~ ~ fAi!;ijtlcl' ';:(( ~ ~ d~cll™1 ~ ';r 'filH 4 U
arnftfu ~ ocJ ft •
~ , ffl il~i{Oi fc6fi1Wil4t<efct -;r cfil,(014 II~ GU
~~(C!4N~

~ ~ -aws~ ~ rt-;r 'eft·~~ipt«4f(<l ~ ~-r11~1911

"'

~ ~ : . · ~ ~ 'ell '[Oltqqf~ ilkchffiG}!Ol~ ~ I . ~ t II
M41~d#clffi...jlf~ ~ .~ m'~ ~ I •
~21f-<1i$ ~ ;rrfur e:1eif.acb ~II~~ 11
Q{giijli~4f41@ f'-1,(01~ tRT-;r ft1 ~ ~ fflt:t (i;ltpil~l{ll~ o II

~ ~ ~ .fi@l~k~@ ~ I ~ ffi ~.·.~ .~ fum ~ I I ~ ~II
~

SIQ'jjfl-1~1§.flf~· ~ . .l-;r ffi .-;r.·.ft@Tre; .flgcfil{l

4141cfil4Tre;ch,.

~.~~I

;i-. ~ : I I ~ ~.11

.

qmf ~.~ • • ~ ..tr.r.f ~11~·~ II

ij41fufaaci. 4iiJ4Hlre;·-;nfur ft1 ~.·.m.fflcl'·ij.ifci~c:h ~11~-g11
at:1~~+.lutch -;r ~ 'it1

;i-

~ ;i-, 11'4T

;i- ~ ~ ~ ~ ' i f ' @ : ~ I .';f·..

WT ~ -11-4e:ful ft,,~ 411

~ -;r 'er re;cf41HI

-;:i:

~ ;r pi:

~ I I ~ GII

;r ·~ ~ m ';r ~ ;i- cfclfuneta,-1)-=ITIDt ~ m ~ m ~ -;r 'fill~ 1911 ·
~ -;ufur ~S~ ~ cl'TI ~JM-tlf~ 11fo41f~ ctUIT. ;i- ~fcfich'!_U~lll
"The furthest limit of all vak{speech). is I3rahrpan; the furthest limit to all the thoughts
is the Guru. That which is of the nature.of all causesand effects but yet without them, that
which is without sankalpa, ofthe nature of all bliss,.thatwhich illuminates all luminaries
and that which is full of the bliss of riada (spiritual sound), without any enjoyment and
contemplation and beyond nadas and kalas (parts}:- that is Atma; that is the 'I', the
indestructible. Being devoid of all the difference of Atman and non-Atma, of heterogeneity
and homogeneity and of quiescence and rion-quiescence-C.,-- that is.the one Jyotis at the end
of nada. Being remote from the conception of Maha-vakyartha (i.e., the meaning ofMahavakyas) as well 'I am Brahman', being devoid ofor without the conception of the world
and the meaning, and . being ·devoid of the conception of the destructible and
indestructible-- that is the one Jyotis at the end of nada. Being without the conception 'I
am the partless non-dual essence' or 'I am the blissful', and being of the nature of the one
beyond all-that is one Jyotis at the end of nada. He who is devoid of the significance of
Atman (viz., motion) and devoid of Saccidananda- he is alone Atma, the eternal. He who
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is undefinable .and-· unreachable by the words of the vedas, wb-O;has neither externals .nor.
internals, ~rictwhose symbot is either the universe-o~ 13:rahni~ii~'heis:utidoubtedly Atman.
He who has no body, n'ci is,a Ji~a made up of tlle elen;iept~'..~-¢1it'.c~l11PQUnds; \\'ho has.ne_ither form_ nor_ name,_ neither the e_njoyab\e not, th~: epj'oy~t::iieithet Satnor asat; neither

.:::t.\:1~~:::~:f~f::!:!:!:.:;~:.,.fl~.!n~:=~!::·.
0

,nor disciple, neither Jb<::: wor\d,of~e Devas 'ilor Deya$ t)Or Asuras,,' neid1er duty nor non- .
_-- duty'. rteitl:ier the ,immaculate nor. non-imma,,culate,; neitl)er -_·
'nor. hon-time, neither
certainty n,ot doubt,. neither 111ahtra not n6n-i:nantri, n~ither ~derice .nor n~n~sciertce; neither'
-the seer nor the sight which is subtle, nor the ne~tar of time~ that i1i'Atman. Rest assured·.
thatnot-At~nanis·a misnomer. Thereis110 rpanas as 11ot,At~an:.<Theti\is il() world as 11nt- ..
.Atman. Owing to the ab$ertce ofall sarikalpas· andto tfa(givirtg up q(atl actions; brahman ----- -

time

.·§~lf~fiiii!!i}j)liii~Si.· ·

legs; no actfohtllrotigh the absenci ofhands;· ri6 :deaththt9ugh _the absence o'r¢reatures; no - - · happiness through the absence of buddhi; no_virtue; .nopurity, iiofear, "n6repetitionof
¢antras; ng Gurµ nor: (li1,ciple; There is no se9qndJnth~ ab~ence, ofp~e. Where_ thefois not the second,-there is p.o(tiw firsf :'Where tlJet'e is ,trutli afon.e, _there js n.6 _non~truth possible; ,
wh~re ther,e isho11-trµ:t}Jale>µe,:.tl}.~re' is.no\_truthposgibte.Youregard a thing auspiciQUS ~
inauspicious, ·then.~~spic~b.tr~ness -is_ desired :'{as._·_ Separate},froin ·:ihauspi~iousness. _.if you _,
r~gard fear a!l)l~n'"feai,: the1;i fear will aris~ -oµt :hf ntm~fear. If -bondage_ sihould :become
emancipati<>n, -then. )n tlie .absJne~: of• bondage be no eruanc;ip~tion. If birth should
imply de~th,
th~'iibsence,ofbirth,-there is rio,death. If'thou; should imply.'l', theniri the absence off£thou;: th.~re is 110 ·r' if'this' should be' 'that\''this; does n.ofexistin the
absence of 'that'. If being should imply nor being; the~ 1mn-l1efog will imply befog. If an
effect implies a cause/their in th~ absence of effect, ihere is no cause. If duality implies .
duallty}there. is' no nort~deality: -If there .should be the ·
n9n-duality; them. in the absence
seen, then. there' is the -eye (or sight);'iti the absence' of the s·een, there is
eye. In the
absence of the interior, there is no exterior;Ifthere_ should l,e fullne!lS, then non-fullness is
possible. Therefore (all) this exists nowhere. Neither you: rior],' no~- this nor these exist .
There exists no (object_ of) compatjson .in the. tru_e _ qne. -Ther~. is no ;imile in -the -unborn.
There is (in it) no mind tothi~k.' lam the. supreme Brahman. This world isBrahman only.
Thou and I are Brahman only. I am cinmatra simply, and there_ is no not-Atman. Rest
assured of it. This universe is not (really -at. all). It was nowhere produced and stays
nowhere. ~ome say that pitta is the universe; Not at all. It exist not. Neither the universe nor
citta nor ahamkara nor Jiva exists (really): Neither the creation of Maya nor Maya itself
exists (really). Feat does not" (really) exit. Actor, action, hearing, thinking, the two'
samadhis,
the measurer,
.the measure,
ajfiiina . and· aviveka:- none of these exists (truly)
- .-~
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four

anywhere. Therefore the
more moving considerations and the three lcinds of
relationship exist not There· is ·no.:Gangai no Qaya, no sefu {bridge), no elements or .
anything else; rio ¢arth; water, :fire, vayth and akilsa anywhere, no Devas; nt{guardians o('
the four quarters, no Vedas, no .(}uru, no distance, no proximity~ no time, no middle, no
non-duality,· no· turth,_ no urttn.ith,
bondage, 'no. emancipaticm/.··nd· Sat, no .asat, no
. ·happiness, etc., no das{ 110 rrtdtiori, no caste; and wodclly'.btrsiness. ·•.

po

no,

.

••u .

. ·.. · ~.ll.is Brahman o~ly:1:1nd 11othingelse~ all-i~·Brahman only and nothing else. There .
·. exists then•n.Qthing (or statement) as thaf'ct>nsciousneSs>alone is·'; there is (then} no saying ·
such a:s ·. 'Cit is I':'
state!Jleht 'l,am Bralirr1an' :does not exist {theh); nor does exist (then} .·.
the statemeµt : 'I am the eternally pure', What~vet is uttered by t.he mouth, whatever is
thought by·. manas,. whatever· is :detentlined by buddh1, whatever. is cognized by citta.:c:_ all
these do ·not exist there is no Y<>gfa or yogathen. All are and· a,re not. N'eitherday nor <

The

night; neither b~thing rior cortte111pl~ting, peithef Ifolµsion nQr p9t~qeJusiQn~ all thes~ go ..· .
0

llOt exjst then;

0

Wnbw thatis no not~~trm111.
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"The Vedas, Science, Pural)aS, effect and cause, Isvara atidthe world and the elements
ang mankind~ all these are unreal. There is no doubt about it Bondage, salvation,
happiness,· relatives, meditation,.· citta, the nevas, the demons, the secondary and the
primary, the high and the low--all theseare unreal. there is no doubt of it. Whatever is
uttered by the mouth, whatever is wished by sankalpa, whatever is thought by manas---'-,- all
these unreal. Whatever is determined by the buddhi, whatever is cognized by ciua,
whatever is discussed by the religious. books, o/hateverisseen by .the eye and heard by the
ears, and. whatever exists ·as sat, as.a1so· 111e,~ar, the eye. and.the . ·limbs-,- an these are
unreal. Whatever .is describe.ct as such.a11d such, wllat½veris thought as so-and-so, all the
'thatis this',
HeJs I', andwhateyer happens in
existing thoughts such as 'thou are
mo~a, as also.all sanka\pas,delusion, illusory attribution, tnysreriesandall·the diversities
of enjoyment and sin--: .all these do not exist So is· also
alLthese do not exist. So is
also not-Atman. Mine and thine, my and thy, formeandforthee, byme and by thee- all
these are unreal. (The statement)thatViwu is the preserver, Brahma is the creator,Rudra is
the destroyer~ know that these undoubtedly are false. Bathing, uttering of mantras; japas
(religious austerities), homa (sacrifice), study ofVedas, worship of the Devas, mantra,
tantra, association with the good, the unfolding of the faults of gu!).as, the working of the
internal organ, the. result of avidya, and the many crores of mundane eggs- all these are
unreal. Whatever is spoken of as true according to the verdict of all teachers, whatever is
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. se,en in this world and whatever e~ist~-- all these a.re unteaL Whatever is uttered by words,
whatever is ascertained, spoken,< enjoyed, given or done by anyone, whatever action is
done, good or bad,whatevedsdone as truth-Know allthese to be unreal. Thou alone are
thetranscen,dentalAtman apd the.supreme Gum of the form of akasa, which is devoid of.
fitness (for it) and of the nature of all creatures. Th9u are Brahman; thou time; and thou are
Brahman, that is ever <1.nd imponderable. Thou are Qf everywhere, of all forms, and full of
consciousness, Thou are the truth. Thou are one that has mastered the siddhis, and thou are
the ancient, the emancipated, emancipation, the nectar of bliss, the God,- the quiescent, the
. diseaseless, Brahman, the full, and greater than the great. Thou are irnp,artial, Sa.t and the
ancient knowledge, recognised by the words 'Truth, etc'. Thou are devoid.of all parts. Thou
are the ever-existing- thou appeares as Brahma, Rudta, Indra, etc.- thpu are above the
illusion of the universe- thou shines in all element--- thou are without sarikalpa in allthou are known by means of the underlying meaning bf all scriptures; thou are ever content
and ever happily seated (in thyself): thou are without motion, etc. In allthings, thou are
without any characteristics; in all things thou are contemplated by Vi~l)U and other Devas at
all times; thou have the nature of Cit, thou are Cinmatra unchecked, thou stayes in Atman
itself, thou are void of everything and without gul)as, thou are bliss, the great, the one
secondless, the state of Sat and asat, the knower, the known, the seer, the nature of
Saccidananda, the lord of Devas, the all-prevading, the deathless, the moving, the
motionless, the all and the non-all with quiescence and non-quiescence, sat alone, Sat
commonly (found in all), of the form of Nitya-Siddha (the unconditioned developed one),
and yet devoid of all siddhis. There is not an atom which thou does not penetrate; but yet
thou are without it. Thou are devoid of existence and Mn-existence as also the aim and
object aims at. Thou are changelss, decayless, beyond all nadas, without kala or karta
(divisions of time) and without Brahma, Vi~l)U and Siva. Thou looks into the nature of each
and are above the nature of each. Thou are immersed in the bliss of Self. Thou are the
monarch of the kingdom of Self, and yet without the conception of Self. Thou are of the
nature of fullness and incompleteness. There is nothing that thou see which is not in thyself.
Thou does not stir out of thy nature. Thou acts accoding to the nature of each. Thou are
nothing but the nature of each. Have no doubt 'thou are I'.
"This universe and everything in it, whether the seer or the seen, resembles the horns of
a hare (or are illusory). Earth, water, agni, vayu, akasa, manas, buddhi, ahamkara, tejas, the
worlds and the sphere of the un_iverse, destruction, birth, truth, virtue, vice, gain, desires,
passion, anger, greed, the object of meditation, wisdom, Guru, disciple, limitation, the
beginning and end, auspiciousness, the past, present, and future, the aim and the object of
aim, mental restraint, inquiry, contentment, enjoyer, enjo)"ment, etc., the eight parts of
yoga, yama, etc., the going and coming (of life), the beginning, middle and end, that which
can be taken and rejected, Hari, Siva, the organs, manas, the three states,the twenty-four
tattvas, the four means, one of the same class or different classes, Bhuh and other worlds,
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all the castes and orders of life with the rules laid down for each; mantras and tantras,
science and nonsciepce, all the vecfas, the inert and the non-inert, bondage and salvation,
spiritual wisdom and ndn-wisdoin, the enlightened ari.d the non-enlightened, duality and
non-duality, the conclusion of all V:ed~nta:i a11d S~stra~; \he theory .of the existence of all
souls and that one soul only, whatever is thought by citta, Whateyeris willed by sankalpa,
whatever is determ.ined by buddhi, /whatever one hears and sees, whatever the Guru
instruct, whatever is sensed by all the organs, whatever is dis.cussed in mimamsa, whatever
is ascertained by nyaya (philosophy) and by t_he great ones whqhave reached the other side
of the Vedas, the saying 'Siva destroys the world, V1~1.1u protects H,. and Brahrria creates it',
whatever is found 1n the pura1.1as, whatever ,is ascer;tained by the Vedas; and is the
signification of all the Vedas:...,- all these resemble the horns o'f hare, The conception 'I am
the body' is spoken of as the internal organ; the conception 'I am the body' is spoken of as
_the great mundane existence; the conception 'lam the body.' constitutes the whole universe.
The conception 'I am the body' is spoken of as the knot of the hurt, as non-wisdom, as the
state of asat, as nonscience, as the duaJ, as the true Jiva and w:.;1 parts, is certainly the great
sin, and is the disease generated by the fault of thirst after desires. That which is sankalpa,
the three pains, passion, anger, bondage, all the miseries, all the faults and the various
forms of time- know these to be the result of manas.
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Manas alone is the whole world, ever-deluding, the mundane existence, the three
worlds, the great pains, the old age and others, death and the great sin, the sankalpa, the
)iva, the citt~, the ahamkara, the bondage, the internal organ and earth, water, agni, vayu,
and akasa. Sound, touch, form, taste, and odour, the five sheaths, the waking, the dreaming,
and dreamless sleeping states, the guradians of the eight quarters, Vasus, Rudras, Adityas,
the seen, the inert, the pairs and non-wisdom- all these are the products of manas. Rest
assured that there is no reality in all that is sankalpa. The whole world, the Guru, disciple,
etc., do not exist, yea, do not exist.
Thus ends the sixth chapter of this Upani~ad."
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~bhu continues ·again : "Know everythi~g as Saccinmaya (full of Sat and
consdousness); · It pervades e~erything: Saccidananda is·. non-dual, decayless, alone and
other than alLit is -'I'. Halone is akasa arid 'thou'. It is L There is (in fr) no manas, no
buddhi, no ahamkara, no citta, or the collection ofthese- neither 'thou' no I, nor anything
else nor everything. Brahman alone is sentence, words, Vedas, -letters, beginning, middle, or
end, truth, law, pleasure, pain, existence, maya, pralqti, body; face, nose, tongue, plate,
teeth, lip, forehead, expiration and inspiration, sweat, bone, blood, urine, distance,
proximity, limb, belly, crown; the movement of hands and feet, sastras; command, the
knower, the known, and the knowledge, the waking, dreaming and dreamless sleeping and
the fourth state'-'-:- all these do not belong to me;
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Everythfog is Saccinmaya interwoven. No attributes pertaining to body, elements and
- · spirit, no root, no vision; no Taijasa, no Pral)a, no Virat, no Sutratma, no Isvara, and no
going ot col!ling, neither gain nor loss-, neither the acceptable nor the rejectable, nor the
censurable, neither the pure nor the impure, neither the stout nor the lean, no sorrow, time,
Space, speech, fear, duality, tree, grass or mountain, no meditation, no siddhi of yoga, no
Brahmal)a, ~atriya or Vaisya, rto bird or beast, or limb, no greed, delusion, pride, malice,
. passion, . anger. or >Othe_rs, no woman, Sudra, castes _or others, nothing that is eatable or
erijo)'able, no iricrease or decrease, no_ belief in the Vedas, no speech, no· worldliness or.
unworldliness, no transaction, no folly, no measure or measured, Iio enjoymentot enjoyed,
no friends, son, etc.,father, mother, or sister, no birth or death, no growth, body of 'l', no
'-emptiness or full:r;i.ess, -po .internal organs or mundane exjstence,
night,' no day, no
Brahfuii, ·vi~I)U> ot Siva, no week, fortnight, month, or year,; no unsteadiness, no
· btahmaloka, ·Vaikurttha, J(ailasa and others, no Svarga, Indra, Agniloka, Agni, Yamaloka,
· Yama, Vayuloka; guardians of the world, three worlds___:_ Bhul:;l, Bhuval:;l, Sval:i, Patala. or
~urface of earth, no science, nescience, maya, pralqti, inertness, permanency, transcience,
destruction, movement, tunning, object of nieditation, bathing, mantra or object, no
_adorable object, artoiriment or siping with water, no flower, fruit, sandal, light waved before
god, praise, prostrations, or circumambulation, no entreaty; conception of separateness even
obliation of food, offered food, sacrifice, actions, abuse, praise, Gayatri artd sandhi (period
ofjunction, such as twilight, etc.),.no mental state, calamity, evil desire, bad soul, cal)c;lala
(low caste person), pulkasa; unbe.arableness, tinspeakableness, kirata (hunter), kaitava
(demon), partiality,- partisanship, ornament, chief, or pride, no manyness, no Oneness,·
durability, trittd, tetrad, greatness, smallness, fullness, or delusion, no kaitava, Benares,
tapas, clan, family, sutra, greatness, poverty, girl, old woman or widow, no pollution, birth,
introvision or illusion, no sacred sentences, identity, or the siddhis, al)ima, etc.
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"Everythingbeing .consciO\.lSriess alone;.there is no fault .in anything. ~verything·being
of the nature of Safalone"i~siotccidananda only;Brahman alone is everythh:fa·andthere is
nothing. else. So.:']ha,C ds 'I' 'Thaf is 'l' ./ 'That' alone is .'I' .. 'That'. alone· js 'l':: 'That'
alone is 'I'. The,eterna1Brahman al'OneisT. I am Brahman alone without beirig supj:¢ct to
· mundane existence;T arri Brahman' alone without manas, any buddhi, organs or bod,i;/tam
Brahman alone' nofpetcei-vable. }'a,111 Brahman al?neand not jjva. 1 am Brahman. akme and
not liable to chang·e: lam Brnhmah?oaioi'i"ef'aqd nofihert am Brahman. alone and ha~e no
death. I am Brahmanalorie 'and have'.nO pral)as. am Brahman alone and greater than the
great. This is Brahman .. Greatis' Brahman. Truth is Brahman. It i.s all-pervading. Time is
Brahman. Kala is• Brahman. Happiness is Brahman. It is. self-shining.
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One,. is Brahman. · Two is Brahman. ·Delusion· is Brahman. Sama and others. are
Brahman, Badness
is. Brahman.
Goodness is Brahman. It is. of the form of
restraint, .
.
..
.
quiesence, the, all-pervading and the a.II-powerful. The Loka (world). is Brahman. Guru is
Brahman. Disciple is: Brahman::Itis Sadasiva (That which) is Brahman. (That which will
be) hereafter, iS Brahman. Purity is Brahman. Auspiciousness and inauspiciousness are
Brahman. Jiva,always is Brahman. am Saccidananda. All are of the nature of brahman.
The univetse.is
said
to be ofthe nature of Brahman.
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Brahman is itself. There is no doubt of it. There is nothing out of itself. The letter Om
of the· form of consciousness. is Brahman alone. Everything is .itself. I alone am the whole
universe and the highest seat, have crossed the gul)as and am greater than the great, the
supreme Brahman, Guru of Gurus, the support of all and the bliss of bliss. There is no
universe besides Atman, The universe is of the nature of Atman. There is nowhere (or no
place) without Atman. There is not even grass different from Atman. There is not husk
different from Brahman. The whole universe is of the nature of Atman. All this is of the
nature of Brahman. Asat is not of the nature of brahman. There is not a grass different from
Brahman. There is not a seat different from Brahman; there is not a Guru different from
Brahman. There is not a body different from Brahman. There is nothing different from
Brahman like I-ness or you-ness. Whatever is seen in this world, whatever is spoken of by
the people, whatever is enjoyed everywhere- all these are asat (unreal) only. The
differences arising from the actor, action, qualities, likes, taste and gender- all these arise
from asat .and are (but) pleasurable. The differences arising from time, objects, actions,
success or defeat and whatever else- all these are simply asat. The internal organ is asat.
The organs are .asat. All the pral)as, the collections of all these, the five sheaths, the five
deities, the six changes, the six enemies, the six seasons, and the six tastes, are asat.
ijftqe;1+:e;q1J1s~q:ji:Qi;iif'-l~ ~1 ~ ,rt ~ .:i1~1fi(.IH/ie<.1: 11 ~ l 11
ij('(jql+t;~QS~ fu~ti.:il+t;fq~~: I ~~~~:II~·~ II
*1Hicfil(M~ .~ *1HH.e;1S~: I (.lclSlcfil!i'i~41S~ ~ I I Go II

I am Saccidananda. The universe is rootless. I am Atman alone, Cit and Ananda. The
scenes of mundane existence are not different. I am the Truth of the nature of Ananda and
of the nature of the imponderable Cit. All this is of the nature of jfiana, I am the secondless,
having jfiana and bliss. I am of the nature of an illuminator of all things, I am of the nature
of all non-being.
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I alone shines always. Therefore how can I with such a nature become asat? That which
is called 'thou' is the great brahman of the nature of the bliss of consciousness and of the
nature of Cit having cidakasa and citalone as the great bliss. Atman alone is 'I'. Asat is not
'I', I am Kutastha, the great Guru and Saccidananda alone. I am this born universe. No
time, no universe, no ma.ya, no pralqti (in me).
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I alone am the Hari Personally, I alone am the Sadasiva. I am of the nature of pure
consciousness. I am the enjoyer of pure sattva. I am the only essence full of cit. Everything
is Brahman and Brahman alone. Everything Brahman and is cit alone. I am of the nature of
all-latent and the all-witness. I am the supreme Atma, the supreme jyotis, the supreme
wealth, the supreme goal, the essence of all vedantas, the subject discussed in all the Sastras
. the nature of yogic bliss, the ocean of the chief wisdom, the brightness of the fourth state
and the non-fourth but devoid of them, the indestructible cit, truth, Vasudeva, the birthless,
and the deathless Brahman, Cidakasa, the unconditioned, the stainless, the immaculate, the
emancipated, the utterly emancipated, the soulless, the formless and of the nature of the
non-created universe.
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"The universe which is assumed as truth and non-truth does not really exist. Brahman is
of the nature of eternal bliss and is even by itself. It is endless, decayless, quiescent and of
one nature only. If anything is other than myself, then it is as unreal as the mirage in an
oasis. If one should be afraid of the son of a barren woman, of if a powerfol elephant be
(,
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killed by means of the horns of a hare, then the world (really is). If one (person) can quench
his thirst by drinking tlie waters of the mirage, or if one should be killed by the horns of a
man, then the uni.verse really is. The universe exists always in the true Gandharva city
(merely unreal).
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When the bluene.ss of the sky really exists in it, then the universe really is. When the
silver in mother-of-pearl can be used in making an ornament, when a man is bitten by (the
conception of) a snake in a rope, when the flaming fire is quenched by means of a golden
arrow, when milky food is obtained in the (barren) forest of Vindhya (mountains), when
cooking can take place by means of the fuel of (wet) plantain trees, when a female (baby)
just born begins to cook, when curds resume the state of milk, or when the milk (milked)
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goes back through the teats of a cow, then will the universe really b.e. When the dust of the .
.earth shall be produced in the ocean, when the maddened elephant is tied by means· of the
hair of a tortoise, when (mountain) Meru is shaken by the thread in the stalk of a lotus,
when the ocean is bound by its tows of tides, when the fire flames downwards, when flame
shall become (really) cold, when the lotus shall grow out of flaming fire,. when Indranila
(sapphire) arises in the great mountains, when Meru comes and sits in the lotus-eye, when a
mountain can become the offspring of a black bee, when Meru shall shake; when a lion is
killed by a gnat,· when the three worlds can be found in the space of the hollow of an atom,
when the fire which burns a straw shall last for a long time, when the. objects seen dream
shall coi:ne in the waking state, when the current of a river shall stand still (of itself), when
the delivery of a barren woman shall be fruitful, when the crow shall walk like a swan~
when the mule shall fight with a lion, when a great ass shall walk like ah elephant, when the
full mo?n shall become a sun, when Rahu shall abandon the ·sun and the moon, when a
good crop shall arise out of the waste (burnt) seeds, when the poor shall enjoy the happiness
of the rich, when the lions shall be conquered. by the bravery of dogs, wheh the heart of
Jfi.anis is known by fools, when the ocean is drunk by the dogs without any remainder,
when the pure akasa shall fall upon men, when heaven shall fall on the earth, when the .
flowerin the sky shall emit fragrance; when a forest appearing in pure akasa shall move,
and when reflection shall arise in a glass simply (without mercury or anything else in its·
back), then the world really is.
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. There is no universe in the womb of Aja (the unborn Brahman)- there is
universe ·...
is the womb of Atman. Duality and non'.'duality, which are .but the.results. of differentiation,
are really not. All this is the result of maya. Ther~fore, there should be Brahma,Bhavana.If .· · .
misery should arise from the conception of 'I am: the body\ then it is certain· 'I am .
Brahman'. The knot of the heart is the wheel of Brahman, which ·cuts astinder the knot of
existence. When doubt arises in one, he should have faith of Brahman. The non-dual
btahmah, which is eternal and of the form of unconditioned bliss, is the guard ofAtman
against the chiefofthe form of non-Atman.
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Through instance like the above is established the nature of Brahman. Brahman alop.e is
the all-abode. Abandon the name even of the universe. Knowing for certain 'I .am
Brahman', give up the 'I'. Everything disappears as the flower from the hands of sleeping
person. There is neither body nor kanna. Everything is Brahman alone. There are neither
objects, nor actions, nor the four states. Everything which has the three characteristics of
vijfiana is Brahman alone. Abondoning all actions, contemplate 'I am Brahman', 'I am
Brahman'. There is no doubt of this. I am Brahman of the nature of cit-:- I am of the nature
of saccidananda.
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"This great science .of Sankara should never be explained to any ordinary person, to an
atheist or to a faithless, ill-beh,aved or evil-minded person. It. should be, after · due
examination, given to· the.high-soul ones whose minds are purified.wi.th devotion to·their
Gurus. It should be taught for a year and a half. Leaving off thoroughly and entirely the
practice recommended by the (othet) Upani~ad one should study the Tejobindu-Upani~ad
always with delight By once studying it; he becomes one with Brahman. Thus ends the
sixth chapter.
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Om! This Atman is as bird. Syllable A is considered to be its right wing, U, its left: M,
its tail-feathers; and the half mora (ardhamatra) is its head.
The Rajas and Tamas are its feet, the Sattva is called its body, dharma (righteousness)
is considered to be its right eye, and adharma (wrong) its left.
.
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The Bhurloka is situtated in its feet; the Bhuvarloka, in its k!lees; the Svarloka, ·in its
loins; and the Maharloka, in its navel.

Irt its heart is situated the jana-loka; the tapoloka. in its neck, and the satyaloka is
located in the centre of the forehead between the eyebrows;
"He speaks to a thousand days' width." In this hymn he is meant, one who is skilled. in
the Yoga, he ascends on that ·Hamsa (bird). Thus he is not affected by the influences of
Karman and is not bound by many athcmand sins.
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The firstmatra (mora) has Agni, (presiding deity); the second, V'ayu as its deity; then
next third mora has the lustre of the solar orb, and the last (three and half), the wises know .
as belonging to Varul).a (the presiding deity of water);
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Each of these matrashas indeed three kalas (parts). This is called Orhkara (Om-sound).
Know it by means of the dharal).as, (viz., concentration, on each of the twelve kalas, or the
variations of the matras produced by the difference ofsvaras or intonation). The first matra
is called gho$il).i (rich in sound); the second is vidyunmilli (wreathed with lightning); the
, third is Pataligini (flight-enjoyer); the fourthVayuvegini (swi{t as wind); the fifth is called,
Namadheya (namable); the sixth is Aindri (belonging to Indra); the seventh is Vai$1).avi
(belong to Vi$1).U); the eighth, Sankari (after Sankara); the ninth is Mahati (great); the tenth,
Dhrti (regarding to firmness); the eleventh is Nari (women, another, reading is maunisilent); and the twelfth is called Brahmi (the Brahmic}
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[Reward for the meditation at the time ofdeath]
If a person happens to die in the first matra (while contemplating on.it), he is born as a
sovereign king in Bharatavar$a,

One gives up life in the second matra, he becomes an illustriousYak~a; ifone departs
in the third mora becomes a Vidyadhara; and in the fourth he becomes a Gandharva (these
, three beings the celestial hosts). If happens to die in, the fifth, viz., ardhamatra, ,He lives
among gods and roams in the Son:i.aloka (region of moon) magnificently.
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At the time of meditation one gives up his life in the sixthmora, he merges into Indra;
if in the seventh, hereaches the ~eat of Vi~l).u; and in the. eighth, attai.ns Rudra, the Lord
of all creatures. If in the ninth, in Maharloka; if in the tenth; in Jana-loka (Another readirigDhruvaloka); ifin the eleventh, Tapoloka, andif in the twelfth, he attains the eternal state
of Brahma;

fr

That which is beyond these (viz.,) Parabrahman which is beyond (the above matras);
the pure, the all-pervading, partless, holy, benevolent, th~ very resplendent and the origin of
all jyotis (luminaries) should be known. . .
.
. .
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The Yoga and its reward

When the mind goes beyond the senses and the gm:ias, it is. dissolved in itself.
Uncomparable, not imagining, auspicious and peaceful-::- That is called the correct art of
:Yoga, That person always engaged in its contemplation and always absorbed in it should
gradually leave off. his body following the course of Yoga and avoiding all worldly
attachment.
Then he, being freed from the bonds of karma and the existence as a jiva and being
pure, enjoys the supreme bl1ss by his attaining of the state of Brahman.
0 intelligent man, spend your life c1lways.in the knowing of the supreme bliss, enjoying
the whole of your prarabdha (that portion of past karmas now being enjoyed) without
making any complaint (of it).
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· Even after atmajfiana (knowledge of Self) has awakened (in one), prarabdha does not
leave (him); but he is liberated from prarabdha after the attainment of knowledge of
Brahman because the body and other things are asat (~nreal) like the things seen in a dream
to one on awaking from it That (portion of the) karmas which is done in for~er births are
called prarabdha.
As the body that exists in the dreaming state is untrue, so is this body. Where then is
rebirth to a thing that is illusory? How can a thing have any existence, when there is no
birth (to it)?
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As the clay is the material cause of the pot, so one learns from Vedanta that ajfiana is
the material cause of th~ universe : and when ajfiana ceases to exist, where then is the
cosmos?
As a person through illusion mistakes a rope for a serpent, so the fool not knowing the
truth sees the world (to be. true).
:When he knows it to be a piece of rope, the illusory idea of a serpent vanishes.
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So when he knows the eternal substratum of everything and all the universe bcomes
(therefore) void (to him), where then is prarabdha to him, the body being a part of the
world? Therefore, the word prarabdha is accepted to enlighten the ignorant (only). ·
Then as prarabdha has, in course of time, worn out he who is the sound resulting from
the union of Prm;ia:va (Orn) with brahman who is the absolute effulgence itself, and who is
the bestower of all good, s)1ines himself like the sun at the dispersion of the clouds.
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The yogin being in the siddhasana (posture) arid practising the Vai~t).avi-mudra, should
always hear the internal sound through the right ear.
The sound which he thus practises makes him deaf to all external sounds. Having
obstacles, he enters the turiya state within fifteen days .
overcome
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In the beginning of his practice, he hears many loud sounds. They gradually increase in
pitch and are heard more and more minute.
At first, the sounds are like those proceeding from the ocean, clouds, kettle-drum, and
cataracts: in the middle (stage) those proceedingfrom mardala (a musical instrument), bell,
and horn.
At the last stage, those proceeding from tinkling bless, flute, Vit).a (a musical
instrument), and beUs. Thus he hears. many such sounds rhore and more minute.·
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When he comes to that stage whenthe·sound of the great kettle-drum is being heard, he
should try to distinguish only sounds more and more minute.
He may change his concentration from the gross sound to the subtle, of from the subtle
to the gross, but he should not allow his mind to be diverted from them towards others.
The mind having at first concentrated itself on. any one sound fixes firmly to that and is
absorbed in it.
It (the mind) becoming insensible to the external impressions, becomes one with the
sound as milk water, and then becomes rapidly absorbed in cidakasa (the akasa where Cit
prevails).
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Being indifferent towardsaH objects, the yogin having controlled his passions, should
by continual practice concentrate his attention upo11 the sound which destroys the mind.
Having abandoned all thoughts and being freed from all actions, he should always
concentrate his attention 011 the sound, and (then) his citta becomes absorbed in it.
.. Just as the bee drinking the honey (alone) does not care for the odour, so the citta which
is always absorbed in sound, 1oes not long for sensual objects.as it is bound by the sweet
smell of nada and has abandoned
fitting nature.
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The serpent citta through listening to the nada is entirely abs.orbed in it, and becoming
· ·
·
unconscious of everything cot1centrates.itself onthe sound.·
The sound serves the purpose of a sharp good to control the maddened elephant-... citta
which roves in the pleasure-garden of the sensual objects.
It serves the purpose of a snare for binding the deer- citta. It also serves the purpose
of a shore to the ocean waves
of citta .
..
The sound proceedin6 from Pral)ava which· is Brnhman is of the nature of effulgence;
the mind becomes absorbed init; that is the supreme seat of Vi~l)U'.
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The sound exists till there is the akasic conception (akasa-sankalpa). Beyond this, is the
(asabda) soundless Parabrahman which is Pramatma.
The mind exists so long as there is sound, but with its (sound's) cessation, there is the
state called unmanI manas (viz.; the state of being above the mind).
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This sound is absorbed in the Ak~ara (indestructible) and the soundless state is the
supreme seat.
The mind which along with Pra1_1a {Vayu) has (its) karmic affinities destroyed by the
constant concetration upon nada is absorbed in the unstained One. There is no doubt of it.
Many myriads of nadas and many more of bindus-(all) become absorbed in the
Brahma~Pra1_1ava.sound.
Being freed from all states ~nd all thoughts whatever, the yogin remains like one dead.
He is a mukta. There is no doubt about this.
·
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After that, he does not any time headhe sounds of conch or dundubhi (large kettledrum}.
The body in tliesta.te ofunmani is certainly like a log and does notfoeI he.at or cold, joy
orsorrow.
The yogin's citta having given up fame or disgrace is in samadhi above the three states,
Being freed from the waking and the sleeping states, he attains to his true state.
When the (spiritual) sight becomes fixed without ~ny object to be seen, when the vayu
(pra1_1a) becomes still without an)'.' effort, and when the citta becomes firm without any
support, he becomes of the form of the internal sound of Brahma-Pra1_1ava.
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It is still unknown as to what tradition of and to what Veda this Upani$ad is related. There are
only seven hymns in it whereas origin and the nature of dual has been laid down in a most cryptic
way.

~ ~ : *'qc{_!Wl~ffi: I ~ ~ : I t4~QC::1"4!21•WI I ~ I Q:l3C::~118f{
~ I ~ ~ I ~ .fl(l<.101: 1.fflliTS.flRfij.gl ~ : .QC::lf.11t:i4!~:1 ~ cla_tjq~')
· · ~ fclqc,g(:I · ~ ~ .ga_1q;.;i1~: ~:II ~II ~@i,Qql~'ffi: 9(101~

fci¥}ttfcic(I ~~ ~ l l ~ U
Now, the origin of Srimaddvaya is described. The second is the sentence. The six foot
are consisting of eighteen numbers. There are twenty-five letters. Fifteen letters are
precedi!1g and the ten letters are succeeding. Initially Narayal)a has been stated as
Anadisiddha who is rationale to etiquette and Jam-like in hymns.
[This Upani$ad i.e. Dvaya starts with a resolution to the origin of the dual. It becomes clear that
letter is considered first when the sentence is stated as second. The letter is immortal and inexpressive
too therefore it is first while the sentence carrying its expression falls in second place. The R$i has
stated that first or the presiding as Anadisiddha, Jam-hymn NarilyaJ).a on this very basis that first
letter is considered Orb.. The first expression of Brahma is letter or NarayaI,J.a and it is the base of the
teacher or the sentence. This second teacher has been described in the successive hymns.]

The person having characteristics of well-known to Veda, the hymns, the devotee,
resorting to hymns, known to Pural)a, expert, pure heart, free from envy, devotee to Lord
Vi~l)U and teacher is called Guru.

aufil.:nRt ~

~11('3111?.it.flf.lR~IQ.fla,Ro

~4qfci(<l ~ d~IC::lf.114 ~II~ II

The person who chooses the meaning of holy books duly, understands properly the
same and who not only establishes well-behaviour but himself observe the rules to behave
is called Acarya.
1~1iii:f@-i¾chl<: ~ ~~l~~ffi-0~: I
~chl(R-OM~li:{_1-EiK~~ll ~ II

The letter 'Gu' is meant darkness and 'Ru' means its resistance in the word 'Guru'. The
person who resists the ignorance is therefore called Guru.

~1RV&f~'QUlffif:I
~ ,rt fcrm ~ ,rt ~lll,,11
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Gunds thesupreme Brahma, the supreme position, supreme learning and the supreme
wealth.
·
··
.

.

.

.

. ~lR: c611=f:·~~:I

t1(4Uil~Q~C!l=Q1 dWice]~<l ~:11~11
Guru is the desired thing, the Supreme resort and having
knowledge, the Guru: is .great.·
..

a preacher of supreme

_;~i(:rf.(fstifli:1-0 ~ I .
.·.·. ·:. . . . · · •· . . : .
•. . .
~~9~qj~fu~o111c1Wn ;r. :q g.i<1ci&r -;t ~ g.i<1cfaa ~1 lf. Ttct ~~rgqf.tq~u\911

, "4~'li§i%.ll(Ui:

A man iri liberated fromworlgJyties eyen jf .he once pronuhciate the word. Guru. All
industry avafr ·. accomplish.merit wl)eri. the· ,Word
js prontinciated. In· fact, ·the man. ·. ·
~ord Guru seldom tofates round the cycle birth. and .
r~membering and pronun~iating
and.
seldom
takes
rebirth.
Toe
person attains. to everything.
who is understood· duly to·
·death
.
.
.
.
'
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36. YAJNAVALKYOPANI~AD

.£1l*1cl~1qf:tq<(
This Upani~ad is related to Sukla Yajurvt)da, colloquy between king Janaka and Yajfiavalkya has
been described herein. A prolis detail on holding recession has also been given under this Upani~ad.
King .Tanaka was pleased by Yajfiavalkya couple life after the celibacy, Vanaprastha (renunciation of
worldly attachments) afterthe couple and the reclusion after Vanaprastha is theorder by manner
prescribed for the walks of the. life. However due to excessive emotions, an abundant position of the
detachment, reclusion.can.be accepted anytime whenever that st~te is occupied, The person accepting
reclusion should give up the raising braid put on sacrificial thread etc. How the BrahmaJ).a name will
be given without the.sacrificial threat? Yajfiavalkya responded that the Om is the sacrificial thread of
a recluse. Thtl properties, behaviours and intentions have been further desc;ribed. Simultaneously, the
defect of woman that divide a recluse from him sacred way has been highlighted with hatred
picturesque. It has been suggested to a recluse that he should avoid from greed, affection, sensuality
and that a1.1ger presuming that the children too are cause for pain. Finally a .suggestion has been given
to recluse that he should only engross his mind pondering ovt)r the perfect Brahma (knowledge)
because only then emancipation can be obtained by him.

ll~IIRiQld:11
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1,1¢1&i~·Jt;h;:i cRl'ID't
fcHJi'tl«~)cl" ~ I II ~ II

Once the king Janaka wenlto hermitYajiiavalkya and requested "O Lord! kindly make
me to understood the life of re~luse." Yajiiavalkya responded " 0 king! One should enter
into the couple life after completing the period of celibacy with a due observance of the
procedure. After enjoyment in glut with ones children, wife, etc. he should then give up his
residence and stay in the forest. On completion of this Vanaprastha stage; the stage of
renunciation should be entertained. In case, the process of crystallizing knowledge takes
lesser period, a man erstwhile in the stage of celibacy can directly jump up to reculsion. It
is a criteria founded on the presumption that the extent of attachment leads a man frorn one
stage to another. A detachment to worldly affair is the common cause for a reclusion. The
moment when a main fully detached to the worldly issues, should immediately accept the
reclusion inspite of his not being the celibate, the coupler, have completed the ceremonies
of fire or not.
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· ~ !,11-iUQf!Uq@ife ~ I aw.rcl1' ~ 3'iqlC::l•~auqc1 ~ I
c6"U@'I ~l!Utfqjqjqq ~ I ~ ;rql" ~ ~

met ~

affe.fffl
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'!,llUT: I

!,IIUiqaaql

3l?t ~

~ ~ : I ~ '1114~''1 341-0t;l~I '-11" •
d¼fi4f4~'1 qi3!011fi-1iHNIU<(I
VJll1' ~ ~ mR' ~ ,(.c:jiij~clqaa«1g11 ~ II

~IR:\ikcl~ "llffl
~ qf 3t•~qlR4:

Some people do Prajapatya offering thereafter. The Agneya Yajfia is the substitution of
this offering because the fire is the breathing. The breathing is nourished as a result of this
offering. One can do as an option an offering relating to the three properties i;e. Sattva,
Rajas and Tamas. He should then smell the fire by reciting this hymn "O Lord fire! We
wise should be progressed owing to knowledge of the reason for which you are born, blaze
with extreme light and increase our prosperity." This is the root cause of fire and this is
breathing. 0 Lord fire! Please enshrine in the breathing the form ofYoni.

341q1«fi-1q1ttfll '3:&ct«fi-1q1NtU<(I ~ ~ Fci-e:«~ ~§qlGilfl

~ ~: ~
~ctdl'Rfl ~ ~ §tcOolfll · ~ ~ gfci(-1jqqq_1 ~qJ(,,I~~ ~ ~
d5Qlf~dal'{I
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i.f i~Si~: II~ II

One should bring fire from a village and smell it. In case, the fire is not available, one
should do this offering in the water because the water embeds within it, all gods. The
assumption should be- I offer for all gods them Svaha viz., May this morsel (Ahuti) be
accepted by them. The residual should be then eaten. This morsel mixed with ghee removes
all ailments. Thus, the trio-Veda position should be acquired be reciting the hymns relating
to the emancipation. He is Brahma and he should be worshipped. I have accepted the life of
a recluse by giving up the sacrificial thread and the braid. "Thrice time recital should be
made of it. Saint Yajfiavalkya thus described the method of accepting reclusion before the
scholar king Janaka.

3M

t,nmr:

~ i.41*1ct@Jf!i 3tq~Qqj(1j ~ ~ lRfl ~ ~ ql*1cl@:f4 ~

SiUict'lctlt+-1 deJ~qcfld 'i.4' amqfl Sil~i.fli:IRliti

fcrlir: II~ II

Subsequently, hermit Atri asked to Yajfiavalkya- "O hermit! How can a BrahmaI}.a
sutviVe without putting on a sacrificial thread." The hermit Yajfiavalkya replied.,... "This Om
only is the sacrificial thread of that recluse." This Om is the soul. The person who abides by
the methods for offering aforesaid, eats the residual and then does Acaman, it is the only
and exclusive method for him.

aM err qfoj1~c1uic1Hu ~ s ~ : ,

QR41Gti:614i qj(i&II~ errs~ 'ctTQT
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f(IM<il@

~ ~ circr@'I ~ ~ :

ctlP'1Si~¥1 err qg1g(¾1~ err, ~ ~ Qurr

61:jfci't'I<@~@ ~ ij-41~1 @ijifcif&@ I ((ciqclq Wlctfil@

cl' ql*1cl@:f4 II l\ II

The recluse putting on brown clothes this way, all pure in heart, not greedy and tidy,
attains to the position of Brahma by living on alms. He is the form of Brahma viz.,
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competent enough to attain Brahma. This is the only way for recluse. This route is
suggested for the recluse to enter into water, fire, the great, departure etc. Abiding by them
only makes the recluse competent to know the Brahma. Yajfiavalkya thus described this
method before the great king Janaka.

mr
Q<qgfl,
;rn:r
tjc1JetiH·ifu1iM&i~5c1h:rnt'tlf:ie;11-.1e;ft,~4¥Ji:ficilq~c1g1:o-(fc6
~S&l'ffif~ij·IS&l'ffililHI ~ ;µii1cid;lil<-fl: II~ II
Here among these recluse some are the best Paramaharilsa who holds invisible marks of
symbols, seems introvert, they do like dipsomaniac, however, without any taste of
intoxication. Some of these yogis are Sarilvartaka, Arul)i, Svetaketu, Durvasa, Rbhu,
Nidagha, Dattatreya, Suka, Vamadeva and Haritaka etc.

4H~t9<4U(~@lf~e;os i:fiqos(1 ~ ;jj&iQfcl~ ~ 4~qc11d ifl~<-fljJ~arucf ~:
~l~fll'-tl QR.fll~l~Hqf.:qi:.@~11 \911
It is sine-qua-non for a recluse that refraining to see the face of other's wife, resort to
forest and by immersing the in and out symbols like trident, kamal)<;lala, the bowl, the
water, purifying Kusa, the braid and the sacrificial thread etc. in the water by reciting Bhul).
Svaha. He then starts investigation deep into the soul.

~ ;jjiffl~Q~H,
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The recluse should arrive at the stage where no effects are felt of worldly vicissitudes,
the heat and cold, void of duality, without greed, duly engrossed in the investigation of the
element of Brahma with a sacrosanct heart, only sustaining food to the body and that too by
the source of alms, free from the worry of profit and loss, live with full contentment on a
water to the extent in Kamal)<;lala and to the food to the extent only in a bowl. He should
only take his food to keep non-stop the physical function. He should have no desire to have
any stock of food. He should choose a claridestine place to live on hundred life. The
vacated and depleted building, the temples, a cottage of thatch, the valmika (the cave
constructed by ants) near the root of a tree, the cottage of potter, place of offering, the bank
of a river, the cavity or the heavy boulders thrown by the functions should be issued as his
residence. One who abandons his body after reclusion and squaring up all the accounts of
his good or evil activities, is only known as Paramaharilsa (the most genius person).
3U¥11iatU '4' 4¥-1%1-0 '4' ~
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The recluse himself is the supreme god who lives in a life where no garments are
required, who thinks no person worth saluting except the Brahma, who has no attachment
with his life and children, who is known by his modus-operandi and who has abundant the
inherent and non-inherent ·intentions. The following hymns have been contemplated
regarding this.
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The person who has accepted the life of recluse very early or who is superior in conduct
and thoughts as also in the community is only worth to salute and no body otherwise.

gq1fa_-0 ~ : ~ : chc-ii,~chl: I
fi~,f~-0sft.r ~ clGfi~J't-ldi~l"-11: II~ ~II
The recluse drawn in laxity, who are extrovert, who have excess attachment to the
worldly issues, quarrelsome, shrewd and propounding the intentions of Vedas of defective
are also seen in abundance.

~ : 1R ~ ~HI~ ilf~ctlS~I
!,101'1~ ctGlf'4*11 ;r ffl q;q,m 'd"GTII ~ ~ 11
How, a recluse master in the element of soul, undeviated, resident in the regime of nonduality, enshrined at the top place and beyond the qualification as name, residence,
sensuality and the stage, can salute to another because he observes his own complexion in
all (viz., one can't salute oneself and thus the recluse treating all equal never accepts the
formality of Salutation). There is no work impossible for him in this world.

~ ~,c1chc-1<1.11

Wclir ":iiic1,i:irn1

go,q~osc1;,.iq1c11-tJ'i:40slwn@:i:q_11 ~~ 11
The master in Metaphysics doesn't salute to any person or He even salutes by duly
going down on the earth even to a horse, Cal)c,iala (shrewd person), a cow and a donkey etc.
because be observes all them gods.

qj~Ql&ife-tchi"-11¾! 4.-;4M\&;S~I
.f.f ilelf~!IHa~llf("l-41: fi:;r<:rr: fcnfqq ~ I I ~~ II

What is good and worth appreciation is the body of a female constituted by adding the
flesh and marrow a pitcher like moving here and there and in which only veins, bones and
glands are existing.

~f·i;g:i:fhcilElll~ ~ ~ fcie1t'i:4~1 ;gq1~1ch4 ~ ~ ~ qf{9@full ~~II
By separating this body into skin, flesh, tear, blood and eyes etc., there will remain no
more attraction. If this is the position why the place redundantly are so attached to the body
of fair sex.
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~fi*1i!lf?llf(Mfi+Jl&H41 qqI I

~ llf*4~4 ~'ffil~IH41#lifl~llfMdlll ~G II
The breast of a female and a garland on it has been appreciated as the stream of Ganga
water that flows down from the middle of two ridges in the vast mountain Meru. Actually
that garland looks the same way.
~q~il4~ ~ 'fl'~ M~Hl04:I

~ ~ M~NU:S $611..!!.lfl:II ~\911
When this same breast falls on cremation ground, cut out from the rest of body and
badly splitted up, can be seen eaten by the dogs. The imagination that time for the dogs is
nothing else but a piece of meat only.
~~lcfi\NIMSIIR:U~i ~:~ ~1il.:ifilt11: I
lilifidlP4W1"511 ~ ~ i;!Olr::hH'{II ~l 11

The females who maintain their hair raven tress, who smears Kajjala on the eyes, scare
to touch, enchanting eyes and ignited like·the fire flames; burn down the man like a straw .
.Jclf(1dl ~sfq~arrq-mm:1

~ ~ 4(cfitt-11.:ilfq.!!.14 ilRi ~ I I ~~ II
These females burn the man even from a distance, these seem a store of essence but
actually are void of affection, these are like fuel to the hellish fire, their beauty leads to pain
everybody.
cfi1q.;:i1441 fcti(l~.:i fclc:61011 ~!lildfl: I

~ 4(fci~jJ-Hlqfi:q•~Hcll~(I: II~ o II
The god of sex as a hunter has spreaded this network of females that enchants the heart
in order to capture the men-birds.
Gl..qQ~M*fllHi ffi"flcfi~qf.l1Ro11q_1

~ $cll*44H~4t:0 atfis~1fQfo.scfilll ~ ~II
These females are like the pin duly jointed with the Lord of evil passion for the man
who is fish like and moves in the mud like dirty heart and resides in the pond of the birth.

'efchrt c{ltl(f.lHi

~fl~{S::cfil!Htlll

~=~ f:tR-1qMq~ ~ 'fur.nu~~ 11
May god save from the chain like females or miserable position who is like the box of
all defective gems.
~~~~'R:¼icfi¼
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The wise to copulate only lies with a man who has a wife but it has no place in the heart
of a man who has no wife. In case, any person gives up the wife, it should be deemed that
he has left the world.

m' cfJl~1i:ifk:i(l(I
~~~m;r~-,,~~11
awl'Ulqj..j,@.f4:

The son too is a cause of pain because the parents long for bitterly if those have no son.
In case, it any how obtained, it further gives the pain of abortion or the pain at the time of
delivery.

~ !48(MIR
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~Sl4feieJ&:eqjii.lW ~II~~ II
In case, the son is obtained, he suffers from the ailments and miseries or sometimes, the
sun become the cause of enigma. He remains stupid even after. Ceremony for sacrificial
thread is performed if anyhow he is educated, his marriage becomes the cause for puzzle.

~ 4<«mR ~ ~ ~~fui.f: 1
~:~ .fi@.l.ffi er.ft i1Hi4'a tre:fll ~~II
Besides, if the parents fear of his possible involvement, the number of children comes
into earth to the extent that their proper maintenance becomes the cause for miseries. Thus,
the pains caused by sons are numerous. Beside it, it is also seen that the rich people mostly
. remain without children or if there are some, those die in their premature ages (one should
therefore abandon the wife or remain bachelor throughout life because the female is the
ground cause for pains.
~ q1fu1q,~q('(f ~ ~Sli:IQMI

<mr: I

~ ~ cll¥4QW8q ~ Nt(!PX4:11 ~\911
The yogi should not be caprice of hands, feel, eyes and the speech viz., he should be a
well-controlled personality. He can -observe celibacy only when he is of grave
temperament.

ft:Tfr q

~ ~ ij~cfilt'4 ~ : I

fc1stfc6.f: ~: cfiN: ~~t;lcl4SIRr:icl II ~ t II
The person who observes with equal eye to the enemies and worldly ties is the yogi
scholar. He never express his fury on any person. The man doesn't become loose
temperament about his hand and feet etc.

~qcti11'<fu1 ~ cfiN: c1i?i ~ 'a-1
~ ~ qf<qf:eiR II~~ II
A man of angry mood should be asked why does he not express his anger that disturbs
him. It is the basic reason for all happenings. It is the mighty enemy to conception, wealth,
sensuality and the emancipation.
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~s~ lftf ~ ~ 'Wlll
~ lftf ~UH~~ilit~ ~t1dflfu?r11
I salute frequently to the anger that itself burns down its own base. I frequently salute to
the anger that provides me with reclusion and makes me aware of my faults.
~

wrr ~ m !,l~;;g:,@;i ~ ,

~ ~ ~ fcitil.:a~ffi ~ 41Pi(l?__II ~ ~II
The ascetic awakes when the common people retires and the yogi resorts to the
dormance when other common people are awake.

filR61~1Rt fil.iu;ifq~ fil..q~qc1 'ifl
~ ffi~6q<l 'if ~ ~ I I ~ ~ II
The yogi should presume that I am in the form of mind in this world. The integrated
world is the state of cinmaya and everything here is in the form of Cid. I am also Cid and
this entire reaction is also in the form of Cid.

e@RT ('15Qi~4 Ql(ijfli "CR ~ I

-::rnr: irnrt fe6filfa£i<l 9f.t9w,c1

$fg4Rtl((I! ~~II

0 Great hermit! The emancipation viz., the supreme position of a Paramaharilsa is
worth use for yogis. Nothing so great is here. It is best. Thus this Upani~ad has been
concluded.
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37. JABALADARSANOPANI~AD

-s=tl~IH&¥J-11 QR ti~
This Upani~ad is related to Samaveda. It is also called as Darsanopani~ad. There are ten sections
in it. A questionaire like description has been made herein containing the questions and answers
transacted between Dattatreya, an incarnation to Lord VisIJU and his disciple on A~tati.ga Yoga.
In the first division of this Upani~ad, the eight parts of Yoga and ten kinds of Y amas has been
enumerated. In the second division, there is a description of ten rules. In the third division, the nine
kinds of Asanas in Yoga has been described. The fourth division contains an introduction to the
nerves and magnificience of the pilgrim place of soul as also the self-realization. In the fifth division,
the procedure of refining the nerves and the method of refining soul has been described. The sixth
division, contains the method of PriiIJiiyama, its kinds and applications of the same. The different
kinds of Pratyahara and its fruits has been detailed in the seventh division. The perception (DharaIJii)
and the concentration is the subject-matter of the tenth division. Its fruit simultaneously have been
described. Thus, this Upani~ad can be entirely said relating to Yoga.

~ 3illlll~1·· ........ ~ .......~ fflR{:11
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Lord Vi~l).u, the nourisher of all creatures appeared in the form of the Yogaraja Lord
Dattatreya. Lord Dattatreya has gained expertise to tackle the realm of yoga. His disciple,
· the best hermit is popularly known as Sarilqti. He became an extreme devotee of his
teacher. He asked one day to his teacher most humbly and in a solitary place and in a
solitude- "O Lord! kindly explain with detail of A~tanga yoga so that I can make myself
free from all the worldly ties.

~ ~ ~ im ijil?!lfi,a:~i.:iq_1 ~ ~ d~cliij..jqq T.fll ~11
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The yogi Lord Dattatreya said to his disciple- "O Sanlqti! I tell you the philosophy of
A~tariga yoga. Please listen to it. The eight parts of yoga are- Yam,a, Niyama, Asana,
Pral).ayama, Pratyahara, Dharal).a, concentration and the meditation respectively. The kinds
of Yama has been described as- (i) non-violence, (ii) truth, (iii) utilitarian, (iv) celibacy, (v)
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generosity, (vi) forgiveness, (vii) the simplicity (viii) patience (ix) control on diet and the
(x) purity in and out.

~

!,lcfii)Ui fcr:rr~~I ~l:Rmc1Tm~ffi'm';r~1ll.911
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0 the rich in penance! An action committing murder or causing any pain to anybody
either by application of mind, speech or body separat..:ly or severely not permitted in Vedas
is actually called the violence. Nothing distinct and separate to it is the violence. 0 Saint!
The devotee should develop a spirit that the element of soul is omnipresent and it can't be
destroyed through application of any arm or weapon. Entertainment of the soul is even
impossible either through application of hands or other sensory organs. Hence, the justified
wisdom is only stated the best non-violence by the scholars who have duly examined the
words of Vedas.
~(lt;l~~li!
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~ ~ , r t ~ ;r ilt,/4R@ m ltrn:1 ITTXf ~ crt ~ cH;H'l*1HQH~:II ~o II
~ gUI' ~ ~ ~sftr ~, tRm

fctRcl!M4T ~ fct!i4m:11 ~~11

~ 64ciijHfctciNtd'{I 4'ti~~4f4tf9'ffiqkqfctf~tfEll!l4 II~~ II
0 Sarilqti! It is the truth referred to expressively or impliedly which is seen, heard,
smelled and understood by the means of the sensory organs including the eyes, ears, etc. No
other complexion is worn by the truth incoherent to it. Everything is the supreme soul in the
form of perfect knowledge and the truth and there is nothing errs and otherwise then this
supreme soul. The firm determination so made has been stated by the scholars of Vedas as
the best truth. Developing a reluctance for the objects like ornaments and the gems, the
gold or the pearls etc. µot his own, imposing a stem check on the mind not to entice or
enchant for other things either smaller or bigger is called the spirit of renunciation (Asteya).
The scholars has stated it as Asteya. 0 hermit! The person who can keep all worldly
dealings distinct and separate from the soul and seldom thinking their any bearing with the
soul, is called Asteya by the learned persons.
~ cfTm tRm ~ qf1:fctci::it>1'{I ~ .'llF-U oc;T ~ ~ ~ I I ~~ II
~~~lITTNll~~II

~ lf4cfrfl~
.,, ... ~ tRm FTUI

-~
-·~'{" m c;m W:r '!,IT'ffi'f cl~l~cl n~: 11 ~ 4 11

It is celibacy to abandon the couplation with women by application of mind, speech and
body, jointly or separately and enjoying intercourse with his only wife and that too
confined to the prescribed period prior and after the menstruation. In other words, the mind
expelling the enemies like sensuality and disgust and leading it to the concentration on the
element of supreme soul in garb of everlasting perfect knowledge is the best celibacy. It is
kindness duly confirmed by the scholars of Vedas inspiring by which the man thinks and
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behaves with all living-organisms by application of his mind, speech and the body, the
same was as he would have behave with himself and a surplus spirit to serve the humanity
to the extent capacity allows.

m-

~
~~ml ~l~R ~ I
~ ~ !l'tlct;l::i~ ~ ll<UII ~G II
To keep the spirit of equity in mind among the son, friends, wife, enemy and his self
soul is called the simplicity.

~lRm~~:

qfNH~a1

~ ~. m ~R!ifi'CIII ~\911
0 great hermit! It is forgiveness that enables the man not being feel insulted or injured
even after pains to mind, speech and body are inflicted by the enemies.
~

fclf.tiffi¼T: ijijj.(:@.I ;i- ~ I
~S¼i~clqSl~dl lffif: II ~611

~

Fci~l..fRtQ@@fm:

~ fg ~ : I ~ ~

This entire world attains to emancipation only when the knowledge of Vedas is
acquired. There are no other reasons ·or the factors leading towards it. Such a resolution
made so firmly has been called as patience by the Vedic scholars. In other words, it is a
state when the man thinks "I am the soul and nothing distinct than it." The wisdom
undeviated in all circumstances is called the best patience.
~~~121~1..ji'Rli ~ i:lgt!lf~llcl¥1qc:6'{I
d~leflill3!JU~..j ~ ~ I I ~~ II
To entertain the food embedding the stuffs enhancing the peace of mind and purity and
that too in the balanced preparation, viz., to eat in the ratio of two part food and one third
part water and thus leaving blank the one-fourth part for the circulation of wind is the
suitable food duly confirmed for the best yogi. The food so balanced is call'ed Mitahara.

~~~q~f.t~ ~ ~ I !l'tli0,.1i:l ~ 'q'Rtj' ,r,:r;i' ~ : I

31W ~ ~ ~ ~,,i:lql§4'11NUl:II ~ o 11
0 great hermit! The action by which the body is cleaned and the dirt is removed by
water and the clay is called the exterior cleaning (Sauca) .while the meditation made on the
bonafide and benevolent spirit by means of mind is called the cleaning of mind. Apart from
it, the learned persons called cleaning the best knowledge that assumes as "I am the
sacrosanct soul."
~tq;aqR-t..ft ~ ~ i:littl-dRfiM: I

a,.i4H.a< ~ c6W ffl fcl~1!1d II~ ~II
This body is most impure in and out and the soul holding body is most pure and free
from the dirt particles. Thus, to whom should we made the purest when the innermost
knowledge of the soul and the body is acquired;
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*1H~~il QRfcl'*I ~

'lll' '{'ffi ~: I ~ l!G: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~II~~ II
*1Hli;!<l'1 ~ tfidtfifclfcl cfl'FR': I -:f" mfur FciiR.fo:hdo!.lqf,@ ~ ~ 11fclfclq__11 ~~II
0 the great resolute hermit ! The person who neglects the purity of knowledge and only
cleans his body is not better than a stupid who collects the lump of clay instead of the gold.
The yogi who is satiated and whose desires are duly met to the contentment at the state
when he acquires the nectar-like knowledge, nothing as the undoing or impossible is left for
him in this world. It still remains anything that it is clear that he is not learnt to the element.

Hli:6::l~SN ~ fciiMiSll,@.lkq~R.:i,'{11 ~~II
df4ilR-l&!,lt4;i..j

y.ts"ffimre: ~: I ~ ~ fcrf.& ~ ~II~~ II

No liability and the duty is lying for the great souls known to the soul, is left
throughout the three worlds. 0 the king of Saint! You should know as the everlasting
Brahf'1a to your soul when it is equipped with the means of non-violence etc.

ll'fiFmr:
(fq":

~:II

tj<11t:1qlf,@ct4 ~ I

~'6fcl"~~~ll~II

~l:!'~: ~,hql~'111~11

There are ten rules, i.e., penance, contentment, theism, generosity, devotion, modesty,
Japa, wisdom, resolution and listening to the doctrine have been staed. These are described
as under.

~

mur tfi~ii,~,(.jo11RRl: 1

~1-0(~flqUj ~ $~'6Q<l ~:II~ II

According to the scholars, decaying the overflowing power of the body by holding the
fast like K.rcchracandraya!).a as prescribed in Veda's is called penance.

cb1' err~:

~ ~ "tjmt !,l@QiSlq11..1

$fcl1Mli:6.:iqJ*1F@Q: ~ ~:11~11
The metaphysician accepts as penance when the concentration is made on the question
like what is emancipation and how and by what reason this world is badly tied?
t44i@lt?fl'qdl

~ ~ . ~ 1'7"1ll ~ ~ : vim: QR*11~i:6d~HI: II~ II

~~IRH1i:6Q4~tfaVlflll ~ I ~

~ "fq"@" l:!'

fcli,a~g:

am~: 1

fcmm'r t4'i1Gif-@cf4!j'6Q<l II ~ 11

The scholars consider as contentment the state of pleasure in heart felt on having
everything as per the god proposes. In other words, the pleasure in mind felt due to
detachment for the pleasure of divine abode including the abode of Brahma too is called the
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contentment by the learned persons. It is theism as perceived in a man in garb of his firm
· self confidence on the modus-operandi (religion) as prescribed or contemplated in Vedas
and other memoirs.
"41<-llf-iii~4 ~~~~I

~ <-1&~<.i,ij ~ ~ mlfll \911
I only deem the wealth in the category of donation which is given to the needy persons,
the learned persons suffering from pains or given as to reveal respect for the great man· of
characters subject to such wealth is earned by using the legal means.
(l'iit!.ttld ~ 611 1156:!.i~fllre,-11 I

ffie1re_dgd clilt ~ I I G II
It is the worship of god if the activities are free from the defects prognosticated. to arise
in garb ofviolence and representing the false statements or speeches as also the work which
is free from any kind of attachment.
~ ~1"1¥Hfi i f ~

,rt RI

!,l\"<.IPl\"<.161 41.a&i ~~1-MielOi ~ : 11' ~ 11

This soul is the truth, the knowledge, unending, the best and everlasting. It too is
undeviated and in the form of supreme pleasure. It is listening to or pursuance with the
doctrine when one has strong faith on the doctrines in course cf performing his activities.
~~~Rfitbqlff~

~ clilt ~ I

~ m ~r~: ~ gi:filfttd11
~if'ri!~mm~11~011
- It is the shyness or the modesty that makes a man to hesitate usually to involve in the
deeds condemned by the Vedas and the rules and laws prevalent in the world. An obeisance
on the preachings mac!e in Vedas is called wisdom_.

~

i:ftqre,f!IS'N ITTf ijdt.Qelf-id: I

~<(l'ifi~el 1ff1T1JI' q:;.;i1141«1 -iN: wa:11 ~~II

It is Japa duly allowed by the teachers in pursuance with the channel suggested by
Vedas at the reciting manner as noted therein.
tb(w(HI~ ~ ~ -t14~11ei ~ 1 $@i;lij if ~ 'e' -iN: ~ -qm11 ~~ 11
~ ~:

fi' ellffii:.6)

q1-1<-F@$>.flll n II

In my opinion, the Japa is to engage the propensities of mind in Veda, Kalpastitra, the
holy books, Pura:t;1a and the history. The Jap_as are of two kinds. The first is made by
reciting and the second is made mutely or merely in the mind. ·
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a11R.ic61Qi.yf6~W ~ : qfl:ciilfaa:1

-qr;fffl q;;i;;i&1H"IGii:(~fct&1q1~: II~({ II
The Japa made by reciting also are of two kinds. The first in which a man loudly recites
the hymns and the second in which the man merely whispers. Similarly, the Japa made in
the mind too is classified in the concentration and thinking.

a«hfq1~Qi¥}U *4t;'61!]019i:4d I
~ i'1$?.f1Qj~fl: *lg'61!]01~i:4dll ~~II
~G\'Q?Y ~ ll24lffilfiH{{l ~ I

~:~~:~~II ~~II
It has been stated that the Japa made by whispering is one thousand times better than
the Japa made under loud recital. Further the Japa made in mind is better as much as
thousand times then which is made by murmuring. The Japa made with a loud voice
provides all persons the due consequences but it is unfructified in case the men of lower
srotra have heard to the hymns so recited.

II~: ~:II

,(,elf,@cli •

W ct1:i:rug1*1~

~ I ~ 9ffil*14 ~ qi:i:1*1'1t'li:f ~II ~II

,a@lij'1ijqjl94 ~ ;rcrtj- 9R9fi'611 ,Jiitett:i:-a) ~ ~ ~ ~II~ II
ijq~1i:fWlccfi'fll':

,(,elf,@cli ~ I ~ ~ !l° ,prqri fi(fl;Jti!q_ll ~ 11

~SN~~~ ~ I 3i~·Bli:fM tJ~lli4-@i<QIT 69Bht'IOI !1'11({11

3icU'64U ~ ~

41Gi'1Hi;.4'(1 ~ ~ *1ci<P1cqe11qgq_11 ~ 11

0 the great hermit! The Asanas or postures have been stated as nine in numbers. These
are Svastika, Gomukha, Padmasana, Virasana, Sirilhasana, Muktasana, Bhadrasana,
Mayurasana and Sukhasana. To maintain the neck, the head and the body duly erect by
trapping both feet in the middle of knees and pubic is called Svastika Asana. One should do
a regular practise on this Asana. To pull and put the ankle of right foot at the rear part of the
left and the _ankle of the left foot to the rear portion of the right is called Gomukhasana. 0
BrahmaJ.J.a! To keep both feet on the pubic and gripping their thumbs by moving both hands
towards feet is called Padmasana. This Asana removes all kinds of ailments.

~ !l° ~ fct-<1?!1_1 ~chill: ijqi*11-1I ct1:i:1*1'1~G0ti't'!_II ~ II
To sit at a place keeping the body erect and placing the left foot on the right thigh is
called Virasana.

~ ~ ~qUl¼IE'I: ~:~:~I~ *1&.11Wi'1 ~ ~ I I
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~ ~ ;aq1~iazi -:~(511~~"1?:J

vm- 'ifl &hficii:bn ~ ~ ~;gq1f%a:11

f.ae;1:a4 ~ ~ ~ : ~II G. ~-~II

In Simhasana, both ankles are· tikeri. ar the colateral part below the testis in a position
that the left ankle should fix on.the· right colaieral and by right ankle the left colateral part
of the testis. Both hand~ are k'ept o~( the kn~es and fingers are stretched, the mouth is
opened, concentration is rriade at the.fon;pointvf the nose through eyes.

~ ~ ~1:101¼11!.1:

mcRU: ~ : 'fa:'rr«l1

i:mfimft 'if ~ ~ ~ ~ ...~ "'li5l~afal:l(Plfci41~H1{11 \911

In Bhadrasana, both ankles are placed in the colateral regions of the testis, the colateral
parts and feet both are firmly tied by the hands and mind concentration is made. This
posture compounds all ailments arising due to consumption of toxic substances.

RQlsil mcr.ff ~ ~OkH1&Cfid:I
'cl1lt ~ ~ 9'ffilij4fit~ ~ i i l

11

In Muktasana, the micro line drawn in the region of testis is pushed by the left ankle
and the left line is pushed by the right ankle.
'HJl!i4R ~ 'ij&f ~ ~ I
1&Cfil~( 'if

~ 9-ffilij4M~ ~II~ II

0 hermit! In Muktasana, one should place the left ankle on the genital organ and the
right ankle on the left ankle.

~~~:I~ QINIMta..J: f.ria;l~efil!lq14:a:11 ~o II
:ag~afi,1<:~ a_OsclG_&llfl-4 ~ : I q~{lij4qaf¼lffi&QIQ!,IOll~H1{11 ~~II
0 great hermit! One should place his both palms on the ground, the elbows in this
posture should touch the both colateral parts of the navel. Then, he should be erect like
stick by lifting up his head and the feet both. The posture so made effaces all kinds of evils.

ir,:r ~ moT ~ ~ ' i f f t l
a~<s11:a4f1-1fg'ffiq~1'ffi~ffi4ret~1_11 ~311

The posture that renders extreme comfort and the patience while sitting is called
Sukhasana. The devotees weak in body should resort to this very posture.

am fclm ir.:r m ~. ;s:i~,a(.j1l'
af.r.r fcrfu;n' ~:

!,11011414 ~~II~~ II

The person conquers the trio-worlds in its entirety who have conquered or established a
good control on these postures. Hence, 0 Sarilqti! Do Pral).ayama always by practising the
yoga in this manner.
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The contents of this part are introduction of the nerves, the pilgrim of the soul and the
magnificence of the knowledge of the soul.

ffiR ~ f!@:jOOlcltllfi-&lltiicfi4ll ~ ~lfuH~l~ i'l~Nlliai.:tG!.1~11 ~II
firc6l'ot 4j-JIHi 9 fltliffffi ~ ~ I ~ @fi·Hli~ ~ ~ ~ : I I ~ II
~ 9r:.1,11"ffi4j-JIHrl% ~ 1 cn~ ~ '!H,~1<1-;iic11fi·Hq_11 ~ 11
0 Sanlqti! This human body is merely ninety six fingers in measurement made by the
hand of the concerned person. The place for fire is existed in the centre of this body. Its
colour has been stated analogous to the melting gold. It is of triangular shape. We have
explained this utmost fact to you. The region to do finger up from the region of anus and
two fingers below from the genital should be deemed as the middle part of the human body.
It is the Muladhara. However, nine fingers upside from this region is the place for the
cluster of nerves (Kanda).

f.4~,(~*141i!.114fcl *<fl< 9Pt~n=rc11 ~€§2.1osft41cfil< ~

~ ~ ~1·1~gf:t~-1=rc11 ~ ~

9 (i:1•11Rfir: 11 ~ 11

'tl~i.l@ gchlfaa111411

The length and width of that cluster is four fingers each and it is just in oval shape of
the hen. It is adorned or duly covered by the membranes at the upper side.
0 the hermit laurette! The scientists also have stated that the nucleus of the navel is
existed at the middle of the cluster. The nerve existing just at the middle has been described
as Su~umna by the scientists.

rasRf

qforn1-().I I

mm ~ 9R~fi'ci I faflH@fl~f.llful mm ~ I I ~ II

~ ~ ~ ~ flH<:lffil ~ "q ~ ~ ~f-@Nilt;I i!.i~lf~'1111\911
~H~-l-tl

~~ ~

Qi!.if~'111.

~~~~II t., II

As much as 72,000 nerves exists around that cluster. The cardinal nerves among them
are- Su~umna, Pin.gala, I<;la, Sarasvati, Varul).a, Pu~a, YasasvinI, Hastijihva, Alambusa,
Kubu, VisvodarI, PayasvinI, SankhinI and GandharI. These are fourteen in numb.er.

anm ffl.9'-lii 41 I¾ f.l f,@ ~ li::I ih1iih1411
~gi.:i,ilra m '!ffifil' ~ ciGl-<lciRfir: 11 ~ 11
Out of these fourteen nerves, the first three are most inportant and major. Further,
Su~umna nerve is the greatest among these three. The metaphysicians have addressed it as
Brahmanac;li.

~ c:11UIIGU~4 ~ I

'fli 4~cfiQ4:.d ~ '§!.l@fua111 ~o II
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· The stick like formation is renowned as the spinal chord. It is a junction of bones. The
Su~umna nerve accesses to the brain by making its way between the hole made in these
bones.

~: m

~o:sR11 ~ 'if.1"1 ~e!.l1i@~q1 m ~o:s~"l !JR"A"dq11 ~~11

~1c1a1~rc1ei ~ ;jj1:11-si1~r:i ~ : 1

Tffur: ~

r:i~e1 ~ fu.rar11 ~~ 11

0 the hermit Laurette! The ku!).c,ialini is existed just below two fingers from the cluster
of navel. It has been stated in the form of the eight nature i.e. the earth, the water, the
splendour, the wind, the ether, the mind, the wisdom and the ego. That wind exists by
covering from all sides the colateral part of that cluster and restricts the attempts, the water
and the food.
*4!}@4 .gq1eti6l ~~Hl!j¾i 'if.1"1 ~~¥"1141 ~ ~ ~ ~ fu.rar11 ~~ II

.gn:c1~1 ~~ ~ :

~ 4~1f~11 ~ ~
4~1f~-<-II:

fui:@1 ~m ~f~Nt&{f ~ ~ : 98'!cl~I: 11 ~~ 11

98'!cl~l:I ~~

m.if ~ mw.!I ~~II
"AH-cl~I m.if "!,l1mT 4~1f~1ill ~~II

~f~Nt{til41

~i)q~ ~ ~!.l@fudll ~

0 hermit! It keeps covered the mouth of Brahmarandhra through its extension. The
nerves Ic,ia and Pirigala are existed at the left and right to the spinal respectively. The nerves
Sarasvati and Kuhii are existed at both colateral parts of the spinal. The nerves Gandhari
and Hastijihva at the back and front to the Ic,ia nerve respectively. The nerves Pu~a and
Yasasvini are respectively existed at the front and the rear of the Pirigala. The Visvodari
nerve is existed in the middle of the kuhu and Hastijihva. The Varu!).a nerve is existed in the
middle of the Yasasvini and kuhii. The location of Payasvini has been stated in the middle
of the Pusa
. and .Sarasvati.
'll.l!fHl41:"AH-cl~I

mil" "!,l1mT ~ ~ I awi'~"AI fu.@r

Ql~Q4-<l ~ I I ~\911

~ '!1~¥"1141 ~ : ~ ~ : I ~ fu.@r ~ (flRHl"Al.flM&.l<l II ~l 11

~ 9 .ga141.g1-<l *1fu!la, !JR~ff'ci 1 4~1f~-11 ~ ~ Qlc{l~·a1.flft.1&.1<l 11 ~~ 11
~ ~~ NifH141*g ,pffl: I q4f~11 ~ 41Rl:@.I · ~ ~ ~:II~ 0 II
The location of Sarikhini is in the middle of Gandhari and Sarasvati nerve. The
alambusa nerve is extended from the middle portion of the cluster to the anus. The second
nerve of Su~uml.)a is Raka and the Kubu nerve is existed at the east to it. This nerve is
enshrined both sides i.e. up and down. Its location has been stated as extended upto the
right nose. The Ic,ia nerve is extended upto the left nose. The Yasasvini nerve is extended
upto the thumb of foot. The Pu~a nerve is extended upto the left eye by moving from the
back side of Pirigala. As per the scholars, Payasvini nerve has been stated that it extends
upto the right ear.
"A(*4ffi ~

~1&:f'ldl

~ ~ 'if.1"1 ~f~Nt{til om .g&1Ql~l~·8i.flf~&.1<l II~ ~II
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';fTlr

ell ;nil' ,(.fo!.lcfiOIT.flf~&lfll ~ ,(.fo/.1~511.fll ~ cl~i.flclfc::M:11 ~~II

The Sarasvati nerve is extended upto the tongue and the Hastijivha nerve upto the left
thumb of the foot. The Sankhini nerve is extended upto the left ear. The persons known to
Veda l,ave been stated that the Gandhari nerve is extended upto the left eye.

~ ; n i l ' ~ o!.lclf~dll '!lTUITSQH,©l!ll "&IR: ;gq1.ft~H ~~II~~ II
-;nTT:

~~~~:1 ~~~mf.cr~cm:rcr:11~~11

~ !,11011~(4: 1ffl ~:~~I !,IIOltj*1Wl!llQH: ~ : !,IIOIW414~11 ~l\11
The position of Visvodara nerve has been stated in the middle of the cluster. The ten
breathings have been stated. These are Prat_ia, Apana, Vyana, Udana, Samana, Naga,
Kurma, Krkara, Devadatta and Dhanafijaya. These beathings are circulated all over the
nervous system. The fine winds are cardinal among these ten breathings. Further, the Prai:i.a
and Apana have been given the utmost importance out of these cardinal breathings.
~IW•Hfocfiifiq&l ~ oV.rr ~I ~101tj#lsf.wrr

F«'4 crmt !!R{-Mq11 ~ GII

crmr F«'4 1G*4Hi-Jllj~ I m ~ qia)t ;nm ~ ~ ~II~ \911
" & I R : ~ ~ cfi~~i· 1~41<fil, 1,1,oi:wu~ lWf '€fq crmr gf:t~nrc111~t11
~

3GHtj#I

fciw:r:

41Gifl~W4HN I ~ :

;gJ~~~ ~ Rta~tj~l(4: II~~ II

The wind known as Pral).a always exists in the middle of nose and the mouth, in the
middle of navel and the heart. The Apana wind always exists in anus, genital pubic, knees,
the entire belly, waist, havel and the thighs. The Vyana wind is circulated in both ears, both
eyes, both shoulders, both ankles, the region of Pral).a and the throat too. The Udana wind
circulates in both hands and the feet. The Samana wind circulates with equal pace all over
the body.
•Wllfc::cll(4cl: 1ffl (cl•Fw,ufc::~ ~ : I R:JEIH·il'iijl,(,icfii,(,i~ !,IIOlcfi'f ~~II~ 0 II
~QHl&lfll ~ fctoi,11fc::fct;g;ji4q_1 ~ : ,(,lef,(,lli:t1'4 ~

!!R~W=III~ ~II

The five winds including Naga, circulate in the skin and the bone. 0 San].qti! The
exhale, inhale as also coughing are the functions of the Prai:i.a wind. The Apana wind does
the function of discharging the excreta and the urine. 0 the laurette of hermit! The Samana
wind accommodates adjustment all over the body.

~ :ail!cl•lq4 cfi(l~cl ~ ~ : I 'o!.l'Rt' fctcllG/fi&l"ffil

¥

clGl.flclfc::f4: II~~ II

Vl'"ffil' 41•11@.lfll ~ I ~4-Jl(4fll ~ "q;"q' ~~~II~~ II
f.t4\e-i-11R:: ~ ~ g ificti<W ~, ~c1¢c1w fcrR a.{lc64 gi:61fitaq_11 ~ ~ 11

a«mfc::101:

The Udana wind circulates upward. The scholars expert in Vedas considered that the
Udana wind is mly the originator of sound. 0 great hermit! The Naga wind does the
function of vomiting and eructation etc. The Dhanafijaya wind renders the beauty to all
organs of the body. The kurma wind does the function of opening and closing the eyes. The
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Krkala wind makes to feel the hunger and thirst and the Devadatta wind does the function
of creation, laxity and dormance to the body.

~~emu: m c r r ~ ~ ~ ~ : I Nfj*tl~i ~ : ft.llfR(~f41 fcHIU!J~11~411
43:1:ofil~c:1a1 i@?r ~ c:11~~c:1a11 e1f~<tf%:i•1fi:lsi1~1~ eRiUTl' ~ ~11 ~ ~ 11
0 the hermit laurette! The god to the spinal nerve is Lord Siva, Lord to Ic;la nerve is
Lord Vi~tJ.U and Lord to Pitigala rterve is Brahma. The god to SarasvatI nerve is Virat
(gigantic). The god to Pii~a nerve is Sun konwn as Pii~a, the god to Varul)a nerve is the
wind and god to Hastijihva nerve is Varul)a.
4~1f(,c:l-<II ~ ~ I 3k-1~,(,fl41 3i4iflfql ~ : qfhtilRta:ll~\911

~: ~ VfffiT ~ il~~c:ldll

~l~P.B~qlWiN4M•<U: !NM@: 11 ~ ~ 11

0 great hermit! Lord Sun is the god of YasasvinI nerve. The god to Alambusa nerve is
VarutJ.a, the god of water. The goddess to Kuhii nerve is K~udda (hunger). The god to
GandharI nerve is moon, the god to · SankhinI nerve is also the moon and the god to
PayasvinI nerve is Prajapati.
fcPa'lc:.<IMSll41~ '1Mc:1141c:lc:li: 'Q'@':I ~~~~~11~~11
Nfi*'l4i

:,:fclwa~O.

ac:.fuc:.i 'SRI Nfi*'141f~:Sl4i

g emit:

tj,bqoj

g «<(II~ o II

ffl' ~ ac:,1.ijaRfir:1 ~ Nfi*t14i g !,IIOlij,bqoj ~11~~11
'c:.fa.:101144fi:tt=gf6 Nfi*'•41fi:tra ~-, $:S•Nii*l41: m '4'c:.T '!,ITOT: '{{lfl1To: 11 ~ ~ 11
d§*1<14Ui

The god to Visvodara nerve is god of fire. 0 the great hermit and expert in Veda! The
moon and Sun are circulated always in Ic;la nerve ·and Pingala nerves respectively. The
transition of the Sun from the Piiigala nerve to Ic;la is called Uttarayal)a by the learned
hermits. In the similar fashion, a transition of Sun from lQil to Piiigala is called
D~il)ayana. 0 hermit! When the· breatlring moves at the joining of Ic;la and Pingala, the
intervening time in called Amavasya within that body.
~qlc:llft.11 ~

VfffiT ~ ~ 'SRI 4lMl€il~ '4'c:.T '!,ITOT: ~ : qfu:sdlttq II~~ II
~ ~ ffl' dlQaWIQ«\tt¥H !,1101.Q#\ ~ ~ !,llfci~IEIC::111~~11

~~

m a1q.ftw'iclfi1:.a&:1 f.r:~l«lf.@iij4 'ijci lfmr.rt ~ ~11~411

~ : ¥J:St-n004 '4'c:.T '!,ITOT:

',(,f'tfp@': I

,{,(lq!fe!OIMfgffi ~ d=tcffcic:.i cRII ~-~ 11

~ Nfi*'41 '!,ITOT: ~o:g~j~l4q1a1a:1 ~ ~ 'J4afq4!1e!Ui !fR9,WC.ll~\911
The ascetics has stated the time as a yoga namely, Adyavi~uva, when the breathing
inserts in Miiladhara. 0 great hermit! When the breathing wind enters into Sahasrara Cakra,
this time has been described by our great hermits as the climax state -of the Vi~uva yoga.
The exhale and inhale of breathing have been considered as the Saiikranti of respective then
month. 0 master among metaphysician! The time when the breathing comes near to
KUtJ.c;lalinI by means of Ic;la nerve is called the lunar eclipse. When the breathing enters in
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the region of Kui:u;lalini through the Pin.gala nerve, it has been accepted as the time of solar
eclipse.

mcra fm:m ~ ~ &ie.1,dh, c1maH.ff q61!.il;it 'ici,~101-1:<,1 mirit11 '6 l II
In this body too, there is existed the pilgrim place namely Sri Saila instead of the head.
The popular pilgrim place i.e. Kedara is enshrined on the forehead. 0 the hermit of great
conscience! Kasi is existed in the middle of the nose and both eyebrows.

~ ~i:l~I~

ffl'

ttf(.l{\6ijl

fue;~( ?J ~ aTISm:

i:MM1Mll'l_ll'6~11

Kuruk$etra is existed in the region of both nipples. The king place of pilgrim i.e
Prayaga is· existed in the heart lotus. The pilgrim place i.e. Cidambara is existed in the
central region of heart. Kamalalaya, the place of pilgrim is existed in the region of
Muladhara Cakra.
~ ~ ~ ~ cfif€i' fc1q1~fo1il.o,oli

The person who moves to and fro to visit in the exterior place of pilgrim by giving up
his visit to such pilgrim place of soul; is a man who searches out the glass by giving up the
precious gems already existed in his hands.

~ 1R ~ vmai° ~&i:fiff~I ~V.lif('IW-$.J<l cnFffi' a:t-<-11!,llf&i~<l WfTII l.o, ~II
~ 8t<.1'101if.t ~c1H:61B1Rf.tf4a11_1

mfTRt ;i-

!,l'l:j,q.fl fcllfq!,l~lli:61~0111_11 l.o. ~ 11

The place of pilgrim known as spiritual place is the best among all. A man kisses and
embraces his wife as also his daughter but spirit lying behind is thoroughly distinct and
separate. The man perfect in yoga keeps extreme faith and obeisance on the place of his
soul's pilgrim and seldom resorted to the hurdles made of wood and stone and the places
where the rivers are flown.

cr1fg~11!1ltQ( ffil!fq;a~')l!f ~ I ~ q6i~11!fq.:ah111!f fi(l!fi:fi'l_li l.o. ~ Ii
These places of pilgrim innermost are the best among the worldly places of pilgrim.
These are the great pilgrim places and the places otherwise then are redundant in toto.

fu'tlq.a~id ~ 'ffl'2i<(;l1~4 ~ 1

~sfq- ~ -~·muosrnc11:tJRl11l.o.'61i

fcl~c11<.1-1i:61A~ ~ ~ ~ ' c1mo1-1:<,11R&i

m B'RclT ~ ~ : 11...,..., 11

As a vessel full of liquor cannot attain purity even if it is watched outside many times;
the impure mind or the propensity dwelling in the heart cannot be made rure by mere
taking a dive in the worldly pilgrim places. The man can only make him holy when he takes
a bath in Vara:oasi etc. pilgrim places as these are existed in the middle of the nose and
eyebrows in the intervening time of Vi$UVa yoga, Uttaraya:oa, Daksi:oayana and the time
when the sun and moon are eclipsed.
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*1l-1i!fPIQUOli ~~~I ~lcl!?Jc@laq*1Hi

mW SR~Hfcill '-\ G11

The water used for washing the feet of scholars stands as the best pilgrim place for
cleaning the bosom of the persons looming large in the ignorance.

~GR'~~ c6m Qli:1101&> ~ I
wrcr~~wrcr~~11t.._\911

An entity of the supreme soul is residing in the form of Lord Siva in this very body.
The foolish and ignorant person continuously searches the god in the place of pilgrim,
donation, Japa (silent recital), offering, wood and in the stone because of not realising Lord
Siva in his own body.
3Rf:~

lIT

qfo·ll*! •

~ "ircra1

~ f4osf!ft3*1 fM~~chq1fll-1: II'-\ l 11
0 Sanlqti! The person who only worship the icons and neglects the elements of
supreme soulJhat remains ever-lasting in his heart is like a man who licks his elbow and
throws the morsel in the hand.
fii1c1q1fllR ~ gfuq1~ ';J"

itfi"R: I

~ 1-lici!til?.IT~ vfui:rr: qfo:fifc-Qcli: II'-\~ 11
The yogis perceive Lord Siva in their own soul. They never resort to worship the pieces
of stones and the wood. The icons are notional and only to inspire the men to have a
spiritual faith on Lord Siva who already is residing in the hearts of all living organisms.
31'!cfqQ( ~ :@lkq14 ·,(,lf4qt;,~¥{1
!,I· '4f.14ql+~ ~: ~ ~ ~ I I Go II

41sl!-l:5J ~smt ~ ~ I
,(,ifjft3*1kq41ss~q14q~f'-l~cl ~ I I G~II

The person competent to peep into his soul and perceive the Brahma in garb of pleasure
only observes in the true sense that Brahma is unborn, all causative, always true, excellent
and in the form of conscience in depth. 0 great hermit! This human body is only a cluster
of nerves and always void of essence. Give up all attachments with this trivial body and
resolve by your wit that you yourself are in the form of supreme soul.
amf\i~~~l~~~';J"~IIG~II

~ ~ ~ *114iil&tl'"!J~I 3ffi1Ht ~ ilGq:g.fi fcn cfiU&.4@11 G~ II
A scholar and the patient man seldom suffers agony when he duly realizes the
everlasting element of supreme soul who is distinct from the body even after residing
within it, a noble, omnipresent and god to all. 0 great hermit! who will discuss on the topic
of establishing the false discrimination between the soul and Brahma at a state when the
ignorance is entirely eliminated by virtue of the true knowledge.
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ll'Q'iJlf:

'{g1Js: 11

The method of purifying the soul has been described here under-

ijUiei=i\!14 -q- @8iillsl~If4

~:I

~ ~ ~ Ull4-§llci~iiil \icllUiiP(II ~II
Satilqti again asked Lord Dattatreya- "O BrahmaJ).a! kindly tell me in brief and lucid.
the process of purifying the nerves so that I could be able to attain emancipation as a result
of due concentration on the element of SUP.reme soul after the nerves duly purified."

~ .PJ1lJ ~

-1ls1¥Jf4 ~ : I _ .

fci~f6c6tl:a~f6: cfi1q:acfi~clN'fd: ii~ ii
Lord Dattatreya replied-c "O Saiilqti! I am going to describe the method of purifying the
nerve in a succinct way. One should very first do all activities prescribed by the holy books
and the prevalent law of the country considering his pious duty to perform then. He should
give up the desire as also the resolution to have to yield of favourable results. (The I,l~i
herein wants to refer that a ma!} has sometimes decide some reverse way unmatchihg with
the worldly outlook in which nothing is expected as a favourable result. In case, if he
hankers for the fruit, the activity cf much importance will not be made by him thereby
causing direct or indirect detriment to the interest of the society as a whole.)

4qfeJl;!i~!ffi: VJRf: ,(.if(4Q(i4Ui:l

~sm:q-4cif,Ev.1d:

ijUi'~IIRNU ~ : n ~ ii

He should be in patience and truthful and follow spiritually; all the eight parts of Yoga
including Yama, Niyama, etc. He should concentrate on his soul and obtain the education
duly from the learned person and offer the possible services to them.

'lfcral1I' ~ fat@:!~~

cRS?.tcrfl

lR1"{q- ~ ~ l@' ~ ijqlffid:il'gil

~ ~ ~ 9&1«&: ~SN clTI
ijq!t,i:IWI(: ~ : :a~dl~: ~ : i i

-;mmt ~ fat~q~ g-04c6'(1
<(;li:1-dqi;!d Q~i!;i:ll'RIT ~ijqlffid: ii~ II

He should then reside in the state of a: mind in concentration· at a place with natural
landscapes and by constructing a hermitage or at the peak of a moµntain, at the back of the
river, under the shade of Bilba tree or a place in solitude anywhere in the forest. He
should sit on any of the posture facing the east or the north direction. The neck, the head
and the entire body should be kept erect and the mouth should be closed. The orbit of moon
should be considered or concentrated at the foreportion of nose and an element of supreme
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soul in the form of Turiya flowing a spring of nectar at the iota of Om; should be seen
directly through his eyes. The mind should be kept fully concentrated in course of such
presumption.

~ $11Ulql~6Q 9:dit(Cf)G) ~ I 'ffill'Sfr.r ~gqe.,,{$!j 9.1145Si:t1Mlcl~i~d'l_ll \911
fil-s-t1c:_.gq1gmqfi-tqj;jj fclfu.atH(I w.tilf&{~~cW4cfSIIOi Nfi'M41 ~: II G II

y.:r: N~41'l4

e1Q!iif11G1q3w)c1_1 9-tFcn~~4'q1f.tsae1 ~: ~: II ~ II

bl~ge1i.gt crt?.r f;i~ge1i(qc1 'efl

tt@ccii

fcli:R:mf4 ~ f;itjfil!1U~o II

The breathing air should be inhaled through the I<;la nerve viz. the left nostril and the
same should be stored in the belly. As a second step, he should concentrate on the element
of fire enshrined in the middle of the body and a notion should be made that the fire lord is
blazed with flames as a result of getting the touch of that wind. In the third step, he should
concentrate on the fire se.ed after joining the sound and the iota of Om. After doing this all,
the yogi should gradually exhale the stored wind of breathing through Pin.gala nerve viz. the
right nostril. This exercise should be made continuously upto three or four days or three to
four times or six times daily.

-ti:il1<JfoSAe11t.flffi 9"-4cfi.M~QMra:@: 1 ¥1U<Mga, <1m4~G1io<c1fii-t: 11 ~ ~11

~aimfo~dfki~

al'Mf..a~i4c6'l_l tllel~dlR tjq¥~iilcl~ei .gq1~)c1_11 ~~ II

As a blessing to the exercise so made, the nerves of yogi are duly purified and its
symptoms starts revealing. The symptoms mainly are- the body becomes ·light, the power
of digestion awakend and the sound of Anahata is felt. These symptoms express the
mastery on the exercise. One should involve himself in regular practise unless these
symptoms are apparently felt.

atv.4&atc1Ef4'*'
al#fl-tl..qff.t~
',Q'

(<41~1(Jf4 .gq1i.1)c1_1 arnqr ~ : ~ ~ :

mfu #11-tl~oID ~ I at~l-tqMqi el':

~~~

~&(a.Q:

~= 11

~IM~'4'ti-tffl4d:I

~= ~ ~ '.Q':u r~ 11

In case, the yogi doesn't prefers the abovesaid exercise, he may do the exercise of
purifying the soul. This soul is always pure, immortal, pleasure giving and luminated
automatically. However, the ignorance perceives the impurity in it. This soul starts
luminating with full radiance when true knowledge 1s acquired. The man is only pure and .
innocent who ways out the mud and dirt in the form of ignorance by application of the
knowledge soap. Contrary to it, the person attached to the worldly activities is not of a pure
soul.

lllffl: ~ : I I
The method of Prm;iiiyi1ma, its kinds, the outcome and the application has been. described
hereunder-
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!,11011+.uq:fiq ~~~~I !,IIOllt:llq ~

c!Ol*·li~qcfii: ' 5 f f i n f ~ : l ~~Volcf:

'!,ll'ffil" ):q'l{cfi~~: II ~II

"9fffi':

!,IIOll.s..11q~ ~:11~11

Lord Dattatreya said- "O Sanlqti ! Now I am going to tell you about Pra1)ayama. Listen
to it with perfect obeisance. Pra1)ayama is a process of controlling tht; breathing by
systematic adoption of Puraka, Kumbhaka and Recaka viz., Inhale, retain and exhale. The
three letters in PratJ.ava i.e A, U, and M are equated with Puraka, Recaka and Kumbhaka.
As the combination of these three letters is called Orh, the Pra1)ayama too is equated with
Prai;i:ava.
~ cl(~q(1i~

'!(f¾c:qlc;) ~ I

ffl: · . ~ ml' ~ I I ~ II

1!fui' ~ : t r n ~ ~ lffil't.ITI 3cfil(l3_fdq,11fq tjfq(.go1ci ~11~11
';s_'ffcfflJ ~ dlcl4l{l4'-NfQd(IH: I irfui' ):ql4<Wai.:i:tcfir{O(IRM ~:II~ II
ffl: N,j;f~ltU ml' i;.lbl,?l.:i:tbl+.11 Tf: I !,1(011+.lll-il ~ mmcf ~ I I ~ II
One should gradually inhale the wind through the Ic;la nerve viz. the left nostril and
restore it in the belly. In between the process, one should use the sixteen morns and
concentrate on the first letter of Orh i.e., As a next step, the wind so inhaled should be
withheld in the belly. This time too a Japa on Orh should be made upto the counting of six
morns. The wind should be withheld in a state of such concentration till it is possible. The
wind so withheld is then exhaled gradually through the Piligala nerve in the right nostril
and the last letter of Orh i.e. M should be used for Japa upto the time required for reciting
thirty-two morns. Thus, a single cycle of Pra1)ayama gets completed. A regular exercise
should be made by adopting this method.
lR: Nif&i+.IIQt.f ~ : ~ 1 alcfiHqffiqs11fQ f'1)~c61~qH*I: II '911
~

~

~

84Hl4~foi fc@.gu1ci tj,jjQ.ci,?TI I 3c6Hl3JJ ~ ~:~ ~ lffil't.ITll l 11

Having a mastery obtained on the process aforesaid; the yogi should inhale the wind
through Piligala netve i. e right nostril and the mind should be concentrated on the first
letter of Orh i.e 'A' upto the frequency of sixteen morns. The wind so inhaled and filled in
the belly should be withheld by imposing a control and with concentration on second letter
of Orh i. e 'V' upto the frequency of sixty-four morns.

ltcFiTt ~ ~sf.wrq:_1 ~ Tf: ~+.11R-s+.1l'lt.l ~f~11_11 ~ 11
~ ~ !,11011+.114 ~I~~ qoq(*lli:{_ ~ I I ~o II
Then as a final effort, the wind so withheld should be exhaled gradually and with
concentration on the third letter of Orh i.e 'M' upto the thirty-two frequencies. 0 great
hermit! The exercise of Pral).ayama should be made as a routine affair. The man so
practising, attains to the knowledge within the short span of six months.
cjf(Hti:{_ga~fcii;.(,+!.i('iif'ii8il'i-i ~I~~ ~i:JR(d?:J ~:II ~~II
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!,IIUltj~q~~cl ~Hl'Sfhl ~fcl~@ I d:llttm~IQ(Uj 6114l'6~) ~ ~ ~:II~~ II
"'
"'
tj'3_Ul~Cl-lcls,l~1~hoi ~ ~ I a:tfi;fJ):,q,4 cll41'6i;U~'qcfi: Wo: II ~~ II

The person realizes the Brahma as a result of exercising Pral)ayama·regularly upto the
period of a year. Hence, Pral)ayama should be made regularly. The person performing his
liabilities by engrossing himself in the great deeds, definitely attains the sacred knowledge
through Pral)ayama and avails emancipation or liberty from the worldly ties. The process of
pulling the wind and storing it in the belly is called inhale (Puraka). The process of
withholding the air in the belly by which it is formed like a pitcher is called retention
(kumbhaka) and the process of exhaling the wind out from the belly is called exhale
(Recaka).

!,1.(4~..jcffi ~ !,IIOll~ifl! 'fflS~:I cfillR' ~ fcie.11~~14 -etifti.ifci~:11 ~~II

¥¥

~ ~lcl~~H<,i'l,fcl': I ~cl~ftq ~ : !,IIOll~lfl ~ ~ I I ~l\ 11

It has been considered a Pra:Q.ayama is mean category if the body is perspirated after
excercise. In case, the body shivers, it is called the Pral)ayama of medium category and if
the body is felt lifting upward, it is called the best category of Pral)ayama. A man therefore
should involve in regular practise on Pra:Q.ayama with aforesaid method unless its best
category is accomplished. On completion of the best category Pra:Q.ayama, the person
enjoys the pleasure.
!,IIOll~ttH

ftffi ~ ~ <qqfu ~ I ffi ~ ~:

~l&R-11'*-f\@

64ctf~a:II ~GIi

~ ~ : Q(qkqR fitlmr1 !,IIOll~lqQ(fllifll ~ ~ : I I ~\911

~ ~fc:tiffi¾ll'1ifaffffidll ~~~~~II ~GIi
0 great resolute! The Pral)ayama purifies the mind and the mind so purified starts
realizing the all sacrosanct element of soul. The breathing of the great men practising
Pra:Q.ayama on regular basis,joins with the mind and thus both of them are concentrated on
the supreme soul. On arriving at that state, his body gradually starts uplifting. He attains to
emancipation as a result of acquiring knowledge through Pra:Q.ayama so exercised. Having
mastery obtained on the process of inhale and exhale one should pay emphasis particularly
on the process of withholding the inhaled air (kumbhaka).
ijcfQtQfciRgm: ijR4 1~Hqc119~H(I q11::ilc1cctq11,-0Rt
!,ltull~l~chRBfll

;i-

fc:tiffii;N

qfe1a1R 'q" ~11 ~~ 11

~ I df41fficf!,1~($1..j ~ I I ~ 0 II

The yogi so exercising, Pra:Q.ayama daily, undoubtedly acquires the best knowledge and
exonerates from all kinds of ills. That person becomes as dynamic as the mind and puts the
mind under subjugation. The ailments pertaining to the hairs including their tt;.ning in grey
and other defects are also effaced. The person with perfect loyalty in Pni:Q.ayama can obtain
everything whatever he desires. Hence, the man should exercise Pra:Q.ayama with full
concentration.
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~...,,..,-.=,e,...!,11011?.0q~ ~ I

~

-,!.jl~l~i:filHSN ~ cfTS$!1cllflGIII ~ ~II

ID1lT ,(.lqltliG!.f '1<fil6:flG~o1 ~I~~~~~ ~II~~ II

0 great hermit! I am now going to tell you the peculiar application of Pral)ayama. In
the morning and evening or in the dawn or in the noon, the exterior wind should be inhaled
and established or stored in the belly, in the foreportion of nose, in the middle of navel and
on the thumb of foot.

flci:?t,,fclf:t4™ ....,c1a~~,a ~: 1 -11fll!l811<011a1fQ fifffi ~ ~11 ~ ~ 11
ftcitP1f:t~Rt: ~ ~ 81HOllc(r ~1ilu"1ga1 fcrg q1G1~·aRll81-11q_11 ~ -g 11
The man known to such application is liberated from all kinds of ailments and enjoys
longavity not less than hundred years. 0 the great hermit! As a result of retaining the
breathing air on the foreportion of nose, an extreme control on wind is obtained. All kinds
of ailments are removed when this wind is held in the middle portion of the navel and the
body enjoyes refreshing when the wind is held on the thumb of the foot.

~ c11gq1ifiG!.I ~: N~ffiaa ~:, ~qG1ijl¼RS™

mrrr -1,:?t,,a,fiP:uq_11 ~ ~ 11

~ c11gq1'¾iG!.f Ni~l'!H f4il81~q_l N~G~aqani ~ ~@q1~41c(II ~ ~ 11
The person exercising Yoga and competent to pull the air through the tongue; always
remains free from ailments and seldom suffers from tiredness and the fever. The process of
entertaining the wind through tongue is that so pulled air through tongue should be
withheld at the route of tongue and it should be then duly sipped. The person attains to all
pleasures by doing this.

~ c11gq1ifiG!.1 ~ R{l81~c(I ~: N~Gl;!d ~ ~ ~ ~:II~ \911
0 metaphysician Sati.lqti ! The person who establishes the wind in the middle of the
brows by pulling it through the Ic;la nerve and thus entertains the purified nectar, becomes
free from all kinds of ailments.

~ c1Gafcl*1«!$!fr Nff-{'1ac1 ~, ;nm f:t:081~+1-1 ~ -;n:: 11 ~ l 11
0 great hermit! Sati.lqti! The wind retained in the region of the navel after inhaling it
through Ic;la and Pili.gala nerves, also makes the man concerned free from all kinds of
ailments.
qjfjqj,j blft.elll<Qi N1~41(i'41ITTidlll

cl"RNIT: ~ ~

3lWf ~ ~ ~ ~

-1~,Q~cj '-1' ~ : I

R_(l81~q_ll ~~II

~ c11gq1ifiG!.I ~ R{l81~c(II ~ o II

~ fcl-1~:qf:a om .m?1R-081-1ic(I om~ ftq1(1G!.I 81Fl~fu.Hf.(.I ~11 ~ ~11
If the wind is exhaled through the tongue with a spirit as if the nectar is being sipped in

morning, at noon and in the beginning regularly upto the period of one month and process
of its retention in navel zone is maintained; the defects or ills arising due to the distortions
of Va.ta and Pitta are undoubtedly eliminated. The aliments pertaining to the eyes are
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destroyed if the wind is entialed simultaneously and retained in both eyes. The ailments
pertaining to the ears are eliminated if that wind is retained in the ears. Similarly, the head
ailments are eliminated if the wind is retained on the head. 0 Satilq:ti! I have told you all
these solemnly.

fis1ilili11 fcl.:i~4Rt ·~k49'ffi
~Ql'11@49~1G/.I ~

1%' ~ 1 ,(,elf~i:61(-l.:iq1004 ijq1fi;aq.:i1~$!.011 ~ ~ 11

m-: m-:

I ~ l!ll<~Ml4ffiOITRi:6(011R "€111 ~~II

~~~~~~I ..jjij19llcll!IHI~ ~ i:fi<OIIR -efll~~II
One should concentrate the mind, establish the posture of Svastika, do the Japa of
PraJJ.ava, uplift Apana wind gradually and the ears etc. sensory organs should be duly
pressed by both hands. The ears should be closed by both thumbs, the eyes by both index
fingers and both nostrils by using two fingers· and the wind should be retained within the
head until and unless the nectar in garb of pleasure is appeared. 0 great hermit! the
breathing wind enters into Brahmarandhra by doing this process.

~ 41cl*11cl..l!~R 1!11(011((1 WIT: !,141('ll4~cl ~~II~~ II
~ T@' ~ ~ S ' ; ( ' q l ~ lMtltl!!EIR~III ~~II
w1uqiwi1~ ~ n,R1,1f.lc1oi ~ , ~ qij'!,I'*' ma:11~1M1-s€a, ~11 ~ \911
0 innocent Satilq:ti! A sound starts coming out like the conch cell when the breathing
wind enters into the Brahmarandhra. In between the exercise, that sound turns into
thundering of clouds. A sound as emerges when a fountain flows down from a mountain
arises when the breathing is duly established in the middle of the head. 0 great hermit! The
yogi subsequently attains soul-orientation and feels extreme pleasure.

g.:i~~HREQM~illffiijl(Ri!j@: I ~Oflfl(1Wi'1 ~ 41:S~~('!_II ~ G ii
"'
(-l&la)o1 ~ 4i:S~(~f:a:q1i$1(: 1 ~~:fu.rat ~ ~ ~ 8t4ati:6'!_11 ~ ~ 11
Subsequently, the perfect knowledge of the element of soul is attained· and the worldly
ties are entirely eliminated by virtue of that yoga (an another way to control the breathing
wind is herein described). The nerve existed in the middle of the anus and the genital is
called Sivani. It joins the half-parts of the body. The scholar should press that Sivani by
using his left and right ankle and presume the Jyotirlitiga namely Tryambaka at the joint
below the knees.

fcl-114c:6 " a ' ~ o'2IT ~ ¥ : I fM}f"11Hlfaqlt#i&.l c11gq&.1!1~i ~II~ o II

~ ~ Rl,sg'ffi.:i ~f;g:q11_1 1Hll!IIHQ ~ ~ <i' ~ R-Ol!l~q_ll ~ ~II
~ ~ ~ clQJi:(6.ij@ ~O:S~i'1_1

¥:

'tl!!4"141 c11gc1QJ.-11 ~ ~II~~ II

The yogi should concomittantly concentrate on mother Vagisvari and GaJJ.esa also.
Subsequently, Japa of Om with iota is to be made and the breathing should be established in
the middle of Muladhara by pulling it towards forepart of genital through its hole.
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Retention of breathing therein results in establishment of the fire duly blazed at KuQ.c,ialini.
The breathing by carrying with it this fire starts uplifting through the route of spinal nerve.

~ f i r m ~ I ~ : ~ : ~Hi:6W4 !iR~WClll~~II

~~

~,un4 RiQit1aNG1~sm1 ~ '!M<Pn fc14~4fu11~-,g11

0 great hermit! A good control on breathing is made as a result of such exercises. The
symptoms or indications revealing this control is felt initially through perspiration in the
body, shivering and finally uplifting of the body. All ailments pertaining to body and mind
are eliminated as a result of such exercises.

~ ~ ~ <-4lfl:44(1111?:l ~ I q ldcfilR fet4~4f~

\mfirr ~ tffllRf ~II ~ l\ II

~ 'QN ~ <-41R£ii1GQOlq~I ~~~~II~~ II
0 Sarilqti! The ailments like Bhagandara (fistula) and others are eliminated by virtue of
exercising this Pra.Qayama. All kinds of evils either greater or smaller are also eliminated.
The heart and mind both become sacrosanct as a mirror when the malafides and likewise
other ills are eliminated. On arriving at this stage, detachment towards all worldly pleasures
even which are available in the abode of Brahma etc. is emerged.

fet(i1i<-4 ~ ij(.11(1'4114 &ci("!.1(.111!14'{1 ~ Ql~IIQ~IR: ~ l'4iiccll ~ (.lGIWlcll.(11 ~1.911
*1141¥JdH-il ~ (.ltliGl~IRffl ~ I ~ (.lf4cfil4!t«i~

-a½cl'

qft:ei1c1Rt 11 ~ l 11

#IH~,(c;Qt\cfigJ11~dtt[~~: I 31~~,(c;Qq#IHIN~4..fl4'4 ~:II~~ II

arn=q~,(c;Qfcl*1HIG*1Hf4 ~ : I a:fluts':il'R q~l!,11*1 (l'llc:{14i ~ : 11 l\ 0 II
(llliEJij~ Vijl' 904q1qfetq~41{1 dtfl4T¥1

mftur ~ r,:r:

tjgg~<lll l\ ~II

The person so detached from the pleasure of this worldly ocean attains to the
knowledge that leads him to the emancipation. All kinds of worldly ties are eliminated as a
result of attaining to the element of supreme soul through that knowledge. The person starts
to engross in the pleasure of knowledge by giving up all activities if he had once enjoyed
that pleasure. The people of high understanding, consider this world as the sole source of
knowledge but the others not sacred in their approach observe this world in the form of
enjoyments. The ignorance is eliminated when the knowledge of soul is duly acquired. The
attachment as also affections etc. too are eliminated when the ignorance is fully decayed.
Owing to the lack of good and bad feelings and the attachment towards worldly pleasures,
the scholar is not compelled to revolve round the cycle of birth and death.

II~: ~ : I I
Different kinds of Pratyahara and its results are described herein.

w.rnr:

~ !,lfell~I< ~ I $f..,;410ii fcRrort ~ ~ : II ~II

ifl&IIGl~(ui ~ !,lfell~i<: ~ ~ I 4N~4@ ~

ffl ~ q~4..(.lq1(%a: II~ II
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!,l~lt\1-0 ~ ~tµfcff~: ~ : I

~Ei~®-i!?J4 cfT cfi-O~lq,(Ollf~cfi'l_ll ~ ii
~ ~ ~~\q,1~rt1r<: ~ s&Rri':wrcrr R~cfiqffo1 ~~1<11!1-1~f.§t:11~11
0 great hermit! I am going to describe about Pratyahara. Pratyahara is a process by
which all sensory organs usually enjoying and attracted towards the worldly pleasures are
to call back forcibly. Whatever is observed by a man, that all is Brahma and this
presumption or understanding when attained, the concentration of mind thereupon is called
Pratyahara as it is defined by the person known to Brahma. A surrender of all activities
either good or bad performed by a man throughout his life to the god or the supreme soul is
also called Pratyahara. In other words, Pratyahara is a concept that enables .a man to
perform all desired activities, presuming that these are in the form of service to the god.

cfilRIIR

1q"

G.fil!Hh'11!11

~ ~~lq,l~liji(: ~ ~ , :wrcrr cjj~qlifi&.4 ~HIMl4 RUl!fllq_il l._ 11

q;ua cfiOdl5(fo lffiiol!.1

3(1~~11ffiqlifi&.4 ~ RU8'llf(II Gii

~~~nffiqlifi&.4 ~o:s~i ~ RU8'llf(i ~o:s~,~~1111 fc1a1~Hll!f~ R<l8'llq_il \911
a:tl!IIQHl(Cf;IB!i'{

m-

1q"

~q&jqj d¼I\Nllj!lll ~ ~ R<18'llq_ll l Ii

Sl~iiji<lS~!fffi~ Sl~iiji(¼,: ~I~~ ~:11~11
To worship the lord by performing all desired activities too is called Pratyahara. So far
as Pratyahara as an exercise is concerned, the man should establish the wind from one place
to another like from the route of teeth to the throat, from throat to the heart, from heart to
the navel region, from navel region to the Km:i<;lalinI, from Kul)<;ialinI to Muladhara, from
Muladhara to the region of waist and from there to the middle of the pubic region. Then it
should be transferred to the knees, from the knees to the thighs and from thighs to the
thumb of feet. The scholars expert in Pratyahara since ancient period has named the above
said exercise as Pratyahara.

. flefQIQIR ~~~I~ cfj~qlifi&.4

'Rffi'f:

'!<llGRM fclaHtQrGaHq:@cfi'{r im1~1Gall a~Ht8'« •

~

1q"

~ cfiOdl!M

1q"

,(<;ff,@cfiffl-1:il ~o II
lq"il ~~ii

mefcl;r ~ ~ 1q" ~~~ii~~ ii

All evils as also all ailments in the form of birth and death are automatically eliminated
if the Pratyahara is made by aforesaid manner. The scholar should sit in Svastika posture,
keep his mind free from tensions, inhale the breathing air through both nostrils and carry it
over all regions starting from the foot to the head. He should retain the breathing air on both
feet, Muladhara, navel region, middle region of heart, at the root of throat, palate, in the
middle of brows, forehead and in the head. The retention of the breathing air gradually on
these all parts of the body is called Pratyahara.

~ ,(<;fif"lqffi fe1a1..ftq1ifi&.4 ftq1fua: 1 3mtRTss~ 'F!"R

i:tfJcti('Q

RUl!lllflll ~~ 11

Sl~lt\lc ftq1@1a: ma;11!Gi.fi~~fi:r:1 ~ ';!" fitifuGfq ~ i i r~il
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The learned person should do concentration in mind, separate the feeling of soul from
the body and making himself free from fatigues, do concentration on his inner soul
exclusively. The scholars of the Vedanta element has told this the real Pratyahara. Nothing
is scarce to gain for the man who does exercises on Pratyahara by the aforesaid manner.

II~: ~ : I I
The kinds and sub-kinds of conception is herein described.
~:

~

grroJJT: 'Q§ ~ I

~ijq&illij ~ ~SSc:fim ~ ~ I I ~II

wrr cfll@JIRH aa\NEIM?t iUr-11i~,G)1 ~ (1'pqj~1&i ~ ~ ~11 ~ 11
ijllUclMcfilU~ 4Sl9€€1H~bfiqlq_l ~ ,m

Vlmi" ~Jq1qfc1~niil:fl11 ~ II

0 great hermit! I am now going to tell you about the five kinds of conceptions
(Dharal).a). One should presume the extraneous ether within the ether element existed
within the body. Similarly, a conception (Dharal).a) should be made of exterior element of
the wind in breathing, exterior element of fire in the digestive fire (Jatharanala), the exterior
element of water in the water existing in the body, and this whole earth should be presumed
in the immortal part of the body. While making such conceptions (Dharal).a) for each and
every element, one should recite the seed hymns-Ham Yam, Ram, Varn, Lam respectively .
.This conception has been told the best for eliminating all evils.

~ ~ ~ ~ Qlli:l.fl9'€4°a1 itC::lli~H:a11.111.:ci~n \q&11~1s RMi~1cfi:11~11
~lcfil~li~H:<l~ ~ ~ :

qfo:b)faa: I ~ ~ fcfmj'

ffilli~l&i <mll l\ 11

~ ~ q~~IHliiffl 'i:.IIRMi~l&il allcfil~li~ qijl!,11*1 ~ ~a:1fts1cll(II GII
The portion starting from the foot to the knee has been called the part of the earth. The
portion from knee to anus is the water, from anus to the heart region is considered the part
of the fire. Similarly, the portion of the wind has been considered from heart to the middle
of the brows and the region of forehead has been called the part of ether element. 0 great
scholar! One should consider Lord Brahma in the element of earth, Lord Vi~I).u in element
of water, Lord Siva in element of fire, Isvara in element of wind and Sadasiva in the
element of ether.

~ Qcl' ~ ~ 9R!Hf-e41 ~ ~4~11~1* a(l~I+~*~ fflcllllll.911
~m~~f.,g:q1f;if4 ~Jq1qfcl¥J~ I j&)l~cfil4•lc141ful ~ ~ ~ 'cfiR1Jl'll t II
~4cfiHOlq&hMR~G.Mild-i'l_l ~ ~ ~1(~&01~ tR: I
$~1ful ~qlit~ q-i~l~R ~ I I ~ II
0 great hermit! I further describe one more conception (Dharal).a) for you. The learned
person should develop a conception of this element of supreme soul which is everlasting,
benevolent, pleasure giver,"full of conscience and intuitive person in a routine manner. All
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kinds of evils are eliminated by doing this. He should hold the best supreme soul within his
inner soul with a presumption that it is undescribable element of supreme soul beyond from
the wisdom, does welfare to all by merging in the respective cause of Brahma etc. in the
form of activity. In other words, he should firmly determine that the supreme soul too is
existed in the form of intuitive souls. While engrossing with such conception, he should
establish his mind in the supreme soul known as PratJ.ava. He should concomittantly pull
forcely all his sensory organs from their usual subjects and employ them in the soul itself.

ll';fcllf: ~ : II
Two kinds of concentration and its fruits or the outcome is being explained herein.

~ : ~ El'R'

ij<QIHl~Ft'(I 'Sl[(i' ~ °Qt

i&1' ~ I I ~II

~ ~ ~ ~-wt'(I msgfikt:U~)~ci &ll~ffl'ffl-wt'(ll ~ II
I am now going to describe the concentration that eliminates the worldly ties. It
functions as a penacea to all worldly ills. One should therefore concentrate on the supreme
soul, all immortal, in the form of truth presuming it in the form of his soul. The supreme
soul is the god of yogis, it holds odd eyes, Urdhvareta, universal form and Mahesvara. One
should presume with full loyalty in his wisdom that he himself is Para Rrahma, an
everlasting element of supreme soul.
31?.lcJT .Q&.14\~114 ~14q1+<;qilil'(I 3tf4fQqq(4 f.tcilq1ffi;q&11.ftciRid'(II ~ II

~s~i;;iq.ui:fi1~1qtj(-9~~qil1Pd'f'(1

;i-

w ;i- ii' ,1;gi1@q1,1qt1qiqqq_11 ~ 11

~ :efu:.i~H"Gq.j;d i&1' ~ I 31gqw)cilfi:t&11~~tli('lld fct!fffi~II 411
The second kind of concentration is that I myself is the supreme soul and it is in the
form of truth, god to all, full of knowledge, pleasure, sacrosanct, excellent, immortal,
beyond the beginning, middle and the end, beyond from the formidable ignorance, distinct
from the ether, distinguished from the wind as felt distinct always from the element of fire
as seen by the eyes, in the form of essence, water and distinct from the earth in the form of
smell. There are no apparent proofs to know it, it is excellent beyond the physique and it is
the truth, the mind, the pleasure and unending Para Brahma. The element of supreme soul
having such peculiarities should be concentrated in the form of soul and establish direct
relation with it. The concentration so made always ensures emancipation.

~ ~ ~ : I 56q~1.ftfct~14 fctGtl~d

;i- ~:II~ II

The man of wit who engrosses himself in the exercise of the concentration described
aforesaid, undoubtedly attains to the specific knowledge of the element of Brahma as
described in Vedas.
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llzyrtr: ~ : 11
The meditation and its outcome has been described herein.

:wmt": ~ ~ ~cHl~H'{I

~ : -l-ifcl5c:<1H1: 4<'"1i~cfidi -gra11 ~II
I am now going to describe the meditation that eliminates all kinds of worldly ties. The
meditation is nothing else than the appearance of determined wisdom regarding the
supreme soul and the living soul considering it one and all.
~ : ~ ~ ~ ({11:lctNia: I
~:

~ ~ ~ ';f' fcl<@IQd:11 ~ II

This soul is everlasting, immortal, omnipresent and free from all kinds of defects. It is
one but due to the confusion created by illusion, it appears distinctive. There is no
discrimination in it in real sense.
fH...ue,~?tcttf.(<l ';f'

v«mt ';f' ~ : 1 etl?.ltcfit~n

\:,lllcfil~TI qa1cfi1~1 ~ : 11 ~ 11

om 'tl14ffim ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ ~

~ ~fcl,(ci.Q~1R.@c1 ~ ~ : 1

yrorr ?if:.;:~1fu1 lRT ~11-g11
~ ~ ~ m flq1MR~i4fl11~11
;i-

T.f

Owing to this reason, only Advaita is the truth. There is nothing like the illusion or
world. As the ether is called with two names i.e. Ghatakasa and Mathakasa, the people in
ignorance consider the supreme soul in two forms i.e the living-_soul and the Isvara. I am
neither body nor breathing, neither sensory organs nor mind but only the element of
supreme soul in the form of Siva because of my always existence as a witness. 0 great
hermit! The determined wisdom presuming this only is the meditation.

WS~ ~ ';f' m:ml' ';f' -q:ffi'S~: ~ I ~ tfi-ld<ji·lfc; .gg~,15fi:etft '!fl: II~ II
~ H' a«-j,,iPf.ir¼:1e1,~a, a+q,.ir.:i: ~'..j'Jfur ;jj,,.ir,~, T.f '..j'Jfur fu11\911
I am that supreme Isvara and not the living-soul fastened in the world. Hence, no
existence of anything different than me has been remained in any time. As the froth and
waves ultimately merge with the ocean, this world is originated from me and ultimately it is
merged with me. Hence, the causative mind for creation too is not distinct from me. No
separate existence of this world and illusion than me is here.

~ Q<qlffllS~ ~ : YcfiiWld: I 'fl' g ~ T.f ~ ffl' ~ lfo'lll GII
Thus, perceiving of this supreme soul as ones own soul enables the man concerned to
attain the sense of supreme soul always immortal and the supreme industrious.

~~~

mRI' -.r ~ I ~S&li:1~14'1 ~~~II~ II

~ ~ ~ fcikq-4ct

fu ~ I ~~~~~II ~o II
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The direct perceiving of the sensitive and omnipresent soul in the mind of yogi enable
him to establish himself in the form of supreme soul. The scholar so emerged looks all
creatures within hii;n and himself among all creatures and thus he apparently gets the form
of Brahma himself.

~ ~ ~ ~qlfilOO

':f

iromsm ~ \:ictkleiict~:11 ~~II
q1~1q1,i :JM('fiR-1 oGf ,:rcrnr ~ : I I r~ II

~ I Q,ctil\tf:

cfGl' ~.~ ~ q(q1'1fa:1

When the person establishes integrity with the supreme soul by virtue of his meditation
to the extent that he does not observe distinctively all living-organisms, he at that state is
established in the form of the supreme soul. The person with such accomplishment
observes his soul in the form of all benevolent truth and treats the entire world as a game of
illusion played; thus, he attains to the supreme pleasure.

Q,i:4!1c:R611 ~ Wlctl-c{'fll~<fl qgl!iR: I ~ : ~~,(&(juj ~(gqj(-t\S~: II n II
Thus, the great scholar called Dattatreya concluded and turned back to silence. The
great hermit! Sa.Iilqti duly grasped the essence of the preaching and starts living fearlessly
and with pleasure in his real form of the soul.

~ 3ill41il~ ............................ l@lTTRf:11
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38. DHYANABINDU-UPANI~AD
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Even if sin should accumulate to a mountain extending over many yojanas (distance), it
is destroyed by dhyanayoga. At no time has been found a destroyer of sins like this.
Bijak~ara (seed-letter) is the supreme bindu. Nada (spiritual sound) is above it. When the
nada ceases along with letter, than the nada-less is supreme state. That yogins who
considers as the highest that which is above nada, which is anahata, has all his doubts
destroyed. If the point of a hair be divided into one-hundred thousand parts, this (nada) is
one-half of that still further divide(!; and when (even) this is absorbed, the yogin attains to
the stainless Brahman. One who is of a firm mind and without the delusion (of sensual
pleasures) and ever resting in Brahman, should see like the string (in a rosary of beads) all
creatures (as existing) in Atma like odour in flowers, ghee in milk, oil in gingelly seeds and
gold in quartz. Again just as the oil depends for its manifestation upon gingelly seeds and
odour upon flowers, so does the Puru~a depends for its existence upon the body, both
external and internal. The tree is with parts and its shadow is without parts but with and
without parts, Atma exists everywhere.
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The one ak~ara tletter Om) should: be contemplated upon as· Brahman by all who aspire
for emancipation. Prt:hivi, agni, rgveda, bhul'i and Brahma- all these (are absorbed) when
Akara (A), the first amsa (part} of Prru:iava (Om) becomes absorbed. Antari~a. yajurveda,
vayu, bhuvah arid Vi~t;1u, the Janardana- an these (are absorbed) when Ukara (U), the
second amsa of prru:iava becomes a_l;>sorbed. Dyur, sun, samaveda, suvahu and MahesvaraaU these (are absorbed) when Makara (M), the third amsa of praI)ava becomes absorbed.
Akara is of (pita} yellow colour and is said to be of rajogut;1a; Ukara is of white colour and
of sattvagut;1a; Makara is of dark colour and of tamogut;1a;

am~ ;r ~ ~ ~ ~-«=1 JTU1elT ~= -mr ~ ~ 1 1 ~~11
~~

~ji(cjtj..qql

~I ~ ~:

:w:riwffi-1-<i~

~ ~ ~ : ~:I ~ ~

~Hti::F4

'Q"UcRII .~~ II .
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He who does not know Omkara as having eight an.gas (parts), four padas (feet), three
sthanas (seats) and five devatas (presiding deities) is not a Brahmat;1a. Prat;1ava is the. bow.
Atma is the arrow and Brapman is said to be aim. One should aim at it with great care and
then he, like the arrow, becomes one with It. When that Highest is cognised, all karmas
return (from him,. viz., do not affect him). The Vedas have Omkara as their cause. The
svaras (sounds) have Omkara as their cause. The th1'ee worlds with (all) nhe locomotive and
the fixed (ones in them) have Omkara as their cause. The short (accent of Om) burns all
sins, the long one is decayless and the bestower of prosperity. United with ai;dhamatra
(half-metre of Om), the praI).ava becomes the bestower of salvation. That man is the knower
of the Vedas who knows that the ~nd (viz., ardhamatra) of prat;1ava should be worshipped
(or recited) as uninterrupted as the flow of oil and (resounding) as long· as the sound of a
bell.
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One should contemplate upon Omkara as Isvara resembling an unshaken light, as of the
size of a thumb and as motionless in the middle of the pericarp of the lotus of the heart.
Taking in vayu through the left nostril and filling the stomach with it, one should
contempl~te upon Omkara as being in the middle of the body and as surrounded by circling
flames. Brahma is said to be inspiration; Vi~t;1u is said to be cessation (of breath), and Rudra
. is said to be expiration. These are the devatas of PraI)ayama. Having made Atma as the
(lower) arat;1i (sacrificial wood) and prat;1ava as the upper arat;1i, one should see the God in
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secret through the practice of churning which is dhyana. One should practise restraint of
breath as much as it lies in his ,power along with (the uttering of) Om.kara sound, until it
·
ceases completely.
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Those who look upon Om as of the form of Harilsa staying in all, shining like crnres of
suns, being alone, staying in gamagama ·(ever going ·and coming) and being· devoid of
motion- at last. such persons are freed· froin sin; That manas which is the ·author of the
actions (viz.,), creation, preservation and destruction of the three worlds, is (then) absorbed
(hi the supreme One). That is the highest state of Vi~t_1u.
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The lotus of the heart has eight petals and thirty~two filaments. The sun is in its midst :
the moon is in the middle of· the sun. Agni is in the middle of the moon : the prabha
(spiritual light) is)n the middle of agni. Pitha (seat or centre) is in the midst of prabha,
being set in diverse gems. One should meditate upon the stainless Lord Vasudeva as being
(seated) upon the centre of Pitha, as having Srivatsa (black mark) and Kaustubha (garland
of gems) on his chest and as adorned with gems and pearls resembling pure crystal in lustre
and as resembling crores of moons in brightness.
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He should meditate upon Maha-Vi~t_1u as above or in the following manner. (That is) he
should meditate with inspiration (of breath) upon Maha-Vi~t_1u as resembling the atasi
flower and as staying in the seat of navel with four hands; then with restraint of breath, he
should meditate in the heart upon Brahma, the Grandfather as being on the lotus with the
gaura (pale-red) colour of gems and having four faces : then through expiration, he should
meditate upon the three-eyed Siva between the two eyebrows shining like the pure crystal,
being stainless, destroying all sins, being in that which is like the lotus facing down with its
flower (or face) below and the stalk above or like the flower of a plantain tree, being of the
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form of all Vedas, containing one hundred petals and one hundred leaves and having the
pericarp full-expanded. There he should meditate upon the sun, the moon and the agni, one
above another. Passing above through the lotus which has the brightness of the sun, moon
and agni, and taking its Hrim bija (letter), one leads hi~' Atma firmly.
·
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He is the knower of Vedas who knows the three seats, the three matras, the three
Brahmas, the three ak~aras (ietters) and the three matras associated with the ardhamatra. He
who knows that which is aboh bindu, nada and kala as uninterrupted as the flow of oil and
(resounding) as long as the sound of a bell-.that man is a knower of the Vedas. Just as a
man would draw up (with his mouth) the water through the (pores of the) lotus-stalk, so the
yogin treading the path of yoga should draw up the breath. Having made the lotus-sheath of
the form of ardhamatra, one Should draw up the breath through the stalk (of the nadis~
Su~umna, I<;la and Piligala) and absorb it in the middle of the eyebrows. He should know
that the middle of the eyebrows 1n the forehead wh\ch is also the root of the nose is the seat
of nectar. That is the great place of Brahman.
·
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Postures, restraint of breath, subjugation of the senses, dharar:ia, dhyana and samadhi
ai:e the six parts of yoga. There are as many postures as there are living creatures; and
Mahesvara (the great Lord) knows their distinguishing features. Siddha, bhadra; siri:J.ha and
padma are the four chief postures. Moladhara is the first cakra. Svadhi~thana is the second.
Between these two is said to be the seat of yoni (perineum), having the form of Kama (God
of love). In tha Adhara of the anus, there is the lotus of four petals. In its midst is said to be
the yoni called Kama and worshipped by the siddhas.
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In the midst of the yoni is the Linga facing the west and split at its head like the gem.
He who knows this, is a knower of the Vedas. A four-sided figure is situated above agni
and below the genital organ, of the form of molten gold and shining like streaks of
lightning. Praoa is with its sva (own) sound, having Svadhi~thana (seat), (or since sva of
pral).a arise from it). The cakra Svadhi~thana is spoken of as the genital organ itself. The
cakra in the sphere of the navel is called Maoipilraka, since the body is pierced through by
vayu like (gems) by string.
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The jiva (ego) urged to actions by its past virtuous and sinful karmas whirls about in
this great cakra of twelve spokes, so long as it does not grasp the truth. Above the genital
organ and below the navel is kanda of the shape of a bird's egg. There arise (from it) nadis
seventy-two thousand in number. Of these seventy-two are generally known. Of these, the
chief ones are ten and carry the pral).as. Ic;la, Pingala, Su~umna, Gandhari, Hastijihva, Po~a,
Yasasvini, Alambusa, Kuhu and Sankhini are said to be the ten. This cakra of the nadis
should ever be known by the yogins. The three nadis- Ic;la, Pingala and Su~umna are said to
carry praoa always and have as their devatas, moon, sun, and agni. I<;la is on the left side
and Pingala on the right side, while the Su~umna is in the middle. These three are known to
be the paths of pral).a. Prar:ia, Apana, Samana, Udana, and Vyana; Naga, Kurma, K.rkara,
Devadatta and Dhanafijaya; of these, the first five are called prar:ias, etc., and last five Naga,
etc. are called vayus (or sub-pral).as).
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All these are situated ( or run along) the one thousand nadis, (being) in the form of ( or
producing) life. Jiva which is under the influence of prar:ia and apana goes up and down.
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Jiva on account of its ever moving by the left and right paths is not visible. Just as a ball
struck down (on the earth) with the bat of the hand springs up, so jiva ever tossed by pralj.a
and apana is never at rest. He is knower of yoga who knows that priil)a always draws itself
from apana and apana draws itself from pral)a, like a bird (drawing itself from and yet not
freeing itself) from the string (to which it is tied).
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The jiva comes out with the letter Ha and gets in again with the letter Sa. Thus jiva
always utters the mantra 'Harhsa', 'Harhsa'. The jiva always utters the mantra twenty-one
thousand and sixhundred_times in one day and night This is called Ajapa GayatrI andis
ever the bestower of nirvai).a to the yogins.
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Through its very thought, man is freed from sins. Neither in the past nor in the future is
there a science equal to this, a japa equal to this or a meritorious action equal to this.
Paramesvari (viz., kul)c;ialinI sakti) sleeps shutting with her mouth that door which leads to
. the decayless Brahma-hole. Being aroused by the contact ofagni with manas and pral)a, she
takes the form of a needle and pierces up through Su~umna. The yogin should open with
great effort this door which is shut. Then he will pierce the door to salvation by means of
kul)c;ialini.
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Folding firmly the fingers of the hands, assuming firmly the Padma posture, placing the
chin firmly on the breast and fixing the mind in dhyana, one should frequently raise up the
apana, fill up with air and then leave the pral)a. Then the wise man gets matchless wisdom
through(this) sakti. That yogins who assuming Padma posture worships (i.e., conrols) vayu
at the door of the nadis and then performs restraint of breath is released without doubt.
Rubbing off the limbs, the sweat arising from fatigue, abandoning a!l acid, bitter and saltish
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(food), taking delight in the drinking of milk and rasa, practising celibacy, being moderate
in eating and evet bent on yoga, the yogin becomes a siddha iri little more than a year. No
inquiry need be made concerning the result. Km.J.<;ialini sakti, when it is up in the throat,
makes the yogi get siddhi. The union of pra!).a and apana has the extinction of urine and
freces.
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One becomes young even when old through performing mulabandha always. Pressing
the yoni by means of the heels and contracting the anus and drawing up the apana- this is
called mulabandha. U<;l<;liya!).a bandha is so called because it is (like)· a great bird that flies
up always without rest. One should bring the western part of the stomach above the navel.
This U<;l<;liyi:i!).a bandha is a lion to the elephant of death, since it binds the water (or nectar)
of the akasa which arises in the head .and flows down. The Jalandhara bandha is the
destroyer of all the pains of the throat. When this Jalandhara bandha which is destroyer of
the pains of the throat is performed, then nectar does not fall on agni nor does the vayu
move.
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When the tongue enters backwards into the hole of the skull, then there is the mudra of
vision latent in the eyebrow called khecari. He who knows the mudra, khe.cari has no .
disease, death, sleep, hunger, thirst, or swoon. He who practises this mudra is not affected
by illness or karma; nor is he bound by the limitations of time. Since citta moves in the kha
(akasa) and since. the tongue has entered (in the mudra).kha (viz., the hole in the mouth),
therefore this mudra is calied khecari and worshipped by the s(ddhas.
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He whose hole (or passage) above the uvula is closed (with the tongue backwards) be
means of khecarimudra never loses his virility, even when embraced by a lovely woman.
Where is the fear of death, so long as the bindu (virility) stays in the body. Bindu does not
go out of the body, so long as the khecarimudra is practised. (Even) when bindu comes
down to the sphere of the perineum, it goes up, being prevented and forced tip by violent
effort through yonimudra. This bindu is twofold, white and red. The white one is called
sukla and red one is said to contain much rajas. The rajas which stays in yoni is like the
colour of a coral.
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The bindu stays in the seat of the genital organs. The union of these two moon and raj as
is the sun. Through the union of these two is attained the highest body; when raj as is roused
up by agitating the sakti through vayu which unites with the sun, then is produced the
divine form. Sukla being united with the moon and rajas with the sun, he is a knower of
yoga who knows the proper mixture of these two. The cleansing of the accumulated refuse,
the unification of the sun and the moon and the complete drying of the rasas (essences), this
is called mahamudra. Placing the chin of the breast, pressing the anus by means of the left
heel, and seizing (the toe) of the extended right leg by the two hands, one should fill his
belly (with air) and should slowly exhale. This is called mahamudra, the destroyer of the
sins of men.
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Now I shall give a description of Atman. In the seat of the heart is a lotus of eight
petals. In its centre is jivatma of the form of jyotis and atomic in size, moving in a circular
line. In it is located everything. It knows everything. It does everything. It does all these
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actions attributing everything to its own power, (thinking) I do, I enjoy, I am happy, I am
miserable, I am blind, I am lame, I am deaf, I am mute, I am lean, I am stout, etc.
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When it rests on the eastern petal which is of sveta (white) colour, then it has a mind
(or is inclined) to dharma with bhakti (devotion). When it rests on the south-eastern petal,
which is of rakta (blood colour), then it is inclined to sleep and laziness. When it rests on
the southern petal, which is of lq-~i:ia (black) colour, then it is inclined to hate and anger.
When it rests on the south-western petal which is of nila (blue) colour, then it gets desire
for sinful or harmful actions. When it rests on the western petal which is of crystal colour,
then it is inclined to flirt and amuse, when it rests on the north-western petal which is of
ruby colour, then it has a mind to walk, rove and have vairagya (or be indifferent).
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When it rests on the northern petal which is pita (yellow) colour, then it is inclined to
be happy and to be loving. When it rests on the north-eastern petal which is of vaidurya
(lapis lazuli) colour, then it is inclined to amassing money, charity and passion. When it
stays in the interspace between any two petals, then it gets the wrath arising from diesases
generated through (the disturbance) of the equilibrium of) vayu, bile and phlegm (in the
body).
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When it .stays in the middle, then it knows everything, sings, dances, speaks and is
blissful. When the eye is p&ined (after a day's work), then in order to remove (its) pain, it
makes first a circular line and sinks in the middle. The first line is of the colour of
bandhuka flower (Bassia). Then is the state of sleep. In the mddle of the state of sleep is the
state of dream. In the middle of the state of dream, it experiences the ideas of perception,
Vedas, inference, possibility, (sacred) words, etc. Then there arises much fatigue. In order
to remove this fatigue, it circles the second line and sinks in the middle. the second is of the
colour of (the insect) Indragopa (of red or white colour). Then comes the state of dreamless
sleep. During the dreamless sleep, it has only the thought connected with Paramesvara (the
highest Lord) alone. This state is of the nature of eternal wisdom. Afterwards it attains the
nature of the highest Lord (Paramesvara).
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Then it makes a round of the third circle and sinks in the middle. The third circle is of
the colour of padmaraga (ruby). Then comes the state of turya (the fourth). In turya, there is
only the connection of Paramatma. It attains the nature of eternal wisdom. Then one should
gradually attain the quiescence of buddhi with self-control. Placing the manas in Atma, one
should think of nothing else. Then causing the union of pral)a and apana, he concentrates
his aim upon the whole universe being of the nature of Atma. 'J;'hen comes the state of
turyatita (viz., that state beyond the fourth). Then everythig appears as bliss. He is beyond
the pairs (of happiness and pains, etc.). He stays here as long as he should wear his body.
Then he attains the nature of Paramatma and attains emancipation through this means. This
alone is the means of knowing Atma.
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When vayu (breath) which enters the great hole associated with a hall where four roads
meet gets into the halp of the well-placed triangle, then is Acyuta (the indestructible) seen.
Above the aforesaid triangle, one should meditate on the five bija (seed) letters of (the
elements) prthivI, etc., as also on the five pra1.1as, the colour of the bijas and their position.
The letter is the bija of pra1.1a and resembles the blue cloud. The letter j is the bija of agni, is
of apana and resembles the sun. The letter y is the bija of prthivI, is of vyana and rsembless
bandhuka flower. The letter o is the bija of jiva (vayu), is of udana and is of the colour of
the conch. The letter g is the bija of akasa, is of samana, and is of the colour of crystal.
Pral.).a stays in the heart, navel, nose, ear, foot, finger, and other places, travels through the
seventy-two thousand nadis, stays in the twenty-eight crores of hair-pores and is yet the
same everywhere. It is that which is called jiva.
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One should perform the three, expiration, etc., with a firm will and great control : and
drawing in everything (with the breath) in slow degress, he should bind pral.).a and apana in
the cave of the lotus of the heart and utter pra1.1ava, having contracted his throat and the
genital organ. From the Muladhara {to the head) is the Su~umna resembling the shining
thread of the lotus. The nada is located in the VI1.1ada1.1<,ia (spinal column); that sound from
its middle resembles (that, of) the conch, etc. When it goes to the hole, the akasa, it
resembles that of the peacock. In the middle of cave of the skull between the four doors
shines Atma, like the sun in the sky. Between the two bows in the Brahma-hole, one should
see Puru~a with sakti as his own Atma. Then his manas is absorbed there. That man attains
kaivalya who understands the gems, moonlight, nada, bindu, and the seat of Mahesvara (the
great L~rd).
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39. BRAHMAVIDYA-UPANI~AD

q1~fci@l14f:tt1~
Th~s Upani~ad is related to Kr~l.J.a Yajurveda. A descriptive discussion has been made on the
measures to attain Brahma and its form. The four miitriis of Pral).ava has been enumerated while on
describing Pra1Java Brahma, a mystery of Brahmavidyii. The other contents of this Upani~ad are the
nature of a living-organisms, the cause for emancipation and bondage and attainment of supreme god
through Hari:lsavidyii, feature of Sakala and Ni~kala Brahma, attainment of good and bad only by the
knowledge of holy books and performing the practical deeds accordingly, research on Pral).avaharilsa
as an apparent offering, attainment of meditation as a result of exercise on Harhsa htmn, the
procedure and practise on Harhsa yoga and engrassment of the soul topics by such Harhsayogis. All
these issues make apparent the element form of Brahma. This is the reason this Upani~ad is called
Brahmavidyii.

~~ .. Icici~ ......... ~ mRr:11
~ @@fclenqf:tq~'al<l I
.Si(.IIC::li;._41@010,{4 fciWTl(~i:fi'fUI: I ~ @@fcmt<-11 ~ ~ I I ~II

Now, the Brahmavidyopani$ad is described. The mystery of Brahmavidya which has
complexion of undeviated knowledge or fire with the grace of the supreme Brahma in the
form ofVi$IJ.U who performs the great and excellent deeds.

~~~

@@ctlRM: I

~~~~

i:filimt4 om11~ 11

As the scholars on Brahma state, Om is a letter of PraI).ava and it is Brahma, similarly, I
describe the body, the place and the three times (kala) of that Brahmavidya.
The saint is explaining here the expression of Brahma with buttering Om.
'ffir ~i::ll~tl:

mmT fflT ~C:.l~<-11S'r.P.l:I raffl

qf,ii~@ill ~ ~m<:1-~ "gll"~ II

There are three gods, three worlds, three Vedas (B,.g, Yajuh, Sama), and three fires in
Omkara. This trio-letter Siva has three and a half-matras i.e. A, V, Mand Anusvara (moon).
~ 111gqft.i ~

,fferciT ~ ~ ~1

~ ~ - g am§'.ltd @@c11Rfi.r:11~11

The scholar of Brahma have described the body of 'A' extended upto B,.gveda,
Garhapatya fire, clement of earth and Brahma.

~s~ ~ -a:f&:tu11fi'.:i0~c1 ~, ~ \.fi1ct1.a_c1

~=

qfo=.b)faa:11~11

The body of 'U' is extended upto Yajurveda, DaksiI).agni, the element of ether and Lord
Vi~nu.
(.IJq~C::01!11 ~lt;cf'1i<-10~i::I ~I ~ : "Q'"(lIT
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The body of 'M' has been 'Samaveda, Ahavaniya fire, the world of sun, Isvara and the
supreme god.
~4Usc14dtS1!T
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~
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The 'A' is existed in the middle of the Sun-orbit like the middle part of a conch, the U
is existed within that very moon orbit, the blazing fire and the fire inherent with the
lightning enshrines with 'M' thus, these three matras should be known as the sun, moon and
the fire.

m1YT IT c{lq+icfil~II

dM¥JQn: 'cfffitl ~ o2lT ~ Sl0li:H41Qn: ~II~ II

As the flame of a lamp always ascends, the half-mom of a Pnu)ava should be
considered in the same location.
[The flame of a lamp is always ascendant. The Anusviira echoes in the upper part of the mind
(sense) as remains with the route of nose. Due to this mora, a conjoint sound of A, U, M lifts upward
so it has been stated as a flame.]
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That flame is perceived analogous to the fibre of a lotus. That nerve alike sun
penetrates the sun as also the seventy-two thousand nerves enshrines in the mind, blesses
all creatures and resides embedding all within it.
i:fii¼f.lOllR4k!.¼~ ~ ~ ~ , ;an:g.H%1
o2n ~ : ~ flcffii~a,11~~ 11
~
~

All kinds of desires are cooled down by virtue of worship to Om as the sound from a
gong made of bronze (a mixture of copper and tih) arises peace-giving and then merge
therewith.
4MRl~14<l ~l~,@i:Q( ~ f i l

m f%' ~ ~ ms~a~l!I ~II~~ II

The element in which the word immerses, has been called as Parabrahman and the
Brahma in which the intellect immerses, has been called as nectar form Brahma.
cllll«i'll«l\i.llcfil~lfuitfctm
'JllciB*1i:fi: I
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The living-organism is compared with the wind, splendour and the ether. The
magnitude of this living-organism has been taken on surmise as one by hundredth part of
the point of a hair.

~ fu.«t

m ¥.Joaa"i'ci ftf.l4c141" ~1~H-1foc1 ~ ~ fucn:r11" ~t.., 11
~

That living-organism is enshrined within the navel-region (nucleus), a pure clement,
sacrosanct, known with the universal name. It illuminates like the sun and its consequences
are all benevolent.

~~~~~~~I~

fcllf46!.llffic1Md4H~~"

Every living-organism usually do Japa of 'Sa' and 'Ha' while breathing i.e. inhaling
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and exhaling. Thus, he does the Japa of sorharh. He thus discharges through the hole of
navel and the worldly issues do not put any hindrance on his way.
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~fl:uR-tfchfa, ~,

chHIIl4kq.o

~=

s11011~1~:Y ~:11~\911

The element of soul, all causative, extracted as a result of long churning like the ghee
from milk, this element is known by the five functions of breathing, the element of
breathing are flown within the five elements of the body. Hence, these are considered the
five functions of the breathing in these five elements.
'a~&:.fiHl:aq1gfhl ~ ' c l ~ fu.ra:1 1TIHch¾! ~ ~ a:ihGu~;:i cl'TSW(':ll~lll

As the milk is churned by using a log, the element of breathing existing in the heart
with four arts is given circulation to all the parts of the body.
Q,afi:1-i-<:1:a<l ~ qt;mM: 1 ~:.<gfum \J1lcf~1c18i&:.fi~1a1 Tfa': 11 ~~ 11

The great bird, the best racer living in this body doesn't take rest. The living-soul losses
its art when the breathing is ceased.
[The saint has stated the heart containing four arts and divisions. The modem physiologist
consider it distributed in the left and right oracle and the left and right ventric.]
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He becomes free from the worldly ties as a result of lighting his lamp-mind on the
element residing in the ether. The person introduced with the bird (Hari1sa), all pleasure in
mind, duly illuminated and with the sound of Anahata in the heart. The scholar who sips
with extreme honour, the nectar enshrined in the mind by using Prana and Apana for
practising on Pral)ayama with its three steps i.e. exhale, inhale and retention. The person
who does Japa repeatedly on Harhsa, while pouring nectar on all-illuminating Mahadeva
like a lamp in the middle of his navel doesn't suffer from the ailments, premature death and
the effect of old age. He becomes entitled to all outstanding and accomplishments like
Al)ima etc.
[Ha1i1sa is formed when So 'hari;l is reverted. The living-organism with breathing has been
addressed as Harilsa. The Ha1i1sa assuming himself the Brahma by indicating this element of supreme
soul, is not affected by the material distortions.]

t.iauc1qc11t...i1@ ~ : Tfl"ll ~ ~cfiq1ffo1 mm r:i~~q111o1:11~~11

The learned person always engrossed in the practise of this Brahmavidya attains to the
element of lsvara. A number of people have been accessed to the everlasting position by
virtue of this single route.
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There is no other means for the element of immortality like the nectar of the Hari1saformed learning. The learned person who provides with this great learning, all holy and
supreme divine known as the Hamsa learning is always worth adoration with all subject.
The disciple should follow the order either good or bad given by the teacher without raising
any question unfavourable and with full contentment. After attaining to this Hamsa learning
from the teacher, the man should always surrender himself for the service of that teacher.
~lt'!Hqlffl-tl ~~~I ~6Gifrt~l~tjcq~i.ciUIW{qfjq~ai{II~ ~ II

~~!\>li(;iifol iU-41R qe_qi-tlMci ~ I ~ ~

3illt"%}iiil ~ ;n:: II~ 0 II

A cognisance of soul by soul and knowledge of Brahma with determined wisdom as a
result of resistance given by the teacher, one shodd abandon the discrimination based on
cast and commune etc. and the topics of Vedas and holy books unhesitatingly and to serve
the teacher; should be the motto of the disciple. Only then the disciple may access to the
true welfare.

~ ~: ~ $flijqj~@:II~ ~II
The teacher himself is apparent Hari. Nobody other than him is the god as it _is
confirmed by Vedas.

~ ~ Q{@i.it1c1 M(iW-11 ;n;r "ffif:

fiqwq_1

~ ~ ;i- cqel&q1oi 'i1~c:!.-t~T<i fcRr "S(llTUll.(11~ ~ 11
The statement disclosing Veda undoubtedly is the supreme aim. There are no other
proofs if proof of Veda is contradictory or opposed. Everything would be harmful if it is
without any proof.
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One should treat the physical sensitivity as sensitivity of division and this supreme
sensitivity as an exclusive art or beyond art. This element made known by the learned
teacher is enshrined everywhere with equity.

~~h~i\fu
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~ ~: fflq: I !J*icii:bll'!} ~ "Sffli"&:l fl4ffl!j<si'{II ~ ~ 11

The scholar reciting Hamsa-hamsa is the benevolent form pf Lord Brahma, Vi~IJ.U and
Siva. He can know the Brahma which is omnipresent.

~'a"~ fu;t ~

Tr,tJ

~~:I~ ~sft:i.RJ ~ o?.ITll~~II

As the oil iri seasame and the odour in flower is always existed, the Brahma exists in
and out of this body.
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~ qfhi!Glq_ll~ G II
As the torch is abandoned, when the desired thing is searched out with its help, the
knowledge is abandoned when knowledge of the subject worth knowing is obtained.
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One should treat as flower to the artful and the odour as artless or the tree as artful and
its shadow as artless.
9~qcfr*1cfiM fcums<.ei0¼
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This artful and artless assumption is perceived everywhere. The thing of art is the
means or measure while the Brahma is artless.

~~mm~ f.tti:6&10t>.111 Q,cfiq,,n ~ ~ ~:11~~11
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The spirit of art resides in Sakala and the spirit of artlessness resides in Ni$kala. The
half-matra consists of the discrimination as 1, 2, and 3 matras as per on Paratpara is above
it. The Sakala should be considered of five gods and five kinds i.e. five breathings five
elements.
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The place of Brahma is in the heart, Vi$IJ.U in the kai;ttha, Rudra in the palate and Lord
Siva in the forehead.

;rmm ~ fcli!llft¼l-<l ~ ,rt ~ I ~ 1R 41~1Jlci
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Acyuta (Sadasiva) in the forepart of nose and the supreme position in the middle of
brows should be considered. The holy books have pronounced that nothing is greater than
it.

~ g <l fcti!.11$11(-11~ gJC::~li~=H¥{1 ~ <l fcl::itr-11tllflSl*"l &IIQ~dl'~: II~~ II
The sense of physiquelessness should be ·imagined twelve-finger up from the forepart
of the nose and the sovereign God should be considered at the extreme part (Sahasrara
Cakra) of it.
lf.n'S,zp;r,f
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Irrespective of the dynamicity of mind as also of the yogis, the yoga of yogis moves
with inseparated spirit.

~ ffi
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It is the most cryptic mystery. It is the best among all and nothing greater and larger
than it.
¥J~Hi¥;!d 'SIT'Zf-~1 ~ij)i~ij)d'-i TflUt ~ ~:ll~GII
One should decide the element of supreme letter on having the pure nectar of
knowledge acquired. It is worth conceal and confidential as also worth entertain with
extreme endeavour.
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This Brahmavidya shouldn't be shared either with an issueless person or non-disciple.
It should be given only to a true devotee to the teacher. He should always be spiritual but
this learning should not be given any other than described above. In case, someone is, will
make his place to hell and his learning will prove fruitless.

~ ~€_:li.11{1 c1T clHSl~S21' ~ : I ~ mf 'fu«n' ~ ~Hfcti:*ict;lll't~ II
The celibate, couple, ascetic and the recluse whatever he is and wherever he resides;
only knower to the element of supreme letter is real scholar.
~ fclt1l!lflfh1 ~~~I *1Hl~cllftl ~llf,H?-1 flcllcl~lSN lfRcf: II~ o II
In case, the person is attached with the worldly enjoyments and issues, he too acquires
the higher position after death as a blessing of his knowledge to this learning.
~ : 90l!Ql&4 ~ I ~~~Tc{~ TR: ~ : II~ ~II
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The scholars not involved with the offence as murder of Brahma and the greaL deeds
like aiTanging Asvamedha become inspirer, monitor and giver of emancipation. All
Aharyas in this world are classified in these three categories. The inspirer guides, makes the
ideal introduction with the knowledge pragmatically and thus provides with this supreme
element competent to provide with emancipation. This supreme soul can be obtained as a
result of due introduction with it. 0 Gautama! listen to in reference with the homage in this
body.

~ "fl' '-i'U ~ ~ q~q&lll'{I 4;cll!C\cl ~ tjq~~~~ ~ 'cf Rl:t:.fi~ll{ll~'tll
The man attains to the everlasting and immortal position by performing this deed. He
himself becomes so competent as to perceive the artful and artless iota within his body.

~~'cf~~~ q1~ifc4~1 ~'lln:f '9'Ucf'ffi'~ll~~II
One should do Pral).ayama consisting of Rec~ka, Puraka and Kumbhaka at each quarter
of the day and night like both fortnight (viz. light and dark).

Tfci ~ ~
(:,,.

-..:)

...:;t

lllal,6qq1 ;:iqwin:01
.....

m'tR ~ ~ I I ~ G.11
~

'

He should very first worship Om and Hari1sa with procedure for reciting. He should
then do worship through the postures like Sambhari, Khecari etc. and with yoga of
salutation i.e. Hamsah so'ham etc.

~ ~ cf'ffi' ~~ ~ I *1HIR-ll~fR.1Clc(hh

mit ~ 'll'2TT ~ll~\911

0 son! the means for apparent worship of Lord sun has been stated the day of eclipse.
As the water is within water, the supreme position can be obtained only by virtue of the
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bonafide knowledge.

~

wm: ~ ~ : I a+1-11~'Hi fl41c!J-4 ~:Glqfi;txpa:llli.lll

The industry made for the exercise of yoga is of so virtuous that one should apply it
ceaselessly and with industry to remove all physical pains.

~ 00 ~·~~~I ~HIM.(ciQ "Q"{tj' ~ fl!ldh(lll\ ~ II
One should obtain the state of meditation gradually through conception on yoga and
reciting the hymns of this Brahmavidya. The knowledge is the single means to obtain the
supreme form of Brahma (the hymn of Hari1sa).

mfuRt ~ ~ ~ ~:

-m;TS~: I

~ "Q:=f ,rt ~ ~ "Q:=f ~ ~lffiicfil{I IG o 11

The Hamsa (sensitive soul) in the form of Acyuta always enshrines with the body of
living-organisms. The Hamsa is the absolvte reality and it is the form of power.

~ · ~ , r t ~ ~ "Q:=r ~~I~ "Q:=r

'Q'U ~ ~ "Q:=r

Q{kQ{'{IIG

~II

The Harilsa is the supreme sentence and it is the essence of Vedas. Further, it is
supreme Rudra and the supreme soul.
flcf~clf./.1 ~·~ "Q:=f ~!ITT: I '{fi1ai1R~1c1,~ ~ a{cfiHl~l?;J

'¥R!T ~ "Q:=f

qlJF.fjf: IIG ~ II

f.!.11;q1~ch@ &.lclf~a1:1 41~cfil{fi;d 4-?141~~1-<l ";!' ~ I I G ~ II

The Hari1sa only is the supreme god amidst all gods. From the earth to Lord Siva and
from 'A' to 'k~a', this Hamsais existed like the alphabets. The preaching of hymn without
letter is seldom given.
gfl'*l!@{-1Qa.l ~
C'\.

'4&t &.lclf~d41
'

-:rf;;.10114@41~
~
Slcfi€-Q~dllG
'l{II
GI~
'.:I
,..:)
'

The supreme flame of Hamsa is existed among the gods, one should do the knowledge
posture by resorting to Lord Siva and do concentration on Hari1sa in the state of meditation
. and should concentrate on the divine form of soul like the sphatika.

~ , r t ~ ~H95'.k4.(ciQcfit{I muTI'S'Q'R': ~ ~ ~:IIG G II
Qi1cfitfR.a4m1: f*i-41~1@iq<:11~a1:1

;wT:

¥~ ~ ~ ~:IIG\911

Qi1~1~~4ml ~H~l@iq1:1f~dl:I 'Qlcrcfi: ~ ~ ~ " { f e r : fura:IIGlll

One should always concentrate on the supreme Hamsa in the form of knowledge lustre
in the middle region. The five winds (Prar:ia) i.e. Prar:ia, Apana, Samana, Udana and Vyana
as also the action power of five executive organs is mighty. A knowledge of power enriches
with the winds i.e. Naga, Kurma, Krkala, Devadatta, Dhanai'ijaya and the five sensory
organs. The fire between kur:i<.falinI and the sun in the navel resides.

~ ~ ir,:r

ffl ~

fcl<:1lil~I ~ clfe]ifh-lll§ficfil)

"4cfiro' T.f w;jh,~ si,a,~,ck-4, sidfl~~~1

<;it;l!IP-Hcfi,) T.f

Wc{ 3:jfura:IIG ~ II

rc1WJ!l~~fo. fura:1119 o 11
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One should do exercise very first on Bandha and posture. The fire 'A' in both eyes as
also in the forepoint of nose, 'U' fire in the heart and 'M' fire in the middle of brows has
been stated as existing. The power of breathing should be added therewith. The knot of
Brahma is in Om forepoint of nose and eyes and the knot of Lord Vi~lJ.U exist in.the heart.

~ fi:r@@'s~<c11~ft11 31'cfiR. ~ ~ ~ fetwJuf~d: 11\9 ~II
~ tjf~t11 ~<@ffiS~: 'Q'mQ"{:I c6Ui ~ 41siilJI ~ ir.f Vffi!m:11\9~ II
Tir-TT 4j$ijq1~4

l.flsffl cll!cltllN-tll fir¥ rnfclm ~·~ 'Rm '?f?.ITll\9~ 11

r;.~~·cl-i:II-Oc6H¥i-11t4 '\!cllg<s1q_1 3iUs('1i ill(',li!.l.s!IUl.41~i!.i~lft>lqUsM¥(11\9~ II

The knot of Rudra exists in the middle of eyebrows. These trio-knots are penetrated by
the wind ofletter (knowledge ofHamsa). The place of Brahma in 'A', place ofVi~lJ.U in 'U'
and place of Rudra in 'M' has been stated. Then there is the place for paratpara Brahma.
One should shrink the throat (do the Jalandhara Bandha) and stun the power of kul)<;lalini.
Subsequently, the orbit of moon should be penetrated by giving dynamicity to the breathing
· and the power of kul)<;lalini that moves towards brows as also by pressing the tongue and
carrying the power of KUJJ.<;lalini 'to-push the wind through to Trikuta (the adjunction of I<;la,
Pingala and Su~umna nerves). The Su~umna nerve is most micro and· it enters into
Brahmarandhra. Then the air should be pushed through Trisankha (that gobbles up the
pleasure sorrow and the pleasure as also the sorrow jointly, Vajra non-penetrable by the
person who is not yogi, and the power of KUJJ.<;lalini that bears the sound of Om.
~USii!.l.cj-i:1~4'1'f.r

';{cf

&JfflUT ~ I °WR!

Qcl-1 l~G: ~

R101 <Rt~i 11 \9 4 II

. One should do exercise on Vajra Kumbhaka (the UjjayI, Sitali etc. Pral)ayama) after
closing the nine doors of the senses. He should keep his mind happy and try to gain
expertise on Prill)ayama even in a simple state of mind.

41~~1~

g ;ire::

~li3fc6-4l;!dcilifoT\ I l:l{ilSfiqUsHloiil{ ~ Slc61~1~c(l 1\9 G11

As a result of this concentration, a sound is heard in the place of Brahma and the
Sankhini nerve start pouring nectar as also the lamp of kno-vvledge by penetration of the
orbit of six discus, the knowledge lamp starts lighted.

~~

ffl' R~q.J~c(I ~ ?fqlHlcf-4 ~ R<lqi!.1¥(11\9\911

One should always do the worship of the supreme god who is enshrining within all
creatures. He is in the form of soul and knowledge as also he is free from ailments.

~

R<X4~QUI . ij46c411.(\

~:I

~

~

cl&i!lcfli

'SllfuT;n- &gq1f%l:1

~

SIIUIIQH4l~~NIQ~~ll\9~ II

ijg(iiq4i ~ ~ ~ mi"a:r1· diH.tl@ffi ~: m s ~ l l \ 9 ~ II
One should do constant Japa of Hamsa by perceiving the divine form of that
omnipresent god within it. The gland of Pral)a and Apana as existed in the body of living-
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organisms is stated-as Ajapa Japa. It converts into So'ham by reciting it twenty-one
thousand six hundred times daily.

~

WJ~'1f~#·

~lf~..qj ~ efwnt_l

s?..tl@fc-l#· ~ ~ Wl~ct-lGI

1.ITTI': lil o II

The ascetic should do concentration on Jyotirlitiga existed of braid, Adholitiga in front
of Km)c;lalinI.
at'&l'ITTSijqRl~Sij*lcR.lTS~S~I
~
" ~Sijqi:fil~IS~S~S~I
(?~"'11r·,.
. . . I l O\ 11
I am Acyuta. I am beyond imagination. I am beyond the extent of logic, I am unborn, I
am hale and hearty, I am without body, I am without parts of the body and in a fearless
state.
~s~sijqwefrrsMijqi;:t.1: 1 a:mns~sijq.i1R<q(11s~11l ~ II

I am without words, without complexion, beyond touch and duality. I am without
essence, odour and I am the form of nectar beyond birth.
3l8:'lmSijqfM½i~S~S Mi:hMIS~I 3UTTUITS~S ijqRl-f4'is M~ffiS~I I l ~ 11

I am non-decaying, without genital, free from the impact of old age and artless. I am in
the form of speech and without creating, beyond imagination and I am without action.
3Fi:lt.11R.iijq~1ij)ls~s~:1 ~S~S~SMcflJiij'i_lll~II

I am intuitive, untouched, without direction and the characteristic. I am without the
clan, gotra and the body. I am without eyes and the speech.
~S~SijiH.90$\S fQlijqo@: I ~s~sijq-61{,!ar\SlfUS~I I l ll, 11

I am invisible, colourless, integrated and excellent, I am unheard, unseen, untraced and
immortal.
,3,lcflt.i{lZHii:hl~TIS~S~I
..,,
"' an:@TSijq(jjf(IIS~Sfcti:614ij'(lll G II

I am without wind, without the element of ether, without splendour, without
infringement of law, untraceable, unborn, most micro and without defects.
,3,1{,;jjffiS~sijq*l~lsM1ans~1 ~Sj'Qcflfqlijq.i~1sfertfms~11_11l\911

I am without the property either of Sattva, Rajas and Tamas, I am beyond the virtues;
illusion and I am in the form of perceiving and an exclusive and without the subject.
•s~sijqd:lt$1Sijq;i.~n: 1 a:rms~sijqi:fii:llfRlijqat.f: 11 l l II

I am non dual, I am perfect, I am neither in nor out. I am nor without ears, I am tiny, I
am inexpressible and without ailments.
,3,1i;:,1,u+~fct~H~H1s Mijqfc1f'6t.1: 1 ~s~sijqi:fiaTMijqat.f: 11 l ~ 11

I am non-dual, pleasure, supreme conscience and without defects. I am without desires,
non-involved, inactive and non-dual.
,3,1fct~1i:htti€l.:rtsijqc11(4-l*lJTiiH: 1 ~sijq~i)c6)sijqfcli:fiwts+•4fct¾M-(11 ~ o 11
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I am without the work performed in illusion, I am beyond the approach of mind and the
speech. I am extreme without agony, option and without any peculiar fire.

~11Rqe.u:,fli\.flst;q18fi1~i:e1i~rls~1 ~1t4-l~d~~lflst;qqe1q1-1<fuoa-1: 11 ~ ~11
I am without beginning, middle and the last. I am alike the ether. I am in the form of
sensitive soul and like the supreme sensitivity of pleasure.
~H<ll;!d~lflst;qlt4-f,QWIS~: 1.~lt4-li:61tf1St;qcfi1~11N(q1Jlws~11~ ~ II
I am in the form of pleasure, nectar and I reside in the soul. I myself is within the inner
soul of all living-organisms. I am desirous of soul and I myself is the supreme Isvara in the
form of supreme soul mare extended than ether.
~S,{,4,4ijittsiOSt;qt;ffflqiM: I, ~St;!}Q~l21Si!ffil(d<IS~I I~~ I I
I am Isana, I am adorable, I ai:p the best person. I am the supreme, the. witness· and
much more thap. the extent of the tefm 'beyond'.
--- ..

~ s ~ : i:fiqtg;qltITst c6<01t'fuq:1 !Ji!l~1qtst ~ ~11~~11
I am exclusive, a poet and the administrator of the activities. I am the cause for the
causes viz. the supreme Lord. I am the confidential intention, the confident and I am an eye
to the eyes.
ffi~H~S~

~

~S(,{,4,4ij'{I

*4i@ll<.fl:S~

*41+-U5*n@i:li.

*-fl@ (<f'4 6'{II ~ l\ II
I am in extreme pleasure. I give inspiration. I am· in the form of supreme soul and the
best state of mind. I· am illuminated with the light and I am the best flame among the
flames.

~ : ~ ~ s t ~ : 1R:1 fc:."a:rl' ~ ~ 1i1219.4i(li ~s~11~~11
I am in the form of witness to the darkness. I am Turya of Turya and beyond the
darkness. I am in the form of divine god as also the pole star (everlasting to the eyes-.and I
am able to see most specific).

~st f.wu.nst f.tfisbJis~ f:r@;r: 1f.fm.rr f.tfcicfi@i)s-g f.t<1@.11Jis~ f.r:m.r: 11 ~ 1.911
I am immortal, without defects, inactive and omniscient. I am pure, exclusive, beyond
the speech and undeviated.

f.trcii:61<1

Rt+-1'£dl

f.rTm' ~ s ~ 1 f.tR~ f.p:r,mst ~s~ ~:11~t11

I am without defect, always in purity, free from the clutches of property and free from
envy. I am without the senses, I am regulator. I am extreme and artless.
~ : Q(qlt4-flg ~ : ~ S ~ I 1f<Tcl"US~ lfm: SIQiJlQ~ltflS~II~ ~ II
I am the man of supre1,11e soul, the supreme ocean of knowledge and able to compound
the illusion mixed conscious.
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~S~

~:

~ ymA: I 1£0il-1~cfiitflertSt Slfll~cfi(«IS~l 1~ o o 11

I am beyond the nectar and sovereign god. I am the perfect pleasure, a symbol of
knowledge, the soul and always alone.

~st ~st 'Sl'cf>lVT: m\R:1 ~ fil:+4q1.nst la1lafuM~:11~0 ~11
I am of master conscious, I am patient and I myself the supreme Lord in garb of light. I
am only worth to concentrate and meditate absolutely different from the characteristics of
duality and non-duality.

~st ~ s t ~ iMati'1iP(I ~ qij1-1f°fq q61~qi ~ffl:11~0~11
I am wisdom and I am nourisher of all living-organisms. I too am the god in the form of
lights, I am Mahadeva, the great conscious and the great Mahesvara too .

•

st ~ ~ '&(T'Qc1;lS~I ~ atl~~cfl ~ I I ~o ~ II

I am sovereign, literate, adorable and omniprese11t, I am the best Vaisvanara and
Viisudeva. I am in the form of an eye to this entire univet,se,

~JBIMetilst ~ fuwJfcf.aili«~6'(1
~sfti:r ~ : ~sfti:r ~sfti:r matts~11~0~11

I am more than the universe. I am the ever-extend@ti Lord Vi~JJ.U who creates this
universe. I am pure, patient, peace-loving, prosperous, everlasting and Siva too.
~dl"<'i(INiijqijqRi:i ~ = I · ~ ~ s f t i : r ~~~~:II ~o l\ II

I am the innermost soul of all living:-organisms. I am everlasting and evergreen. I am
·always illuminated by establishing myself in the magnificience.
~ : ~4'*-11@: .gatl~Q@(~ij'(I ~ s t .g4e,QjQl ~(lsij'(I I ~o G 11

I am in the form of flame to the heart of all living-organisms and thus master to them.
All creatures reside within me and I am omnipresent as also the king to all .
.gq,@.gj~ ~ ~ : I .gsfRt.1'!]0ll'*'fm: .g~fuatN1d:ll~o\911

I am witness to all, universal soul, the confidential intention of the living-organism, the
illuminator qualities of sensory organs and without all sensory organs.

~1'1,it.i6QfflfflSt .gdllj!416cffiS~I .gfil«l+·<!,'3:0ll~q1 .gJ~qlWc{IS~I I ~o G11
I am beyond the three stages i.e. awaking, dreaming and odbmance. I do mercy on all. I
am perfect soul and a truth, mind and the pleasure. I love to all and all love to me .

.gfue,1+:(!;q1snst ~SlchiWISfti:r ~ : I .g*'5l~,(c\Q.g.;:q1,1fu4.gatiNchlS~I I~ o ~ 11
I am only the true pleasure and in the form of dense sensitivf ty luminating
automatically. I am in the form of truth. The Siddha (all perfect) and a soul to all.
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,(,lellfil8H,(,1"'1,-.: ,(,lclq~g(IS~I ,(,lcl!fl,({IS~ ~ ~ l l ~ ~ o II

~cit~~~~~~ $fgQRl:Hfll
I am in the form of perceiving (observing), destroying, !iterating and true from base for
all living-organisms. The knower of this element only is called Puru~a. Thus Upani~ad has
been concluded.

~ ~ "ilclcl~ .......... ~ "fflRl':11
11'$ffi

_ij;i 61

fc1 @A'1 qR1:1 ffl q H·H II

***
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'
' qRtic{_
l11~fft~1
11~11Rtq1a:11
~ ~ -ilclclg .......... ~ 'fflRl':11
<fMdiei ~ 'q'ffiRt fi!dtfi1'4411 ~ 'cf 'Q'@<qf ' c f ~ : ~ I I ~II
fc:lwJ.:iiq q,w.rl•TI q,;iwn ~ : I tf'ti:1q1rf ~ ~ ~ 9-Eii:fl-dq: II~ II
tfql<ll!ll ~ QNIQ?.4 ~ : I ~ 4\•id'iei -q- ~ f.41121fi·.Qgd'{II ~ II

~ $1'-114i¥TI ~ ~ ~:1 ~

ircrr:

~:dqi41:Jt1~ ... ~:1nrn

~ !)Mitfi( 'q'11T q141:Jtl('IRf,.tf'1'{I :Jt.q~fg.Jt(i &IIM'11¥14 ~fgdl<tfi'{II l\ 11
.:ii...1q11f~ ~ ~ irot' lfGlll 'tffi@T: ¥11(61.Jtl~~ ~ ~ ~:11~11
otf.tctiili ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ . ,(.c:jjtqQtfil¥1.(6.Q ~ ~ Qtfi1¥4'all\911

~

f.n:R.t ~

(-lcli(11d R(lq4'{1 ~ '111cl~<IOI go4q1qCfi~4d'{II t 11

q(qjtqq~ f.«:q ~ 'itc@i' 1@"{1 ~ ~ R(~H'{II ~ II

ctlRct~Rd

ttfµi,@S.iijif,@-Eiffeidll ~ · ~ 101ieiitfi'{II ~o II

~:-d': (-lq1g'di ~~I~~ Vl-diT ~ : q:,:q1tqf.t11 ~~II
tfiiqShlQ~

ffl 'fh!Ml'iiq«) '<'if: I ~ ~ ~

¥fltfi,@~i ~ w,rfll ~~ II

g"fDlT ~ ~ ~:l§ ~ ~ ~ 'cfl ~({i~fcif.tgffi:

'(-1' ~ :

~ 'q'd'; II~~ II

I shall now describe yoga-tattva (yoga-truth) for the benefit of yogins who are freed
from all sins through the hearing and the studying of it. The supreme Puru~a called Vi~Qu,
who is the great yogin, the great being the great tapasvin, is seen as a lamp in the path of
the truth. The Grandfather (Brahma) having saluted the Lord of the universe (Vi~JJ.U) and ·
having paid Him due respects, ask~d Him (thus) : "Please, explain to us the truth of yoga
which includes in it the eight subservients." To which Hr~ikesa (the Lord Vi~Qu) replied
thus : "Listen. I shall explain its truth. All souls are immersed in happiness and sorrow
through the snare of maya. Kaivalya, the supreme seat, is the path which gives them
emancipation, which rends asunder the snare of ma.ya, which is the destroyer of birth, old
age disease and which enables one to overcome death. There are no other paths to salvation.
Those who go round the net of Sastras are deluded by that knowledge. It is impossible even
for the Devas to describe that indescribable state. How can that which is self-shining be
illuminated by the Sastras ? That only which is without parts and stains and which is
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quiescent beyond all the free from decay becomes the jiva (self) on account of the results of
past virtues and sins. How did that which is,the seat of paramatma, is eternal, and above the
state of all existing things and is of the form of wisdom and without stains attain the state of
jiva? A bubble arose in it as in water and in this (bubble) arose ahamkara. To it arose a ball
(of body) made of the five (elements) and bound by dhatus. Know that to be jiva which is
associated with happiness and misery and hence is the term jiva applied to Paramatma
which is pure. That jiva is considered to be the kevala (alone) which is freed from the stains
of passion, anger, fear, delusion, greed, pride, lust, birth, death, miserliness, swoon,
giddiness, hunger, thirst, ambition, shame, fright, heart-burning, grief and gladness.
iH4i~ltlfcl41~11~!-lql;q ®lllfil ~I ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ I I

'll11Tt 'fu

*'14~+½] ~

8:llrr ~'fcli'lffiJTI

\"lt4i~F4 ~

r~ II

'll1ll ~~II~~ II

at*'Hl~cl ~ *'Hl~cl fcl!l'cll<ll *'14,1.q,&;qqc11~~1 ~ ~acfi+ll~41{11 ~G II

ir.r m ~ ~ ffi ~I~ f;rm;t ~llffi~Gl+•G,&;Qcfi'{II ~\911
:a~Rlf~@aj6l(•(·1-§:fd;i1Hfoclfi=i11l{I Q,\"l~Hfil@ !,ll'ffiql!.I 'lllll ~ ~II ~l 11
~

'll11Tt 'fu ~ ~

~sm (Fit<!fPkl:11 ~~ II

q.a;ii~IJTI ~
~~·~~: ~ : I ~ ~ ' W h
cllcl61<i'l:I

qfoilfifo111~011

So I shall tell you the means of destroying (these) sins. How could jfiana capable of
giving mok~a arise certainly without yoga? And even yoga becomes powerless in
(securing) mok~a when it is devoid of jfiana. So the aspirant after emancipation should
practise (firmly) both yoga and jfiana. The cycle of births and deaths come only through
ajfiana and perishes only through jfiana. Jfiana along was originally. It should be known as
the only means (of salvation). That is jfiana through which one cognises (in himself) the
real nature of kaivalya as the supreme seat, the stainless, the partless, and of the nature of
Saccidananda without birth, existence and death and without motion and jfiana.
Now I shall proceed to describe yoga to you. Yoga is divided into many kinds on
account of its actions : (viz.,) Mantrayoga, Layayoga, Hathayoga, and Rajayoga. There are
four states common to all these : (viz.,) Arambha, Ghata, Paricaya, and Ni~patti.

'Q,<l'QT

Ra:rat ~ ~ ~ : 1 %;!ctil~~d

~ ~ *'144Nl41~~011f;;;ial{I at~~f.afitj

ll;;f

awm< ~ '41" ~11 ~ ~11

'll1ll ire@ +ll~cfil~4: II ~~II

~ : ~ : qfhilfifo: I Jli0f~eJ4:elQ~eH!t-il~f~tcfiM14llITT"{II ~ ~ 11

~ 'Q,c1' Mll(flJI: ¼14d(f1Jl4\"I: ~I~~

3m

!)IUiaj<.14:11 ~-gll

!;l?-1161 {\ ~ ~ ~ ~ eftq_1 ~ : ~ ~

irrf :a'6ll<l'II ~ ~ I I

~ 461ifl:W 46161~~ ~ I sillM~{lf~lllOi~ 4Mifl.$!1~~ ~II~ GII
~

~
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a,lU!,IOlcH:tm;i ~ iro:(1 ~ i'.uq{lc-11 "€r

~~JIM\

~ l:fmli ~ 1.911

~ ~ ~~H.lfilcfi ~ 'fficfo: I H&:ll~lll ~i:\tiic61 ~ ~ ~ : II ~ l 11
~ Pt~i:\tiictil ~ '& 'q~,(1441 ~ lffi ~ ~ ~ itfu 'q~l:!~'!_11 ~~Ii

~~mt:

~~I ~ ~ ~ q~1ffi:,1;,11gi4q__11 ~ o Ii

gji~¼t~P-1<'.fila,lR ~'lijOOllq~,Pt '&1 ~

wf\«ll-il(':«i:11-J_ ~ : I I ~ ~I I

0 Brahman, I shall describe these to you. Listen attentively. One should practise the
Mantra along with its matrikas (proper intonations of the sounds) and others for a period of
twelve years; then he gradually obtains wisdom along with the siddhis, (such as) al)ima etc.
Persons of weak intellect who are the least qualified for yoga practise this. The (second)
Laya-yoga tends towards the absorption of the citta and is described in myriads of ways;
(one of which is)- one should contemplate upon the Lord who is without parts (even)
while walking, sitting, sleeping, or eating. This is called Laya-yoga. Now hear (the
description of) Hatha-yoga. This yoga is said to possess (the following) eight subservients,
yama (forbearance), niyama (religious observance), asana (posture), pral)ayama
(suppression of breath), pratyahara (sub-jugation of the senses), dharal)a (concentration),
dhyana, the contemplation on Hari in the middle of the eyebrows and samadhi that is the
state of equality. Mahamudra, Mahabandha and Khecari, Jalandhara, Uddiyal)a, and Molabandha, uttering without intermission Pral)ava (Om) for a long time, and hearing the
exposition of the supreme truths, Vajroli, AmarolI and Sahajoli, which from a triad-· all
these separately I shall give a true description of. 0 four-faced one (Brahma), among (the
duties ot) yama moderate eating-- and not others-- fom1s the principal factor; and noninjury is most important in niyama. (The chief postures are) four (viz.,) Siddha, Padma,
Simha, and Bhadra. During the early stages of practice, the following obstacles take place,
0 four-faced one, (viz.,) laziness, idle talk, association with bad characters, acquisition of
mantras, etc., playing with metals (alchemy) and woman, etc., the mirage. A wise man
having found out these should abandon them .by the force of his virtues.
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Then assuming Padma posture, he should practise pral).ayama. He should erect a
beautiful monastery with a very small opening and with no crevices. It should be well
pasted with cow-dung or with white coment. It should be carefully freed from dugs,
mosquitoes and lice. It should be swept well every day with a broom. It should be perfumed
with good odours; and fragrant resins should burn in it. Having taken his seat neither too
high nor too low on a cloth, deerskin and kusa grass spread, one over the other, the wise
man should assume the Padma posture and keeping his body erect and his hands folded in
respect, should salute his deity. Then closing the right nostril with his right thumb, he
should gradually draw in the air through the left nostril. Having restrained it as long as
possible, he should again expel it through the right nostril, he should retain it as long as he
can and then expel it through the left nostril drawing the air through the nostril by which he
expels, he should continue this in uninterrupted succession. The time taken in making a
round of the knee with the palm of the hand, neither very slowly nor very rapidly, and
snapping the fingers once is called a matra. Drawing the air through the left nostril for
about sixteen matras and having retained it (within) for about sixty-four matras one should
expel it again through the right nostril for about thirty-two matras. Again fill the right
nostril as before (and continue the rest). Practise cessation of breath four times daily (viz.,)
at sunrise, noon, sunset and midnight, till eighty (times are reached).
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By a continual practice for about three months, the purification of the nadis takes place.
When the nadis have become purified, certain external signs appear on the body of the
yogin. I shall proceed to describe them. (Th,'.y are) lightness of the body, brilliancy of
complexion, increase of the gastric fire, leanness of the body, and along with these, absence
of restlessness in the body. The proficient in yoga should abandon the food detriental to the
practice of yoga. He should give up salt, mustard, things sour, hot, pungent, or bitter,
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vegetables, asafoetida, etc., worship of fire, woman, walking, bathing at sunrise, emaciation
of the body by fasts, etc. During the early stages of practice, food of milk and ghee is
ordairied; also food consisting of wheat, green pulse and red rice are said to favour the
progress. Then he will be able to retain his breath as long as he like. By thus retaining the
breath as long as he likes, kevala kumbhaka (cessation of breath without inspiration and
expiration) is attained. When kevala kumbhaka is attained by one, and thus expiration and
inspiration are dispensed with, there is nothing unattainable in the three worlds to him. In
the commencement (of his practice), sweat is given out; he should wipe it off.
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Even after that, owing to the retaining of the breath, the person practising it gets
phlegm. Then by increased practice of dharm:ia, sweat arises. As a frog moves by leaps, so
the yogin sitting in the Padma posture moves on the earth. With a (further) increased
practice, he is able to rise from the ground. He, while seated in Padma posture, levitates.
There arises to him the power to perform extraordinary feats. He does (or should) not
disclose to others his feats of great powers (in the path). Any pain, small or great, does not
affect the yogin. Then excretions and sleep are diminished, tears, dirty water in the eye,
salivary flow, sweat and bad smell in the mouth do not arise in him. With a still further
practisce, he acquires great strength by which he attains Bhucara siddhi, which enables him
to bring under his control all the creatures that tread this earth; tigers, sarabhas, elephants,
wild bulls or lions, die on being struck by t-he palm of the yogin. He becomes as beautiful as
the god of love himself.
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All female beings taken up with the beauty of his person will desire of have intercourse
with him. If he so keeps connection, his virility will be lost; so abandoning all copulation
with women,be should continue his practice with no lust. By the preservation of the semen,
a good odour pervades the body of the yogin. Then sitting.in a secluded place, he should
repeat P:raQ.ava (Om) with there pluta-matras (or prolonged intonation) for the destruction
of his former sins. The mantra, PraQ.ava (Om) destroys all obstacles and all sins. By
practising thus he attains the arambha (beginning or first) state.
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Then follows the ghata (second state)- one which is acquired by constantly practising
suppresion of breath. When a perfect union takes place between praQ.a and apana, manas
and buddhi, ot jivatma and Paramatma without opposition, it is called the ghata state. I
shall describe its signs. He may now practice only for about one-fourth of the period
prescribed· for practice before. By day and evening let him practise only of a yama (3
hours). Let him practise kevala kumbhaka once a day. Drawing away completely the organs
from the. objects of sense during cessation of breath is called pratyahara. Whatever he sees
With his eyes, let him consider as Atma. Whatever he hears with his ears, let him consider
as Atma. Whatever he smells with his nose let him consider as Atma. Whatever he tastes
with his tongue let himconsider as Atma. Whatever the yogin touches with his skin let him
consider as Atma.
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The y'ogin should thus gratify his organs of sense for a period of one yama every day
with great effort. Then various wor1.derful powers are .attained by the yogin, such as
clairveyance, clairvoyance, clairaudience, ability to transport himself to great distances
within a moment, great power of speech, ability to take any form, ability to become
invisible and the transmutation of iron into gold when the former is smearted over .with his
excretion.
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That yogin who is constantly practising yoga attains the power to levitate. Then should
the wise yogin think that these powers are great obstacles to the attainment of yoga, and so
he should never take delight in them. The king of yogins should not exercise his powers
before any person whatsoever. He should live in the world as a fool, an idiot, or a deaf man,
in order to keep his powers concealed. His disciples would, without doubt, request him to
show his powers for the gratification of their own desires. One who is actively engaged in
one's duties forgets to practise (yoga); so he should practise day and night yoga without
. forgetting the words of the Guru. Thus passes the ghata state to one who is constantly
engaged in yoga practice. To one nothing is gained by useless company, since thereby he
does not practise yoga. So one should with great effort practise yoga. Then by this constant
practice is gained the paricaya sta~e (the third state).
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Vayu (or breath) through arduous practice pierces along with agni the Km:i9alini
thought and enters the Su~umna uninterrupted. When one's citta enters Su~umna along with
pral).a, it reaches the high seat (of the head) along with pral).a.
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"There are the five clements (viz.,) Prthivi, apas, agni, vayu and akasa. To the body of
the five elements, there is the fivefold dharm:ia. From the feet to the knees is said to be the
region of prthivi, is four-sided in shape, is yellow in colour and has the vart).a ( or letter) La.
Carrying the breath witl~ the letter La along the region of earth (viz., from the foot to the
knees) and contemplating upon Brahma with four faces and four mouths and of golden
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colour, one should perform dhara:oa there for a period of two.hours. He then attains mastery
over the earth. Death does not trouble him, since he has obtained mastery over the earth
element. The region of apas is said to extend from the knees t0 the anus. A.pas is semi~lunar
in shape and white in colour and has. Va for its bija (seed) letter. Carrying up the bre.ath,
with the letter Va along the.region of apas, he should contemplate on .the God Naraya:oa·
having four arms and- a crowned head, as being of the colour of pure crystal, as dressed ·in
orange clothes and as decayless; and practising dhara:oa there for a period of two hours, he
is freed from all sins.
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Then there is no fear for him from water, and he does not meet his death in water. From
the anus to the heart is said to be the region oragni. Agni is triangular
in shape,
of
red
.
-.
.
'
colour, and has the lettefRa for its (bija) seed. Raising the breath made resplendent through
the letter Ra along the region of fire, he should contemplate on Rudra, who has· three eyes,
who grants all wishes, who is of the colour of the midday sun, who is smeared all over with
holy ashes. and who is of a pleased contenance. Practising dhara:oa there for a period of two
hours, he is not burnt by fire even though his body enters the. fire-pit. From the heartto the
middle of the eyebrows is said to be the region of vayu. Vayu is hexangular in shape; black
in colour and shines with the letter Ya. Carrying the breath along theregion ofvayu, he
should contemplate on Isvara, the Omniscient, as possessing faces on all sides; and ·
practising dharaQa there for two hours, he enters vayu and then akasa. The yogin does not
meet his death through the fear of vayu.
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From the centre of the eyebrows to the top of the head is said to be. the region of akasa,
is circular in shape, smoky in colour and shining with the letter Ha. Rising the breath along
the region of akasa, he should contemplate on Sadasiva in the following manner, as
producing happiness, as· of the shape of bindu, as the great deva, as have the shape of akasa,
as shining like pure crystal, as wearing the rising crescent of moon on his head, as having
five faces, ten heads and three eyes, as being of a pleased countenance, as armed with all
weapons, as adornep with.all ornaments, as having Uma (the goddess) in one-half of his
body~ as ready to gr1nt favours, and as the cause of all the causes.' By practising dharal).a in
the region of akasa, he obtains certainly the power of levitating in the akasa (ether).
Wherever he stays, he enjoys supreme bliss. The proficient in.yoga should practise these
five dharal).as. Then his body· becomes strong and he does not know death. That greatminded man does not die even during the deluge of Brahma.
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Then he should practise dharru:;ia for a period of six ghafakas (two hours, 24 minutes).
Re~training the breath in (the region ot) aka.fa and contemplating on the deity who grants
his wishes- this is said to be saguIJ.a dhyana capable of giving (the siddhis), m:iima, etc;
One who is engaged in nirgul).a dhyana attains the stage of samadhi. Within twelve days at
least, he attains the stage of samiidhi. Restraining his breath, the wise one becomes an
emancipated person. Samadhi is that state in which the jivatma (lower selt) and the
Paramatma (higher selt) are differenceless (or of equal state). If he desires to lay aside his
body, he can do so. He will become absorbed in Parabrahman and does not require utkranti .
(going out or up): But if he does not so desire, and if his body is dear to him, he lives in all
the worlds possessing the siddhis of al)ima, etc. Sometimes he becomes a deva an.d lives
honoured in svarga; or he becomes a man or an yak~a through his will. He can also take the
form of a lion, tiger, elephant, or horse through his own will. The yogin. becoming the great
Lord can live as long as he likes. There is difference only in the modes of procedure but the
result is the same.
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Place the left heel pressed on the anus, stretch the right leg and hold it firmly with both
hands, Place the head on the breast and inhale the air slowly. Restrain the breath as long as
you can and then slowly breathe out. After practising it with the left foot, practise it with
the right. Place the foot that was stretched before on the thigh. This is mahabandha and
should be practised on both sides. The yogin sitting in mahabandha and having inhaled the
air with intent mind, should stop the course of vayu (inside) by means of the throat-mudra,
and occupying the two sides (of the throat) with speed. This is called mahavedha and is
frequently practised by the siddhas. With the tongue thrust into the interior cavity of the
head (or throat) and with the eyes intent on the spot between the eyebrows, this is called
khecarimudra. Contracting the muscles of the neck and placing the head with a firm on the
breast, this is called the jalandhara (bandha) and is a lion to the elephant of death. That
bandha by which pral)a flies through Susumna is called uddiyal)abandha by the yogins.
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Pressing the heel firmly against the anus, contracting the anus and drawing up the
apana, this is said to be yonibandha. Through mulabandha, pral)a and apana as well as nada
and bindu are united and gives success in yoga : there is no doubt about this ..To one
practising in a reversed manner (or on both sides) which destroyes all diseases, the gastric
fire is increased. Therefore a practitioner should collect a large quantity of provisions, (for)
ifhe takes a small quantity of food, the fire (within) will consume his body in a moment.
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On the first day, he should stand on his head with the feet raised up for a moment. He
should increase this period gradually every day. Wrinkles and greyness of hair will
disappear within three months. He who practises only for a period of a yama (twenty-four
minutes) every day conquers time. He who practises vajrolI becomes a yogin and the
respository of all siddhis. If the yoga siddhis are ever to be attained, he only has them
within his reach. He knows the past and the future and certainly moves in the air. He who
drinks of the nectar thus is rendered immortal day by day. He should daily practise vajrolL
Then it is called amarolL Then he obtains the rajayoga and certainly he does not meet with
obstacles. When a yogin fulfils his action by rajayoga, then he certainly obtain
discrimination and indifference to objects. Vi~r:iu, the great yogin, the grand one of great
austerities and the most excellent Puru~a is seen as a lamp in the path of truth.
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That breast from which one sucked before (in his previous birth) he now presses (in
love) and obtains pleasure. He enjoys the same genital organ from which he was born
before. She who was once his mother will now be wife and she who is now wife is (or will
be) verily mother. He who is now father will be again son, and he who is now son will be
again father. Thus are the egos of this world wandering in the womb of birth and death like
a bucket in the wheel of a well and enjoying the worlds. There are the three worlds, three
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vadas, three sandhyas, (morning, noon and evening), three svaras (sounds), three agnis, and·
gul).as, and all these are placed in the three letters (0th). He who understands that which is
indestructible and is the meaning of the three (Orh)- by him are all these worlds strung.
This is the Turth, the supreme seat. As the smell in the flower, as the ghee in the milk, as
the oil in the gingelly seed and as the gold in the quartz, so is the lotus situated in the heart.
Its face is downwards and its stem upwards. Its bindu is downwards and in its centre is
situated manas. By the letter A, the lotus becomes expanded; by the letter U, it becomes
split (or opened), by the latter M, it obtains nada; and the ardhamatra (half-metre) is
silence. The person engaged in yoga obtains the supreme seat, which is like a pure crystal,
which is without parts and which destroys all sins.
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As a tortoi3e draws its hand and head within itself, so drawing in air thus and expelling
· it through the nine holes of.the body, he breathes upwards and forwards, like a lamp in an
air-tight jar which is motionless, so that which is seen motionless through the process of
yoga in the heart and which is free from turmoil, after having been drawn from the nine
holes, is said to be Atma alone.
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41. ATMABODHA- UPANI~AD
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Orn. Prostrations of Narayal)a wearing conch, discus, and mace, by whom the Yogi is
released from the bondage of the cycle of rebirth through the utterance of Him who is of the
form of Pral)ava, the Orh, composed of the three letters A, U, and M, who is the uniform
bliss and who is the Brahmapuru~a (all-pervading Puru~a). Orh. Therefore the reciter of the
Mantra "Orh-namo-Narayal)aya" reaches the Vaikul)tha world.
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It is the heart-Kamala (lotus), viz., the city of Brahman. It is effulgent like lightning,

shining like a lamp. It is Brahmal)ya (the presider over the city of Brahman) that is the son
of DevakI. It is Brahmal)ya that is Madhusodana (the killer of Madhu). It is Brahmal)ya that
is Pul)c;larikak~a (lotus-eyed). It is Brahmal)ya, Vi~l)U that is acyuta (the indestructible). He
who meditates upon that sole Narayal)a, who is latent in all beings, who is the causal
Puru~a, who is causeless, who is Parabrahman, the Orn, who is without pains and delusion
and who is all-pervading- that person is never subject to pains. From the dual, he becomes
the fearless non-dual. Whoever sees this (world) as manifold (with the difference of I, you,
he, etc.), passes from death to death.
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In the centre of the heart-lotus is Brahman, which is the All, which has Prajfia as Its eye
and which is established in Prajfiana alone. To creatures, Pranjfiana is the eye and Prajfia is
the seat. It is Pra~fiana alone that is Brahman. A person who meditates (thus), leaves this
world through Pqtjfiana, the Atma and ascending attains all his desires in the Supreme
· Svarga deathless. Oh! I pray· You, place me in that nectar-everflowing unfailing_ world
where Jyotis (the light) always shines and where one is revered. (There is no doubt) he
attains nectar also. Oril-namal.J..
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I am without Maya. I am without compare. I am solely the thing that is of the nature of
wisdom. I am without Aharilkara (1-am~ness). I am without the difference of the universe,_
Jiva and Isvara. I am the Supreme that is not -differeht from Pratyagatma (individual
(Atma). I am with ·ordinances and prohibitions destroyed without remainder. I am with
Asramas (observances of life) well given up. I am of the nature of the vast and all-full
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wisdom. I am one that is witness and without desire. I reside in My glory alone. l am
without motion. I am without old age- without destruction- without the differences of
My party or another. I have wisdom as chief essence. I am the mere ocean of bliss called
salvation. I am the subtle. I am without change. I am Atma merely, without the illusion of
qualities. l am the Seat devoid of the three Gul)as. I am the cause of the many worlds in
(My) stomach. I am the Kutastha-Caitanya (supreme Cosmic mind). I am of the form of the
Jyotis (light) free from motion. I am not one that can be known by inference. I alone am
full. I am of the form of the stainless. salvation. I am without limbs or birth. I am the
essence which is Sat itself. I am of the nature of the true wisdom without limit. I am the
state of excellent happiness. I am One that cannot be differentiated. I am the all-pervading
and without stain. I am the limitless and endless Sattva alone. I am fit to be. known through
Vedanta. I am the one fit to be worshipped. I am the heart of all the worlds. I am replete
with Supreme Bliss. I am of the nature of happiness, which is Supreme Bliss. I am pure,
secondless, and eternal. I am devoid of beginning. I am free from the three bodies (gross,
subtle, and causal). I am of the nature of wisdom. I am the emancipated One. I have a
wondrous form. I am free from impurity. I amthe One latent (in all). I am the equal Atma
of eternal Vijfiana. I am the refined Supreme Truth. I am of the nature of Wisdom-Bliss
alone. Through I cognize as the secondless Atma by means of discriminative wisdom and
reason, yet is found the relation between bondage and salvation.
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Though to Me the universe is gone, yet it shines as true always. Like the tmth in the
(illusory conception of a) snake, etc., in the rope, so the truth of Brahman alone is, and is
the substratum on which this universe is playing. Therefore the universe is not. Just as
sugar is found permeating all the sugar-juice (from which the sugar is extracted), so I am
full in the three worlds in the form of the non-dual Brahman. Like the bubbles waves, etc.,
in the ocean, so all beings, from Brahma down to worm, are fashioned in Me; just as the
ocean does not long after the motion of the waves, so to Me, there is no longing after
sensual-happiness, being Myself of the form of (spiritual) Bliss. Just as in a wealthy person
the desire for poverty does not arise, so in Me who am immersed in Brahmic Bliss, the
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desire for sensual happiness cannot arise. An intelligent person who sees both nectar and
poison rejects poison; so having cognized Atma, I reject those that are not Atma. The sun
that illuminates the pot (both within and without) is not destroyed with the destruction of
the pot; so the Sak~i (witness) that illuminates the body is not destroyed with the
destruction of the body.
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To Me there is no bondage; there is no salvation, there are no Sastra, there is no Guru;
for these shine through Maya and I have crossed them and am secondless. Let Pral).as (vital
airs) according to their laws be fluctuating. Let Manas (mind) be blown about by desire.
How can pains affect me who am by nature full of Bliss? I have truly known Atma. My
Ajfiana has fled away. The egoism of actorship has left Me. There is nothing I should yet
do. Brahman's duties, family, Gotra (clan), name, beauty, and class- all these belong to
the gross body and not to Me who am without any mark (of body). Inertness, love, and
joy- these attributes appertain to causal body and not to Me, who am eternal and of
changeless nature. Just as ,m owl sees darkness only in the sun, so a fool sees only darkness
in the self-shining Supreme Bliss. Should the clouds screen the eyesight a fool thinks there
is no sun; so an embodied person full of Ajfiana thinks there is no Brahman. Just as nectar
which is other than poison does not commingle with it, so I, who am different from inert
matter, do not mix with its stains. As the light of a lamp, however small, dispels immense
darkness, so wisdom, however slight makes Ajfiana, however immerise, to perish. Just as
(the delusion) of the serpent does not exist in the rope in all the three periods of time (past,
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present, and future), so the universe from Aharilkara (down) to body does not exist. in Me
who am the non-dual One. Being of the nature of consciousness alone, there is not inertness
.
'
in Me. Being of the nature of Truth, there is not non-truth to me. Being of the 0nature of
Bliss, there is not sorrow in Me. It is through Ajfiana that the universe shines as truth.
Whoever recites this Atmabodha-Upani~ad for Muhurta (48 minutes) is not born
again- Yea, is not born again.
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42. NARADA-PARIVRAJAKA-UPANISAD.
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Om. Once upon a time, Narada, the greatest of Parivrajakas (roaming ascetics), after
roaming over all worlds and cleansing, through merely by looking at the places of
pilgrimage able to impart rare religious merits, observed with a mind that had attai.ned
purity, without hate, quiescent and patient, and indifferent towards all (objects), the forest
ofNaimi~a (the modem Nimsar), filled with beings that were engaged in the contemplation
of Reality and had attained the greatness of the ordained bliss; (there) through the recitation ·
of stories about Hari (Vi~r;iu), associated with the musical notes of Sa, Ri, Ga, Ma, Pa, Dha,
and Ni (of the gamut), able to impart indifference to objects and to make one look down
upon the universe, and instilling divine devotion, fixed and movable (or mental and bodily),
he entered (the forest, fascinating the crowds of beings, human, animal, Kimpuru~as,
celestials, Kinnaras, Apsaras and Uragas (collected there). (Thert;upon the) great ~is
Saunaka and others who had been engaged for twelve years in Sattra sacrifice well.. skilled
in the recitation of Vedas, the knowers of all, and the good practisers of tapas, observed
. Narada, the son of Brahma and the devotee of the Lord, and having risen up, paid due
respect to him. ,Then having with due respect requested him to sit down, they also seated
themselves and addressed him thus : "O Lord, son of.. Brahma, what is the means of
salvation for us? It is desired that it should be communicated (to us)."
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Thus addressed, Narada replied to them thus : "One born in a good family and fit to go
through the forty-four sarhskaras, upanayana and others, should, under a teacher to whom
he is devoted, study, after the recitation of the Veda of his own·sakha (division), all the
different branches of knowledge; then should fulfil, according to the rules ordained, for
twelve years the observance of Brahmacarya (celibacy), such as the service of the Guru,
etc.; then for twenty-five years the asrama (order of life) of a grhastha (house-holder); and
for twenty-five years the asrama of a vanaprastha (forester). After thus practising well the
fourfold celibacy, the sixfold householder's life, and the fourfold forester's life, and having
· ,performed all the duties thereof, he should acquire the fourfold means of salvation; thus the
sannyasin who gives up the desires along with the karmas of mind, speech, and body in this
sarhsara as well as the vasana (attachment) towards the threefold desire (of son, wife, and
wealth), being without malice· and endowed with quiescence and patience,· undisturbed in
the order of life of Paramaharhsa, quits the body in the contemplation of Reality, is an
emancipa~ed person. Such is the Upani~ad.
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Upadefa II

All the l_l~is, Saunaka and others addressi~g Lord Narada said thus : "O Lord, please
tell us the rules of sannyasa." At which, seeing them, Narada replied : "It is but must that
we should know the whole truth from the mouth of J:Jrahma Himself." After the sattra
sacrifice was completed, he took the r~is along with him to satyaloka; and after duly
making prostrations to and eulogising Brahma engaged in meditation upon 'Brahman, he
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along with others was duly seated under the orders of Brahma. Then Narada addressed
Brahma thus : "You .are Guru; You are father; You are the knower of the secret of all
learning; You are the knower of all; You shall therefore tell me one secret. Who else but
You are fit to tell the secret dear unto me. It is this. Please tell us. the· rules of the real
sannyasa (asceticism).
Thus prayed to by Narada, Brahma surveyed all in the four quarters; and after
meditating for one muhiirta (48 minutes), and assuring himself that the inquiry was truly for
the purpose of escaping from the pain of sarhsara, Brahma eyeing Narada, said thus : "The
mystery that was imparted before by Virat-Puru~a of illimitable form according to the
Puru~a-Sukta-Upani~ad is now being divulged to you. It is very mysterious. It is fit to be
hearkened to with great attention.
I
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O Narada, one born in a good family and obedient to his parents, should, after the
performance of upanayana according to the rules, find a virtuous Guru that is other than his
father, is of good custom and habits, of faith, born of good family, a knower of Vedas, a
lover of Sastras, of (good) qualities and free from duplicity. Having made prostrations and
rendered useful service to him, be should respectfully acquaint him with his intention.
Having studied all departments of knowledge and rendered service for twelve years, he
should, under his (the Guru's) orders, marry a girl fit for his family and dear unto him.
Then having performed for twenty-five years the karmas incidental to a householder and
attained the status of a Brahma1,1a that has performed sacrifices and the rest, he should beget
a son with the only desire of perpetuating the family. After thus spending twenty-five years
in the performance of household dharma, he should bathe thrice daily for twenty-five years
and take only one meal in the fourth period; he should live alone in the forest, after giving
up his previous wanderings in city and village; and without desire for fruit, sh,ould perform
the karmas incidental to that (forester;s) order of life, and be without desire, for objects seen
and heard. Being skilled in the forty sarhskaras, he should be devoid of desire for all, have a
purified mind, have burnt up desire, jealousy, envy and egoism, and have developed the
four means of salvation. Then he becomes fit for sannyasa. Such is the Upani~ad."
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Upadesa III

.Then Narada addressed the grandfather thus :
"O Lord, by wh~m, after attaining the qualifications of sannyasa, is it fit to be taken t'
To which Brahma replied : "After first expounding the qualifications of sannyasa, the rules
of sannyasa will then be stated. Hearken carefully. A eunuch, the outcaste, the maimed, the
lewd, the deaf, the youth, the dumb, the heretic, the discus-bearer, the Linga-wearer, the
vaikhanasa (forester), the Haradvija (carrier of Siva's flag), the reciter of Vedas for hire, the.
bald-headed, one without (sacrificial) fire- all these, even though they have attained
vairagya are unfit for sannyasa. Even though they have become sannyasins, they are unfit to
be initiated into the mahavakyas (sacred vedic sentences). The Paramaharhsa sannyasin
stated before (as fit to take sannyasa) is the one qualified. It is stated in the smrtis that he is
a parivrat who is not afraid of others, as others are not afraid of him.
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The eunuch, the limbless, the blind, the youth, the sinful, 1he outcaste, the door-keeper,
the yaikhanasa, the Haradvija, the CakrI (discus-bearer), the LingI (Linga-wearer), the
heretic, the bald-headed, one without fire (sacrifice), one that had undergone sannyasa
twice or thrice, the reciter of Vedas for hire- all these are not fit for regular sannyasa but
only for atura-sannyasa (viz., sannyasa taken while a person is-afflicted, _etc.). What is the
opinion of aryas (Hindus) on the (fit) time for atura-sannyasa (being taken)? The time when
praI).a (life) is about to rise (out of the body) is called atura. The time other than it is
incapable of conferring (upon one) the path of salvation and is not atura. Even in aturasannyasa, the wise should according to rules, initiate himself into sannyasa after reciting the
mantras again and again in the course of respective mantras.
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There is no difference between regular and atura-sannyasa in the mantras to be uttered
at the time of taking sannyasa. There is no karma without mantras; (hence) karma needs
mantras. Anything done without mantra cannot be termed karma. Hence mantras should not
be given up. Any karma done without mantra is like an offering made in ashes. Through the
consciseness (of the performance) of the karmas, His stated to be atura-sannyasa.
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"Therefore, 0 Muni, the recitation of mantras is stated to be in atura-sannyasa. One
who is always duly doing agni-hotra (fire-sacrifice) should, when he quits (the house) for
foreign places through indifference, perform the prajapatya sacrifice in water and then take
up sannyasa. After completing in water the observances of karma through the mind, or the
recitation of mantras, the wise man should attain sannyasa. Else he becomes a fallen man.
When, in. the mind, indifference to all objects arises, then men should long after sannyasa,
(that being the best time for it); otherwise they are fallen. One who attains vairagya should
take sannyasa. One who does not, should remain at home. That vile twice-born with desire,
should he take sannyasa, reaches hell. That Brahmal)a who is a celibate, who has under
control his tongue, sexual organ, stomach, and hand may become a sannyasin without
undergoing the ceremony of marriage.
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Having known sarilsara (world) as one without sara (or essence) and not having
undergone any marriage on account of the desire to know the sara (or essence of God), they
become sannyasins on account of the practice of the supreme vairagya. The characteristic
of Pravrtti (path) is the. performance of karma; that of nivrtti of jfiana. Therefore placing
jfiana in the forefront, the wise man should take up sannyasa. When the reality of the
eternal Parabrahman is understood, then he should take up one da1;1<;la (staff) and abandon
the holy thread and tuft of hair. Then he becomes fit to eat the alms-food (of sannyasa),
having become devoted to Paramatma, indifferent to those that are non-Paramatma and
freed from all desires. He becomes fit to be the eater of alms food who peserves the same
countenance when he is beaten, as when he is worshipped or prostrated to. He becomes fit
to be the eater of alms-food who is of the firm certitude that he is no other than the nondual and indestructible Brahman,. otherwise named Vasudeva. He in whom are existent
santi (control of the orgaqs), sama (control of mind), purity (of mind and body), satya
(truth), santo~a (contentment), arjava (straight for wardness), poverty, and nonostentatiousness should be in the order of life of kaivalya (sannyasa). When one does not,
through actions, mind, or speech, commit any sinful action to any being, then he becomes
fit for eating alms-food.
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Having become quiescent (through the control of the mind), having practised the ten

kinds of dharmas, having, according to rules, studied vedanta, and having paid the three
debts (to devas, r~is, and pitrs), one shoald take up sannyasa. Courage, fortitude, the control
. of the body, honesty, purity of (mind and body), control of the (inner) organs, shame,
knowledge, truth, and absence of anger- theselten are the characteristics of dharma. One
who does not look back (with pleasure) upon past enjoyments, nor forward into the future,
and one who does not rejoice in the present, is fit to become a sannya~in. One who is able
to control within, the inner organs and without, the external organs, may be in the order of
life of K.aivalya. One who while in life is not affected by pleasures and pains, as the body is
unaffected by them after death, may be in the order of life of Kai val ya.
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"An ascetic of the Paramahamsa (order) shall wear two loin-cloths, one ragged cloth,
and one staff. Nothing more is ordained (in his case). Should he through desire wear more
than these, he will fall into the hell or raurava and be born into the womb of an animal.
Having stitched together old and clean cloths into one and having coloured it with red
(ochre), he should wear it as his 'lpper cloth. He may be with one cloth or even without it.
He should roam about alone with the sole vision (of Brahman), devoid of desires; but he
may be in one place alone in the rainy season. Having quite abandoned his family,
including son and wife, vedanta, sacrifice, and the sacred thread, the ascetic should wander
incognition. Having given up all faults, such as passion, anger, pride, desire, and delusion,
he parivrat (ascetic) should become one that owns nothing.
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He is a muni who is devoid of love and hate, who regards equally a clod of earth, stone,
or gold, who does no injury to any living creature, and is freed from all. That ascetic
reaches salvation who is associated with Atmajfiana, who is freed from ostentation and
egoism, from doing injury and tale-bearing. Through attraction to the senses, he becomes
subject to fault, there is no doubt : through their control, he gains perfection. Lust when
enjoyed is never gratified. Just as fire increases with the oblation (of ghee, etc., poured into
it) so also lust waxes strong (with enjoyment). It should be known that that man who does
not rejoice or grieve through hearing, touching, eating, seeing, or smelling is a jitendriya
(conqueror of the organs). He whose speech and mind are well brought under control
attains, completely and always, all the fruits of vedanta.
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"That Brah:maJJ.a who is always afraid of respect as poison and always longs after
disrespect as nectar, sleeps soundly and rises happily even though he is treated with
disrespect. He moves about happily in this world. The one who treats him with disr;spect
perishes. AU cruel words should .be e!J.dured. None should be treated. with disrespect. On
account. of bodily ,relationsl:lip, none should be made. inimicaL No anger should be d1rectecl
in'tuni't~wards one ~ho i~angry. 8oftw9rds (only)shoid be spoken, eyen When (Violently) .
pulled by another. !We. untrue :Wotd~. should be uttered, even should afflfotions. arise to. the
seven.gates (of.tlie:body).One.desirou:rof bliss.should dwell in this.universe through the
· aid ofAtm~ _alone{ j:ritenrupon P.tma, free from desires,. 'and \Vithoutthe desire ofblessing.
(others} He becomes. fit for s~lya~ion through .the control-of the organs, the destruction of
fove•an4il :hate and no.n~injuw tp:beings, Ue.sllould.abandon.(all identification with) this
feeble; perishable, and in_ipure body of five elements whereof the bones are the pillars,
which is strung by the nerves, .coated o.ver with flesh and blood, covered up by the skin, j~
of bad odour, full of urine andfaei~s is ever haunted by dotage and miseries and is the seat
. of all ills. If art igne>r~iit man'~e:Jond of this. body firmly 'knit together with flesh; bfocid,
pus, faeces, and uri~e·, nerves, fat,and bones, he would, a fortiori, be fond of hell. That
(identification of the body with _the Self} is alone the seat of the Kalasiitra hell. That is
alone the Maha-VId~Vagura (heU). That is alone the Asipatravanasre1;1i (hell). Such an idea
of the body being the Self should be strenuously abandoned, though all should perish. That
love of the body is not fit to be felt by one intent upon his welfare; just as a low-caste
WO.man eating dog' S flesh is unfit to be touched.
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. "One (fit tore;s.h sa!~a.tion), after le~ving all meritorious actions to those dearto him
and all sins to'those nofdear, atfains the eternal Brahman through dhyana-yoga. Such a
Ifian, through the ordinances, gives up little by little all associations, and being freed from
0
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all pairs of opposites; remains in Brahman alone. On account of the accomplishment (of
salvation), he should be moving about alone and without any help. He who having
understood the effect of being alone never derogates from it, is never left in want. The
!;>owl, the foot of the tree, the tatteredrobe, the state of being without help, the equality of
vision in all, these are the characteristics of the emancipated one. One intent upon the
welfare of all beings, witha quiescent mind, having the three-knotted staff and bowl, and
ever devoted.to the One{Brahman), after taking up sannyasa, may enter a village. Such one
is a bhik~u (alms-taker). Should two unite, it is called mithuna (a pair or union); with three,
it becomes a grama (or village); with more it is a nagai:a (or city). No city or village, or
rriithuna should be made, and an ascetic who· commits these three(6ffonces) falls from his
duty. Through such intercourse (or ascetics), all kinds of.Wlf~:CG>nnected with the king and
alms, friendship, tale-bearing, and maiice occur~et~ee;J~~m. '"I'here is no doubt of it.
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''He (the ascetic) should be alone and de'siifele,ss. He should .notconverse with anybody.
The ascetic should ever be uttering the word Narayapa in each sentence. Being alone, he
should be meditating upon Brahman in all me11tal, spoken, and bodily actions. He should
neither rejoice at dying cir living. He should
anticipating the time when life will close.
He should not be glad of dying; nor· should'he. be· glad of living" :fle should be biding his
time like a hireling (for his pay). An ascetic w.ho plays the part of the dumb, the eunuch, the
lame, the blind, the deaf, and the idiot is ema~cipated through the (above six) means. There
is no doubt of this. He who has not fondaess for eating,'. saying that this is good and that is
bad, who speaks only words thaLare.beneficial, true, and moderate is said to be the dumb.
He is a eunuch who is no more affectef by tlhe sight of a sixteen years old girl than of a
new~bornfemale baby or a hundred-years old woman.
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He who does not move about for more than the distance of yojana for alms or for the
calls of nature is a lame man. That parivrat (ascetic) is said to be a blind man, who whether
sitting or walking, has his vision extended to no more than four yokes distance on the
ground. He is said to be deaf who, though hearing words, beneficial or non-beneficial,
pleasant or painful to the mind, is as if he does not hear them. That clever ascetic is said to
be an idiot who is ever in a state of sleep, as it were, having his organs non-agitated by
objects, even though near. He should never observe the following six- the scenes of
dancing, etc., gambling, lovely women, eatables, enjoyables, and women in their monthly
course.
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"The ascetic should never in thought even think of others with the six (viz.,) love, hate,
pride, deceit, treachery1 and the illusion (of confounding them). To the ascetics, the
following six are sinful ; cot, white cloth, the stories of women, love towards women, sleep
during the day, and vehicles. He who is engaged in Atmic contemplation should car~fully
avoid a long journey. fie should ever practise the upani~adic vidya-tending to salvation.
The ascetic need not bijthe daily. He need not observe upavasa (fast). He need not be one
that had studied Veda}-, He need not be one that is able to produce a commentary (lecture).
He should daily ob~.~rve acts without sin, deceit, or falsehood. He who, having withdrawn
the organs within, like a turtle its limbs (within its shell), is with the actions of the organs
and the mind annihilated, without desires, without possessing any object as his own,
without dualities, without prostrations, without the oblations to pitr devatas (they being
with desires), without mine or I, without awaiting anything, without the desire to be happy,
and living in places where men do not live- he alone is emancipated. There is no doubt of
this.
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A celibate, or householder, or forester, who is (ever) vigilant, has karma, devotion, and
knowledge and is independent, after understanding his peculiar ·tendency and having
become indifferent (to his order of life), may become an householder after ending the
celibate life, or may from the householder's life enter the life of a forester, and then the life
of an ascetic; or from the life of a celibate, 9r householder, or forester may (directly) enter
that of an ascetic. The moment vairagya arises in him, he may become an ascetic that
moment, whether he is with vrata (religious observance) or not, is snataka or not, or with
discontinued fire-sacrifice or not. On account of that, some perform Prajapatya-sacrifice
alone; or Agneya-sacrifice may be performed. Is not agni, pra:Q.a? Through this alone, one
should perform that sacrifice only which is connected with the three dhatus. The three
dhatus are sattva, rajas, and tamas alone. With the mantra, a:i,:i "fl <TI'f.:r)~ <lm ·'5ffilt ~ ~ : I
c f ~ 3lRl6 e:iT ';JT cf'tWIT 'Wlll, agn{(fire) should be taken in. Thus it is said (in the Srutis):
~ cfT a:i•.Jl!Tf•F.J: mul:, mui ~ ~ 'lltf.:i ~ ~ I I
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The agni from ahavaniya should be brought @d taken in as before (with the mantras
above mentioned). Should such an agni be not obtainable, the homa (oblation) should be
~ ~ ~qeilfflctf'DTI' ~'D:fl ~ ~ I After
done in water with the mantras,
performing homa, the water should be taken in and sipped. After uttering the mantra, · ~
t1fc1<.:i11-1.1i 'l-lla:rc::' he abandons the tuft of hair in the head, the holy thread, father, son, wife,
karma, vedic study and mantra and becomes an ascetic. The Srutis say that a knower of
Atma should be engaged in meditation upon Brahman, through the three mantras tending to
salvation.
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Then Narada asked Brahma thus : "How can one, without the holy thread, be a
Brahma:Q.a?" To which Brahma replied : "The wise should, after shavitig (the head) together
with the tuft of hair, cast off the holy thread. He should wear, as his sutra (thread), the
indestructible and supreme Brahman. On account of (sacanat) its being an indication, it
(thread) is called sutra. Siitra is the Paramapada (supreme seat). He by whom that sutra is
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known is Brahman. That sfltra (thread of Brahman) in which is strung the whole universe
like beads on a sfltra (string); should be worn by the yogin that has known yoga and tattva.
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The wise man that is in supreme yoga should abandon the outer sfltra (thread). He who
wears (in his heart) this sfltra of Brahmic Reality is alone Brahma:t).a. Through wearing this
higher sutra, it becomes not a rejected one, not an impure one. Those only whose sfltra is
internal, having the holy thread as jfiana ate the real knowers of the sfltra, they are said·to
possess the yajfiopavita (holy thread). To those whose sikha (tuft of hair) is jfiana, whose
holy thread is jfiana, and whose meditation is upon jfiana, jfiana a;lone is supreme. It is said
that jfiana alone is able to purify. That wise man alone who poss'dsses the jfiana-sikha like
the sikha (flame) of agni (fire) is said to possess sikha (tuft of hair). Those that have mere
sikha are no sikhas. The Brahma:t).as and other that are entitled to perform the vedic karmas
are allowed to wear the (external). thread, only as an auxiliary to the karmas. It is only
vedic. The knowers of Brahman know that all Brahma1;1ya (the state of Brahman) accrues to
him only that has the jfianamaya sikha (knowledge-tuft of hair) and the tanmaya (that or
Brahmanful) upavita (holy thread).
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"Having known it, a Brahmal).a should take up sanny,asa. Such a sai:J.nyasin, should be,
in order to bear the bodily afflictions, with one cloth, bald-headed and without havir1g
anything as bein:g required (for his use}; or according to rules, he may be (naked) as-nature
made his body, and should abandon his s~n, friend, wife, 'trustworthy relatives, etc., as- well
as all karmas and love for the universe, the loin-cloth, staff; and coverir1g; Enc.luring all
pairs of opposites without cold or heat, happiness or grief, fame or disgrace, without the six
changes, I-ness, malice, pride, ostentation, jealousy, slander of others, love and hate,
pleasure and pain, passion, anger, greed and delusion and regarding his body as a mere
carcase, without thinking of all the things, internal and external; that are other than Self.
Without Prostrations, without the worship of devas and pitrs and without praise or
condemnation, he should wander about of his own a~cord. He should not receive gold and
others. For him, these is no invocation or dismissal (of deities), mantra or non-mantra,
meditation or worship, aim or non-aim, others or not-others without having another's or
(his own) settled place of residence, and. having a firm conviction, he should be in a_
desolate house or at the foot of trees, or in a temple, a plenteous turfed spot, a potter's place
or that of agnihotra or sacrifice, river, tank, sand-heap, subterranean vault, cave, mountainhill, the place prepared for sacrifice or forest; or like the asked personages, Sveta-ketu,
Rbhu, Nidagha, Ja<;labharata, R~abha, Durvasas, Sarirvartaka, Sanatsujata, Vaideha
(Janaka), Vatasiddha, Suka, Vamadeva, Dattatreya, Raivataka, and Gorak~a, he should
roam about as nature made him, without being recognised and without any me~ns of
discovery of his course of life, like a lad, or an insane man, or a ghost, with the action of a
madman though not mad, after discarding in water the three-knotted staff, the stringed sling
(bag), vessel, bowl, waist-:strint, loin-cloth, stick and cloth. He should ever be engaged in
Atmic deliberation. Being in his natural state without being affected by the pairs, without
re~eiving anything, being ever settled firmly in the Brahmic path, having a pure mind,
eating the food that is obtained without asking, in the palm as vessel, or in another's vessel
in order to merely protect the body at the time-required, being of equal mind whether the
object is gained or not, without having aught of his own, always meditating upon Brahman,
being,wHh Atma-ni~tha, having eradicated all actions, virtuous and sinful, and h_aving given
up all- that one who ever utters Brahma-Pral).ava, that "I am Brahman" alone, with the
blissful and non-dual jfiana, and after rising above the three bodies (to Brahman), like the
analogy of the wasp and the worm, gives up the body· as a sannyasin, is said to have done
all his work (in this world). Such is the Upani~ad."
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"One who after giving up the world, the Vedas, the objects and the organs is in Atma
alone, attains the supreme abode. A good ascetic should not make known his caste, name,
gotra (clan), etc., his place and time, the Vedas, etc. studied by him, his family, age, history,
observance and conduct. He should neither converse with women nor remember the women
he had seen. He should give up all stories conected with women. He should not even see the
figure of a woman in a picture. The mind of an ascetic who through delusion adopts the
above four things connected with women is necessarily affected and thereby perishes. The
following are prohibited (in his case) : Thirst, malice, falsehood, deceit, greed, delusion, the
pleasant and the unpleasant, manual work, lecture, yoga, kama (passion), desire, begging, 1ness, mine-ness, the obstinacy of curing diseases, penance, pilgrimage and the
accomplishment of fruits of mantras, and medicines. He who performs these interdicted
things, goes into a debased state. A muni who has mok~a as his supreme seat should
address such respectful words as "Please come, please go, please stay, and welcome" to
one, even though he be his intimate friend. He should neither receive presents, etc., nor ask
for them to be given to others. Even in dream, an ascetic should never direct a person (to do
work for him). Even should he witness or hear of the happiness or grief of his wife, brother,
son, and other relatives, he should not be affected thereby. He should abandon all joy and
sorrow.
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"To the ascetics controlling their mind, the following are their svadharmas (own
duties): Harmlessness, truth, honesty, celibacy, non-coveting, humility, high-spiritedness,
clearness of mind, steadiness of mind, straightforwardness, non-attachments (to any),
service to the Guru, faith, patience, bodily restraint, mental restraint, indifference, firm and
sweet words, endurance, compassion, shame, jfiana, vijfiana, yoga, moderate food, and
courage. That paramaharhsa of an ascetic in the order of life of a sannyasin who is without
dualities, always follows the pure sattvagm;a and sees all equally, is no other than the actual
Narayal).a Himself. He may live one day in a village and five days in a city, but five months
in the wintry season. At other times he should live in other places (such as forest, etc.). He
should not live in a village for two days (even); should he do so, desires and the rest will
arise in him and thereby he becomes fit for hell.
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He should live like a (harmless) worm on the earth with his mind under control and
with no settled place of residence, at the end of the village where there are no persons. He
may live in the same place in the wintry season. He should roam about on the earth with
one or no cloth, with the one vision (of Brahman) alone, with no desires (of objects), with
no condemnation of the actions of the wise and with meditation. That yogin or an ascetic
should go about, observing the duties of his order of life, and with the eyes cast on the
earth, in pure places. He should not roam about in night, midday or the two twilight periods
in which are places void or difficult to be waded through or likely to injure living creatures.
He may live for one day in a village, for three days in a town, for two days in a hamlet and
for five days in a city. He may live in the wintry season (longer) in one place surrounded
fully by water.
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The ascetic should regard all creatures as Self and dwell upQll earth like the blind, the
huneh-back, the deaf, the insane, and the dumb. The bahfidaka and the forester should k,athe
thrice a day. In the case of hamsa, one bath only is ordained; qut none in. thei ~ase pf
par.amahamsa. In the case of the om., having one staff, seven things are ordii1,id:,. ·v{~.,
silence, yoga-posture, yoga, endurance, solitariness, desirelessness, and equal vi~ion over
all. Bathing being not prescribed for a paramahamsa, he should abandon all the
modifications of the mind only; what is the difference between the worms and the men: that
rejoice over this ill-smelling body which is but a collection of skin, flesh, blood, nerves, fat,
marrow, bone, offal and urine? What is the body but a collection of all, phlegm, etc.? And
what _are the qualities, the vasana of the body, effulgence, beauty, etc.? (They are opposed
to one another.)
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The ignorant man that is fond of this body, which is but a compound of flesh, blood, the
ill-smelling urine and offal, nerve, fat and bone, will be fond of hell too. Though there is
not difference between the women's secret parts that cannot be described by words and an
(ever) oozing tubular wound, yet through the difference of the mind, (men are delude9).
Such men are said to be without pral)a, (viz., dead) though alive. Prostration&t<p th~setfiaf
sport in that piece of flesh which is rent in twain and tainte<,l wit~J>ke,brea,1k:ftig of t~~wind,
etc. What more revolting thing is tl:iere th:,mth;i~? .
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To the wise, there is nothing to do, no sign (of identification). The muni who is without
'mine' and fear, with quiescence, without duality and eating leaf (alone), should ever be in
meditation with either loin-cloth or no cloth. A yogin who is thus in meditation becomes fit
to be Brahman. Though he may have some signs (of identification to pass under this order
of life or that), such signs a~e useless for gaining mok$a. The cause of salvation is jfiana
alone. He is a (true) brahmal)a who cannot be identified as sat (good person} or asat,
knower of religious books or not, follower of good conduct or bad conduct Therefore that
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learned man who is without signs, a knower of dharma, engaged in the actions of Brahman
and a knower of the secret mysteries, should roam about, incognito. He should go about on
this earth without any caste or order of life and without being ( even) doubted (regarding his
identity) by any beings, like the blind, the idiot, or the mute. Then (even) the angels become
fond of him who has a quiescent mind. It is the dictate of the Vedas that the sign ( of nonidentification) itself is Kaivalya."
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Then Narada asked the Grandfather about the rules of sannyasa. To which Brahma
assented and said : "Before either the atura or regular sannyasa is taken, lqcchra penance
should be done and then the eight sraddhas. In each of the (eight) sraddhas, two brahma:t;1as
should be fed, in lieu of Visvedevas called Satyavasu and the (Trimurtis called) Brahma,
Vi$:t;1U, and Mahesvara, in Devasraddha first; then in R$israddha in lieu of Devaf$i, Rajar$i,
and Manu$yar$i; then in Divyasraddha, in lieu of Vasu, Rudra, and Adityas; then in
manu$yasraddha in lieu of Sanaka, Sanandana, Sanatkumara, and Sanatsujata; then in
bhutasraddha, in lieu of the five great elements, prthivi, etc., eye and other organs and the
four kinds of collection of bhutas; then in Pitrsraddha, in lieu of father, grandfather and
great-grandfather; then in matrsraddha, in lieu of mother, mother's father and mother's
grandfather; and then in Atmasraddha, in lieu of himself, his father and grandfather or of
himself, grandfather and great-grandfather, should his father be alive. He should perform
the eight sraddhas in one day, or eight days, with the mantras of his sakha in one
yajfiapak$a or eight yajfiapak$aS. Then he should v.rorship and feed the brahma:t;1as
according to the rules contained in pitryajfia. Then offering the pi:t;1c;l.as (balls of rice to the
pitrs), he should gladden the brahma:t;1as with the tambula (nut and betel, etc.,) presents and
dismiss them. Then for the accomplishment of the remaining karmas, he should pluck off
seven hairs; then again for finishing the rest of the karmas, he should hold seven or eight
hairs and have the head shaved. Except his arm-pit and secret parts, he should have the
hairs of his head, whiskers and mustache and nails shaved. Afer shaving, he should bathe
and perform the evening sandhya, uttering Gayatri a thousand times. Then performing
brahmayajfia, he should establish his own fire and acting up to his sakha, should perform
the oblation of ghee according to what is said therein till the ajya portion with those
(mantras beginning with) Atma, etc.; should eat thrice the fried rice-powder, and then
sipping the water, he should maintain the fire; then seated north of the fire on a deer-skin,
he should be engaged in the study of Pura:t;1as; without sleeping, he should bathe at the end
of the four yamas and after cooking the oblation of (rice) in the fire, he should offer it to the
fire in sixteen oblations according to (the mantras of) Puru$a-S0kta. Then having done
viraja-homa and sipped water, he should close it with the gift (to brahma:t;1as) of cloth,
golden vessel, and cows along with presents of money are then dismiss Brahma (who had
been invoked). With the prescribed mantra, he should attract Agni (fire) unto himself. After
meditating upon and coming round and prostrating before the fire, he should dismiss it.
Then in the morning performing sandhya and uttering Gayatri a thousand times, he should
make upasthana (worship) to the sun. Then descending into water up to the navel, he should
make arghya (water-offering) to the guardians of the eight quarters; then he should give
leave to Gayatri, making Savitri enter into vyahrti.
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The mantra prescribed for this should be uttered through the mind and voice in high,
middling, and low tones. With the mantra, a:r<i:f<i 'WJ~'D:11 i:re: 'B'cr ~ I the water should be
sipped and having taken the water with the two hands, it should be dropped on east. Having
uttered ~ he should pluck his hair (yet left) and uttering the prescribed mantra and
having tom off the sacred thread and taken it in the hand with water, should utter 3TI '>I: 'go
to the ocean' and cast them down as oblation in water- 3TI' '>I: ~ i:r:JTI 3TI' 'l_:!q: ~
i:r:ITI 3TI' ~: ~ i:r:ITI I Having uttered thrice and saturated thrice (the water) with (the
influence of) the mantras, he should sip the water; and then uttering the mantras 3TI' '>I:,
etc., he should cast aside in wirter the cloth and waist-cord'. Having thought himself to be
the abdicator of all karmas, he, being in the meditation of his own Reality as nature made
him, should go as before northwards with hands upraised.
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Should he be a sannyasin learned (in the Vedas, etc.), he should get himself initiated
into Prm:iava from his teacher and go about at his own free will with the thought of there
being none other but his self, and feeding his body with fruits, leaves and water, live in
mountains, forest and temples. That lover of salvation who after sannyasa roams about
nacked in all places with his heart full of the enjoyment of Atmic bliss, with the fruit of
avoidance of karmas and maintaining his life with fruits, juice, barks, leaves, roots and
water should abandon his body on mountain caves, uttering the Pra,:,ava. But an aspirant
after wisdom, should be become a sannyasin, should, after walking a hundred steps, be
addressed by the teacher and other Brahma,:,as thus : "O Mahabhaga (very fortunate
person), stay, stay, wear the staff, cloth and blow, come to the teacher in order to learn the
meaning of Pra,:,ava mantra vakya". He should then take up the waist-cord, loin-cloth, redcoloured cloth and bowl. A bamboo staff which is not injured from top to bottom, equal,
beautiful, and not spotted with black, should be worn by him, after sipping the water and
uttering mantra prescribed for the purpose. Then the bowl should be taken up, after uttering
the mantra with the Pra,:,ava preceding it: 3TI' ,SJ•1;;;,nq1· ~'tf!R~ l:Jlclq i:JT ~ ~ "Wf
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~II Then after first uttering (the mantra) :1~1-a;w;,={ ~ 3TII :?flctcmi1w1::1101cfil'.

~a.:ruf cITTf

3TII I he should take up the waist cord, loin-cloth and cloth with the ticamana (sipping of
water) preceding it.

"Thus consecreated with yoga and thinking that he had done all that should be done, he
should be firm in the observances of his order of life. Thus is the Upani~ad.
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Upadesa V

Then Narada said to the Grandfather thus :
"You said that sannyasa was the liberator of all karmas. Now you say again that the
sannyasin is one that should be in the observance of his asrama (order of life). (How to
reconcile the two?)" To which the Grandfather replied thus : "To the jiva possessing the
body, there are three avasthas- tlie waking, the dreaming, and the dreamless sleeping with
turya (the fourth). Those beings of Puru~as that are subject to these avasthas follow the
observances, incidental to them, of karma, jfiana and vairagya." Narada said: "O Lord, if so,
what are the differences of different orders of sannyasa? And what are the differences of
their observances? Please tell us truly."
Therefore the differences of sannyasas, and the differences of observances were related
for the sake ofNarada by Brahma, after assenting to his (Narada's) question thus :
"Truly sannyasa is of one kind only. On account of ajfiana, inability and nonperformance of karmas of persons, it is divided into three and then into four, thus :
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vairagya-sannyasa, jfiana-sannyasa, Jnanavairagya-sannyasa and karma-sannyasa. The
vairagya-sannyasin is one who becomes an ascetic after being in a condition of lust, etc.,
and then, becomes disgusted with the objects through his former good karmas. A jfianasannyasin is one who becomes an ascetic with the four means of salvation, after controlling
the organs through book-wisdom, and becoming familiar with the experiences of the world
of virtue and vice, after abandoning anger, jealousy, envy, aharhkara and all sannyasa
productive of indentification, after giving up the three vasanas of the body, . books and
world, which are of the form of desires for women, wealth and earth, and after thinking that
the whole of the universe should be given up, like vomited food. A jfianavairagyasannyasin is one who becomes an ascetic as nature made him, after practising and enjoying
all, and having the body alone remaining, through jfiana and vairagya, in the realisation of
the Reality. A karma-sannyasin is one who, though he has no vairagya, becomes an ascetic
by regularly passing from one asrama to another, from the celibate, to the householder and
then to the forester .
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A vairagya-sannyasin is one who becomes an ascetic from the celibate order (directly),
being as nature made him.
(There is another fourfold classification) The four kinds are : vidvat-sannyasa, vividi~asannyasa and karma-sannyasa.
In karma-sannyasa, there are two (sub-) divisions, nimitta (causal) and animitta (noncausal). Atura-sannyasa (on account of the cause of approaching death, disease, etc.), is
nimitta-sannyasa. The karma (regular) sannyasa is animitta. Atura-sannyasa is on account
of defective karmas. When sannyasa is taken at the time of death, it is called nimitta,
Animitta is that when one becomes duly a sannyasin when the body is strong, (after being
convinced) that all created things are subject to destruction, that body and others should be
given up, that all Atma (souls)- each one shining in the pure Akasa, dwelling in all,
moving in the antarik~a (middle world) as of the form of vayu, in the sacrificial pit as of the
form of fire, in the moon, in all men, in the supreme angels, in the form of truth, in akasa,
in the form of the conch, pearl, fish, etc., in water, in the form of grain, etc., in the form of
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the limbs of Vedas, in the form of the rivers from the mountains, in the form of truth and
the great one- are no other than brahman and that others are but perishable.
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There are six classes of sannyasins- Kuticaka, bahudaka, harhsa, paramaharhsa,
turiyatita and avadhuta. Kuticaka is one who wears the tuft of hair, holy thread, staff, bowl,
loin-cloth and tattered cloth, who worships mother, father, and teacher, who has potsherd
and sling, who is uttering mantras, who takes food in one and the same place, who ears,
varitically, the white earth (on the forehead as sect-mark) and who has a staff. Buhudaka is
one who, like kuticaka, wears the tuft of hair, tattered cloth, etc., as well as the three (sect-)
marks, but who eats eight morsels of food through getting alms, The harhsa is one who
wears matted hair and the three vertical sect-marks and eats the alms-food without any limit
(as to the morsel) and wears the bare loin-cloth only. The Paramaharhsa is he who is
without tuft of hair and holy thread, begs food in one day from five houses, has one loincloth, wears one red cloth alone and sacred ashes and has given up all.
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The turiyatita is one who either may take fruits, eating them with his mouth like cows,
or if he is an eater of food, may beg food from three houses. The naked man having the
body alone has the bodily actions (quiescent), like the dead body. Such an one is the
turiyatita. The avadhi:ita is he who is without any mies, gets his food (in his mouth),
following the course of the boa constrictor, from all persons except persons of ill-repute
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and outcastes, and is ever engaged in the realisation of the Real. Should the Aturasannyasin be alive (after taking sannyasa), he should take up regular sannyasa. The rules to
be observed in the case of the (three), Kuticaka, bahOdaka and harhsa are the same as for
the orders of life from the celibate to the sannyasin. For the three, paramaharhsa upwards,
they have no waist-cord, loin-cloth, cloth, bowl, and staff. they may get food from all castes
and should be as nature made them. Such are the rules.
"At the time of the sannyasa, the recitation of the Vedas should be made till the mind is
cleared; and after casting aside in water the waist-cord, loin-cloth, staff, cloth, bowl, etc., he
should roani about. He should be without even the slightest tattered cloth. He should neither
utter anythig other than Pral)ava, nor talk nor hear. he should not study logic or grammar.
He should not talk many words; they will but pain his vocal organ. He should not converse
with people through the vocal organ. He should not talk in other language (than Sanskrit).
He has no worship of God and no witnessing of festivals; he should be free from
pilgrimage.
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The other rules of ascetics are : The kuticaka should beg alms in one house only; for the
bahudaka, eight morsels in eight houses; for the hati1sa, there is no limit; for paramaharhsa,
he should beg with his hand as the vessel in five houses; for the turiyatita, he should eat
fruits with his mouth like cows; (for avadhuta), he should take food like a boa constrictor in
· all castes. The ascetic should not dwell in one place for many days. He should not make
prostrations to any one. Among the truiyatita, and avadhuta (ascetics), even "though one in
junior, he should not make prostrations to another, a senior who has known the Reality. He
should not swim with his hands and cross the river. He should not climb up a tree, nor get
into a carriage. Nothing should be purchased or sold (by him). No exchange should be
made, no ostentation for him. There is nothing for the ascetic to do. If there is anything for
him to do, he will perish. Therefore the only thing he is qualified to do is reflection, etc.
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"To the i·uuras and Kuticakas, the world they attain is bhurloka and bhuvarloka; to the
bahudakas, svargaloka; to the harhsas, tapoloka; to the paramaharhsas, satyaloka. To the
turiyatita and avadhuta, Kaivalya in Atma according to the analogy of wasp and the worm
through the realisation of Reality. It is the command of the Vedas that whatever from one
thinks of all the last (death) moment and before leaving the body is attained by him and no
other. Knowing it thus, he should not be a practiser of anything but the realisation of
Reality. Through the observance of any other, he goes to the world of that other. To one has
attained jfiana-vairagya, his salvation is in the Self, as there is no other observance for him.
The same one (Atma) alone is styled Visva in the walking state, Taijasa in the dreaming
state and Prajfia in the dreamless sleeping state. Through the difference of states, there is
the difference of the agent presiding over them. To the fourteen organs (the ten organs of
sense and fictions and the four organs of the mind in thc~c states), the outer and inner vrttis,
(modifications) are the material cause. There are four vittis- viz., manas, buddhi, ahamkara
and Citta. Through the differences of actions of the vrttis, there arise the differences of
separate functions.
When (the presiding agent is) in the eyes, there is the waking state; in the throat, the
dreaming state; in the heart, the dreamless sleeping state; and in the head, the turya (of
fourth) state. Knowing these and that the turya is the indestructible, one should not hear or
see anything in the waking state, as if he were in dreamless sleeping state. To such a one
who does not apparently know them, even the dreaming state forms the same (dreamless
sleeping) state. Such a one is termed Jivanmukta. All the Vedas say that there is salvation to
such a one.
"To the ascetic, there should be no desire of this world or the higher. Then he will be
one that will practise accordingly. Through the practices of (the study of) books foreign to
the realisation of Reality, he becomes a useless person like a camel bearing saffron paint.
To him, there is no entry int<;> yoga books, no study of sarhkhya books, no practice of
mantra or tantra. Should there be any entry into other books (than the one treating of
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Reality), then it will be like an ornament to a dead body. Like a cobbler, he should be
beyond karma and knowledge and unfit for salutation and repeating the names of the Lord.
He will duly get the benefit of the karmas (of his order of life). Having given up all like the
foam (separating itself) from the castor oil, having the mental staff which controls the mind
clinging to objects, having the hand as the vessel (for eating) and having the quarters alone
as the.cloth, the ascetic should go about like a lad, idiot, or ghost. He should neither desire
to live nor die. Like a coolie abiding his appointed time (of pay), the ascetic should bide his
·
time (of death).
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One who lives by taking alms without (the qualifications of) patience, wisdom,
vairagya and the qualifications beginning with sama (control of mind) is the spoiler of the
order of life of an ascetic. There is no salvation obtained through the mere assumption of
the staff or making the head bald or other disguise or through ostentatious observances.
That man who has jfiana as his staff is said to be the ekadai:i<;li (one having Brahman alone
as the staff). An ascetic who, having merely a wooden staff without jfiana, eats all
(indiscriminately) in all places, goes to the terrible hells called Maharaurava. (The sense of)
greatness in his case is likened by the r~is to the pig's dung. Having given .it up, he should
move about like a worm. Food and cloth without being begged for by him should be
obtained involuntarily through the will of others. A naked (ascetic) may bathe at the wish of
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another. A man who practises the meditation upon Self in the dreaming state as in the
waking is said to be the foremost and first of Brahmavadins. He should neither grieve for
things not obtained, nor rejoice at things obtained. With the organs not attached to objects,
he should be engaged in the sole protection of life. He should always look down upon the
gains obtained with much respect (shown to him). Through the gains obtained with much
respect, the ascetic though released becomes bound. What is meant by the protection of life,
is this : When the fire (of the hearth in a house) had been extinguished and all have taken ·
food, he may go to the houses of caste people that are fit for taking alms from : The yogin
who has his hand only as his alms-bowl should not often take alms. He may take (food)
standing, or sitting; so in the middle (of taking food), he may sip water. Those who have
pure mind should not over-step the limits like the ocean. The great ones do not give up their
self-restraint like the sun. When the muni takes, like a cow, the food with the mouth only
(without the use of the hand), he becomes of equal vision to all beings. Then he becomes fit
for salvation. He may, for alms, go from a forbidden house to a non-forbidden one. He
should go (for alms) to a house where the door is opened, but not to a house where it is
closed. The muni who has dusty body, an uninhabited house or the foot of a tree as his
abode, without anything dear or not dear to him, sleeping where the sun sets, without any
fire-worship, without any settled place and with patience and the organs under control,
should live without any desire in any place obtained.
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He who after going to the forest dwells with jfiana as the sacrifice arid the organs under
his mastery and awaits his time (of death), is fit to be of the nature of Brahman. A muni
who goes about with no cause for instilling fear into all beings need never have any fear
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from them. One without any abhimana (identification with body) or egoism or dualities or
doubt, never is angry, never hates, never lies through the vocal organ. That person who,
having visited all sacred places does not do any injury to any living creature and gets alms
at the proper time, is fit to be of the nature of Brahman. He should not associate with a
forester or householder. He should conduct himself in such manner as not to be known to
others. He should not be glad of anything. He should roam about on earth like a worm,
according to the direction pointed out by the sun. He should not do or cause to do works
tending to (his) fame or pains or people's benefit. He should not be inclined towards
vicious books. He should not live dependent upon any. He should give up all overdisputatious reasoning. He should not join any party (fighting with another). He should not
take any disciples. He should not study many books. He should not discourse. Neither
should he commence any works. Without any distinguishing characteristics and without
letting others know his opinions, that wise man, or muni, ever intent upon the Brahmic
vision, should exhibit himself to people like an idiot, or a lad, or a mute person. He should
neither do nor talk anything. He should not think of a good or bad thing. Rejoicing in That
within himself, the muni should go about like an idiot. He should roam about alone without
associating with any, and with the senses under control. The clever jfianI sporting in Atma,
ever delighting in Atma, looking upon all with equal vision like an Atma-jfianI, and pl&ying
like a child, should wander about like an idiot. That learned man versed in Brahmavidya
should talk like a madi;nan. He should follow the observances of cows (by eating with the
mouth, causing no trouble to anybody).
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A good jfianI whether pushed, disregarded, slighted, beaten, or hindered by the vicious,
or burnt by their acts, or having urine and fa:ces thrown upon him by them, or afflicted in
various other ways, should always think well of them, though pained, and thus make them
lift themselves through their own Selves. A yogin whether praised or afflicted by others,
never thinks of it in order to reach a superior state in yoga. A yogin who is slighted by
people, attains a higher state in yoga. A yogin never goes against the actions of the
virtuous. He is the same whether people sight him or do not desire his association. He
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should do all that is right through the actions of mind, speech and body to all beings born
out of the embryo or the egg, etc. He should harbour no malice against any and give up all
clinging to things. The ascetic after giving up passion, anger, pride, desire, delusion and
other faults should be without fear. Eating alms-food, preserving silence, tapas, special
meditation, a good jfiana, and vairagya-- these are said, in the opinion (of the great), to be
the dharma of the ascetic. Wearing the red cloth, and being ever in dhyana-yoga, he should
live either at the foot of a tree, outside the village, or in the temple. Daily he should live
upon begging. He should not eat one food alone (from one only).
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Till the mind becomes pure, the learned man should thus be moving about. Then when
the mind is purified, he may be anywhere, as a parivrajaka. Seeing Janardana in and out
everywhere, preserving· silence, being without stain like vayu, roaming everywhe~e, being
equal in happiness and pains, and with patiens_e, eating whatever cqmes to hand, equally
regarding without any hate, brahmaoa, cow, horse, beasts and others, meditating through
the mind upon VisIJ.u that is Paramatma and Isvara, thinking ever of Brahmic bliss and
thinking himself to be Brahman alone- such a one having known thus, regarding the staff
to be no other than the certitude of the mind as above, having no desire, being naked and
having abandoned all samsara through the actions ever done through the mind, speech, and
body, attains salvation, according to the analogy of the wasp and the worm, through the
practice of the realisation of Reality without ever seeing the universe. Such is the
Upanisad."
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Upadesa VI

Narada addressing Brahma asked : "O Lord ! You said of abhyasa (practice) according
to the analogy of wasp and the worm. What is that practice ?"
To which the Grandfather replied thus :
"One (viz., an ascetic) should live with true speech and jfiana-vairagya and with the
body alone as the remaining (possession). Know jfiana alone as the body, vairagya alone as
pral).a, santi (mental control) and danti (bodily control) as the eyes, manas alone as the face,
buddhi alorie as kala (parts of effulgence), the twenty-five tattvas as the limbs, the avasthas
as the five great elements, karma, bhakti, jfiana, and vairagya as the branches (of parts) and
that the waking, dreaming, dreamless sleeping, and turya avasthas and the fourteen organs
as being of the nature of a pillar planted in the mud. Through such is the case, the man who
masters these through his buddhi like a boatman regarding the boat immersed in the mire,
· or the elephant-driver regarding the elephant (under his control), and has known that all
else besides Self is illusory and destructible and become indifferent, should ever utter : 'I
am Brahman alone. 1 He should not know anything as other than Self. A Jivanmukta who
lives thus is a doer.of that which should be done. He should not discourse that he is other
than Brahman. But he should ever be discoursing: 'I am Brahman'. From the waking,
dreaming and dreamless sleeping states, he should reach the turiya state and then turiyatita
(the state beyond turya).
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The waking state is in the day; the dreaming in the night and the dreamless sleeping in
the midnight. Each avastha (or state) has its sub-states. The functions of the fourteen
organs, eye and others mutually dependent are the following : The eyes perceive forms; the
ears, sounds; the tongue perceives tastes; the nose, odours; the vocal organ speaks; the hand
lifts; the leg walks; the anus excretes; the sexual organ enjoys; the skin feels; the buddhi
perceives objects, being under the control of the organs; through buddhi, he understands;
through citta, he thinks; through aharilkara, be says 'I'. All these should be abandoned.
Through the identification with the house (the body), he, like a householder, becomes a jiva
thinking that the body is itself.
The jiva is dwelling in his body. When he is in the eastern petal (of the heart), he is
inclined to virtuous actions; in the south-eastern petal, to sleep and laziness; in the southern
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petal, to cruel actions; in the south-western petal, to sinful actions; in the western petal, to
love of sport (or to flirt); in the north-western petal, to travelling; in the northern petal, to
peace of mind; in the north-eastern petal, to j:fiana; in (the middle of) the pericarp, to
vairagya; in the filament, to Atma-deliberation. Such are the different aspects to be
understood (in the heart).
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The first living avastha (of jiva) is the waking; the second is the dreaming; the third is
the dreamless sleeping; the fourth turiya; that which is not these four turyatita. The one
Lord alone that is witness and without qualities appears (as many) through the differences
of Visva. Taijasa, Praj:fia, the Tatastha (the neutral). One should (always) utter : 'I am
brahman alone.' Else in the waking state, (he is) in the four states of the waking state and
others: in the dreaming state (he is) in the four states of the dreaming state and others; in
the dreamless sleeping state, (he is) in the four states of the dreamless sleeping and others;
in the turya, (he is) in the four states of turya and others; to the turiyatita that is nirguI)a,
such states are not. There is only one witness in all the states of Visva. Taijasa and Praj:fia,
who is presiding over the gross, the subtle and the causal (bodies). Is Tatastha the seer? or
is he not? As (to Tatastha), there is the property of seeing; the jiva that is affected by the
egoism, etc., of agency and enjoyment is not the seer. The one other than jiva (viz.,
Tatastha) is not concerned (with egoism, etc.). If it is said that the jiva is not so (concerned
with egoism), then it is not a fact. Through the abhimana of the jiva, there is the abhimana
of the body. And (conversely) through the abhimana of the the body, there is the abhimana
of the jiva. The state of the jiva is as a screen (to screen Brahman) like (the pot and house
in) the pot-akasa and the house-akasa. Through such a screen, he reaches self-realisation
through the mantra- "Harhsa-So'aham' having the characteristics of inspiration and
expiration. Having known thus, if he should give up the identification with the body, then
he does not attain the state of jiva. Such a one is stated to be Brahman.
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Having given up abhimana and anger, being content with moderate food, having
conquered the organs and having controlled the organs, one should make the mind enter
into meditation. The yogin who has always controlled (his mind and organs) should ever
deligently commence his meditation in empty places, caves and forests. The knower of
yoga who is bent upon accomplishing the end should never be engaged in giving feasts to
Brahmal).as, in sraddha sacrifices, etc., or)n going to places of pilgrimages, festivals or
crowds. The well-controlled yogin should go about as if people had treated him with
disrespect. He should not go against the actions of the wise. That great ascetic is said to be
a tridal).c,lin (or having a three-knotted staff) who holds firmly the three-dal).c;la (control) of
mind, speech, and body. That ascetic is said to be supreme person who begs alms-food of
worthy brahmal).as, when smoke has ceased and fire has been extinguished (in their houses).
is he not a degraded ascetic who, though holding the staff and begging food, is without
vairagya and is not inten: upon the observances of his order? He is an ascetic- not any
other, who does not go to the house where he expects to find special alms or which he
already visited. He is said to transcend all castes and orders of life who realises the selfshinning supreme Tattva that is without body and organs, the all-witness, the real vijfiana
that is of the form of bliss. To the Atma that is of the nature of jfiana, such an idea as : 'the
order of life, etc., is mine', being generated out of ma.ya in this body, can never exist. He
who knows thus through vedanta is beyond all castes and orders of life. He from whom all
castes and orders of life slip away through Atmic vision, transcends them all the remains in
Atma alone. That person is said by knower of the meaning of the Vedas to be ativamasramI
(beyond caste and order of life) who after crossing all castes and orders of life abides in
Atma alone.
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Therefore, 0 Narada, the castes and orders of life which are foreign (to Atma) are
attributed falsely, by the ignorant, to Atma. 0 Narada, for those that are brahma-jfianis,
there are no rules ordained nor prohibited; there is nothing to be given up or not; similarly
nothing else (for them). Having attained indifference to all objects even up to Brahma's
seat, having destroyed (or done away with) all fondness for everything, as for son, relatives,
wife, etc., and having faith in the path of salvation, and through love of vedanta-jfiana, he
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should approach a Guru who is a knower of Brahman with gift (in his hand). Having an
equilibrated mind, he should satisfy the Guru for a long time through service, etc., and learn
with a steady firm mind the meaning of the sentences of Vedas. Then being devoid of 'I'
and 'mine' and of all attractions, and having attained peace of mind, etc., he sees Atma in
himself. Through observing the faults of sarhsara, there arises indifference. There is no
doubt that sannyasa arises in one who becomes disgusted with sarhsara. The aspirant after
salvation who is called paramaharhsa should, through the hearing, etc., of vedanta, practise
Brahma-jfiana which is the direct and chief means of salvation. In order to attain Brahmajfiana, the one named paramaharhsa should possess the qualities of the control of mind and
body, etc. He should always be a practiser of vedanta, being master of the mind, the body
and the organs, being without fear and egoism, with a firm mind, without the pairs (of
opposites), without attaching himself to any, having a worn-out loin-cloth, and being baldheaded or naked. He should have the great intelligence of the knower of vedanta, a yogin
without 'I' and 'mine' and being equal and friendly to friends and other beings. That jfiani
alone and none else is able to cross sari1sara who has his mind at peace. With the grace of
the Guru towards him, he should live with him for year. He should be careful to observe
yama (restraint) and niyama (religious observance). At the end of that (year), he should
attain the supreme jfiana-yoga, and roam about on this earth without going against dharma;
(or) at the end of one year, he should give up the three orders of life and attain the chief
asrama (of sannyasa), as well as the supreme jfiana-yoga. Then, taking leave of the Guru, he
should wander over the earth, having given up association (with wife, etc.), as well as
anger, and being content with moderate food and having controlled the senses. The
householder who does not· perform karma, and the ascetic who performs karma- both
become fallen through their perverse doings. Each becomes intoxicated through seeing
women. Each becomes intoxicated through drinking alcohol. Therefore, women, mere sight
of whom is poison, should be shunned at a distance. Such things as conversation and
proximity with, the sight of, wgmen, dancing, singing, using violence against persons, and
disputatious arguments should be given up. Therefore, 0 Narada, to such a one, there is
neither bath, nor muttering of mantras, nor worship, nor homa, nor means of
accomplishment, nor any karma of fire-sacrifice, etc., nor worshipping with flowers, etc.,
nor karmas to the pitrs, nor pilgrimages, nor religious observances, ·nor dharmas, nor
adharmas, nor any rules of observance, nor any other worldly karmas. He should give up
karmas and worldly observances. That yogin of an ascetic who is learned person, having his
intelligence directed towards Reality, should never injure any worm or insect, birds or tree.
0 Narada, roam through the world with vision ever directed inwards, with purity, with
mind under control, with a mind that is full of Brahman and all attraction given up within.
The muni that goes about alone, does (or sr.ould) not dwell in countries where there is no
king. (In this cas,e), there is neit~r praise r:or prostration, nor the propitiation of devas or
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pitrs. Thus the ascetic who has his abode changeful (in body), or changeless (in Atma),
should be content with whatever he gets. Thus is the Upani~ad.
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Upadesa VII

The Grandfather, after eulogizing Narada who asked about the observance of ascetics,
replied thus :-"The ascetic that has attained indifference (to objects), should stay in one an<l the same
place in the rainy season (for four months), and then for (the remaining) eight months
should wander alone. Then also the ascetic should not stay in one and the same place for
more than a day. Like a deer that does not stay in one place on account of feat, he should
not stay in one place. He should not create an attraction (in his mind) that may serve as an
obstacle to his going about. He should not cross a stream (by swimming) with his hand. nor
ascend a tree, nor witness the festival of a God, nor partake or regal food, nor do the
external worship of God. Having discarded all things other than the Self, he should be with
his body emanciated by taking food (from each house) like the bees (from each flower). He
should not increase that fat (in the body): he should discard ghec like blood. Regarding
such royal food as flesh, sandal-coating, etc., as offal, the different tastes as the degraded
caste, the cloth as a defiled vessel, the oil-bath as sexual union, the gladdening of a friend
as urine, desires as cow's flesh, the country known to him as the outcastes place. gold and
women as cobra or deadly poison, the place of assembly as the burning ground, the capital
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of the town as the hell called Kumbhipaka, and royal food as balls of rice offered to the
dead, he should be without any worship of God other than the Self; and having given up all
the actions of the world and his own country, and ever thinking of the bliss of his Self like
the bliss arising from the discovery of a lost object, forgetting his country and the fondness
for his body, and knowing that his body should be slighted like a carcase, he should dwell
away from son, relations and native place, like a thief released from prison. Taking
whatever comes to him without effort, ever intent upon the realisation, through meditation,
of Brahma-Prai:iava, being freed from all karmas, having burnt up all passion, anger, greed,
delusion, pride, malice, etc., having transcended the three gu]J.as, being without the six
human infirmities, without the six changes, speaking the truth and being opposed to all
savoury things, he should live for one day in a village, five days in a town, five days in a
sacred place, and five days in sacred waters. With no settled place of residence and with a
firm mind, he should dwell alone in mountain caves without uttering falsehood. Two
persons should not join together. Should three join, there is created a village thereby; with
four, is formed a city. Therefore he should live alone in a village. In it, the ascetic should
not give scope to his fourteen organs. Having attained wealth or vairagya through the nondissipated jfiana, and having deliberated within himself that there is none other than the
Self, he should attain Jivanmukti, having seen the Reality everywhere. Till prarabdha
karma is over, he should understand the four kinds of svarupa (in Tattvamasi) and should
I
live in the realisation of Reality, till his body falls (a prey to death). ,
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"To the kuticaka there is (prescribed) a bath three times daily; to the bahiidaka, twice;
to the harhsa, once; to the paramaharhsa there is the mental bath; to the turyatita, there is the
holy-ashes bath; to the avadhUta, there is the wind as the bath. For the kuticaka, there is the
vertical sect-mark; for the bahiidaka, there is the three-lined (horizontal) sect-mark; for the
harhsa, both; for the paramaharhsa, there is the holy-ashes sect-mark; for the turyatita, there
is the spot-sect-mark; for the avadhiita or for the turyatita and avadhuta, there is none. For
the kuticaka, shaving takes place once in two months; for the bahiidaka, once in four
months; for the harhsa and paramaharhsa, none, or if wanted, once in a year; for the
turyatita and avadhiita, none at all. The kuticaka should take the food in one (place only);
the bahudaka should take alms (in many places); for the harhsa and paramaharhsa, the hand
is the vessel; the turyatita, should take food with the mouth as the cow; for the avadhota, it
is like the action of the boa constrictor (opening the mouth and taking whatever comes into
it). For the lrnFcaka, there are two cloths; for the bahOdaka, there is one cloth; for the harhsa
there is a piece of cloth; and the paramaharilsa should be naked or have only a loin-cloth; in
the case of the turyatita and avadhiita, they should be as nature made them. For the hari1sa
and paramaharhsa, there (prescribed) a deer-skin, and for no others. For the kuticaka and
bahudaka, there is the worship of the divine (image); for the harhsa and paramaharhsa, there
is mental worship; for the turyatita and avadhiita, there is the idea that they alone are
Brahman. The Kuticaka and bahOdaka are entitled to mantras and japas; the harhsa and
paramahari1sa, to dhyana (meditation); the turyatita and avadhiita are entitled to none; but
they are entitled to the initiation of the sacred sentences of the Vedas; so also the
paramaharhsa. The kuticaka and bahiidaka are not entitled to initiate others; for them, there
is (the uttering of) the mental pral)ava; for the hari1sa and paramahari1sa, there is the internal
pral)ava; (in the heart); for the turyatita and avadhota, there is the Brahma-pral).ava
(always). For the kuticaka and bahiidaka, there is sraval).a (hearing and study): for the
harhsa and paramahari1sa, there is manana (thinking and remembering); for the turyatita and
avadhiita there is nididhyasana (profound meditation ever). For all these, there is
necessarily the meditation upon Atma. Thus the aspirant after salvation should ever be
uttering the Pral).ava which enables one to cross sarhsara, and be living as a Jivanmukta.
Thus the ascetic, according to each one's capacity, should ever be seeking the means to
attain Kaivala. Such the Upani~ad."
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Upadesa VIII
Then Narada asked Parame~thI (Brahm~) to enlighten him, who had surrendered
himself to Him, about sarilsara-taraka (or that taraka or Praoava which lifts one out of
sarilsara).
Assenting to which, Brahma began thus : "Orhkara that is Brahman is the vya~ti
(individual) and the sama~ti (cosmic). What is the individual? What is the cosmic? Brahmapraoava is of three kinds, sarilhara (destructive) praoava, sr~ti (creative) praoava, and
ubhayatmaka (belonging to both) praoava, as being of two forms, internal and external. (It
is also eight:) Antal)praoava, Vyavaharika-praoava, bahya-praoava, ar~a-praoava,
ubhayatmaka or viraf-praoava, sa:rilhara-praoava, brahma-praoava, and ardhamatra praoava.
Om is Brahman, know that the mantra of the one-syllabled 0111 is Praoava. It has the eight
difference of akara, ukara, makara, ardhamatra, nada, bindu, kala, and sakti. Know it is not
four (alone). Akara is associated with ten thousand limbs; ukara with one thousand limbs, .
makara with one hundred limbs; ardhamatra is of the nature of endless limbs. That which is
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sagm:i.a (associated with gm:i.as) is viraHpreservation) pral).ava; that which is nirgul).a (not
associated with gul).as) is sarilhara (or destruction) pral).ava; that which is associated with
gul).as and is not so associated, is utpatti (or origination) pral).ava. Pluta (the elongated
accent) is virat : plutapluta is samhara. The virat-pral).ava is of the form of sixteen matras
and is above the thirty-six tattvas. The sixteen matras are thus : Akara is the first matra;
ukara is the second; makara is the third; ardhamatra is the fourth; nada is the fifth; bindu is
the sixth; kala is the seventh; kalatita is the eighth; santi is the ninth; santyatita is the tenth;
unmanI is the eleventh; manonmanI is the twelfth; puritati is the thirteenth; tanumadhyama
is the fourteenth; pati is the fifteenth; para is the sixteenth. Then (again) having sixty-four
matras and their division into the two, Pralqti and Puru~a and resolving themselves into the
one hundred and twenty-eight differences of matras, it becomes sagul).a and nirgul).a.
Though Brahma-pral).ava is one only, it is the substratum of all, the support of the whole
universe, of the form of all ak~aras (letters), time, Vedas, and Siva. This Orilkara should be
sought after, that is mentioned in the Vedas of the nature of the Upani~ads. Know that this
Orilkara is the Atma that is indestructible during the three periods of time, past, present, and
future, able to confer salvation and eulogized Brahma-sound (Vedas). Having experienced
this one Om as immortal and ageless, and having brought about the Brahma-nature in this
body, become convinced that your Atma, associated with the three bodies, is Parabrahman.
Through Visva and others (viz., Taijasa, Prajfia, the Turya) in order, the realisation of
parabrahman should be attained since Atma is of four kinds through his identification with,
and the enjoying of the gross as well as the enjoyer of the gross, the subtle as well as the
enjoyer of the subtle, and through his identification (with the third body) enjoying bliss in
the fourth. He has four feet. The one presiding over the waking state is gross; and since he
is the enjoyer of Visva (the universe), he becomes the sthula-prajfia (gross consciousness).
He has nineteen facets and eight parts. He is pervading everywhere and Lord. He is the
enjoyer of the gross and is the caturatma called Visva. He alone is the Puru~a called
Vaisvanara.
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He alone is Visvajit (the conqueror of the universe). This is the first foot. When this
Lord attains the dreaming condition, he is the s-Ok$ma-prajfia (subtle consciousness). 0
conqueror of all, he is the one having eight limbs, and there is none else. He is the enjoyer
of the subtle and is caturatma, named Taijasa and the protector of elements. He alone is the
Hirar:iyagarbha presiding over the gross (or subtle matter rather). He is said to form the
second foot. SU$Upti (or the dreamless sleep) is that state where one sleeps without any
desire and where one sees not any dreams. The one identified with this dreamless sleep is
Prajfiana-ghana, is blissful, of the nature of eternal bliss and the Atma in all creatures; yet
he is enjoyer of bliss, has cetas (consciousness) as his (one) foot, as all-pervading,
indestructible caturatma and the Lord, and is named Prajfia, the third foot. He alone is the
Lord of all, the knower of all, the subtle-thoughted, the latent one, and the cause of all
creation. He alone is the origin and the destruction. These three (states) are obstacles to all
creatures obtaining (the final) peace. As is svapna, so is SU$Upti, it (also) being said to be
illusory. The caturatma, the fourth, as he is Sat, Cit and Ekarasa (the one essence), ends as
the fourth the follows (upon the heels of each of the above states), is the knower of the
means of vikalpa-jfiana and is the anujfiata {the one following knower). Having known
them, and known as maya the three vikalpas of SU$Upti, svapna and antara (the inner), even
in this state, is he not (to be known as) Sat-Cit-Ekarasa? This shall be expressed as
differentiated thus : It is not even the gross prajfia; nor is it the very subtle prajfia; nor is it
prajfia itself (of the causal body) : 0 muni neither is it the trifling prajfia; nor is it the nonprajfia; nor is it the dual prajfia; nor is it internal prajfia, though it is without prajffa; it is
Prajfiana-ghana. It can never be known by the organs; nor it can be known by the reason; it
cannot be grasped by the organs of action. It cannot be proved. It cannot be reached by
thought. It cannot be proved by analogy. It can be realised by Self-realisation alone. It is
with the waking state. etc. It is the auspicious, with changes, without a second. Such a one
is thought to be Turya. This alone is Brahman, Brahma-pral)ava. This should be known.
There is no other turya. To the aspirants after salvation, it is the support, like the sun
everywhere; it is the Self-light. As it alone is Brahman, this Brahma-Akasa is shining
always. Thus is the Upani$ad."
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Upadesa IX

Narada asked : "Who is Brahma-svariipa?" To which Brahma replied thus: "Brahmasvariipa is thus : Those who know that 'he (Brahman) is one and I am another' are only
pasus (animals). The real pasus (animals) are no animals. The wise man who knows
Brahman thus (as himself, and himself as Brahman) escapes out of the mouth of death.
There is no other path lo salvation.
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"Is time the cause (of origination of universes)? or nature? or karma? or accident? or
the (great) elements? or Puru~ ? This should be considered. It is not the union of them.
(Then) there is the Atma, but (jiva) Atma is not the Lord, as it is subject to pleasures and
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pains. Those (Rsis) following dhyana-yoga have beheld, as the cause, the devatma-sakti
concealed by its own qualities of that One that presides over all the causes associated with
time and Atma. Him (the Universal Soul), we consider as the wheel which has one
circumference, which is covered by three (layers), which has sixteen end-parts, which has
fifty spokes and twenty counter-spokes, which has six times eight (nails), which has one
rope of various forms, which has the threefold path, and which has delusion arising from
the twofold cause. Him (we worship as a river) which has (water) oozing out of the five
currents (of organs), which is terrible and crooked through the five causes (of elements),
whose pral)as are the five waves, which has buddhi, etc., as the root cause, which has five
whirlpools, which is impelled by the velocity of the five pains, which has fifty different
miseries and which has the five obstacles. In this wheel of Brahman, which is the support of
life and the last abiding place of all beings, and which is infinite, is whirling deluded the
jiva, thinking that it is different from the one (Lord) Ordainer. Being blessed by Him, he
gains salvation through such (a blessing). This is declared as brahman, as the supreme and
the indestructible. In it, are the three (the enjoyer, the enjoyed and enjoyment). Hence it is
the firm abode (of all). The knowers of Brahman having known Brahman within (the
universe, etc.,) attain samadhi in Brahman and are absorbed in Brahma. Isvara upholds ~his
universe, closely associated with the destructible and indestructible, which are manifest and
unmanifest; but the not-ruler of Uiva) Atma is bound through the thought of its being the
enjoyer; and having known the Lod is freed from all fetters. Both Isvara and jiva are
birthless; one (thP- former) is jfiani and the other (latter) is ajfiani. (The goddess of)
Brahmatma-sakti, is birthless, is alone engaged (in this world), on account of the enjoyment
of the enjoyers. Atma is endless. The universe is Him from. He is not the agent. Whoever
knows the Brahman that is threefold (as jiva, Isvara and the universe) is released from
bondage. It is pradhana alone that is destructible. It is Isvara that is immortal and
indestructible. The one Lord (lsvara) ordains Pradhana and Purusa. The illusion of the
universe disappears through meditation on union (of absorption) and sattva-bhava of
Paramesvara always.
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Through knowing the Lord, avidya and the rest are destroyed. Through the removal of
such pains, there is freedom from birth and death. Through the meditation of the
Paramesvara, the third body is acquired after this (physical) body, all wealth is enjoyed, and
he attains whatever should be attained. He should know with certitude that all the three
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things (viz.,) the enjoyer, the enjoyed, and enjoyment are nothing but Brahman, and are of
the nature of his own Self. All Atmic knowledge is through tapas (only). That, Brahman
contains in itself all excellence.
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Having known thus, whoever meditates upon the Atmasvarupa, to him were where then
is grief? Where then is delusion? Therefore the Viraf is the past, present, and future time,
and is of indestructible nature.
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"Atma, that is the atom of atoms and the greatest of the greatest, is in the cave of the
heart of all creatures. One without the thought of objects and without grief, knows the Atma
capable of neither increase nor decrease through the grace of Isvara or through the nonattraction to the objects of the senses. He (Atma) walks speedily without legs, lifts objects
without hands, sees without eyes and hears without ears. He knows all, but none knows
Him. He is said to be the foremost Maha-Puru~a. Having known Atma that is bodiless in
this fleeting body, the great, the all-pervading, the support of all, with incomprehensible
power, fit to be known through the meaning, etc., of all the Upani~ads, the supreme of the
supreme, the supreme object fit to be known, the one remaining after all, the all-knowing,
the eternal, the foremost of all foremost beings, the ordainer of all, the one fit to be
worshipped by all angels, the one without beginning, end, and middle, without limit or
destruction, the cause of Brahma, Vi~I)u, and Rudra, the one that has all the universe latent
in himself, of the nature of the five elements with the expansion of all the quintuplicated
creation, without being enveloped by his own limbs of quintuplicated objects, superior to
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the supreme, greater than the greatest, of the nature of effulgence, the eternal and the
auspicious, the undaunted personage never grieves. One who has neither given up vicious
actions, nor controlled his organs, nor mastered his mind, nor given up longing after fruits
of actions though the mind is undisturbed, nor brought his mind to one state (or point), will
not attain this Atma.
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"This (Brahman) is neither internal nor external consciousness; is neither gross, nor
jfiana, nor ajfiana; nor is it the state between the waking and the dreaming states. It cannot
be cognised by the organs; is not subject to proof; is within. He who knows that wich is by
itself alone is emancipated person."
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The Lord Brahma said that he becomes an emancipated person. He who knows Reality
is a Parivrat. Such a Parivraf roams about alone. Through fear, he is i'ike a terrified deer. He
will not be opposed to going anywhere. Having given up all but his body, he will live like a
bee, and without considering others as foreign to himself; ever meditating upon Reality, he
attains liberation in himself. Such a Parivrat will be without delusion, without action or
causing other to act, being absolved from teacher, disciple, books, etc., and having
abandoned all samsara. Such a Parivrat roams about thus- without wealth, being happy,
able to get wealth (if wanted), having crossed jfiana and ajfiana as well as happiness and
grief, being Self-effulgence, being fit to be known by the Vedas, having known all, able to
confer siddhis and remaining himself as Brahman, the Lord. Such Parivrat attains the
supreme abode of Vi~I).U, from which a yogin that has gone to it does. not return, and where
the sun and moon do not shine. He does not return. Such is Kaivalya.
Thus ends the Upani~ad.
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43. TRISIKHI-BRAHMANOPANISAD
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This upani~ad is related to the tradition of white (Sukla) Yajurveda. The Yoga consisting of eight
parts as a mean to attain Brahma (knowledge) has been propounded in this upani$ad. It commences
with the questions and answers which take place between a Brahmal).a Trisikhi and lord sun
regarding the soul and Brahma. It continuance, the existence of Siva element everywhere, origin of
this whole world from Brahma, multi-division of a single crystal (Pil).c;la), the proportional
discrimination of ether etc., micro creation (Sf$!i) from lord Brahma to the conglomeration of the five
elements, creation of the inert and sensitive world, four stages, motions of the sun towards the south
and the north, description of knowledge providing with emancipation, the means of attaining
knowledge through Yoga, the Yoga consisting eight parts as a mean for attaining the common
knowledge of Brahma including Karma Yoga and J:fi.ana Yoga, ten kinds of Yama and Niyama,
Asanas of Hatha Yuga, rejuvenation of nerves and various methods of Priil).ayama, the nature of fire
orbit, movement of living-organism in the cycle· of nerves, the place of KUI).c;lalini and its functions,
location ofNa<:tikanda (cluster of nerves) near navel region, the breathing airs blowing in the nerves,
suitable place of Yoga exercise and the method of practise of six mouths, controlling measures for
mind (manojaya), accession to of breathing (Pratyahara) in the sensitive organs, kinds and sub-kinds
of Dharal).a (power of retain), presumption of five elements in the limbs and organs of body,
meditation and its outcome and finally attainment of specific knowledge, thereby attainment of
emancipation has been described in detail.

11 ~IIR1Qld: II
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First Brahmal}.a
A Brahma]J.a namely TrisikhI once visited to the world of sun and asked lord- "O God!
What is this body? What is breathing? What is the cause and what is the soul?"
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~ ~ ~
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Lord sun replied- "O Brahma)J.a! Be known that everything here is nothing else but the
form of Siva. That Siva which is known as everlasting,. pure, free from attachment,
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sovereign, exclusive and the pleasure itself originates one in multiform like a hot iron-bar
after observation of everything from the divine abode which is only one, if a question is
raised regarding identity of the god who is providing the light then the answer will be that.
~S&@il{_I

31&.fffii-4,M,1

lfiffl'S'tcm: I

atgc:hl(ltqiJd-41,iiNI I

QiJd-41~<Q;f:

QiJqt1111a1f.11 ~s~ ~11 ~ 11
The strong illusion as a shadow to the word 'Sat' i.e. the additional Brahma comprised
of acute illusion and spreaded in this material world. This Brahma originates intangible, the
intangible to 'Mahat', the 'Mahat' to ego, the ego generates five Tanmatras, the five
Tanmatras to the five elements and from these five elements this whole world has been ·
originated.
Mf~(4

fc6fimr1

'43:dfcic:hi(Fcli.ii•IIRf<Rt I

Q,c:fif,(:qf.qog. ~

~

~I

<1'M:614c:fil(Ol~a,~qo1i,\>ld'ictcllf.4c:ficlli:4~Ft~a:fclq4~c1a1chl,\>l~a,fclcq1•11 'ttcff.o11

What is that world? It is a division created by the defects or the distortions arisen in the
element. How the divisions are created by splitting-up a single 'piQc;la' due to distortions
taking place in the element? The divisions has been stated on the basis of the part of
element, the discrimination between the speaker (Vacaka) and the speech (Vacya), the
subjects, gods and the discrimination according to the cells which· are made according to
different actions and causes of those different elements. (The kinds of five elements has
been clearly explained in the successive hymns.)
84\!llc:hl,\>TIS~:c:fi(Olq.i)~W[ffi'tllgc:hl(I: I

cfl'!:

:gq1-0a,14&.1141Ql4SIIOII: I
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~ I 31TQ': .\lliii!.W¥f~Q(ij•i.tll: I ~ cllcfQINIQla,QI\Q~I: II'-\ II

The five kinds of ether are- conscience, mind, wit, water (citta) and the ego. The winds
are also of five kinds. These are- Samana, Udana, Vyana, Apana and PraI).a. The sensory
organs i.e. ears, skin, eyes, tongue and the nose are originated from the fire. The five
Tanmatras i.e. speech, touch, complexion, essence and smell are originated from the
element of.water. The executive organs i.e. the speech, hands, feet, anus and genetic organs
are originated by the earth.
~j4,Qc:fi(PQFe841jtjl!IHfNln'41' ~lc:hl,\>lc:hl4i.:a :c:fi(Oifcjq41: I ijir)c:fi(OTI?i44!JijOPJicjOflf.@iiji

c1, 9c:h1lisi1011Rfclq41: 1

.\11a:e:w.,\Ji~q<w1.t11

atmc:ii1li~1.iM.4fciq41

~au~: 1

clf.441a,14•1q=tfcl:e•1i+a:1: ~Mctic:fil4c:hiif~4fclq4j: I c:fitf*'i4M,4Fcltt~!j Sli0id-4i,ifclq41 ~ : I
q.(1~4i(IM't116c:fil{I ~ I I ~ II
The knowledge, resolution, strong-determination, research and ego, these are the
functions of ether element and subjects of conscience. The adjustment (nature creating
balance), accession to (to lift upward, to entertain, to hear, to flow or expel out the sound,
inhale and exhale, these are the functions of air elements and are subjects of breathings etc.
The sound, touch, complexion, essence and smell etc. are the functions of fire element and
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subjects of the sensory organs. These all are dependent to the element of water. The speech,
donation (to give), to come and to go, to discharge and the pleasure are the functions of
earth element and subjects of executive organs. The subjects of breathing and Tanmatras
are embedded with the subjects of educative as also sensory organs. The water (citta) and
the ego are inherent to the mind and the wit.

3iclcfil~lfc1qaG~t-1Nos1cfi<Ol!l1<011: ~ J)c1a;q1::ifF.1t:1~1: 11 \911
The vacation (void), deplete (the dynamicity to come and go), the sight, the
crystallisation (PiIJ.c;likaraIJ.a), Dharal).a (conceive) etc. are the subjects of minutest
Tanmatras i.e. related to the elements of ether, wind, fire, water and the earth.

'Q?-t

iuG~llff'r:i

am41ifqcfi1'4,lii~Rtc6,-4,fuarc1c6,r:i,

3r,f

r:i~11cfi(il99&re:-

Jcjja1J;c1fioM&1Jt,-i1t1:..x!,Nli4@~q1 ~111ii~c1ar,(c;&aiG~Hls'iH-I : ~ : VtUTT Q,clljj·IR ~
·$-~IIGII
Thus, the twelve parts as mentioned have been described in three major parts which are
known as celestial, material and metaphysical. The moon, Brahma, the directions, the wind,
the sun, the Varm,1a, Asvini kumara, the fire, the Indra, Upendra, Prajapati and Yama are
situated within the twelve nerves as the ruling god of twelve senses. These have been told
as the parts of breathing (PraI).a); The person known to these parts has been stated a scholar.

m- c:4lq1f:t~He-FMll~Hi Q:i11cfi(OIN@I ~ fiqHtil~-1 ~ ~1~1UTI cllJifilfBa
~ . - 3ilc61~1f~aRt1 ~ &1Hifl~-1 ~ w¥i101: q1o~Mfact1 ~ . c11~fuiaRt1 ~f4fiGH4l~-1 ~ ~ : 41Glliifa~1sm @13('!1fi:lf~aRt1 fuftqqw.fl~-1

M@li;.m ~ 3q~Mfact1s~ @B('!llqf~aRi1 ~ : !illOltil~-1 ~101a1<1 J1.!!l10n
1Glliifaa: ~ - - ~ - - ~ 'Q?-t ire:11 ~ 11
Now, the crystallisation of five elements (the process of involvement of the pragmatic
five elements by the combination of five basic elements) of the ether, the wind, the fire, the
water and the earth (cereal) is described. The Jfiatrtva (ether) is located in the ether as a
result of adding with the Samana Vayu (wind) and by the support of the merit, speech is in
garb of the word through ears and the ether too is also enshrined within the same. As a
result of adding with the Vyana Vayu and through the hands enriched of touching sense
through the skin, the mind is located in the wind and the wind too is also existing within the
same. As a result of adding with the Udana Vayu and with the support of feet and powers to
see the complexion through eyes, the wit is enshrined in the fire and the fire too is
enshrined within the same. As a result of adding with the Apana Vayu and taste through the
tongue as also with the support of genital organs, the citta (water) is located in the water.
The water too is located within the same. As a result of adding with the Pral).a Vayu and
through the smelling property of nose and by the means of anus is located on the earth arid
the earth too is located within the same. One should take the connotation accordingly.
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~ ~ ~I~ ~ ~ : ~l!Qi.11•11.q(I..J+iqi~I
aR:c6,(0lcic41-tlfa;tHl41!j-1il: ~ I I ~II

The following hymns has been stated in this context. The ether et<;:. with sixteen arts
(apparent) has been originated as a result of joining with the half part of every micro
element and the other elements i.e. conscience, ether, Vyana (wind), eyes, fire, essence
(water) and anus (earth) etc.

~ ~ : , crcfq1cfi1~1q,~

~Mcic4,re:~ tjf~a,: 11 ~ 11

The cardinal and foremost part of every element commencing from the ether element to
the earth element and the successive and residual part of other elements each by one and
fourth part resides in the five elements.
.

'

.

[In the element which is apparent half-part of the basic micro-element and the remaining half
part is comprised of four elements. It is to be considered that every element has sixteen parts (Kalas).
By presuming this a new apparent element is constructed consisting sixteen parts (Kalas) as a result
of one by half of the cardinal element i.e. sixteen parts plus half parts of the other four (viz. fourth
part of eight parts i.e. two parts each of the four which means eight parts aggregate.]

!}(§1.U~ ~ ~ ; r Q,(l:jiHIFc15:l l(clii~Tl ~ ~ 1 1 ~ 1 1
The main part of the upper side should be deemed as a micro element and the
successive part is to be considered as an apparent element (Sthula). Thus, both of them are
joined with the parts of one anther.
d"='li~;:,,n.-4q1~ ~ !(ldq:jSMl~I Q'fl'4idq<-11

wir: m

~d+Qqf.cia, II~ II

All these elements are added with one another by attaining the mutual support in the
similar fashion. This earth also is sensitive·because of consisting five elements.
'ffil'

anris~ T.1' 'ffil': ~ : 1

Hll~(.qjijq({lsf~qwi1:aS61fo1 ~:11~11

·Having this, the eartl: generates the medicines, cereals, piIJ,Qas of four kinds-:{which gets
birth from perspiration, eggs, water and vagina) the essence, blood, flesh, marrow, bones,
semen etc. seven Dhatus (sub-elements).

EfiffitltrHld:

most' ~ : "tj,:rcrr: ~ I

ttf~~~q~:

N' ':O'Nqoi<-1tjf~d: II~

As a result of the combination of those Dhatus, the origin of a number of crystals made
of elements becomes possible. That crystal enriched of food resides in the middle of the
navel region.
-

.

~ -qgt!'Sm ~ ~ «Jc:fil~lcl~I Hii::11-d«i@.n ~ : cfi~ijcfil,(~d-il: II \911
The heart analogous to the lotus-ovary with the tube is existed in the middle of it and
all gods (living souls) bearing the element of ego presuming themselves the cause (Karta)
of action; reside within that heart.
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Its seed which is called the crystal of the Tamas property in garb of attachment spreads
all over the world with its existence in the thread of ignorance.
!,16'-itll-1~,(c;Qkql ~

ffl lR ~I

3i-i-(1~1Mi-l-i~fffi1 '31'11,_QUI mml"II ~ 11

The supreme position of every pleasing soul is luminating everywhere in the form of
universe as a result of combination with the infinite powers within mind.

ffl c1"ffi'f '31HJMc.:j ~ cl"ffi'fl ~ ~ ~ ~ -ii~ icH~I~ ~ I I ~ o II
The stage of awaking is omnipresent while the stage of dreaming resides in the awaken.
This dormance and awaken stage (Turiyavastha) does not find anywhere in other stages.
~ : fi>1c11<:-4ch:1 ~ 4g1QiA ~

nu:

*1i:f!.lcidch1:11 ~~11

As the essence is spreaded everywhere in the fruit of delicious taste, the soul in garb of
Siva is existed in the four forms throughout the places and the bodies etc.
cl~cil$14~ ~

i:iil~lif-@aRi ~ I

~ i:iil~F@$!.TT

ffl' ~ ~1c1w211 fflq: II~~ II

In that body, four treasures (Kosa) are existed within the treasure of food. As per the
nature of these treasures, the living-soul gets birth and according to the living-soul, Lord
Siva (the supreme soul) has been stated.
*1fclcfil(Wl!.li

ffl'

RfBichl(Wl!.II

fflcl: I i:iil~IIW~

fclchl(I:@ $ci~i~ ~:II~~ II

The mere difference between both is that the living soul is with defects in it while Siva
is beyond the defects. These treasures too are the defects of living-soul which are stated the
promoter of all stages.
•
~ ~ ~ q21-11~ci ~ I ll-1i'Rq$!Hl~ci fclch~I cflijciWl!.lill ~~ II

As the froth arises, as a result of churning of milk, a number of options arise when the
mind is churned.
~ c1"ffi'f
.
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"cfa:m "!,lffl ~ TRI": II ~l\ 11
~

The existence of living-soul is determined by his activities. Peace is attained when the
activities are abandoned. He is compelled to involve in the dragnet of illusion owing to his
entrance in Dak~il)ayana (the southern motion of 1,Un from equator to south direction).

~ "ilcr: ~ *1Gifi>lci:I

"ij"

f.Ufci~ch!,1~@*1jfflll ITTf ~ I I ~G.11

When Sadasiva (perfect knowledge) is fell in the trap of ego, he has to move in the
category of living soul only at that stage .. He is involved in the attachment due to
combination of ignorance and the nature.
-iHl~IR~id

Tft'qf

~sm cil*4-ilcl~m(I fcn:n"a:llffif..l(~ci ~= ~ "llmll ~\911

Owing to enslaved of the passions, he sleeps in ignorance and moves through many
hundreds species (Yonis) and strolls in the middle of both banks of a river like a fish when
these passions are abandoned.
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He then attains one place (class) to another place (class) in a seriatim towards the north
as a consequence of attaining the discretion and conscience under the administration of the
impactof time.

~Ml~:U~W1: ~ ~ I 4Pllffi'1fli!.l<l ~ *1141eJi 41: VcTffil'II ~~ II
He thereafter engages him in practise of Yoga by enthroning the element of breathing
in the mind. A trend of knowledge through Yoga and Yoga through knowledge is
generated.
i!.l1 41*1HQ(I ~ ~ 'i!.i11TI ';!' !,IOl~i!.l@I fcichHW

mcf

q~~flf:hH~ filrcl' ';!'~II~ o II

The supreme devotee (Yogi) who engages himself attentively in the practise of the
Yoga of knowledge (Jfiana Yoga), seldom meets to destruction. He ceaselessly observes
Siva (perfect knowledge) existed in the defects but not observes the defects in the Siva.

41 41!,lchl~lch 41~8.i!.ll~~l+·i!.imcR':I 41 41*11~ ';!'

fclira ~ mcIT ';!' fu&mr11 ~ ~II

Such a supreme yogi, free from all kinds of defects, should exclusively plunge himself
in the thinking of Brahma. One who has not attain such yoga of knowledge, seldom attains
success.

~ lf.=f: !,IIOiif~<l!!!~q_l 'i!.i11TI R~ld!!ll)OI ~ Rifi'*1~1'l_ll ~~II
Thus, the mind should be injected (controlled) through the breathings while doing the
regular practise of yoga. The yogi should be so firm-determined as analogous to the sharp
edge of knife to cut the ties of attachment.

'fu'm *1Hq'l11

~fu4q1EJe1-wm!!R': I *11-l4i 41: ch44PI ~

mTft fum' l@': II~~ II

As a result of practise on yoga consisting eight parts including Yama, Niyama etc. a
flame of knowledge is generated. Two ways of yoga has been stated in which the first is the
yoga of knowledge and the second is the yoga of action.
fSlii!.ili!.11 41q~G1·1i° ~ ~1~01.g,aq1 ~&ll~H¼ ~ ~

fcttrit ~ I I ~~II

0 great Brahmai:ia! The yoga of action is now describe.d. The mind of yogi if not
impatient, he does not fall in the trap of the worldly enjoyments.
i!.lffilOJTI ~ ~
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~I

d chd&IM~ci fctn;<lG:fci
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~ -ir,:rm ~ cfiqi!.11 41: ~ ~ I ~ ~ .ear1qi)l ~~II~ GII
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itrr ~S~ lf.=f:11 ~\911

~ ~ irot' ~ ~io1q~rn11 ~ijf~~ ~ ~ $f9fA<l ~:II~ l 11
0 supreme Brahmal)a! Combinations also are of two kinds to engage one's mind
ceaselessly and through the action and duty prescribed by the holy books is called the yoga
of action. Employment of mind always in the upliftment of soul is called the yoga of soul.
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All kinds of achievements pertaining to the welfare of the soul are attained by virtue of
practise on yoga of knowledge. The person who engages himself in the practice innocently
and without any distortion on both the yogas, definitely attains to the emancipation. The
scholars have stated that Y ama is spirit of detachment from body and the sensory organs in
its entirety.

~ : 1R ~ mffi ~ : ~: I :«i!i:::l¾J~d;t4i•r•Uclqj:g..j!i'i1q'(II ~~II
WtMi!M~ fqam1~"l@: !,IIO,tjljq: I R.i'tlec:ll:.ag<s1"lcqrcr: !,lflll~H¾J 'ffillfll ~ o II
Niyama is nothing else but a perpetual love for the element of supreme soul. The spirit
of reluctance or indifference regarding all subjects is the supreme Asana. Similarly,
Pral).ayama too is nothing else but a process to understand duly the fallacious form of th.is
universe. The introvert sense of the mind is called Pratyiihara.

~~~~~:I

WS~

fu..q1~q~@ ~ 8.11..jffa!~II ~ ~II

To hold an undivided stage of mind is called Dharal).ii. The meditation too is a
developed conscience that I am in the form of Cinmatra.
arr.R<f ~ : ~ I

a;:itlT fJ@fiidl~i:C: ~

a1ffi'm "ijfllq~~ ~ c/;llFiicl'(II ~ ~.11

imf ~ ~I 'd"Q':

*1½f~:Clf(.dcfli e;HqF(IS4.f ~:II~~ II

~c/;i-MictOi ~ ~ \jfQl ~ I I ~II 3ii*141R ~ ,(.clf(.di:fila,lR ~ ~II~~

~ ,(.qfutch ~ 1 ~ ~ 1 'li~1:e.:iga,1Ra'l_11 ~ l\ 11
A thorough deletion of the memory of the attention (meditation) is called a Samadhi.
There are ten Yamas stated by the scholars. These are non-violence, truthfulness, celibacy,
kindness, simplicity, forgiveness, patience, diet-control, purity and greedlessness. The ten
Niyamas are the penance, satisfaction, theism, generosity, meditation on God, hearing to
Vedas, modesty, wit, Japa and resolution. Now, Svastika etc. Asanas and the procedure for
exercising them in the topic of Asanas is described. A posture of sitting by trapping the toes
of both feet in the middle of knees is called Svastika Asana.

~ ~ 9 ~ R<fl'11~((1 ~SN ~ ~

lftpi 1Ttpi 'll?.1TII ~ GII

The posture (Asana) of Gomukha is caVed when the right ankle is employed at the left
portion of the back and the left. ankle is set at the right portion of the back. Thus, it is seen
like the mouth of a cow.

'Q?,6 ~:co1q-4f,@,l\(lcli<lC4 f.rm;r: I 3lm' llre,e;q.fla cll:Cl~t.:i!)aJRd'(II ~ 1911
~ ~ !}€rQil'Rli ~a,qo, :gq1fi;a: I 4Pll:e4 ,..~~are.Rt <(li,fct<{\ ~:II~(, II
Imposing right foot on the left pubic and the left foot on the right pubic undivided is
called Viriisana. According to Yogis, fixing the right heel at the left side of the anus region
and the left heel at the right region is called Yogasana.
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3,cllMR ~ ~ ~ ~ ~I ~ ""~~dMclo!ltfufut1tQt;'{II ~~II

Setting the toes of both feet on both pubic is called Padmasana. It is stated that this
Asana is killer of the impact of poisons as also the diseases.

~ ~:e<{$4tG.I aq·aii<1 y.:i-: 1 <Sg66t1t])e1 ~ ;q4q,01ij;:j ~11-g o 11
While sitting on Padmasana, when the thumb of left foot is caught by the right hand
and the thumb of right foot is caught by the left hand, the posture so made is called
Baddhapadmasana.

~ ~,{1<{$41G.i -lliicrh.a) cfrnl ~ "lq1e11Rta(&.flq<{$4: ~etjli.f.H: 11-g ~II
Having seated on Padmasana when both hands are taken out from the middle of the legs
and pubics and fixed on land and thus when body weight is uplifted by the hands so fixed
on the ground is called Kukkutasana.
~etjliij4cil.t!I~ ~ ~ ~ I

'i@ cii4et5*114 Q,d5*114cii4c6'{11-g ~ II

Having seated on Kukkutasana, when both shoulders are fastened by both arms and
thus erecting the body lineal like a tortoise is called Uttanakurmasana.

~ g ~ ~ JjfefOllefMI '4jUcbtncblili@ '4j(lij4Ji1Rd'{ll'g~ II
Pulling of arms upto the ears in the form of a bow by holding the thumbs of both feet
by the hands is called Dhanurasana.
~·1c-Qi~~11..zj f:t41siJ. <Sg66t101 gl ~ .J113.i\g:001e11:a4 fot;:@(.Qc6'{11-g-g11

Providing stability to the body in a posture when both knees and hands are extended by
pushing the stomach region from opposite sides through both heels is called Sirilhasana.
~·~~tfOl,(.41@1:~:l~~~~~~ll'gl\ll

By stabilising both ankles at both sides of the anus below the testis and sitting by
holding both feet by hands is called Bhadrasana.

~ ~ 6966tlOI gl RltisiJlij4tldii:.i 9'ffilij49c;1Rd'{ll 'g ~ II
Both the collateral parts of the bullock when pressed from opposite sides by both ankles
and thus sitting posture is called Muktasana.

~

e;:ooqliql: I ~ ~ g <{$41QWtcll *!(ef({ll 'g\9U .
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At this root of the left pubic when the thumb of right foot is held by the hand in the
same posture, it is called Matsyendrasana. When the ankle of the left foot is fixed on the
bullock and right foot is kept in the upper portion of the genital organ thereby making the
body is called Siddhasana. When both feet are extended on the ground, the thumbs of both
feet are held by both hands and placing the head on knee, the posture is called
Pascimottanasana. A sitting posture ensuring comfort and stability is called Sukhasana. The
person unable to exercise other Asanas due to one or other reasons, should be seated in this
very Asana. The person who h1s established command on Asanas has enslaved all the three
worlds viz. it will be deemed that he has won all these worlds.

~~ mW:f

amR~ ~ : I

41il~f.g_ ~ ~ !,IIO!llllii .(.iqliRq_ll ~~II

Priif).iiyiima should be exercised only when a man has developed well-balance through
Yama, Niyana and Asana etc. and nerves of the body are made ready for.

~ ¼l!ffctfu: tlOOlclR-11f·Mllld4ll '!JTUT: ~l(hiGfilctil ;.IG~ilfi·MqHa: II~~ II
The measurement of the woman body is ninety-six fingers by the fingers of that
concerned man. The breathing (Pra1,1a) is more than twelve fingers as compared to the body.

~ij,($llqf.t€4 ~ijB!j~a4 ~ I ~ wt 'cl'f

~Ff ~cf~@fcifc;tllrl II~~ II

Knowledge of Brahma can be obtained by regulating the wind existing in the body
through Pral)ayama either by receding or establishing the equilibrium by virtue of Yoga
through the energy (fire) arisen in the body.

~ ~lfoHP.rR afNll~4~~!,l~I ~ faqG(q•<i'€i:.igH~ il~WG'lll ~ GII
~ fctij*·q14j g ffi BQ;si..q41q_1 ~ ~~Hi g a~~Qcl~Ziic(M4lll ~ \911
&i~~I~ qj&!.IIUfi ~ '-icllfif-11{1 i:ig{fif-1!-J~!i.l ilg{fi·Mqllld4lll ~ l 11

The trainable shining with the radiance of heated gold in the middle of the human body
is called the place of fire. In cattle's, this place of fire is square-shaped, it is circular in
birds, hexagonal in the species of snake like serpents and octagonal in the living-organism
originating from perspiration. A tuber-shaped fire place of the measurement of nine fingers
is found in the human body. It luminates like a lamp. It is four-fingers in height and fourfingers in width.
3i0$l/li@ mm~~~ ilgtQGl'll ~~~~~II~~ II
mf ~ ~

¾" fc1wc11Rial1: I ~ m1' ~ \J(qll(fq
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This tuber (fire place) is oval-shaped in serpents, birds and the cattle's. Its nucleus is
called navel. A discuss bearing twelve blades is existed within it. The idols of lord Vi~1,1u
etc. gods are existed within it. I (Brahma) rotate this discus through my own illusion. The
living-soul revolves in these twelve blades in the same way as the spider moves hither and
thither in her cobweb.
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The living-soul moves by riding on the element of breathing as it cannot move without
it. A slanting and the higher place for the great power of Ku1.1c;lalini is existed on upper part
of the same.
~M!!.lili@*'QI m ~ ~o.sH11l>a11 c:r\i.11c1a1~.g1< ~ -*:IM-11R ~ ~ : 11 G~ 11

°4fu:r: ~ ~ R~cl ~ "fu.rar1 ~

.gq 1c1 ftil @ijJ (,ljJ 9<4 am11 G~ 11

By virtue of its eight forms, the Ku1.1c;lalini regulates the circulation of food and water as
also the air by gripping it in eight ways. It is located collaterally by covering the tuber (fire
place) all around. It has covered the mouth of Brahmarandhra by its own mouth.
~'lcfilM-1 ~

mfi:R1" ~ ~ I ~

~c;(jlcfi1¥1-ll'l*'QI q?i'3GclMIII Gl\ 11

By virtue of the practise on yoga, this great power of Kui:ic;lalini in the form of serpent
within the ether of heart blazes with the clean-light like the fire erupted by the wind.

~ ~ mc@TI ~ qjix.flOli ~ ~·f.1~6Qc;l1{11GGII
The middle part of the human body has been considered two fingers measurement
upward from the Apana and below the urinating organ. The middle part of the cattle's body
has been told existed in the region of their heart.

~ ~ -IHHlsl*lqli~a1{1 f.lg8Jcfil(~~fl ~ f!~Ci(jlll G\911
In other living-organisms, the middle part of the body is the middle region of the navel
wherein a number of nerves are connected. The spinal (Su~umna) nerve with Pra1.1a and
Apana is existing four ways in the body.
cfi:.e,qe.4 "fu.rar ~ ~ ~!.l@fum I Q<tl~3f!,l(11c'.fil~II ~mgc1fit-11 II Gl 11

The spinal nerve enshrined in the middle of the (Kanda) is most micro and analogous to
the thread of Padma and it has become dynamic straightly upward.

~fcrclt

~1c1fa~e;ri.11.g-11&1c'.6'l_l ~@ij].:i1s1 ~ t:ic1101g1fuq.gffi:11G~II

This Brahma 11crve namely Vai~1.1avi which goes up to the Brahmrandhra is as bright as
the lightening and competent enough to provide with emancipation.

~~~

W:f ~:
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~ q1~11&11c;M'1*lll ~~-;nil' t1~1~1c1fil<1(jai111.9~1l
Two nerves namely Ic;la and Pirigala are enshrined on both collateral sides of the
Su~umna. The Ic;la nerve has extended upto the left nostril after its outlet from the tuber and
the Pirigala has reached upto right nostril. Both other nerves namely Gandhari and
Hastijihva too are existed at the same place. These two nerves i.e: Gandhari and Hastijihva
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have been extended front and rear side of I<;la and Pin.gala and upto the right eye. The Ph~a
and Yasasvini both nerves have been· extended upto the right and left ear from their origin
place i.e. the anus. The nerve namely Alambusa has been descended upto the last point of
the backbone.
q1a.1~·a1c1fir: cti.;:::1~ll1t11 ~ s•M~1i:611 ~ : ~ : ~:11\9~11

The nerve Kausiki has been extended from the tuber (cluster of the nerves) down to the
thumb of the foot These ten nerves have been stated coming from the cluster of the nerves.

~ ~ ';fls'ij'; ~ ~ : I iIFat-1@:a6'641fol ~ : ~ ~:U\9l\ll
There are a number of apparent as also the micro nerves in seventy-two thousand
numbers commencing from the Kausiki nerves.

~tsf~

~i:-11£1:rll: ~~fici~l:I ~~: ~ fcMdF@$i..il11\9~II

It is a very tough work to count separately these apparent and micro nerves. These are
so extended as the nerves are seen on the leaf of a pipal tree.
!,IIOIIQH41 ~ ~ '&l"R" ~ ~I ';fflf: ~ ~ ~ ~:11\9\911
d.~141sl~ zyr !,IIOiire;cilllci: I !,liOllre;Q½Jch ~
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ffi mT ~ 'illillll \9 GII

The ten breathings i.e. the PraIJ.a, Apana, Samana, Udana, Vyana, Naga, Kurma,
Krkara, Devadatta and Dhanafijaya too also are circulated within these nerves. The first five
breathings are the main breathings that circulate within these nerves. Further, the two
breathings i.e. Pral).a and Apana are the supreme among them.

VfOT Q,cii~cli ~ ~tcll('4114 ~ ~: I 3ilft.141fijcfii!i'lui ~ ~ I I \9 ~ II
q1a:1~·af~ra !AIOl*-1141R faGtij'itq1 ~ qi~~JG?it;t~,3~11 Go 11

The breathing is the supreme among all as it holds the living soul. 0 the eminent
Brahmal).a, five places has been stated as the abode of the prime breathing. These are the
middle portion of the mouth and nose, the heart, the navel region and the thumb of the foot.
0 Brahmal).a! The Apana wind is circulated in the anus, last point of the spinal cord, the
pubic region and within the knee.
',(-!lfR:

,(-!4'11~~ ijc[&il41 &lcif~d: I

~= ij&ijf.@.i*-1:

Qii;4\i,@4\(N II l
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The Samana wind is spreaded in all the organs of the human body and the Udana wind
is existed in hands as also feet and in all the joints of the organs.
'&l"R":

'¾bTI'6chbli ~ 1Wl.~"-l'IM~ ~I 4Pllre;cilllci: 'lffl i'ci'l@.llre;~ tjf~dl: 11 l ~ II

The wind namely Vyana resides in the ears, pubic, waist, heel, shoulder and the neck.
The Naga etc. five sub-winds are existed in the skin, bones etc.
g4::,*'1'31(-tq$i ~ (iji~R ,(-!¥.flijid'!_I g-Gq!W'H'l: !,1101:@IR ~lli~~i:fg$>..ii:fi_ll G~ II .

The breathing air very first collects the water, the foot, the essence as existed in the
elementary canal. Subsequently, it establishes these things separately from one another.
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The breathing wind does all these functions by keeping itself detached from these. The
Apana wind does the function of discharging the urine etc.

g1011qH1RilmR ~ ~Hc1.,g.u 1 ::s::ron!lfl ~1fln:v.i!}e:1~.:i ~ 1 1 l ~ 11
The functions made by the Pral).a and Apana etc. wind are performed only when the
Vyana wind is added with them and by virtue of the Udana wind, these all winds avail
ascendancy in the body.

q\qo11R:;i1un<.1 ~ :

¢

~I 3s(HIRf=ti4' 111T: crrrs~1RR41M-l: 11 l G11

The nutrition and maintenance of the body is always performed by the Samana wind.
The Naga wind makes possible the functions of eructation etc. The Kurma wind performs
the functions of opening and closing of the eyes.

~ : ~"@?.ff: qiffi" ~ R<X1Ri:fi41i~I ~d'IISlf!.I ~ ~ : I I ll.911
The functions of Krkara wind is to create appetite for food. The Devadatta wind
handles the sleep etc. and the Dhanafijaya wind saves the corpse from rotting upto a certain
time.

~ ~ ~ ~v.:11.:iqc1 ~I~

fclfclsm;aqj

~ fa-:1.g,1qllllll

0 great Brahmal).a! The premises and the functions of the wind are in multiform. One
should made endeavour to have identity with all of them.
~
'{Joa.•

c.tmr ~

Qcfl·tf#IH(itld:
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a1c1e,1:e4!}f,g8l a1c1ct_at1:eq1t1fl 1 3qfcl:;it11:e4 :eR1c:Hc1f«ii:fi1R t.1~1.fiRI 11 ~ ~11
The nerves should be rectified by following the procedure in the precedent hymns.
Subsequently, one should get rid of all attachments, choose a solitary place, collect all
material required for exercise of yoga, make the seat of Darbha Kusa or blacls deer etc. and
should try i.o meditate till a good balance among all the organs is not estabMhed. To avail
gooc.i results one should regularly practise on Svastika etc. Asanas.

~ !,ll'IH-44 ~ ::fijjcfil.Q: .gq1fi;a: I -llfll!l.:ll.(.a-l.Q-11 G~~o<lH(i~:ilH,11 ~~II
r.g;rt ~ ~ ~WIM'ffi f.m"q-;q-; I au~maft>H: fctiRlf~ifl~4Pl!j<Xtllll ~ ~ 11

~ t.1$1.fl"ffifcifu-11 !,IIOII.Ql¥1 .gq1w:1_1

ffi lput q'l";ql:
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One should be seated in the Asana with the body duly erected. The sight should be at
the fore-portion of the nose, the teeth should .not touch each other. The tongue should be
touche.d with the palatine, the mind should be free from thoughts, the body slightly leaned
and the posture of Yogasana should be followed while exercising the Pral)ayama. The
process of inhale, exhale and retention should be followed and then the process of 'recam'
should be followed.
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The process of making the wind dynamic with these four processes is called
Pra]J.ayama. One should firstly push the left nostril by right hand and the wind existing in
the lungs should be exhaled through the right nostril. The wind then to be inhaled through
left nostril by sixteen counts and the retention (Kumbhaka) should be made by sixty four
.counts. Finally, that wind so retained, should be exhaled through the right nostril.

~ y.f: y.f:

ffl ~6fiq13SiiqUj 91 ~~II~ G II

This practise should be followed regularly in a seriatim ~nd in the reverse order. The
wind should be retained like a pitcher iri the body.
'{<Olltillscl: ~ : ~ lffilfuBrl ~ ~ '(i'@~ ~ cfl"cfq:JI ~~II

0 Brahmal)a! All nerves are filled with the wind by the exercises so made. The ten
winds duly start circulating in all nerves of the body.

~ T.llfq- &.Uci,li.j,,,rcrnr ~ I 'fflT Q~€ii:Q<lffl14. cii'tl~ciqcfi~ti'{II ~o o II
As a result of this practise, the lotus-form heart is extended and becomes pure and clean
with all respects and the concerned person then perceives the innocent Vasudeva in the
form of supreme soul.

1.11aqiwf-<{4

(ijcjq@fo~ ii' ~ I

~·~<~i\ffi~A~ ~ ~ I I ~o ~II

The process of retention (Kumbhaka) should be followed four· times in a day i.e.,
morning, afternoon, evening and the mid-night. This process should be increased gradually
upto the eighty counts.
Q,6616qi~ ~ : ~ : ~ I :«cif~HSlcli~ !,1101141qQ(l ~: II ~o ~ II
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~ ctl~Nlft{Nl~~:I ~ ,(,c(~RW~~ll~O~II

All kinds of evils get compounded merely by the one day practise if the same is done as
the procedure described above. The person who does Pral)ayama daily upto the three years,
gets mastery in Yoga. Such a Yogi (devotee) can establish control over the wind, controls
his sensory organs, eats less, sleeps for little hours, attain splendour and becomes mighty.
;fs4Q~fgq@,6'4·c{lf.iq1g<cti'1ciH(I !,1,(.€1~44 '4'W ~ WS~:11 ~0~11-

~ ~ '4'W !,IIOll41q~ llWlf:I ~ ~ '4'W "(.t" ~ ~ : I I ~o~II
He enjoys long life by destroying the fear of premature death. Pral)ayama with
perspiration is its meanest feature, Pra.JJ.ayama with shivering body is the medium and
Pra.Q.ayama that ascends the body upward is stated its best feature.
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~ &11fuq1q1-1i ~ : w1::qwq Pf:, q1q-0,1qt;1&11fiH1~1: Wli;+ti't Pf:11 ~oGII

~s~ ~ fital~H:I qe;_fc1f..;tt: ~ : c61M34ttfo~k*ll-(11 ~o\311
All kinds of ailments and the evils are decayed even if the Prai:iayama is of meanest
category. Similarly, the incurable diseases, evils and all kinds of ailments physical and
mental both can be removed even if the Prai:iayama is of medium category while
Prai:iayama of the best category makes the person concerned sleeping for few hours,
excreting lesser (night soil and the urine etc.), small body and lesser diet. His senses as well
as the wit both are sharpened and he becomes competent to know what had taken place,
what will be in future and what is going at present i.e. the knowledge of three tenses.

~ ~ ~ ~ <f:I

cfiUra fil! ~ ~ dWlf~ ~ I I ~olll

The Yogi who does only the retention (Kumbhaka) process of the Prai:iayama and
seldom does the exhale and inhale, can attain everything easily in course of the trio-cycle of
the time (Three Kalas).

~ ~ -:rmm ~ ~ ~ I ~i{i!::q4{:!I !,110114:i.&.lli:hi#l~ cIT ~II ~o ~ ii
The devotee continuously cautious to his Yoga should presume the element of
breathing by means of the mind and while praying to God in his navel region (cluster of all
nerves), at the fore-portion of the nose and on both thumbs of the feet.
{:!c[(l~fctf.tgi1i)

\J'll~tiPTI
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The Yogi passes his life most pleasing way by keeping himself get rid of all elements
as a result of following this process. By holding the breathing in the navel region, all kinds
of ailments, pertaining to stomach as also the arm-pit are duly cured.

m:Tro gjl{Uii~hfo19:
Na:taf~~ ~
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c11fctt1f44t;(li ~ I ~ qoq1{:!i::qt;1:o,lfc141~Hl{II ~~~ Ii

By holding the breathing air in fore-point of nose a man attains long-life and enjoys the
body refreshing always. Power of speech can be obtained within three months if the wind is
sucked by pulling through the tongue just in Brahmamuhurta (four to six 'o' clock in the
morning). The Yogi enjoys convalescence from the incurable disease if this practise is
followed upto the six months.

~ ~ ~ ~ -0,11~ilNfl, gjl{Oll~cl q(=i('f,@i1~1:o,4qw11 ~~~ 11
The Yogi becomes free from ailments by storing that breathing air in the concerned
organs inflicted or affected by the incurable diseases due to fastening of wind everywhere
in the entire body.

~ ~9,&:A<l fo:::il~lfi'cill ~~~II
The storing process of wind starts increasing with the same pace as the mind is
concentrated. 0 Brahmai:ia! The Prai:iayama has been pronunciated sine-quo-non in order to
get concentration in the mind.
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cfi(OIIR ijqlit~ ~ : ijqlffid: I 3iQ1-f'3_&:fq1iji1:£15c:.<IQR: ~ I I ~~'-\II
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The Apana wind should be hold upside by separating it from the subjects pertaining to
the sensory organs. Both ears should be closed by keeping fingers into their holes. By virtue
of following the six-'form posture i.e. closer of eyes, ears, mouth, nose etc. with the fingers
of both hands, the mind is enslaved.
q.nc1,ml,liUicllg: ~ ~ ~ I -tif~cfi19l!fl: 'l,lllJT: q4iau1 'l,i'cfffitll ~ ~\911
With the conquest on mind by this process, the breathing wind becomes well-regulated
and its movements starts in a routine manner through the nose.

~ .flk&cfii~I~ ~ ~ i:H~4'{1 ,11t..flfcic1) ~ 'l,lllJT: ~ 'ffiflllll ~~G II
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There are three main nerves. Three persons (Yogis) who do Prai;iayama enjoys the
balanced circulation of the wind through their right and left nostrils. By virtue of such
balanced flow of the breathing wind, the devotee gets triumph on the wind. That Yogi
becomes so competent as to take cognisance of the discrimination in the day, night,
fortnight, month, season and the movement of sun towards North as also the South
(Uttarayai;ia and Dak~ii;iayai;ia) by virtue of his introvert powers. Thus he becomes able to
accustom his body as also mind with the changing atmosphere.
~~:e1R~1c14c1f1§<011e:~~<N 1 ~Aiiifciaw,fcl Gt1 ...141<fl:14q1tq.f: 11 ~~ ~11
One should understand the end of life nearer when the vibration in the thumbs etc.
organs i.e., vibration due to circulation of blood in the nervous system is ceased.
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When the symptoms of proxy death are known, the Yogi should concentrate his mental
powers on penance in order to attain emancipation. In case; vibration due to circulation of
the blood in the nerves found absent in both hands and feet, it is indicative of only a year's
period is now left for death. The man can only survive upto six months when the vibrations
are found absent in the wrist and the ankles. Similarly, absence of vibration in elbow
indicates that the concerned person has only three months to survive.

~ T.I' fl§(OlljQM"RI qjijjqfuiifciaw ~ ~ ~ I I ~~'-\II
A man meets to death only with in a month if there is no vibration seen in the collateral
parts of the stomach as also in the genital organs.
~ . Gtd(a1) ~ ~ '11li¼d'{l \Rll'@': &aldci@H4 ~ 'dW '11li¼d'{II ~~ GII
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Only ten days remains for survival when the vibration in the inner stomach is found
absent. Similarly, five days time for survival may be predicted when the light of sun and
moon is seen by the concerned man not much extended than the light of a fire-fly.
Nl(ril!IIG¥f~
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Three days time for survival should be deemed when the front portion of the tongue is
not seen by the concerned man and again two days time to survival is to be deemed when
the man is enable to see the flame.
Q_ciqlGl~fo!!IR ~ : &f~i56HOl'(I
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These all symptoms are the cause of decaying the age. It is therefore advisable to
involve oneself in penance as also meditation for the ultimate welfare of the soul i.e.
emancipation.
l'.Rm Q{ql~l4 ~ di4dif~~H(I ~ qih$!11~~ ~II~~~ II

The supreme soul should be summoned through the mind and one should try to be
analogous to the supreme soul. The sensitivity of that supreme soul should be enshrined in
the eighteen sensitive places of the body.
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Pratyahara is called the process from pulling one place to another. 0 BrahmaI).a! The
thumb of foot, ankle, middle part of the pubic region, middle part of the genital organ, the
root portion of anus, the heart, the genital organ, the navel region, the throat, the elbow, the
root of palate, the root portion of the nose, eye-balls, the middle portion of the brows,. the
forehead, the root portion of the brain, the root portion of the knee and the root portion of
the hands are called the eighteen sensitive places of this body consisting of five elements.

lR'm en"{1ll ~!ft~ffifi!.I 'q ~ : I ~ 'ffl 'q
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The meditation is nothing els~ but concentration of the mind obtained by virtue of
practising the Yamas etc. The man becomes competent to cross this worldly sea when full
concentration is originated.
3UZilljQIGQ4~ 1lfuci1¼1Hfi:1G!.l<l I fi.lm;rr ~
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It is stated. that the contribution of the element of the earth commences from the feet
upto the knees. This earth with four-yellowish angles has been stated Vajralafichata
(studded with these angles).

~ Q&IE4R:i56F@Sll<ll4 ~ I 3ilZillji56IBQ4-dqQj ~ !.ichlfad'(II ~~ GII
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The Yogi should concentrate on the element of earth by inhaling the wind upto two
hours (five Ghatis). The portion starting from the knees upto the waist has been stated the
region of water.
a1t!ii.1-1,;gq1cfi1( ~aq~:w11waq_1 ¼a&.1qci:r:J>d;g::iq1i)14 ~ ~ : 11 ~~ 1911

The shape of this water is analogous to the half circle. Its colour is white and it is
studded with silver. By retention of the ear upto four hours one should concentrate on the
element of water.
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The place of fire has been stated in the middle of the waist in the body. Its shape is
analogous to the flames of fire and its colour is like Sindiira (a reddish powdered article
used while worshipping lord Hanuman). One should, therefore, concentrate on the element
of breathing by the process of retention (Kumbhaka) upto six hours. The portion from navel
to the nose has been stated the place of wind. Its shape is like the altar. The wind as mighty
as the smoke should be taken under retention process upto eight hours. The element of ether
has been stated starting from the nose upto the Brahmarandhra. It has the blue colour.
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The Yogi, engaged in his perpetual practise should establish the breathing air in the
region of ether by practising the process of retention (Kumbhaka). Aniruddha Hari with
four arms and a crown should be enshrined in the mind in the portion as stated the earth.
The Yogi becomes able to attain emancipation by virtue of following this process. He
should meditate on Sri Narayal).a in the portion of the water, Pradyurnna in the region of the
fire, Sankar~al).a in the region of the wind and the supreme soul Vasudeva in the region of
ether in a continuous manner.
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The devotee engaged continuously in this practise attains this supreme soul at the
earliest. He should very first be seated on Yogasana, call the particular shape (as described
above) in the region of the heart and concentrate the sight on the fore-portion of the nose.
He should stretch the tongue to touch palate, slight touch between teeth and erect his body
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white sitting on Yogasana. He should meditate on the supreme soul Vasudeva with proper
control on the sensory organs through the sacrosanct metaphysical learning.
*'4*'Q&41fHi:\QW EfR' &c1~f~f:s.«q_1 ;q1qq1,i ~ ~
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The Yogi avails the emancipation only by having meditation on the element of soul
within his heart. Thus, the Yogi who· meditates on the perfect knowledge Vasudeva by
virtue of establishing retention upto a quarter day, the evils committed by him upto seven
previous years get destroyed. The place from the nuclei of the navel upto the region of the
heart is indicative of the awakened stage. The stage of dreaming is in the throat, the
dormance in the middle of the palate and the reverie (Turyavastha) is existed in the middle
of the brows.
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The region of Turyavastha is existed in the Brahmarandhra and towards the perfect
knowledge (Para Brahma). The element of soul pertaining to this stage existed starting from
the awaken stage to the Brahmarandhra. At the last, it has been addressed as Vi~I)u. The
YogI shou_ld be seated on meditation for universal Vi~I)U luminating with the radiance of a
crore suns by enshrining in the lotus heart grown in ever-clean and pure ether.
ot4i:61i:61( @filaq4i:ficl«-1IF<:id'!_I ~<il.agffiq4i:fiigtiqfusd'!_II ~4 ~ II
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All tendencies of Yogi gets abolished by meditating on lord Sri Vi~I)U who is in
multiform and having varied features, who has multi-mouth, multi-arms, multi-weapons,
multi-complexions, divine form, loose-tempered, enshrining peace, holder of a number of
weapons, multi-eyes and universal form shining with the radiance of a crore suns. The·
emancipation is easily ·ac.cessed to the Yogi by virtue of meditating on Para Brahma
(perfect knowledge) shining with the original shine of gem enlighted in the void place,
sensitive power residing in the middle of the lotus heart, a form of flame, perfect circular as
the tree of Kadamba, beyond imagination, inaccessible, infinite, pleasing, omnipresent,
illustrated and sovereign power.
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The Yogi who meditates within his lotus heart either the apparent, micro or any other
form of the universal god, becomes in the same form of the Para Brahma (perfect
knowledge) to which he is meditated. Without the least efforts, he attains the fruits of all
axioms (Siddhis) like Al)ima, Laghima etc.
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Samadhi or the soul meditation is nothing else but the indication of these things when
the concerned Yogi becomes able to pronounce- 'I am the Brahma (knowledge)' after duly
acquiring the knowledge of living soul as also the supreme soul. His all tendencies and
passions gets retirement prior to availing this stage. Hence, he feels no attachment for the
worldly things and the relations as well. At this stage, he only observes the supreme soul
within everybody and loves to all without any selfish desires. The Yogi who attains to the
perfect knowledge by practising the meditation does not again turns back to this mortal
world.

~ fct~nat "ffiqff;r mlTI 'R':f'A~~a*-111 ~ f.tfi~ ~: ,(.cl;qqc1 !,1~11¥4@11 ~G ~ II
Thus the Yogi makes his heart free from all kinds of material fevers like the fire which
has no fuel to light. He thus gradually investigates the element of Yoga competent enough
to make him free from all kinds of worldly passions.
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Nothing is left worth acceptance for such a Yogi who has acquired that supreme stage.
His mind as also the breathing, both becomes prosperous with knowledge of soul and his
living soul merged with the element of ever sacrosanct element of supreme soul like the salt
that merges with the water and leaves no separate identity.
itle;'JIIMcfifi~id
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This world is seen by that Yogi like a dream where all people are fastened in the net of
illusion as also the attachments. As he becomes undivided by the soul, he lives in the stage
of dormance. Such a supreme Yogi definitely attains to the stage of supreme pleasure by
enthroning· himself on the supreme position of emancipation. This learning of upani~ad
rejuvenates the power of Yogi to attain the emancipation.
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44. SITA- UPANI~AD

w~1QRt1ct_
This Upani~ad is related to the tradition of Atharvaveda. This Upani~ad has been originated in
the form of a question as a result of the question and answers taken place between the gods and
Prajapati. The everlasting powerful form of Sita has been discussed among them. Sita very first has
been called in the form of the root nature. The subject matter then proceeds with the literal meaning
of the world Sita, its perceiving of desire and the form of power, her trio form, the Veda and its
branch, the Brahma form of the sound, the form of apparent power, the will power in the form of
power of yoga, will-power in the form of enjoyment power and in the form of gallantry. The
knowledge so propounded is most be.nevolent and a number of confusions hovering in the mind of
public may be removed by virtue of acquiring this knowledge.
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The gods once asked a question to Prajapati- 0 God! What is the form of Sita? Who is
Sita? We are most curious to have knowledge of it. Having heard this question, Prajapati
Brahma replied that Sri Sita is an apparent form of power. She is called the fundamental
nature (Mula Pralqti) being her the root cause for creation. Having in the form of Pral)ava,
Sita too is called the nature (pralqti). Sita is an apparent form of illusion (Yogamaya). The
same Sita consisting of three letters is an apparent form of Yogamaya. Lord Vi~l)U is the
seed to the worldly illusion. The Yogamaya of Lord Vi~l)u is in the form of 'I' (lkara). The
indicative of truth, immortality, attainment and the moon is 'Sa' the letter 'Ta' with its seed
has been called in the form of Mahalak~mi because it extends the light everywhere.
Irrespective of having in the intangible form of great illusion, Sita is the form of 'I', is seen
duly adorned with the immortal parts of body and divine ornaments. The creator of great
illusion, goddess Sita has three forms. She is pleased with perseverance, with the wisdom
and appears in the form of the word Brahma (Sabda Brahma). She was appeared in her
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second form and by the strike of the plough in this earth and as a daughter to great king
Janaka. In her third form i.e. in the form of 'I' she remains unseen. These three forms of
Sita have been described in the system of Saunaka.
-~ih1q:~uN184cl~IIWPIGi4-Gi:61ROfl I :aNRif~Rtfi~HchlUOTI
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Goddess Sita with her everlasting and the proximate touch with Lord Sri Rama does to
the welfare of the world. She is the cause far creation, maintenance and destruction of all
living organisms. Goddess Sita adorned with six kinds of luxuries and is the kind of root
nature and is worth knowledge. The persons known to Brahma say her nature, being her in
the form of Pral).ava. In the aphorism of Brahma (Brahmasutra) i.e. 'Athato Brahma
Jijfiasa', her tangible and intangible both forms has been laid down.
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That goddess Sita is in the form of all Vedas, all go9s, present equally in all worlds, in
the form of all religions, .in the form of all living-organisms and the soul of all matters.
Owing to the difference by the reason of the deed and the property (Gul).a) of all livingorganisms, she herself is in the form of all phrsical structures. She is in the form of men,
gods, hermits and Gandharva. She is different than the Lord Mahanarayal).a in the form of
Mahalak~mi, yet there is no distinction and difference.
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That Sita in the form of power is in trio-form as also the apparent form of power. The
power of action, will power and the power of knowledge are the three species of power. Her
form as will-power is of three kinds. She laminates with the light of moon, Sun .and fire
while in the form of Sri devi, Bhudevi and Niladevi, thereby does welfare to all. In order to
maintain the medicines, she is the form of moon. She herself. has been appeared in the form .
of Kalpavrksa, fruits, flowers and the medicines as also the divine medicines in the form of
creepers and plants. She endows the gods with the fruit of Mahastoma offering by virtue of
her moon form. She satiates the gods, the people and all creatures by providing the nectar,
food and the grass respectively.
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That Sita gives light to all Bhuvanas like the sun etc. She is enshrined fulfilling the
desire of living for hundred years counted under the system of time as second, hours, eight
states of a day, the night, the month, the fortnight, the season, the Ayana (six months
division of year),· Samvatsara (the period of a year) etc. with the discrimination of sooner
and later. The cycle of time from a moment to the period of years is called the cycle ofthe
world. Its all parts and limbs ~aving in the form of Sita, those have been stated in the form
of time and light.

~ 3hlQHtR!.itful-ii fd,;!WIIIBicfil ~ !l¼f~QI c1..41ttei1-1i ~TifflWl~4T cfi1Bti5f"*14f6U
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She is existed in the form of fire within the creatures and iµ the form of thirst and
hunger for sipping and eating the water and food respectively. She is in the form of the
mouth for the gods, in the form of winter and summer for the medicines found in the forests
and she is existed in and outside all woods;
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Sita appears in the form of Mahalak~mi for protecting all the worlds in compliance with
the divine resolutions made in the trio-form of Sridevi and she appears in the form of Sri,
L~mi and Lak~yama.IJ.a.
i
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That form of goddess .Sita is called Bhudevi in which she appears in the form of
Pra)J.ava to shelter the earth with seven seas and seven islands and fourteen Bhuvanas etc.
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Goddess Sita appears in multiform for maintenance of all medicines and the creatures
who in. the form of goddess Nila illumines like the illusion of lightening (Vidyunmalini).
ijq«,~ci,"1¼1ei1~ ~C'ilcfil(llfqcfil qQ{cfiq~ffi ~ci41£11)Rt fcl#ttqd II ~~ II

In the form of Adya-Sakti, goddess Sita provides shelti::r to all Bhuvanas and the lower
par_ts of them by turning into form of the water.
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Sri Sita in the form of power of action to Supreme Soul has been originated in the form
of sound came out from of mouth of Lord Sri Hari. Bindu (iota) was originated from that
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sound and the 'Om' was from that iota. Beyond Om there is a mountain namely Vaikhanas
in the form of Rema. Countless branches of that mountain in the form of knowledge and
action has been stated.
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At the same mountain, there is existed the primitive scripture (.Adisastra) consisting of
three Vedas and revealing all meaning. Having in the form of Rg (poetry), Yaju (prose) and
Sama (epic poetry), i~ is called consisting of three Vedas. This very vedatrayi is called with
four names for the accomplishment of the work. Their names are Rg, Yaju, Sama and
Atharva. Inspite of being vehemently dependent on offering, these are called only three
vedas form of Sama, Yajur and Rg.
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On the basis of the specific procedures, these four are described separately. Twenty-one
branches of Rgveda, one hundred and nine of Yajurveda, one thousand of Samaveda and
only five of Atharvaveda have been described. The first Vaikhanas opinion among Vedas
has been considered as the apparent philosophy. This is the reason the Saints always recite
Vaikhanas (Sri Rama). The Saints have stated the Vedas as consisting of six organs i.e.,
Kalpa, grammar, education, etymology, astrology and the rhyme. The extention of
Mimamsa (commentary) Ayana (Vedanta) and the justice consisting of three parts. The
person expert in religion consider the study on the parts and the limbs of veda coherent with
them, most essential. Under all branches of Vedas, essays have been compassed with a
view to make the human conduct according to the scriptures time to time. The saints have
enriched the scripture of religion (Smrtis) with their divine· knowledge. The Saints have
composed the five Sub-Vedas i;e., history, Pura])a, Architect Veda (Vastuveda), Archery
Veda (Dhanurveda), Veda of Dance (Gandharva Veda) and Veda of medicine (.Ayurveda).
Simultaneously, the twenty-one divisions i.e., business, penal provision, polity, policy,
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learning accomplishment on yoga and attainment of the supreme element etc. are already
published volumes.
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In the ancient time, Lord Vi~QU speech was appeared in the heart of Saint Vaikhanas as
in the form of trio-Vedas. By virtue of resolution as the Saint Vaikhanas depicted that
speech in the respective columns is worth. Listening and listen to the same from me, that
power ·of action continuously appearing in the form of Brahma is the apparent pqwer of
god. Adya Sakti goddess Sita reveals the world in its various forms only when a resolution
is made by the gods and she herself appears in all visible forms of the world. That kindhearted, most disciplined embodiment of peace and splendour, tangible and intangible
cause, the foot; all organs, mouth, various kinds of bodies and in exclusive form, SrI Sita
follows the resolution made by the god and she is integrated to god, she is immortal, she
resorts to god, she is in the form of visible feature as also invisible, cause for creation,
maintenance and destruction as eye opening and closing, showering with mercy and having
cause for holding all powers, is in the apparent form of power.
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SrI Sita is in the form of trio-will-power. She retires on the right chest of the god in the
form of SrI Vatsa for the purpose of getting rest in course of the devastation caused by her
in the form of Yogmaya.
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She is in apparent form of enjoyment with the power of enjoy. SrI Sita is in the form of
Kalpavrksa, Kamadhenu, Cintama:Q.i, couch, Lotus (the great Lotus), crocodile, tortoise etc.,
nine wealth (Nidhi). The devotees to god who perform the.worship of him daily by their
deeds in the form of offering and take cares of the parts of yoga i.e., Yama, Niyama,
Agama, Pra:Q.ayama, Pratyahara, Dhara:Q.a, Dhyana, Samadhi -etc. are given a number of
good stuffs inspite of having their reluctance. Goddess Sita performs all activities made for
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the pleasure of god like the material used in worship, the worship of forefathers (pitr-puja),
pilgrimage and bathing in the holy places as also the food and essence etc.
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In the four arms of Sri Sita, Abhaya (fearlessness), Varada (a posture for booning) and
Lotus are duly adorned. She is adorned with all ornaments including the crown etc. The
holy water is being sprinkled on her at the root of Kalpavrksa through the gold vessels held
by four elephants. She is surrounded by all gods and the Brahma etc. gods are submitting
her pray. The eight accomplishments including Al)ima etc. always with Sri Sita who is
being worshipped by Kamadhenu and served by the divine maids and dancers. The god-like
vedas are praying her. The Sun and the Moon in the form of lamp are illuminating that
place. The sages like Narada and Tumburu etc. are reciting the hymns for her pleasure. The
goddess Raka and Sini are stood with the royal umbrella in their hands. She is fanned air
with Svaha and Svadha.
The power of illusion and exhilaration both are moving to and fro
c
the swing. The great hermit Bhrgu and Pul)ya etc. are worshipping her. The goddess Sita in
the form of Mahalak$mi who is in herself the cause and action for all; is seated in the divine
turone duly erected on the eight petals Lotus. She is adorned with the divine ornaments.
That goddess Sita in the form of gallant Lak$mi with gaiety glance, worshipped by all gods
should be recognized with the essence of knowledge.

***

45. YOGACUDAMANI.
. UPANISAD
.

This Upani~ad is related to the tradition of Samaveda. It. contains guidelines entirely regarding
the procedure of awakening the soul power through the practise of Yoga. The subject matter of this
Upani~ad proceeds with enunciation of six parts in Yoga i.e. Asana, Prai;ii'iyi'ima, Pratyi'ihi'ira,
Dharai;ti'i, Dhyana and Samadhi, the knowledge of physical element is necessary for the
accomplishment of Yoga. The knowledge of Muladhara, observation of supreme flame in kui;igalini
(Yonisthana), the discus of nerves, the distinct places of nerves, the circulation of oxygen (Prai;ia
Vayu) in nerves and their actions, the motions of living-soul with Prai;ias, research on Ajapi'i Gayatri,
penetration of the door for emancipation through kui;ic:lalini, three bondage (Mulabandha, Jalandhara
Bandha and Uggiyi'ina Bandha, the posture ofkhecari, Vajroli etc. and their characteristics, the nature
of the great posture (Mahamudra), special process for the .Tapa of Prai;iava (Om), uniformity in
Prai;i.ava and Brahma, the meaning of the parts of Om (A, U, M), the worship of forerunner Brahma
through Turiyonkara, worship of Prai;i.ava and Hamsa, the Japa of Prai;i.ava as giving knowledge of
self-realization and emancipation, the necessity of Prai;iajaya for the devotee reciting Prai;i.ava,
accomplishment of Prai;ii'iyi'ima through purifying the nerves, Prai;ii'iyama in regular routine as also
.with specific quantum, distinct fruits of each part to the Yoga and their interrelation, revelation of
sound through the exercise of Sai.mmkhi, exercise on Prai;ii'iyama and necessity of giving up the
attachment with the sensory issues while exercising on Prai;iayama or breath-controlling. The person
sitting on penance according to this Upani~ad, undoubtedly attains to the supreme position (crown
position) in the field of Yoga. This Supreme upani~ad has an important place in Upani~ad relating to
Yoga.
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I describe this Yogacuc;lamanyupani~ad for the interest of Yogis. It is most cryptic and
provides with emancipation, worth exercising by the persons expert in Yoga.
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The Yoga has been stated with six parts. These are Asana, Pral)ayama, Pratyahara,
Dharal)a, Dhyana and Samadhi. Two kinds of Asanas are described here out of which one is
Siddhasana and the other is Padmasana. How the devotee can attain success if he is not able
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to see within his body the six discus ($atcakra), sixteen premises ($o<;lasadhara), aims
(Trilak~ya) and the five ethers? Out of the six discus existing in the body, the basic discus
(Miiladhara cakra) contains four petals and the Svadhi~thana cakra contains six petals. A
discus containing ten petals is existed in the navel zone, the lotus discus (Padma Cakra)
with twelve petals in the heart, the purified discus (Visuddha Cakra) contains sixteen petals
and a discus containing two petals is existed amid the eyebrows. It is also called the discus
of obedience (Ajfia Cakra).
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A Lotus containing one thousand petals is existed in the great path (Mahapatha) of
Brahmarandhra. The Muladhara is the first discus and the Svadhi~thana is the second.
Kul).<;ialini is existed in the intervening place of both. Being it a cause for origin, it is called
in the form of sex (Kamarupa). In the zone of anus, there is existed a lotus containing four
petals which has been stated as Kama (the sex). The Mahaliriga worshipped by the men of
accomplishments amid the same and facing the west is existed.
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The person is only Yogi who knows the discus of Mal).ipura in the shape of the gem
located at the navel zone. The triangle shaped fire luminating like the lightening and with
the lustre of the gold is existed in the spinal chord. The supreme flame luminating
everywhere is seen at that very place when the devotee moves through the stage of
meditation.
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Having seen the flame of fire at the time of exercise on Yoga, the birth and the death
cycle of the world is left forever. The abode of the Pral).a (breathing) has been stated in
Svadhi~thana Cakra. The breathing too is called Sva. Having its location in the
Svadhi~thana, it is called spine (Me<;lhra). As the thread is interwined with the gems, the
~atch of nerves is interwined with spinal chord.
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The Mal)ipura discus is void of the vice and the good well. It is existed in the navel
zone and contains twelve petals. The living-soul is compelled to move with the cycle of
world until thorough knowledge of it is obtained. The Kul)c;lalini like an egg of a bird is
existed between the spine and the navel. It is the root from where as much as the seventytwo thousand nerves are sprouted and spreaded all over the body. Out of them, seventy-two
nerves are called the cardinal nerves. The most pioneer nerves are in ten number. These are
Ic;la, Pirigala, Su~umna, Gandhari, Hastijihva, Pu~a, Yasasvini, Alambu~a, Kuhu and
Sarikhini.
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The Yogis should be awarded of this great discus of the nerves. The Ic;la nerve is existed
at the left side of the nose and the Pirigala nerve at the right in the body. The spinal nerve is
existed between these two nerves. The Hastijivha is existed in the right eye and the
Gandhari in the left eye. The Pu~a and Yasasvini nerves are existed in the right and left ears
respectively. The Alambusa nerve is existed in the mouth, the Kuhu nerve in the genital
organ and the Sankhini nerve is existed in the root place (Mulasthana).
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At each and every door of the entire body, there exists a nerve everywhere and the Ic;la,
Pirigala as also Su~umna nerves are existed on the way of breathing.
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Lord Sun, Moon and the fire are the conductor of breathings. The breathing air is in the
five forms which are called Pral.).a, Apana, Udana, Samana and Vyana respectively. The
sub-breathing are also of five kinds. These are Naga, Kurma, Krkara, Devadutta and
Dhanafijaya.
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The main breathing is existed within heart, the Apana in the anus, the Samana in the
navel region, the Udana in the entire body. These cardinal breathings are existed in fine
places in the body.
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The sub-breathing namely Naga is ousted in eructation, the kurma in winking, the
lqkara in sneezing and the Devadutta is existed in yawning.
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The Dhanafijaya wirtd is circulated in the body so continuously that it doesn't leave, the
body even after the death. The living soul circulates in all these nerves.

SIIOIIQHE4¥fl~ ~~~I ~ ~3iWltciiii ~ I I ~ t II
This living soul having enslaved of the praI)a etc. wind perpetually moves up and down
as also through right and the left. Since this movement is most rapid, it is impossible to
observe and feel.
[As the ball kicked by the players move frequently to and fro, the living-soul too cannot make
himself stable owing to the circulation of Priit}.a, Apana etc. winds viz., he always remains moving or
dynamic.]
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As the bird whose wings are ties with a string frequently pulled down, this living soul
too is pulled by the PraI)a and Apana etc. winds particularly because of bound with the
properties (GUQas).
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As the Pral)a pulls the Apana and similarly the Apana pulls the PraI)a, this living soul as
a result of this pulling moves frequently up and down. He is truly an expert in yoga who
knows such process ofmoving up and downward of the Pra.I)a or the living soul.
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The Respiration with 'Sa' sound is inhaled and with 'Ha' sound it is exhaled. Thi_s
living-soul always does the silent recital of the Harhsa hymns.
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So busy frequently in the night and the day with the silent recital (Japa),- this living soul
thus recites twenty one thousand six hun~red hymns in a day.
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This Ajapa: Gayatrt is only the means of providing emancipation to the Yogis. All vices
are left when mere resolution is made for this recital. No any learning, Japa (silent recital)
and kn"owledge, equal to it was existed in past and not expected to be in future.
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This Gayatrl is ·a learning of PraI)a and the great learning as it holds the breathing
(PraQa) which has been originated from KUIJ.c.ialini. The person known to this fact is the true
knower of the Veda.
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The power of kul)g.alini always exists by covering the door of Brahma through its
mouth and it is spreaded in the shape of eight ear-rings (kut;id-als) just at the upper portion
of the conjunction (kanda of) the nerves.
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This power of supreme goddess (Ku1J,9-alini) is slept by covering through its mouth the
door of Brahma, (the spinal chord) to which the entrance is made.
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It ascends like a needle within the spinal nerve in the company of the mind and the
breathing as light when it is awakened through the Yoga of fire (Agni Yoga).
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The Yogis open the door of emancipati,on through kul)g.alinI as the door lock is opened
by inserting the key.
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The desirous of exercising Pral)ayama ·should sit firmly on Padmasana,, put his hands
one on the other in the lap, try to touch the chest through the chin by vowing the head c!own
and exhale and inhale the air frequently alongwith the mind concentrated on the Brahma.
He should inhale the breathing air. and left up the Apana wind. A man exercising
Pral)ayama this way obtains unique power in body and mind both.
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The perspiration oozing from the body as a result of exercise on Pral)ayama so made,
should be smear over the body and abandon the use of saline, sour and bitter taste eatables.
He should emphasize on milk and the eatables made from the milk.
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It is undoubtedly true that a great accomplishment in Yoga will_ be acqui_red if the
practise is made with following the rules of celibacy and the dietboth.
t}n4i!lq~(l~l~T~lfuc1Nii:I: I ~ Wli;ltjsi\&-11 f~i:11~1-0 ~ ~II~~ II
The person exercising Yoga should always take the delicious and the fatty food. He
should made a provision for his diet in which only half part of belly for food, one fourth for
water and one fourth part of belly should. be void or blank. .The person who takes care of
this proportion and offers that food firstly to the god is called Mitahari (the balanced diet
taker).

~ ~U:S~i~IMi<ll!!!TI ~O:SHitji@:I ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~11~~11
The power of ku1J,9-alini at the upper portion of the nerve clust~r (kanda) with eight
whirls gives emancipation to the Yogis while it creates bondage for the persons hovering in
the realm of ignorance.
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The person known to Mahamudra, Nabhomudra, Uc;l.c;l.iyai;i.a Bandha, Jalandhara Bandha
and the Mulabandha, definitely attains to emancipation.
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The procedure of doing Mulabandha is to press the place of genital organ through the
ankle and thus to shrink it firmly and to pull upward the Apana wind.
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Thus a harmony is established between the Prai;i.a and Apana and it reduces the flow of
excreta and the urine as well. As a result of thorough practise on Mulabandha, an old too
turns into a young chap.
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As the vulture etc. birds fly at the. more distance for getting relax in the sky, the
exercise on Uc;l.c;l.iyar;ia Bandha is like a lion to defeat the elephant in the form of death (the
large birds feel extreme rest while on changing the pattern of their flying in the sky. They
thus obtain the fresh power).
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To stretch the belly below the navel is called p~scimottana. At the same place in the
belly, the Uc;l.c;l.iyai;i.a Bandha too is exercised.
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The Jalandhara Bandha retains at the upper portion, the water of ether (that oozes by
the khecari posture) flown downward in the body. It resists this water and diminishes the
sorrows and pains.
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While exercising the Jalandhara Bandha the head is bent front-side and the chin touches
the heart in this posture. By doing this, the nectar neither oozes· on the fire nor moves
towards wind. It thus becomes stable and stagnant.
c6QIH~~) ~ 'Sl'fcrw fclq(ld•III 'ffcO(-tt•idl /:iN!.~~1.~ ~II~~ II
While exercising the khecari Mudra, one should fix the sight at the middle of both
brows and the tongue should be inserted at the middle of palate by turning it back towards
the throat.
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The person known and doing exercise continuously on Khecari Mudra get rid of the
ailments, death, feeling of hunger and thirst as also from the swooning.
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The knower of K.hecari Mudra neither suffers from any ailment nor he is attached to the
worldly activities and no any kinds of hurdle even access to him.
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All Yogis salute to the Khecari Mudra because acquired expertise on the same, the
mind as also the tongue both start moving in the sky.
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All veins spreaded all over the body from the head to the feet and the nourishment of
all parts of the body have their basic nucleus on the Khecari Mudra.
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As a result of perpetual exercise on Khecari Mudra, if the tongue covers the entire
cavity of the palate; it provides power to control the semen to the extent that it doesn't
discharge even if the couplation is enjoyed with a woman.
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There is no fear of the death unless the semen is not discharged and existed in the body
as a result of the expertise on Khecari Mudra, the yogi has applied thereto.
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In case, the semen is discharged in the fiercely blazing element of the fire, it too can be
retained forcely and made flowing upward as a result of exercising the Yoni Mudra.
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The semen is of two colours i.e. white and the red. The white is called the Venus and
the red is called Maharaja.
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nf: 1 ~1&1~Hf~d ~ a4l,i:F!'.i ~ 1 1 G~11
The abode of Raja is at the Ravisthiina, luminating like Sinduraand the abode of Venus
is in the Candrasthana. A combination of Venus and Raja is availed with most difficulty.

fo~<c;11atjc1,1~i <fct~Hf~d

~-si)l&il nf: ~1Rtifci-sR1- '(~l"(fcr: I ~ ; BW·qj~q 'S1T1Zra ffi

~ I I G~ II

The semen is in the form of Brahma and the Raja is in the form of Sakti. Further, this
semen is in the form of Moon and the Raja is in the form of Sun. The supreme position is
attained when both of them are joined with each other.

~ ~1Mii:HM4

itfut ~ ~ nf: I ffl ~:

flai:6~ ~~~c19w~111 G ~ II

When the wind (Pral).ayama) establishes the harmony of the dynamic Raja with the
semen under the posture of Sakticalini, the body then becomes divine.

~ ~ ~ nf: ~ ~ I

'\"Im: fiq(~i:h~

'<-11'

~ 'H' lt'P1fct~11 G~ II

The devotee expert in Yoga is only said when he is known to the process of combining
the Raja in the Sun and the Venus in the moon and integration of both with each other.
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~ •tlm!JIIM<@.I~ i:1-<J:(!ifq\:I ~~½cf ~ l l ~ l \ 1 1
Mahamudra is a posture by exercising which the cluster of nerves is purified, make the
Sun and the Moon moving and the essence is observed.

eta:11..q:@gj: ~ ~ ~ T.i' ~ 'WJTI' ~lqj!IH4-M,(.lfld -qre: ~
. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ )'r.4~Jp~

~I

6Q,fi4fl:4.11w,-1"l ~ ~ ~ ~11 ~ ~ 11

· The Mahamudra is made when the place of genital organ is pressed by the left foot, the
chin touches the heart, the right foot is stretched straightly and gripping the feet with all
fingers ·with both hands and these are kept in both arm pits. Thus, a long and deep
respiration is made. The exercise of Mahamudra destroys all kinds of ailments.

'r.4~ii).:i ~ ~ : ~ ~ g '4~f(.i@.lt 'ffiIT ~ fi:4-tNi~t(II ~ 1911
In course of doing exercise, the· air should be inhaled through the left nose (Candra
Arisa) and Recana should be made. Then, the air should be inhaled through the right nose
(Surya Arisa). The exercise should be stopped when the flow of inhaling from the right and
left nose becomes equal.

~ 'Q\/J.lqqlb!i err '{ffl: risfQ' ~ : 1 ~ fcrff mi 41\ttNci ~11 ~ t 11
The coarse food or the stale food .even is digested as a result of exercise on
Mahamudra. In case, over diet is taken or even poison is gobbled up by mistake, that too is
digested like a nectar.
~4$i8!]Glcid!]i:r%~1Ul!£{P1q1: I ~

WIT:

~ llTRI' ~ g 'q\'S~II ~'{II

The person exercising Mahamudra gets rid of the tuberculosis, leprosy, piles, ·
appendicitis, constipation etc. and all other ailments prognosticated.

~ ~ qg1fufoac6.fl ;pml{I

~TIQ-1141

~

;i-

~

'4',@.i'

c6<@.lfut(U19o II

.

This Mahamudra is endo-wedwith the greataccomplishmentto the man who practises
it. This excellent posture should be kept in a secret and should not be told to the persons not
entitled for it.

imm:f :gq1~ij) ijqcfi(4Wl<l?.t(: I '11,(.ll~~fu)cfit~ ;ji(l~cfi((qcQ4'{1119 ~II
The Japa (silent recital) of Orn should be made by sitting in a posture of Padmasana in
solitude and by keeping the body erect from the waist to the head and fixing the eyes at the
forepoi:tion of the nose.

~ ~ ~ ~

~ f.t<1@kfq.:i1Rf.tgi.:iqcfi gfu;t ~ '.:tc1~&1t(
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~:I
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i:6F(01¥{_1

ijcltliflci

The Orh as a luminating Parasakti appeared itself from the perfect Brahma living in an
exclusive mood, nameless, pure, conscienceful, everlasting, untom, beyond the death,
Turiya and of equal entity in the past, future and the present. The ether was originated from
the supreme soul, the wind from the ether, the fire from the wind. The water from the fire
and the earth from the water was.thus originated. The five gods i.e. Sadasiva, Isvara, Rudra,
Vi~r;iu and Brahma are the five masters of these five great elements (Mahabho.ta). Out of
these five gods, Lord Brahma is the creator, Lord Vi~r;iu is nourisher and the Lord Rudra is
the destroyer. Lord Vi~r;iu was the Sattva property, Lord Brahma has Rajas and Lord Rudra
has the Tamas property. Lord Brahma was very fi.rst originated among the gods. Lord
Brahma was originated for the creation of Sr~ti, Lord Vi~r;iu for its development, Lord
Rudra for its destruction and Lord Indra for the enjoyment. The people, gods, Tiryaka, men
and the immovables were originated by Lord Brahma. The body of men etc. is built with
the combination of five elements. The basic cause for the formidable composition of the
sensory organs, executive organs, issues of senses, Prar;ia etc. five winds, the mind, th.e
wisdom, the citta and the ego are called the formidable nature (Pralqti). The sensory
organs, executive organs, the issues cif senses i.e. word, touch, complexion, ess.ence ,and the
smell, five winds, the mind and the wisdom are called the micro body. The causative body
is with three properties. All living-organisms have three bodies i.e. formidable, micro and
the cause. These are four states of mind i.e. awakened, dreaming, dormance and Turiya.
The splendour, the conscious, the world and the soul are the ruler of all these states. The
world consumes the formidable, the splendour consumes the solitude, the conscious
consumes the pleasure and the soul is called beyond them all.
.

\

.

'Sl'UTcl': . . @Bfficf(ffi~!

O: I 3mi(lq¾l ~

fl]cl.(¾i'tl f#]W!JGI: i1 \9 ~ II

The omnipresent Prar;iava (the supreme soul) continuously remains reluctant at the time
of the consumption of all pleasant states of the living-soul.

a1cfiR ~ ~
'Si'UTcl': Sli:61~1ffl

;rm

c101i61<fl · ~~16141 C'ili:616141 · ~ - ~: ~ ~

arc6TU ~ ~ cl'ffil'

ijcf;jj~!I ~ : cfiUod': ~

lfi:6TU ~ ~:11\9~11

The three letters embedded with the Prar;iava i.e. Orh are the A, V, and the M. These are
three Vedas, three worlds, three properties (Gur;ias) three letters (Ak~ara) and the Orh is
illuminated in these three vowels. The 'A' resides in the eyes of all living-organisms at the
state of awakening. At the state of sleeping, the 'U' resides in the throat and the 'M' resides
in the heart region at the state of dormance.
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fu(l(l!ffl: ~ : I ~ : ~ ~ : I i:61(011&111iidSll#\?H mfiR: I
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~'('ml~ i«R ~ I ~ : *llre:li:6: ~ ~ 1 1 ' 9 ~ 1 1
qc1,1n:dlqf!: ~ ~ d2fi'&l<ll ~ ~ ~ m:11'9Gll
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fu ,ro' ~ I 3lcnR ~ ~ ~ ~ m:11'9'911

ltcnR ~ ~:

fu Sli:61~1<ll

~

#\IR-il~Ultfl '1!11~#11~ f<.lley.rl~<st:11'9lll

~ ~ SIOlclf~SeF@ ~~~I 3Hlijdfcl~OI #\IR-il~Ultfl ~11'9~ II
This formidable and gigantic world is 'A' the micro tural).yagarbha, full of splendour is
called 'U' and the undisclosed cause 'M' is called conscience. The nature of'A' is Rajas, it
is of reddish colour and has been stated as Brahma, the creator of this universe. The 'U' is
of Satva nature, its colour is white and it has been stated as Lord Vi~l).U, the nourisher of the
world. The nature of 'M' is 'Tamas', its colour is black and it has been stated as Rudra, the
destroyer of this world. Thus, the Pral).ava (Om) has been stated as the cause of origin of
Lord Brahma, Vi~l).U and Rudra. The Pral).ava too is the unborn cause and the supreme
element. The creator Brahma is embedded in the scope of 'A', Lord Vi~l).U in the scope of
'U' and Lord Rudra in the scope of 'M'. Only this Pral).ava remains luminating everywhere.
This Pral).ava has been stated ascendant for the learned people and descendant for the
people hovering in the alley of ignorance. Thus, the Pral).ava is enshrined equally
everywhere. He is only known to Veda who is aware of this fact among the learned
devotees. This Pral).ava is of ascendant motion with perpetuity.
~{',lgjl(IMcilMhi c{lf.ftlOc!.IR-il~cltll

SIOiclf<.I ~R,@i!fl~ti ~ ~ I I GO II

The Anahata Nada with the sound of Om like a serious tone of a gong and inseparated
like the stream of oil as its route which is called Brahma.
'*-lt@44 ~ f<.ll~clli4 ~ : I ~ qijkqHt ~ ~ ~ ~ I I G ~II

The great soul (men) is only known to Veda who is reckoned with the fact that the
foreportion (Mula) of the Pral).ava, worth-knowing by application of micro wisdom is everluminating and beyond the speech i.e. undescribable in the words.
-jji9~:ili!4il=M ~ ~ Sli:61~1<ll m : ~ Sflffi@:44~ ~ ~ I I G ~ II
~ : ~ : f<.llftN~ ~

m~I "*4"i:6ro ~ -jj½j~i:61-0 fu \l~c{§cl'{ll l ~ II

The Hamsa (Swan) luminates continuously amid both eyes when the living-soul is in
· the awakened state. The 'Sa' has been stated in the form of Khecari and it is definitely in
the form of 'Ivam'. The foot 'Ha' is the indicative of supreme soul which is definitely in
the form of the foot 'Tat'. The living-'soul who meditates on 'Sa' definitely becomes in the
form of 'Ha'. The same is the worship of 'So'ham' and 'Tattvamasi'.
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[The saint is revealing the uniformity and integrity between two knowledgeable sentences i.e.
So'ham' and 'Tativam'. When the devotee observes 'Sva' with outlook of element, it reckons with
'So'Hamasmi' and when he observes outward, the 'Tattvamasi' is perceived by him.]

The sensory organs tie the living organisms in the bondage but these cannot fasten the
soul. As long as the affection remains, the living-soul is existed but it gets the form of
emancipation as soon as the ties of affection are broken.

~: mq- ~:

«lq*3:lllr4~c@:I ~ ~ fimfu ~ Wl@-Ofl-i@lll411

Om is that supreme form of light in whose matra the Sun, the moon, the fire god and
the words 'Bhul;l', 'Bhuval;l', 'Sval;l'.
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~I

firm q1,11f~ffi4,1

~ ;;c(l@{IM@II l GII

In the three matras of Om luminating with supreme light, the action, desire and
knowledge as also the powers of Brahma and Vi~1_1u are enshrined.
cRfm dwttlf¼6!.i ~ ~ I lf.fffl dwttlf~6!,j ~ arl@(IM@lll\911

One should do Japa through his tongue and do activities through the body always for
the Pral).ava. By reciting silently in the mind one should make him stable in thaf very Om in
the form of supreme light.

l(jfficll'41(jfficilN 'll1" 'J!QdlUtci -«Gfl '4'

'ij"

WfQ.j"@' 'Ql-q;f q~q,ifqc11cqm11 l l II

The person doing Japa of Om at any stage either holy or unholy doesn't entrap in the
marsh of the evil. He always remains unattached like the lotus leaf which has no affection
with the droplets of water.

~

cmr ~ ~ ~ ~'

~

~, 11(€1q1Gt,ra mn ~ f.t;~~1-11 t

~

As long as the wind will be blown, the semen (Bindu) will also be dynamic but the
Yogi attains to stability vv hen the wind is stopped. Hence, the stability of wind i.e.
Pral).ayama should be exercised.

lllcii;J~: ~ ~ dtci'N!lcfl '4' ~ I lf{fJ1' ~ R6;61RHdffi ~ f;r;~~q_ll ~ o II
The living-soul will remain stable in the body as long as the wind is existed in it. The
outblowing of the wind from the body is the death, therefore, one should restrain the wind
i.e. should do Pral).ayama.

lllcia4! ~ ~ dtci-N11crl ~ ~ I ~ dlcl~IM~ ¥:II~ ~II
The living-soul cannot move out from the body till the wind is duly bound within it.
The person able to fix his sight between both eyebrows, conquers· the time (kala) and
seldom have any fear of it.

3-l~cfi1M1-lllli;._<sl811 SIIOlllllqQ{I ~ I ~ ~ mi: SIIOIIM-01!.l~q_ll ~~II
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Lord Brahma too does PriiQ.iiyama with an intention to get rid of the fear of premature
age. The yogis and the hermits therefore do exercise of the PriiQ.iiyama for retaining to the
breathing.
q(lcl~lc:.a·R-t~~:

w:fTOl ¢

~: j . ~ SIIOll'-!1¥fl ~,'-la ii~~ ii

\.

This breathing comes out twenty six fingers by means of respiration. The PriiQ.iiyarria
should be exercised by using both nostrils, viz., from the left and the right nostril.

¥)f4tl@

~ W:f 4tili:tS6 q~ll~M'{_I ~ ~ ~ SIIOl,(,i!,lt;Uia;tlf: ii~~ ii

The yogi becomes able to restrain the breathings when the cycle of nerve is fully
purified from all kinds of dirt.
tlo#.Qitllij.fl ~ 'STTut ~ ~ I ~ tl~l~lcR'-11 ~: ~~II~ l\ ii

In order to exercise Yoga, one should do Baddha Padmasana and the wind should be
inhaled through the moon nerve (Left nostril) viz. do Piiraka. The inhaled air then to be
restrained under the process of Kumbhaka and ultimately this air should be exhaled through
the sun nerve (right nostril) under the process ofRecana.
~\ldlc:.filtjcht~i ~l~clM1Qqq_1 El'RcIT ~ ~ SIIOll'-iitl ~ ~ii~~ ii

The person exercising Prill}.ilyama ·attains all pleasures if he meditates on the moon
point (Candra bimba) of white colour like the milk of cow extracted from the ocean of the
nectar.
~<&&;1Mtj\:cl1Mt'J.'*4q1RfltqosM'{_I El'RcIT ~ 'fu!@ ~ S11on'-!1t1 ~ ~11 ~ \9 ii

Further, the yogi attains pleasure if he does meditation on Lord Sun like a blazing
flame in the heart Lotus coincide to PriiQ.iiyama.
,,/.
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i\Rs4t fq~fwt.1f~d
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~ ::i,rs~1011 <qqRf ~ q1:aa'-!1~: ii~ l 11

One should very first inhale the air from the left nostril under the process of Puraka and
thus make mighty the nerve of I~a. He then do contrary to it i.e. Recana through the right ·
nostril and thus make two powerful to the nerve of Phi.gala. In case, exercise of meditation.·
in the manner aforesaid on the moon and the sun both in course of PriiQ.iiyama is done, all
nerves are purified merely within two months.
q~JNt(Ui cltefl(4MW SlcaQ4'{_1 ~ ~ 41BWIEHl<(ll~ ~ Ii _ .

As a result of having the nerves purified, under exercise of nerve purifying PriiQ.ilyama,
the man concerned is unable to restrain the air in suffice quantum. It increases his power of
digestion inside, strong resistance of the ailments and the divine sound starts to be listened.

MDTt ~t;f~€11

'-11c1e:q14
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The Apana wind is to be withheld or restrained till the air inhaled stays in under the
process of Kumbhaka in Pral)ayama. By doing this the equal quantum of the respiration
starts moving up and down.
~ : ~ ~ : SIUlclk*h:I SIIOU41¥.fl ~ q1S1ii;.ld.~ltjga:11 ~o ~II

One should do Prat).ayama containing twelve matras considering that the three
processes of Prat).ayama i.e. Puraka, Kumbhaka and Recaka are nothing else but one of an
apparent forms of Pral)ava (Orh).
q1S1@C::~ltjg*f,1 re,cllc6(R~llc6:8 I ~ltGll(?lqq~~ ~ ~ : ~II ~o ~ II

This Pral)ayama containing twelve matras with the meditation on Lord Sun and moon,
diminishes all defects of the person doing exercise of Pral)ayama.
1 I ( c 6 ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 f f l ~ ~ : SIIOll41q: ~~ll~o~II

The Pral)ayama with twelve matras in Puraka, sixteen matras in kumbhaka and ten
matras in Recaka is called Pral)ayama of Om.

~ 'i;.fW' -qr,rr ~ ~ l@TI ~.~ H' SIIU114i*(.j f.{up.f;11 ~o~II
The Pral)ayama of twelve m:atras falls in common category, Pral)ayama with double
matras then it falls in the middle category and the Pral)ayama with tripple matras than it,
falls in the best category.

~ ~c:.Gt-14

c61lTI' cqq@' ~ 1 ~

~,-1q1cnRt ·'ffifl' ~ R-6-%4~(11 ~·~ l\ 11

This means- common Pral)ayama brings perspiration to the body, the middle
Pral)ayama makes the body shivering and the body starts uplifting from the seat in best
category of Pral)ayama. One should therefore emphasize on the best category of
Prai;iayama.
· qo§.Q,Uiij.fl

ffl' -tq~f(I ~ ~ I -tiiji!Jef~)chtchl

SIIOll414 ~ I I ~o ~ II

One should be seated on Baddha Padmasana in solitude in order to exercise Yoga and
after saluting the teacher in the form of Siva. One should start practising Pral)ayama by
fodng his sight on the foreportion of the nose:

amoJt .';(cl'

tjR~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ c6i(?iqQ1-1ciQ:lijfgd ~
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oll<*IEil-t~d@:1~'1:fcffir-tTfct.:i.l~lffi'0041ciMB@ ~ - ~ ~ tj~4a11 ~o\911
The men practising Pral).ayama should withheld the wind by restraining the. incoming
and outgoing nine doors of wind and establish the t,.pana with meditation on the soul in the
mind firmly by taking it in through the route of Kul)<;ialini and by blending it with the fire
and making ascendant by exercising the Sakticalini Mudra. He require~ no company of
great men till the Apana remains stable in t.he mind viz. he himself becomes the best great
man.
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This Pral).ayama is analogous to a bridge in order to cross the worldly ocean and as
offenly said by yogis, it is like fire that bums into ashes the fuel of evil.

~~&Rf SIIOlllliq..j ~ I fcrcm: lf1'=rn' ~

S1~1g1)01 ~ I I ~o ~ 11

By virtue of doing yogasana, the ailments are removed. The evils are destroyed by
exercising the Pral).ayama and the ailments relating to mind are destroyed when the man
exercises Pratyahara.

~

mffi ~d.:£1q*1'!_1

~ tfTa:iqlGfl@ ~ q;"q" ~'ql{II ~~o II

The mind of yoga becomes courageous by virtue of the holding power of Yoga. As a
result of meditation, all deeds either good or evil are diminished and he attains to the
emancipation.
SIIOlllllqfatt~.:i Sl~lgl(:

Sli:filntd: I

Sl~lgt<ftN~€fi..j ~ ~ 'WITII ~~~II

The stage of Pratyahara is achieved when twelve time Pnll).ayama is exercised and the
Dharal).a providing with the delicious fruits is achieved when Pratyahara is exercised upto
twelve times. Similarly, the twice time exercise of Dharal).a leads to the attention and the
twice time attention, as the expert in Yoga have opined; the state of meditation is obtained.

~ iJ"W" ffl ~ lfPifct~IF(a:1 ~~~1€1-i~i:.t ~II~~~ II
The person arriving at the state of meditation obtains the equal spirit everywhere and
all time. Nothing is left to do and nor the deeds performed fasten the men when this stage is
attained. The living-soul thus get rid of the cycle of death and birth.
tlf(.lqll!ft Q{'*ft@(..j.fi ~ I df¼~e f:itilllcfiQ t.ildllllffi ~ fcrmr11 ~~~ II

One should very first sit firmly on the seat by putting the ankles on spine. Then the
eyes, ears and nose are to be sucked by using fingers and the air is taken through mouth, In
· the succeeding step, the Apana wind should be made ascendant from below and both these
winds should be retained in the region of heart. Then making it ascendant and giving
stability to the mind one should be engrossed with it. The yogis by doing this exercise
obtains the particular sense of equality.
ijcl4,Hl4q~ql¾_~~1R4
clitiQt4ijfi;d

cfiUlTra:~ W'.R' ~ cfT ~ I ~ . ~

lffel mt ~l(~~ci mffi fci¥tt:tdietijqdi ~ : I I ~~~II

When the dynamic wind from up and down both sides become stable in the region of
heart, the devotee then starts listening to the great sounds and the sound is heard like the
gong etc. musical elements. Thus the Nada yoga is accomplished.
1f1r,:j" ~

m eif.Hi(QEJ~ ~ 1 flul1c:,1.:ii sict,EJHi .:i11;fijf4;c:,1Ra111 ~~l\ 11

As a result of exercising Pral).ayama following the rules made therefore, all kinds of
ailments are driven away. If Pral).ayama is not made, the patients by body amounts to a
place of origin for the ailments.
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The uncountable ailments are risen besides cough, asthma, head, ears, hiccup and the
eye ache due to arising distortions in the wind.

~ cfil.a-1:<1~ PJm:fm:~:I 'qqRf fcrfcrm

UTIT:

Qcl-1d.kQi!.1Sfiq11._11

The violent animals like elephant, lion, tiger etc. are enslaved by virtue of the gradual
practise or exercise made. The same way, one should enslave the breathing air gradually by
virtue of continuous exercise. In case, it cannot be done in a systematic manner, he will
definitely be ruined.
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c119(..q1>.11 ~ .al1£1cfi'!_II ~~lll ,

The success is achieved when the breathing air is inhaled in an appropriate manner and
exhaled as also withheld in an appropriate manner.

9'1ig'1i fll.JIA,1~ gffi~ffi ~ I ~ffi9ffi JlilUti!.li~ci f,(-lf~qc119i!.1iq_ll ~~~ II
To resist the sensory organs like the eyes, ears etc. from their rapid movement towards
the worldly issues and engage them for doing endeavour to arrive at the destination (aim) is
called Pratyahara.

ffl" ~ ~
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~ g1;11i!.1c61#1 ~ mr: ~ ' g~"li!.11*.f~m "i!.llTIT fcrc6rt ~ ~11
$fg4Ri:tq_ll ~~ ~II
As the evening falls, the Sun gradually shrinks back his light and it is fully shrinked at
the fall of evening, the yogi in the similar fashion, if becomes able proceeds by winning
three states, three properties and three bodies and thus enshrines in his third part (third part
of higher yoga i.e. meditation); all defects of his mind are compounded. This is all what this
Upani~ad explains.

~ atllJ..lltl-1 ............... ~ mRr:11

***

46. NIRVANO. UPANISAD
.

This Upani~ad is related to Rg~eda. A broad description 'regarding emancipation, the supreme
aim of human life to liberate the cycle of birth and death has been made herein.
The cryptic doctrines of Paramaharhsa recluse has been described in a mysterious way and
through the formal system in this Upani~ad. An introduction of a Paramaharhsa recluse has been very.
first ~iven and then the importance of consecration, perceiving to God, thinking in playway, the
meeting, an alm, the conduct etc. has been descri?ed in perspect to the Paramaharhsa recluse.
Subsequently, the actual position of Matha, knowledge, intention, quilt, Asana, skill, preaching of
Taraka, rule, unbinding, sacrifice, thread braid and emancipation etc. in perspect.to the recluse has
been described and it is stated that this very is the philosophy which should be assigned with only to
a devoted pupil or to ones own son. The common person cannot reap the benefit of any kind from
this philosophy.
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Now the Nirva]J.opani~ad is being described. They who are Paramaharhsa, Parivrajaka
are always with Pascimalir'lga (the symbol at the climax position). They are like a
~etrapala or watchman to resist the entn,mce of god of sex. Their doctrines are compared
with the sky; viz., reluctant and widely extended like sky. They are in mood of the soul
river with the immortal waves. Their complexion is everlasting, immortal and unattached.
Their saint is doubtlessness and emancipation is their god. Their propensity is beyond their
clan or Gotra. Their knowledge is liberated from all kinds of the qualifications.
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They does their practice for the higher position. Their seat is without any base, their
coherence with the supreme soul is only consecration. Their preaching is to liberate from
the world. Their pious duty is to be satisfy sons (the stage ?f great devastation because
twelve sons simultaneously arise only at the time of great devastation). They protect
themselves by an appellation of their discretion. To be kind to all living-organisms is their
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game. Self pleasure is their garland. It is their meetirig to be seated in comfortably and
freely in a solitary cave. To live on alms and not cooked by themselves is their food. They
perform their activities like the harilsa; viz., they do all justice as the harilsa separates water
from the milk. It is their pronouncement that the soul residing within all living-organisms is
the Swan.
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Courage is the quilt of those rechise. The propensity of reluctance is their nicker
(LangotI). Good thoughts are their stick and perceiving Brahma is their monogram of yoga.
Wealth is tqeir slipper (they treat the wealth trivial as a slipper). They do all activities and
take birth on, the will of good. Kul)<;lalinI is their tie. They are liberated soul and make
themselves fr~ from the habit of crticizing others. Coherence with all benevolent god is
only their sleep. They feel supreme pleasure by holding the posture of sleep and khecari.
That Brahma is beyond the three properties, i.e., Satva, Rajas and Tamas. It can be attained
only when sole discretion is exercised. It is not attainable thr<?ugh the mind and the speech.
This world is mortal and whosoever has been bomhere·.iS like a dream and an elephant like
formation of the cloud in the sky, this body in the similar fashion is full of distortions. like
affections of snake in a string. The Brahma known with many hundred names like Vi~1:,1u,
Brahma etc. is the ultimate aim. To control the senses is the only way to attain Brahma.
That way to attain Brahma is not a void indication, viz., free from the divine powers like
Lord Vi~1:,1u etc. The entity of god is on all living-organisms. The yoga well tied to truth and
accomplished is the Matha of that recluse. The heaven is not the complexion of self while
that of the primitive Brahma is knowledge. The Ja:pa silently of So'haril is GayatrI. To
establish c;ontrol on defects is the aim.
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The propensity to control ones mind is the quite. The recluse perceive the true pleasure
of Para Brahma through yoga. They feed on alms of pleasure. They reside with gaiety as
would be in Anandavana even in the deserted crematorium. Solitude only is their Matha,
their meditated state is the luminating endeavour. Their motion is without option and
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restrictions. Their body is all pure and their seat is without base. To enjoy on the waves of
the immortal ocean is their prime activity. Cidakasa is their great principle. It is their skill
to aware of the place and the person while applying the divine powers like Sama; Dama etc.
Their coherence with Brahma, is the preaching of Taraka. The absolute and single pleasure
of truth is their god.
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To control the senses is the rule of those recluse. It is their.sacrifice to abandon the fear,
the affection, agony and the anger. They enjoy tlfe coherence with the supreme Brahma. It
is their sacrosanct power not to enslave anybody and give respect to all. They split up the
· illusion by the power of Siva in the self-luninating Brahma. They burnt down into ashes the
possession and non-possession on trio-bodies i.e. causative body, micro body and the
formidable body. They hold the base in the garb of ether. Lord Siva or Brahma as existed in
the state of Turiya is their sacrificial thread and the knowledge of Brahma is their braid.
Having on the supreme position, this movable as also immovable entire creation is in the
form of Brahma under their perceiving. Not to tie with the result of action is· their story.
They move in the crematorium without taking least care of their body in order to burn into
ashes the illusion, affection and the ego as well. They are beyond the trio-prioritise i.e .
.. Satva, Rajas and Tamas. Their aU efforts is to kill the confusion. They bum the propensities
like a sensuality etc. They put on the langoti and observe the rules _rigidly. They only put on
the hide of deer as clothes upto prolong time. They .observe the hymn is· garb of Anahat.
sound by keeping themselves inactive. Their habit is to act as per the instructions given by
their soul and it is the emancipation to which they attain. The recluse behaving like a
knowledge boat. to achieve the aim i.e. Parabrahma · very first observes celibacy to cool
down his temperament. On having involved in studies , in course of the period fixed for
celibacy, he does the concentration, meditation and the practical application in the asrama
of Vanaprastha also. As a result of the well-knit knowledge ~hich he acquires in course of
Vanaprastha, the worldly knowledge is entirely abandoned by him. This very stage is called
reclusion. Finally, he arrives at the state of integrated form of everlasting Brahma and all
confusions are then decayed.
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This very is the el.emental philosophy of the emancipation. It should. reproached only
either to the devoted pupil or an obedient son or the suitable person to observe the vital
elements embedded· withiri it and nobody else. Hence, the common people should not be
preached of this Upani~ad. This very is the mystery ofthis Upani~ad.
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Brahmal}.a I

Om. The great Muni Yajfiavalkya went to Adityaloka (the sun's world) and saluting
him (the Puru~a of the sun) said: "O reverened sir, describe to me the Atma-tattva (the
tattva or truth of Atma)."
(To which), Narayat).a (viz., the Puru~a of the sun) replied : "I shall describe the
eightfold yoga together with Jfiana. The conquering of cold and heat as well as hunger and
sleep, the preserving. of (sweet) patience and unruffledness ever and the restraining of the
organs (from sensual objects)- all these come under (or are) yama. Devotion to one's
Guru, love of the true path, enjoyment of objects producing happiness, internal satisfaction,
freedom from association, living in a retired place, the controlling of the manas and not
longing after the fruits of actions and a state of vairagya- all these consitute niyama. The
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sitting in any posture pleasant to one and clothed in tatters (or bark) is prescribed for asana
(posture). Inspiration, restraint of breath and expiration, which have respectively 16, 64 and
32 (matras) constitute prat;iayama (restraint of breath). The restraining of the mind from the
object of senses is pratyahara (subjugation of the senses). The contemplation of the oneness
of consciousness in all objects is dhyana. The mind having been drawn away from the
objects of the senses, the fixing of the caitanya (consciousness) (on one alone) is dharat;ia.
The forgetting of oneself in dhyana is samadhi. He who thus knows the eight subtle parts of
yoga attains salvation.
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"The body has five stains (viz.,) passion, anger, outbreathing, fear, and sleep. The
removal of these can be effected respectively by absence of sarikalpa, forgiveness,
moderate food, carefulness, and a spiritual sight of tattvas. In order to cross the ocean of
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sarhsara where sleep and fear are the serpents, injury, etc., are the waves, tr~IJ.a (thirst) is
whirlpool, and wife is the mire, one should adhere to the subtle path and overstepping tattva
and other gUI)as should look out for Taraka. Taraka is brahman which being in the middle
of the two eyebrows, is of the nature of of the spiritual effulgence of Saccidananda. The
(spiritual) seeing through the three lak~yas (or the three kinds of introvision) is the means to
It (Brahman). Su~umna which is from the milladhara to brahmarandhra has the radiance of
the sun. In the centre of it, is kut)<;lalini shining like crores of lightning and subtle as the
thread in the lotus-stalk. Tamas is destroyed there. Through seeing it, all sins are destroyed.
When the two ears are closed by the tips of the forefingers, a phutkara (or booming) sound
is heard. When the mind is fixed on it, it sees a blue light between the eyes as also in the
heart. (This is antarlak~ya or internal introvision). In the bahirlak~ya (or external
introvision) one sees in order before his nose at distance of 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12 digits, the
space of blue colour, then a colour resembling Syama (indigo-black) and then shining as
rakta (red) wave arid then with the two pita (yellow and orange red) colours. Then he is a
yogin. When one looks at the external space, moving the eyes and sees streaks of light at
the corners of his eyes, then his vision can be made steady. When one sees jyotis (spiritual
light) above his head 12 digits in length, then he attains the state of nectar. In the
madhyalak~ya (or the middle one), one sees the variegated colours of the morning as if the
sun, the moon and the fire had joined tdgether in the akasa that is without them. Then he
comes to have their nature (or light). Through practice, he becomes one with akasa devoid
of all gui:ias and peculiarities. As first akasa with its shining starts becomes to him Parakasa
as dark as tamas itself, and he becomes one with Parakasa shining with stars and sleep as
tamas. (Then) he becomes one with Maha-akasa resplendent (as) with the fire of the deluge.
Then he becomes one with Tattva-akasa, lighted with the brightness which is the highest
and the best of all. Then he becomes one with Surya-akasa (sun-akasa) brightened by a
crore of suns. By practising thus, he becomes one with them. He who knows them becomes
thus.
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''Know that yoga is twofold through its division into the purva (earlier} and the uttara.
(latter). The earlier is taraka and the later is amanaska (the mindless), Taraka is divided into
mOrti (with limitation) and amurti (without limitation). That is tnurti taraka which goes to
the end of the sense (or exists till the sense are conquered). That is amurti tarab which
goes beyond the two eyebrows (above the senses). Both these should be performed through
manas. Antardi:~ti -(internal vision) associated with manas comes to aid taraka. Tejas
(spiritual light) appears in the hole between the two eyebrows. This taraka is the earlier one.
The later is amanaska. The great jyotis (light) is above the root of the palate. By seeing it,
one gets the siddhis, a1,1ima. etc. Sambhavi-mudra occurs when the lak~ya (spiritual vision)
is internal whil(: the. (physical) eyes are seeing externally without winking. This is the great
science which is concealed in all the tantras. When this is known, one does not stay in
sarhsara. Its worship (or practice) gives salvation. Antarlak~ya is of the nature of Jalajyotis
(or waterjyotis). It is known by the great R~is and is invisible both to the internal and
external sences.
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"Sahasrara (viz., the thousand-petalled lotus of the pineal gland) Jalajyotis is the
antarl~ya. Some say the form. of Puru~a in the cave of buddhi beautiful. in all its parts is
antarla~ya. Some again say that the all-quiescent NilakaI)tha accompanied by Uma (his
wife) and having five mouths and later in the midst of the sphere in the brain is antarlak~ya.
While others say that__ the Puru~a of the dimension of a thumb is antarlak~ya. A few again
say antarlak~ya is the One Self made supreme through intrcivision in the state of
jivanmukta. All the different statements above made pertain to Atma alone. He alone is a
Brahmani~µia who sees that the above l~ya is the pure Atma. The. jiva which in the
twenty-fifth tattva, having abandoned the twenty-four tattvas, becomes a jivanmukta
through the conviction that the twenty-sixth tattva (viz.,) Paramatma is 'I' alone. Becoming
one with antarlak~ya (brahman) in the emanyipated state by means of. antarlak~ya
(introvision), jiva becomes one with the partless sphere of Paratnakasa. ·
"Thus ends the first BrahmaQ.a."
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Brahmar;iall
Then Yajfiavalkya asked the Puru1;,a in the sphere of the sun : "O I:ord, antarlak1;,ya has
been described many times, but it has never been understood by _me (clearly). Pray describe
it to me. "He replied : "It is th_e source of the five elements, has the lustre of many (streaks
of) lightning, and has four seats having (or rising from) 'That' (Brahman). In its midst,
there arises the manifestation of tattva. It is very hidden and unmanifested. It can be known
(only) by one, who has gone into the boat of jiiana. ·It is the object of both bahir and antar
(external and internal) lakl;,yas. In its midst is absorbed the whole worlcl. It is the vast
partless universe beyond Nada, Bindu and Kala. Above it (viz., the sphere of agni) is the
sphere of the sun; in its midst is the sphere of the nectary moon; in its midst is the sphere of
the partless Brahma-tejas (or the spiritual effulgence of Brahman). It has the brightness of
Sukla (white light) like the ray of lightning: ft alone has the characteristic of Sainbhavi. In
seeing this, there are three kinds of4f1;,ti (sight) viz;, ama (the new moon), pratipat (the first
day oflunar fortnight), and pflrQ.ima (~e full inoon). The sight of ama is the one (seen)with
closed eyes. That with half opened, eyes is pratipat; ~hile that with fully opened eyes is
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pu:IT).ima. Of these, the practice of pfin)ima should be resorted to. Its lak~ya (or aim) is the
tip of the nose. Then is seen a deep darkness at the root of the palate. By practising thus, a
jyoti (light) of the form of an endless sphere is seen. This alone is Brahman, the
Saccidananda. When the mind is absorbed in bliss thus naturally produced, then does
SambhavI take place. She (SambhavI) alo11e is called KhecarI. By practising it (viz., the
mudra), a man obtains firmness of mind. Through it, he obtain firmness of vayu. The
following are'the signs : first it is seen like a star; then a reflecting (or dazzling) diamond;
then the sphere of full moon; then the sphere of the brightness of nine gems; then the sphere
of the midday sun; then the sphere of the flame of agni (fire); all these are seen in order.
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"(Thus much for the light in purva or first stage.) Then there is the light in the western
direction (in the uttara or second stage). Then the lustres of crystal, smoke, bindu, nada,
kala, star, firefly, lamp, eye, gold, and nine gems, etc. are seen. This alone is the form of
Pral).ava. Having united Pral).a and Apana and holding the breath in kumbhaka, one should
fix his concentration at the tip of his nose and making ~a1:mmkhi with the fingers of both his
hands, one hears the sound of Pral).ava (Om) in which manas becomes absorbed. Such a
man has not even the touch of karma. The karma of (Sandhyavandana or the daily prayers)
is verily performed at the rising or setting of the sun. As there is no rising or setting (but
only the ever shining) of the sun of Cit (the higher consciousness).-in the heart of a man who
knows thus, he has no karma to perform. Rising above (the conception of) day and night
through the annihilation of sound and time, he becomes one with Brahman through the allfull jfiana and the attaining of the state of unmanI (the state above manas). Through the
state of unmanI, he becomes amanaska (or without manas).
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"Not being troubled by any thoughts (of the world) then constitutes of dhyana. The
abandoning of all karmas constitutes avahana (invocation of god). Being firm in the
unshaken (spiritual) wisdom constitutes asana (posture). Being in the state of unmani
constitutes the padya (offering of water for washing the feet of god). Preserving the state of
amanaska (when manas is offered as sacrifice) constitutes the arghya (offering of water as
oblation generally). Being in state of eternal brightness and shoreless nectar constitutes
snana (bathing). The contemplation of Atma as present in all constitutes (the application to
the idol of) sandal. The remaining in the real state of drk (spiritual eye) is (the worshipping
with) ak~ata (non-broken rice). The attaining of Cit (consciousness) is (the worshipping
with) flower. The real state of agni (fire) of Cit is the dhupa (burning of incense). The state
of the sun of Cit is the dipa (light waved before the image). The union of oneself with the
nectar of full moon is the naivedya (offering of food, etc.). The immobility in that state (of
the ego being one with all) is pradak~il).a (going round the image). The conception of 'I am
He' is namaskara (prostration). The silence then is the stuti (praise). The all-contentment
(or serenity then) is the visarjana (giving leave to god or finishing worship). (This is the
worship of Atma by all Raja-yogins). He who knows this knows all.
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"When the triputi are thus dispelled, he becomes the kaivalya jyotis without bhava
(existence) or abhava (non-existence), full and motionless, like the ocean without tides or
like the lamp without wind. He becomes a brahmavit (knower of brahman) by cognising the
end of the sleeping state, even while in the waking state. Though the (sam) mind is
absorbed in su~upti as also in samadhi, there is much difference between them. (In the
former case) as the mind is absorbed in tamas, it does not become the means of salvation,
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(but) in samadhi as the modifications of tamas in him are rotted away, the mind raises itself
to the nature of the Pa1tless. All that is no other than Sak~i-Caitanya (witness-consciousness
or the Higher Self) into which the absorption of the whole universe takes place, inasmuch
as the universe is but a delusion (or creation) of the mind and is therefore not different from ·
it._ Though the universe appears perhaps as outside of the mind, still it is unreal. He who
knows Brahman and who is the sole enjoyer of brahmic bliss which is eternal and has
dawned once (for all in him)- that man becomes one with Brahman. He in whom sarikalpa
perishes has got mukti in his hand. Therefore one becomes an emancipated person through
the contemplation of Paramatma. Having given up both bhava and abhava, one becomes
jivanmukta by leaving off again and again in all states jfiana (wisdom) and jfiana (object of
wisdom), dhyana (meditation) and dhyeya (object of meditation), lak~ya (the aim) and
alak~ya-(non•aim), drsya (the visible) and adrsya (the non-visible and uha (reasoning) the
apoha (negative reasoning). He who knows this knows all.
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"There are five avasthas (states), viz., jagrat (waking), svapna (dreaming), su~upti
(dreamless sleeping), the turya (fourth) and turyatita (that beyond the fourth). The jiva
(ego) that is engaged in the waking state becomes attached to the pravrtti (worldly) path
and is the participator of naraka (hell) as the fruit of sins.· He desires svarga (heaven) as the
fruit of his virtuous actions. This very same person becomes (afterwards) indifferent to all
these saying, "Enough of the births tending to actions, the fruits of which tend to bondage
till the end of this mundane existence." Then he pursues the nivrtti (return) path with a view
to attain emancipation. And this person then takes refuge in a spiritual instructor in order to
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cross this mundane existence. Giving up passion and others, he does only those he is asked
to do. Then having acquired the four sadhanas (means to salvation), he attains, in the
middle of the lotus of his heart, the Reality of antarlak~ya that is but the Sat of Lord and
begins to recognise (or recollect) the bliss Brahman which he had left (or enjoyed) in the ·
su~upti state. At last he attains this state of discrimination (thus) : 'I think lam the non dual
one only. I was in ajfiana for some time (in the waking state and called therefore Visva). I
became somehow (or involuntarily) a Taijasa (in the dreaming state) through the reflection
(in that state) of the affinities of the forgotton waking state; and now I am a Prajfia through
the disappearance of those two states. Therefore I am one only. I (appear) as more than one
through the difference of state and place. And there is nothing of differentiation of class
besides me.' Having expelled even the smack of the difference (of conception) between 'I'
and 'That' through the thought 'I am the pure and secondless Brahman', and having
attained the path of salvation which is of the· nature of parabrahman, after having become
one with It through the dhyana of the sun's sphere as shining with himself, he becomes
fully ripened forgetting salvation. Sankalpa and others are the causes of the bondage of the
mind; and the mind devoid of these becomes fit for salvation. Possessing such a mind free
from all (sankalpa, etc.,) and withdrawing himself out of the odour of the universe, he looks
upon all the worlds as Atma, abandons the conception of 'I', thinks 'I am Brahman' and
considers all these as Atma. Through these, he becomes one who had done his duty.
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"The yogin is one that has realised Brahman that is all full beyond turya. They (the
people) extol him as Brahman; and becoming the object of the praise of the whole world, he
wanders over different countries. Placing the bindu in the akasa of Paramatma and pursuing
the path of the partless bliss produced by the pure, secondless, stainless, and innate yoga
sleep of amanaska, he becomes an emancipated person. Then the yogin b.ecomes immersed
in the ocean of bliss. When compared to it, the bliss of Indra and others is very little. He
who gets this bliss is the supr~me yogin.
"Thus ends. the second Brahma.t;i.a."
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Brahmal}.a III
The great sage Yajfiavalkya then asked the Puru~a in the sphere (of the sun) : "O Lord,
though the nature of amanaska has been defined (by you), yet I forget it (or do not
understand it clearly). Therefore please explain it again to me." Accordingly the Puru~a
said: "This amanaska is a great secret. By knowing this, one becomes a person who has
done his duty. One should look upon it as Paramatma, associated with Sambhavi-mudra and
should know also all those that can be known through a cognition of them. Then seeing
Parabrahman is his own Atma as the Lord of all, the immeasurable, the birthless, the
auspicious, the supreme akasa, the supportless, the secondless, the only goal of Brahma,
Vi~JJ.U and Rudra and the cause of all and assuring himself that he who plays in the cave (of
the heart) is suG:h a one, he should raise himself above the dualities of existence and nonexistence; and knowing the experience of the unmani of his manas, he then attains the state
of Parabrahman which is motionless as a lamp in a windless place, having reached the
ocean of brahmic bliss by means of the river of amanaskayoga through the destruction of
all his sense. Then he resembles a dry tree. Having lost all (idea of) the universe through
the disappearance of growth, sleep, disease, expiration and inspiration, his body being
always steady, comes to have a supreme quiescence, being devoid of the movements of his
manas and becomes absorbed in Paramatma. The destruction of manas takes place after the
destruction of the collective senses, like cow's udder (that shrivels up) after the milk has
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been drawn. It is this that is arnanaska. By following this, one becomes always pure and
becomes one that has done his duty, having been filled with the partless bliss by means of
the path of taraka-yoga through the initiation into the sacred sentences 'I am Paramatma',
'That are You', 'I am You alone', 'You are I alone', etc.
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"When his manas is immersed in the akasa and he become,s all-full, and when he attains
the unmani state, having abandoned all his collective senses, he conquers all sorrows and
impurities through the partless bliss, having attained the fruits of kaivalya, ripened through
the collective merits gathered in all his pervious lives and thinking always 'I am Brahman',
becomes one that has done his duty. 'I am You alone'. There is no difference between You
and me owing to the fullness of Paramatma. Saying thus, he (the Puru~a of the sun)
embraced his pupil and made him understand it.
"Thus ends the third Brahmal).a."
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Brahmal}.a IV
The Yajfiavalkya addressed the Puru~a in the sphere (of the sun) thus : "Please explain
to me in detail the nature of the fivefold division of akasa." He replied : "there are five
(viz.,) : akasa, parakasa, mahakasa, suryakasa and paramakasa. That which is of the nature
of darkness, both in and out is the first akasa. That which has the fire of the deluge, both in
and out is truly mahakasa, That which has the brightness of the sun, both in and out is
suryakasa. That brightness which is indescribable, all-pervading and of the nature of
unrivalled bliss is paramakasa. By cognising these according to this description, one
becomes of their nature. He is yogin only in name, who does not cognise well the nine
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cakras, the six adharas, the three lak~yas and the five akasa. Thus ends the fourth
Brahmat,1a."
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Brihma9aV
"The manas influenced by worldly objects is liable to bondage; and that (manas) which
is not so influenced by these is fit for salvation. Hence all the world becomes an object of
citta; whereas the same citta when it is supportless and well-ripe in the state of unmani,
becomes worthy of laya (absorption in Brahman). This absorption you should leam from
me who am the all-full. I alone am the cause of the absorption of manas. The manas is
within the jyotis (spiritual light) which again is latent in the spiritual sound which pertains
to the anahata (heart) sound. That manas which is the agent of creation, preservation, and
destruction of the three worlds- that same manas becomes absorbed in that which is the
highest seat of Vi~:i;iu; through such an absorption, one gets the pure and secondless state,
-owing to the absence of difference then. This alone is the highest truth. He who knows this,
will wander in the world like a lad or an idiot or a demon or a simpleton. By practising this
amanaska, one is ever contented, his urine and faeces become diminished, his food
becomes lessened : he becomes strong 1n body and his limbs are free from disease and
sleep. Then his breath and eyes- being motionless, he realises Brahman and attains the
nature of bliss.
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"That ascetic who is intent on drinking the nectar of Brahman produced by the long
practice of this kind of samadhi, becomes a paramaharilsa (ascetic) or an avadhuta (naked
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asetic). By seeing him, all the world becomes pure, and even an illiterate person who serves
him is freed from bondage. He (the ascetic) enables the member of his family for one
hundred and one generations to cross the ocean of sarilsara; and his mother, father, wife,
and childern- all th<::se are similarly freed. Thus ends the fifth BrahmaI,1a."
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48. DAKSINAMURTI-UPANISAD
. .
.
.

~Oil'i_~QRtl~
This upani~ad is part and parcel to the tradition of I(rg-1.a Yajurveda. The element of Siva has.
been highlighted in this upani~ad. This upani~ad is propounded in the form of questionnaire, as a
result of questions and answers transacted between the Saunaka etc. hermit and the sage Miirkat;H;leya.
What has been described initially in this upani~ad is attainment of ·the long life by virtue of
knowledge of the element of Siva. Some questions have been raised in order to know the element of
Siva and the sage Miirkat).<;leya in a r~joinder has preached the most mysterious element of lord Siva.
A description of hymn containing twenty-four letters, nine letters, eighteen letters as also twelve
letters has been given in continuance. The loyalty to the hymn .king Anu~tubha has been explained
.and it has been made !.!X-fade clear. The element of Siva can be known only when a sheer reverence
:to the hymn is retained within heart. In the concluding hymn, the fruits of perceive and perseverance
tjn upani~ad has been laid down.
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Once upon a time, the hermits Saunaka etc. has commenced a long term offering under
·•· .i, a Banyan tree namely Mahabhai;u;lira ·in. the country of Brahmavarta. In order to acquire the
~
.
element of knowledge, ,qiese hermits stood on their seat most humbly and raised a question
before the long~lived hermit MarkaIJ.<;leya. (They asked) 0 hermit! "How had you acquired
· the long life and tell us that how you feel the infinite pleasure with your life?"
·
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d™IHf'i'Mll ~ 11
He repl~d that it is the knowledge of most cryptic Siva's element which has bestowed
me with the long life. The hermits again asked- "What is the knowledge of Siva's element?
Who is the god of it? What are the hymns worth-summoning it? What is the Japa (silent
recital) for it? What is the posture for recital? What are the precautions required for the
recital ofSiva's element? What are the means providing with that knowledge? What are the
things required for the recital of Siva's element? What is the offering prescribed therefore?
What is most appropriate time for the recital? What is the suitable premise for attaining to
Siva's element?"
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~: ,(.lcflQ('t ~ ,(.lell•llc:i.i.:gqtjtiti4 ~lfql4~~@ ~ SIS61~ra 'ell~~: II~ II

The hermit MarkaJ.J.Qeya replied- "The knowledge of most mysterious Siva's element
appears with his southern mouth (Dak~ii:}.amukha). The god of this knowledge element is
competent to cover this whole universe within him at the time of great devastation (Maha
Pralaya) and he always live self-luminating and self-enjoying in the soul.
Some examples providing with the perception, the purified knowledge through hymns
are being given in the successive hymns.

~ q~(ij~Shl 'q"el'Rll ~ ~01113..fitq~W 'i&1T

'Sfifif: I

~ ~: I ~

~ : I q~Olljf-<.11,(.1: 11 ~ II

The hymns revealing the mystery has been now described. Lord Brahma is the hermit
to this hymn of Dak~iJ.J.amurti knowledge, Gayatrlis the rhyme and god is Dak~iJ.J.amukha.
One should summon the hymn on the entire organs of the body.

~

mtf

amfr. ~ ~ mil 'qTfc@' 1Wt_1 ~Mra' ~ ~

'51W" ~ ~ I Sl9iill4

-mil

Qc;~oa<f(I an:q@< f.lgt,A~

ell~qj::s:j ~ ~ ml: ~ I :£s1fi,+Jtl~i dd~tf f.lgfci~ll8:f'U

~: II \911

The syllable 'Om Namal).' should be pronounciated and then the word 'Bhagavate' is to
be recited. Therefore in a seriatim, the word Dak~iQ.a, then Murtaye, then this singular
number of the fourth Pada of the word 'Asmad' i.e. 'Mahyam' and finally the Padas i.e.
'Medham Prajfiam' should be recited. Then the letter 'Pra' and the seed of the wind 'Ya'
and the pada 'ccha' and finally the wife of fire i.e. 'Svaha' Pada should be pronounciated.
Thus, this is a Manu hymn containing twenty-four letters.
.
,·.

Thus this hymn in its complete.· form is- "Om Namo 1.3.hagavate Da~iIJ.amurtaye
MahyamMedham Prajfiam Prayaccha Svaha''.
. 9.l'Rlll WiR.SliNfdetuf ¥i~1Htic6\qa:1q1Mrq';!dS6M~lfctE1i ~ ctmVI G~d!3('I~ ~

fir.r;i' ,fct~afctfct~~ ~01113..fit1-i1~ II l

11

Meditation- I pray Dak~iIJ.amurtaye (lord Siva) of white complexion analogous to the
silver and sphatika (a species of gem). Under his possession, the posture of knowledge, the
learning that provides with immortal element and Ak~amala made of pearls lies. He has
three eyes, the moon resides on his forehead, the snakes have covered his waist region and
he appears in multiform. I meditate on him under this presumption of lord Siva.

9T ~: I ~ . ~c;IR9ii114 ~ ~ifc1;g,iSh'{I
~ m l ~ amt ;gfct;g,isi,'{1 aRt ;g9.g}i'U< ~ ~ : I I ~ II
Pr<.)cedure for summoning thf hymn on variou~ organs of the body- firstly, the ab-initio
letter of Veda i.e. Om should be recited and used with the Visarga. Then the compound of
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five letters i.e; Dak~i)J.ilmCirtil}. is to be recited. The Pada 'Atara' -with a visarga should be
pronounciated and finally the Tara i.e. the Om is to· be recited. It is the Manu hymn
containing nine letters.

~ 1-1~11!1<:_l;i :gqum;Roi ~ Gjj.qj;g:ffi ~ 'gG111cf<ijqja:fo#.~ cR:ltl': I

~ ~ a,i!11a,1t1: ¥Ji:hi~~f.if4<~ ~1c1:t1f~

'flcll'

':f:11 ~o II

We meditate on lord Sankara who is enthroned under the Banyan tree in the posture of
keeping his one hand on the pubic· region, who has held an axe and the posture of hyena in
both hands and the posture of rendering fearlessness through the other hand · who has
wrapped king Cobra on his waist region and the moon of second day of fortnight (Dvitiya)
is enshrined within his hair. His body is as white as the milk, he has three ·eyes and he is
always surrounded by the hermits and saints like Suka etc. May that god clean our heart and
provide us with the benevolence ..
0

~ ~ : jijifq:.:cUij:-oR ~
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. .

1Tl'fira: II n II

Now the Manu hymn containing eighteen letters is described. While reciting this hymn,
one should very first blutter 'Tiirari:l' i.e. 'Om', then 'Blum Namal)', thereafter the seed of
illusion.i.e. 'Hrin', seed of speech 'En', 'Da~i:Q.il', 'Murtaye' and 'Jfiiinam Dehi' should be
recited respectively. Finally, the pada 'Svaha' should be recited. Thus the complete hymn
so recited is- 'Om Blum Namoh Hrin En Dak~ii;ta Murtaye Jfianam Dehi Svaha'. This
hymn is most confidential and mysterious among all hymns.

i.i,(4641q1osuw·: ~1w1~1cfiM~<1 ;itl49~•8:lq1M1cflo11!l~ffl<1G1tctiV,iqM&<1 ~ : 1
641@uiila f.iqoon 9f..tc1<f.ii:ii\: ~c54q14: 'Sl"ffil': ~ : ~fuc11:g1: :gd((qctg -;n~011~<\~1: 11 ~~JI

Meditat;vn- May the lord 'Dak~it)ilmurti' always protect us whose entire body has
becomewhHe owing to smearing the ash, who has held the moon on his-head, whose hands
are equipped with garland of Rudriik~a, lyre, holy book and who is in the posture of
knowledge. Further, whose complexion is fascinating by the decent towel (which is found
with the yogis) and who is enthroned on the chair of Vyasa.
· ~ ~ : I (41ijifq..Qjij :) I

mt' ,m

<qjqj~. cf~f,QIUIWl'c(N ~I

~ i.114(',IGll~i "€f l.ijID<:.~icfOii:fi:U~~II

cfturi' ~ : . • ~ ~
QiOTI~~
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'ef.rR:r: ~: mxt ,cR:ltf: ijid'11S41i II ~l\ 11

The hymns for summonfog them on different parts of body are in a seriatim 'Om',
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'Hrim', 'Srim' (Rama Bija), Sambasivaya, Tubhyam and the Svaha. Thus, twelve letters
containing Manu hymn is 'Om Hrim Srim SambasivayaTubhyam Svaha'. (For meditation,
it should be presumed that) I pray lord Sankara who have held lyre, holy book and
Ak~amala in his hands, whose one hand is. in the posture of fearlessness and whose region
of throat is fascinating like the thundering cloud of dark colour, who is greatest among the
great king, Cobra is wrapped round the region of his waist, who is seated under Banyan tree
and surrounded by the saints like Suka etc.

fcf1uJ SiiN<:rn'l ~:1 ~ . ~ : 1 ~ ~:1 mt ';(ltT qT1'c@ ~·~ mr:·1
~ · QG!Ji:icii4 cfITTR' QG!J.§.{d_ll ~G II c11 1ih>il<.1 oo: 1™1..qg1~11;:iq~ oo: I ~ QG!Ji:icii4
~'.:j'q~ll~\911

'Nyasa' (summoning the hymn on the different organs) should be performed with the
knowledge that the saint to· this hymn is lord Vi~I).u, rhyme is Anu~tubha and the ·god is
Da~il).amukha. The seriatim to recite this hymn is- firstly, recital of Om, then 'Namo
Bhagavate Tubhyam', then Vata Mula, then Vasine, Vagisaya, Mahajfiana, Dayine Mayine
and lastly Namal;l word should be recited. Thus the complete form of the hymn is- 'Om
Namo Bhagvate Tubhyam Vatamula Vasine Vagisaya Mahajfiana Dayine Mayine Namal;l.'

~ ~ : ,a4q.;nf1qh1q: II ~G II EJR'lll !J«l9:@c6clQ}..:i1 11fciMt1;J§- SitliiH4
9'ffilt;Hfci1rtoi
~1Wlc6Mlili<-eiRcb-0i'tWc1Mq_1
at#IHIQgq1fa:q1fa:qfimqt!f
"4c11-t1Q@
'4W84HiRclif,e4 ~ . ~ I I ~ ~ 11 ~ I
zjiclGif~@: m 'Rm
ffi'II ~ o 11

/

'
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This is the king hymn .'Anu~tubha'. It is supreme among all other hymns. (The
procedure for meditation is) we meditate on lord Siva for attaining to the desired
destination who are residing underthe Banyan tree, who is the first primiti;ve man, who is
looking excellent with hands holding the posture of fearlessness, the book and the dreadful
snakes poisonous to the extent fire itself, who is always happy, whose chest is fascinating
With the garlands of pulse, who have the crown of moon, who destroy the effect of the
ignorance and who cannot be known merely by the words. In the silent posture, the loyalty
"
is only existed when the yogi takes care of the realisation to the effect that 'I myself is that
supreme soul' standing life-long.

~ q.,i1gs4 #11'1ttl~'1'{11 ~ ~II ft@ d~cfidHdi ~:II~~ II a4if-ill21QUj

ffl: II~~ II

itfor~cfiR'T:11~~11 A.IG~IH1Q~ (¾HM@ll~l\11
'
The means of knowledge is a continuos Japa of Manu hymns with the presumption
that
these hymns are inseparable to the perfect knowledge (Parabrahma). To concentrate on that
supreme soul too is the entire material or apparatus for acquiring this knowledge. To
establish a perpetual check on the temptations of sensory organs and employing them on
the benevolent acts is only the offerings. The three abodes (the ego, the ignorance and the .
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position conscious ate in the apparent and micro form) too are the Kala (time). This hymn
with twelve letters too is the real premise as the heart or Sahastrara is the only premise
suitable for attaining the supreme soul.

~ ij ~: ~~Hlet ~:1 ~ crrs~:1 fcn~~qq_1 cit·crrswtq1ijc6 ~11~·~11
. ~ i1cffifl &:cl'<.f~Mtj'3.'.J\' '4-!MicifitijqPJl°a I SliiJ\S1'3.'.0iq1~ 9 *1ffic{14 fc!Hlc6~((11 ~ \911
i.ti61'4!1c61) Ff:~ ~ ~~'lei fw1 &~1,~q,cf61 ~ l ~ -~· 9 ~ I I ~ l 11.
'lli&dlM'61tj~11~
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Those hermits again raised a question before sage Marka)J.c;leya that how does it arise?
WhaUs nature? And who is its priest? Saint Yajfiavalkya replied- "A lamp_of knowledge of
the oil of detachment and the Vartika (the cotton strip) of devotion luminates with the
·. inspiration (fire) of knowledge i.e. the equally omnipresence of divine entity is seen.in the
form of soul. The knowledge devotion and the detachment are the essential ingredients for
perceiving the god. The lamp of the soul automatically starts luµiinating because with the
entrance of these ingredients, the darkness of ignorance is removed forever. One should
make endeavour to know the cryptic meaning i.e., the inherent supreme element in order to
remove the darkness of ignorance by churning in the sea of detachment through a log of
knowledge. The perception of that supreme element is only possible when one has engaged
himself for obtaining the knowledge and compliance with the rules of detachment
Thinking on the supreme element too is a string that fastens the Saturn of attachment who is.
frightened and anxious of the duality which Marka)J.c;leya in the form of discretion revives
by thinking on the supreme element even if trapped by the death. It means thinking on the.
element of soul gradually establishes the concerned dev.otee within the supreme soul
thereby the supreme pleasure is enjoyed.

~ ~ irffir 'ffl ~ · ~ I

Gffi:~: irm: fircrrsm cj;jijlcilRN: II~. ~II

ij 41iRc61JI w1c11Rlf<fiJ-M1~4 ij 4fij1qeAq1au ~ ft@ c11f@a1• ~ · gp:r:
mswtQiiji:61 qqfu gr@fll ~~II
The wit in the form of eleme.nt knowledge that luminates the Brahma is called D~ina.
It is a gateway or the mouth to perceive the Brahma. This is the reason, the persons
knowing Brahma has named it Dak~iQamukha Siva. The Prajapati lord Brahma had
worshipped just at the beginning of this creation (Sr~ti) to Dak~il).amukha Siva. He could
get the power to create this universe only as a result of this worship and the blessings. that
came forward. Thus, lord Brahma realised the supreme ·pleasure on co~pletion of his
resolution. Hence, Prajapati Brahma is the only priest by Dak~i)J.amukha Siva.
·

~ l"i' q,cq,cg~w1c1ttic1fclm1q~1'a ~ ~ ~ ,rcmr1
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The person who recites this most secret learning i.e., Siva's ·element get rid of all evils
committed in the previous births and the person who establishes deed i~entity wi,th it by
virtue of continuous thinking and digesting, attains to the emancipation. This is pronounced
by this upani~ad.

***

49. SARABHA-UPANI~AD

This Upani~ad is related to the tradition of Atharvaveda. The supremacy of lord Siva has been
described in this Upani~ad. This Upani~ad has appeared as a result of questions and answers
transacted between the great hertnit Paippalada and Lord Brahma. This Upani~ad thus commences
with the questions raised by the hermit paippalada as who is the best along Lord Brahma, Vi~l)u and
Rudra? Lord Brahma among them. Lord Rudra has once killed Nrsimha in disguise of Sarabha (Siva)
On the same premise having it related to Sarabha (Siva) this Upani~ad is called Sarabhopni~ad. The
gods prayed Lord Rudra and disguise of Sarabha and thus the supremacy of Sarabha has been
confirmed by them. This Upani~ad also contains the grace of Lord Rudra. The fruit of perceiving the
real form of Lord Shia is also described herein. The subject matter of this Upani~ad then precedes to
the extreme magnificence of Lord Rudra, the unity and uniformity between Lord Vi~l)U and Siva, the
supremacy of Lord Siva and specific roles regarding preaching of this Upani~ad. Lastly the
magnificence of this Upani~ad and the fruit of listening to as also perseverance of this Upani~ad has
been described and it is thus concluded.
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The great R~i Paippalada once asked Prajapati- 'O Lord! Kindly make me to know who
is the best adorable god among Lords, Brahma, Vi$1)U and Siva?'

~ ~ ~ ~ %° &U1Mli; ~ cllcflll=ldct._11 ~ 11
Lord Prajapati replied- 0 Paippalada! Listen to attentively what I am going to tell you.

~~ ~~~~: ~S"ffll
if,(41ff'"1tSi ijR.R.,<J,9&11 ~ ~ ~'1:9&11: II~ II

That supreme god can be realised when a pile of great deeds are performed. The god
from which all was originated, is even unknown to the main gods like Vi$1)U, Indra and
Surendra owing to the impact of sheer affection.

~

cRmf fi«rt ~ ~ ~

fct~tfu ~ I

~ ,(,lcll"h;Ufl@ ~'a"~~ fi«rt ~cldHlq_ll-gll
That god holds very first, the Lord Brahma, he is only adorable, sole administrator,
creator, the greatest god and he is the supreme god who very first inspire to compare the
Vedas. He only is the administrator of all and the creator (father) of all gods.
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'qmfq- fctwrFii4c6 ~ci41si.l
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~ 'Q:,n: ~ {.lcl~ll*<ll ~ ~ ~ I I ~ II
That god is the creator (father) of Lord Vi~IJU and myself. He destroys this entire world
in course of the great devastation (Mahapralaya). That god is saluted. He is alone the
regulating authority, the senior most and the best among all.
~ ~JITT:: I ~ MlcfiEl.ijl~ ~ ~ : I I GII
That Mahesvara, full of supreme power had beheaded Nrsimha by holding a gigantic
form of Sarabh.
m

mi clttql~ltl

[The above used statement appears, in exagerated form. In the Piirvatapinyupani~ad, the supreme
appeared for creation of this universe has been given a qualitative name ofNrsimha.]

&'R ~ ~ WW: I lIT elm:
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When Lord Rudra, the god of all had abducted Lord Vi~!J.U by catching him at foot; all
gods prayed him that he should have mercy on Lord Vi~!J.U and should not slaughter him.

~ Wlcilf.qwj ~ ~ : ~: I f.lqllat:0 qijlq1(1 ~ ~ ~II l 11
(Hearing to the pray made by gods) Lord Rudra had badly pierced the body of Lord
Vi~!J.U by stem blows of his acute nails. That most chivalrous Lord Rudra has been
addressed as VIrabhadra at that time he was put on leather apparel at that moment.

~ ~ ~ ~ : ~ {.li:lf~~I

m~: q~qcicbfij.ijl ~ ~ ;nn' ~II~ II

Thus only Lord Rudra is adorable to al( and he only is endoer of all accomplishments,
salute is conveyed to, who had stained the fifth mouth of Lord Brahma.

mfct,(:yjfM*'4 &1&116Jl4 ·Vci :Jl11?_,(,4{.llfficfi(l@I ~ ~ ~ ~ SlcfiGlcfiU@I
~~w~11~011
Lord Rudra is saluted who bum into ashes this entire world by setting fire of his third
eye existed in the forehead and who is competent to do re-origin and protect it.

mc11qq1~4 ~ ~ mf 'Q'Q'S~ ijl&il@M ~I~·~ W ~ I I ~~II
The god who had killed the time (kala) merely with a·blow of left foot and sipped the
most fatal poison is saluted. He was Lord Rudra.

mc11qq1a.1RhtfoWJ".\~*°¢1 ~ 'q,hq\'1,c1 w: 1 ~ ~ w ~1, n 11
The Lord Rudra who had provided Lord Vi~!J.U with a discus (Cakra) when Lord Vi~!J.U
had offered his eyes on his left foot; is saluted.

m ~ t!<Ha·lf;qf%1~ fcrwj
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Lord Rudra who had defeated all gods present in the offering arranged by Prajapati
Dak~a and who had tied Lord Vi~!J.u with the card of serpents (Nagapusa); is saluted. He is
all mighty among gods.
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We salute Lord .Rudra who had three eyes i.e., the sun, moon and the fire, who has
skilfully beheaded the monster tripura, who had subjugated all gods and they become
animal by which he was call Pasupati.

mqw.4c1J:q1Rc1uijfoijlf,qwJ ~ c11q-1q,Rfcl 81 '{1 fclfclcR1ci

4j$ijq14 ~ ~(-4,iicfiH

~ cfll ~I ~ ~ ~ . ~ I I ~~ II
We salute Lord Rudra who is the promoter of Lord Vi~J:J.u's incarnated forms, like
Matsya (fish), Kurma (tortoise), Vara.ha (pig), Nrsimha, Yamana (dwarf), etc., who had
made Indra badly tired and who had turned into ashes the god of sex (Kama) and god of
death (Yama).
Q.ciS1c6t)o1 . . ~ ~qlQillq1~.ff('jcficri ~JITT"{II ~G 11
Thus the gods had asked apology from Mahesvara whose throat is of blue colour, by
virtue of submitting a number of prays to him.
<1IQ::lilij9"a:s=i;q1;1fg:Jt(IRN: I -11-11fcl~1f.t ~:"@'Ff~ ~ : 11 ~\911
That supreme god then decayed the three kinds of pains and the hardship of a number
of kinds including the birth, death, old age etc.
Q_clqfi1i:6-0f+.0cl:
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ije[~clHi'{I ~ ~MciHlffl ~ ~ : 'SNIT: II ~l 11

Thus listening to a number of pray from gods, Lord Sankara accepted them, felt
exhilaration and protected the subject as a whole.
i!NIGICl.fl'6M.-ii ~ ~ ~I

~ ~ q~4>1Hqc11~ q-1ij•flil('{I ~

-1!1<1.flfciwn: SiijiGqa,i\ftg: 11 ~~ 11
Lord Mahesvara, adorable with all kinds of pray, beyond the power of speech,
worshipped by Lord Vi~J:J.U became happy when Lord Vi~J:J.U saluted him with the great
obeisance.

1.l'<iT elTilT ~ ~ lffilf ~I arr.Ri; ~ fcrn:rn" firqfu cfiGiil~@II ~ o II
The scholar perceiving the Brahma in the form of pleasure doesn't fall in the alley of
fear because to perceive Brahma is a herculion task to which a strong combination of mind
and speech too fails to access.
3lOTI(OTii!l;q€;til

q@i!Hlftil*4

:Jt.Jlf.tfudl
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SiijiGl;q~qH'-114>1¥V1 ~ ~II
The Sensitivity of supreme sole in enshrined in the most micro than a molecule as also
the most greatest form in the heart cavity of this living sole (organism).
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Lord Mahesvara is the primitive god on which the great hermits like Vasi~tha,
Viimadeva, Brahma and Sukadeva are concentrated and as number of prays are summited
by hermits like Sanatsujiita, Saniitana etc.

~ ~: ~ f t ~ fif41+~ f.tfcichc-<n ~ : I alfi.l.f4~1Mi4 4ieii-@i<l~i:
~lfc1Ei41 cfif(;qtfqH~: II~~ II
Nobody is able to know about the extreme power of Lord Girisa. That Lord is
immortal, truth, evident to all, in the form of perpetual pleasure and beyond the options. We
do mere imagination regarding his abode etc. Owing to our ignorance because that Lord is
unknown to all is reality and word can't describe his actual existence.
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atraineicfiu imrr l('q' ~ ~1 ~ q1«1~'1\i!4Hl.§~<1
~11 ~~11
"O great resolute! The illusion (miiyii) applied by him is unsurpassable because i_t
enchants Lord Vi~:r:,.u and myself too. One can cross this sphere of illusion only when he
meditates on the lotus feet of Lord Rudra.

fclw]fci¥J'11iieflf.t: ~ : ~:

~I ~ ~ Ql~4f4f{sl(',j ~II~~ II

Lord Vi~:r:,.u only is the god who originates this whole universe. In the company of the
creatures as part and parcel of him, he is originated by me and provides this whole universe
with maintenance.

fc:r:lm ~ '4ml' 'ffin'.S-4fficfi(',j lp{TI
~ ~ qe;IJll{ii4 qg1~ell4 ~ I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~II~~ II
Everything in this universe is perished under the cruel clutches of the time (Kala). By
this reason whateven is existed here, that all is false. Lord Mahiideva, the holder of trident
and making all creatures the morsel and the god of earth Rudra who always showers with
grace on the creatures is saluted.

~ fclwjtie;"d ~21 4iioi-44cfi~I: I iit:mchl.&:411£1 ~ ~ ~ : II ~ \911
It is only Lord Vi~:r:,.u who is absolutely distinct, great at;1d excellent in all kinds of
creations. He enjoys the material pleasures by living within all creatures yet he is integrated
and beyond the enjoyments.

~ ~ ~ ~ T.fl ~ T.f ~ "« lf fc1lnJ:

~ I I ~ GII

" May Lord Vi~:r:,.u begraceful to me, who is offered with morsels (iihuti) in a seriatim of
two times, four time two and five as also two time again that is 4+4+2+5+2.

0~1cioi ~ e;fcl~~li-1"1 ~ Fflll ~ ~ TRf&i' @~cfiqijq1fu::c111 ~ ~II
The above hymn discusses the procedure of offering (Yajiia) in which the gods are
summoned and offered with morseL The shore of Lord Vigm between the whole process of
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offering has been described herein.

mT -ilc11we:#·~
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The morsel offered to Brahma too is Brahma. It.is offered in the fire of Brahma and this
offering is made by the Brahma too. The process of offering too is Brahma. Hence, only
Brahma is worth attainable by the Yogi who is duly meditated.
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The living sole in whose parts of body, Lord Hari himself is residing; called 'sara'
hence the Brahma endouer of immensipation foots Brahma.
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Who can able to describe even a slight magnificence of the god by whose illusion and
affection; the gods too are enchanted. Hari is beyond the Paratparabrahma and Isa is beyond
Hari. Therefore nobody is either equal or greater than Isa.
[The creation and its re~ulating factors have been revealed in the five categories. The system of
development gets perfection and the creation gets perfection when five factors are duly assembled
there with. The illusion of world (Jagatprapafica) formed by the five elements is called mortal
(k~ara). The Isvara (immortal) is greater than it, the Brahma (most extended) is beyond to it and Hari
(who removes for vice, and be) is beyond to it, while the Isa (administrator of all) has been told
beyond to these all. Thus three orderly evolution of the creation (Sr~ti) and its regalating factors has
been described herein with the five forms.]
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Everything else than Lord Siva is false and Lord Siva is only immortal. One should
therefore concentrate his mind on Lord Siva by shrinking it is Lord Siva who provides the
living sole with emancipation. Lord Mahesvara is saluted because he liberates the living
soles from the worldly ties and he make as his morsel to all of them (he merges all living
organisms with him and cut the time of great devastation.
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This great Upnai~ad (learning as obtained by the hermit Paippalada should not be
preached to all. The persons not eligible to this preaching are the ungrateful, atheist,
wicked, strewed, egoist, liar, rude and cruel. The eligible persons are- a trace devotee,
performer of legal activities, modest, abselient to teacher, bonafied; unactual, spiritual
devotee to Lord Siva, interested for learning Brahma, loyal, philan tropist. In case eligible
person is not seen it is better to keep mum in order to protect the holyness of this learning.
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A person who reads himself and makes the BrahmaJ.J.as to listen this Upani~ad,
definitely cross the worldly sea where ties like birth and death are existed. The person
known to it attains immortality and thus enjoys the liberty from frequent birth through the
womb. The persons reciting it is ex-honourated from the heinous crimes like hafting of god,
sipping liquor, murder of Brahmal)a and cohibition with the wife of his teacher etc. and
acquires the fruit of learning all Vedas. He becomes innocent after relieving from the
henious and the trivial evils. He attains shelter or Lord Siva enjoys his regular favour and
thus merges with Lord Siva too. He doesn't fall in the pray of re-birth. He attains the form
of Brahma. Thus the Upani~ad as revealed by Lord Brahma is concluded.
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***

50. SKANDA-UPANI~AD
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Om. 0 Mahadeva (Lord ofDevas), I am indestructible through a small portion of Your
grace. I am replete with Vijfiana. I am Siva (Bliss). What is higher than It? Truth does not
shine !ls such on account of display of the antalJ,karal)a (internal organs). Through the
destruction of the antalJ,karal)a, Hari abides as Samvit (Consciousness) alone. As I also am
of the form of Samvit, I am without birth. What is ·higher than It? All inert things being
other (than Atma) perish like dream. That acyuta (the indestructible or Vi~IJ.U), who is the
seer of the conscious and the inert, is of the form of Jfiana. He only is Mahadeva. He only is
Maha-Hari (Maha-Vi~IJ.u). He only is the Jyotis of all Jyotis (or Light of all lights). He only
is Paramesvara. He only is Parabrahman. That Brahman lam. There is no doubt (about it).
Jiva is Siva. Siva is Jiva. That Jiva is Siva alone. Bound by husk, it is paddy; freed from
husk, it is rice. In like manner Jiva is bound (by karma). If karma perishes, he (Jiva) is
Sadasiva. So long as he is bound by the bonds of karma, he is Jivfl. If freed from its bonds,
then he is Sadasiva. Prostrations on account of Siva who is of the form of Vi~IJ.U, and on
account of Vi~IJ.U who is of the form of Siva. The heart of Vi~IJ.U is Siva. The heart of Siva
is Vi~I,lU. As I see no difference (between these two), therefore to me are prosperity and life.
There is no difference between Siva and Kesava (Vi~I,1u). The body is said to be the divine
temple. The Siva (in the body) is the God Sadasiva (in the temple).
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Having given up the cast-off offerings of ajftana, one should worship Him with the
thought "I am He". To see (oneself) as not different (from Him) is Unana) wisdom. To
make the mind free from sensual objects is dhyana (meditation). The giving up of the stains
of the mind is Snana (bathing). The subjugation of the senses is sauca (cleansing). The
nectar of Brahman should be drunk. For the upkeep of the body, one should go about for
alms and eat. He should dwell alone in a solitary place without a second. He should be with
the sole thought of the non-dual One. The wise person who conducts himself thus, attains
salvation. Prostrations on account of Sarimat Param-Jyotis (Supreme Light) abode! May
prosperity and long life attend (me). 0 Narasirhha! 0 Lord of Devas! through Your grace,
persons cognize the true nature of Brahman that is unthinkable, undifferentiated, endless,
and immutable, through the forms of the Gods, Brahma, Naraya!).a and Sankara.
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Like the eye (which sees without any obstacle the things) spread in the akasa so the
wise always see the supreme abode of Vi~IJ.U. Brahma!).as with divine eyes who are always
spiritually awake, praise in diverse ways and illuminate the supreme abode of Vi~IJ.U. Thus
is the teaching of the Vedas for salvation.

***

51. ADVAYATARAKOPANISAD
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"Raja Yoga" has been described in detail in this Upani~ad which is related fo Sukla Yajurveda.
Its consequence has been discussed as the attainment of Brahma. The measure of exercising "Yoga"
and its results has been discussed very first while making resolution to explain the "Tarakayoga".
Subsequently, the nature of"Taraka", the method of investigating the trio-aims, internal aim, exterior
aim and the middle aim have been described alongwith their characteristics. Apart from it, the nature
of two kinds of Taraka, achievement of the tarakayoga, the nature of tarakayoga, Sambhan Mudra
(posture), the option of internal aim, characteristics of the teacher and finally the fruits of listening to
upani~ad has been described.
Thus, an endeavour (penance) to attain "Taraka Brahma" has been furnished as an easiest
measure for making oneself liberate from all worldly ties.
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The perfect knowledge (Parabrahma) expressed as "Om" is absolute from all angles and
this creation (Sr~ti) is also perfect in itself. This whole (complete) universe has been
originated from that perfect element. In case this perfection is extracted out from that
perfect element, the resultant or the residual part also remains perfect. May the fevers and
fatigues of material, metaphysical and celestial be cooled-down.
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Now, the explanation on Advayatarakopani~ad is made for the deyotees full of
command on sensory organs and of well-balanced temperament (Sama) etc. six merits, the
hermits, recluse and for them who have extreme control on their senses.
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He merges with Brahma by keeping his eyes close or half-opened to establish an spirit
at the upper place of brows as- "I am in garb of the heart" and by feeling true pleasure and
observes Brahma in the light of that pleasure undeviated.
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Taraka Brahma is considered what is perfect knowledge (Brahma) with excellent
splendour and save from womb, birth, old age, death and murder like sins. Assuming the
living-organisms and god both covered by the illusion (Maya) who abandons all others by
saying "it is unlimited" (Neti-Neti), can attain the residual i.e. "one or unique Brahma".
(The residual after abandoning material ties is the true and purified.knowledge).
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In order to avail the shelter of that perfect knowledge (Parabrahma), the research of
three aims is only the act possible.
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In the middle part of the body of that Yogi, the Brahma nerve "su~umna" (spinal nerve)
is luminated with the light of moon. It is extended from Muladhara (at the anus and in the
middle of genital organs) to the brahmarandhra (where the spinal cord penetrates into
brain). In the middle portion of this nerve, the micro shaped Kul).<;ialini is existed. This
"Kul).c;lalinI" is shining like crores of electric currents. The man becomes entitle to avail
emancipation by exoneration of all sins committed. The person who. sees regularly the
splendour existed in the specific region on the brain, becomes a perfect devotee and
achieves the desired success. By keeping close the holes of both ears by the tips of the
index fingers a hissing sound (like that of a snake) is heard. By focusing the mind and
observing the blue flame in the middle of eyes, most pleasure is felt. The same is observed
in the heart too. The devotee keeping the desire for emancipation (Mumuk~u) should
exercise the "inner aims" (worth feeling in the hem1).
[The man gets impetus to commit crime due to attachment for the extraneous pleasures. This
tendency to commit an offence arises on the basis of the above attachments. On being observance
through to the competency of the Kuf.l<,ialinI existing in the heart, man becomes confident that the
source of pleasure lies in the heart. This is the reason the offensive tendency does not emerge for the
extraneous achievements.]
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Now, the characteristics of extraneous aim" are described. He is called the real Yogi
who can regularly see the element of ether, of colour yellowish white, the ether of reddish
colour, blue and dark colour from a distance from the point of nose to four, six, eight, ten or
twelve fingers respectively. By observing in ether (the void place) by that dynamic sight,
the rays of light are seen apparently clear. A Yogi can only see those divine rays. When in
the both corners of eyes, the ray of light (Mayilkha) is seen like the hot gold, his sight then
is concentrated. The "YogI" attains immortality who sees that ray at a distance of twelve
fingers. The person who sees that ray from ether irrespective of the distance above head,
become the perfect YogI.
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We now describe the characteristics of the "middle aim". Who sees the integrated sun
in the colours, citra etc. and in the circular shape, like the flame of fire and the space
without them, becomes analogous to that shape and enshrined the same way. Further, he
becomes ether form merely by observing him (sun). He is luminated with the stars and
becomes supreme ether like the dark of the dawn. The "Great Ether" (Mahakasa) is
luminated as the fire of the time (Kalagni). The "element of ether" is of the best light and
acute flame. The "ether of sun" (Suryakasa) is analogous to the crore suns. The fire ethers
thus, enshrined externally and internally are the aims of the "taraka-brahma". The observer
of sky through this procedure, becomes entitle to emancipation by cutting-off all ties like
the ether itself. The aim of Taraka has been said endower with un-imagined fruits.
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Two m.:Jthods of this "taraka yoga" has been explained. The first is the half-first and
second is second-successive. The hymn referred to it in this context is- "This yoga is of
two kinds the first is the first-half and the other is the second-half. The former has been said
"Taraka" and the later Amanaska (void mind)."
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We see the sun and moon by our taraka (cornea). As we see the sun and moon in this
universe (Brahmal)<;la), we should in the similar fashion, always observe the sun and moon
under presumption, in the middle of our head in the form of universe and considering them
of the same form, ponder upon them with concentration because all sensory organs start
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engrossing in luxuries if such is not presumed. It is. therefore, necessary for a devotee that
he should develop trend to research regularly the Taraka through llis intuition.
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Two methods have been told for this "taraka". The first is tangible and the other is
intangible. Whatever in the mind is called tangible Taraka: and the Taraka existing outside
both brows is intangih:le. While discussing about the inner matters, one should do the
exercise through concentration. By ~nalysis regularly in ones heart (full pf Satva merit), the
luminating perfect Brahma in garb of true pleasure above the both cornea of eyes is seen. It
reveals _that the Brahma is full of splendour and in white colour. That Brahma should be
seen by intuition of the eyes. It makes able to know that the Brahma is full of splendour and
white colour. The intangible Taraka too, is known through the same process of the mind's
eyes. The mind is dependent to the eyes in the matter of seeing the complexion; 1qalogous
to the external, the internal cognisance of the complexion is also made by these
This is
the reasori, the light of Taraka becomes by the eyes including the mind.
_. ·
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?-'he man who sees the light with splendour a little above the place where both brows
are by 1his inttiition, is the Ta1;!1ka YogL By establishing the fair union of "taraka" with the
mind, both brows should be sbayed above a little distance. This is called the first-half of
Taraka. The second-half portion is called intangible. Above the root of palate a great circle
of rays is existed.. The meditation of the same is the aim of yogis. It is the cause for the
axioms like An.,ima etc.
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When the sight (power to observe) competent to see the internal and external aim
becomes stable,.Jnrs stage is called the SambhavI Mudra (Posture}. The residence of the
scholar, }u};wfil(this posture is treated very sacrosanct. and all worlds become sacred only
by his single sight. The worshipper of this supreme Yogi, becomes entitle to emancipation.
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The internal aim turns into a white flame. The internal aim (Antarlak~ya) is existed
within the sixteen arts or the flame existing in the cavity of wit or the luminating flame
existed in the lotus of thousand petals and it is known only when the supreme teacher ·
graces with his teaching. This philosophy is the root ofetiquette.
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The person known to Vedas, enlightened, devotee- to lord Vi~rJu, liberated from the
d~fect like manipulation etc. expert in yoga, loyar to yoga, yogiitma (devotee to yoga),
sacrosanct, obedient to. teacher and specially engaged in the attainment of god is called a
teacher by virtue of all these characteristics.
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The literal meaning of "gu" letter is darkness and "ru" means competent to resist the
darkness. Therefore, the composite meaning of the word "Guru" is a person who drives
away the. ignorance ..
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Guru is the supreme soul and supreme Brahma (knowledge). Teache_r (Guru) too is the
supreme motion, he is Paravidyii (metaphysics) and he is the best shelter.
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. Teacher (guru) is the climax and the supreme wealth. It should be presumed that the
person who preaches the best is the best teacher or the teacher of tlie teachers·.
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The perc::,n who once recite this upani~ad or guru,_ crosses peacefully this worldly
ocean; The sins accumulated since birth are decayed. All desires and ambitions are fulfilled.
All industry meet success and achievement. The person known to thisis the real schoiar of
upani~ad. This is the upaai~ad, a sole cause for all achievements ..
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52. RAMAPORVATAPINYU-UPANI~AD

(1qich·11N~QRt1<:{_
This Upani~ad is related to the tradition of Atharvaveda. It reveals the elemental form of Lord
Rama. There are five divisions made in this Upani~ad which ~lso are called Upani~ad themselves. In
the first Upani~ad, the meaning of Lord Rama has been duly explained. Subsequently, .the contents of
this Upani~ad proceeds as an imagination of exclusive devotion necessary for the devotees, the
,1 exhilaration. of Lord Rama through Japa of hymns and worship of Yantra. In the second Upani~ad,
the key word (blja) Rama has been enumerated as omnipresent and residing in all souls. In the third
Upani~ad; the hymn and Y antras for the worship of Lord Rama and goddess Sita has been described.
In the fourth Upani~ad, the content proceeds as the meaning of Rama hymns containing six letters,
the prays submitted by ~ods to Lord Rama, the prosperity while Rama was enthroned, the method of
writing, Ramayantra, the seriatim of the garland hymn and the worship of Yantra. Lastly in the fifth
Upani~ad, the. manner of worshipping the pitha (Yantrpitha)· including the purity of soul (Bhiita
suddhi and the provision of the icon worship has been enumerated. Thus, the Upani~ad is concluded
with referring to the desired doctrine for attaining to emancipation by virtue of the grace of Lord
Rama.
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Lord Hari Mahavi~r:iu had appeared in the most renowned clan of Raghu on this earth in
Dasaratha's house. Rama is who was the all-giver (rd-ti), who rules (ra-Jate) over the
kingdom of earth (ma-hi). The wise ones had given him the name of Ra-ma (Rama) in this
world, because the profusion of his power, who kills the monsters approaching to death .
owing to their evil doings. He became famous as Rama on this earth because of loveliness
(abhi-rama). (He was the cause of pleasure and relief for all hearts). He is Rama because he
had eradicated the clan of monsters in the namely form and the same way as the demon
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head (Rahu) gobbles up the shining complexion of moon. He is Rama, because he leads to
the path of religion to the kings and rulership (ra) by the submission of his ideal character
and he leads to the way of knowledge to the person reciting his name. He endows with the
emancipation when concentration is made and prosperity when his icon is duly worshipped.
Perhaps this was the cause for his popularity as Rama onthis earth. It is, indeed, effect that
the supreme god Parabrahman is known .with this name of Rama on which the Yogins
delight (ra-mante) in him, and who is in itself endless, everlasting ple~sure and supreme
soul in the form of Cid.
ffi44fQITiffi4fQ Rlifi<-lfQl~IUUOI: I ,dQFQc614i ~ · ~ ,(&Qc6~4111 \911

The supreme soul in the form of Cid js unique, Ni~kala (spotless) and without the
physical body but such in tangible and invisible Brahma appears in a physical body in order
to fulfil the desires of devotees.
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The gods existing in the form .of supreme god· too has been imagined in the form of
men, women, parts, weapons etc. In the various visible forms of supreme· Lord, an
imagination of being his two, six, eight, ten, twelve, sixteen and eigh!een hands which with
a variety of insignia, conches and others are furnished. He has many thousand hands when
he holds the gigantic form. One attributes to them also colour, weapons, powers and
military forces. In the perfect Brahma (in the form of Lord Vi~JJ.U, Siva, Durga, Sun and
Ganesa etc. five kinds of bodies and their distinct army etc. has been imagined .
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The Rama hymn is according to its meaning as it tells all about from Brahma to the
entire _inert and sensitive world. Lord.Rama is pleased when the devotee makes Japa (silent
recital) of this hymn under compliance with the procedure made. The devotees arranging
ceremonies for hymn for a particular accomplishment, the objective inherent to the
ambition is an ex-phasi in the hymn (viz., every hymn consistent with the ambition reveals
the clarity of the purpose). As the hymn is recited and duly protected, it is an orator to all
orations.
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That hyrrin is in the form of Yantra (diagram) describing to nature of Parabrahma, is the
form of Rama who drives away all fears. Do not worship without a diagram, if the deity is
to be gracious to you.
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The formula 'Rama Ramaya nama/J'
As the perfect Brahma appears automatically, it is called self-born (Svabhu). He is full
of light as it is illumined by its own light. Irrespective of being in the physical form, he i's
endless. He luminates with his own power. He is existed in the form of living soul within
all creatures by virtue of its sensitivity and becomes the cause for the creation, maintenance
and the merger through the Sattva, Rajas and Tamas properties. As the fig seed already
contains the large grown up tree, so the germ of the word Rama contains the whole animate
world in it. The three forms of Brahma, Vi~JJ.U and Mahesa are stood on the premise of 'R'
letter applied with the world Rama and the three forces too, (i.e. power of creation,
sustenance and destruction).
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Worship Sita and Rama as arising out of it and from them proceeds _the creation,
sustenance and destruction. The fourteen worlds has been originated from them. These
Bhuvanas are dependent to both of them and merges with them also. Lord Rama had made
him to appear by virtue of his power of illusion (Maya). Salutation to him, the Atman, the
world-breath! Praise his oneness with the primordial Gul)as.
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The word Nama/J here means Jiva. The word Rama means the Atman; but the dative
in- aya (caturthf-Ramaya) aims at the con-substantiality of the two. Lord Rama is the
subject to the hymn Ramaya Namal). The concentration of the mind on such form of Lord
simultaneous to the silent recital of formula fulfils the desire of devotees and there is no
scope left for the doubt of those who use it. Just as a person bearing a name, turns towards
the one who calls by that name, so also the formula, budding from the germ, turns towards
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him who employs it. [Lord Rama immediately appears before the devotee who summons
him through the seed hymn as described above.]
<qj;jj ~IRfi ~~: .W-44\ dtH
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One should wear the Germ and the Force on the right and the left breast; and the Kilaka
'Yama' on the heart. Simultaneous to it, the devotee should doViniyoga (to drop the water
from palm) for attaining to the desired accomplishment.
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The same procedure is commonly adopted for the successful application of all formulas
in course of concentration and thinking one should firmly stand on the presumption that
being eternal, here on earth too Rama is like fire in lustre.
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The Agni~omatmaka (the male and female form) world is perceived .when Rama is in
the company of Sita who is illuminated by the light of modesty. He glows along with Sita,
like the_moon with the moon-light.
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Rama with his ever exhilarating power Sita is adorned fascinatingly. His complexion is
· dark, he puts on a yellow garment, he has matted hairs. Two-armed, with ear-rings and
pearl-strings, he sits there, wielding a bow on shoulder. He is always of cheerful
countenance and confident of victory. He is adorned with the eight accomplishments of
luxuries i.~. AJJ.ima etc. Goddess Sita in the form of causative nature, the origin of this
universe is adorned in his left.
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The goddess Sita has a golden complexion, two arms adorned with all divine ornaments
and she has held a lotus flower in her hand. Kausalya's son is made happy embraced with
both arms by her. To his right stands Lak~mal).a, wielding a bow in hand. His younger
brother, gold-hued, thus a triangle shaped structure is formed
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Similar is the case with the formula : The end, the name and the dative give it too, a
triangular form. [The hymn containing six letters is formed i.e. 'Ram Ramaya Nama}J.' is
formed when Sva i.e. Rama's fourth classification is added with Jiva].
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The ruler of this world Rama enshrined on the throne studded with gems under the
Kalpavrk$a was prayed by these gods- "We salute Lord Rama, who is in the form of cupid
or taking form at will and him possessed of magical powers! We salute Rama who is in the
form of Om, the initial cause for composition of Vedas. We salute Rama, as the bearer of
loveliness, as the embodiment of the Atman! To whom who is exclusive ornament of the
body of Sita, who is beheader of monsters, who is having beautiful limbs, who i~ the
gracious hero of the Raghus, and who killed the ten-headed one.
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0 All benevolent Lord Rama! 0 great archer! 0 hero of Raghu race! 0 the best king
and O beheader of ten-headed one! Please protect us and endow us the prosperity and the
wealth which is related to us.
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0 Rama! Grant us divine rulership. The gods, praising him thus, passed their days
happily until he had killed the monster Khara, the enemy.
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R$is prai.se Rama- The hermits also remained busy in praying Lord Rama like the gods
too. Subsequent to the death of Khara etc. monsters, Raval).a, descendant by Asura, entered
into the forest and abducted Sita, the wife of Rama as a cause for his destruction. As he had
abducted Sita residing in the forest, he was called RavatJ.a (the Ra from the word Rama and
VatJ.a from the word Vana forms Raval).a when both are added). The next approach is that
he made all creatures weeping (Rutana), therefore, he is called Raval).a. The next approach
is that he had cried loudly when lord Sankara enhanced the weight of Kailasa mountain
wished to carried away from its original place, hence, noise (Rava) making had given him
the name of Raval).a. Subsequent to the abduction of Sita, Lord Rama and Lak$mal).a,
started moving around the forest in search of her. They beheaded the monster kabandha
when he attacked on them and visited at the hermitage of SabarI according to the
suggestion given by while dying. SabarI entertained them very humbly and. with a due
respect. They later on met with Hanuman, a devotee son of wind, who had established
friendship between Sugriva, the king of monkeys and Lord Rama. On having friendship
established, both brothers explained the tragedy in detail.
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Sugriva was doubtful regarding the valour of Rama and he showed Rama the dreadful
body of demon Dundubhi. Lord Rama thrown away the carcass of Dundubhi within a
second. He immediately penetrated the seven Sala trees by a single arrow. Thus, the doubts ·
hovering in mind of Sugriva was effaced like a camphor and he became very happy. Lord ·
Rama also felt gaiety by assuring his friend Sugriva. Lord Rama entered in the city of
Sugriva subsequently where Sugriva challenged his elder brother Bali to come out for war.
Having heard this challenge Bali came out like a storm from his home.

~ ~ ~ ~ ~IQ~'ild:I f}:041[4 'f!!11cF@:ilt1 ~l~llfcic{IS~II ~~II
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Sri Raghuvira had killed Bali
the king of monkeys then called
You have duly seen
countries.
of your successful investigation".
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and enthroned Sugriva on the state of Ki~kindha. Sugriva,
his all warriors and addressed them "O Brave monkeys!
Go immediately and entrust Sita to Lord Rama as a result
Lord Hanuman then reached in Lanka by crossing the sea.
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He saw Sita there, killed a number of monsters and burnt the entire city of Lanka into
ashes. He then came back to Lord Rama and explained everything, whatever he perceived
also observed there.
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Lord Rama then became very furious. Having severely annoyed of the behaviour. of
RavaQa, the king of Lanka, he called upon the entire army of monkeys and invaded on
Lanka with the arms and weapons.
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Lord Rama ensued war with RavaQa, the king of Lanka when every pros and cons were
duly investigated and scrutinized. He killed RavaQa including his brother Kumbhakama,
and his son Meghanada in this fight for truth. Having conquered the Lanka, he enthroned
VibhI~aQa as king and seated Janaki at his left on Pu~paka Vimana along with monkeys to
leave for Ayodhya.
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Raghunandana, holder of two sturdy arms is adorned on the throne of Ayodhya
kingdom. The great archer Rama is always smiling and well-decorated with the ornaments.
That supreme god, fuli of truth, meditation and pleasure is seated in the posture of
preaching. At his left hand, the posture is of a warrior i.e. Dhanurmayi Mudra and in the
right hand, he is holding the posture of knowledge.
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Bharata is seating at right and the Satrughna is at the left of Rama. The devotee
Hanuman in the form of obedience adorned within the triangle and with clasping hands.
Sugriva is standing below Bharata and Vibhi~al).a is below Satrughna. Lak~amal).a is
standing with royal umbrella at the back of Rama. Below Lak~mal).a, both brothers i.e.
Bharata and Satrughna are stood and the fan of palm tree leaves are in their hands. Bharata,
Satrughna and Lak~mal).a thus form the next position of a triangle. Sri Raghuvira is within
the circle of the1 large letters in the form of seed hymn.
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At the next circle and in the direction like Agnaya etc., there are Vasudeva etc., .
(Sankar~al).a, Santi, Sri, Sarasvati, Aniruddha and Rati). They· exist in the second circle
added with the first. In the third circle, Bharata, Satrughna, Hanuman, Vibhi~al).a, Sugriva,
Lak~mal).a, Arigada and Jambavanta are counted. Their existence remains in the third circle
inspite of they are surrounded by Dhr~ti, Jayanta, Vijaya, Sura~tra, Ra~travardhana, Asoka,
Dharmapala and Sumantra.
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When Lord Rama is surrounded by the ten Dikpalas (the master of directions) i.e.,
Indra fire, Dharmaraja, Varul).a, Nipti, wind, Moon, Brahma, Isana and Anant; the fourth
circle is then formed.
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At the exterior part of these Dikpala is their weapons. The adorable Rama is seen
fascinating when he is surrounded by these arms and weapons as also with Nala etc.
monkeys. Vasi~tha, Vamadeva etc. hermits too are there in their company, keep themselves
busy with pray of Lord Rama.
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The complete structure of Yantra for worship is being told after the discuss in on the
Yantra for worship. One should draw two triangles with the even lines and the dual.
Pral).ava at the middle of these two triangles should be written separately. In the middle of
the dual Pral).ava, the basic seed Rama should be written and the described objective is to be
written below it. At the upper portion of the basic seed (Rama) should be written by
dividing it in six parts and the desire should be written after two divisions so made.
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The foot of 'Kuru' should be written at each colateral part in the left and right. The seed
(key) and at the upper portion of the desired object, Sri Bija should be written. The scholar
person should write
these in such a manner that these may be within the scope of both
Pral)ava (Om).
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The basic seed should be written with the long sound vowel on six angles. 'Hrdya
Namal),' etc. should be written in a seriatim with each of them. The seed letters (Bljak~ara)
i.e., Srim; Hrim and klim should be written in the colateral parts of the angle.
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In the foreportion and inner portions of the angle, the Krodhabija 'Hum' should be
written and the Sarsavati Bija 'Aim' should be written on both colateral sides of the same.
Three spherical lines should be then drawn. The first will be on Satkol)a, the second in the
middle and the third at the forepart of the petals. Simultaneous to these spherical lines, a
lotus containing eight petals should also be drawn. At the bottom part of lotus all vowels
should be written in a seriatim of two letters together. Above these vowels, the eight square
(A~tavarga) .of consonants should be written. Above this eight square, fourty-seven letters
of the.garland hymn ~re to be written in the couple of six letters each. Thus, at theJast petal
of lotus the space for five letters will remain. One more lotus containing eight petals should
again be drawn. One letter each of the hymn Om Namal:i Narayal)aya should be written on
its petals and the Ramabija (Srim) should be. written on its bottom. One more tl;ms
containing twelve petals should be drawn over it and one letter each of the hymn 'Om
Namal:i Bhagvate Vasudevaya? i.e. twelve letters hymn should be written on ~ach petal of
that lotus.
·
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In the bottom of the lotus containing twelve petals and letters from 'A' to 'K~a'
(sixteen vowels and thirty~five consonants) should be written in the spherical form. Thus at
each bottom there will be four letters and at the last, the seven letters. One more lotus
containing sixteen petals exterior to it should be also drawn. A 'letter on each petal of the
twelve letters hymn 'Om Hrim Bhartagrasa Rama Klim Svaha' and 'Hum Phat Namal:i'
should be written in orderly manner on the sixteen petals. At the joining spot of the petals,

{
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the Bija hymn of Hanuman and Dhr~ti etc. Bija hymns should be written. These hymns are
'Hrm Stram Bhram Bram Lram Am Sram and Jram as also Ghram Jram Vram stram Ram
Am Dhram and stram. Further, one more large lotus containing thirty-two petals should
also be drawn exterior to it and it should be with the sound and iota both.
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The thirty-two letters of the king hymn Narasimha are to be written on these petals in
the same petal Nyasa and concentration should be made of Atavasu, eleven Rudra, twelve
A.dityas and holder of all Va~atkara should be made. (The A~tavasu are Dhruva, Dhara,
Soma, Aap, Anika, Anala, PratyCt~a and Prabhasa respectively). The eleven Rudras are
Hara, Bahurupa, Tryambaka, Aparajita, Sambhu, Vr~akapi, Kapardi, Raivata, Mrgavyadha,
Sarva and Kapa.IL The twelve A.dityas are Dhata, Aryama, Mitra, Varu1;a, Amsa, Bhaga,
Indra Vivarval.).a, Puja, Parjanya, Tva~ta and Vi~l.).u). A Bhugrha Yantra should be drawn in
the exterior part of that thirty two letter petal lotus. Its three lines are the inspiration of the
Satva, Rajas and Tamas properties. A gate should also be formed in it like the doors made
in the pavilion. The Bhugrha so made should be decorated with Ra.sis. It is held by eight
Na.gas (serpents) from eight directions and sub-directions. Their names are Anana, Vasuki,
Tak~aka, Karkotaka, Padma, Mahapadma, Saiikha and Gulika respectively.
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Having written the Bhugrha Yantra, the seed /hymn of Narasimha around and seed
hymn of Vara.ha in the angles should be written. The seed hymn of Narasimha is 'K~raun'
formed by 'Ka' 'S' 'R' compassion (Au), Indu (Anusvara) the sound and the power
(illusion). This hymn endows with the desired accomplishment when applied for
destruction of enemy and hurdle created by the stars etc. When the Antya varl,la 'Ha' is
added with 'U' and the iota (Anusvara), sound and the power etc. is added, it forms the
Vara.ha seed hymn (Hum).
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The Varaha seed hymn i.e. Hum should also be written in the angles of this Yantra.
Now, the garland hymn relating to Rama will be described. It is with Pral).ava (Om),
Nama}:i, Nidra (Bha), Smrti ( Ga), Meda (Va), Kamika (Ta) and Rudra (E). It is with the fire
(Ra), wisdom (Gha) immortal (U) added with the prolong time (Na), moon (Anusvara) after
Lhadini (Da), the prolong time (Na) is with Manadakala (.A.). After it there is lqmdha (Ya).
By adding these letters, the part of hymn 'Om Nama}:i Bhagvate Raghunandanayo' is
formed. The Krodhini (Ra) is with Amogha (k~) and the world (0) is adorned with wisdom
(Gh). It is a compound form of Dirgha (Na), Vanhikala (V) and micro Rudra (I). Thereafter,
it is added with the Mrtya Pral).avakala (S), is adorned with A in the form of basis for
pronunciation. Lasting, the Lhadini (Da) and Tvaka (Ya) are existed. This conjoint form
constructs the hymn Rak~oghnavisadaya. The K~vela (Ma) is with Priti (Dh) and Amara
(U). The Jyoti (R) is added with the Tik~l).a (P) and fire (Ra) as also with Anusvara, Sveta
(Sa). Then the fifth letter after 'Ta' (Na), the letter (Va) after (La), one letter lapsed after
'Ta' (Da) is added with Anant (A) leaving aside (Na). Then conjoint wind (Ya) from the
large vowel (A), the poison (M) formed by small 'I' Kamika (Ta) and Kamika (Ta) added
with Rudra (Ai). Then Sthira (Ja) is with 'Ai' mara and 'Sa' letter. Thus, the hymn formed
is 'Madhura prasanna Vadanayamitatejase.' Then, 'Tapini' (Ba), the large (La), 'Bhu' i.e.,
the bija of large 'A' is added and in its company, there is Anita (Ya). Thus, the Valaya is
proved. Anantage Anala viz. Ra is with the bija of the A. Then the Kala (Ma) and Prai:i.a
(Ya) is existed with the bija of the Narayal).a shape. Thus, Ramaya is formed. The Ambhas
with learning is 'Va' joined with the mora of 'I'. Then Pita ($), Rati, (Na) and Va after La
is formed with Yoni (Ai). Thus Vi~l).ave is formed. Lastly, the Saluting 'Nati' (Nama}:i) and
Pral).ava Om are existed.
..j l(j;q Oi11W3'i:
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This garland hymn with coronation and fourty-seven letters is related with Rama. This
hymn is Om Nama}:i Bhagavate Raghunandanaya Rak~oghnavisadaya Madhuraprasanna
Vadanayamitatejase Valaya Ramaya Vi~l).ave Nama}:i Om! Inspite of being in apparent
form, it liberates the devotees from the ties of 'Trigul).amayi mayai. This hymn should be
written in the manner aforesaid.
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The aforesaid Yantra is in the form of all. The hermits and Saints have exercised this
Yantra and the ancient teachers too have delivered their preachings. The devotee as a result
of it obtains the healthy body, promotion of age and also the wish for liberty. The issueless
persons are blessed with sons, what is the use for telling more except the fact that its
devotee avails all acco'11plishments immediately. By virtue of the penance so made, the
desired purposes like religion, knowledge, detachment etc. are fulfilled.
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This most cryptic and secret Yantra is inaccessible even for the supreme· scholar
without learning it :hrough the great teacher. The common persons not entitled to follow it
should be seldom pleased.
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The devotee should purify all elements in a happy mood by sitting in the posture of
Padmasana after worship of the door (Dvarapuja). Under the provision of worship made for
Lord Rama, the lower portion of the throne, upper portion as also both colateral parts are to
be worshipped. Above the throne, the eight petals lotus should also be worshipped in the
middle portion. The throne studded with gems should be made smooth by putting the cotton
made. Cushions on them and the teachers in the form of supreme soul s.hould be
worshipped on that seat. In the lower portion of the Pitha and below the seat of Lord Rama,
the Adhara SaktI, Kurma, Naga (serpent) and earth form two lotus flowers should be
presumed and worshipped.

fcrim $TIT ~ "€1' crroff ~,G11Rctii~1R.i~~11Rctii~1
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Then Lord Gal)esa (who removes the ), the master of the territory (K~etrapala), Durga
and Val)i (Speech) sh01.;ild be worshipped with the Bi:ja hymn and these are to be
worshipped in Agneya etc. directions by using Caturthi. Subsequently, in the feet of that
Pitha, the existing Dharma, Artha, Kama and Mok~a should be worshipped in the east etc.
directions. Then, the sun, moon, and fire as worshipped by the great men in the upper
middle portion of the Pitha should be worshipped. The Bija hymn existing as a symbol of
Satvas, Rajas and Tamas in the Yantra, three circles too should be worshipped properly.
a:ll~ll~i~li~G!.l~k4H4~(k414 'ell Q(q1i;q14q~: I
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The eight petals formed in the angles and directions should be then worshipped. The
petals existing in the angles should be worshipped by assuming the form of soul, internal
soul, supreme soul and the soul of knowledge in a seriatim beginning with the Agneya
angle. The element of illusion, the art (Kala) and the rn.etaphysics (Para) should be
worshipped in the east etc. directions. The Vimala etc. powers should be then worshipped
in a systematic manner. After the summonation and worship of the cardinal god, the heart,
head etc. should be worshipped by sprinkling the water in the company of Dhr~ti (Jayanta,
Vijaya, Sura~tra etc.,) Lokapala (Indra, Yama, Nirrti etc). Their arms and weapons like
thunderbolt, sakti, Da!).<;ia etc., Vasi~tha, Vamadeva, Javala, Gautama etc. Lord Rama
should be worshipped with different manners and a number, of best present and smearing of
the sandal etc. Simultaneously, the devotee should offer the silent recital with the
prescribed manner to him.

~ ;s:itlt;l811{~ UlI ~ flfkie;1+~.i:a-;qit1
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We salute Sri Raghuvira who holds Gada, discus, conch and lotus in his hands, who
shatters the ties of the world, who is the supporter of the world, most magnificent and in the
form of truth, pleasure and peace (Saccidananda). All devotees who worship by following
the same procedure definitely attains to the salv~tion.
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At the time of closing the phase of his physical activities, Lord Rama was vanished
with his conch, discus, gada and the Lotus even without leaving the physical body behind.
He entered into the supreme abode with Sita by holding by usual form. He was followed by
his family members, relatives, all brothers, all subject and the descendants of the enemy
like Vibhisa!).a etc. to his supreme abode.

~ ~ ~i:filql~ ~~~~~~~I
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His devotees obtain the means of enjoyment desired by them. They accept the supreme
position after their death. The devotees reciting these Reas are comperent enough to fulfill
all desires and provide with the wealth; attain to the position of emancipation after duly
purifying their minds and conscience.
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53. MUDGALA-UPANI~AD

gc;:~1(11QRt.t~
This Upani~ad is a part and parcel of Rgveda. There are four parts in this Upani~ad. In its first
part, indications to disclose the mysteries and the meanings of the sixteen hymns used in the Puru~a
Siikta as contemplated in· the Yajurveda. In the second part, the part relating to the two persons
(described and undescribed persons) of Puru~a Siikta in the preachings given to lord Indra. who had
come for shelteration to the god are described. In this very part, the advises and the fruit of offering
in the. fire in the garb of described person by presuming the body as material for offering to lord
Brahma by Aniruddha (the des.cribed person). In third pa11, a description of worshipping that person
in his varied forms by the devotees of various species (Yonis) and the fruit of realising that person is
given. In the fourth part, the eccentricity of that person and various factors of his appearance have
been described. Finally, the discipline to be applied for disclosing this secret knowledge has been
explained. .
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The meaning accepted by Puru~a Sukta is described (the lord Vasudeva while
describing had said to lord Indra). In Puru~a Sarilhita, the meaning of this Sukta is being
summarily spoken. The term 'Sahasra' as applied in Puru~a Sukta indicates the endlessness.
Similarly, the expression 'Dasatigulam' too transpires a distance of endless miles
(Yojanas).
[The word 'Sasabdo' as used here is also available is 'Sahasro' which is more appropriate then
it.]

~ ~ fclwnzy,JI &11mf1Rtt11 fo.(11441 ~ fctum: ~ &11m~i:4a 11~ 11
In this first hymn 'Sastra Sir~a' of Puru~a Sukta, a broad description of the
omnipresent magnificence of lord Vi~:tJ.U has been given. The second hymn i.e. 'Puru~a's
Evedam ..' of Puru~a Sukta too is indicative of the ever-lasting presence of the master of the
world lord Vi~:tJ.U. He is omnipresent always. He remains existing always.

~~~g c;1(11441111,a1c11f:t@lR1Jfffl~~:11~11
The third hyrrin of Puru~a Suk.ta tells lord Vi~:tJ.U, a god providing with emancipation.
In the third hymn i.e. 'Etavanasya..' an elaborate description of the magnificence as also the
power of lord H~ri has been given.
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In this batch of three hymns, the form of lord relating to 'Caturvyuha' has been
described. In the fourth hymn i.e. 'Tripada' an elaboration of the wide prosperity of the
Caturvyuha in garb of Aniruddha has been given.

awif«uBflH41 q1a_.:i1<14011-a):1 ~ !jM<@.IIN · ,Q!{NM: S1a:Ma111~ 11
In the fifth hymn i.e. 'Tasmadvirac;l' of Puru~a Siikta, the nature (illusion) and the
person (living-organism) sheltered to lord Harl has been revealed as appearing through the
lord Naraya.I).a in garb of magnificence of the foot.
4~6f1Ulft.1441 ~fi!4*1: ,Q¥(1R:d:I ,Qfll<@.il,Q..qfuf4: ~ · ,(,141R:dl:IIGII

An offering in garb of the universe has been propounded through the .hymn
'Yatpuru~ei:ia' of this very Siikta and the material used in such offering has been described
as the 'Saptasyasan Paridhayal)'.

~ 4~f'4@ ~ ~f!!4*1: ,(,141R:d: I ~ T.I' ~ ~ ,(,l!lc{IR:d: 11\911
This very offering of universe has been propounded by the successive hymn i.e. 'Tan
Yajfiam' of this very Siikta. A description 9f emancipation coincide has been described by
this very hymn.
d~IIR@ T.I' ~ ;jiij~fe: ,(,11.flR:dil Efi:,18fqffi ~ ~ . ~ ~ : I l l II

By the seven hymns including 'Tasmad' etc. of Puru~a Siikta, the genesis of this whole
universe has been described. By two hymns i.e. 'Vedaham' etc. a special description of the
magnificence oflord IIari is obtained.
4~~fgQ,Qifl(: ~~'fl~<@.I ~ : I '4' Q,ciC@itHI@
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A conclusive description of the creation and the emancipation has been made by the
hymn i.e .. 'Yajfiena Yajfiamaya. .'. The person who abreast with the knowledge of Puru~a
SOkta in the same fashion, definitely attains the emancipation.
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Thus the specific magnificence of Puru~a Stikta as propounded in the· first part of
Mudgalopani~ad, the same. knowledge was given by lord Vasudeva to lord Indra while
preaching. With· an intention to rehear that minutest knowledge of the element, lord Indra
came under shelter of lord Vasudeva most humbly. The god provided lord Indra that secret
knowledge of benevolence in two parts of the Puru~a Siikta.
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Two parts of Puru~a Siikta has been prescribed the gigantic person as contemplated in
this Sukta is inaccessible to all the living-organisms of this universe specially due to having
its existence beyond any name, complexion as also the knowledge. He held the form of
unlimited arts with an intention to save the specific living-beings like the gods etc. and for
welfare of all living-organisms by abandoning this inaccessible form. This form is as a
benevolent that it provides emancipation by mere vision of it. By this very complexion, he
covered all the worlds including the earth and thus he extended his coverage upto unlimited
miles (Yojanas).
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The perfect man prior to the creation of this universe i.e. lord SrinarayaQ.a too was
existed in the form of trio-periods i.e. the past, the present and the future. He only is
renderer of emancipation to all these living-organisms. He too is specific among the most
mighty people. Nothing else is so specific as the gigantic person himself is. He is almighty.
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That supreme soul (person) has made him to appear in Caturvyuhas by dividing
himself into four parts. Out of them, three parts i.e. Vasudeva, Pradyumna and Sankar~aQ.a
reside in the supreme abode VaikuQ.tha. This whole universe was created by lord Sri
Narayal).a renowned withthe name of Aniruddha as the fourth part of that supreme soul.
[The three feet of that gigantic man are restricted to the higher worlds only. Ont;: foot namely
Aniruddha (which was not restricted) has created this universe. The rest of three names are not given
in the hymn still the names of god on the basis of Aniruddha have been accepted by the scholars.
These feet are Vasudeva (who provides accommodation to all), Pradyumna (specially luminant) and
Sankar~at).a (creating attraction) still these are undescribed]
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Lord Narayal).a created the nature for the creation of universe with his four feet. Lord
Brahma (the nature) could not understand the mystery of the creation of the universe even
after attaining the body. Nara,yal).a in his Aniruddha form· subsequently preached lord
Brahma the manner for the creation of the universe. He said- "O Brahma! Consider your
speech etc. all senses as the person who perform offering. Assume your body appeared
from the pipe of the lotus and mighty as the material for offering, feel the spring season as
ghee, summer of fuel and the pleasant season as the essence. Having offeri_ng thus made to
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the fire, your body will be mightiest and the thunderbolt too could be turned down by a
mere touch of such body. As a result of such offering, the commune of all living-organisms
will appear. Thus, this entire world enriched with the movable and immovable organisms
will gets its birth and become apparent.
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Thus the attainment of emancipation by virtue of assimilation of the organism and the
soul has been described.
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The · devotee who is well-understood to the method of this offering and the
emancipation, becomes capable to avail the full age life.
II~: ~ : I I
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He is an absolute god but inserted in his varied forms. He seldom gets birth yet takes
birth in varied ways.
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All Adhvaryus has worshiped that gigantic person as the fire god. The follower of
Yajurveda consider that god as Yajul) and engages him in all their rituals. The persons
following Samaveda know him in the form of Sama. He definitely is present everywhere in
the form of this very gigantic person. The serpent (dynamic organism) accept it in the form
of poison and the knower to the serpent (yogi) attains him in the form of dynamic breathing
(organism). The gods entertain that gigantic person in the form of nectar and the ordinary
people consider it as wealth and thus survive their life. The demons know him as illusion,
the late fore-fathers consider him as Svadha (the offering to the late fore-fathers), the
woishipper of gods accept him in the form of god, the Gandharvas are identified with him
in the form of beauty and complexion and the Damsel know him in the form of Gandharva.
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The element of supreme soul changes its form according to the recognition of the
devotee while worshipping him. Hence>the people known to the Brahman shoulcl develop
the spirituality as I myself is the perfect man and the supreme Brahman. By virtue of such
presumption, the devotee attains the same form of that god, the person who duly
understands this mystery himself becomes as that supreme soul is.
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That Brahma (perfect person) is free from trio-fevers, beyond from six treasures,
without six braip vagaries, free from five cells and beyond from the six pollution's of the
spirit. Thus, thai Brahma is excellent than all.
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These trio-fevers are metaphysical, p9ysical and celestial embedding in them- the doer,
deed, action, knower, knowledge, knowable and endurer, enjoyment, enjoyable. Thus,
inspite of these being singular, these are of three kinds.

(qi·i*lW!fumlf~*'ll~%11:

Q~c61~11: II~ II

The six treasures (Dhatu) are the skin, the flesh, the bones, the veins, the blood and the
marrow respectively.

cfi(q:,i,)ejMl\it.flijqc;q(ffi4fi4~RQ(cl'l:, ,~ 11
The sensuality, anger, greed, attachment, ego and manipulation are six enemies.
~ijq4s1101q4q.f)q4fcl#f 14q4(.H:,q41 ~ Qtfi:61~11: II~ II

The foot, the breathing, the mind, the science (conscious) and the pleasure are the five
cells in the body.
»14k4-jj-tciti-tQR:Ollq~: · ~ : I IG 11

The six kinds of pollution found in the spirit is to become beloved, to arise, to increase,
to change, deterioration or diminishing and the destruction's respectively.
~~14141NQl,(.t(~Tlcfiiflij-jj,((q,(Oll.-tl@ ~ : 11\9 l l

The six waves are the hunger, passion, gloom, attachment, old age and death
respectively.

~~'fl:,(-jjl@clOll~q.(t=;QINI ~ 1 1 l I I
The clan, gotra, caste, vafl).a, asrama and the complexion are the six illusions.
l(deJi~-t q,cqgt;Ftl ~ ~qfu

';fP.f: 11 ~

II

The perfect person gets birth by virtue of the combination of these all and nobody other
may be competent to get such birth.
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~ ffl"I 3!1Sl@!l~lfl!\"11 <qqfu1
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Q(i~1<~1q-11f4!tll <qqfu1 cfilq™!£1~1"4irl~14tRfii.l<a:lifu(11 <qqfu1

~ ~ 'qcffifl ~ ~ ~ 'qcffifll~oll

The person who goes over this Upani~ad in a routine way becomes so sacrosanct as the
fire itself. He is purified like the wind. He becomes as dynamic as the sun itself and
becomes free from all ailments. He is blessed with. son and daughters as well as all
· prosperity. He becomes a scholar and also b~comes free from all sins. He is exonerated
from the default of any misconduct. He becomes exonerated from any misbehave,
whatsoever if any did for his mother. He further is exonerated of all defaults, if any entered
within him for his daughter and sister. He becomes exonerated from the offence of thefting
the gold etc; precious stones. He gets acquittal from the evil as arising due to lapses of the
chapters already studied on Vedas. He becomes exonerated from the sins if any committed
owing to any polluted material is dropped into the performance of offering.· He further
exonerated from the evil spirits arising like any lenience or laxity in the service of teacher.
He becomes exonerated from evil tendencies like to eat viciated or stable things. He
becomes exonerated from the evil some spirit if any has trapped him any time. He never is
fastened with the evils which may be committed owing to the passions like sensuality,
anger, attachment, greed, ego, manipulation etc. That man becomes purified from all kinds
of sins and attains purity by virtue of realisation of a supreme soul in his extant life.
The meaning for this sentence should be taken most precisely. Often the people
understand it that the man becomes exonerated from the evils he has committed. Due to
compulsion of evil, some tendencies but what the saint wants to convey here is that his
intuition becomes free from all kinds of sins. However, the evil deeds once committed by
him will certainly punish him because there is no option but to consume the fruit of deeds
performed by the man. The scholar having well-enlightened, smells the reality, therefore,
he never indulges in the enticement of the evil tendencies.

~ ~ ~ ~ I "11iil1"11.QI
si1~1r14 ~ ~ 1 .:i1fil;qc11fi!41 .:i1tjc1RH~RRt1 ~ 1
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.:i1;q*'4>nM1.Q1

.:i1~w1c11;q1

~d~~l414R~q_l I~ ~I I

Thus the meaning of this 'Puru~a Sukta' is most cryptic. This 'Sukta' is a secret for the
king, the god and more cryptic than the cryptic itself is. One should not preach this Puru~a
Sukta to a man who is not duly trained by a teacher. Inspite of having intelligent who does
not ask with curiosity, who does not perform the offering, does not follow the Vai~l)ava
cult, who is not well-controlled, multi-lingual and speaking harshly, who does not study the
Vedas once in a year, who is not content and further who has not gone over the Vedas
(either not studied or taught), he is not eligible to have the knowledge of 'Puru~a Sukta'.
Hence, one should not teach him this 'Puru~a Sukta'.
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The teacher well-known to Vedas as also duly conversant with the meaning of this
'Puru~a Sukta' should preach his obedient and devotee disciple to his right ear by taking
care of the place, the ceremony, the location of the planets and by doing breathing control
(Priil).iiyiima) and reciting the perfect man. He should not talk more otherwise such a
preaching or the best knowledge gets polluted owing to no seriousness thus, the meaning of
this 'Sukta' should be preached to many devotee disciples. The teacher as also the student
both become the perfect men even in their extant life.
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Chapter I
Orh. Sat}.(Jilya questioned Atharvan thus : "Please tell me about the eight arigas (parts)
of Yoga which is the means of attaining to Atma."
Atharvan replied : "The eight angas of yoga· are yama, niyama, asana, prai:iayama,
pratyahara, dharai:ia, dhyana and samadhi. Of these, yama is often kinds: and so is niyama.
There are eight asanas. Prat}.ayama, is of three kinds; pratyahara is of five kinds : so also is
dharai:ia. Dhyana is of two kinds and samadhi is of one kind only.
"Under yama (forbearance) are ten: ahirilsa, satya, asteya, brahmacarya, daya, arjava,
k~ama, dhrti, mitahara and sauca. Of these, ahirilsa is the not causing of any pain to any
living being at any time through the actions of one's mind, speech, or body. Satya is the
speaking of the truth that conduces to the well-being of creatures, through the actions of
one's mind, speech, or body. Asteya is not coveting of another's property through the
actions of one's mind, speech, or body. Brahmacarya is the refraining from sexual
intercourse in all places and in all states in mind, speech or body. Daya is kindliness
towards all creatures in all places. Arjava is the preserving of equanimity of mind, speech,
or body in the performance or non-performance of the actions ordained or forbidden to be
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done. K~ama is the bearing patiently of all pleasant or unpleasant things, such as praise or
blow. Dhµ:i is the preserving of firmness of mind during the period of gain or loss of wealth
or relatives. Mita.hara is the taking of oily and sweet food, leaving one-fourth of the
stomach empty. Sauca is of two kinds, external and internal. Of these, the external is the
cleansing of the body by earth and water; the internal is the cleansing of the mind. T.his (the
latter) is to ·be obtained by means of the adhyatma-vidya (science of Self).
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"Under niyama (religious observances), are ten, viz., tapas, santo~a, astikya, dana,
Isvarapujana, siddhanta-srava)Ja, hril).; mati, japa and vrata. Of these tapas, is the
emancipation of the body through the observances of such penances as lqcchra,
candraya)Ja, etc., according to rules. Santo~a is being satisfied with whatever comes to us of
its own accord. Astikya is the belief in the merits or demerits of actions as stated in the
vedas. Dana is the giving with faith to deserving persons, money, grains, etc., earned
lawfully·. Isvarapujana is the worshipping of Vi~JJU, Rudra, etc., with pure mind according
to one's power. Siddhanta-sravaJJ.a is the inquiry into the singificance of Vedanta. Hril). is
the shame felt in the performance of things contrary to the rules of the Vedas and of
society. Mati is the faith in the paths laid down by the Vedas. Japa is the practising of the
mantras into which one is duly initiated by his spiritual instructor, and which is not against
(the rules of) the Vedas. It is of two kinds- the spoken and the mental. The mental is
associated with contemplation by the mind. The spoken is of two kinds- the loud and low.
The loud pronunciation gives the reward as stated (in the Vedas) : (while) the low one
(gives) a reward thousand times (that). The mental (gives) a reward a crores (of times that).
Vrata is the regular observance of or the refraining from the ac,tions enjoined or prohibited
by the Vedas.
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"Asanas (the postures) are chiefly) eight. viz., svastika, gomukha, padma, vira, sirhha,
bhadra, mukta and mayiira"Svastika is the sitting at ease with the body erect, placing each foot between the thighs
and knees of the other. Gomukha is (the sitting at ease with the body erect) placing the
hollow of the left foot under the side of the right posteriors and the hollow of the right foot
under the side of the left posteriors, resembling Gomukha (cow's face). Padma is (the
sitting at ease with the body erect), placing the back of each foot in the thigh of the other,
the right hand grasping the right toe and the left hand the left toe. This, 0 SaI).<;lilya, is
praised by all. VIra is the sitting at ease (with the body erect), placing one foot on the thigh
of the other and the other foot underneath the corresponding (opposite thigh). Sirhha is (the
sitting at ease with the body erect), pressing the right side (of the thigh) with the hollow of
left heel and vice versa. Rest your hands on the knees, spread out the fingers, open your
mouth and carefully fix your gaze on the tip of your nose. This is always praised by the
yogins. Siddha is (the siting at ease with the body erect), pressing the perineum with the left
heel and placing the heel of the right foot above the genital rogan, concentrating the mind
between the two eyebrows. Bhadra is (the sitting at ease with the body erect), pressing the
two ankles of the two feet firmly together against the SivinI (viz., lower part of the seed)
and binding the knees firmly with the hands. This is the bhadra which destroys all diseases
and poisons. Mukta is (the sitting at ease with the body erect), pressing with the left heel
the right .side ~f the tender part of the Sivini, and with the right heel the left side _of the
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tender part of the Sivini. Mayuri- (lit., peacock), Rest your body upon the ground with
both palms and place your elbows on the sides of the navel, lift up the head and feet and
remain like a stick in the air, (like the plant balance in gymnastics). This is the mayura
posture which destroys all sins. By these, all the diseases within the body are destroyed; all
the poisons are digested. Let the person who is unable to practise all these postures betake
himself to any one (of these) which he may find easy and pleasant. He who conquers (or
gets mastery over) the postures- he conquers the three worlds. A person who has the
practice of yama and niyama should practise pra.Qayama; by th.at the nac.fis become
purifie4."
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The SaQ.<;lilya questioned Atharvan thus : "By what means are the na<;lis purified? How
many are they in number? How do they arise? What vayus (vital airs) are located in them?
What are their seats? What are their functions? Whatever is worthy of being known in the
body, please tell me." To that Atharvan replied (thus): "This body is ninety-six digits in
length. Pral)a extends twelve digits beyond the body. He who through the practice of yoga
reduces his prar:ia within his body to make it equal to or not less than the fire in it becomes
the greatest of the yogins. In men, the region of fire which is triangular in form and brilliant
as the molten gold is situated in the middle of the body. In four-footed animals, it (fire) is
quadrangular. In birds, it is round. In its (the region of fire's) centre, the purifying,
beneficial, and subtle flame is situated. Two digits above the anus and two digits below the
sexual organ is the centre of the body for men. For four-footed animals, it is the middle of
the heart. For birds, it is the middle of the body. Nine digits from (or above) the centre of
the body and four digits in length and breadth is situated an oval form. In its midst is the
navel. In it, is situated the cakra (viz., wheel) with twelve spokes. In the middle of the
cakra, the jiva (Atma) wanders, driven by its good and bad deeds. As a spider flies to and
fro within a web of fine threads, so prar:ia moves about here. In this body, the jiva rides
upon prar:ia. Lying in the middle of the navel and above it, is the seat of kul)<;lalini. The
kur:ic;lalini sakti is of the form of eight pralqtis (matter) and coils itself eight ways or (times).
The movement of vayus (vital airs) checks duly the food and drink all round by the side of
skandha. It closes by its head (the opening of) the brahmarandhra, and during the time of
(the practice of) yoga is awakened by the fire (in the apana): then it shines with great
brilliancy in the akasa of the heart in the shape of wisdom. Depending upon KUI)<;lalini
which is situated in the centre, there are fourteen principal na<;lis (viz.,) Ic;la, Pin.gala,
Su~umna, Sarasvati, Varur:ii, Pu~a, Hastijihva, Yasasvini, Visvodhari, Kuhul)., SankhinI,
Payasvini, Alambusa and Gandhari. Of them, Su~umna is said to be the sustainer of the
universe and the path of salvation. Situated at the back of the anus, it is attached to the
spinal column and extends to the brahmarandhra of the head and is invisible and subtle and
~ is vai~l)aVI (or has the sakti force of Vi~r:iu). On the left of su~umna is situated Ic;la, and on
the right is Pin.gala. The moon moves in Ic;la and the sun in Pin.gala. The moon is of the
nature of tamas and the sun of rajas. The poison share is of the sun and the nectar of the
moon. They both direct (or indicate) time and Su~umna is the enjoyer (or consumer) of
time. To the back and on the side of Su~umna are situate Sarasvati and Kuhul). respectively.
Between Yasasvini and Kuhul). stands Varul)i. Between Pu~a and Sarasvati lies Payasvini.
Between GandharI and Sarasvati is situated Yasasvini. In the centre of the navel is
Alambusa. In front of Su~umna there is Kuhul)., which proceeds as far as the genital organ.
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Above and below kuI)<;ialinI is situated Varul).I, which proceeds everywhere. YasasvinI
which is beautiful (or belonging to the moon), proceeds to the great toes. Pin.gala goes
upwards to the right nostril. PayasvinI goes to right ear. SarasvatI goes to the upper part or
the tongue and Sankh.inI to the left ear, (while GandharI goes from the back of I<;la to the
left eye. Alambusa goes upwards and downwards from the root of the anus. From these
fourteen na<;lis, other (minor) na<;lis spring; from them springing others, and from them
springing others; so it should be known. As the leaf of the asvattha three (ficus religiosa)
etc., is covered with minute fibres so also is this body permeated with na<;lis.
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"Prai).a, Apana, Samana, Udana, Vyana, Naga, Kurma, K.rkara, Devadatta and
Dhanai'ijaya- these ten vayus (vital airs) move in all the na<;lis. Pral)a moves in the nostrils,
the throat, the· navel, the two great toes and the lower and the upper parts of lrnI)<;ialinI.
Vyana moves in the ear, the eye, the lqins, the ankles, the nose, the throat and the buttocks.
Apana moves in the anus, the genitals, the thighs, the knees, the stomach, the seeds, the
loins, the calves, the navel, and the seat of the anus of fire. Udana lives in all the joints and
also in the hands and legs. Samana lives, permeating in all parts of the body. Along with the
fire in the body, it causes the food and drink taken in, to spread in the body. It moves in the
seventy-two thousand na<;lis and pervades all over the body along with the fire. The five
vayus beginning with Naga go towards the skin, the bones, etc. The pral)a which is in the
navel separates the food and drink which is there and brings about the rasas Uuices) and
others. Placing the water above the fire and the food above (or in) the water, it goes to the
Apana and along with it, fans up the fire in the centre of the body. The fire thus fanned up
by the Apana gradually increases in brightness in the middle of the body. Then it causes
through its flames the water which is brought in the bowels by the Pral).a to grow hot. The
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fire with the water causes the food and condiments, which are placed above, to be boiled to
a proper degree. Then Pral).a separates these into sweat, urine, water, blood, semen, the
faeces, and the like. And along with the Samana, it takes the juice (or essence) to all the
na<;lis and moves in the body in the shape of breath. The vayus excrete the urine, the freces,
etc., through the nine openings in the body which are connected with the outside air. The ·
functions of Priil).a are inspiration, expiration, and cough. Those Apana are excretion of the
freces and the urine. Those of Vyana are (such actions as) giving and taking. Those of
Udana are keeping the body straight, etc. Those of Samana are nourishing the body. Those
ofNaga are vomiting, etc.; of Kiirma, the movement of the-eyelid~; the Krkara, the causing,
·of hunger, etc., of Devadatta idleness, etc., and Dhanafijaya, phlegm.
·
,,,
·

~ .:11i1~14 ell~~l4 ~ ~ ijQ.1'*'1€€11 .fl€1,E1Wl1£14 "¥ffilll ~~II
"Having thus acquired a thorough knowledge of the seat of the na<;lis and of the vayus
with their functions, one should begin with the purification of the na<;lis .

•
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A person possessed of yama and niyama, avoiding all company, having finished his
course of study, delighting in truth and virtue, having conquered (his) anger, being engaged
in the service of his spiritual instructor and having be.en obedient to his parents and well
instructed in all the religious practices and the knowledge of his order oflife, should go to a
sacred grove abounding in fruits, roots, and water. There he should select a pleasant spot
always resouding with the chanting of the Vedas, frequented by the knowers of Brahman
that persevere in the duties of their orders of life and filled with fruits( roots, flowers, and
water. (Else) either in a .temple or on the banks of a river or in a village or in a town, he
should build a beautiful monastery. It should be neither too long nor too high, should have a
small door, should be besmeared well with cow-dung and should have every sort of
protection. There listening to exposition of Vedanta, he should begin to practice yoga. In
the beginning having worshipped Vinayaka (Gal).esa), he should salute his I~ta-Devata
(tutelary deity) and sitting in any of the above-mentioned postures of a soft seat, facing
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either the east or the north and having conquered them, the learned man· keeping his head
and neck erect and fixed his gaze on the tip of his nose, should see the sphere of the moon
between his eyebrows and drink the nectar (flowing there from through his eyes). Inhaling
the air through I<;la for the space of twelve matras, he should contemplate on the sphere of
fire sitcated in the belly as surrounded with flames and having as its seed j (ra); then he
should exhale it through Pitigala. Again inhaling it through Pitigala and retaining it
(within), he should exhale it through Ic;la. For the period of twenty-eight months, he should
practise six times at every sitting through the three sandhyas (morning, noon, and evening)
and during the intervals. By this, the na<;lis become purified. Then the body becomes light
and bright, the (gastric) fire is increased (within) and there is the manifestation of nada
(internal sound).
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"Pral)ayama is said to be union of Pral)a and Apana. It is of three kinds- expiration,
inspiration, and cessation. They are associated with the letters of (Sanskrit) alphabet (for
the right performance of pral)ayama). The:t;efore Pral)ava (Om) only is said . to be
Pral)ayama. sitting in the padma posture, the person should meditate that there is at the tip
of his nose Gayatri, a girl of red complexion surrounded by the numberless rays of the
image of the moon and mounted on a hamsa (Swan) and having a mace in hartd. She is the
visible symbol of the latter A. The· letter U has as its visible symbol SavitrI, a young woman
of white colour having a disk in her hand and riding on a garu<;la (eagle). The letter M has
as its visible symbol Sarasvati, an aged woman of black colour riding on a bull, having a ·
trident in her hand. He should meditate that the single letter- the supreme light-- the .
pral)ava (Om)- is the origin or source of these three letters A, U. and M. Drawing. up the
air thorugh· I<;la for the space of sixteen matras, he should meditate on the lett~r A during
that time; retaining the inspired air for the space of sixty-four matra&, he should meditate on
the letter U during. the time; .he should then exhale the inspired air for the space of thirtytwo matras, meditating on the letter M during that time. He should practise this .in the above
order over and over again.
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"Then having becorrie firm in the posture and preserved perfect self-control, the yogin
should, in order to clear away the impurities of the Su~umna, sit in the padmasana (padma
posture), and having inhaled the air through the left nostril, should retain it as long as he
can and should exhale it through the right. Then drawing it again through the right and
having retained it, he should exhale it through the left in the order that he should draw it
through the same nostril by which he exhaled it before and retained it. In this context, occur
(to memory) the following verses : "In the beginning having inhaled the breath (Prat;ta)
through the left nostril, according to the rule, he should exhale it through the other; then
having inhaled the air through the right nostril, should retain it and exhale it through the
other." To those who practise according to these rules through the right arid left nostrils, the
nac;lis become purified within three months. He should practise cessation of breath at
sunrise, in the midday, at sunset and at midnight slowly till eighty (times a day) for four
weeks. In the early stages, perspiration is produced; in the middle stage the tremor of the
body, and in the last stage levitation in the air. These (results) ensue out of the repression of
the breath, while sitting in the padrria posture. When perspiration arises with effort, he
should rub his body well. By this, the body becomes firm and light. In the early course of
his practice, food with milk and ghee is excellent. One sticking to this rule becomes firm in
his practice and gets no tapa (or burning sensation in the body). As lions, elephants and
tigers are gradually tamed, so also the breath, when rightly managed (collies under control);
else it kills the practitioner.
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"He should (as far as is consistent with his health and safety) properly exhale it,
properly inhale it or retain it properly. Thus (only) will he attain success. By thus retaining
the breath in an approved manner and by the purification of the na<;1Is, the brightening of the
(gastric) fire, the hearing distinctly of (spiritual) sounds and (good) health result. When the
nervous centres have become purified through the regular practice of PraI).ilyama, the air
easily forces its way up through the mouth of the Su~umna which is in the middle. By the
contr.action of the muscles of the neck and by the contraction of the one below (viz.,) Apana
the Pra.I).a (breath) goes into the Su~umna which is in the middle from the west. na<;II.
Drawing up the Apana and forcing down the PraI).a from the throat, the yogin free from old
age becomes a youth of sixteen.
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"Seated in pleasant posture and drawing up the air through the right nostril and
retaining it inside from the top of the hair to the toe nails, he should exhale it through the
same nostril. Through it, the brain becomes purified and the diseases in -the air na<;lis are
destroyed. Drawing up the air through the nostrils with noise (so as to fill the space) from
the heart to the neck, and having retc1:ined it (within) as long as possible, he should exhale it
through the nose. Through this, hunger, thirst, idleness and sleep do not arise.
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"Taking in the air through the mouth (wide open) and having· retained it as long as
possible, he should expel it through the nose. Through this (such diseases as) gulma, pleeha
(both being splentic diseases), bile and fever as also hunger, etc., are destroyed.
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"Now we shall proceed to kumbhaka (restraint of breath). It is of two kinds- sahita
and kevala. That which is coupled with expiration and inspiration is called sahita. That
which is devoid of these is called keyala (alone). Until you become perfect in kevalas,
practise sahita. To one who has mastered kevala, there is nothing unattainable in the three
worlds. By kevala-restraint of breath, the knowledge of kul)c;lalini arises. Then he becomes
lean in body, serene in face and clear-eyed, hears the (spiritual) sounds distinctly, becomes
free from aH diseases .and conquers his (bindu) seminal fluid, his gastric fire being
increased.
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Om. Centring one's mind on an inward object while his eyes are looking outside
without the shutting and opening of his eyelids, has been called Vai$1)avimudra. This is
kept hidden in all the tantric works. With his mind and breath absorbed in an internal
object, the yogin, though he does not really see the objects outside and under him, still
(appears to) see them with eyes in which the- pupils are motionless. This is called
Khecarimudra. It has as its sphere of extension one object and is very beneficial. (Then) the
real seat of Vi$1J.U, which is void and non-void, dawns on him. With eyes half closed and
with a firm mind, fixing his eyes on the tip of his nose and becoming absorbed in the sun
and moon, he after remaining thus unshaken (becomes conscious of) the thing which is of
the form of light, which is free from all externals, which is resplendent, which is the
supreme truth and which is beyond. 0 Sal)c;lilya, know this to be Tat (That). Merging the
sound in the light and elevating the brows a little, this is of the way of (or is part of) the
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former practic~{Thfabrings about the state of Unmani which causes the destruction of,the:
mind. Therefore ·he should practise the .Khecarimudra. Then he attains to the state of .·
Unmani arid falls into the yoga sleep (trance). To one who obtains this yoga sleep, time
does not exist Placing the mind in the midst of sakti and sakti in the midst of the mind and
loo\dng on the mind with the mind, 0 Sa!).<.lilya be happy. Place the Atma in the midst of
akasa and akasa in the midst of Atma, and having reduced everything to akasa, do not think
anything else. You should not (then) entertain thoughts, either external or internal.
Abandoning all thoughts, become abstract. As comphor in fire and salt in water become
absorbed, so also the mind becomes absorbed in the Tattva (Truth). What is termed manas
(mind) is the knowledge of everything that is known and its clear apprehension. When the
knowledge and the object cognised are lost alike, there is no second path (or that is th~ only
path). By its giving up all cognition of objects, it(the mind) it absorbed and when the mind
is absor}?ed, kaivalya (isolation) alone remains.
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"For the destruction of the citta, there are two ways- yoga and jfi.ana. 0 prince of
sages! yoga is the (forcible) repression of modifications of the mind; and jfiana is the
thorough inquiry into them; When the modifo;:a.tions of the mind are repressed, it (the mind)
verily obtains peace. iust as the actions of the people cease with the stopping of the
fluctuations of the mind su,n (viz., with sunset), so when the fluctuations of the mind cease,
the cycle of births and deaths comes to an end. (Then) the fluctuations of praQ.a are
prevented, when one has no lcmging for this mundane existence or when he has gratified his
desires therein, Jhtougl'l. the study of religious books, the company of good men,
indifference (to enjoyments), practice and yoga or long contemplation with intentness on
any desired(higher)object or through practising one truth firmly.
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"By the repression of the breath through inhalation, etc., by continual practice therein
which does not cause fatigue, and by meditating in a secluded place, the fluctuations of the
mind are arrested. Through the right realisation of the true nature of the sound which is at
the extreme end of the pronunciation of the syllable Om (viz., Ardhamatra), and when
su~upti (dreamless sleeping state) is rightly cognised through consciousness, the
fluctuations ofpral)a are repressed. When the passage at the root of the palate which is like
the bell, viz., uvula, is closed by the tongue with effort and when the breath goes up through
(the upper hole), then the fluctuations of pral)a are stopped. When the consciousness
(samvit) is merged in prfiQ.a, and when through practice the pral)a goes through the upper
hole into the dvadasanta (the twelfth centre) above the palate, then the fluctuations of pral)a
are stopped. When the eye of consciousness (viz., the spiritual or third eye) becomes calm
and clear so as to be able to distinctly see in the transparent akasa at a distance of twelve
digits from the tip of his nose, then the fluctuations of prfil)a are stopped. When the
thoughts arising in the mind are bound up in the calm contemplation of the world of taraka
(star or eye) between one's eyebrows and are (thus) destroyed, then the fluctuations cease.
When the knowledge which is of the form of the knowable, which is beneficent and which
is untouched by any modifications arises in one and is known as Om only and no other,
then the fluctuations of prfil)a cease. By the contemplation for· a long time of the akasa
which is in the heart, and by the contemplation of the mind free from vasanas, then the
fluctuations of pral)a cease. By these methods and verious others suggested by (one's)
thought 11,nd by Illeans of the contact of the many (spiritual) guides, the fluctuations cease.
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.· : "Having by contn1ction ope11¢d ,the dootofkuIJ.c;ialinr one should.force open the doot of:,
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m~k~a, Cl~siiig with:h,er 11?,0Uth th~ door through which One ought to :go,the·,ku~J~fin( ,.
sleeps spiral in form and coiled up like a serpent. He who causes this kul).<,ialini to move-= .
he is
emanci pateclperson. If this ku1;1<,ialini were to sleep in the upper parrof the neck of'. .·
anY yogiq~, it gOe$ towards' hi~' eiµ~mcipation: '<If it' wer~ to sleep) in the lower part (<:Jfthe ·•.
body), iiAs for Jl1e bondage of the ignorant, Leaving the two nac,lis, I<,ia and the' other
(Pingala), it (prai:ia) should move)ri the Su~ullllla. That lS the supreme seat of Vi~l).U. Ornf
should practise c,ontfo1 ·of bteath~ith the conce~t,ration of the piind: the mind should not
bealloWedhY,~ qle;errria,nJ~;ie~ton any other thing. Oh~should notworship,\/i~l).U dutjng···
the,daY :ilone. One should not ~~~ship Vi~IJ.U during th~-night alo~e; but sh0111d: always
worship Him, and. sh~uld. not worship Hi~ merely during day and nigllt: The wisdom.:;
pro,ducing opening·. (~e.ar ~xu1~). P:as, five p~ssages,. o. s~c,iilya, this 'is -:th~ t4i~c~Jm~a,J,:
practise. it. ·with ·bnewtto sits· :the khecarrrnuctra; .·the vayu ~hich "'1as ':howing 6~fore· ·,.·
through .the lefLarid'(righfna4ts now: flows through the mi.ddle one {Su~uihria); Th~re 'iihJ'.·.,
doubt about it. You should swallow the air through the void (Su~umna) between le.la and
Pit'lgala. In that place is khecarimudra situated, and that is the seat of Truth. Again that is
khecarimudra which is situated in the end akasa-cakra (in the head) in the niralamba
(supportless) seat between the sun and moon (viz., l<,ia and Pit'lgala). When the tongue has
been lengthened to the length of a kala (digit} by the incision and by rubbing and milking it
(viz., the tongue), fix the gaze between the two eyebrows and close the hole in the skull
with the tongue reversed. This is khecarimudra. When the tongue and the citta (mind) both .
move in the akasa (khecari) then the person with his tongue raised up becomes immortal.
Firmly pressing the yoni (perineum) by the left heel, stretching out the right leg, grasping
the feet with hands and inhaling the air through the nostrils, practise kaIJ.thabandha,
retaining the air upwards. By that, all afflictions are destroyed; then poison is digested as if
it were nectar. Asthma, splenetic disease, the turning up of the anus and the problems of the
skin are removed. This is the means of conquering .pral).a and destroying death. Pressing the
yoni by the left heel, place the other foot over the left thigh : inhale the air, rest the chin on
the chest, contract the yoni and contemplate, (as far as possible), your Atma as situated
within your mind. Thus is the direct perception (of truth) attained.
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: inhaJing the pta.I}.a from outside '~d filling the stomach with it, centre the pra.I}.a with
the mind, in ihe rniddl~ of the navel;
the ,tip the nose and at the toes durjng the
, sandliyas (~unset and sunrise) or at all tim~s. (Thus) the yogin is fr~ed fronrall diseases artd
fatigue. By pentring his pra.I}.a at the tip of hts '.ifose, he obtains :mastery over the elephant of
'air; by centring at the, middle of his navel, ail dis~ase~ are destroyed; by centring it at, the '
toes, his.body.becomes light. He ·~ho.dtinks the air (dt'~wn) through the tongue destroys
:fatigue, thirst and diseases. He who drinks the air with his.mouth during the two sandhyas
· .and.the last two hours of the night; within three months the fluspicious SarasvatI (gocldess
of speech) is present in his vak (speech) viz., (he ·beccfmes eloquent a11d learned in his
, speech). In six months, he is free from all diseases. Drawing the air by the tongue, retain
the air at the root of the tongue. The wise man thus d~inking ne~tar enjoys all prosperity.
Fixing the Atma in the Atma itself in the middle q( the eyebrows, (having inhaled) through
I<;la, and breaking through (centre) thirty time§, e~en: sick man is freed from disease. He
who draws the air through the na<;lis ~nd retains it for twenty-four minutes in the navel and
in sides of the stomach becomes freed fi;om disease. He who for the space of a month
during the three sandhyas (sUhset), sunrise, and midriighi or noon) draws the air through. the
' tongue, pier~es thirty tithes and'retains liis breath in the middle of h~s navel, becomes freed
.: from ~ll fevers and poisons. He who retains the praIJ,a together with the mind at the tip of
his nose even for space of a muhurla (forty-eight rninutes), destroys all sins that were
.• c~mrnitted by him during 011e hund,red births.
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"Through the samyama of tara (Om), he knows all things. By retaining the mind at the
tip of his nose, he acquires a knowledge of Indra-world; below that, he acquires a
knowledge of Agni-(fire) world, Through the samyama of citta in the eye, he gets a
knowledge of all worlds : in the ear, a knowledge of Yama-(the god of death) world : in the
sides of the ear, a knowledge of Nrrti-world: in the back of it (the ear), a knowledge of
Varu!).a-world: left ear, a knowledge of Vayu-world: in the throat, a knowledge of Soma
(moon) world : in the left eye, a knowledge of Siva-world : in the head, a knowledge of
brahma-world: in the soles of the feet, a knowledge of Atala-world : in the feet, a .
knowledge of Vitala-world: in the ankles, a knowledge ofNitala (rather Sutala) world: the
calves, a knowledge of Sutala (rather Talatala world) : in the knees, a knowledge of
Mahatala world : in the thighs, a knowledge of Rasatala world : in· the loins, a knowledge of
Talatala (rather Pata.la) world: in the navel, a knowledge of Bhurloka (earth world): in the
stomach, a knowledge of Bhuvar (world) : in the heart, a knowledge ofSuvar (world) : in
the place above the heart, a knowledge of Mahar world : in the throat, a knowledge of Jana
world : in the middle of the brows, a knowledge of Tapa world : in the head, a knowledge
'of Satya world.
l!lqfoqzj4q1GffiaHPla*1H'l_l

~

ffi'il,(-14qH'wh11'6~*1Hl{I
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· "By conquering dharma and adharma, one knows the past and the future. By centring it
on the sound of every creature, a knowledge of the cry ( or language) of the animal is
produced. By centring it, the saficita-karma (past karma yet to be enjoyed), a knowledge of
one's previous births arises in him. By centring it on the mind of another, a knowledge of
the mind (or thoughts) of others is induced. By centring it on the kaya-rupa (or form of the
body), other forms are seen. By fixing it on the bala (strength), the strength of persons like
Hanuman is obtained. By fixing it on the sun, a knowledge of the worlds arises. By fixing it
on the moon, a knowledge of the constellation is produced. By fixing it on the Dhruva
(Polar star) a perception of its motion is induced. By fixing it on his own (Self), one
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acquires the knowledge of Puru~a; on the navel, he attains a knowledge of the kaya-vyuha
(mystical arrangement of all the particles of the body so as to 'enable a person to wear out
his whole karma in one life): on the well of the throat, freedom from hunger and thirst
arises : on the Kurma nac,1I (which is situated in the well of the throat), a firmness (of
concentration) takes place. By fixing it on the tara (pupil of the eye), he obtains the sight of
the siddhas (spiritual personages). By conquering the akasa in the body, he is able to soar in
the akasa : (in short) by centring the mind in any place, he conquers the siddhis
appertaining to that place.
11,mrq: ~ : 11
al?.r Sl~l€;R:I ~ Q&:4fcl81: ~ fcltHdif.:ik4101i iaMlc:J€;(Oi Sl~l€;1(:I c!Ei~~4@
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"Then comes pratyahara, which is of five kinds. It is the drawing away of the organs
from attaching themselves to the objects of senses. Contemplating upon everything that one
sees as Atma is pratyahara. Renouncing the fruits of one's daily actions is pratyahara.
Turning away from all objects of sense is pratyahara. Dharai:ia in the ~ighteen important
places (mentioned below is pratyahara, (viz.,) the feet, the toes, the ankles, the calves, the
knees, the thighs, the anus, the penis, the navel, the heart, the well of the throat, the palate,
the nose, the eyes, the middle of the brows, the forehead, and the head in asending and
descending orders.
H'4cflt': ~ : II

aw.r ~ , m .firfelm 31m'.
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"Then (comes) dharai:ia. lt is of three kinds, (viz.,) fixing the mind in the Atma,
bringing the external akasa into the akasa of the heart and contemplating the. five murtis
(forms ofdevatas) in the five elements- earth, a.pas, fire, vayu, and akasa.
II~: ~:II
al?.(

e:fRlll d<;.f'i;:fcigi. ~

imr, •

41ffi&1Hl{I R~Ol%:qc11$!.llfk.ll{II ~II

"Then comes dhyana. It is of two kinds, sagm:ia (with gul)as or quality) and nirgUl)a
(without quality). Sagui:ia is the meditation ofa murti. NirgUl)a is on the reality of Self.
11 l(i:fili;~I: ~ : II
al?.r ~ : I \Jllclli"iQ(qj~i:P,Hcl~I 8i9il<fi!dl Q(qi+:i;:@4~QI :aoa~d~1k'1i:6I ~ I I ~II
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"Samad.hi is the union of the Jivatma {individual self) and the Paramatma (higher self)
without the threefold state, (viz., the knower, the known, and the knowledge). It is of the
nature of extreme bliss and pure consciousness.
"Thus ends the first chapter of Sill,l.<;l.ilya Upani~ad"
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Chapter II
Then the Brahmar~i Sai:i<;l.ilya not obtaining the knowledge of Brahm,an in the four
Vedas, approached the Lord Atharvan and asked him: "What is it? Teach me the science of
Brahman by which I shall obtain that which is most excellent."
Atharvan replied : "O Sai:i<;l.ilya, Brahman is satya, vijfiana and ananta in which all the
(world) is interwoven, warp-wise and woof-wise, from which all originated ahd into which
all are absorbed, and which being known makes everything else known. It is without hands
and feet; without eyes and ears, without t~ngue or without body, and is unreachable and
undefinable. From which, vak (speech) and mind return, being unable to obtain (or reach)
It. It is to be cognised by jfi~na and yoga. From which, prajfia of old sprang. That which is
one and non-dual, that which' pervades everything like akasa, which is extremely subtle,
without a blemish, sat (be-ness) only, the essence of the bliss of consciousness, beneficent,
calm and immortal and which is beyond, That is Brahman. You are that. Know That by
wisdom. He who is the ,one, the shining,Jhe giver ofthe power of Atma, the omniscient, the
lord of all, and the inner soul of all beings, who lives in all beings, who is hidden in all
beings and the sources of all beings, who ;fs reachable· only through yoga and who creates,

,
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supports and destroys everything- He is Atma. Know the several worlds in the Atma. Do
not grieve, 0 knower of Atma, thou shall reach the end of pains."
ll~S&m:f: II
II~: ~ : I I
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Then Sar:ic;lilya questioned Atharvan thus : "From the Brahman .that is Om,
imperishable, actionless, beneficial, sat (be-ness) only and supreme, how did this universe
arise? How does it exist in It? and how is it absorbed in It? Please solve me this doubt."
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Atharvan replied : The Supreme Brahman, the Truth, is the imperishable and the .
actionless. Then from the formless Brahman, three forms (or aspects) arose, (viz.,) ni$kala
(partless,) sakala (with parts), and sakala-ni$kala (with and without parts). That which is
satya, vijfi.ana and ananda, That which is actionless, without any impurity, omnipresent,
extermely subtle, having faces in every direction, undefinable and immortal- that is His
ni$kala aspect. Mahesvara (the great Lord) who is black and yellow rules with avidya,
mulapralqti or maya that is red, white, and black, and that is co-existent with Him. This is
his sakala-ni$kala aspect. Then the Lord desired (or willed) by his spiritual wisdom (thus):
May I become many"; may I bring forth? Then from this Person who was contemplating
and whose desires are fulfilled, three letters sprang up. Three vyahrtis, the three-footed
Gayatri, the three Vedas, the three devas, the three varr:ias (colours or castes) and the three
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fires sprang. That Supreme Lord who is endowed with all kinds of wealth, who is an·
pervading, who is situated in the hearts of all beings, who is the Lord of maya and whose
from is maya- he is Brahma. He is VisIJ.u : He is Rudra : He is Indra : He is all the devas :
He is all the bhutas (elements or beings) : He only is before : He only is behind: He only is
on our left : He only is on our right : He only is below : He only is above : He only is the
all. That form of him as Dattatreya, who sports with his Sakti, who is kind to his devotees,
who is brilliant as fire, resembling the petals or a red lotus and is of four hands, who is mild
and shines sinlessly- this is His sakala form."
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Then SaIJ.<;iilya questioned Atharvan, "O Lord, that which is Sat only and the essence of
the bliss of consciousness- why is He called Parabrahman?"
Atharvan replied : "Because He increases brhati and causes to increase everything
(brhanti) so he is called Prarabrahman. Why is He called Atma? Since He obtains (apnoti)
everything, since He takes back everything and since He is everything, so he is called
Atma. Why is He called Mahesvara (the great Lord)? Since by the sound of the words
Mahat~Isa (the great Lord) and by His own power, t1;1e great Lord governs everything. Why
is He called Dattatreya? Because the Lord being extremely pleased with Atri (Rsi) who was
performing a most difficult penance and who had expressed his desire to see Him who is
light itself, offered Himself (datta) as their son, and because the woman Anasuya was his
mother and Atri was his father. Therefore he who knows the (secret) meaning knows
everything. He who always contemplates on the supreme that It is himself becomes a
knower of Brahman. Here these slokas (stanzas) occur (to memory). 'He who contemplates
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always the Lord of Lords and the ancient thus- as Dattatreya, the beneficent, the calm, of
the colour of sapphire, one who delights in his own maya and the Lord who has shaken off
everything, as naked and as one whose whole body is besmeared with the holy ashes, who
has matted hair, who is the Lord of all, who has four arms, who is bliss in appearance,
whose eyes are like full-blown lotus, who is the store of jfiana and yoga, who is the spiritual
instructor of all the worlds and who is dear to all the yogins, and one who is merciful
towards His devotees, who is the witness of all and who is worshipped by all the siddhas is
freed from all sins and will attain (the Spirit).'
"O Satyam (truth)."
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Om. Paingala, having served under Yajfiavalkya for twelve years,

asked him to initiate

him into the supreme mysteries ofKaivalya.
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To which Yajfiavalkya replied thus : "O gentle one, at first, this (universe) was Sat
(Bee~ness) only. It (Sat) is spoken of as Brahman which is ever free (from the trammels of
matter), which is changeless, which is Truth, Wisdom, and Bliss, and which is full,
permanent, and one only without a second. In It, was like a mirage in desert, silver in
mother-of-pearl, a person in the pillar, of colour, etc., in the crystals, mulaprakrti, having in
equal proportions the gm;ias, red, white, and black, and being beyond the power of speech.
That which is reflected in it is Sak~i-Caitanya (lit., the witness-consciousness).
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It (mulapralqti) undergoing again change becomes with the preponderance of Sattva (in
it), Avaral).a Sakti names avyakta. That which is reflected in it (A vyakta) is Isvara-Caitanya.
He (lsvara) has Maya under his control, is omniscient, the original cause of creation,
preservation, the dissolution, and the seed of this universe. He causes the universe which
was latent in Him. To manifest itself through the bonds of karma of all creatures like a
. painted canvas unfurled. Again through the extinction of their karmas, he likes it disappear.
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In Him alone is latent all the universe, wrapped up like a painted; cloth. Then from the
supreme {avaraIJ,a) Sakti,. dependent on (or appertaining) to lsvara, arose, throughthe
preponderance' of Rajas, \lik1?epa Sakti called Mahat. That Which is', reflicted ,in it is
H1raJJ,yagarbha-Caitaiiya.
· ·
·
·
·
· ·,
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Pre~iding .(as He does)• over:Mah~t,
(Hira1,1yagarbha). has a.body, both.manift:sted
and unrrianifested. From Vikl?ep;'isa.kti of HiraIJ,yagarbha arose, through the preponderance
of Tamas, the gross Sakti called aharhkara: That which is reflected in it is Virat-Caitartya.
He. (Virat) presiding. over it.(anarhkara) and possessing a manifested body becomes Vi~IJ,U,
• the chi~f Puru~~ and protector,•of ·~11 '.gross bodies. From that Atma arose akasa; from akasa
·. arose vayu,. fro~ vayu a:gni, ;frpirf ..agni · apas, and from ~pas .Prthiyi. The five• tanin,atras
· ·· (rudimentary properties) alone are the guIJ,as (of the above five).
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That generating cause of the universe (Isvara) wishing to create and having assumed
tamogUIJ,a, wanted to convert the elements which were subtle tanmatras into gross ones. In
order to create the universe, he divided into two parts each of those divisible elements; and
having divided each moiety into four parts, made a fivefold mixture, each element having
moiety of its own original element and one-fourth of a moiety of each of the other
elements, and thus evolved out of the fivefold classified gross elements, the many myriads
of Brahma.IJ,<,las (Brahma's egg or macrocosm), the fourteen worlds pertaining to each
sphere, and the spherical gross bodies (microcosm) fit for the (resp~ctive) worlds. Having
divided the Rajas-essence of the five elements into four parts, He out of three such parts ,
created (the five) praIJ,as having fivefold functions. Again out of the (remaining) fourth part,
He created Karmendriyas (the organs of action).
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Having divided their Sattva-essence into four parts, He out of three such parts created
the antal)karal)a (internal organ) having fivefold functions. Out of the (remaining) fourth
part of Sattva-essence, He created the jfianendriyas (organs of sense). Out of the collective
totality oi Sattva-essence, He created the devatas (deities) ruling over the organs of sense
and actions. Those (devatas) He created, He located then in the spheres (pertaining to
them). They through His orders, began to pervade the macrocosm. Through His orders,
Virat associated with aha:mkara created alt the gross things. Through His orders,
Hiral)yagarbha protected the subtle things.
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Without Him, they that were located in their spheres were unable to move or to do
anything. Then he wished to infuse Cetana (life) into them. Having pierced the Brahmal)<;ia
(Brahma's egg or macrocosm) and brahmarandhras (heads-fontanelle) in all the
microcosmic heads, he entered within. Though they were (at first) inert, they were then able
to perform karmas like beings of intelligence The omniscient Isvara entered the
microcosmic bodies with a particle of Maya and being deluded by that Maya, acquired the
state of Jiva. Identifying the three bodies with Himself, He acquired the state of the actor
and enjoyer. Associated with the attributes of the states of Jagrat, svapna, SU$Upti, trance,
and death and being immersed in sorrow, he is (whirled about and) deluded like water-lift
of potter's wheel, as if subject to birth and death.
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Pain.gala again addressed Yajfiavalkya thus : "How did Isvara, who is the creator,
preserver, and destroyer and the Lord of all the worlds, acquire the state of Jiva?"
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To which Yajfiavalkya replied : "I shall tell in detail the nature of Jiva and Isvara,
together with a description of the origin of the gross, subtle, ar.d karal).a (causal) bodies.
Hear attentively with one-pointed mind. "Isvara having taken a small portion of the
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qtiintuplicated maha-bhutas (the great elements), made in regular orderthe gross bodies,
both collective and segregate. The skull, the skin, the intestines, bone; flesh, and nails are of
the essence of prthivi. Blood, urine; saliva, sweat and others are of the essence of apas.
Hunger, thirst, heat, delusion, and copulation are of the essence of agni. Walking, lifting,
breathing and others are of the essence of vayu. Passion, anger, etc., are of the essence of
akasa. The collection of these having touch and the rest is this gross body that is brought
about by karma, that is the seat of egoism, in youth and other states and that is the abode of
many sins.
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Then he created praI)as out of the collective three parts of Rajas-essence of the fivefold
.. divided elements. The modifications of praI)a are praI)a, apa.na, vyana, udana, and samana;
naga, kurma, lqkara, devadatta and dhanafijaya are the auxiliary pr~I)as. (Of the first five),
the heart, anus, navel, throat.and the whole body are respectively the seats. Then He. created
the karmendriyas out of the fourth part of the Rajas-gul)a. Of akasa and the rest the mouth,
legs, hands, and the organs of secretion and excretion are the modifications. Talking,
.walking, lifting, excreting, and enjoying are their functions. Likewise out of the collective
three parts of Sattva-essence, He created the anta.1:).karal)a (internal organ). Antal}.karana,
manas, buddhi, citta and ahamkara are the modifications. Sankalpa (thought),, certitude;
memory, egoism, and anusandhana (inquiry) are their functions. Throat, face, navel, heart,
and·the middle of the brow are their seats. Out of the (remaining) fourth part of Sattvaessence, He created the Jfianendriyas (organs of sense). Ear, skin, eyes, tongue, and nose
are the modifications. Sound, touch, form, taste, and odour are their functions. Dik (the
quarters), Vayu, Arka (the sun), Varlll)a, Asvini Devas, Indra, Upendra, Mrtyu (the God of
death), Prajapati, the Moon, Vi~I)u, the four-faced Brahma and Sambhu (Siva) are the
presiding deities of the organs.
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There are the five kosas (sheaths), viz;, annamaya, pral)amaya, manomaya,
.vijiianamaya anJ anandan:1aya. Annamaya, sheaJh is that which is created and developed
out qf the essence of food, and is absorbed into the earth which is of the form of food. It
· aldne
the gross body; The pral)as with the karmendriya ( organs of action) is the
•· prarjaniaya sheath. Matias with the jfiariendriyas (organs of sense) is the manomaya sheath.
.. Buddhi with the jfianendriyas is the vijfianamaya sheath. These three sheaths constitute the
· J~ngasatira (or the subtle body). (That which tends to) the ajfiana (ignorance) of the Reality
(of Atma) is the ariandamaya sheath. This is the karal)a body: Moreover the five organs of
sense, the five organs of action, the five pr[l)as and others, the five akasa and other
· elerrients, the four intemarorgaris, avidya, passion, karma, and tamas- all:these constitute
this town (of body)..
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Virat, under the orders of Isvara having entered this microcosmic body,. and having
buddhi as his. vehicle, reaches the state of Visva. Then he goes by the several ·names of
·. Vijfianatnia, Cidabhasa, Visva, Vyavaharika, the one presiding over the waking gross body
. and the one generated by karma. Sutratma, under the orders of Isvara, having entered the
micro-cosmic subtle body, and having manas as his vehicle, reaches the Taijasa state, Then
he goes by the names of taijasa, pratibhasika and svapnakalpita (the one breed out of
dream). Then under the orders of Isvara, he who is coupled with avyakta, the vehicle of
Maya having entered the microcosmic karal)a body, reaches the state of prajfia. He goes
then by the names of prajfia, avicchinna, and paramarthika and SU$Upti-abhimani (the
presider over SU$Upti).
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Such sacred sentences, as Tattvamasi (That are You) and others, speak of the identify
with the Brahman of the Paramarthika-Jiva enveloped by ajfiana, which is but a small
particle of avyakta; but not vyavaharika and pratibhasika (Jivas). It is only that caitanya
which is. reflected in antal;lkaral)a that attains the three states. When it assumes the three
states of jagrat, svapria, and su~upti, it is like a water-lift as if grieved, born and dead.
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There are five avasthas- jagrat, svapna, SU$Upti, murcha (trace), and death. Jagrat
avastha is that in which there is the perception of objects, of sound, etc. through the grace
of the devata presiding over each of them. In it; the Jiva, being in the middle of the
eyebrows and pervading the body from head to foot, becomes the agent of actions, such as
doing, hearing, and others. He becomes also the enjoyer of the fruits thereof; and such a
person doing karma for the fruits thereof goes to other worlds and enjoys the same there.
Like an emperor tired of worldly acts (in the waking state), he strives to find the path to
retire into his abode within. The svapna avastha is that in which, when the senses are at rest,
there is the manifestation of the knower and the known, along with the affinities of (things
enjoyed in) the waking state, In this state Visva alone, its actions in the waking state having
ceased, reaches the state of Taijasa (of tejas or effulgence), who moves in the middle of the
nac,lis (nerves), illuminates by his lustre the heterogeneity of this universe which is of the
form of affinities, and himself enjoys according to his wish.
ffi~cficfi(OII 1~~cl~T
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The SU$Upti avastha fa that in which the citta is sole organ (at play). Justa bird, tired of
roaming, flies to its nest with its stomach filled, so the Jiva being tired of the acts of the
world in the waking and dreaming states, enters ajfiana and enjoys bliss. Then trance is
attained which resembles death, and in which one with his collection of organs quails, as it
were, through fear and ajfiana, like one beaten unexpectedly by a hammer, club or any other
weapon.
'111!1MGl:a~m'!-&9ic1~H1q-<11@f§l1R0utQif.ij ~ ~M~6rc1:e~ ...,
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Then death avastha is that which is other than the avasthas of jagrat, svapna, SU$Upti,
and trance, which produces fear in all Jivas from Brahma down to small insects and which
dissolves the gross body. The Jiva, that is surrounded by avidya and the subtle elements,
takes with it the organs of sense and action, their objects, and pral)as along with the kamic
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karmas and goes to another world, assuming another body. Through the ripening of the
fruits of previous karmas, the Jiva has no rest like an insect in a whirlpool. It is only after
many births that the desire of emancipation arises in man through the ripening of good
karma.
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, Then having restored to a good Guru and served under him for a long time, one out of
many attains mok~a, free form bondage. Bondage is through non-inquiry and mo~a
through inquiry. Therefore there should always be inquiry (into Atma). The Reality should
be ascertainedthrough adhyaropa (illusory attribution) and apavada (withdraw! or recession
of that idea). Therefore there should be always inquiring into the universe, Jiva and
Parainatma. Were the true nature of Jiva and the universe known, then there remains
Brahman which is non-different from Pratyagatma."
Adhyaya III
31¥1
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Then Pai:tigala asked Yajfiavalkya to offer an exposition on the mahavakyas (sacred
sentences of the Vedas).
·
·
'ij'
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~II~

To which Yajfiavalkya replied : "One should scrutinise (the sacred sentences),
Tattvamasi (That are You), Tvamtadasi (You aet That), Tvambrahmasmi (You art
Brahman) and Ahambrahmasmi (I am Brahman).
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The word 'Tat' denotes the cause of the universe that is variegated beyond perception,
has the characteristics of omniscience, has Maya as His vehicle and has the attributes of
Saccidananda. It is He that is the basis of the notion 'I' which has the differentiated
knowledge produced by anta]J.karai:i.a; and it is He that is denoted by the word "Tvam"
(You). That is the undifferentiated Brahman which remains as the aim (or meaning) of the
words Tat and Tvam after freeing itself from Maya and Avidya which are respectively the
·
vehicles of Paramatma and Jivatma. ·
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The inquiry into the real significance of the sentences Tattvamasi and aham brahmasmi
forms (what is called) sravar:ia {hearing- the first state of inquiry). To inquire in solitude
into the significance of sravar.ia is man~na. The concentration of the mind with onepointedness upon that which should be sought after by srava:t).a and manana is nididhyasana.
Samadhi is that state in which Citta having given up (the conception of the difference of)
the meditator and the meditation, becomes of the form of the meditated like a lamp in place
without wind.
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Then arise the modifications pertaining to Atma. Such (modifications) cannot be
known; but they can only be inferred through memory (of the samadhi state). The myriads
of karmas committed in this beginningless cycle of rebirths are annihilated only through
them. Through proficiency in practice, the current of nectar always rains down in diverse
ways. Therefore those who know Yoga call this Samadhi, dharma-megha (cloud). Through
these (modifications of Atma), the collection of affinities is absorbed without any
remainder whatever. When the accumulated good and bad karmas are wholly destroyed,
these sentences (Tattvamasi and Aham brahmasmi), like the myrobalan in the palm of the
hand, bring him face to face with the ultimate Reality, though It was before invisible. Then
he becomes a Jivanmukta.
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Isvara -.vished to produce non-quintuplication (or involution) in the fivefold
differentiated elements. Having drawn into their cause Brahma's egg and its effects of
worlds, and mixed together the subtle organs of sense and action and the four internal
organs and dissolved ail things composed of the elements into their cause, the five
elements, he then caused Prthivi to merge into water, water into agni, agni into vayu, and
vayu into akasa, akasa into aharilkara, aharilkara into mahat, mahat into avyakta, and
avyakta into puru~a in regular order. Virat, Hira1;yagarbha and Isvara being freed form the
vehicle of Maya, are absorbed into Paramatma.
q3ill~aqiji'4!dzj'qcjcfiqzjfua~M~ij: ~41M~qqfiq_lc6<1(SQ~jcfi,(Oj '9Tl2f ~
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This gross body composed of the five differentiated elements and obtained through
accumulated karma, is merged into its subtle state of non-quintuplicated elements, through
the extinction of (bad) karma and increase of good karma, then attains its kara!J.a (causal)
state and (finally) is absorbed into its cause, (viz.,) Kutastha-Pratyagatma. Visva and
Taijasa and Prajfia, their upadhi (of avidya) having become extinct, are absorbed in
Pratyagatma. This sphere (of universe) being burnt up by the fire of Jfiana is absorbed along
with its cause into Paramatma.
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Therefore a Brahma!J.a should be careful and always meditate upon the identity of Tat
and Tvam. Then Atma shines, like the sun freed from the (obscuration of the) clouds. One
should meditate upon Atma in the midst (of the body) lik'e a lamp within a jar.
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Atma, the Kutastha, should be meditated upon as being of the size of a thumb, as being
of the nature of the jyotis (light) without smoke, as being within, illuminating all and as
being indestructible. That Muni (sage) who meditates (upon Atma always) until sleep or
death comes upon him passes into the state of Jivanmukta emancipation like the immovable
state of the wind. Then there remains the One (Brahman) without sound, touch, free from
destruction, without taste or odour, which is eternal, which is without beginning or end,
which is beyond the Tattva of Mahat, and which is permanent and without stain or disease."
Adhyaya IV
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Then Pain.gala addressed Yajfiavalkya thus : "To the wise, what is their karma? And
what is their state?"
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To which Yajfiavalkya replied: "A lover of mok~a, having humility and other
possessions (or virtues), enables twenty-one generations to cross {~o Atma). One through
his being a Brahmavit alone enables 101 genP,rations to cross.
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Know Atma to be the rider and the body as the chariot. Know also buddhi as the
charioteer and manas as the reins. The wise say the organs are the horses, the objects are ·
the roads (through which the horses travel) and the hearts are the moving balloons.
Mahar~is say that Atma, when associated with the sense organs and means, is the enjoyer.
Therefore it is the actual Narayat;1a alone that is established in the heart.
!,ll(ciElcfiftQ4-dqft;f.tl{fcficl@cl6(@1 i:f,~.cliil(~ @ ~ ~ : I I ~ II
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Till his prarabdha karma is worn out, he exists (in his body) as in the (case-oft) slough
ofa serpent (without any desire for the body.) An emancipated person having such a bod:y
roves about like a moon-gladdening all with no settled place of abode. He given up his
body whether in a sacred place, or in' a cat;1c;lala's (out-caste's) house (without any
distinction whatever), and attains salvation. Such a body (when seen by a person) should be
offered as a sacrifice of dik (the quarters) or should be buried (undergrund). It is only to
Puru~a (th,e wise)that the sannyasa (renunciation) is ordained and not to others.
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In case of the death of an ascetic who is of the form (or has attained the nature) of
Brahman, there is no pollution (to be observed); neither the ceremonies of fire (as burning
the body, homa etc.,); nor the pit;1c;la (balls of rice), nor ceremonies of water, nor the
periodical ceremonies (monthly and yearly). Just as a food once cooked is not again
cooked, so a body once burnt (by the fire of wisdom) should not be burnt (or exposed to
fire) again. To one whose body was burnt by the fire of wisdom there is neither sraddha
(required to be performed), nor (funeral) ceremony. So long as there is the upadhi (of nonwisdom) in one, so long should he serve the Guru. He should .conduct himself towards his
Guru's wife and children as he does to his Guru.
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If being of a pure mind, of the nature of immaculate cit and resigned, and having the
discrimination arising from the attainment of wisdom "I am He", he should concertrate his
heart on Paramatma and obtain firm peace in his body, then he becomes of the rtamre of
Jyotis, void of manas and buddhi. Of what avail is milk to one content with nectar? Of what
avail are the Vedas to him who has known his Atma thus? For a Yogin content with the
nectar of wisdom, there is nothing more to be done. If he has to do anything, then he is not
a knower of Tattva. Pratyagatma though far (or difficult of attainment), is not far; though in
the body, he is devoid of it (since) he is all-pervading. After having Qurified the heart and
contemplated on the One without disease (viz., Brahman), the cognizing · of T as the
supreme and the all is the highest bliss.
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Like water mixed with water1J~ilk wfth milk, and_ g~ee with ghee, so Jivatma and
Paramatma are without difference. When the body is rendered bright through wisdom and
the buddhi becomes of the partless One, then the wise man burns the bondage of karma
through the fire of Brahmajfiana. Then be becomes purified, of the nature of the non-dual
named Paramesvara and the light like the stainless akasa. Like water mixed with water, so
Jiva(-Atma) becomes upadhi~less (or freed from the bonds of matter). Atma is invisible like
vayu. Though he is within and without, he is the immovable Atma. Through the torch of
wisdom, the internal Atma sees (or knows).
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A wise man, in whatever place or manner he dies, is absorbed in that place Hke the allpervading akasa. It should be known that Atma is absorbed as truly as the akasa in the pot
(when broken). Then he attains the all-pervading wisdom-light that is without support.
Though men should perform tapas standing on one leg for a period of 1,000 years, it will
not in the least, be equal to one-sixteenth part of dhyanayoga.
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One desirous of knowing what jfiana (wisdom) and jfieya (the object to be known) are,
will not be able to attain his desired end, even though he may study the Sastras for 1,000
years. That which is alone should be known as the indestructible. That which e~ists (in this
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world) is only impermanent. (Therefore) after having given up (the study of) the many
Sastras, one should worship that which is satya (truth).
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The many karmas, purity (of mind and heart), japa (the muttering of mantras), sacrifice
and pilgrimages- all these should be observed till Tattva is known. For Mahatmans (noble
souls) to be always in (the conception of) 'I am Brahman' conduces to their salvation.
There are two causes (that lead) to bondage and emancipation. They are 'mine' and 'not
mine'. Through 'mine' creatures are bound, whereas through 'not mine' they are released
from bondage. When the mind attains the state of Unmanii (above manas, viz;, when it is
destroyed), then there is never the conception of duality.
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When the Unmani state ·occurs, then is the supreme-Seat (attained). (After which).
wherever the mind goes, there is the supreme Seat (to it, viz., the mind enjoys salvation
wherever it is). That which is equal in all is Brahman alone. One may attain the power to
strike the akasa with his fist; he may appeases his hunger by eating husks (of grain), but
never shall he attain emancipation who has not the self-cognition, 'I am Brahman'.
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Whoever recites this Upani~ad becomes as immaculate as Agni. He becomes as pure as
Brahma. He becomes as pure as Vayu. He becomes like one who has bathed in all the holy
waters. He becomes like one who has studied all the Vedas. He becomes like one that has
undergone all vedic observances. He obtains the fruit of the recitation of Itihasas, PuraI).as
and Rudramantras a lakh of times. He becomes like one that has pronounced PraI).ava (Om)
ten thousand times. He purifies his ancestors ten degrees removed and his descendants ten
degree removed. He becomes purified of all those that sit with him for dinner. He becomes
a great personage. He becomes purified from the sins of the murder of a Brahmar:ia, the
drinking of alcohol, theft of gold, and sexual cohabitation with Guru's wife, and from the
sins of associating with those that commit such sins.
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"Like the eye pervading the Asas (seeing without effort everything above), a wise man
sees (always) the supreme seat of Vii;;l)u. The Brahmal)as .who have always their spiritual
eyes wide open praise and illuminate in diverse ways the supreme Seat of Vii;;l)u. Om : This
Upanii;;ad is truth."
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Among bhik~us (religious mendicants) who long for mok~a (salvation), there are four
kinds, viz,. Kuticaka, Bahiidaka, Harilsa and Paramaharilsa. Gautama, Bharadvaja,
Yajfiavalkya, Vasi~tha and others belong to the first kind. They take eight mouthfuls (of
food daily) and strive after mo~a alone through the path of yoga.
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The second kind carry the (bamboo) stayes (tied together) and a waterpot, and wear tuft
of hair (sikha), sacn::d thread (yajfiopavita) and red-colourd cloth. They take eight
mouthfuls of food in the house of Brahmar~is, abstain from flesh and alcohol and strive
after emancipation alone through the path of yoga.
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Then the Harilas should live not more than a night in a village, five nights in a town,
and seven nights in a sacred place, partaking daily of cow's urine and cow's dung,
observing candrayai;ia and striving after mok~a alone through the path of yoga.
atef Q(qijiji.
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Paramaharilsas like Samvartaka, AruQ.i, Svetaketu, Ja<;labharata, Dattatreya, Suka,
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Vamadeva, Haritaka and others take eight mouthfuls and strive after mok~a alone through
the path of yoga. They live clothed or naked at the foot of trees, in ruined houses, or in
burning grounds, With them, there are no dualities as dharma and adharma, gain arid loss,
and purity and impurity. They look upon gold and stone and clod of earth with the same eye
(indifference), live on alms, begging from all without any distinction of caste and look upon
everything as Atma alone. Being (naked) as nature made them, being free from the sense of
duality and from covetousness, being engaged in pure contemplation (sukladhyana),
meditating on Atma, and begging at stated times, simply to keep the body and soul
together, they reside in ruined houses, temples, straw-huts, ant-hills, the foot of trees,
potteries, the places of agnihotra, the sand in the bed of rivers, mountain-caves, cavities, the
hollows of trees, waterfalls, and sthaIJ.c;lila (the level square piece of ground prepared for
sacrifice). Having advanced far in the path of Brahman, and being pure in mind, they quit
this body through the methods prescribed for Paramaharhsa Sannyasins. These are the
Paramaharhsas.
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57. MAHOPANI~AD

1-16)qf:.t1(
This upani$ad is related to the tradition of Samaveda. This large in volume upani$ad has been
descended as a result of questions raised and answers given by the great king Janaka, Rbhu and
Nidagha respectively. There are six chapters in this Mahopani$ad .
. In the first chapter, the uniqueness and the godly element of Narayat,1a has been enumerated.
Then the contents to this Mahopani$ad proceeds as the origin ofyajfiiya stoma, fourteen Puru$a and a
virgin, the origin of the Puru$a with twenty five elements, origin of Rudra, four month Brahma,
vyahfl:i, rhyme, veda and the gods, the gigantic form of Naraya:t;ta and the achievement of Narayat,1a
in the heart. The contents in the second chapter are anxiety of Sukadeva even after self acquired
knowledge all bet1evolent .and metaphysics, Sukadeva condemning the preaching of Vyasa,
Sukadeva's visit to the king Janaka, Sukadeva's trial by Janaka, colloque striked between Janaka and
Sukadeva, the discretion of ties and salvation, stage of soul liberty, the stage when physical sense
vanishes (Videha), removal of the doubts raised by Sukadeva and attainment of peace of Sukadava.
The issues described in third chapter are- the concept of Nidagha, the perishable nature of the world,
voidness of ego, temptation, etc. condemn to the body and its stage, the misery of the world,
condemn to the female, the splitting up of the directions etc. and the curiosity of essence by virtue of
detachment etc. The fourth chapter embeds the issues like- four measures for emancipation, the
method of self-analyse as contemplated in holy-books (Sastras), the form of meditation (Samadhi),
state of air, liberty, soul satisfaction by sama (conscience), contentment and self-peace (Atmavisranti), myth of the apparent or formidable world, the stage of bondage and salvation by attachment
and detachment, psychology of the world, samadhi is the perception of sensitivity, the fallacy of
worldly living, attainment of Brahma in cool temperament, the magnificence of the easiest
. knowledge of Brahma, attainment of salvation by remission of the passion, the fundamental
resolution of ties and salvation and the method for giving-up the proud of material things
(Anatmabhimana). The fifth chapter contains an introduction of knowledge and ignorance, stability
on nature salvation when nature is split-up, seven rules of knowledge and ignorance, the conduct of
liberated soul, eligibility criterion for knowledge, Perception to Brahma is the measure to attain
Brahma, Perception of sensitivity on merger of mind, measures to cool down the illusory, knowledge
of world, de~achment or reluctance from the worldly subjects, (issues), giving-up the ego is the sole
measure to destroy the temptation, the bondage and liberation from the progress of mind and
deteriorations, the mind eligible to learning (vidya), attainment of Brahma possible only when
escaped from illusion, the origin of Brahma under illusion, and the root out or eradication by world is
possible when the resolution (ambition) is. destroyed. The subject matter of sixth chapter isattainment of godly element by the practice of Samadhi, the pattern of worship adopted by scholars,
the gloomy condoms of stupids, measures to decay the mind, measures of giving-up the passion,
magnificence of liberated soul, method of giving-up the temptation, four kinds of determination
(resolution), wanting of world for the person loyal to exclusive (one) thought, loyalty to Brahma of
the person desirous to salvation and finally, the fruits for perserverance and preaching of this
upani$ad are enumerated. ·
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Thus, we observe that this upani~ad as it name implies, provides appropriate guidelines with
persons practising metaphysics by bringing efficiently countless topics of importance.
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0 supreme god! May my all organs and limbs of body attain proper. growth. May the
speech, eyes, ears etc. sensory organs and executive organs, all breathings (Prlii;ta), the
physical and mental power be strong and develop with brilliance and splendour. May I
seldom reject the nature of Brahma as propounded in upani~ad and that Brahma should also
not abandon us any time. May that Brahma always make me to feel that he is always near to .
me. (The mutual nexus) should always be strengthened. May all religions enumerated in
upani~itds exist in me undeviated and luminating always while I _engross in that element of
supreme soul. 0 supreme soul! may trio-fevers (pains) be cooled down.

Chapter-I
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_Now (after pray submitted to lord) the discussion of Mahopani~ad commences. Lord
Niirayai;ta was alone at the initial time of creation (Sr~ti). Lord Brahma, Rudra, Apal;J.
(water), fire and Soma etc. gods were not in existence besides Niiriiyai;t~. This world of sun
(Dyuloka) and earth too were absent and the planets, Moon and Sun etc. also were nowhere.
In the circumstance, that gigantic person alone was very unhappy because of no company.
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The Dhyiina (concentration) as existed in the conscience ·of that gigantk-person
(Puru~a) was called yajfiastoma Le. the best offering. A virgin and fourteen Puru~a were
originated from him. The fourteen Puru~a are ten senses including sensory and executive
organs, the eleventh was the mind full of splendour, the twelfth was ego and thirteenth and .
fourteenth were Priii;ta and soul respectively. The virgin is called the wisdom. Besides these,
five -tanmiitriis in the micro form and five Mahiibhutas were originated. Thus, with the
harmony of these twenty five elements, the body of a gigantic Puru~a was built. The
primitive man (Adipuru~a) in the form of supreme soul had entered. into that gigantic body.
The cardinal. sari:lvatsara .etc. are not originated form such puru~a made as a result of
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combination of twenty five elements. These are originated by the samvatsara in the form of
Kala of primitive-Puru~a.
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That gigantic Puru$a lord Narayai:ia then sat on meditation and resolute for another
desire. Owing tQ deep meditation, a puru$a (man) holding a trident in hand and three eyes
was appeared out from his forehead. The fame, truth, celibacy, penance, detachment,
controlled mind, prosperity, and pleasure and all syllables including 'Om', Rg, Yaju]J,
Sama, Atharva etc. four Vedas and all rhymes were enshrined in the body of that prominent
. Puru$a. Owing to these characteristics, he attained popularity as Isana and Mahadeva.
3M ~ 4F(l,QOI: -«l"S'4i:i:hl'TI lRm &ITT@'I ~ &l'RRI':~ MMlllM~S"Q'm{_I "ffi"
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That lord Narayai:ia again sat on meditation with one more resolute desire. In the
process, perspiration started oozing from his forehead. That droplets of perspiration
converted in A.pal) (the fundamental active element of nature) and spreaded all over the
ground. This A.pal) originated the oval in the form of Hirai:iyagarbha, full of splendour and
it gave birth to Lord Brahma.
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That Pitamaha lord Brahma had meditated on several gods all around and all
directions. While facing the East, he concentrated on Bhu]J Vyahrti, Gayati;I rhyme, Rgveda
and lord Agni. Facing the west, he concentrated on Bhuva]J Vyahrti, Tri$!Upa rhyme, and
lord Vayu including, Yajurveda while facing North, he concentrated on Sva]J Vyahrti,
Jagati rhyme, Samaveda and the Sun god and facing the south, he concentrated on Mahal)
Vyahrti, Anu$!Upa rhyme, Atharvaveda and. the Soma god.
[The concentration enumerated for gods reveals that these all gods started appearing at the same
time i.e. all were so originated.]
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Lord Brahma then meditated on lord Narayai:ia holding many thousand heads, eyes, all
benevolent, omnipresent, everlasting and enshrined in all forms.
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This lord Narayai:ia is in the form of entire world. The worldly living is entirely
dependent on this gigantic puru$a. Lord Brahma attained a glimpse of lord Narayar:ia, the
nourisher of this entire world, universal form, God of universe, and resorting to Yoganidra
in k$irasagara while he was in meditation.
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The lengthy and downward facing heart in the shape of Padmakosa (the shell of lotus
flower) duly developed, emanates the hissing sound frequently. There is a great flame ever
laying in the middle of that heart. This very flame is giving light to this whole universe by
distributing the element of immortal light in ten directions like the flame of a lamp
(Dipaka). In the middle of that flame a very thin flame of fire rising upward is existed. The
element of supreme soul (gigantic puru~a) resides at the middle of that flame. He is
Brahma, Vi~1.J.u, Isana and Indra, the king of gods too. He too is everlasting letter (Ak~ara)
and supreme Svarat. It is Mahopani~ad.
[According to Physiology, there is a place at the middle of heart which is known as pacemaker.
The vibrations in a. rhythmic frequency are arisen from here and it gives motion to the heart. The
scientists still could not clarify the basic reason for such heart beating. The saint has perhaps
perceived the same spot as of sensitive flame.]
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Lord hermit Suka used to remain engross in thinking of the issues pertaining to soul
and he was full of genius. He had yielded the knowledge of truth and the metaphysics just
after his birth. Hence, he resolved for acquiring the nature of soul after prolong thinking
and observation by virtue of his self-discretion.
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Having beyond the words (Vacanas) inaccessible and enshrined in the sixth sense i.e.
mind; this soul is in the shape of molecule, cinmatra and more micro than the ether. The
crores of re1;rnkas in the form of Brahma1;u;la frequently appear and merge after enshrining
as per the power or energy within this molecule in the form of supreme mind. The soul is
like ether because of being its void from outside. And having endurable feature it is ether
like. It is not objective because it has no complexion or shap~ still having an entity, it is
objective. It is sensitive because of being in the form of light and it is inert like the rock
because of being not an issue of heart-touching (pricks). It creates different kinds of
universe within the ether of soul existing within the heart.
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This would being mere light of that very soul is not distinct from that element of soul.
The discrimination seen in soul of the world that too is not separate from that soul. Having
related to all, the motion of that soul is everywhere however being in the form of truth, it is
in garb of entity. It is the supreme position of the generous (don.or) person. It is full of
pleasure and conscience as also entertain the giving-up of all resolutions from the mind.
The scholars tell perceiving of it when the awaking stage is not felt. The world is created
and destroyed by its evolvement and shrinking. I am that supreme soul·. Brahman
embedding within the truth, mind and pleasure which is undescribable and loyal ,to the
sentences of vedanta.·
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Thus, the hermit Sukadeva had acquired all knowledge by virtue of his micro wisdom
and he enshrined with continuously engrossed mind on the element of supreme soul. He got
firm faith on its being the thing and nothing is distinct from it. As the Cataka by drinking
the torrent of rushing down from the clouds, Sukadeva's mind got stability and he got the
stage of emancipation by abstaining it from the caprice generated due to involvement in
number of worldly enjoyments.
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That genius hermit i.e. Sukadeva had once visited at Meru mountain where his father
Srilq~I)a Dvaipayana were living a life of recluse. He conveyed due respect and asked him"O great hermit! how had the illusion of this world appeared and by what way is it
destroyed? What it is? Of whom and when is it originated? Please, tell us all about it in
detail.
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On being asked by Sukadeva, the renowned metaphysician Vyasa told everything
regarding the question but Sukadeva did not give any particular honour to the explanation
made by his father considering that the same thing is known to him since prolong past.
Having understood this poor exception of Sukadeva, lord Vyasa told- 0 Sun! I do not know
with essence all the issues asked by you. In case, your curiosity is not duly quenched, go to
king Janaka who is ruling on Mithila country and refer the same to hiin. He shall satisfy
you because he is most genius king. 0 Son! you can get everything from him. Having.heard
this from his father, Sukadeva came down from the mountain Sumeru. In the plains and
entered into Mithilapuri duly protected by the great king Janaka.
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The doorkeepers of king Janaka informed him when they saw the hermit Sukadeva, at
the gate. They said- "O king! SrI Sukadeva, the son of Vyasa has come at the palatial gate
and he wants to see you." Lord Janaka with an intention to try his temperament, delivered
the message that he should stay at the same place till further message from him is not
delivered. The king then kept mum in the matter till the next seven days. He then called in
Sukadeva with due respect however did not talk with him for further seven days. He then
called him with respect in the compound of his private palace (Antal).pura), but did not
appear before him for another seven days. In the private palace, Sukadeva was provided
with the maids, several 'kinds of tasty food (eatables) but such amenities did not deviate the
mind of Sukadeva as the breeze of wind cannot push the mountain from its place. In that
Antal)purn too, Sukadeva remained easy, free from anxiety, innocent and enshrined like a
full-moon:
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Thus, Sri Sukadeva was called in for direct interview by the king Janaka · when his
conduct was duly tried. The king saluted him when he saw him happy and told humbly- "O
revered Sukadeva! You are fully satisfied. Kindly, tell me that what does you desire now?"
Imbibed in curiosity Sukadeva replied--'..i'.c'•o great teacher! kindly, tell me that how this
worldly illusion has been odginated and how is it effac~d?" The great scholar Janaka
explained with essence all matters which were already told by his father. Sukadeva then
reacted- "O best teacher! I myself has acquired· sufficient knowledge of it and Vyasa, my
father had also told the same when: it was asked to him, you also have repeated the same
and the holy books (Silstras) further confirm it. Theillusion is created due .to the options
adopted by the mind and it . is when that option loses its existence. This· world is
condemnable, it is true, then what this alJ (life etc.) is? 0 greiit scholar king! Kindly explain
the factual positipn. My mind is misdirected about the perception. of this_ world.J;o; please,
explain the reality so that my anxiety may cool-down.
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The king Jamika then said·,·"'0 Sukadeva! I am now going to tell you in detail regarding
this kno:wle9ge. Please, . listen to . attentively'. This knowledge is an · essence to all
:'knowledges a.nd mysteryto allmysteries. Hence., the kq,9wer to-i_t attains to emancipation
· immediately. Janaka. (kirig o(Va.idell!})told that the mind is purified in toto when this
. _apparent w~rld is severelyn,~glected cqnsiderlng it void altogether. As soon as this sense
gets perfection,the tlevofee att~ins.~µprei:rie peace within no tlilie: The person:givihg-up the
passions it tantamounts to the real and the best. sacrifice and this absolutely purified stage ·
has been stated ~n em_a.ncipation by the scholars. 0 great. genius Sukadeva! Th~ people
engrossed in purified desires, living worthi'ul life and knower of _knowable elements only
are called liberated from worldly ties. Tne attachment to worldly things is bondage and
d~cay of passions or attachment too is called the emancipation. ·.
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Who does not fond of worldly enjoyments habituallyjn wanting of the penance etc.
means, that man· is only said as liberated soul. He only rs, liber:ated soul who does not
attached to the feeling of vicissitudes, wlio neither becomes happy nor sad.-Liherated soul
is that man who enjoys freecfom.from tJ:ie defects like happiness, misery, fear, sensuality,
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anger and agony etc. He who gives up the passion blended in ego in easiest way and keeps
the spirit of sacrifice while involving the mind is really carved the liberated soul.
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The man is only carved liberated soul who always is initiative, nor attached at the
material desire and who always moves living in equal stage like dormant and without
desire. He who is engrossed in the soul, whose mind is perfect and purified, who does not
desire anything of this perishing world by virtue of making his habit peace loving and
modest is called living a liberated life. The man who moves in this world without any
attachment is called living a liberated life. Whose heart does not attach to any of the
material and who is full of time knowledge is carved living a liberated life. The man
keeping, himself busy, on his works ahy~:;is,'a.?,,d,J,iving beyond the feeling of attachment
envy, vicissitude, respect, insult, good-evii and desire for fruit or ambition is called living a
liberated life. The scholars say a man is Hving liberated life, who does his deeds by leaving
the ego, respect, malice, melancholic and the resolutions.
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The person actually loves the life fully liberated who deals with all worldly objects
without any attachment and keeps himself busy on the work without expecting or
awakening for its fruits. The person who has left behind the good and evil, engrossing on
worldly issues and all desires is only liberated soul. The scholar who equally takes the sour,
pungent, bitter, saline tastes and reluctantly takes the food whatever it is, is the liberated
soul. The person always living in contentment irrespective of it being old age, death,
adversity, prosperity etc., is the liberated soul. The person who has given-up entirely the
feeling of good, evil, pleasure, sorrow and birth as also death etc. from his heart, is really
the liberated soul.
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The person beyond the feeling of anxiety and pleasure and lives equal with his purified
wisdom either it is the agony or gaiety, all desires and ambitions, passions and all
resolutions thoroughly are given-up from mind, enjoys the pleasure of all liberated soul.
The person whose mind remains undeviated at all stages like origin, maintenance and the
collapse (destruction) as also at the pace of progress and fall, is really living the liberated
life. One who does not have jealous and envy for any person as also seldom expects
anything from others, who reluctantly and silently bears the pleasures and pains imposed on
him due to past deeds (Prarabdha), is truly the liberated soul. Who has given-up the
deserted tp have worldly enjoyments, inspite of having :ritt'nd who has ignored the
inspiration given by mind, can only be said living the liberated life. The person irrespective
of being enshrined at the centre of the worldly network of wealth, keeps himself detached
like a religious man who throws it as the others' weaith, is really great person who
perceives the element of supreme soul in his soul and thus, lives fully liberated life.
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That man of expiry on his mate~iaJ.'~ody lea~s behind the stage of liberated soul and
attains to the stage where the body requireS; ho more like a stagnant wind. At this stage, the
living soul neither progress nor fall and' it seldom perishes. This stage is beyond the scope
of truth and false and he does not live distant or near to anybody.
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The stage wherein body does not require (videha) is a serious and stunned stage. At this
stage, neither light is seen everywhere nor the darkness. An ·element of truth remains
therein which can not be given any name and expression. That neither is void or apparent,
Neither visible nor vision form. The communes of living bodies and matter too are not
found therein. It is such a stunning element, whose· nature cannot be even imagined. His
. shape and nature too becomes perfect. He is not truth, neither false and further nor in their
· olended form. He is beyond the spirit ,m.d sense both. He is merely se.nsitive but at the sa
time, it is without mind and infinite. is beyond the eff,ct of old age, always benevolen
(Siva forraj a~d renders growth to the soul. He is free from defects and it has no beginning
(Anadi).
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He has been said in the form of mere observance (Darsana) in the middle of the Triputi
(Trio centre) to observer, scene and the (Darsana). 0 Sukadeva! No other decision can be
taken besides it in the same context. You have understood yourselves to this metaphysics
(Tattvajiiana) and already heard from your father that the living soul falls to the prey of
bondage as a result of his power of resolution and attains to salvation through resolution
too. You have yourselves acquired that metaphysics, knowing to which, the gentlemen
gradually set aside the attachment for enjoyments and all ·apparent objects. You have
obtained all receivable matters by virtue of attaining to project stage of sensitivity. You are
existing in the stage of penance. 0 Brahmat).a! you has accessed to the stage of liberty.
Hence, ieave the doubts. 0 Sukadeva! you observe the exterior and most exterior as also the
in!erior and most interior still does not see (yiz; remain unaffected eveq.::after observance
thereof). You are existed as witness to this all in the stage of perfect emancipation or
liberty.,
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Having heard this metaphysics, Sukadeva attained peace as his agony, fear, the stress,
doubt and desir~. all were dispersed and he relaxed in the soul in the form· of supreme
element. He returned back to the peak of Sumeru mountain for absolute meditation
(Sama.dhi). He there attained supreme peace by exclusive (Nirvikalpa) meditation making
him introvert like the lamp without oil many thousand years. As the water drops get the
ocean form by merging with the same, Sukadeva merged with his position of soul by
~l!ttaining liberty from the defective resolutions, the passions andtmaking his mind pure,
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The hermit Nidagha, son of the great hermit Rbhu, set-out for pilgrimage alone on
permission obtained from his father: He came back to home after taking a bath in three and
half crore pilgrim places. That great illustrious hermit had described the complete detail of
his pilgrimage before his father Rbhu on his return. He said- "O father! the outcome or
blessing obtained as a result of having bath in three and half crore pilgrim places is that the
best thoughts are originating in my heart.
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There are the five kosas (sheaths), viz., annamaya, praQ.amaya, manomaya,
vijfianamaya, and anandamaya. Annamaya, sheath is that which is created and developed
out of the essence of food, and is absorbed into the earth which is of the form of food. It
alone is the gross body. The praQ.as with the karmendriya (organs of action) is the
praQ.amaya sheath. Manas with the jfianendriyas (organs of sense) is the manomaya sheath.
Buddhi with the jfianendriyas is the vijfianamaya sheath. These three sheaths constitute the
lingasarira (or the subtle body). (That which tends to) the ajfiana (ignorance) of the Reality
(of Atma) is the anandamaya sheath. This is the karaIJ,a body. Moreover the five organs of
sense, the five organs of action, the five praIJ,as and others, the five akasa and other
elements, the four internal organs, avidya, passion, karma, and tamas- all these constitute
the abode of adversities. The living soul indeed cannot avail pleasure from them. As the
hanged droplet of water remains for second at the forepart of a leave, the life of a man
similarly is temporary and it brittles with seconds. I would have to depart like an
intoxicated man by leaving this mortal body untimely. Whose mind has become rigid and
unchanging as a result of prolong company with the shake of attachment and passion and
who one deprived of the mature knowledge on element (essence), only suffers throughout
their life.
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It may be possible to warp the wind, split-up the sky in pieces and intertwining of the
waves of water, however apparently herculian task even then it is not possible to have faith
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and obesiance in life. The real life can be said only when the matter worth receiving is
obtained and it may seldom be cause for agony as also provide with 'lupreme peace. The
trees, deers and birds too live their life, but the man continuously engrossed in thinking on
the issue of soul only lives the real life. Only the lores of those creatures born in this world
is particular, who are not compelled to fall in the discus of the birth and death. Distinct
from this, are like an old ass who is compelled to carry the load inspite of not capable to do
the same. The holy-books (Sastra) is like carrying the load for the learned person. The
knowledge is like a burden to the person attached to affection and envy. The mind of an
impatient man is burdensome to him. And the persons alien to the soul feel burden of their
body too .
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Ego is the sole motive that calls in all kinds of adversities. It gives rise to the malafides
and multiform desires as also ambitions arise therefrom. This is the reason, the ego is the
most dreadful enemy to a man. Having caught in the trap of ego, the consumption of
movable and immovables made by we, were all false and illusive in their forms. Complete
decay of ego is the reality of life. The essence really is being free from ego. This mind runs
to and fro impatiently for no cause and redundanity. It wanders to distant fields for no
cause. Its habit is like a wandering dog in a village. I too had become inert falling in the
trap of cruel mind and wandering behind the bitch of temptation. "O Brahman! I here now
become scot.free from that trap. 0 Brahman! to control the mind is more difficult than
drinking the sea entirely, uprooting the mountain of Sumeru and gobbling up the fire. This
mind entertains the worldly material within its exterior and interior perceving. On this very
basis, the existence of the world in its three stages i.e. awaken, dreaming and dormance
depends. This world is destroyed on destructure of the mind. Hence, the proper treatment is
to be given to the mind.
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0 great hermit! my temptation cuts the great merits (gllJ'.laS) resorted by me in the
similar way as the wicked mouse cut the strings of the· 1yre. This temptation is like a caprice
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monkey who wants to put his foot at the spot where there is no bas~ and worth jumping.
Irrespective to glut,· he desires different fruits. He does. not stay for long at a place and runs
to and fro (from sky to under earth) within seconds. It starts strolling in the groves of
directions. It is like a bee that moves round the lotus heart. This temptation is the cause for
pouring in prolong pains of this mortal world and throws in great danger even to the king
who lives in well protected private palace (Antabpura). This temptation is an epidemic like
cholera. It can be destroyed only by that best BrahmaQ.a who has abandoned the worry in
toto. Excessive pleasure is obtained when the worry is abandoned. Its little particles even
throw the mind in immense pain.
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Nothing other is trivial, meritless and worth agony than the body. The ego couple
resides in this vast house of body. I does not worry at all for having this body existed
prolong or destroyed in a short span. It is not any way, desired by me because the animals
in garb of senses are standing in queue, the temptation in garb of monkey wanders
continuously in the compound and the servants in garb of propensity of mind are appointed
in this house of body. This gate in garb of mouth has been so frightened of the coercion
exercised by the monkey tongue that even in beginning; the bones in.garb of teeth are being
seen. (viz. in posture to increase the fear). I do not like such house of the body.
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0 the great hermit! how this mortal body may be beau:fiful when it is covered with the
blood and (lesh etc. from exterior to the interior? Only a man can faith on the longevity of
this mortal body who has ascertairled it in the lightening of pleasant weather (Sarada Rtu)
and in the city of Gandharva. The childhood is an abode of fear as the child has fear of his
teachers, parents, people, senior boys and other. people. On approaching to youth, one is
badly defeated due to compulsion· of the devil lust that resides in the cave of mind and traps
in various kinds of doubts and illusions. In the phase of old age, the servants, sons and
daughters, women and relatives too start laughing when they see the trembling man like an
intoxicant. The desires and ambitions spurt up excessive while the body becomes unable in
old age. This old age is the good-friend to all adversities that bum the heart jointly.
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Where is the pleasure expected by the worldly creatures in this mortal world? The time
(kala) is busy in the process of cutting the age like a straw of grass. This time (kala) is so
mighty as it can convert a tiny straw and dust particle into the great mountain Mahendra
and the vast mountains like golden Sumeru into a mustard seed. It is competent enough to
destroy all and always prepared to gobble up to the hunger. And the three worlds are
frightened of the attack of this mighty time (kala).
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What can be said fascinating or attractive in the body of woman made of nerves and
joints of bones like a puppet in the cage of dynamic and caprice organs? Observe this body
by separating the skin on the eyes the flesh, blood and tears etc. and then see if any thing
looks fascinating. What is the use of involving in attachment when nothing here is
attractive? 0 hermit! the woman who is caprice, like the waves of goddess Ganga that
exhilaratingly falls down from the peaks of Sumeru mountain, who is seen adorned with the
garland of pearls, the nipple, in the body form (Pil)c;ia) of that very woman is eaten by the
dogs in the cremation ground when she is dead. The women adomes with hair and kajala
and which are seen fascinating bum the man like straw by the flames of fire in the form of
wrong creation of the creator (Vidhata).
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These are in the form of fuel that puts in pain like the blaged fire of hell at a distance.
These appear full of essence yet void of essence in reality. The hunter (kirata) in the name
of sex has extended the cord in the form of woman for binding (fastening) the deers in the
form of men. These men are fishes in the pond of life and move continuously in the mud of
the mind. In order to trap these men in the form of fishes, the woman is like the forage duly
tied in the cord of the vicious passion or lust. This woman is like the ocean that gives births
to all defecting gems. May this chain of sorrow always be away from us. The desire for
copulation arises only when the woman is with a man and there is no cause for enjoyment if
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the woman is absent. The world of a man is left as soon as he abandons his wife and a man
can attain pleasure only when he takes leave from this mortal world. He indeed can enjoy
the real pleasure.
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(This world is all perishing, when it goes to the stage undescribable) the directions also
are vanished, the crunches too become a lesson giving for others viz., these merge with the
trench of mighty time (kala), the mountains are splited up, and the stars too shattered and
fall, the life of Dhruva, planets etc. becomes temporary and even changing. The great
ascetics and yogis too are destroyed, the demons etc. loss their power and suffer from old
age. Pitamaha Brahma and lord Vi~l).U who resides prolong and permanent and beyond the
birth too are vanished. Every availability turns into scarcity and the ruler of direction also
suffer from old age and unwealth. As the water from all oceans rushes towards Vac;lvanala
(sea fire), the great gods and all creatures start rushing to waters destruction. If the
adversities befall adversities within seconds, the prosperity and luxuries too not take time in
gathering around the man, the birth and death both take hardly seconds. All these activities
are mortal. The cowards kill the gallants in this world and sometime a single man becomes
cause for destruction of many hundred thousands people. The anomaly inserted into mind
as a result of enjoying matters is in the form of poison. The apparent poison is not called so
fierce as the enjoyment of material objects because it only kills the single life while the
later poison kills many lives (births) that one obtained in the cycle of birth and death. My
mind burnt of the fire (Davanala) of defects appears the same at this point of time.
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Inspite of standing on the pond of mirage (temptation), the passion for material
enjoyments is not within me. 0 father! 0 teacher! hence, make me to know the metaphysics
immediately. I request you for the same. Please, quench my curiosity otherwise I will sat on
Maunvrata (resolute to keep mum) by keeping my mind attentive on lord Vi~JJ.U like a
statue.
Chapter-IV
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Having heard all matters disclosed by his son, Nidagha, the great hermit Rbhu said- 0
lord! you are the best among all scholars. Nothing now has been left for you worth
knowing. You have already understood everything as a result of your own confidence
(wisdom) under the grace of god. 0 hermit! I will remove the doubt still arisen in your
mind due to some impurity. The Sama (controlling mind), thought, contentment and good
company have been stated as four watchman to the gate of salvation. Out of them others
automatically are enslaved easily if only one is resorted to.
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In order to attain salvation from this mortal world, extensive to the true knowledge by
resorting to control on senses (Dama), perseverance on holy books and company of gentle
men is very first required. The self perceiving, the preaching of teachers and the words
contemplated in holy books (Sastra) should continuously bring into practice and propensity
of self-thinking should be enhanced.
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You would have already arrived at the stage of emancipation if the propensity of
resolution and research on the hope have been abandoned by you. The idleness of mind is
the restriction (control) of the mental trends viz., meditation. This too is said the stage of
salvation and all benevolent supreme peace. It is possible only when you can live like deaf,
dumb and blinds in this world by giving the self-spirit up from all worldly things properly.
The sight that express the words like everything is lying in peace, single, beyond the birth,
only perceivable and beyond the mind, is redundant. It functions as hurdle on the way to
self-realisation. Whatever is seen in illusion (the world), that essentially is in the form of
"Om" (Pral).ava). Whatever is seen at this stage that scenes are also seen in the world of
mind and it is a part of the stunned mind. You should therefore, presume that there is
nothing existed here except the sensitive mind. Be undeviate in mind with strong faith like
the ocean that always remains unaffected by knowing the unity of soul through always
sensitive mind and coincide to it, perform the worldly deeds undisturbed. The deeds
performed with such spirituality can grow the possibilities of before us.
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The self realisation is analoguous to the fire that bums the passion straws. It too is
called Samadhi (meditation). It is not meditation that one should sit idly and quietly. As the
people not desiring the gem, naturally attract a while when they see it lying at a place, the
entire world same way attracts to the element of supreme soul existing merely as an entity.
0 son! the action and inaction both are existed in this soul. It becomes inactive if there is
not desire adhered but it becomes active as soon as any desire is added with it. 0 hermit!
the action and inaction both reside in the immortal supreme soul. At which you could see
this phenom~non, it is advised that you should enshrine on the same. Only the entity
namely supreme nectar (Parama Arnrta) remains when pr~sumption is made that "I am
always inactive (Akartta)".
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0 Nidagha! hence, the creatures adorned with sattva property in this world are only
great virtuous. They only feel gaiety like . the moon existed in the sky as they avail
accession to always. The people existed in sattva property do not fade like golden lotus in
the adversities of the night like. They do not hanker after other matters same as otherwise
the enjoyments available to them and always stroll through the route prescribed in the holy
books (sastras). They automatically keep their mind all suitable and the virtues like
friendliness, kindness, crazy and detachment etc. always make them popular among the
societies. OModest! they always.remain in undeviated form and engage themselves in the
benevolent professions. They become generous so vast as the ocean inspite of being beyond
the tradition. They like lord sun always proceed on their way predestined..
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One. should think inner the question "who am I? while sitting in the company of
scholars and the gentlemen." (The second question worth consideration is) how the illusive
of this gigantic universe had arisen? He should not involve himself in the redundant or
useless works and always try to avoid the company of evil doers. He should not neglect the
fact that death is ultimate truth and it kills all. The body, bones, flesh and blood etc. should
be considered hatred and may be .neglected. Focus should be made on the supreme father,
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the supreme soul intertwined within the creatures .as the thread intertwines the garlands. of
pearls. It is the standing habit of mind that it runs after the useful and abandons u~eless
things forever. It is however exterior and not internal. This fact should not ·be dispensed
with any time. Following the approach suggested by teacher and contemplated in holy-book
(sastra) regarding the element of supreme soul and considering by self-perceiving that "I
myself am Brahma", one should make one self scot-free from the agony.
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At this stage the fatal injury like dragger, turns in the tender touch of lotus and the
affect of burning in fire turns in the repressing impact of bathe in the cold water, viz., the
tolerance is increased manifold. Lying on fire balls (Angara) appears as tender as the body
is smeared with the sandal. The injury caused by a number of arrows seems like the
droplets pumped from a shower for retiring the. pain of scrotching heat. Beheading seems
snoring sleep, dumbing (by chilling the tongue) appears silent-penance, and making deaf
(by penetrating the ears) seems pleasure going which is fact when any news of progress is
heard. This stage however does not avail when neglection is made. Its attainment is only
possible when one holds strong resolution and selfoealisation free from attachments. Selfrealisation can be possible only when a man does regular exercise on the purity of inne~
soul through the means suggested by teacher and the holy-books as also through the
intuition (inner perceiving).
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As the directions are known properly as before when the illusion is destroyed, one
should make· a presumption in the. similar fashion that the world does not exists when the
ignorance is effaced by the particular knowledge of facts. A man can get the supreme
position only when he is merged with cinmatra (knowledge of elemerit) and this position is
not obtained as a result of support from wealth, friends, near and dears, healthy body
(recovered from ailments) and not by residing in the pilgrim place.
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The learned persons become satiated and quiet after sipping the nectar of contentment,
only attain the position of supreme soul (Mahapada). One who does not worry about nonreceivable thing and not reveal any excess gaiety when receivable thing is received, who
does. not observe vicissitudes; he really is contended person. One who· does not long for
scarce thing (or unreceived thing) and consumes that available thing as per need, that
modest and active with the best conduct and balanced temperament person is said a
contended person. The stage of all liberated and natural pleasure giving is availed only
when the wisdom enjoys the things obtained in a common course of action as .the chaste
wife lives satisfied within the,eompound of the private palace (Anta]J.pura).
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The scholars should strive regularly- the path of emancipation by formulating their
living suitable to the time and the place (location or country) happily and as per the holybooks (sastra) as also in the company of gentlemen so far it possible unless they avail with
soul satisfaction. Either the couple or recluse whatsoever, has if arrived at the stage of
Turfya (free from worldly attachments) and no more passions for worldly enjoyment are
left in his mind, will attain all pleasures irrespective of being his busy in the world:ly life or
not and he does any works or sits like an idle man. He needn't falling in the trap of illusion .
created regarding veda and other holy-books. He obtains everything by virtue of
concentration in the soul like a quiet sea without the churning mountain i.e. Maditaeala.
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The exterior entire world extended in directions and time (kala) appears in the form of
mind when the propensity of unity' (oneness) arises from the perceiving of the pure element
of soul for all living creatures. Thus, the soul takes place immediately at which form it feels
· gaiety and enshrines there accordingly .
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As the dream seen in the dormant stage vanishes on awaking, the world as seen with
. the movable and immovable properties, is destroyed at the advent of the great devastation
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(Pralaya). This soul is in causative form ab-initio and it is supreme God and the perfect
Brahma (knowledge). These all names are given by the scholars and the great souls
(greatman) for practical purposP,S, As the term bangle (kailka.JJ.a) and its meaning have no
distinct existence and· the bangle made of gold does keep separate existence than the term
bangle; the meaning of the term "world" in the same fashion too is Brahma and nothing
except and else it.
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That immortal supreme god (Parabrahma) has extended this dragnet (Indrajala) iri the
form of world. The inter relation between the ob~erver and the scene is called the bond
(Bandha). The observer falls in the bondage of scene when he is enslaved of the ,game. He
attains salvation in tHe absence of the scene. This world and the narrow spirit that
discriminates the objects by saying "it is your" "that is mine" are called the scene: The
illusions for living in this world are knitted only by the mind. Until and unless such
imagination of mind are destroyed, no way for emancipation would till then is seen.
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This world should be considered as creation of mind because this world is the mental
creation (Sr~ti) of lord Brahma. This mind nowhere either externally or internally is
enshrined in the form of truth. The information or knowledge of !fie matters and objects is
called the mind. As this mind always move.s with resolution, the resolution ·should
. therefore, considered mind too. Nobody could draw dividing line between the resolutiop
and the mind. The soul only remains when all kinds of resolutions are destroyed.
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When the harrow spirit like "it"'i.s mine", i'that is your" ·and the world etc: scenes, on
cooling down the vagary of the dragnet (indrajala) obtains the entity viz., the supreme
element, the man concerned then attains to the state of salvation. When this entire apparent
world losses its existence on the adorent of the great devastation (Maha Pralaya), the soul
only remains for further creation. ·The sun i-n the form of soul does not move to set
(diminish or vanish), it is all purified god and unborn, it is in all forms.and all executor,
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inaccessible to the power of expression, only known to the liberated scholars and the name
given as soul (Atma) is mere imagination and not actual (it is called immortal Parabrahma
Paramesvara).
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The three ethers are stated namely- the Cittakasa, Cidakasa and the physical ether. 0
hermit! the Cidakasa has been told as most micro ether. 0 great hermit! one should
understand Cidakasa the intervening time of eyewinking length in course of moving to
other country (subject) form the one and former country. You should definitely attain the
peaceful position of all souls if you enshrine in that prominent cidakasa by leaving aside all
resolutions. The stage availed after accessing to the state of cidakasa is decent, liberated
and imbibed with the essence of detachment and full of pleasure and it is called the Sahaja
Samadhi. When nonexistence of the apparent objects is known and all defects like
attachment, envy etc. are removed, the pleasure in concentration through the prolong and
confirmed practice is arisen and it is called the samadhi (meditation}. When the conscience
is known about the voidness of this apparent world, the reluctant knowledge is then called
the perfect knowledge free from all doubts. That too is the worth knowing element of cida,
the emancipated form of the soul and everything else it is false.
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As it is impossible to fasten the intoxicated Airavata elephant with a hole made in the
mustard seed, fight of mosquitos against lions in the hole made of the dust particles ,md as
the story as of gobbling the mountain sumeru existed on the petal of lotus up by the bee
may not be true, the existence of world in the similar fashion cannot be possible at all. 0
Nidagha! you, therefore, should consider its existence mere illusionary.
The mind viciated with the defects, the attachment, envy etc. too is the world. The
liberated mind from all defects is called the end of world, viz., attachment of the salvation.
The soul becomes relating to the body when the mind stresses perpetually on body. The
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soul liberated from the physical ties of passions, it only then does not involve with physical
activities of mind. It is the mind that turns the kalpa (period many hundred years) in
seconds and makes the seconds as the kalpa. Hence, as per my mind, this world is only a
gam~ of tr.ind. The person cannot avail self realisation who has not abandoned the vices
and evils, who is not of concentrated mind and whose mind is impatient.
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The man becomes free from all fears when he realises within him that perfect Brahma
(Parabrahma) full of pleasure, beyond the virtues (gu1;1as), always true and cidaghana. A
determination to the effect that- "I am that immortal Brahma, greatest among the great, the
best, full of splendour, immortal, benevolent, omniscierit, Pura1;1a Puru~a, Sanatana,
Sarvesvara and, adorable as also worshipped by all gods becomes the means of salvation for
the great souls (men). Then one two causes for ties arid salvation. The first out of them is
the affection and the other is to abandon the affection. The affection throws the living soul
inthe ties while attains salvation when the same is abandoned.
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The imagination of this creation (Sr~ti) embedding all movables and immovables
within has bee]) made by the almighty. The scope of this world extends from the living soul
and godly form to, the I~a1;1a viz., beginning from the resolution of Brahma of its merger
with the entire ;orld from awaking stage to atta.chment of salvation is .imagined by the
living soul. Tl.J.e knowledge under Kathopani~ad beginning from Tri1;1a ciketagni to
Svetasvatara .is dependent to the doubts regarding divlnity. The philosophic knowledge
beginning from the system of carvaka.to th.e doctrine of Samkhyato_Kapila (the knowledge
propounded in the systems like Samkhya etc.) is the basis for the doubt of the living soul.
The person desirous of salvation should therefore, follow continuously and . firmly the
element of Brahma instead of confusing the. wisdom on the arguments regarding the living
soul and the god.
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Scholar is the man who considers the entire apparent world in the form of an ordinary
(Nirhse~a) mind. That is Siva and Vi~I)u too. To abandon the passions and attachment is
very scarce, to· acquire the knowledge of element (Tattva Jfiana) too is difficult but to avail
the stage·of easiness (Sahajavastha) is the most tough. The person who has abandoned the
attachment with all deeds and awakened his power of conscious, automatically attains the
said state of easiness. There is fear still remains for the person if any slight difference is
perceived and it is undoubtedly, true. The supreme god, perfect Brahma and universal form
Brahma can be seen by the eyes of conscious. As the blind cannot see the lord sun, the
person deprived of such eyes cannot see the immortal Brahma. That Brahma is in the form
of conscious. Truth is the characteristic of conserves. The mortal living soul (jiva) attains to
immortality only when'his conscious realises the Brahma. As soon as the cause and action
from Brahma is realised, the knots fastened in the heart are opened, all doubts are effaced
and all deeds (Prarabdha etc.) are decayed.
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0 son Nidagha! Engross,in the sensitive soul by enshrining with exclusive loyalty in
the inner conscious, keeping free from the defects in the worldly position and giving up the
spirit that doubts on the existence of soul. As the water seen by mirage of the desert is
found the desert instead of water, the entire world with trio stages i.e. awaking, dreaming
and dormance should be deemed false until discretion is duly exercised. The person who
becomes ex.;lusively loyal to his soul by giving-up the contextual and free wisdom, is only
the best scholar of Brahma and in the form of apparent Siva. The scope of this world is
unique and it is beyond the approach of the speech and the mind. It is with everlasting,
sovereign, omniscient, most micro and in integrated form. This universe is mete .mental
play of almighty lord Siva. All theseworl~y illusions (Prapafica) are.cooled down by the
control (assumption, attention and meditation) and decontrol (easy knowledge).
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0 hermit Nidagha! I tell the remedy for the cure of the defects (diseases) arising in your
mind. An abandonment of the objects deserved and for when the mind becomes caprice to
obtain, is the mean of attaining the salvation. Condemn to the insect in the form of man for
whom giving-up the desired worldly matters (things), liking for living in solitude and living
under subjugation of soul is difficult. It is the best route for the real peace of mind if a man
can give up his desired things and objects by virtue of self endeavour. No other position is
else !it. When this mind is duly pruned or cmtailed, by the blows of the arms in the form of
givibg up the resolutions, the omni form, omni initiative and the Brahma in the form of
I
•
peace is than obtained. Hence, be enshrine or cinmatra by controlling the mind and
acquiring the supreme conscious after leaving the spirit of illusion (Prapa:fica).
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Oppress the mind by the acute edge of the sides in garb of citta always enjoyed in the
element of sensitiveness by resorting to the exercise in the form of the best industry, the
detachment and by thinking in ether from heart carrying the mind at the stage of inert
(Acittavastha) and thus, your all doubts will be eradicated and the enemies in the form of
sensuality etc. will not be able to tie you. The spirit discriminating the worldly objects by
establishing his direct attachment with them is called the mind. The mind can be decayed
when such spirits are abandoned. As the lumps of clouds shattered in the ether of pleasant
season (Sarada ~.tu) are vanished by the strokes of wind, the mind too vanishes by virtue of
good thoughts. A man not dwelling in the ebb. Of mind can not be damaged any way even
if forty nine winds start blowing together, all oceans assemble and integrated and the
twelve suns start showering heat simultaneously. Only a means of resolutionlessness
becomes cause for all achievements (Siddhi's). Hence, be enshrine on the ever extended
realm of resolutionlessness by resorting to the Tatpada.
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The stable mind is seen nowhere as capriceness is the usual propensity of the mind.
The same way as the fire performs its usual nature i.e. to provide with heat, this very
vibrating power of caprice nature is the usual propensity of the mind. The same mental
power should be considered the easy nature of the worldly illusion (Prapa:fica). The mind
which is made stable by practice is called the nectar and it is the penance. It is called
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emancipation in view ofthe approach of scripture (holy books). The caprice nature of mind
is ignorance and the passion is its nature. The passion is evening like and it should be
abolished by the good thoughts.
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0 innocent hermit! acquire the exclusive meditation when you could obtain the
objective determined and the mind applied thereupon. Obtain peace by living away from
the fear and resort to the stage where there is no place for agony and it should be done by
enslaving the mind through the mind restified as a result of thorough practice. The mind
free from the defects of attachment to worldly issues can only be successful in controlling
the mind in toto. A king can be defeated by the other king only and not by other common
people. The mind full of detachment and duly purified can only save/protect the persons
who are already fall prey of the temptation, a crocodile like and misdirected from their
mission during to bitter fall in the worldly ocean and trapped in whirlpool. Such a mind can
only tum into a batch to ferry them across the ocean. 0 hermit! destroy this dragnet by such
innocent mind. Then you will automatically cross the sea of this world. Nobody else is
competent to cross this vast sea of the world.
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It is the supreme duty of a learned person that he should curtail the dirt of passion from
the mind time to time because it fastly covers the heart (conscious). The ignorance
(Avidya) by virtue of continuous and periodical cleaning, is destroyed. Abandon first the
passion for enjoyments (Bhoga), then the passion in the form of discrimination and by
giving up these both passions by exclusive (Nirvikalpa) and attain the perfect pleasure. It
has been said that in order to remove ignorance, first removal of mind is must. Don't faith
o~ everything whatever is perceived by the mind. Giving up faith is the stage of salvation
and living dependable to the faith is the misery. The man void of conscious, becomes
storehouse of ignorance (Avidya). The man of consciousness does not accept the ignorance
even a least at all.
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Until and unless self desire for self realisation arises, the ignorance (Avidya)
continuously confuses the living soul (Jiva) with her in the illusory world full of physical
pains. Only self-realisation tarnishes the curtain of illusion and shows the reality. This
ignorance is automatically destroyed when it faces even once the element of supreme soul.
The ignorance is vanished when the knowledge of supreme soul is acquired or perceived.
The nature of ignorance is mere desire and decay of desire entirely has been called the
emancipation. 0 hermit! this desire ceases only when the resolution is fully diminished,
otherwise, the decay of desire is impossible. The darkness in the form of Kali is ruined
when the sun of mind grips it within the scope of light.
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The mind becomes able to move everywhere when it abandons the worldly desires and
temptations. Such undescribable stage of mind is known as the soul and the supreme soul.
This all truly is Brahma. He is immortal and in the form of the cidaghan. It too is integrated
(Avyaya). The imagination of the name of mind besides it is made, that has nowhere any
existence. That is a mere doubt. Nobody takes birth and dies in these three worlds. The
perceived defects of thinking have also no existence. Only Cinmatra, an omnipresent,
integrated (Avyaya) judged by mere imagination and not going after the topics of mind, is
existed here. The mind itself only moves with resolution in that everlasting, omnipresent,
pure, cinmatra, nonviolent, peaceful and cidatma existed in the fom1 of mental control
(sama), moves with resolution according to its nature. That state of resolute mind inspite of
being innocent, is called mind because it thinks deep in every issue.
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The mind so perfected by resolution, destroys by the resolution too. The mind does not
fall in ties when strong resolution as "I am not Brahma" is made and further it attains to
emancipation with the strong resolution i.e. "This all is Brahma". The living soul falls in
ties when he deals with considering that- "I am thin and lean", "I am suffering from
sorrows", "I am hand to mouth", If the mind resolves that "I am in gaiety", ''I am not in
body but enshrined in the element of soul. So where are the ties that may fasten me", it then
avails emancipation. Whose ignorance has been destroyed as a result of resolution to the
effect that "I am not.the flesh" "lam not the bone", he only can attain to emancipation.
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It is mere imagination due to ignorance that arises attachment for the things which are
void of soul. Pass your life with perfect pleasure by resorting to exercise and <letachment,
industry with sheer application of wisdom, giving-up the desire for enjoyment and by
exclusive devotion (without option). The temptations and attachments like-· "This is my
son" "my wealth", "I am this" "I am that" etc. are playing different ways by spreading the
number of illusions (Prapafica). You don't be fool, be wise and destroy such worldly
attachments in toto. Why are you weeping like fools due to attachments with the issues not
related to the soul? What relation is of you with this body of flesh, impure, dumb, and inert
for which you are disturbed by vicissitudes. How is it surprising that the men have
forgotten the everlasting Brahma, the only truth. Be busy always with your duties and deeds
but don't left your mind fall in the trap of the ignorance, deeds etc. How is it surprising that
the mountains are tied by the fibres of the lotus stemp considering as if these are the strong
cords. This multiform world is impressed of the ignorance (A vidya) which has actually no
existence at all. Owing to the influence of that ignorance (A vidya), the trio worlds, the
awaking, dreaming and dormance are seeming strong as the thunderbolt while these are
trivial as the straw.
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The great hermit Rbhu again said- 0 scint Listen to whatever I say. The knowledge
and ignorance both has portfolios seven each. A numerous other roles also arise in between
them. Basically, the ego is the factor that separates the living soul from its fundamental
nature. Emancipation is nothing else than to maintain in the basic nature. The consdous of
pure entity. is the form of soul and the devotees undeviating from that state of conscious,
seldom fall under influence of the nervous attachment, envy etc. defects arising due to
ignorance. The sinking of mind from the soul-nature to the nature of temptation is the state
of drawing in affection. No other state may be and shall be when the living souls suffers
from attachments. The state of mind just at the interve~ing moments when the conscious
shifts from a state to another is considered the "isolation of thinking''. However the state of
inaction availed when the resolutions are cooled down like a stone boulder is called the
"Para" state wherein the state of awaking and dreaming both also are inactivated. The state
when the mind becomes pe::aceful, sensitive (awakened) and beyond the sense of
discrimination as a result of complete of ego, is called the state of the soul in natural form
(Svarupavastha).
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Seven kinds of attachment has been stated- 1. awakening of cause, 2. state of
awakening, 3. Most awakening state, 4. Awakening-dreaming state, 5. Dreaming state, 6.
dreaming-awakening state, 7. state of dormance respectively. These further hold uncounted
forms as a result of blending with each other. Now, listen to the characteristics of these
separately.
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The first state i.e. awakening of cause is the state that defines the nature, citta, jiVa etc.
words which are nameless and it is ~e state of the pure sensitivity. This state is popularly
known as the sprouting of seed state and it is the first step towards the affection. This is>the
innovative state of the knower. Now, listen to the real position of the awakened state.
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The incoming of the spirit like- "This is I am", "This is mine" i.e. "I" and "my" spirit
in the heart of new born living soul. (Jiva) is the second state of affection because such spirit
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are not earlier it. The most awakened state is the state in which the spirits like- "This is that
. man", "This is I", "That thing is mine" etc. are revealed by the concerned living soul
including the nature acquainted in previous births.
The imaginative composition of mind as revealed at the time of his engrossing on any
thought, or using some prevalent or non-prevalent words in the state of awakening is called
the state of awakening-dreaming (i.e. day dreaming) seeming two moons in place of one,
silver in oyster and water in the desert etc. are the several kinds of awakening~dreaming
(day dreaming).
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The state of dreaming is the state in which the scene seem sometime before not seen
again and only memory of the scene is left with the living soul. Then there comes the state
of dreaming-awakening state. In this state, the dr~am stays till long hours with a number of
activities still remain inchoate and the dream that arise like awakening or it is seen when
the man is in the state of awakening. When the living soul avails in the inert state after
crossing these six states, this state is called the dormance. The man recollects in mind· the
pains pertaining to the past. This world merges with internal darkness at this state .
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0 BrahmaQ:a! I told the seven roles of the attachment dve to ignorance to you. Every
role out of it, is full of different kinds of luxuries and holds multi forms in different states. 0
innocent son! I am now going to tell you the seven roles of knowledge. The man does not
fall in the marsh of attachment if he is well known to the same.
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The scholar have told a number of kinds of the Yoga but I consider· only these seven
roles specially advantageous. The conscious so arisen by these seven roles too is called the
knowledge. The emancipation availed under these severi roles is. called "knowable".
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Subheccha (good wishes) name has been given to the first role of knowledge.
Similarly, the second is vicaraQ:a, the third is '·'tanumanasi", the fourth is sattvapatti, fifth is
"Asansakti", sixth is "Padartha Bhavana" andthe seventh is "Turyaga". The emancipation
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giving cautions for not again falling in melancholic is inherent in these roles. Now, listen to
these roles in detail.
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I will discuss with the great men and persue the Sastra on the issue that- "Why am I in
confused mind?" The curiosity so arising in mind prior to adopting the detachment is given
the name as "Subheccha" by the scholars. The propensities of etiquette appear then as a
result of consult and discuss with the scholars, persual of Sastra thereby with exercise and
detachment, this role of knowledge is called vicarar:i.a.
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The state when as a result of Subheccha and Vicarar:i.a, the attachment for the issues
pertaining to sensory organs is dimished- it is called "Tanumanasi" when the mind due to
exercises on these three roles attains to the spirit of detachment and when it enshrines in the
sattva form, this state is called the "Sattvapatti".
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The kala (art) without contact (Samsarga) is called "Asansakti". The ever brilliant kala
is attained when all these roles are well practiced. Subsequent to the sufficient exercise of
these five roles when the man engrosses with his sensitivity and the attachment for the
worldly objects is destroyed from externally and internally, the sixty role namely,
"Padartha Bhavana" is then availed.
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The discriminatory wit is diminished on maturity of these six roles and devotee attains
firm loyalty on the soul. This state is called the "Turyaga" state. Only the persons of
liberated soul can avail this "Turyavastha". The next to this state, there comes the state
beyond "Turyavastha" i.e. "Turyatita Avastha" which is the subject of "Videha Mukti" i.e.
Emancipation from the senses of the body.
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0 innocent! The lucky persons who have attained the saptarh Turyagavastha definitely
entertain the great soul Mahatpada (Parama Pada) engrossed in the soul. Such liberated soul
remain uninvolved to the feeling of the pleasure and g1ief. They do not attach even to the
duties and deeds on which they always and thoroughly keep themselves busy.
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As the man suddenly awakes when he is awakened by the family members, the
scholars perform the tradition of good conduct by keeping themselves busy on executing
great deeds. If the animals and the Mleccha (evil doer and born in lower of society) are
known any way to these seven roles, they too attain emancipation either in existing life or
after death. There is no scope for any doubt. The knowledge is nothing else but an opening
of all knot tied in heart and emancipation is certain on attainment of the knowledge.
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When one is confused of water at a state of mirage, the same of confusion to mind is
called ignorance (Avidya). The decay of ignorance is the emancipation. The persons who
have crossed the ocean of attachment are really entitled to the supreme position (Parama
Pada). The man busy in efforts for self-realisation are only enshrined on these roles. The
means giving perfect peace to mind is called yoga.
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These seven roles of yoga have been already told above under Jfianabhumi. The aim of
these roles is to attain the position of Brahma. As the entity of worldly objects is mere soulsensitivity and noti1ing apart from it; the wisdom relating to attachment becomes zero and
discrimination of attachment and detachment diminishes when, the narrow pace of thinking
such as "It is mine", "that is your" and discriminations between self and others is
completely effaced. The structure (nature) of Brahma is peaceful, non-dependence, ether
form, everlasting, Siva, pure, non-perceiving, undescribable, non-causative, non~truth, nonmyth, non-middle, incomplete and complete too, un-entertainable to mind and speech,
perfect than perfection, more pleasurous than pleasure, beyond the approach of sensitivity,
in the form of soul conceiving tenderised and extended. This sensitive (caitanya) Brahma is
not different than the entity of all matters and the sole basis of its attainment is the due
feeling.
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The form of sight in between the observer and the scene as perceived is the position of
realisation distinct than the observer, scene and the observation. One should engross
himself continuously in ever sensitive form at the stage that falls between the movement of
mind from one issue (country) to another. Always stand stable in the everlasting form
which is beyond the awakening, dreaming and dormance and the ihert as also the sensitive.
Always engross in the state of non-mental (Amanaska) which is attained after giving up the
store like position of heart i.e. the ignorance. Remain stable in the state where you are by
giving-up the mind from a distance. The mind was very first originated from the element of
the supreme soul and subsequently, this world in the form of dignity of options
(vikalpajala) has been originated. 0 Brahmal).a! The zero is the cause for creation of zero.
For an instance, the ether is zero but the fascinating blue scene gets birth from the same.
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The propensities of mind are melted when the resolution is destroyed and the fog
spreaded inner the world in the form of attachment is shattered. Then that exclusive
Brahma in the form of cinmatra, unborn, Adya, Ananta, is ultimately adorned like moon in
the clear sky of the pleasant season (Sarada ~tu).
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The sky appears printed without the artist and the colour. The sleepless dream is seen
self felt without the observer (looker). This cidatma is like an evident, unbiased, clear and
exclusive mirror. All the three worlds are being seen in it without any ambitions or desires.
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In order to cool-down the caprice nature of mind, one should forcily presume that the
Brahma is one in all forms, in the form of Cidakasa and· integrated. As the lines and sublines are drawn on a thick boulder of stone the same way, the Brahma with three worlds
should be seen.
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To say that in the absence of any other cause different than Brahma was not
responsible for creating this universe is absolutely unbelieving the same as to say horns on
the head of a rabbit. I (the solitoque of Rbhu) have thus, known to knowable the specialities
expected are seen and I am now badly tored. (0 Nidagha) observe the cinmatra by enjoying
liberty from the entire worldly illusion and doubts. Understand that nothing is here except
cinmatra.
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The innocent devotees only attain to the Brahma who have cut the tie of resolution and
who have attached to great position where no disturbance of the element of mind remains.
The persons who have become vimanaska by enslaving the mind, the peacefulness in mind
is the indicative of their acute wisdom. The thoroughful people on Vedanta, whose mental
aptitudes has been diminished and where minds have become stable due to regular exercise
for giving up the mental resolutions, the dissolves of salvation who are giving up the hatred
and useful both kinds of scenes, who is always initiative (observer) viz., busy on doing selfrealisation and non-observer viz., who do not see the illusion (prapafica), who pass that life
by keeping themselves specially aware of the knowable supreme element, who has been
slept on the stable spirit of detachment for the things either full of essence or essenceless,
whose cords of worldly affection and temptation has been cut by vehemetic spirit of
detachment like the ties of a bird cut by the the mouse and the knots tied in heart has been
loosened; their nature becomes so rectified and pure as the water is purified by the fruit of
Nirmali.
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The mind is liberated from the lies of affection like a bird liberated from the cage on
being its free from the affection, unattached, puzzles and the basis (Adhara). The persons
whose malafides have cooled-down, who are free from the illusion (Prapafica), their mind
(citta) attains particular image like the full moon.
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I am mere Brahma free from all defects and neither I myself nor anything here is,
which vigil is so at the middle of truth and false is really the Brahma worth realisation. As
the mind is attracted towards the scenes worth observance usually and without attachment,
the men of stable mind are engaged in performance of the duties and the works. The
enjoyment taken deliberated becomes the cause for satisfaction the same way as the thief
deliberately engaged in service performs friendship by learning the theft.
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The scholar observes the enjoyments and luxuries with the same surprise as it is felt by
the traveller who suddenly has come in a village whose he never thought to visit. The
devotee of controlled mind gives up even a little quantum of unearned or recovered free of
cost (labour) considering it enough to bring pains and puzzles. The king who satisfies with
a m9rsel of food but after freedom from the captivity of enemy, he only considers the
prosperity in abundance as trivial if the same has been returned by the enemy under pity.
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One should try to win his mind by friction of two hands, grind teeth of both jaws
against each other and by pushing his body parts one against another viz., exercise all
valour and courage to win the mind. There is no other measure to cross this ocean of world
than to win one's own mind. The intoxicated elephants are marching in the form of evils in
this dreadful realm of hell. It is most different to win the enemies in the form of senses who
are well equipped with the arrows and draggers of hope.
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The passions for worldly enjoyments are diminished the same way as the lotus plant is
dried-up in the snowfall season when the enemies in the form of senses are enslaved and
the ego is entirely destroyed. The passion stands undeviated in the mind until the mind is
not controlled by virtue of a firm practice on integrity. I opine that the men of discreet tum
their mind into servant for getting the desired thing to be done, secretary for the fulfilment
of all objectives and feudal for imposing control on his senses.
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According to my opinion, the mind of scholar is like a maid full of affection as a result
of lovin_g care and like a father as a result of providing with maintenance. The mind in the
form of father extends the way of supreme accomplishment by the gentle behave prescribed
by the scriptures (holy-books), by the light of knowledge gathered through experience and
discreet wisdom. The beautiful mind in the form of gem, very sturdy, firm, innocent, selfenslaved, duty sensitive and with acute splendour of true-soul merit is adorned in the heart.
0 Brahmru;ia! make this niind in the form of a gem dazzling with light (polish) in order to
accomplishment of means by cleaning it with water of discretions because it is badly
imbued with the mud of passion and temptations.
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You will be able to scatter the rivals in the form of sensory organs by resorting to the
time discretion, and investigating the truth by application of wisdom. Only then you can
cross the worldly sea.
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The faith (hope) only is the cause for origin of a number of pains and the life reluctant
(non-hoping) is to be considered the abode of pleasure. This world tied with the thread of
temptations moves frequently in the cycle of birth and death. That renowned temptation
enters for shattering all pleasures and puts the living soul on blazing fire of hardships. The
courageous, aristocrat, most renewed and the greatmen too are tied with the fascinating
cord of the affection. Who does not acquire accomplishments by performing the activities
compared by the scriptures (holy-books), resorting the supreme industry and engaging
himself in the best enterprise or arocation?
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The ego based on self-realisations. On the facts- "I am in the form of world", "I am in
the form of exclusive supreme soul", "nothing is left besides me" has been considered the
best conscious ego. The second ego that inspires thinking- "I am more micro than the
foreportion of a hair" provides with the emancipation. It does not traps in ties. Only
liberated souls hold such ego with them.
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The assumption to the effect that- "I am merely a man of formidable body" exists in
third kind of worldly ego and it has been stated meanest ego. The creature of such vicious
ego is the root cause for the tree of this world full of pains. The creature suffered from it
continuously proceeds to the destruction. The creatures giving-up such meanest and trouble
enhancing ego and holding· the best ego since long avail emancipation.
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One should accept the initial two celestial egos and leave the third kind of worldly ego
that becomes cause for dismal. All these egos' should be abandoned and be innocent when
the means of power are increased because the superior position is only then possible.
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~ ~ll~\911 ~ ;i- ~ ;i- m;f ~ ~ I ;i- -lhll,(-1~ ~

q,l!jei*•'WTI

~ lvn'S~
~ ~1f.tq-0 ~:ll~lll ~ ~

3TicnTffl ~ ' ~ ~ : ~sfi.r

-::i-~11~~11

The desire for enjoyment has been said the bondage and emancipation is attained when
it is abandoned. The cause for progress of mind is its destruction. Destruction of mind is the
identity of the lucky persons. The mind of scholars is destroyed. The mind for the persons
trapped in ignorance is the cause of binding. The mind neither is pleasure given nor cause
for sadness to the scholars. It is not movable, immovable, stable, truth and false and the
state of it too is unknown. The ingrained sensitive entity is not perceived through eyes
inspite of being it omnipresent as the ether illumined in the mind (Citta) is not seen due to
being in micro form.

,(-14,(,ii:fic-Q(~a, ,(,!4,(,i~1fclc1Nia11 ~ fua,fc1-t1~1kq1 ,(.cfkflflllfu:1>a1~11 ~o o 11
3ili:61~1~idi-Wlli:01 ~ Rl:cfi(PF(ci.NOTI I ,(,icfi(Pll*1,(,i,(,!j(,(.cf,(ci.~i:6if'ii;M-11 II ~o ~II

-tl~fl@

;i-

~ -1tfuto@

;i-

ratmrl

;i-

~ (f(Rf ;i- ~ ;i- ~ ~

;i-

~ ~II ~o ~ II

This cidatma (supreme soul) is known as everlasting and self-soul and it is beyond the
names and the resolutions. It reveals itself only in the form of the entire world of
innocence. It is hundred times clean than the ether, innocent and unfabricated (Ni~kala) in
the eyes of scholars. That sensitive entity neither arises nor sets. It is beyond the cycle of
birth and death, neither stands nor seated permanently. It is neither here and nor there.

~ fua,qc-11i:6HI f.tfJcfic-QI R(IWi;ill ~o ~ 11
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··amft ~1q«qs11a9u 1: ~ fc:1¥fle4~t(I l@i~~f~~ 'i6f ¥}#.@tfida ~ I I ~o~II
at#H41gfstgo&.W ~~~~I qg1-1(QIH!I ~ a;r fc:lf.t41Nii:l:II ~Ol\11
4

That cidatma is without shelter, beyond option and in the form of purity. It is necessary
for a teacher to rectify the heart of his pupil by imbibing the properties (Gui;tas) like Sama
(control), Dama (to oppress) etc. He must then give this knowledge of Brahma by proper
monitoring. He should say that he (pupil) is the pure Brahma form and everything here is in
the form of Brahma. To say everything in the form of Brahman before the person of
immature mind and the fool is like pushing himinto the gross hell.
[The saint says here that initially non~discriminate (exclusive) knowledge should not be given to
the pupil, the devotee. It is necessary first that liis mind should be made pure through sama, <lama,
etc. parts of yoga by explaining. He can not give up the undesir~ble unt'il his mind is purified and .
thus, the non-discriminative preaching is proved futile.]

Sl~o#.94: ~Olifl~~\4. R(IWlq: I -11@dciE1iqt,1fq@ Sll#j~Q~il(1ij: II ~0 ~ 11
~ ~ $c11Mfcfi: ~ ~ crtm:I ~~~~~II ~o\911
Whose passions for enjoyment have been decayed, amoitions have been diminished
and the wisdom is awakening, ·the same devotee should be preached the vedanta by the
teacher. There is no existence of the defects in the forr11 of ignorance (Avidya). As the day
when the sun rises and light from the lamp (dipaka) as also the perfume from the flower is
definite, the wind is existed on the ;sensitivity (caitanya) .

. Sl@'iiHtd ~ ;i' sii•IN(qlfad:f~ Slft~l•·.d Sle111!4fciddl«~II ~o G II
~211cl~l\4f~ . ~ qa1·~ff!il'11ilt-1¥(1 atfc!Eiac:fl'dq+.U ,(,cilf4-41~TIEiqlf4~111 ~o ~ II

fcmr tjst1uia 081;.g~c{lqjQ@IROih ~ · ~0q~o1 •

~ ~II

no 1.1

lA ffi fc1~u41@ ~~~:I fun \dql~ii ell ,(,cl-1iil-1 ~ I I ~~~II
. This world actually is void and it merely perceives to the eyes. When your sight of
• knowledge will become wide of all covers (fully disclosed) and imbued with the knowledge
of light, you will in that circumstance be stable in your own _form. You will then be duly
understood the reality of my preaching. 0 Brahman! The attainment of learning, removing
all defects caused by the ignorance can be possible only by prolong exercise of ignorance
(Avidya). A weapon is made void of effect only by the next weapon and the impurity is
washed by application of impurity. The poison kills poison and the enemy kills enemy. This
illusion of creatures (Bhotamaya) too is exhilarated on its decay.
;i'

~ ~lc:flSWI' ~ ~ I ~l@NI Q(ql~tllci 'i-ilcl-4~44111 ~n II

~ 'rirffr ~ 'ffl iw. ~ I ~«<tff!<fcl~ii ~ fil fciftGi~ii_ll ~~~ II
Its form is not perceived easily but it is destroyed as and when it is seen. It is ignorance
(Avidya) that hasdiscriminant view and giving it up altogether is for all good. It is theme
ass~e for attainment of salvation when firmly understood and remain undeviated on the
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inner spirit that the illusion has actually no existence and everything is in the form of
Brahma.

~

•mm.la ~ ~ I ¥ffl' siii<'l:£!N@ a'~~ fcif.ll<OIIII ~~~II

~ ~ e;,4.fl~l:41 <'I'S~ fcl~t<Ulll arni".~ ~01(:£!(q,(,Qj ~letif~ ~ I I ~~l\11
':£1"ff·~

~ ~ ~ 4ef4&fosd'{i ~ (l'l~ll~ff!.il ~ ~ fufctiR-1~11 ~~~II

0 the best hermit! Ak~yapada is called which is not found by resorting io the illusion.
0 Brahman! You should not imagine about the creator- of this illusion or the source from
which it is originated but emphasize on how it may be shattered. You will attain everlasting
position only when this illusion is reduced and destroyed in toto. One should make
endevour to eradicate the basic reason of this disease when the characteristics of its
appearance, its nature and the able measures for destroying it are duly understood.

f f l ~ : ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~l~R

~qfht,.a_:

~:ll~~\911

IJ.cfih:W:fiq&os aRt=4.a\.li&.1ai ~1 ~ m fui0Rtii:J.tl:ci1oi~ 11 ~ ~G 11

~ ~<f4i01 d~20f4Rc11Ui~I am=it.ilcii~-tl '&.ITfi::f ~ mfu-imm:11 ~~~ 11
d~cll~l~~l~cl ~kq.ila@ Mllwtdi'{I ~ ~ m ~ ~&~l@id:£11 o?.ITII r~ o II

The cidatma is in undivided form. It should be the .firm determination so that (this
illusion) may not rotate you frequently around the cycle of birth and death. The mind in the
forP1 of an ocean may raise its wanes (the liberation of pure and innocent thoughts) all time.
This cidatma in some way is slightly feeling distress in the cinmaya sea. The pure cinmaya
waves are raising upward like the sea waves. As the wind automatically blows on waves in
the pond of ether, the soul is vibrated in waves by virtue of power of soul in ones own soul.

~~lcfillwtbb:£!1~1Hfi4

~= ~bictifflll I ~ fctRtcn~<'4-t-d4~ ~ I I ~~ ~II

The awakened power (cetana sakti) cannot be driven by the time, place and power of
action however, when it is known to its usual position, it enshrines. on the unending high
position.

~ qfif~<'141~ ~ I $
aaa-1,q~pidl -1,q:a@uRcti,

qrfcra- ~ o:£11 Q<qcfihi4HI ~~~II

~= I &!4i~c6fM@:6(( ~~lcfillwtb641W«'{II ~~~II

This power in sensitivity is · confined to the complexion feelings in the state of
ignorance. The rtame and quantuin · etc. qualifications are added with it when the
complexion conscious is inserted in that supreme entity of pecularity.

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , cmr::rr:'c6~44flSN 4if4gc6Hdi F:11 ~~~II

a$nm

fctf.tUJdl ~ ~f;jl:Si:4<'11 ~ : '9i:tlf~dlc6HI ~ q-t-tlW«'{II ~~ l\ 11

O Brahman! the form of awakened power that entertains the options and gives shelter
to the place, time and action; is carved K~etrajtia (knower of the area) and this same is
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again said ego when it is engrossed in passions. When the ego is defected and determined,
it is caused wisdom. When the wisdom turns into the resolution, it holds the form of a
discreet mind.

~ EFlfui:h~ g' 'li:@e11~i:ti ~: I q1fu1q1a_w.l ~~fi1~1fu1 fu$~T: II ~~ GII
The glance of the sensory form is gradually seen whe:µ the mind sinks in the deep
ocean. The scholars consider the sensory to this formidable body with hands and feet
added.

~ 'fficTt ~ fii:h&4ciHFIF<~61fi!i:t: I ~:¾!NIIHQ-Oi:llttll ,6q1a:1./.11@ "llili:li'lll ~~ 1.911
~ ~,fuiq<.j

ir'dT El•tlgi:hF(i:ti

lffilll i:61~ii:hl(f;fif~Rc1 ~i:0./.11 './.l'ITTI" ~ I I ~~ l 11

The living soul fastened with the cord of resolution and passions, proceeds forward to
dismay frequently and he is badly trapped in the dragnet of sorrows. The mighty mind
binds himself after having arrJ_y~g at the state of dense ego like the silk-worm.

ffl

i:hf~i:li:l.qlStl~IHi'RHHcifit f.l'I 'Q"(1' fctci~ii:llq@ ~fHi~.ef~~clq_ll

n ~ II

The power of mind is enslaved like a lion tied with the chain in the form of Tanmatra
resolved by itself.

riifu.q.:i:

riifu~f;g::

riifu~1:.i

riiMreti./.111

riiM~Mgi:hH:

riifuf;;qi1fit@ wa1lll

riiRldlrji@foegi1i rjifu.q1~@ i:hf~i:l'll. rjifu..qc-1fitRt ~ riiMi:i:hi:Y@ (if';!i:ll(II efiMl~ ~
'@mi' riiMtg41!c6 wa1ll

'ffili riifua:full@ riiM~@ ~ I I

This very soul is known som~where as mind, somewhere as knowledge (Jfiana), the
action, ego and somewhere as mind. It is called somewhere nature (Pralq.-ti) and as illusion
(Maya). It is called somewhere ties and somewhere, the micro body. Further, somewhere it
is called ignorance (A vidya) and somewhere the desire.

~ (ifil(qf{g,1ql~IIQ1~iftj~I ~:Qi~6i4 'cR'ART cii ~II~~~ II
The weaver of the hope dragnet holds the entire world the same way as the seed of
fruitless banyan blds the banyan tree.
fu.i:jHHWl@la:'gj i:61Ql~'i(f.lP:li:ll(I i:filqiRl!li:h#flHUi fufl3i:litt!Ni:llq~'lll ~~~II

This mind was signed by the flame of fire in the form of worry, bitten by the anger
python and trapped in the waves of the lust ocean. It has forgotten its grandfather, the soul.

~ ~ qlij).qii:lif.fqc1 ~ ~ ~ q'fqJ ~:11~~~11 ~
i:hf~i:11i:hm ~s~ ~ : 1 tj&-11J\i:11:· ~ ~ ~s-mfr.r f.l'fR:@:11 3f<ffw~sflf
~ ~ ~ R$1<1q_l cbMdl~q~.qH: Shfuwt.q~ii:tiiilr.fif: II~~ 1.911 cbfui;qjij@.l~..qj..j:
~ : I cbfufi&i~('i~JfueJ11£l(q61('11: II~~ l 11

0 Brahman! Do upliftment of this mind alike the elephant trapped in the marshes. The
dependent spirit of loving soul have already brought in many millions, crores and
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uncountable forms under the imagination of Brahma. There too are originated continuously
and will also be originated like the droplets from a fountain in future. Some have originated
first· time, some more than hundred time, some numerous time and some have brought in
two or three times. Some are originated in the form of Kinnara, Gandharva, Vidyadhara and
Naga (serpents).
'
ei;i+.l~ii.-§cl6Ull~~TIQT8.NIQ'ilGII: I eiiffi(il@Ol~IH~~4~!«11UII: ~ : II ~~~II

eiiffi~O~t1ei\i:1~QiH~MQdifcbi: I ~ffit€6~kl;jfaft(ijlHdlHdqlHi:61: II r~ o II
ei;f+.1.ii~~H4ijijlq<(fl(cl ~ I #imrrt"?.tm!:itn:Jrrts!,.-r::iiMTI'!il"a: II

r~ ~II

Some have held the form of Sun, Moon, Varm;ia, Harl, Siva and Brahma. Some are in
the form of Brahman, K~atriya, Vaisya, Sudra etc. Similarly, some are in the form of
medicine, straw, tree, fruit, root and the leaves while some are in the form of lemon,
kadamba, mango, palm and tamala tree.· Some are in the form of the mountains namely,
Mahendra, Malaya. Sahya, Mandara, Meru etc. Some others are in the form of saline sea,
some are milk, ghee, cane juice and the water form.

ffl~: ~ :

Ej;ffi~W ~ : I fcifJ(.fgii.l~: eiiMMQd.fgNdkl T.fll ~~~II

~ l e i " ~ ~sfcrot 6ffl:1.~ Gt.¥1iji;6iifu, ~: tjiji(ijcfilll ~~~ 11
~ ~ffi~~i!.lf: ijSi1i41N fcl~i:6dl¥-(1 R{EFilHleJ-tclMJ~qjc4idiq ~~INfid: II ~~~ II
~,Hact ~ R{EFilHi:fif~d ~: I ~ GflctQ4i4ctlij-tl~~ld: 'Q'ti(U~~~ 11

~ ~ cfiH-tli:fiWrt.:g@'{I i:6H4~1 1R:~INfi(lca ~ ~II~~~ II
&li:fiMillci-tlqi@j ~!&;tt11G1Hrt.:g<sa1'{l dd~(tt-tdi <mt' ii.i+fQ<Shql.ii-t: 11 ~~\911

lR:

\llci4f4RHW<. W~ttil'11Hll.:g@'{l 'ffi\41qli:fi1W:lldl'R.fl ~ : 11 ~~ l 11

Some are flown in the form of rivers flowing with torrents, some are in the forJTI of
extended directions, some lift up, some fall and some again move upward. Like the ball
throwing up and down in the hands, some rise up and fall by the strokes of death. There are
numerous other persons too who are scholars and always perform the great deeds
(benevolent to all) still they move frequently under the cycle of birth and death inspite of
already born and died thousand times. When the element of soul un-intercepted by the time
and directions holds the body by its own power, this living soul then holds the form of
caprice mind and having enslaved to the passions starts making resolutions. That mindpower with resolution imagines the clear sky within seconds and the seeds of words start
sprouting within it. Subsequently, that very mind is engrossed in the imagination of deep
vibration and then light vibration having turned in excessive density.

~ldi;W~i~-(6.Qiu:ri' ijf.ll:liwt-4tlS'-t'H': I .(6.Qd.¥11,iijQd ~ : ~ ~ I I ~~~II
q-t~lct•!JOl•id (ijd.¥11,1~~-t'(I a;I01ii:ildf4Qi

~ '11Hijfci=ctdl

~ I I ~~ o II

.

The seed in the form of touch are germinated from that mind. Subsequently, the fire is
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originated as a result of friction between the ether in the form of word and touch form and
the air which is caused by virtue of firm exercise. The mind soaked with the three
properties (Sattva, Rajas and Tamas) imagines the cold water within a second while
perceiving the. essence Tanmatra and thus, he feels the touch of water.
[The fire is originated in the form of electrical charge owing to friction caused by the force of Etir
in the sky. The factors of air (i.e. Hydrogen and oxygen) and turned into water with the combination
of fire with them. The science can understand this action in the formidable form of matter while the
seers perceive it even in the form of micro Tanmiitrastoo:]

dd«tl{'l!)Oliid

lRI' ~ ~ I

11.@ia;q1,iqa,1:,i,11-(fittjfch1dl

~11~4 ~II

a:iil~11aa;q1,i~f~d •
~ · c1gsif~cfiOllcfil{ ~ ~ ~ I I ~l\ ~ II
The mind then within next second imagines the small Tanmatra by virtue o~ its four
properties (gu]J.as). Similarly as a compound of Jive propertie$, that mind sees the body
shining in the shape of fire balls (flames) after giving up its micro form.
[The saint herein is revealing the cycle of development from the micro to the formidable form.
The system of evolution of the ~reathing cells (Priil)amaya-kosa) h.as been told in the form of
formidable fire flames than the micro mental cell (kosa). This breathing from n1ind too takes the form
of formidable body when it is duly matured. The saint is teHing herein this process ~alogues to
melting the pieces of golq and casting them in a specific shape.]
1

~i;cfil(cfiMlg'ffi 9f4q'):s,;gqf.i:ld'(t d~41!!cfifii?gtfi ~d{ti<i,Uq~qc;'(II ~·~~II
dff'i'½j J\~tj~ill?;li:1(1.a(I~{ ~: I ~iildlfl@ ~ lRl' {q(wc1Qi(i1 ~II ~l\ ~ II
That body with the elocution (kala) of ego and the seed of wisdoiµ is called Purya~taka.

It is like the bee murmuring in the lotus hearts of creatures. The mind gets formidable shape
when on the state of maturity (Paka). It imagines a body full of splendour of acute
sentiments like the fruit of the Bilva (A tree whose leaves are offeredto lord Siva).

'{ql-l¾id~q1cq ~ fctqMIWl,1 tjf.t~~1qt1.U~

~ 'fm:

m:. ,(.cl,(.cli-tli:ld: II ~l\l\ II

~ : ~ 'd?JTI lffl1418«t.Q-l¾i4 ~ i.Oc;:Wfqo1'(II ~l\ GII,

cfim <,i§edlfl('l4 \4i:1('(4q('lfct!l$'(1. 9Wl:Qicic!IMl?ijii;fct~1~4tjf(¾d: II ~l\ \911
That splendour starts crystallin,g accuracy to this nature in the clear ether by getting
shining like the melted gold in Mu~a (used for melting the gold). It gradually end within a
certain time frame, gets full development and turns into the shape of a human-body. At the
upper side, it gets the shape of head, shape of feet in lower, arms shape collaterally and
belly shape in the middle portion. It than gets ·the wisdom, semen, strength, courage,
conscience and the luxuries.
',Q'

11.cf \iili:11'1i$11 ;gsiMtc:6Ndiq6: I &i:IMli:ki ~ cfij,ijqj(i.O(igitq'(II ~l\ G11

~ WlcliMchlMlq(>'lc;~.i: I l(df~..q(qlcfi1¥1 fi.l;q1~cfilfq,ta\Nfu1 II ~l\ ~ II
, a:lfil!41(Q4,ij

w.tlf fc6 ~ I ~ Rif=adi:il'1ii#ll :Qffl.JildlqMlf4ificfi_ll ~Go II
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That body becomes the grand father (Pitamaha) lord Brahma of all worlds. Lord
Brahma, knower of the Past, Future and Present prima-facie thought the rnoment while
observing his attractive and the best complexion that neither beginning nor end to this
supreme ether in the form of cinmatra soul, is seen. He got the holy conscious of soul
(Dr~ti) immediately when he thought of the first creation. (What should be done at first?)
3iQ~lffQ•l~-GIR 4:tq(11di-44cfi~I: I flHf41>.t1 ~ (.lcfiHl..gci%1q10131,q1ij__11 ~G ~II
~ cfi("4(,llqlij

fum:

<-icti("4ct: 'SNIT: I .fHlill(ijql(Cl,tT Tf.tlcl·M< ~II ~G ~ II

oTm ~·ITQeMM' ~Qcfilql?:[fo~ I 3r.R'f1f.r fclfu,11fu1 w~1fu1 ijqcfi("4i!.lij__ll ~G ~ II
He saw numerous sarga (scenes) of the creation (Sr~ti) made in tJ:-.e past. As a result of
this vision, the system of all religious properties (gu!).a) were emerged in his memory. He
originated the subject of numerous colour and complexion bearing subject in the space like
gandharvaloka full of resolution. For accomplishment of their four industries i.e. Dharma,
Artha, Kama and Mok~a, he made the imagination (composition) of different sastras
preaching numerous excellent issues and the heavens and hells as well.

S milwt .fl~1q19i!.ilq__ll ~G ~II
'.f ~ '.f H GFifuf~fu(Cfii!_lil.fl Q{q1i!T.f ~ ~ ~ !J ~ I I ~G l\ 11
~ <-i (.IIUsut< ~ , aH1~aRfu ·~rr~1..q - ~ f.tc1~1i!.111 ~G G11
fcR:fil(Ml..q.fij: ctif~ct~IWPif®fl:I i:llclk¼l@fhi

The existence of world being the imagination of the Brahma from mind, its life is
correlated to the life of Brahma. 0 best Brahma!).a! Nobody neither gets life nor is dead
anywhere. It is all false apparently seen. The world full of illusions (Prapafica) is a cage of
serpents in the form of hope. It is all good to stable in Matrbhava (spirit) by considering it a
fallacy.
•l,@lcl.f•l{¼l21 ~S~ 'i:lml atfcttti¥1 ~ ell cli: ~ : ~ : ~ : II ~G \911
~.fi!_I)!! ~ ~:~ '.f ~ I ~ lil6qli!.lli!.ii cli: ~ I I ~G l 11

~ ~ '11n 1!©¼1Mcticti lffi:I ~ ~ : ~ fcR:tTf 3Q'J!li!.i<lll ~G ~ 11
The city of Gandharva whether adorned or not, it still is trivial. Similarly, these sons of
Avidya (ignorance) etc. are also illusion. It is cause of pain to attach with them. It· is
redundant to worry for the increase of wealth and wife etc. There is no scope for
satisfaction at all in it. Who has become able to attain peace and pleasure as a result of their
growth in this world? The scholars remain unattached to the things by whose growth the
foolish people feel pleasure.

3«11' f.re;rq om &lclijll:!J ~ : I '.flt ~ 'SITfr

Sim~416<11 ~\9 o II

31.fl•li:IHi \fPIHlqi:113@.fq'liblql{I 3lJTl'i:lf.Tf 'i1' ~ ~ ~ I I ~\9 ~II

~ 4:ii!_ijffiq&j ~ ~o(cflc:fHki!.I 'i1'1 ~ ~ lJT lJ~ ~ lJTII ~\9 ~ II
0 metaphysician Nidagha! One should accept at ease the things available in this world
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and give up the desire for the things which are not available. It is prudency that ope should
not hanker for the things that received and utilise the things easily available. By due
analysation between the ·true and false and resorting to that what is true and not, either
entertaining of giving up the exterior as also interior scenes is the prudency.
~ ~ ~s~ ~ c61ffiJr ffmo:1 ;r oW WflZ@' mu q;:iq,1file41~fi:r:11 ~\9~11

~ w~M41~: ~ ~ ~ 'ffl.iii'I ~ fct~1afct~q:
~:~ ~ mT qjij..jjijOift(I !itllls(.l!jqlflii)i(

,(-l~1on \lqiOie4H(II ~\9~11

~ffl<fM ~ I I ~\9l\ 1·i ·

As the lotus petal does not get the tint of mud even having in1mersed there, the
scholars treating the Willing and un-willing as equal, do not attached to then while
performing the deeds. 0 BrahmatJ.a! You have definitely crossed the worldly sea by
I
acquiring the knowledge of the knowable thing if the sensory issues are not stirring in your
heart. The great position can be attained if the propensity of mind is immediately removed
from the odour of the passion flowers by developing the special knowledge.
ijijj(i~R!Qiqf,fq.ejjij..jj~QR.~i ~ Sl~j..jiqqj~j,{ij
';f

'fflUIT: ~ :

lRII ~\9~ II

~ ';f cll@Rt ~ ,iiils(d'(I ij4fle41:je4d-ii Ql(le4i(fctcn ~ : II ~\9\911

~.:t.a¼lfiidicifli ijtiiij1q,-4,(i\fQ01:1 ~

~ : Sliflij'dic:6:, 'ij' ~ tr.1ffl ~:I

<Uffi

4ttf.9cb@n4:t ~:.11 ~\9tll

f¼ttte1q1'4_~ ~ Gllsill4 ~ I I ~\9~ II

The learned have crossed this ocean of world waving with the endless water of passions
who are sailing on the boat of true knowledge. The knower of the worldly illusions neither
give up the worldly dealing nor d~sire for the same. They instead,. remain reluctant to the
same. The scholars have considered the sprouting of resolution as the attachment of the
sensitivity in the form of element of soul with the worldly issues. That resolutions gradually
turn into thick layer when they get even ~ little space. They later on become firm as the
clouds and create the inert position when they fully grip (cover) the ether of mind.
'+lle44Rt ~ d.f@ft:ffifqqjfq..j: I iji:fi(,,Qd1Me4141@ dOGlq,(diMe411 ~G 011
iji:fi@.14

ft~:

<cl4fle4 ~ I ~ <ci4tle41¥J '§:'(§1tl' ';f ~ «<(II ~G ~II

11T ijc6(,,Q4 ~ 111' ,:rrei' '+ITcf<f ~ I iji:fi(,,Q.:tl~I~

'4'dT ';f ,r;rrs.:t:jil@@.11 ~G ~ II

He gets the state of resolution by treating the sensitive issues separate from him like
the sprouting state of a seed. Its action by resolution automatically is revealed and it gets
rapid growth. However it causes sorrow and not any way the cause for pleasure. Resist the
action of resolution that originates in the mind. He should not imagine the material
affection for them. The persons who already have determined for destroying the resolution,
should not again follow the same.
,tlcR'fS'iUqqj~OI ~ : ~ . ~ I iji:fi~~q ~ ~ lRT ~II ~G ~ II

1fficrr <cllfiiR '@8 ~ fcbfldlq@ ~ I ~ '..j'q":

~ ,iiiii:i[.:4
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dO§M.(4 ~ T.Jq' ~ ~ c61R-fqU-~ ~ ffl ~~~II~{.~ II .

~ dO§M(461 lR'f :eg-itq~M'{I -1~~Jlc4 ;i- *4&8~fl.llSelPlc41~11 ~t ~ II
The resolution automatically is destroyed when the affection is abandoned. 0 great
hemiit! The resolution through resolution and the mind through mind should be destroyed.
This world too is void like the ether. 0 Brahmru;ia! As the dark tint of copper and the husk
of paddy is destroyed by adopting the special procedure, the ·defects of man can be
removed through the prolong exercise. The defects within the living soul are natural like
the hust of the paddy however there can not be 'doubted on possibility of their distinction if
due endeavour is made. Hence, attempt to be industrious person by setting upon the nature
of soul and nothing like impossible is here. The. defects covering the sensitivity are
compared with the husk of paddy. As the rice becomes eatable when de,corticated while it is
necessary to be for. reproduction, the scholar entertains it by removing the defects and the
possibility of falling in rebirth cycle is also held-out.

a

Chapter-VI
34-d<l,(,\!.ji qfoil'*I ~ \ili::1-1iq4\q_1

'ill'Sft:r msft:r Gt~IC'C4ffiiffflMill

fcit;U-1€111 ~II

ij«iSligq&JRt ~ii::1-1i1Hilil Q<ql'Jd·U4t "ffl .gq~c:11c:1w1&.1a II~ II
0 innocent one! move with gaiety and in your real nature in this world by giving up the
inner believe and the spirit of affection. Treat yourselves Akartta everywhere and thus, the
uniformity of supreme immortal name is not left as a result of such detached spirit for
action;
@i:{IMI.QfciMlfl!j ,(,eU('iicfi~dacfiill I ~*4c6t-Q ~
"{ll@T

~ ~ .Q((jQ<I fu:rnr:1

<mt ..gq~cllc:IWl&.lfl II~ II
d.(41qi::lf~6 ffi ';I'~ ~11~11

The sorrows and exhilaration as also gaiety are self-creation of the man. The spirit of
equity only remains when the resolution is decayed. The cycle of birth and death is ceased
when the actual position of equity among all matters is held with loyalty within the mind.

~ ,Qijcfi~telqcfi~~ T.I' -a, ~I ~ ~ lR:

1fficfT 'ill'Sft:r msft:r 'fui.m ,:icr11 ~ II

'11:if~,,;,Hijijj@lj.fl ~ ~ ~ I ~:c6&Hic61(. Slc6i~l@fiH1Rc6q_11 ~ II

'i::l"m'1T ctlR-tdl( T.I' SIIOIW-i;-1i4c6q_t .Qi{eftqf&c-i ~ iScflq,QIUI: Sl~ll'*TI: II \911
0 heqnit! be stable firmly in your natural nature by controlling the mind and giving up
all duties and non-duties· (kartry and Akartavya). Give up then the spirit that enables you
' developing detachment and do meditation. The sensitivity too has held the shape of
resolution and it too is in the form of li~ht and darkness. You therefore, should become
innocent and peaceful mind like the ether by giving up entirely the passions, coincide the
beating of breathing (vibration due to respiration). ,

~e;t11t4qf<((j'*I .g«ic:11.g-1q(-ffit1:, t1futaRt
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~ ~2&.1qfua&i ~ ~ ~ eyi-1 ~

-a, ~ ~ ~

'Tltlli:;1/li@: 11 ~ 11

~~~~~~~I ~ amirr 'ffifl'S'1Zl'Rtll .:il@Hkqqi!.j ~ I I ~o II
The man is only in peace and liberty who gives up all affections from the heart. He is
only the supreme god. He is competent observing the worth seeing matters due to confusion
while strolling in the ten directions. The world becomes worth crossing easilr like the cow
hoof for the scholars who bring substantial reforms in their practical attitude and attempts.
This world does not become without soul for him because the soul is existed in and out of
body, up and down as also in all directions.
~ ~ ~ mnt ~~~~I fefiq,4i:;fqcll301fq ~ ijf%il..qi!.j m!"llll ~~II

~ ~ iW ij4q1J\i:;qH'Hll{I ~ ~ i:U-<tre,@ ~ f4-:il14llll ~~ II
~~

f.«ir' ~ ~ i:fif('Qai:1 ~ ~s~ ~ ~s~ ;r ~ ;r ~ cJTII

0 innocent! Give up the confused thinking that accepts "It is other" "I am different''
(i.e. discriminative spirit). There is no place left where my existence is nil. If existence is
void it is o~ly of the matter. When the truth and cinmaya element is existed everywhere,
what is the thing that should be desired by me? This all is in the form of Brahma and the
soul is extended within all. There is no possibility of imagination in the Brahma who is
omnipresent and always full of truth mind and pleasure (Saccidananda). This element is
beyond the agony, affection, old age and birth.
eli:;~I~ d~cllf,@ ~

'qq

~ I ~ : ij4,j(..jfqq(3@-1Hlll r~11

flll•lli:;HQR.flll•TI ~

'qq

~I

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I I ~'"' II

'fcmRr fcm1' ~ ~ etiljMclh1q'{1

fq(ftiq-1iji ij¼cRciSlijfi·l~i:;iijd'{II ~~ II

q{~eiijq(,!.fl•lldlflieil+e;f.l~: I ~ ~qkqdit:fltei ~ ij9Qlfl.i~ II ~\9 II

~J2i:;~"1<i~el(R ~ q(ij-1(.j( ~I i:;~-1Slfllell'iiiijq(fq(4 ij9Qifl.i~II ~~ 11

Whatever is existed in the element of soul, that is only everything. One should
therefore, live happily always and everywhere without tempting for any material thing and
accepting reluctantly whatever is available under the easy process. Thus, one should live
free from agony under the spirit that neither gives up nor accepts. 0 great genius! The pure
learning is inserted in the mind of a person, analoguous to the pearl of the best quality who
is in his last birth (viz. who will not hence forth get rebirth). The scholars full of the spirit
of detachment have revealed by virtue o-f their conscious acquired by experience that the
feeling of gaiety to the observer as a result of the scene observed; is the vibration arisen
from the element of soul to which we worship with the best way.
i{,!.fl~•id f.lfl!qfoHI@@ ~ : I Slcfil~i4 Slcfil~IHlqkq(4 ij9Qlfl.i~ II~~ II

We are worshipper (devotee) of the ever luminating soul by giving up the trio i.e.
observer, scene and the observation (looking at the scene) alongwith the· thinking for the
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passions. We worship the everlasting soul that gives light to the light existing amid the Asti
(it is existing) and Nasti (It has no existence).

~

M,1~~114 ~ ~ ir1 ~ ~

('llffieH:d~i:b~1¾}1U: II~ o 11

3f~a1:tfc:\!lat~a1f.tf-,;:;q1fl14: y.r: 1 g.:iufaetc6a:0~4 ~ gfifriil1-11 ~ ~11
That element of soul is existing within our hearts in the form of Mahesvara. The
people ·doing endeavour for attainment of other thing otherwise than this soul, desire for
other gem leaving behind the Kaustubha mal).i (the best gem) already in their possession.
Like spliting up the mountains by Indra though He blows of thunderbolt, the enemies either
mighty or weak, are to be hurt of using the stick of discretion.
ij(.l(Hlbt5:m ~~~I ijc{tlcllQfr.t~ ~~II~~ II

ffl c6MSIRH11tt: f~n,rnfu ~:II~~ II
~S'ffiIT w.@T 1ffe1' ~ ~(14dil w:mt 1ffe1' "5:~ ~~II~~
at~i11Q8(11

~ ~ c1Rdl8d:I

Whatever the extension of the illusion is seen in the mirage of this inert and nightmare
form body in the night of world, all that is beyond the purity, the living organism gripped of
ignorance in childhood, hurt by wife in youth and worried of wife and sons etc. at the last
stage cannot do anything good for him. The fallacy is ruling on the head of the truth, the
ugly on the beauty and the sorrow on the pleasures. To whom should I resort in the
circumstance?

~ f.tqqUfl.fltfl ~ : Sl~cfld.~ I ~ : ~ ffl' ~ ~ cliTII ~ l\ II
~ ~ '5:~ ~ ~ ~ I ~ lffi@ ~ ~{slq(ijlEJfi ~II~ ei 11
What to say of the common persons like me when the greatest person (Puru~a) whose
eye opening and closing does the creation and destruction of this world too meet to the
cruel death? This mortal world too has been considered the climax of sorrows. How their
pleasure can be felt by the body born in such world?
~Sfu:r ~sfu:r ~mus;qqlfii4:I

lFIT ";JTll Re!Ml4

q4(,l(R4

fut ~:II ~\911

~ ~ ~ ;:nq,~;qq(I 'q'ci'I ~41~4<i~fi ~ ~ : ~ 'q'cl'II ~ GII
I have become known, I am awakened. The wicked thief which has stolen my soul is
nobody else but my defective mind only. It has enslaved me by stealing from myself since
long past which cannot be ascertained. I am now awaken. Hence, I will destroy it. Don't be
sad for hatred matters and don't tempt for the useful matters as well. Be stable on the
residual (Se~a) by giving up the spirit calculating hatred and useful.
llT

R(l~ldl ~ ~ ~ ~ I RU8dl f.tf6*i4dl ~ f.tfcic6@4dlll ~ ~ 11

~ra~il q4¾lfa•faa1 ~ 1 ~cnq1~,qf.tg"ffi ~ @a.f44ctl(.14it_ll ~ o 11
..i@agw11~1iflilct1(.14t'3f1Mq@1q_1 tjijHct1fiS1~d ~ 1 1 ~ ~11
amIT ~
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m' gf4~1Mlc6411
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'dfi' ~II~~ Ii
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The despair, fearlessness, stability, smartness, equity, detachment, inactivity, modesty,
courage, absoluteness, amity, contentment, politeness, and humble speech etc. properties
(gw;ia) reside in the conscious person who is beyond the accessibility of hatred and useful
considerations. You have been gripped in the network of passion made by the BhilanI (rude
woman) of temptation and this world as mirage has been spreaded all around by the rays of
worry. 0 son Nidagha! As the network of clouds is scattered by the storm, enshrine in your
extended (fully developed) nature by shattering that network by the blows of this sharp
edge spear made of knowledge.

lR'«cl' q.:if~icii

,a1)01c1 ~ I ~ Qlct.:iqlijl!I W ~ ~

1

,:refll ~~II

ffis..aii@~Q?ji\lNiclij?JNd..qd-(1 alij~~c;f'4f4-d ~ QR,f4'11 II~~ II

lill'f.fq1~4«1« il-aMfu:.i-dlsfu ~ · ~ ijf4'11~1« ~sft@tsfu ~ 1 1
As an axe cuts down the treJ.~when it is fixed on a handle made of tree, be stable by
attaining the immortal position immediately by cutting the mind through the mind. Always
faith firmly on overall fallacy of this world when you stand, walk, awake, sleep, reside, sit,
rise and fall. Give up the faith on the visible matters. Abandon the faith of the apparent or
visible matters because it will bind you if resorted to these visible matters and you become
able. for emancipation if the visible matters are abandoned in toto and the mind is made
void.

~ ~ Uli<lf~s (61qi:.l(viii:.l(vi: I

amq;:rr ~1~if4lill'4c;:l'IM) Ii~ ~UI

.

c;:l'i.:i1@i ~qltiii4 . . . \ilc14.\tcli ~l!i~lc;c:6ijfct'ffi ~l!l~lc.i:liqEl•l'{II ~ \911
~ ~ Ufjq..q(qjt,qq(fi

'qqj

&cl(viUi.l

R(l&l41

q&1q&1 ~ ,:refll ~ t 11 •

Reside undeviated like a mountain by thinking that neither I myself nor this world is
consider yourself as an observing soul between the soul and the world and in the situation
of observer and the observed (scene). Be enshrine in the form of supreme soul by mere
feeling the taste amid the tasty matter and the person (kartta) enjoying taste and not
considering yourself the man who enjoys the· taste. Stable on a place by resorting to
independent position in between the process.

~iiloil fci!f&l'*1 gWiicq;;g_j ~ ~ I dfi.llN!c;lf.l QW11' ~ ~ ijc:i,&QclGl.:ilt(II ~.~II

~

~S4',iicl:(li(viii:6ac11

~illclGti

~· /

,ref

SI :I'll~ If-OJl(v1\<l\.H@ : II ~ o 11

~ Qc;ll!li.:iltld

Tl' lllf -ilfcitt'{I

~ ~ ~ fcr;rr ~II~ ~II

.$f4~AIPt~~1f-lm~I ~ Qc;l¥4<(4

~'tl'~~~•• ~~·11

ar.d'::('Od(vif-1·1 ~ ~ ~ ~ · '<tl' 'fi cll(Hlfctl•fl ~ Q~-Mcblfitd:ll~~H
The persons tied by cord may be freed but the creatures tied with temptation can not be
freed any ways. 0 son Nidagha! Do attempts to leave temptation by giving up the
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resolution. Walk in the beautiful world of supreme mission in a fearless state by penetrating
this temptation full of ego and sins arisen by nature through the spear beyond the ego. I am
made of all these matters and these are my life, I am nothing without them and these too are
nothing without me, are the resolutions worth giving up from your inner mind. Make a firm
spirit and imagine in mind that I am not made of these matters and these are not mine. 0
Brahman! The forgo of passion by thinking patiently and with stable mind and performing
the duties (deeds) in general manner, is really stated as the real objective (intention).

'W:f ~~~:~~I~ f;rtrqr ~ ~S~ ~:11~~11
~~i:fil<*TI ~ eITTR"i° ~,e-tac:1 ~:I fimra &lcF(-ii:'41'TI ~ ilei~"ffi ~11~411
The· person who becomes free from the sense of affection by giving up the passion for
ever and establishing the sense of equity, only he can abandon the physical ties. The giving
up of passion is hence, the supreme duty. The man is only liberated soul who gives up the
passion full of ego and enshrines after duly giving up the desired thing.

~ ~ 'i:'4'cRcIT eITTR"i° ~: ~

l@: I

~ i:'4Plfqtj

fclf.a ~ ~ gilij!Ufl-ijqq:_11 ~~ II

The person attaining to the supreme power by leaving entirely the passion in the form
of resolution is worth admiration for such sacrifice. Consider only him the actually
liberated and excellent among the persons known to Brahma.

arcim ~ ~ arcim fc1, H'fJci (~II .~ cl21 ii:fi1M ~ : ~ l:cl4 m1, II ~\911
tj.:c11f~<nfl141

~

fclf.a ~ ~ I $fC(-kil'11f'4~ ~ ~ cf,(41.flclfa~fo~ II~ GII

~ ~ '"llei~"ffi ~ I 'ir81rt11rms::JimraiJ11rai'rcnJm!tliTM: II~~ II
~ ~ ~ ~: Q(lq0fcle1Ntd: I iiUetJil!felF(,l.fl"di ~ ~ ~ I I 4 o II
Both of these attain to the element of Brahma and these only are free from the worldly
fevers (pains). 0 hermit! The recluse exercising Sama and dama and the yogis do not suffer
from vicissitude bestowed any time. Who has given up the state where desires are felt or
hate is expressed, who lives in the state of dormance, who is without passions, is called the
liberated soul. He neither becomes happy nor sad in the event of pleasure, sorrow, fear,
anger, lust and miseriness. The temptation arising from the exterior issues has been stated
fastening,
ijeiil!fc:IF(,l.fl~"ffil ~ ~ cqmffil ~ qqc:-4,flfqt0i Slll!f4cllf-clffil(II 4 ~!I
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The temptation without the passion for all kinds of issues, ensures emancipation. The
idea with desire for any thing only becomes cause for sorrow, fear and birth as well. Treat it
as gross binding nature. The people of great soul, attain the position of supreme liberty by
· giving-up the desire/ambition entirely for th~ matters in the form of truth and untrue~
Enshrine like the pacific ocean by abandoning forever the faith on the entity of binding,
emancipation, and the faith/belief on the true and false in the form of pleasure and grief. 0
great soul! There are four kinds of determination made by a man. The first out of them is
that I have been originated as result of parents harmony from the head to feet. 0 Brahman!
now listen to the second determination which is ma.de while watching at the sorrows. in
binding- "I am the soul in more micro form than the foreportion of a hair and is beyond all
worldly illusions and defects." This determination gives emancipation to the scholars: 0
Brahman!the third determination is that- "I am the soul of all inert and living matter of this
world." I am in universal form and un-decaying. This third determination too becomes the
cause for emancipation of the man definitely.

att ~ ~:~ ~ '{{1l ~,·~~SN~ ~ : l l ~ t l l
~ ~ : srltb~Wl41 il.l!l<fP4411 ¥}4<jWll~4: ~ ifficl~tbl fecC'lifu.:f:lll\ ~

-«cf iiUC4gqSlfu ~ '<fl' ~ I

dqiGl4 fecqt<(l4

;i-

~ ~ lffil': II Go n

Now listen to the fourth determination. The fourth determination i.e. "I or this world
and everything is void like the ether" provides the man with emancipation. Out of these
four determinations, the first is of fastening nature and with the binding of temptation. The
other three determin!ltions are with the clean and pure temptation (free from binding) and
the man with three determinations enjoys the liberty and the element of souls. Othe best
genius hermit!· "I myself is everything" is the determination that enables the wisdom to
give'.'up the misery.

~ d&ctiffiqi41 4h#lfct~l.:ffilt4NI

fficl':

~ ~ f.tc4q1JtRt ~ I I G~II

ldtld~!l"~;i 41fiiqfo1HIC'1411 q(qkqqt-1"1 ~1Rti<l~c1

~ I I G~ II

~c1io1M«IC'l¥an 4Ritilefiffi..q4:I ~ ;i- T o i ' ~ ~ .:flci<11«@11 G~ 11
'.fhe void (zero) known as soul too is called nature (Pralqti) illusion:, knowledge of
Brahma, Puru~a, Isana, Siva, everlasting and knowledge of Brahma. The exclusive power
(Dvaita) in the form of supreme soul is developing with the art of creation of the things
originated from dvaita and advaita in this world. The people neither do any enterprise
(work) nor satisfy by resorting to the position of soul beyond all kiµds of illusion and love
in the state of Cinmaya, do not fall prey of the worldly agony.

Sl1Reti4c6<I ~ ~l~fil:rnm.:ictcii.' $fijd1-0fij~gfhl

;i'

lffl' ;i- ~ I I G¥11

~si:(41fi:tqd ~ ~ : tl~IH1Hfiq11,1 SM14$ ~ ~ .:fici«I«@ II Gl\ II

0 son! the man who performs the works received in routine, looks equally the enemy
and friend, freed from desire and hate, neither laments nor desire for any of the things,
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softspoken, responding humbly to the questions raised and competent to know the spirits of
all creatures, does not fall to prey of the worldly sorrows.

~ ~faqe112"RJ &1<,lftili1fc1M1f~1i'{I '111ei~'ffid41 ~ ~ ~ ~:II~~ II
ar.a-:,(,ifti'ffi~e1iefn 1=41a<1in fcte1HH:1

~:~c1~qii:uil ~ ~ ~:11~1911

Walk in this world like a liberated soul with inner-eyes, keeping free from luxury,
without falling prey of worldly pains and by enshrining on the inner soul. Always be active
while moving in this world happily, vomiting out the hopes of all kinds from heart, free
fr-:>m affection and passion and complying with all worldly customs and traditions by
exterior mind.

~:ct>fslqtj("'ft ~ ~ : I

c6m' dlfi;(cfidl~Ml&i ~ ~ : I I ~ GII

ftl'ffil~ifi@(l.lfH~qffi(lcfil~i~Tii:r.f: I 3i\Jildc6Mtltl ~ ~ ~:II~~ II

Move in this world everywhere by making the heart free from anger but its revelation
artificially outward, and be subject (Karmi) of deed outward while Akartta (the state that
diminishes ego) inward. Don't loose the place of mind and by giving-up the ego, be free
from the darkness of enigmity for ever. Walk in the world by attaining the pure and
rectified life as sky and the pure and true wisdom.

ar.a-: ~}i·QRftltiTI ~:~i(ellRel 11 \9 o II
&~il<tH~qtGtil «1n;<1~TI~l@fi;a: 1 ~ ~ ;ifu lfORl Mgila~1q_11 \9 ~11
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Sl~ll~cfi(-Hl(ui ~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ : ~ Rli:fiiqj fcti@q4111 \9 ~ 11
The man liberal and of best conduct should do efforts outwardly by following the rules
of etiquette and prudency inspite of detachment from all activities inward. Holding
detachment entirely in the heart one should do best behave (industry) as an optimist
extraneously. It is mine (friend) and that is not, are the meanest thoughts of cunning people.
This whole earth is like family to the great men. Resort to such a position free from
affection and heart touching in which the man gets liberty from the discriminant thinking,
beyond the death and birth and where all resolutions duly attain peace. This position is
holy, innocent and free from attachments. It is called as Brahmi position.
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The man moving in the world under such conscious uoes not even fall in the trap of
affection in the adversity. The resolution is destroyed by the knowledge of sastra or
detachment and great bonafide virtues. Thus, the mind so processed, starts promoting
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automatically. The mind attaining the perfection by the detachment, that very mind
becomes full of affection like a clean pond in the pleasant season (Sarada Rtu) when it is
. lured of hope. However, why the learned people once detached of the enjoyments do not
feel hesitation while engaging such mind in the dealing of attachment etc. frequently and
again and again? The combination of mind and worldly issu<;:s is called binding to
exonerate from that combination (yoga) is called emancipation.
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The mind void of worldly issues as a result of firm determination is called the soul.
This very is the essence of the doctrine of all vedanta. See yourself by the awakened heart
under presumption of this doctrine as absolute truth in itself. Endless position of pleasure
Will be acquired as a result of such analysis. I am in the form of mind. All these worlds are
mind and the direction as also all these communes of creatures are in the form of mind. The
Cidatma (mental soul) in the form of evidence, un-perceivable and in the rectified form is
being observer to the day to day activities after relieving from the lies of the observed (the
scene) and observance.
~ftlf.tgthfu$,ci
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I am in the form of mind and great knowledge (Sarhvit) after having freed from the
passions for worldly issues, and the sentiments· and when I have become a flame of light. 0
hermit! enshrine in the soul by cooling down absolutely all resolutions, giving up all
temptations and entering into the exclusive (Nirvikalpa) position.
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The best Brahmru;ia reciting this Mahopani1?ad daily becomes srotriya if he is not .
srotriya and upanita if he is· not upanita. He becomes holy as the fire, pure like air and
becomes somaputa and satyaputa. He becomes perfectly pure. He achieves popularity
among all gods. He receives the fruit of bathing in all pilgrim-places. He becomes able to
resolve for arranging all offerings. He receives the fruit of reciting (Japa) many thousand
times of the great hymn of Gayatri merely by going-over this upani1?ad. He further receives
the fruit of reciting many thousand times the History-Pura.1J,a and Rudra. He receives the
fruit of Japa (Silent recital) of Prru;iava (Orh) ten thousan~ times. He makes holy the line
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(Pruikti) upto which he has observed. Lord Hiral).yagarbha Brahma has said that immortality
is attained merely by recital (Japa) of this upani~ad. This very is the mystery of this
upani~ad.
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·
Om. The body is a compound of prthivi (earth) and other mahabhutas (primordial
elements, as a.pas or water, agni or fire, vayu or air, and akasa (in ~he body), that which is
hard is -(of the essence of) earth; that which is liquid is (of the essence of) water; that which
is hot is (of the essence of) fire; that which moves about is (of the essence of) vayu; that
which.is perforated is· (of the essence of) akasa. The ear and others are the jfianendriyas
(organs of sense) .. The ear is of the essence of akasa, the skin of the essence of vayu, the eye
of the essence of fire, the tongue of the essence of water, and the nose of the essence of
earth; sound, touch, form, taste, and odour being respectively the objects of perception for
these organs. There arose respectively out of the primordial elements, beginning with earth.
q;n9fo1<6i:6HM-dNfll.ij :i:fi<Olf.lgl24'(1
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The mouth, the hands, the legs, the organs of excretion and the organs of generation are
the. karmendriyas (or organs of action). Their functions are respectively talking, lifting,
walking, excretion, and enjoyment. Antal:;tkara)J.a (or the internal organ) is of four kindsmanas, buddhi, aharilkara, and citta. Their functions are respectively saJikalpa-vikalpa, (or
will thought and about), determination, eg?ism, and memory. The seat of manas is the end
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of the throat, that of buddhi the face, that of aharhkara the heart, and that of citta, the navel.
The bone, skin, na<;lis, nerves, hair, and flesh are of the essence of earth. Urine, phlegm,
blood, sukla (or sperm), and sweat are of the essence of water. Hunger, thirst, sloth,
delusion, and (desire of) copulation are of the essence of fire. Walking, scratching, opening
and closing the gross eyes, etc., are of the essence of vayu. Desire, anger, avarice, delusion,
and fear are of the essence of akasa.
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Sound, touch, form, taste, and odour are the properties of earth : sound, touch, form,
and taste are the properties of water _: sound, touch, and form, are the properties of fire :
sound and touch are the properties of vayu : sound alone is property of akasa. There are
three gul).as (or qualities), sattvika, rajasa, and tamasa. Non-killing veracity, nor stealing,
continence, non-covetousness, refraining from anger, serving the Guru, purity (in mind and
body), contentment, right conduct, abstinence from self-praise, freedom from pompousness,
firm conviction in the existence of God, and not causing any injury to others- all these are
to be known as sattvika-gul).as chiefly. I am the actor, I am the enjoyer, I am the speaker,
and I am the egoistic- such are said by knowers of Brahman to be rajasa-gul).as. Sleep,
sloth, delusion, desire, copulation, and theft are said by expounders of the Vedas to be
tamasa-gul).as.
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Those having sattva-gul).a (go) up (viz., higher spheres)- those having rajasa-.gul).a
(stay) in the middle (viz., the sphere of earth)- those having tamasa-gul).a (go) down (viz.,
to hell, etc.,). Perfect (or divine) knowledge is of sattvika-gul).a; knowledge of dharma is of
rajasa-gul).a, the mental darkness is of tamasa.

Gll!IMlrl'tl!Jffig.flllfit@ f.4gfclgji ~ : I #114~cfiqf~t.a :cfi(Oif.4ge4 f.4g~~lcfi(Olg'ffi
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Jagrata (waking state), svapna (dreaming state), su~upti (dreamless sleeping state), and
turya (the fourth state beyond these three) are the four states. Jagrata is (the state) having
(the play of) the fourteen organs, the organs of sense (five), the organs of action (five), and
the four internal organs. Svapna is (the state) associated with the four internal organs.
Su~upti is (the state) where the citta is the only organ. Turya is that state having jiva alone.
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Regarding jIVatmitand Paramatma (enjoying the three states) of a person with opened eyes,
the closed eyes, and with eyes in an intermediate state with .neither, jiva is said to be the
~etrajfl.a (the lord of the body). The organs of sense (five), the organs of action (five),
pra~ias, (five), manas, andbuddhi- all these seventeen are said to constitute the suk~ma or
liiiga (viz., subtle) body.
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Manas, buddhi, ahamkara, akasa, vayu, fire, water, and earth- these are the eigqt
pral.qtis (on matter) : ear, skin, eye, tongue, nose the fifth, the organs of excretion, the
organs of secretion, hands, legs, speech the tenth, sound, from, touch, taste, and odour are
the fifteen modifications (ofthe above eight pral.qtis). Therefore the tattvas are twentythree. The twenty.;.fourth is avyakta {the undifferentiated matter) or pradhana. Puru~a is
other. than (or superior to) ;this.
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59. TURIYATITA-UPANI~AD

~i\41a,~1qf:tt1t(
This Upani~ad is related to the tradition of Sukla Yajurveda. It is also called as
Turiyiititadhiltopani~ad. The question and answers are transacted 'between Lord Brahma and
A.diniiriiya.Qa in this Upani~ad iri which Lord Brahma has asked his father Adinariiya.Qa, the route of
recluse who is Turiyiitita. Adinariiyru;i.a, has described this route a scarce one and described the
modus operandi of a recluse along with his conduct, behave,· mode of concentration and meditation.
He has told that the recluse ultimately obtains the Supreme aim of his ~ife. Finally, this Upani~ad is
concluded with explaining its importance.
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Once Lord Brahma went to his father Adinarayat;1a and asked- "O Lord! Kindly tell me
the route of a recluse who i!:l beyond the state of route Turiya includin~ the strata of his
feeling? Lord NarayaQ,a replied- 'persons moving on the routes of an AvadhOta are rare.
They are in least number; However, the scholars say that if there is one such Ava~flta, he
is seen an embodiment by detachment; knowledge, purity and a man learnt veda. Such a
great man always enshrining his mind in me and I my.self enshrine within him. Initially,
one becomes kuticaka; Then BahO.daka and ultimately resorts to the elements of Harilsa. On
having availed this state, he .then turqs into this supreme -Paramaharilsa. He does research
with his own soul and having known to the mystery of all-illusions, He immerses his stick,
Kamat;1.g.ala, La.Iigota, Kaupina, garments and all regular actions in the water. Thus he
becomes fully naked or uncovered body, the hide of deer, all kinds of hymns, shaving,
bathing, putting Triput;1gra on forehead, giving up all worldly and vedic activ~ties and even
abandons -the good and bad feelings as also the ignorance. He equally endures the pains of
weather i.e. heat and cold, vicissitudes, honour and insult etc. He bums into ashes the triopassion of his body, the feeling of criticism, praise, ego, vanity, boost, malice, desire, envy,
· anger, greed, affection, gay, sorrow, impurity and self-protection etc. He observes his body
as a corpse. He treats the loss and profit equally keeping himself inactive all through. He
lives on contentment and satisfies with whatever is met for food like a cow. He keeps
himself free from greed, the learning and pedantry and hides his innermost expressions as a
stupid. No scope for big and small is left in his heart. He keeps the notion of the single god
and observes it on every universal thing. He consider that there is nothing else_ than me. He
keep the_ divine mysteries duly accumulated within his heart and neither aggrieved in
sorrow nor leaves on gaiety. Affection has no place in his heart and good or bad happenings
do not put any impact on him. All his senses are cooled down. He becomes reluctant to all
preceding Asrama, learning, religion and influence and abandons t};ie etiquettes prescribed
by VarQ.asrama. Having inspired with the thought that the day and night are equal he never
sleeps and remains dynamir, always and· at every place. His body merely is as residual and
servant to the Brahma because he applies his body only to acquire the Brahma (knowledge).
He treats as KamaJJ.Q.ala to the well_ and the ponds. He is always reluctant. However,
outwardly he moves alone like a child, intoxicated man and demon etc. He doesn't talk with
any person and always engrosses in concentration of his genuine fomi. He reforest to where
there is no shelter a~d having deep loyalty to his_ soul, He forgets all. The person who thus
converts himself in an AvadhO.ta going beyond the state of Turiya and engrosses himself in
Prat;1.ava with sanctity and devotion, definitely attains to emancipation after his physical
death. This very fact has been pronounced by this Upani~ad.
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This Upani~ad is related to the tradition of Samaveda. There are two chapters in it. The contents
in .the first chapter are an introduction of reclusion procedure for gbtaining, and behaviour as also
pragmatic activities required for it. The second chapter is w:ith prolix details. Its opening has been
made with the four means i.e. discretion, reluctance, six properties and desire for emancipation. A
detailed description on the criterion for reclusion has been given. While describing the kinds of
recluse the classification in- (i) reluctant recluse, (ii) knowledge recluse (iii) the recluse enriched
with the knowledge and detachment and the recluse who observes it in his activities have been
explained. Later on six types of reclusion i.e. Kuticaka, Bahudaka, Harilsa, Paramaharilsa, Turiy!tita
and Avadhuta has been described in orderly manner. The position of knowledge on soul or selfrealization as also its nature has been described. The holiness in behave and a provision to satiate
with the hisser food obtained on alms has been described. An instruction for keeping away from wife,
enjoyments etc. physical pleasures has been given. Thus, it is suggested that one should engross
himself on the soul daily and by putting 1J. strict control on activities as also on diet. One should do
the Japa of Omkara bec::ause it originates the light of Brahma in his bosom and he thus becomes
entitled to emancipation.
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Sannyasopani~ad is now the subject-matter of our description: The p!e' on giving up
this mortal world through his orderly manners. is only the recluse . A .ques ion thu~ arises
that to which can be said the reclusion? What is the nature of a recluse? ts answer is a
person who for the upliftment of his soul abandons all the activities a roved by the
parents, wife, the sons, brothers, etc., who performs the offering ofvaisvanara subsequent
to a salute to be conveyed to the Rtvijas. It is advisable that the client at this auspicious
occasion should donate everything and the Rtvij should be offered the material wfth the
bodies in which it is kept. A recluse should impose in the five airs- i.e. Prai:ia, Apana,
Vyana, Udana and Samana.. The fire at the time of memory (Avasathya) and in Ahavaniya,
Garhapatya and Dak~ii:iagni fires, with the Vedic age fire. He should cut clear his all hair.
He should further abandon the sacrificial thread and while observing his son he should say
you are, in the offering and you are in the,universal form. He should depart then towards the
East or the North direction by addressing his own soul the same when he has no son. He
should accept alm from all the four V at'IJ.aS i.e. Brahmai:ias, K~atriyas, Vaisyas, and Sudras.
He should take food after getting food in the bowl. The food should be taken under
presumption as if it is a medicine. In other words, it can be said that a man should take food
only to the extent that he could do something great or only to the extent that it may preserve·
the breathing. This food should also be entertained like a medic..ine., free from fat and all
impurities that develops excitement. Thus, he should stay at-~ight in a village and five
nights in a city. During raing season, the recluse should stay either in a village or city up to
the period of two months counting by the fortnights. He should live on rags or the clothes
and of barks of the trees. No others kind of garments should' be a entertaining. Thus
throwing oneself into penance to show severe extent is the best ground on which a man
reaming active. The person who accepts reclusion in· this orderly manner has answers to all
questions like what is the sacrificial thread, the braid and the Acamana. Answer to these all
questions is· then naturally obtained. Concentration is only the sacrificial like a braid. His
belly acts like a bowl to sip the water and his resort is at the bank of the pool. Similar are
the characteristics of the person who know Brahma very well. What kirid of Acamana is for
them at the time when Lord Sun departs to the west. Answer to this question is that the
night and the day both are ~qual to a recluse. He neither has a meaning for the night nor for·
day. He keeps himself indulged in the investigation of his soul and as per scholars, all night
and days are like a day for such a recluse.
.
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The criterion to be a recluse is that he should have performed in the past the forty kinds
of ceremony, reluctant to all,· keeping the mind always refined, burning the hopes,
expectations, envy, jealousy, ego and enriched with the. four means, i.e., discretion,
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renunciation, six virtues, element of emancipation. The discretion refers to the day to day
knowledge of the objective world, no desires for the material and metaphysical world, the
six property pertains to the virtues like control, purify, reluctance, obeisance, detachment
and the conclusion and. a strong will for emancipation.
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The ascetic determined to reclusionjf doesn't implement the same, he may do a severe
penance and can re-entertain the life of a recluse.
~ Qldilel~ 'Q'R@ ;:qjiji('!J ~: I tj;:q1ijfci~c6ffi ~ ,TI~dl"'l@dlf.sl!;: II~ II

The person befallen from the reclusion, who consecrate reclusion to the trapi>ed person~
or who put .hurdles in entertaining the reclusion are called severely befallen and trodden •
person.
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The person enriched with detachment aren't eligible to consecrate with reclusion if
those are eunuch, degraded, handicapped, effeminate, deaf, child, talkative, boost,
conspirator, leaper, the soothsayers and the man befallen from the position of BrahmaIJ,a.
Salaried teacher, unbalanced temperament, non~performer of offering, the atheist etc., these
are not eligible to the consecration of reclusion inspite of their keen detachment to the
worldly affairs. They do not become the authoritative while preaching the great sentence
even if they accept reclusion.
- 3il~iQ@dlQt-4 ~ ~(ll21<%-dc6:I 8;141d'1.llfi·fctc6M\ ~ tj;:q~qgffi11 l\ II

The children of an uncultured man whose nails are worst type, teeth are dirty and full of
foul smell, entrapped in T.B., handicapped etc. is to entitle to accept the consecration of
reclusion.
ijSif421f~dMi ~ qg1q1afc6-1i ~ I i;llf4MlqN~l<@Mi ~ ~ ~ I I ~ II

The consecration of reclusion shouldn't be given to the person who have become
detached from the worldly affairs suddenly, who are criminal, uncultured and criticized by
the society.
i;ld(l~~l.fl<%M~q~1Qll(lcl~dl(I
tj;:q1ijqlg)o1

ijf4~ftf.1qf<w . ~

~·

~I

l@'

~

fcr.rr ~II \911

· ·The person devoid of resolution, offering, penance, generosity, worship and
perseverance are vacate of the truth and purity. These are not entitled to the consecration of
reculsion. A few_ among them may be the prompt recluse but these. do not fulfill the
procedural requirement.
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~ ~: ~ · fhts11gN1cil ~~II.IC41~ ~ ~ I ~ ~. ~ ~ ~ SI~"€@@
~~qq')d ~ ~ ~: ¥;11~~'ti ffl ~ "'€1" ~ ~ ~ blclHqfuq..;;il!q_ll /; II
· One should cut clean his braid by reciting Orn Bhul). Svaha but the sacrificial thread
shouldn't be abandoned. It is the second step when by reciting. "O offering! Endow us with
power, knowledge, renunciation and intelligence. The sacrificial thread is cut into pieces.
Thrice time recital should be made of Sarnnyastarn Maye (I have accepted reclusion) the
·
waist thread should be immersed into a pond with recital of Orn Bhul). Svaha."

fi~1f.g4 ~

«1° .(.\!li41€i:IM@ ~ : I ~ -q- ~ ~ ,rt Oi?lifgNt@@II '{ II

Lord Sun starts moving to and fro when it looks at the recluse and the Brahmai;ia,
having afraid to their emerge in the perfect Brahma by penetrating the orbit of Sun.

lffl! ~Ml~e11dlR

qfaql•liMcfilR "'€1"1 $M1~4<<l 'Sim: fi~~fqfu

'<:11' ~ I I ~o II

The person who say in affirmation "I have become a recluse" crosses his sixty
preceding generation and sixty forth coming generations from the worldly sea.

~ "'€1" _+ia·1+i11 ~ ~.~ ~ : 1 ~q1fi-1f.t~~ruc1t¼ruft.:iRc1 cfifi:H'{II ~~11
The defects fallen through the heredity and the defects of his own body are burnt down
by him. The same way as the fire of Tu~a burnts down the impurity of the gold.

~ 'q'f •TIQI~@ ~ QR.!l~q_ll ~~ II
0 friend! Protect us, should be recited while accepting a stick.

~ g ~ ~ ~ .gqqJefi'{I 9u~WM(-lgN~ -ll.f lcfi~qq~i)fila'{fl ~~ II
3id_1!5,lqt;d ~ : Q&!if.e.tfct<IN=td'{I -ll(-lld_~ &iHfl~ ~ ~ : II ~'611
The stick should be straight, bamboo specie with bark, it should have the even number
of knots. Its place of origin should be pure, there should be no spot on such stick, it should
neither be affected by fire nor hold in by the pesticides etc. There should be knots and it
should be upto the height of nose, braid or the brows in the measurement.

d_usi~-{1,(fj

'm':

~ g fclit~<ll ~ ~ fcRr •l"t@fc{~~ ~:II ~"'II

The combination of stick and the soul is always good. If a stick is not with a recluse, he
should only move within the periphery crossed by an arrow thrice time.

Gt•I\Nllcl4 '11tcl-li@.il<~

~ ~l!ii'tl&

~II

'q'f

<l'

'q'f

q.:;i~¥;t . . .gJ~Ul@ cfiqu.g~ ~ ~

~~ II

0 modest! You hold the basic element of life, water, live in contact with me by
declaring it. A recluse should hold a Kamai;ic;lala in hand, a monogram of yoga with him and
should move with all pleasure everywhere.

~ @.iqq@.ilj "'€1" ~ (-l~l'3<l ~ I ~ (-l~l'3<l ~ ~ ~ ~ I I ~\911
A recluse should abandon all kinds of good and bad as also the false and the truth. The
false and the truth as it laterward should also be left abandoned ultimately.
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a(1n,1tj-41~1 *1Htj-<41~1 *1Ha(IH,ltj.qf/OO I cbq(.i-41~1@ illgfcil!4gQMd: 11 ~l 11

There are four kinds of recluse the first reluctant recluse, second conscious recluse, the
third a recluse· full of a mixture of knowledge and reluctance both and the fourth a recluse
by activities.
~ I iit!lj.lJlfcii:6fcil:l'-tal';jW'-lftttll Sllcf90'-ti:6tifcif!l:llffi-40: ~ au,4tj-<4Hnll ~~ II

The person who has accepted reclusion after developing the spirit of detachment .from
the audio~video affairs of this world and as a result of the fruits for the deeds previously
performed is called Vairagya Sannyasi.
[According to Sankhya yoga, the visible matters are perceived in the form of complexion,
essence, odour etc., and the wealth and property, the wife, the royal luxuries etc. The Audi) objects
are the matters as heard from the Veda and holy books. These are also of two kinds (A) the pleasures
of divine abode, the heaven senselessness for the physique and engross with the nature. (B) The
divine odour, essence etc., the accomplishment like A~ima, Garima etc. The reluctant recluse
remains unattached with the above two kinds of affairs.]
.

~ll:e,i~HINIQ~ti'-1M1i:6l3"1c:l:,jc:IOlldlQ:lJIQ(ffl

&8c:IU:Hi

~ll:e,ic:11(-1-li

Mli:heil(-l-1i

~

qq::11,wfqej ~ ~ ~ (-IIQ-1ilgf!'-iijQffl.l.f: .tj-4eqffi ~ T(cf ~l-1ij-41~1U~oll
The person who as a result of knowledge with the holy books, the study of good and
bad as also the worldly experiences, keeping always awake, who abandons the physical
luxuries (passion for a son, wealth, prestige), passion for the holy book t?ut, only a sheer
devotion and faith on holy books, who considers as vomitted by means of four i.e.
discretion, reluctance, six property and the element of emancipation is called a conscious
/ •.
recluse. ·
~ (-lsiqiiQeq (-14Qj1I'( ~Ha<l 1'-ll'Rll' ~,(6.q13tje41~-1 ~8QISlleiftsi@: ~ '1ild,(6.QQ(I

~·~ ~1'1a(l 4qtj-41«\11~ ~II
A recluse enriched with the knowledge and reluctance accepts the reclusion through· a
prolong practise in orderly manner by observing all experiences, under the knowledge to
know properly the element of detachment
.the body as a residual.
. and who treats
.

ffri ·~

~ ~ c:11-1S1<E14t,1Qfjttj a<•''-'•iMS1'21WIQS6Q13(-IR01 l.f: tj-4eeira ~-

cht:itj-4110011 ~~II
The cliaracteristics as to accept reclusion by observing the rules made. therefore after
systematic entrance and glut with the Asramas of celibacy, couple Vanaprastha, are called
held by a recluse of activity (karma Saiinyasi).

~ ~ : l:IR(ciSTI ~ ~€liii:64*(c:.i:6gijl Q(Q8~gO'-li~ldiei!dl:URfll ~ ~ 11
There are six kinds of reclusion. These are Kuticaka,. Buhodaka, Hams~, Paramahamsa,
. ' · Turiyatita and A vadhuta.

i•,

·

~ilili:6:

fts1,(g1q~qcftd\

c;OijqiQOi(t!EI(:

!Qcrl-1~11€1c&e11~<:

No<&Astfts1sp.11Rq1S1(-IIQ-1Q( Q;i:6Sllil1c;-1Q(: ~fflesi~o4E11<\ ~ : 11 ~~ 11

Nl';jQig!)Ji(1El-1Q(:
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· The recluse of Kuticaka holds the braid and sacrificial thread on his body. He beside
these, accepts a stick, Kama1,1c,lala, Kaupina, (nicker), bed sheet, a bag also. He is obedient
to his parents and the teacher. He holds a kettle, a spade and cinka with him. He takes food
at the uniform place. He smears a white Tripu1,1c;lra on his forehead and he holds a trident
also.

~ : Wl&lre;cfi~i!!Hf~goi!!U-0 I !iaiicficff~l<iij'fl " q~cfi(cj!fQll!!cfii::iMlw\ II ~~II
The recluse Bahiidaka holds the braid etc. a bag and smears up Tripu1,1c;lra. He alike
Kuticaka lives on alms and only takes eight morsels of food at a time. .

~ Jlel!!II(\ Gi9ofjei90~1it1 3Hick1f1qj~cfi(l~iwl ch,4j..j{gUsgUs!!4iilll ~~II
A recluse namely Harilsa holds large matted hair, Tripu1,1c;lra and Vrdhvapu1,1c;lra, asks
for food from alien places and puts on a Kaupina (nicker) on his body ..

q(q~ij: Wl&ltl~Qcfld(igd: QiJ•Jg! cfi(Qj,ij l(cfi~lt"H!!li-0 I
¥11affcfilffi:6 ~ c:.Usffcfi¥11aQ(I ell iH-ifl~t-HQ(: ij<if41'fl Ill~ \911

A Paramaharilsa recluse abandons the braid and sacrificial thread, survives on alm,
accepted in hand from five houses, holds a nicker, a bedsheet and a bamboo stick with him
or he abandons everything except a bedsheet and the ash to smear on Gods.
gi\tiiffiffl 'Tl!J&cj!+41 QiMlfJl-0 ~ I

~(•JiJSI~ ~gq1S11cift>ll!I ~ : $iUIQi::ii:@{l(cj!@cfi: Ii~ GII
The recluse Turiyatita abandons everything, lives on cow, profession, accepts alm of
fruits or cereal from three houses, keeps his body naked and thus he survives considering
his body as a corpse. .

ati::i\d@:lf.i~q: ~ ijtii::iarti::iJl'l<cj!fQli;HQ(: ,(cl'4,Ql:jtj!!41.fQ(: II~~ II
Ji'litP:lfi(d. ';('lg' ~ I . . . Jlsqt-4~ ~ ~

'Ferg: I

cfii~..jl{-(1..j ~ ~

.:i1gq~a.:i: 11 ~ o 11
The recluse namely Avadhiita does not observe any kind of the rule. He obtains his
food under the python profession from all castes barring the evil doers and spotted persons.
He always keeps himself busy in the investigation of his own genuine form. He
discrjminates the entire universe consisting of the tree, grass and vegetation as. also the
mountains. He considers the happenings of extraneous world as most inert. He considers
, that he is gigantic and can't live with the exterior world. He considers himself a resolution
of the time and living enduring life.

~ cfiUQU"~I cfi~qi..j$Ul~tll I ~J..ql'fikl: ~ : ~ .:i1gq,eiaq: II~- ~II
He thinks I am not an inert world because it stays for a moment. I am not in the form of
dormance which has no feature.
~ $Ulfci.:i1w1;q1 RSRS+.Jq;q?,111 fu&ijl«}Q(i1dl!UNI

ffl .:i1gq:eia.:i: ii~~ 11
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This skin varying its size and perishable in seconds is distinct from me. I am not that
inert touch who obtains the self~perceiving by virtue of the sensitivity.

~ ~01fcl.:tl"'l..ill 'SIT1ZITS~St1q,42411 fudlijic{IQ~ci!QINI

ffl' ..fii;q~ij..f: II~~ II

,

I am not a caprice mind and not a power .of vibration that arise trivially through a
matter from the tongue.

Mci!QINI ~ ~ ~ HIMijtftil I (-cl@H·Q~

~f.u~n Tin' .:tn;q~d..f: II~~ II

I am merely a witness and I am not a perception of inert and sensitive that destroys
when the scene and the observer are merged with.

ct~tie;~i.:t4'1M4 ~ ~u1fcl.:t1"'1.n:1 ~ mft ~ ~ .:t1gq~tt.:t:11~~11
I am not a trivial inert odour because it comes out from the inert material and judged by
the nose.
';JR,l'tlT

•l·EN1st11 ~ 411:ctif~tt:1 ~sf.it1tt1c61<1

lf.il' .:t1gq~tt.:t:ll~l\ll

I am a recluse not trapped in the illusion of five sensory organs, without perseverance,
peaceful and all pure sensitivity.

f.11:iinslr.R:

m- ttQq,iiR4,gq.:1 :ijaii~tt..f ~ cfiMlcfiM..fclNitt:11~~11

~tilclf~ttfu;:q154qgqti\s~: 1 ijiilletllill:.tt<&.114"1 RltfiHlst

f.m'.R: 1 Afcic6~R.ie;1'iITT£

~ ~INlf,@-1 ffl:11 ~\911
I am luminating with Cinmatra light which is beyond the sensitivity. I am an element of
the soul that is present in and out, Cid and omnipresent.

•

~d~~q

ri f.4lQllt;tl: I ~ arcNl:@.4:.a

t{)fl~cllNd(Jtijill ~~II

I am sensitivity that constitutes the radiance like a lamp from the pitcher, cloth etc. to
the sun.
~ : ~(.fflfj fclfu~~<f(itl: I d(Jtijj.(i: Slcfii¥!..f 'tfl?.llf'..f&iOIQ(-ffitl: ii~~ II

These all senses arise from the light within my bosom and all varied professions also
eminates from it. These eminate the same way as the sparks from the fire.

~ q{\q~,q~llfM411 ~ ~ ctfE!;ijtif4f@Mctn!~ll~o II
This holy and divine view provides with everlasting, endless, extreme peace enabling to
enjoy the pleasure. It conquers aH other kinds of outlooks.
ijti'4icli:.tt(~itl ~tilgitifue;IN~ I Sttilsfitt-4,(6,Qltl ~ ';f'ql' ;rq-: II~ ~II

This liberated soul resides permanently among all kinds of spirits. It is the Cid that
should liberated from the sensitive stage. This soul all sensitive is saluted.

fclftm: ~: ~ :

'ij'irf

'tfT f.ifcicfil(tlll

'fuoT

~ ~ cfiMlcfiM..fgihtllll

cfi1MS4tl!jflffi:r,qr if\..f ltll~tiliil.t!.1~: I ~ : ijq~cllcl"'l&.ffi II~~ II
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These excellent, clean and equity powers have been originated from the power of mind
without imagination and the heart. This power of mind is sovereign and fully liberated from
the bindings of this apparent world in trio-time (Kala).

m

~

c:lii:Uq•ik.i(C(le_*tttlNc:I

~I

~(INf~41tiqe_~i1!3Q4l~c:I

m filiitt<iifeyj mt>f Ql~lil4c:(
iH(lfl~.j ~ : I Q (lfcic:I (q •4 i'1 i en1ZRT ~ l@T: II ~ " Ii

$i;i'116iqa(::a4i fue,lc:IWkll _~:I

~11~~11

~ I i ~l\ II ~i@i{ti*t!J~ ..

It is indescribable, ·an everlasting, an entity not in existence and it- remains as rest
analogous to the reluctant soul. The power of kind as existed in the. state of desire and hate
is covered of impurities and enable to fly like a bird caught in a case. Owing to a sense of
duality, born as a result of desire and envy, these are -like the insects .and bacterias, fall in
the trench of earth.

~s~ ;rq) q~qfc1fi:in1file;1N41 ~sft:ir ~sft:ir ~s~fil<li!.61{11~\9
A salute is conveyed to this ·inseparated soul in the form of cid. I am developed and
duly perceived of apparent knowledge.

~sft:ir ~ irsft:ir msft:ir ;rqrs~ ~,

p

q~q.:i::a14

llli' p

":!'"

file.1<ii411

I am stubborn, beyond the operations, I am, what am I, Salute to me. You and I both are
endless. I and you both are the cidatma. Convey salute to both.

~ ~ ;rq)

&lc:lt!H~: ~;j~fq

'.j'

llli' ivrcmf ~,

kil!hlN ~ ~ •ii@~N .... ~ I

HS'N

~Ii~~ II

Salute is conveyed to the supreme Isvara and Siva who is within me. This soul doesn't
enshrine while sitting, doesn't move while in dynamic action, indulges and behave insipte
of always in peace. It does the function but never attached with the fruit of action.

~~I ~IU(Q,U~ij) ije(qjqc:( ~:lll\oll
This soul is easy to find; it is like a friend in need and it is like a bee in the Lotus flower
of body.

~ i.fliif~~ cWffl '.j' ~ i.flitfciij~ I 4i!,141@ ~ 4dl41@ ~ 'ffit.11 l\ ~Ii
I am not hungry for the worldly enjoyment and on other side I am not tempt to abandon
the enjoyments. Let come whatever it is and let go whatever is gone.
'.j'

~ 1Rftr fiffir R(ijc:61Uti l@'I ~ - - ~ ~~f~tolN ~:II~~ II
Only the soul remains healthy and hearty on destruction of spirit,_ crush of ego and
separation of mind from mind.

~ 1Rftr fiffir R(Qc:61<di l@'I ~ - - ~ ~~f~tolN ~:II~~ II
I am void of spirit, ego, the vacation of mind, in action, loss of vibration and only a
soul in purity. Where my enemy may be?
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~ R<6i:hl:t f;iq;:i,(.c6q-11fi;aq_1 cficiMIW4:{¥]41~Wilci . _ . if fig: 11 lt. ~ II

The world free from ego living the cage of my body has departed to alien peace after
cutting the string of passion.
ijWll~110i ~ q,:0(\(i;fiQ~Hlq_l

'..j'

~ 1ifi 11ffii\4 R(6i:61(Qfa..roitll lt. ~ II

Only a man lives true life who is not affiliated with the activities handled by him,
whose mind is free from attachment and who observes all creatures with equal eye.

~ ..jl6~ffi 'i{fclT ~f;g:4.(4

Wl1Z@'I <f: ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ I I lt. lt.11
The best recluse whose bosom is all cool, whose wisdom is liberated from the feelings
of affection, envy etc. and who observes this world as if he is witness to it, lives the real
life.
'..j'

its~:~TldMlli ~ u11%,t1fct9"ffillil ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I I lt, GII
The recluse enjoys the pleasure of true life, who has acquired perfection in knowledge,
who has abandoned pondering on the aspect of good and bad and who has enjoined the
mind in the mind.
,mt]!llt;i:htjq~ &TI1JT ~IIRt~fllM'(I f~@q&l(~ldl ~ l i l t . G II

An extreme pleasure starts rising when the relation of commodity and consumer is
destroyed. The peace is called the emancipation.

\leq1::iflqq1 ~ .J1~1~<fctc1Ma11 ~ ~,fctfa!iifiHi ~ cqqfu cm:RT11t.. ~ 11
As the fried seed doesn't spout, the slight passion in the heart of person who actually
,has obtained the liberty from life.

lfT'SRT

Q(l{ld;l(I ¥]4,(.lfclljQl@-111 atli1-1&1Hq<.11

m

~~ffi~ci ._.IIG o II

They always perform actions of philanthropy, always generous, abide by the truth,
concentrate on soul and remain in their actual form.

~

h:htfhfi ~

Sit'llj;a;:i~'6!.l<ll f;iq;:i,(.i:fi~i.llcii:cil~ ml' i:fiM..jlqM'(IIG ~II

This soul is called an element of sensitivity only when the element of sensitivity is
liberated from the mind. When the habit is without the mind no faults are appeared
therefrom.

m ~ m ffic@T

,(-1 lei~ I

qI(q IIBii:bl I ~

m tj ij ffi 4g

er;r lR: ~II G~ II

. It is Siva, it is truth and the supreme soul locates here. It is omniscience, a perfect glut

aMd not at the stage, where the mind is deviated between the feeling of 'it is! mine and that
is yours!'

SiMQf.cHfil..iJ~\?jRtlTh!MtliSINI R(,@q..j..jj..j4:{:~ tjfct~l,IQ(\S~IIG ~ II
I abandon, accept, do conversation, open and close the eyes still I am soul m
concentration, pleasure and in the form of knowledge.
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lwi' ij~@J!i~*I lRT f.tqW,FIH'{I 3U~IIQl~IHM ~ tjfcl..q1,iq{lS~II G-g II
I am only in the form of knowledge after removing the mind in sensitivity and making
it without desire as also after cutting down the knot of hope.

~ : ~sfu:r ~ : I -leS!IRS!cfi~H:

tjfct..q1,1Q(1S~II G~ II

I am located in a healthy state after obtaining a due peace and liberty from the good and
bad resolutions. I could be in knowledge form after giving up the sense of good and evil.
~ii:'-HflQ(<l ~ ~ -il'lf~~I ~ m'US~I

.

f.t4Mltli R<l~lltli {<:l:(.ifcl~ fu@Ts~11
GG11
"
I am enshrined perfectly in shelter with the equity of soul after giving up the affection
and envy, the discrimination, the hunger for fame in this mortal world. I an enshrined in the
position of soul where there is no place for imagination and hope and only an innocent
knowledge.
$fi;iil'11fi;~g"ffil ij41Qi~tli::IN'fii: I cfiGH'l@tlqG!Un:I {<:1Sicfii¥1Q~

'furn': II G\911

I have attained to the emancipation with a spirit of inert and active as also hatred and
useful. When will I obtain the contentment of Soul? When I will be enshrined on the
position of automatic light.
cfit{IQ~ll-<lq-141 l!l(OTil!l(cfi4:) I ijqG!llfl-i ft>IMiijiRj f.tfcicfi~ijqlfu-1111 ~ GII
When will I do concentration and meditation peacefully getting a seat in the cave of a
rock. When will I become inactive or inert like a boulder by virtue of the exclusive
meditation.

f.t:t~IS!4Hfcl·J$llf..ij13_cfif!I

l£q-

~I

ctre:T muT cfiUGQf..ij ~ cl-lQblOi: II G ~ II

Upto when will I be able to concetrate on everlasting Brahma so undeviated that the
cuckoo bird constrnct a nest on our head.
iji.:fi~41GQ ~WiiMd ~ q.flcl-1'{1 fc@at 'gclqiiji@J fcli;(lfi-1 ~211~@'{11 \9 o II
I move with pleasure in the ever-extended field after crossing a vast forest of mind by
cutting the resolution trees and the creepers of temptation.

~ iiGjtlli:flSfu:r ~sfu:1 -iltll¼i!'{I f.rcrrunsft'f f.rm)sft'f f;rtwrsfu:r
f.ti\f...:(-ta:11\9~11 {<:li@ffiNtaai ~ ~ ~ ~i au-1f.GJ\q~1qa1 ~ st!)re.J\Ra11
'3:0lffiGHai
~ cfilRiij'nl ~ I I \9 ~ II
~ ~:
{<:1,(6.Qf~s?.&lq·arnll
f.tfclcfi~{<:l~q#) f.tfctcfi~ ~ ill \9 ~ II
I am the form of that everlasting position. I am exclusive. I am in the form of victory
and I had become liberated soul, a simple man, reluctant to desires, clean, full of splendour,
a ruler and in the form of truth and knowledge. A recluse should enshrine within his own
soul by making himself free from the feeling of pleasure, happiness, perfection, generosity,
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truth, non-duality etc. One should be exclusive in· his practical deeds too when he had
realized the one and the exclusive form.

~

;jffq@'

i:ii'11 ;i1iffii:IC::~i..j'{_I.
~·t~ii:6: I
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· fi,(,H
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~

q(qgij,(4
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~!i¼iQ@dH~cP-11

~ I ;i- ~ '
:s: 4
3llg(~ ii1i:.li:6iui._\'11"'"~i:i("l)i:hll
ifltc!.i:6.(4

iji:i!,i&ni:6: I

0~ . .

gUiflt11dli:i~:_i1~:

~kq.ilc1

~

~*,Qljtj~14;:i: 't)q(c6\@.ilifi:it(II \9'g II

If the prompt recluse is living with a desire for reclusion, he should do endeavour to
obtain it in orderly manner. He should not converse with the Siidra, the women, th~ shrewd,
the man of enigma and the female in course of menstruation. A recluse shouldn't go to see
the functions organised for any good. These worldly affairs, aren't for a recluse. The Bhii}:i
and Bhuvab world is for the prompt and Kuticaka recluse, the heaven for Bahiidaka, the
world of penance, for Harilsa and the world of truth fot Paramaharilsa. The people under
category of A vadhiita · and Turiyatita are enshrined in the element of their soul by
investigating their genuine form analogous to a bee.
· ~*,Qljtj~H&l@R.-dil-<.1~11~1~
~ :1
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A perseverance on number of holy books in orderly manner is redundant for a recluse
and he only does investigation with his own form. Such move is useless as loading saffron
on the back of a camel. A recluse is prohibited to follow the trend of yoga to do business
with the hymns of Samkhya Sastra and to observe the trend of any holy book. In case, any
recluse engages himself, it is like ornament on a dead body and it is prejudicial to the
function and learning of a recluse. A recluse shouldn't participate in the functions
organized for summoning the gods and deities. He should think that he is compelled to born
with the fruit whatever action is made. He therefore should abandon these all activities as
the froth is disappeared from the ~aster oil. The recluse neither should accept any Prasada
offered to any god and goddesses nor worship any exterior god.
~&l@R.ffi ."ijci
i:6(Ql~Ull.(4Ql~OI c{f

~ .R~i:6(~f41{!i(qj{!(~w\~
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The recluse should abandon everything except his soul and should live on alm confined
to the hand. It will reduce the formation of fat in his body. He should move regularly and
pass his life on alms in hand or the bowl in the fortn of mouth. A recluse should take food
to the extent two parts by dividing the capacity of a belly into four parts. One part should
contain water and the part should be left vacate for the circulation of wind .
. . i:id!iNit4 ~i:hlill~TI ~Sl(ijlfilq_l ~ i:ct:Jfa•41,@<{_~Jg _ . ~ll\9G II
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A recluse should always live dependent on alms. He shouldn't accept the food only
from a home. The persons who watch at their path patiently and do request should only be
visited for lunch or dinner.
Q3iH-lfPJgrori

?J ~IM'&§fBtilllcii:IP{I
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A recluse should go for alm only at five or seven houses who are cultured. He should
only wait there to the extent a cow takes time in milking. He shouldn't re-visit at the same
place from where he once has obtained the alm.

~ 3qc11flrGllrRla:, :a:illrRlma< ¾t ~TUT ~11 lo 11
The fast is better than the dinner and the thing uncalled for is more better than the fast,
Begging is more better than the thing obtained without begging. One should therefore resort
to alm to extent it is possible.
;)q fl&IIQfl&l-l

Na:~ ftj¥}c(~Jgli_l

-ll@Sfilqc(~J~ itlgt«i,t ~

;i-

'fcltrall l ~II

One shouldn't enter into a house from the left and right directions while going for alm.
The house absorbed from defects shouldn't be left either by mistake or by affection viz., the
cultured house is the best place for an alm in purity.

~rnllr~

;i-

fua..ra ~ ' ¢11('i4*4rfil wfira:~11 l

~

If a person known to Veda is void of obeisance and devotion, no alm from his house
should be accepted while a house full of obedience and devotion is suitable for alm even if
it is not cultured.
q(~cfi{qfi~fi SllcfSIOTii:lqllffili:1¥!_1 i:lli:etilfWli ~
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The alm for recluse is of five kinds. These are unresolved Madhukara, words used for
begging, unexpected, immediate and casual.
lR: fi1:6c-<4<ffii:1i¼1..lJg14~ W cl'TI ~lcficlc1i~I qy!i&i<fq@ ~11 l ~ II

The unresolved Madhukara is the kind of alm which is accepted in small quantum like
a bee from any three, five or seven houses without having any resolution in the mind.

mo:~ :q 'l4ij4?.~: 'Slffe.ra 1Js:1 ~t sir®ofld ¼ifC'($!.i@ ~llti'l~rfil

'clllll~II

The alm accepted under promise or for which words are used is a process to accept it
under compliance with the request made by the concerned person in the morning or on the
previous day.
~16tfl!li!O'llgi-l ~ f.tqf::sti:l'(I ~

?J ~t ~ 'q ~ : 11 l
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In case, any person invites the recluse while he is on move for alm, the recluse should
accept alm at his house.
3Q~l~-l ~ · ~ @l@Ul-l rn!_I i:ll<t61f~&ifq@ '@'.t'@ ~ ~ : ~II
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If any Brahmar:ia request a recluse to accept food in his home at a time when the recluse
is on move for alm, it is called as an immediate alm and it is worth to accept always. In
case, any Brahmar:ia brings food for a recluse in the hermitage of that recluse, it is called the
derivative alm.
~);q1~cfi( ~ <.i@*l'i::@~HIGNI ~ ~ ~ ~eJW@,(,fqlGNI <.llffidl<.IIRHtl\zj ~

~ cfi@i!~d'{II t ~ II
A recluse shouldn't h~sitate to ask for alm even from a Mleccha (an-uncultured and
lower rung of society) when a dire need is felt: however, he shouldn't accept the food
continuously from a single house. That house may be so cultured as that of Brhaspati but it
is prohibited for a recluse to visit daily there. A recluse should live either on the alm for
which words are used or a casual alm.
;i- ~ :

w~({lt101 :.ufi.:i~eJ.:i<'.640111 '..j'JqT ·11,19ut11'Q:IT .:i1~({lt101 1W-6fr11 ~ o 11

It is a common tendency of the wind that it touches all, the fire burns all, the water wets
all. Hence, even after a lump of urine and dust is thrown upon them, these do to accept such
pollutions. Similarly, a recluse is not polluted as a reason of the defect get mixed in him.

~ .g~9.gA ~ 'ffiticlw:t~I cfirn'S~ ~ ~1~<01q1~)1_11~ ~II
A yogi should accept alm afternoon when the fire is not blazing with smoke and doing
any sound, it is fully extinct and all other people present there could have taken their food.

~ ~ 'Q'fmt ~ ~cl'f>ili:6'{1 cl;jffil(i';II ~ .gcfocrr~ ~II~~ II
In course of any mishappening or adversity, a recluse can accept his alm from all
Varr:ias and castes except the infamous families, the shrewd, egoist and once fallen from
their position.
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The ghee is like a dog urine for recluse. The honey is like liquor, the oi!i)s like the
pork's urine, the commodities mixed with garlic, the pulse ofUrad. The sweeten flower etc.
are like the beef and the milk is like urine. Hence, the recluse should accept an alm without
ghee etc. fatty things.
\!d1Qlfc{<-i~ffiqsi -tltlHi:fiGl~-tl Qbfqf!.1 -.:i~NifoF@-t
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A recluse should never accept the spicy and firy food blended with ghee ano Juice.
Only hand is the vessel to accept the food for a recluse. One should always accept alm from
that vessel only. A single time food in a day should be maintained and food in two times
should be strictly avoided. The recluse who accepts the food only to the extent of his mouth
'

~
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capacity like a cow, viz., who doesn't stock it, attains to immortality by virtue of his spirit
of equity.
~

~firct
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One should abandon the ghee etc. and the food accumulated treating it like blood and
the flesh respectively. The recluse should abandon the odour and a cosmetics treating it
rubbish, the salt considering it a snatcher, the garments as the state vessels, the massage
like copulation, jokes and irony of friends like urine, the proud like beef, the alm from the
house of friends and familiar like Cal).<;l.ala, the women like snakes, the gold, like poison the
assemblies like cremation ground, the capital like Kumbhipaka hell, the food from a single
home like corpse. He should seldom do the worship and recital for gods. He should try to
be a free soul after giving up all worldly illusions.

¥1ci-f1*61

~ Qf,t(:1jQlJ ~ : W16!.14i:.ill: I Rctl,(,clt4l ~141Ml<n llflli~i:6(1Ni ~II~ l 11
The Asana, the vessel, passion for accumulation of money, to make disciple, sleeping
in the day and keeping the mind busy in trivial matters are the six things that throw a
recluse in the ties.

~s~ ~ d1ic;utaq_1 -:fifite11euRq1:i11011t1i:6Wl41t; ~ : 11 ~ ~ ·11

•JtldW ~ c;os1~fict1llW ~ : II ~o o II
A place unwet of water is called Asana. Only a patra (vessel) should be kept with
recluse. It is remission of vessel when a recluse adopts other vessels. To accept the stick of
other on occasion of losing one is called Parigraha.
'ljij': 4&.lctt;IUll Ql:iiHIQ:

'(.I"~,

~ ~ : qfo:61fifd:I ~ 'liWS?.i cfT ~ : I I ~o ~II
It is called accumulation to collect the worldly luxuries with an intention to enjoy in
further to accept service from any person, to do worship and perform any activities for the
fame is also Parigraha.
fi,1G:uo1i ';f'g i:6i~Olltfi06!.14!16 ~ : I fcrm ~ sti:61~1(€flc;'rc:ti!ii (lbHiilifl 11 ~o ~ II
One should only make disciple to a person who is clean heart and most curious for
sheltering with a view to welfare. Accumulation of disciples is a trend when unwanted
disciples are made. The learning is known as day· and the ignorance is as night for
reclusion.

~

'S1lfRU er:
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~ ~l4f'J'fW1S~ ~ I I ~o ~ II
Any laxity towards the practise in learning is called sleeping in the day. It is considered
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trivial involvement when discussions are made on other wise matters than a story leading to
metaphysics and common queries and replies.

~ qGqlffi4 ~ I ~ ml 'ifl'llcfil(~ (fllt.14'{11 ~o~II ~
~ ~ ~ %t.1fcl'6t.l'{I ~ cficifctcliG~ ~ficllcf!lfciMft'{II ~o'-\11 . . . ~ 't.l'R
~ 1<J1*icl<,i;lcfi'{I 1<J*'ffi'll Rc11~141 ~ ~ I I ~o GII .fcrit ~ amt' m:IT
~ "a' ~ I ~ fi..!.IIB<ft~4 ~q1Ri:h ~ I I ~o 1911 Jfb11Ril<Oi -«cl Ng%j~(1 ~ I
Sl@N41R ~ ~c1q1;n ~ : II ~o l 11
A recluse should immediately abandon a single cereal (food staff), proud and vanity,
odour, flower, ornaments, eating bettle, do massage, involve in playing games, ambition for
enjoyment, do chemicalisation, do flattery, do criticize, do discussions on bargaining of any
commodity, deliberation of the routine affairs, debate and dispute, violation to the principle
laid down by teacher, the matters pertaining to dispute and harmony, the cot, white
garments, discharge of semen, sleeping in the day, the begging bowl, gold, the poison, the
weapon, the living soul, violence, the anger and couplation. The things prohibited are in
brief the activities prescribed by Gotra etc., the inherent properties of parents. Enjoying
these things pulls down the recluse to trap into worldly affairs.

,aGi\011,a fciaioo~ ~ ~ I ~'"!IOIT~N ~ ~ '"!IOlq~('{II ~o ~ II
~ . amt' m fciqq1~~'{l ~ ~ 'J~t.lltt@4_~~.fltlcl<(II ~~o II
~sfq

A learned recluse approaching to the old age shouldn't even faith on an old woman
because an old cloth is stuck with the old quilt. The recluse shouldn't accept the immovable
and movable things, the seeds, the gold, the poison, the weapon etc. considering these six
things like the urine and night soil.
~cliG~a . - ~ : fd6fuG41qR1 q¢tq1q~ 'J~t.11t11~ ~ ~11 ~~~11
A recluse shouldn't keep anything with him except the expenses necessary for transit
and that too in course of adversity. In case the cereal is not available, the recluse may take
the cooked food.
~~~~4TclB~ cfmll ~·~ Sl@!ll@.i ~~~11~~~11
A recluse, healthy and youth1 shouldn't stay at any house. He neither should accept
anything from others nor should give his own things to them.

~ ~ ~,, ~ 1 iret' m ~ ms~ t.11i1q1;n ~:11 ~n11
A recluse should always be kind to all living organisms for their well-beings. The
recluse who accepts the alm of cooked and uncooked food certainly attains to the worst
position.
al~QHQ(I ~ ~ I ~ clHlfcti:6 m ~ qgQ?.HNII ~~~II
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A recluse who takes special care for his taste, puts on woollen or cotton clothes and
sometimes accept the silk clothes certainly befalls to a hellish position. He should instead
of it ride on the sip of non-duality and gems the stage of all liberty.
· ~ ii~14q1@B(€fii,:t~Og ~ 1

trR"it g ~ ~

Sll011411-il ~4<lll ~~Gil

A recluse should keep silence if he wishes to punish the speech. To punish the body, he
should stop eating and hold the fast for long. He should do Pra!,l.ayarna if he wants to punish
the mind.
[All living-organisms are tied with their activities and attain liberty by application of their selfknowledge. This is the season, the scholar recluse, always, keeps them away from all activities.] .

~ d(§cf.iall(1)1

'M&TI ~ ~ I ~ :
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fci~1Uil ~: ~ ~:fufm: Ii

The old and used cloth in lump can be easily found in the streets and colonies and the
alm too is available everywhere. This earth is sufficely extended for sleeping. Hence, a
recluse shouldn't fall in the trap of sorrow.
SIQ~qfun:,j ~ ~l.:tlt-1~ ~§41t!l@:I ~kq ..~P114Nillt4

ms~ qt;i4@:ll~~~II

A recluse should burn into ashes in the fire of knowledge all kinds of worldly illusions.
A recluse who can embed the knowledge fire in his innermost soul, is only said a great
scholar and Agnihotri.
Sl?Jffifi!fcll!JT

fi ~ ~ cl'RUI ~14:icfi:11¥fl~cfl.:t(l'l-Ui:R1'1cf ~II~~ o II

There are two kinds of propensities among the recluse. The first is MarjarI and the
second is VanarL The recluse doing exercise on knowledge have the Marjari propensities
and the otherwise category is of VanarL
';.fl'tp!: i:fi-l4MG'.,1:41-$1 i11.:..:t1~-1 ~ : 1 \JIH-$1N ~

mwit \Jls€4Mti:fi ~11 ~~ ~11

A recluse shouldn't speak with any person not desirous of talking. He should also keep
silence if someone raises any unjusticiable querry. lnspite of scholar, a recluse should
remain innocent as :-. .smpid .
.g4q1qq 'QTQ'Rl . . .g!iqf,($!.l<ll

mt

i;.Wi'l*lli!!~q~.g,&)~4 '1%' <'lq_ll ~~~II

In case, if any evil is committed or atmosphere is seated, the recluse should do a Japa of
Taraka hymns upto twelve thousand in number and thus try to nip the evil at the bud.

~ i;.1~¥1Blt;~ WJTci' ;jj"Q<l'S~I ~ ~ : 'Qt iW Sli:fi1¥1<l $~4Rtli:{_II ~~~II
A recluse is duly introduced with the everlasting perfect Brahma within his heart in a
period of twelve months when he recites Om in order of twelve thousand times per day.
This Upani~ad pertaining to reclusion is thus fall of mystery.
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61. AKSAMA.LIKA-UPANISAD

a:Ja:i q If~ ch1 qRti G._
This upani~ad is related to Rgveda. In a questionnaire pattern, it has been framed as a result of
discussion between Prajapati Brahma and Kumara Karttikeya (Guha). The topic of discussion is the
enshrine of Akara, Ukara etc. in the basil-bead garland (aksamala).
The curiosity very first has been raised regarding Ak~amala (basil-garland). The questions raised
are- what are the characteristics of Ak~amala? How many kinds of it? How many aphorisms are in
it? How is it intertwined? How many letters (van;a) are enshrined in it? and who are the gods
represented by it? Subsequently, the characteristics of Ak~amlilli, concept of Brahma residing in it,
the rectificatory (amending) approach, establishing recognition of a god particular with every bead of
the garland, the prescribed Japas (silent recital) for attaining intimacy with the god, hymn, learning
and the element, an exclusive devotion to Ak~amlilli with presumption that everything is covered by
it, psalm to Ak~amlilli and finally the fruits of listening to this upani~ad have been discussed.

11 ~llkt qId: 11
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0 the supreme soul! Let me attain a position in which my speech within mind and mind
within speech merged. Please, enable me to perceive your apparent feature. Enable me to
know Vedas in essence. Let me endow with a viable memory not losing to whatever has
been gained. May I be able to establish unbreaking relation between the day and night by
virtue of this studious attitude (i.e. my study :-emains continue). I shall speak the fact (Rta)
and truth always. May lord Brahma guard me and the orator (the teacher). Should three
fevers be cooled-down.
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Once upon a time Prajapati asked the lord Guha (Kartikeya)- "O lord! Kindly tell the
distinct method of Ak~amala (basil-garland). What is the characteristics of that garland?
How many kinds of it? Further, how many aphorism of it? The cause of action or event
(kinds of intertwining) are of what nature? _What are the letters (Ak~ara)? What is the
concept regarding it? Who is the god representing/regulating it? and What is the outcome of
if?"
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Lord Guha replied- "O Brahman! This Ak~amala is of ten kinds- made of corel, pearl,
sphatika (precious stone), conch, silver, gold, sandal, Putrajivika, lotus and rudrak~a. These
are worn with a procedure and the beads represent the letters from "a" to "k~a". There are
three kinds of threads for intertwining these beads i.e. made of gold, silver and copper. The
gold thread should be in the hold of beads, silver at the right, the copper in left side of the
beads of this Ak~amala. These should be intertwined in a manner that mouth of every bead
in juxtaposition and the tail juxtapose to the tail of another bead.
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The innermost thread is Brahma. The right is Siva and the left is Vi~IJ.U. The mouth is
Sarasvati (goddess of wit) and tail is Gayatri. The hold in every bead is learning (vidya) and
the knot is nature. The vowel (svara) being detached (satva) are in white colour. The
consonants (touch) being blended form of Satva and Tamas are yellow and beyond to these
properties (excluding Satva and Tamas) are of red colour because of Rajas property.
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Subsequently (after intertwining the garland) it should be made sanctitive by
immersing in the milk of Nanda etc. five species of cows and by. rubbing duly with
Paficagavya ( cow urine, cow-dung, milk, curd and ghee) and further by cleaning with
Paficagavya (curd of Nanda etc. five species of cows). Then, the garland should be soaked
into the perfumed water and "Orn" should be recited. The leaves then should fold and made
a funnel like and water should be sprinkled on it. The eight kind of scented items
(A~tagandha) i.e. Takkola, Usira, camphor etc. should be smeared on it and then enshrined
on the metal "Mal).isila". It should be worshipped with Ak~ata (rice) and flowers. Every
bead of the garland should be spelled systematically from the letter "a" to "k~a".
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0 Akara! You are winner of death, therefore, by seated on this first bead: 0 Akara!
You are omnipresent by. virtue of your magnetic power of attraction. Please, be seated on
· this second bead. 0 Ikara! You are endower of power and peace. Please, be seated on this
third bead. 0 Ikara! You are endower of elegance to the speech and always sacrosanct.
Hence, enshrine on this fourth bead. 0 Ukara! You are endower of all strength. Please, be
seated on this fifth bead. 0 Ukara! You are innocent and almighty. Please, be seated on this
sixth bead. 0 ~ara! You make caprice to the mind, so, please shrine on this seventh bead.
0 ]¼kara! you are spell bounder and ever luminating. So, please enshrine on this eighth
bead. 0 lrkara! you are exhibitor of inimity and most cryptic as also know everything. So,
please be seated on this ninth bead. 0 lrrkara! you are creator of attachment. So, please
enshrine on this tenth bead. 0 Ekara! you enslave to all and truth in yourselves, so enshrine
on ~his eleventh bead. 0 Aikara! you are always pure enrich with the satva property. You
enslave the persons. So, please enshrine on this twelfth bead. 0 Okara! you are the
literature (all commune of words) and always pure, so enshrine on this thirteenth bead. 0
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Aukara! you also are group of words, enslaver to all and always in ·peace. So, please
enshrine on this fourteenth bead. 0 Ankara! you enslave the elephant etc. and enchanter.
So, please, enshrine on this fifteenth bead. 0 A]J.kara! you destroy the death and dreadful.
So, please enshrine on this sixteenth bead. 0 Kakara! yo1,1 are destroyer of all poisons and
renderer of welfare. So, please enshrine on this seventeenth bead. 0 Khakara! you are
omnipresent and aggrieve all. Please, enshrine on this ~ighteenth bead. 0 Gakara! you
compound all hurdles and senior most. Please, enshrine on this nineteenth bead. 0
Ghakara! you endow fortune and resist the power of enchanting. Please, enshrine on the
twentieth bead. 0 Nkara! you are destroyer of all beings and stubborn. Please, enshrine on
this twenty first bead. 0 Cakara! you make motionless arid most cruel. Please, enshrine on
this twenty second bead. 0 Chakara! you destroy the living organism and fierce. Please,
enshrine on this twenty third bead. 0 Jakara! you destroy Krtya (wit of anger) and gallant.
So, enshrine on this twenty fourth bead. 0 Jhakara! you kill the living organisms. So,
enshrine on this twenty fifth bead. 0 Nkara! you chum the death. So, enshrine on this
twenty sixth bead. 0 Takara! you are destroyer of all ailments. Please, enshrine. on this
twenty seventh bead. 0 Thakara! you are in the form of moon. Please, enshrine on this
twenty eighth bead. 0 I)akara! you are destroyer of poison like eagle and beautiful.
Enshrine please, on this twenty ninth bead. 0 I)hakara! you endow with the properties and
modest. Please, enshrine on this thirtieth bead. 0 ~akara! you endow with all 1:t.Xiorns and
create affection. Enshrine on this thirty first bead. 0 Takara!. you endow with wealth and
cereal etc. properties and always happy. So, please, enshrine on this thirty second bead. 0
Thakara! you suggest means for performing great deeds (Brahma) and always in peace.
Please, enshrine on this thirty third bead. 0 Dakara! you endow with growth and glut and
perceive always beautiful. Please, enshrine on this thirty fourth bead. 0 Dhakara! you are
killer of fever and poison. Please, enshrine on this thirty fifth bead. 0 Nakara! you endow
with enjoyment, emancipation and peace. Please, enshrine on this thirty sixth bead. 0
Pakara! you are killer of poison and hurdles. You endow with benevolence. Please, enshrine
on this thirty seventh bead. 0 Phakara! you are enriched with AQ.irna, Garirna ·etc. eight
axioms (achievements of a devotee) and always lurninating. Please, enshrine on this thirty
eighth bead. 0 Bakara! you efface all distorts and beautiful. Enshrine on this thirty ninth
bead. 0 Bhakara! you kill the hurdle created by ghosts and dangerous. Enshrine on this
fortieth bead. 0 Makara! you enchant the enemy or raising inimity and creator of affection.
Please, enshrine on this forty first bead. 0 Yakara! you are omnipresent and sacred. Please
enshrine on this forty second bead. 0 Rakara! you create burns, jealousy and fever. You are
defaced. Enshrine on this forty third bead. 0 Lakara! you nourish the world and full of
splendour. Enshrine on this forty fourth bead. 0 Vakara! you satiate all .and sacred.
Enshrine on forty fifth bead. 0 Sakara! you endow with all fruits and sacred. Enshrine on
this forty sixth bead. 0 Sakara! you endow with the great deeds (Dharma), wealth (Artha)
and sensuality (Karna) and your complexion is white. Please, enshrine on this forty seventh
bead. 0 Sakara! you are cause for all articles and related to all vafl).as (four vafl).as).
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Enshrine on this forty eighth bead. 0 hakara! you are all literature (all letters or literature)
and sacred. Please enshrine on this forty ninth bead. 0 lhakara! you endow with all powers
and prominent. Please, enshrine on,, this fiftieth bead. 0 K~akara! you are teller of the
essence existing in this as also that worlds. Please enshrine on Sikhamal)i (the cardinal
bead).
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He told thereafter- "we salute the gods existed in this earth." 0 god! give your_ kind
consent for accepting this garland by me. The forefathers are requested for the image this.
garland would bear. Let the Pitr (Agnisvatta etc.) approve wearing this Ak~amalika.

~ it ~err ~~ ~ ";fql' ~s~ ~ · firaus~ ~
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He then said- "Salute is conveyed to the gods residing in the space. May these gods
enshrine on the garland of knowledge including Pitrs (late forefathe,rs_and bless for its
image."

~ it ~ Rfcllic:_~~ ";fql' ~s~ ~
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He again said- "May the gods residing in heaven enshrine on this garland of
knowledge and approve its image including pitrs with blessing hands."
~ it lF3IT ~ ~ ~ : Sl@slQll@II ~ II

He further added- "Salute is conveyed to the hymns existed in this world (about 7
crore) as also to the learning (vidyas) including sixty arts. May their powers enshrine on it."

~ ~ -1q0iihiqf!11: Sl@alQll@II ~o II
He continued- "Salute is conveyed repeatedly to lord Brahma, Vi~Q.U and Rudra
alongwith their chivalry; May! their chivalry enshr~ne on it."

· ~ it ~~FctwJ6~1~'4<:I':
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He added- "Salute is conveyed to the ninety six sarilkhya etc. philosophies. May these
bless for progress and keep at a distance, the position of conflict and inimity."
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He again said- "Salute is conveyed to the thousands of devotees and followers to the
sect of Siva, Vi~I)U and Sakti. May these all grace with approval."

~ ~ 1F<.tl: SIIUick401'aIT ";fql' :tlf@~di ~ •,1~11 ~~ II
Lastly, we told- "Salute is conveyed to the subordinate or dependent powers of the
death. Please, be graceful on us with this psalm and endow with pleasure to their devotees
through this ak~amalika.
·
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Again this half garland of fifty beads should be completed by adding fifty more beads
with the same spirit and summon of the letters (Ak~ara) thereafter, eight more beads should
be spelled with the letters- a, ka, ca, ta, ta, pa, ya, sa as previously done. Now, one hundred
eight beads will be intertwined with the garland (the sikhamal)i will enshrine by "k~a" as
before and the garland should be made by adopting this process).
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After psalm offered to A~amalika, it should be picked up and on moving round
(Parikrama) one should again pray- "O goddess Mantramatrke! 0 Ak~amale! you resist the
motion of all, you create melancholia and turn all in lunacy. Please, accept obeisance. You
are in form of death to all and you also are conqueror of death. You excite all. You are
saviour of all worlds, endow life to all, create everything, administrator of day and night
and powerful to move from a river to another, from a coming to all other countries, islands,
and throughout the world. You are present at all places. You regularly appear and luminate
the heart by perpetual inspirations (vibrations). You dwell in all hearts. You are in the form
of speeches known as Para, Pasyanti, Madhyama and Vaikhari etc. You hold all elements,
all learning, you are the supreme power and worshipped by all gods. You are prayed by
Vasil?tha and worshipped by the saint Visvamitra. You are repeatedly saluted.
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The person reciting this upani~ad in morning absolves from the evils committed in the
night. Recital in evening effaces all evils committed in the day. The person who recites in
morning as also in evening, absolves from evils irrespective of their size. Lord Guha finally
said that'the hymn recited silently (Japa) on such garland duly spelled calling the presence
of gods on all its beads; fructifies immediately.
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62. EKAK~ARA-UPANI~AD

The saint feel a single letter (unperishing) supreme soul as the vital element of the life circulated
throughout the world and as breathing taking a flow in the spinal nerve and as Soma in the space. A
single letter has thus considered as almighty in this Upani~ad allied to the Kr~l,l.a Yajurveda. The saint
observes it activating as the god of removing hindrances namely 'Ari~tanemi' and Kumara Kartikeya.
In this Upani~ad, the saint has advised to worship that immortal letter and remove all illusions due to
ignorance thereby integrate with the flame which is free from all worldly ties. The same element of
supreme soul has been told that it bears all the characteristics of god Indra, Rudra and the Sun as also
it is extended to all the four Vedas and the dynamic as also inert world. As a succinct note, it can be
said that a single letter is almighty and one should pray it for a proper lead in life from birth to the
emancipation i.e. physical death but metaphysical revival.
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0 Lord! You are 'Ak~ara' (i.e. immortal), you are Soma, Para Brahma (perfect
knowledge) and you exist within a single letter (an immortal element) with your entity by
moving through the route of spinal nerve to the Sahastrara. You too are the cause of world,
the master of all living-organisms, the person described in PuraQ.a and in all forms. You
only protect all the worlds by pouring with the rain.

ffl f.tqi~q«ci"l: ~ ~ Gild~c{I ~ ~ : I
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0 Almighty! You too are existed as the life force throughout the world and within
every drain of the earth. You are only shelter to the intuitive saints and the poets. You only
are protector of all the worlds. You too are in garb of fire and in garb of offering. You only
are a gigantic and perfect man.
When the resolution of creation (Sr~ti) is baked in the splendour of Brahma
(knowledge), it is then said 'HiraQ.yagarbha' and when the perfect knowledge shows the
feed of resolution, it is called 'HiraQ.yareta'.
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· As the thread is essential to every bead of a garment, you are in the same fashion exist
as the main thread in garb of breathing throughout the world as also a cause of its origin.
You only have measured the whole universe by a single pace therefore you only are the
origin place of this whole creation of the universe. You too are protector of this universe in
garb of breathing and as omnipresent as the Lord Vi~r:iu himself and you hold the supreme
bow like 'Kumara Kartikeya'.
~
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0 Supreme soul! You only attract the arrow towards yourself like the splendour of the
Sun as it shines in the noon. You are in the form of luminated 'Hiral)yagarbha' in the etherlike heart of all these living-beings created by the illusion. It is your divine light by which
lord Sun lights in the ether. You are existed in the form of Kartikeya, who are the armygeneral of the gods and you regulates all hurdles like an eagle.

'tci' ~4M@@ltlcl cnn:I': ~ ~sfu ~ I
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0 Supreme soul! You are thunder-holding Indra and the Rudra who removes all
worldly ailments and thus you are the king of all subjects. You too are existed in the world
of moon in the form of late fore-fathers who provide with the desired results and you also
are the offering and obeisance performed for the satiation of the gods and late fore-fathers
i.e. you are in the form of 'Svaha, Svadha' and 'Va~atkara'. You only are existing in the
heart of all living-organisms.
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0 Lord! You too are Brahma in garb of breathing and the creator of this whole
universe. You also are the wind, the eagle, the Vi~r:iu, Vara.ha, night and the day. You too
are the past, the future as also the present. All activities, the movement of time and the
supreme letter i.e. the non-perishing element Om, are nothing else but you yourself.
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You too are originator of Rgveda, Yajurveda and Samaveda through your mouth. You
are king Vasu, the space, the performer of the procedure of offering, entertainer of the share
of offering and almighty. You too are eleven Rudras, demons and omnipresent Vasu also.
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0 Supreme soul! You are existed in the orbit of Sun and everywhel'e as also in the heart
of living-organisms for removing their darkness of ignorance with your various forms. You
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also are the Brahmat,1.c.lagarbhini (holding this universe in its womb), Sunabhi (the best
navel centre or illusion) existing in the ether of gigantic heart. The ever-luminated rays as
existing in the planets like Sun etc. are also your rays.

~ ,(,14~i1l ~ ~ ' ; { T N ' ~ ~ Jt.:iH14ll
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That (gigantic Brahma) is omniscient, protector of all worlds as also the navel of all the
living communes. You too are all intuitive. You also are the reliefs of a varied kinds of
emotions. You too are existed in the form of Prajapati within the womb of lord Vi~JJ.U and
you too are Veda (rhyme).
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The learned persons were known to Veda, get rid of the property of Raja (Rajogu]J.a),
cannot able to know the gigantic person by golden complexion through the study of Sama
etc. Vedas. The person well-known to Brahma worship you through the hymns of
Yajurveda in the offerings and the person following Samaveda also worship you through
the Sama hymns.
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0 Supreme soul! You alone are the woman, man, bachelor as also the spinster. You too
are the earth. You are Brahma, Varul)a, the king, Samvatsara (period of a year), fire and the
sun. You are everything.
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0 Supreme man! You also are the sun, the eagle (Game.la), the moon, Varu1;1a, Rudra,
Prajapati, Vi~JJ.U, the Sun and the master of sensory organs like the mouth etc. Gopati. You
too are lord Vi~JJ.U and only saviour from the atrocities of the demons to the mankind as a
whole. You too are the father of this world in the form of 'Bhugarbha'. The whole universe
is covered by you.
(ei~: ~-~~~:I
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You are competent to take auto birth (Svayarilbhil) and with the mouth everywhere
(Visvatomukha). You too are residing in the_worlds like Bhiil),, Bhuval), Sval), etc. worlds.
The man who know the primitive person (almighty) existing in the region of the heart
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cavity as the breathing and the light itself, obtains the supreme position of the scholars and
his ignorance is effaced in toto. This only is Upani~ad (mysterious knowledge).
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63. S0RYOPANI~AD
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This Upani~ad is related to the tradition of Atharvaveda. The uniformity between the Sun and the
Brahma has been described in this smallest Upani~ad. The Saint, god, rhyme etc. to this Upani~ad has
been very first enumerated. The inseparability of the Sun and the soul has been then propounded. The
subject-matter then proceeds with the origin of world by the (splendour of Sun), the worship of god
Sun, the universal Brahma form of Sun god, pray to god sun, the eight letters containing hymn of the
Sun and the lastly, the fruit of the recital. The fact worth taking in notice is that the time when the
Sun exist in the Hasta planet (the month of October or Asvina) has been considered the best time for
reciting this Upani~ad. The man conquers the death by virtue of following this rule. This Upani~ad
has been then concluded with this great magnificence.
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Now the Atharval'.igirasa hymns pertaining to god Sun are described. The Saint to this
hymn is Brahma, the rhyme is Gayatri and the god is Aditya. 'Harilsal)' 'So'ham' is the
seed with fire god and the power is curiosity (Hrllekha). The Kilaka is allied to the ether
etc. creation. This hymn is applied for the purpose of accomplishment to four industries
(Puru~artha). The person only is Brahman (knower of Brahma) who knows Lord Sun as
enshrined with the seed on six sounds, consisting of six limbs, seated on red, lotus, rode on
the chariot consisting of seven horses, gold complexion, holder of four hands, lotus in two
hands and the pos.ture of booning and posture of fearlessness in two hands and who inspires
the cycle of time.
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The Brahmat}.a doing concentration under the presumption that Lord Sun is present
everywhere in the trio-world consisting of Bhi:il)., Bhuval). and Sval;i in the form of the
supreme soul (PraQava) attains to the emancipation. (He should say) I concentrate on the
best splendour of Lord Savita who originates this whole world. May that Savita lead my
wisdom to the right path.
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Lord Sun is the soul of the entire inert and sensitive world. All creatures are originated
by the Sun. The offering, cloud, cereals and the soul (sensitivity) etc. all arise from the Sungod.
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0 Lord Aditya! We salute you. You are the performer of all direct deeds. You
apparently are lord Brahma, Vis1;m and Rudra. You too are l,lk, Yajus, Sama and
Atharvaveda. You are the apparent form of all rhymes.
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The wind, earth, water and flame too are originated from the sun. He is the cause for
origin of ether and the directions. The gods and the Vedas too are originated from him.
Lord Sun only gives heat and light tci this universe. This Sun too is Brahma. He is in the
form of heart, mind, wisdom, and ego. Lord Sun is enshrined in the form of five breathing
i.e., Rudra, Apana, Samana, Udana and Vyana also. He is performing the functions of the
five sensory organs i.e. ears, skin, eyes, tongue and nose. He too is in the form of five
executive organs i.e. speech, hand, feet, anus and genital. Lord Aditya is in the form of
Tanmatra to five sensory organs i.e. the world, touch, complexion, essence and smell as
also five exe~utive organs i.e. statement (words), giving, moving, excretion and pleasure.
He is full of pleasure, knowledge and in the conscience form.
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Salutation is conveyed to Lord Sun and Mitra, 0 Lord! Please protect us from the
clutches of death. Salute is conveyed to Lord Sun who is ever-luminating and the cause for
the creation of world. The creation, maintenance and destruction of all inert and sensitive
creatures is caused from the Sun. I myself is what Lord Sun is. Lord Savita is our eyes.
Lord Sun renowned with the name of Parvara (who is able to fill with the light and energy
both) is in the form of eyes. May Lord Aditya provide our eyes the power to observe
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everything. We are known to Aditya. We concentrate our mind on Lord Sun adorned with
the thousand rays and may that Lord Sun provide us with great inspirations. Lord Savita is
in the front, at the rear, at North (left) and at the South (right). May Lord Savita generate all
desired matters for us. May that Lord provide us with longevity.
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The Pral)ava Om is one letter Brahma. 'Ghmib' and 'Si1ryab' are the hymns containing
two letters each and 'P.dityab.' contains three letters. The great hymn is formed with these
eight letters when all these are combined .
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The person reciting this hymn daily is only Brahmal)a. An apprehension of prolong
ailments is effaced by virtue of reciting this hymn while facing Lord Sun. The pauperity of
the devotee is·vanished forever and he gets rid of the defects caused by eating the forbidden
or course things. He further gets rid of the defect arising on moving through inaccessible
way (or wrong path), trifle and jeering, gossips, false statement etc. This upani~ad should
be recited by facing Sun in the noon time. The person doing this exonerates from the five
kinds of heinous evils. It has been said Savitri Vidya (learning). One should not make any
statement or appreciation to any of the person. The person reciting it in the morning
becomes lucky and attains the livestock, life, cows etc. and the vital learning of Vedas. A
fruit of many hundred offerings is obtained as a result of reciting this Upani~ad thrice times
a day. The person who recites this Upani~ad when Lord Sun enshrines on Hasta planet i.e.
in the month of October or Asvina; conquers on the death too. The person who is known to
this fact too crosses the death easily. This is the matter disclosed by this Upani~ad (a
mysterious learning).
I I ~ ~ ~ : ......... ~VITRf:11
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64. AKSYUPANISAD

~
This Upani~ad is related to the white (Suk.la) Yajurveda. The Cak~u~mati Vidya and Yogavidya
has been highlighted in a questionnaire pattern between the hetmit Sanlqti and Aditya wherein one
has raised questions and the other has replied/answered them. This Upani~ad has been divided in two
parts. In its first part, Cak~u~mati Vidya has been described. In the second part the nature of Brahma
Vidya has been elaborated and then several portfolios of Yoga for acquiring. Brahmavidya has been
described. There are seven portfolios of Yoga described in this upani~ad. The devotee gradually
attains accession to in the field of Yoga vidya by adopting Yoga. He arrives at the apparent vision of
the Brahma when he practices the seventh position. At the end, a description regarding Brahma in the
form of Om has been made which is viable enough to achieve the position of Brahma by systematic
knowledge and practical application of the same. He then perceives him.self as Brahma particularly
when he fmds himself in the stage of supreme perception of the "extreme and exclusive pleasure. This.
is the main topic laid-down by this upani~ad.
·
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Recital for Peace

(the

teacher and disciple)
The supreme soul! Wish you please protect both of us
simultaneously. Nourish us simultaneously. May both of us be powerful simultaneously.
The learning acquired by us be full of splendour and intelligence ·S'hould there be no place
for inimity and rivalry between us. 0 mighty! may the trio fevers (material, metaphysical
and celestial) be cooled down and undepleting peace attained.
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Part - I

Once upon a time; lord Satilqti visited in the world of sun (Adityaloka). Having arrived
there, they saluted lord Sun and worshipped him by Cak~u~mati vidya. Salute is conveyed
to lord Sun who gives light to the eyes. The mover in the sky, lord sun is saluted. Salute is
conveyed to the commander who holds a huge army of thousands rays. Salute to lord Sun
who is in the form of Tamas. Salute to sun in Rajas form and Satva form. 0 god sun! lead
us from false to the truth. Lead us from darkness to light. Lead us from death to
immortality. Lord Sun is sacred and creator of shadow (reflection). We bring in our
memory, the holder of varied universal forms, luminated by the beams of light, omniscient
(Jatveda), illustrated like gold, in the form of light-flames, and full of heat. He is appearing
· before all living organisms with thousand beams andin many hundred forms. In the form of
light to our eyes, the son of Adi ti is saluted. We are dedicated for the conductor and holder
of this universe, the sun god. As a result of worship through this Cak~u~mati vidya, lord sun
was pleased enough and began to say- the Brahmal)a worshipping me daily with recital of
this Cak~u~mati vidya, does not suffer from eye-ailments and his clan also attains healthy
eye-sight. This vidya becomes fruitful when eight Brahmal)as are taught this vidya. The
person known to this vidya attains greatness.
[The sun-god has been considered 'Pratiriipa' and 'Visvariipa'. According to science, whatever
we see, it is because of reflection made by him. This is the reason, sun is considered Pratiriipa
(counter form). Whatever we see in the light of the day, those all are the several forms of sun light
and merely
variation is seen due to their kinds. This is the reason for which the sun has been said
I
universal (Visvariipa)].
I I ~ : tfOs: II
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Satilqti then said to lord sun- "O lord! Please,. teach me the "Brahmavidya". Lord sun
replied- "O Satilqti ! listen to the most rare knowledge of element to which I am going to
tell you. You will attain emancipation on acquiring this knowledge.

ij4'lcfMsf. ~n,.aq..f-d lclq&.4<.li{I Q~4Jl!dlfaffii,_ti. · ~ .atR<:r 4$i..ll~tsli{II ~ ll
~ fcl§~ij ~I~:~·~ .mffl ~ lIT ~II~ II
Live in peace and please by observing all living organisms one, seldom born (Ajanma),
silent, infinite, Pole-state (stable), integrated and sensitive (living) because of the
knowledge of element. There should be no place for other in mind except the soul and·
supreme soul. This state of mind is Yoga and this is the real control of passion. Therefore,
perfonn duties and. actions by establishing mind in Yoga and there should be no time when
dullness andreluctance may peep into the conscious of working.
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(The first procedure ofAvedana Yoga is as herein described). The heart and mind both
gradually start moving away from the stage of thinking on the objects of worldly pleasures.
the devotee feels pleasure in performing the benevolent activities daily and in routine
manner. He always hates the abrupt mode and manners of the ignorant people and removes·
out such attitudes, if any, he finds in his personality. He does not disclose the· private
secrets of any person before others. He always keeps his mind and hands busy on executing
·~..
the great deeds.
31.p.fli.•lcfil-Oful l35cfiq1fu1 ~ I ~ m@'· ~ T.I' ~ I I GII
~8Sl014•1\ilful Q~le;li~l+.idiR T.l'I ~~lcfiiMf QQ~IIR ~ I I \911

He does the acts that keep others in peace and seldom knock down in the trench of ..
excitement. His deeds thus, are performed benevolent and philanthropic. He fears of ·
committing crime and does not tempted to the means of consumption (luxuries). He used
the words revealing love and affection as also suitable to the time, place and person with
courtesy.

lRm clilf01T ~ ~:N'-il-iljQflcla I < f d ' : ~ f.«q ~ii.ij(I04~~11 ~ II
He makes all endeavour to sit in the company of great persons and involves himself in
their service by engaging mind, speech and the deeds. He reads holy literature daily and
shows no miserity in procuring them.
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He is called executing his first portfolio at this stage. The man who is fond of crossing
the deep worldly ocean, only gives priority to such thought. He is called Bhiimikavan
(promoter) whil~ the rest of people are said Arya (Best in comparison to others). The
. follower of ihe second approach of Yoga have the following characteristics.
.
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He attains shelter to such renowned scholars who are famous for the best ~xplanation of
Veda, Smrti, etiquette, conception and the meditation.
'
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He knows the division and position of the matters properly and become expert in
deciding the nature of act whether good or wrong when he acquires mastery in the holybooks worth listening to the excessity of ego, vanity, manipulation, greed and attachments
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etc. does not make him puzzle. Extraneous dealing if any, remain attached to him, that also
is abandoned by him as the snake casts off his slough. The devotee full of such holy
knowledge acquires even most cryptic knowledge as a result of his hard industry and with
co-operation and assistance that he receives from the scriptures, teacher and the great-men.
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He enters in the third stage of Yoga named as Asansarga hereafter and the same as any
person lays on the neat and clean bed well decorated. As the holy-books say, he enjoins his
stable mind on them, resides in the asrama of ascetics and engaged him discussing on the
metaphysics and spends his whole life bearing troubles of resting, on the bed made of
stones. That man of polity puts his relations out from the material luxuries, lives in the
tropical forests suitable to provide with peace to mind and passes his life by consuming the
easily available means of pleasure. The perseverance on the holy books and by reason of
performing great deeds, the power of observation is rectified. The devotee perceives this
stage as a result of self-recognition.
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Asansarga is of two kinds from an angle of common and particular classification. (Now
these kinds are to be described.) The attitude for making oneself detached from the worldly
luxuries considering him not a Karta, enjoyer and interceptor is called Asansarga. To
conceive that everything is the consideration for the deeds performed in previous life or
everything is under the supreme soul and what is the existence or influence of the deeds
performed by me in the position of grief or happiness? Excess collection of means of
luxuries is in the form of incurable disease and all luxuries are the cause of calamities. The
last consequence of all combinations is the betterment. The mental worries are ailments for
the persons looming large in ignorance. All transitory matters are perishing and the mighty
time (Kala) is busy in making them his morsel. The common Asansarga is, that generates
pains for the lack of the world objects and this only takes place when holy scriptures are not
read or listened to heartily.
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As a result of perpetual touch with the great men, one who says.that he is not K.arta {the
performer of actual), god is the performer or the deeds performed by me in previous life are
the performer. All worries and the meaning and proportion to words .are thus, surrendered
to almighty or the previous deeds. What remains thereafter is '..the silence (control on mind
and senses), the Asana (internal stage)·and a spirit.in peace (losing_ the extraneous spirit)
and it is called the best Asaiisarga.
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In the land of heart, the first stage or trend arises as pleasing and satisfactory as the
sprouting of the small shoot of nectar. It appears melodious to the l~rge extent. The land for
sprouting of other and the rest of trends becomes ready in the heart; The second and third
trend originating· subsequently is also accessed .to and acquired mastery by the devotee
easily. As the devotee gives up all tendencies based on resolution&, thethird stage therefore
is counted in the supreme category. Owing to strong conception ~f the integrated view, the
duality automatically ceases. The devotee accepts this world _as a dream when the fourth
stage is arrived at.
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First three stages are the awaken form and the fourth stage i~ called the dream. On
arriving at the fifth stage, the world by feelings for luxuries is merged like the clouds ofthe
pleasant season. Only Satva remains thereafter. Owing to merging of the heart, the worldly
options do not arise. ·The fifth stage known as Su~upta Pada locates the devotee ,in absolute
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stage when all sense of discrimination is cooled down. On removal of duality, the devotee
attains self-realisation, feels pleasure and attains Su~uptaghan (the pleasing stage). He
always remains introvert inspite of extrovert dealing and always appears sleepy and dull
like a tired man. Achieving expertise in this stage and on being devoid of attachments, the
devotee, enters gradually in the sixth stage which is called "Turya". This is a stage where
the truth and false lose their recognition, ego and humbleness is absent and having devoid
of thinking tendency in the pure absolute stage, he obtains fearlessness. The doubts effaces
on having disclosure of all the glands existing in the heart. Devoidness of the spirit takes
place when the devotee attains emancipation. His position becomes as that of the devotee
obtained the emancipation even when he actually has not availed of the same. He in that
stage lives undeviated like an inert lamp. Having achieved the sixth, he attains the seventh
stage. The seventh stage is considered when the devotee is living but forgets all care of
body and becomes liberate from the attachments and worldly ties.
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This stage is of supreme peace and it is undescribable any way by using the speech. It is
like border line to all stages and all stages of Yoga end with it. (All stages get their terminal
herein). The confined shackles of worldly etiquette, physical activities and following the
track of the holy-book as suggested therein is left behind and affiliations with them are cutoff at this stage. This whole universe in the form of universe, perception and splendour is
nothing else but the syllable Om. Here establishes unity in the addressed and who addresses
and achievement of this stage is not possible until discrimination ceases. These should be
known as- the first move or 'Om' i.e. 'a' is the world, 'u' is splendour and 'm' is the
perception. Before the time of meditation (Samadhi), one should merge in the supreme soul
by systematic exercise of thinking and making analysis, all that is material, tangible and in
the minutest form residing in mind. Accepting his own comr,~exion as that of the supreme
soul, one should develop conformed faith on- I a111 immortal, sacred, wise, libera,ted, entity,
unique, explorer of supreme pleasure and Vasudeva 'Orn'. As this attachment is the main
cause for trouble in beginning, in the middle and at the end, therefore, 0 innocent! abandon
this all and be loyal to the element. One <;hould develop a mentality that he himself is
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liberated from the darkness of ignorance, free from all kinds of illusions, sacred, pleasure,
invisible from the mind and speech, full of perception, Brahma in garb of pleasure, This is
upani~ad (the secret learning).
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The One Aja (unborn) is ever located in the cave (of the heart) within the body.
(Prthivi) the earth is His Body; though he pervades the earth, it does not know Him. The
waters are His body; though He pervades the waters, they do not know Him. Agni is His
body; though He pervades agni, it does not know Him. Vayu is His b9dy: though he
pervades vayu, it does not know Him. Akasa is His body; though He pervades akasa, it does
not know Him. Manas is His body; though He pervades manas, it doe~ not know Him.
Buddhi is .His body; though he pervades buddhi, it does not know him. Ahamkara is His
Body; though He pervades ahamkara, it does not know Him. Citta is His body; though He
pervades Citta; it does not know Him. Avyakta is His body; though He pervades avyakta, It
does not know Him. Ak$ara is His body; though He pervades ak$ara, it does not know Him.
Mrtyu is His body; though He pervades Mrtyu, it does nqt know Him. He who is the inrier
soul of all creatures and the purifier of sins, is the one divine Lord Narayru:ia.
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The wise should through the practice of deep meditation. of Brahman leave off the
(recurrent) conception of 'I' and 'mine' in the body and the senses which are other than
Atma. Having known himself as Pratyagatma, the witness of buddhi and its actions, one
should ever think "So'ham" ("I am That") and leave off the idea of Atma in all others.
Shunning the pursuits of the world, the body and the Sastras, set about removing the false
attribution of self. In the case of a Yagin staying always in his own Atma, his mind perishes,
having known his Atma as the Atma of all, through inference, Vedas and self-experience.
Never giving slightest scope to sleep, worldly talk, sounds, etc., think of Atma, (in yourself)
to be the (supreme) Atma. Shun at a distance like a cafl¢ala (the thought of) the body,
which is generated out of the impurities of parents and is composed of excreta and flesh.
Then you will be become Brahman and be (in a) blessed (state). 0 Sage, having dissolved
(Jiva-) Atma into paramatma with the thought of its being partless, like the ether of a jar in
the universal ether, be ever in a state of taciturnity. Having become that which is the seat of
all Atmas and the self-resplendent, give up the macrocosm and microcosm like an impure
vessel. Having merged into Cidatma, which is ever blissful, the conception of "I" which is
rooted in the body, and having removed the· (conception of) Liliga (here the sign of
separateness), become ever the Keva/a (alone). Having known "I am that Brahman" in
which alone the universe appears like a town in a mirror, become one that has performed
(all) his duty, 0 sinless one. The ever-blissful and the self-effulgent One being freed from
the gnp of ahamkara attains its own state, like the spotless moon becoming full (after
eclipse).
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With the extinction of actions, there arises the extinction of cinta. From it arises the
decay of vasanas; and from the latter, arises mok1rn; and this is called Jivanmukti. Looking
upon everything in all places and times as Brahman brings about the destruction of Vasanas
through the force of vasanas of sattvika nature. Carelessness in Brahman(s.tha by (or
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meditation of Brahman) should not in the least be allowed (to creep in). Knowers of
Brahman style (this) carelessness, in Brahmic science, is death (itself). Just as the moss
(momentarily) displaced (in a tank) again resumes its original position, in a moment, so
Maya envelops even the wise, should they be careless (even for a moment). He who attains
the Kaivalya state during life becomes a Keva/a even after death of his body. Ever devoted
to samadhi, become a nirvikalpa (or the changeless one), 0 sinless one. the granthi (or
knot) of the heart, full of ajiiana, is broken completely only when one sees his Atma as
secondless through nirvikalpa samadhi.
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Now, having strengthened the conception of Atma and well given up that of "I" in the
body, one should be indifferent as he would be towards jars, cloth, etc. From Brahma down
to a pillar, all the upadhis are only unreal, hence one should see (or cognize) his Atma as
all-full and existing by itself (alone). Brahma is Svayam (Atma); Vi~r:iu is Atma; Rudra is
Atma; Indra is Atma; all this universe is Atma and there is nothing but Atma. By expelling
(from the mind) without any remainder all objects which are superimposed on one's Atma,
one becomes himself Parabrahman the full, the secondless and the actionless. How can
there be the heterogeneity of the universe of sankalpa and vikalpa in that One Principle
which is immutable, formless and homogeneous? \\Then there is no difference between the
seer, the seen, and sight, there being the decayless and Cidatma, full like the ocean at the
end of a Kalpa and effulgent, all darkness, the cause of false perception, merges in it. How
can there be heterogeneity in that one supreme Principle which is alike? How can there be
heterogeneity in the highest Tattva which is One? Who has observed any heterogeneity in
su,supti (the dreamless sleep), where there is happiness only? This vikalpa has its root in
Citta only. When Citta is not, there is nothing. Therefore unite th.e Citta with Paramatman
in its Pratyagatmika state. If one knows Atma as unbroken bliss in itself, then he drinks
always the juice (or essence) of bliss in his Atma, whether internally or externally.
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The fruit of vairagya is bodha (spiritual wisdom); the fruit of bodha is uparati
(renunciation); santi (sweet patience) is attained out of the enjoyment of the bliss of one's
Atma, and this §anti is the fruit of uparati. If the latter in each of these is absent, the former
is useless. Nivrtti ( or the return path) leads to the highest contentment and (spiritual) bliss is
said to be beyond all analogy. That which has Maya as its upadhi is the womb of the world;
that true one which has the attribute of omniscience, etc. and has the variegated mystery is
denoted by the word "Tat" (that). That is called Apara (the other or inferior) which shines
through meditation upon the idea and the world asmat and the consciousness of which is
developed by antal:,,kara,:za. By separating the upadhis, Maya and avidya from Para and
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Jlva (cosmic and human Atmas respectively) one realises Parabrahman which is partless
and saccidananda. Making the mind dwell upon such sentences (or ideas) as the above
constitutes srava'JJ,a (hearing). It becomes manana (contemplation) when such ideas are
quited (in one) through logical reasoning. When (their) meaning is confirmed through these
(two processes) the concentration of the mind on it alone constitutes nididhyasana. That is
called samadhi in which the citta, rising above the conception of the contemplator and
contemplation, merges gradually into the contemplated, like a light undisturbed by the
wind. Even the mental states are not known (at the time when one is within the scope of
Atma). But they are only inferred from the recollection which takes place after samadhi.
Through this samadhi are destroyed crores of karmas which have accumulated during
cycles of births without beginning and pure dharma is developed. Knowers of Yoga call
this samadhi, dharma-megha (cloud), in as much as it showers nectarine drops of karma in
great quantities, when all the hosts of vasanas are destroyed entirely through this, and when
the accumulated karmas, virtuous and sinful, are rooted out. Then that in which speech was
hidden till now, appears no longer so, and shines as Sat; and direct cognition reveals itself,
like the myrobalan in the palm of the hand. Vairagya starts from where the vasanas cease
to arise towards objects of enjoyment. The cessation of the rising of the idea of "I" is the
highest limit of buddhi; uparati beings from where the mental states once destroyed do not
again arise. That ascetic is said to possess Sthitaprajfia who enjoys bliss always and whose
mind is absorbed in Brahman that is formless and actionless. That state of mind is termed
prajfia that realises the oneness of Brahman and Atma after deep inquiry, and that has the
vrtti of nirvikapla and cinmatra. He who possessess this always is Jlvanmukta. He is a
Jivanamukta who has neither the conception of "I" in the body and the senses of the
conception of another (different from himself) in everything else. He is a Jivanamukta who
sees through his prajfia no difference between his own Atma and Brahman as well as
between Brahman and the universe, He is a Jivanamukta who preserves equanimity of
mind, either when. revered by the good or reviled by the vicious. One who has cognized the
true nature of Brahman is not subject to rebirth as before. But were he so subjected, then he
is not a true knower, the knowing of Brahman being external only. A man is subject to
prarabdha so long as he is affected by pleasure, etc. The attainment of a result is always
preceded by action; and nowhere is it without karma. Through the cognition, "I am
Brahman" are destroyed the karmas accumulated during hundreds of crores of previous
births, like the actions in the dreaming state (that are destroyed) during the waking state.

An ascetic having known himself as associateless and indifferent like ether, is not at all
affected by any of his karmas at any time. Just as the ether is not affected by the alcoholic
smell through its contact with a pot, so Atma is not affected by the gu'JJ,as produced by its
upadhi. The Prarabdha karma that has begun to act before the dawn of jfiana is not
checked by it; and one should reap its fruit, as in the case of an arrow discharged at a target.
An arrow that is discharged .towards an object with the idea that it is tiger, does not stop
when it (the tiger) is found to be a cow; but it (even) pierces the mark through its speed,
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without stopping. When one realises his Atma as free from old age and death, then how will
prarabdha affe~t him? Prarabdha accomplishes (its work) only when one considers his
body as Atma. This conception of Atma as body is not at all a desirable one; so it should be
given up along with prtlrabdha, since it is simply a delusion to attribute prarabdha to this
body. How can there be reality to that which is super-imposed upon another? How can there
be birth to that which is not real? How can there be death to that which is not born? How
can there be prarabdha to that which is unreal? The Veda speaks of prtlrabdha in an
external sense. only, to satisfy those foolish persons that doubt, saying : "If jfitlna can
destroy all the results of ajfiana (such as body, etc.), .then whence is the existence of this
body to such a one?"But not to inculcate to the wise the existence of the body.
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Atma is all-full, beginningless, immeasurable, unchangeable~ replete with Sat, Cit, and
Ananda, decayless, the one essence, the eternal, the differentiated, the plenum, the endless,
having its face everywhere, the one that can neither be given up nor taken up, the one that
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can neither be supported nor be made to support, the gu~a-less,, the actionless, the subtle,
the changeless, the stainless, the indescribable, the true nature one's Atma, above the reach
of speech and mind, the one full Sat, the self-existent, the immaculate, the enlightened,· and
incomparable; such is Brahman, one only without a second, There are not in the least many.
He who knows his ,ftma himself through his own cognition, as the one who is not restricted
by any, is a Siddha (one that has accomplished his object), who has identified his Atma with
the one changeless Atma. Whither is this world gone, then? How did it appear? Where is it
absorbed? It was seen by me just now, but now it is gone. What a great miracle! What is fit
to be taken in? And what to be rejected? What is other (than Atma)? And what is different
(from It)? In this mighty ocean of Brahman full of the nectar of undivided bliss, I do not
see, hear, or know anything. I remain in my Atma only and in my own nature of Sat,
Anandariipa. I am an asaftga (or the associateless). I am without any attributes. I am Hart
(the Lord taking away sin). I am the quiescent, the endless, the all-full and the ancient. I am
neither the agent nor the enjoyer. I am the changeless and the decayless. I am of the nature
of pure enlightenment. I am the one and the perpetual bliss.
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This science was imparted to Apantaratama who gave it to Brahma. Brahma gave it to
·Ghora-Angiras. Ghora-Angiras gave it to Raikva, who gave it to Rama. And Rama gave it
to all beings. This is the teaching of Nirva~a; and this is the teaching of the Vedas; yea, this
is the teaching of the Vedas.
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66. KUNDIKOPANISAD

This Upani~ad is related to Siimaveda. From hymn l to 13 the entrance of a couple in reclusion
when the liabilities of couple life are duly discharge as also the routine has been highlighted. The
introvert penance of the recluse has been then enumerated. It has been sai,d that one should know the
process of descending the Brahma sensitivity by means of the silent recital and concentration and he
should feel it everywhere in the form of soul sensitivity. Thereafter, the penance of the upliftment of
the living sensitiyity by ~eans of the Aniihata Nada under due control to Taiunatras, this specific
order of penance has been enumerated most clearly here.
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When the stage of celibacy is over, study on Vedas is completed and the teacher has
aloud the persons to return his home by taking a leave from his service such a man is called
Asramai.
e;1<qlij(tl ijct~1qfi,N1!!1t1 ~ : 1 ,,~fliffl t1&!ft1ij1qjiu~u1. ~11 ~ 11
A prudent man should acceptthe wife matching with him and by entertaining.the fire
according to his power, he should earn his livelihood ke~ping him adhered to the offering
of Brahma.

~ ~ !IIR4i:filq1f.ci";!~ ill ijf.i(,q,lq1i101 ~ ~ ~ I I ~ II
The wealth earned till then should be divided among the sons, all affairs relating to the
home and house (domestic) should be assigned to the sons and should depart for the forest
by moving through the holy places.

~s~ m ~ : i:6-G4i~&:1 ~~1<1).ijqiG!.11$4 ~ . ~ ~11~11
The recluse should protect his body by inhaling the air and drinking water or the roots.
and the fruits as prescribed by the holy books. He should not wail considering the world of
all confined to his body viz., he should not lament for his near and dears.

~ m' -gm: ~~~I ij,ljq~4\ t1f~~ ~ ~ ~11 l\ Ii
Nobody can be recluse by attending to or executing all these ordinary affairs. It is
merely an observance of the ordinary rules and the rules made for recluse are more typical
and best than it. In Order to observe these rites, one should enter into past couple life
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(Vanaprastha Asrama) by duly giving up the fire and the provision of vamasrama as a
result of attaining to the emancipation through the life of a recluse.
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One should enter into past couple stage not desiring for fruit of action, giving up the
fire and abandoning the system to vamasrama thereby attain to emancipation through
process of renouncement.
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What is the benefit for performing the ceremonies in the forest by resorting to it and
giving up the worldly pleasures and like ordinary people? Further why the man threatened
of the vicissitudes of life, feeling of cold and the heat as also apprehension of sprouting
within the womb abandon the worldly enjoyments?
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The reason behind performing these activities is that the recluse desires to enter into
that supreme and mighty position. He always and continuously remembers the Mahakala
that conquers the death. He recites the metaphysical hymns always and entertains
consecration after putting up the saffron cloths. He cuts clean all hair. He wanders
voluntarily by uplifting his both arms towards the sky. He lives on alms and thus survives
having no home of his own. He should do Nididhyasna continuously. He should hold (a
stick) for protection from the animals. He should keep with him a Kama1.1<;lala, Camasa
(spoon), Sikya, Trivi~tapa, a quilt for defence from the water, a Langoti (nicker), a dhoti for
bathing and a towel, All other things except these, should be abandoned by recluse.

4<{f~u;t4~11tll

~~cllJIR! ~:I~~:~ ~l:0(9QdlQ~ij_ll ~~II

He should sleep at the bank of a river voluntarily if he may does. The body should not
be in pain without any specific reason therefore.

~ 1fR ~ ~fteqf~: ~ I ~4q1.f1 '4' ~ ~ '4' ~IQi<l(l-(11 n II
He should use the pure water for bathing, drinking and cleaning purposes. He should
neither be happy if praise is made nor curse any person ifhe condemns him.

~ 'QT;i' ,(-;1Hwsqqc11Ra'(1 ~ ~fu9q1«1.fl 4~f~t11 -ilQffiGIII ~~ 11
A vessel for alm and water for bathing should be acquired by application of all efforts
(because these are mandatory) to do physical cleaning. Thus, the saint should always keep
oneself engrossed on silent reciting and do all whatever is ideal.
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~ qjtj4'1,j imrT '1-llellfr~e(l: I 8tlc61~iliil!!eil'efl*ll@*fl@q

~ . ~ ffl'I 8t~(qq(il~Hq&1~ ffl'I
feiM14.fl ~ l l r~ II

3Tflfl'S~: ,ffercrr1 l@lU

q&.HgUsi<!il~ ~ ~ : I ~

The scholars should develop propensity of mind that the Brahma in garb of universe
and the latter Brahma i.e. Prat}.ava or Manu both are the same and there is no distinction
between them ..

l have attained the state of the Brahma, an omnipresent and everlasting among the
elements in an orderly manner- the sky, the wind, the fire, the water, and the earth. l have
acquired the state of immortality, everlasting, integrate and free from the impact of old age.
[A picturesque or concentration on or at the systematic origin of the Brahmi sensitivity from
micro to formidable form has been described here in. In the successive hymns, the pr9cess of moving
sensitivity from formidable to the micro form has been highlighted.)
';I'

'q' ~ ~ ~ felewHt:1

a«r:

~ -q- ~ ~l!JMG1-a~m911 ~~ II

As the· cloud has no nexus with sky, l have in the similar fashion no nexus with the
body, what relation I could have then with the dormance, dreaming, and awakening stage of
this body?.
atli:61 ~jejiqi~fei~('TIS gq ,Rf4ci~I .(<.lfct~Sijl(I
31814clNlf4feif.tms~filclNl(feiclNJdlSijl(II ~G H

I (the living soul) is beyond the imagination like the .sky and distinct from the attractive
matters shining gold like the sun.· I rema~n stable like the mountain and inaccessible like the
sea.

4m4uns~ 4<c6Ricb1St g<H1cti1st ~ s ~ : 1
at<§Usaflmsgq~q~l&ff f.rori"st ~ ~ f.n:rq-: II ~1.911
'

,

I myself is Narayal)a. I am Narkantaka (one who stained the monster Naraka),
Purantaka (killer or Tripurasura), the man and the god too. I am known to unrebuttable
'knowledge, witness to all creatures without Isvara (nobody is my administrator), without
.,,...,........,.......,,...\,~,
ego and affection.
~ SIIOIIQl-11 . ~ ml ~ ~ I <3qUt14144l~ 'Q'TOTT 31w.m:r ~ I ~

~ ...&Mt4i ~ felf.tiidl'(IIJGII
Now, we describe about the exercise of Pral).a and Apana. He should put his both hands
at the middle place of testis and anus. He should gradually push his tongue by the teeta and
take it out equal to the length of a badey seed.
qjqq151j ~- ~ ~ ~ ~ ,ffel-1

ffl ~ 1Pn («f: .~ ';I' ~ ~II~'{ II

He should make stable his sight on the airs and earth by investigating the aim equal to
the length of a Urad seed.
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[The successive hymns i.e., 20, 21, 22 explains the manner of penance in which all Tanmatras
are restricted, the sound generated as a result of the exercise made in the heart and adding by this
procedure the self sensitivity to the sensitivity of Brahma. The sage has given the hints for the
process of self-perceiving by establishing control on all Tanmatras existing in the body in the hymn
18 and 19. A combination of the formidable and micro processes is existed in it. The inner perceiving
can be obtained only with the five Tanmatras i.e. the word, the touch complexion, essence and smell.
That iota may be at the somewhere place in the mind and at the adjunction of the riose root and ·the
ear root. Where the sensing cells for the smell are existed, concentration through inner eyes cannot
get any place due to presence of smell into nostrils and words in the air. Thus, a strong perceiving of
the sensitivity of Brahma viz. the inner most position can only be possible when all Tanmatras of
exterior world are set aside.]
31?.f

~ mt ~ ~ "ffi'Croll ~ ~ '3_&'11..qlNfdkq.fi'(II ~ o II

The person engrossed with Brahma attains the complexion of Brahma himself and he is
Siva. A continuous practise and the great deeds performed in the previous birth are the only
means for availing that everlasting Brahma.

~~ell~ijl$il~~c;4

'd"Q' ~ I

~ "SN!@ ~ijlf.J=;'icll ~l.fq&i'll'(II ~ ~II

The origin of sound through wind is called the penance of heart. It accesses to the mind
by uplifting and penetrating the. body.
[Smell arises as a result of the conduction of the earth element in common life. The taste gets
excitement as a result of activated water and the essence through the perceiving of smell. As a result
of excitement through essence, the power ofdigestion (Jatharagni) increases. The circulation of wind
and the breathing increases due to acuteness of fire. The power of enjoying various worldly pleasures
increases due to dynamicity of the breathing. At the state of meditation of yoga, a restriction is
imposed on Tanmatras and these are proceeded to the innermost pleasure by reducing their acuteness
towards perceiving the physical pleasures. Having the breathing and the wind existed in the body,
dynamic, the perceiving of immortal Anahata Nada generates. This sound activates the Sahasrara and
Brahmarandhra existing in the mind and thus opens the way of supreme position.]
~~ij¼

g ~ ir ~ -qrqi' lf@lll

~ '.f' ~ Q(lel(fct<t ~:II~~ II

To obtain mental power in this body is called the supreme position. The person who
successfully attains this position, is liberated from the cycle of the birth and death.
'.f'

mfa:Tut ~ :

tj~~lf.ij 'fcwta:TUJlll 3lfctc:6Hgc;lfti4 ~ : Sl~Qelij_li ~~II

As nobody can influence the lamp lighted in the home, the defects of witness or
evidence doesn't even touch the witness who is unbiased and without any defect.
[The persons residing in a home perform all their activities in the light of the lamp but the lamp
has nothing to bear with their activities. The same way the sensitivity of a yogin originates the
situation of performing various activities through the body yet it remains uninfluenced itself.]

~

'el1N ffl' 'e11N ~ '11-sfrqc:fi:I '.j'ffl'

fclf('lill

a.g:q}ji!!jq.fITT ~II ~~II

I ( the living Soul) am sensitive therefore, not under affection of this inert body either it
lays on water or on the land.
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f.1~41s~fchi61<1sft:ir f.:iti:iiMJsft:ir .· R<tifiM: 1 .Afcic6Wlmif ~sft:ir R<l(')'41ftsftir
~:11'~~11

'9cti(i44>lSt

~s,

'9c:lid\tn~: I efictlwli&Usifl~lSt ,(:CO:t-<{lst ~ : II ~·t\ II

I am inactive, without defects;. artless, without any particular shape, exclusive,
immortal, sovereign, unique, soul·of all organisms, beyond the ties of time and only one. I
am in the form of integrated knowledge and I myself is always in pleasure ...
.~ . · ~ : q,4;q:::qqH: ,(,ciqii.4'{1 ,(,cl1:t,<q~1.n

Afcic6@il

i4ctl¥<48'{11

I only see myself at all moments, realize myself single, enjoy the pleasure and I am
exclusive (strong resolute).

•1idf~a3qfcl,1:su41.n qTS~ qfj 4el@41

E4:?lf1&A•(it•·<0:i: ~ gAfo:gqf.lqq_ll ~ t

11

This Upnani~ad pronounces that such a scholar always live in contentment, with
-sources of survival voluntarily chosen and everywhere and everytiin,e he feels satisfaction
irrespective of his posture and activity.

~ ~IGE4itl;g ............•......~ ~ : I I

67. SAVITRYUPANI~AD
,(,II

fct sg qR.tl ~

This Upani~ad is related to the tradition of Samaveda. In this smallest Upani~ad, an integrity has
been propounded under a presumption of multiform Savita and SavitrI. The couplet of Savita SavitrI
and their cause and action has been enumerated in the beginning. The three feet of SavitrI, the fruit of
acquiring the knowledge of SavitrI (learning), conquer on death by virtue of having it, the formation
of Bala and Atibala hymns and lastly this Upani~ad has been concluded with a dialogue on
magnificence of learning.

11~11f.dq1a:11
~ atll'.41~-tl .................. ~ ~ : I I
c6:

a,11fl+@

mi:1m

cfiT ~

affe.:Rcr mi:1m

t ~: ~ ~11~11

cl,601,@~lqj ~ cfT 3UQ-@aJiiUi,@

~ ~ ~ <.1,11fl+@~Mc:fl ~ ~ ~

mi:1m cfiT ~ ~ ~ mi:lmss11: ~ ~ ~
~: ~ ~ I I ~ II c6: mi:1m cfiT ~ ~

c6:

i

t

ijfc@cfMt: ~ ~ ~ c11g«1~1&11~n ~ m alt&i1~1«1a1g:&I 41R-@~i:h ~ 1 1 ~ 11 c6:
mi:1m cfiT mfccit ~ ~ mi:1m ~ mfcrit ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ qf ~ ~ ~

i

qtf:t,@~i:6 ~11~11 c6: mi:1m cfiT mfccit «1-tfil~~c1 mi:1m fc1~ffiifc1::11 ~ ~
«14N~«1fa~f!, ~ m ~ «1-tf(!~:&I t 41R-@~i:h ~ 1 1 ~ 11 en: mi:1m cfiT mfccit
~ ~ mi:im
mFccit ~ trn,Rfll,@;;~4" m dl«1~if~fll:&1 1 ~,r:i-@~i:6 ~ 1 1 ~ 11
c6: mi:1m cfiT ~ ~ ~ mi:1m "-ta:mfur mfccit ~ ~. €1-i,@~a:mfur ~ qf "-ta:mfur ~
il-1f!I,@ i ~iR-@~i:6 ~11\911 c6: mi:1m cfiT mfcrit lH ~ mi:1m "ciTcli_ mfcciT ~ ~ cfT
q,t-@ati:ii_ ~ m "ciTcli_ a.tJ-t:&I t Jlf:t«1~i:6 ~ 1 1 t II c6: mi:1m cfiT ~ ~ ~ mi:1m
mfccit ~ ~ ~,6tl,@('¼j ~ m ~ ~ t 41R-@~i:6 ~ I I ~ 11

m:

w

w

Who is Savita and who is Siivitri? The fire is Savitii and the earth is Savitri. The earth
too is enshrined where there is fire and where there is earth there is fire. Both of them are
the conjoint cause for creation of this universe (yoni). Both of them has a couplet. Who is
Savitii and who is Savitri? God Varul.)a is Savita and the water (A.pal;) is Siivitri. A.pal; is
also existedwhere there is God Varut)a and where A.pal; is, god Varul.)a too is existed there.
Both of them are a singly couple. Who is Savi ta and who is Siivitri? The god wind is Savi ta
and the ether is Savitri. Where there is wind, there is the ether is Savitri. Where there is
wind, there is the ether and where is ether, the wind is also existed there. Both of them are
the cause for creation (yoni) and there is a singly couple of them. Who is Savi ta and who is .
Savitri? The god of offering is Savitii and the rhyme is Savitri. Where there is god of
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offering, the rhyme is also existed there and the· rhyme is where the god of offering is
existed. Both of them are jointly the cause of creation and there is a single couple of them.
To whom Savita is called and who is Savitri? The thundering clouds are Savita and the
lightening is Savitri. Where there is thundering cloud, there is lightening and there
thundering clouds are where there is lightening. Both of them are jointly the cause of
creation and hence a singly couple. What is Savita and what is Savitri? The Aditya is Savita
and the world of Sun (Dyuoka) is Savitri. Where there is Aditya, the world of Sun is existed
and where there is world of Sun, the Aditya is existed. Both of them are jointly the cause
for creation and have a single couple. Who is Savita and who is Savitri? The moon is Savita
and, the planets are Savitri. The planets are where is the moon and the moon is existed
where the planets are and have a singly couple. Who is Sa:vita and who is Savitri? The mind
is Savita and the speech organ is Savitri. Where there is mind, there is the power of speech
and where is the power of speech, there is existed the mind. Both of them are jointly the
cause for creation and have a singly couple. Who is Savita and who is Savitri? The man is
called Savita and the woman is Savitri. Where there is man, woman is existed and where
there is women, the man is existed. Both of them are jointly the cause of creation and have
a singly couple.

~ 'Q",cl' ~ : ~

~,@fefctgcrtuilf~c+.:1fi::i4 q)uiiqjCfl ~ ~ ~n~oll ~
"Q.cf ~ : ~ ~S"Cfl" ~ cq1TI . ~ ~,qlflc+.:1fi44 ,:pr~~~.~ ,:rr:11 ~~II
~ ~ ~: ~: ~ it '4': S1T.1i«i11RR11 ~ ~ ~ SIGHila:11 ~~.11 it err 'QJrt
~ufctJlqci ·.~ ~ ~ ~ I I ~lll
. The first foot of that great power Savitri is 'Bhii};l Tatsaviturvarei:iyam'. The fire is
adorable and the water is adorable. The moon too is adorable. The second foot of that great
power SavitrI is the laminating water 'Bhaval:J,' Bhargodevasyadhimahi. The fire is that
splendour (Bharga) and A.ditya is that Bharga in the form oflight. This third foot oft.hat
great power Savitri is 'Sval:J,' Dhiyo Yo Nal:J, Pracodayat'. The men and women which
complying with the rules of their couple life attempt to know this goddess Savitri, they
become able to enslave the death and thus access to the element of immortality.

il~l@il~41f«hii;;_ ~

~1RAn:1~

'Sifif: L ~ ~: I ~ ~ I
fctf.iqM: 1 c:Ri11Nc+.:11Rt1sif4i(.I: 1 ~1

c1::i1fi1c1e1,;;<01~«aft

~

~I

SIOlclqilfcti:iii<I

atcfil(lcfil(qcfil(I

'ifNITm: I

3i~dcfi<d~I~

(.lchi-i\-

'J.ll~(li:bH~iP

(.ldfiqj~S'g

ffl

il~l@iil~I~ I ~ {fr ~ qg1~fct. -gf · ~ ~ ~g~9M111if~f4si~ dfefcig4(«1R¥fati '

cq1TI ~ c1<«1R¥fss ~ (.14Gilil!d ·~ ~ ~ R it ":ff ~
~ : 'ill siill«i11«1Rttss sio1c1w1<~1R¥1es ~ ~11 ~~ 11 'q:ci' fcffl:r.l ifid'fif!TI .'1cffil' <-11fct,41

cRtRr

i

'Q",cl' ijM\cfidi Glilffl~QRtlij_ll ~~ II

The sages to both learning are, . Bala and Atibala who are gigantic person (Virat
Puru~a), the rhyme is Gayatri. And the god too is Gayatri. Its seed is 'A', power is 'U' and
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the kilaka is 'M'. It is applied in order to remain away from the hunger. One should do six
kinds Nyaya of them with reciting the seed hymn 'K1Irh', (The process of six kinds Nyaya
is Om K1Irh Hrdayaya Nam~, Orh K1Irh Srase Svaha, Orh K1Irh Sikhaya Va~at and Om
Klirh Astra.ya Phat): The concentration process is now described- 'Whose hands are wet of
the nectar, who is soaked with all kinds of reviving powers, who is fully competent to
decay the evils and who is the essence of Veda; full of the light rays, in the form of Om,
free· from all kinds of defects and whose body is luminating like Lord Sun: I always
perceive the gods who are the master of Bala and Atibala learnings (the hymn for the
master of Bala and Atibala learning is given in Sanskrit above whose indication is Orh
Hrirh Bale Mahadevi ........ Hurh Phat Svaha. The person reckoning with this great learning
of Savitri attains to all accomplishments in his life. He attains to the abode of goddess
SavitrI. This Upani~ad thus leads the people towards developing their knowledge on this
great learning.

.~. otl~lq½} ........ ~ ~ : I I
II~ ,Qtfcl,gqf.tqf8qlHHI

68. ATMOPANI~AD

atki.1 qf3tq~
This Upani~ad is related to the tradition of Atharvaveda. The different positions of Soul, internal ·
Soul and the Supreme Soul to the element of Soul has been made clear in this Upani~ad as per name
given to it. The active sense in body and the sensory organs etc. has been stated as Soul. The Soul
residing in various factors, the five· elements of the nature has been stated as internal Soul and the
flow ofsensitivity beyond all these factors has been stated as the Supreme Soul (Brahma). As the Sun
is seen gripped by the demon head (Rahu) but actually it seldom grips the Sun, in the similar fashion
it seems gripped by ignorance. However, actually it does not happen. The Saint has thus revealed the
facts of life coincide to the facts of solar eclipse. The worldly confusions and the easy liber~ted stage
of the Soul has been explained with the examples of confusing snake on a chord and the process of
get rid of the snake from the slough. The Brahma has·been proved by resorting to the basis of names,
word meaning and the comparative materials.

114'11k1Qld: II

~ ~

c61Jffi:r: ......................~ fflRf: II

~l?.llijy·<lf~fclgi: ~S-:ll~dlNIS~ Q(qlNI it@-11 ~-cnll
The Supreme Soul (Puru~a) known as A.Iigira under an outlook of the organ, organ
holder and expert to know the organs appeared in trio-form i.e. Soul, int~rnal Soul and the
Supreme Soul.

~

i:jqqj~(lq1r1r:

gaci~14&!J(',Cbh~(41N?iec66!~4iWMISI

4\(i1E-ileitl§4Pa~l<l!iqf.lcfilS~ ~ ~ ~ ~ iill@)INI II ~-'&'II
(The nature of Soul, internal Soul and Supreme Soul is being described.) It is the soul
that rotates with the cycle of birth and death by means of the skin (Tvak), flesh (Malisa))
hide (Carma), hair, thumb, fingers, back, nails thighs, belly, navel, genital, waist, pubic,
forehead, eyebrow, skill arms, collateral parts, head, and eyes etc. (formidable body).

3:11?.11.ij(i\iil

';fftl'

gM6!41Q*';sncu~<lc61~i:01itt~&$:&cfilqJi'jg fcic6@Hlre:F4:

a«1tt13c{lil{4<te1cftdl<fJdWiff.:id•ffa:id~rad!}re,d~:it•th1c11re,srS1E-1~ ~ :
lf::aT ~

cffill.

wRtf~fi·

m' V@l Htf~dl

fcl~l41NI ~ : 9<101-<.11~1i"1qi~t1!14~11¼IOTI@ ~clOI\JIOllcfiQOlcfiiifcl~ttui

c6<1~ti)s~11-~-lf11
The internal Soul (viz., the intuitive sensitivity existing invasively in the apparent
matters is that listens fo, smells, drink, concentrates, knows, executes, by the earth, water,
vicissitudes, attachment, lust, plea and option etc., memory, gender, Udatta, (sharp tone).
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Anudatta (neither high or low), short vowel, long vowel, long drawn etc. (kind of vowels),
discharged, thunder, sprout, wink, dance, song, playing musical instruments, devastation
(Pralaya), development etc-. and who is known to the holy books like Purai;i.a, Nyaya,
Mimamsa etc. and completes the peculiar work as also the hearing, smelling, enchanting
etc.
31?.I'

Q(qlffll · ~

~

'll:jqj..jjl!4j(i4ffi-dcfi ciechfulc61

q1

~

3Ql~.(iq:I.
~qjqlcfidO~HI

~ ;r ~ ;r fip:ra- ;r ~ ;r

fcR.tiiil

qf

~

SIIOliqiqSife.41i;l<Eli(Oli&.U4~qr™~1

ciit?ll!l~ld~~,(:4fetc6('Q..jjNf:. ~ ~

;r ~ ;r ~ ;r ~ ;r ~

f.rTJT:

~ : I ~ R(cjqcjjtq( ~ : ~ R6:6HI R(:wt.fl f.tfcic61<: ~l<W¥f,(c,.Q(~'l.l!.lciNle11
f.tfcic6WI R(lc61&:_ ~: ~cf~l41

ms~

f.tcto~u 941fe.4:ijo§.l;q'!dlRI f.tfiffiq~,(4 ~

-:rrfur11 Fern
The letter as addressed in the name of supreme Soul (the syllable Om) is adorable. It
can be perceived and even not perceived when concentration is made by resorting to
Prai:i.ayama, Pratyahara, Dharai:i.a, concentration, meditation, yoga, conjecture, self-thinning,
who is most micro as many thousand parts of the foreportion of their hair, the micro seed of
Banyan tree and the tiny rice of Syamaka species. It seldom appeases and seldom dies. It is
neither dry nor wet. It is neither dynamic nor vibrates. It neither cracks nor reinforced. It is
beyond the properties (Gui:i.a), with all proofs, holy, a Soul without organs, micro, clear,
unattached, free f~om defects, without the word, touch, complexion, essence and the smell,
beyond the knowledge, imagination, ambition, omnipresent, beyond concentration and a
supreme Soul which cannot be known accurately cleans the impure and makes it pure. He is
without action and that supreme Soul is without world as it has no world .
. The meaning of the word 'world' is dynamic or changeable. The Supreme Soul always
remains in uniform feature therefore it is not changeable. Hence he has been stated without
world within this outlook. In the successive hymns, it has been stated that, in case the
element of Soul is perceived, it is been everywhere.

~ : fficf: ~ ~ :

"ffi:JI

~iji,(aiQdl!fl·~ ~ ~11~-s=II

That supreme purity, benevolent, exclusive, unique form of Brahma known as the Soul
perceives as only the Brahma.
::il~l(Qdqlt4d(O~ill , ~ I fcrmsfctEll~~4 iflcfTS~: ll ~ 11

. The Brahrria is seen in the form ,of this· world. Whatever is been by the discrimination
ofVidya (learning), Avidya (ignorance), Bhava (spirit), Abhava (morbidity) etc. is the form
of that everlasting Brahma.

~·~l·~~ferilfl"d-tc1«~~ll~H
The Brahma is seen even when the discrimination of teacher and disciple etc. is taken
for consideration. Indeed; the Brahma in the form of light of purity is existed everywhere.
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fcmT ';I' f.llfclEII ' ; I ' ~ ;r f.1'11m{I ~kc.t~-1 Gl•lc4(14 ~h-llH4 Sleidcfi'{ll'gll
~Hfrc.t~-1 ,:n;i' g :a fl Fl¼ Reidcfi'{I llirs'llfi:rnr ~ ~ : clil" ~ 1 1 ~ 11

';I' T.I

There is neither learning nor ignorance, neither the world nor any other thing is true but
the feeling of World as truth is the basic cause for this creation or the promoter motive of
this universe. As no other proofs are expected for the pitcher kept at the apparent place, the
realisation of the world being untrue is as the force that provides with emancipation.

fcr.:rr siq101~~tci t1f~..f!Rt ~ : ,

Rfl.lfooa: 'Sll-lTIJt 'ftfu ~11 ~ 11

a44q1(1,11

As the knowledge of the matter put in front of tlie eyes need no proof to have
knowledge, this Soul always proved appears in its apparent form viz., there is no need of
proof for Brahma because everything of this Brahma is in the form of Brahma.
';I'

~ ';!'TN ffl' ctr ';I' ~ ~ I ~SiJf~~dffl.*114 ~ I I 1911

As the person known to the name of- Devadutta etc. becomes confident with, that
element of Soul does not expect any place, time or the purity.

oa(418Jfeit{ls~ @81iiJN@ ~ ' •

Gt•iMcl ~ ~ ~11t 11

A presumption of 'I myself and Brahma made by the knower of the Brahma is the
direct perception of the Brahma as this whole world is lighted by the Sun, the entire
Brahma)J.<;la is luminated by the splendour of that Brahma.
a4.:fl(1,lcfiqij~'@

fc6 3' ~ I

~~¥11~9(1011R ~ flcfiMl..clNI ~.:fllQelRI (f'

ffli 3'

fei~ldl< SicfMl~<(II ~· 11
As a direct proof to the existence of Brahma, there is nothing and any proof if given
will be untrue and trifle. Who will educate this preposition? (viz. None will) Brahma is
self.,.luminating and the Vedas, Scriptures, Pura)J.as and all living-organisms are meaningful
only through the light of Brahma.

~ ~iJSQ\/.tl ~ i!"R'I'! ~ ~ l l ~0 11
. . ~ "(1ffi f.rqm ~ ~ I cfillUNiefilq(a-.4( ,ijf.l(~cfif.1{1 ~:II ~~II
As a child is engrossed in playing with the attractive things (dolls) so attentively of
sometimes he· forgets the hunger and any kinds of pains in the body, the scholars engross
with Brahma by keeping themselves free from the attachments, ego ek and always_ live in
a happy mood. That knower ofSoul gives up all desires and starts moving hither and thither
aloofly in the form of a recluse (Muni).
~1(1,i~ej

~ gl!: ffl fleii<4.:it ~ : I ~SN' ~ gffl'SilH-ig1an ~ : I I

n II

The person poor in worldly view always feels contentment when he presumes his Soul
present everywhere and who satisfies with his soul and the helpless person too thinks
himself most mighty.

Rfl.lgt1'1slZi'ffwtl:nsurnir: :gq~¥i.:i: 1 ~ciiiftt

;i-

~ 4iM1:r1J4fq·11 ~~ 11
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He always remains satiated inspite of taking nothing as food. His behaviour is seemed
abnormal but be looks all creatures as equal, irrespective by busy on work, he seems
inactive and irrespective of enjoying the fruit of action, he is considered of without
enjoyment.
[The Sage makes is clear in the hymn no. 15 to 16 that the Sun is perceived dark owing the
eclipse or the dense clouds however it actually is not gripped by them. Nobody should develop the
presumption making the scriptures unscientific on the basis of the cases or examples referred by the
Sages particularly with an intention to make the common people duly understand the contents.]

~1.fl4G!.l~t.fl4t1 qn_fu§oi)sftf

•=

1~ ~

~HtM~ ~ ~11 ~~ 11

Bli!.ltfit~ ';!' f13~id,@~q ~ ~ I (llTffl !i,@clc?;Hl<;!lfi'IISN ~ : II ~l\ II

~ $~€i!.I~ ~ ~ ~ 1

aa~~,fu~~~ ~ g:1~fch1qq_11 ~~ 11

~ ~h!ci~Gl: ~ I aifi;R&li!.1-ilcliti 9ffi~~~ '@Brall ~\911
Tha~ Soul resides in body still it is without body. It is bound with the body still most
dynamic. This is the reason the scholar of Brahma being without body remains unattached
to the favourite and unfavourite knowledge (viz., It does not consider anything favourable
and unfavourable). The good and bad cannot touch such Soul. All creatures are equal in the
eye of such scholars. As the people assume the Sun gripped by the demon head, however,
actually it has not happened, the fools consider the scholar of Brahma as the common Soul
tied with the body etc., but the actual position of the scholar (the Soul) is that he always
remains liberated with the body analogous to slough of the snake.
$cl:@a?81~q1.fi 4f~Rio1101c11~-111

wom ~ ~ ~,r:ii:r1~a,(,\/.le1q_11 ~t11

This body is moved hither and thither by the power of the breathing wind as the woods
are brought up and down by the waves of fountains and rivers etc.

~ ~ ~ cMT ~ I ~ ~ i!.lfotS~ciHlf'Hlll ~~ II fusr ~
ffl ~ ¢1~fcl5fiq: I -,,iici;ici ~ ~ : ~ g:1~fcl*1q: II~ o II
Lord Siva is the apparent god among the scholars known to Brahma and the ascetics
who becomes stable and does not observe the direct and indirect motions of this material
world by duly resorted to his Soul is truly, like Siva. He takes the events and the
happenings the same way as our destiny tends to our body to feel vicissitudes. Such
scholars duly known to Brahma and alike to Lord Siva attains to emancipation even in this
material life.
34ifiHl~il(4:ltaci fl(4:l~il4@ ~ I ~ ~~~II~ ~II
This Soul merges with Brahma when all material feelings are destroyed as a person
able to disguise his body in varied is deemed an acrobatic. He too is deemecl the natural
man when he leaves the camouflaged complexions.

ffl ~~fcl~a: ~ . ';ft'tR: I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~II~~ II
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Similarly, the person known to Brahma becomes Brahma himself. He looks different
than Brahma nearly by his physical structure but his masterpiece of mind always acts as per
the sheer guidance of Brahma. Thus, he himself is Brahma and there is nothing else than it.
As the ether, turns into the universal ether when the pitcher is broken viz,, the ether or sky
is been only to the extent of the mouth of the pitcher but the usual or eternal sky embeds
such notional sky within itself when the pitcher is broken.
d~Jlq1filfel~~

$

@ijifeiM41{1 ~

8;m ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ll ~~II

ij9thflc6di l1T@' ~SSN<ltNfei-'!!R: 1 ~ fel~~&ci~ ij.:imHi:lq,(gfusdl{ll ~ ~ 11 ~

'5lffl 4@.ficiffil y.r: I ijc;INc6(T;lfei~Hc;~ei1felt11Rc1a:io1: II~ 411
In the same way, the Scholar known to Brahma himself becomes Brahma when this
body and its properties are destroyed. As the milk, oil and water get their uniform shape
when these are mixed with the milk, oil and water respectively. The situation of the hermit,
expert in metaphysics and the Soul is integrated and there is no distinction at alL Thus as a
result of attaining to the position of emancipation, where there is no feeling for the material
things, the .devotee attainss to Brahma and thus crosses the cycles of death and birth
because the conscience on metaphysics, bums into ashes is ignorance.

~ 41611!d(T;li(@ijl01: ~ ~ : I q14tckif<I ~ ~ 'ffl: ,(,cllNR ·~ : 11 ~~II
How can it be possible that such an ascetic would take rebirth when once he had
attained to the Brahma. The ties created by illusion and the emancipation has no place in
that Brahma.
~. ~ Rfl';6414i ~ I ~ : ijc;ij'ti:ii'alt

cfffi&I' ~ I I ~\911

As the likeliness of snake even in the dead chord is effaced when the person applies his
mind and takes the real cognisance of the chord. He then treat it of a chord and not as a
snake. The truth and false spirits are nothing else but the ties and emancipation
respectively.

¼l'i!@iijlOl:c:61ffic;<llillcllc;.fl'i!d'{l .arnn@' ~.~ ~ .flffli@ ~ I I ~tll·

~ !)~11~(11 ~ 9 ~ ~ : I ~.~~~~~II~~ II
The Brahma is without cover or itis in fully disclosed form. Why it is so; it is because
there are no options· in Brahma. It is an adept of wisdom that creates faith on the existence
of anything or non-existence but it is not an issue with the everlasting Brahma. This is the
reason, the tie~ and emancipation has no place within the Soul because these are the only
. 'generation ofillusions (Maya).
[The Saint wants to make it clear tliat the ties or emancipation are not for Soul and these are only
for wisdom. This wisdom revolves round the conscience of the narrow. Thinking as this is mine and
that is yours, while the Soul is existed fully liberated.)

. ~ ~ lT@.f.ro5i1r f.i<.wi~, ~ 1R ~ anqc1~@M1

~=11~011
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How the imagination of the ether in a pitcher and the ether gigantic can be made in the
Supreme element of Soul, beyond the art, inactive tender, free from evils and invisible.

~~ ~

t11Nfu~ ~~~~:I~~~~~ Q,(qfl!ldlll~~II

The truth prevails that the perfect Brahma neither takes birth and nor it is beyond the
birth. It is neither an ascetic nor desirous of the emancipation and he neither is fastened
with worldly ties nor absolutely free from worldly ties.
[That Brahma is not beyond the birth because it appears with the body that takes birth. On thing
to bring in notice is that the birth is taken by the body and nor by the sensitivity as a number of
vessels usually are made and broken time to time but the water kept on them is free to cycle of birth
and decay. Hence, it is unborn with the same spirit, we can't say that Brahma has emancipated and
not desirous of emancipation or free from the ties.]

~ ~

cnaffi:r: ....................~ ~ : I I

- ·,

69. PASUPATABRAHMOPANISAD

Ql¥}Qdqi@1Qf.lt1ct_
This Upani$ad is related to the tradition of Atharvaveda. It is a collection of questions and their
answers i.e. questionnaire where is question were raised by Biilakilya saint and answers were given
by Svayambhii Brahma. This Upani$ad is divided into two chapters i.e. Purva .l~iil).<;la and
Uttarakru;i.<;la.
In the first cantos i.e, Purva Kru;i.<;la, There have been raised seven questions about the regular
(Administrator) of this world. Answers to these questions has been given in an ordering manner.
Subsequently, the contents described are Kania's role in Sr$!i Yajfia, offering relating to research on
sound, Harhsa form of the supreme soul, consistency in yajfia sutra and Brahmasutra, offering
propensity of Pr!ll,lava Harhsa, the functional mental offering of Brahma Sandhyii, Research on
unformity of· Harhsa · and Pr!ll,lava, emancipation as a result of observance to Harhsiitma vidyii
containing ninety six sutras, more importance of internal offering than the exterior offering; horse
sacrifice (Asvamedha) in the form of and Tiiraka Harhsa Jyoti.
In the second or successive uttarkru;i.<;la, the subject matter for description is the evolvement first,
property of Brahma (Brahma Sampatti) and then world in the supreme soul, the method of Harhsiirka
pr!ll,lava me<iitation, mind and sensory organs inspired by Lord Siva, others perception in the soul due
to the impact of illusion, self realisation and its nexus with the knowledge of Brahma, the manner to
acquire the best learning like truth etc., emancipation of the metaphysician (Atma-JfiiinI) from the
cycle ofbirth and death, no use of having discretion ofconsumption (Bhak$yiibhak$ya) and fmally
the stage of perception when the scholar sees all within him. Thus, very cryptic principles relating to
Brahma has been widely described in this Upani$ad.

ll~IIRtQlo: II

~ ~

cfiuff4: ........... ~ WRI': II
II '3.4cfi1Us: II

31?.I' W,a. ~4\i$ll 'SNIT: ,QiJll.fi@ cfilqcfilirl ~ ~ ~ : II ~II

Once Lord Brahma resolved for creating the subject In order to that creation,
Kamesvara (Rudra) andVaisraval)awere originated.

~

-&JJiqUfl ~ ql(wlf-Oil(W.i:

~4"gc{ qf<giU@ ~ 'Sl)l fcrm 'Sl)l a:cfflT ,~mJ-g:fl<.141H4 c61'

~ ~

fchq&q1011: ch¼l#l<.11 <fi:i~-M!iU~41 ~ ~ ~

ffl

~:

•l•i..j~(E\q ~ ilgfqiUlfl.l ~~~~~II~ II

Vaisrval)a Valakhilya, a saint,. son of Brahma then asked~ 0 Lord, what is this material
(Jagata) learning? Who are the gods of awaking and stage of meditation {turiyavastha)? To
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whom the world is enslaved? What is the proof (Prama.JJ.a) of Kala? By whose order the sun
and moon etc. planets are luminated? Whose magnificence is wide like the sky? We want to
listen the answers to all these questions? Nobody otherwise you is known the answers to
these questions. 0 Brahman! please therefore, provide us with solution to these questions.
~ '1,R=IGtildi ~ fcrm11 ~ II

Lord Brahma told the Matrka Vidya (learning of letters) is the learning that originates
this whole world.
f&.f,ic:tah.fftdl fi[c:1Jiq1a1 l'sic:tJieftol I i.lgqi,mqch)il,-lll

lfq'

SIIOllk'ti:61 ~ I I ~ II

It consists two letters (Harilsa) and three letters (Prat)ava). The learning of two letters
also comprises three letters (PraQ.ava). The syllable "Om" is my god of breathing.

~ Gtil614~c6:

lffir: II~ II

I am above is the master of trio-lokas (i.e, I provide maintenance to all).
lfq'

cmTf.r ~ !Pll;qN II t\ II
I

All ears live under my guidance and control.
81 ifH i,i IC::ill qftj ct fiia T: 'cnR'TT: II \9 II

The Ahoratra viz. the day and nights have been originated by me too.
lfq'

~

(el*d~,l\jejdGtif~ 'i.1'11 l

11

The splendour existing in the Sun, Moon and in all planets as also stars etc. too is my
own form.

lJi'RT lfq' l'si¥1Hfiql41(.cl~Cfl M

ire:fur11 ~ II

This ether with trio power i.e. Satva, Rajas and Tamas is also my illusory form.
Nothing except me is existing anywhere.
diflql41(1,!i:6) ~: '91Hi:lc6ql41f'fcffi fcl"mJ: (IGt,QqlQlt'fcffi 'i6ITI ~~IC::401qij(l;jjijlk'tc:61 ':f
'91Hi:lc:6:

clit'SNI

m: '9~'91€11(01(.cl~Q:li ~o Ii

L~rd Rudra is in the illusory form of the Tamas property, Vi!?IJ.U is of the Satva property
and lord Brahma is of Rajas property. Indra etc. gods bear the fine blend of Rajas and
Tamas property. No god out of them bears satva property. Only Aghora (Siva) is in the
common and an ordinary form·.
ijq0Qlill•ti ~: ~ : 'chdTI

~

41il~cfl

fuwj<l!El!iia~ ~ ~ llf.Ttj' ~~~Ii ~~II

The Kartta (performer) of all offerings are Pasupati Lord Rudra, Lord Vi~IJ.U is
Adhvaryu of offering and lord Indra is Rota (who recites hymn). The mental form Brahma
ofMahesvara-Brahma is the enjoyed of such offering.

1fr.lm ~: WS-g ~ ~I

do4i44~'1 •IIC::l:jtjQ14'{I do4i4fclc:610 ~ : II~~ II
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The form of that mental (Manasa) Brahma too is "Hansal;i. so'haril. The offering
performed for attaining to this engrossment is a research .of sound (Nada-Anusandhana).
The living soul is the defect of Tanmaya (that sensitivity). Harilsa Sadhana and so'haril
Sadhana have been accepted as one. The sound ''Harilsal;i." appears as so'haril from the other
side. In the spiritual outlook both presumptions- "I myself is that"( Harilsal;i.) and that too is
(so'haril) are indicator of the integrity established between the living soul (jiva) and
Brahma.

Q(qlfii~(iiilfl ~: I ~ ~: I ~S-1clc6i/i'li.fttfo~qo{~~Cfl ~: ii ~~ II
(That) "Harilsa" is the form of supreme soul. (That) Hamsa frequently moves internally
and externally. At the premise of external regular frequency, this Harilsa exists in the form
of suparJJ.a (god-perfect Brahma).

qUUjcj@dicld-gcl(&.hfi
(lfiic6qfi-1S1<4i:6Mltld

Rk(!dif M-4<4~~

M(i1F44cfl.Q-1'(

atld!iF44: II ~~ II

-1cldiclfsi <i~d
if;il~ii!ff(OII#·

4161 fc:18Jjqisg-

cflig (.ft~~4

4;illfi'(-1$01416i~(iiitrl ~: II ~l\ II
The sacrificial thread (Yajfiopavita) in the form of Harilsa with. all characteristics of
Brahma is revealed in ninety six fibres, contains nine elements owing to . have three
properties, made of three threads i.e. truth, mind and pleasures, added with three fires in the
form of Brahma,. Vi~:Q.U and Mahesa, tied with the mental knot, contains the Advaita knot
(the Brahma knot) and exhibitor of the exterior and conscjence in the form of the general
part of the offering.
The sacrificial thread (Yajfiopavita) has beeri described herein as the Brahmasiitra. The
saint is describing herein the sensitive elements on the basis of which the apparent
sacrificial thread is made. The three fibres of the raw thread are rolled (wrapped) ninety six
times on the article measuring· four fingers. It is spanned by making three fold. Thus, nine
fibres are assembled as side. This sacrificial thread of three folds is then joined with a knot.
The Brahma knot is fixed after the initial knots. The saint has made analysis of them. Only
sixteen elements have not been described while other matters are clear in the connotation·of
the hymn. It has been explained in the appendix to Chandogya of Samaveda this way
"Tithivarafica nak~atraril tattvaveda gu:Q.anvitam. Kalatrayaril ca Masasca, Btahmasutraril,
hi ~a)J.IJ.avam" viz. 25 elements, 3 properties, 15 tithis, 7 days, 27 stars, 4 Vedas, 3 Kalas and
12 months. Thus the Brahmasiitra is of96 elements.

aqcfld~$UiiSl4161•11 ~ : I ~ if;iliSl'(I d(i6iiSl'(I if;iliSiijq,EO ~ :
dM(iiiQ: II ~~ II
Thus, the thread with the characteristics of sacrificial thread is in the form of offering.
It is the symbol of Brahma. This, Yajfiasutra (sacrificial thread) is of Brahma characteristics
and it is Brahmasutra. Hence the sacrificial thread and Brahma Brahmyaji'ia both are the
form of each other.
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~ trr;rrfun q.i)q~H4 ~ 4#f«,l'{I J(lJ1cf ~ 06'4#fq4q_l SIOlclH1sidf ~
Of#l«,l'{l ~ 06.14#fw.l ~ I I ~\911
Its An.gas (parts) are matras. This Brahma sutra too is the Harhsa of this mental yaj:fia.
This Pral)ava with Brahma yaj:fia too is Brahmastltra, the internal Harhsa of Pral)ava too is
Brahmastltra. This Brahmayaj:fia is the means of salvation.
The real objective of holding extraneous Brahmasiltra is to awake and make viable to
the internal Brahmasiltra. With the adoption of recession (Sannyasa) the extraneous thread
is abandoned because the ascetic is reached at the fully matured stage of internal
Brahmasiltra.
jf#l,(1EIIG64i q.f141•1: I tje.iif'641 q.(141•1<4 ~ I I ~G II

Brahmasandhya is an action of mental yajfia while the sandhya kriya is the
characteristic of mental offering. The peopfe considering completion of their liability my
merely repeating Brahma Sandhya as the formidable ritual and do not· awake/ develop the
same as the mental yajfia, can not get the fruit of Sandhya Vandana to the extent, the same
has been stated in the scriptures.
4#f(!,ISIOicijijl4#fGti4i~ffi

'inJfUT: I

if#li:1401

~

~: I

6<Ei(!,lil4l

~: I

6<EiSIOic14l~: II ~~ II

Brahmal)as are the people who observe the procedure of sacrificial thread, Pra1;1ava and
the Brahma yajfia. The gods move in the state of celibacy. The Ha:rhsa and Pra1;1ava in the
form of thread {Siltra) are equal. There is no discrimination between them.

~

Sll~•ilf~cfM1i: I

rni:61Mif(,i,lc1Ull: I

~ctP-4:J,(1ell.fl

~: I

~ctl•.:Ql~l-

ifi@clOTif;l(g<Eil:J,(1ell'11S~: II~ o ll

The pray of Harhsa is made thrice time (trikala). Three Kalas are three vafQa (A, U, and
M). This yaj:fia is performed by the research of three fires. The formation of soul in forms
of.three fires and a research ofHarhsa in the form of '0:rh' too is the internalyaj:fia.
R.iM('\Qcjtt.:q4 ~04~*'4'{1

~.a<1RJ! ~:~ ~:II~ ~II

It is nature of the state of meditation (Turiyavastha). The Harhsa in the internal Aditya,
(Sun) too is located in the form of Jyoti.

~ {lijl,(1Q@: 1 41@1Sl~~", ddi0ici6<Ei(!~u"1c1 e.i14q1f.l<Rt11 ~~II

,

The part of Yajfia (yajfianga) is the property of Brahma. One should therefore, move by
the meditation (Dhyana) in the worship of Hamsa in the form of pra1;1a for attaining to
Brahma.

lTl'cf1f.l' y.r:

~4"gci'

Slkl"Jll.fld

~ SliNcilMrul(-4: I 6<Ei(!,11NI i:6@,(1@.IIR ~

, ~ I I ~ ~ II

Brahmaputra Valakhilya again askes Lord Brah.ma (Svayarhbhu) 0 Lord! ''How may
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one Harilsa siitra and how may proofs one of that existed. You are competent to know
everything." Please, have grace for telling the same.

ftttlf«t+.1q<1,;c1-1i ~ t1001c1Rt: 1 fficti"~IOltfl: .(<;If.Ma, sio1c11!ll1(1 tt$~*'l«~11~nRt: 11 ~ ~ 11
Lord Brahma then replied- there one ninety six rays of the heart Sun. The stream
coming out from the thread of mind i.e. nose (Ghral).a) with the vowels too is of ninety six
finger measurement.
c11qau 9«fa:torc6cill(.amfu 't«: q(qlfql ~ill!J~Slcfil(I ~ ~ : 11 ~ 411
The supreme soul Harilsa resides in the middle of dak~il).a katyata (at the back ofwaist
of right side) and the left shoulder (viz in the region of heart) but nobody knows or can
gather information of that secret issue.

~ as9dl.fi(-lcfil: I (.14cfilH ~ Slcfil~lcfi'{I SIOlcl~(.ll.a&,1i-1Slifi@ fcr::rr -1° ~ : II
The persons know that all time (Sarvakala) luminating Harilsa who have attained to the
immortality, emancipation cannot be awarded conducting meditation inward made on the
Harilsa in the form of Pral).ava.
-1c1~,11..qf{<tjfifdli_l asftr ~ mRl"I 3i.a<1Rf4 -1°. ~ qj&.110111{11 ~ \911

The people holding (wearing) this sacrificial thread of nine threads, do worship to it by
assuming it as Brahma but these people do no introduce with. or realise the Brahma in garb
of sun existed in the heart.
·

;jjll«rr«wt

iRra" ~~a~ fct~!llFl-dQ-1S111!1-1,g=ai,

~ " ~ G11

Considering that this sun luminates the universe, those wise people worship him for
holiness and knowledge.

~:

~ ~ ~ ~ ~:

q(qg«is~:

q(qtfql

~

~:11~~11

Vajapeya Yajfia (:;pecific offering of knowledge) is depressor of animal spirit (remover
of the ignorance). The Adhvaryu to this Yajfia and god is Indra (supreme God). It is a
religious vfforing aranged/performed under the of · non-voilence. Its adhraryu is
Paramhe.rilsa and the god is Pasupati, the supreme soul.

~~qf:tq({l ~1 .(<;lte,11<.1g=ai1 ~ 1 1 ~ o 11
The Brahma as performed in Veda and Upani~ad is the element of supreme soul and
worshipped by the scholars of Brahma who have devoted themselves in perseverance.

~ qt;l<.1*1~11 ~ ~tuil4q1iHRII . . '!cll'ffi~ill<.1*1:64 !j@i:6qfif@11 ~ ~II
The knowledge to this Mahayajfia is Asvamedha Yajfia (offering performed by horse
sacrifice). The scholars resorting to it do activities prescribed or allowed by the knowledge
of Brahma. All Brahma Yajfia (deeds) described earlier too are competent in providing with
emancipation.
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5-a'*fi@: ~ :

SIOic:lo@Fli:6:
',a'~

~II~~ II

Brahmaputra again said- "The knowledge relating to Brahma has been appeared." Lord
Savaymbhu (Brahma) vanished after hearing this. The Harnsa Jyoti as described in this
Upani~ad is Rudra and the supporter for crossing the ocean of world be Pral).ava (Orn) too is
Pasupati (Brahma). One should know him this way.

II 3*1{cfi1Us: II
g,a,fflq1f~i:61c1oio~i:61MS1"i:flRa11 q(q1ffl1 ~q1f:tRt @~tjqfui:fir«on11 ~11
Japa of Harnsa too is the letter Brahma. It inspires for attending to Brahma. This
Brahma too is supreme soul and supreme person. This Brahma is enriched with the property
of Brahma.
3i~kq@ijli:6~¼1ifi@: ~ .~ , ~ c1iTMT

1'f'&ffil' ~,qarq_1 g,ar&.n

~Qqlffll{§Qqiffld*=ISI.Jt: ~II~ II

The person who has become Brahma like by virtue of his self-knowledge, nothing is
left for saying anything about him. The scholars used to· spend their full time in discussing
Brahma and worship him. Where else the subject may be when integrity is established
between Harnsa and the soul.
a:Rr: SIOlc:l..flc{l"-s41 ~: Sl6£1~d:fl~i:6: I -3Hi'ldSlql'!i& ~H..fl('f fct(IN!d'{_II ~ II

The Harnsa known through the sound of 'Orn' as emanated from the heart gives
understanding to the entire knowledge. The extensor knowledge of the world is obtained by
virtue of the cryptic knowledge directly perceived.

m

&,c:1~1ffi.11fflcti ~ fit..qt.41..f~~R~'l' ..i,a.f(i-si:fiM,
~ 1 1 ~ 11
The conjoint form of Siva and Sakti is worth knowing in a state of pleasure. This world
is activated with three eyes (awakening) i.e. sound, point (Bindu) and Kala.

rn4'11R fimM m

~ ij{§Qqrifjrn:, a1.a,1Gsiqr ~: 51q1011r~,,a ~: 11 l\ 11

His number (the shape) is known in three Ali.gas (parts), three braids and two or three
moons. When he is thus, vanished, the knowledge of this cryptic soul then appears as proof
in the exterior.
@~q,iq~ ~~~I

5.alcfiSIOli:l~H.fik9i:Rfl ~H.a1'1)11 GII

Having obtained the knowledge of Brahma as the thread (key) to the world one should
himself be adorned with the characteristics of Brahma and the Sun in the form of Harnsa
should be kept in mind in a regular marmer. It is the preaching of the scholars.
Q,dfa~Hqi~Ui ~Hiji'H4H'l:1 ~ :

'fwcr: ~ f f : 'ffla:TI ~ . .11\911
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Thus, one can cross the oceans of knowledge only after having such particular
perceiving. Lord Pasupati Brahma in the form of Lord Siva is always its evidence (witness).
As the entrapping of the persons doing more worship to learning (vidya) has been
stated in the hymn "Andhari:J. tamaI:i pravisanti.. .. etc. of Isopani~ads, the extremity of
knowledge of both kinds i.e. inert and sensitive in the form of Metaphysics has not been
considered .appropriate. It appears that the statement knowledge as drawing sea and
crossing it has been given only by taking the above fact in mind.

~g

lf.l"m'. irfut ~ gl fcrqir ~ ~ i:IPi:li:;('?.IN II l

II

This very Lord Siva inspire, regulate and strike a balance in the mind of all people
because the mind indulges to the subject (vi~aya) by the impact of it. The breathing
activates and by the speech reveals the activities proposed and performed.

~= ~ ~ ir,t ~ J.JUTI('?.INI ~ ffiR' ~ m ~fouf.t 911 ~ 11
~~

fcitf(j!ift~(j

~ R(~('{I Sli:ldcfi(i:j f.11&.IW

· ~ ' ; I " ~ : II ~o II

Because of the inspiration from almighty, the eyes observe the complexions and the
scenes, the ears listen, and all sensory organs are motivated. These are continuously
activated to the respective motives (subject) performing to them. This propensity, the
engross in motives (subject) is the illusion (Maya). It does not take place habitually but due
to illusion.
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The ears are dependent to the soul and Pasupati Brahma himself enters into the ears and
give power of hearing to that Siva.
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The mind too is habitual (engrossed) within the self-conscience (Antaratma) and it is
the supreme god (perfect knowledge) that enters into it, regulate by placing it in sattva and
provides with the hrilliance of mind (Manastva).
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Such supreme god activates all sensory organs but that Mahesvara is different
altogether than the people approach and imagination .of that Brahma. Only the perfect
Brahma (supreme god) gives suitable form to these all sensory organs and regularise them
too. These eyes, mind and the speech etc. all sensory organs therefore, and by this very
reason, can not avail the self-luminating element (form) of the supreme soul, viz., can not
able to know to the fact that the supreme soul is distinct (separate) from the inner subject,
should without resorting to the logic and proofs do effort to know him through his self
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conscience. He thus, arrive at the true knowledge of the element of supreme soul. This soul
is in the form of supreme light while that illusion is in the form of sheer darkness.
~ ~
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Therefore the integrity of Pratyapatma and the soul is no way possible. It are in
knowledge through his logic, proofs, and experience that there is no illusion in the supreme
soul, self-luminating and sensitive. The subjects of Vidya (learning) and Avidya
(ignorance) are pragmatic and those have no nexus with the supreme soul.
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In all way true outlook, all this is false. Only the element is the real truth. It appears the
same and in pragmatic_ view, it is seen. The light is only existed everlasting. Thus, it is
Advaita because Advaita only is said inseparable from the light.
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A light everywhere and continuously is so existed. Silence approach is better than to by
something more about it. The man automatically known to it is not a living soul (Jiva), not
·Brahma and not any thing otherwise. It has no Vafl)a nor it is an Asrama. He is neither
involved in religion, evils, nor prohibition and the law. When Brahma is all apparent to
him, he does to feel at all the distinction between these worldly palms and sorrows. The
person known to the supreme soul as the perfect knowledge (Paratrahma) sees this world
of different creatures but the distinction cannot be seen by him. He observes continuously
the only Brahma in the form of mind (cit). The subjects pertaining to the religion and the
religious themselves having some distinction; these are appeared different to each other.
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It is only the sensitivity of supreme soul that exists always in its present form and the
other all distinction etc. and all similarity and differences are embedded within that
supreme soul.
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The thing or non-thing (Avastu) whatever is existing that all is the apparent perfect
Brahma (Prabrahma). How the person knows to Brahma can accept one and neglect, reject
other in such circumstance?
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The perfect knowledge (Parabrahma) is beyond the comparison, inaccessible to the
speech and mind~ beyond seeing through eyes, unentertainable, without cian (Gotra)
without any form (complexion), without eyes, ears, hands, and feet etc. everlasting,
almightly omniscient, most minuscule, absolute, and beyond the clutter of death. He is
creator and supporter to all, and existed asthe pleasure or'Brahma (Brahmananda) at front,
rear, north, south, Le. at all directions and the best nectar of veda. That perfect knowledge
(Parabrahma) is existed at the left and right both sides.
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Thus that best devotee every moment sees fearlessly to all in his conscience
(Antaratma). The devotee of such nature, irrespective of his being scholar or innocent
(Ajfiani); he avails emancipation.
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Thus, the Para-vidya (metaphysics), truth penance and celibacy etc. religions too are
obtained through the route of Vedanta.
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. The great yogi devotees can see the selfluminating supreme soul (Parabrahma)whose
heart is pure absolutely, and the defects are decayed, the people engrossed in illusion
(Maya) can not see that supreme Lord.
'Q_ci' \q~qfet~,4 ~ &i«llf~ lllfir:r:1 $i,1Ms(q4
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The yogin devotee, understood to his nature attains to the perfection and seldom falls
prey to the cycle of birth and death (Avagamana).
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As only sky is existed everywhere without come and· go anywhere, the yogi known to
him as Brahma, can not move anywhere.
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The mind is fully purified when control on diet in only made i.e. checks on forbidden
diet. The mind automatically purifies when purity in diet is established.
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The knowledge starts increasing systematically when the mind is purified in toto. The
knots of ignorances then are destroyed. However, control on diet is necessary for the person
who still ha.s not _attained to the knowledge of Brahma.
.
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Its reason is that the nature of scholar is not found so discriminative as it found in the
stupid. The scholar thinks that I,the conjumer (Bhokta) is Brahma and the food eaten too is
I myself.
i@fcli;_!lfl@ *1141Ricf i@lffl~cl 'gl ~ 'fl'cj ~ fcli<{H!.4 'fi'eyll ~~II

The devotee who is yogi known to Brahma, always sees all living organisms in the
form of Brahma. By this very reason, the concept of Brahma1,1a, K~atriya etc. too is .
entertainable for him.
tiw'IQilii4 ~ ~ ~ : ~ I ~@~~qfc.*'141*1'1~'*-i \.l~«s1€j II~ o II ·

The devotee, whose food (eatable) is the death, attains the same form and this whole
world too becomes entertainable to him.
Gi'ld.lffldtll 'q'ffil' ~ ~ ~ I i@~lffldtll ~ . . ~~II~ ~II

The world becomes in the form of eatable when it is perceived as the sons and the
immortal Brahma in the form of soul eats (consumes) it regularly.
~ - ~ ~ ' f f i ( l l r r . R f : ~1~q4j'q@ . . ~~,1~~11

The nature of soul that turns the world in the form of eatable matters when it is
perceived and definitely it is consumed by the Brahma.
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Thus, the Brahma eats its nature himself. Its reason is that the eatable matter is not
distinct and separate from the Brahma. The nature of entity that too is the characteristic of
existence.
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The characteristics of entity too is known as existence and it does not differ from the
Brahma. There is no other entity then Brahma and the illusion (Maya) too is not real matter.
(lifiHlqkqf.tig14j lfl'tl1' ~kqf.t cfif~dll mfa;l~Qdtll cqifu- ¢1@*11~4 ilm:@TII ~~II

The yogis, the devotees, imagine illusion through his heart. It appears as an evidence to
restricted by virtue of the knowledge of Brahma to the devotees (Ascetics).
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Thus; duly perceived of the Brahma as perfect knowledge and science, the learned
devotees does not treat it distinct and separate him irrespective of his observance directly of
the world. This Upani~ad {secret knowledge) contains this all very specifically.
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70. PARABRAHMOPANI~AD
Q<gl@, qf:tttc;._
This Upani~ad is related to the tradition of Atharvaveda. There are twenty hymns wherein the
reclusion has been described as the best measure to attain the Parabrahma. This Upani~ad commences
with a question raised by Mahasala Saunaka in which he has asked the hermit Pippalada about the
pre-destination of the worldly objects prior to the creation. The· next question is that how Lord
Hirm;i.yagarbha originated. Those things and what are they? The sage Pippalada has explained this
very question in prolix and it has been suggested that one should resort to A~takapala an~ A~tan.ga
yoga in order to know the primitive cause for the creation, the supreme entity. A most influensive
description for the life of a recluse has been described thereafter. It has been suggested that the
recluse should definitely put an inner most sacrificial thread and the braid instead. of exterior
sacrificial thread and the braid. It has been also added that the man is only entitled to emancipation
and can be said a true ascetic only when he has put on a braid of fire and knowledge of also the
sacrificial thread. At the conclusion, it has been suggested that the exterior braid and the sacrificial
thread should be abandoned and the braid in the form of Om and sacrificial thread only can provide
with the emancipation.
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Once the learned Saunaka asked Lord Pippalada (born in the Gotra of Atigirasa)
Whether all things proposed for the creation with the universe wherein divine abode of
Brahma prior to their origin in this universe viz., Whether those were enshrined in the heart
ether of Lord Hin;i.yagarbha? How the magnificent Lord create them by dividing into
suitable classes out from within? What is the magnificence of this very sovereign Lord?
viz., What these actually are?" The hermit Pippalada replied- "The learning of Brahma to
what I will tell you is true. It provides the ten breathing i.e. Prai:ia, Apana etc. senses, and
the truth to entertain their respective subjects. It is viraja what for the trio-properties
including Rajas etc. and Ni~kala (the sixteen arts including Prai:ia etc.) in the abode of
Parabrahma. This is the reason for its being pure and everlasting. It is called Nirmaka
because it builds the ties and liberty for the living-organisms and adorns beyond the Gm;i.as.
This builder of supreme soul effaces the ignorance of the persons desirous of emancipation
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and enables them to perceive that all sensitive supreme soul has nothing left to do for that
Parabrahma, it remains all inactive. The man of worldly eye performs a number of
activities in order to enjoy the fruit from this and that world. He thus enjoys the fruits of
action like a former. The scholar well-known to the mystery of action always performs it as
worship to god in order to purify his mind. The scholar who considers himself as the
Brahma and desires liberty from the illusion and further who knows that it is the action that
determines the inferior and superior position of a man, always does the action according to
his asrama and without hankering for the fruits. Who is such a scholar dashing himself
down as a result of entrapped in the net of various actions instead of engrossing his mind in
the Brahma? Its answer is that there is none viz. the person who performs his duties as
worship to Lord and remains unattached to the fruit of action seldom is trapped in the
worldly objects.
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A person who is made known by his teacher that he himself is the supreme flame and
pleasure as also a ray of sun etc. luminating stars, the light and he is in the form of pleasure
always lives in gaiety. Similarly, whose heart is duly devoted to Parabrahma, attains the
supreme soul and enjoys with every moment or always enjoys the pleasure within his soul.
The white colour is originated from the Lord and it keeps a man in pleasure. Thus, an·
exclusive meditation establishing the breathing in the middle of the both eyes, the devotee
rests in dreaming, viz., he attains as a result of such exercise. The stage of dreaming and
perceives 'Tattvamasi' 'Aham Brahmasmi' thereby relax the soul. As a leech moves easily
from a straw to another, the scholar too easily moves from awaking to the dreaming stage.
Again, he can abandon the stage of awaking by entering into the stage of dreaming. By the
grace of Lord, he enjoys the pleasure of moving in the three stages (awaking, dreaming and
dormance) immediately and voluntarily. Thus, the living soul enjoys its soul by resorting to
the Savikalpa and Nirvikalpa meditation. This element of soul then abandons th~ ignorance
creating hurdle in joining the living soul with the supreme soul. Thus, the element of soul
illumining with the knowledge always remains automatically.
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.In case, the common knowledge of Brahma is not attained through mere- listening about
it, one should resort to kapalataka. Kapalataka has eight parts. These are Yama, Niyama,
Asana, PraIJ.ayama, Pratyahara, DharaIJ.a, Dhyana and Samadhi. The knowledge of Brahma
by purifying the heart through these exercises should be acquired. This Kapalataka hangs
like the beast (the banana flower existing in the region of the heart) by the eight kinds of
yoga. It uplifts and develops while exercising the Indrayoni (a route to attain the supreme
soul) known as Vedayoni always awakes there in. The person who concentrates on Isvara in
his heart Lotus, goes beJ.ond the good and bad, thereby no involvement with them. The
characteristics of that god is now explained. It endows pleasure to other gods, intuitive,
sensitive, Puru~a, exclusive, Om, and the supreme Brahma. It is not the Pra:Q.ahamsa.
PraIJ.aha:Q.sa has been referred here·as cardinal breathing because this issue is of Parabrahma
and not of breathing). PraIJ.aVa is the living soul because it is worth to know by the size of
the component to Om that Om is the form of living soul, called the primitive god. The
persop. duly known to it does not locate discrimination between the living soul and the
Brahma. He always lays down the unity between them .and seldom thinks and
. '
discrimination therein.
[The Saint has said the eight parts ·of yoga as kapiiliitaka herein. By virtue of his spiritual
perception he observe him as a Lotus flower. As the hung and closed Lotus rises up and blossoms in
the presence of Sunlight, the propensities of yoga in dormance awake and upraise when the
sensitivity of Brahma is added there with.]
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The essence of this Puru~a Brahma is the internal braid and sacrificial thread. The
Brahma:Q.a desirous of emancipation should hold them. It is for couple to put on the .
extraneous braid and the sacrificial thread. The internal braid and the sacrificial thread is
not so apparent as the extraneous is. These are invisible and they joins with the element of
Brahma.
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The nature of ignorance is neither truth, nor false. It is neither distinct nor integrated
and it is not the mixed form of them. Similarly, it has no division, it is not free from
division to the mixed form of the both. Until and unless, the knowledge, accepting that
every one is Brahma is acquired, the ignorance remains. Being it all false, it is worth giving
up and hatred when the true knowledge of Brahma is acquired.
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The confusion to the effect whether the Brahma is in the form of ignorance or not is
nothing because the Paficapada Brahma (awaking, dreaming, Turiya and beyond Turiya)
embeds ~verything within it. There are four places of the Brahma in garb of living soul as
existed under Catu~pada in macro and micro form. These are navel, heart, throat and the
head. The Brahma is attained in four stages. These are awaking, dreaming, dormance and
Turiya. One should consider as soul to the extent possible in the fires i.e. Ahavaniya,
Garhapatya, Dak~il)a and Sabhya. The Lord Brahma awaking Lord Vi~l:J.U in dreaming, Lord
Rudra in dormance and the latter Brahma in Turiya stage is worth concentration.
Now, the Brahma is described in the form of sacrificial thread because a recluse puts on
this sacrificial thread in the form of Brahma. The four stages as described above are the
measurement of four fingers (the sacrificial thread is made by rolling it in four fingers). It is
rolled six times. Ninety six elements are rolled up in it. Dividing it into three parts, every
part should contain the thirty-two elements and by multiplying it by three, the resultant
ninety-six conclusions are arrived. Its form of knowledge, trio-properties (Satva, Rajas and
Tamas) are the three threads intertwined with it and the three gods complexion creating
distinct nine threads should be treated as nine Brahma. The arts of Sun, moon and the fire
i.e. three should multiply with this nine and then it should be intertwined. Further, the three
frequencies i.e. the primitive, middle and the last and by doing research on Brahma, Vi~l:J.U
and Mahesa; these frequencies by taking one after another from beginning to the end, a
single knot should be made and put on from navel zone to the Brahmarandhra. The
sacrificial thread with three intertwined rolls rebel the trio-properties related to the twentyseven elements distinctly and joining the three threads in one presuming its length from left
shoulder to the right portion ofthe waist, it can purify the heart. One should deem regarding
this sacrificial thread that the basic element is the one irrespective of joining different
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elements from the beginning to the end of it. As a number of vessels are made by using the
clay but the basic elements is the clay, everything in the similar fashion is made by Brahma
but no entity is distinct than it. Hence, presuming himself the Brahma is the innermost braid
and the element of sacrificial thread. This presumption enables to obtain the element of
Brahmal)a i.e. the ability to concentrate on Brahma and element of reclusion .. The persons
who have attained the element of Brahman and the recluse keep and put on the internal
braid the invisible sacrificial thread. The visible or the apparent braid in garb of activity and
the sacrificial thread in garb of knowledge are for the couples. The visible cluster of hair
i.e. braid and the sacrificial thread made of the cotton thread are only indication of the
element of Brahmal)a and his ability to perform the Vedic ceremonies. The maxim of
sacrificial thread are in combination of twenty-four elements multiplied by four i.e. ninetysix elements lay down the Brahma in the form of element. The nine elements (thread) of the
sacrificial thread also lay down the Brahma. Brahma is one but a number of people suggests
numerous measures as (Sarhkhya yoga etc.) for attainment of it. For all Brahmal)a, hermit
and the hymn beings, the emancipation, the Brahma and the element of Brahmal)a are the
same. The ceremonies and varl)asramas are separate and in many numbers. The nature of
braid is the one for all varl)as. The persons entitled to emancipation state that the root of
braid and the sacrificial thread is Orh. The knowledge of Brahma is braid and the Orh is the
sacrificial thread for the ascetics and the sound of Orh is the thing that joins them.
Their (recluse) is this single religion and nothing apart from it. What kind of this
religion is? A question which has been answered as-This Orh is the Brahma and the sound
is the three intertwining threads. It is existed with its own magnificence. It enshines in the
heart in the form of sensitivity. This Brahma is of two kinds. The first is 'Para' and the
second is 'Apara'. The person desirous of emancipation should abandon the visible braid
and the sacrificial thread if he has arrived at the stage in which he observes nothing other
than his own soul.

~ cflR ~ ~:~ f4-il(¥1:, ~rt mw afi;i!'lira

~11 G11

The persons who have arrived at the stage described above should cut their hair
including the braid and the visible sacrificial thread should be immersed into water and
they should only pt:t on the letter Brahma as the sacrificial thread.

9-1J..qf.t~ftll?:i ~ ~ I (!il-ilfi;jM~'di ~ ~ 'Qt ~II \911
The ascetic should always remember the emancipation for liberating himself from the
trap of rebirth. The thread in the form of Brahma is called the maxim providing with the
supreme position being it an informant.

~ ~ ir-f ~

ffl:

~ ~ : I ~ ~e:fcirue,1f.ll(: ~ fcm: QfihQicH:11 t II

Only the man is true desirous of emancipation, consecrator, known to Veda enlightened
and the Brahmal)a who is known to the maxim of Brahma. He makes all the people pure in
heart to whom he get in touch with.
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~ ~ ffl ~ q\iJjilOII ~I ~ !il(l!fflifl 41•ifc4c(ilijl0fl <mr: II~ II
The maxim or the thread pertaining to the Parabrahma who has entertained in a single
thread this entire Brahmai:ic;la like the beats of gem actually entitles the man putting it on a
yogi, a Brahma.I)a known to yoga and an ascetic.
4i•lfc4*'1"1dN(:I Qijl'iilelN~ ~ ~ : ~ ~ I ·W?JR.ltci ';j'
iflMJ@ ~ ~ !ll(Ollrj_ll ~o II
The person engrossed acquiring knowledge, known to yoga and the Brahma should
give up the extraneous thread because the man is only entitled to emancipation who holds
the sacrificial thread with the spiritual Brahma. Having that thread duly put on, no
apprehension of impurity, stateness, remains any more,

1"fw:~ ('(4~fIDi)

\,lq;afid ~ *'j.jqilQcii@•tl'{_I ~ g \,I~~ ~~Tl qi1Qci1@.i:11 ~~II
The worldly people putting on the sacrificial thread are the true person if the knowledge
in depth is embedded with it.

w,f~.n

*', ..
*' ... f.ta, *'j.jqilQcij@.j: I ~ lR ~ 'Qfcrsi' *' ......,Raq_11 ~~ II
The person holding braid of knowledge, loyalty to knowledge and sacrificial thread of
knowledge know that the knowledge is only supreme because it is knowledge which is
stated as the supreme sacrosanct.
~ .fflffl ~ ~ *'i..q4, WRJT1 ·~

w,<!ileg+Aa

Fct1.1fH1~ eti~1et1Ro,: 11 ~~ 11

The person who have no exterior braid see as otherwise the braid of knowledge brilliant
as the fire itself; have really the braid and the rest of people have only hair. As the scholars
say.
cfiqOqfilifidl ~

g~

~fc64iSN clll Oiij!Ojj'qjijqj~Oj ~ ~ : I ffl' f.r(?;t. ~

g !j.i.Ji;qf.t ~ I I r~11
The Brahmai;i.as whose activitie:;; are confined only to perform ceremonies either Vedic
or the worldly are mere Brahma.I)as because they only live for their stomach. They
definitely fall in the hell at the end of every birth they receive (they suffer from a number of
pains in the hell that embeds the cycle of birth and death in this universe.
e11qiijc{~clii:ii.d ~

g ~= I a1.aifif6Re11f4\I

d~d;gijqf.cla'{_j .irw11R@ijl<·tU.aS1q1oi

!!Hl!<Wft: II~~ II
It is all good for the scholars that they should put on a sacrificial thread as lengthy as to
touch the right side of the waist from the left shoulder. This suggestion is for putting on the
extraneous sacrificial thread. So far as the innermost sacrificial thread is concerned, it is
made of the fibre in garb of the supreme element and it should be put on from the navel
zone to the Brahmarandhra.

~ ~ d~Rf4d'{_I
~mi'g~ll-~~11

i!Nethifq~

WRJf

*'1;iq4\ ~ ~ Tl ~ I ~ ~
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Thus, the sacrificial thread made of this fibre in garb of supreme element and in the
form of various aspects of the numerous activities should be put on. Everything is in the
form of Brahma for the persons who put on the braid and sacrificial thread of knowledge
and there is nothing except Brahma for them.
~ '<.l~Qciid ~

ffi

'<.IN(l'<.101'(1 fc4sJ-4~1Qqi(11 tj~l(~@J: "fl" ~ I I ~\911

The scholar putting on the sacrificial thread of Brahma and the supreme element is
really entitled to put it on and emancipation.
qffi(;al(\qqj(1j

fcm:

tj-4¼!qgfu1 Q,cfi4~1Qqj(1j ~ ~ tj-4¼!qgfu11 ~l 11

The Brahmal)a putting on the exterior and interior both sacrificial threads is only
entitled to the reclusion viz., he performs the worldly and vedic ceremonies and observing
the rules prescribed therefore and it is possible only when the exterior sacrificial thread is
out on while the internal sacrificial thread leads to know. The element of Brahma thereby
creates the propensity of detachment and enables to the reclusion. Hence, the Brahmal)a
putting on a single sacrificial thread is not entitled to the reclusion.
~H-4kflcfSl4~1

~ ~ : I ~:~ qfo'<.l'*-1 ~:~ ~ ~ I I ~~ II

The ascetic therefore should do all efforts to be desirous of emancipation and put on the
internal sacrificial thread by giving up the exterior thread.
~:SIQiJWl{SliQqj@(f.1"11l¥l!

SIOlclg*lWl@Qqj@(Cjqcje;tU:iQ

~

~4TR6!11t;

Wlcll3ffi1cfi $fgQRl1q_ll ~ o II

(Finally) Lord Saunaka said that one should do all efforts for emancipation be giving up
the exterior braid and sacrificial thread and by resorting to the braid of Pral)avahari1sa (Om)
and the sacrificial thread of knowledge. This very is the cryptic learning.

~ ~

cnUffi:r: ........................ :~fu: ~ : II
II "$fu q(gi ~f\q Rl1c'fl q, HIll

71. AVADHUTOPANI~AD

~(11QRt1~
This Upani~ad is related to Kr~l).a Yajurveda. Lord Dattatreya describes the form and importance
of Avadhii.ta state when the question was raised by Sarttlqti in this upani~ad. It has also been
described that how the concerned man receive higher accomplishments as a result of the best
elements inserted in the state of Avadhii.ta.

II ~IIRI qId: II

~ ~ ..jicfcf11 ~ ,;ft ~ I ~
~

cm.T cMcflcf~I

mf;o:

rN1f,1;q..jlcf~dli'½! lfT FcifiNict~II

mf.o: ~~: II

0 supreme soul! I protect us (the teacher and the disciple) both concomitantly. Please
provide us maintenance. May both ofus obtain the power simultaneously. May the learning
duly digested be sharp. May both of us do not envy and attach with each other. 0 the
powerful soul! compound our trio-pains i.e supernatural, metaphysical and celestial. May
the undeputing stock of peace is enjoyed.

fc6

~ -g' ~ ~ qf4-ijqft.1 ~ I '*'Plci.ctilSc¥i\'H<1¼ cliT ~ : fc6 ~
<-i«:co1fiiR11 tt ~ 'q1JcTT ~ : Q(qi'.fii:6fu1i'.6: 11 ~11 ~<(i:11a)oi.1(i:11"'-a<-i«Htt.@441ct1

ij"(cjq,(.<.11RM~(i:IIGcll[d ~ I I ~ II

Samlqti went to Lord Dattatreya and asked- "O Lord! Who is A vadhuta! What kind of
his state is ? What is the characteristics of Avadhuta and what kind of physical treatment he
does?" Listening to these questions- "The generous Lord Dattareya replied- "Avadhuta is
the living organism with resolute, mind adorable, free from the worldly ties and known to
the connotation of Tattvamasi etc. sentences. In other words, the letter 'A' is immortal, the
letter 'Va' is varel).ya, the letter Dhu is free from worldly ties and the letter 'Ta' is the aim
of Tattvamasi etc. sentences. When these letters are gathered or added the word Avadhi:ita
is constructed.

it FciM-ij'ill"'q'.cjOIT41tW~cl fu:@:

'ijcJI 3T@cfOTT~ ~ ~ : ~ ~ I I ~ II

The Yogi always engrossed in the Soul, uplifted from the provision of Asrama and
Vafl).a is called Avadhuta viz., a yogi devoid to holding Vafl).asrama.

~fil<:tfm: ~~~:I~~:~~ 1TIECIGli.ldll¥11
The favourite to Yogi is Brahma, the gaiety is his right hand and luxuries is the left
while the pleasure is his nucleus soul. The position of his Soul becomes analogous to the
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hoof of a cow.
[This same context has appeared in Tattiriyopani~ad also]

1fli:Uc-Hi<i~i

ffi ;nfq' ~

~ ~ : I "QI' ~ - ~ Si:01i:fil)Oi ~ I ~ ~

~ W~ lRllT lffifl{l 1411
One should not engross in that head (gaiety) the lower organs (pleasures and luxuries)
as the middle (pleasure) by assuming them as Soul. If it is not so then that what is to be
presumed as Soul? Its answer is that the Brahma should be known in the shape of a tale
because the Brahma is recognised as a tail of a cow. TheYogI attain the supreme position
by virtue of their appropriate knowledge of the Brahma.

~ cfi1fun' ~ ~ iFR'

f(lj~~i\i

at~dfclql-t:tJ:11~11

Immortality can be availed by virtue of sacrifice and it cannot be availed even if' a
number of activities are performed. It can be availed by the subject and through the wealth.

ffl

~<fct,;<oi dffi,Q(Ol'{I ~ c(f R11aH1

qfj

~ ~ Ejq~m ~ qauq&JI I

~ ,Qi~t;O~l!il,JQqEjq.a4i1i ~ . ~ qt;1qoo qg14M: 11\911

To behave according to the desires is the world of these Yogis. Out of them a. number
of people put on garments while a number of people· live naked. There is nothing like
religion nor the evil, the holy and nuisance etc. for these Yogis in their extreme aim i.e. to
control the sensory organs, that Yogis always do in their heart the offering of horses
(Asvamedha) by concentrating in the heart. It is their great offering and the great yoga.

ifi~qd~si 'Sfilrl

ffl ~ fctill~fl.itt;li;ld'{I

~~

i!f&i:ifmlZla II~ II

The state of internal Asvamedha has been stated as the state in which the streams of
extrovert powers duly surrendered to the sensitivity of supreme Soul or giving the extrovert
mind up. This accomplishment is called the great offering or the great yoga. The entire·
conduct of these yogins, excellent deeds performed by them should not be condemned.
They do not involve in the good and the evil etc. like persons living in the alley of
ignorance. They perpetually artd voluntarily move everywhere without any sense of
attachment.
'4m

W;r: ~ ~ ~ ~ : I

ffl '4llTI" fctq414i'tl('ffi ~ fi.Tl4a' !104Qi&U ~:II~ II
As Lord Sun entertains all kinds of essences and the fire entertains everything; the YogI
inspite of enjoying the worldly pleasures, does not made responsible for the good or evil
etc. particularly because of his heart duly made pure.
a111t:iq101q:ew1siRta .Q!f~IQ: sifct~1R1 ~ ·
(i&,(Cfilql ~ Slfc:l~IRI ~ ~ ~llf.dq1Gfl@ ~ i:fijqi:fi1q111 ~o II

As the water inserts in the ocean which has attainedthe undeviated prestige (position),
the Yogi remains undeviated inspite of existence of the passion for worldly issues and
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attains peace. The person tempted or curious for the enjoyments of worldly issues cannot
attain the peace as it is obtained by the Yogi.

~~~

f.flNRi4

~~"€1'~:1 ~~¼~~ q(q114a111~~11

The real position is that neither origin nor cessation is in existence and further nobody
is devotee and no one is fastened. Similarly, nobody is desirous of emancipation and none
is liberated.

~fuc61!!fa.ic6¢1mfo~ ~~ ~ , ~

~ aruJq~,-11 ~11 ~~ 11 ~
ifidifi<i1i:ci Sl@'41fii!]<:~I ~;ftg.:rrs~: ~ cfifti !j,11t1~8:~II ~~ II Q(ql+~'ionst tj~Hrfit
fefifit"&.9411 alj@B½}

cfi'ffl

'PT

Q(Mlcfifil"-41~61:11 ~~II ~J~1c6if'ic6: cfitl-llt;j@alfit

fcfi

~I

~ ~ ~11,011fu1 ~ 'cllll ~'-\ its,11fuc61Ron

lf

f4H~~~ ~ ~ ~ "€I'll ~G ~i}~t?Q"-4½}

*41c;-<-lcfit?4,-tiq_l 1&11!]&11re, ~

fcfi lf

~ ,-llMcfil(lSbfi"-lfcld:I ~

,-ll-<-lillNdclft].,-111 ,-11-<.11:0Ndtj~j( giq1~c1qij ~II ~\911

It was necessary for me to do very first for the accomplishment of deeds in this and that
world and for the accomplishment of the emancipation but now all this has been performed.
Thus, the Avadhiita doing investigations deeply within each yoga always feels glut by
adopting this presumption. He then says in the state of concentration that the fools were
entangled with the cycle of birth and death full of dismay only due to their passion for sun
etc. but I am fulfilled with the supreme pleasure and there is no desire that could entangle
me with this world. Why should I perform and of the deeds when I am the Soul of all
worlds and all the-worlds are within me. Let the persons do activities with an intention to
attain emancipation. As I am idle (inactive) and have not right to preach and teach, let the
persons righteous do preaching and teaching of the Vedas. I have not even slight worry
about this sleep, alm, bathing and to excrete. Let the people of intuitive label imagine
otherwise; there is no advantage to me for such imagination. The people may confuse of
fire while seeing the red Gufija but such imagination may not burn t~e Gufija into ashes.
The worldly religions are not imposed on me therefore I do not pray for any .
.!<JOcl.fcl:tllddfcll~ Gli+:chtl-ll~OT\Riij'(I ~ ij~i"-IIQ~I ~ ~sijqij~i"-4: II ~l 11

Let the people listen to whatever they want because of no realisation with the element
that I (Avadhuta) is competent to know the element. Hence, no cause for my listening. Let
the person confused be do concentration. As there is no confusion in my mind (A vadhi1ta)
needn't concentrate on any matter issue.

fclq4~j f.tre,auil

fcfi 19.u,:iqfclq4~ 1 ~ijlf'ifclfciq;qftj

~ cfic;lffi?,GIIRlij'i_ll ~~ 11

Nididhyasana is for the people falling in the contradictory knowledge, the concentration
is not required where there is no contradiction. I (Avadhuta) do not fall in the contr!diction
that considers the body as Soul. The Nididhyasana is therefore not required.

alt~ $6!,0re,&lclijlll fcl,-11&..1!!'(1 fciQ"-lftj ~Sclcfi~<lll ~ o II
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The behaviour of a man is due to the contradictory knowledge and such contradiction
takes place only due to the passion exercised till long.

au <~e64fo1 ~

&.lqijl :O 'f.rc«ra1 ~ ~ ~

~IIUl4ii H ftij·Gkl: 11 ~ ~ 11

Such dealing or behaviour is ceased only when accumulated deeds are destroyed. But
this behaviour is not cooled down even if concentration is made thousand times until the
destruction of accumulated deeds is made.
fci(M(i:i &.lqijf!U12 i!.@1..fq¾J fl'I ifll'Mefiq&.lqij@ q~~~l~IRl8 ~:II~~ 11
You should concentrate voluntarily if any desire for practical deed remains. But no
-such behaviour or deed is worthful in my mind, why should I then concentrate on it.

~

-::nfur ~ ~ ftq1f%1wJt

lNI ~

err ftq1fuc11

lf.RT:

w1F~1Ro1: 11 ~ ~ 11

.

I needn't go in the state of meditation because my mind is undeviated all time. The
mind becomes caprice only when it entertains the defects and to remove these defects, the
meditation is then required. I am always in the form of perceiving hence the meditation
cannot give any new or different to my perceiving.

~
&.1i:lijl:O

'ii' ifs~: ~1 ~ ~ si,qoft<l simfqJic1 ~ : 11 ~ ~ 11
Mtfcfichl err ~11¼14\ errs~ err, qq1efi1<&1qw ~1!mcii sic1Ja1q_11 ~ ~ 11

Whatever I wished to do, it was done and always obtained whatever was worth
obtaining. Why should I then do any otherwise behaviour or the behaviour prescribed by
worldly rites and holy books? This is the reason I do nothing. I am not involved into
attachment for anything. Whatever happens naturally, I accept and perform the same.

~ ifidifi?.1-:,1sff.f Hlefilj~ijefilRl~II ~ll¼i~Ulcl 1WT01' crast tftf cfiT 8;mf: II~ GII
What harm is caused to me if I follow the holy book and the prescribed rules in orders
to do some good for common people inspite of fully satisfied viz., fully detached.
~cl lf.1'1 .(•11'1 ~~~

~mtf cf'ffitT ell: I oR ~ q lcRI iFQd{'cl Ii.:t I~ q Wefill._11 ~ 19 II

fuUJj U!:2-tg ~ ~&IH~

fc1Jl~al'{I ~ fc6ffiGl4Si ~

¥

-::rTN 'efi'f(iru ~ t., II

I merely like a witness at the time when the physical attitude does pray to gods, take
bath, discharge of night soil and urine, education etc., the speech busy in reciting Pral).ava,
recital of Upani~ad takes place, the wit always concentrate in Lord Vi~l).U or engrossed in
Brahma. I (Avadhuta) neither any of the activity out of these nor I make anyone to perform
them.

ifidifi~d~I ~(S11HSll14d~I F: I ~ fcjq..jfjj ~sm RHHlJ._11 ~~II
I (A vadhuta) is fully satiated because of perfection and I have received all that I
wished. I regularly presume in my mind the same way satiation.

~st ~st ~ fcltfiti..fq¼-41 ffll ~st ~st ~&IH-Gl fcrmfu if ~11 ~ o 11
I am granted because I know the everlasting, immortal element of Soul easily. I am
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granted because the pleasure of Brahma provides me with the clear light.

~s~ ~s~ ~=~ ~if!IRcli -;r cnwsw1 ~s~

~st =(.clf!.11~14

Q~iiRld r!filfq11 ~ ~II

it -;r fcrffit ~ I ~st ~s~ m&i ~~II~~ II
~st ~s~ ~ ~ ~ 1 ~st ~s~ ~ ~= y.:r: ~ : 11 ~ ~ 11
~s~ ~s~ ~

am· ~04qQ1 ~~~~I 31W ~ tjq,ij,<i) ~ ~ll~'gll
am~ ~ 'tl&q~ ~ I am ~ilfa,fqefl Wfa;fqefl ~ ~ : I I ~ l\ 11

I am granted because I seldom perceive the misery of this peris~ing world. I am granted
because my ignorance has been destroyed very early. I am granted because nothing remains
worth doing for me. I am granted because I have received whatever was desired by me. I
am· granted because my satiation is unique. I am always granted. The fruits of this great
deed have been firmly obtained by me. All of us are thankful to this great deed. The
knowledge, the pleasure, the holy books and the teachers all are worth thanks.

~ "4' $i;q~l<l msftr ctid<tiflll ffl"I 'tl,(IQHl~ctl ffl"I =(.clui~41~ctl ffl"I ~t#l~fliii"!dl
cqqra1 ctiflll<tii:+-11~(1! 'q'q'@'I ~ fclfu:~I Jl't01i.lHQ(I ~41a_lijfllfi:t~qf4qq_lJ ~~II
The person doing perseverance of this Upani$ad gets perfection in his life. As a
phenomenal impact of this Upani$ad, the intoxicants, the thieves, murderer of Brahmal).a
and committing prohibited deeds also converts in a man of great virtues. Its mere recital
purifies the heart of a man. Having acquired this knowledge the man engages himself in
executing great deeds. The. Om (Brahma) is only truth and it is clear by this Upani$ad.

~ ~ '11clcl~ ..........~ mf;o:11
II~ 3'.li:1~(11QRl:lq_ ~ I I

72. DEVYUPANI~AD

~~qPlqc;:_
This upani$ad falls under the tradition of Atharvaveda. This upani$ad is described in a
questionnaire form containing the questions and answers which had taken place between the gods
and the goddess (Mahadevi). The universal form of the power of mind has been described very first
and it has been explained that it is the mind that has multiform and it resides with all livingorganisms. The subject matter of this upani$ad then comprises the psalm of goddess performed by the
gods, the upliftment of the primitive learning, the magnificence of primitive learning, explanation on
Bhuvanesi, single letter hymn; the nine-letter learning of Mahacal)c;li and lastly the fruits of acquiring
this learning. This upani$ad is in its tiny exterior form but it is most important in the outlook of the
penance for goddess by means of Tantra.

ll~IIRIQld:11
a},

cqt cnUffi:r:

.............

-efci ½~ ~Cll!J4d~: I clilfu ~ qg1~fc111 ~II

~

fflRf: II

*ITTICIIGij ~&](-cl~NOTI I ire: Slcfi@~fiQkqi:6

<it~ti(.:4 ~ "€1' aigq1+GHH-GI: i¾*1Hil¾*11~s6'l1 ~ ~

~Raili 1

$R.11g1\/.lcron

~:II~ II

All gods appeared before the goddess and submitted- "O great goddess! Who are you?
Kindly make us to know your identity.'' The goddess replied- "O gods! I am in the form of
Brahma. This world, a compound of nature and the person has been originated by me. It is
void from me (for the fools) and with me (for the scholars). I am with and without pleasure.
I am the conscience and without conscience. It is definite that I am Brahma worth knowing
and I too am beyond the Brahma. The Atharvaveda contains this very hymn.

~ 1ffl ~ I aigqf@(4 '<itlR( ~S~S6'll fclt11gqfcieJlijl{I -~<i11gq.f<illij4ll

~ ~ ki<lcij_illijl{ll~II ~ ~'4gfq-1-14\ ~ I I ~ II ~

~:I

'ffl1:t ~ 1!_lf1Jt

~ M:illcHiOll~m

'ql1' ~ti.agl{I fcl00j!J'6S64 ~&]IOl~o

~ ~11~11 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~cl<itqHlcl ~I~
~ fqa(q~ ~llei II

utt' ~ cf~.jfqij

I am the compound form of five elements and I myself is the great element which is
free from all these elements. I myself is this whole universe which is visible, I myself is
Veda (knowledge) as also Aveda (ignorance) too: I am the learning and I myself is the
illusion. I myself is the nature as also beyond the nature. I am up and down as also the sides
(right and left) or everything. I am omnipresent and move everywhere in the form of
Rudras and Vasus. I move everywhere in the form of the sun and Visvadeva. I provide
maintenance and care to the Mitra and Varul)a, Indra and the fire as also both Asvini
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kumaras. I am bearer of Soma, Tva~ta and Bhaga. I hold lord Vi~JJ.U, Brahma and Prajapati
for the purpose of achieving regulatory power on three worlds with ever-extended legs. I
also hold the wealth enriched of the material for offering on behalf of the client who
performs offerings with obeisance and offers Soma with utmost care. I am the administrator
and ruler of this whole universe. I provide the devotee wealth, I am the knowledge itself
and I am the pioneer god among the gods who please with offerings. I originate the
supreme soul who administers this whole universe.
lllr ((IR(t(.c:Hi: ~ I cf~~~ ~i:llQGqll,11@11\911

~~~I ';Jl1T ~ q~I~~ ~ mffi ';Jtf:I
';Jtf:

~ ~ ~:

'SflJ'@l:

~ 'ffillll l 11

My residence is inherent in the element of 'Ap' (the fundamental factors of creation,
five elements etc.) and in the heart lotus of all living-organisms. The person known fo this
fact attains to the magnificence artd powers of goddess. The gods again submitted- "O
Goddess! We bow our heads most reverently. You are the benevolent goddess who makes
the great persons to perform their great deeds undivided; We salute you. You are in the
form of nature and you are the only source of welfare. We again salute such great ~oddess
in a routine manner.
dll-:ft:.ti:IOii 'd'4m

'*=IM_;i ~-Oil-ti &i44i~!J ~ I

Jl1ffl WRi' ~ olf: II~ II
tc:if c:lli.lqGH4.a ~ ~ : ~rcrrcre:Rn
m ~ q~4!-# ~ ~jcffJtµjljQ~l!!~!!II ~o II
~ ~ ~l(Uiq6

"'
We resort to the mother goddess Durga for the yield of the fruit of action whose
complexion is analogous to the fire, who is shining by virtue of the penance and who is full
of .the light. Please decay the darkness of ignorance which has trapped us. The breathing
gods had originated the speech ever-illuminating namely Vaikhari which is used by all the
living-organisms in its pleasing form. May the mother goddess in the form of speech who
bestows with all pleasures with food as also with divine powers like the cow (Kamadhenu),
be appear before us as a result of our great psalms and perfect devotion.
clilC'l(lbl "'¾Jdi ~ %-Gqid('{I

ij(-@lffiqfa:ffi ~~ ;rqrq: lfTc:Rt fficflllll ~~II

~ ~ ij&f-efoMJ ~ I ~ ~ Slf.11G41((11 r~ II
We salute to the goddess who bestows with the welfare and removes all the evils
committed in her multiform i.e. Vai~JJ.aVi, Skandamata, Sarasvati, Aditi (mother of all gods)
and the daughter of Dak~a, duly worsh_ipped by Veda and who is analogous to Kalaratri.
We enshrine within our heart and summon regularly the goddess bestowing with all axioms
which is known as Mahalak~mi. May that goddess leave us to acquire the true knowledge
and great perceptions.
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0 Dak~a! Your daughter Aditi is adorable after giving birth to the gods and she has
originated all immortal gods. (The fundamental and primitive learning is, thrts,
contemplated). This fundamental learning has been evolved by sex, vagina, vajrapiil).I, art of
copulation (Kiimakalii), cavity, the letters (Ha and Sa), the wind, the ether, Indra, the recavity, the letter (Sa, Ka, La) and by the specific form of illusion etc. (giver of multipleasures or dynamic everywhere or in the form of luxury) and in the form of Brahma.
[The above hymns are indicative of the fundamental hymns pertaining to A.di Vidya. In the
scriptures pertaining to the Tantra (systems) an indication of the letters relating to specific word has
been given. According to it, 'Ka' is for sex, E for vagina, I for the art of copulation, La for Vajrapal).I,
Hrni for cavity, Ha-Sa for Hasa, Ka for Matarisva, Ha for ether, La for Indra, Hriti for re-cavity, SaKa-La for Sakala, Hriti for illusion.] ·

Q,i:i lfil ~I Mi : I 'Q,1:1T ~ 'QWl l~~ll!lj qTO 18f{il 'Q,':{T -Y,!l qel Ifcl ti ill ~ l\ II
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This mother of universe is the supreme power of soul who fascinates this whole world.
She bears a string, goad, arrow and the bow and she too is known with the name of SrI
Mahiividyii (great learning). The person known to this fact is exonerated from the agony
and grief. 0 goddess! We salute you. Please protect us by providing with all safety.
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The saint now states the nature of goddess. That mother of this universe is in the form
of eight Vasus, eleven Rudras and twelve suns. The all Visvadevas including Soma sipping
and non-sipping are existed in the womb of universal mother. This mother too is in the
form of devil, demon, monster, asura, yak~a and siddha etc. She is the three properties i.e.
Satva, Rajas, Tamas. She is in the form of lord Brahma, Vi~J).U and Rudra. She also is
Prajapati, Indra and Manu. She is the stars, planets and all sub-planets. As also she is in the
form of Kala (time) equipped with the art (kalii) andKa~thii etc. We always salute the
goddess who removes all fatigues and tensions, who endows with the enjoyments and
emancipation, who is full of infinite merits and who commands on the victory, who is free
from defaults, who is worth-resorting, who endows with welfare as also who always
renders pleasing results to her devotees.
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The Bija (seed) word Hriri is a compound of Viyad (ether), I, Vitihotra (with fire) and
the half-moon (mora). It is competent enough to fulfill all desires and ambitions of the
devotees. The saints following the rules of celibacy, whose heart is free from the passions,
who are well-realised to the supreme pleasure and further who has acquired the immense
knowledge, concentrate their mind continuously on this one letter Brahma.
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The nine letter hymn, i.e. Om Earn Hriri Klim Camul.).<;iayae Vicce endows with the
supreme pleasure and the position analogous to the Brahma itself. The various letters used
as a component to this hymn represent as- Earn represents the power of speech, the Hriri
represents the illusion, Klim represents Brahma (a represents Vakara i.e. sixth consonant,
'M' represent the sun, 'A' represents the left ear, 'U' represents the right ear, 'Mun'
represents Bindu (point), 'da' represents the third letter from the Ta, Ya represents the air,
the 'e' represents the lips and the last word is Vicce. It also represents the lips.
[The meaning of above hymn is that O great Sarasvati in the form of mind, 0 Mahalak~mi in the
form of truth, 0 Mahakali in the form of pleasure, we always concentrate on you in order to acquire
the learning of Brahma. We salute you. Please make us able to attain emancipation and please untie
the chord of ignorance.]
;
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The goddess enshrining in the middle of the lotus heart, illuminating like the sun in the
dawn, holding the string and the goad, modest, whose hands are in the posture of bestowing
with fearlessness and the boons, who has three eyes, red ·garments and who fulfills the
desires of all her devotees. 0 goddess! I worship you because you remove all fears, you are
competent to remove the turbulence and you are full of generosity.
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The gods do not know the form of goddess and she has been therefore addressed as
Ajfieya (unknown). She is everlasting, therefore, her name is Ananta beyond the end. She is
called Alak~ya because of non-apparent. Nothing is known regarding her birth therefore she
is addressed as Aja. She is omnipresent alone therefore she is called Eka. She is existed
alone in her universal form, hence, she is called Naika. By the reason above said her names
are Ajfieya, Ananta, Aja, Eka and Naika respectively.
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That goddess is existed in Matrka which is the root letter in all hymns and she is existed
in the form of knowledge with. all worlds. She dwells within knowledge in 'the form of
Cinmayatita and Sunyasa~it;ii with the zero. Having unique and the best, she is renowned
with the name of Durga. I, who was badly frightened with the worldly ties salute Durga
.because she only can save me from misbehaves and can row my boat safely on the ~brldly
ocean because her arts are supreme and she is rare to access.
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The person reciting these hymns of this Atharvasir~a, easily attains the fruits of
performing Japa (silent recital) on all the five Atharvasir~as. The person who establishes
the idol without proper knowledge of this Atharvasir~a·does not acquires the axiom even if
he would perform many thousands and lakhs Japas. The method of confessing such
omissions is very easy and the devotee would have performed Japa only for one hundred
and eight time. The person who recites it as little as ten times, attains easy pass with all
safety even in course of suffering from a number of turbulence with the kind grace of great
goddess and the evils committed by him are removed within moments.
SlldOOtli.fl (lb4~d 'Q'l'Q' ..ji~ltl@I ijjqq@ljtii.fl ~cjijifiij 'Q'l'Q' ..ji~ltl@I dMl+.iSlid: ~ :
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By virtue of recital in the morning, the devotee is exonerated from the evils committed
in the night and by virtue of recital of this upani$ad on evening, all evil deeds committed in
the day are exonerated. The miscreants.involved in the evil deeds are also exonerated if
recital is made two times a day. Recital of this upani$ad before newly established idol
opportune the devotee to have abundant grace of the god. The devotee crosses the gross
death if he performs Japa before the idol of great goddess on Amrta siddhi Yoga i.e. on
Tuesday when the Asvini planet is apparent to the Earth. What this Devyupani~ad
pronounces is that the person having proper identity to this upani~ad, crosses the gross
death without one or other puzzles.
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73. TRIPUROPANI~AD

819-0qf:tt1<(
This upani~ad falls under the tradition of Rgveda. The nature of the power that is held by the
heart (cit) has been described in the opening lines and this power is then prnyed. The complexion of
Kamesvara, cover (Aval'I,l.a) god, the fruits of Siva Kama SundarI Vidya, the nature of Adimula
Vidya, the fruits for knowledge of Adi Vidya to recluse, meditation for the average person,
performance of ceremony for the material devotees and its fruits as also attainment of the element of
knowledge by the devotee free from attachment has been described in it. This upani~ad is related to
Agama Vidya (i.e. Tantra Vidya). This is the reason a majority of words are in the form of symbols
(code). And only measure to attain knowledge (Brahma) has been explained by virtue of worship
with recital of the root hymns (Bija Mantra) in this upani~ad. Thus this upani~ad is among a few
upani~ads which are difficult to understand for the common people.
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This power observing all with the same eye, immortal as also standing sensitive is more
greater than its magnificence. It enshrines with three bodies (Puras), three routes and the
letter 'Akatha' etc. inserted in Sri Cakra.
[The expression three Puras is meant for the material, micro and causative body. The expression
three route is meant by the knowledge, deed and worship (knowledge, conscience and perception).
Further, the expression Akatha etc. letter is meant by the letters from 'A to K~a'.]
4clq!.fl4c1ihtilful ~ •
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That sensitive power is illuminating in the form of nine yonis, nine cycles, nine yogas,
nine yoginis, the foundation powers of nine cycles, nine bhadras and magnificent nine
postures.
[The specific words used in this hymn are explained as- Nava yoni is meant by nine yonis (the
great powers like Maha-tripura SundarI etc.) drawn in SrI Cakra Yantra, Nava Cakra is meant by
endower with all pleasures and axioms, all protector, remover of all ailments, winner of all wealth,
endower with all fortunes, creator of all melancholia, suppliant to all curses and pleasure giver to the
three worlds. The foundation power of nine Cakras are Maha Tripura SundarI, Tripuramba, Tripura
Siddha, Tripura MalinI, TripurasrI, Tripura VasinI, Tripura Sundari, TripuresI and Tripura. Nine
yogas are Yama, Niyana, Asana, Pral)ayama, Pratyahara, Dharal)a, Dhyana, Samadhi and Sahaja
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yoga. Nava yognis are nine powers residing in nine cakras. Nine postures are Yoni, Bija, KhecharI,
Mahatikusa, MahamodinI, SarvavasankarI, Sarvakar~il).I, SarvavidraviI.J.I and Sarva Sank~ovhil).I. Nine
Bhadras are the nine powers like Kamesvaris etc.]
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Nine Bhadras in their initial form, nine elements conjointly, forty powers and three
Samidhas should insert within my heart (wherein a wish to attain Brahma resides) like a
mother who desires all welfare for ,her sons i.e. should enter into my heart.
[Nineteen elements are five sensory organs + five executive organs + five breathings and four
powers of perception (antal;J.karal).a). Twenty-nine elements are nineteen elements + five subjects
(word, touch, complexion, essence, smell)+ five sub-breathings. Forty powers are fourteen external
and internal senses and their ruler+ three deeds (exemplary, thoughtful, undiscreet) + four properties
(Vik~epa, Avaral).a, Mudita, Karul).a) + world with discrimination of world etc., Turiya, Prajfia etc.
Three Samidhas are- action, knowledge, temptation, knowledge conscience and due knowledge.]
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The flame rising upward and luminating is perceived very first. Contrary. to it, the
slanting flame has originated the properties of Rajas. This flame provides with pleasure and
gaiety as also gives the modesty etc. tranquil merits.
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The thr~e lines, four abodes, three premises, three Vi~tapa, three merits and three kinds
of each are the means of providing with trio-perfection. In the hymn (Sri Cakra), the
Madana (the god of passion) should attain victory by virtue of the power that satiated the
passion.
[Three lines are the action, knowledge and ambition. Four abodes are awakening, dreaming,
dormance and Turiya or the eyes, throat, heart and ·the Sahastrara Cakra. Three BhOl;i are BhOl;i,
Bhuval;J. and Sv!tl;l. Three Vi~tapa and three merits are Tamas, Rajas and Satva. Three kinds of each
are (i) Tamas- Satva Dhan + Tamas, Rajas + Tamas, Tamas + Tamas, (ii) Rajas- Satva + Rajas,
Rajas+ Rajas, Tamas+ Rajas, (iii) Satva- Satva + Satva, Satva + Rajas, Satva + Tamas.]
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The number of cover god to their family is fifteen. These are Madantika, Manini,
Marigala, Subhaga, Sundari, Siddhimatta, Lajja, Mati, Tu~ti, I~ta, Pu~ta, La~mI, Uma,
Lalita and LalapantI.
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The devotee by virtue of identity with these immortal properties perceive pleasures,
. satiate the Svapitha (Sri Cakra Pitha) with milk etc., reside in the great heaven and avails
absolute satisfaction on accessing to the supreme abode of Traipura .
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The nature of Adimala learning is-This specific learning has been evolved with Kama,
Yoni, Kama Kala, Vajrapa1.1i, Guha, Hasa, Matarisva, Abhra, Indra, Punarguha, Sakala and
illusion etc.
[In the above hymn, the codes for Adividya have been applied. These are Kaina - Ka, Yoni - E,
Kaina Kala - I, Vajrapru;ii - La, Guba - Hi'Iti, Hasa - Ha, Sa, Matarisva - Ka, Abhra - Ha, Indra - La,
Sakala - Sa, Ka, La, Maya - Hri.Ii. These all VanJ.as are symbol to the learning of Prru;iavivatmika etc.]
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the six letter (Ha - Siva Bija), seventh letter (Sa - Sakti Bija) and Vahnisarathi (Ka Kamesa-Bija) of Adi Vidya, its Mulatrika (Ha, Sa, Ka) is recited to the extent it can be
expressed and by virtue of offering psalms to Kamai.nisa analogous to. the poet (intuitive
who knows the past, future and the present who knows the three tenses) avail immortality.
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(That goddess) Pura, Hantrimukha, (Ha-Sa-Ka), the form of universal, mother, line of
sun (the· form of the cycle of· sun), Svara Madhya (I, 0 form) etc. forms, the Brhattithi
(from- Nimesa to the end of Kalpa) and fifteen etc. (fifteen days, the name of days and
planets etc., Nitya (availed of divine spirits), Sa~0<;lasika (sixteenth day including the full
moon day), Puramadhya (based on once ignorance or attachment). (All these are the forms
in which that goddess enshrines and appears before her devotees.)
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The person born in the superior clan (Aristocrat) should not worship for satiating the
passion because it involves the concerned devotee in the cycle of birth and death. However,
for others meditation on the art of supreme lord, Kama Kala which is situated. in the cavity
of trio-body (the apparent, micro and causative body) of an excellent beautiful lady
.(Sundari) whose complexion is illuminated with the light of sun and moon, whose mouth
and one breast downward is always fruitful because they satiate their passions voluntarily
thereby attain the fruit of satisfaction.
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Similarly, keeping aside the consideration of soul, such persons offer as Prasada to the
great goddess which are their eatables (the meat and liquor etc.) duly cooked by them and
then eat the same. By doing so they can achieve success if great deeds are performed by
them irrespective of the Tamas diet they have consumed.
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The· persons involved in such route of passion, goddess Sarasvati, Lak~mi, ·Gauri etc.
throw them in the dreadful whirlpool of this world after fastening them properly and
penetrate their hearts by shooting five arrows (the five sensory organs) which these goddess
do not provide them withthe opportunity of emancipation.
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Lord Kama and god (Kamesvara) both make their devotee to attain the position of
Brahma who is free from attachment and whose heart is full of six luxuries (all kinds of
luxuries, great deeds, fame, wealth, knowledge and reclusion), who is generous, full of
Satva merit and who has acquired a splendour by virtue of celibacy. This universal mother
(Sri Sati) is enshrined in the middle of Siva Sakti or Kama god. This goddess is known as
Ajara and she is distinct then the three bodies i.e. the apparent, micro and causative.
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(This goddess) becomes satiated by the offering of knowledge, conscience and due
perception made by the devotee who is free from attachments and it destroys the ignorance
and the illusions which are standing in his benevolent route. Thus the devotee becomes
reluctant to the worldly feelings and attains to the universal from with the powers of
creation, nutrition and destruction (Lord Brahma, Vi~l)u and Mahesa) to this whole
universe.
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This great upani~ad with its name Traipura is praised with the hymns in the form of
speech duly enlightened and full of undepleting knowledge which is stored in four Vedas,
i.e. Rg, Yaju, Sama and Atharva as also other fourteen learning's (Pural)a, Nyaya and
Mimamsa etc.).
~ ~ ~ @fit~qf.tqq_ll ~\911

Om Hri:ti is the element of the heart (cit) and the power. This only is an element of most
sensitive power.

74. KATHARUDROPANI~AD
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This Upani~ad is a part and parcel to the branch of Kr~Q.a Yajurveda. It is also called as
KaQ.tharudropani~ad. Lord Prajapati has discussed on the element of soul including the method of
entering into the stage of a reclusl;! when the gods has realised the questions regarding Brahmavidya.
The method of getting admission into the stage of reclusion is in first three KaQ.c;likas. From the fourth
to eleventh kaQ.c;likif, various disciplines worth observing after adopting the life of a recluse have been
described. The Brahma and the illusions including Tanmatras and the structurisation of Brahm1il).c;la
has been then enumerated. The god, living soul, Pramata, proof, Prameya and the fruit etc. is
substantiated as the supreme element of soul while explaining the mystery of the Pafica Atma and
Pafica Kosa. Finally, this complete dialogue has been said as the essence of Vedanta.
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All gods once visited to Lord Brahma and requested O Lord! Kindly preach us the
learning of Brahma. Prajapati Brahma then replied-
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One should say to his son- you are Brahma, the offering, the Va~atkara, the syllable
Om, the Svaha, the Svadha, Dhata and you are Vidhata after cleaning all the hairs from the
head and giving up the sacrificial thread. Hearing to this son should say-I am Brahma, the
offering, Va~atkara, the Omkara, the Svaha and Svadha, the Dhata, Vidhata, Tva~ta and
Prati~tha. Thus, the recluse when followed by his son and wife at the moment when he is
going out from the house of a reclusion, should not weep or express any kind of pain. In
case, he weeps at that time, the children will certainly do the same. In case, the family
members tum back to their houses after merely conveying their salute, the recluse of so
detached definitely attains to the abode of the gods.
[The sentences as the father make his son to repeat have most important intention. The person in
the couple stage should make his son fully independent and feeling dignity to take over the
responsibility of his father so that he should not suffer from the inferiority complex when his father
departs to the forest. It reveals through the words of son that he is ready to perform ideally the
responsibilities assigned by father and his self-confidence has been awaken. If the relatives <lo not
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face any agony while leaving their father, it definitely reveals that those have no attachment with the
father and have full confidence. to tackle with the responsibilities.]
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An entrance into the life of a recluse may be taken when a person has made study on
Vedas and the holy books during the period of celibaces, enjoyed the couple Hfe after
marriage, reproduced children, educated them, perform the ceremonies according to his
capacity, hosted the offerings etc. and then duly allowed by the friends and teachers. The
person so entering into the reclusion should do agnihotra by milk offering upto twelve
nights irt the forest. He should live on the milk till twelve days. After the successful end of
twelve nights should look after for the Vaisvanara fire and Prajapati, the morsel looked on
three clay pots for Lord Vi~i:iu and Ru~lra. The wooden vessels used in course of Agnihotra
should also be offered to fire in the form of morsel (Ahuti). The earthen pots should be left
in the pond and the objects made of gold etc., should be given to his teacher. While offering
the gold articles, he should say "You should not go away leaving me and I would not go
away. leaving you." According to some holy books, the person should thereafter take a
fistfull as existing as residual of three kinds of fire i.e., Garhapatya, Dak~ii:iagni and
Ahavaniya. The hairs including the braid should be cut and. the sacrificial thread with
reciting Om Bhu]:J. Svaha should be dropped in the pond after taking it out from the body.
He should then do Mahaprasthana by observing the penance like giving up food, remaining
stable in the water, entering into fire and following the way of gallants or he should move
to stay in the hermitage of any old recluse. Whatever food he takes including milk and
water is his offering performed in the evening and it is his momi'lg offering, whatever he
takes in the morning, the food taken by him on the day of first fortnight (Amavasya) is
Darsayajfia. The food taken on the full moon day is Pauri:iamasya Yajfia. Agni~toma is the
offering when he makes clean his hair, beard, moustache, the hairs grown on the body and
nails in the spring season.
[The spirit to join every common actiyity of the life of offering and it too by giving up the
Agnihotra as prescribed under ritual is very clearly expressed here. The perfection of the propensity
of reclusion is not possible by giving up the rituals without adopting the high labelled penance of the
life.]
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The fire should not be blazed or summoned after when the reclusion is adopted. He
should only do the silent recital of the celestial hymns like mrtyufijayamaha mantra. He
should wish for the welfare of all living organisms, concentrate on the element of soul, by
lifting hands upward should move on the way devoid of illusion by living a homeless
ascetic. He should not take anything else to what he received on alms. He should not stay
even for a single moment anywhere and frequently move everywhere. He may stay at a
single place for four months during rainy season in order to avoid from any kind of
violence. There are some hymns revealing the discipline of a recluse.
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The person desirous of reclusion should abandon the Kul)c;lika, the vessel used for
offering, the bag made, the shelves, shoes, the clothes covering the upper body except part
covered by Larigoti. He should abandon the Kathari, the cloth covering the body upside the
Larigoti, the Pavitri made of Kusa grass, the garments to be put on offer taking the garment
covering the upper part of the body. The garment put on the upper part of the body, the
sacrificial thread and a propensity to go over the veda should be ·there. He should perform
his bathing, drinking and exerting etc. activities by using the pure water. He should either
sleep at the bank of the river or in the temple of god. He should either do not enjoy, rest for
much time, put his body in pains due to severe physical labour. He should neither feel any
happine~s by listening to his pray. He should be so tolerant that seldom abuse or curse at
the time where either topic is flattery to him or the flay by others.
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The recluse should pass his life by holding the resolution for celibacy free from laxity
and laziness. The learned person have described the eight kinds of copulation (Maithuna),
which are watching the ladies, touching, playing, discussing, conversing on the issues
govern with the sensuality, resolution for the sex, attempts for copulation and doing the
intercourse.
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The thing that gives light to the world, self-luminated with light is the witness of this
entire world and it is the soul of the fair complexion. It is in the form of self-conscience.
All living-communes are enshrined in that Brahma. A person cannot realize that supreme
soul by his deeds through the children and through any other means because it is only
realised by the perceiving of Brahma through soul.
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That unique Brahma in the form of truth, knowledge and pleasure is existed in this
world which is known as the illusion, ignorance, cavity (Guba). This Brahma can be only
realised by virtue of the true knowledge. The person known to this everlasting Brahma as
existed in the immortal abode of the ether, he definitely attains to all his desires in a
seriatim. His all desires are fulfilled. The person who knows the Pratyagatma as "I am in
the form of Brahma, definitely becomes Brahma himself because that Pratyagatma is the
witness to the ignorance and the power of illusion.
[The ascetic duly realized with Brahma becomes able to understand the mysterious facts that
how the visible world is originated by the invisible element of the soul. This system of creation has
been made all clear in the successive hymns.]
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As the snake is perceived in the chord, the word etc. Tanmatras have been originated by
the mighty soul in the form of Brahma. Subsequently, the non:.illusory Tanmatras (touch)
known as wind has been originated. The Isvara in the form of Siva classified them into five
micro elements, thereby created the Brahmal)ga etc. In the abdomen of Brahmal)ga, the
yonis of gods, monster, Yak~a, Kinnara, men, animals, birds etc. according to the account ·
of their previous deeds has been created.
[The chord seems as snake only till it is not duly seen by the observer. The first unit of the matter
is atom. The atom of all matters have been formed as a result of varied combination with the electron,
protron and neutron etc. The existence of all matters is ceased for the persons able to see the element
of soul which is the basic element to all.)
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The bodies of all living-organisms built of bone, nerves etc. is illustrated according to
their deeds. The soul taking food as exhibited by the means of the formidable body is
different than tne breathing soul which is residing within this formidable soul surviving on
food. A distinct and more micro soul thari it is the mental soul living within the breathing
soul. The more micro soul than it is the mental soul living within the breathing soul. The
more micro souUhan it is soul of the conscience. It resides within the mental soul. One
more micro soul in the pleasure giving soul, tt resides with in the conscience soul. The soul
surviving on food is perfect with the breathing soul and tqe bre,athing soul is supplement to
the mental soul. The mental soul is with the conscience soul and it further is perfect with
the soul giving pleasure. The soul giving pleasure is the supplement to the intuitive,
omnipresent and all witness Brahma. Thi~ Brahma is perfect itself and it requires no
combination with the ,other.
[The mystery of Pi,,ficiikasa and Pafica Atma has been made appare~t here. Every body receives
structure by the soul surv_iving on food. The energy from the breathing soul, the desires from mental
soul, the natural talents and outstanding etc. from the conscience soul and feelings of pleasure from
the soul of pleasure. When it is appeared by the formidable means, it is called soul and having it most
micro, it is called Kosa (treasure).]
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The unique perfect knowledge in the form of knowledge and truth is the resort of all. It
is an essence and in the form of essence to all. This living soul enjoys the pleasure
everywhere as a result of obtaining this everlasting element. Where besides it is the feeling
of pleasure? In the absence of this supreme pleasure in garb of soul nobody can live and do
any activity in his life. The perfect knowledge and then everlasting supreme soul as
perceived in the heart of all, always renders pleasure to the living soul who is entrapped in
the network· of sorrows. The person who attains the unique Brahma enriched with the
symptoms of non-visibility is the real recluse. The perfect knowledge in the grab of the
truth uncovered by . the time, place and the person is benevolent, equal to supreme
immortality and the position of fearlessness. There is no doubt, the man is afraid of the
birth and the death until any hurdle is perceived by the man, from the tiny and trivial straw
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to the Lord Vi~]'.l.u, all enjoy the pleasure always in a good proportion to their deeds from
the treasure of pleasure. )'he persons who are unattached with the enjoyment of this and
that world, automatically perceive this pleasure. This perceiving is undescribable in the
words because it is felt according to the position of supreme soul. It is a well-known fact
that the words need· something as a base for an expression while havfog devoid of the base
in the supreme element the speech comes back empty from them. The ele~ent that provides
with the supreme pleasure is devoid of all qualifying designations therefore how .can the
words may be formed to describe the same? This mind moves to and fro by virtue of most
micro and confined power because the sensory organs like eyes, skin, ears etc., their issues
and the .executive organs i.e .. , speech, the hands and the feet etc. have limited power.
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These ttll sensory organs therefore are not able to obtain the element .of supreme soul.
The person who realizes as his own form the exclusive; beyond merits, the truth and the
pleasure of conscience Brahma, doesn't feel a slight fear anywhere. Thus, the celibate man
who enjoys the pleasure of Brahma by the means of self-realization through teacher's
preaching doesn't suffer from agony caused by the truth and false. The material enjoyment
are the soul cause for the pains and the heart is its feeler. This entire world is activated as
the heart and the issues related to it.
[The material science has invented the sensdrs to perceive the vibration of the matter but the
sensor to feel the vibration of the spirit is the heart. The combination of the competence as
established by the vibrations created as a result of the worldly enjoyments· and felt by the l:teart is the
root cause for this. illusory world and nothing else than it. This is in the .same manner as the matter
reflects the light. rays and the eyes having competency to feel give a particular structure to the
matter.]
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It has been described in the Vedas andthe holy l:>ooks that the Brahma is in the form of
every soul. The seven elements i.e. Brahma, Isvara, living soul, Pramata, ·proof, Prameya
and the fruit are distinct artd separate under the practical observation. The supreme sOul is
in the form of pure sensitivity and it always remains free from the names, qualification and
designations framed by the illusion. It is Isvara in the form of illusion and living soul
because of enslaved to the ignorance. This very Brahma is called Pramata (knower) when it
establishes the relation with the heart. The combination of perceiving and the heart, it
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attains to a proven name. The sensitive Brahma is Prameya until the search goes on and the
fruit attains the name when the research is succeeded or the Brahtha is realized.
[The learned person therefore con.centrate his brain continuously on the stage of emancipation
under the presumption that "I am free from all qualifications."]
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The person thus known to the essence always becomes able to attain the element of
Brahma. I have told in the original form the essence of all doctrines to the vedanta. The
living soul gets birth himself, attain to death and remains as residual in proportion to his
deeds. This all is an art of soul and there is no other element same as otherwise the
soul.This very is.the mystery of this Upani~ad.
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This upani~ad relates to the tradition ofAtharvaveda. The descriptions of the appearance of most
mighty form by having seated ~n Sricakra by Paramba Tripurasu.ndari has been made herein. It has
been said very first white descending the god-element of Lord Siva that he is called Siva as a result
of cooperating and support received from "Sakti". Subsequently, the spiritof Sricakra in three bodies
i.e. formidable, micro and causative has been enumerated. Thus, the orderly elemtnts aresummering of divine (godly) powers, the process of Asana, Padya etc. and the fruits of such spirit
made. It has been finally told that the devotee thus, living loyal of spirit till the three ceremonies
(Muhurta), becomes free from all worldly ties. He becomes solely the f01m of Brahma. That devotee
is called "Sivayogi". Thus, this upani~ad is concluded.
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The most revered SrI Sadguru alone is the supreme causative power and above all. The
literal meaning of the·term "guru" is "one who destroys the darkness of ignorance. This
peculiarity lies witli the supreme Siva. Only He js competent to create, maintain and
destroy. He therefore, has been said as supreme causative power.
[For what motive the Sricakra is proved (acquired)in the body? This body is with nine holes and
this Sricakra is fertilise with nine ·powers (from Vimala to Isana). The mother of this body is
Kurukulla Bali Devland Varahiis in the form of father. The Dharma etc. four industries (Puru~artha)
" are in the form ofit!l four oceans supported by the body.]
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The fundamental powers of this is Mahatripurasundari etc. (from yoni mudra to Sarva
Sanik~obhit.1i), . are in nine numbers. The varied . form of resolution and compromise
(sankalpa and nikalpa) with skin etc. seven dhatus and numerous exterior and interior
defects are kalpa vrk~a. The living soul (Jiva) in the form of splendour (different that that
supreme soul and enjoying in varied ways) is the garden. The taste felt by the tongue i.e.
sweet, sour, pungen, bitter, sahine and astringent are the six seasons. The power known as
action is the Pitha. The power of discretion in the form of Km.ic;lalini is grha. The will power
too is adorable Bhagvati (goddess) known as Mahatripurasundari. The knower is Hota,
knowledge is Arghya and know how (the known element) is in the form of morsel (Harl). It
is the real worship of Sricakra when no discrimination is left among knower, knowledge
and know how. The nexus of the A1.1ima etc. axioms (i.e. A1.1ima, Laghima, Mahima, Isitva,
Vasitva, PrakAmya, Bhakti, desire (iccha), yield (Prapti) and liberation from all desires) is
with nine essences i.e. Srgara, Vira, Karu1.1a etc. including the assessment of nature
(Niyati). There are eight powers viz. sensuality, angei·, greed, attachment, ego, malice,
Br!hml with good and evil etc. The earth, water, splendour, air, ether, ear, skin, eyes,
tongue, nose, ~peech, hands, feet, arms, penis and the mond etc. defects (originated from
the original nature) are the sixteen powers. Speech (to speak), to lake (Ente1tain), to move,
to excrete, pleasure, removable (Tyajya), negative with and the vagary of sex (Ananga
Kusuma) etc. are eight powers. Alambusa, Kubu, Visvodari, Varu1.1a, Hastijihva, Yasasvini,
Gandhari, PO~a, Sankhini, Sarasvati, Ic;la, Pingala, Su~umna etc. fourteen nerves including
sarvasa~obhi1.1i etc. are the fourteen gods {caturdasara). Pra1.1a, Apana, Udana, Samana,
Vyana, Naga, Kurma, Krkara, Devadatta, Dhanaiijaya, these ten Pra1.1as, sarvasiddhiprada
etc. goddesses are exterior Dasara gods by of contract and discriminator with the category
of these ten airs. There are mainly four kinds of Pra1.1as in nectar (immortal) form. These
are Recaka, Puraka, So~aka, Dahaka and Plavaka. Those digest the four kinds of food i.e.
which are cheered, licked, sucked and drunk and full of taste as also in warm state. This air,
in the form of Kala (art) too is sarvajiiatva etc. The Vasir:h etc. eight powers are : Winter,
summer, pleasure, sorrow, desire, sa.ttva, Rajas, Tamas. The five Tanmatras are word;
touch, complexion, essence (rose) and perfume (smell) etc. These are five arrows of flower
and the mind is a bow made of sugar-cane i.e. these complexion etc. five arrows are thrown
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out by the mind. The arrow is intrapped, attachment (affective) is the cord and envy is the
god. The gods enshrined on the forepoint of internal triangle are Avyakta, Mahatattava,
Ahamkara, Kamesvari, Vajresvari and Bhagamalini etc. There are fifteen Adidevatas (super
gods) who observe the quantum of time in the form of fifteen tithis. The Adyapradhara
Kamesvari among Vajresvari and Bhagamalini is in the form of truth, mind and pleasure as
also the god integrated form of Brahma and the soul.
[Herein the procedure for srI yantra lekhana is enumerated. The point (Bindu), Trika1.1a, A~tara,
Antardasara, Bahirdasara, Caturdasara, Ai:;tadala Padma, (Sodasadalapadma and Catura~tra etc. are its
defining words used for writing the Sriyantra.]
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The element of truth in the form- of integrated hymn gods (guru Mantra) too is the
action (karttavya) and not following the integrated form is undoing (Akarttavya). The
Bhavana yoga (combination of spirit) is its worship. The action (continuous research) of
Asti (Brahma is in existence) and Nasti (Brahma is not in existence) is the remedy
(processing). The summoning is the ability to entertain the form of exterior and interior
causes. To entertain subjects by integrated form of exterior and interior sensory organs is
the Asana (seat). The Red and white Pada (the Sattva and Tamas properties) in integrated
form is Padya. To maintain always in the pleasure form Brahma (Anandamaya Brahma)
ever luminating and its liberal contribution (to educate the eligible disciple) is Arghya. To
keeps ones' clean and self purified is Acamana. Sweating from all organs of body as a
·result of industry made through the mental power in the form of mind is bathe. Awaking
the power of supreme soul in the form of mental energy (fire) is the apparel. The spinal
nerve located in the middle of the Brahma knot (granthi) (Vi~J).U and ,Rudra) is Brahmasutra
(the sacrificial thread) because this is symbol to the Brahma itself. The Brahma-granthi is in
the form of desire, knowledge and action etc. having its presence with three properties (i.e.
Sattva, Rajas and Tamas) and alongwith twenty seven kinds of each of them. Not
recollecting regarding the thing not one's own is the ornament. To assume Brahma in white
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complexion and everything is merged with it is the "smell". To research in all subjects by
keeping the mind stable (under) is the flower and to accept it is the "Dhiipa" (odour giving
stick). The body in the form of luminating ether with truth, mind ulka (light) in the spinal
cord (nerve) integrated with Prar;ta and Apana at the time of Prar;tayama (yoga based on
wind) is the lamp (Dipa). To restrict the motion of mind and concentrating it on single
subject at the material time is Naivedya (the sweet thing offered to god). To establish unity
among three stages (i.e. awakening, dreaming, and dormance) is the betel (Tambiila). The
frequent movement from Muladhara to Brahmarandhra vice versa is Pradak~ina. To
maintain at the fourth stage i.e. Turiyavastha is Namaskara. Sinking into intertia of the
body viz. treating soul as sensitive and body as inert thereby standing undeviated is "Bali"
(sacrifice). To do continuous self-analysis on the issues like doing, undoing, reluctance on
the basis of everlasting soul and under determination that element of one's soul is the truthis yajfia. To sink or imbibe on the feet of that perfect Brahma (the gigantic person- supreme
soul) is the perfect meditation (Dhyana). (It may be said that the convention of aptitudes
and conscience in the manner abovesaid enables the devotee to perceive directly the
supreme soul. There is then left no requirement of material things in order to submit the
pray to almighty).
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The person (Ascetic or devotee) developing, ability to maintain the abovesaid spiritual
perception upto three ceremonies (Muhiirta), definitely attains to emancipation. He then
becomes Brahma himself and his desired deeds are completed without employing any
special endeavour attempts. Such devotee is only said "Sivayogi".
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ijm«t41QFM(
This Upani~ad is related to the Kr~1.1a Yajurveda.
.
. Lord Siva and Vi~1.1u has been told inseparable
.
and integrate in it. This Upani~ad begins in the form ofquestions:and answer-s which had taken place
between the Sukadeva and V ~davyasa. Sri Sukadeva very first has asked SrI Vyasa that who is the
greatest god among all gods? Its answers has been givei{that it is Lord Rudra who is the greatest
among all gods. Thereafter the content of this Upani~ads proceeds as the unity of Lord Siva and
Vi~t;1u, trio aspects of the soulLe. soul, supreme soul and internal soul, trio embodiment of Lord ·
Rudra i.e. Brahma, Vi~t;1u and Mahesa, removal of all vices by the worship of Lord Rudra, the nature
of Para and Apara Vidya (learning), the supreme truth (Ak~ara knowledge) and the destruction of
world, worship of Pra1.1ava. for desirous people of sal:vation, the discrimination between the living~
soul and the god is imaginative .and the removal of agony and affection when exclusive (Advaita).
This Upani~ad is most useful for removing the discriminant wisdom .and enabling to know the
exclusive wisdom (non-discriminant). The misdirected society as easily being seen may avail a
proper lead by virtue of learning this Upani~ad. It will certainly show them the path duly illumined
by the non-discriminant rays of knowledge.
,
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The five Upani~ads i.e. Rudrahrdaya, Y ogakuQQalI, Bhasma JiMila, Rudra~a Java.la
and GaQapati.enumerate the basic element of Prai,;ava (Om). These are called the frve great
hymn for the offering.related to the knowledge of Brahma and these too have been called
the great sentences of the Vedas. Sri Sukadeva saluted his father duly by vowing his head
on his feet and asked him- "O Lord! Who is the exclusive god c,fesc~bed by Vedas ·and who.···
is the god in which all gods resid~?"

~ :tf:!t1011Nlf4

'Sfurr ~ ~ 'qi ~ ~ · ~ . S1f94ii:I finrr ~II ~II

Kindly again tell me the name of god by whose worship all other gods will be graceful
to me. Lord Vyasa replied on hearing this question from him-

(.l~i:lititctil ~:

-d ~:

Wiciltitchl: I ~ ~ . W

<fmitfll. ;p;rrsr.p;r: II~ II

"O Sukadeval God Rudra is the god in which all gods resideskd these all gods are in
the form of Rudra. The Sun, Brahma arid three kinds of fire (Garhapatya, Dak~iQagni ancl
Ahavaniya) are existed at the right collateral part of the Rudra."
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~ ~ tcfi' fcrmj: 'ffllnSN ~ ";RJ:I ~ ~ m ffl fct6Jjlfl fcrmj: ~ ~ ~:11~11
The goddess Uma, Lord Vi~QU and Soma i.e. three divine powers are existed at his left
collateral parts. Lord Vi~QU is the same Uma and the moon is the Lord Vi~QU.

ir 4q~f.a 1TlfcR!: ~ 4q~f.a ~ I irs~ ~ ~ ~s~ ~ I I ~ II
To vow before Govinda will be deemed as salute convey to Lord Sankara. The persons
worshipping Lord Vi~QU with sheer devotion, they too worship Vr~abhadhvaja i.e. the Lord
Rudra.

ir ~ ~ ~ ~ GHl~4l{I ir ~~~~~~II GII
The persons keeping ·envy of Virupak~a (Lord Sankara), seldom attain the grace of
Lord Janardana. The persons unknown to the form of Rudra too are unknown altogether of
Kesava.

'6~1a1e1aa ffi ~,Gimf.tGf-11~-1:1

m~: ~ m ~ m~ ~ ~:111911

Lord Rudra too is the seed form to the origin of the living-organism and Lord Vi~QU is
in vagina form (viz. the field) of that seed. Lord Rudra too is Brahma himself and
whosoever is Brahma. He too is the fire Lord.
qa8]fc1UJJ*-rl ~ a11.11ti'tq1ffli:fi ~ I ~ ijcfl{l~ii4 ¼tf~#· Wlelfgqill ~ II

Lord Rudra too is Brahma and Vi~J)u as also this world with fire and Soma also is in the
form of Rudra. All creatures in masculine gender are in the form of Rudra and the feminine
gender are in the form of goddess Uma in this world.
:aq1'6~IIB-lefil: 'ijell: 'SNIT: ~lei(Gijj·ql:I &ffii ijcf!jq1,1:c-.qq&.1,t;

9 ~~II~ II

The creation (Sr~ti) of all inert and sensitive is in the form of Rudra and Uma. The
tangible world is in the form of Uma and the intangible form of this world is in the form of
Mahesvara.

:aq1~iefiv.r11n Gf: ~ il"1Tr l¼OJJ'6i:4tl 1 ~ ~ 4q%1< '.Jl~i?.fuiijqf.eia: 11 ~ o 11

affi'l'.fR Q(qlfflHq-<lu~qHqcl ~I~ 8ifclsiqtfflt4 Q(qlfflHql~li ~~II
The harmony of Uma and Siva too is called Vi~l)U. The persons saluting Lord Vi~J)U
with sheer devotion, attains to the supreme soul after thoroughly known to the trio souls
i.e., the soul, supreme soul and the inner soul (conscience).
al~Hlffll ~ ~ Q(qlffll ~ffl: I ijcltfltlei ~ fciUJJ(lffll ~:II~~ II

The inner soul (conscience) is Brahma, the supreme soul is Mahesvara and the
everlasting soul of all living-organisms is Lord Vi~l)U.
aw:I' ~ ~ fctlQ~llf-©4: I

3Tii ~"d?.JT 1Ff fst6Jji;i8Jq~ffll": II~~ II

The branches and_ stamps of this tree in the form of three worlds are spreaded on the
earth. Lord Vi~QU is at its foreportion, Lord Brahma is the trunk and Lord Mahesvara is the
root of this tree.
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~ fcrul]: ~ 1iWf ~ g 'tfflffl: I SllfNHI~ ~ 1!fMctii ffiT ~II ~~ II
Lord Vi~r:iu is in the form of work, Lord Brahma in the form of action and Lord
Mahesvara is in the form of cause. Thus, Lord Rudra too has held in the three forms to his
single icon (power) according to the purpose.

~ ~ -ii'ifawJ: ~ ~ : I I ~l\11
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The religion is in the form of Rudra, the world is in the form of Vi~r:iu and the entire
knowledge is in the form of Brahma. The scholar reciting the name of Rudra frequently,
attains the fruit of worship to all gods and he becomes innocent and abandons all evil
doings.
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Lord Rudra and the goddess Uma is saluted in the form of men and women
respectively. Rudra is Brahma and the Uma is the speech. These both forms of Rudra and
Uma are saluted. Similarly, salute is conveyed to Rudra as Vi~r:iu and Uma of goddess
La~mi. Lord Sun in the form of Rudra and shadow in the form of Uma is saluted. Lord
Rudra and Uma both are saluted in their respective forms of moon and the stars. Two forms
of Rudra and Uma are saluted in which Rudra is the day and the Uma is the night further,
Rudra as offering and the Uma as ultra are saluted. Again Lord Rudra as fire and Uma as
Svaha (sacrifice) are saluted. Lord Rudra in the form of Veda and Uma in the form of
Sastra (holy books) are saluted. Lord Sankara in the form of tree and Uma in the form of
creeper are saluted. Lord Sankara and Uma are further saluted assuming them in the form
of smell and flower effectively. Lord Sankara in the form of meaning and the goddess Uma
is in the form of letter and both are thus saluted. Lord Sankara and Uma are saluted in form
of Linga and Pitha. Thus, in the form of all gods, the Rudra should be saluted separately. I
salute Lord Siva and goddess Parvati by reciting these feet of hymns. Irrespective of living
anywhere, a man should always do silent reciting of this hymn. Even if, the men has
committed the murder of a Brahmar:ia, he too is exonerated from the evil so committed if
this hymn is recited by entering in the water of the river.
ijc:itfuaHqM ,rt iW. ij4kH*{I ij~~l.f4!,~Q d~c:11(4+~l'TliH*{II ~ GII
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af~1ifcifu:a ~ ~ ~ ~1 tta:kwlicctlMcf¼ df'.llf~ ';Jfu ~11 ~\911
0 Suka! All these mysteries are properly known when the sheltering place of all,
beyond the puzzles of the mind, in the form of the truth, the pleasure and the penance,
beyond perceiving through the mind and the speech, the everlasting supreme Brahma is
duly known because nothing here is distinct than the Brahma and everything is in its form.
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The knowable two learnings i.e. the Para and Apara are important for the devotee. In
the scope of the Apara learning, the I_lk, Yajus, Sama, Atharva, education, kalpa, grammar,
etymology, rhyme and the astrology are existed. 0 the best hermit! Besides the topic of
soul, this learning contains all kinds of knowledge pertaining to the wisdom the Para
learning has been called, resorting to which the self-realization is obtained. That element of
soul is everlasting.

~Q1:tMaq_1 ~ : .m,iw~,1$!\' aa:q1fu1q~ "d$4TII ~ ~11
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That element of soul neither is seen nor entertainable. He is beyond the name, the
complexion and the clan. He is beyond the eyes; perception of eyes, ears and the hands as
also the feet. He is omnipresent, everlasting, omniscient, most micro and free from all kinds
of defects. He is the origin place of all creatures. The learned persons always watch that
element of supreme soul in their own conscience (inner soul).

~: ~ : «cffci@Ji ~ ~ 'dlf: I df'-lla;'11$1~QOI ~ ,SMa;lctR-1: II~~ II
That Brahma too is the resorting place to all learnings (Vidya) and it is omniscient
(who knows all about the past, future and the present). This inert and sensitive world ha~
been originated by the penance of knowledge in the form of the cereals (food) and the
enjoyer (Bhokta).

«~ct?;I@ ~ <~«Qi:la_lf(¾d'{i ~ ~ af~li:4 fcig:at<l 11 ~~II
As the snake is perceived or likely in cord, this world as it perceived is similarly existed
in the Brahma. The men duly known that the immortal Brahma is the truth, attains to the
position of emancipation.

~ ft .(.i«1<fci41~n tcr qillUTij ~ ~ ~ ,1i0a141fcifu11~'-\11
The worldly cord can be cut out only by application of the knowledge and it cannot be
sheltered by the activity. Hence, the devotee should visit regularly for acquiring the
knowledge before his teacher and who is loyal to Brahma and well known to the same.
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The teacher should preach the Para learning making to understand the absolute form of
soul and the Brahma to such devotee. The devotee introduced or realised to that letter
Brahma (Ak~ara Brahma) existed in the cavity of the heart attains to the everlasting Siva
after setting aside the hard blend (knot) of the ignorance. The devotees desirous of
emancipation assume it as the supreme element of souJ worth-knowing.

~ 'fflT ~ nf ~ I 3ffi;J ~ ¥1(cl'it;q((I ~II~ l 11
The PraI).ava is said a bow and the soul is said an arrow. One should setting aside the
giving up of the laxity and luxury hit at .the aim of the Brahma. Alike the arrow penetrating
the target (aim), the devotee should also engross himself in the entity of Brahms.

~ ~ ~ W(: ~~:I.~~~-~ ffl':11~ ~ II
The target of Brahma is omniscient, the arrow in the form of soul mouths from all sides
and in case the archer i.e. devotee too is omniscient, he definitely hit at the target in the
form ofSiva.
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The supreme soul at whose ever holy abode,_the sun and moon seldom are illumined,
where the wind god and all other gods cannot -access, that supreme soul illumines in the
form of pure and intangible one when due·attention is made by-the devotees.

1" ~ 'fflftsfµi~1Et¥U@.1'1 ~ ~ I d4'Gncl: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:11~~11
The two birds i.e. the living soul and the god, reside in this tree of the body. The bird in
the form of living soul enjoys the fruit of action but the god is only observer and seldom
enjoys the fruits of action.

· ~ ~ fem 'tTI1i' ~ : I
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The god is illuminated only as an evidence and it seldom enjoys the fruit of action. The
·discrimination between the living soul and god has been made on the basis of illusion
(Maya).

- f.lelcfil~lqa1c61¥ft t.4~lc6i¥1Sli1c;d: I cfifc-Q~ 'QW :ilci~lcl,(c(QOI c6f@k1'111 ~~II
As the Ghatakasa and Mathakasa two are national kinds of the ether, the kinds of
supreme soul ofliving soul and gods too are _based on imagination;

~
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The living soul in the form of Cid actually is the apparent Siva. The difference between
the living'.'soul and the god is perceived onlr due to discrimination of the size and the level
of· cinmaya but there is no difference· between the nature of them. In case, any
discrimination between the nature would be, their form of mind then certainly' destroyed.
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~ ffiGii:61:Uf.J;;©<l Jls.(c(.Qd: I Nffif ~ ~ ~~II~'-\ 11

The difference as found mind to mind is not in the form of the size of Cid but it is
national due to inert calibre (name given to it). The discriminant view in itself is full of
inert because the mind holds the equal nature at all places.

~ siqlOiii;q fu~i:66:l&lclf~<l: I fu~i:66:IQR:if I~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I I ~ GII

~ q~q1+e; mci' '<:l1ra 9 ~ll~\.911
The unity of the mind is confirmed by the device and the proof both. Hence, the person
duly known to the unity of mind neither falls to the pray of agony nor he is fastened with
the ties of affection (he is fully exonerated from such ties). He after arriving at this. state,
attains to the element of Siva in the form of giving exclusive pleasure.
~ .gq:@w ~ : ijfllffi<{f.14'!_1 auJq¼"i@ ~
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The god in the form of truth and cidghana is sheltering place to this entire universe. The
learned persons determines as- "that too is I myself' (I myself is that supreme soul) and
thus make them free from the agony.
~~IU<
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Those persons only can see in their conscience that self-luminated and all evident god
as a result of long penance whose vices and evils are fully destroyed but the persons
engrossed in the illusion of this world, always remain denial of perceiving that supreme
flame.

~ ~QQR:if 14 4Wlf~ QV.(lP14: I ~:ilffiAA4 •

~ '3:0f~~NOI: II'-\ 0 II

The great men full of knowledge to their soul, do not rotate around the cycle of birth
and death because at that stage those become yogis of higher accomplishments.
atli:6M'li:6 ~ ~:ilffiilcl ~ I d~sl-clliitQR:ifl.fl ~:ilffiilcl ~II'-\ ~II

As this entire ether always remains stable and seldom moves, the learned person duly
attain to self-realization does not move anywhere.

ell l ,a,~~ crf ~ ½'W{:1. ffl' ~ :

.g~Gl44:;ql~i:6:II ~~II
The scholar definitely known to perfect Brahma (Para Brahma) makes himself stable in
the form acquired by him as a result of sheer penance and he himself is called the Brahma
in the form of Saccidananda (The state of supreme pleasure and truth).
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Citta has two causes, vasanas and (pra1,1.a) vayu. If one of them is controlled, then both
are controlled. Of these two, a person should control (pra1.1a) vayu always through moderate
food, postures and thirdly sakti-cala. I shall explain the nature. of.these. Listen to it, 0
Gautama. One should take a sweet and nutritious food, leaving a fourth (of his stomach)
unfilled in order to please Siva (the patron of yogin). This is called moderate food. Posture
herein required is of two kinds, padma and vajra. Placing the two heels over the two
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opposite thighs (respectively) is the padma (posture) which is the destroyer of all sins.
Placing one heel below the .nulakanda and the other over it and sitting with the neck, body
had head erect is the vajra posture. The sakti (mentioned above) is only ku1)c;lalini. A wise
man should take it up from its place (viz., the navel, upwards) to the middle of the
eyebrows. This is called sakti-cala. In practising it, two things are necessary, Sarasvaticala
and the restraint of pral)a (breath). Then through practice, kul)c;lalinI (which is spiral)
becomes straightened. Of these two, I shall explain to you first Sarasvati-cala. It is said by
the wise of old that SarasvatI is no other than Arundhati. It is only by rousing her up that
kul)c;lalinI is roused. When pral)a (breath) is passing through (one's) Ic;la (left nostril), he
should assume firmly padma-posture and should lengthen (inwards) 4 digits the akasa of 12
digits. Then the wise man should bind the (sarasvati) nadi by means of this lengthened
(breath) and holding firmly together (both his ribs near the navel) by means of the
forefingers and thumbs of both hands, (one hand on each side) should stir up kul)<;lalinI with
all his might from right to left often and often; for a period of two muhurtas (48 minutes),
he should be stirring it up fearlessly. Then he should draw up a little when kul)<;lalini enters
su~umna. By this means, kul)<;lalini enters the mouth of su~umna. Pral)a (also) having left
(that place) enters of itself the su~umna (along with kul)c;lalinI). By compressing the neck,
one should also expand the navel. Then by Shaking sarasvatI, pral)a goes above (to) the
chest. Through the contraction of the neck, pral)a goes above from the chest. SarasvatI who
has sound in her womb should be shaken (or thrown into vibration) each day. Therefore by
merely shaking it, one is cured of diseases. Gulma (a splenetic disease), jalodara (dropsy),
p1Iha (a splenetic disease) and all other diseases arising within the belly, are undoubtedly
destroyed by shaking this Sakti.
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I shall now briefly describe to you pral)ayama. Pral)a is theyayu thatwov~,inthe body
and its restraint within is known as kumbhaka. It is of two kinds, sahita and kevala. One
should practise sahita till he gets kevala. Ther«i~re four bhedas {lit., piercings or divisions)
viz., surya, ujjay{,, sitali and bhastrI. The kumbhaka associated with these four is called
sahita-kumbhaka. ··
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Being seated in the padma posture upon a pure and pleasant seat which gives ease end
is neither too high nor too low, and in a place which is pure, lovely and free from pebbles,
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etc., and which for the length of a bow is free from cold, fire, and water, one should shake
(or throw into vibration) Sarasvati; slowly inhaling the breath from outside, as long as he
desires, through the right nostril, he should exhale it through the left nostril. He should
exhale it after purifying his skull (by forcing the breath up). This destroys the four kinds of
evils caused by vayu as also by intestinal worms.
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This should be done often and it is this which is spoken of as suryabheda. Closing the
mouth and drawing up slowly the breath as before with the nose through both the nac;lis (or
nostrils) and retaining it in the space between the heart and the neck, one should exhale it
through the left nostril. This destroys the heat caused in the head as well as the phlegm in
the throat, It removes all diseases, purifies his body and increases the (gastric) fire within. It
removes also the evils arising in the nac;lis, jalodara (water-belly or dropsy) and dhatus. This
kumbhakais called ujjayi and may be practised (even) when walking or standing.
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Drawing up the breath as before through the tongue with (the hissing sound of) I and
retaining it as before, the wise man should slowly exhale it through (both) the nostrils. This
is called sitalI kumbhaka and destroys diseases, such as gulma, pliha, consumption, bile,
fever, thirst and poison.
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Seated in the padma posture with belly and neck erect, the wise man should _close the
mouth and exhale with care through the nostrils .. Then he should inhale a little with speed
up to the heart, so that the breath may fill the space with noise between the neck and skull.
Then he should exhale in the same way and inhale often and often. Just as the bellows of a
smith are moved (viz., stuffed with air within and then the air is let out), so he should move
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the air within his body. If the body gets tired, then he should inhale through the right
nostril. If his belly is full of vayu, then he should press well his nostrils with all his fingers
except his forefinger, and performing kumbhaka as before, should exhale through the left
nostril. This frees one from diseases of fire in (or inflammation of) the throat, increases the
gastric fire within, enables one to know the kul).<;lalinI, produces purity removing sins, gives
happiness and pleasure and destroys phlegm which the bolt (or obstacle) to the door at the
mouth of brahmana<;lI (viz., su~umna). It pierces also the three granthis (or knots)
differentiated through the three gul).as. This kumbhaka is known as bhastrI and should
""'
.,
especially be performed.
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Through these four ways when kumbhaka is near ( or is about to be performed), the
sinless yogin should practise the three bandhas. The first is called miilabandha. The second
is called uc;lc;liyana, and the third is jalandhara. Their nature will be thus described. Apana
(breath) which has a downward tendency is forced up by one bending down. This process is
called miilabandha. When apana is raised up and reaches the sphere of agni (fire), then the
flame of agni grows long, being blown about by vayu. Then agni and apana come to (or
commingle with) pral).a in a heated state. Through this agni which is very fiery, there airses
in the body the flamming (or the fire) which rouses the sleeping kul).c;lalinI through its heat.
Then this kul).c;lalinI makes a hissing noise, becomes erect like a serpent beaten with stick
and enters the hole of brahmana<;lI (su~umna). Therefore yogin should daily practise
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mOlabandha often. Uc;lc;liyana should be performed at the end of kumbhaka and at the
beginning of expiration. Because pra:t:ia uc;lc;liyate (viz., goes up) the su~umna in this bandha,
therefore it called uc;lc;liyana by the yogins. Being seated in the vajra posture and holding
firmly the two toes b)'. the two hands, he should press at the kanda and at the place near the
two ankles. Then he should gradually upbear the tana (thread or nac;li) which is on the
western side first to udara (the upper part of the abdomen above the navel), then to the heart
and then to the neck. When pra:t:ia ~eaches the saii.dhi (junction) of navel, slowly it removes
the impurities ( or diseases) in the navel. Therefore this should be frequently practised. The
bandha called jalandhara should be practised at the end of kumbhaka. This jalandhara is of
the form of contraction of the neck and is an impediment to the passage of vayu (upwards).
When the neck is contracted at once by bending downwards (so that the chin may touch the
breast), pra:t:ia goes through brahmanac;li on the western tana in the middle. Assuming the
seat as mentioned before, one should stir up sarasvati and control praQa. On the first day,
kumbhaka should he done four times; on the second day it should be done ten times, and
then five times separately; on the third day, twenty times will do, and afterwards kumbhaka
should be performed with three bandhas and with an increase of five times each day.
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Diseases are generated in one's body through the following causes, viz., sleeping in
. daytime, late vigils over night, excess of sexual intercourse, moving in· crowd, the checking
of the discharge of urine and ·faeces, the evil of unwholesome food and laborious mental
operation with praI)a. If yogin is afraid of such diseases (when attacked by them), he says,
"My disease h~e arisen from my practice of yoga." Then he will discontinue this practice.
This is said to be the first obstacle to yoga. The second (obstacle) is doubt; the third is
carelessness; the fourth, laziness; the fifth, sleep; the sixth, the not leaving of objects (of
sense); the seventh, erroneous perception; the .eighth, sensual object; the ninth, want of
faith; and the tenth, the failure to attain the truth of yoga. A wise man should abandon these
ten obstacles after great deliberation. The practice of praI)ayama should be performed daily
with the mind firmly fixed on Truth. Then citta is absorbed in su~umna, and priil)a
(therefore) never moves. When the impurities (of citta) are thus removed and praI)a is
absorbed in su~umna, he becomes a (true) yogin. Apana, which has a downward tendency
should be raised up with effort by the contraction (of the anus), and this_ is spoken of .as
mulabandha. Apana thus raised up mixes with agni and then they go up quickly to the seat .
of priil)a. Then praI)a and apana uniting with one another go to kuI)<;lalini, which is coiled up
and sleep. KUI)<;lalini being heated by aghi and stirred up by vayu, extends her body in the
mouth of su~umna, pierces the brahmagranthi formed of rajas, and flashes at once like
lightning at the mouth of su~umna. Then it goes up at once through vi~I)ugranthi to the
heart. Then it goes up through rudragranthi and above it to the middle of the eyebrows;
having pierced this place, it goes up to the maI)<;lala (sphere) of the moon. It dries up the
moisture produced by the moon in the anahatacakra having sixteen petals. When the blood
is agitated through the speed of praI)a, it becomes bile from its contact with the sun, after
which it goes to the sphere of the moon where it becomes of the nature of .the flow of pure
phlegm. How does it (blood) which is very cold become hot when it flows there? (Since) at
the same time the intense white form of moon is speedily heated. Then being agitated, it
goes up. Through taking in this, citta which was moving amidst sensual objects externally,
it restrained there. The novice enjoying this high state attains peace and becomes devoted to
Atma.. KUI)<;lalini assumes the eight· forms of pralqti (matter) _and attain Siva by encircling
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him and dissolves itself in Siva. Thus rajas-sukla (seminal fluid) which rises up goes to
Siva alone with marut (vayu): pral)as and apana which are always produced become equal.
Prai;ias flow in all things, great and small, describable or indescribable, as fire in gold. Then
this body which is adhibhautika (composed of elements) becomes adhidaivata (relating to a
tutelar deity) and is thus J?Urified. Then it attains the stage of ativahika. Then the body being
freed from the inert state becomes stainless and of the nature of Cit. In it, the ativahika
become the chief of all, being of the nature of That. Like the conception of the snake in a
rope, so the idea of the release from wife and sati:J.sara is the delusion of time. Whatever
appears is unreal. Whatever is absorbed is unreal. Like the illusory conception of silver in
the mother-of-pearl, so is the idea of man and woman. The microcosm and the microcosm
are one and the same; so also the linga and sutratma, svabhava (substance) and form and
the self-resplendent light and Cidatma.
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The Sakti named kul)c;lalini, which is like a thread in the the lotus and is resplendent, is
biting with the upper end of its hood (namely, mouth) at the root of the lotus the
mulakanda. Taking hold of its tail with its mouth, . it is in contact with the hole of
brahmarandhra (or su~umna). If a person seated in the padma posture and having
accustomed himself of the contraction of his anus makes his vayu go upward with the mind
intent on kumbhaka, then agni comes to svadhi~thiina flamming, owing to the blowing of
vayu. From the blowing of vayu and agni, the chief (kul)c;lalini) pierces open the
brahmagranthi and then vi~l)ugranthi. Then it pierces rudragranthi, after that, (all) the six
lotuses (or plexuses). ·Then Sakti is happy with Siva in sahasrara kamala (1,000 lotuses seat
or pineal gland). This should be known as the highest avastha (state) and it alone is the
giver of final beatitude. Thus ends the first chapther.
Chapter II
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I shall hereafter describe the science called khecarI which is such that one who knows if ·.
is freed from old age and death in this world. One who is subject to the pains of death,
disease and old age should, 0 sage, on knowing this science. make his mind firm and
practise khecari. One should regard that person as his Guru on earth who knows khecarI,
the destroyer of old age and death, both from knowing the meaning of books and practice,
and should perform it with all his heart. The science of khecari is not easily attainable, as
also its practice. Its practice and melana are not accomplished simultaneously. Those that
are bent upon practice alone do not get melana. Only some get the practice, 0 Brahman,
after several births, but melana is not obtained even after a hundred births. Having
undergone the practice after several births, some (solitary) yogin gets the melana in some
future bitrth as the result of his practice. When a yogin gets this melana from the mouth of
his Guru, then he obtains the siddhis mentioned in the several books. When a man gets this
· melana through books and the significance, then he attains the state of Siva freed from all
rebirth. Even Guru may not. be able to know this without books. Therefore this science is
very difficult to master. An ascetic should wander over the earth so long as he fails to get
this science, and when this science is obtained, then he has got the siddhi in his hand (viz.,
mastered the psychical powers). Therefore one should regard as Acyuta (Vi~1;1.u) the person ·
who imparts the melana, as also him who gives out the s~ience. He should regard as Siva
him who teaches the practice. Having got this science from m~, you sh9uld not reveal it to
others. Therefore one who knows this should protect it with all his efforts (viz., should
· never give it out except to persons who deserve it). 0 Brahman, one should go to the place -
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where lives the Guru, who is able to teach the divine yoga and there learn from him the
science k:hecari, and being then teach the divine yoga and there learn from him the science
khecari, and being then thought well by him, should at first practise it carefully. By means
of this science, a person will attain the siddhi of khecari. Joining with k:hecari sakti (viz.,
ku:tJ.c.ialini sakti) by means of the (science) of khecarI which contains the bija (seed ofletter)
of k:hecari, one becomes the lord of the khecaras (Devas) and lives always amongst them.
Khehari bija (seed-letter) is spoken of as agni encircles with water and as the abode of
khecaras (Devas). Through this yoga, siddhi is mastered. The ninth (bija) letter of somarhsa
(soma or moon part) should also be pronounced in the reverse order. Then a letter
composed of three arhsas of the form of moon has been described; and after that, the eighth
letter should be pronounced in the reverse order; then consider it as the supreme and its
beginning as the fifth, and this is said to the kuta (horns) of the several bhinnas (or parts) of
the moon. This which tends to the accomplishment of all yogas, should be learnt through
the initiation of a Guru. He who recites this twelve times every day, will not get even in
sleep that ma.ya (illusion) which is born in his body and which is the source of all vicious
deeds. He who recites this five lakhs of times with every great care- to him the science of
k:hecari will reveal itself. All obstacles vanish and the devas are pleased. The destruction of
valipalita (viz., wrinkle and grayness of hair) will take place without doubt. Having
acquired this great science, one should practise it afterwards. If not, 0 Brahman, he will
suffer without getting any siddhi in the path of khecari. If one does not get this nectarlike
science in his practice, he should get it in the beginning of melana and recite it always;
(else) one who is without never gets siddhi. As soon as he gets this science, he should
practise it; and then the sage will soon get the siddhi. Having drawn out the tongue from the
root of palate, a knower of Atma should clear the impurity (of the tongue) for seven days
according to the advice of his Guru. He should take a sharp knife which is oiled and
cleaned and which resembles the leaf of the plant snuhi ("Euphorbia antiquorum") and
should cut for the space of a hair (the fraenum Lingui). Having powdered saindhava (rocksalt) and pathya (sea-salt), he should apply it to the place. On the seventh day, he should
again cut for the space of a hair. Thus for the space of six months, he should continue it
always gradually with great care. In six months, Siro-bandha (bandha at the head) which is
at the root of the tongue is destroyed. Then the yogin who knows timely action should
encircle with Sfro-vastra (lit., the cloth of the head) the Vak-Isvari (the deity presiding over
speech) and should draw (it) up. Ag~in by daily drawing it up for six months, it comes, 0
sage, as far as the middle of the eyebrows and obliquely up to the opening of the ears;
having gradually practised, it goes to the root of the chin. Then in thr~e years, it goes up
easily to the end of the hair (of the head). It goes up obliquely to Sakha and downwards to
the well of the throat. In another three years, it occupies brahmarandhra and stops there
without doubt. Crosswise it goes up to the top of the head and downwards to the well of the
throat. Gradually it opens the great adamantine door in the head. The rare science (of
k:hecari) bija has been explained before. One should perform the six an.gas (parts) of this
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mantra by pronouncing it in six different intonations. One should do this in order to attain
all the siddhis; and this karanyasam should be done gradually and not all at a time, since the
body of one who does it all at once will soon decay. Therefore it should be practised, 0 best
of sages, little by little. When the tongue goes to the brahmarandhra through the outer path,
then one should place the tongue after moving the bolt of Brahma which cannot be
mastered by the devas. On doing this for three years with the point of the finger, he should
make the tongue enter within : then it enters brahmadvara ( or hole). On entering the
brahmadvara, one should practise mathana (churning) well. Some intelligent men attain
siddhi even without mathana. One who is versed in khecarI Mantra accomplishes it without
mathana. By doing the japa and mathana, one reaps the fruits soon. By connecting a wire
made of gold, silver or iron with the nostrils by means of a thread soaked in milk, one
should restrain his breath in his heart and seated a convenient posture with his eyes·
concentrated between his eyebrows, he should perform mathana slowly. In six months, the
state of mathana becomes natural like sleep in children. And it is not advisable to do
mathana always. It should be done (once) only in every month. A yogin should not reolve
his tongue in the path. After doing this for twelve years, siddhis are surely obtained. Then
he sees the whole universe in his body as not being different from Atma. This path of the
urdhvakm:;ic;lalinI (higher km:;ic;lalinI), 0 chief of kings conquers the macrocosm. Thus ends
the second chapter.
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The lotus-born (Brahma) said : 0 Sankara, (among) new moon (the first day of the
lunar fortnight) and full moon, which is spoken of as its mantra's) sign? In the first day of
lunar fortnight and during new moon and full moon (days), It should be made firm and
there is no other way (or time). A man longs for an object through passion and is infatuated
with passion for objects. One should always leave these two and seek the Nirafijana
(stainless). He should abandon everything else which he thinks is favourable to himself.
Keeping the manas in the midst of sakti, and sakti in the midst of manas, one should look
into manas by means of manas. Then he leaves even the highest stage. Manas alone is the
bindu, the cause of creation and preservation. It is only through manas that bindu is
produced, like the curd from milk. The organs of manas is not that which is situated in the
middle of bandhana. Bandhana is there where Sakti is between the sun and moon. Having
known su~umna and its bheda (piercing) and making the vayu go in the middle, one should
stand in the seat of bindu, and close the nostrils, Having known vayu, the above-mentioned
bindu and the sattva-pralq1:i as well as the six cakras, one should enter the sukha-mal)c;laia
(viz., the sahasrara or pineal gland, the sphere of happinss). There are six cakras.
Muladhara is in the anus; svadhi~thana is near the genital organ; mal)ipuraka is in the navel;
anahata is in the heart; visuddhi is at the root of the neck and ajfia is in the head (between
the two eyebrows). Having known these six mal)c;ialas (spheres), one should enter the
sukhamal)c;lala (pineal gland), drawing up the vayu and should sent it (vayu) upwards. He
who practises thus (the control of) vayu becomes one with brahmal)c;ia (the macrocosm). He
should practise (or master) vayu, bindu, citta, and cakra.
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Yogins attain the nectar of equality through samadhi alone. Just as the fire latent in
(sacrificial) wood does not appear without churning, so the lamp of wisdom does not arise
without the abhyasa yoga (or practice of yoga). The fire placed in a vessel does not give
light outside. When the vessel is broken, its light appears without. One's body is spoken of
as the vessel, and the seat of 'That' is the fire (or light) within; and when (the body) is
broken through the words of a Guru, the light of brahmajfiana becomes resplendent. With
the Guru as the helmsman, one crosses the subtle body and the ocean of sarilsara through
the affinities of practice. That vak (power of speech) which sprouts in para, gives fourth
two leaves in pasyanti, buds forth in madhyama and blossoms in vaikharl- that vak which
has before been described, reaches the state of the absorption of sound, reversing the above
order (viz., beginning with vaikharl, etc). Whoever thinks that He who is great lord of that
vak, who is the undifferentiated and who is the illuminator of that vak is Self; whoever
thinks over thus, is never affected by words, high or low (or good or bad). The three
(aspects of consciousness), visva, taijasa and praI,J.a (in man), the three Viraf,
HiraI,J.yagarbha, and Isvara in the universe, the egg of the universe, the egg of man and the
seven worlds- all these in turn are absorbed in Pratyagatma through the absorption of their
respective upadhis (vehicles). The egg being heated by the fire of jfiana is absorbed with its
karaI,J.a (cause) into Paramatma (Universal Self). Then it becomes one with Parabrahman. It
is then neither steadiness nor depth, neither light nor darkness, neither describable nor
distinguishable. Sat (Be-ness) alone remains. One should think of Atma as being within the
body like a light in a vessel. Atma is of the dimensions of a thumb, is a light without smoke
and without form, is shining within (the body) and is undifferentiated and immutable.
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The Vijfiana Atma that dwells in this body is deluded by maya during the states of
waking, dreaming, and dreamless sleep; but after many births, owing to the effect. of good
karma, it wishes to. attain its own state. Who am I? How has this stain of mundane existence ·
accrued to me? What becomes in the dreamless sleep of me who am engaged in business in
waking and dreaming states? Just as a bale of cotton is burnt by fire, so the Cidabhasa
which is the result of non-wisdom, is burnt by the (wise) thoughts like the above and by its
own supreme illuminations. The outer burning (of body as done in world) is no burning at
all. When the worldly wisdom is destroyed, Pratyagatma that is in the dahara (akasa or
ether of the heart) obtains vijfiana, diffusing itself everywhere and burns in an instant
jfianamaya and manomaya (sheaths). After this, He himself shines always within, like a
light within a vessel.
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That. muni who contemplates thus till sleep and till death is to be known as a
jivanmukta; Having done what ought to be done, he is a fortunate person. And having given
up (even) the state of a jivanmukta, he attains videhamukti (emancipation in a disembodied
state), after his body wears off. He attains the state, as if of moving in the air. Then That
alone remains which is soundless, touchless, formless and deathless, which is the rasa
(essence), eternal and odourless, which had neither beginning nor end, which is greater than
the great, and which is permanent, stainless and decayless.

78. RUDRAKSAJABALOPANISAD
.
.

This Upani~ad is related to the tradition of Samaveda. It is the cardinal objective of Upani~ad to
reveal the excessive importance of Rudrak~a. Initially, there is discussion between BhusUI).ga and
Kalagnirudra. BhuswJga has asked about the origin of Rudrak~a and the first of its holding.
Kalagnirudra, the lord has given its answer in detail. He has described in a sensation the origin of
Rudrak~a, the fruit of holding and japa (silent recital) of rudrak~a, the best medium and mean kinds
of rudrak~a, its kinds- BriihmatJ.a, K~atriya, Vaisya, and Sudra, acceptable, non-acceptable rudrak~a,
the provision of holding rudrak~a in braid etc. places, holding hymns, distinction of rudrak~a
according their mouth (from one mouth to fourteen mouths), the rules prohibiting flesh diet etc. for
the persons holding rudrak~a and last by the fruit of knowing rudrak~a learning has been described.
Thus, everythin,g about rudrak~a has been explained in detail.
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Bhusul).c,ia once asked Kalagnirudra- 'O god! How the rudrak~a was originated and
what is the benefit availed by holding it?'
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Lord Kalagnirudra then replied- "The drops of water were fell on the ground from the
eyes and they turned into Rudrak~a when I closed eyes for meditation in order to kill the
monster Tripura. I am saying for the benevolence of all that even the name recited as
rudrak~a .endows with the fruit of giving ten cows in donation and two tones more fruit is
obtained when rudra.k~a is seen and touched. What more can be said in the master.
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These hymns have been contemplated about it (the question is) where it is existed?
What is its name? How the man should hold ? How many kinds of it are? What hymns are
to be recited
... while holding it?
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(Answer is) at the state of meditation when I opened the eyes after the flux of one
thousand divine years, water drops came out from eyes and fell on the earth.
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That drops on the same spot of earth were turned into the shape of Maharudra~a tree
and became stable for doing grace on the devotees.
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It removes the sins committed by the devotee in the day and night who holds it. Mere
seeing it endows with lakh times and crore times fruits when it is held. The devotee holding
it obtains a billion time more fruit than its Japa (silent recital). It becomes hundred time to
lakh and thousand time than one lakh crore of the same if it is held with sheer obedience.
The man obtains the fruit of rudra-japa when it is held by him. The rudrak~a equal to the
size of a myrobalan is considered as the best rudrak~a.
[The fruitfulness of seeing and holding the rudrak$a has been decribed herein. Generally, its
exceptional power is untraced but the devotees and the people holding rudrak$a opine that
simultaneous to the excessive property of metaphysics, the rudrak$a is powerful remedy for the heart
ailments. It appears that its magnificence has been described exaggeratlyhere.]
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The rudrak~a in the size of jujube plum (badarI fruit) is stated as medium and the
rudrak~a of gram seeds size is mean (Adhama). Now, the procedure (for holding) is
described.

~ : ~~: ~ Ri1ci1~t111 ~~: ~~ awtk11t11: ~:11~011
That all benevolent rudrak~a was originated as directed by Lord Siva in the form of the
Brahmal:J.a, K~atriya, Vaisya and Sudra for the welfare of the respective castes.

~ ~ ~ : ~ ('fficiOlcfil:I ~ ~ ~ : ~ : ~ ~:n~~II
The white colour rudrak~a is stated Brahmal:J.a, the red colour, K~atriya, yellow, the
Vaisya and the black colour rudrak~a is stated as Sudra.

~ ~41~Sldl::i'ffil::IIGII ~ ~ I 41dl.a~4'½} ~41~Wll3t~¾] ~II~~ II
The BrahmaJ:J.a should hold white, the k~atriya red, the Vaisya yellow and the Sudra
should hold the black rudrak~a.

wn:fi;r1m~: ~ : ~ : ~ : -w=rr:I ~ ~ cfiOl&ig(°;;iqq ~11~~11
i;IOlg'ffiqg,ti ~ ~ ~ I ,(q4qq ~ -

¼lfc{if1i1qq_11 ~~ 11

The sturdy, smooth, spherical uniformly, and with their horn's, rudrak~a is considered
best and the six kinds of rudrak~a i.e. eaten by insect, splited without horn, holed by insects
and ugly are forbidden. However, the natural hole beaning rudrak~a is stated as the best
rudrak~a.
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~ ci,'6'4ilt4'1 ~ d.ft&lti ~ I ijqlRSl•QI-( ~ ~ ~qi_~UI ~ I I ~l\ II
The rudr~a in which hole is made (for intertwining with the garland) is stated. as
medium. Iir order to hold, the uniform in size and shape, smooth, solid, and thick rudra~a
should be intertwined.in the silk thread.

ij4•11~01 ~ .g1q1..c11R ~ : I ~ gq)&liIT ~~~II~~ II

~ RieJhio#,14 Wlcl'3.-.ii&: I Wl&lillq&,,6,:1~ ~ fffl'm ~ I I ~\911
The size of all rudr~a should be common, tender and uniform. The devotees to lord
Siva should hold the rudr~a on which the golden lines are seen. One rudrak~a on braid
and thirty rudr~a should be hold on herd duly inter-thrived with a garland.
q~,1d .~ ~1a1ii ti'ls,1ti'ls,11 qfu!il~

~ ~ ~ ~ll~GII

Thirty six rudrak~a round the throat, sixteen each on arms, twelve rudrak~a on the wrist
and fifteen on shoulder should be held.

mR firn't ci1fq' wUTt ~ ~II~~ II
'ijUUJj m:r$ ci1fq' fit~i1Hc6U0~,1d:I ~~tel' &>fui&>1gHE6SN cITII~ 011
aif!hH,1~qi~19qct1d Sl&i~~<(I

A garland containing one hundred eight rudrak~a should be held like the sacrificial
thread (upavita). A garland (compact of three garlands in one) should be held on the neck.
The tudr~as should be held as ear-rings, KuQ.<;lala and as the crown too.

W ~ ~ : I W1ITff ij«l&>il4 -

SIH~W<:H~ ~II
·A garland intertwined with specific thread should be. held in awaking and sleeping i.e.,
all time as wristlace and Kuk~ibanda (round the armpit).
Eh\<&>eefi

~ ~ 'Qiff@' qE1q9i:it.1a1 ijg:a9-dti si'Htiqei ~ ~11~~11
The rudrttk$as should be held when the distinction is known properly that holding one
thousand rudra.k~a is the· best, ·five hundred, the medium and three hundred ·rudr4k$a as
mean (Adhama).

n,1ofl,11.fq~o1

c6oa' d~-6~01 gl muf ~ @rf4 m ~sfit T!I I~~ I I

While .holding on head, the hymn "isanal;i sarva hidyanaril," the hymn "Tatpuru$tl.
vidmahe maha.deraya, while holding round the throat and "Aghorebhyo" should be recited
while holding rudrttk$a in the neck and chest

ati:fl<i~1G1q:iiu1 &><41Qi<~~: l Q'*l1«,1«8;1!1Mdl.afl&UGI.IN ~11 ~ ~ 11
'QW

4i81NHPJ ~ lffl m:r T!I ~ 41<-1q:iio1 ~ ~II~ l\ II

The scholars should hold rudr~a by reciting Aghora Bija hymn. While inserting the
thread in the hole made in middle portion, the fifty letters falling from A to K~a should be
recited with sheer obeisance. Th~ rudrak~a should then be spelled with the hymn of five
Brahma or the hymn containing five letters i.e. "Om Nama):i sivaye". Then he should hold
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like seven, five or three garlands after intertwining with recital of the basic hymn according
to Ak~amalikopa1.1isad.

~

F ~ c61Mlft+6.j: ~ : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~M,(ii;Q

~NiMfqra1

dM.(c(Q !f©'t-Jffiil R2f.t H-i~ ~ ~ mcrRl'II ~ ~" I

Then Bhusu1.1<;ia raised a query before lord Kalagnirudra regarding the kinds of
rudrak~a, their nature and the fruit of holding them, He requester further to tell about
effacing the adversity and attainment of desired front from the distinct mouths of rudrak~a.

m~~l(ehcl®

g-

Q(d*'=!¼.(c(Qc6'{1 do);,l(OIIN) ~ ~ fctN'lflHA:ll~\911

These are the hymns about it. The rudrak~a of one mouth is the apparent form of
supreme element. The person who holds sensory organs of (controlling), they engrosses in
the supreme element (Paratpara tattva) Siva.

~ g ~ -:.lll!l..fl:0¥Hlfflc6'{1 !f.ll{Oll~·HU~I: JITTra' cW=f ~!ll~tll
0 great hermit! The rudrak~a of two mouths has been stated in Ardhanarisvara form.
Lord Siva always grace the person holding such rudrak~a.

~ ~ ~t1ft-1St~¼.(c(Qc6'll do);,l(Ollil ~ ~ ~II~~ II
The rudrak~a of three mouths is stated in the form of trio fire (Agnitraya) lord fire
always be graceful for that devotee.

~g-

ilgcfi:bl¼.(c(Qc6'{1 do);,l(Oll'ci:l"gcfi:bl: ~~~II~ o II

The four mouth rudrak~a is stated in the form of caturmukha Lord (Brahma). Lord
Brahma always be grateful to him.

4:icl®

9•

4:jjcjle;]¼.(c(c6q_1 4:icl®: m

~ ~ ~ oqcngra11~ ~11

The rudrak~a of five mouths is stated Paficabrahma i.e., lord Siva of some mouths. Lord
Siva in the form of Brahma effaces the deject of homicide himself.
tl(cli:blilN -

cfilfitefi~tfuac1aq_1 do);,1(011..qgoo: ec:t1..qgc:,1(1i~9itt1'{II~ ~ II

The six mouths rudrak~a is stated in the form of Kartikeya. Goddess Mahala~mi
graces on such person and provides good health.

t1rarc.*'1+(-i4Rt1?J~ !f.lt<ii~,:, rc..:i,~c61fuaci ~ ~ t1 ...,1¼01: 11~ ~ 11
Scholars consider it in the form of Lord Ga1.1esa. Hence they opine that the wise people
should hold it for the increase of learning, wisdom and wealth.

ijficl®

g-

ijfitil54Mac1a'{I do);.l(Olt..qgoo: ec:t1..q~c:,l(l•~9iit1'{II~ ~ II

The rudrak~a of seven mouth is in the form of seven worlds, seven Matrsakti (Brahma,
Vai~1.1avi etc.). Great health and best health in ensured by holding it.

~ *'Htjqfu: i?Jffi!f.lhOld ! ~ I ~ g ~illi!illStfilac1d'{II~ li.11
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~=

cl,(cll!cfifil<l ~ •ttr·,sfl@cfi< ~1 a4,<011R?i mm
fff£1c11R.:i :II~~ 11
Excellent knowledge and wealth is received as a result of holding it with purity always.
The rudrak~a of eight mouth is said in the form of eight mothers. It is also called favourite
to A~tavasu. It is favourite to Ganga also. The truthful man gets grace of these three by
holding it.
..jcjcjcfsi

!J -

..jcj~icki41fil~cld'{I m<:f ~l(Ojqj~OI

m<RI" ;rel' ~:11~1.911

The nine mouth rudrak~a is called the god holding nine powers. The holder of it attains
the grace and pleasure of nine powers.

!I•

~= "~

«~1c1i:bl
t.4qac16'.fli,Ra'(1 «¥i.:i1i:0,RtGl-1c6 £11(0111$1,SI
G"
The rudrak~a of ten mouth is called in the form of god Yama (god of death). There is
not even an iota of doubt that its mere seeing gives peace and holding gives supreme peace.
l(cfiiG~i!P.9

~ ¾cfili:;~lacla'(I ~ tc@ mg:

-m:r ~ I I ~ ' { II

The rudrak~a of eleven mouths is called in the form of eleven rudra. The eleven rudra
always enhance the luck.

-

!i.lG~l!j<si. qe;,fclWj,(ci~Qcfi'{I !i.lG~IIR61.4~Q

":q°

~ &' "ffi'R: I I~ 0 11

The twelve mouth rudrak~a is considered in the form of Mahavi~t;1.u. It is also
considered in the form of twelve suns too. The person holding it become Tatpara viz., in the
form of lord Mahavi~t;1.u and twelve suns.

Si<flG~i!j@ ~ ~ ~ ~ I m<:f £11(Ulqi¾Ui ~ : Sl*11G@ I I~ ~I I
The rudrak~a of thirteen mouth has been considered endower of desires and
accomplishment. Its more holding ensures the grace of Kamadeva (the god of love). It has
been stated all way benevolent.

~~~~l!j<si ~ '61-~SI.Q!j~'(I .Q&&.Ufile;< ~· .Q&«IU•t.lql~t.41((11~ ~II
The origin of fourteen mouth rudrak~a has been taken place from the eyes of apparent
lord Rudra. It endows with robust wealth and acts like panacea.

lffl lITTt' ":q" ~ ~

n>1~qc1 ":q"I ~&161.iictch ~ cl'li~i$1(:II~~ II

The devotee holding rudrak~a should abandon eating garlic, onion, Sigru (mushroom
like thing), vi<;lvaraha (a vegetable), liquor and the flesh etc. for hidden things.

~ ~ :&c1qt.4~ msfif ":q"I ~

~ : ~: ~

ioiq,?i

..~~,,

":q"

iaf~ ~ ":q"j

The man immediately gets rid of the evils if the rudrak~a is held on Amavasya ( the
fifteenth day of dark fortnight), full-moon day at the adjunct of Ayat;1.a (Uttarayat;1.aDa~it;1.ayana), atthe time of transition (Sarilkranti) of Libra, Aries etc., the day when the
tone of day and night is equal at the tone of sun set, and at the time of eclipse (Sun and
moon).
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~~ ~ ~ fuwJ{ci T.fl ~ ~ $f!li§-@fa-5: :e&~cidl:ll~l,,11
Brahma resides in the base, lord Vi~IJ.U at the spot of hold, Siva on the lines drawn on
rudrak~a i.e. mouth and all gods reside in the horn form spots ofrudrak~a.
~

c61HIP46~

~

:g..j~q1c

QS1i3lsn~

f.t«tENtsi-l<M"'1~4cfitt=!ll"Hi-l<aFitcfiNHcifuafcla:iH1«w:1

'j-l'icj~s(l&-Jgil(Olfufuq:_1

ctiiHtf?-16~

af¼41q~

qfl::e?tWlt!: 1

~

c61HIP46s(: ~ i-lcidlq1~1q.:if'-I@ ~ I ~ ~ ~ J¾lgf4-li3iq6 ~ll~G II

The king hermit Sanatkumara then asked lord Kalagnirudra- "O lord! Please tell me the
manner of holding rudrak~a." Nidagha, Ja<;labharata, Dattatreya, Katyayana, Bharadvaja,
Kapila, Vasi~fha, Pippalada etc. hermits in the meantime seated on Asanas around lord
Kalagnirudra. Lord Kalagnirudra then asked them- "why all of you have come here?" The
hermits replied that they also are curious to know the manner of holding rudrak~a.

~ c61H1f?-16s=:: ~ , ~ .:i4.:iiiii:\hll ~ ~ ~ &u4~ 1 ~ :e«1w1c1:
~hwctiR)i ~ ~ ~ s~~1cfiura1 tt~4.:i1wi1a,

~n ~

~ 1 a,t:q1~1~i'e4M@

cnlHIP46~: ~11~'911

Lord Kalagnirudra then told- "It is called rudrak~a as it has originated form the eyes of
lord Rudra. When Lord Siva at the time of great devastation (pralaya) closed his destructive
eyes after destruction made by him, rudrak~a was originated. This is the reason for its
recognition as rudrak~a. Thus lord Kalagnirudra told the facts related to the origin of
rudrak~a.

~ 1:uf?c1q~ ~ «:iifJTIS1«14.:i 4N>Hqc11Gt1Rt dNiH~I ~ ~ 't-f,t:q::fl0~1 ~ ~I
~ ~ ~ gil(Ofqj~OI blfli1f.4JTIS1«H4iM 'Wffifl ~ cfiOtcfl~t4qjiJI
l(c61«:;i1:e6f.4~nsi«H4iM 'Wffifl l(c61«:;i16~~ T.f ~ , ~
gi14q,cri ilfl1nsi«H4iM

m-m:r

ffl'l

l@'Q'T ~H,.:ii

~ : 'QiM' ~ ;r :i)ii:P-IM@ ~ll~GII

The fruit obtained as a result of giving ten cows as gift is same as reciting the name of
rudra.k~a. It is also called as Bhasmajyoti rudrak~a, Holding rudrak~a after touching it with
hands ensures the fruit as world have obtained after giving two thousand cows in gift. On
holding rudrak~a, one acheives the fruit of donation made of eleven thousand cows. The
person holding it attains eleven rudras. The fruit as world here obtained after giving one
crore cows in gift merely ensured when rudrak~a is held on the head. The fruit of holding it
on ear etc. place (organs) is even indescribable.

tr ~ ~Gtld:IIHIQFIQ~ f.tt=!lq!!l@" "d:l1ffl "ciT ~ "ciT ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~: ~
q,?IIOll!JQ~tel 'Wffifl ~ ~ ~ I l(~(cii:J.:iq:_1 W.tT ~ ~tgdHcfi ~ ~ cfi1ra ~
Wl<sll4i "ciT ~ I flftIDQcl@ ~ ..jfqcfi&Qfll d,t:ql~~i ',!;fl' ~ ~ ~
ffl'I lf $qfgqf.tq~ ~ : Slld~i41.fl ~ lfl1t '11:i114@1 flf4q81141.:0 fe:c1wtid 'Q"N
'11:ii14@1 ~Ssm:t"R": Q,('11.tlifid lfi1t '1i:i)i4@1 ~ JTra: Sl~~HiS4c6Gt.tlifid lfi1t '1i:i114@1
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1F"' ~ I
~lei~ I~fRlqi:i I t.n@ I ;i- T.1"

El{~if61(-t8;i•llq:fl::it•Mtqe11cnra 1 4hPl;i;lll~(IQl-i~UJ(.ijq!J~l('lq•hHh(l'IQkt€hv:f:
~a(l')t§ Qi(',t "¥J~·1 Q@tt ~h-1 IEI O111_ffl '1'i:i'Rrl Ql(-tti~kt ~l;(=I qli:i..fl ,rcrnfl

9::iue1ffi1 ;i- T.1" 9::i,1e1att .~ ~fllfin=!iqA1:1t1_11 ~ ~ 11
The youth, child whatsoever the devotee· is, attains supreme knowledge if he recites this
Rudraki:,ajabalopanii:,ad daily. He becomes. teacher and preacher (who teaches hymns).
Worship and offering should be made with reciting this Upanii:,ad hymn. For suppression of
monsters and. the death, the rudraki:,a should be tied around the neck, or the braid by
obtaining it from the learned teacher. The gift to the extent this entire earth containing
seven islands too is less for such a teacher. Hence, whatever is given with respect and
honour, that should be considered as Daki:,iQa (gift to teacher). The evils committed in the
night are decayed by the impact of reciting this Upanii:,ad in morning and the evils
committed in the day, are effaced when it is recited in the evening daily. The devotee doing
recital in the noon; effaces his evils committed in the previot.s six births. He attains liberty
from the evils committed during many births by virtue of reciting this Upanii:,ad in morning
and evening daily and thus, gets. the fruit of six thousand lakh japa of Gayatri hymn. He
even is exonerated from the evils like gold thefting, sipping liquor, murder of BrahmaQa
and debauch with the wife of teacher etc. and thus attains holiness. He further attains the
fruit of visiting pilgrimage. The evil attaching and good diminishing by the reason of
contact with the evil doers is resisted and he becomes innocent and is dated from the
vicious impacts. Such devotee makes holy, many hundred thousands people by removing
their ignorance. Thus, he gets the form· of Lord Siva himself and seldown rotates with the
cycle of birth and death. "Om" only is truth and this is all this Upanii:,ad says.

~ aUG.llil"ft .•.•••.•. ~ WRr:11
ii~ ~::itlciilHIQRElf(-lqjfjj II

79. GANAPATYUPANISAD
. .
.
.·.

This upani~ad falls under the tradition· of Atharvaveda. Lord Ga.Qesa has been worshipped very
first and then the Ga.Qapati existed in the form of soul within all living-organisms· has been prayed.
Subsequently, Ga.Qapati Manu viz., the ceretum of the world Ga.Qapati, meditation thereupon, the
hymn relating to Ga.Qapati garland, the fruits of this knowledge, the rules framed for transacting this
learning, application of hymns for fulfilling the desires and finally the fruits of listening to this
upani~ad have been described. It appears clearly that all upani~ad of ancient time give an impetus to
worship gods in their physicai form. The same impetus can be seen in this upani~ad also. Ga.Qapati
has been enshrined in the form of Brahma but his personified fonn has been widely described.

II ~llklQld: II

~ ,:rt chtnN:

~

i(UIQd~II ~II

.. .. .. .. .. .. l@' VITRf: II

~ ~ dii:lqf~I ~~~I ~~~I ~

~ ~ I ~ ~ &R-cl~ ~ I ti:i' ~ I I ~ II

f.«q

U

_.,I ~ . I I ~ II··

Salutation to lord Ga:r;tapati. .You are an appar~nt and direct element. You are the only
cause, only nourisher and only destroyer. You only are existed in all these forms. You are
an apparent form. of the .soul. You always speak the matter beyond the truth and always
propound whatever is true.
.

arcrtct lfllll arcr cffiITUl.1 arcr ~ . arcr ~ 1 arcr ~ ' atcilif.iHqc1 ~ ' arcr
~ I arcr ~ I 31cl' f.fltlUdlfll arcr ~ I 31cl' f.fll!Effili(I atcl(Q(ltll(I - - 1'i ~
~ ijq.ij(rj,_11 ~ II

Protect me and my teacher. Protect all the audience. Protect to who gives knowledge,
protect the holder of knowledge. Protect to who converts knowledge into practical actions
and protect the disciple (myself). Protect me from front side, back side, from north, south,
up and down. Protect me from all around. Provide me guardianship all around.
(C( cll(44@:i ~ : I .(C(qM<q~@:i ~ : I (C( ijf,;a«1-1,<1f&;8t41mn

~ ~ ~I

ti:i' ~Hqtfl fcl~Hq4lsfu11 ~ II
You are the literature (in the form ofletters). You are in the form of pleasure, Brahma
and immortality. You are unique _and holder of the truth, the mind and the pleasure
(Saccidananda). You are apparent Brahma and you are in the form of knowledge and
science also.
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~~~~I~ ~·(C!-df~a@I ~ ~ · ~ · M4q14ffi1 ~ ~
~~I~ ~s~sf.lro-;rq:1 ~ ~ cUcfQi;IRI ~ 101s.41d\a:1 ~ cfilMSl4itild:I
~ ~~Sl41tiid:I ~ '!~li!mf~msfu ~ I ~ ~1MiSl4kqcfi:I (Cfl' ~ t!414Rt ~ I ~
~ ~ fclwJeei '6,X=@lf4i~=@lqfi4@::i ~ ~ i.l~q1@::i ~ ~ : ~ I I ei II
This whole world has been originated by you. It is enshrined within you. It merges .
within you. This whole world is appearing within you. You are in the form of the earth,
water, fire, wind and the ether. You also are the four divisions of speech i.e. Para, Pasyanti,
Madhyama and Vaikhari etc. You are beyond the three properties i.e. Satva, Rajas and
Tamas. You are beyond the three times (Kala) i.e. the past, present and the future. You are
beyond three bodies i.e. physical, micro and the causative. You always enshrined in the
cycle of Muladhara. You only are the three powers i.e. will power, power of action and
power of discretion. The yogis always recall you. You only are Brahma, Vi~l)u, Rudra,
Indra, fire, wind, sun, moon and the Brahma. You are the three worlds i.e. Bhuh, Bhuvah,
Svah as also the perfect knowledge (Para Brahma) known as the syllable Orn.

. ~ '3_4!)€€114 ~ a«+·d('{l ~ : iroR: I ~1Mf•@'{I
q3,(<H&Q'{ll \9 II

muT

~I

~

Recite the initial letter 'G' very first. Then the initial letter of vafl)as 'A' should be
recited. Thereafter Anusvara is recited. Thus, the 'Gar)' enshrined with the half-mora
(Ardha Candra) having restricted by the syllable Orn is the form of your root hymn.

1'fcfi'R:

'{ci<(ciqq_1 ~ q19.1q,(6.Q'l_l ~ I i¼1ml(,(6.Ql{_I

:rre::

~I~

'tjfif: I ~ •IOl~ifci@lill ~ II
Its first form 'Ga' is (G), the middle form is 'A', Anusvara is the terminal form and
point is its answer form. Sound is its application (Sandhana) and Sarnhita is called its joints
(Sandhi). The learning of Gal).esa (Gal).esa Vidya) is in this form.
lfTJTc6

ffl: I

p~~~ ~: I ,iiq~11101qffi~c1a11 ~ lflll (1101qa~ '.flf:) II~ II

The saii,t of this hymn is Gal).aka. The rhyme is 'Nicrdgayatri' and the god is 'Sri
Maha Gal).apati'. 'Orn Garn Gal).apataye Namal:i' is considered as the great hymn.

l(ch«.al4 ~ clSfigUs14 ~ I 'ffilT ~ Slifl«41ct_ll ~o II
We know lord Gal).esa as 'Ekadanta'. We meditate on Vakratul).c;la. May that toothbearer (Danti) motivate us towards the benevolent route (This hymn is called Gal).esaGayatri Mantra).

~ ~ Ql~iqj~letlf<Ol'{I ~ ~ ~ '!l:4cfigNl'l_ll ~~II
~

et¼1«<

~!Qcfil/fi:6 (fficll,(H.f'{I (ffi•l,l!,li:fC'ifUjf· . : ~'J_N'fd'{II ~~ II

'lfffiljchfAl4 ~ ;jjlj&,hl(Ojq~aq_1 ~ if 4:J$!$.ll~ ~ : 9Ml~H'{II

~~err~

',(t

irtft·~ cR:11 r~11

r~ II
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The devotee who worships daily the 'Ekadanta', four-armed, holding the posture of
elephant, 'Abhaya' (fearlessness) and holding a string (Pasa) and goad (Aiikusa) in his four
hands, bearing a flag mouse-marked, red-coloured, a huge stomach, huge ears like the
Surpa, covered by the red-colour garments, body duly smeared by red sandal, worshipped
properly with the red-flowers, always graceful to the devotees, cause of creation of the
universe, undivided, born prior to the creation of this universe and beyond the nature and
the person is the best and excellent among all the Yogis.

~

ljklQt!!I

~

~,01qaci

Wicl~dl<-1 J3llcl(f!.'J_d!I ~

-:m:

siql!IQd!I

-:m: II ~~ II

-s~

€rl¼'1a:uai:6a:~u<.1

fuwfu.:11w1~

The commander of commune of all gods is saluted, salute is conveyed to Gal).apati,
'Pramathapati' i.e. the soldier of lord Siva, 'Lambodara', 'Ekadant', killer of the hurdles,
son of lord Siva and 'Sri Varadamurti'.

Q,df!.l!l&Wi-0

msdfu

~ ~ ~ I ~ .g4fu~4 ~ I ~ ~ :

Qilq614idi:hlQQidi:61dl~fJ.l<l I .(.ii<.1q~')<.1H1 re_c1.gctid

'4l1t

41~1<.l@I

Slkl(~i<.11.fl

w:s1?ieia 1
(lbictid

~

'4l1t

41W-IIBI .(.iiiQSlld: Sl~Gtl.flS'QT<IT 'qcj"@'I giqT$!li:61*fl~ T.f fcR:@11 ~G ii

This is the upani~ad of Atharvaveda. The person who_does study on this upani~ad
becomes entitled to the position of Brahma. The hurdles irrespective of their nature, do not
resist his way. He avails pleasure and peace everywhere. That person is liberated from the
five kinds of evils and the other minor evils. The recital made in the light destroys the sins
committed in the day and the recital in the morning compounds the evils committed in the
night. The person who recites this upani~ad in morning and evening both times, he becomes
innocent. He becomes able to avail four industries i.e. the Dharma, benevolent concept, the
Artha (wealth), the Kama (the splendour and sensuality) and the Mo~a (emancipation).
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Only a disciple should be preached of this 'Atharva Sir~a' upani~ad and it should n9t
be preached to any other. The learned person who, by the reason of any attachment, does
this, becomes sinister.
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The person who recites this upani~ad for one hundred times, avails everything
whatever he desires. The person who adores lord GaJJ.csa as per the procedure quoted in this ·
universe becomes an expert orator. The person who recites this on the fourth day of the
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fortnight, holding the fast, definitely becomes a scholar. This is a sentence of 'Atharvana'.
The person who knows the provision of sitting on penance with the hymns of this upani~ad,
does not becomes frightened. The person who worships lord Gal).apati with the shoots of
Dhruva definitely becomes rich like the Kubera (wealth-god). The person who offers the
'Laja' (the Khila of the paddy) becomes illustrious and intelligent. The person who
performs offering with 'Modakas' (a sweet), avails the desired fruits. The person who
performs offering with ghee and the fuel obtains everything. His all ambitions are fulfilled.
The person who contributes this learning of upani~ad to eight Brahmal).as and make them
well understood, becomes enriched with splendour analogous to the sun. At the time of
solar eclipse, this learning of upani~ad having recited expressly and silently before an idol
or the great river, it becomes fruitful to him. He is liberated from all hurdles and the sins as
wefl. He is liberated from all defects irrespective of their size.
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The person who thus develops well understanding with this upani~ad, becomes
omniscient and nothing remains unknown to him. This is the magnificence of this upani~ad
under Atharvaveda.
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80. TARASARO-UPANI~AD
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Om. Brhaspti asked Yajfiavalkya : "That which is called Kuruk~etra is place of the
sacrifice of the Devas and the spiritual seat of all beings. Therefore where should .one go in
order that he may cognize Kuruk~etra, the place of the sacrifice of the Devas and the
spiritual seat of all beings?" (To which Yajfiavalkya replied :) "Avimukta is Kuruk~etra, the
place of the sacrifice of the Devas and of the study of Brahman, because it is there that
Rudra initiates one into the Taraka brahman when pral).a (life) goes out. Through this, one
becomes immortal and the enjoyer of mok~a. Therefore one should always be in the midst
of that place avimukta, and should never leave, 0 revered sir, avimukta." Thus said
Yajfiavalkya.
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Then Bharadvaja asked Yajfiavalkya : "What is taraka? What is that which causes one
to cross (this mundane existence)." Two which Yajfiavalkya replied : "Om-NamoNarayal).aye is the taraka. It should be worshipped as Cidatma. Om is a single syllable and
of the nature of Atma. Namal) is of two syllables and is of the nature of pralqti (matter).
Narayal).aye is of five syllables and is of the nature of parabrahman. He who knows this
becomes immortal. Through Om, is Brahma produced; through Na is Vi~l).U produced;
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through Ma is Rudra produced; through Na is Isvara produced; through Ra is the A1;t9aVirat (or Virat of the universe) produced; through ya is Puru~a produced; through Na is
Bhagavan (Lord) produced; and through Ya is Paramatma produced. This A$!a~ara (eight
syllables) of Naraya1;ta is the supreme and the highest Puru$a. Thus is the Rgveda with the
first foot (or half).

~ f.:iJ!a~rt 1ft ~ I <1~6f1Qlf,@&1'{I ~ ~ r t 'qcffifl d~d~E!kqi;hlS~ 'qcffifl
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That which is Orh is the indestructible, the supreme, and Brahman. That alone should"
be worshipped. It is this that is of the eight subtle syllables. And this becomes eight, being
of eight forms. A is the first letter; U is the second; M is the third; .Bindu is the fourth; Nada
is the fifth; Kala is the sixth; Kalama (the beyond kala) is the seventh; and that which is
beyond these is the eighth. It is called Taraka, because it enables one to_ cross this mundane
existence. Know that Taraka alone is Brahman and it alone should be worshipped. The
(following) verses may be quoted here : "From the letter A came Brahma named Jainbavan
(the bear). From the letter U came Upendra, named Hari. From the letter M came Siva,
known as Hanuman. Bindu is named Isvara and is Satrughna, the Lord of the discus itself.
Nada should be known as the great Lord named Bharata and the sound of the conch itself.
From Kala came the Puru$a himself as Lak$ma1;ta and the bearer of the earth. Kalama is
known as the goddess Sita Herself. That which is beyond is the Paramatma named SriRama and is the highest Puru$a. All this is the explanation of the letter Orh, which is the
past, the present, and future, and which is other than these (viz.,). tattva, mantra, vafl)a
(colour), devata (deity), chandas (metre), rk, kala, sakti, and sr$!i (creation). He who knows
this becomes immortal. (Thus is) Yajurveda with the second foot."
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Then Bharadvaja asked Yajfiavalkya : "Through what mantra is Paramatma pleased and
shows his own Atma (to persons)? Please tell this." Yajfiavalkya replied-
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"(1st Mantra) : Om. He who is Sri-Paramatma, Naray8.Q.a and the Lord described by
(the letter) A and is Jambavan (the bear) and BhOQ., Bhuvab, Svab : Salutation to Him."
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''(2nd Mantra :)He who is Paramatma, NarayaQa, and the Lord described by (the letter)
U and is Upendra (or) Hari and BhOQ., Bhuval).,and Svab: Salutation to Him."
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"(3rd Mantra :) Om. He who is Sri-Paramatma, Naraya.JJ.a, and the Lord described by
(the letter) M and is of the form of Siva (or) Hanuman and BhOQ., Bhuvab, and Sval). :
Salutation to Him."

~ ll1' ij t q(qjtqj ..jl(l(IOI: ~ WicllRl-§~(M: ~ ~ : ~i:10~ t ~:mm
"(4th Mantra :) Om. He who is ,Sri-Paramatma, Naray8.Q.a, the Lord of Satrughna of the
form of Bindu and the Bhul)., Bhuvab and Svab : Salutation to Him."
~
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"(5th Mantra:) Om. He who is Sri-Paramatma, NarayaQa, and the Lord, and is Bharata
of the form of Nada and the Bhul)., Bhuva!J. and Sva!J.. : Salutation to Him;"
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"(6th Mantra :) Om. He who is Sri-Paramatma, Naray8.Q.a, and the Lord, and is
Lak~ma)Ja of the form of Kala and the Bhiib., Bhuvab, Svab : Salutation to Him."
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"(7th Mantra:) Om. He who is Sri-Paramatma, NarayaQa, and the Lord, and is Kalama,.
the Goddess Sita, ofthe form of Cit and theBhu!J., Bhuval;i, and Svab: Salutation to Him."
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"(8th Mantra :) Om. He who is "Sri-Paramatma, NarayaQa, and the Lord what is
beyond that (Kalatita), is the supreme Puru~a, and is the ancient Puru~ottama, the eternal,
the immaculate, the enlightened, the emancipated, the true, the highest bliss, the endless,
the secondless, and the all-full- that Brahman is myself. I am Rama and the Bhub,
Bhuvab, and Svab : Salutation to Him."
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He who has mastered this eightfold mantra is purified by Agni; he is purified by Vayu;
he is purified by the sun; he is purified by Siva; he is known by all the Devas. He attains the
fruit of reciting Itihasas, Purat}.as, Rudra (Mantras), a J:;mndred thousand times. He who
repeatedly remembers (or recites) the A~fak~ara (the eight-syllabled mantra) of the
Naraya.Q.a gains the fruit of the recitation of Gayatrl hundred thousand times or of Pra.Q.ava
(Om) a myriad of times. He purifies (his ancestors) ten (degrees) above and (his
descendants) ten (degrees) below. He attains the state of Naraya.Q.a. He who knows this
attains the state ofNarayar,:ta. He who knows this (attains the state ofNarayar,:ta).
Like the eye (which sees without any obstacle} the things spread {in the sky), the wise
even sees this supreme seat of Vi~Q.U. Brahma.Q.as who are spiritually awaken praise in
diverse ways and illuminate the supreme abode of Vi~Q.u. (Thus is) the Samaveda with the
third foot.
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81. M:AHAVAKYOPANISAD
q81c11~1qfZr1:1c(
This Upani$ad is related to Atharvaveda. There are twelve hymns in it. The most cryptic
knowledge or mystery has been disclosed before the gods under the speeches of Lord Brahma. These
should be expressed only before the desirous persons whose practical activities are also consisting of
the Satva properties, the introvert as also the service to the teachers.
The cardinal proposition ofthis_Upani$ad is the element ofsoul, it is covered by the darkness of
ignorance. The genuine form of the element of soul appears analogous to the colour of sun and he is
duly introduced with the sun, the· supreme flame, the supreme Siva, the supreme luxuries and the
supreme Brahma. It endows With the perceiving and attainment of immortality for 19e supreme
pleasure. This cryptic knowledge has been concluded along with explaining the magnificence of·
Upani$ad.
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Lord Brahma once (in the presence of gods) said- "O Gods! The (eelings beyond the
senses are given by Upani~ad to which is described here. This Upani~ad shouldn't be
revealed before people of an ordinary propensities because it is most cryptic. However,
preaching on this Upani~ad should be made before the persons instilled with the Sattva,
properties, introvert and devotee to the· service of teachers.

~ ,Q-Q@«l~lfl~q!fctt1ifut1 . - · ::SQ,Qijf!i fc!~ic4ifutllHli:610~Hd'fl~II ~ II
As a result of going over this Upani~ad, the ascetic presuming Ahambrahmasmi closes
his eyes of learning and ignorance, the main causative to bondage and emancipation of the
world and thus resorting to the due perception, he becomes, liberate of having an eye of
ignorance or darkness towards the world of illusion.
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This is a darkness in the form of ignorance that covers the elements of soul. It is
Avidya i.e., ignorance and this very thing is the cause for the integrated scope from this
body to the Brahma of this inert including active world. It is due to the ignorance that
makes a difference from the Brahma and a separate entity is felt to have existence. The
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directions on what to do and not to doing Vedas is because the ignorance in the form of
darkness as compelled it to appear.
¼tns~S~I

fcrm ~ cblOsHtuR~ '*-flra4osM ~ ~11 l\ 11

A man should do perseverance ceaselessly on learning the true knowledge until and
unless the ever luminating feature of ones soul is known and it is self-luminating due to its
origin from Brahma. It is learning severely distinct, self-ltiminating in garb of sun. It
province is luminated with the supreme flame. That only is entertainable because that is
dependent mainly on Brahma and except Brahma there is nothing otherwise.

3H-licuR~ ~~i:'4,s:jqqlqffia ~: ms~, SIIOIIQHI~ Sl@M1q13Jlq1~ ~ m
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This _Brahma in the form of Sun is a supreme Soul known as the Hamsa residing in the
body with the Ajapa Japa of inhale and exhale. Presuming as the part and parcel of supreme
soul know as Hamsa and by obtaining the knowledge of Pral).a, Apana, the inhale and
exhale of the wind and by virtue of sitting on prolong penance; the macro, individuiil and
the unitary i;oul attains Brahma through this learning. The perfect Brahma in the form of
truth, mind and pleasure is originated.
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That trend of the best element of knowledge is luminated with the ~light of many
thousand Suns. This trend is without wave and alike the immense water of sea filled with
the essence of Brahma and without the rhyme. Such a state of mind is not perceived in
meditation, immersion of mind and accomplishment of yoga but it is only the unity of
living Soul and Brahma. That element of Soul, i.e. Brahma is beyond ignorance and
luminates with the light of a Sun. The scholars convert themselves in the form of Brahma to
which Paratpara Brahma, they ponder after duly understood about the mortality of this
name and the complexion.
tJ@l
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Lord Brahma very first spoke this situation and the same has been stated by the divine
king Indra who is a barrier and excellent among all gods. The scholar knowing that
everlasting Brahma, this way, attains to the immortality. No other way leads to the
emancipation otherwise than it.
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The gods Indra etc. observing the great essence of religion summoned the gigantic
offering through the materiaJ of their knowledge i.e. Jfiana Yajfia. They are luminating in
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the divine abode which is full of magnificence an~ the abode of the great men and great
souls.
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I am that Sun, I am that supreme flame of Sun and I am Siva· (the element that does
welfare). I am that flame of the great soul. I am the Sukra (Venus) that endows light with
all and inever live separate than that supreme entity.
ll l(d&'1.14Wi<IS!tRl'I Slld(llltil.fl ~ ~ ..jj~jtj@j ,Qjtjq$,ljtjj.fl Rct:a~ 'Q'N '1Mti@I
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By reciting this Upani~ad in morning liberated a person from all evils and the person
reciting it in the evening becomes free from the evils committed in the day. Heinous crimes
and offen~es even are absorbed if a person recites this Upani~ad in every morning and
evening. The person reciting this Upani~ad becomes liberated from all other kinds o~
heinous offences too. He obtains the consequence. of world that he achieves after study on
four Vedas and thus attains to the form of Lord Vi~i;iu.
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82. PANCABRAHMOPANI~AD
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This Upani~ad is related to the tradition of Kr~JJ.a Yajurveda. There are fourty one hymns in it.
This Upani~ad commences with a question regarding the first thing originated with the creation
which was asked by hermit Siikala to Paippallida. The hermit Paippalada very first told about the
origin ofSadyojlita, Aghora, Vlimadeva, Tatapuru~a and lslina and their nature was described
thereafter. These five are called as Paiicabrahma. It has been stated that the devotee who acquires the
knowledge by perception through a presumption that he himself is Paiicabrahma within his soul,
definitely attains to emancipation and enjoys the pleasure of sipping the nectar Brahma. Finally, this
Upani~ad has been concluded with description of magnificence of the learning to Paficabrahma and
with instructions to do research with the element of Sadlisiva as existed in the heart Lotus.
3M ~~Ml~~~
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Once a hermit asked Paippalada- "what was originated ve1y first with the creation?
Paippalada replied- "The Brahma namely Sadyojata was very first originated." Sakala
asked- "Whether any more of discrimination besides it is also therein? Paippalada replied
''Yes! It is Aghora" Sakala again asked- "Whether this is the only discrimination?"
Paippalada replied- "No one more discrimination also exists and it is Tatapuru~a." Sakala
asked again- "Very well! Whether these four are only discrimination?" Paippalada relied
"No! One more discrimination that inspires the god is Isana. It is a ruler of the past and
future as also all species of gods."
1

en@' 'cf1JIT: I en@' ~: I en@' ~ : I ~ ~ I I ~ II
"How many vall)a (colours) are of it? Further, how many kinds of and how many
powers are in existence. These all matters are most confidential. Therefore, these should be
hidden from the person who are not entitled to it.

·~ ".j"ql' q,U&cf1<4 q~l~l<411~11 ~ ~ "l'lcfl..q3~1:11~11
The Lord Maharudra in garb of Mahadeva is saluted. It was Lord Mahesa who preached
all these matters tu the hermit Paippalada.
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0 Sakala! Listen to wh~t is most cryptic among the cryptic matters of this world. It is
the Brahma namely Sadyojata. The Mahi, PO$a, Rama, trio-properties (Satva, Rajas and
Tamas), the vowels including 'A' etc. Rgveda, Garhapatya (fire), a number of hymns
(Namal) Siva.ya etc), seven musical notations (Sa, Re, Ga, Ma, Pa, Dha, Ni), yellow colour
and the power namely action etc. are the various forms bf this Brahma who endow with the
desired accomplishments.

am ~ ~ mu ~Gfa~1i!cbq_1 ~ m ~ ~011ft+6G1ijaq_111911
Q;tii~li;.Oh:ig'di f~fufhUlf-;fiillf;siaq:_1 ~101tj9'di 4iicilm~fci41~14'{11 G II
4il6T$BSl~lq..j ~!il4CfiMSIG'lll ~ 11
The water, moon, Gauri, Yajurveda, Nirdabha (radiance as of clouds), vowels, smooth,
Dak$i~agni, etc. are the form of Aghora. Apart from these, the letters in fifty numbers
(from A to K$a), the position including them, with the will-power and the power of action
as also power to conserve the energy are the other forms of Aghora. This form of Brahma
eliminate~ all evils, beheads all shrewds, and it provides with the fruits of all luxuries.

crn:re;ct qe;1afl8'Glili:6 Qlcicfikqcfiq_l fctti,~li:fi4iiq19'di '+11:jc6'1R:4iiqSl'l.Plll ~ o 11
ffi 4;41q~Gi@ '1141Bcfi4iiqf«:fi:l'{I t4~l<~(q8TI..j ille;cl-11ilqj-dqq_11 ~ ~II
~H4e;,<4~'di ~1Rt,a44;4qf.ciaq_1 cruT ~ aii,fli~ io1anS1cb< ~11 ~~ 11
8'1qSl4Ril~I< 8'1qsi44;4qf;siaq_1 ~ ";J"UTi' 4il6Tcbtflfi~ISIG'lll ~~ II

~(4;4q1g-a,qgQS1i~(f~i:l'{II ~~ II
Vamadeva, another form of Brahma provides with great knowledge, it is in the form of
blazing fire, it luminates with the light of le~;rping, its splendour is alike crore suns and it is
always in the form of pleasure. Its one IllPre form is comprised of A$tagana (seven songs as
stated in Samaveda and one more as per :Bnarata Sastra), the slow vowel (A, A, A, M) and
the best Ahavaniya knowledge and the power of distraction. Its complexion is white,
property is Tamas, perfect in knowledge, regulator of trio~abodes (awaking etc.), trioabodes (the universe, the splendour, the conscience), endower of fortune, the fruit of action
and it resides on a lotus of eight petals i.e., heart-lotus and it possesses eight letters (A, Ka,
Cha, Ta; Ta, Pa, Ya, Sa) or with eight letters in Om Namal) Maha Deva.ya.

4-d-dC!J-tiq ~ s119qos&14~aq_1 Q:i\lP441 4;4q19'di q.;i~1Rt,f.t41qcfiq_11 ~~ 11
Q:itl~IM(ciOil@lql?.jcT~G~,(ciiqi:fiq_l c6)R:c6)R;,,011ui~ O~IOsl{gUsfct!h!'{II ~G

q1)j ~

cfiJtre: Tl ~

I ~faf~@Millc{14i c6T(1J1' ijcf~lffii¥Ji:fi_ll ~1911

aic1~1f;.a41o1d ~ o~*4&ii:tq_1 o~fctwc11Rilt: 'ir&i' ~ ~ 'Q'tl{II ~G 11
Another Brahma Tatapuru$a regulates the power of hymn of joining with the five fires
blazed by the atmosphere. This Brahma is renowned with the fifty number of the vowel and
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consonants, it is in the form of Atharvaveda, the head of many crores Gal)as viz., its body is
the entire Brahmal)<;la. He is of red complexion, he fulfils all desires and an excellent
remedy to all kinds of mental and physical ailments. He is the sole cause for the origin,
nutrition and destruction of this world. He is beyond the three states and live in the state of
Turiya (the fourth state and known as Brahma). He originates all and worshipped by Lord
Brahma and Vi~l)u always.

~ ffi FciEiidl(i:6 ~ I atlcfi1¥1frqcfiw5'-lffil.OcfilHci(~II ~~ II
;gJ~c1q4 ~ ¥11.f4ct1d ¼U&:fa: I ati:fiH1R¼(l!l48:lqlcfii¥1q<Qfcl!l€;q II~ 0 II
'
Qtlifj6!4R4~1( Qtli&lkqi:6 ffl,11 ~ ~II Qtliijf\Qtj€;1( ~ ¼INR 'tj'fura:1
,(,ciq1.a1&,-.c11;::gc11aji!J6!4 ,(,cikqf:t

~ "cl' ~ "cl'

mo: 11 ~ ~ 11

Qtti&11i.-q

'cfiraral' mmr

,(,cj,(,cjij,Jf,(,fil

'mml' ..j 1.,aijfj..j iII ~ ~ II

Another Brahma Isana should be known as an inspirer in the form of the supreme
element of soul. He is a witness to the wisdom, omnipresent, inexpressive and adorned with
the vowel of Om. He is in the form of all gods, always in peace, beyond the peac.e viz.,
always in peace, beyond the vowels (viz., the vowels cannot describe him), he is the god of
'A' etc. vowels and he is of gigantic body. He is the controller of the five functions i.e.,
creation, mai_ntenance, destruction, provision and grace as also a gigantic Paficabrahma. He
concludes Paficabrahma, enshrines in his soul, destroys all by virtue of his magnificent
illusion and always enshrines in his soul. He is self-luninating and beyond the Paficabrahma
and doesn't perceive by any cause in the beginning, middle and the end. He is selfluminating and svayambhu. (self-born).

~ ~ : '$nt:f€;i~cj :Jf'l(16'!_1 ~ ~ ~ : ~ ,(,f4cfii(Oicfii(Oi'{I ~ ~
~qqw 'QmtR ~ ~11~~11
dc(j8Jif~

iR

Slcfi1¥1<l

m ffl'

S1fcw114<l1 ~

m

firsra'
~

lit lf&llll ~~II

The gods, the teachers to this entire universe and the cause for all causes do not know
the god of the gods (Mahadeva) due to the illusion created by Lord Sambhu. A common
eye cannot perceive that gigantic person who provides with light to this entire universe.
That supreme everlasting Brahma by which this world is luminated and gets merged with
always lives in peace. That unique supreme position is of nothing else but I myself is the
same.
Qtli&IM~ fciEIIR-IEil:JfldlU{'J_4i:fi'{I · ~ ~ ~ Qtti&IINi:6 ~II~~ II

~ c@lt'R' 'd' i&li:fil<lf'i@ ~ I i&li:fii4M@ ~ ~ Sl@QEl<lll ~\911
Qtli&IINi:6 ',(,f'ej ¼INR Slfci~IG!.I "cl'I ms€;q¼t@ :Jti-tt41fH.Hl~l~ffl ~II~ G11
$Jiffi{j8J :Jfi-tt41Ei: ~ ~

;i"

~:II~~ II

Sadyojata etc. are the Paficabrahma. Everything whatever is being perceived in this
movable and immovable world or whatever is being heard; that all is in the form of
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Paficabrahma. That Sadyojata has been stated as Brahmakarya enshrined in the five forms.
By virtue of knowledge to this Brahmakarya Isana is attained. The learned person
competent to merge that Paficabrahma in his soul viz., if he develops the notion that "I
myself is Paficabrahma and in the form of Paficabrahma, definitely enjoys the pleasure of
Brahma nectar. There is no doubt at all for the emancipation of the man who realises the
form of Brahma by this way.

~ ~ Q{tij],(.cl,@-;NOlq_l 4c6Hlfu:+..ic6HI~ ~ lffll8:rt ~II~ 0 II

mt

q~,m-qc:6 fctElkQ,jjjij]ii:'ttdfcld: II~ ~II Q,jj9ij]lf~c61·

fum <ITS~ ~ : I

~ Q,jjli:'ttcfidl'l?-4 ~ ~ ~II~~ II
The five letter hymn i.e., Nama}:i Sivaya should be recited. It starts with the letter 'Na'
and ends with the letter 'Ya' and this five .letter hymn describes Lord Sambhu as
Parabrahma. One should perceive all objects as Paficabrahma and this element of
Paficabrahma should be observed everywhere. The pe!'son who reads the learning of
Paficabrahma with full devotion, definitely becomes Paiicabrahma himself and attains a
close touch with it.
Q,cl!Ji:Rcll qg1~cfl 111Mclfcl ~ : I ~ ~

oWf ,(.cll~fuq11qM+..iq_11 ~~II

Lord Mahadeva explained this knowledge to the hermit Galava and then merged with
the soul.

~~~~I

3ll1'ij

~ l@' *'ldqfci*'id ~~II~ ~II

~ !J ~ 4;1Rtctii+..ilM lll'oltl ~ ~ mt ~ fu cfil4cfiq_ll ~ 411
0 Sakala! Its mere listening makes a man to listen everything even if it is beyond
listening. All awareness either experienced or not arise and all alien doctrines automatically
join with the knowledge of the man. 0 Gautama! As the lump of clay endows the perfect
knowledge of the thing analogous to it due to inseparability of the cause and action, all
kinds of material knowledge is obtained as and when Paficabrahma is known.

~ (iflgq\;>141

mt~ ~I~

fcli~&i-t ~ ~ ~11.~GII

mt cfilWl\+..iij ~ ~ ~ : I cfiHOIIM~H&tlOI

cfil4cfil(Ol'lcl fu11 ~~II

As all elements of iron are known by a Lohamal)i, the nail-cutter gives suffice
knowledge of the arms made of iron. It is natural that all things analogous to it will
certainly be the same because the action not distinct to the cause always becomes in the
form of the cause.

~~~

~: ffi

~~.flfuiqtU ~ I ~ cfil(Ol'lc:6 fu 'of' m ~ I I ~ G II

~ ijql~{R,(i:\QOllc1_1 ~ c6roJt R?-l'lcfi'lcllati ~ I

3r;r

cfil{Oiqld

¥}4~d-4'lcl full ~ ~ II
In case, any action is deemed as its cause, it is always true. If it is said otherwise, the
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statement will be false because the cause for all actions is the same. It is neither distipct nor
of otherwise nature. The distinction whatever is. felt at all places, its reason only depicts the
absence of locating the nature of that thing. Hence, the cause really is one and it cannot be
otherwise. This is the reason the cause for this inert and active world is only the pure
sensitivity.

aiff!Hl@!f ~ ffi ~ ~I 9og()c6 ~ ~ · ~ ~sfur "ffill ~
ijfu:t~i+G:
~ml: II~ o II ~ ~ ~ : ~ ij&tnqfc4¥!t:M: I ~ ~
fficl: tj ijl{qlijcfi: I $fg4Rl:l~II ~ ~II

ms~

fficl:
ffi:

0 hermit! Daharakasa is existed in Dahara (within heart) and is the only resort of
Brahma i.e. body which is also called Pm:i<.farika (Lotus). The persons desirous to
emancipation should trace Lord Siva in the form of truth, mind and the pleasure in
Daharakasa. This Siva always enshrines in the lotus heart and it is witness to all by virtue of
its common eye. This is the reason that the heart is addressed as Siva and emancipation is
attributed only to the effort of thia best.

~ ~ 6 .:tlclclg ...................~ ~ : II

11'$fu Q:t1~~QRt1ffiq1fl111

.

83. PRANAGNIHOTROPANISAD
.

The Upani~ad is related to the tradition of Kr~JJ.ayajurveda. The cardinal objective of this
Upani~ad is the purification of the heart because it enables easy access to the knowledge of Brahma.
The pronouncing of explanation regarding the "Sarira Yajfia and its outcome has been very first
described. Subsequently, the exterior Prlil).lignihotra, with procedure has been made ex-facie. The
other contents included in this Upani~ad are Apara Brahma vidya known as Siirirligni Darsana, Sarira
Yajfia by slirirligni vidyli and lastly the importance of perseverance on this Prlil).lignihotra vidyli has
been described. It has been stated that the devotee going over attentively on this Upani~ad attains to
purity in heart thereby emancipation in the phase of very life. This Upani~ad has been concluded with
the above contents.

11~11R1q1a:11
~ ~ '1icici~ ..... ~ VJTRl':11
~ : ijcITQRtlffil< zjij1<*1Hk1..flaq-s1«fh ~11:{h4~ &.ff(§l.ll,(41q: 1 4wt$1ct

fcl.tlG!.lfr..tifl~Ui ~

Fitl': wffi'

ijj@.14\~;i ~ I I ~II

Now the explanation on the Arinasukta and Sarira-yajfia (sacrifice offered in one's own
body) starts under this Upani~ad which is beyond the worldly knowledge and an essence of
all Upani~ads. The liberation is easily attained from this world in this present human body
without the Agnihotra and the knowledge of Sarhkhya and Yoga.

ffl fciM.tiiSl

~ ~ ~ ~ : mqu~RRI ~ ~ il'Rllqjq;si4~ 11

Placing the cereals on the earth (viz. on the alter) with pursuance of due procedure, it
should be processed With "Yo au~adhab .. (i.e, three hymns) and two Reas i.e., An11a Pate ..
and Yadannamagni ...
Now the meaning to the aforesaid three hymns and two Reas is orderly mentioned
herein-

m~: «iqu~laf~: ~ldfci~8:1UIT: I GJ~W@Si«di01 ;n- gil~~ij: II~ II
The god soma, the owner (creator) of medicines, is prime god. He is competent in
removing many hundred diseases that infest in their. multifarious species. These medicines
of specific qualities have been prepared by lord Brhaspati (the teacher of all gods). May
these medicines remove all kinds of wees and ailments and make us healthy.

~: q;fH-041 3l'lmf ~~~:I

GJ~W@Si*l_?.101 '.j1' gil~~ij:lnrn

May the medicines bearing fruits, barren or foundless, flowering and non-flowering etc.
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all make us free from the prospective wees and ailments. These all (medicines) are duly
prepared by Lord Brhaspati (by an expert Vaidya).
·
·
··

~ "l€11Hqi

trT

~

dl&ilQ.f\N!l'{I 41d41gM1e;<1Gq •

illd4iq,_114ll

The evergreen medicine is being tied (viz. entertained) by me. May it ensure for .·
protection from the elements decaying the age. .
·
·
· .

, amiras~ ;rt' !f@)-1irlcH4 ~ : I

SISIGidl/mfu.f

~ ~. ~. ~ ~11~11

0 the owner offood (cereal) Lord. fire! Please arrange the hygienic food (cereal) for us
. all. Please provide the generous people with ,due maintenance. Please, provide own soti.s, . ··.
grand-sons and. the pet animals too with food (c~reals) ..·
.
..

4«~qfi'-t4§!11

fcrofoa ~:. ~. ~ cfT ~ : 1...

~d({l4Jll.fl ~ . ~ ~lc:1¥.04JIHl4 ~11\911 .. ·.
Lord Isana make the benevolent food free from all defects whichis kept by fire for the .
subject by protecting the sa.me ·rromRudtas and demons (Pisacas). This morsel (ahuti} is
offered to thafLord Siva (Isartadeva).
·
·
[The cereals should ~e touched by reciting the hymns from serial 4 to 7 respectively. This cereal
should be then. processed with the ·drop1ets of water (Prak~~a) by reciting. two hymns mentioned. in
hymn nos. 8 and

?·l

·

. .

.

al-d4"cl<f,(-I ' ~ · ~ ~ : I .~ · . ~ · ~ ~ ~ fuwJ@i

.wswr~~: ~·~:litll

c:iq~i:fil<. ~

~

You are Yajfia· (offering), Brahma, Vi~vu, Va~atkara, Apal:i (water) flame; essence
Rasa) Nectar (Amr,t); Brahma, BhOIJ,, Bhuval,i and Sval:;l who reside within the Mart of
living organisms by virtue of omnipresence and move ceaselessly. You are saluted.
.. atlif: · ~ · ,ffe(cir ~·WIT.~ -qrq_1 ~

.. 4$fioeqmai "4'af ~~· ~I

~8101W@i8l'ldl ~ t(f'{I

~ ~ lfflntlTSWIT. T.f. ~ · ~ I I ~·I I

O Apal,i (water)! Purify the earth and so purified earth should make me pure. May this
Brahmaputa earth! make us holy. May Lord water! Remove the staleness, unhygienic and
disorders inserted within me and thus make·us holy. This morsel is being offered·for the ·
same;
.
·.
. .
.
~~dq{-il~ffiQ~(Olq¼~d

mu!' ~g)Ujqj~!ii.lHflSR=l'I ~ "Slf11mf ~ I ~ • ~ · ~ I

~·~~I ~ •. ~·~l~
arnqrs ~d<Ci I~ @II~ o 11
·,

ijqHltl~la}J·~..- 1 ~··.~lJ
··

(Thus, two times the water should be sprinkled with hymn reciting and then water in
dght . palm with · l~ft hand touching the · . alter) . one
should recite
'Amrtainasyatrirtopastarai;,:ama$f {viz O water! You are
nectar .. form and provide·
immortal coverage). Then, making research with (realisation) soul, the .morsel (the water .

in
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taken in palm as Ahuti) should be offered to breathing (Prat,1a) by reciting coincide
. "Amrtarh prat,1e .. "(the material equal to nectar has been taken) the morsel (Ahuti) is this .
offered for Apana, Vyana, Udana and Samana as also for Brahma. May my soul enjoy the
essence of nector (immortality) in Brahma.

mur

i:6Rmc6,r'~f84 TI

~ 3HINi:641Ql4 q&jq41

an;r

~

si~ni,-<-1,

~11~~11

The morsel {Ahuti) should be offered to breathing (Prat,1a) by little finger and thumb, by
ring finger to Apana, by middle finger to vyana and by all fingers to Samana.
[A hint of having five breathing (pral).as) link with different figures of hand has been given. It is
a matter of research that how the five breathings are satiated by using different fingers while offering
the morsel (Ahuti).]

iWO'li:bi'li;fiSl{i:.11 ~

i

3Uijcl11~ ~·~ ~ Jlf~Q~ ~ fl&Sll<.11~11~~11

One morsel (Ahuti) should be offered by silent recital (Japa) of the hymn 'Prat,1aya
Svaha, two morsels on Ahavaniya by reciting (Japa) of "Apanaya Svaha, one in
Dak~it,1agni, one in garhapatya and one in sarvaprayascittiya fire.
a1v.:uwei1,rnwiJM:t1~1q,(1~<.1 ~4<1~1<-1 9+6Q,(1¥1q_11 ~~ 11
Thus· after offering five morsels, and following .the hymn 'Atha purastat coparitacca
abdhil). pandadhati" i.e. eating the food; the disclosed form should be touched for
immortality, then it should be taken and again touched.

~ murrcn'ssm ~

tM<.1q;q1~~ ~ I

murtsf?.:r:

Q{%MI ~ : I

~

~ '4' it'm'fu: ~11rt11
Japa should be made by keeping the hand nearer to the heart (hrdyalambhana) an.d ,
taking water in the left hand. The cardinal breathing (Mukhya Prat,1a) is the supreme soul
surrounded by five kinds of air (i.e. Prat,1a, Apana, Vyana, Udana and Samana). May it
kinds of fear prognosticated of all living organisms (creatures) and
make me free from
should I not fear of them.

all

fcfsmsfu ~ ~ cc1m f i '1il<.1q14q_1 m ~:

~ ~ ~swrrsRn I~~ I I

0 united Prat,1a! you are in universal form. You too hold this entire world in garb of
gigantic Vaisvanara, that Vaisvanara is existed in the body of all living organism. You are
in the form of immortal Brahma (Brahmamrta). This universe created by you merges in the
form of morsels (Ahutis) in Turiyagni.

~S~

yml' <itS~ -srfuiwr: I ~ :

qf{fq~IN

ms~~ 'cfll ~~

II

You exist in the form of innovative person every moment at the five part of both
thumbs in feet as prat,1a. Atthe end of food, I satiate you for obtaining the immortality.
a141fct~tt

auijw.-q1

311§ffl~4@11~1.911

&11~a1r'461~

1J6'1.i1Rt1

+1&tt1?tc1
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3R<.I°·

4*1QR~m
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That (person in the form of.breathing) is enriched of specific efforts. The exterior soul·
therefore should do meditation on them.' This person does offering (Agnihotra) daily in the
form of breathing. (As the supreme soul provides you with maintenance as the fathers do) ·
you therefore are s'°n like to all. Making this presumption ycm.offer morsel while arra~ging
the ahuti.
·
·
·· ·
·

,(.q~,m ~ qfic1J~!iil@1 ~s~ fcifi .fl<q~tli:ll~lll
(I) convert the off~tjtig in my body. Four kinds of fire are considered in this body. It is
in most micro form. These all are merelyofhalf-moras (Ardhamatrika).
.. .
·...

. ·. oST ~sfr.r.mr ~4qos~lifikl: ~t1(=Hf°¥qqfo~d ~ ·~. ·. ffm@1 .~H4-11$ifil · ...
~¥I~lfr4-tiq. i4g<ii#i@<1t1c1-11~1 . ~ ~. immr1 muusfr.Rtq '1!(1SluJ~' t1fcHc1~.e;Rt1
mr i:6la1F'-1fU&i:61a1fr-1-1iq1U,m4"Mfte,t.q1Rd ~
~ fcit1wtc11 •nJqfil ~ ~ ~11 ~~
·
·

-

-m- ram1
.

.

.·

.

The five namely 'Suryagni', outof these four firesis. like the orbital sllap,e .of the sun.
These five reside in the ffiind (Murdha) with countlessrays and ever extended form (As it is ·
popular that Turiyimi Miirdhni (Sarhsthitam). Since this living· soul is seen everywhere in
the form of Qod, it has been soul, Darsanagni. It resided in the mouth wi!h virai;l etc. four
forms and worth summoning (.Ahavaniya). The S.arira Agni (Hirai;iyagarbha). that ignites .the
formidable body, weakened by the old age etc., is dependent ot1 it It gobbles up". the
formidable morsel (Harl) in the form of Prapafica (artificial processes) wl:lich ·is. existed in
the heart of all living organisms as Dak~ii;iagni in the form of half ·m.oon (Ardhacandrar It.
digests the eaten, drunk, licked and gobbled up items by duly cooking them. and resides in
navel zone in the form of Garhapacya-aghi. .
.

· ~ii<H~l!Hd IM4f:li

firir ~ :

Sl'11"1.fcfiql 11 ~ o 11

Thus, the propensities of mind are existed in.. the lower parts .of the body. The curvy .. ·.
propensities (Tiryak) and hirrians.u (the moon in the form of mind) illuminating the. three.
stages i.e.;· awaking, dreaming and dormant are competant to do ~very thing. He illumines
·. everything.

.
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raffl c6T ftSt1i:i'6Uf: c6 ~ q;l mt!' c6: imrT ·~ ~: c6:
c61c11t11;,_1 ~ ~ssr ~: ~ ~ : im. cS: ~-ffii:ilcfi: cii:
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~hfli:ili:6: q)l'SmJT ~ qafttjt11'111: "c6\' ~: ~ ~ 1:61' ~ :

q;l

~ fctiqcl"J?.IN@ll~~I,

Who is the client (Yajamana) of this Sarira Yajfia deprived of the piUar (Yupa) and
Cord (Rasana), who are wife, l,ltvij arid members? Who. are vessels for offering (Yajfia),
morsel (Hari), alter (Vedi); internal alter· (Antarvedika), Kalasa, chariot, animal (for
offering), Adhvaryu, Rota, Brahmai;iaccharhsi, Pratiprasthata, Prastota; Maitravarui;ia,
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udgata, dhara (winnower), Pota, Darbha (Kusa grass), Sruva (spoon like apparatus),
AjyasthalI (ghee vessel), Aghara,, Ajyabhagam, Yaja, Anuyaja, IQ.a, Suktavak, Sarhyorvak,
Ahirhsa, Patni, Sarhyaja, Yupa (pillar) R.asana (Lord), I~ta, Dak~il)a and (Avabhrtha) made
at the time of completism of the offerings? (viz., all above said things, material etc, are
required whHe performing the offering. Sarira Yajfia also requires these all but what and
where these are all?).

~ ~11.fht.1*1¼ ~ c:61'
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The Sarira Yajfia which has no pillar and cord holds the soul as Yajamana (client),
wisdom is wife, Vedas are the great Rtvij, ego is Adhvaryu, mind is Hota, Pral)a (breathing)
is Brahmal)acahharhsi, Apana is Pratiprasthata, Vyana is Prastota, Udana is udgata, Samana
is Maitra Varul)a, body is alter, Nasika (nose) is inner-alter, head is kalasa, feet one chariot,
right hand is Sruva, left is ghee vessel, ears are Aghara, eyes are part of Ajya, neck is Ohara
and Pota, tanmatras are members, the Pafica Mahabhuta is Prayaja, the living orgamisms
are property (Gal)a) and Anuyaja, tongue is le.la, teeth and lips are Suktavak, palatal is
Sarhyorvak, the memory, kindness and peace are non-violence (Ahirhsa) and Patnisarhyaja,
Om is pillar, hope is cord, mind is chariot, lust is animal, hair are Kusa grass, sensory
organs are vessels for offering, executive organs are morsel (Hari), Ahirhsa (Non-violence)
is I~tas,, sacrifice is Dak~il)a (donation) and the death is Avabhrtha bath. The offering
performed under such presumption, deferentially endows the fruits in toto, and all gods
then enter in this body.
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This Upani~ad produces that either the death of a person in Kasi or persued of this
Upani~ad, he definitely shall attain the mind purifying knowledge and the emancipation
(mo~a) too.

84. GOPALAPORVATAPINYUPANI~AD

~nq1~11&cl1fQ~qf:tt1~
This upani~ad falls under the tradition of Atharvaveda. Lord Kr~l).a as a particular Brahma has
been laid down in it and at a conclusion he has been referred to as a Brahma who is invisible· as also
intangible. This upani~ad has been commenced in the form of a questionnaire as a result of questions
and answers transacted between the saints and lord Brahma himself.
In the opening lines, a psalm to lord Kr~l).a with keen devotion has been made in the form ·of
Maiigalacaral).a. The supreme element of divinity in the personality of lord Kr~l.J.a then has been
described. This upani~ad then advances to describe the nature of lord Kr~l).a, a particular meditation,
on a specific form of hiin, the recital of hymn pertaining to lord l(r~l).a, the psalm to lord Kr~l.J.a, ·a ·
provision for the worship, description of the hymn (A~tadarsana) as a mean of the creation, source of.
attaining self-knowledge, description of the creation of universe from the five feet used in the hymn;
psalm to lord Govinda in five feet, meditation on Gopala l(r~l).a as also the manner of Japa (silent
recital) and the psalm has been elaborated in detail. At the concluding part, the importance of this
upani~ad has been explained.
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The 'Krf word is indicative of entity and the ·~a' is indicative ofthe pleasure. The
combination of both these words i.e. 'Krs' plus 'Na' laid down the name of lord Kr~i:i.a.
Salutatid~ is conveyed to lord Kr~i:i.a, who is · competent to do everything, whose
complexion is comprising trio-elements i.e. the truth, the spirit and the pleasure
(Saccidananda), who is worth-knowing through Vedas and witness to our wit as also a
teacher to this whole universe.
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Once upon a time the saints raised a question before lord Brahma- "O lord! Kindly tell
us who is the supreme god? By whom the death is frightened? Who is the entity, if the
element is known, nothing is left to known then? Who is that supreme power under whose
instructions, this cycle of birth and death is tackled?"
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While forwarding a solution to all these questions, lord Brahma said to the saints- "O
dear saints! Lord Kr~l}.a is only the supreme god. The death even frightens if the name as
· Govinda is recited. If any person is known entirely to the essence of lord Kr~i;ia, he
becomes master to all knowledge. This world, under the motivation of the power of illusion
(Maya) in the form of Svaha, always remains engaged in the cycle of birth antl the death,"

~ ~:I 'Sfi: ~ : I ~ H ~smfcrnr1 ,flq\;jj.jcj~ ai:I 'SfiT ~1nrn
Those saints again raised a query- "O Lord! who is lord Sri K.r~l}.a and Govinda? Who
is the beloved to Gopis (the maids engaged in the buying and selling of milk and milk
products) and kindlytell us who ls Svaha?"
dl~clli4 ~ : I QjQcfjqon
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Reacting on the request made by the saints, lord Brahma explained these words and
satisfying them- "O dear saints! It is the power of lord. Kr~l}.a that only can convert the
brain of people to apply it in executing holy deeds instead of evils. He only is in the form of
omniscient Harl namely Govinda who has mastery on nourishing the cow, the land and the
speech of Vedas. That beloved to Gopis is the only inspiration of learning and the art to all
GopiS and Svaha is the power of illusion (Maya Sakti) handled by lord Kr~i;ia. This power is
the phenomenon of Brahma (knowledge). Thus, the person who meditates on the perfect
Brahma (knowledge) renowned with the name of lord K.r~l}.a and recites daily his holy
names as also engages him in psalms and pray in commune, attains immortality. Those
saints again asked- "O revered god! What form of lord Kr~l}.a would be fit for the
meditation? Please describe what kind ofperceptions are availed as a result of reciting his
name and what is the manner in which lord Kr~l}.a should be worshipped? Kindly satisfy us
by describing the solution to these queries in detail."

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ cfj~ql™d'l._11\911
On submission of the saints, the Hiral}.yagarbha Brahma told-'- ''O dear saints! Listen to
more clearly the description for the complexion of lord Kr~l}.a worth meditation. His
appearance is like the, boys who rear the cows, his complexion is as dark as the clouds
bearing the fresh water. He is in his teens and he is enshrined under the divine Kalpavrk~a.
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These hymns has been contemplated in this ·context. The eyes of lord Kr~l}.a ·are
analogous to the white blossomed lotus. He is in the posture of meditation with both arms.
A long garland made of the wild flowers is embellishing his neck. He is the great god and .
covered all around by the Gopas (cow-rearing boys) and the maids. He is seated under the
.
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Kalpavfk$a. His body is embellished with divine garments and ornaments as well. He is
seated just at the middle portion of the lotus made of the gems on the throne studded with
gems. The cold breeze blowing by kissing the all caprice waves of Y amuna is engaged in
the service of lord Kr$1_1a. The devotee who can focus his mind in such fascinating
complexion of lord Kf$t_1a attains emancipation from all these worldly ties.
m:<:I'
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Now in the ceretum the pleasure of recital to the name of lord Kr$1J.a and the hymn
pertaining to him are described. The word 'Kliril' a group of (Ka) water, (La) land, 'I', E,
Indul;l (Anusvara) too is the seed. of Kama (sex or inspiration). The foot 'Kr$1.1aya' should
be pronunciated by placing this root hymn in the beginning. Thus the first foot to the whole
hymn is- 'Kliril Kr$1.1aya'. The second foot is 'Govindaya', the third foot is 'Gopijana', the
fourth foot is Vallabhaya and Svaha is the fifth foot. Thus with the five feet, this hymn is
'Klim Kr$1J.aya Govindaya Gopijana Vallabhaya Svaha'. This hymn is known as
'Pafi.capadi' (hymn with five feet). Having illustrative to the earth, the ether, the sun, the
moon and the fire, this phenomenal hymn is the conjoint form of the five limbs. The
devotee who performs the psalm and Japa by this hymn, attains to lord Sri Kr$1J.a who
himself is the perfect Brahma (knowledge).
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This hymn is contemplated in this context. The devotee who will pronunciate the feet'Kr$i:iaya, Govindaya, Gopijana Vallabhaya' by placing the root of sex (Kamabija), 'Klirh'
in the beginning alongwith the pronunciation of Svaha, definitely and at the earliest attains
to the highest position. There is no other option regarding the position for that devotee.

°'iNM¼ ~ I ctR~19Jlq1fi4~<1¥~419fut-4-11: i:6~-11{1 · ~ ~ ~tchut'{ll ~'l{II
The inseparable devotion of lord Kr~lJ.a is only the psalm. The nature of real psalm is to
abandon the attachments like passion, to enjoy the luxuries of this and that world and to
devote the mind alongwith all sensory organs on the holy name of lord Kr$1J.a. It is only the
real recursion.
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The scholars duly known to Vedas performworship to lord Kr$i:ia in varied ways. They
offer their pray with varied manners to lord Sri Kr$1J.a renowned with the name ofGovinda.
That Gopijana Vallabha too nourishes all the worlds and that lord with his supreme power
of resolution and has created this universe by resorting to the power of illusion which is
known as Svaha.
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As the element of air is spreaded in the expanse of this whole world and it is called
breathing (Pra)J.a) within the body of every living-organisms in its five forms; lord Sri
Kr~JJ.a also in the same fashion is one and alone but known with the five feet of separate
name in this hymn as described above.

~ itijfi4iij4?HH4 Q(qkq;r\ •Tlfu.a_w1fulMll!i1i1:on ~ i i ~\911
All those saints again asked- "O lord! How the supreme Brahma Govinda, a great
shelter to the whole world; is worshipped? Kindly educate us in detail."
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Lord Brahma with the description of the back of lord Kr~JJ.a (Gopala Yantra) told those
saints- "O dear saints! One should draw a lotus containing eight petals with gold on the
back. In the middle of this lotus, two reverse triangles should be drawn. Thus there will be
six angles made.In the middle of these angles, 'Klim' (Kamabija) as the initial letter should
be written on the hypotenuse. This hymn is pre-dominant mean for attaining success in all
the activities. Now each letter of the hymn 'Kr~paya Nama}:l' with the seed hymn 'Klim'
should be written in every angle so made. A space should be then created duly covered by
eight thunderbolts with· quoting therein the hymn of Brahma (the learning of Gopala that
comprises eighteen letters) and the 'Kama Gayatri' (Kamadevaya with Vidmahe
Pu~pava)J.aya Dhimahi', Tannonatigah Pracodayat). Then the 'Pitha Yantra' duly protected
by eight covers including Indra, Vasudeva, Partha and Nidhi as also Svasakti including
Atiga, Vasudeva etc. and Rukmi)J.i should be worshipped with this hymn. Lord Kr~JJ.a
should be worshipped complying with sixteen modes of worship after meditation, three
times a day. The devotee who becomes able to perform this complete procedure can avail
easily everything i.e. Dharma (great conception), Artha (the wealth), Kama (the sex or
inspiration) and the Mok~a (the emancipation).
•
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These hymns are in this context. lord Kr~JJ.a only is adorable because he regulates all
persons and omnipresent. Inspite of being one, he is seen in multiform. The person who
worships lord Kr~JJ.a by duly enshrining him on the above Pitha, attains the everlasting
pleasure and no body others.
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Lord Kr$Q.a who is immortal in immortals, most sensitive among sensitive, scholar and
who fulfills the desires of all, the devotee worshipping him by enshrining on the above said
Pi\ha, is· only blessed with the eternal pleasure and no body others.
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The person who worship lord Vi~Q.U (lord Kr~Q.a) with this hymn complying with the
procedure and who do not anticipate anything besides lord Kr~Q.a, that Syama Sundara in
garb of Gopala make him to realize his nature and the most everlasting abode without
delay.
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Lord Sri Kr~Q.a who make appear lord Brahma in the initial stage of the creation and
who preaches lord Brahma, the learning of Veda and make him to recite these Vedas, such
is lord Kr~Q.a and the person fond of attaining emancipation should definitely resort to him.
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The great devotees who recite the renowned hymn containing eighteen letters and five
feet with the syllable Om, definitely see the complexion of Sri Govirida. The man desirous
of emancipation from all worldly ties should recite the above described hymn in order to
attain everlasting peace.
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All hymns arisen from the above hymn of five feet that contain ten letters; also are
benevolent to the humanity. The gods Indra etc. desirous of luxuries do 'Japa' of the hymns
containing ten letters etc. with meditatio:i and Nyasa (to summon god for all organs of the
b0dy).
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Lord Brahma told on enquiry made by the saints- "O saints! I survive upto two
'Parardha'. One 'Parardha' has been already passed in meditation and hymns to god
ceaselessly. Only then the lord was attracted towards me. Syama Sundara in garb of a
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'Gopa' appeared before meas the supreme person. I bowed unto his feet with the keen
devotion. The lord was pleased and with a grace preached me the hymn con:taining eighteen
letters for creation of the universe and then vanished. Later on, at the juncture when I .
became passionate to create the univ~rse, he again appeared before me and provided me
with a glimpse of the prospective world in all .the letters of that hymn; So inspired by lord
Kr~lJ.a, I originated the water by the letter 'Ka', the earth by 'La', the fire by 'I', the moon
by Anusvara (half circle) and the god son by the commune of all these. Similarly, I made
appear the element of ether and the wind by the ether by virtue of the second foot of hymn
'~l).aya'; I originated 'Kamadhenu' (divine cow) and the learning of Vedas etc. from the
third foot 'Govindaya'. rhen from the fourth foot 'Gopijana Vallabhaya', the women and
men etc. were originated and lastly the movable and immovable, inert and sensitive world
was originated from the fifth foot 'Svaha'.
\ ·
.
.·
.
[The hymn described above contains eighteen letiers which are 'K.lim' Krl:li.iiiya Govindaya .
Gopijana Vallabhiiya Sviihii'.]
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In the ancient times; the king Candradhvaja made himself get rid of attachment by
virtue of worship to lord Kr~IJ.a and by 'Japa' and meditation on the hymn containing
eighteen l~tters alongwith Om. Thus as a blessing, he got self-knowledge thereby attained
.the emancipation,

~ : ~ m t ~ ~ ~ : l ~~ll~\911
The scholars and the devotees ceaselessly adore the ever-lasting supreme abode of lord
Vi~lJ.U (Sri Kr~IJ.a). He analogous to the sun-god· is ether present everywhere· an:d every
direction in garb of the light.
dfl.li~4 fifllq1c1J~Ntfllq1c1J~RR111~ t 11

The hymn containing eighteen letters is the. only· mean for attainment of the everlasting
·. abode of that god. Therefore this divine hymn should be recited daily.
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Some saints say that the hymn containing eighteen letters provides with the splendour
to the complexion oflortl Kr~IJ.a with its'five feet.These five feet are- the first is 'Kliril' i.e.
element of the earth, the second 'Kr~IJ.aya' is the element of water, the third 'Govindaya' is
splendour.(elerpent of fire), the fourth foot 'Gopijana Vallabhaya' is the element·of wind
and the last and fifth feet is the element of ether. This hymn should always be recited and a
meditation should be made upon for the sake of attainment of the emancipation.
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It is a well-settled dictum in this context that the hymn containing eighteen letters
should always be recited· and the meditation should be made upon who has originated the
eartlJ: by its first foot, the water by second foot, the splendour (fire) by the third foot, the air
by the fourth foot and the ether by the fifth foot. It is :the. magnificence of this hyrrin that
made the king Candradhvajaabfo to attain the everlasting abode oflord Kr~tJ.a.
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That abode (Goloka) is most sacrosanct, holy, free from agony, greed etc. as also free
.. from allkinds of attachment. That abode is not distinct than the hymn containing five feet
as described above. That hymn in itself is the apparent Vasudeva and nothing distinct than
him.
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That lord Govinda is in the forin of five feet hymn. His appearance is enriched of the
truth; the meditation and the pleasures. He always is enthroned under a divine tree (Kalpa
Vrk$a) on the throne studded with gems in Vrndavana. I (Brahma) with Marudgal)as (the
wind) please that lord Sri Kr~tJ.a.With.recital of excellent psalms.
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Lord Govinda is saluted ceaselessly who himself is in garb of this entire world, the sole
cause of nourishing and destroying as also the universal and the only regulator of this
whole world.
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The beloved of the maids (Gopis) lord Govinda is ceaselessly saluted as he is the
treasure oflrnowledge and the supreme pleasure. He is competent absolutely to fascinate all
the living organisms.
~: i:bqM~Sti'-4 ~: cfiq~q1f#I~ I ;rtr: cfiqM..fl"IP-t cfiqMIQd~ ~:II~~ U

Salute is conveyed to lord Kamalapati (Kr~tJ.a) from whose ~avel, the lotus has been
arisen, who wears the garland of lotus flowers on his neck and holds the fascinating beauty
of the lotus flower in his both eyes.

~ {lqj+.4j~Ud'IEliH (qjqj-1ij~fll'-4. •Tifct.:«l'-4 ·'-illl· ~:II~ \911 ·
Lord Govinda looking beautiful with the wing ofpeacock on forehead, whose mind and
the power of memory never frustrated, who is worshipped by all and who is a flamingo to
the mind of Rama, Gopis. and Sri Radha.
.
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Lord Sri KriIJ.a is saluted frequently as· he was the charioteer to Arjuna, killer of
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Kamsa's clan and who had slaughtered Kesi and Cal.).ura as also who is worshipped by
Vr$abhadhvaja (lord Siva).
·
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Whose common interest is playing the· flute, who is nourisher of all cows and who is
competent to split up the ego of a cobra named Kali, who is busy on dancing at the hoods in
Kaliyahrada on the bank of Kalindi with :m.ost dynamic speed, whose ear rings are sparkling
· due to dynamic dance, whose body organs are fascinating like the fresh garland of fresh
lotus and who is entirely seeming excellent,.such lord Kr$1).a, most·generous to the devotees
is frequently saluted.
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Lord Kr$1).a is saluted who destroys the evils and the evil-doers, who holds the
mountain Govardhana on his little finger in order to protect the life of citizens, who had
killed she devil Putana and the devil Tmavarta.
Rfi.fiMlt.1 fu4)t;1<.1 :a.a1t.11:a~fo11, a1f@1<.11<.1 ~ ~itiw11<.1
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Lord Sri Kr~l.).a is frequently saluted as he is beyond the odds, absolutely free from
attachment, most holy and supreme, enemy to obnoxious and brusque demons and nobody
is distinct and separate from him .
•

q(q144;. ~,~.~~~,,~~II

0 supreme lord! You are full of pleasure therefore, pray on me and accept me under
your grace. 0 god! the snakes in garb of mental and physical pains have bitten me. Hence,
protect me from all these pains .
. ~ -tifcf4UTic:fiH't 'TI41Gf4q.flt;U tjijj(~-11'1) :qtj ~ Gf'l<(!]UII~~ II .

0 lord Kr$1).a! 0 darling to Rukmit;iI! 0 Syama Sundara! You fascinate the heart of
Gopis, I am drowning in this worldly ocean; 0 the teacher of world! Please protect me .
.~ i:fyl~it;(UI ·4F(li!.IOI ~ 1 •lflfct;a: q~ql.f-i;
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0 Kesava! 0 ever-co:m.petent Narayat;ia to relievingfrom pains! 0 the master of this
world! 0 Govinda! You are the source of supreme pleasure. 0 Madhava! have mercy on me
and please protect me .

•

~ . · · . r i m . ~ ~ ~ : · · ~ ~ : . ~ dR:14~@ ~
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O great saints!As I (Brahma) worship lord Kr$1).a withrecital of these psalms, all of
you in the same fashion should.keep yourself busy on worship to lord Kr~t;ia with
meditation and a hymn containing eighteen 'letters and five feet as I have previously
described. You will definitely cross tpis ocean of world. Thus. lord Brahma preached to
those saints and hermits.
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The man worshipping lord Kr~I).a regularly with the recital and meditation of above
said· eighteen letters and five feet hymns, definitely attains to the supreme everlasting
position of that god. That supreme position is not dynamic but stabble and standing. It is
rather different matter that it is more dynamic than that of the mind. Having a stable place
for god in such a mind, it is unique. Any god orthe speech etc. sensory organs seldom are
competent to access there. He already has approached to the extent the position of sensory
organs. Hence, lord K.r~I).a is only the supreme immortal god worth-reciting frequently. One
should enjoy the pleasure of reciting his name in garb ofthe nectar with recital of the hymn
and only that god should be worshipped daily. One should always engage himself in recital
of this psalm. Om (the supreme soul)is the only truth. Thus this upani~ad is concluded.
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85. KRSNOPANISAD

This upani$ad is related to the tradition of Atharvaveda. It has been commenced as a
questionnaire between the saints and the god. Accordingly, the several acts of lord have been
appeared in the garb of several characters. It has been said in a concluding note that lord Sri Kr$t:1a
has made the Vaikuntha Dhiima and all residents of heaven to appear on the earth. Lord Rama has
undertaken to again appear in the form of lord Kr$t:1a. The person whosoever, knows that lord this
way, attains the fruit of all pilgrimage and enjoys emancipation for ever from the physical bondage.
This upani$ad approaches to conclusion with elaboration of blessings to which the devotee avails.
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Recital for peace.

0 lord! should we listen to benevolent matters, see benevolent scenes and pass the
complete age conferred to by almighty with sturdy and healthy organs of the body in the
welfare deeds. May lord Indra, enriched with grearfame bestow with our welfare. May the
omniscient god PO$a do our welfare. May Ari$fanemi (motion of which cannot be resisted),
the eagle (garu9a) and Jupiter do our welfare. May the trio fevers be cooled down.
i\qt11fclwj .gfu:.le_t.:t-G~a:ruf ~ ~ ,(,lcllff·,~fe,< ~ ci4cilf~.fl fclf+ttctl ~ : I ~
~SciElw-tdl(I~ ~ atlfe1ff·iirl 'qcj.ftfqffi1 ~ ifiWlicidi) ~ 1TTTircnl' ~ q1qife1fflll
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The reclused saints were overwhelmed with surprise on seeing lord Ramacandra
· (incarnate to lord Vi$1)U) who had beautiful limbs of the body and ever-shining complexion
with the tree pleasure. (On having order to appear on earth issued by lord Brahma) the
saints said to him (lord Rama) we do not consider it well to appear on the earth. We are .
keenly interested to have proximate relation with you. (Lord Rama said) you willget my
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proximate relation (love and affection) during my next incarnation as Kr~l).a. When all of
you will appear as Gopika (milk-maid). (The saints again said) we want to be Gopa
(cowherd) and Gopika (milk-maid) in our rebirth. In the circumstarn;.e. of having your
proximity, we accept the bodYofGopika etc. because, we will be abl6 'to achieve the
pleasure .of carnal relations.· Having heard this affectio:p.ate submission of Rudra etc. all
gods, lord Rama hirns,elf said-:- 0 Gods! I definitely provide you with an opportunity to
touchthe organs and all limbs ofmy body.I will certainly leadto fulfilment of your desire.
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Having obtained this assurance from supreme person, the lord Rama, all gods ~~c~e
glad enough and said- "We have now arrived to the climax of our penance." AH gods then
. appeared for the purpose of serving the lord. The form of supreme pleasure, thus, had born
in garb of Nanda and the goddess of emancipation in herself, in garb of Yasuda herself. The ·
renowned illusion (Maya)has been described in the three forms. Out of them·first is ·satva,
second the Rajas and the third is Tamas. The devotee to god Rudra is the representative of
Satva, Brahm~, the Rajas and the demons are representative of Tamas. Besides these,
Vai~l).avi illusion (Maya) cannot be conquered by all persons. Lord Brahma himselfwas
·also failed to enslave this illusion {Maya) in the long ancient. The Vai~Qava illusion ·
enriched with Brahma vidya (learning) and further, which is worshipped by the Gods, has
been appeared in the garb of Devaki. TheNigamas viz., Veda are Va.sudeva, who regularly
worship my gigantic form (the perfect person, NarayaQa). The Brahma purported form of
Veda had app~ared in ~he form of Sri Balarama and SriKr~JJ.a on thi~ earth. That proposed
·essericeto ideal Veda, plays with Gopa (cowherds) and Gopis (milk-:maid) in Vrndavana,
the Reas of Vedas and the cows of lord Sri Kr~JJ.a and Gopis. Brahma has attained the
complexion of the stick and lord Rudra has become Rudra-varilsa (flute). Sagosura Indra
(viz. god Indra holding the thunderbolt) has held tl:ie form Srnga (A musical instrument
wade of horns). The forest renowned as Gokula (where VaikuJJ.tha is enshrined itself). The
great souls (Mahatma) are engrossed in penance in garb of the druma (trees). The six
defects i.e. greed, attachment etc .. has obfained the form of demons and devils. These. all
demons are destroyedmerely by reciting the name of lord Kr~JJ.a in Kali era.
~TIQ~Cfl ~: ~f.411<,ltfct!lt;!!li<UI: I ~ ~ m:<f ~ ~ ~ I I ~o II
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Lord SrI. Hari himself has retained tht, chara,cter of, a Gopa for playing his chief
portfolio; This material world is trapped by the 1Uusion (Maya)'. By this reason, the~mystery
oflord Kr~Q.a's illusion is difficult task to realise. This illusion as spreaded by lord Kr~Q.a is
inaccessible even for the Gods also. How can this common world may know the illusion of
lord by which lord Brahma has been.formed a stock and which has compelled lord Siva to
become a flute? Undoubtedly, the lord's illusion has abducted or seized the power of
discretion lying with the gods within moments. Sri Se1?anaga was born in garb of Balarama
.anci" the Sanatana Brahma was appeared in garb of lord SrI Kr~I}.a. RukmiI}.i etc. sixteen
thousand on~ hundred eight queens of lord Sri Krl?I}.a are the Rcfis and upani~ad. Besides the
Reas in garb of13rahma, had appeared in garb of Gopikas in the land of Braja, inimity isin
garb of CiiQ.ura Malla. Mru:iipulation (Matsara)is in the form of Mu~tika, a demon most
difficult to win, and the vanity is in the form of the elephant namely, Kuvalayapic;la; The
ego. appeared in garb ofBak~sura, a. demon moving in the sky. The kindness appearedin
garb of RohiQ.I, the mother and the earth appeared in garb of Satyabhama; ''Mahavyadhi'' in
garb of Aghasura and ''Kali" himself appeare<l in the form of "Karilsa"., Suda~a, the friend
of Kr~Q.a is Sama, Ak:rOra in the form of the. truth a11d Uddhava in form of Dama appeared. .
Conch itself is in form of lord Vi~I}.U and having brother of Lak1?mi, it also is in the form of
Lak~mI too. It has appeared as a result of churning ~irasagara. Its deep sound is analogous
to thundering clouds. The lotd had broken the pitchers, full of milk and curd and it was
flown. It represents the ~irasagara. The ford Kr~IJ.a played in the curd and milk so flown
during his childhood; He is always prepared for killing the enemies and providing the saints
with protection. Lord Kr~I}.a had appeared on this earth in order to bless. all living organisms·
·beyond cause and for
accession to his son like religion (the
benevolent
concepts).
One .
&
'
'
,_
..
..
. ... ,
· should presume accl')rdingly while worshipping. God Mahakala (Siva) had· produced a
discuss for assigning it to lord Hari. The di.scuss in hands of. lord Kr~IJ.a too is in garb of
Brahma (knowledge).
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The ~eligion (benevolent conception) has hold the appearance of cradle. The wind god
appeared in garb of VaijayantI Mala (specific garland) and Mahesvara has accepted to be a
dragger that shines like fire. Saint Kasyapa is, enshrined in the form of mortar (Ukhala) and
goddess mother Aditi has appeared in garb of the string. As Anusvars enshrines on the
letters (Ak~ara), the ether enshrining above all, should be considered as an umbrella of lord
Sri Kr~lJ.a. The learned great men like Vyasa, Valmiki etc. worships to which forms of gods
and at which the people, bow their heads considering as god, they all receive only resort of
lord Kr$lJ.a. The Gada. (a weapon for hitting purposes) as enshrined in the hand of lord
Kr~lJ.a is in garb of goddess Kali who kills all enemies. Vai~l)avi illusion is in the form of
Sarngadhanu~a and the Kala (god of death) is an arrow of god. The lord has caught the seed
like lotus of this world in his hand. The Garuc;la (divine eagle) has retained the form of
Banyan tree and the divine saint Narada has appeared in the form of Sudama, his close
friend. Bhakti (devotion) has retained the form of Vrnda. The wit providing with light to all
living organism is the power of action of lord. This is the reason, these Gopa and Gopikas
etc. are inseparable to lord Sri Kr~lJ.a and he himself is not separate from them. That lord Sri
Kr~lJ.a has made all residents of heaven and the Vaikul)tha-Dhama (an abode of lord Vi~lJ.U)
on the earth. The person, who considers or realises that lord with this pious presumption,
obtains the fruit of all pilgrimage and enjoys liberty from all physical ties. This upani~ad
conveys the same concept.
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Chapter I

The great sage Rbhu performed penance for twelve deva (divine) years. At the end of
the time, the Lord appeared before him in the form of a boar. He said : "Rise, rise and
choose your boon." The sage got up and having prostrated himself before him said : "O
Lord, I will not, in my dream, wish of Your those things that are desired by the worldy. All
the Vedas, Sastras, Itihasa and all the hosts of the other sciences, as well as Brahma and all
the other Devas, speak of emancipation as resulting from a knowledge of Your nature. So
Impart to me that science of Brahman which treats of Your nature."
Then the boar-shaped Bhagavan Lord) said : "Some disputants hold that there are
twenty-four tattvas (principles) and some thirty-six, while other maintain that there are
ninety-six.
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I shall relate them in their order. Listen with an attentive mind. The organs of sense are
five, viz., ear, skin, eye and others. The organs of action are five, viz., mouth, hand, leg and
others, Pral)as (vital airs) are five; Sound and other (viz., rudimentary principles) are five.
Manas/buddhi, citta and aharilkara are four; thus those that know Brahman know these to
_ be the twenty-four tattvas. Besides these, the wise hold the quintuplicated elements to be
five, viz. : earth, water, fire, vayu and akasa; the bodies to be three, viz.,.: the gross, the
subtle and the karal)a or causal; the states of consciousness to be three viz., : the waking,
the dreaming and the dreamless sleeping. The munis know the total collection of tattvas to
. be thirty-six (coupled withjiva).
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"With these tattvas, there are six changes, viz. : existence, birth, growth,
transformation, decay and destruction. Hunger, thirst, grief, delusion, old age and death are
said to be the six infirmities. Skin, blood, flesh, fat, marrow and bones are said to be the six
sheaths. Passion, anger, avarice, delusion, pride and malice are the six kinds of foes; Visva,
Taijasa and prajfia are the three aspects of the jiva.. Sattva, raj as and tamas are the. three
gul)as (qualities). Prarabdha, saficita and agamin are the three karmas. Talking, lifting,
also
walking, excerting and enjoying the five actions (of the organs of action); anifat~t
thought, certainty, egoism, compassion,. memory (funtions of mana( etc.,),'corrtp>
sympathy and indifference : dik (the quarters), Vayu, Sun, Varul).a, AsvinjdevJ~,
Indra, Upendra, and Mrtyu (death) : and then the moon; the fourfaced Brahma, Rudra,
K~etrajfia, and Isvara. Thus these are the ninety-six tattvas. Those that worship, with
devotion, me of the form of boar, who am other than the aggregate of these tattvas and am
without decay are released from ajfiana and its .effects and becoms jivanmuktas. Those that
know these ninety-six tattvas will attain salvation in whatever order of lifethey may be,
whether they have matted hair or are of shaven head or have (only) their tuft of hair on.
There is no doubt of this. Thus ends the first chapter."
)
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Chapter II

The great Rbhu (again) addressed the Lord of Lak~mi of the from of boar thus : "O
Lord, place initiate me into the supreme Brahmavidya (or science)." Then the Lord who
removes the miseries of his devotees being thus questioned, answered thus : "Through (the
' right observance of) the duties of one's own caste and orders of life,. through religious
austerities and through the pleasing of the Guru (by serving him rightly), arise to persons
the four, vairagya, etc. They are the discrimination .of the eternal from the non-eternal;
indifference to the enjoyments of this and the other worlds; acquisition of the six virtues,
sama, etc., and the longing after liberation. These should be practised. Having subdued the
sensual organs and having given up the conception of 'mine' in all objects, you should
place your consciousness of 'I' in (or identify yourself with) me, who am the witness
caitanya (consciousness). To be born as a human being is difficult- more difficult it is to
be born as a male being- and more so is it to be born as a Brahmal).a. Even then, if the fool
does not cognise through the hearing, etc., of vedanta, the true nature of the Saccidananda
(of Brahman) that is all-prevading, and that is beyond all caste and orders of life, when will
he obtain mok~a? I alone am happiness. There is none other. If there is said to be another,
then it is not happiness. There is no such things as love, except on my account. The love
that is on account of me is not natural to me. As I am the seat of supreme love, that 'I am
not' is not. He who is sought after by all, saying "I should become such", is myself, the allpervading. How can non-light affect Atma, the self-shining whicJ:i is no other than the light
when originates the words 'I am not light'. My firm conviction is, whoever knows for
certain that (Atma) which is self-shining and has itself no basis (to rest upon), is one of
vijfiana.
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"The µnJverse, jiva, Isvara, ma.ya and others do not really exist, except, my full Atma. I·
-_ have not tb.~ircharacteristics. Karma which has dharanii and other attributes and is of the
- rarrn or clai-kness amt ~Jnaria is- not fit to touch cor e.ffect) me, who am Atma, the self. resplendent. Th.at man who sees (his)Atrnii which is all-witness and is beyond all caste and
·- orders ofJi:fe as of the -nature of Brahman, becomes himself_ Brahman. Whoever sees;
through the ~vidence of Vedanta, this visible universe as the Supreme Seat which is of the
fon:il oflight, attains mok~a at once. When that knowledge Which dispels the idea that this
. body (alone) A_tmii, arises firmly in one's minc;l as was'before the knowledge that this
body (alone} is Atma, then th.at person, even though he does not desire mok~a, gets it.
Therefore how will. a person be bound by karma; Who always enjoys the bliss of Brahman
which has the characteristics of Saccidananda~ andwhifb is otner than ajfiana? Persons with
spiritual eyes see Brahman, that is the witness of the tlitfe· states that has the characteristics
of be-ness, wisdom and bliss, that.is the un~edyirig meaning of.the words 'Thou' (Tvam)
and 'I' (Aham), and that is untq'µched by a.ll'the:stains. As a blind man does not see the sun
that is shining, so an ignorant person does not see (brahma11); Prnjfiiin'a alone is Brahman. It
has tru!h and prajfiana as its characteristics. By thus.cognisihg Brahman well, a person
. becomes -imtn~rtal. -One wno knC>WS his own Atma_ as -l3r;i,hman;, that is bliss, and without
duality andgu~as (qualities), and that 1S truth:andabsolute consciousness is not afraid of
anything. That which is consciousness a.lone, which is all-pervading, whicl.1 is eternal,
.which is aU-full;,which is of the form of bliss, and which is indestructible, is the only true
· Brahman. -It is the settled determination of Brahmajfianis that· there is naught else but that.
.__ As the world appears dark to the blind and bright to those having good eyes, so this world
full of manifold miseries to the ignorant is full of happiness of the wise. In me, of the form
of boar, who am iµfinite and the Bliss of absolute Consciousness, if there is the conception
of non~dualism; where then is bondage? And who is the one to be emancipated? The real
nature of all embodied objects is ever the absolute Consciousness. Like the pot seen by the
eyes, the body and its -aggregates are not (viz., do not really exist). Knowing, as Atma, all
the locomotive and fixed worlds that appear as other than Atma, meditate upon them as 'It I
am'. Such a person then enjoy his real nature. There is no other to be enjoyed th~ one-Self.
If there is anything that is then Brahman alone has that attribute, One who is perfect in
Brahmajfiana, though he always sees this established univer.se, does not see it other than his
Atma: By cognising dearly tny form, one not trammelled by karma. He is an undaunted
person who by his own experience cognises as his own real nature all (the universe and
Brahman) that is without the body arid the organs of sens~ that is the all-witness-. that is
the on~ vijnana, that is the blissful Atma (as contrasted wtthjivatma or the lower self) and
that is self-resplendent. He is one that should be.known as ... (myself). 0 Rbhu, may you
become He. After this, there will be never any experience
of world;
Thereafter there will
.
.
always be the experience of wisdom of one'.s own true nature. One who has thus known.
fully Atma has neither emancipation nor bondage. ·Whoever meditates, even for the
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muhurta (48 minutes) through the cognition of one's own real form, upon Him who is
dancing as the all-witness, is released from all bondage. Prostrations- prostrations to me
who am in all the elements, who am the Cidatma (viz., Atma of the nature of wisdom) that
is eternal and free and who am the Pratyagatma. 0 Devata, you are I. I am you. Prostrations
on account of myself and yourself who are infinite and who are Cidatma, myself being the
supreme Isa (Lord) and yourself being Siva (of a generous nature). What should I do?
Where should I go? What should I reject? (Nothing, because) the universe is filled by me as
with the waters of the universal deluge. Whoever gives up (fond) love of the external, love
of the internal and love of the body and thus gives up all associations, is merged in me.
There is no doubt about it. That Parani.ahamsa (ascetic) who, though living in the world,
keeps aloof from human congregation as from serpent, who regards a beautiful woman as a
(living) corpse and the endless sensual objects as position, and who has abandoned all
passion and is indifferent towards all objects is no other than Vasudeva, (viz.,) myself. This
is satya (truth). This is nothing but truth. It is turth alone that is now said. I am Brahman,
the turth. There is naught else but I.
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"(The word) 'Upavasa' (lit., dwelling near) signifies the dwelling near (or union) of
jivatma and Paramatma and not (the religious observance as accepted by the world)
emanciating the body through fasts. To the ignorant, what is the use of the mere drying up
of the body? By beating about the hole of a snake, can we be said to have killed the big
snake within. A man is said to attain parok~a (indirect) wisdom when he knows
(theoreticaly) that there is Brhaman; but he is said to attain sak~atkara (direct cognition)
when he knows ( or realises) that he is himself Brahman. When a yo gin knows his Atma to
be the absoulte, then he becomes a jivanmukta. To mahatmas, to be always in the state 'I
am Brahman' conduces to their salvation. There are two words for bondage and mok~a.
They are 'mine' and 'not mine'. Man is bound by 'mine', but heis released by 'not mine'.
He should abandon <J.11 the thoughts relating to externals and so also with reference to
internals. 0 Rbhu haivng given up all thoughts, you should rest content (in your Atma)
ever.
.f..icfi@4qi,ic6H~4 ;jtilffiq~ .f..icfi@4qi,ic6€rf~ ~ -aMfaMI~: I
.f..icfi@4q1,1fqe_g~;ai f:tfJcfi@4qi~ q1qcfiq~ ~ "-ilci<.1*411~~ II
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"The creation, sentient as well as non-sentient from ik~al).a (thinking) to pravesa (entry)
(as stated in Chandogya-Upani~ad, Prapathaka VI, Khal).c;las II and III) of those having the
forms of jivas and Isvara is due to the creation (or illusion) of Isvara; while the sarhsara
(worldly existence) from the waking state to salvation is due to the creation of jiva. So the
karmas ordained in the sacrifice (called) Tril).acaka (so called after Naciketas of
Kathopani~ad) to yoga are dependent upon the illusion of Isvara; while (the systems form)
Lokayata (atheistical system) to sarhkhya rest on the illusion of jiva. Therefore aspirants
after salvation should never make their heads enter into the field of controversy regarding
jiva and Isvara. But with an undisturbed mind, the tattvas of Brahman should be
investigated. Those who do not cognise the tattva of the secondless Brahman are all
deluded person only. When (then) is salvation of them? When then is happiness (to them)
in this universe? What if they have the _thoughts of superiority and inferiority (of Isvara and
jiva)? Will sovereignity and mendicancy (experienced by a person) in the dreaming state
affect him in his waking state? When buddhi is absorbed in ajfiana, then it is termed, by the
wise, sleep. When then is sleep to me who have not ajfiana and its effects? When buddhi is
in full bloom, then it is said to be the jagrat (waking state). As I have no changes, etc., there
is no waking state to me. The moving about of buddhi in the subtle nac;lis constitutes the
dreaming state. In me without the act of moving about, there is no dreaming. Then at the
time of su~upti when all things are absorbed, enveloped by tamas, he then enjoys the
highest bliss of his own nature in an invisible state. If he sees everything as Cit without any
difference, he alone is an actual vijfiani. He alone is Siva. He alone is Hari. He alone is
Brahma. This mundane existence which is an ocean of sorrow, is nothing but a long-lived
dream, or an illusion of the mind or a long-lived reign of the mind. From the rising from
sleep till going to bed, the one Brahman alone should be contemplated upon. By causing to
be absorbed this universe which is but a super-imposition, the citta partakes of my nature.
Having annihilated all the six powerful enemies, through their destruction become the nondual, one like the scent-elephant. Whether the body perishes now or last~ the age of moon
and stars, what matters it to me having Cit alone as my body? What matters it to the akasa
in the pot, whether it (the pot) is destroyed now or exists for a long time. While the slough
of a serpent lies cast off lifeless in its hole, it {the serpent) does not evince any affection
towards it. Likewise the wise do not identify themselves with their gross and subtle bodies.
If the delusive knowledge (that the universe is real) with its cause should be destroyed by
the fire of atmajfiana, the wise man becomes bodiless, through the idea 'It (Brahman) is not
this; It is not this.' Through the study of Sastras, the knowledge of reality (of the universe)
perishes. Through direct perception of truth, one's fitness for action (in this universe)
ceases. With the cessation of prarabdha (the portion of the past karma which is being
enjoyed in this life), the destruction of the manifestation (of the universe) takes place. Maya
is thus destroyed in a threefold manner. If within himself no identification (of jiva) with
Brahman takes place, the state (of the separateness) of jiva does not perish. If the non-dual
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one is truly discerned, then all affinities (for objects) ceases. With the cessation of
prarabdha (arising from the cessation of affinities), there is that of the body; Therefore it is
certain that maya perishes thus entirely.
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"If it is said that all the universe is, that Brahman alone is that is of the nature of Sat. If
it is said that the universe shines, then it is Brahman alone. that shines. (The· mirage of) all
the water in an oasis is really no other than the oasis itself.

Through inquiry of one's Self, the three worlds (above, below and middle) are only of
the nature of Cit. In Brahman, which is one and alone, the essence of whose nature is
absolute Consciousness and which is remote from the differences of Jiva, Isvara and Guru,
· there is no ajfiana. Such being the case, where then is the occasion for the universe there? I
am that Brahman which is all full. While the full moon of wisdom is robbed of its lustre by
the rahu (one of the two nodes of the moon) of delusion, all actions such as the rites of
bathing, alms-giving and sacrifice performed during the time of eclipse
are all fruitless. As
. I
salt dissolved in water becomes one, so if Atma and manas become unidentified, it is
termed samadhi, Without the grace of a good.(perfect) Guru, the abandonment of sensual
objects is very difficult of attainment; so also the perception of (divine) truth and the
attainment oforte's true state. Then the state of beingin one's own self shines of its own
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accord in a yogin in whom jfianasakti has dawned and who has abandoned all karmas. The
(property of) fluctuation is natural to mercury and mind. If either mercury is bound (or
consolidated) or mind . is bound (or controlled), what then on this earth cannot be
accomplished? He who ·obtains murccha cures all diseases. The dead are brought to life
again. He who has bound (his mind or mercury) is able to move in the air. Therefore
mercury and mind confer upon one the state of Brahman. The master of indriyas (the
organs) is manas (mind). The master of manas is prar:i.a. The master of prar:i.a is laya
(absorption yoga}. Therefore laya~yoga should be practised. To the yogins, laya (-yoga) is
· said to be without actions and changes. This laya (absorption) of mind which is above
. spt:ee,h and in Which one has to abandon all sankalpas and to give up completely all actions,
should be known through one's own (experience}. As an actress, though subject (or dancing
in ha;rmony) to music, cymbals and other musical instruments of time, has her mind intent
upon the protection of the pot on her head, so the yogin, though intent for the··time being
upon the hosts of objects, never leaves off the mind contemplating on Brahman. The person
Who desires all the wealth of yoga should, after having given up all thoughts, practise with
a subdued mind concentration on nada (spiritual sound) alone."
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Chapter III

The One Prin~iple cannot at any time become.of manifoldforms. As ! am the p·artless,
there is none else but myself. Whatever is seen and whatever is heard is no .ot~et than ·
Brahman. l'am that Parabrahman, which is the eternal, the immaculate, the free, the one,
the undivided bliss, the non-dual, the truth, the wisdom, and the endless. I am of the nature
of bliss; I am of undivided wisdom; I am the supreme of the supreme; I am the resplendent
absolute Consciousness. As the clouds do not touch the akasa, so the miseries attendant of
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mundane existence do not affect me. Know all to be happiness through the annihilation of
sorrow and all to be of the nature of sat (be-ness) through the annihilation of asat (not be- ,
ness). It is only the nature of Cit (Consciousness) that is associated with this visible
universe. Therefore my form is partless. To an exalted yogin, the,re is neither birth nor
death, nor going (to other spheres), nor returning (to earth); there is no stain or purity or
knowledge but (the universe) shines to him as absolute Consciousness. Practise always
silence 'I am (viz., that you yourself are) Parabrahman' which is truth and absolute
Consciousness, which is undivided and non-dual, which is invisible, which is stainless,
which is pure, which is secondless, and which is beneficent.
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It (Brahman) is not subject to birth arid death, happiness and misery. It is not subject t()
caste, law, family and gotra (clan). Practice silence- I am Cit which is the vivarta-upadana
(viz., the illusory cause) of the,universe. Always practice silence-I am (viz., you are) the
Brahman, that is the full, the secondless; the undivided consciousness which has neitherthe
relationship nor the differences existing in the universe and which partakes of the essence
of the non-dual and the supreme Sat and Cit.
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That which always is and that which preserves the same nature during the three periods
of time, unaffected by anything, is my eternal form Sat. Even. the state of happiness which
is eternal without upadhis (vehicles) and which is superior to all the happiness derivable
from su~upti is of my bliss only. As by the rays of the sun, thick gloom is soon destroyed,
so darkness, the cause of rebirth is destroyed by H'.ari (Vi~JJU} viz., the sun's lustre.' Through
the contemplatior1 and worship of my (Bari's) feet, every person is delivered from his
ignorance. The manas of destroying deaths and births is only through the contemplation of
my feet.As .a lover of wealth praises a wealthy man, so if with earnestness a person praises
the Cause, of the universe, who will not be delivered from bondage?·
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As in presence of the sun the world of its own accord begins to perform its actions, so
in my presence aU the worlds are animated to action. As to the mother-of-pearl, the illusory
conception of silver is falsely attributed, so to Ille is falsely,attributed through maya this
universe which is composed of mahat, etc. I am not with those differences that are
(observable) in the body of low caste men; the body of cow, etc., the fixed ones, bodies of
brahmal).as and others. As to a person, even after being relieved from the misconception of
the directions, the (same misconception of) direction continues (as before) just so is to me
the universe though destroyed by vijfiana. Therefore the universe is not. I am neither the
body nor the organs of sense and action, nor pral).as, nor manas, nor buddhi, nor ahamkara,
nor citta, nor maya, nor the universe including akasa andothers. Neither am I the actor, the
enjoyer, nor he who causes the enjoyment. I am Brahman that is Cit, Sat and Ananada alone
and that is Janardana (Vi~Qu).
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As, through the fluctuation of water, the sun (reflected therein) is moved, so Atma
arises in this mundane existence through its mere ~onnection with ahari1kara. This mundane
existence has citta as its root. This (citta) should be cleansed by repeated effort How is it
you have your confidence in the greatness of citta? Alas, where is all the wealth of the
kings ! .Where are the. Brahmas? Where are all. the worlds ? All old ones are gone. Many
fresh evolutions have occurred. Many crores of BrahU1as have passed away. Many kings
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have fitted away like particles of dust. Even to a jfiani, the love of the body may arise
through the asure (demoniacal) nature. If the asura nature should arise in a wise man, his
knowledge of truth becomes fruitless. Should rajas and other generated in us be burnt by
the fire of discriminative (divine) wisdom, how can they germinate again? Just as a very
intelligent person delights in the shortcomings of another, so if one finds out his own faults
(and corrects them) who will not be relieved from bondage? 0 Lord of munis, only he who
has not atmajfiana and who is not an emancipated person, longs after siddhis. He attains
such siddhis through medicine, ( or wealth), mantras, religious works, time and skilL :yi the
eyes of an atmajfiani, these siddhis are of no importance. One who has become an
atmajfianI, one who has his sight solely on atma, and one who is content with Atma (the
higher self) through (his) atma (or the lower self), never follows (the dictates of) avidya.
Whatever eixsts in this world, he knows to be of the nature of avidya. How then will an
atmajfiani who has relinquished avidya be immersed in (or affected by) it. Through
medicines, mantras, religious work, time and skill (or mystical expressions) lead to the
development of siddhis, yet they cannot in any way help one to attain the seat of
Paramatma. How then can who is atmajfiani and who is without his mind be said to long
after siddhis, while all the actions of his desires are controlled?
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Chapter IV

On another occasion Nidagha asked Lord Rbhu to enlighten him as to the
characteristics of jivanmukti. To which Rbhu replied in the affirmative and said the
following:
In the seven bhumikas (states of development of wisdom) there are four kinds of
jivanmuktas. Of these the first stage is subheccha (good) desire; the second is vicara1,1.a
(inquiry); the third .is tanumanasi (or attainment of sattva); the fifth is asamsakti (nonattachment); the sixth is the padarthabhavana (analysis of objects) and the seventh is the
turiya (fourth or final stage). The bhumika which is of the form of pra1,1.ava (Orh) is formed
of (or is divided into) akara- A, ukara- U, maka:i;a- M, and ardhamatra. Akara and other
are of four kinds on account of the differnce of sthula (gross), suk~ma (subtle,) bija (seed or
,causal), and sak~i (witness.). Their avasthas are four- waking, dreaming, dreamless
sleeping and turiya (fourth). He who is in (or the entity that identifies itself with) the
waking state in the gross arhsa (essence or part) of akara is named Visva; in the subtle
essence, he is termed Taijasa; in the bija essence, he is termed Prajfia; and in the Sak~I
essence, he is termed Turiya.
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He who is in the dreaming state (or the entity which identifies itself with the dreaming
state) in the gross essence of ukara is Visva; in the subtle essence, he is termed Taijasa; in
the bija essence, he is termed Prajfia; and in the sak~I essence, he is termed Turiya.
He who is in the su~upti state in the gross essence of makara is termed Visva; in the
subtle essence, Taijasa; in the bija essence, he is termed Prajfia; and to the sak~I essence, he
is termed Turiya.
He who is in turiya ~tate in the gross essence of ardhamatra is termed Turiya~visva. In
the subtle, he is termed Taijasa; in the bija essence, he is termed Prajfia; and in the sak~I
essence, he is termed Turiya-turiya.
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The turiya essence of akara is (or embraces) the first, second and third (bhumikas or
stages of the seven). The turiya essence of ukaraembraces the fourth bhiimika. The turiya
essence of makara embraces the . fifth bhumika. The turiya essence of ardhamatra is the
sixth stage. Beyond thi.;, is the seventh stage.
One who funcdons in the (first) three bhiimika is called mumuk~u; one who functions
in the fourth bhumika is called brahmavit; one who functions in the sixth bhumika is called
·a brahmavidvara; one who functions iri the sixth bhumika is called a brahmavidvariya; and
one in the seventh bhumika is called a brahmavidvari~lha. With reference to this, there are
slokas. They are :
'Subheccha is said to be the first jfianabhami (or stage of wisdom); vicharaQ.a, the
second; tanumanasi, the third; sattvapatti, the fourth; then come asamsakti as the fifth,
padarthabhavana as the sixth and turiya as the seventh.'
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The desire that arises in one through sheer vairagya (after resolving) 'Shall I be
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ignorant? I will be seen by the Sastras and the wise (or I will study the books and be with
the wise)' is termed by the wise as Subheccha. The association with the wise and Sastras
and the following of the right path preceding the practice of indifference is termed vicaral).a.
That stage wherein the hankering. after sensual objects is thinned through the .first and
second stages is said to be tanumanasi.
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That stage wherein having become indifferent to all sensual objects through the
exercise in the (above) three stages, the purified citta rests on Atma which is of the nature
of sat is called sattvapatti. The. light (or manifestation) of sattvagul:).a that is firmly rooted
(in one) without any desire for the fruits of actions through the practice in the above four
stages is termed asamsakti. That stage wherein through the practice in the (above) .five
. stages one, having found delight in Atma, has no conception of the internals or externals
(through before him1 and engages in actions only when impelled to do so by others is
termed padartliabhavana, the sixth state.
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The sta;P~s wherein after exceedinlgy long practice in the (above) stages one is
(of the
(immovably'}
fixed in the contemplation. of Atma alone without the difference
~.,
universe) is the seventh stage called turiya. The three stages beginning with. Subheccha are
said to by attained with (or amidst) differences and non-differences. (Because) the universe
one sees irt the waking state he thinks to be really existent, when the mind is firmly fixed on
the non~dual. One and the conception of duality is put down, then he sees this universe as a
dream through his union with the fourth stage. As the autumnal cloud being dispersed
vanishes, so this universe perishes.
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0 Nidagha, be convinced that such a person has only sattva remaining. Then having
ascended the fifth stage called su~uptipada (dreamless sleeping state), he ,remains simply in
the non-dual state, being freed from. all the. various qifferences. Having always introvision
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though ever participating in external actions, those that are engaged in the practice ofthis
(~ixth stage) are seen like one sleeping when fatigued (viz., being freed from all affiniti~s).
(Lastly) the seventh stage which is the ancient and which is called gu<;lhasupti is generally
attained.
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Then one remains in that secondless state without fear and with his consciousness.
almost annihilated where there is neither sat nor asat, neither self nor not-self. Like an
empty pot in the akasa, there is void both within and, without; like a filled vessel in the
midst of an ocean, he is full both within and without. Do not become either the knower or
the known. May you become the Reality which remains after all thoughts are given up.
Having discarded (all the distinctions of) the seer, the sight and the seen with their
affinities, meditate solely upon Atma which shines as the supreme Light.
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He is said to be a jivanmukta (emancipated person) in whom, thought participating in
the material concerns of the world, the universe is not seen to exist like the invisible akasa.
He is said to be a jivanmukta, the light of whose mind never sets or rises in misery or
happiness, and who does not seek to change what happens to him (viz., either to di.minish
his misery or increase his happiness). He is said to be a jivanmukta who thought in his
su~upti is awake and to whom the waking state is unknown and whose wisdom is free from
the affinities (of objects).
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He is said to be a jivanmukta whose heart is pure like akasa, though acting (as it) in
consonance to love, hatred, fear and others. He is said to be a jivanmukta, who has not the
conception of his being the actor and whose buddhi is not attached to material objects,
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whether he performs actions or not He is said to be a jivanmukta, of whom people are not
afraid, who is not afraid of people and who has given up joy, anger and fear. He is said to
be a jivanmukta who, though participating in all the illusory objects, is cool amidst them
and is a full Atma, (being) as if they belonged to other. 0 muni, he is called a jivanmukta
who, having eradicated all the desires of his citta, is (fully) content with me who am the
Atma of all. He is said to be a jivanrimkta who rests with an unshaken mind in that all pure
abode which is Cinmatra and free from all the modifications of citta. He is said to be a
jivanmukta in whose citta do not dawn (the distinctions of) the universe, I, he, You and
others that are visible and unreal.
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Through ·the path of the Guru and Sastras, enter soon ·sat- the Brahman that is
immutable, great, full and without objects- and be firmly seated there. Siva alone is Guru;
Siva alone is Vedas; Siva alone is Lord; Siva alone is I; Siva alone is all. There is none
other than Siva. The undaunted Brahmai:ia having known Him (Siva) should attain wisdom.
One need not utter many words as they but injure the organs of speech. (The l,l~i) Suka is
mukta (emancipated person). (The l,l~i) Vamadeva is a mukta. There are no others (who
have attained emancipation) than through these (viz., the two paths of these two l,l~is),
those brave men who follow the path of Suka in this world become sadyomuktas (viz.,
emancipated) immediately after (the body were away); while those who always follow the
path of vedanta in this world are subject again and again to rebirths and attain krama
(gradual) emancipation, through yoga, sarhkhya and karmas associated with Sattva (guQ.a).
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Thus there are two paths laid down by the Lord of Devas (viz.,) the Suka and
Vamadeva paths. The Suka path is called the bird's path : while the Vamadeva path is
called the ant's path. Those persons that have cognised the true nature- of their Atma·
through the mandatory and prohibitory injunctions (of the Vedas), the inquiry into (the true
meaning of) mahavakyas (The sacred sentences of the Vedas), the samadhi of sarilkhya
yoga or asamprajfiata samadhi and that have thereby purified themselves, attain the.
supreme seat through the Suka path. Having, through hathayoga practice with the pain
caused by yama, postures, etc., become liable to the ever recurring obstacles caused by
al)ima and other (siddhis) and having not obtained good results, one is born again in a great
family and practises yoga through his previous (karmic) affinities. Then through the
practice of yoga during many lives, he attains salvation (viz.,) the supreme seat of Vi~l)U
through the Vamadeva path. Thus there are two paths that lead to the attainment of
Brahman and that are beneficent. The one confers instantaneous salvation and the other
confers gradual salvation.
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"To one that sees (all) as the one (Brahma), where is delusion? Where is sorrow? Those
that are under the eyes of those whose buddhi is solely occupied with the truth (of
Brahman) that is the end of all experience are released from all heinous sins. All beings
inhabiting heaven and earth that fall under the vision of Brahmavits are at once
emancipated from the sins committed during many crores of births."
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Chapter V
Then Nidagha asked Lord Rbhu to enlighten him as to the rules (to be observed) in the
practice of Yoga. Accordingly He (the Lord) said thus:
"The body is composed of the five elements. It is filled with five mal).qalas (spheres).
That which is hard is Prthivi (earth), one of them; that which is liquid is A pas; that which is
bright is Tejas (fire); motion is the property of vayu; that which pervades everywhere is
Akasa. All these should be known by an aspirant after Yoga. Through the blowing of
Vayumal).Q.ala in this body, (there are caused) 21,600 breaths every day and night. If there is
a diminution in the Prthivimal).qala, there arise folds in the body; if there is diminution in
the essence of A.pas, there arises gradually greyness of hair; if there is diminution in the
essence of Tejas, there is loss of hunger and lustre; if there is diminution in the essence of
Vayu, there is incessant tremor; if there is diminution in the essence of Akasa, one dies.
The jivita (viz., Pral).a) which possesses these elements havings no place to rest (in the
body) owing to the diminution of the elements, rises up like birds flying up in the air. It is
for this reason that it is called Uqyal).a (lit., tlying up). With reference to this, there is said
to be a bandha (binding, also meaning a posture called UQ.Q.iyal).abandha, by which this
flight can be arrested). This Uqqiyal).abandha is to (or does away with) death, as a lion to an
elephant. Its experience is in the body, as also the bandha. Its binding (in the body) is
hurtful. If there is agitation of Agni (fire) within the belly, then there will be caused much
of pain. Therefore this (Uqqiyal).abandha) should not be practised by one who is hungry or
who has urgency to make water or void excrement. He should take many times in small
quantities proper and moderate food. He should practise Mantrayoga, Layayoga and
"
Hathayoga, through
mild, middling and transcendental methods (or periods) respectively.
Laya, Mantra and Hathayogas have each (the same) eight subservients.
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They are yama, niyama, asana, pral).ayama, pratyahara, dharal).a, dhyana and samadhi.
(Of these), yama is of ten kinds. They are non-injury, truth, non-coveting continence,
compassion, straight forwardness, patience, courage, moderate eating and purity (bodily
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and mental). Niyama is of ten kinds. They are tapas (religious austerities), contentment,
belief in the existence of God or Vedas, charity, worship ofisvara (or God), listening to the·
exposition of religious doctrines, modesty, a (good) intellect, japa (muttering or Prayers),
and vrata (religious observances). There are eleven postures beginning with cakra. Cakra,
padma, kurma, mayura, kukkuta, vira, svastika, bhadra, simha, mukta and gomukha, are the
postures enumerated by the knowers of yoga. Placing the left ankle on the right thigh and
the right ankle is the posture "Cakra". Pral)ayama should be practised again and again in the
following order, viz., inspiration, restraint of breath and expiration. The pral)ayama is done
through the nac;l.is (nerves). Hence it is called the nac;l.is themselves.
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"The body of every sentient being is ninety-six digits long. In the middle of the body,
two digits above the anus and two digits below the sexual organ, is the centre of the body.
(called Muladhara). Nine digits above the genitals, there is kanda of nac;l.is which revolves,
oval-shaped, four digits high and four digits broad. It is surrounded by fat, flesh, bone,1and
blood. In it, is situated a nac;l.i-cakra (wheel of nerves) having twelve spokes. Kul)c;l.an by
which this body is supported is there. It is covering by its face the Brahmarandhra (viz.,
Brahma's hole) of Su~umna. (By the side) of Su~umna dwell the nac;l.is Alambusa and
Kuhul). In the next two (spokes) are Varul)a and Yasasvini. On the spoke south of Su~umna
is, in regular course pitigala. On the next two spokes, are Pu~a and Payasvini. On the
spoken west of Su~umna is the nac;l.i called PayasvinI. On the spoke west of Su~umna is the
nac;l.i called Sarasvati.
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On the next two spokes are Sati.khini and Gandhari. To the north of Su~umna dwells
I<;la; in the next is Hastijihvi;i.; in the next is Visvodara. In these spokes of the wheel, the
twelve na<;lis carry the twelve vayus from left toright (to the different parts of the body).
The na<;lis are like (i.e., woven like the warp and woof of) cloth. They are said to have
different colours. The central portion of the doth (here the collection of the na<;lis) is called
the nabhicakra (navel plexus). Jvalanti, Nadarupini, Pa.rarandhra and Su~umna are called
the (basic) supports of nada (spiritual sound). These four na<;lis are of ruby colour. The
central portion of Brahmarandhra is again and agairi covered by KuIJ.<;lalL Thus ten vayus
move in these na<;lis. A wise man who has understood the course of na<;lis and vayus should,
after keeping his neck and body erect with his mouth closed, contemplate immovably µpon
turyaka (Atma) at the tip of his nose, in the centre of his heart and in the middle .of b'indu
and should see, with a tranquil mind through the (mental) eyes, the nectar flowing from
there. Having closed the anus and drawn up the vayu and caused it to rise through (the
repetition of) pral).ava (Orn), he should complete with Sri bija. He should contemplate upon
his Atma as Sri (or P~rasakti) and as being bathed by nectar. This is Kalavaficana (lit., time
important of all. Whatever is thought of by the mind is
illusion). It is said to be the . most
,;,.
accomplished by the mind itself. '(Then) agni (fire) will flame in jala (water) and in the
flame (of agni) will arise the branches and blossoms. Then the words uttered and the
actions gone regarding the universe are not in vain.
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By checking the bindu in the path, by making the fire flame up in the water and by
causing the water to dry up, the body is mad6 firm. Having contracted simultaneously the
_anus and yoni (the womb) united together, he should draw up Apana and unite with it
Samana. He should co,ntemplate upon his Atma as Siva and then as being bathed on nectar.
In the central part of each spoke, the, yogin should commence to concentrate bala (will or
strength). He should try to go up by the union of PraQ.a and Apana. This most important
yoga brightens. up in the body the path of siddhis. As a dam across the water serves as an
obstacle to the floods,.· so it should ever be known by the yo gins that the ch~ya of the body
is (to jiva). This baridha is said of all nac,lis. Through the grace of this bandha, Devata
(goddess) become visible. This bandha of four feet serves as a check to the three paths. This
brightens up the path through ~hich the siqdhas obtained>(their siddhis). If with PraQ.a is
.
'
'
made to rise up soon Udana, this bandha checking all. i!iac,lis goes up. This is called
Samputayoga or Mulabandha. Through the practising of this yoga, the three bandhas are
mastered. By practising day and night intermittingly or at any convenient time, the vayu
will come under his control. With the control ofvayu, agrti (the gastric fire) in the body will
increase daily. With the increase of agni, food, etc., will be easily digested. Should food be
properly digested, there is increase of rasa (essence of food). With the daily increase of
rasa, there is the increase of dhatus (spiritual substances). With the increase ofdhatus, there
is the increase of wisdom in the body. Thus all the sings collected together during many
crores of births are burnt up.
'
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In the centre of the anus and the genitals, there is the triangular Muladhara. It illumines
the seat of Siva of the from of bindu. There is located the Parasa~i named kw}.c,lalinI. From
the seat, vayu arises. From the seat, agni becomes increased. From that seat, bindli
originates and nada becomes increased.· From that seat, Harilsa is born.. From that seat, c:
manas is born. The. six cakras .beginning with Muladhara are said· to be the seat of Sakti
(Goddess). From'the neck to the top of the head is said to be the seat of Sambhu (Siva). To
· the nac,lis, the body is the support (or vehicle); to PraQ.a, the nac,lis are the support; to jiva,
PraQ.a, is the dwelling place; to Harilsa, jiva is the support; to ,Sakti, Harilsa is the seat and
the locomotive and fixed universe.
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Being without distraction and of a calm mind, one should practise pnll).ayama. Even a
person who is well-skilled in the practice of the three bandhas should try always to cognise
with a true heart that Principle which should be known and is the cause of all objects and
their attributes. Both expiration and inspiration should (be stopped and made to) rest in
restraint of breath (alone). He should depend solely on Brahman which is the highest aim of
all visibles. (The giving out of) all external objects is said to be recaka (expiration). The
(taking in of the) spiritual knowledge of the Sastras is said to be puraka (Inspiration) and
(the keeping to oneself of) such knowledge is said to be kumbhaka (or restraint of breath).
He is an emancipated person who practises thus such a citta. There is no doubt about it.
Through kumbhaka, it (the mind) should be always taken up, and through kumbhaka alone
it should be filled up within. It is only through kumbhaka that kumbhaka should be firmly
mastered. Within it is Paramasiva. That (vayu) which is non-motionless should be shaken
again through kal).tha-mudra (throat-posture). Having checked the course of vayu, having
become perfect in the practice of expiration and restraint of breath and having planted
evenly on the ground the two hands and the two feet, one should pierce the four seats
through vayu through the three yogas. He should shake Mahameru with the (aid of) prakotis
(forces) at themouth of vayu. The two putas (cavities) being drawn, vayu throbs quickly.
The union of moon, sun and agni .should be known on account of nectar. Through the
motion of Meru, the devatas who stay in the centre of Meru move. At first in his
Brahmagranthi, there is produced soon a hole (or passage). Then having pierced Brahmagranthi, he pierces Vi~l).u-granthi : then he pierces Rudra-granthi.
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Then to th~ yogin comes vedha (piercing) through his liberation from the impurities of
delusiol), through the religious ceremonies (performed) in various births, through the grace
of Gurus and devatas artd through the practice of yoga. In the mat).c;iala (sphere or region) of
Su~umna (situated between Ic;la and Pin.gala) vayu should be made to rise up through the
feature known as Mtidra-bandha. The short pronunciation (of Prat).ava) frees (one) from
sins, its long pronunciation confers (on one) mo~a. So also its pronunciation in apyayana
or pluta svara (tone). He is a knower of Veda, who through the above-mentioned three ways
or pronunciation knows the end of Prat).ava which is beyond the power of speech, like the
never-ceasing flow of oil or the long-drawn bell-sound. The short svara goes to bindu. The
long svara goes to brahmarandhra : the pluta to dvadasanta (tWelfth ·centre). The mantras
should be uttered on account of getting mantra siddhis. This Prat).ava (Om) ,will remove all
obstacles; It will remove all sins. Of this, are four bhumikas (states) 'predicated, viz.,
arambha, ghata, paricaya and ni~patti. Arambh~ is that state in which one having abandoned
external karmas performed by the three organs (mind, speech and body), is always engaged
in mental karma only. It is said by the wise that the ghata state is that in which vayu having
forced an opening on the western side and being:full, is firmly fixed there. Paricaya state is
that in which vayu is firmly fixed to akasa, neither associated with jiva nor not, while the
body is immovable. Iris said that ni~patti state is thatin which there take place creation and
dissolution through Atma or that state in which a yogin having become a jivanmukta
performs yoga without effort.
'
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"Whoever recites this Upani~ad becomes immaculate like agni. Like vayu, be becomes
pure. He becomes freed from the sin of drinking alcohol. He becomes freed from the sins of
the theft of gold. He becomes a Jivanmukta. This is what is said by the Rgveda. Like the
eye pervading the akasa (seeing without effort everything above), a wise man sees·(always)
the supreme seat of Vi~t).U .. The brahmat).as who have always their spiritual eyes wide open
praise and illuminate in diverse ways the spiritiual seat of Vi~t).u, ·
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This upani$ad falls under the tradition of Atharvaveda. The learning of Garuc;la has been
described coincide mentioning the .tradition of teacher and the. student from ·1ord Brahma to saint
Bharadvaja in this upruii$ad. Garuc;la vidya is purported to the learning of effacing the poison (Vi$a
Nivarru;i.a). This upani$ad contains the process of killing the effect of poison which is inserted in the
body of mankind as a result of bite by the poisonous insect!Vincluding the serpents;
This upani$ad very first describes the tradition of student and the teacher followed in this
learning by the commune of Garuc;la vidya. At the last, this upani$ad has been concluded with
propounding in detail the hymn used for Garuc;la Mala.
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0:rh! l will preach now the Garu<,ia-Brahma-Vidya. Brahmru;i.a taught the Brahmanscience to .. Narada, Narada to Brhatseµa, Brhatsena to Indra, Indra to Bharadvaja,
Bharadvaja to his pupils who were curious to preserve their life.
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The seer (~i) to 'Sri Garuc;la Brahma Vidya' is lord Brahma, Chanda is Gayatri and
lord Maha Garuc;la is the god. Its 'Viniyoga' (application) is made for appreciation of lord
Maha Garuc;la and for killing and effect of all sort of poisons inserted in me.
t°'

.

[Now the process of Naganyasa {summoning gods in various organs of body) with
recital of following hymns.]

~ ·'4tn' ~ ~ '4lt:I ~q(;lil6514 d-J\'11'Rfl ~I~~ ~ I
fflfciwjci~ ~ gl(I ~MlcP,iQR.IJ_Nldl4 c6R~c6icari' ~ I '3"!1W.ic6(c61Hi4H(6.Ql4
cfi(dHcfi(CJSl'Rfl ~I ~ iM4tR~l(.l:U ~ II
'Om Namo Aligu~thabhyaril Nama}:1- (touch both thumbs by the index finger of both ·
hands), Sri Maha Garuc;laya Tarjanibhyam Svaha (touch both index fingers by the thumbs).
'Pak~indraya Madhyamabhyaril Va~at~ (touch the middle finger by the thumbs). 'Sri Vi~lJ.U
Vallabhaya Anamikabhyaril Hum' (touch the ring finger by the thumbs).
'Trailokya,paripujitaya Karii~thakabhyaril Vau~at' (touch the little fingers by the thumbs).
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'Ugra Bhayankara..... Karatalakarapr$thabhyaril Pha!' (touch the upper and lower palm of
both hands). Similarly, the heart etc. (head, braid, chest, eyes etc.) should also be touched
by the five fingers of the right hand.
~ : ~cj(lf~@ ~:11~11
The process of defence from all directions should be made with the recital of Bhul).,
Bhuval)., Sval). and Om.
[Now the meditation is described for which one should meditate on Maha Garu<;la while reading
the following hymns with reverence.]

&rRlll ~f~i:61 ~ ~ · ~ g ~f~d'{l Sll?j:1~1<"1>di:{lgni ~
cllqcfiCclil ~
~I

~:

g ~ : I "d'a:Tcn: ~ g ~: efic6Tl

"Im:~ g

Q,Hl9Slc641'11~:

~aiq14

~I

~f~cfi¾J ~ I

~I

1ffll' ~ g

~O~cfiif~c641'11'RIT . ~

~Glf:clo'{I cfiNHlpt ~ ~c1oi~c[~ISl~I

~:

~I

_ ,

~,~l,tlUl~ICbUO

aFRft

q~IQ'il¾J
~CIINld'{I

<!Efd:11§ i!J'1¾~
~I

41Hi!14if~cfilcl~ ~q~'ei:U*i~OsH'll ~!21c6(1HciC::4 .feti-02.!-l~ll-iJi:IH'{I ~~q16omc1if{·
~clHH4'{1 fctWJcli~ ~ ~ ~·~ lllrl ~~~~I

ffl-

ffi ~

ffi' ~H(IWIMclHH: Ii~ Ii
Meditation-' Whose right foot is in the shape of Svastika, the left foot is bent on knees,
both hands are clasped in the posture of salutation, dearest to lord Vi$1).U, holder of the
Cobra named Anant as a bangle to his left hand, holder of the Cobra Vasuki as the
sacrificial thread (Yajfiopavita), holder of Tak$aka (poisonous serpent) as scarf and Karkota
as garland round the neck, holder of the Cobra Padma like ear-ring and Maha Padma in the
left ear, the Sankha serpent on head, Gulika (Cobra) in the middle of arms, the Cobras
Paul).<;lra and Kalika as fans, worshipped with devotion by the serpents Ela and Putraka,
yellowish eyes luminating like gold, prolongated arms, broad shoulders, well decorated
with the ornaments of Cobras, golden complexion, long legs, white lustre like snow in the
waist region,.· red body like Kumkuma, illustrious mouth like hundred ·moons, the front
portion of nose and the mouth bluish, ears trimmed with the huge rings, huge mouth with
fires jaws, holder of radiating crown, red organs like Kurilkuma, white mouth like moon
and the kunda flower and the vehicle oflord Vi$1).U known as god Garuc;la is saluted. Do our
welfare always. Lord Garuc;la trimmed with the Cobras should be meditated in the three
intervening time of the day. Lord Garuc;la ',3/ill definitely be pleased and kill the effect of
poison as the fire burns into ashes the pile of cotton.

~

';JllT

Wle@

.wq'1'''~'(j

~~ . ~

~Hl®QR '3,Ntat(!

~·!r*icfi(c61Hl4H,(&QI(! ci~4&1(! ci~~t1SI(! ci~G"(fl(! ci~~!21(! c1~gi:@1;q- ~~

ani.i,?twl% ffl

q~l'i~ISl@~IHt4if~~lfct~lifct~1 ~

ffi ~ ~ ~ ffi SIOll~I(!
1ffi 1H41~6 1-!¼1~'6 ~. ~ ~ I i Gn
G-G~!c6Hi

ffi ~ ~ . ~ ffi ·~· · ~ .

SIOll~I(! ~ ~ ~ 6-f 6-f .~ ~ "QT.I"
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Salutation is conveyed to lord :M;aha Garuc;la who is the king of birds, dearest to lord
Vi~1:iu, worshipped by the thr~e worlds, fires and dreadful like Kalagni, holder of rigid nails
and beak; acute teeth, hard jaws, stiff tail and the stiff wings. 0 Maha Garuc;la~ Please come
and enshrine this suitable sheet. Please appear here, Kill the effect of poison created by the
wicked persons. Destroy the poison that inserts merely by a contact. Please kill the effect of
poison inserted by the crawling poisonous snakes. Please delete the. poison inserted
clandestinely. Kill the effects of all kinds of poisons. Kill it and bum it as also digest it.
Please burn all poisons, bum them immediately. The offering should be made for the
pleasure of lord Ga{Uc;la with the.recitaLofhymn 'Hum Phat'.

il~qose,ttjcfil~I "3:4ij0s(1~fll!cfil ~eq')qos(1!J1,lfi'. ,ijqgPIM

ffi ~ ~ i

~ ~ I I '911

You are analogous to the circle of moon. The circle of sun is within your fist. You hold
the postures like the circle of this earth. 0 lord Maha Garuc;la! Please, kill the effect of all
poisons and destroys them. This offering is for the pleasure of lord Gan1c;la yvith the root
hymn 'Hum Phat'.
~--~~lllll

0 lord Garuc;la! Accept this offering for setting aside the serpents and the poison to
which they create.

amff ~ - ~ ~ ~ fcrt:nun' if fcit1(2iNUTI fcit1ctl14on fcit1~01:1oft fcit1-11w1-11 ·
Fci1t$1l1un ~ fcttt· ;m fciqq~ : ~ fcfft ·m fcrft ~ a ~ fcttt i;ctf'i~~ ~
~11~11

The ever-increasing poison that kills the living-organism has been destroyed by the.
learning of Brahma. That kills the effect of poison, itself is poisonous making th~ poison
vicious, observe, destroy and abducting is itself in the form of Brahma. The violen( poison,
.the hidden poison etc. has been destroyed by that learning of Brahma. The thunderbolt of
·Indra supported while killing the effect of this poison. This offering is being·made fo_r the
same.

-~- ~- 'q1fc@' qg1•1M14 fciwJc11g-11~ ~Ml~qfi'{Ma1:ci · ci<j-1@c1::ji!]os14
~ ~ qgl•IM rcflt iwf~i° ~ at1~~141~~14 i ~ ~ll~o II
.. This offering with recital of 'Hum Phal' is for the purpose of salutation to lord Maha
Gaiuc;la; Vehicle of lord Vi~:g.u, worshipped in three worlds, holder of the nails and beak as
stiff as the thunderbolt and hokier of the stiff wings. We summon you lord Garuc;la. Please
come and with your kind arrival, please destroy the effect of this.poison;

~mr-

· 4~14f#t!i

~

fflU· -

(fflq:.~ lflll" .a-

aic1iq<a:i 'i!Ji;lX"-1~, -~
@<i~ii,1tirlilftb1i4! ·-~--· 4i~ .~r-~sfi:T ,,1'6MIF&ci ~ w=r: 'lfflll_ ~~11
tj&qjf¼~i\

~t

. 0 sky~fleeing lord Maha Garu<;la!You are dynamic a~ lord Fire and you have .. the nice
wings. Your head is 'Trivrtta', your eyes are Gayatra (Sama); the Brhada and Rathantara
'

.
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Sama are in the form of your two wings. The offerings are your inner soul, all rhymes are
your body organs and Yajul) is your name. The Sama named Vamadeva is your body, Yajfia
Yajfiiya Sama is your tail and the fire existing in 'Dhi~r:iiya' is your nails. 0 lord Garu<,la!
Please move towards the divine world and attain the heaven.

aTl1ff ~i#lfc1EJlqq1c11.(41t.ii 4iU\ql.(41t.ii !jllcliil ~ ~ 'ffiqifU ~ · futHlfisHI
fu1:1~ofl fu1:1g1Ron mt ffi ~ ffi m- ffi gafiF<;;W •
ffi mt ~ ~ fc11:1fi:l;.xw
·~11~~11
This learning of Brahma was told on the day of full moon and on the last day of the
month (Amavasya) in the ancient times. The learning of Brahma (Brahma Vidya) is the
poison of poisons i.e. the poison-killer. It kills the effect of ever-increasing and violent
poison. It abducts and viciates the poison. The learning in the form of Brahma had
destroyed the violent poison and the clandestine poison as also the murderous poison
through the thunderbolt the effect of poison through this thunderbolt. This offering is made
for the same ,purpose.
~ I t.lE14:+lc6'iffiSfu ~ clH:+icfi:

fctt1~ofl

mt ffi ~ fcrlt gafq..;_w •

ffl ~ ~ 'ffiqifU mtfiro fclt1.:i1fis1.:o
ffi mt ~ ~ fut1fl-l-<AW • ~ I I r~ II

May you be Anantaka's messenger, or be Anantaka himself, the 'Tatstryam' (a root
hymn that kills effect of all kinds of poison) will destroy you. The poison that kills us and
them has been destroyed by a stroke of Indra's thunderbolt under the motivation of Brahma
Vidya, who is poison to all poisons and holds the power to extinct them. The thunderbolt of
Indra also have supported to extinct this poison. This offering is made for the same .

.~· c11t1P.6~rosfu ·~ m ~ : m ~ ~ ~ ~ fu1:1.:i1W1-1l
fui:liNOTI mt m ~ m gafi:l..;:w • m mt ~ ~ fu1:1f1-1;.xw • ~ I I ~~ II
Irrespective of yours being a messenger from Vasuki (a poisonous serpent) or you
yourself are Vasuki, the Brahma Vidya will kill you. The poison as increasing for the
purpose of killing either us or them has been extincted by a stroke of Indra's thunderbolt
under the motivation of the learning of Brahma who is a poison to the poisons and
competent enough the viciate, to kill, to destroy and to seize all poisons. This learning is the
knowledge in itself. This offering is made for the same purpose.

m .~

~ ~sfu ~. cff ~ :
~ 'ffiqifU ~ 1¼1:1.:i,&141
mt fqt:i' ~. ffi gafq..;_w •
ffi mt ~ fut1M.:.XW ~ ~ I I ~l\ II

fui:liNOTI

Irrespective of yours being a messenger from Tak~aka or you yourself being a .
Tak~aka, will be killed by the learning of Brahma. T~e violent poison created for killing
them or ns has been viciated, destroyed and extincted by the Brahma V~dya that in itself is
the poison of poisons. It has destroyed that violent poison by a mere stroke of Indra's
thunderbolt because of being it in the garb of Brahma. While destroying this poison, lord
Indra's thunderbolt has also supported. This offering is made for the same purpose.
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ShchlCcii{(llSfu ~ ell ShchllSh: ~ ~ ~ 'ffitfim' l«c6m fc11:1.:11fi,1.f\
Fct1:1<1fiton ~· m ;rn m 6al'li~¼ ~ m ~· ~ .~ Fct1:1fli~¼ ~ ~11 ~& 11
.Irrespective of yours being a messenger from Karkotaka · or you yourself are a
Karkotaka, you will be killed by the Brahma Vidya. The ever-increasing and circulating
violent poison has been destroyed, viciated and extincted by the learning of Brahma
because it is the poison of poisons. The learning of Brahma has destroyed it by a violent
stroke made by the thunderbolt of lord Indra. The thunderbolt of lord Indra has also
supported while exJincting this poison. This offering is made for the same purpose.

~ Q'ilcb{ffiSfu ~· ell 'lfflcli·: ffl' ~ ~ 'ffitfim' i:«cnm fclt14itt,l-ti fettl{NOTI
~ ffi :..f! ffi gaN~:@.I ~ ffi ~ ~ ~ fetqf'f~fcl ~ ~ I I ~\911
Irrespective of yours being a messenger of Padmaka or you yourself are Padmaka, you
will be killed by the learning of Brahma. The ever-increasing violent poison which has been
created either th.em or us has been destroyed by the learning of Brahma because it is the
poison of poisons. This learning in garb of Brahma and so competent has destroyed such a
violent poison by the stroke of lord Indra's thunderbolt.. Lord Indra's thunderbolt has also
supported for the destruction of such poison. This offering is being made on the behalf of
same.

qijjQ'iJSh{<flSfu ~· ell qgjQ'iJSh: ffl' ~ ~ ~ l«c6m fclq41tt'MI
fetq{NOli ~ ffi ';:!l! ffi tlctf'f~¼ ~ ffi .~ ~ ~ . fetqfli~¼ ~. ~ I I ~G II
~

Irrespective of yours being a messenger from Maha Paclmaka or you yourselfwiU pe
Maha Padmaka, you will be killed by the learning of Brahma. The learning of Brahma is
poison of poisons and it is competent enough to kill themselves· or ourselves. The learning
of Brahma is competentenough for viciating, killing, destroying and seizing the poison. It
has destroyed such· violent poison by using the 1ndra's tliundetbolt which· has co-operated
entirely. This offering is made on the behalf o(th~ same. .
.

·

~ fl(*4itJlsfu ~ err ~ : m- ~ ~. ~ i:«cnm Fett14rfii1.f) <fet1:1~fiton
fclt1~Ufo1TI ·~ rcN ';:!l! fcN gafq~w
ffl'. ffl.~ .-~ ~
.fetl:IM~f4 ~~II~~
U .
.
.
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.

.

.,;,.

'

.

·, . . ·

.

.

.

.

.

Irrespective of yours being a messenger from Sanl41aka or you yourself are Sankh~ka,
· .you: wiJl be destroyed by. the learning of Brahma. The ever~incre~sing poison· of killing
effe~t either them or ourselves has been destroyed b,y the learning of Brahma who itself is
the poison of poisons. It is competent enoughJo viciate, to kill, fo destroy and to. seize aU
poisons. It has destroyed that violent poison bythe stroke Indra's thunderb~lt. While·
destroying
it, Indrtf
thun4erbolt
~as
also·,·~upported.
This ":~ffering. is 'made
for .the-!\'. same
,·
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Irrespective of yours being a messenger from Gulika or you yourself are Gulika, you
will be killed by the learning of Brahma. The ever-increasing poison with killing effect
either to them or ourselves has been destroyed by the learning of Brahma because it is the
poison of poisons and competent enough to viciate, to kill, to destroy and to seize the
poison. Such learning in the garb of Brahma has destroyed that violent poison by the stroke
of lord Indra's thunderbolt. While destroying this poison, lord Indra's thunderbolt has also
supported. This offering is being made for the same purpose.

~ 4~U~i:61fMi:6iffiSfu ~ cl'T lflo~i:61fMi:6: ffl ~ ~ ~ ~
fcl1:4-11fi,141 fctl:liNUO fcll:lt!lfion ~ ferr:t ~ ferr:t t!df.:t:.XW crau1' ferr:t ~ ~ ~ fclt1f4l:.XW
crau1' ~II ~ ~ II
Irrespective of your being a messenger from Paur;i<;lra Kalika or you yourself are
Paur;i<;lra Kalika, you will be killed by the learning of Brahma. The poison of poisons i.e. the
learning of Brahma is competent enough to viciate, to kill, to destroy and to seize the
violent poison with killing effect either to them or to ourselves. It has destroyed that violent
poison by the help of a stroke of lord Indra's thunderbolt. Lord Indra's thunderbolt also
have supported while killing this poison. This offering is being made for the same purpose.

m

~ -1111i:fiid'rsfu ~ cl'T ';fl11c6:
~ ~ ffieFiTU ~ fcl1:1-11&H1 fcl1:1~ufl
fctl:lt!IR:00 ~ ferr:t ~ ferr:t t!dfi:4;.xw cram- ferr:t ~ ~ ~ fcl1:1fi:4;.xw ffl' ~II~~ II
Irrespective of yours beings a messenger from Nagaka or you yourself are Nagaka, you
will be destroyed by the learning of Brahma. The learning of Brahma having the poison of
poisons is competent enough to viciate, to kill, to destroy and to seize the violent poison
with effect of killing either ourselves or them. The learning in garb of Brahma has
destroyed that violent poison by-the stroke oflndra's thunderbolt. Lord Indra's thunderbolt
has also supported while destroying this poison. This offering is being made for the same
purpose.

~ ~ 'Sl(,J._fll-ii ~ ~ ~ f.flCctiHi ~ ~lclNfj;f·qHi ~ ~ ~
~ fcltHIW•-0 fclqifqofl fclt1t111i:on ~ ferr:t ~ ferr:t Mf4l:.XW crau1' ffi ~ ~ ~
fclt1f.:t~W crau1' ~II ~ ~ II
Either you are spider, the largest spider, the scorpion, the horse, serpent or the inert or
dynamic poisonous insect. The violent poison increasing and circulating for killing us or
them has been killed by the learning of Brahma, most competent to viciate, to kill, to
destroy and to seize such violent poisons because it is the poison of the poisons. By
assistance of lord Indra's thunderbolt, this learning of Brahma has destroyed such violent
poison. This offering is being made on the behalf of the same.
3H.ijcll~fcfida:li:6i:6cb1¼Q'ili:6qt!IQ'ilcfi~l~·cb~fMi:6tf1U~i:61f~i:64111i:6
~
qt;l41'1Hi qt!l41'11~¥,QIOli foq~O$Hi fclqe;.ijHi fclq~e101i fc11:11w-Hi fclt.19i0Hi

~

~

Sl(,J._dHi

',tNi:61Uli

'Jt!'~WlcfiHi

'Jt!'TifucbHi

~0114iHi
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4.1gfi1f<:i1,ti(c:fM:ii'1("tcl(,,&nefil.(<1Fti 'ffi1JTRj. 'QTUTR1' i:6teJC::l~~efile(~l..fi 1i(rt~:ie,1Wti.1i:aq51giqQiM1c(df.li
!lli!chlGcfiN\IMqiGfiNt~i:6&11~cl(lijtUti
,jf(j9,jfl0$i11W(¾~~f.li

'Qcfclnwlc::::::!m'i:::~:::IA\1'a'

,1(ai!:ilOl~dWi)G<jOj qgf<}Ut~dHi ififilq1011q~td
'SR{Rl'
fc.qgUs~e101i fc.qifj-1..f i fc.qg@t-ti ~ fqq~fqoi\ fc.qifqui\. fc.qqnff.lui\ ff.lq..ftWl-0
.fc.qg,f<ufl ~ fcN '..f't fc.qq.ij
'Srm
~ ~ ~ fetqM~*4 •
~II~~ I

:H'm

m

The learning of Brahma is the poison of poisons i.e., it viciates, absorbs, destroys and
removes the effect of poisons either it is of 'Anantaka Vasuki, Tak~aka, K.arakotaka,
Padmaka, Maha Padmaka, Saiikhaka, Gulika, PaUJ)Qra, Kalika' etc. Cobras and other all
divine great Cobras and in the form of great Cobras, living-beings of poisonous beak,
poisonous teeth, poisonous jaws, poisonous organs, poisonous tales, moving everywhere
like poisonous scorpion, spider, large spider, mouse, grand-shrew, lizard, despicable
poisonous insects, poisonous insect that move on floor, walls and small holes in the houses,
ants, termite etc., the insects residing in grass, leaves, wood, tree, holes in the trees etc. the
insects generating from the bark, leaves, flowers and fruits etc. of the trees as also in its
root and trunks, the poisonous wild animals, like monkey, dogs, cats, jackals, tiger, pig, the
other animals and the men etc., the germs· arising from the eggs, plants and trees from
sweating glands, the weapons, the arrows etc., the toxic arising in the injured parts of the
body, wounds, large wounds, the supernatural powers frightening i.e. the ghost, Vetala,
Ku~mal)<;la, Preta, Pi§aca, demon, Ya~a etc., the birds of poisonous beaks, poisonous jaws,
poisonous organs. May that learning of Brahma destroys all these poisons and spoil their
effect. That Brahma· Vidya has destroyed these fatal poisons, clandestine poisons and the
poiso,ns .of killing effect. The thunderbolt of lord Indra has· also assisted while destroying
these poisons. This offering is being made for the same purpose.
ll' ~ . 0$1fc.a1qqjc(i-Ec41i.ti Qdiquji.11&.i i.ticlWtlci ';I'

fim;a' -«QT: I a'fit 01$1011..iJliif¾~I

~ ~ I ~· 01$1011'{ 91gf4~1 ~ ~ I ~ 01$1011'{ Wiif4~t lRm ~ I
ecii~~4 ~ 1 gVR ~ 1 ~ !fi~f418 w1c11-oit~qf.tqq_11 ~ l\ 11
The devotee. who recites or hears to this Brahma vidya on the last day of the month,
remains unbitten by the snake- like poisonous insects throughout his life. He who teaches it
to ~ightBrahmal}.as, he releases (from the effects of snake-bite) by merely touching with
grass. One who teaches it to a hundred Brahmal)as he releases by a mere glance. One who
. teaches it to a thousand Brahmal)as, he releases by the mere thought. Thus he releases with
grass, with a piece of wood, with ashes. Lord Brahma has pronounced the same before all
seers in this Upani~ad. This is the essence inherited to this upani~ad.
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At the end of Ova.para yuga, Narada went the Brahma and addressed him thus : "O
Lord, how shall I, roaming over the earth, be able to cross Kali?" To which Brahma thus
replied: "Well asked. Hearken to that which all Srutis (the Vedas) keep secret and hidden,
through which one may cross the sarilsara (mundane existence) of Kali. He shakes off (the
evil effects of) Kali through the mere uttering of the name of the Lord Naraya:t;ta, who is the
primeval Puru~a." Again Narada asked Brahma : "What is the name?" To which
Hira:t;tyagarbha (Brahma) replied thus : (the words are :)" 1. Hare; 2. Rama, 3. Hare, 4.
Rama 5. Rama, 6. Rama 7. Hare, 8. Hare; 9. Hare, 10. Kr~:t;ta 11. Hare, 12. Kr~:t;ta, 13.
Kr~:t;ta, 14. Kr~:t;ta 15. Hare, 16. Hare. These sixteen names (words) are destructive of the
evil effects of Kali. No better means than this is to be seen in all the Vedas. These (sixteen
names) destory of avara:t;ta (or the centripetal force which produces the sense of
individuality) of jiva surrounded by the sixteen kalas (rays). Then like the sphere of the sun
which shines fully after the clouds (screening it) disperse, Parabrahman (alone) shines."

~: Tf:
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ffiilfq'

fclifi:rfu1 ~ ~ fi;(U<.ltl\f:1
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~cfcl~!!
q~UQI~

<fet<f~qqog~')c1Rt 11 ~ 11
Narada asked : "O Lord, what are the rules to be observed with reference to it. To
which Brahma replied that there were no rules for it. Whoever in a pure or an impure state,
utters these always, attains the same world of, or proximity with, or the same form of, or
absorption into Brahma.

~-1-1fo~: ~ ..Mcl.cblS'W' fetfuRRtt ~ ~ ~ f~RRt1 ~ ¥JM(¥JMcll
Qd1iij1U1: ijC'ili:fidi ijliiQdi ~ ~1!!¥4di'l@I ~ tfl:S~Tii:fiW ijldbichlel::i\Q@ oc!J
@ijlt;6'-li rn'I rn' ·~1((;6'-11'!,I ,(,el0l(a<.lk'J$tl 'qcffifl fiH;t~c1q3141011qqi:fil(l1_ctl 'JfcITTfl
ijJeit\qR6Q1t1q1q1f(.lt1: iaRtmq1'1<-l•tl

m ~ m ~ $~4Ri:lt(fl ~ 11
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Whoever utters three and a half kotis (or thirty-five millions} times this mantra
composed of sixteen names (or words) crosses the sin of the murder of a Brahma"IJ,a. He
becomes purified from the sin of the theft of gold. He becomes purified from the sin of
cohabitation with a woman of low caste. he is purified from the sin of wrong done to pitrs,
devas, and men. Having given up all dharmas, he becomes freed at once from all sins. He is
at once released from all bondage. That he is at once released from bondage is the
Upani,md.
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89. JABALYUPANI~AD
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This Upani~ad is a part and parcel to Siimaveda. There are only twenty three hymns in it. A
questionnaire type formation of three hymns has been made regarding the supreme element in which
is Paippaladi; the son of Pippaliida and Lord Jiibiili have been discussed. The first q11;estion has been
asked regarding the introduction of the _element, living soul, animal and Isa arid the measure for the
attainment of the emancipation. The hermit Jiibiili has replied for all these questions. Finally the
magnificence of the knowledge laid down by this upani~ad has been described and the contents is this
set a rest.
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The hermit Paippaladi (the son of Paippalada) asked 'Lord Jabali- "O Lord kindly
explain the mystery of the supreme element for me? What is element? Who is living soul?
Who is animal? Who is Isa and what is the way to attain emancipation?" The hermit Jabali
said- "You indeed has asked a question of vital importance. I describe all whatever is
known to me regarding this topic. Paippaladi asked'- "Kindly tell me that from where have
you acquired this knowledge?" Jabali replied- "It is from Sac;lanana". Paippaladi asked
again- "where from Sac;ianana was known to it?" Jabali replied- "he acquired this
knowledge from Isana." Paippaladi asked again "From where he acquired it?" Jabali
replied- "he acquired this knowledge by virtue of worship." Hearing this, Paippaladi
asked~" 0 Lord! Kindly disclose this mystery in detail to me."
·
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Jabali replied- "I explain the entire .element. Lord Pasupati himself turns into the
worldly living organisms when it falls in the trap of ego. Such a living soul is the animal.
Pasupati is omnipresent and lord to all who perform the five kinds of activities. Paippaladi
asked again- "Who is animals?" Jabali replied- "It is living organism which has been
called an animal owing to the master of living organism, he is called Pasupati." He further
asked- "what form of that animal is? And how Pasupati is the master to him? The Saint
Jabali replied- "As the grass eater, stupid, slave to any other, employed in agriculture etc.
activities born with a number of pains and tied by their master i.e. the cow etc. animals,
these living organisms too are fastened by the god. As the people are master to the animals,
the master to all living organisms is the omniscient Pasupati." Paippaladi asked again"How can that knowledge be acquired?" Jabali replied- "By holding as that knowledge can
be acquired." Paippaladi asked~ "What is the method of holding it? At what places it should
be held?"
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Then Jabali replied- "That knowledge should be collected by reciting Sadyojata etc.
five hymns pertaining to Brahma. It should then be spelled by reciting Agniriti hymn. It
should be picked up by reciting Manastoka and it should be held on head, forehead, chest
and shoulders by reciting Tryayu$am (Yaju 3.62) and belting it by adding water. Three
lines should be then drawn by reciting three Traya$a and three Tryambaka (Yaju 3.60)
hymns. The reader of Veda has been told as Sambhava Vrata in Veda. The person
observing this process doesn't fall in the trap of birth and death. The hymns abbreviated
above are hymns from Yajurveda has been referred there to. The hymns are five hymns of
Sadyojata etc.- "Om Sadyojataril Prapadami Sadhojataya Vai Namo Namal) Bhava Bhave
Nati Bhave Bhavasya Maril Bhavodbhavaya Namal)' (1) 'Vamadevaya Namoh Jyesthaya
Namal). Sretyaya Namo Rudraya Namal) Kalaya Namal) Kal Vikafl)aya Namo
Valavikarl)aya Namal) (2) Valaya Nomo Vala Pramatranaya Namal). Sarvabhutadamanaya
Namo Namal) (3) Aghorebhyotha Ghorebhyo Ghoraghoratatebhyal) Sarvebhyal,l
Sarvasarvebhyol) Namaste'astu Rudrarupebhyal) (4) Tatpuru$aya Vidamahe Mahadeva
dhimahi Tanno Rudral) Pracodayata (5) (Rudradhyayi) Agniriti Om Agniriti bha$ma!
Vayuritibha$ma Jalamiti Bha$ma Sthalamiti bha$msaVyometibha$ma Sarva Ha Va Idam
Bha$ma Man Etani Caksflri1$i Bha$mani Iti."
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On being asked about the testimony, Sanatkumar:a told that the three horizontal lines in
the middle of the entire forehead should be drawn uptb the brows and eyes.
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Its first line is in the form of the Garhapatya fire, Rajas property, 'A' letter, the abode
of earth, the action of ones own soul, synonym to power, Rgveda form and Pratab Savana.
Its god is Prajapati himself. The second line is in the form of Dak~iQ.agni, Satva property,
'U' letter, the space, the will-power of ones inner soul, Yajurveda and in the form of
Madhyandina Savana. Its god is Lord Vi~Q.U. The third line is in the form of Ahavaniya fire,
'M' letter, Tamas property, abode of Sun, the power of knowledge to the supreme soul,
Samaveda and in form of third Savana. Its god is Mahadeva himself.
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The person who holds the TripuQ.<,i.ra from ash attains to the mystery of the tripuQ.<,i.ra as
revealed in the preceding hymn. He may be a celibate, ~ouple, vanaprasthi or recluse. He is
liberated from all kinds of evils either greater or smaller. He observes all Vedas,
concentrates on all gods acquires the fruits as of all pilgrim places and automatically enjoys
the fruits which would be of Japa on Rudra hymns. The person so observing the rules of
holding TripuQ.<,i.ra seldom falls prey to the cycle of birth and. deatli. This Upani~ad is thus
included with the disclosure of thi$ fact.
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90. SAUBHAGYALAK~MYUPANI~AD
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This Upani~ad is related to the tradition of Rgveda. The magnificent letters of SrI aphorism has
been made basis for description of the hymn, discus etc. of the goddess. It has been presented in the
form of a questionaire where in questions and answers were transacted between the gods on one side
and SrI Narayat;ia on the other side. This Upani~ad is divided in three parts. The first part has been
started with the curiosity of Saubhagyalak~mi Vidya. The subject-matter then is concentration on
Saubhagyalak~mI, the Saints etc. of SrI Sukta, the discus of Saubhagyalak~mI, the. Saint to one letter
containing hymn etc., the one letter containing discus and the special hymn of Lak~mi. In the second
part, the Jfiana yoga for the eligible persons, the yoga or "Prat;iayarna with $at;imukhI posture,
description of three knots from which the sound arises, propensity of integrated Brahma, exclusive
spirit and the characteristics of meditation has been described. In the third part, the nine discuses
(Nava Cakra) i.e. Muladhara, Svadhi~thana, navel, heart, throat, palate, brow, Brahmarandhra and
Akasa have been enumerated and lastly the fruit of the study ofUpani~ad has been explained.
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All gods once appeared before Lord Naray~a and requested- "O Lord ! kindly preach
us the learning of Saubhagyalak~mi."
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Lord Naray~a replied- "O Gods ! It is all good now, listen to attentively what I say.
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One should concentrate his mind on the goddess Sri Lak~mi with reciting 'Hir~yavaI1,1am'
....... etc. fifteen Reas of Sri Siikta. She is beyond the three stages i.e., formidable, micro
and cause, who is beyond the stage of Turiya concommitantly being in form of Turiya, she
is scarce to perceive and she is enshrined on the seat of all hymns. She is surrounded by the
gods seated on Pithas and sub-Pi!has and she has four arms.
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The intuitive saint to the· fifteen Reas of above Sri Siikta are Ananda (the Son of
Indira), Ciklita and Kardama. The intuitive hermit to the first hymn is Srt viz._Jndira and
Ananda, Kardama and Ciklita etc., hermits are the saints to fourteen hymns. The rhyme to
first three Reas is Anustup, rhyme to fourth, Rea is Tri~tupa. The rhyme to the Reas from
seven to fourteen i.e., eight Reas is anu~tup and the rhyme to the fifteenth Rea is Prastara
Pal'.ikti. The gods to these hymns are the Sri and the fire 'HiraJ)yaval1}ari1' is the seed to all
hymns falling within this aphorism and its power (Sakti) is 'Kansomi' One should do
Atiganyasa with reciting at the beginning Om and in the end Namab to the words Hiral)ya,
HiraJ)yaval1}a in the fourth classification (Vibhakti). Then·Atiganyasa should be made with
reciting Vaktratraya (hymn). The process of Nyasa in a systematic manner and with reciting
the Reas of Sri Stikta on the head, eyes, ears, nose, mouth, throat, arms, heart, navel,
genital, anus, pubic, leg, thigh etc. parts of the body. (Then the following hymn should be
recited in the state of concentration).
d460icfiqMtj~ ~:~ijtciUli cfi,(cfiqM~<lt!i:Siil@~•ql'¥tl ~I
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May the mother goddess of entire worlds Sri Mahala~mi shower prosperity on us. She
is in reddish complexion seated on a pious petal of lotus, yellowish as the lotus honey, two
lotus flowers in two hands each, as also the boning posture and the posture of fearlessness
in other two hands, adorned with excellent influence of the bangles studded with gems and
adorned with all kinds of ornaments.
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Inside the seed to be (Pitha Ka11J.ika) the Sri seed (Srim) should be written with special
attempt. The half hymn of Sri Stikta in the middle of the ground circle and on the lotus
containing eight petals, twelve petals and sixteen petals each should be then written.
Outside that seed to be, the Matr,ka letters i.e., 'Yal.i Sucil.i Prayato Bhutva etc. should be
written viz., after writing the hymn containing sixteen petals and above from 'A' to 'K~a'
should be ·written. Thus, the Sri Cakra consisting of the parts i.e. Pral)ava, Satkol)a,
Bhuvrtta, A~tadala, Bhuvrtta, Dvadasadala, Bhuvrtta. $09asadala, Bhuvrtta and Nirbhuvrtta
should be made and Sri is to be summoned.
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The worship to the first layer is performed through the hymns of Atiganyasa. The
worship to second layeris made through the Nidhis like Padma etc., the third layer worship
is made through the Lokapalas (Indra etc.) and the worship to fourth layer is made through
their arms and weapons like thunderbolt etc. The deeds pertaining to summon the gods are
performed with reciting the hymns of Sri Stikta. As a next effort, the Purascaral)a with
reciting sixteen thousand hymns has been provided.
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(The sage of worship to Saubhagyalak~mi hymn is Bhrgu, the rhyme is Nicrd Gayatri
and the god is Sri. 'Sam' is the seed. The process of Anganyasa is to be performed with
reciting Sram etc. Then, concentration should be made according to the meaning of the
successive hymns as mentioned below.
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May the goddess Sri Lak~mi grace on us with the best luxuries by enshrining on the
lotus seat who has held louts flowers in her both hands and whose two other hands are. in
the posture of boning and fearlessness respectively. Whose complexion of body is like the
melted gold. The goddess who is bathing with the water pouring from vessels held by two
elephants in their trunks, who are in the complexion of white clouds. A reddish colour and
gem-studded crown is adorned on her head. Her apparels·are excessively clean, whose eyes
are like that of lotus, whose parts and organs of body are smeared with the sandal etc.
scented matters consistent with the existing season and who resides in the heart zone of
Lord Vi~lJ.U.
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After the concentration so made, the Pitha Yantra is described in this Pitha Yantra,
there is a Rama Pitha analogous to the shape of quadrangle, three circles, the lotus
containing eight petals. The Sri seed 'Srirh' should be mentioned with special attempt on
that seed. For eg. Srirh Sri Rama Devi Ju~stam should be recited and then call of the
Nature, Pithanyasa and Nyasa with the saints etc. should be made. Subsequently, the
worship should be performed to the nine powers i.e. Vibhuti, Kanti, Unnati, Kirti, Sr~ti,
Sannati, Vyu~ti, Riddhi and Satkr~ti should be performed by using each name in fourth
classification (Vibhakti) and by adding Orn in the beginning and Namal:i in the end of each
name.
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Thereafter the first layer should be worshipped through Anganyasa. The ·worship of
second layer is to be performed by praying to Vasudeva etc .. (Vasudeva, Sa:ti.kar~al).a,
Pradyumna and Aniruddha). Now by the third layer worship to Balaki etc. (Balaki,Vimala,
Kamala, Vibhisika, Vanamalika, Malika and Vasumalika) should be performed. Then, in
the worship of fourth layer, Indra etc. all gods and with their weapons including thunderbolt .
should be worshipped. For Purascafl).a, twelve Lakh hymns should be recited in a regular
framework.
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Now the system of Sriril, Hfiril, Sriril learning which contains three letters is being
described. Its system of worship is analogous to the worship of one letter hymn. Only a
slight difference is existed in the third layer worship. In the beginning of this learning, Om
and in the end word Namal;i is to be added and every name should be used in its fourth
classification (Vibhakti). These names are Sri, Lak~mi, Varda, Vi~I).upatni, Vasuprada,
Hiral).yarupa, SvafI).amalini, Rajatastraja, SvafI).apriya, SvafI).aprakara, Padmavasini,
Padmapriya, Candrasurya, Muktalarikara, Bi'lvapriya, Isvari, Bhukti, Mukti, Vibhiiti,
Riddhi, Samrddhi, Kr~ti, Pu~ti, Dhanada, Dhanesvari, Sraddha, Bhogini, Bhogada, Savitri,
Dhatri and Vidhatri etc. and thus worship is to be made. The worship of Pitha is to be made
with Anganyasa like the one letter hymn. One lakh hymns are to be recited for PurascafI).a.
The one tenth part of the Japa is Tarpal).a, one tenth part of Tarpal).a is Havana and onetenth part of Havana is feeding of Brahmal).as. (This is the rule formed for PurascafI).a)
Rti:fi1q141qc1 *'fcteJ1f,(,lf~:1 ~ ~ ,(,lcfilq141fqfu11 ~~ 11

This learning of Sri Lak~mi can be acquired only by the devotees who are free from all
kinds of attachments. They attain accomplishment to this learning.
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All gods then raised the next question to Lord Narayal).a- "O God! Please tell us all in
context to the specified elements of the Turiya illusion (Maya)". Lord Narayal).a started
describing the matter by saying 'very well' in reply (he said O Gods!) attempts to know the
yoga through yoga itself is to be made because yoga is promoted only by resorting to yoga.
The yogi who remains attentive to his yoga by leaving aside the laxity, only can enjoy the
pleasure for unlimited period. The devotee who uses the material only to the extent
necessary for performance of the deeds viz. Mitabhogi, gives up the attachment, every and
the dormance, defects and malafides in the form of attachment and performs the
concentration in solitude because of Brahma. He in a continuous manner does practise for
establishment of the soul into the element of supreme soul. He always tends to the penance
of Rajayoga in order to set aside the feelings of heat and cold etc. pain. The yogis under
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exercise of Pral)ayama inhale the wind from mouth and set it in their belly. Thus, they push
the Apana wind from the navel region to the cell of digestion (Jatharagni). They put their
all fingers including the thumb and both palms on both ears, eyes and nostrils and do the
continuous exercise of Pral)ayama. Thus, they do concentration on Om in various ways and
by merging themselves with it realize the element of ever-sensitive soul.
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One more method for the practise of Pral)ayama has been stated in which the eyes, ears,
mouths and nostrils are closed. By following that process, the spinal nerve is purified and
the strong sound of Om can be heard with clarity. On hearing to the sound in undisturbed
cycle ,Anahata cakra) excellent and of varied nature, words are heard. By virtue of such
exercise, the devotee becomes full of splendour and a divine smell starts emanating out
from his body. He attains the divine body and fully developed heart in the healthy state. By
virtue of the continuous listening to this sound coming out from the spinal nerve, the man
practising becomes well-supported by yoga just in the Muladhara Cakra from where the
spinal nerve starts ascending. This nerve then penetrates the Svadhi~thana cakra and going
out from the whole in its nucleus, the oxygen enters into the spinal nerve.
~fAlij11 ~ Q'illellij4tjf~a: I felwJ~,el:@ffl i\i::;1~(41+:e;tjircr: 11\911
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Having duly seated on Padmasana etc. postures and by entering into the third
MatJ.ipuraka cakra, the supreme pleasure is obtained without any extra efforts when the
illusion (Vi~t).ugranthi) is penetrated (This illusion is the sole cause for the growth of
excessive desires and ·ambitions). When the oxygen (Pral)a Vayu) overleaps the void
(Maya) while ascending and when it does friction with the nerve, a sound like trumpet is
heard therefrom. At the time, when the oxgyen penetrates the MatJ.ipura cakra, a sound like
. Mrdariga (drum like sounding instrument) is heard.
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The oxygen thereafter penetrates other Cakras and accesses to great void (Akasa
Cakra). All kinds of accomplishment are· easily attained. From there the oxygen thereafter
penetrates the feeling of pleasure and becomes dynamic in all cakras.

~ ~ : ~ : i;fiOi(ll@ "i;fiOTI ~ I ~ - ~ "RRf ij4i::filR!¾•t"lf~d'(II ~o II
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On the completion of this exercise, a sound like flute comes out and it automatically
arises in the form of Pral)ava (Om). According to Sanaka etc. sages, the entire aptitude is
engrossed while listening to the sound of Om. The devotee then, finally becomes able in
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imposing the living soul on the element of supreme soul from this A.kasa Cakra. He attains
immortality by surrounding the soul engrossed in illusions to the supreme soul and by
doing concentration on the omnipresent scope of soul.
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By virtue of the yoga beyond the knowledge, one should enslave the peculiar Jfiana
yoga and put checks on the spiritual meditation by the exclusive meditation. The yogin duly
succeed in exclusive meditation, attains to the state of emancipation which directly adheres
to the element of supreme soul. The egotism of such yogi is set aside by virtue of exclusive
meditation and the world in the form of illusion as residing in the element of soul is also
vanished. Thus the scholars go beyond the worries like 'This is I' and 'This is mine' etc.
worries that arise frequently in the mind of the common people.
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As the water and the salt get mixed and no identity of the salt remains separately, the
oxygen when exists in the process of kumbhaka under the exercise of Prat).ayama and the
mental propensities are weakened, the integrated state of the mind with soul like the stream
of oil is called meditation. When all resolution are decayed as a result of unity established
between the living soul and the supreme soul, the stage so formed is called meditation.
When the mind and the wisdom are entirely merged being senseless to the world, when
nothing is felt and everything seems like zero or essenceless, such a stage is called
meditation. When the living soul exists underrated, stable and in the form of light inspite of
the to and fro movement of body, this stage is called meditation. Wheresoever the mind of
such a yogi is moved, a supreme position is attained thereto. The perfect knowledge (Para
Brahma) is equally felt to that yogi at all places.
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All gods again requested Lord Narayat).a- "O Lord! please tell us about the discretion
of nine Cakras for the welfare of us all". Lord Narayat).a star.:ed explaining the same by
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reciprocating very wen to the gods. (He told) The Brahma Cakra is existed in Miiladhara. It
is in three circles in the form of yoni. The great power kw;i.Q.alinI is existed in the shape of a
serpent in sleeping posture just at the root of the seed to be. Concentration should be made
on that power in the form of the blazing fire until it is awakened i.e. the place of
Devitripura is existed. As a result of worship to that goddess, all kinds of enjoyments are
obtained. The same description has been given regarding the first cakra namely the
Muladhara cakra.

~ ,{cilfila1-1~sri q&_c{H'(I ~ ~q1fi:tg«i ~ SlcUHli<ijii~i ~ I d~crlsiiiOl41d
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The second Cakra is with six petals and called Svadhi~thana Cakra. A Sivali:riga in red
colour like the shoot of coral should be bring in concentration by facing the west direction
at the back of the seed to be to that six petal lotus. UQ.yal)a Pitha is existed there. An
accomplishment of fascinating the entire world is obtained by virtue of its worship.
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The third Cakra is encircled by five times and it is curvy like the serpent. It is called the
navel cakra. Concentration on great power of kw;i.Q.alinI luminating with the splendour of
many crores rising suns and whose organs are so tender as the lightening. A great power is
attained when this power is awakened and it renders with all kinds of accomplishment, it is
the MaQipuraka Cakra.
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The fourth .discus is called Anahata Cakra. It is also known as Hrdaya Cakra. It is in the
form of eight petal lotus and its mouth is downward. One should concentrate on the everluminating li:riga within this discus: This luminating Li:riga is popularly known as Harhsa
Kala. It is favourite to all and power dominating the three worlds is attained on its
awakening.
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The fifth discus has acquired popularity as Visuddhakhya Cakra and its location is on
the throat. It is of four fingers measurement. The I<;la (nerve of Candra) and Pi:rigala (the
nerve of Sun) are enshrined. at the left and right respectively to this discus. One should
concentrate on the spinal nerve of white consistency amid these two nerves. The men
known to it attains mastery on Anahata, the Sound.
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At the upper portion of this discus,. another discus Talu Cakra is enshrined. A stream of
1
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nectar perpetually flows from there. There are ten or twelve petals in talu cakra. The hole
like a discus at the root of the glottis and extended upto the root of teeth contains this tiilu
cakra. The mind enters into void (zero) when concentration on void is made within this
discus.
~ . 'fli:b6qf8ql:il'(I
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The seventh Bhrii Cakra is analogues to the shape of a thumb. An eye of knowledge is
worth concentration in the shape of flame within that two petal lotus. A knowledge of
Kapiila Kanda (the causative functions invisible and the power of speech to explain it) is
accomplished entirely when this Bhru Cakra is awakened. The discuss so framed is called
Ajfiana Cakra.
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The eighth discus is called NirviiJ;la Cakra. It is also known as Brahmarandhra. It is
analogous to the shape of the needle pointed. The shape of Dhumrasikha perpetually
dynamic should be concentrated therein. Here is existed the Jalandhara Pitha.. Emancipation
is availed as a result of perpetual concentration on that discus. Hence, the yogis called it
Parabrahma Cakra too.
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The nineth discus is called Akasa Cakra. Within this discus, a sixteen petal lotus with
mouth upward; is existed. The hypotenuse of its middle place, having generator of three
virtues, it has three ridges analogous to a mountain. In the middle of that discus, the power
duly bowed is found at the upper portion. One should concentrate on that power. The
PllfQ.agiri Pitha is too existed at that place. Concentration on this Pitha enables the devotee
to accomplish all desires intertwined.
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The person reciting this Saubhagyalak~mi Upani~ad regularly is as holy as the fire and
air both. Thus, he becomes prosperous with the easy access to wealth, food, wife, children,
elephant, horses, buffaloes, cows, servants and the maids and becomes scholar. On the
completion of the destined period (life), he easily attains to the everlasting position of
supreme soul. As per the awakening secured by this Upani~ad, he doesn't return back or fall
from that position ever.
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91. SARASVATi-RAHASYOPANI~AD

"'

" A

This Upani~ad is related to the tradition of Kr~l}.a Yajurveda. This Upani~ad has got its form in a
questionnaire in which questions and answers session has taken place between the hermits and the
great hermit Asvalayana. The form of Maha SarasvatI has been described with the essence herein. In
the beginning, Sarasvat:i vidya containing ten hymns and the sole mean for the knowledge of essence
(tattva). The subject matter then proceeds as the saint to this learning, the rhyme, the saints in
separate for ten hymns and the god as also the rhyme, pray to mother SarasvatI, the element of
Brahma in goddess Sarasvati, the element of nature and the element of man (puru~atva), the illusion
(maya), the tenability of illusion and its impact, the tenet of two. powers, the form of living organism,
the destruction of discriminant mentality after decay of the tensility of illusion, the descriptions of the
part of Brahma and nature in this visible world, the procedure of meditation in the substance of
Brahma, six kinds of meditations and the position of exclusive realization. It has been made
undoubtedly clear that the devotee attains to emmancipation by virtue of the knowledge acquired
through this Upani~ad.
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All hermits visited at the hermitage of Lord Asvalayana and honoured him with all
respect and due compliance with the procedure wait for. They stood then and raised a
question with closing hands- "O Lord! how can the knowledge be acquired which enables
to realize the element of supreme sole as the meaning of the foot 'tat'? kindly tell us the
element of knowledge acquired as a result of penance made by you for the divine power."
Lord Asvalayana replied with clarity and in order to satisfy the hermits- "O hermits! I have
obtained the immortal accomplishment (parasiddhi) by virtue of the incessant pray and Japa
(silent recital) of the hymns pertaining to mother Sarasvati with the ten rcas of ]:t.gveda as
the seed hymn (Bijamantra).
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The hermits then asked the second question- "O the king hermit! You are performer of
great deeds with your best resolutions. How and by what kind of concentration you were
enabled to obtain the Sarasvata hymn and thus mother Maha Sarasvati was pleased? Kindly
tell us the process you had adopted for that purpose."
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The renowned hermit Asvalayana replied- "O saints! (A.svalayana) myself is the saint
to this great hymn of SrI SarasvatI which consists of ten hymns. Its rhyme is anu~tup and
the god is SrI VagisvarL Its seed hymn is yadvaga and 'devimvacam' is its power, its
Kilaka is 'praQodevI' and it has been applied (viniyoga) with the pleasure of the god Sri
VagisvarL The Anganyasa (summoning gods on the different part of body) is made by
redting the hymns namely, Sraddha (obeisance), Prajfia (conscience), dharal).a
(presumption), Vagdevata (god of speech) and Maha SarasvatI etc.
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(After Anganyasa) the process of concentration is described. One should concentrate
his mind as 'I' bow and pray by using my mind and power of speech with a motive of
accomplishment of outstanding, the VaQi (Goddess Sarasvati) who is with the white
brilliance like the beauty of snow, garland of pearl, camphor and the moon, who is all
benevolent, duly adorned with garlands of yellow jasmine and whose parts of body are
most fascinating with the breast duly developed.
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The hymn namely Om PraQodevI is with its saint Bharadvaja, the rhyme is GayatrI and
the god is Sri Sarasavti. The PraQava (Om namal.)) is the seed (bija), power (sakti) and
kilaka. It has been applied for the accomplishment of desired objectives. The Anganyasa
too is made by reciting this hymn.
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May r,_1other Sarasvati provide me with perfect protection whose nature is the sole
element of Brahma, the substantial meaning of the vedanta and who is known with various
names and several complexions
~
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May mother Sarasvati, the goddess provides us with the food etc. in abundance because
She is the greatest donor, her stock of food is undepleted and she provides her devotees and
the persons arrange offerings for her pleasure with sheer protection.
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The saint to the hymn "A no diva].)-----" is Atri, the rhyme is Tri~tup and tbe god is
SarasvatI. 'Hpi' is the seed, power and kilaka of this hymn. This hymn is applied for the
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fulfilment of desired objectives. The process of Nyasa is too performed by this very hymn.
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May mother goddess Sarasvati, provide us with protection because she is the exclusive
power of the supreme. Isvara is the form of perfect knowledge (Parabrahma) and the four
vedas as also their parts and the limbs (anga/upanga) pray to her exclusively.
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May the mother goddess Sarasvati come at our place of offering descending from the
world of sun (in the form of light) and by crossing the clouds analogous to the shape of vast
mountains. She is adorable to us all. May that goddess Sarasvati voluntarily listen to over
pleasing hymns recited by us and feel all pleasure.
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The saint to the hymn "Pavaka nal;l----" is Madhucchanda, the rhyme is Gayatri and the
god is SarasvatI, the seed, power and kilaka to this hymn is 'Srirh'. This hymn is applied for
the accomplishment of desire. Anganyasa too is performed by this very hymn.
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May mother goddess SarasvatI provide us with protection who is existed every where
in letter, word (pada) and sentence etc. in the form of meaning, who is beyond the
beginning and the end and who is in uncountable complexions, properties (guIJ.a) etc.
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May mother goddess Sarasvati be present in our offering and provide all co-operation
until it is completed who makes all devotees holy and well to do, who has undepleted stock
of food etc. and who is cause for the yield of wealth after due performance of the deeds etc.
requisite for it.
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The saint to the hymn "Codayitri----" is Madhucchanda, the rhyme is Gayatri and the
god is Sarasvati. 'Blurh' is the seed, power and kilaka of this hymn. It is applied for
obtaining the desired wealth. The Angany&sa is too made through reciting this hymn.
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May mother goddess SarasvatI provide all of us protection who is the administrator of
all gods viz. inspiring power, who is in the form of metaphysics and the supreme divine and
who is existed in the form of Madyama speech.
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The goddess who inspires for using the humble and true words, who every moment
monitors the intelligent industrious people by making ex-facie their supreme duty; such
mother goddess Sarasvati has hold this offering made by us (devotees).
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The saint of "Mahoall}.aQ.·"'··-" is Madhucchanda, the rhyme is Gayatri and the god is
Sarasvati. The 'Saul;i' is the seed, the power and the kilaka of this hymn. The power of
Nyasa too is performed by reciting this hymn.
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· May mother goddess Sarasvatl provide us protection who controls the three worlds by
virtue of her intuitiye power .and who is enshrined in the form of Rudra and Aditya etc. god.
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The mother goddess Sarasavti originated in the form of a river identifying with the
· unending stock of water and embedded within her by virtue of her work in a flow. She
awakes the duty concious of all kinds through her divine form.
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The hermit to the hymn "Catvarivak----" is 'Dighratama,' the son of 'ucathya' the
rhyme is tri~tup and the god is Sarasavti. 'Airi' is the seed, the power andthe k~laka of this
hymn. This hymn is applied with the motive of accomplishment to the desired' objectives.
•
The process of Nyasa too is performed by this hymn.
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May mother goddess Sarasvati provide as with protection who is being perceived in a
number of forms for all living organisms who have the power of initiation and who is
enshrined at all places in the form worth knowing.
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The speech entirely has been divided into four parts. These are called Para, Pasyanti,
Madhyama and Vaikhari respectively. These speeches are known to the learned Brahmat}.a
and scholars. The three speeches i.e. Para, Pasyanti and Madhyama are enshrined in the
cavity of heart. These therefore are not revealed outside but the fourth speech i.e. vaikhari
is only used by the human beings in their conversation made with others.
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The Saint to hymn "Yadvagvadanti----" is Bhargava, the rhyme is Tri~tup and the god
is Sarasvati. Klirh is the seed, power and Kilaka of this hymn. The process of Nyasa too is
performed by reciting this hymn.
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May mother goddess Sarasvati provide us all protection who is in the eight forms as a
result of classification under name, caste etc. and concommitently is being seen in the
single form.
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When the power of speech attains the offering by educating the fools, who please all
gods and originates the divine spirits (Ra~tri), mother Sarasvati in the same time exploits
the food and water for the four directions (caturdik) where these the essence embeded in
Madhyama speech go?
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The intuitive saint to the hymn "Devirh Vacarh~---" is Bhargava. The rhymn is Tri~tup
and the god is Sarasvati. The 'sau):l' is the seed power, (Sakti) and the Kilaka. The process
of Nyasa should be performed by evicting this hymn.
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May mother goddess Sarasvati provide us her kind protection whose expressive and inexpressive speech is used by all living organisms including gods etc. and who is in the form
of speech, who is competent to provide with all desired things like milk from Kamadhenu.
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. May mother goddess Sarasvati in the form of speech be present before all of us
(devotees) duly pleased by the best hymns. That luminating vaikhari speech has been
originated by the breathing gods, which is used by all creatures and who is pleasure giver
likeKamadhenu as also provides with food (cereals and power both).
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The initative saint· to the hymn "Utatva]:l------" is Brhaspati. The rhyme is Tri~tup and
the god is Sarasvati. 'Sam' is the seed, power (Sakti) and Kilaka. The Nyasa should be
performed with this very hymn ..
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May mother goddess Sarasvati provide us all with protection to whom realized by
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Yogis as Brahma Vidya and then they are liberated from all worldly ties and the supreme
immortal position is secured when the rout of this learning is followed.
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There are a few people who can't perceive the apparent power of speech even if they
face and see it frequently in their life. Again, there are some more people who listens yet
they can't listen for the real purposes. However, there are rare people for whom the goddess
of speech makes herself so disclosed as the wife adorned with descent apparels and
ornaments offers herself fully disclosed before her husband.
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The initative Saint to the hymn "Ambitama ----" is Grtsamada. The rhyme is Anu~tup
and the god is Sarasvati. The 'Aim' is the seed, power and kilaka. The process of Nyasa too
is performed by reciting this very hymn .
.flq,(6.qfrqi:fi ~ <H<-11q1~~4 oT
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May mother goddess Sarasvati provide us all with protection in the form of 1:3rahma.
She is worshipped by all scholars of Brahma while living in this illusory world which is
recognised with the name and the complexion. They thus surrender this illusory network at
the feet of goddess Sarasvati.
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0 mother goddess Sarasvati! You are the greatest among all motherly powers, rivers
and goddesses. We are suffering from the lack of wealth and this world is beating us like a
pauper. 0 mother! Kindly provide us with all kinds of upliftments which make us
prosperous from all angles.
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May goddess Sarasvati enshrines daily in Manasarovara of mind who moves like
flaming in the lotus forest of Prajapati Brahma's mouth and who lights all directions with
her white brilliance. 0 goddess Sarasvati! You reside in the province of Kasmira. We salute
you. I pray you daily. Kindly grace me with the true learning. You are the imparter of
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Vidya (learning). A garland made of pearls is always adorned in your breast region. 0
goddess Sarasvati! please always be enshrined on my tongue. May goddess Maha Sarasvati
whose throat is conch like, whose lips are copper like. and who is adorned with all
ornaments; be enshrined at the forepart of my tongue at ease. May mother goddess
Sarasvati reside on our tongue always and provide us (devotees) the six kinds of properties,
individual sama, <lama etc. She is in forms of obeisance, faith, wisdom and mistress of the
law (Vidhivallabha). I pray mother Bhavani Sarasvati who has hair duly adorned by candrakala, who is like a nectar flowing river and decaying the pains of the world. The person
desirous of poetic power, enjoyment, fearlessness and immunisation, should worship with
keen devotion daily mother Sarasvati with reciting these 10 hymns.
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The person who performs worship of goddess Sarasvati complying with the procedure
and does pray to her daily with keen devotion and obeisance, he definitely attains her grace
within the short span of six months. As a result of this accomplishment, the speech full of
elegant letters in the form of words, prose and poetry starts emanating automatically with
unique elocution from the mouth of such devotee. The poet graced by goddess Sarasvati
enables to know even the connotation orient sriptures even without hearing to from others.
0 Brahmal,'las! Mother goddess Sarasvati herself had pronounced this fact with
confirmation. We obtained the learning of soul, true and immortal from Prajapati Brahma
and I have now acquired the element of Brahma, immortal and full of everlasting pleasure
subsequently, this nature we created by taking in equal proportions the free properties i.e.,
the Sattva, Rajas and Tamas as the reflection is seen in the mirror, the element of sensitivity
appears true in the nature. It is the reflection of that sensitive element which enables
perceiving the nature in three forms. You have got this living body as a result of the
combination made in the nature.
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The pre-dominance of Sattva property in the nature is called illusion. The element of
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sensitivity as reflected within that illusion consisting of Sattva property is called Brahma.
That illusion is the designation (name) dependent to the Brahma. The main characteristics
of that gigantic Brahma is that it controls the illusion and it is unique as also omniscient.
That Brahma as a reason of being witness to all worlds, over extended and full of sattva
property, it is competent to create, not create and do some different deed from as that of
creation. This is the reason that element of sensitivity is called Isvara particularly because it
is enriched with the element of omniscience etc. properties.
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There are two powers wilth illusion (Maya). These are known as Vik~epa and AvaraQ.a.
The former power i.e. vik~epa creates everything from the body litiga to the entire world ·
including BrahmaQ.~a. The later power i.e. A varaQ.a is the power of Apara. It is corporate,
the discriminant cause existed in Brahma and the creation {Sr~!i) in the innermost worl<;l.
This power is only main cause for the worldly ties.
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The evident (S~i) seems it in the formation of litiga and the body. The Hving
organism performing activities in this visible world is originated when the virtual image of
the sensitive element is added with the causative nature.
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The worldly discrimination starts being clear as and when the power of A varaQ.a is
decayed, viz., this power keeps a distance between the element of sensitivity and the state
of unconsciousness. At that state, the position ofliving element is discharged and the power
enshrined by extending .the _discrimination of Brahma is duly reckoned with. Thus the
Brahma enslaved by that power starts. appearing defective. The discrimination of Brahma
and creation (Sr~!i) starts clear as soon as the.AvaraQ.a is furnished. The Br;ihma being free
from defects, the creation only falls in the defective position. The five parts (Aril.sa) has
been stated as- Asti (is existed), Bhati (appears or seems), priya (in the form of pleasure)
Ra.pa (complexion) and Nama (designation) and complexion have been told as the form of
the world. It is the coherence of designation and complexion .by virtue of which the
supreme element of sole (truth, mind and pleasure) enshrines in the form of world. The
devotee should therefore, always engross in the meditation from in and out both.
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There are two kinds of meditation out of which one is called compromising (Savikalpa)
and the other is exclusive (Nirvikalpa). The first meditation is also in two forms. The one is
known as perception through the observation (Drsyanuviddha) and the other is perception
through the second (Sabdanuviddha). One should consider that the defects like sensuality
etc., usually arising in the mind are visible and sensitive sole is their witness. The first kind
of meditation i.e. Savikalpa Samadhi is called perception through the sound. A devotee who
neglects the scenes and the sounds and is engroved with perception of sole attains the state
of exclusive meditation. At that state he stands undedicated like the flame of a lamp when
the wind is not blowing. This Nirvikalpa and Savikalpa meditation is enshrined in the heart.
Similarly when the mind is attracted towards a thing in particular, the meditation is
obtained. The first kind of meditation is obtained when the discretion of the observer and
the scene is applied. The second kind of meditation depicts the concentration of the
sensitive element residing under the discriminative cognisance of each thing as per its name
and complexion. The third kind of meditation has been stated as analogous to the earlier
one. In the state of this meditation, the omnipresent essence of sensitivity is perceived and
the change so generated makes the devotee fully stunned. Everyman should pass his life
practicing continuously these six kinds of meditations.
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The knowledge of supreme soul rises only when the physical ego is entirely decayed.
As a result of this best knowledge originated, the mind attains the pleasure of immortality
everywhere and at every place where even it goes. All kinds of confusions are seized at that
state and the knots made in the heart are automatically untied. All kinds of deeds performed
or committed by the man meet to non-est when the art full and the artless Brahma is
realized. The discriminations between living element and element of god are removed. The
person known to this fact really is the liberated soul and there is no scope for any doubts.
This very thing is pronounced by this knowledge ofUpani~ad.
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92. BAHV~COPANI~AD

~(~~1qPf1:1ct_
This Upani~ad is related to Rgveda. R~i describes the feature of Adisakti who is the cardinal
cause for creation of this world. The form "power of mind" has been very first clarified herein. All
creations even. from Brahma to the inerts (immovables ) have been originated from that very "Power
of mind". The words, meanings and complexion (nature) etc. originated from the "Power of mind"
are unique. The sensitive power existed in exterior and interior is equal and the same. That very
power is existing in the form of "Amba" etc. names. She is in the form of Parabrahma. The persons
duly known to this very "Power of mind" in the form of Brahma, enshrine to that supreme ether for
ever. This Upani~ad is concluded with these contents.
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Only Goddess was present prior to the creation of Sr~ti (universe). The structurisation
of Sr~!i was performed by her. That goddess is removed with the name of Kamakala (sexual
art) and Spigarakala (art of trimming).
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Lord Brahma, Vi~l)U and Rudra were originated by that goddess. All Marutas, the
singer Gandharvas, the dancing fairies and blower of musical instruments i.e Kinnaras were
originated from her. All kinds of consumable material was originated from her. That
goddess as mother of the world, has created all beings getting birth from oval, sweat, water
and womb etc., including all movable, immovable as also the people.
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That (goddess) too is called the Apara Sakti. She too is called Sambhavi, Kadi, Hadi,
and Sadi vidyas (learnings). She is full of secret. She too is "Om (Pral)ava). That goddess is
situated on tongue (Vagindriya) of all living organisms because she is full of truth, mind,
and pleasure i.e., "Om".
[Several experiments made when Sastra Tantra, give the hint of being integrity between the
element of soul and supreme soul. It too has been called learning here. For example Sambhavi Vidya
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enables a man to realise the supreme benevolent god, Kadividya is meant by "Ka" etc (Ka, e, I, l
Hriti) see (key) hymns continuing Vidya, Ha.di vidya is the learning that contains seed (key) hymns
'Ha' etc (Ha, sa, Ka, Ha, la, Hrm) and Sa.di Hiya is the learning that contains seed (key) hymns Sa
etc. (Sa, Ka, La, Hrm).J
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That (goddess) is spreading light externally and internally both by extending three
stages (awaking, dreaming and dormant) and three bodies (formidable, micro and
causative). That great tripura sundari dwells within country, time and the subject beyond
attachment and in garb of Pratyak (perceiving) sensitivity.
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That (goddess) is in the form of soul. Everything except her is false and beyond the
soul. She is in the form of Brahmavidya, power of vidya free from the spirit and spiritless
and she too is worth introducing the unique Brahma. That Maha Tripurasundari alone is
adorned herself by entering external and internally. Out of the three forms of that goddess
i.e. Asti, Bhati and Priya, the Asti is a monitor of the sanmatra, the Bhati is of cinmatra and
. the Priya (intimate) is full of pleasure. Thus Srimaha tripura Sundari is existed in all forms.
You and I, this whole world, all gods and everything other is Srimahatripurasundari. The
sole thing (Power) is lalita and it is the everlasting truth. This is unique, integrated,
immortal supreme element of the soul.
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By abandonment of the five forms i.e. Asti, Bhati, Priy·a, name and complexion and not
giving up her self form, the residual entity stable is the supreme element of immortality.
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That supreme element of soul is expressed through Prajfiana Brahma, or is .a Brahma,
"This soul is Brahma" or "I myself is Brahma" or "I am that Brahma is " etc. sentences.
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Soc;lasi Srividya is which is addressed in Vedas by the overments (vacana) like "That I
am", "I am that" "what that is" "That am too" etc. That Srimahatripurasundari with hymn
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containing fifteen letters in known as Bala, Ambika, Bagala, Matailgi, Svayarilvara-kalyaQ.i,
Bhuvanesvari, CamUQ.c;la, CaQ.c;li, Varahi, TirastakariQ.i, Rajamatangi, Sukasyamala,
Laghusyamala, Asvaruc;lha, Pratyangira, Dho.mavati, SavitrI, Sarasavti, Gayatri,
Brahmanandakala etc.
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].leas, letter (A~ara) exist in the immortal supreme ether. All gods duly reside within
ether. The person who did not make endeavour for acquiring that best and everlasting
knowledge, what can be obtained by mere perseverance. of Om ].leas? The person who
acquire knowledge of that supreme ether by virtue of their strong determination, only they
enshrine in the supreme ether for ever, Thus .this Upani~ad has been concluded.

93. MUKTIKOPANI~AD
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Addressing with devotion and obedience SrI-Rama- the Lord Hari, at the end of his
Samadhi, who being Himself changeless is the witness of the thousands of changes of
Buddhi, and who ever rests in Svariipa-Dhyana (the meditation on Reality) while seated
under the bejwelled dome of the palace in the lovely city of Ayodhya, in the midst of Sita,
Bharata and Saumitri (Lak~mal).a), Satrughna and others, eulogised day and night by
Sanaka and other hosts of Munis, as well as by Vasi~tha, Sukra, and other devotees of
Vi~:Q.U- Hanuman, after praising them, asked : "O Rama, You are Paramatma of the nature
of Saccidananda. 0 foremost of the family of Raghu, I make prostrations to You again and
again. 0 Rama, I wish to know for the sake of emancipation, Your nature as it really is. 0
Rama, be You gracious enough to tell me that by which I shall be easily released from the
bondage of mundane existence and by which I shall attain salvation."
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(SrI Rama replied :) "O mighty-armed one, well as led: hearken then to the truth
uttered by Me. I am well established in Vedanta (or the end of Vedas or knowledge). Have
You recourse to Vedanta well."
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(Hanuman again asked'.) "O foremost of Raghus, what are Vedantas? Where do they
abide? Pray enlighten me". (Sri-Rama replied :) "O Hanuman, listen to me. I shall truly
describe to you the nature of Vedanta. Through the expiratory breath of Myself- Vi~t:iu,
the Vedas were generated as many. Like the oil in the sesamum seeds, Vedanta is well
established (or latent in the Vedas)".
(Hanuman asked again :) "O Rama, how many are the Vedas and their branches? 0
Raghava, what are the Upani~ads? Please, through Your grace, tell me truly."
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(Sri-Rama said:) "Through the divisions ofR.gveda and others, the Vedas are said to be
four in number. Their branches are many. So also the Upani~ads. In Rgveda,. there are
branches, 21 in number. 0 son of Vayu, there are 109 branches in Yajurveda. 0 conqueror
of enemies, there are 1,000 branches in Samaveda, 0 best of Monkeys, there are 50
branches in Atharvaveda. In each branch, there is one Upani~ad. Whoever with devotion to
Me studies even one of the RI<s· (hymns) in these, attains the state of absorption, rare for the
Munis to attain."
(Hanuman asked :) "O Rama, some ·excellent Munis have said there is one kind of
salvation only, while other [stated that salvation is attained] through the uttering of Your
name or the initiation into Taraka (Om) at Kasi (Varat:iasi); others through Sarilkhya-Yoga,
others through the Yoga of Devotion; other Mahar~is through the meditation upon the
meaning of Mahavakyas (the sacred sentences of the Vedas). Salvation is stated to be of
four kinds through the divisions of Salokya and others."
(-(~clli4 ~ :

&c1{',;qgl¾)&c1

Ql(qlwtc:fi.((\NUTII $(1i41Hffi cnfq ~ I I ~G 11

(-(IM1cf49Miq1Gfl@ ~
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g c;i6Hl#ISK4~ffi q'ifl(ql'd.:411_11 ~~ II
9-w~Rnfuai ~ mcnfu l:fRcf:1 -;q;r ~ crr ~ iron- f.f lffl'm:11~ o 11
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(Sri-Rama replied :) "There is only one true emancipation. 0 Kapi (Monkey), everi a
person addicted to evil practices attains the salvation of Salokya (My world) throu~h. the
uttering of My name, but not of other worlds. Should one die in Brahma-nala (the lotusstalk- also street) in Kasi, he attains My Taraka (Mantra). Such a person attains salvation
without any rebirth; wherever he may die in Kasi, Mahesvara initiates him by whispering
My Taraka (Mantra) into his right ear. Such person, freed from all sins, attains my SvarOpa
(Form). It is this that is termed Salokya-SarOpya salvation. The twice-born who is of
virtuous conduct and who without diverting his intelligence on any other, meditates upon
Me, the All-Atma, attains Samipya (nearness) to Me.
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It is this that is termed Salokya-SarOpya-Samipya salvation. The twice-born who
according to the path opened by the teacher, meditate!! upon My immutable Reality attains
Sayujya (absorption) into Me, like the caterpillar into the wasp. This is the Sayujya
salvation which is productive of Brahmic bliss and auspicious. Thus these kinds of
salvation arise through the Upasana (worship) of Me.
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The only means by which the final emancipation is attained is through Mat)c;lukyaUpanisad alone, which is enough for the salvation of all aspirants. If Jfiana is not attained
thereby, study the 10 Upanisads; you shall soon attain Jfi.ana, and then My Seat. 0 son of
Afijana, if your Jfiana is not made firm, practise (study) well the 32 Upanisads. You shall
get release. If you strives after Videhamukti (or disembodied salvation), study the 108
Upanisads. I will truly state in order the (names of the) Upanisads with their Santi
(purification Mantras). Hearken to them. (They are :) Isa, Kena, Katha, Prasna, Mut)c;la,
Maw;lukya, Tittiri, Aitareya, Chandogya, Brhadarat)yaka, Brahma, Kaivalya, Jabala,
Svetasvatar!l, Harilsa, Arut)i, Garbha, Narayat)a, Parama Harhsa, (Amrta)-Bindu, (Amrta)Nada, (Atharva)-Sira, (Atharva)-Sikha, Maitraya1,1i, Kausitaki, (Brhat)-Jabala, (Narasirhha)Tapani, Kalagnirudra, Maitreyi, Subala, Ksurika, Mantrika, Sarvasara, Niralamba, (Suka)Rahasya, Vajrasucika, Tejo-(Bindu), Nada-(Bindu), Dhyana-(Bindu), (Brahma)-Vidya,
Yoga-Tattva, Atmabodhaka, Parivrat (Narada-Parivrajaka), (Tri)-Sikhi, Sita, (Yoga)-Cuda(Mat)i), Nirvat)a, Mat)c;lala-(Brahmat)a), Daksit)a-(Murti), Sarabh-Skanda, (Tripadvibhuti)Maha-Narayat)a, Advaya-(Taraka), (Rama)-Rahasya, (Rama)-Tapani, Vasudeva, Mudgala,
Sat)dilya, Paingala, Bhiksu, Mahat-Sariraka, (Yoga)-Sikha, Triyatita, Sa1i:myasa,
(Paramaharilsa)-Parivrajaka, Aksamalika, Avyakta, Ekaksara, (Anna)-Purt)a, Surya, Ak~i,
Adhyatma, Kut)<;iika, Savitri, Atma, Pasupata, Parabrahma, A vadhuta, Tripuratapat)i, Devi,
Tripura, Katha, Bhavana, (Rudra)-Hrdaya, (Yoga)-Kut)<;ialini, Bhasma-(Jabala), Rudraksa,
Gat)apati, Darsana, Tarasara, Mahavakya, Paficabrahma, (Prat)a)-Agnihotra, GopalaTapani, Krs1,1a, Yajfiavalkya, Varaha, Satyayani, Hayagriva, Dattatreya, Garu<;la, Kali(Santarat)a), Jabala, Saubhagya, Sarasvati-rahasya, Bahvrca and Muktika. These 108
(Upanisads) are able to do away with the three .Bhavanas [of doubt, vain thought and false
thought], conferring Jfiana and Vairagya and destroying the three Vasanas [of book-lore,
world and body].
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"The twice;.bom- after learning the 108 Upani~ads, together with the Santi as
prescribed both before and after from the mouth of a Guru well-versed in the observances
of Vedic knowledge and study-- become Jivanmuktas till the destruction of their
Prarabdha; in course of time as Prarabdha is destroyed, they attain My disembodied
salvation. There is no doubt of it. 0 son of Vayu, these 108 Upani~ads, which are the
essence of all the Upani~ads, and are capable of destroying all sins through their mere
study, have been imparted by Me to you as a disciple. This science of the 108 Upani~ads
taught by Me, is occult one, and will free persons from bondage, whether they read them
with or without knowledge. To gratify the desire of a supplicant, a kingdom may be given
or wealth, but never shall the 108 Upani~ads be imparted to an atheist, an ungrateful person,
one intent on vicious actions, one having no devotion towards Me, or one who loses his
path in the cave of books. On no account shall they be given to one devoid of devotion.
0 Maruti, it is only after a thorough examination that they should be imparted to a
disciple doing service (to a Guru), to a well-disposed son, or to one devoted to Me,
following good observances, belonging to a good family, and being of good intelligence.
Whoever studies or hears the 108 Upani~ads attains Me. There is no doubt of this. This is
stated in the Rk (verse) thus- Vidya (Sarasvati) went to a Brahmal).a (and addressed him)
thus : 'Protect me. I shall be Your treasure. Do not confide me to the envious, to one not
treading the right path, or to the rogue. Then ·I shall be potent'. Impart this Atmani~thaVidya relating to Vi~IJ.U to one after well examining him who had studied much, is alert,
intelligent, observant of the vow of celibacy, and serving [the Guru]."
3'!1'

t.i' -it(iqf.i{ lITTi@:
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Then Hanuman asked Sri-Ramacandra to relate the Santi of each Upani~ad according to
the divisions of Rgveda and others ·to which they belong. To which Sri-Rama replied:
"Aitareya, Kau~itaki, Nada'.'(Bindu), Atma-Bodha,NirvaIJ.a, Mudgala, Ak~amalika, Tripura,
Saubhagya .and Bahvrca-·
·· . these 10 Upani~ads are of Rgveda and have the Santi beginning
with 'Vanme-Manasi, etc.'. Isa, Brhadaral).yaka, Jabala, Hamsa, (Parama)-Hamsa, Subala,
Mantrika, Niralamba, Trisikhi Brahmal).a, Mal).<;lala-Brahmal).a, Advaya-Taraka, Pain.gala,
Bhik~u, Turiyiitita, Adhyatma, Tarasara, Yajfiavalkya, Satyayani, and Muktika- these 19
Upani~ads are of Sukla Yajurveda and have the Santi beginning with 'Pllfl).amada, etc."
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i:6dcf~1+1Rt.flt1i:6cji~~cf~~41<1tl011¥;!df~-a¥;!d41Gi:61Hlll4;"-ft!R.i:61flclfll<-
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t;.lbl~lffi@.lii:6Hl9QRl:l«i ~ 41cfcfkcl@ ~ : II~ II
"Katha, Taittiriya, Brahma, Kaivalya, Svetasvatara, Garbha, Naraya1).a, (Amrta)-Bindu,
(Amrta)-Nada, Kalagnirudra, K~urika, Sarvasara, Sukarahasya, Tejo-(Bindu), Dhyana(Bindu), (Brahma)-Vidya, Yoga-Tattva, Dak~iJJ.a-(Murti), Skanda-Sariraka, (Yoga)-Sikh~,
Ekak~ara, Ak~i, Avadhuta, Kara, (Rudra)-Hrdaya, (Yoga)-KuJJ.c;lalini, Paficabrahma,
(Pra1).a)-Agnihotra, Varaha, Kali-(SantaraJJ.a), and Sarasvatirahasya,- these 32 Upani~ads
are of Kr~JJ.a Yajurveda and have the Santi beginning with 'Sahanavavatu, etc."

Sh4i:0i~'t.1i;fo1~,11t.1fo1~~41c1-t11Mi:6141'1fislqfo1c11~~c1qijffi..a1t11&1m~fosi:61t11fu;i1~Nli<t1ie1«~1..iZJt1ct11~1..ii ftiq~G'ldHi tfis~1tj@.lii:6Hl9QRQGiqlG.tlt.lf;'.fcl@ ~:II~ 11
"Kena, Chandogya, AruJJ.i, MaitrayaJJ.i, Maitreyi, Vajrasucika, (Yoga)-Cuc;la-(MaJJ.i),
Vasudeva, Mahat-Sannyasa, A vyakta, KuJJ.c;lika, Savitri, Rudrak~a. Jabala, Darsana, and
Jabali- these 16 Upani~ads are of Samaveda and have the Santi beginning with
'Apyayantu, etc.'

S1~..i9osc6q1o{cftllti.11cifii1 i\s~ctWHsi lirJijZiiil i<tl IH~fflijdi Q-1141 <«QR.i:;i 1-s=ti:6

~1d 1~1 <<q-

qijH I<1t.101 uq<€!¼ <1qm q-11 ~11fos~Q<qij ftQR.i:;i lZifi:6l~ '!o111t.1h·q q1:aqd Q<cji ~bl9 <1dQ-11~cfl'q icf4 lcji ~Zif i<tl IH' IOI Q@qijicf icP-1 tfl QIH Q..j~Wiijt.l!licf G"f I~ ti' 11 ;sH Iqv.iJ~«' Id Hii:ri:6-

bl~lffi@.l li:6H 194Ri:1Gi ~ ~ ~ : I i ~ Ii
"Prasna, MuJJ.c;laka, MaJJ.c;lfikya, (Atharva)-Sira, (Atharva) Sikha, (Brhat)-Jabala,
(Nrsirilha)-Tapani, (Nerada)-Parivrajaka, Sita, Sarabha, Maha-Naraya1).a, (Rama)-Rahasya,
(Rama)-Tapani, SaJJ.c;lilya, (Paramaharilsa)-Parivrajaka, (Anna)-POflJ.a, Surya Atma,
Pasupata, Parabrahma, Tripuratapani, Devi, Bhavana, Bhasma-(Jabala), GaJJ.apati,
Mahavakya, Gopala-Tapani, Kr~JJ.a, Hayagriva, Dattatreya, and Garuc;la,- These 31
Upani~ads on Atharvaveda have the Santi commencing with 'Bhadram-Kar1).ebhil)., etc'.
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"Persons desirous of emancipation and having developed the four means of salvation
should, with presents in tnen hands, approach a Guru full of faith, of good family,
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proficient in Vedas, scripture-loving, of good qualities, straightforward, intent upon the
welfare of all beings, and an ocean of compassion; and after studying under him, according
to the rules, the 108 Upani~ads, he should ever be going through the process of studying,
thinking and reflecting upon them. With the cessation of the three bodies through the
destruction of Prarabdha, they attain the state of Plenum without any Upadhis like the ether
in the pot (after the pot is broken). This is the embodied salvation, this is the final
emancipation. Therefore even those in Brahmaloka through the studying of Vedanta from
the mouth of Brahma attain with Him the final emancipation. Hence to all these is stated
the final emancipation through the Jfiana path, and not through Karma, Sarilkhya-Yoga, and
other Upasanas. Thus is the Upani~ad."
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Adhyaya II

Again Maruti (Hanuman) addressed Sri-Ramacandra thus: "What is Jivanmukti? what
is Videhamukti? What is the authority therein? What about its perfection? What is the
object of such a perfection?"
(Sri-Rama replied :) "The Dharma of a man's Citta that has the characteristics of
ag;~ncy and enjoyment is fraught with pains and hence tends towards bondage. The control
of it (the Citta) is Jivanmukti. Videhamukti follows when thr01.:gh the extinction of
Prarabdha, the removal of the vehicles [of the bodies] takes place like the ether in the pot
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[after the pot is broken]. the authority on the points of Jivanmukti and Videhamukti is the
108 Upani~ads. Its object [of perfection] is the attaining of eternal bliss through the removal
of the pains of agency, etc. This has to be achieved through human efforts. Like progeny
obtained through the Putrakame~ti sacrifice, wealth in trade, or heaven through the
Jyoti~toma sacrifice, so Jivanmukti is gained through Samadhi arising through Vedantic
study, and accomplished through human efforts. It has to be won through the extinction of
all Vasanas. Regarding it, there are verses thus : "The efforts of man are stated to be of two
kinds, those that transcend scriptures and those that are according to scriptures. Those that
transcend scriptures tend to ham while those that are according to scriptures tend to
Reality." To men, true Jfiana does not arise through the Vasanas of the world, scripture and
body. Vasana is divided into two, the pure and the impure. If you are led by the pure
Vasanas, you shall thereby soon reach by degrees My Seat. But should the old impure
Vasanas land you in danger, they should be overcome through efforts. This river of
Vasanas towards objects, which flows in. the pure and impure paths, should be diverted to
the pure path through human efforts. The impure ones have to be transmuted into the pure.
That which is diverted from the impure turns towards the pure. So also the reverse. This
child, Citta has to be fondled through human efforts. 0 killer of enemies, it is only when
through means of practice both Vasanas quite abandon you, that you will be able to realise
the effects of [such] practice. Even in the case of doubt, the pure Vasanas alone should be
practised.
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"O son of Vayu, there is nothing wrong in the increase of the pure Vasanas. The
extinction ofVasanas, Vijfiana and the destruction of Manas [as these three] when practised
together for a long time are regarded, 0 great and· intelligent one, as fruitful. So long as
these are not equally practised again and again, so long the [Supreme] Seat is not attained,
even after the lapse of hundreds of years. Even should one of these [three] be practised for a
long time, it will not yield its fruit like a Mantra imperfectly ~one. Through the practice of
these for a long time, the firm knots of the heart are cut, without doubt, like the breaking of
tlie threads i'n a lotus-stalk rent in twain. The illusory Sarilsarika Vasana that has arisen
through the practice of [many] hundreds of lives never perishes except through the practice
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of Yoga for a long time. Therefore, 0 Somya [disciple], after having put away to a distance
the desire of enjoyment through discdminative human effort, resort to these three alone.
The wise know that a mind associated with Vasana tends to bondage, while a mind well
freed from Vasana is said to be an emancipated one.
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0 Maha-kapi (great Monkey) practise the state of a mind devoid of Vasana. Vasana
perishes through well-conducted deliberation and truth. Through the absorption of Vasanas,
Manas attains quiescence like a lamp [without oil]. He whose mind, devoid of destruction,
is [centred] on Me as of the nature of Cinmatra [consciousness alone], abandoning the
Vasanas, is no other than Myself of the nature of Saccidananda. Whether Samadhi and
Karma are performed or not, one who has a supreme Citta with a heart devoid of all desires
is an emancipated person. He whose mind is freed from Vasanas is not subject to the fruits
arising from the performance or non-performance of actions, or Samadhi of Jfiana. Except
through the entire giving up of Vasanas and through Mouna (the observance of silence
towards objects), the Supreme Seat is not attained. Though devoid of Vasanas, the eye and
other organs are involuntarily prompted to their (respective) external objects through habit.
. Just as the eye without any desire sees without any effort the objects that fall on it, so also
the undaunted man of intelligence enters into the affairs (of the world) without any desire.
0 Maruti, the Munis know that Vasana which is manifested through the consciousness of
objects, which is of the nature of the object itself, and which is the cause of the origination
and absorption of Citta. This excessively fluctuating Citta is the cause of birth, dotage and
death, due to the identification of itself with objects practised firmly [for a long time]. Like
the analogy of the seed and the tree, the variation of Prar.ia arises through Vasana and (vice
versa) the Vasana through the former- these forming the need of Citta.
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To the tree of Citta, there are two seeds: the vibration of Pra)J.a and Vasana. Should
either of them perish, both perish soon. Through the actions of the world being done
without attachment, through the abandoning of the [thought of the) reality of the universe
and the conviction of the distractibility of the body, Vasana does not arise. Through the
complete giving up of Vasana, Citta becomes not-Citta. When the mind does not think at
all, being comph~tely devoid of Vasana, then dawns the state of mindlessness which confers
the great peace. So long as you are without a mind of (true) discrimination and are not a
knower of the Supreme Seat, so long should you follow whatever has been decided by the
teacher and the authorities of the sacred books. When your sins are burnt up and you are a
knower of the Reality without any anxiety then all the Vasanas even should be given up.
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The destruction of Citta is of two kinds, that with form and that without form. (The
destruction of) that with form is of the Jivanmukta; (the destruction of), that without form
being of the Videhamukta. 0 son of Vayu, hearken to (the means of) the destruction of
Citta. That is said to be destruction of Citta when it, associated with all the attributes of
Maitri (friendship) and others, becomes quiescent (without any resurrection). There is no
doubt of it. Then the Manas of a. Jivanmukta is free from fresh rebirth; to him, there is the .
destruction of Manas with form. But to the Videhamukta, there is the destruction of Manas
without form.
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It is Manas thatis the root of the tree of Samsara with its thousands of shoots, branches,
tender, leaves and fruits. I think it to be Saiikalpa alone. In order that the trees of Samsara
may wither soon, dry up its root through the quiescence of Sankalpa. There is only one
means to control one's mind. That is to destroy the mind as soon as it rises. That is the
(great) dawn. In the case of the wise, the mind is destroyed: but in the case of ignorant, it is
indeed a fetter. So long as the mind is not destroyed through the firm practice of the One
Reality, so long as Vasanas are prancing a:bout in the heart like Betala (goblin) in the nighttime, the Vasanas of enjoyment of one who has destroyed the egoism of Citta and
controlled organs, the enemies, decay like lotuses in mid-winter, pressing one hand against
the other, setting teeth against teeth, and forcing one limb against the order, he should first
conquer his mind.
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It. is not possible on the part of the one-thoughted to control the mind by sitting up
again and again except through the approved means. As a vicious rutting elephant is not
subject to control except through the goad, so in the matter of the control of the mind, the
effective means are the attainment of spiritual knowledge, association with the wise, the
entire abdication of all Vasanas and the control of pra:Q.as. While such are the (prescribed)
means, should persons try to control the mind through violence, they are like those that
search in darkness, having thrown aside the light (in their hands). Those who· endeavour to
control the mind through force are but trying to bind a mad elephant with the filaments of a
lotus-stalk.
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To the tree of the mind having the ever-growing branches of modifications, there are
two seeds. One is the fluctuation of Pral).a, and the other is the firmness of Vasana. The
(One) All-pervading Consciousness is agitated by the fluctuation of Pral).as. The means 9f
Dhyana by which (the one) Jiiana is attained through the one-pointedness of the mind is
now imparted to you after duly resolving back the things originated (in the universe) with
all their changes, meditate upon that which remains- (viz.), Cinmatra (the consciousness
alone), which is also Cidananda (conscious-bliss). The wise say that the interval
experienced by Yogins after the inspiration and before the (next) expiration is (the internal)
Kumbhaka (cessation of breath); while the interval of complete equilibrium after expiration
and before the next inspiration is the external Kumbhaka. Through t_he force of the practice
of Dhyana, the current of the modification of Manas devoid of Self that is of Brahmic
nature is said to be Samprajfiata Samadhi, while the mind with the utter quiescence of
modifications that confers upon the supreme bliss is said to be Asamprajfiata-Samadhi that
is dear to Yogins. This (state) that is devoid of light, Manas and Buddhi, and that is of the
nature of Cit. (consciousness merely) is styled by the Munis Atadvyavrtti Samadhi (a
Samadhi that does not care or require the aid of another). It is Plenum above, below and in
the middle, and is of the nature of Siva (auspiciousness). This noumenal (of occult)
Samadhi is itself Vidhi-Mukha (sanctioned by books of Brahma).
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The clinging to objects without previous or subsequent deliberation through intense
longing is stated to 1;,e Vasana. 0 chief of Monkeys, whatever is meditated upon by a
person with ardent impetuosity without any other Vasana- that he soon becomes. A
person that is entirely subject to Vasana becomes of the nature of that, when he regards this
(universe) as Sat (the Reality), then he i_s subject to delusion. Because of the many strong .
Vasana, he does not abandon the nature ofthe universe. This person of wrong vision sees
everything under infatuation like one deluded. Vasanas are of two kinds- the pure and the
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impure. The impure ones are the cause of rebirth, while the pure are the destroyers of it.
The impure are said by the wise to be of the nature of intense Ajfiana, associated with the
great Aharhkara and generative of rebirth. Of what avail is the chewing again and again of
the many Sastric stories to one that has abandoned the seed of re-birth, having turned it into
a burnt one? 0 Maruti, you should with effort, seek the effulgence within. 0 tiger of
Monkeys, whoever, after having abandoned the visible and the invisible, is as the One alone
is not a mere knower of Brahman but is Brahman itself.
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One who having studied the four Vedas and the various books does not cognize the
reality of Brahman is like the ladle ignorant of the taste of the dainty. Therefore what other
advice of indifference can be imparted to a person that has not attained the indifference to
the impure Vasana of delusion (or body)? This body is very impure while the one (.Atma)
that dwells in it is very pure. When the differences between the two are (thus) known, what
then may be ordained as the purification? The bondage of Vasana is the (real) bondage,
while the destruction of Vasana is salvation. After wholly abandoning the Vasanas, give up
even the desire for salvation. After first giving up the Vasana of objects dependent upon the
Vasana of the mind, attract unto the pure Vasanas associated with Maitri (friendship) and
others. Though engaged in the world with these rure Vasanas, give up them too and retire
within the quiescent desires and become of the form of the longing after Cit alone. Then, 0
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Maruti ! giving up that also associated as it is with Manas and Buddhi, may you now left
alone become firm in Me in Samadhi. 0 son of Vayu! always worship My Reality that is
destructive of pains, without sound, touch, form, decay, taste, destruction or smell, and
without name and Gotra [clan]. I am that non-dual One (Brahman) that is of the nature of
the visible (Jfiana), like unto the Akasa, supreme, always shining, without birth, non-dual,
without destruction, without attachment and pervading all. I am the All, and of the n~ture of
salvation. One should ever meditate upon Me thus: 'I am of the form the visible [Jfiana] the
pure, of changeless nature and have really oo objects in Me. I am the ever-full Brahman,
transverse and across, up and down. Also meditate upon Me thus : 'I am birthless,
deathless, ageless, immortal, self-shining, all-pervading, destructionless, causeless, pure
beyond the effect (of the universe) and ever content.' When one's becomes a prey to time,
he gives up the state of Jivanmukti, as the wind attains the motionless state.
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"The following is said in the Rg [-Veda] also : Like the eye which is spread in the
Akasa (seeing all. things without any obstacle), so the wise ever see the Supreme Seat of
Vi~QU. The Brahmat}as that have ever the Divine vision praise in diverse ways and illumine
the Supreme Seat of Vi~Qu."
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Oril. Manas (mind) is said to be of two kinds, the pure and the impure. That which is
associated with the thought of desire is the impure, while that which is without desire is the
pure. To men, their mind alone is the cause of bondage or emancipation. That mind which
is attracted by objects of sense tends to bondage, while that which is not so attracted tends
to emancipation. Now inasmuch as to a mind without a desire for sensual objects there is
stated to be salvation, therefore an aspirant after emancipation should render his mind ever
free from all longing after material objects. When a mind freed from the desires for objects
and controlled in the heart attains the reality of Atma, then is it in the Supreme Seat. Till
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that which arises in the heart perishes, till then it (Ma.nas) should be controlled. This only is
(true) wisdom. This only is true Dhyana (meditation). Other ways are but long or tedious. It
(Brahman) is not at all one that can be contemplated upon. It is not one that cannot becontemplated upon. It is not capable of contemplation, (and yet) it should be contemplated
upon. Then one attains Brahman that is devoid of partiality. Yoga should be associated with
Svara (sound, accent). (Brahman) should be meditated upon without Svara. By meditating
without Svara upon Brahman, that which
... is cannot become non-existent. Such a Brahman is
partless, devoid of fancy and quiescent (or free from the action of mind). Whoever cognizes
"I" to be that Brahman attains certainly Brahman. A wise man having known that Brahman,
that is without fancy, without and without cause, or example, beyond inference and without
beginning, is emancipated. There is (for him then} no destruction, no creation, no person in
bondage, no devotee, no aspirant for salvation, no emancipated person. This is the truth.
Atma that should be contemplated upon is One in (the three states), ·the waking, the
dreaming, and the dreamless sleep. There is no rebirth to him who goes beyond the three
states. The one Bhiitatma of all beings is in all beings. Like the moon (reflected) in water,
he appears as one and as many. While a pot is being carried (from one place to another), the
Akasa {ether) that is within it is not carried (along with it). As the pot alone is carried, Jiva
(within the body) may be likened to the Akasa. Like the pot, the body has various kinds of
forms. The body which perishes again .and again is not conscious of its own destruction.
But he (the Jiva) knows (it) always. He who is enveloped by the Maya of sound, is never
able to come to (or see} the sun (of Parabrahman) from the darkness (of ignorance). Should
such darkness be cleared; then he alone sees the non-dual state. Parabrahman is Sabda~ara.
What remains after the cessation of Sabda-Vedas, that is Ak~ara (indestructible), should be
meditated upon by a learned man who wishes to secure quiescence to his Atma.
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Two Vidyas (sciences) are fit to be known, viz., Sabdabrahman and Parabrahman. One
who has completely mastered Sabdabrahman attains Parabrahman. Having studied well the
books, the learned man should perseverance studiously in Jfiana (the acquisition of
knowledge) and Vijfiana (Self-realisation according to such knowledge). Then he should
discard the whole of the books; as a person in quest of grain gives up the straw. Though
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there are cows of different colours, yet their milk is of the same colour. Like milk is seen
Jfiana, and like cows are seen the different kinds of forms (in the universe). As ghee is
latent' in milk, so is Vijfiana (Self-realisation) latent in every being. Through churning
always, the Manas with the churning-stick of Manas and the string of Jfiana, Parabrahman
that is partless, calm and quiescent should be brought out like fire from the wood. I am the
Brahman. That Vasudeva who is support of all beings, who lives in all and who protects all
creatures is Myself. That Vasudeva is Myself. Such is the Upani~ad.

95. SVASAMVEDYO-UPANI~AD

,{qtj~@Jj qfZtq~
The main objective of this Upani~ad is to realize the element of soul within ones heart and to
manage the sensitivity. A single hymn in it is divided in four smaller parts. In the first part, the
living-organisms are compared with water bubble. It has been stated that the commune of livingorganisms is merged with the perfect Brahma in form of nectar-ocean as the water bubble is merged
with the water and integrated to the extent of no separate recognition, the commune of livingorganisms merges with the perfect Brahma but this state is possible only when the knowledge is duly
acquired. The living-organisms generally are covered with ignorance. It has been stated in the second
part that all times are with the activity and the nature. In reality, there is no good or evil neither right
nor wrong and it is the reality of the element of soul. No meaning of hell and heaven is for a person
who is beyond the feeling of it. In the third subpart, the knowledge of elem~nt has been inserted into
the cavity and it has been stated that the common people has no interest to go through this route. The
persons only worshipping the icon like things of physical presence, only wander to and fro in
ignorance. The metaphysician doesn't discriminate under the blessed eye of sensitivity among the
Lord Brahma, Vi~:t.m, Rudra, dog, donkey and even in a cat. In the last subpart i.e. the fourth part, a
secret to serve all by considering them with the element of soul has been explained. Finally, the
importance of a teacher has been explained. It has been made ex-phasi that everything can be known
with the grace of the teacher. The person who considers teacher, the supreme among all, definitely
attains to the liberated soul.
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It is all apparent and truth to arise from and merge with the nectar ocean of the waterbubbles (the creatures). It always happens. The persons engrossed in Brahma do revolve
round the cycle of birth and death. Their position is like a pitcher in the lump of clay and
the position of cloth in its thread. He is neither a comparable object nor on its behalf and
not of use in reality. It is not learning, Pural)a, the Veda and the history. It is neither a world
nor Brahmi, Vi~l)U, Rudra, Isvara and it is not an iota and any art. The living-organisms
remain untouched to the knowledge in the sequence of beginning, middle and because they
become egoistic on their study in Pural)a, history and the holy bvoks. This happens because
those living-organisms are formed of the bubbles in garb of great preaching made by the
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hermit living-:organisms. At that reference, it is the acceptable proof. Those are covered
with· ignorance. They acquire knowledge only when special efforts are made. Still this
dictum is well-settled that all living-organisms are full of ignorance and affection.
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, Here is nothing to take with the ignorance and affection location of knowledge. It is the
existence to what it is. It is not which as no existence. All these times are of functional and
natural tendency. There is nothing right and wrong. Hence, the gold donor, cow donor or
cow-killer, Brahmai:i.a killar, intoxicant, thief teacher, {evil-doer) and the persons always
involved in offence are equal for them. It is not cow, not Brahmai:i.a, not intoxicant, no any
deceit, not a thief and neither heinous offences nor the petty offences. For them, the
objective is the supreme because it is the only topic of their loyalty. He has nothing to bear
with hell and heaven. This very is the real meaning of this hymn.
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It has been stated that the knowledge of element is inserted into cavity. The route
followed by ignorant p~ople has been stated the best route because they move in the same
with pride. They frequently enchant to the sweet words. As the mothers due to pure
affection give medicine to their children by blending the Jaggery with it while Jaggery is
strictly prohibited, the gods are cheated by the people performing the worship of a number
of gods, teacher, visit at number of pilgrim places and the person performing great deeds
viz., they always wish for their supreme position behind performing these all activites.
Some people declare themselves as expert in Veda while a few other seldom express it.. A
few people consider themselves a knower to all holy books and some consider them as
blessed by deity. According to some people, they are instructed by their deity in dreaming
and thus they predict about the thefting and recovery of goods. A group of people consider
themselves as god~. Some says that they are Vaitn;iava i.e. a bee murmuring on the Lotus
Vi~QU. Some people are proud of their b~ing devoted while a few stupid weeps and fall into
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hell even after they declare themselves the best devotee. There is also a commune of people
who is in the depth of ignorance. The scholars and the metaphysicians has specific
characteristics. Only a difference in opinion is seen among them. It is the universe opinion
that the dog, donkey, cat and the insect also go where Lord Brahma, Vi$IJ.U, Rudra, Siva and
the Isvara are. It is also a universal fact that the dogs, donkeys, cats and the insects are
neither best nor better and even not good. (All has their appropriate place in this universe).
This hymn discloses the same meaning.
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Hence, there is neither Tat nor a word kim in existence, viz., the question and answer is
nothing and there are also no otherwise words. When there is no mother, father, brother,
wife, son, friends and all others are not present, the ascetics do service to the saints with a
view to know about the soul and to attajn emancipation. One should surrender all worldly
things which he had to his wife and son viz., he should abandon affection about them. He
shouldn't think duality while performing the activities. He should be exclusive and a
concentration should be in full and on a single work at a time. This sense of duality can be
imposed on teachers because nobody is greater than him. This whole universe gets light
from him viz., everything can be known with the mercy of a teacher. Nobody else is greater
than him. The person duly known to this fact duly enjoys the pleasure of duality.

96. SIVASANKALPA-UPANI~AD

~1c1:e§;&ll1QRt1~
This Upani~ad too is a part and parcel of Sukla Yajurveda (chapter 34, hymns 1-6) like the
Isopani~ad. There are only six hymns in which the excellent powers of mind have been described and
it is prayed that the mind of so excellent powers should be made with the welfare resolutions. The
mind of a man is most powerful and it is most difficult to divide it from the resolutions made by it.
This is the reason the saints pray for making it a mind that can make the resolution for the well-being
of all living-organism~. The hymns are constituted so spiritual and including the essence that it is
given a recognition of being an independent Upani~ad.

+.1¥11,!fro i<9ara ~ ~ ~ ~ ,
~ '*flffiqj '*-11@)ch ~ lR: Wici,(,itf,Qq¾}II ~II
0 God! The mind is equipped with so excellent powers that in awakening and even
indormant stage; it moves to distant places. This .mind too is the monitor of all sensory
organs and it is definitely a sole means of the living-organisms. May our mind of such
excellent powers be resolved with benevolent thoughts.

ir.r i:fiq1Q+.jQ:g1 q-11NUTI ~ ifiUclRt ~ m"U:I
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0 God! May our mind resorting to which the scholars perform the offering etc., great
deeds, existing in the body of all living-organisms and enshrined with the reverend spirits
while performing the higher deeds including the offerings; be enable to fabricate the all
benevolent resolutions.

+.1o1~14 9a mn qra~ +.1~',Ri<.:a<~a ~ '
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O God! This mind is enriched with acute knowledge, sensitive and full of courage. It is
residing in the heart of all living-beings in the form of ever-lasting light and in garb of the
flame. Nothing can be done in the absence of mind. Therefore, please make our mind
enable to resolve for all benevolent deeds.
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By virtue of the powers inherent to this ever-lasting mind, all matters hidden under the
coverage of the past, future and the present can be disclosed. The extension of offering
(great deeds) is made by the seven kinds of great men (offerer). May such mighty mind be
resolved for all-benevolent deeds.
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The Reas of'all Vedas are existing in the mind. The hymns of Sama and Yajurveda are
set-up in it as the sticks are fixed in the wheel of a chariot and all knowledge regarding the
living-beings is embedded in this mind. May such mighty mind be resolved with allbenevolent deeds.

~ +.l.¥,ljG!ll;,i-il+.l~S~ ~I
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As the expert charioteer drives the horses. in a proper way to the destination by
controlling them through the rein, the mind in the same fashion, leads the people to their
aims. This mpst dynamic and free from the ties of old age is existed in our heart. May such
mighty mind be resolved with performing all-benevolent deeds.

97. CAK~U~OPANI~AD

~
This upani~ad falls under the tradition of Kr~JJ.a Yajurveda. As its name implies, this upani~ad
contains the hymns competent enough to remove the diseases caused to human eyes. Initially and just
in the opening lines, the significance of this upani~ad has been elaborated. The saint, the god, the
rhyme and the applicjlltion (Viniyoga) to this upani~ad have been then described. Lord sun who is the
sole master to the eyes is requested for removal of the diseases infested to the eyes. It is prayed to
him that the darkness of ignorance is to be removed and this world of living-organisms entirely to be
made free from the ties of illusions and ignorance of virtue by providing with the divine splendour.
This upani~ad has been then concluded.
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The Cak~u~i Vidya (learning related to the eyes) worth-pleasing merely by slight
reading is now described. This learning is competent to remove all sorts of the· diseases
pertaining to the eyes from the root. The eyes get splendour by virtue of recital to this
upani~ad. The intuition to the hymn relating to this learning is the sage 'Ahirbudhnya'. Its
rhyme is Gayatri and the god is lord sun. In order to remove the eye-ailments it is applied.
0 the sole god sun to the eyes! Be enshrined in the splendour form of eyes. Please protect
me and remove the eye-ailments immediately. Please me able to see the divine splendour
analogous to the gold. Kindly suggest me a measure sufficient enough to protect my eyes
from the blindness. Kindly shower with grace for welfare to all. The evils committed by me
in the previous births resulting to destroy my eye-sight should be uprooted for which I
solicit to you. Lord sun shining with the divine flame and endower to the eyes, a divine
splendour is saluted. Salute is conveyed to merciful and immortal lord in garb of Om. Lord
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sun is saluted. Lord Slln who are the splendour to eyes is saluted. Lord sun who moves all
through in the ether is saluted. The noble and the best form sun is saluted. Creator of
activity by virtue of Rajas, lord sun is saluted. The resort to Tamas (merging the darkness
within himself), lord sun is saluted. 0 lord! Please, lead us all from fallacy to the truth.
Lead us all from the darkness of ignorance to the light of knowledge and from mortality to
immortality. All heating lord sun is in the garb of puritf. Lord sun is the embodiment of
purity and excellent in the garb of this Sva]:i. Nothing else is worth-comparing with the
splendour form of lord sun. The scholar who recites it daily, does not suffer from any kind
of eye-ailments. No body in his clan suffers from the blindness. This learning becomes
favourable and work same if it is duly made to understand to as much as eight Brahmal).as.
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Lord sun is in the form of the trio i.e. the truth, meditation and the pleasure. This whole
world is his own form. He is shining with rays and he knows all regarding the three tenses
(Kala) i.e. past, present and the future providing with heat to this universe in the form of
golden person (Hiral).yamaya Puru~a). He creates this whole universe and all of us salute to
the lord sun luminating with the acute light. Lord sun in this apparent form is arising before
all living-organisms.
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Salute to lord Sun. The light coming from the sun survives the day. We offer the great
sacrifice for lord sun. All saints like Priyamedha etc. appeared in the form of birds with
fascinating wings before lord sun and started praying- 0 lord! Remove this darkness of
ignorance from us all. Please make our eyes glowing and please have a grace to make free
all the living-organisms from the ties of darkness i.e. ignorance. Salute is given to lord
Pul).qarikak~a. Salute is conveyed to Pu~karek~al).a. Similarly, salute and request both is
conveyed to Amalek~al).a, Kamalek~al).a, the world form and great lord Vi~l).U.
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98. MANTRIKOPANI~AD
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This Upani~ad is related to the Sukla Yajurveda. According to its composer, this living soul
perceives itself a part and parcel of the supreme soul yet it cannot observe the supreme soul in its
easy form. It is only possible when attachment to body and the darkness of ego both are shattered.
Commonly, the people are curious and have senses only for the ever-lasting and undivided false
illusion (Maya). It is however necessary to perceive the supreme soul residing within the inner most
cell in the garb of a swan. This supreme soul has been described as- expressive, inexpressive, dual,
integrated, micro and in gigantic forms. The sole secret of all hymns is the Brahma. The saint has
said it celibate, undivided like a pillar, fructified in the form of world and puller of this world cart.
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We perceive that sensitivity of supreme soul through the trio-ways (devotion,
knowledge and action) but unable to see him. It has eight feet, sacred complexion, harhsa
form, trio~apl;iorism, nature (micro, rnacro, both blended), minutest, absolute and everluminating.
~dij'flt;~ ~
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That supreme sensitivity of the soul is beyond the properties (Gul).as), yet it is included
in the cavity of property (gul).a). The common people are engrossed in the darkness created
by the most alluring attachments etc. but the people of 'Satva' properties always see him in
their heart.
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The people looming in ignorance cannot see that sensitivity of supreme soul even if
they otherwise concentrate their thoughts thereupon because the illusions (Maya) that
create all distortions is ignorance and it has eight forms (the five elements, mind, wit and
ego). This illusion in the form of nature has its undivided effect on the pupil.
&mraSWIRMI ~ (R@' wfu Tf:1 ~ ~ ~
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It is only the meditation that enables a man to know the illusion. This illusion ensures
the extension or the progress of the metaphysical living-organisms and they are inspired to
make them free from the worldly bondages. This world is only existed by virtue of the
industry made by that metaphysical person.
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This illusion in the form of a cow has two powers, i.e., the power of genesis and power
of destruction. It is helpful to all and it nourishes all living-beings. It has white, dark and
red colours (Sat, Raja and Tama) and it fulfills all desires.
fqq.Jl.:11qfct1:1e11qfct~1ai !iiqHcfil: I ~ fqt@' ~: ~'@~S'S!' el~llj•I: mu I

All living-organisms are busy in milking this illusion in the form of a cow but that
supreme man is alien and different from the objects of this illusion. He regulates all the
living-organisms alone and by keeping himself independent, he sips the milk extracted
from the illusion cow.
Wl4fS!illi\zj
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That god (the celestial person) enjoys the illusion cow through meditation and great
deeds which is milked by the common people and offered by tht! person engaged in
offering. He thus extends the scope of this illusion.
Q~ll*lf!li qg1<'u-1: ~ NU1~1~1-1'{1 a~1~,4 ~ ~ -blldcfili!q4cfl ~: llt 11

The great persons eat the fruit of this pippala world looking so nice and even in the
illusion of this world, they observe that supreme man of detachment and the supreme soul.
All devotees and learned people worship that soul.
~j.g~~3~i.gf.a ~ : ~n¼i:6lfct«1:1 ~ ,g~,q .QHat~ w11~ 11

The person well-learnt to the scriptures and the worshipper by the means of their
hymns and psalms respectively worship that supreme person and recite seven ways the
'Brhatsama' and 'Rathantara' for him.
qJ'lqf.tq~ ~ Qt:;$fiq.gqf.cld'{I 'Qokt'
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The secret of hymns too is Brahma. These are recited in the serial and the foot of
Atharvaveda by the descendants ofBhrgu known as 'Bhargava'.
,QjijliilR.~M?H ~Si.I' q;~d<@\/.lfl 3H(ci1'iill~dlf@I!!: ~ q§fct:@('{11~~11

This supreme person is celibate, undivided like a pillar, fuU of worldly fruits, puller of
the world cart, void of the Rajas property, enriched with the Satva ·Property and seen in his
universal form.
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· This supreme person (enriched with the six kinds of luxuri~s) is in the form of the time
(Kala), breathing (PraQa), death, Sarva, Mahesvara, universe, R.udra, Ugra (violent), God
and demon too.
Si;;jjiQ@fci(I?.;_ ~ ~ : .g~~qej T.1'1
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That supreme god is adorable for all in the form of Prajapati, gigantic man and t4e
water etc. gods. His vast form is perceived by Atharvaveda.
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Some says him the twenty-sixth element while some other say the twenty-seventh
element. The person well-learnt to Upani$ad say him as 'Nirguoa Sarilkhya Puru$a' (having
no particular form still within all).
iljfch>1@tj@.11d oQ'ffiG&fffi?p;;1 "cl'I ~ laf~~l§Meil ~ 1fflm
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Some consider him a compound of twenty-four elements (Sarilkhya Darsana). Some of
them, apparent (world) and some intangible (nature), some consider him dual (the livingorganisms and Brahma) and some consider absolute (Brahma). Similarly, some consider
him as holding three forms (Brahma, Vi$JJU, Mahesa) and some consider him as holding
five forms (Brahma, Vi$JJU, Mahesa, GaurI and Gaoesa).

~ ,l-\!llcl<l-<l " c l ' ~ ~ : I aqcfiqq ~~~~:11~~11
A number of intuitive persons perceive him as extended to in an absolute entity and
most sacred from Brahma (greatest and most sensitive form) to the inert and dead matters.
~f+4.:gc1fi.4~

md' ~

,l-\!11c1<:::i11qq:_1 af+4~c1 ~ ~ ~ :

mtn: ~11 ~\911

This whole world (inert and sensitive both) has been incorporated within that Brahma.
As the rivers in the end merge with the ocean, this whole universe too merges within the
Brahma.
~ : Sl~1~.fl~~:1~'&fffioi'~~~~ll~lll

As the bubble arises and merges in the water, the scholars consider the Brahma in
which all organisms are originated and become invisible when merging with it.
~Sl;tilfilfad ~ cfii(u~fcieJa ¥: I ~ ~ Wlcli~ci

Q~~~.:!i

¥: ¥:II~~ II

He is inserted within all living-organisms in the form K$etrajfia (one who knows
everything regarding the respective region) and he knows all the causes behind the effect.
The learned devotee see him repeatedly who are well-known to these facts.

~ ii1Jl~11.11~1f"(f

ii- fct~cili~o11~11TI"l. d" ~ ~ ~ : I I

~ $~qf:t1:1a,11~011
The persons well-known to Brahma definitely are merged in the Brahma and they
obtain all pleasure in their invisible forms. This is the secret of this Upani$ad.

114JIIR1Qld:II
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99. GAYATRYUPANI~AD

~11t-1,g QRt1ct_
This Upani~ad is in the form of a compilation of eight Kal,1c,likas falling from thirty-one to thirtyeight of Gopath Brahmat}.a allied to the Atharvaveda. By means of colloquy striked between the
saints like Maudgalya and Maitreyi, the great learning of Gayatri have been described here. In the
first and second Ka1,1<;lika, the introductory part is given including the definition of the terms
'Savithu', 'Vare1,1yam', 'Bhargol).', 'Devasya', 'Dhiyol).', 'Pracodayat' etc. of the Gayatri hymn. In
the third Ka1,1<;lika, the inseparability of lord Sun and Savitri and their varied forms have been
described. In the fourth, fifth and sixth Ka1,14ikas, an explanation and the scope of three feet of the
great hymn of Gayatri are enunciated respectively. In the seventh and the eight Ka1,1<;lika, an
exposition of the equal sound of the Brahma, the offering and the Brahma1,1a has been given.

11~ chfoscfil 11

~ tilaefetai4?icbi(!.!i>ll&i~~~ ~ · ~S'RUGl~llq ~ ~ ~
fct~14lc:llil fcn Rc:i.:i:i4t w:t (l' ~s~ 4e,w:t1_ ~ c:14111@11~11
First KaQcJ.ikii

ffl

'Glava Maitreya' (the disciple of Maitreyi clan) came to the scholar Maudgalya
(Mudgal clan) who was enriched with eleven eyes (the knowledge or the sense organs)
having seen the resident celibates in the hermitage of Maudgalya, he sarcastically asked"What does this Maudgalya teach to his pupils?"
Eleven aspects used in this hymn indicates his being extra-ordinarily intelligent. It also
used as an authoritative word. It is meant by the ten sensory organs or the breathings i.e.
five breathings plus five sub-breathings and the eleventh is the ever-awaken element of the
soul. This is the reason, he was.said as possessing eleven aspects.
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irls(&-Hi!41-<lc:11.(.t1

~&Tel'
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atiill!ll!il¢1*11ilile

$(1!1141~

'c:l'T

w;i'

"tc:1.aqJ\ilms~ fin
fctg.1r:tra ~ ~ ~ m~~,1~11
, The pupil of Maudgalya went to his teacher and informed him saying that this guest is
declaring you a stupid. Maudgalya asked- "Whether he is scholar?" The pupil replied"Yes sir, he is professor of three Vedas."

~

m "41' ~ fctN'PTilfiS~ ~ ~II~ II

"O dear! Then bring in the student of our guest who is most intelligent, scholar,
intuitive and competent to me"-Maudgalya said to his pupil.

m

aqr~~lc:I ~c:llill41fct@ 1U~~ fcn
o ~ S ~ , ~ ~ ~ 1U~~II~ II
He brought that student and said to his teacher- "Honourable teacher! This one is the
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student possessing all properties as suggested by you." He asked to him- "Dear student!
What does your teacher do?" The student said- "Sir! He is Professor of three Vedas/'-

~ ~ 4114rf4rfi:r: ~ ~ ~

1Jtrnt:

~ Q.c1q1i11Jr ~ ~

~~~~-sw,t~-;i-~~";j"~llt,,11

l

mm: ~

.

0 dear student! Wh.> vour teacher say that I am stupid when all Vedas are well-learned
to me. Does he even ignorant to the manner of talking with the civilised persons? I,
therefore, ask a question and i.n case, a proper reply to it is not given, it will be purported
that he does not teach Veda.

m~

S1jcc1Rc1Rt ~ ~R-i~,14 ~w\41.n '4-tfei&1fll1i11mc11i1 jijlilt-0 j&iiltn:OI mfclm
~ ~ met ~ ~ cl' ~ qji:{_Jj&4qqjf.lc( ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ '&('cll'q; ~
tjc1ctHIGhiql1iti!H.fl@ 11 G11

0 dear student! in case, he is ignorant, it will be said by him that the subject taught by
the teacher to his celibate pupil is Savitri.. You should say that he had condemned
Maudgalya as being a stupid and say him that Maudgalya will ask you a question and in
case the same is not duly answered, you would have to suffer severe pains till the period of
a year.

11fa(11e11 c6Wsc6111
~ & ~:

feiq.f!c11f,(,149c11i1,
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~114,i1:ttgf~~l@<.Of.i iiJG~IM~4i ~ ~ ~ W@l{_II ~II

Second Ka1:.uJika
The saint Maudgalya then said to his pupil- "O dear student! Go to Glava Maitreya and
say- 0 teacher! Tell us about the Savitri and Gayatri with its twelve couplets and twentyfour minutest nucleus. All and every is sheltered to it, therefore, please teach us about that
Gayatri."

~ d,tlZJl'IP-1 ~ ~ ' ~ & ~ ~ & -;i- ~ ' # ~ ~414 ~
if1~ w;(\ilq_ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ '&('cll'q; ~ U tj clffHIGlhiq 11i&I ,(,ti@ II~ II

cl'

~

Under the instruction of his teacher, the Maudgalya's pupil visited at the hermitage of
Maitreya. He asked a question but the Maitreya could not reply. He then said to him- "O
lord! You had told Maudgalya a stupid one. He has asked this question and in case, you are
failed to answer, you would suffer from the severe pains
for the period of a year."
I
1

~ & ~ : felH.flcll:e4 ~ ~ ~ ~v.11q.n fetsi~~:ai ~00414 err ~
ifl~qcc'tii ~ m ~ ~ ~ &lc1Tii' a9~1x.11fq
ctiR1x.11if1Rt11~ 11

-m

The saint Maitreya expressed the reality before his pupils and said- "Please return back
voluntarily to your home. I had told the saint Maudgalya as unworthy but I could not
i
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answer to the question he has asked to me. I would now go to him and satisfy him by the
possible means."

.~ i fu: "Sll'ff: .gfqN1fu1~gq~,rg1e,1.g1c11!f~ ,qt fu: fffiq~fii@ §(~1(114
'4ci.fiqcni:l tci' m- (141~.:iqsua:fti c t ~ tc11g<aa-11fii WRY c6R&Qlli1@mrn

cfT

31W

He reached to Maudgalya with most enlightened manner by taking the fuel in his hands
in the morning. On accessing to there he said- "O revered teacher! I am Maitreya."
Maudgalya asked- "How have you come here?" Maitreya replied- "Sir! I could not reply to
the question asked by you. I would now satisfy you by my personal services. Hence, I have
come here."

~ W'ciliOSI

qf

~

ffl' ~ ~ ~ '(j'R..j' il(.fiqj(OOS~ :qlf Ch(:'(fiOIWfl ~ fl'..j'

mftm11~11
The saint Maudgalya said- "You have come here and without observing your pure or
impure thoughts, I provide you with the chariot of all benevolent thoughts. Please let us
come riding on it."
[The chariot means a carrier that brings a man to his destination. Every person attains the motion
of his life according to the thoughts which he possesses within heart. The people who expect welfare
always resort to the welfare thoughts.]

~ W'cil,ad~cilSIIIB;lt:flJl~~i~iJ ~ \iciHIW'Ql(IIM~c:i '4ci.flf'4@ 'ff ~Q(li(I 'ff ~ ~
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~

S1i:11C::(llffifcttt1

tllN~ffl@ II~ II
Sage Maitreya said- "Your statement is true and immersed in the thoughts that provide
with feamessless. to all. I· am before you to perform everything in pursuance with your
instruction." He appeared with a manner before the saint Maudgalya and began to ask- "O
teacher! What is the adorable element of the Sun? What is the 'bharga' of that god? What
answer to this question is provided by the intuitive? What explanation they give to the
element of wisdom by resorting to which that god moves after getting an entrance into the
world of Sun?"

~ ~ ilcn=r.r ~e:,~<if,(,I
Fitfi:I' Sliflc;(llffifctdl ~111.911

efctgcft:o(I 'l1n

~

~s~:1~

fi:1(1~$
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The saint Maudgalya said to Maitreya- "The Vedic rhymes are the elements adorable
to the sun-god. The wise people consider the food as the 'Bharga' ·of that god. The deed is
only that element of wisdom motivating to which that god takes movements.
[The sun-god is. motivator of all. The mQtivating element as referred to in the rhymes too are
adorable and the undescribed ether flow is not worth~adoration because these are beyond to the
power of entertainment as vested with the mankind. The savvy (Dhi) is called wisdom. It seems that
the saint want to convey the movement of sun-god with the power of motivating the wisdom towards
the deeds.]
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a9QtjlJij]
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m: cti: ~ cfiT mfcrir11t 11

Hearing this, the saint Maitreya asked humbly to Maudgalya- "O revered teacher!
Kindly tell me that what is the Sun and what is Savitri?"

I I ~ @fusi:filll
lR

~ ~ , ~ mfcci7, w ~ ~ ~' w -a- ~ ~ ~

t~~

~11~11

Third KaQ<Jika
The saint Maudgalya said- "The mind too is the Sun (the motivating element) and the
speech is Savitri (the motivated element). Where there is mind, there is speech and where
there is speech there resides the mind. Both of them are couple and in the form of Yoni (the
centre of genesis).

~ ~ ' ~ mfcrir

w ~clln'•Hkt~wcil

~ ~ ~ Mn'4fiJla

t~~

~11~11
The fire too is the Sun and the earth is Savitri. Where there is fire, the earth is also there
and where the earth is, the fire also exists there. Thus, the fire and the earth both are
couples as the centre of genesis (Yoni).

c11g)c11 ~s~ mfcrir W ~ c11g~~.afi~, W

cfT

3Mlfta:t aa:1gfiJla t ~ ~

~11~11

The wind is the Sun and the space is Savitri. The wind is where the space is and where
the space is existed the wind is also there. Both of them i.e. the wind and the space are the
couples and the centre of genesis.

~ ~ ~
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The Sun is the Savita and the world of Sun is Savitri, where there is' the Sun, there is
'Dyau' and where there is Dyau there is Sun, both of them are a couplet and nucleus of
genesis.

~ ~ ~ ' ~ mfcr,it, W ~ ~ W ~ ~ diil~I,
~t~~~llt.,11
The moon is Savita and the planet is Savitri. Where there is moon, there is planet and
where there is planet there is the moon. Both of them are a couplet and a nucleus of genesis.

amcr ~, 'Ufir: mfcr,fr, w ~c11t1~~1F,p.:r,1 !

uf;i~~t;RJ!a

t ~ ~ ~11~11

The day is Savita and the night is Savitri, where there is the day, there is night. And
where there is night, there is day. Both of them are nucleus of genesis and a couplet.
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~ 'Wc@'f, W@' mfclir,

mr ~lc1TQJT, ~ , mr

~ W@'
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t ir-fr ~

~11\911

The heat is Savita and cold is Savitri, where there is heat, there is cold and where there
is cold, there is heat. Both of them are couplet and the nucleus of genesis.

t

~ 'Wc@'f eJ1f mfc1ir mr ~ mr ~ eJ1f ~ cfR1' ~ ~ 1 1 t 11
The cloud is Savita and the raining is Savitri. Where there is cloud, there is rain and
where there is rain, there is cloud. Both of them are a couplet and a nucleus of genesis .

•

'Wc@'f
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t

ir-fr ~ ~11~11
The lightening is Savita and its thundering is Savitri. Where there is lightening, there is
thundering and where there is thundering, there also exist lightening. Both of them are a
couplet and a nucleus of genesis.
'Sl1'0T ~ ~

am- mfc1ir, mr Wei' si IOl~e;ii mr cfT am- mr_ 'Sl1'0T ~ t ir-fr ~

~ll~oll

The breathing is Savita and the food is Savitri. Where there is breathing, there is food
and where there is food, there is breathing. Both of them are a couplet and a nucleus of
genesis.

~ ~ 'Wc@'f ~ mfct;rt,

mr Wei' ~e;H1i:0-Gif~ mr ~ i:0-Gifo oc{_ ~ ~ t ir-fr

~~,1~~11

The Vedas are Savita and the rhymes are Savitri. Where there are Veda there are
rhymes and where there are rhymes, there are Veda. Both of them are a couplet and a
nucleus of genesis.

~ ~ 'Wc@'f ~ mfclir,

mr ~ ~ ~ mr ~ ~ ~

t ir-fr

~~11n11
The offering is Savita and the donation is Savitri. Where there is donation, there is
offering and where there is offering, there is donation. Both of them are a couplet and a
nucleus of genesis.

~

~afui:g4'\q1cfi1fiq1:g'½}ifiijtiitil ~ ~ ~ au:g-½}<1Rla ~ 'Rim il'!i:11\!0i\!lltt
si11:u~'1RJ!aa1st ~ ~ 4lf.tf&:la ~ m ~ : ~ @ijti:11-0 lllf ~ :
~tt,R@ II~~ II
Thereafter Glava Maitreya said to Maudgalya- "O learned teacher! I am obliged to you.
This celibate is present for your service. This celibate has become fulfilled of knowledge on
arrival here." With these words, Maitreya stood and spoke while strolling- "I am now wellknown that my celibate affiliated to these couples and nucleus of genesis will not attain
premature death."
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~ ~ ~ Sl@elittl~d-1&~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Si6!.l@Sill~II
Fourth Kal}.(Jika
Maudgalya said to Maitreya- "This Brahma too is in the form of wealth, prestige and
shelter. Hence, you should do penance. In case, a resolution for penance is made, one will
attain the truth."
~ ~ (-1 tfcl:41 ~ ~ 'ffil_ mfcr;fr Qt4a_%11i 'ffil_ (.lfclgcfto~f'-1@ (-1 tfcl:4 I: w.nt:
~:II~ II

That lord Savita reproduced Brahmal).a (enriched of the knowledge of Brahma) with
the co-operation of Savitri and made him to know the hymn of Savitri. Tatsaviturvarel).yam
is the first foot of the Savitri hymn."

m- m
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The lord Sun added -Rk with the earth. Similarly, the fire was added with -Rk, the wealth
with the fire, the woman with the wealth, the couple with the woman, the subject with the
couple, the deed with the subject, the penance with the deed, the truth with the penance, the
Brahma with the truth, the Brahmal).a with the Brahma and the resolution with the
Brahmal).a. By virtue of that resolution, the Brahmal).a gets splendour, perfection and
integration.

\.lct6!.lfcl~fflS~ d½j<fci~~ ~ \.lcR'

,:rcrnr ~ v:cr . ~ . fcH!.l~ctfld

(.llfci:41: ~

'tfre:~l'gjj

The scholar who assumes this first foot of Savitri hymn in. the similar fashion and
explains it everywhere, his clan as also his life becomes integrated.
11~ c6fusc6111

\.flTI ~ l!lltt~"l@ (.lifc:1:41 ~ : imn-s~m ~: (.ltt~Rl ~
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Fifth Kal}.qika

The second foot of Savitri hymn is 'Bhargo Devasya Dhimahr'. You lord Sun added
'Yajus' with the space, the wind was added with the Yajus, the cloud with the wind, the
rain with the cloud, the medicines and vegetation's with the rain, the animals with the
medicine and the vegetation's, the deeds with the animals, .the penance with the deeds, the
deeds with the truth, the Brahrr.a with the truth, the Brahmal).a with the Brahma and the
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resolution with the Brahmai:i.a. It is only his resolution that provides the Brahma!.)a with
splendour, perfection and the integrity.

"-lcl~fclRnnsw d½):i:fclf?@~ ~ cqqfu el" ~ ~ . . fot;J4ciqd •(·llfclWI: ~ ~
~ll':?11

The learned person who is known to the second foot (the element of Bharga) of Savitri
and explains this way, his clan as also his life both avail integrity.

1ll:fm" cfiftlscfil 11
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Sixth KaQ<J.ika
The third foot of Savitri is 'Dhiyo Yo Nal). Pracodayat'. That lord Sun added Sama with
the world of Sun. Similarly, Aditya was added with the Sama, the rays were added with the
Aditya, the rain was added with the rays, the medicine and the vegetation is added with
rain, the animals is added with the medicines and vegetation, the deed was added with the
animals, the penance is added with the deed, the truth was added with the penance, the
Brahma is added with the truth, the Brahma' was added with truth, and the resolution is
added with the Brahmai:i.a. It is the resolution that provides the Brahmai:i.a with splendour,
perfection and integrity.

~c1~fc1R0msw d½l<fclfi0~ ~ cqqfu el" ~ ~ . . fcral4ctqd :e1fclw1~~,4 ~
~1~11

The person known to this third foot of Savitri and explains it in the same way, his clan
as also life both avail integrity.

ll'"ffltlrr chfoscfil 11
~ °& e l l ~ ~ ilt;tlil.:i ~ lITT«f Q,((l;!J!'(ll ~II
Seventh Kal}<J.ika
The Brahmal)a well-known to the three feet of SavitrI emanates the power of Brahman
duly obtained, hold and applied with the allied experiences.

mmf: ,row cny.rr ~
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The ether along with the Brahma .is acquired, held and applied with the allied
experiences. The wind with the ether is also acquired, held and applied with allied ·
experiences. Similarly, the flame is acquired, held and applied with allied experiences with
b~~~~b~b~~b~b~~b~b

breathing with the food, the mind with the breathing, the speech with the mind, the Veda
with the speech and the offerings with the Veda are acquired, held and applied with allied
experiences. The twelve vital elements (Maha Bhuta) out of such learned persons are
enshrined. The offerings is the best among them.

I lal!lIT chN:Schl 11
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Eighth Kai,c;lika

The scholars who believe of their knowledge to the offering really are ignorant. This
offering is enshrined .in Vedas, the Vedas are enshrined in the speech, the speech is
enshrined in th~ mind, the mind in the breathing, the breathing in food, the food in the
earth; the earth in water, the water in the splendour (fire), the splendour in the wind, the
wind in tl1e ether, the ether i:r the Brahma and the Brahma in the person who is well-known
to the Brahma. The person who knows the motion of these twelve vital elements attains
fame and pleasure and enjoys a life full .of higher deeds (perfume). Ile attains .gigantic
luxuries after duly exonerated from the evils.

100. TULASYUPANI~AD
gM~QRq~
Among the most ancient upani~ads, one of the upani~adTulasI is also existed. Tulasi (basil) is a
well-known plant acceptable to both person either he is atheist or have faith on god. The persons
devotee to god, sow the seed of basil with great reverence. They obtain blessing with the worship to
the basil plant systematically after bath and application of the flower, scented stick and the lamp
presuming it as the god itself. Irrespective ofnon-observan,ce to the recital and worship, the atheist
also accept the utility of basil particularly owing to medicinal qualities to which it possesses.
The celestial properties of basil has been enumerated in this upani~ad. At the beginning, the
saint, the god, the rhyme etc. to this upani~ad has been described and the magnificence of it has been
laid down thereafter. The five parts (the root, the stem, the leaves, the flowers and the seed) of basil
plant are most useful for removal of the ailments and evolution of the celestial properties. Its leaves
should not be plucked in night as also on any auspicious day. It has been deemed as immortal and
effacing the evils. This plant is most darling to lord Vi~1:m. Lastly, the significance of this upani~ad
even on mere hearing has been described and thus it has been concluded.
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Now description of Tulasyupani~ad is made. Saint to this upani~ad is Narada, rhyme is
Atharvangirasa, god is the immortal Tulsi, seed is the nectar, power is the earth and
NarayaQa is the 'Kilaka'. It has dark complexion and dark colour. ,It is in the form of
~gveda, its mind is Yajurveda, breathing is 'Brahmarthavaveda'. Renowned in Vedas and
Pura1,1as its magnificence is recognised when one does the study of Vedas and PuraQas,
arisen by the nectar, its buds are filled with the nectar, beyond the death, endows with
various sorts of essence and enjoyments, destroyer of the evils merely by the appearance, in
the form of supreme Vi~JJU, darling to lord Vi~JJU, destroyer to the cycle of birth and death,
making pious merely by touch, remover of all ailments by mere salute, endows with
immortality by mere use,.. _,'destroyer of the crisis on submission to lord Vi~JJU while worship,
-'.':,
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endows with the power of breathing if eaten, killer of poverty by mere Pradak~il)a i.e., one
circle round the basil plant and destroyer of the ever big evils merely by smearing the clay
existing in its roots. It kills the internal impurity by mere smelling. The person is real
devotee to lord Vi~l)U who is known to this fact. The plant of basil should not be plucked in
the vagary of mind. One should take a circle round the basil wherever this plant is seen. It
should not be touched in the nights. The basil plant should not be plucked on any
auspicious day or any festival because the person not complying with this rule does enmity
to lord Vi~l)U. The darling to lord Vi~l).U and the immortal basil is saluted. We know the
basil plants as per the holy books and the advises given by our teacher. We sit on
meditation to the basil plant which is beloved to lord Vi~l).U. May that immortal plant
motivate our power of discretion to work for an immortality. 0 the daughter of milk ocean!
You are immortal and having immortal you render the immortality. Therefore let me pass
from this worldly ocean with utmost liberty. 0 a friend to Lak~mI! You are the pleasure in
yourself and darling to lord Vi~l).U always. Therefore, 0 rarest goddess! Please put me
under your eye and care in the posture of fearlessness and always blessing.
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0 TulasI! You are seen in the form of a tree (inert), however you are plant (most
sensitive). Hence, destroy the inertia dwelling with me. 0 goddess of excellent stature! You
are unique and unborn. The crores of measures applied for comparison arc blunt to cmnparc
you with any of the other. 0 unique! It is lord Vi~QU analogous to you and no hoJ) d.~e.
You are beloved of lord Vi~QU and nourish this whole world.
~ ·(H-l-1fl&.U
~
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All the gods arc under your service and you provide with cmancipali\111. Lord Vi~l).U
resides in your root and lord Lak~mI resides under your shadow.
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I salute TulasI in whose root all gods, saints, poets, serpents and pilgrimage are situated
all around, lord Brahma resides in the middle and the holy scriptures of Vedas resides on
the top. 0 Tulasi! You are friend to Lak~mi, ever-benevolent, destroyer of all sins and
inspirer to great deeds. Arising from the tears flown in the mood of pleasure of Brahma,
you (Tulasi) reside in Vrndavana. Salute is conveyed to Which is worshipped by Narada and
beloved to lord Narayal).a.
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0 the form of perfection! You are the essence and complexion to the immortal
upani~ad. 0 benevolent gods! Make us able to cross the ocean of evils. 0 TulasI! You are in
the form of regret to all evils and by the same reason you are beloved to all gods, saints and
pitrs (fore-fathers). In case, basil leaves are not used by the Brahmm:;ias in Sraddha
(reverence to late fore-fathers), that complete performance meet to failure. If someone
worships the god without the basil leaves, it is considered worship to demon instead of god
and same is not accepted by the lord Vi~l)U. The offerings, the donations, the Japa,
pilgrimage, Sraddha, Tarpal)a, Marjana and worship etc. should not be performed without
the basil leaves. The garland made of the basil beads fulfills all desires. The Brahmal)a
unknown to this fact is as mean as a Cal)<;iala (evil-doer).
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Thus, this fact was explained by lord Narayal)a to lord Brahma, lord Brahma to Narada
and the saints like Sanaka etc., Sanaka etc. to Vedavyasa, Vedavyasa to Sukadeva,
Sukadeva to Vamadeva, Vamadeva to the saints and the saints had explained it to the
human beings. The person known to this fact is exonerated from the evil of killing his wife,
brother, Brahmal)a and becomes fearless from all kinds of apprehensions. He is liberated
from the trap of the miseries. He attains to Vaikul)tha Loka (region of lord Vi~l)u) after his
death. Thus, this upani~ad is concluded.

101. CATURVEDOPANI~AD

t.1gcf~ 4Rtt~
This is a small upani1?ad; A brief detail of the appearance of four Vedas have been given here.
Very first, the commencement of the creation has been described. In continuation, appearance of the
hymns, rhymes and Veda has been described from the four mouths of Lord Brahma in posture of
meditation which_ were located in the four dir.ections. The most wide feature of the gigantic person
has been .elaborated thereafter. At last, the fruits of listening to this upani1?ad has been explained.
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Now this great upani~ad is highlighted. Prior to creation of this universe, only NarayaQ.a
was existed. Neither Brahma nor Siva was existed at that time. Besides it nobody like the
eatth, wind, ether, planet and even sun etc. was present at that time. Only a man (gigantic
person) was existed. The gigantic person was sat on penance and his forehead was
perspirated :while in meditation. This sweating was nothing else but the water. This water is
in garb of HiraQ.yamaya food and lord Brahma holding four mouths was appeared from it.
That Brahma sa.t on meditation facing the east and originated Bhul;i, Gayatri rhyme,
Rgveda. Similarly, by facing the west, he originated the hymn Bhul;i, TriiHup rhyme and
Yajurveda; by facing north, the hymn Bhuval;i, Jagati rhyme and Samaveda and finally by
facing the south he originated 'Janat' hymn (Sambhavatah Janah), Anu~tup rhyme and the
Atharvaveda.
[The four hymns from the mouth c:if lord Brahma has been described here. However, due to some
discrimination in the recital, the hymn 'Bhill}.' has been described twice but Sva];i is omitted.]
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That immo~al god (gigantic person) has thousand heads and one thousand eyes. That
supreme god is always omnipresent because this whole universe is originated by him. That
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god also is renowned with the words like Narayal)a and Hari. This whole universe is living
and awakened by virtue of resort to the supreme gigantic person who is residing in the
ocean and in universal form. He alone is the master of this world in the form of a holy man.
This gigantic person is 'hung' like a cell to the ovary of lotus flower who performs
everything by application of his powers. The supreme fire is existed in the middle of him
whose flames are blazing all around. In the middle, there is also 'Vahnisikha'. It is situated
over the 'Al)Iya'. That gigantic person or Para Brahma is situated in the middle of that
supreme flame. He too is Brahma, Siva, Ak~ara (Brahma) and self-luminating sovereign
god.
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The Brahmal)a (devotee) who read this great Upani~ad becomes 'Sotriya' if he is not.
In case, 'Mundane' ceremony is not celebrated, he still becomes entitle to hold the
sacrificial thread (Yajfiopavita). He is as holy as the fire, wind, sun, soma and the truth. All
gods start realizing him. It should be deemed as if he has visited on all pilgrimages and
performed all kinds of offerings as also 'Japa' of GayatrI hymn for sixty thousand times
and further one thousand times study performed in the history as also in Pural).as. It will
also be deemed that he has already performed 'Japa' of Orh for ten thousand times. Such a
person becomes so competent as to make sacred to the human communities even by a mere
glance. He makes the seven successive generations so enlightened that they perform great
deeds. According to lord Hiral).yagarbha the person doing perseverance of this Upani~ad
definitely attains to the immortality.
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Once all gods get together in the heaven, started offering psalms to lord Rudra by
uplifting hands and asked- "O Lord! Yours origin is Bhu):i, the middle is Bhuva):i and the
end is Sva):i. You are universal. You are only in garb of Brahma, dual in garb of the living
soul and Brahma, trio in garb of the living-soul, the Brahma and the illusion as also the
supreme soul. You also are the thing already offered (Huta), not offered 'Ahuta', the things
given or not given, everything 'Sarva', nothing 'Asarva', the worl~-non world, performed;
unperformed, under control, beyond control and the end. May all of us sip the nectar in garb
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of Soma. May we obtain the divine flame. 0 Lord! We salute you and are devotee to you.
The 1mmortality, mortality, the earth, soma, sun, the non-world, Ak~ara (Adhita),
Prajapatya, modesty and the micro is obtained in seriatim to the spirit, physical intake,
cordial and the intuitional intake. Such mightiest god Rudra is saluted.

102. GAYATRI-RAHASYOPANI~AD

i11qS{l(t;,(.,Ql QRtlt{_
The great learning of Gayatri has been appreciated everywhere in four Vedas, Brahm~as,
· Upani~ads, Purm;ias, Srnrtis etc. and its magnificence is taken under the cognisance of great power of
GayatrI. In this Upani~ad too, that great hymn and the great power has been disclosed. The
commencement of this Upani~ad has been made in a questionnaire form that contains the questions
and answers transacted between saint Yiijfiavalkya and self-born Brahma. The ceretum of the
appearance of GayatrI has been very first given. GayatrI and its hymns has been clarified or duly
explained in a questionnaire form thereafter. It is the wisest form. For example, the gotra of GiiyatrI,
the letter, the foot, the arm-pit, the head, the saint, the rhyme, the power, the limbs, twenty-four
powers bf twenty-four letters, twenty-four saints for twenty-four letters, twenty-four flowers for
twenty~four letters, fatal form of twenty-four sorts of sins, the divine, the abode of divine powers in
_limbs and organs of the GiiyatrI etc. Finally the Upani~ad has been concluded by enunciating the
special power of destroying the evils.
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May all achieve welfare. Salutation is conveyed to lord Brahma (knowledge). The saint
Yajfiavalkya asked lord Brahma after the salutation so conveyed- "O Brahman! We want to
know how Gayatri has been originated?" Saint Vasi~tha also have asked the same from lord
Brahma. Lord Brahma who is born from the Brahma (knowledge) replied- "The causative
nature for the origin of knowledge of Brahma is now explained. Who is the man known as
Svayambhuva? He is the same PuratJ.a Puru~a. He has made appear the water by churning
through the finger. Thus the froth was arisen from the water, bubble from the froth, egg
from the .bubble, Brahma from the egg, ear from Brahma, fire from ear, Om from fire,
hymn from Om, Gayatri from hymn, Savitri from Gayatri, Sarasvatl from Savitri, four
Vedas from Sarasvati, all worlds from four Vedas and finally all living-organisms from the
worlds.
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A description of Gayatri and the hymns is now commences from here. The question
arises that who is Gayatri and what are the hymn? What is Bhub? What is Bhuvab? What is
Svab? What is Mahab? What is Janab? What is Tapab? What is truth? What is Tat? What is
Savitub? What is Vare1J,yam? What is Bhargab? What is Devasya? What is Dhimahi? What
is Dhiyab? What is Yal;i? What is Nab? And what is Pracodayat? The answer to these
questions are that 'Om Bhub' is the world on this earth, Bhval,1 is the space, Svab is the
heaven, Mahab is the world of Mahar, Janab is the world of people. Tapab is the world of
ascetics. Satyam is the world of truth. Tat is the fire full of spledour, Savitub is the sun,
Devasya is lord Indra, who is promulgated by Rudra namely, Sarva Puru~a symbol of
luxuries. Dhimahi is indicative of internal soul, Dhiyab is indicative of the next eternal soul
(the Brahma), Yab is the indicative of Lord Sadasiva, Nab is indicative of its own form i.e.
an indicative of this meaning. Thus, all these make cognisance of the perpetual form in the
ceretum as already has been described. Pracodayat is an indicative of the motive and the
concept (religion) that provides shelter to all these worlds is Gayatri.
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Further the questions arise- what is the gotra of that Gayatri? How many letters it bear?
How many feet it has, how many arm-pits and the places of her head and the mind etc. are?
An answer to these questions are- Her gotra is 'Sarilkhyayan'. It has twenty-four letters, it
has three and four feet. Then she has four feet, six arm-pits and five heads .. The next
questions are- Who are her feet, the arm-pits and the heads? Its answer is that Rgveda is its
first foot, Yajurveda is the second foot, Samaveda is the third foot and Atharvaveda is
fourth foot. Her east is the first arm-pit, south is the second arm-pit, west is the third armpit and the north is the fourth arm-pit. Similarly, the upward direction is the fifth arm-pit
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and the downward direction is sixth arm-pit. The grammar is her first head, the education is
her second head, the kalpa is her third head, the etymology is her fourth head, the astrology
is her fifth head. Again the questions are- Which colour of goddesses are enshrined on the
particular direction?· What is their scope, what are the sound and characteristics? What are
the letters of which those goddesses are mistress? Who are the saints of them? Who are
rhymes? Who are powers, elements and their organs? Answers to these questions are"Gayatri is existed in the east direction and she is of red colour. The white colour Savitri is
existed in the south, dark colour Sarasvati in the west and this colour recognition at the time
of meditation proves appropriate; the earth, the ether and the heaven are the abodes and the
premises of extended form for these trio-powers."
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That Gayatri contains the vowel 'A, U and M' as also 'Svarita' (composite vowel). At
the time of thrice recital, she has the form of Brahmi, rode on Swan in the morning,
Mahesvari, rode on the bull in the noon and Vai~Qavi, rode on the eagle (Garu<;la) in the
evening. At the time of morning recital, Gayatri has reddish complexion, a virgin, reddish
organs, wearing red garments, red sandal and garlands, holder of goad, a string (Pasa),
holder of basil garland (Ak~amala) water-pot (particularly used by ascetics) in her hands as
also a hand in the posture of bestowing boons (Varada), rode on the Swan, Brahmi with
divine powers, holder of Rgveda, dynamic in the ether as also residing on the earth. At the
time of recital in the noon, she is Savitri, a spinster holder of white-organs, white
complexion, wearing white garments, smearing white sandals and holding garlands, rode on
the bull with the trident and ])amaru (a musical instrument particular with lord Siva), the
super god Rudra and holder of Yajurveda. She is dynamic in the ether and particularly
resides in the world of sun (Bhuva}:i). The evening recital is in the form of goddess
Sarasvati. She is old, dark-complexioned, wearing dark garments, smearing an odouring
garland in black colour, holding the Sarikha, discuss, the Gada (a heavy weapon), rode on
eagle whose super-god is lord Vi~QU. She holds Samaveda., moves through the route of lord
sun and resides in the heaven.
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This GayatrI is in the form of fire, wind and the sun. She is the trio-fire i.e. Ahavaniya,
Garhapatya and Dalq;ll).a. She is in the form of Rk, YajuI and Samaveda, the hymns i.e.
Bhu}J., Bhuva}J. and Sva}J., the trio-recital i.e. in morning, in noon and in evening. She is of
three properties i.e. Satva, Rajas and Tamas, dormant, dreaming, awakened, Vasu, Rudra
and the Sun. She is in the form of trio-rhymes i.e. GayatrI, Tri$!UP and Jagati etc. She is in
the form of lord Brahma, Siva and lord Vi$I).U. She is in the form of the ambition,
knowledge and power of action as also in the form of trio-Brahma i.e. Svarat, Virat and
Va$af. The god of the first letter, to this GayatrI hymn is the fire, Prajapati is of the second,
the moon is of the third, 1$ana is of fourth, the Sun is of fifth, the fire Garhapatya is of
sixth, Maitra of the seventh, the Bhaga of the eighth, Aryama is of ninth, Savi ta is of tenth,
Tva$tra is of eleventh, Pau$a is of twelfth, Indragni is of the thirteenth, the wind is of
fourteenth, the god Varna. is of fifteenth, Maitra Varul).a is of sixteenth, Bhratravya of the
seventeenth, lord Vi$I).U is of eighteenth, lord Yamana is of the nineteenth, the god Vaisva
is of the twentieth, god Rudra is of twenty-first, lord Kubera (wealth-god) is of twentysecond, Asvinikumara is of the twenty-third and lord Brahma is of the twenty-fourth letter.
(Now twenty-four saints to these: twenty-four letters are described. The saint to its first
letter is Vasi$!ha, of second Bharndvaja, of third Gargya, of fourth Upamanyu, of fifth
Bhrgu, of sixth Sal).<;lilya, of seventh Lohita, of eighth lord Vi$I).U, of ninth Satatapa, of tenth
Sanatkumara, of eleventh Vedavyasa, of twelfth Sukadeva, of thirteenth Parasara, of
fourteenth Paul).<;lraka, of fifteenth Kratu, of sixteenth Dak~a, of seventeenth Kasyapa, of
eighteenth Atri, of nineteenth Agastya, of twentieth Uddalaka, of twenty-first Angirasa, of
twenty-second Namiketu, of twenty-third Mudgala and of twenty-fourth Visvamitra who
was born in the clan of Angira. Thus these are the twenty-four saints separately to each and
every letter.·
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The hymns with their three frequencies have been laid down as Tristup, Jagati,
Anu~tup, Parikti, Brhati, U~1Jik. The description of twenty-four powers with Gayatri isPrahladini, Prajfia, Visvabhadra (that does welfare to the whole universe), Vilasinl (enjoyer
of luxury), Prabha (light), Santa (peace-giver), Ma, Kanti (radiance), Sparsa, Durga,
Sarasvati, VirO.pa, Visalak~i, Salini, Vyapini, Vimala, Tamopaharil).i (that removes the
ignorance/darkness), Suk~mavayava (slim), Padmalaya, Viraja, Visvarupa, Bhadra, Krpa
and Sarvatomukhi. The twenty-four elements for every letter separately in Gayatri are the
earth, the water, the splendour, the wind, the ether, the smell, the essence, complexion,
touch, word, speech, feet, anus and penis etc. Further the skin, the eyes, the ears, the
tongue, the nose, the mind, the wit, the heart, the ego and the knowledge. (The flowers for
every letter out of twenty-four letters in GayatrI separately are)- Campaka, Atasi (a blue
colour flower), Kurnkuma, Pirigala, Indranila, Agniprabha, Udyatsurya (sunflower),
Vidyuttaraka; Lotus, Gaura, Markata, Sukla, Kunda, Indu, Sarikh, Pal).<;iunetra, Nilakamala,
Sandal, Aguru, Musk-flower, Gorocana, Mallika, Ketaki and Karp-Ura. (Now the twentyfour kinds of evils are-) The evils, petty evils, heinous evils, Agamyagamana (vagina
relation made to which that should not be), cow-slaughtering, murder of Brahmal).a,
abortion, murder of brother, murder of person, murders committed since many previous
years, murder of wife, murder of teacher, murder of father, suicide, murder of the livingorganisms either movable or immovable etc. The evil of murder arising due to eating which
are prohibited, evil due to accepting donation, abandonment of ones duty, the evils
committed in the f01m of not comply with the duties assigned by the owner (employer), evil
committed by thefting other's wealth, the evil attached due to entertaining food cooked by
the obnoxious person (Sudra), sin due to attack on enemy and the sin committed by
enjoying cohesion with the wife of Cal).<;iala etc. For exonerating from all these sins one
should always keep in mind his activities.
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I attain to shelter of GayatrI who is enriched with the power of speech, whose head is
Brahma (abode of knowledge), the braid is lord Vi~I).U, forehead is lord Rudra, eyes are the
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sun and moon, ears are the Venus and the Jupiter (nostrils are Asvini kumara), the lips are
both conjoining point of the day (Sandhya), mouth is the wind, breast is Vasu, chest is the
cloud, stomach is the ether, the navel is the fire, the waist is Indragni, the leg is Prajapatya,
the thighs are the basic places of Kailasa, both knees are the god of universe, the calves are
Slsira, ankles are the vegetation of earth, the nails are tpe supreme element, the bones are
nine planets, the intestines are Ketu (demon tail), flesh is the joint of seasons, the ear
indicative of the movement of both times (Kala) is Samvatsara and wink is the day and
night.
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The man who recites this mystery of Gayatri should deem that he has performed many
thousands offerings. By virtue of the recital of this mystery, all sins committed in the day
due to inadvertence are decayed. The person who recites this mystery in the morning and
the noon is exonerated from all sins committed in the period of six months viz., be becomes
innocent. The evils committed in course of the cycle of pre-births are absolutely destroyed
who recites this daily in morning as also in the evening. The recital of this mystery of
Gayatri by any of the Brahma:Q.a should be treated that he has made Japas (silent recital) of
Gayatri hymn to' the extent sixty thousand lakhs. Again it should be deemed that he has
duly persued all four Vedas and made pilgrimage to all the holy places. He is exonerated
from the evil which is attached with his personality due to intoxication. Further he is
exonerated from the evil of taking prohibited diet, enjoying intercourse with the women of
inferior caste (Sudra) and inspite of non-celibate his personality shines with the splendour
of a celibate person. Irrespective of his being intake of prohibited things in the queue or
commune not less than one thousand times, he still becomes sacred by virtue of recital of
this mystery. Lord Brahma had told saint Yajfiavalkya that such a devotee to Gayatri hymns
attains to and arise at the abode of Brahma as a grace for making eight Brahmat;tas well.explained to this mystery of Gayatri.

.

103. PRANAVA-UPANISAD
.

The syllable of Prat;1ava i.e. Om has been described in this Upani~ad as its name already
symbolises. The syllable Om has been called the expression of the perfect knowledge in letters form.
The consistency of three gods, three times, three fires and three Vedas has been made with the three
moras of this syllable i.e. a, u, m. It has been said that the syllable Om is circulated in seventy-two
thousand nerves including the nerves of I<;la, Pitigala and Su~umna. Finally it has been said that the
devotee attains the immortality who establish their perfect identity with the Brahma by means of the
syllable Om.

~(*dl~€$]Ul*d*4 fclWTI(~di:fitfUl:I ~ ~€$lfcle.tt~I ~ ~11~11
Now the mystery of the Brahma learning (Brahma Vidya) that holds the fire capable
enough in burning the accumulated account of the deeds and equipped with all excellent
deeds of lord Vi~1;iu in the form of Brahma is now described.
artM~i:fil~ ~ ~

~€$Js11re:fif:1

mrt m::er ~ ,(l?.IHi:filM,t4 om11~ 11

The persons learned to Brahma has said the syllable Om an unique and immortal
Brahma. His body, the place and the trio-time i.e. the past, the present and the future is now
described.
'ffif ~qi~~: ~
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In the syllable Om in the garb of Brahma, the three gods (Brahma, Vi~IJU and Mahesa),
three worlds (Bhu]J., Bhuva]J., Sva]J.), three Vedas (Rk, Yajus, Sama), three fires
(Garhapatya, Dak~i)Jagni, A.havaniya), three complete moras and one half mora (a, u, m and
Anusvara) are embedded. It is his apparent form of welfare (Siva).

~ ~11~qt4 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~, &i:fil(*4
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The persons learned to Brahma have told the Rgveda, the earth, the Garhapatya fire and
lord Brahma as in the body form of 'Akara' in three letters of the syllable Om.

~S~ ~ ~ 011fi'-1 *diact ~I ~ ~ tcf '3i:n'R: qR:i:61 fita: II l\ II
The Yajurveda, the space, the southern fire and lord Vi~IJU are the elements that are
described in the garb of 'Ukara' in the three letters of the syllable Om.

(.llq~a,*d\/.11 tfuatijct.f\4*diact ~I ~ : ~ ~ lfi:IITT: QR:i:blfitd:11~ II
The Samaveda, the world of Sun, the fire, A.havaniya and the supreme god 'Siva' are
described in garb of 'Makara' in the three letters of Om.

1_~qU5Mql'l.{ffif ~ : I ~
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The form of the orbit of Sun is the form of' Aka.ra' in the letters of Om. The form of the
orbit of moon is described as 'Ukara' and it is located in the middle of Om.
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The last letter 'Makara' of Om is in the form of that fire which is without smoke and
analogous to the lightening. The three moras of the syllable Om should be considered as the
splendour of the moon, the sun and the fire. ·
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The ascendant flame of the lamp is like the half-moon on the syllable Om i.e. the half
mora.
Qi(J4i:IR"i:rr ~ ~ ~ i:m1 4HHk;,q4.ac61~11 ~ ~ dl?.IIQ(l(ll~o II

The light of the minutest upper end of the flame analogous to the tube of a lot11s is seen
in the region of mind. This second flame is located by holding the splendour analogous to
the Sun from the nostril by penetrating the orbit of the sun.

fa.gfi@,(.f~f.llNI ~ g ~I~~~~ fimfu11~~11
That upper flame (the half mora of the syllable Om) in garb of the fire provides all
living-organisms the life through the seventy-two thousand nerves and it is located by
covering all these nerves.
chifc.1140GIR41~: ~~~I aTitH¾l ~ ~ : ~ .(.fcfM'&.9@11~~11

That devotee attains peace proxy to the emancipation and he listens to the sound
analogous to the gong made of bronze at that time. This is the form of the syllable Om. All
devotees wish to listen this form with the sound.

~ ".(.f" ~ ~,ae,~N< ~ WI "fflSl;!d(6114 ~ "fflSl;!d(6114 ~~II~~ II
The devotee who is engrossed in the vibration of the Om syllable, becomes in the form
of Brahma himself. It is definite that he attains the immortality at this stage.

104. NILARUDRA-UPANI~AD

;i)t,1~roqf:lt1~
ll~IIMQld:11

~ ~ ~ : ........... ~ mf.ff:11
This upani~ad is related to the tradition of Atharvaveda. There are three parts in this upani~ad.
The Rudra form ofNilakal).tha Rudra has been described in this upani~ad.
In the first part of this upani~ad, the Rudra form (i.e. the weeping posture) of lord Rudra has
been des<;ribed. He has been prayed for cooling down such dreadful form and to appear in the
welfare form. In the second part, the Gopiila (Kr~i;i.a) form of lord Rudra has been depicted and he has
been addressed as the lord who holds the crown of peacock wing. He has been told as Indra also in
somewhere other places. The most mighty weapons of lord Rudra has been also made a subject of
elucidation. In the third part, the form of Nilakai;i.tha has been duly explained. Lord Rudra has been
prayed addressing as Kediiresvara, Virupiik~a (Trinetra) etc. names given to him according to the
specific characteristics of lord Rudra and he has been prayed as the lord who had once drunk the
dreadful poison with an intention to protect all the living-organisms of this universe. Thus, with these
contents, this upani~ad has been concluded.
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I saw you, coming down from divine abode (heaven) upon the earth here, I saw the
shooting Rudra, the dark-necked, curly-haired. From heaven he descended on dreadful, and
planted his feet on the earth; 0 people! Have a sight at him bright-red and the dark-necked.
Lord Rudra destroys the evils in garb of disease by insertion within the medicines existed in
the water. He is the basis of life for all living-organisms. May lord Rudra come to you for
destroying the mishappenings and supplying with the means which are not yet available.

~ 1rcriuq1ti ~ \.lc:1q,4~1 ~.~ ~ o ~ '4lf:11~11
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0 lord Rudra! salutation to your furious complexion. 0 Nilakar:itha Rudra! Salutation to
your arms, and salutation to your arrows too. 0 rcjoincer-in-hills! The arrow, which, you
hold in your hand to shoot, make it1gracious to us, hill-guardian, Please don't destroy our
near and dears by blowing that arrow (do not strike my people).
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0 Dweller on the Mountain, we salute you with auspicious hymn, by the virtue of that
the whole world will become favourable to us and we will be free from all kinds of pain.
Your kindest arrow and your gracious bow, also your gracious bow-shot, mercy on us, so
that we may live.

~ ~ ~ fflqT a1<m<1sQIQi:61fii""', ~ ~ ~ n1n:4>1-a1Mi:11i:6w(11 GII
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am

With your gracious appearance, not terrible, not harmful, with your most wholesome
appearance, 0 mountain-dweller, show yourself to us. The one who shines, dark and red,
and brownish and in blazing red, the thousands of Rudras darting to all sides around, I beg
their fury away from us.
·
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They saw you descending with a dark neck, in blazing red. They saw you, the
cowherds, and the women fetching water, Yea, everybody saw you. Salutation to you,
whom they saw. Salutation to him, the dark-haired one, who is the thousand-eyed, comes as
a hero, and to all his legions too. Let me pay a tribute of salutation.
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0 lord Rudral We salute all your weapons many times which are most powerful
however of no use this time. We convey our salute with clasping hands to your grand bow.
Please take out the string of your bow for the rival king· as also for whom you favour viz;,
· remove even the possibility of the war by cooling down the temperament.

~ ~ .~ ~ : 'tfU ffl 'q1fclT cfQ'I ~ ~ ~ ~11 l\ II
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Please turn back in rest to the arrow which has been takt:n out by. you for its applt~ation
in the war. 0 t~ousand eyed one! Your bow in hundred quivers break on your arrows and
bring us help. His bow is now stringless, His quiver without an arrow, His missiles have
disappeared, Bliss-bringer is his sheath of sword.
a1~4'1i$1,(4tlct ~ Rtlif·M:I 'Q'R ~ ~ g@(*'tl~OI~ ~:11\911
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May the missile shooting from your bow pass by us in all directions. Indeed, loosen
your quiver itself and keep it far away from us.
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Or rather take up as weapon your bow, 0 prosperous god, with it as defender from
diseases to protect us from all sides.
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Salutation to the snakes also, to such as are on the earth, and also to the ,snakes in
atmosphere, also salutation to those in heaven.
Those in the radiant regions of heaven, those too, that are in the sun's rays, and those
that live in the watery abyss, salutation to those snakes too.
Salutation to theoe snakes too, who are as arrows of the imps shoot down from trees
above, and those who nest in earth-holes.
II WTI'i!.1': ~ : II
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He who is the Blue-necked god (Siva) to his people, He who is quite Hari (V(~,:iu) to his
own, Him with a many-coloured tail, 0 healing her, Quick grind to pieces, Arundhati.

~~ ~ .fle-t!llcl~ 'i!.I': fficf: I . . .fte-tc6Ud4 ~ ~ fun-11 ~ II
The [goblin] is brown and brown-eared. But with a circle of black neck is Siva, through
him, Sarva, the black-haired, through Bhava, who the father (read pitra) of the winds is.

~ ~ 'qfi:j clk;tilffi
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Through him with eyes enormous, strike [read : hata] by the brown, him who only
speaks a word, through him wholly dark-haired at work, a hero's work.
$qlq,(4 ~ ~ ~ ~ I
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Check the demand that he makes, so that we could share it here. Salutation to Siva,
salutation to Sarva. Salutation to him, the ever-young fighter! Salutation to him, the blackhaired, when he comes to the assembly and lets his fawn-coloured mules, and asses graze
around. Salutation to him, the black-haired, when he comes to the assembly, when he
comes to the assembly.
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105. ASRAMOPANI~AD

an~ '-It qfZI tt~
This Upani1:,ad is most important when we analyse it with the weightage of content. It is related
to Athravaveda. The provision of Asramas i.e. celibate, couple, past-couple, and reclusion have been
explained consisting its all aspects and the disciplines in a brief manner. The four hymns tell about
four Asramas.
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There are four Asramas (modes of life) with their sixteen subclasses. There are four
kinds ofBrahmacari:Q.as-Gayatra, Brahma:Q.a, Prajapatya and Brhan. Who remains occupied
with Gayatri-mantra after the sacrificial thread ceremony unto three nights and without
taking salt in the food; is called Gayatra. One who keeps himself busy on the study of
Vedas upto fourty-eight years of his life in celibacy and allocates twelv.e years period for
the study of a Vedas and who observes celibacy until the due knowledge on Veda acquired;
is called Brahma:Q.a. One who copulates with wife only in Rtukala (the time of a woman's
menstrual discharge) and doesn't establish sexual relation with the females else his wife.is
called Prajapatya. Or also- Who resides in the house of his teacher upto twenty-four years
is called Brahma:Q.a and who resides for fourty-eight years is called Prajapatya. The celibate
who is quite perfect and doesn't leave his teacher throughout life is called Brhan.
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Also the Grhasthas (householders) are of four kinds. These are Varttaka-vrtti, Salinavrtti (modesty), Yayavaras and the Ghora.a.sarhnyasikas. Those are Varttaka-vrttis (living on
agriculture) who engaged in agriculture, animal husbandry and the business permitted
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under the prevalent law of the country and do the worship of Soul by organising the
offerings upto hundred years of their life. Sa1Ina-vrttis (living a modest life) are they, who
arrange offering the messiness but they do not offer on. behalf of others. They study but
doesn't teach others. They provide others with gift but doesn't receive any. Thus they
worship the soul engaging themselves in offering upto hundred years. Yayavaras (having
no fixed abode) are the couple who do offering and make others to do the same. They read
and make others to read. They get and give the gifts. Thus they worship the soul by
performing sacrificial acts upto hundred years. The Ghora-sarimyasins are they who
perform their acts taking the pure water only, survive on the grains fallen on the ground
picked up every day. Thus, they worship the soul by performing the offerings upto hundred
years.
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The past-couple asrama (Vanaprastha) is also of four kinds. These are Vatkhanas,
Udumbara, Balakhilya and Phenapa. The Vaikhanas person survive on the cereals selfgrown and the medicines and vegetation's duly matured by expelled or refused by the
villagers. They do Pafica Mahayajfia and thus worship the Soul. Udumbara are the persons
who get up early in the morning and perform the Pai'ica Mahayajfia by offering the
Udumbara, Badara, Nivara etc. as the material. The Balakhilyas are the persons who had
matted hair, put on the hide of animals and the bark of trees as cloths, take as food the
flowers and the fruits upto four months, abandon the accumulated flowers and fruits on the
full moon diiy in Kartika month. The rest of eight months they earn for their living and
perform the Paf'ica Mahayajfia. The Phenap are the persons who do the worship of soul by
using the torn leaves and fruits like a man suffering from insane. They live wherever they
get the space and thus do the worship of soul by performing the Pafica Mahayajfia.
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The recluses are also of four kinds. The first are called Kuficaka, the second Bahudaka,
the third Hamsa and the fourth Paramahamsa. Kuticaka are the recluse who do meditation
on Soul by surviving on alms from the houses of their sons etc. Bahudaka are the recluse
who meditate on the element of soul by putting the brown apparels, the nicker (Latigoti),
sacrificial thread, braid, a seat, the slippers, a vessel for water, a bag, Kamal).c;lala and a
trident and surviving on alms from the houses of good Brahmal).as. The Hamsa are the
recluse who hold a stick, a carry bag, the sacrificial thread and Kamal).c;lala. They do not
grow the braid on their head and hold only a stick. They live for a night in a village and for
five nights in city and pilgrim place. They do meditation on the element of soul by
observing one or two nights in the fast namely K.rcchra-Candrayal).a etc. Parama Hamsa are
the recluse who doesn't hold the stick, clean their hair from the head and hold Kantha and
Kaupina. Their penis (litiga) is unseen and they always remain silent and stable. They
behave like the intoxicants while they never use the intoxications. They abandon the
trident, Kamal).c;lala, a carry bag for collecting alms, the holy pot of water, slipper, seat,
braid and the sacrificial thread etc. They live in a barren house or the abode of god
(Devalaya). The good or bad and the truth or false has no meaning for them. They bear with
everything, they see equally to all the deem, do distinction between a stone, a lump of clay
and the gold. They live on alms given by all four Varl).as and always live in contentment.
They make free the soul from the tie and do all measure to liberate the soul.
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106. NRSIMHASATCAKRA-UPANISAD
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This is smallest upani~ad when we analyse. its cqntents. This upani!;ad has been come into
existence as a result of the questions and answers taken place between the Gods and the Prajiipati.
Thus, it is in the form of a questionnaire. The gods one raised their curiosity regarding the
'Narasirhha Cakra' before Prajiipati. Lord Prajiipati has provided with proper answers to the question
raised by the gods. During the session of questions, Prajiipati explained that the above Cakra is
existed in six numbers. Assuming it as base, this upani~ad is called 'Nrsirilha!}atcakropani~ad'. Lord
Prajiipati while explaining the name of six discuss (Cakra) told that the first discuss is called Acakra,
the second is Sucakra, the. third is Mahiicakra, fourth is Sakalalokarak!}atJ.acakra. The fifth is
Dyiitacakra and the sixth is Asuriintakacarka. Subsequently, the gods had asked the distinctions and
the manners for holding these Cakras to which Prajiipati had answered with more clarity. The gods
again asked in respect of the place at which these cakras are to be held. Lord Prajiipati duly explained
the places and the benefits arising as a result of holding these cakras. Finally, this upani~ad has been·
concluded with explaining the fruits of perservence on this upani!}ad.
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Once upon a time the gods reached at the abode of truth and asked Prajapati (Lord
Brahma)- O.lord! Please preach us regarding the identity of Narasirilha cakra. ·Hearing to
the request. so made by the gods, lord Brahma started preaching them the identity of
Narasirilha cakra. He told that this cakra is in six numbers. There are four blades with the
first and the second cakra, eight blades with the third, five blades with the fourth, five
blades with the fifth and eight blades with the sixth cakra. Thus the six cakras are called
Narasirilha cakra.
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Further the gods asked the names given to the above cakras. Lord Brahma told that
their names are- Acakra, Sucakra, Mahacakra, Sakalalokarak~ai:ia cakra, Dyucakra and
Asurantaka cakra respectively. These are the six names for the~ six cakras.
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The gods later on asked about the three rings (valaya) of these cakras. Thus they were
curious to know the names of these rings (valaya). Lord Brahma explained that the first is
Antara, the second is Madhyama and the third is Bahya. These are called the three rings of
these cakras. The Madhyama bija (key) out of these is called Narasirilha GayatrI and the
Bahya or the exterior is the mantra (hymn).
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How many kinds of Antaravalaya? Having asked this question, lord Brahma while
answering told that those are in six numbers. Narasirilharil is of first, Mahalak~myaril is of
second, Sarasvata is of third, the I~tadeva if any is of fourth, the Om is of fifth and
Krodhadaivata is of the sixth. Thus there are six Antaravalaya (internal rings) in the six
Narasirilha cakras.
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When the gods asked the strength of the Madhyama valayas, lord Brahma told that
these are also of six kinds. Narasirilhaya is of first, Vidmahe is of second, Vajranakhaya is
of third, Dhimayi is of fourth, Tanna)) is of fifth and Sirilhal) pracodayat is the name of the
sixth valaya. Thus these six Narasirilha cakras have Madhyama valayas of six kind.
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The gods again asked about the quantum and the names of the Bahya valayas. Lord
Brahma while answering this question told that Bahya valayas are also of six kinds. The
first is the Acakra and the soul. The seconds of Sucakra and Priyatma. The third is of
Mahacakra and Jyotiratma, the protective cakra and the soul of illusion (Mayatma) is the
fourth, the Acakra and Y ogatma is the fifth and the Asurantaka cakra and Satyatma is of the
sixth, Thus these six Narasirilha cakras have Bahya valayas of six kind.
[The whole hymn describes about the A.cakra in the first exterior ring but the fifth ring again has
been extracted while the Dyutacakra has been accepted as the fifth ring before it. Hence, this change
is worth consideration. It is to be seen and judged that why such differentiation has been made.]
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Where the Nyasa (a procedure for summoning the gods to enshrine on the different
parts of the body) for these hymns should be made? Viz. at what place these should be
held? Lord Brahma while answering this very query raised by the gods told that the first
should be held in the heart, the second on the head, the third on the braid, the fourth in all
organs, the fifth on every part and organs of the body as also. The sixth and the last should
be held on the entire body. The person holding thes~ cakras in all the parts of his body,
attains to success on Anu~tup. Lord Nrsirhha is pleased on him and with the grace of lord
Nrsirilha, he attains to the emancipation. He thus accustoms with all worlds and acquires
them as also all people (all near and dear) follows him heartily. These are the places for
doing Nyasa in the parts of six Narsirilha cakras. The Nyasa so made is most holy. As a
result of making this Nyasa the man pleases lord Nrsirilha. He becomes aware of what to do
and don't i.e. his power of discretion is developed and he becomes well kno~ to the
Brahma (knowledge). The person who doesn't know the procedure of Nyasa, lord Nrsirhha
seldom pleases on him and he can't obtain the power of discretion. This Nyasa: therefore is
most sacrosanct and the procedure of Nyasa makes the devotee holy in heart and mind both
and thus he automatically attains to the peace and pleasure.
[In the above hymn and specially in the matter of Nyasa all parts of body in the fourth Nyasa and
all places in the sixth Nyasa has been described but why the place is not prescribed with the word
'All' has been not described in the fifth Nyasa is worth consideration?]
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The person doing perseverance on this Narasirhhacakra upani~ad becomes able to study
all Vedas too. He is considered as Kartta (performer} of all offerings viz. it is deemed that
he has performed all kinds of offerings (Yajfia). Further, it is considered that he also has
completed his pilgrimage too. He attains to success on all hymns and he becomes holy
personality in his material life. He becomes able to protect all. He attains to the powers
more than suffice to destroy the ghost, demons, the magician, the evil spirit and the malice
created by evil doers as also all other species (Yonis) that become a cause of terror for the
gentle man. He becomes fearless. This Narasirhha cakra should not be pleased or discussed
to or among the persons void of obeisance at any of the circumstances.

107. RADHOPANI~AD
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This Upani~ad is related to the tradition of l,lgveda. It has been presented in the form of
questionnaire taken place between the Sanaka etc. hermit and Hin;lyagarbha Brahma. The Sanaka etc.
hermits asked very first to Lord Brahma that who is the supreme god and the supreme power
(goddess). Replying to this question, Lord Brahma have said that Lord Sri J<r~1,1.a is the supreme god
and Sri Radha is his internal power and the best goddess. Since Radha was worshipped by Lord
Kr~1,1.a, she has been given the name of Radhika. Subsequently, the magnificent powers of Radha
have been enumerated. Then, the twenty-eight names of Radha have been stated and it has been told
that the person can avail salvation by reciting and doing perseverance on these names. Finally, the
pioneer role of Radha in the process of incarnation has been accepted by saying the power of Radha
as the power ofLila.
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Once the hermit Sanaka etc. Urdhvareta have realised a question with humble request
to Lord Brahma- "O Lord! Who is the supreme god? What are the powers of him? What
power among all powers is the most grand and initial reason of th~ creation (Sr~Ji)?" Lord
Brahma replied- "O sons! I am going to tell you the most secret mystery, you should
attentively listen to it. The person who is not obedient to his teacher, not follows the rules
of celibacy, void of the application, is not any way entitle to know this mystery because to
preach such people even brings the evil-some consequences. Lord Kr~IJ.a only is the most
pioneer god. The Gopa and Gopis always serve that Lord Sri kr~IJ.a who is full of six
luxuries:The king of Vrndavana, worshipped by Vrnda is only the god of all. His one form
is of Sri Narayal).a who is the ruler of this whole universe. He is beyond the nature and
everlasting. The god of all, Lord Kr~IJ.a has numerous power like Ahladini, Sandhini, Jiiana, _
:tccha, Kriya etc. Out of them Ahladini is the most pioneer power. This power too is called
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the most imbibed power of Lord Kf$I).a and addressed of Sri Radha. She is called lladhika
because Lord Kr$I.la worship her. Lord Kr$lJ.a is the adorable god for Radha. She is
addressed as Gandharva too. All Gopis, all pioneer queens of Lord Kr$I.la and S: _Lak$mi
are the part and parcel of Sri Radhika. Lord Kr$I.la in the form of a sea full of essence, has
divided himself into two forms for playing with gaiety.
[In the above hymn, the context of Lord I(r~l).a worshipped by Vflldli and- the names like
Gandharva, SanatanI vidya, goddess of breathing etc. given to Radha have a particular meaning.
Vflldil is purported to the commune or the batch and the divine sensitivity. (Kr~lJ.a) is influenced to a
greater extent only through the group pray. The imbibed power of that sensitivity is Radha who
endows with accomplishments to the efforts of devotees. The Gandharva is the holding power of the
earth, the ray and the senses. Hence, she has been addressed as SanatanI vidya and the goddess of
breathing etc. The numerous names and the qualities of Radha should be seen in the same prospect in
order to have the actual meaning.]
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Goddess Radhika is the soul power of supreme god Lord Sri Kr$I.la and she is the
everlasting Vidya in a learning acquired by him as also the goddess of breathing to Lord
Kr$I.la for Vedas in a state of meditation always prays her. The Saints well-known to
Brahma too cannot know her excellent arts (Gati). 0 Sons! I cannot access to the
magnificence of goddess Radhika even if I recite the same throughout my life. The person
graced by goddess Radhika accesses to the supreme abode easily. He is the greatest foolish
among fools who worship Lord Kr$I.la without identity with Sri Radha.
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The Vedas recite the names of Sri Radha. These are (i) Radha, (ii) Rasesvari, (iii)
Ramya, (iv) Kr$I.la mantradhi devata (v) Sarvadya, (vi) Sarvavandya, (vii) Vrndavana
Viharil).i, (viii) Vrnda radhya, (ix) Rama, (x) Ase$a Gopimal).c,ialapujita, (xi) Satya, (xii)
Satyapara, (xiii) Satyabhama, (xiv) Sri Kr$I.la Vallabha, (xv) Vr$abhanusuta, (xvi) Gopi,
,(xvii) Mulaprakrti, (xviii) Isvari, (xix) Gandharva, (xx) Radhika, (xxi) Ramya (xxii)
Rukmil).i, (xxiii) Paramesvari, (xxiv) Paratparatara, (xxv) P-0.11).a, (xxvi) Pun:iacandra,
Nibhanana, (xxvii) Bhuktimuktiprada and (xxviii) Bhavavadhivinasini. Lord Brahma says
that person reciting these names attains to fully enjoyable life.
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The Sandhini Sakti (power of combination) is converted in the form of abode,
ornament, bed cushions, friends and servants etc. as also in the form of a in this earth
(Mrt:yuloka). This power is only considered the cause for incarnation of Lord. The power of
knowledge is only the power of expert knowledge regarding territory and the power of
illusion is embedded in the will power. This power is stated as inert power owing to its
extraneous form as Satva, Rajas and Tamas; the basic cause for the creation of this
universe. It has been stated illusion (Maya) as it fastens the living soul in the form of
ignorance. This is the reason for stating this power of action as the god's art (Lila Sakti).
The persons reciting this Upani$ad become resolute to beyond resolution. They are purified
like the wind and become .able to spread everywhere the purity. Such persons get the
supreme blessing of Lord Sri Kr$1J.a and Sri Rad.ha. Every area at which they visit or even
observe automatically turns into all purified form.

108. RUDROPANI~AD

~roqf:tqc(
It is a smallest Upani~ad containing only three hymns. Th~ characteristics.of a best Brahmat).a
have been very first discussed in it and explanation has be~n given that the best Brahmat).a engages
himself in the worship of Lord Siva (viz., for the welfare of all creatures). The Brahmat).a not devotee
to Lord Siva falls in the category of the Cat;1.c;lala (meanest person). The Cat;1.<;lala (person born in
lower caste) but Siva's devotee has been appreciated saying that the ash in the hands of Cat;1.(jala is
better than the ash obtained after offering made in the fire, air, land, water and ether etc. All has been
considered in the form of ash worth putting on head. Lord Siva has been stated as Prat;1.a li.Ii.gI (which
is recognised by the effects of breathing). The Cat;1.(jala, devotee to Siva has also been considered as
the best Prat;1.ali.Ii.gI. Then Lord Siva and teacher has been told equal to worship and honour. The
person who worships Lord Siva and teacher considering thei:n equal, definitely becomes eligible to
receive favour of Siva after exonerating from the sins committed during a number of previous births.
Thus, this Upani~ad has been concluded with suggestion to shelter Lord Siva and the teacher.

. fcl¥Jq4) ~ : mci' ~ I ~ : ~ I ~ : ~lellJ.'11mt:I
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The Brahmat).a in the form of universe (i.e. full of spirit of universal brotherhood)
accesses to Siva (the w~lfare). That Brahmat).a perceives the Paficak~ara (Nama]J. Sivaya).
The BrahmatJ.a always busy with the worship of Lord Siva is the best Brahmal}.a. He will be
considered as Cal}.c.iala or sub-Cal}.c.iala if he is not a devotee to Siva inspite of learned in
four vedas. The person who is peculiarly introvert to the devotion of Lord Siva is only
BriihmatJ.a. The mean (Cai;ic.lala) too is considered better than BriihmatJ.a if he is soaked with
devotion of Lord Siva. The Brahmat).a holding (smearing) TripUI}.Qra on his forehead is the
best Brahma1).a. The element or essence of his being BrahmatJ.a is depicted by it. With the
keen devotion to Siva, he will be called BrahmatJ.a. The Cai;ic.lala too is Brahmal}.a if he
worships the linga of Siva. The ash in the hands of Siva devotee Cai;ic.lala is better and more
fruitful than the ash obtained from the offering. This ash is of three kinds- (1) copper
colour (2) white and (3) Brown as the smoke. The pure ash for the detached ascetics and
clean ash for the family (Grhastha) is considered the best ash. The ascetics should smear all
kinds of ash. The ash soaked with Siva's devotion, viz., the devotion of Siva in the form of
knowledge is worth ente_rtaining of all gods and it should be smeared (held).
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It should be held with presumption that the all elements like fire, air, land, water and
ether etc. are in the form of ash, It has been started elsewhere- "That god sees all, talks
with all and he has hand as also feet. That sole god originates with his own hands, the earth
and the sky. He is worth saluting by all. Hence PraI).alingi (where .is recognised by
breathing) is Siva. Siva is PraI).alingi. The god holding matted hair and ash only is the best
PraI).alingi. The PraI).alingi is Siva form and the form of Siva is PraI).alingi. Siva is in
dynamic form (Jangam) and the dynamic form is Siva. PraI).alingi do not attain the pure
accomplishment (siddhi). The dynamic (Jangama) are revered among PraI).alingis and
CaI).cjala devoted to Lord Siva too is the best PraI).alingi. PraI).alingi, therefore, is called the
best BrahmaI).a. The person known to this fact becomes Siva himself. Rudra is PraI).alingi
and nobody else can be PraI).alingi.
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This soul is Brahma and in the form of Siva. It is in the form of teacher and Siva. The
teachers should hold this whole world with the universal spirit (hymn) viz., they should
strike a balance in the world by doing proper publicity and circulation of Vedic hymns.
This world is under gods and that gods provide strength as a result of reciting these hymns.
That god is teacher of us all. This food (cereal) endowed by all teachers and the teacher to
omniscients is in the form of perfect knowledge (Parabrahma). Brahma is understood by
self-realisation. Lord Siva is teacher and the teacher (Guru) Siva is in the form of linga. The
invisible (Nirakara) Brahma has been depicted in vedas. As a reason of coming out both in
light and having in the form of PraI).a (breathing) and Mahesvara, Siva is the supreme
teacher. Where there is teacher, there is Siva. That Mahesvara is in the form of Siva as also
in the form of a teacher. Complying with the bee insect doctrine (A dictum has gained
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populating that the insect Bhrngi catches other insects in his hole and then starts murmuring
around him. The insects captive gradually get in hesion and converted wholly as the Bhrngi
is) the exclusive devotee to lord Siva and teacher equally achieve the state of sheer
mediation and thus attains to emancipation. Coronation of Siva liriga (viz. duly sprinkling
water, smearing tripu1J,c;lra water, reciting hymns in a prescribed manner therefore) effaces
the evils of devotee forever. The evils accumulated since many births in past are decayed
when the devotee does coronation of Siva-liriga and the teacher both with all loyalty and
devotion. Devotion to Siva-liriga and the teacher is revelation of lore for lord Siva. Siva
satiates when these two are satiated. To live in close touch of them is the supreme holy
deed. Their remission is deemed the remission of Siva's grace. The person known to this
fact always feel pleasure within him. To obtain shelter of lord Siva, the pious shelter of a
teacher is also necessary. Doing this always is the pure and the best deed.

109. ATMAPOJA-UPANI~AD
at k'l

't"'1 qf:t1:1~

The element of soul existed in the body and the method of worship to god of soul has been
explained in this Upani~ad. How the different activities of life can be skilfully converted in the form
of pray and worship, has been explained in this Upani~ad and this has been stated that the path to
welfare too extends in garb of emancipation by virtue of such walks of life.
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Concentration incessantly on that element of soul is the concentration for him. The
removal or remission of all deeds is the summoning of that god. The undeviated knowledge
is his seat. The vessels (padya) is the spirit that always concentrates on the element of soul.
A perpetual concentration on the same is Arghya. The ceaseless lustre of soul is Acamana.
The yield of superiority is the bath of that supreme element. The merger of all perceiving of
soul (the meditation of zero) is the perfume. The inner eyes are the Ak~ata. The flame of
mind (sensitivity) is the flower and the sun form of that element of soul is the lamp
(Dipaka). The full moon and its integrated nectar essence is Naivedya. The well-planned
movement of that soul is Pradak~i]J.a. I myself is that Brahma, is the spirit that salutes him.
To maintain introvert nature (silent) is the worship of that soul. To live always in
contentment is the visarjana. Thus, the universal worship and pray of the perfect Rajayogi,
is the basis of that element of soul. The desire for emancipation is fulfilled only when the
devotee presumes that I am the perfect Brahma and gets rid of all ailments and adversities.
This is to what this Upani~ad (the knowledge of element) says.

.

110. YOGARAJA-UPANISAD

This is an Upani~ad composed on Yoga. As its name implies, it is the best Upani~ad among all
other Upani~ads composed oil Yoga. This name indeed has been given for the same and taking in
view the peculiarities to which it contains. There are twenty one hymns in aggregate in which the
doctrines of yoga has been explained in easy words. In tl}e beginning, the four Yogas i.e. Mantra
yoga, Laya yoga, Hatha yoga and Raja yoga have been enumerated. The contents then followed is the
four pioneer parts of yoga, i.e., Asana, PraI,1ayama, Dhyana and Samadhi, nine discus i.e.,
Brahmacakra, Svadhi~thana Cakra, Nabhi Cakra, Hrdaya Cakra, Kru.itha Cakra, Taluka Cakra, Bhrti
Cakra, Brahmarandhra Cakra and Vyoma Cakra with the procedure of meditation and finally this
Upani~ad has been concluded after describing the fruit of perseverance and meditation of discuss
(Cakras).
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Now this yogaraja upani~ad containing the four kinds of yogas i.e. Mantra yoga, Laya
yoga, Hatha yoga and Raja yoga in order to special achievements for the yogis is to be
described.
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The experts in yoga has told four kinds of yoga, i.e., Asana, Pri1J;layama, Dhyana and
meditation.

Q,dilage!4 fctfoa :aifJ't~~ ~ I CJ1ijifciwj1',ietlc{14i 1R ~ fci¥il(a: II~ II
These four have been described as confirmed with all yogas. The scholars should do
Japa and the hymns pertaining to Vi~I).u and Lord Siva.
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The Mantra yoga was confirmed by Vatsa Raja etc. and the Laya yoga, was confirmed
by K.r~I.J.advaipayana etc. hermits.
~~ri!~~~:I
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The great men make the higher accomplishment on yoga by merging in it nine kinds of
discus. The three time surrounded Bhaga (triangle form) is the first discus which has been
said the Brahma Cakra.
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The MOlakanda (cluster of nerves) in the form of sex is existed at the place of Apana. It
too has been called Agni kuI).Qa and Tattva Ku(lgalini.
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One should concentrate on that Jiva form flame with a desire of emancipation. The
Scholars have stated a second discus namely the Svadhi~t}iana Cakra at the middle of the
same.

~ ~ SlcllMI&:_ ~ I asnitttlOl4id!! ~ Ell~li:hQ?i¾41?(11 GII
A Unga is existed facing the west ever-luminating like Pravalankura (sprout of red
colour). One. should attract the world by concentrating mind on that luminating sprout
under the Udriyal)a Pitha, a (Svadhi~thana Cakra}
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The third discus is the Nabhi Cakra and the existence of world has been stated within it.
The power analogous to the lightening should be bring into attention which is of five
frequencies between that discus.

'ffi' ~ ~iff~;il-1i ~~~:I.~ TVli ~ d~!J&'(II ~o II
The scholar as a result of concentrating his brain on that discus attains to all
accomplishments. It is to be deemed that the fourth discus is existed in the heart and its
mouth is downward.

'*fi(1i*'ci T.1' ~~~~:I~ Qj1c@T ~ '#cf ffl ~ ~ : I I ~~II
In the middle of that discus, one should make endeavour to concentrate on the harhsa in
the form of light. The entire world is enslaved as a result of concentration made thereupon
and one should not anyway doubt on it.

,mi:i' i:fiuoG ~ mr crrq ~ ~1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : 'fu!rel11 r~ 11
The fifth discus has been stated as Kal)tha Cakra. It has been told that Ic,la is existed at
its left, Pingala at right and the Su~umna in the middle.
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All kinds of accomplishments are availed by virtue of making concentration on the holy
light in the Kal)tha Cakra. The sixth has been stated as Taluka Cakra and this very discus is
called Gal)tika place too.
c()iiiqiJ(qj4j d~lsiid,-d T.1' ~ : I ml'~~~~
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The route to the tenth door is also stated as Rajadanta. The man definitely attains to the
emancipation by merging the mind in the void (zero) existing there.
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The Seventh is the Bhrn Cakra. It is also called the place of Vidya and Bindu. The
yogis attain to emancipation by virtue of concentration made on the spherical flame
existing in the middle of brows.
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The indicative· of supreme salvation, the eighth discus is called Brahmarandhra. The
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yogi attains to the emancipation by virtue of making concentration on that origin place
(Sutika grama) shining with the brown colour.
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That endower of emancipation and the bluish spot should be considered the Jalandhara
Pitha. The ninth discus has been stated that it contains sixteen petals.
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The ParasaktI existed in the middle of that discus containing sixteen emancipation is a
result of concentration to be made on Purnagiri Pitha for perfect power at the middle of that
discuss.
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The yogi who does concentration gradually one after another on the above said nineth
discus definitely attains to emancipation including all accomplishment day-today.
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The yogis who observe two sticks (Dal).<;ia) in the middle of the spherical discus
analogous to the cluster of Kadamba by virtue of their learned eye, attain to the above
Brahma.
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Supreme pleasure is attained when the upper power is dropped and lower power is
shrinked as also the middle power is awakened. It is definite as this Upani~ad states.

.

.

111. SATYAYANIYA-UPANISAD

"' " R
This Upani~ad is related to the tradition of Yajurveda. There are fourty hymns in it in which the
life of a recluse particularly the reclusion of Vi~Qulinga has been described. The mind very first has
been explained as the cause for binding and emancipation. Then, the four means i.e., discretion
renounce, control etc. properties and the element of desire for emancipation, the form of kuticaka and
the four fo1ms of the religion, yoga and the offering etc., for the recluse, their duties, the rules
pertaining to their residence, the position of the ascetic known to the knowledge of soul, and in
flirting of evil if the rules are violated, have been described. Finally, the outcome of penance for the
recluse of Vi~Quli1iga has been explained. It has been pronounced that the precedent and successive
as much as thirty generation of a Vi~Qulinga recluse clan enjoy the pleasure of emancipation. That
recluse himself becomes entitle to the position of Brahma.
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The mind is only cause for binding and emancipation of the human beings. The mind
lured in the worldly issues etc. is the cause for binding and the mind detached and reluctant
to the worldly passions is the cause for emancipation.
ijq(ij'ffi
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In case, the mind is attached to Brahma in the same proportion as it is attached to
worldly affairs; there are no worldly ties from which one cannot be liberated viz. all
bindings are cut down.
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This mind is the world and every person should purify his mind through exercise. The
person becomes Brahma who stakes his mind on Brahma. It is fact universally settled and
most cryptic .
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The gigantic form has no existence for the person not known to the element of Veda.
He doesn't accept the existence of it. The man vacate of Brahma knowledge can't access to
the self-luminating abode. It is only the prudent and metaphysician Brahma that can feel the
touch of Ahambrahmasmi in his soul. Who is omnipresent, eminent and intuitive can attain
to the element of Brahma and the element of liberated soul.
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The person who like Sanaka etc. hermits abandon their worldly passions and desire,
acquire mastery in Veda can only understand the real nature of that supreme Brahma. They
thus become in the form of Brahma. Such a man establishes a strong control on his sensory
organs, he is glut of worldly enjoyments. He is reluctant, full of tolerance, known to Veda
and understand that Brahma like the best desirous of emancipation. Such a man is away
from the desires, liberated from the debts of father and the teacher. He resides at a solitary
place and in a hermitage under a keen concentration.
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One should enter into the stage of ultimate reclusion and attain to emancipation by
accepting the five matras including the force, trident etc.

bH;vs9qq1d 'i:l cffil: i:61414~JH'{I ~ qfc1,ifqJrnf~41iWc4~1~1:1'lll \911
He should hold trident, sacrificial thread, a cloth for covering shoulders, kaupina
(nicker), the Sikya and the water purifying Kusa.
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These five matras of a yogi are embedded in Brahma (Om). One shouldn't abandon
them. All these should be buried in ground with the body after death.
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The two kinds of marks have been stated of Vi~JJulinga reclusie>n out of which one is
expressive and another is inexpressive. The/recluse/rs misdirected if he abandons anyone
.
out of them. There is nothing to doubt on it
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The trident is known as a special mark of Vi~JJulinga recluse. This mark ensures
emancipation for the Brahma)Jas. This marks is in the form of Vedic discipline and
renunciation of all religions.
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0 modest! There are four kinds of recluse known as- Kuticaka, Bahudaka, Harilsa and
Paramaharilsa. All these four put on sacrificial thread, raise a braid, a sacrosanct mind,
worshipper of Brahma urider presumption of it, these, abiding by Japa and Yama, Niyama
etc. and of sober habits. A hymn on it is- "The Kuticaka Bahudaka, Harilsa and
Paramaharhsa have their distinct propensities. These hold the marks of reclusion inward
and outward as also these are expressive and inexpressive both."
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~~q~1 ~ : ll'fcm: f'6qlci4f1Sfi:r ~ 0$1fcitll'(I ~ l ~ fi«m:r:
tj.~H<t~~· <<Qflc113ac1141: 1 Pciwji\:s, Pciwj<d({I ~ fciwc11Ni:61 Pciwjflc1111:iqf.a11 n 11
These perform the five kinds of offering i.e. Japa 9f GayatrI hymrt, yoga, penance,
perseverance and knowledge as also listen to the meaning oi Upani~ads. These observe the
prescribed rules for them and resort to Brahmavidya. These resort·to the root of world tree·
instead of its stem and branches and enjoy the essence of Brahma by giving up all apparent
ceremonies. These recluse play with Lord Vi~1,1u by giving up the exterior playfulness and
concentrate on the soul as Vi~1,1u.

fiR:i&;t Vffil@': ~ 'ff1fat ~ 'dffll 3Q~i4 Q~q*'liillict;1q(Ullkii:6'(1l ~~ II
All person should perform throughout their life Sandhya in,inorning, at noon and in the
evening also the bath, Tarpa:r:ia, Marjana, Upasthana and"Paiic~yajiia (offering for gods,
forefathers, pumanity or the gust, for creatures and for Brahma) essentially.

as

~: 'Si'Ult; ~ I . illll,ti.JIQ ~ fiR:i&;t .fmm ~II ~~ II
One should do Japa and ten Pra1,1ava including seven derivatives (Bhfll;i, Bhuva]:i, Sva]J.,
Mahab., Java]:i, Tapa]). and Satyam) and fourfeet, Gayatri, Japa with Apojyoti etc. and the
. offering with three times Sandhya.

. ~ : ,Qai:6H(ti\.lck<4, ~ ~=, ~ g aiil'-1~ ~=c6•'-lc64m: 11 ~"' 11
One should continuously en_gage himself in the _offering in the form of non-violent
penance through the mind, speech, action, service to teacher and yoga with keen devotion
and concentration as also service to Lord Vi~i:tu.
,
/·
-ti.i\QRElct;i41,Q: ~19.1141 ~ ~ : I artfiklllNl-tq¥1Uf if ijlUqi"'

P

l«{,11 ~~ II

A study on all Upani~ads has been stated as an offering of perseverance. The morsel is
given to the fire of Brahma in the form of soul by reciting Om, viz., the soul is engrossed in
the Brahma.
~ : ',Q'

fc$1':

,Q4q~,ijq\,ijq:I *'14cl;O:Si *'14Wl<sll ~ .... q~Qcil@4:II ~\911

That Om has been stated the best offering of knowledge among all other offerings. The
knowledge is the fundamental base to alt these offerings, the knowledge is the braid and it
is sacrificial thread also .

. :fmgr ~u;iq+.ft ll'm ~ Tl ~ I ~ ~ ~ ~ Slc1;13~11-Q4'{11 ~t
· According to the discipline of Veda, all things belonging to a man are in the form. of
Brahma whose braid and sacrificial thread are the knowledge .

.~

~

~

qft~Mc61

~

Sl1§'4cikl

6i;A4cl;lfli_tllqqtcC,iji:61(1~0ffl4. qj..jjt.jqj"' R:.«l'½)t'll Tl
~I

~=,

. 'dffl I ~ ,

cfijq,6\@IMI\.IIU-

~Giw~, ~ ~ @al~<(I

R§@lqj.f}

';I'

~ .fcltm $lcii'Jdl \.l'ciF<fl . d~d<li:ll"iffi'{I' iil1~S1q3l.f\e;f~tc1i4SI~ ~ :
si,t11qcft=cn 'ell Aaalimo11 ~~ 11
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0 dear modest! It has been explained that how these recluse are originated. These
recluse cross the stages when the people are trapped in sensuality, greed, affection,
boosting, proud, nature of criticising others, attachment, ego etc. They remain undeviated
and stable like a tree before the strokes of respect, insult, condemn and appreciation. They
say nothing while cut down or trouped in pains. The scholars thus enjoy the pleasure of
imll).ortal · and liberated soul in this very world. A hymn referring it is he should seldom
look for t1ie brother, childem etc. often providing them maintenance upto a long period. He
should move to and fro with an intention to research on his own actual form and boldly face
all the strokes of pain and sorrow.

'QOO' ~ ~~jqj,i]i:1Mii:ti1

ffi'm -~ f.fiQc:flffl

~ I 41Sliqj,i Slkl 1J~j~lt( ~

~ inf ~II ~ o II
The recluse who observe the living soul and the supreme soulI in its integrated form.
who hold a bow and stick, who grow matted hairs on their head, whose only family is the
sacrificial thread should live on alm either asking for it or withoutand thus sustain his body
to ensure the frequent movements and observations of this universe.

4J(lci(wlli[QiMd-gQUiq1,i 'ffil?.IT ~ g ~ I a_:nui- ~ ~ cfi.e.llN-1~ T.f qJiqii:01&4 (41a:titi
'ciT ~:II~ ~II

He should accept a patra either made of clay_ or gourd, the coir, intertwined by the
fibres or made of the leaf. He should accept the asana made of niat, from the bark of a tree
insects.
or from hay, from the hide of a black deer and from the leaves not hold by the
'
.

Sligij-1!1' goi~.:gogq1,i ';J1'@11'

.

~ ~ WRst

':I' ~ I - ~ q1ij11Acf~TI(wld: wim

41cl1)ftlS~ ~~:II~~ II
The recluse should clean his hair at the time of the adjunct of the coming season but the
recluse of kuticaka category_ should not Cllt his matted hair. He should remain at a place
fully stable upto four mouth because Lord Narayai;ia in their gigantic form ·sleeps upto that
time.

at.:£11411.U~ !j•Hitt44~S~ · cfiqf~~fcig)f[i Q'I ~cfll.:£1111) ~
cf{fa_ijfi~S'~rf~fflffl~: I ~ *fl@foifq~11.JI ':I' Jifi;:zi1gfa~EISI ~II~~ II

~

Thus, the recluse desirous of obtaining the stages like hearing, concentration and
meditation etc: should reside at a place and perform his deeds continuously. He can resort
elsewhere for it. He should make his residence in a. temple close to the root of a tree or in a
cave. Thus, living in solitude, and refrain from the public contact he should live with cool
temperament like the fire without fueL He shouldn't be attracted to any body and treat all
creatures equal.
a:rnqr.t· ~tti.Gll-1141a,4q~j@ ~ : I Fc6fi:t@.cfi(4 ~ ~1.(h:q3tj.,jcj)rj_U ~~II

The desire to provide maintenance to this body automatically is effaced when one's
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soul is realised as Brahma, viz., one sh_ouldn't care for his physique when such a state of
mind is achieved.

oltcl' 81m' ~ ~ ¥ITTf ~ : I

-llj&li(!ii(4.9<SGl.ciiifl fcl•~IQ.f ~ 'ffi{.11 ~'-\ II
A patient Brahmat)a should establish his wisdom on Brahma after an actual cognisan9e
with the perfect Brahma. He shouldn't fall in the trap of harangues because it is mere abuse
to the speech.
iitl~~cf ~ @Bi~Gif&ti ~@~~-1'!_1 ~@fcltii ~ ~ ~ Fl"fci1r 9f:t:o~qcfl'(II ~~II
He should desire to be stable with reluctance. He should develop a firm determination
that there is nothing except Brahma. Thus, having a due recognition made with Brahma one
should observe the soul everywhere.

~ ~ Sl!ii:t.i.fl

qifq"f

~SW ~ ~ : I ~ ~S13ffl ~ ~ ~ I I

· This mortal man becomes immortal and sips the pleasure of Brahma when all desires
residing in the heart are cooled down.

~ ~ ~ QRi;11*4 ~facfiqlfq~q

if

fcl;s,~1@ ~

'cTIW

,:rqfu-1 ~ ~ 'qcffifl ~

~ 'qcffifl ~ q~1 Qicicbl ,:rqfu-1 7.f 6lIT ½mrcff
~ I ~ · ~ 'qcffifl ~ ~

~'6fl~•ll'il

fit,i~~a

f.rei' qfo-4;s,fu 1 ~ ~ ,:rqfu-1 1'6fl~•TI
?tctil&i1dl ffl'I ~ I m:

Rtififl'4if~ ~ I

&jffiqajffi

ciT

~

'qq@'I

fclw,JfM#·

w-m
~

~ll~GII

0 dear modest! The person who violates the rules prescribed for a recluse becomes
analogous to the murderer of Brahmai:ia, killer of industry, killer of womb and a heinous
criminal. The recluse who gives up his loyalty to Vi~i:iu becomes a thief. He becomes a
debaucher even with the wife of his teacher, rival to his friend and all ungrateful. He thus
falls in the trap of misery after such serious misdirections. These hymns refer it- "The thief,
the intoxicant, debaucher to the wife of teacher, rival to friend, may regain purity by virtue
of lamenting for the same but the recluse can't regain purity if he has infringed either
expressively or impliedly framed for the Vi~i:iuliriga recluse.

~

fc4wnfHw·q~(fffi;cfl

7.f: ~ ~s~ 'cf'TI Sl~IQffi

,m

cf l@~i\ ~

Tffil':

cfi~cfficillN ~II~~ II
The recluse who stays in his hermitage by giving up the in and out Vi~Q.uliriga or gives
up the traditions, is surrounded with adversities all time and he can't see or acquire a true
position even in the indefinite period of time.

~ ,Qcf\¾q1.l!ftU ~ ~ I

lTia:~ ~ •i@©.(.<.I 'Fcit@'11 ~ o II

A patient man should reside prolong the hermitage of emancipation after giving up all
Asramas. He has no place to stay if he is befallen from the Asrama of emancipation.

QIR.¢11*4 ~ 9 er: ~ ;i- firn"fu1 aq1~Gb3d fc1t11~RI ~~,:1~11:e-1q_11 ~ ~11
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The person who can't maintain himself i~. the duty for which he is engaged after
accepting the Asrama of a recluse, is nothing else\but an offender because he h~s ch'eated to
the Asrama concerned. It is the discipline of Veda.
·
·

~ ~ ~ +HH'l-tqfrqwY · ~
~ot1iti:iil cq"cffifl

ffl'I

'(-f

'(-f

~ 'q'cffifl

,rt 'i'ffl' 'if•lci-<lq11;nfu1

'(-f

'(-f

mt

~ 4,ra1q~qt1.c1J~

~«H1#1 'q'cffifl

~ cqqra1

'(-f

Nijajatf~-tl dti~ciF-f!t;c{I

'(-f

'(-f

~ cqqra1

~ cq"cffifl

'(-f

'(-f

~

fi:lmfur ~ 'JfcilSi'Htl@II ~~II

0 dear modest! The person who doesn't vitiate the loyalty obtain.ed for Lord Vi~l).U and
in his everlasting soul, is only a man who has controlled his senses. He is knower to a wide
fame and the element of world. He is known to Brahma, he is omniscient and he attains to
the perfect Brahma by turning himself in the form of light. He crosses his forefathers, nears
and dears, relatives and all persons in contact from this worldly ocean.
~IV@

¥JR1' ffl" ~ ~. 1fU1J1i' ffi"ffi ~I~~

~fid*4

~

~ ~ +i•<H4~lij fc:raF{,11 ~~II
The person who accepts reclusion uplifts his hundred preceding generations and three
hundred succeeding generations of his clan. Such genius recluse most scarcely appear in
this world and thus bless it with their great deeds.
bi~iNdf~~1«q:i:if~~lii:4 ~ : 'Q"Ui_l 3f1Htl@

mi:m:

QR.~lra@ ~ ~:II~~ II

According to the Veda, the genius recluse crosses his thirty successive and thirty
preceding as also thirty generations prior to it from the worldly oceans.
tj:;:q,raf~Rt

'tl1' c.(<.ll(tf;Od¼fSIIOiciHNI mfurr: Nd,(~...j ~ ~«l:}~11(-1...j'(II ~~II

According to the discipline of Veda, the person who declares that he has accepted
reclusion even at the time of his last breathe; it is deemed that he has crossed his forefathers
from the worldly sea.

~ ~ · ~ (-1...jH'l...jqjf'iWi ~

mt

-tl(-lqlG!.I ~ I -tlfilHltl "1Hkqfci~

. .11Jtau'llt1 ...i1fci¥}41ti ...i1:iq(-1~1t1 ...iu1t1aq1:;.i(-11~Rt '6 ~ : r ~ 1t_1
ilijlOjqj,ij'liq ~

fcrm '6 ~

tll' ¥1c1fites~f~:n at4I4c61tll'3-il~ ~ lIT lIT 'c.(tlT Clli!lci~I ~

~ll~li.11
0 dear modest! A scholar should not preach this learning of immortal soul without
adopting it practically and this Vi~l).U related religion without royalty. -The person who is
unknown to Veda, to self-conscious, full of affections, impure heart, stubborn and atheist
shouldn't be preached, this Upani~ad. The hymns confirming this fact are- "The
Brahmavidya came to Brahmal).a and said- "O Brahmal).a! protect me I am your treasure.
Don't preach about me to the person who are shrewd, stupid, artful and who criticize
others. In case, if it is done, my influence will he entirely effaced.

~

fcie11~fuqS1q'tf

«e11~w1Jtq1f'iRBl'(II ~ 1911

qg11fcl4

i61"4<aQQ~'(I

mm $ql!JQ<!:i~ltl ~ ~
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The petson entitled to edm;ate is a man of purity in heart, egoless, cautious, celibate
I
and well-tried. He only can do the best use of this learning pertaining to Lord Vi~l)U.
atai1f4a1

it~ .:i1ij:;q~ fcm crRIT tRm r.filT1l1T c1T1

cg--tfui ~ 'ffi{.11 ~ l

•

~ '4' ~.Jt-11t.1«1~e1 ~ '4'

11

The person who doesn't have any respect for their teacher and who don't reveal it
through their mind, speech and actions, their education is only an illusion and worth
nothing. The person of philanthropic ideology doesn't entertain the food offered by them
and the teachers too do not accept the food. According to Veda, a recluse also refrain from
taking food at the home of such ungrateful.

~ ~ ~ ~ ,m lfra:I

~if~

~I

~ ~

olU ~

f.letc+.uq~c!.l½Jelq_ll ~ ~ II

The teacher is the supreme religion and also the supreme position. As the water kept in
a coarse pitcher gradually percolates living it empty, the persons education, penance and
knowledge is decayed gradually who has no respect for the teacher who always provides
with the knowledge.
0~

~ ,m \.IHfi~T ~ ~ "!f{l'I ~ jf#]fciN( ~t.11~1@ ~c/;lj~11~4'l $fg4Rl:lq_ll

The person who has a strong faith on gods and the same faith on teacher; is the supreme
devotee. Such a person of knowledge attains to the supreme position. It is the discipline
contemplated in Veda and it is the directions. Thus, this Upani~ad has been concluded.

~ '!01'-ld;: ........... ~ ~ : 11
II~ ~ll~lt.1-111'.fiQRl:lf(.lqlfHII

112. LANGULOPANI~AD

Hlt~~QRC:tc{_
This Upani!?ad appears to be of later stage. It describes about the tantric form of 'Hanumat
Sadhana'. Under this special Sadhana, there is found a reference of R!?i, Devata, Chanda, Bija, Sakti
and Kilaka. The Upani!?ad starts with the recital of R~i, Devata etc. related to Hanumat Sadhana.
After that there is,a description of Nyasa (related to heart), Dhyana, Mantra, Japa and Ahuti. This
Upani!?ad is primarily related to Sadhana. The verses used in this Upani!?ad are used only during the
Japa and Dhyana procedure and not in gaining any tattva-jfiana. Therefore only a direction for
employing the s1okas of this Upani!?ad has been mentioned here. In the end there is a mention of the
ritual followed related to this sadhana. Lord Siva told this mantra to VIrabhadra (one of his chief
gal}.a) and through VIrabhadra, it has been imparted to the entire world. All wishes are fofilled by
reciting this Upani!?ad during morning, noon and evening.

~ "SiN: I ~
~ ~ i:61Mc6'{1

3';o mcf mai.f.aEfl<!.IM<Ni:11Mlff.t{l~fel <=1i<6jqf~U&l,(,1l!!.1•11til<l!Mq-?1fe1

~ ~I

tR::I

"ffl

am:flll at·aHl~f<@ ffl:I
*i6jq€1HU«R-14ii~ ~clM~cfi,(,1q1{-11.fd~Q«Wl!!.1.f1~ ~ fctf.tt41tl: II ~II

The J.¼i to this extremely terrible, jvalagni Rudra, courageous, fierce mo.la-mantra of
Hanumat Sadhana is Isvara, rhyme is Anu~tup and devatas are Sri Rama-Lak~ma1,1a, Bija
are hundred, Sakti is Afijanasuta and Kilaka is Vayuputra. This mantra of Hanumat
Sadhana is recited for gratifying the universal 'Tattva' (This is You).
[This way after reciting the mantra 'Om Asya SrI......... .Jape Viniyogal;l', the water should be left
on the earth. After that, the Aliganyasa (touching of various body parts) should be done by recitin,g
the following hymns.]

".fm ,:r1le@' «1cll.fMc6l~IW6jqfl ~ ';ftl: I · ~ ';ftl: I 3';o 'gel": ".fm cqTfc@
i:.1Ug!,ld1Q6jqf1 . ~ ';ftl: I wmt ~ I 3';o ~: ".fm ,:r1le@' ff.1.~11qful6jqfl ~ ';ftl: I
~ ~ I 3';o ~: ".fm ,:r1le@' Qld1Mtl~6jqf1 ~ ';ftl:I chcli:.11<.1 g'{I 3';o \lR: ".fm
cqTfc@ c61MIW'6Mjqf1 c6Rfflc61i<U ';ftl: I ~SISti!.ili!.i ~ I 3';o "d"Q': ~ ".fm cqTfc@
3';o ~:

'ii~-st1@fctc6e~1(6jqf1 c6(dMc6<981i<U "1f: I ~ ~I Q1¥}Qfl:.t ~ : I I ~ II
Orh Bhul;l Namo ................ Arigu~thabhyam Namal;l. Hrdayaya Namal;l.
Orh Bhuval;l Namo ................ Tarjanibhyam Namal;l. Sirase Svaha.
Orh Sval;l Namo ................ Madhyam,abhyam Namal;l. Sikhayai Va~at.
~

.

;

Orh Mahal;l Namo; .............. Anall}ikabhyam Namal;l. Kavacaya Hum.
Orh Janal;l Namo ................ Kani~thikabhyam Namal;l. Netratrayaya Vau~at.
I

Orh Tapal;l Satyam Namo ................ Karatalakarapr~thabhyam Namal). Astraaya Phat.
I
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~f{'f:(.dcqijj(!,lij(Otfcict~TI~TtSfiHt\/.11{1

,3eJffil&:'!~ttr¥!,ii:.IMGIMRfii ~ ~
~~

~cl•IQU~i'A

ij"itjijj( ~ I I ~ II

The meditation should be done on lord Hanuman who is, ever happy, Vajra like,
b,Jautifully built body, eyes like Pirigala, ear-rings made of gold, making helpless the
Rak~asa king (Ravai:;ia) with the strong blow, frightening the ocean by fire on tail, having
terrible form, lord of monkeys, extremely courageous, best among the monkeys and always
in the contemplation of lord Rama.
[Doing dhyana this way, the worship of lord Hanuman should be done without any materials and
again Japa and sacrificial offerings should be done with the following mantrns.]

~ q14«1Qi:.itl: ~,~ ~ ~ i;lctHMchtMift-1t13qa ( ~ Gt+.Nflfcictl<.I)
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~ ~ 'qll
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~qi,(!Jt1
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~ ~ ~~~

.'qll ~ :

~ . ~ G1; G1;

~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ ";(fflef
~ "{a,:f "{a,:f ~ ~ ~ f t ~ it it ~ I I ~ II

~ ~ lfW.i lfW.i

~ · al@~Tltl<.I a:tfo~Tltl<.I 'qll

mf

T.l"

Om Namo Bhagavate Davanala Kalagni Hanumate .......... Hanuman Ra~a Rak~a Om
Hram Hrim Hrum Hum Phat Ghe Ghe Svaha.

~

~

~

i:Ns!,lctl46jqf1

qt11ci1U<.I

~:-Oilfcl41~141<.I

!Jt1qllsc-l'~-

qosM9ctN~lii:.lqOsM:«ctl~l611~ ~ ~~-fciwJ'*l<-iilijl'*I<-.- ~
N*1'*1,(-~6q ij INI qlklch'*l ,(-fcitl q'*' ,(-~("(\JC(<- Q,cfiiijJch~f,(-~ iijJch'*l {-JihJcli'*l (-

'*"-

i:.j lglijcli'*l(-~q ,f~ch'*l (-q tfoch'*l ,(-

ti 1oq1f~ch'*l,(-'fflck(.lfo:h'*1,(-aWIJ.l•fl'lct'*l <-qt11 QWI (-

t

~NchlQW I<OO ~·~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~it it ~11~11
"'
Orh Namo Bhagavate Cal).c;iapratapa Hanumate ........... Khadaya Khadaya Orh Hrarh Hrirh
Hrurh Hurn Phat Ghe Ghe Svaha.
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~-~-w1<~~

~ ';fql' <ql1c@' Ri.a,qfo1g:1qa
1H1~~JH-:aa.<~!H-cfi01~1H-~
~-ctiR:~JH-'1tlj~JH-'1ti}WJH-6-@~jH-Qla,~JH-1t,4.6~JH-cilMJH-fihf~!(."f-Qi~~!H-<@4~!Hqf<o11q~!H-QHSUq~jH-QHdUOi~!(."f-a,.fl~JH-~ ~q4~~!H-·Wi~JHIR R~H4 ~
af4a:H~cfilf~-11~dlHcfie;JUa:r«-c:b)H1gH41ilq1~114;ac11~fcfidl:\:lcficfilailecfif~if4iUcfi~!-J~H<li141~1qg1q1fl1._ cfilHQWifcilt f;rfcrft ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ it it ~II~ II
"'
Om Namo Bhagavate Cintama)Ji Hanumate .......... Nirvisam Kuru Kuru Om Hrarh Hrirh
Hrurh Hum Phat Ghe Ghe Svaha.
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~ wir ~ ~ ~ lfmt lfmt qW:f qW:f ~ ~ ~"'~ ~ i ~ it it ~111.911
"'
Om
Hriril
Srirh
Klim
Glarh
Glim
Glum
Om
Patalagaru<;lahanumate.......... Varaya Varaya .......... Ghe Ghe Svaha.

Namo

Bhagavate

~ ';fql' <ql1c@' cfi1Hlfi:H1Mjqa ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
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Orh Srarh Srirh Srurh Srairh Sraurh Sral) Orh Nam~Bhagavate Bhadrajanikatarudravira
Hanumate .......... Sarvamantrarthatharva)Javedasiddhirh Kuru Kuru Svaha.
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This mantra was conveyed to Virabhadra by lord Sri Ramacandra and Siva and thus,
obtained the entire mode of reciting this mantra. Whosoever do sandhya of this very
Upani~ad during morning, noon and evening, he surely attains all his wishes.

Thus finishes the volume 2 of the present edition of 112 Upani~ads
(Sanskrit text and English Translation)
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